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Boxscore;

Critics'

O (No

KBONENBERGKR

W.\RD MOREHOUSE

R

W

59

54
53

5

(PM).

59,

(Sun)

•VERNON RICE (Post)
ROBERT GARLAND (Jotirnal-Ainevican
ROBERT COLEMAN (Mirroi'i
*WII.ELLA

SR

WALDORF

57
55
24
59
58

)

(Post;

V.^HiKiY (Combined)
C'Mi.sji

!915

35

61

5.1

6

4!)

48
23
41

.830
.827

.742
.732

2

.660
.901

Waldorf reviewed Hisl half season, Rice taking over Jan.

due

1

June

Fla.,

—

.

.872

Petersburg,

4.

'Virtually everj' facet of show business
including films,
television,
radio and recording .:ompanie.s had
their eyes riveted on St. Petersburg,
Fla.. today (Tues.).
For, out of the
current convention of James Caesar
Petrillo's American Federation of
Musicians may emerge a blueprint
for union behavior that is expected
to vitally influence all branches of
the entertainment industry, at least
for the next 12 months;

.894

.833

56
63

St.

.898

7

4
10
10
8
13
18

Runyon

Sets 250G
Price on Film Biog
Damon Hunyon has set a $230,000

—

The repercussions from

tab

Petrillo's

on

his

story for any film

life

company that's interested, with aothFox reportedly given first choice.
Agent Paul Small has just returned
from a trip to the Coast where he
huddled with studio exacs on the
property.

Runyon

the deal goes through.

If

wilt script the story himself.
a time, produced at

Runyon, for
20th.

opening blast at the radio industry
and the recording companies on

Monday

(3)
are already making
themselves fell, and there's no attempt being made to conceal the
wori i.somc slate ot the radio -record-

Nichols Noses Out Kronenberger

ing

Drama

In 'Variety'
For

number

a

ot

seasons Lewis
Y. Time.t and

Nichols ot the N.
Louis Kronenberger ot
l)(!en balllinfi it out for

PM

enberger, last year's winner,

wrong

less

b.v

one

Bolh liave now

guess.

copped twice.

I

!

of

I

I

dept.

used by Variltv
It is therefore tlie bo.x:Billbonrd decided lind
file public doiiiiiiii and so

stole

il.

sequeme

The
is

wiiisiinl

that

it tool;

pni'l

o/

for himself, Kelly

And

'Buy Stock

Didn't indicate, however,
wlio'd play first and second base and

Awesome Orson
PutsHexonCrix
In

who

critics

like

didn't

Idea

hi.s

"Arotmd the World." which opened
Spilling

Day Program Void;
Sets Sold Blindly
Television itself

on

is

fantastic tale

a

of

First postwar receiving

.sets hit

ABC

"predicted'' dire things to those rethe show, although conceding that the new mu-

ROY ACUFF

CConlinued on

Corp., latter

a

subsidiary

Expect N.Y. Fight Bonanza

by out-ot-towiiers for the
I.,ouis-Conn boul. June 19. is vx.sets
to' prospective customers din ing normal daytime hours of trade peeled to bring in its wake a bonanza
for
the Broadway spots.
bccau-se none of the video stations
One nitcry. La Martinique, which
is
currently broadcasting daytime
Influx

planned

programs.

lirst

WNBT

be.^an
(NBC, N.
broadcasting four aftcriioons a week
alter returning to the air ^ul)sccllll.Mlt

(Continued on page 24 j

in

to

major

pre-war,

shutter June 19 for the
summer closing since

will
to

cash

remain
in.

'September
Martha Tillon and
with

open

until

Spot reupciis

Harvey

I

j

I

Aciiff. N.o.

1

ascribed

fadeout

is

need of

a

for

the

Morgenthau
and wants to

that
rest

quick
is

in

relax.

the eight-week experithe "pull no punches" techa success.
But understandthat he won't return to the
air unless he can go coasl-to-coast
via a major- network.
He had previously been rebuHed for network
presentation.

ment

in

nique as
ing

WHITNEY

By

W1LI,I.\.MS
Hollywood, June

is

Morgenthau's last broadcast was
Wednesday (May 2B i. with 1>is accusation that President Truman had
betrayed the trust ot the man who
put him in office stirring considerable pro and con comment.

Hollywood

in Miniature. Inc..

4.

canipaigriing
ncuninalioM.

for

the

and Nat Goid.stone choir-,
man was previewed for Hollywood
week, and nothing quite like it
has ever come out of the tilrn capit-jl.
Six large miniatures present a

as prexy,
last

paRcant of Hollywood which is supposed to, and doe.s, give an cxai-t
jllimp.'ie of the picture colnny as it
nicfts

the eye.
in
Uie

.itarling

It's

due

fall,

willi

.

:

sairl

in 'fiio

il
would interfere with his raand film commitments at that
.N'nihing further heard on sub(Conliuucd on page CTj

time.
'

a

tour,

u

Ni-w

York date.
Tlieic
is
Malibu Beach. Grji.iman'.s Chinese theatre, the Bi^) vn
Derby, the Hollywool Bo.vl. a ly;)!oal
stud'ii.
and,
motion
picture
Anally, th.e City of Hollywood.
First five arc approximalcly Ave

-

(Continued on page 24

Of Charm
All-Girl Orchestra

a»4 Choir

Conductad by

Pliil !i^pitoluy

Republican

.

years ago Acufl had decided
nuaiiiM entering politics, alter mulling the matlor lor many months. He

4.

wUh

Don Hai'tman, Columbia producer,

hillbilly songster

Two

Sioic.

Tlie Viig;il)onds.

Fran-

The Hour

IN TENN.

ot rjdio and screen, was entered in
the Tc-iine.s.see governor's race in a
sin pi ise n"'Ovc the past weekend and
lie is icpoi ted scrioii.-ily considering

i

:.)iMic 21

San

On WMCA.

Baltimore, anrl

earnings,
the capital

page 33)

Memphis. June

Roy

of

liold

GUBERNATORIAL RACE

(Continued on page 33)

week, ptil out
by the 'Viewtone Corp. and the Bel-

Raytheon Manufacturing Co. Retailers, however, can't demonstrate the

in

Washington, He was locally sponsored, while the Others carried him

Via

H'wood Miniatures

slock in lieu ot full

retailers' shelves last

mont

Mohamnied

U\re.

Harlem

thereby placing them

the

outlet,

York,

stemmed from the proposal

vengeance, hex, voodoo drtims and
all, Welles told of how once before
he had "killed" a critic. U was all
highly amusing to listeners as he

now ganging up viewers who panned

television,

Woods

Mar'it

w\v,\

Mountain Goes To

Bjng Crosby and repoi led ov'erto Ed Cardnei- for purchase ot

to

Friday (31) at the Adelphi. N. Y.

last

Tele Nips Self With

and

export

The settlement

(Continued on pag* 5j

ship bail.

threatened
tlia

Noble

Ed

10 the theory that it would strenathen the ch?in piogramMvise and woo
other top latent with the partner-

regular Sunday (2) Blue
Welles
broadcast, Orson
to put the whammy on

his

network

(Continued on page 68)

Washington,
Hollywood.

New

He considers

Hollywood. June 4.
Sale of slock to stars broadcasting
on it.« netwoik to fortify it.s position
against defections to other skeins
when time opens up in the fall is inider sei ious discussion by the ABC
plans board.
By making its performers and those on other nct.s
partners in the operation. ABC's

shortstop roles.

is
e.xccptionaUy high, having
been topped only twice since the
boxscore started during 1922-23.
All but one critic clearly expres.sed
an opinion in their 1945-46 notices,
liie. exception
being charged with
two "no opinions.''
Right behind Krorienbergers
S9B came Ward Morehouse, of the

Talent

industry's

the

trade potential.

commentary

in

Reason

to get ai'otind to it.]

.915

of the radio

.sustaining.

ABC TeDs

interest.

this

'em 20 years

Jr.. ex-Secy, of the Treasury under President Roosevolt, has

Baltimore.

Be Our Partners/

some

signilicrt

of the excellent results Johnston lia,'*
achieved in the past few week*; in

genthau.

cisco and
his N. Y.

and possibly Leo

who has

Durocher,

?

There's no sign thai any crisis in
the regime ol the MPA's S100,000-ayear, prexy is anywhere near, but if
irritations on both sides continue to
grow, a showdown could possibly
occur.
Likelihood of that happening now, tiowever, is slight in ligtu

move, Henry Mor-

surprise

vate network" 'covering

seems moderately interested.

a "Tinker-to-Evers-to-Cliance"
yarn, lie said. Vith parts of "Ryan,
O'Brien and Shaughnessy," tailored

the critics' boi.tcoie orip-

ITIt'is is

date.

broadcasts over a flvt-atation "pri-

It's

since 1923.
score the
come t)Uo

.

picture alter an eight-week series of

I

iiinieti niirt atitiualli/

a

III

bowed out

(Continued on page 56)

Chicago. June 4.
Script about three baseball pla.vers
who go on vaudo tours during tlieir
off-seasons is being prepared b.v
Frank Sinatra and Gene Kelly.
The Voice added that Metro's story

i

percentage

1945-46

Nicliols'

For Kelly, Lippy and Self

In Quick Fadeout

Critics

GOLDEN

Eric Johnston took
open cog'
nizance last \veek ol increasinglyfrequent reports being heard of dinsatisfaction by certain industry topadministration
a«
pers with
his
president of. the Motion Picture Association.
Johnston freely admitted
to VarKkxy that echoes of the reports
olTcred
no
had reached him, but
apologies other than his record to

advancing

perhaps more llian ever
befoi e that they were being squeezed
a.s
the "whipping boy" of what essentially is an industry problem, netwoi k executives made no bones as to
wake of
concern
in
the
their

j

I

Henry Morgenthau

chieftains.

Sensing

Baseball Pic

have [Sinatra's

Vahikiv's

York drama critics championsliili.
The past season has been no
difii'irnl, Nichols nosing out KronNi'i.v

Boxscore

Critics

CENTS

25

hdustry

to Film

By HERB

to

former's falal illness.)

PRICE

Answer

In

AS BiyEPRINI

PCT.

6
6

5)

48
20

31

O

ISTO.

Johnston Says He Won't Be Yesman

p[

Opinion Clcvrly Expressed); Pel, (Percentage)
(Time.":).

crjiti.

1946

5,

(Jun« 1, 1945-May 31, 1946)
Abbreviations: SR (Shows Reviewed); R (Ri(ht)i*W (Wron^);

NICHOLS

STAIpE

MV VAKUb-lY,
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Season of 1945-46

I.KWIS
I.OVIS

I;i05.

MUSIC

10th Ytar en the Air
Sunday t, 10 P. M. E.S.T.

NBC

>

,

'

i

'

!

Wednesday, June

1946

5,
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No Place Like Home, H'wood

There's

The Berle-ing Point
By Milton Berle

Finds in
Hollywood, June

4,

The Cindticlla molit is getliiig a
play atiiin iii Hollywood star-buildreached
iiiR Bclivilics. It hasn't yet
the IcKCiHlary piopoilions of the old
silent tUiys when, sccording to popgal was
\\\a\- superstilipni at least, a
liable lo be discovered by a directoi;
at the Vrnice iiicf, the corner, cpfinfee shop, or a Uixi-dancehall, for
slaiK-e, and be sky rocketed, promptly to stardom.
Habiis and importance of directors
and producers have changed all
aver-,
that. Thcv'ro loo hard lor the
age cal io mecl. But, anyway, theCinderella scUip has gotten as far.
down the scale as Ihc studio bacUand the
theatres
the liilli"
lols.

Sports Shorts

the Night."

Yankee Stadiinn

Sol

Le.s.ser

mate

Speak Louder
not. Only announced;

I

that "he waij going into, the contract shadowlands of Hollywood, or
even farther, for a couple of youii;i
actresses for "No Trespassing," but
he actually did as mUch.. Julie. London was taken from a; professional
school and Allene Roberts from the
feninic
little theatres tor the two
in

Calhoim.

Edwai-d

the

was signed

fresh

but

Selznick.

O.

a

for

RobinsonAlso Rory

..

,

to.

pictures.

of

role

|

in

.

j

,

;

for

young.'^lcrs

.

parts

in

\

Aires aub;o. material for Buenos
diences. French chantoosey has a

whole briefcase

other

A
There's Xo Trulli lo the Rumor
That Tommy Mahville'.s divorce decrees' are printed on cancellcil checks
.;..ThBt John LI Lewis is umpiring for Brooklyn— so that he can keep
calling strikes. .. .That W. C. Fields look out a $50,000 policy on his ihiist
....That niy brother, Frank, is looking for a job. .. .That the Moscow
Alt Players, are appearing in The' Red Mill... That when Clai-k Gable
.

That Meniisha
wanl.s lo travel incognito he wears- .smoker ear muffs
That beSkiilnick will .sOon be starred iii the "M.-tgnillcent Yonkel"
cause of the housing shortage Frankenstein, Dracula and -the Wolf Man
are all living backstage at the Riaito theatre.
Ilanfnair Descriptions
Herb Shriher: Harmonic-comic. .. .B. -S.
June March: Strip-endous.
Piilly: Fraud-villiaii. . .Tommy Mahville: Cashitivaling. . .Vincent Price:

new

songs,

theatre.
Mi.ss Boyer's

precm

Odepn

at the

^

mission

.

Of

my

nile.

last

life

.

.

.sat

Lindy'.s for 20 niiniiles

in

'

without hearing an.vone reiriark. "This place is a goldmine.
Certain nite club M.C.. has beeii spending money likie water.

.

.

.now

he's

trying to float a loan.
Know a girl that has .such an Interesting problem ... .they booked her
for a return engagement on"Mr. Anthony's" program.
Overheard at the Zanzibar: "He's got all the money shell! ever need."
Met a guy that's .so dXimb, when .somebody gave him tickets for "Call
Me Mister". .he went out to buy a confivmalion present.
Saw Jcs.sel at the Roxy. The theatre's so big that if you sat in the last
row jn the balcony. .you'd think he was. singing on key.
;Undersland B, S. Pully has cleaned tip his ^ict. .. .after each naughty
word he says D. D. T..
.

"Paries Moi d'Amour" queen,
is
many pounds.
so .svelte,
heavier which may be due to the
occupied
of
diet
potato-bread
TIME'
designed
cleverly
the
But
France.
cambuflagc
INDIE Alix gowns do good forgotten
as
el.se
is
all
and
duty,
of the An- soon as she goes into song.
'the

.

.

.

.

Bcrird Krcs
can't go wrong with a Feist song unle.Ss you .place it with Mills;.
Talent Scoift to Young Hopeful: Who knows? In 10 year.s you may be
big "enough .star to be able to write « testimonial for Ken Murray's
Blackouts."
One nite club funny man is so bad.... his hecklers are demanding top

You

-

'APPLE BLOSSOM

AS ANDREWS'

,

.

Lou Levy, manager
drews

SIster.s.

has bought the

.film

Singer's stint occupied the second
was divided into

rights lo "I'll Be With You in Apple
Blos.som Time", as a starrer for the
:

femme

.

will

trio..

half ot the bill and

Levy and the Andrews three

'

to

!

a

Andrews

the

«iHs' to

wide"att''enLn.'%n7"the"indTe-made
filmusical will be tied in with the

last

^

punctuated by
blue, while and

each

gown:

different

.

catapult

section.s.

i

produce it independently.
Their Decca disk version ot that
tune was among the early platters

'

a build-

„,„•„.,

,„„

„.h:,t

called ^^e opt m sm of F. ancc^^
audience reali/at.on oj^
of,: the three gowns. she got the big:est hand of all. U is a typically
French gesture, put on with all the
grace and showmanship at which
Ihc French are so skillful.

I

|

song's revival.

which promising contract players can do their stuff in
(Continued on page 24)
through

Songs run the gamut of expresRe-Created Club Durante
the clas.sy "Chanson.s"
sion, from
Tonight to "Je ne croLs plus au pere Noel,"
for
the piquant flavor of "De la MadeGrycie
Pascal
posted
to
be
expected
is
sign'
and the tragedy ot
SRO
igj^g „ ropera
iO f''ont -^napelle Toi." She had her audiFor Shaw's 'Profession' early lonighl (Wednesday)
or the Golden Slipper, dancehall "n
thoking back tear.<:.
Hollywood, June 4.
Jimmy
when
Y..
N.
Square,
.Jacques Pills (Miss Boyer's hu.sGracic Fields is being paged by Times
iDurante's friends gather with The-,,3nc)) covers the (li.St half of the
Gabriel Pascal for a starring role
iSchnoz to celebrate his 30 years m bui^ and' .socks with his joie de
In a lilm version ot Ihe George Ber
Metro is throwing lha
innuendo and good-nanard Shaw drama, "Mrs. Warri-ii's, l.show biz.
for Durante, and the, dan(:e- (^^pj bonhomie. He
parly
i.s
especially
Profes-sion.'*
hall, on the site of the old Prohibi- ^^^^ j„ .-pi^.^ia Gaucha.
a satire on
Actre.-^s is currently reading a relion hoispot known as the Silver i^j.^, pustoms, which g<»es over big.
vised script of the play, which may
will be known tonight only pju^
Slipper,
on.stage for .iB minutes, wilhbe produced in Hollywood it Pa.-^cal.
Durante.
"Club
the
as
'out being tiling
finds .studio facilities unavailable in
More than 400 of the comedian's' Frank Pourcel. violini.st,
England next fall.
leads the
William
including. Mayor
friends,
accoinpanimciit and does a .---oId, a
rO'Dwyer, are expected to attend. _
w<-<l<l'-'t!. t'-at revcal.s him a
with his old,!
Rogers' Forced Landing Durante will leam. iip Clayton,
now
p.-irlners, dancer Lou
Meniphis, June 4;
.4fler a monlh in Biienos Aire.';,
hi.s nianager, and singer Eddie JackBuddy Rogers made a forced land- son. His stooge. Mile. Fifi, will also the Boyer company moves on Via
ing in his plane smack on the high- appear, and she and The Schnoz will jihe Pacific coast route Id -New York,
way near Blue Mountain, Miss.. Sun- give out with many of the novelty It should click >ieavily with (rosmoday >2i night when darkness and tunes thai, helped push Duraiile to polilan U. S. audiences. Her "Par^
poor visibiliLv compelled emergency [fj^^-jy" '',;, 'pl.^'^nf.^jy comedians' Icz-Moi d'.AiiKiur" has lost nothing
landing. He was flying his own ship
over the year.<s, in fact it- is even
j,, g,|,|i,ion. Diiranle will do a piano
from a Biimingliam air show to Kccoinpaniment for Laurilz Mel- better than that of her 19.38 Buenos
Memphis, accompanied by .Marc
A li es performances.
chior.
Cramer.
Parly is slated to begin at 11 p.m.
Plane taxied along the highway
DuiaiMe arrived from the Coast
into Blue 'Mountain where residents
for the affair!
yesterday iTuesda:(
ot this old soiitherh college town
Holtzes Divorcing
and for the Broadway prcem tomorturned out en masse to greet flimHollywood. June 4.
row Thursday at L<jew's Capitol
sier.
He resumed trip nexl da.v:
Holtz,
former
of his latest .Metro pi(;lure, "Two;- Phyllis' Oilman
escaped willibut injury.
aclre.s.s,
Joe; Paster- Broadway
for
Sisters from Boston.",
filed
suit
nak. Metro producer, who originally dfvorce ycstel'da.v ')• in Superior
Chaplin Tees Off
'tlibughl up the i(Jea, will al.so be on Court sgainsl Lou Mollz. charging
oxfrenie cruelly.
hand.
She asks for diHollywood, June 4.
A host of celebs will entectain. vision of prppeily, including Florida
Charlie Chaplin's first picture hi
& Eddie's) Eiiken, longtime real e.state holding, and alimony
years. "Comedy of Murders.' Leon
ei>t
atarled leiising yesterday (Monday) headwailer at Durante's Parody and .support for d.Tirghtcr.
Dover Clubs, asked for the privilege .Couple married iir Tia Jiiana in
on a 10-weck shooting schedule.
I9,'t7
and .separation occurred last
Chaplin and Robert Ploroy cd- of once asain hea'lwailing.
Durante shindig. April. .Icrry Cie.sltr is Mrs, Holtz's
Still
anotl:er
di)cci and Chaphn will co-.star with
hosted by his agency, N. W. Aycr, altorricy.
Martha Raye.

SRO

Due

Woes

.

Obscrvalloii Dept.

Got the surprise'

when

once

.

Dragon-wicked.

Bueiics Airest.
for
a brief in.slant of stunned
.she came on. because

.scale

There was
'surprise

.

.

'

a

I

up and fan following. In addition,
the company has established a systen-i ot stage auditions, oh its own
lot

full of

Theatre gave socialite Argentines a
chance to demonstrate their pa.ssion
everything French, and they
for
gave her a resounding welcome lal
12 peso.-;— $3— which is a high ad-

deiioniiria-

lesser

.

.

of France, but Lucieniie Boyer's talent as singer and actress i-f still sock

This is the one with the Hi110.
Cylinder Miller. He is also reported fooling around with a jet
motor. It explains where Lombardo doe« his •bv'uncing.
auto
500-mile
Indianapolis
grind saw- Spike Jones with an

of

.

.

.

.

Closet

where they can get

'

$1,850,000,

;

oo the other hand.
has gone systematically about the
talent hunt in its own bailiwick.
active in making
has
been
Studio
foanouls for some time, farming out
Bludios

Performance Since '38
Buenos Aires, Mi9.V IS.
The famous blue velvet gown niay
glories
lia\-e gone the way of other

I

entry iit the race,- and antediluvian auto collector Jame.s Melton piloted one of tiis ancieiits in
the Fiiestone old-car parade.

Paramount

its

Heavily in First B^ A.

tions.

Ttiis theory .gets considerable support from tiie fact that it isn't so
long ago that Louis B. Mayer served
caustic notice on Metro's citing depat-tment. producers and directors
that tliey were letting valuable talent go to waste and were, failing
to give proper attention to. dievclopnienl of young contract players.

Own

;

pads.

Guy Lombardo thinks he may
get iiis Gold Cup boat up to

are

dicts

|

He inchance on their own lots.
for talent
sist.s that theres no need,
licouts to range far afield when they
can find what they want right in
Hollywood's own backyard.

Tar's

.

.

Clicks

as

SI 00 top. Mo.st of the tickets sold
by Jacobs directly to tight ad-

.

I

in*:

ALAN LADD.

but audience.s. here insist, on her
packing the old favorites a.s well;
this she- does- with incomparable arpertistry. Her voice is excellent,
haps less hu.sky than before, -and atthoiigh .she use.s. no mike, she can be
heard effortlessly acro-ss the entire

approximated

week,

.

the

for

the

LucienneBoyer

approxi-

to

is

Checks

capacity.

.sales

-

maintains that the contract

various studios include
any number of talented young
players who aren't being givcn_ a

li.sts

194«"

Ken--nia

killer.

Ki*»i "IK'"'.":

.A.

w-.ill
be made by ageiicies.
Total ticket sale.s. as of late last

.

David

to

featured

the film.
Le.-tsef

.G.

starrer.

under contract

.

.

.

Capitan Th««lr«, Hollywood, Cal,
'-V..ii're

fans, buying directly Uom. Mike
Jacobs' office are colored.' as
previously reported; aiid it's as.•iumed that the bulk ot other

;

.

leads

Lou McCallister

•BLACKOUTS or
El

much a.>! $25,000 each from large
commercjfll firms were received,
lho.se rtrms plaiuiing to cnxertain
customers and einployees at the
match, such expenditures bpi"((
chargeable off income tax returns. So far the majority of

!
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.

high hur-

.
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There was a rush ot ticket or-,
ders for the Louis-Conn figlit
before the public sale .started,
tiU' demand then .slowing down
and with the title event but two
weeks- away' OS).- ihe sale will
have to' improve greatly, if the

be the lot of an Arizona co-cd
and featured by 20th-Fox in "Some.'^etlous

iiig

KEN MURRAY'S

•

lake- the

.next year Ihey elect
.
new governor.
Jack' Bobbins is goihg'to spend that MGM. half-million profit ciicoulag.Robbins Rhumba Research.
the improvement ot the .T R's.
Oite comic Jn town did so well the other night. .. .they're congratulating
the guy hg stole the inaterlal from.
Solly Violinsky knows a guy who has been in more pawnshops than
Ray Milland's piortable.
ri
Know a Broadway producer who; has had so many flops'. .ho luis a
direct chule to Cain's.
Saw a niovie .yesterday and cried my eyes out. .1 wasn't in the pielurp.
Doing great at the Carnival.. Uncle Sam gels 90% of my .salary— my
agent gets lO'.i .. idoes anybody know a reliable finance company.'
Incidentally, they have a new innovation for visiting' comics at the Carnival— on the' $2.50 dinner they .serve Eyorsharp pencils and pine linen
.

of the- Hudson.

may

in

The Crtal WU Way
"Oklahoma" has been, running for three year*.

a

all. the dairy people are not west

suddenly
lli-st! Nancy Guild was
yanked out of •whatever obscurity

•

.

28, a

—

dles

where

New

—

Theory a.uain is boing widely disand u> some extent acted
upon around the studio that there's
no reason why the ambitious youngl

finally

Tuesday ) at Yank Stadium and
Ebbets Field. So what do you
Keller and
suppose Henvich
DiMaggio and Reese— Reiser and
Herman did to McGeo
Hope and Skellon'r On a cold,
vainv night 28.000 turned out. in
Brooklyn and 50,000 in the
Bronx, indicating that maybe

cussed

sliouldn

weather

Uhfavorabl*

forced two ball games on
York the sanie night (.May

haunts of n>odcls.

ster.s

Hollywood's xeally turning. out western pictures in a hurry, In
out there, if you don't get your iiiakeup oft quickly enough, you misIhe preview.. ..I'll never forget the day I was. playing golf at Hillcr
and woimd Up in a sand-trap-^lhere .was Monogram shooting a de.>
scene. .. .Speaking of movies, due to llie trend of psycho pictures, 1 .,u.vt
heard that Prof. Albert D. Metzler, world famous psychiatriijt, was hired,
as eastern talent scout for MGM; ..However it's not true that the cast times
for the next Ingrid Bergman' picture will be designed by the Now England
Strait Jacket Co.
Boy!'

fact,

.
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billing.
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comic: Hotu loiifl t/id it tuUf [inu
comic: Oil, nborit 10 -pnyM o/ Joe

raining.
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Went; into a re.stauranl.on 8th Avemic. One waiter was slanriiiig on liis
head serving a cup of coffee. I exclaimed. "What's the idea of standing
on your head'? Who arc your' The waiter replied, "I'm one of the Yacopi
"Troupe. Damn that Morris office.
'

.

i4side (6 tiiy bobkiiiokcr:

My

"Yoiir .slip iii slioiri/*;/."
brother (the one with the I'ui lle-ncck no.se) has found a
he uses mine.

;.

4th Generation P. A.
i.I)

FEMME LEADS AT COL

Mrs.

to

Eddie Ettinger— and the infant's
work seems cut but for her.
Father is an independent pubHcisl.
Grandfather. Ed Ettinger,
is
an
independent
publicist.
Great-aunt Margai'Ct Ettinger is
an independent publici.^t. Greataiinl
Loiiclla
Paisons is
O.
a newspaper coluinni.st. and second cousin Harriet Pai-.sons is

Hollywood.

from Columbia's "Dead Reckoning''

'

his commitment brcau.se of
studio's choice of leading women for
Ihe pic. Bogart -claims that neither
de.spite

Marguerite Chapman nor Evelyn
are suited for the part.

Ke.vc."

Columbia

I

,

Lou

i

)

is

now

trying to borrow
for the role,
is
unwilling lo

'Lauren Bacall tBaby)

a film producer.

Warner

but

Bro.s.

I

Both she and her hiisband. Bogart, are under W B iusloan the star.

I

Helen Menken's Play

I

pension.
I

Helen Menken plans starring in
and producing "First in Heart!' next
season on Broadway.
It's by Betty Smitli, author of "A
Tree Grows in Brooklyn." and it's
her maiden playwi-iting effort.

Kit Cornell, Lise Meitner
Get Racial Unity Award
Chicago.

.

I

line 4.

Katharine Cornell and Dr.
Meitner will be awarded the

Li.-^e

ltt46

.

.^rts

'SERIOUSV MUSICAL
Hollywood,

Jiiiif

Albert
holed for

Hay

Maiotte.

4.

Rowland V. Leigh, film writer and
on a musical play of a
serious nature. Subject
and title
are still secret.
director,

U s slaled for Broadway
tion in beceniber.

produc-

i

-

citalioii.s

«if

llic

Conference ot Christians
and Jews for their "splendid work

YULE LEGITER

at

luncheon here Thui'.sday Hii.
A'wai'ds will be given the two
Dr. Arthur H. Coinplcn,
Nobel Prize winner and chiincellor
ot Washiiigtbii .University.
iSelcctions of the actress aiid .vcienfi.-t
were announced by Dr. Jiiines M.
Yard, jiiidwest director of MC'Ci,
aiid the ir.'dwest fcriiine <lireci(>i-s'
board, composed of Mr.s. John AI-

'a-

women by

dien

'

.

Sciences

composer Howard interracial underslan<ling"

religious standards such
as '^Lord's' Prayer"
and "TwentyThird Psalm." is collaboraling with

-

iind

National

I

i

)'

.Iiine 4.'

Humphrey Bogart may withdraw

life

:

.

save

.

;

-

lo

BOGIE DOESN'T LIKE

Hollywood, June 4.
Six-pound, 13-ounce daughter

was born Saturday

j

[

way

money

his

.

p

.

.

"

'

sucfi'Ss?

E. (.eii'is' innterinl.

-

<

|

;

become a

lo

What n crowd at the Carnival la.st Sunday night. Half aii hour before
show started, the lobby was packed. .. .thought it would never stop

the

Carpenter, Mr!!, Louis L.

nnd Mrs. George

Mann

J. Asle.

;

Hollywood, ,Iune

4.
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Steve Fisher is aiithoring « legit
play, "Chrislmas
Upstairs," .slated
for production
by
Roliert Mont-

gomery and Elliott Nugent tin
Broadway next fall.
Montgomery will also -star- in the
piece

time

if

off

he

from

arrange sufficient
his Metro- chores.

can

*

Paulette to Frankfurt
.

Pari.s.

June

4.

.Actress Paulette Godditrd has gone
Frankfurt for ftvfc days Ss gue-it
of the AriTiy before returning to iln
to.

U. S.

She plans visiting
\vay back to America,

here

on

htr

..

Wi^lneMlay, June

FICTCRES

1946
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$10,000,000 DEAL
Enterprise

LI LOAN

The

picture business adds another chapter to its breathless ~
tiie Enterprise-Universal distributing deal.
In three
months a new major film company acquired a studio, set a releasing; deal and went hito traduction. In eight months It will
have its first picture, "Ramrod," in distribution; in nine it will
have five pictures shooting.

Weakness

CUES

pace with

Since last March Charlie Einfeid and David Loew (with the
cooperation and know-how of A. Pam Blumenthal, David Lewis
and David Tannenbaum) have set up a major producing company with almost as many top stars in its stable as any other
niajor wltli the exception of Metro. Its roster of marquee names
now Includes Ihgrld Bergman, Ginger Rogers, Barbara Stanwyclc,
Joim Garlleld, Joel McCrea and Veronica Lalie, plus directors
lilie Anatole Lltvak,

Charm That

London, June 4.
Alexander Korda's recent deal,
whereby he acquired British Lion
Films for nearly $1,000,000, is only
a forerunner of things to come,
Kovda is now reputed to be a millionaire iu English pounds, and is
wealthier that he has ever been,
Appointment of Arthur Jarralt as

Universal, for its part, as prexy Nate Blumberg observes,
adds a potentiar $30,000,000 gross annually to its business:
also states that its partners in England (Rank, et al.)
''are particularly enthused about the acquisition."

,

daughter, Jacqueline, .17, was
riding on their Hopewell: N, J.,
farm last week was getting too
rough with her. He wallcbd over
to calm the crlllcr down and explain to the gal about handling
horses.
He expects to be back at his
office later, this week. The four
cracked rib.s are healing okay.

maiiaging director of BLF:. also is
significant. Jarrntt, who is understood to have invested $400,000 in
Korda's. venture,

having

a theatre man,
his theatre hold-

is

acquired

Weakness of Aim stocks during the
past week, in the face of a generally,
rising market that drove the combined average ot all sliares to the
highest level in la years, found both
indu.sti-y and Wall street financial

Failed

Al Sindlingcr, head ot Audience
Research Institute,
thought that a horse which his

ings from the late William Evans,
original Ownier of Provincial Cinematograph Theatres, absorbed some

.

quisition

an advantageous hypo

is

looms as an

It

right deal

all

production values.

to Its

tion.

around.

all

AheV.

Splendid

With Enterprise Distribution Deal

(nd

McCrea.

.loel

Enterprise

company

tieup

much

as

U

till

name

Hollywood, June

manager to

wflii

David Loew and Charles Rinwere admittedly seeking
more than the iisual percentage
distribution arrangement from
the company, they signed with
and the extensive financing setup offered by U is said to be one
ot the added attractions.

UA Prez Tuesday
Edward

k ex-

Tuesday
cessor

organization

is

Raflery will quit the

whetlier or not a sucdecided upon before then

(11)

is

was flatly slated by an authoriit
At the
talive source this week.
.name time it was said that
three owners have no one set to
take Raftery 's place and Ih* indica
lions are that there is no likelihood
of their finding anyone in the short

Althougli the present deal is exclusively with Universal, the prospects still are good for the product
to be turned over to United World
Pictures for release in a year or so.
tlial

C.

presidency of United Artists at the
annual stockholders'- meeting next

relea.scs.

UA

operating

UWP

is halt-owned by
at full blast.
and half by J. Arthur Rank.
Deal v.ilh Enterprise, it was acknowlcdijccl by U prexy Nale Blum-

U

time

berg

company' without an overall opcval
ing head.
There have been veporls

Moiiday
broadci- than

<3),
tlie

considerably
usual perccntaRc

Blumberg

rep

a
of

would be

new

a

Another

Sales Convention
Hollywood,. Jiine

4.

,

to allend tlic Universal convention,
Nate Blum"see the shows", etc.
berg. U president, who quickies to

the Coast oj) Friday (7), also will
return in time for the U sale-: powwow al the Waldoi-f-Astoria. N. Y.
Mrs. Blumbci'S i.t remaining east
until the U topper gets back to
N. Y.

Laraine Day,
'

'

,

•

possibility that has
is

partner.

been

4.

:

agnew^aoTatdesk
after month away

Neil Agnew. v.p. in charge of disIributibn tor David O. Sel/.nick. is
e.-ipectecl back at his desk late this
week. He ha.s been out for almost a

was

the hospital 'last Wednesday (29 and has been rei-upeialins
at his liome since then. Out; of the
chores lacing him is the annual
ArlisK slncl;n(-.?elin.!;
of Uniled

a'

long

in worthurhile spots. Rank often has
bid for these, but understood that
the price asked is around $6,000,000,
with the owners insisting they main-r

in discussions as to situation of ac-

managerial
intere.st.
Korda
might think it worthwhile to keep
them occupied with him, which

Graft'
was under yearly option
contract at Columbia and was drafted about five weeks before first option was due. After severSl ycar.s in
the Army, studio hired him back tor
balance of original contract period
but failed to take up option. Actor
claimed that, under the, Selective
Service Act, he was entitled to re-

lain

'

.makes the deal likely.

Another company iKorda
on.

Jarratt

^yith

Granada

theatres.

sweet

is

also anxious, is
The.se comprise

dehixers, IS in London and suburbs, the others in the provinces.
These are controlled by Sydney and
Cecil Bernstein. They are reported
ready to give Korda and his conferees a big slice of their holdings,
3.5

tors
jjircd

from

lisl

whose option periods had exwithin few weeks, after- return
rriilitary service.

employment forunder his term

full

year becau.se,

contract, he coiild
not be classed as a"temporary". employe, who is not protected by SSA.
which amount to near $8,000,000. for
Studio, although disagreeing with
a consideration. This is that they Graff's contention, has agreed to reslay on actively.
employ him for full year as "a matS. M. Super Cinemas, Ltd.. and ter of good will and general policy
its associated companies, comprising ot doing its part to aid veterans rearound 60 theatres in the Lancashire e.>-tabllsh themselves."
and Birmingham areas, including
the recently acquired Danilo Cir
U, SHERLOCK SAT ADIEU
cuit ot eight deluxeis in BirmingHollywood, June 4.
ham and nearby, are others Korda
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
is said to be after. Southan Morris,
will
cease solving crimes for Unihead ot these companies, is reputed
with
the
release of "Dressed
versal
Korda
to be extremel.v friendly wilh
to Kill." 14th picture 'n the detecarid Jarrat, which should help the
,

deal,

momentarily. But if (he coiirt had
actually decided against the Big
Five and .was calling for divprcemeiil,. it was figured in some quarters, why should this react against
Columbia, Universal, and Republic,
which arc not defendants in the suit,
but who.se shares dropped?

Mrs.

Goldwyn Back

Sat.

Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, currently in
England on a quick look at the production and distribution situation for
her husband, is expected back in
New York Saturday (8).
She planed over two weeks ago.

tive series.

.

Acquiring interest in these three
prominent indie circuits would en
(Continued on page -24)

Studio's contract with the Arthur
Cojian Doyle estate for use ot the
Holmes stories has lapsed.
Trails .Marli neKl»terf<1

BY

l--buxr)BJ>

National Boxoffice Survey

W'urkl.t

(ilillitliKil

Sid

BIMK, SII.VKK.M AN
by VABIKTV, Ini-.
I'l-i-nliltiit
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New Tork
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T
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Downpour, Unfavorable Weather Dampens Memorial
'Postman,' 'Love Me,'
Day Expectancy
'Tomorrow,' 'Territory' Big Winner*
While numerous key
ing

are be-

cities

thi.s
week by the MeDay holiday upswing,, others
much damp-

helped

are suffering from too

of

Since she signed her second Mclvo
194-1.
Miss Day had
contract in
played only one picture, "Kccd
Your Powder Drv," on the homi;

Ho

left

namfed. are "Do You Love
.Me" (20th'i. "One More. Tomorrow?
(W'BV, "Badman'.s Teri it'oi-y" iRKOi.

order

"Blue Dahlia' (Pan, "To Each
!ind

Mi.s

Outlav:-"

lUA)

"Heartbeat" (RKOi. "His

Own"

Own"
?ets
.hi.i.!;e.

week

(Par).

'"I'he

into the select class via the
SI35,000 being done on second
at N. Y, Music H.ill.

holcl-ii s nc'xl Tuc.-;di(y
is slaliid

(til, ai

-.'

'.licli

to repiestfiil SelViiick.

Only
Outlaw" looks

."Mlhough
"TV.i.Sl
i;-

three

in

lo

l:iiid

I'l

yihn

.

is

;

S--.1

still

l-'r;.;-.'':

pluyinii

<)

in

Bills

.
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Film Reviews.
Foreign
;

picture, managed 16 get into the
Hist eight although in only six ke.vs.

"Bride

Wore

"Devotion'
and "Two

iPar)

'Killy''

From

Boot.s"' (Par),

rUA),

Bo.-^ton''

(M-G)

priiK-ipal

"

.

Litpraii

|

.
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Orchestras
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Television ...............
Vaudeville

Reports.
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Frank Scully
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Recmnmcndcd Records.

avera.yo S52..000 in throi: L. A. spots,

-24

.

.

'.

Radio. Kcvipws

don'l slack up well
Last-named rates an

Bo.ro.flice

32

.

.

Radio

"

Patjes 16-17J

—

.

PiclurCs
Plays Abroad

(20lh). "Her Kind
"Dark Correi
of Man" iWB; and "Somewhere in

fil"!

.

.

i

(C'oiiipleie

::

'.

Mu.sic

$a5.600 in Chicaiio,

only cily

.

..

.

.

Milton Berlc

week. Ihe.ic bcinx only spots playini;.
"Night in I'aradisc'' 'U sliov.s up
in just t^vo cities but is rated torrid

.

Legitimate

.

-

starting, but is leader
and fine on second

Music.

.

.

Legit

Inside Pictures.
Inside Orchieslras
.Joe Laurie, Jr. .,..

show

out their
pi incipbl

..........

Review.-;

Inside

Sisters

cither

promise or are rounding

House
.Inside

"Young
iWB),

about

t'-icjlre;-.

.

Chatter

RKO

Widow"

1.1

INDEX

"Heartbeat," another RI<0

Night'' (20thj
this session.

lour- Los

No.

In

cilic.

JD.nOO ip-..Mily becau. e of Vc!.;ord biz

•

.

110

remarkaljle
The
ninth
week.
slrenglh shown by "Territory" attests 10 the comprehensive national
on this big
exploitation by
western.

CoifffN.

Vol. 162

in
playd.ates
second Jane Ru.-"Widov.'.
cities!
sell starrer, which has done v.cll in
national total of- aroUnd J.'l'.i.OOO in Dayton, Toledo, Salt Lake City and}
principal keys covered by V.^Rl^:nf. |.-everal other spots, hits Detroit this
Others in the top eiglU; in about cominj! week. "Two Sisters" is just

p

'he

now

althom-h

houses

Angeles

S'liijple

Foreign.

110

Anniiot

—

Mary

month, dining which (ihie ho was
operated on at the Polyclinic hospilal. N. Y.

with

Screen Actors Guild had hearing.s
with all major studiosr represented

.

over England, mostly

Pickford
ne.ss. or changeable weather. Heavy
temporarily filling in- the presiden- downpours on several days wiped
Miss Pickford is said out prom iiiing weeks in .several
tial vacancy.
to have indicated a desire to take
eastern metropolitan keys, overall
po.vt,
but it is questionable total reflecting thi.s.
the
whether her two partners. David
Bulk of big money is concentrated
O. Sel/.nick and Charles Chaplin,
in eight pictures, with small change
would agree to such an arrangeprevious
leadership from the
in
nient.
week. Big winnei' at the wickets is
Postman Rings Twice" (M-G).
playing in some 14 theatres, with a
talked ot

Laraine -bay and Metro dissolved
their conllaci, wliich still had five
.veavs Iff run.
Understood aclrcss
dissatisfied
loanoul roles,
.

M^G Sever

Hollywood. June

the suf-

creasingly evident, but certainly no
cause for alarm. Theatres were slill
doing biz that in any. but the most
limh times— as exemplilied by Ihe
past six months— would, be regai-ded
as
terrific:
B.o.
weakness. 'Wall
si reetcis figured, wasnit ot sufficient
proportions to account for some of
lliose falls film stocks took.
What effect the pendhig anli-lriist
suit decision actually had on the
market was a moot point.
It
apH>eared fairly certain that the threejudge Federal statutory court in
New York arrived at its findings and
Ihe decision would be handed down

acting contract.

of-

.

.'Charles F.infcld will come ea.-^l
around the 20lh with his boy. Dick

.

all

morial

charge of dislribulion.

Einfeld. Bluiiiberg East

U

who,, until
Sydney Box productions.
controls around 40 houses,

scattered

left.

cojnmiltee consisting of a
each ot the three owners
set up to 1-lin U.\ until
decided on
prosideni
is
Whellier or not this conies about
operalions will
actual day-lo-day
devolve on CJrad Scars, v.p. in
that

re

fused to discuss what U offered to
obtain Ihc Enterprise product in
face of oilers to Loew and EinfcUl
(CoMtiiuicd on page 25)

For

.4,

Ratlery's departure will leave the

is

distribution contract.

Universal

among

Bros,

Aside from the anti-tnist suit lin^
off theory, only reason that was offered on the street for the slides iii

vet-

of

carnin.if

Columbia,

20lii-j;ox,

aiid Warner
ferers.

.

Raftery Quits As

Bach pic will be sold individually
and nol be contained in blocks with
any other films.

when

,

feld

They figure the
should- give the
as $30,000,000 a

on the Enterprise

4.

Company

backers

pany.

in

a sales

cUi.sively

B.R. for Ent

Univer.sal's deal for release of
Enterprise pictures, it is understood, entails financing of production by the distributing com-

world grosses.
Pact provides lor the Loew-Einteld setup to turn over t^ U lov distribiitioji .a minimum oiaix lealmes
a year. They are to be sold separately from U's own product and
that of its other indie units, such as
Walter Wanger, Mark Hellinger,
Frit/. Lang. Mike Todd and Skirball-Manning. To' this end, U will

year

case

quarter

.

outlet for his fiiLiire
actor relations with the studios, was picture issues were more or les.-:
decided in favor of former GI with minor dips, in boxoffice receipts.
One company under consideration settlement that
has Fred Graff going This trend to drops in gros.scs. as
is Shipman & King, prominent theaback to Columbia under full year's noted last week, was becomiiig intre owners
receiitly, were

USees$MOOOWorM
Deal pkaj'ed Monday (3) by which
the Charles Einteld-David Loew
flnlerpi'ise Productions unit will xeleaso via Universal gives the latteiconsiderable productcpnipaiiy
a
hypo. U e.\ecs, who during the past
yejii- Or so have feared the effects
ot a wann\e list .of b.o. names on
the studio s: lists, are highly pleased
wi!h the ariangement which provides them with such marquee draws
Bergman, Ginger Rogers.
Iiijli id
Barbara Stanwyck,. John Garfleld.

Precedent-setting

first

.

lie.

him a real
product.

was

bruited about

statements, far in excess of last year,
in all theory should have scnl picture slocks skyrockctiiig,
Instead,
while mo.sl .of the riiai;ltet,^climbed,
majority of nim shares either just
inanagcd to hold their own. or took
.spills;
There were *declines ot- as
niiich .a.s two to three points in one
day, with Paramount. RKO, RepubT

.

Gl-Studio Setup
Hollywood, June

One theory

down, had gone against the majorj
and this was depressing Aim issues.

Case Cues

Col.

years ago by Gaumont-BritisI).
Although Korda is reticent about
his future activities, it's understood
that he is plenty active, with big
developments expected shortly. Insiders say that he is dickering with
three important indie circuits, for
tlit^ir big holdings. This would give

an explana-

circles at a total loss for

lhat insiders had a tip the anti-trust
suit decision, about to be handed

,

The Rank-Universal worldwide theatre chain wants fresh
S. product with marquee values/ arid obviously favors playing
its own affiliated pictures rather siphoning off dlstiibutlon
income to some other major. For U, also, the Enterprise acU-

^

Causes

Speculation on Anti-Trust Decisb^

3
By H.\BRT REGENSBjERG

Blumberg

in Pix Stocks
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Johnston s Program for Film Labor
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association, states
there are three objectives he aims to achieve to stabilize the Hollywood
labor situation. He lists them' as:
1.

A

INGENUITY USED

lU Gyp DISTRIBS

system o( arbitration.

2. Establishment 6f a single labor committee to negotiate all wage
at'reements on behalf of the craft unions.
3. A method of getting greater continuity of employment.
On the arbitration system; Johiiston said he favored a perifianent
paid ai-bitrator, similar to the one maintained by the clothing and other
industries. Hq asserted this system, with the arbitrator's salary shared
by the unions and the employers, had worlced out very satisfactorily in
other fields,

A single committee to represent the craft unions in wage negotiations (not working conditions), Johnston said, was needed because the
greatest difTiculty in dealing with some SO different unions was each of
the lattcr's constant fear that some other union was- going to get a better deal than they.
Johnston said this greatly delayed negotiations
and could only be eliminated by handling all wage agreements via a
single representative comnnittee.
As fo'r greater continuity of employment, he said he felt that was
necessary because the basis of all labor trouble is a feeling of insecurity
that most employers have not understood.
He pointed out that employees have the same continuing "overhead costs" as a studio, whether
they work or not, so they are entitled to assurances that they can regularly meet this overhead. He refused to disclose his ideas on how the
problem of continuity of studio employment should be approached, but
stated he didn't think the industry was ready yet for agreements to
pay annual wages.
,

Gov. MiUiken Win Resign MPA When 70
Tiiis

By IRA WIT
Aftermath of the bldwoff on percentage, picture
Chiseling
which
pushed Ross Federal out of the theatre checking business- and led to a
string of lawsuits still popping up
in the
of just

courts

how

is

a

host of stories

was done. Methods of
gypping distribs turned up on investigation show one thing— that the
exhibitor who was out for more
it

Cap-ahd-Gown

Contlnned from paic
the French government, particularly,
has been winning him wide applause.

MPA

v.p., who heads the or-'
ganization's
Hollywood activities, gets an honorary master of
arts degree from Harvard tomor.

row (Thursday), while prexy
than the contract gave him didn't
Eric Johnston is slated to make
lack ingenuity, those in the know
the commencement address at
say. And it took more than one way
University of Southern Calito skim off an estimated $20,000,(>00
fornia June 15.
from the distributor's cut, they add.
Price, who headed U. S. cenClassic story of how. far a con-sorship during the war, also
niving exhibitor will go to anare the
shuttled up to Harvard Monday
extra dollar is that of the mayor of
(3) for Phi Beta Kappa honors.
a small midwest town who also hapHe's Slated to huddle with Johnpened to be the sole exhibitor of his
ston.
domain. Hizzoner had a law passed
which made it mandatory for. the
checker to pay a $5 tax daily for the
privilege of checking! What's more,
the tax was to be paid directly to
the mayor— this eliminated the possibility of the distribs sneaking in a
blind checker to keep tabs unbeknownst to the exhib.
Custom of using blind checkers
first sprung up some 25 years ago
With the U. S. and Russia locking
when percentage clauses were ini- horns at United Nations meets and
tiated in sales contracts. Idea which elsewhere, latest repercussion in the

Hollywood biggies, whose grumblings have been heard all the way
to Washington and New York, are
mostly mifled at wliat they consider
a lack of attention by Johnston. Ex-

MPA

plaining that the
during the
past few months had been practically a five-ring circus, Johnston
said it was manifestly impossible for
him. to be everywhere at once and
he had. been spending the major
part of his time on the important export matters^ the results of which he
.

was very proud.
One Hollywood insider explained
the irritation at the MPA head last
week thus: "Johnston wants to pitdi
sU'aight balls and the boys want him
'

to pitch curves."
"I
don't know

how to pitch
curves," Johnston declared. "Frankly, there have been plenty of times
I've disagreed

But

tives.

if

More Hollywood Visits
Whatever unhappiness lingers on
the Coast, after announcement of
the foreign agreements during the
past week, Johnston hopes to eliminate during a visit to Hollywood oh
which he'll leave next Monday (10).
This is the first of regular fortnight
jaunts he expects to make at least

once every two months to keep relations with company toppers on the
Coast running, smoothly and eliminate their complaints of lack of 91tcntion.

MPA head admitted that his visits
Hollywood since he took the post
He
fall had been infrequent.
was on the Coast in October for
three weeks, January for two weeks
and March for two weeks.
With
to

last

other

foreign
duties,
particularly
labor matters, taking up his
time, he indicated he didn't see how
he could have gotten to California

and

any more

,

often.

One of the harder differences of
opinion between Johnston and some
industry execs, it is reported, is over
labor relations.
prexy is a
student :of modern labor relations
methods and he feels that "Hollywood has not been living in the
atomic age as far as labor relations
are concerned." He said he would
seek a reexamination of the labor
:>ituation when he got to the Coast.

MPA

L'AffaIre Pat C«8ey
the things that Johnston
is a labor relations ex-

Among

has wanted

under his control, as a replacement for Pat Casey, who has
pert,

.

operated more or less independently
for many years as "studio labor contact." Following out this idea, Johnston went so far as to make a more
or less definite commitment to a
former officer who handled labor relations for. the Navy.
At the same
time, it is reported, it was suggested

Casey that in view of his advancing age he accept a. generous
to

pension and step out. Casey, it is
immediately went to the presi-

said,

.

a man in his 405, and definitely no
older than his early 50s, with a wide

with industry execu- knowledge of every phase of modern
they want a yes-man, labor relations techniques.
They can get
Reexamine Hollywood Standards
hundred dol-

they, don't need me.
someone for a couple
lars a month."

Strain Nips

Soviet Pix

1

dent of one of the majors and informed him he had no intention of
quitting. Inasmuch as he was so
familiar with the inside 6f many
studio labor matters, he suggested,
he thought .it would be a praor move
for the industry to lose him.
The
prexy in question agreed and pressure was put on Johnston to call
off his deal with the Navy man.
That, of course, has left a sore point.
Johnston, queried on the interpreation, was noncommittal.
He said,
however, that he had spoken to
Casey concerning the advisability of
a younger man (Casey was 71 in
November). The vet labor contact,
Johnston indicated, was not entirely
willing— but, on the other hand, not
unwilling— to step out.
Johnston, admitting he. had interviewed a number of candidates for
the labor job, said he was seeking

During his Coast

stay,

will also call for a recxaihination of the type of pictures

'when

low ebb of Russo -American relations
is
the indefinite shelving by the
Soviets of previously announced
plans to buy a minimum of 10
American films in the coming year.
The films, all on the entertainment
Confidential. Reports, side, were to have been, forwarded to

which services for all ma- Moscow via Artkiho, U. S. distribuexcept Metro and part of War- tor of Russe pix, in a program for
ners, took over.
expanded use of American pictures
From Booze to Dame*
in Russian theatres. Understood that
0ns of the standard gimmicks Artkino has vainly awaited instrucused until recently was one method tions to ^tart selection of likely subor another of disposing of the check- jects for the past two months.
Inc.,

jors,

er

who was

too conscientious. Favor-

(Continued on page 29)

The

In

New Brit. Pact
Washington, June

4,

it

is

choosing films, now long overdue,
has been' apparently dropped. Soviet
rep was supposed to journey here
last month, and his failure to appear
was coincidental with the open flareup on Iran.

tax treaty with Great BritRussian animus towards American
ain, which eliminates double-taxa- film companies was heightened reto be made by Hollywood.
He de- tion for actors but makes American cently when one of the newsreel
clared that he felt the Production players subject to the British tax companies irreverently treated the
Code perfectly adequate and in need rate .while working in England, recent Soviet elections. Dubbed in
of no changes, but his talks would might save the American film com- English
commentary of Russianbe along the line of the kind of panies a potential $35,000,000 to $40,- made reel distributed here ribbed
pictures people want in this country 000,000 annually. Treaty was ratified the election as a one-sided match in
by the Senate in a late session Sat- which Josef Stalin was a sure winan.d abroad.
urday
night.
(1)
ner.
"I feel that one of my jobs," the
Under existing coriditions, before
American films continue to be
former Chamber of Commerce head
asserted, 'Is to call for conatant ratification of the new treaty, Brit- popular with the Russians and the
reexamination of all phases of the ain was not taxing American film two or three currently exhibited
distribs
on
remittances
of
their
picture field. Leaders of the film inthere pack the houses. Understood,
British
take.
U.
S.,
however,
had
however, that the official policy is to
dustry, like successful leaders of any
been taxing British companies on the use tjie dropping of plans for U. S.
other inidustry, have a natural tendency to stick to formulas that have money grossed by the latters' prod- pix as another expression of Russian
uct in this country.
displeasure oyer the claimed Angloled to their success.
In the meanSituation
fomented
considerable
American alignment against the
time, the world may pass them by.
agitation in Parliament, with reSoviets.
It's
necessary, therefore, that we
reexamine ourselves constantly to sultant demands for laws subjecting American distribs to full taxamake sure that we are keeping up
tion. Under existing tax rates, this
with an atomic age."
would have hit them for almost If Horne-Deutsch
For years prior to Johnston's ac9(1% of the present ;.$80,0O0,OOO take
cession to the MPA presidency, HolInfl
It's
lywood royalty got along oh an easy from the Britsh market.
Since, under the new treaty, Amerbasis with Will Hays, in large measican actors working in Britain less
Film Only
For
ure, perhaps, because of Hays' long
than six months will be subject to
experience as a professional politiDeal being talked by Hal Horns
(Continued on page 29)
cian. He had unique ability to please
and Armahd Deutsch with Internaeveryone by not hitting too hard at
tional is for one picture only. It
anything. But Johnston is no Hays Brenner
William Goetz-Leo
calls for the
Metro's
in that respect.
He; has very defiSpitz organization to provide studio
District Checkers in L.A. space and release via United World
nite ideas and equal determination
Los Angeles, June 4.
to put them over. If he finds himself
for "This Side of Innocence," to be
William Brenner, head of Metro's made from the Taylor Caldwell
stymied too often, nothing is more
checking department, is currently novel.
likely than that he'll tell the
members to get themselves another selling up a district checking office
Home, chairman of the board of
here to cover all theatres on the Story. Productions, which wiU make
boy.
Another point that can't be over- Coast. Checkers working out of the' "Innocence," said Monday (3) from
looked in regard to Johnston's fu- new office will make their reports the Coast that no deal with Interture in the industry is that he is po- directly to the field office, instead oif national has actually been set yet
tential presidential timber for 1948. to the homeoffice, as they'd been do- and that other possibilities for stuOne of the things that bounced him ing in the past.
dio space and release arc still being
New offices, it's understood, will canvassed. Home was joined by
high in that respect was his recent
swansong speech at the U. S. Cham- not be established in the exchange Deutsch in Hollywood over, the
ber of Commerce convention in At- cities so as not to have anything to weekend and Stanley Kramer, v.p.
lantic City. Taking the Viewpoint of do with the exchange staffs. Check- in charge of. production, planed out
enlightened capitalism, as against ers will also work independently of of New York Monday (3).
the tory dichardism of the National the Willmark Agency checkers, with
Don Ettlinger, who is screenplayAssociation of Manufacturers, Johns- whom Metro has a contract for an- ing "Innocence," expects to leave for
ton won himself backslapping from other year to check certain situations the Coast with the. finished product
throughout the country.
Friday (7).
a wide variety of sources.
said,

.

,

.

Make

Deal

One

:

.

Heads

MPA

.

192C, will resign "at the end of this
year,
President Eric Johnston
disclosed last week. At that time

MPA

MiUiken

have reached

will

thie

age

of 70 and' Will retire 3n pension, in
keeping with Johnston's aim to infuse younger blood into all aspects
of the Organization.

Milliken's successor may be either
Gerald Mayer or Robert E. Vining,
both of whom have been named to
MPA staff within the past few

the

weeks. They are relieving MiUiken
of part of the load of handling the
industry's export affairs, which have

been an important part of his duties
and which he has done in addition
to his work as secretary of 'the association and for years head of the

eastern Production

Code Adniinistra-

tion.

Mayer and

.Vining, said Johnston,

have every opportunity to prove
themselves before MiUiken leaves.
He hopes to make a choice of one
of them for the post left vacant by
the departing secretary, rather than
bring someone else in from the butside, the MPA topper stated.

will

Mayer served the State dept. in
western Europe during the war
years. Vining was a captain in the
Navy, handling intelligence. He was

MPA

named

to the
staff several
last week was appointed aide to the president. Both
he and Mayer will specialize in. export matters.

weeks ago and

Mllliken, in 20 years with the
and its predecessor, the Motion
Picture Producers Sc Distributors of
America, has become a prorhinent
industry figure. He was a WiU Hays
appointee. Popularly known as "The
Governor," the title goes baclf to
his two terms as governor of Maine,

MPA

which he wound up in 1921. It
in that capacity that he first
became interested in films, embarking on a series of pictures from out-

make was
S. pic-

reliably reported.
Projected trip to the U. S. of a representative of the Soviet Union's film ministry to cooperate with Artkino in

Vast Fix Saving

New

Russians, instead, will

no purchases whatever of U.
tures,

Johnston

he

Buy

Ross Federal used widely was to
check on the operator wifhout letting on to it. Point, of course, was
to separate the goats from the sheep
and then to keep ai real watch on
the goats.
Practice faded out recently

Carl E. MiUiken, secretary of the
Motion Picture Association since
,

Circuit

With the cap-and-gown circuit running at full blast this
month,. Motion Picture Association, toppers will be kept busy
on both coasts.
Byron Price,

UN

Johnston No Yes-Man

Year; Mayer or Vining to Succeed

door

featuring

stories

scenery,

Maine's

.

Lesb'e Ruling

Baffles Studios
Hollywood, June 4.
The Joan Leslie court decision,
freeing the actress from her Warner
contract, is expected to play
with chances of under-age
in seeking studio contracts.
Superior Judge Alfred Paonessa.

Bros.'

havoc

femmes

ruling on a demurrer filed against
the injunction previously granted
Warner Bros, preventing Miss Leslie

from leaving its employ, made the
decision which is keeping legal and
talent heads in the studios here

awake nights.
The Los Angeles

jurist ruled that
while
actress'
original
coiitract,
signed while she was a minor, was
duly approved by the superior court,
studio did not obtain such approval
when
succeeding
options
were
lifted "and therefore, no contract
existed between Miss Leslie and
Warner Bros." Immediately follow.

ing the ruling, Warners announced
it will iippeal the decision.
Although effect of the ruling will
not go hard with men players, since
most of them are 21 or over when
they hit studio contract lists, most
talent heads here believe that if the
decision is upheld in the higher
courts. It will deal a heavy tlow to
chances of femme applicants for
stardom. It is emphasized that most

(Continued on page 29)

YoDDg, Jewel to £-L
Hollywood, June

Ray Young,

studio general

4.

man-

ager, and Edward C. Jewel, art director, shifted from PRC to th«

newly-formed Eagle-Lion organization.

Three
other
PRC department
heads turned in their resignations.
'

They are Norman Cook, production
manager, Betty Pagel, casting director,
and Karl Hajos, musical
director.

'
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TIME TO RETURN TO BALLYHOO
Rainy Weekends a Rreak for Film

koads May

But Sports'

stormy weather during the last*
weekends has temporarily'

several

postponed' the usual boxofFice der
cline in the key cities, but has done
so at the expense of the outdoor reDespite the
sorts and attractions.
stall, however, record crowds at the
seashore, ball games and other outdoor spots over the Memorial Day
weekend indicate that the. exhib will
experience his usual summer slump
,

this year.

Persistent rains, while cutting into
theatre grosses during the weekdays,
bolstered biz ,on weekends, by keeping people in the cities. Full force
of the seasonal dip in receipts, thereWith
fore, has not yet been felt.

balmy weather over Memorial Day,
however, several keys reported

off-

and grosses in others cities
saw marked reflections.
Rain has also caused a slowdown

B O.

lEBlTO

Yet Be Felt

Gene

.

June Allyson

co-starring.

the theatreman's desk with the latThis is the yarn for which. Harry ter making no real effort to fully
Kurnitz recently went to New York use the ammunition to ballyh«>o films
to get Kelly to do this picture. Cen- slated for local showing, the pubtral character is a returned sailor licists complain.
The exhibs fell
who was previously a dancer.
into the bad hab.lt during the war,
it is claimed, when "all tiiey had to
do was turn on the electric lights to
do top business."

RRs

Hurt Biz But

ish biz

Now Bounced Back

tem. And this despite the fact that
the Yankees were playing the lastplace Athletics.
As film biz shapes up, the worst
that can be said is that this summer will be a normal hot weather
period, in the opinion of exhibitors
and distributors currently trying to
forecast trade trends.
It's only a
matter of getting back into the usual
seasonal strides, since the industry
has always looked for a sQmmer
slump with a resultant upbeat in the
.

.

fall.

Abnormally high grosses have

re-

versed this usual pattern for the last
several, years, being close to the biz
enjoyed during the rest of the year.
Fact that boxoflice take has been
higher than ever before has given
most houses somewhat of a cushion
against the shock of ,the torrid
months' dip.
Giant attendance at competing
outdoor attractions was expected but
the early season trek, as illustrated
by the Memorial Day crowds, was

in advance and mail
orders, but cited that it's hard to tell
how much was. due to the strike
since season is going into the stretch.
Niteries in New York did. not exr
perience particular damage from the
railway tieup.

just

complaint
Nightclubs
had no
Saturday night (1) but were reported
considerably below normal on Sun-

day

(2).

plaint Saturday night (1) but were
reported considerably beloyv normal

on Sunday (2).
The brownout, brought about by
the soft coal strike, hurt the most
Chicago, where theatres were
forced to close down for awhile and
elsewhere in the face of curtailed oprations while the walkout was in
progress.
Overall harm from the
short-lived railroiad strike was less
serious on the whole but'had' noticeable effect in large cities with transient populations such as New York
and Chicago. In addition to everything else, Los Angeles was injured
during May by the tram strike which
has since been settled, immediately
in

'

the surprise. It's viewed as a fair
pushing up grosses.
example of what film biz is in for
Meantime, there are other strikes
when the real dog days arrive.
and threatened walkouts which may
Flocking of million; to the outThis
hurt, especially if prolonged.
door entertainment field is looked
includes the Hudson tubes strike in
on as a natural result of wartime reinterferes with travel by
strictions,
when the public was N.Y.., which
people living in New Jersey.
forced to stay at. home. Restricted
LonK Decoration Day holiday
travel occasioned by gas-rationing
was not quite up to
and the shortages of tires and other Thursday (30)
expectations in some localities but,
goods, all contributed to .the better
an average throughout the counon
trade at film houses.
try,

L. A. to N. Y.
Bai-gy

Hal Bock
Murray Bolen
Zelm'a Brookpv
Pat Casey
William Castle
Phil Cohan
Buddy de Sylva

Mary Edwards
Florence Eldridge
Dale Evans
Harriet Frank
Paul Jarrico
Mitchell Kowal
Ella

•

proved

satisfactory.

In N. Y. several factors militated
against a heavy pull on Decoration
Day, headed 'by very balmy weather
which kept people outdoors. Additionally, large crowds went to ball
games and races, while others viewed
Memorial Day parades. Then also
50,000 people tried to visit a part of
the fleet now in the Hudson river
but only 25,000 were able to get on

the boats.

Oscar Morgan
F. T.

Murray

George Pal
Paul
John Paxton
John D. Phillips
Harry M. Popkin
Byron Price
Walter Ramsey
Ruby Rosenberg

Elliot

Jack- Sayers

Joe Schoenfeld
Douglas Shearer
Col. C. A.

Shoop

CPA Order

Further

Delays Show Biz Bldg.
Washington, June

New

show

4.

biz construction takes

available

Distrib-Services

evident during the war, one exec
when exhibitor purchases of
display material sagged 40%. Slack
has yet to be taken, up, he added.

.

Point made by several' flackmen is
that exhibs should mend their ways
now when there's still velvet in the
grosses.. By so doing, they say, the

Washington, June

4.

.

'

ments
were

\tFere

made because

th'e

exhibs

satisfied to let well enough
The theatremen themselves,
alone.
flacks say, were too busy then to
(Continued on page 35)

10c for each gob, based on an average 20,000 men seeing each print.
The new contracts are the first
which require a per capita payment
from the Navy and, from the Navy's
viewpoint, are not a$ good as the

building

materials,

If

this

move

fails

do what

to

it

British Story

one. Veterans groups are currently
raising the roof in. D. C. charging
that the. vets home bt'ildin.i; is a

it

deals,

":'!-" chanflop because material is
neled into commcrcral structures.
i

time if a sales chief Is not tagged
within that period. While here, he'll
be on the hunt, for story material
and acting personnel. Despite reports,

the

company

not actively

is

in quest of a president to head the
outfit, Foy said.
Pressing need Is
for a sales force so that E-L can
start releasing schedules in the fall,

he added.

s

can screen material, has picked up service comparable to what they
give the theatres.
in both quantity and quality diiring
The Navy figures it will pay the
the past month or so, major com- companies $1,781,670 for prints durpany story eds report. They say ing the fiscal year beginning July 1.
an
been
there's
quantitatively
that
It expects to buy four features a
upturn of about 300% in the number week
(15 prints of each) plus acof books, plays, and originals being companying newsreels and shorts, or
received in this country over what a total of 208 features per year. Of
was coming in six months ago.
these, 40% of the prints will be in
English film industry, which, pribr 35in and the remaining 60% in 16m.
to the war, was negligible as com- Of the features, »0% (187 subjects)
Hollywood^ for story will be in blac]( and white, while
petition to
material, is becoming an important the remaining 10% (21 pix) will be
factor In bidding against American Technicolor.
companies. With the J. Arthur Rank
As -the Navy figures it out, each
apd Alexander Korda organizations 35m 7'eehnicplor print will cost an
offering real coin now, most British average of $1,074, and $552 for the
writers prefer to sell their wares at cheaper 16m. In black and white,
home, rather than to Hollywood. the cost per 35m print will average
One reason is patriotism and the $501, and the price of a 16m feature
other the dual taxation they suffer will be $352. Remainder of the total
by disposing of their properties in will be made up. from the reels and
America.
/
short subjects.
New laws in England and United
States which eliminate the necessity
of a writer paying income tax in his
homeland on a story he sells to a Goldwyn-Mrs. Fairbanks
studio in the other country it exLease on Studio
pected to materially help the situaHollywood hopes it will aid
tion.
Hollywood, June 4.
in furthering the quantity of- materSamuel Cloldwyn has concluded a
ial it receives for Inspection from 20-year leasing deal with Lady SylEngland.
via Ashley, former wife of Douglas
Among the stories coming In from Fairbanks, Sr., for 50%, of the Gold
Control of the other
abroad now are st'ill a good many wyn studio.
about the war. American companies 50% is held by Mary Pickford. New
practically refuse even to consider lease begins November, 1948, when
English audiences are said present one runs out.
them.
not to be so down on war films as
Lady Ashley, who is in London,
Americans are, but British com- was represented here by her
,
panies, with their eyes on the U. S. lawyers.
rnarket,' have thus become as reti-.
combat
on
the
Hollywood
cent as
.

.

-

Renew

N. Y. to L. A.
Bergman
Blumberg
A. Pam Blumenthal
Ingrid

UBS. ACER'S

FU FINCH-HIT

who was PM's first
when the sheet was

Cecelia Ager,
film

critic

founded six years ago, returned to
that task Monday (3) She's reliev
ing John T. McManus while he
takes a two-month vacation, during
.

available for
fnay be followed up by another

terial

E-L

pix would be the job of the J.
Arthur Rank organization.
Foy plans to stay in New York
for 8-10 days but will extend the

Mart Pkks Up

make more ma- which time he'll also attend the
home building, American Newspaper Guild conven-

Ann

to do,

pact, foreign distribution of all

Industry's attitude appears to be,j
however, that It donated so much'
for free tp the services during the
war that It Is now entitled to make

CPA

zations by two-thirds for at least
45 days. No authorizations already
affected, but the
issued, will be
scramble for scarce building materials will be cased.

handle domestic and South American distribution. Under an existing,

3 Beady By Scp(. 16
On this score, the company expects to have three films in the can
by Sept. 15, Foy stated. First two
to go before the cameras in July
will be "Repeat Performance" with.
a little money. WMle the deal is a. Franchot ToRe and "Its a Joke, Son"
starring Ke'nnj^ Delmar
(Senator
better one than the 'commercial exClaghora).
Studios
rigged
with
hibitors get—considering the fact
eight stages has capacity output of
that Navy gets its pix early—Navy
British story market, which had
22
pix
yearly.
No
figure
for the
Motion Picture Exchange does all
sunk during thie war to almost noth- the handling out of the Brooklyn first year's production will be set
until the sales head is chosen, Foy
ing as. a potential source of Ameri- Navy Yard. The distribs provide no

pre-war

ordered its regional directors to reduce their dollar value of authori-

was supposed

Arthur Van Horn
June Vincent
William Watts
Carey Wilson

the new organization, Foy disclosed.
In deals with indie producers, Foy
E-L's studios, now under extensive expansion, would be available should shooting space be required by the producer. Additionally to putting coin into these productions, the company would also

said,

anothor temporary setback under
orders Issued last week by the Civilian Production Administration.
Because the number of priority
yarns.
authorizations has been outrunning

Harry H. Thomas
Don Thornburgh
Jean Trent
Triola

.

.

Logan

Jeanctte MacDonald
Allan Meltzer

'

.

Film distributors have worked out
a more advantageous deal for them-,
selves in their postwar arrangements
inevitable tapering off of b.o. re- with the armed forces, which are
ceipts can be cushioned.
planning to continue extensive
Exhibitor practice of using local screenings to service personnel at
newspapermen to handle local ex- all bases.
it was before, accor^ling to operating
ploitation' diet down during, the "Arar,
Here is the deal with the Navy
Legit hoiise^ were hurt it is said. With their loss through Dept., which is typical. Navy pays
sources.
some by the rail strike, especially the draft aiid otherwise, no replace-' 40% of a fictitious door charge of

N.

Eagle-Lion Co. has plenty of ccia
available to back independent production and

is currently shopping,
around toMie up with fllmakers on
Hollywood, June 4.
productibnrdistrlbution
deals.
So
Jack Cole has re-signed as dance says Bryan Foy, studio head of £SL.
director for Columbia Pictures at a He's in New York,
along with Ausubstantial increase. Cole, prior to brey
Schenck, his assistant, for
the new pact, had considered leav- huddles with Robert
S. Young, Pathe
ing the studio to' return to BroadIndustries' official, Robert Benjamin,
way, but upped figure caused a general counsel for P-E, and Arthur
change of mind.
Krim, Benjamin's legal associate.
Prior to film work, Cole did a Chief
business for the conferees will
dance act with the Kraft sisters.
be the selection of a sales head for

,

which was the first decent
weather break for a game under the
lights that Larry MacPhail's had
through a drop
since he installed the new lamp sys-

Roy

Decline In showmanship became

^

CpL Renews Jack Cok

said,'

In the turnstiles at the ball parks
but the baseball magnates are still
Business in the pictures theatres
looking forward to the biggest year
Total admissions in the was affected by the rail strike, prinin history.
big leagues, despite an abundance of cipally in the larger centers, and
rain, were 1,000,000 ahead of the
previously across the country by
More than
first month of last year.
brownouts, but has already bounced
61,000 showed up for a night game
back on a national average/to where
Yankee Stadium,
Y., Friday
at
(31),

Own Selling Org; Foys N.Y. Huddles

NEED HYPO SOON

Exhibitors, throughout the, country,
still
coasting on war-born easy
Kefly's liyiiig'
grosses, are failing to push local exHollywood, June 4.
ploitation of pictures.
That's the
"
Gene Kelly's pic for Metro (Pan- current gripe of major company top
dro Herman) has been renamed
flackinen,
privately
airing
ihelr
"Life's for the Living" and will be
views.
Pressbooks and other exdirected by Gregory La Cava with
ploitation material are piling up on

Tag Out) Seeks

Eagle-Lion (Patlie

tion.

He's prexy of the

New York

chapter.
.

Mrs, Ager is wife of music pub
lisher Milton Ager, and prior to
joining
VARIEiy.

PM

in

1940,

wroie

for

N.

J.

Helen Colton
Jack Davies
Martin Field
Mrs. Verbina Hibbard
S,

'

said.

Foy disclosed that the name PatheEagle-Lion was chanjged back to
Eagle-Lion because RKO squawked,
claiming Pathe is its own label.
Foy reiterated prievious statements
that PRC, also controlled by Pathe
Industries, would not be liquidated
because of the formation of E-L.

Latter company plans to use PRC
physical distributing facilities but
no merger further than tiiat are in
the cards, Foy said, PRC, in turn,
will sell its own product.
.

lOOG Studio FaeelUt
Hollywood, June 4.
Reconstruction campaign at EagleLion starts off with a $100,000 facelift and more building to be done
as soon as the
lights material

Government greenand equipment.

James T. Vaughn, production manager, has programmed construction
of a new wardrobe building, dining
room, dubbing room and consolidation of two small sound stages into
one big one,

Seidelman's PRC Post
Refutes E-L Merger Talk
Appointment of Sam Seidelman to
the PRC post of foreign manager is
'

further refutation of any impending
"merger" between PRC and EagleLion. According to PRC's h,o. execs.,
PRC would not be projecting plans
for expansion of its production and
distribution facilities if the firm's
liquidation wais in the works. Lloj^d
L, Lind, .PRC veepee, also flatly denied reports that Sig Neufeld had or
was pulling out of the company to
organize a new producing-distributing organization.

Seidelman, who started work on
Monday (3), was formerly managier
of the Latin American division for
United Artists and before joining UA
in 1931 was with Paramount. Job at
PRC will be to establish overseas exchanges and equip them. with required manpower.

Barret McCormick

VIDOR GETS eOL 'HEART'

Gradwell Sears

Ben Selvin
David O. Selznick

Edward Sherman
Mike Todd
Unger

J. J.

-

Hollywood, June 4.
Columbia assigned Charles Vldor

Van Upp proHeart," starting,

to direct the Virginia

duction,

"My Empty

early in July.

8

Wednesday, June

5,

Co,

she went WOLF/t

He cfalmeJ men

Till

mteDlfFemHL

on the Town

ill

Universal Presents

GEORGE

BREl

lUCILLE BALI

VERA ZORIl

A FESSIER-PAGANO
PRODUCTION

with

CHARLES WINNINGER CiUHESMOND Raymond walburn elisabcth
risdon
LOUISE BEAVERS

WALLACE FORD

FRANKLIN PANGBORN

Original. Screenplay Written and, Produced by Michael
Fessier and Ernest Pagano
WILLIAM. A. SEITER
Executive. Producer:
BENEDICT
.

D'awt^d.ly

HOWARD

UNIVERSAL PICTURE

194^

—
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PICTURES

Screen Writers Guild's Licensing

Proposal Bound to Curb

OTHER VALUES

1^ Pix

Sleadily increasing demands by
the Screen Writers Guild for licensing their properties to film producto Liberty
er!!, instead of selling them outright,
Hollywood, June 4.
and for a separation of copyrights,
Liberty borrowed Donna Reed
are currently being viewed apprefrom
Melrofor
two
more, pictures,
hensively by those film connpanics
a'i'eady in, or now planning, foreign one to be produced in 1947 and another in 1948.
Itim programs.
Actress is currently working as
At a recent open meeting of the
femme lead opposite James Stewart
SWG, the writers proposed that in in Ihe Frank
Capra production, "It's
any contract where a member of the

.

Wonderful

a

(Police),

SWG prexy Emmet

Lavery pointed

out at the time that the

minimum

under which the

basic

agreement,

SWG

operates, applies only to

em-

ployment conditions and thus covers
mostly only screen writers hired by
studios to adapt the work of other

SWG

writers for the screen. Because
desires the new formula to be applied to all writers, it's petitioned
the exec council of the league to
arrange a joint committee among the
member guilds to huddle on the
subject. Member guilds, in addition
lo SWG, include the Radio Writers'
Guild, the Dramatists' Guild and
the Authors' Guild.
If the writers can force their proposal on the studios, it's felt that
the foreign ICm programs will suffer
especially. With the idea calling for
an original contract to cover a 35m
film, the studios would have to lay
out additional money to obtain 16m
rights lo Ihe same story. And, since

most or the majors contemplating
foreign 16m distribution plan to dub
the picture in the language of the
country for which it's intended, the
"English language" clause will also
hit hard.
Other Effects
Proposal's time limit period might
With
also have deleterious effects.
their foreign markets practically cut
off during the war, most majors now
have a tremendous backlog of pix
that they're priming to move into
the foreign territories as soon as
trade restrictions can be lifted. And,
since no company will export a 16m
version of a film until the 35m
version has exhausted Its playing
time in the same territory—because
of the desire to protect their 35ni
the exportation of 16m
accounls
prints might be delayed In some In-

—

(Continued on page 25)

to

Smash

Biz

Maintaining its tremendous b.o.
power, "The Outlaw" smashed to all
kinds of records in the three-theatre
day-date engagement which opened
in San Francisco last Wednesday
Playing the United Artists,
(29).
Esquire and Tivoli, with a combined
capacity of 3,300, "Outlaw" looks set
for around $80,000 on the week. It
had $58,656 in the till up to Sun-

day (2) night.
Accounting in part for the amazing figures, of course, was the publicity resulting from the closing of
"The Outlaw" by the police, April
23, and the arrest of the manager
of the United Artists theatre, where
it was playing.
It ran for just one
day. Case was taken to court and
the right of the house to show the
picture upheld. As soon as possible
thereafter, Harry Gold, sales chief
for producer Howard Hughes, arranged the three-ply re-premiere.
Another peculiar quirk to the higH

grosses is the fact that this is actually a repeat engagement. for "The
Outlaw." San Francisco is the one
town where it had a previous run,
playing an eight-weeks' engagement
at the Geary and Tivoli theatres in
1943.
At that time it took $166,000
out of S. F.
Opening day last Wedne.<;day at
the UA was $592 bigger than the
$4,238 pushed across the sill on the
April 23 date— an added indication
of the publicity power of police acFigures for the first five days
tion.
at the three houses were: Wednesday, $12,495; .Thursday, $12,709; Friday, $10,607; Saturday, $12,379 and

Sunday, $10,466.

'OUTLAW NO TRAILER
FOR TONG WIDOW
Anticipation that the second Jane
Russell

picture,

would greatly

Dantine, Actor-Newsman
Exiting WB, to FVeelance

The Outlaw'

Reopens

'JYoung Widow,"
by the publicity

profit

the star received in "The Outlaw,"

Film, produced
hasn't proved true.
by Hunt Stromberg for United ArtHelmut Dantine, just returned ists release, hasn't played any key
from a 10-week tour of Europe as cities yet, but grosses in a flock of
a correspondent for' Look mag, said other towns have been moderate, in
that he recently accumulated enough no way reflecting the tremendous
points to get out of his Warners con- biz hit by the embattled Howard
tract and expects to return to Holly- Hughes production.

wood next

fall as

a freelance actor

and director.
Dantine, who was
Warners' favorite Nazi fanatic in
half-dozen pix, stated he
was looking for a satisfactory part
in a film that "says something."
atKiut

a

Dantine

revealed that, prior to
coming here as a refugee from Nazi
persecution,

Nazi

he had been an anti-

political

Austria.

leader in his native
of the

He was chairman

Democratic Austrian Youth Movement in Vienna which supported
Kurt Schuschnigg, Austria's last
chancellor before Hitler took over.
Dantine's first article on conditions
in Europe is skedded to appear In

Look next month.

In practically all the- dates played
"Widow"—Dayton, Toledo, Salt
City, Wilmington, Reading and
Harrisburg the picture has preceded "Outlaw." Ads stressed that
this was the opportunity for the
public to get Its -first gander at the
heavily-plugged player, but theatregoers were apparently interested
only in her performance in the

by

Lake

—

Hughes picture.
"Widow's" initial
is

key

city

date

Detroit this week.

(Eastern Production Head of
'
Warner Bros.)
article

Billed,

Tetzlaffs

IstatRKO

Hollywood, June

4,

Must

—

—

'

HUGHES' ODD 'OUTLAW

ADS

JULY NAT'L MAGS

BRACKEN TO STURGES,
THEN POSSIBLY

—

Unger

Ontario Rules
Toronto, June

4.

July magazines

line at the bottom: "How would you
Most
like to tussle with Russell."

While

in

read a couple of plays and appear on
the "Continental Celebrity Club,"
"Theatre of Romance" and "Stairway lo the Stars." - Last show will
feature Bracken's own composition,
by Paul
"Love Waltz," pl?ycd
'

As a result of the recent agitation
LIZ, NOT PAR'S
who by reform groups, the Ontario exBecause
Scott,
Lizabeth
guested on the Kate Smith radio hibitors will be required to bill feaprogram Friday night (31), was intures as "adult entertainment" when
troduced as a Paramount star, Joe
Hazen, prez of Hal Wallis Produc- this classification Is made by the
Governtions, registered an offlcial squawk province's censor board.
with Par. Actress la under contract ment measure became effective on
Wallis.

and the description' of type
There have been prior complaints
due to inadvertent montion of Miss of pic must be prominently displayed
Scott as a Par star.
in all ads.

June

1,

Next Day

Books

In

a full-page ad in color, featuring
large, voluptuous pose of Miss
originally carried the
It
Russell.

a

WALLIS'

to

Scheme

Exec council of the Authors'
Guild, continuing to press the film,
industry for the right to license story
materials instead of selling them
outright, and for separation of copy-

In

Also- breaking

Be

Rights, Pushes leasing'

Ted Tetzlaff's first director job rights for films and television,
recent 'VARiBrr
will,
concerning the "leasing" instead of under his RKO contract is "Riflf- meet in N. Y. today
(Wednesbuying of film rights to plays and ralT," ba:sed on the Martin L. Rack- day) for further huddles on the
other screen material was read in in yarn, "The Big Angle."
question. Another meeting has been
Nat llolt production will co-star scheduled for Los Angeles
this precinct with a great deal of inlater this
terest, not only because of its gen- Anne Jeffreys, Pat O'Brien and Wal- month.
Both will be devoted to
eral subject matter, but chiefly be- ter Slezak.
working out the best means of obcause Warners was marked as havtaining the two rights.
ing already started the practice of
Acting under its basic assumption
"leasing." We are not entitled to thi.=
that no writer should ever, be forced
F.L Harley Shifted
credit. Picture deals with a time reto give up rights to his material to
striction were common back in 1914
anyone
not in a position to exploit
Paris by 20th; London
and. 1915, and proved i^eneraliy unit,
the council is preparing to ask'
satisfactory to authors and producers
for the retention of full tele rights
alike. I think 'VARierr, by claiming
For Art Silyerstone? in the
hands of the author, separate
the practice will probably become
Francis L. Harley, for the last 10 and apart from his assignment of
universal in a few years is sticking
years 20th-Fox managing director in film rights. Since film companies
its neck out further than ao indiaGreat Britain, has been made man- are temporarily restrained by the;
rubber giraffe.
aging director for Europe, Scandi- American Federation of Musicians
In the first place, 'Varieti- and, navia, the Middle East and all of
from producing any pictures for telepresumably, the authors forget one Africa as far south as the equator,
vision, the Guild feels that this is
salient fact: restricting the sale, of
appointment being made this week the propitious time to press its point
rights to a limited number of years
by Murray Siverstone, 20th-Fox In- in expectation of the major part that
is the same as adding extra money
ternational prexy. No appointment films are expected to play in video's
to the asking price, because the film
has been made thus far to the post future.
company is getting less value for vacated in Britain by Harley. Arthur
Embraces Everything
its money, and taking a greater risk.
Silverstone, homeoffice representaAll guilds in the Authors' League,
Under an outright sale, the film tive to the foreign division, is curcompany can pick the most favor- rently in London, but the com- parent body of the Authors' Screen
able period to produce and release pany's N. Y. office would not admit Writers', Radio Writers' and Dramathe picture. The picture can run that he would move into Harley's old tists' Guilds, have already won their
point with radio. Playwrights in the
longer, with, a better chance of get- position.
Dramatists' Guild, too, have settled
ting back the investment and a profit
Silverstone d'lsclosed that Harley, with
the
television
broadcasten.
to keep us in the business of buying
who has been in N. Y. for several Guild recently signecl a deal with
stories.
weeks
for homeoffice confabs, has NBC television
to try out plays exThere are always pictures that
been
invited to become a 20th-Inter- perimentally on video.
don't get back their negative cost
national veepee. Also that Harley's
and a reissue, or a more successful
DG has also won a split clause
unexpired contract has been exremake, years later, may enable the
with the film companies, under
years. A -veteran in
company to recover its investment; tended for seven
which the playwrights reserve the
the foreign field, Harley is one of
Rule out these safeguards, with a
right to live presentation of their
foreign
best-liked
American
the
"leasing" gimmick, and the film comworks on television, with the film
managers in England, having been
studio retaining the right, at pres(Continued on page 39)
able to straighten out several disent, for screen presentation of any
putes over film terms there in replay it's bought rights to. Guild is
years.
cent
also expected to fight for full sepaHarley will headquarter in Paris. ration of copyrights in this instance
Silverstone said that Harley's new sometime In the future.
IN
post is definitely one of the most
Film companies, in the opinion of
Unusual ad for "The Outlaw" has prominent and significant ones in re- League execs, are the only ones left
been set by producer Howard lation to the company's postwar op- who want to purchase rights to story
Hughes to break in July issues of a erations abroad.
materials that will last forever. AlIt's a fuUflock of national mags.
ready committed to selling too much,
page cartoon, divided into seven
the various guild members are facblocks, flrst of which,states: "Here's
ing increased pressure from film
why this thrilling new picture has
story buyers. Buyers are especially
been kept off the screen for two
tough on new writers trying to break
INDIE into the big time or on those seeking
years."
Second block is a drawing of a
After more than five years with to make a comeback and it's these,
studio set, with Hughes sitting in Paramount, Eddie Bracken Ifeaves especially, that the League wants to
the director's chair saying, "O.K. that studio effective July 1 to make protect with its proposed copyright
Underneath is the one picture for Preston Sturges, fol- changes.
boys, that's it."
"1944
Hughes com- lowing which he will begin proexplanation:
Actually, It ducing on his own. Latest addition
pletes The Outlaw'."
was completed in 1941.)
to the parade of independent proSears and Selznick West,
Few blocks later is a drawing of ducers is currently in New York,
Follows
a theatre, with the note: "June, 1944 following a scries of theatre dates
—'Outlaw' World Premiere is held across the country.
David O. Selznick and Grad Sears
Picture breaks
at San Francisco.
Due to return June 10, Bracken left New York Monday (3) for HolHeld over will make one more pic for Para- lywood. Selznick. vacationing in the
every existing record.
for eight weeks. Plays to more than mount, a musical on loanout to An- east for the past six weeks, origiSan drew Stone. Following termination nally intended to leave for the Coast
(Original
people."
300,000
Francisco engagement was in Feb- of his Paramount ticket, comic will about 10 days ago, but was delayed
ruary, 1943.)
He spent most of the
go into "Wizard of Whisperinjg Hol- by illne.ss.
Drawing of stars Jane Russell and low," to be produced and directed past week recuperating at the home
Jack Beutel clinching in a pile of by Sturges. Plans are already in of William .S. Paley, CBS topper,
with the word "Censored" the hopper for Bracken to start his in Manhasset, L. I.
hay,
across it, is captioned: "Then 'The own "Hambletonian," a story of the
Scars, distribution chief of United
Outlaw' is banned by the censors. sulky track at Goshen, N. Y. Dicker Artists, in which Selznick is a partBut rather than cut a single scene is on with Barry Fitzgerald to play ner, will huddle with the company's
from the film, Hughes withdraws it the top supporting role in the nag owners preliminary to the annual
meeting of UA stockholders in New
from the theatres of the world." flicker.
Next picture Is of the producer
Reason given by Brackc.i for the York next Tuesday (11).
Joe Unger, UA salesmanager, left
standing in front of a theatre, tell- move is that his two top pictures.
ing reporters: "I'm going to fight "Miracle of Morgan's Creek" and New York yesterday (Tuesday) for
this battle to the finish and make "Hail the Conquering Hero," were the Coast to join Sears. They'll resure that the public sees the pic- both made under the Sturges aegis, turn over the weekend, in tirne for
ture exactly as I made it."
and following his "Whispering Hol- the meeting next Tuesday.
Final box is an enlarged drawing low" effort he will probably work
of Miss Russell and Beutel lying in under the advisement of that prothe haypile with the caption: "Now, ducer-director.
K.C.
Special
at last, exactly as filmed."
New York Bracken will

The

is

'Adult' Category

Autiiors' Guild Presses Film, Tele

ji

E

IDEA

To

After Frisco Foldo

.

.

Life."

I

By JACOB WILK

Doona Reed

Authors' League of America, parent
body of the SWG, grants a producer
the right to make a picture based
on his story material, there 'should
be granted "only the right to produce and exhibit, within a stated
period, a single motion picture on
3Sm Him' in the English language
Such rights shall be in the
form of a license, limited as aforesaid, which shall cease. on the expiration of a nxcd period of time."

PK

OLD

'LEASING' SCRIPTS

mags, however, have demanded that
it be removed or changed before ac
cepting the copy.

Whitcman.

Hollywood, June 4.
John Hodiak, Metro star, is back
on the payroll after a suspension of
four weeks.
Actor's layoff was the result of his
refusal to accept a picture assign.

ment.

will

stunt.

LORD DRAWS

HODIAK BACK ON FAY

Shows

Kansas City, June 4.
Fox-Midwest first run
experiment this month
with an "extra show" polcy. Two
special shows have been booked for
June 29. It they work out, they may
become a oncc-a-month' regular

Uptown,

spot,

'SANDS'

Hollywood, June 4.
Metro handed production reins on
"Mr. Sands" to Robert Lord, making
features
on his shoottotal
four
of
a

For the first .show, a morning kiddie matinee, a big cartoon show will
be used.
»
Cartoon show intact has been
booked
of the

to follow in 10 other
city string.

Others on the li.it are "Coquette,"
"The Forsythe Saga" and "Three
O'clock Dinner."

houses

Fox

The Uptown also will combine
vaudo iwith film in a play for the
bobby SOX trade with a "Jive and
Boogie Show" midnight, June 29.
'

ing schedule.

Wgdneeday, June 5» 1946
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They're gettinig their lips
together (or the

GAYEST

KiSS OF THE YEAR!

Universal Presents

VERA ZORIl

IDCILLE BAIL

GEORGE BRENT

3m

A FESSIER PAGANO
PRODUCTION

with

CHARLES WINNINGER CARL ESMOND RAYMOND W ALBURN ELISABETH
...RISDON
(

.

LOUIS^ BEAVERS

.

WALLACE FORD FRANKLIN PANGBORN

Original Screenplay Written and Produced by, Michael Fessier and Ernest Pagano

Direeted By

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

Executive Producer

(HOWARD BENEDICT

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

—

.

.

;
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United llieatres (lllinoB) Opens

Drive to Balk
Chicago, Juii*
pvnpo.secl
in

sions

means

o(

flnancing a 'sta(e soldiers

begun

was

bonus,

United Tliealres of
Zoin. Pontiac,
group, urging

III.,

week

last

by

Illinois, with Ed
prez of the indie

upon membei's thai
(lie indst eftective single thing they
ciiM do to defeat the tax is Id enlist
the cooperation of their palrons.
.

Hollywood, June 4,
Metro ha» three companies woiking on localioni \ylth .departure of
Richard Thorpe and troupe for
Michigan to shoot the Esther Williains starrer, "This Time for Keeps."
Meanwliile, "High Barbaree" is in
work at King City, Cal., and '•A
Woman of My Own" at Monterey.

10% Ikatre Tax

+

4.

cnmpaign to defeat the
10% tax on thealie admisiiliriois, brought
up as s

Viriorouii

Dare

WiM

^Variety

W

alie

flo<id

to

the individual exhib's district be
displayed conspicuously, and that
patrons be provided with po-iitcards.

envelopes and stamps— •'but
have each patron do his own writing,
and be sure he signs it,"
'it's the individual and per.sonal
letters from their constituents (your
theatre patrons) that cari-y weight
paper,-

.with the legislators," Zorn's letter
contiiuied.
"It's his own voters who
are speakjitg their minds in (liese
letters.

Have throwaways

priiiled

explaining the tax, and get the
widest p<issib1c distribution.
Give
(honi to the kids to take home 1o
.their parents. Kids are interested
they'll be taxed al.so."

PAR'S $25,000 SALES
PRIZES FOR '34TH YR.'

Salesmen to Find 'Rich

receive

decided.

bonus

a

their

reachhi.sj

,

of $100 for
Individual
total

the drive period, curbeing one which ends Aug.
24.
For dollais in e.xcess of quota
salesmen will receive a bonus of
$150 or a fraction thereof, for each
additional week's quota delivered
during the drive peiiod.

(1

>

and

manager

at

"

1ST EXTRAS GUILD SHOP
Hollywood,- June 4,
Screen Extras Guild signed interim agreenients with the Society
or Independent Motion Picture Producers and the Indcpendeiit Motion
Picture Producers Assn., achieving
ail industry-wide guild shop for alino.splicre players for the fir.'il time

have

paid
distribution

ho doubt

neighborhood

houses

when admis-

sions are identical. Attention of di.siribulors has been caUed lo the lindings in the Jackson Park (Chicago)
case.

head

notes

If the stockholders vole ,the eliminalion of these: shares, the authorcapital stock -will be increat>ed
Minne-!lo »9.000.000 and 4,544,200 new
|

i

Under present clearance,

shares 61 common is.sued. Should
stockholders not vote the eliminalion. Par proposes an increase of the
aulhori/.ed capital slock to $13,479..290 and issuance of 4,542,851 new
shares of common,

Amus. neighborhood theatres
have seven days over corresponding
independent houses with the same
admission scale. North Central Al-

sola

lied. the independents' organization.
acting in behalf of the Minneapolis

and St. Paul independent neighborhood exhibitors, now has served ah

Slockholders will be asked to authori/e a permanent board of directors of 16. Up lo now the board has
called for an indefinite number, being not less than IG nor more than
jg
However, Ihe board has consisliid of 16 rather than 17 or 18
since 1935.
Statements to stockholders list
the salaries of Par execs and directors,
headed by the $189,083 paid

ullimattim that "the unfair discrim-

must dease."
The Twill City independent ex-

illation

group also was to meet to
discuss a proposed nickel till in adhibilors'

,

!

:

j

j
:

I

is holding firm to maintain the
present level unless intlali6;iary influences become so great as to make
action mandatory.

Rank's 'Bedelia' Froale
film

First for

'-

British

Edna Ferber's 'Great Son'

with alternate endings to
Corfield- J. Arthur Rank
Bedelia," Isadorc Goldsmith,
producer, arrived, in New

John

York vesterday

U

I

(4)

oh his way

to

Goldsmith w'ill ttnie/.the Coast.
vou.s with Joseph Breen, head of the

plus $10,797 in pension trust

]

I

Adolph

Zukor, chairman
of board, who's not eligible to the
pen.sion (rust, received $159,400.
Larsesi stockholder among Par
execs as of April 30 last was Stanton
GrifTis. chairman of the executive
conimillee. who
then held 4.600.
Balaban is listed as then holding
2.000 although in addition owning
S'^ OOO.OOO aggregate principal amount
of 2^j% convertible notes Of the cbrbenelils.

Joe Breen Will Rule On
Armed

the .case originally,
appear on the motion, his
bc;ng represented by George

hoi

office

Globe,- BulTalp U. S. Attorney, who
merely staled that the Government's
position remained unchanged in spite
of the motion or the mailers upon
which it was based.

Scblne Proposal

Al the same lime .the Schine
counler-proposal to the Governments plan for realignment and reorgani/.ation of the Schine chain was
officially filed and made public in
court records. Generally, its outlines arc as reported in VAiiiin-if two
weeks ago. Schine's counter-propo.

suggests several alternative plans,
the outline of each being similar but
various, operational deand in the identity of the iKsner
flcial ownership of the proposed controlling corporations. "They envi.sago
one corporation for Schine's New
York. Slate theatres, the ownership
of which is lo be vested in J. Myer
Schine: a Siccond corporation composed of Schine's Ohio theatres; to
be controlled by Louis Schine; and
third corporation, including all
a

.sal

dilTcring in
tails

.

SI 30.000.

thai

the

who conducted
did

Maryland. Kentucky and Ohio theHenry Ginsberg, v.p. and general
atres booked oul of Cincinnati, to be
manager in charge of studio opera- owned and controlled by Hildegard
lions, during the past fiscal year.
and Marlha Schinc (wives of J.
Balaban received $156,000, plus pen
Myer and Louis, respectively ^
sion trust liienefits of $24,250, while
The purpo.se of the plans appears
y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in charge ot
adoption would efproduction and a director, received lo be that Ihcir

'

sure,

thai the

Mike Todd's

fect

a

of the Schine chain of
into three separate intra-

siilit

Iheatre.'i

ytate groups, each doing business
chiefly within stale lines, only thereby eliminRling the inicrstale feature,
of their operation.s.
.

BEN LYON TO TOP 20TH

.

i

1

poVaiion.
j

TALENT DEPARTMENT
Hollywood. June

4.

Ben Lyon, currently in England,
Rufus LeMairc as exsucceeds
tie
operations., held
Austin C. Keough, v.p. iarnd general ecutive taient director at 20lh-Fox.
(ecently resigned to join
LeMail•(^
counk-l had 1.000. Charles M. ReaPictures as Bill Goet-/.'s
.International
gan, v.p. over distribution, was not
Leonard Goldenson,

\

over theawhile
1,600.

v.p.

Production Code Administration, to
thrash out the question of which
will
be
"Bedelia"
ondin.si
to
B con previously nixed a listed as owning any Par Stock- as of aide.
chosi-ii.
iviaicella Kemp will function as
April 30 last.
currently in the cast, paid $200,000 suicide windup for the leading lady
while
assistant
execulive
Lyon's
for
pre-publication rights to the as contrary lo code provisos.
Robert Palmer. William Mayberry
Second curtain sequence which !...
.
Slory is now being scripted
novel.
\,
J
IN.Y.,
lO.day and Jame.-i Ryan will remain on the
hy Florence Ryerson and Colin the I'CA chief favors for Bedelia"
20lh-Fo.'c lot as casting directors.
Trial of Ben Brodie, operator of
Clements. Two vets h;(ve also writ- has her turned over to the law.:
ten a nnisical based on the life of Goldsmith will argue that it de- the Miami theatre (N. -'Y.) for al2«lh Adds N. Y. Scouts
Stephen Foster, tilled "Oh. Susanna." stroys Ihe slory effect in an effort ui'^etl violation of the obscenity
Anderson Lawlcr and Lee Strasswhich is on Todd's future Broad-/ to win Breen over to the suicide laws is .slated for todciy (5) before
berg have been added to the talen*
way production list. Al Jolsoii at molif. f-he Raiik organization ran tliree judges in the coQrl of special deparlinent of the 20th-Fox homeCharges were preferred
into similar trouble last week when sessions.
one. time was mentioned for it.
Joseph Piiicus. deparlmeiit
office,
On his return east. Todd slopped The Wicked Lady", a Universal re- asainsi Brodie by N. Y.. License chief, announced last week.
Fielding
Benjamin
off in Chicago where his ••Up in lease in the U. S., was turned down Commissioner
Lawler recently produced "SomefoJIowiiiK a raid on the house. ana
Central Park" is current at» the by trie PCA.
where in the Night." a John Hodiak
suspension of Brodic's license.
IRei-ieic
0/ "Bedelia" ti'illi
Slu'ibcrt.
U recently bought right
appenrs on
Raid allegedly disclo.scd that a starrer. Strassberg, a former direc?
ori(;iMnl suicide endiiip
.
to '•Park" for Deanna Diirbiii and
lor ot the CIioup Theatre and Thej4ii
mimbcr of ••hot shots had been add
has assigned Felix Jackson lo pro- piige 13 o/ flie ciirreiil is.siie.
pien aln- Guild, will act as coach, and test
duce the film. Todd also sold llie oiiili",e niid ftpprolsal o/ llic .fiori/ ed lo—Guilty Parents." a film
tlir.'ctor in conjunction with Burk
.<.cici,nc'l. after reyiew by the
i>i
lire rebeinc
t/crc/opmeiil
ificluded
is
Hayride"
'•Mcsican
rights
of
screen
SynKUi.
ot
cciisoi's.
board
Co.stello.
.UM'»rii'.]
lo Univer.sal for Abbott A

Hollywood. June

4.

1

.

Hollywood history.
AtireenientS; are similar to that
signed willi the major
Kludio.s. James F. HaniiiK. SR(i oxeciilive secretary, is negotiiilln.i; pcrin

previously

niancnl coiitracls covciinB
and w(n king conditions.

waacs

Mike Todd's initial production for
Universal release will be "Great

Son.''

Edna

Ferber

story.

Todd,

I

.

;

i

i

~

j

'

|

Miami,

Lase

T

,

SPG,

MPSP

Hearing

j

Starls Thurs: (6)
Hollywood,

.liinc 4.

praiseis, while
want."!

only

lATSE

producers

to

local of

hold

|

i

'

Hearuif; on bargaining clcclion. of
Screen Publicists Guild and. Motion
Piciurc
starts
Publicists
Studio
Thiirsjlay (6) before the National
Labor Relations Board. SPG seeks
industry-wide balloting of worUiiiK

MPSP

election

,

I

m

I

.,

.

,

;

1

:

I

ill

nine major s'ludios.

.

Judge Knight re.'-erved decision in
accompanying letter signed the molioni indicating, however,
Barney Balaban, president, it. is that, in his opinion, to do what Hays
requested would mean a reopening
and rehearing of praclically the entire case, which consumed several
months of trial- la-iit summer. Robert
Wright, special Government pvo^aculor fur the Department of Justice,

-ized

--

handsomely.

off

.liuch

.

"

"

payments,
based as Ihey are on team performance alone, have not accrued in
proper proportion to the individual
salesmen."
is

"

"

pointed out that; except lor the' proposal to .split the stock two for one,
proposals are all in the way-of tid.ving up Par's capital structure. He
pointed out that the first and second preferred slocks were Originally
aulhori/.ed and issued a numl>er o(
yeais ago but have been redeemed,
adding that '•iis there is no further
need for- Ihe authorized and unshares of either class, I be"t
is well to eliminate them.
1'here are 44,211 shares of first pref«''''«^
P*'' '^'a'"e of $100 each and
^-^^^ shares of second preferred at a
of $10 each.,
P«''

Twin City independents are demanding equal availability with
Amus. Co. (Paramount)

ing of the 20lh formula, especially
ha.s alTected the earnings of the
il
Slating that while it is
.-ialesmen.
yenei^ally rccognix.ed that Ihe.^e con-

there

claimed by Hays that

wa.s;

.

was

In an
by_

Miiinesola

as

tests

atres'

week.

Cities If Price Is Same
Minneapolis, June 4.

bux.^ that will
modification or- correction

•

in order to acquaint the court
with present alleged legal methods
condition.s ot the Schine theoperation as contrasted with
methods and conditions previously
e.Nisting and testified lo in the Government's anlirtrusl suit. As a result of the latter the Court held.
Schine to be guilty of the violHliOns.
of the Clay(on and Sherman anti-

and

-

may show up some

'iOlh's

SE€ INKS WITH INDIES,

'Vork

re-e.\amination of Ihe situation
a necessity because, unless thecourt a.scerlained and was familiar'
Proposals for increase of author- with the presoni methods of operai-zed capital stock, establishment of tion of the theatres, any plan of rea definite number of directors, and alignment or reorganization which
a change in the by-laws of the cor- might be imposed on the Schine
poration wiping out the present chain by the.cOurt might turn out to
manner of choosing board members, be pointless and unfair, espei;ially in
will be voted upon at the, annual view of the claimed present rectificameeting of the stockholders of Para- tion of the former practices and matniount lo be held in ^lew. York June ters complained of by the Govern18. according to a notice and proxy ment.
slalement sent to stockholders last
Reserves Deolsloii

-

Braly, district

New

sily

It

Offered Stockholders

Demanded by Twin

-

Hush

Arthur Garfield Hays of

trust acts.

.

have others in his territory later requhe
mi.ssion ;prices all along the line,
thi.s'
month, while Hugh Owen tees but its continuance' depends entirel.v. Leaders of the group have been tryolT his meetings in New Orleans to- upon your ability lo build your dis- ing unsuccessfully to get the Minnemorrow (Thursday). Earle Swei- tribution along the lines outlined in sola Amus. company to take the lead
garl, who started sessions in the this letter."
John J.
the scale boosting.
in
middle east last week, will hold
Connors pointed out that during Friedl. president of the Paramount
meetings later in the month in the years in which 20lh'g three an- circuit, however^ declares he is satPhiladelphia, Washington and Pitts- nual drives have been in operation, isHed with present operations and. in
burgh.
he has watched carefully the work- the face of the independents' presDeliver, and Albert M. Kane, in
similar post at Boston over New
England, are co-caplRins or the Par
sales campaign.

4.

City, appearing as special counisel
for Schine, argued to Judge Knight
that such -B rehearing was a nece.s-

a

Equal Availability

.

will

June

Schine Chain Theatres. Inc., moved
before Judge John Knight iii federal
court here last week for appointmeni of a special master to hold'
hearings and take ;le9limony a.s to
the present method.s of operation of
the Schine circuit.

Increasing Par Stock

for

For example, if a salesman has a
quota of $2,00() per. week in a 17week drive, lie will receive $100 fordellvering $34,000 of busine.ss. If he
should deliver $36,000, his compensation would be an addiljonal $150
or a total of $250: or if he delivel-ed
bonus would be
$:18.000, his total
$400 and so on. Paymenls for fracNov. .30.
tions of a week over delivery will
Charles M. Reagan, v.p. over dis- be calculated according lo the pertribution for Par. flies to Porlland. centage that these fractions repreOre., Friday (7) lo at(end the first of sent of a whole week's quota.
four Coasl sales powwows.
The
In a letter to all salesmen informothers Reagan will sit in on. together ing them of the bonus, Connors
with George A. Smith, western divi- stated "the fate of this plan lies
sion sales manager, will be SeuKle entirely
in
your hands.'' adding
June 10, San Francisco June 12 and ••frankly I am not interested in any
Los Angeleis June 14-17.
formula, good or bad. that does not
Otli^r division managers are con- pay off and when this drive is over,
ducting meetings on the drive. James we shall see lo what extent it fulJ. Donohue, central head, held one
II
fills this essential requirement.
Saturday

2 Different Proposals

,

Though not as yet made official,.
(n)ders(o6d that Paramount will allocate as much as around $25,000 in
prizes to members of its selling force
showing best results in thi.s fall's
sales di-ive. lo be known a.s "Paramoiuil's 34th and Greatest Year."
Push will extend from Sept. 1 to

In Iiidiahapolis.last

4.

Elmer Johnson was dismissed by
Warners and Willfam Zimmerman
by Metro when American Federation
Citing that there is a rich har- of Labor members refiised to funcvest of hiddi?n dollars at the dis- tion while these two non-AFL workpoMil of salesmen who have the will men were on the job. The non-coand 'determination to go after Iheni. operative idea went into effect last
Tom J; Connors, y. p. over, sales for Wednesday by order of the Los An20lh-Fox. jias worked out an incen- geles Central Labor Council, which
tive bonus plan Tor the men who sell decreed that AFL machinists were
Him. ba.sed strictly upon individual not permitted to handle machinery
peiformancc. This supplenienls Ihe proces.sed by members of the lAM.
one, two or three-week salary allot- which recently withdrew from the
paid
ments
all
employees
of AFL.
For a lime there was talk of pickbranches on thice ronlhiuiiig sales
diivcs each year.
The
overage eting by iion-AFL workmen and a
payments on these drives,' however, thi'cal of an industry-wide strike, but
that
procedure has been stalled; off
will be eliminated,
r"
Under the Connors plan, based by the appeal to the NLRB. It will
upon their personal eiroil. salesmen be several days before the appeal is.
will

theatres, the

Slonehurst and the Sedgewii:k.
Robbers al.so forced the door of
Penn, South Philadelphia, and
blew open a safe in the theatre office and eiicaped with about $900. in
receipts. They also got. away with a
projection machine valued at $500.

Harvest of Hidden $'

quota'
rently

from Blum's two

the

Members of International Assn. of
Machinists, Lodge 1185, are filing unfair labor charges with the National
Labor Relations Board as a result-o'f
the discharge of two mechanics.

Connors Urges 20th

Zoi'ii suggesited thai exhibs install
booths or desks in their lobbies,
with si|;ns prominently displayed
customers about (he propo.sed
(a\ and asking thcin to pi'olcst llu;
Imy to their legislators. Also su;;Ct-sled that names and addresses of
each Aepresentutive and Senaloi; in

ceipts

To NLRB Appeal
Hollywood, June

4.

the home' of

into

Frank Blum, locai indie, Sundar
night (2>, and carted away^ a safe
containing S2,o6o in cash, $6,000 in
negotiable bonds, and $3,0(>0 worth
of jewelry. The cash comprised re-

In Studios Goes

your legislators with

:tc1lir\K

Philadelphia, June

,

personal letters of protest from your
p;ilroiis."

Buffalo,

Thieves broke

Zdm

for Realignment Plan

13G PhiUy Robbery

Machinists Beef

lyieiely asking theatre patrons to
write their representatives is iiol
wrote inci»bei's ar featured players: Picture will funcenouKli."
IJTOI. "because they'll forget it. You tion doubly as an entertainment and
must put on n campaign in yoiir the- a benefit for Vai iety Clubs,
'

As Need

-

Hollywood, June 4.
Danny Dare will produce and
George Marshall will direct "Vaiiely Girl," a filmusical to b* made by
Paramount in collaboration with the
Variety Clubs of America.
Billy Daniels and Sammy Ledner
are majpping Out dance routines for
tlrS show,
which will entail woik
hy most of Paremount's stars: and

11

Schine Circuit hesses for Hearii^s

I

.

.

'

Weilnewlay, June 5, 1946
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A FESSIER-PAGANO

PRODUCTION

with

s

CHARLES WINNINGER CARL ESMOND RAYMOND WALBURN ELISABETH RISDON
LOUISE BEAVERS

WALLACE FORD

FRANKLIN FANGBORN

Original Screenplay Written and Produced by Michael Feeeler and Erocet Pagano

Directed by

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

Executive Producen

HOWARD BENEDICT

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

*
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don's biofcrnphy, intelligentl.v hairdiod
spellbiiiil. despite its long footage.

enjoy. With the type of exploitatioiv
and selling ''Anna" is certain lo be
handed, it is a cinch tor big and .sustained grosses.-

'"Anna is solid handling ..Of a bioj;
subject that, in its entirety, could
have been just as boring as it is interest-sustaining.
"Anna's""
eliarm
and appeal to audiences don't rely on
deliberately built peaks of hign actioii.
Rather it tells a straighi-forwaid narrative, bringing in the luil\iral humor,' suspense and ether drajnatic values of the story .of. an English widow who flnds. herself confronted with the many problems of
tfduvating the childreiv and some ol'
tl;e wives of the King ot Siam. The
monarch, himself, needs some education, and Anna sees that lie ^els it.
.Script builds fascinating .idult intcrosl w ithout ever implyiny that i"eliitiunship between teacher and pupil
goes beyond the friendship stage.

'

;

,

The manner
out

in

in which film is lurned
departments makes this

all
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chuckles and drama, and get:
from the potent cast.
Irene Dunne does' a superb enact
hienf .of Anna, the woman who! influenced Siamese history by being
teai'hei: and coiUidantc to a kingly
barbarian. Rex- Harrison shines partears,,

ting the most

ticularly in his American film debut,
making a notable success' ol a dilTicult

iole.

a sustained characterKing of Siam that
Linda Darnell.

It's

the

ol

ization

liiakes the role real.

has

Ihii'd star,

more tban

tittle

a bit

who

as one of Ihe king's wives,

in-

curs )tis displeasure and is burned at
the slake. She does well.
Standouts among the featured, cast
are Lee ,1. Cobb and Galo Sonder.gaard. Former, as the king's minister, and latter, as a cast-off 'vxirc sock
over commanding performances. MikhairRasumny. Dennis Hoey, Tito Re.
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have iM-en added would have been
color, the costumes andi sellings lending themselves to tint ti"eatmen;. Ar-

I.

Alitie Cbtirlr-K.

hews to a fairly
until the mother dies.

base.

iialdo.

arc

OiHU'ilididi-H' ri'li'.-iNc.nr

(.'l-;i\v.rdril.

Ilurni*)'.

|U(i-y:

dramatic moments. John Cromwell's vohccrns youngster being raised by
his mother and officer father at an

Army

Aniie

(v,,i,.l.

A

'i<;ild

.

.

i(n-.

;

.

;

Slor.v carries 'with it faint remtalc, transplanied to a
iniscehceS' of scenes from .'"It Haplocale.
O'Brien plays a T-maii. sent to pened One Night," and v.'ho says
Mexico to .break up a (.'oupterfeit that's bad? Concerns a private detective aad his former boss who are
ling run by Alan Hale and Edgar
Buchanan. Mi.ss Warri(;k turns up as conipeting lor a. valuable, contract
from a man. .whose daughte'.' ha.i run
a syndicated columnist w'h().«e father
away to get married. Guy v.'ho
had been murdered by Halo back in
brings her back uhmai'l-ied geis the:
the States;: She's already J'o'ced him
contract. Chase carries '.hem from
to flee to Mexico City after bi-eakihg
N^cw York to San Francisco and biick,
the sloi-j' of his rackets north of the
fiirhting for custody of the feinme.
border and has followed him for fur- When
the dick returns with, the gal
ther revenge.
SubsequeiU events he finds the old man has delibe>atel.v
have O'Brien and Miss Warrick fallput him on the wrong track, that hc"'s
ing for each othei'. although eacn disbrought back the secretary, aivl he's
trusts the other's interest-in. Hale unin love.
til
the final reel, when they crack
Production and photography obvidown on hifn together.
ously been done in a more painstakO'Brien does good work as the ing manner
than usual. Linutod use
treasury dept. sleuth, fast with both
of prop scenery in favor of the real
his fists and.; his wisecrack'!. Couple
thing adds quality.. Versimilitude in
of Irish ditties he runs 'lirough.at the
situations is neither a':ke'.l nor
a piano come off'- well. Film'gives
expected. Musical score by Frank
Miss 'Warrick her first .good break Skinner provides creditable ouericr.
since her film debut in "Citizen
Thcsping is convincing tor th£ most
Kane." Bounteous wai'drobi?. reveals
her as one of the screen's lop beau- part, with the only exceptions those
ties and her acting is .ple-ily adept. scenes wherein Miss Raine: tries to
Hale is sufficiently, sardonic as the cry or laugh hard and evidently
counterfeit
leader and
Buchanan can't. A couple of the battles are' loo
turns in a nice perfoi'mance as his patently fakes. Brod Crawfoi-d and
Rod Cameron do well, and Fi'ank
siderkick.
Eddie LeBaron and his orch get McHugh .puts in a top support Vole.
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Chansloi'"s screenplay, adapted
rrom a Collier's mag scrinj bv Robert Carson, is well taildied to the
talents or Pat O'Brien, who rambles
through the filnr in. his usual glib
tashion. Repartee between him and
Ruth Warrick is the brightest spot in
the pictui'e. Course or action, how-^
ever, siduyh.s off the- story, resulting
ill the- picture's buildup to ;i flat letdown. Jt comes out as another cops-

•
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Story is sentimental hokum in
sul>slitulion for romance eniirely satisriclory.
The carefully Written large doses. For what it. deals with,
is
well written by George
!icreoni)lay by Talbot Jennings and script
.Sally Benson is packed with delight-, Bruce and handled equally well diful incidents, sly humor and intense! rectorially by Fred Zinnemann. Plot
direetioir makes the most of the .solid
script tMsis. skillfully playing with

too; is

id»-

.

-i;i,iiid.-(iii;-;

;

standout ih'.d sub
role as newiipaper magnate. But most
.L'l'li.n
Trav-cry
.MIsli )l:lll..
,'...'
l:inli l;i;Hly
or the other' actors seem a litlle unKNi,.
.Slliiri'ili .\lr,\l.'inny
coinfortable in their roles, in the
I:.,iiiiiir
liny. nn<'-klA.\
grip
'+i
of
a
silly
script.
Joan. Leslie and
('.•(nil ^N'liifeiH
.Vlj.l-)
.....
..
.V:iir Von: "Edwiird Arnold appear particiilarly
unhappy about it.
Broii.
A lea riei'ker. designed to .<.ho\vcase
per.s'onalily. of Jackie —Biitcli"' JenkH<'dHia
ins. "Lillie Mister Jim" servos its
(BRITISII-MADCI
purpo.sc. It's inexpensively mounted
London. May 24.
and generally fulfills it.i program
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by
Arihui .T.
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I.IKillll

Chiiiffu-Hli
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(:lld

"

fluir -with Ella

carelessly edited, in keeping with Ihe
haphazard quality, of the rest of Jt
In several scenes, the. peslv kid sister appears with a prominent
but
unexplained shiner.
In
the
final
scene, the
leaves the house
carrying in her- hand the hat of the
newspaper magnate who has ju ,t arrived. Perhaps she's to brint" it bock
in the sequel's sequel.
Pic is paced in a slighilv frenzied
tempo, which isn't necessarily a
synonym for fun. Robert Hutton
plays the young husband
ith. much
appeal and some conviction; and the
late Robed Benchley is :)musing in
a smallish role as stepfather. Donald

iinHhic-

"lluli:))-'
Cin'iil'ii;

l:yiiii;l,iii.

'n'Vli'il

"

~

May

.

.^^|»l^(|
liiiii.

llrMlrrick
Directed,

i;cii.|:,tis.,!i

Ciidii'ndi.

.

.

.l:illli-y

redlui-F»
J/iiKl).

(Ut.
Light
Raines.
."A Girl in a iviilllon" (British
(Lion). Sydney Box production
of light English comedy; mild
American entry.

Jim

t;iiii<> >li!ji|4>r
Los Angeles.

iilani Itiid

Si-neflnplay.

:

Slaiidoiit performances, scriptiiiK. dlrot'lion and production contribute to
th« tu.ll measure 6t success it witl

dld'duM.

HellAnother in the cycle of .isecret agent ninli:. mnierit. <ieiir)ie llei-niHii. S;idi iiiusie,
meller.s. "Perilous Holiday
trades Knink Skinner; odiine. 'red
.'.ein; :,(vd.
lel.
more on its, comedy as|)ec's than its ilircclor.-. Wllllnm T
Cindi lii.vvii
.I.nne 4, 'An. Kuniiliii; ilini. HM'.UI.VN.
melodrama; emerging with a fair N.'y.;
Ivllillii'd'.
lid.l ('jinifi-Kii
share of bolh. Excellent di-ilo-; and I'eiieldIM'.
;..;.'.;.
I*.:ii(.e5(
good direction that keeps things l.dill.M J.'rpiii iee. .;
Kl-iHleriek (.'i;-\vri,r((
Ki.id', .Mi-iliiKb
moving help gloss over the lllm"s Wnily gunyle.
I'liiiniitdd
.Sddin.-I S.
(idd.-i
pverlength and story weakiuisses that .\(innd'n
lliiliy.
lidid
l-'d'l[(,n
niighl militate again.st il. Looks good
.eC-dKC ('l';\ eldild

fumbles what could nave been brightsituations and isn't made to look
betler by the editing. Whcelwrj'ght
also did the story with Allan Kenward, while Ethel Hill and Leslie
Charleris scripted. Score spots one;
telling, IS an uninspired, ihe dialog
song. '"Dangerous." by Ralph Blunc
being full of cliches with rareiv
and George Bassman.
a
Brij/,
bright spot. The film has also been

1(1.
•

RunanHind

pcleuH* or ,kip

i."nivei-s.il

Jti^(;i>!(

.

SdcUu iidiilt cli'uma: ''Aimd iiiKi the
King of Siam"' is a rather raillVul
.sfi'O.fn adaptation ofMar.naret Lan-

Sial.

.
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.Al Hill

.
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Meicico City. Director Edward H.
Griffith
keeps the ca.s't jumping
through its paces and gels Ihe niost
out of the film's good dialog. Charles
Lawton's photography is oii the cred-'

(I'Ki'ii'ii

.,,,;.Miilli -(Viin-Uk

,

AkiiIi'-i^.
I.HI liiiin, ,

Mi'H.
-I.illlfi.

Same

Producer .Phil L. Ryan nas lined
the film with rich niouniings that
emphasize the tourist's version of

niin.iInK ili„r.

'-te.

u^ihiiiu;.

(:r,n(>nip;
.Sptidj;

-

thriller

wi.th

J'lill

Jtii'liiii-ilH,

Audrey

"The Bunarbund"

tomedy

-

.Mli.v

.Vcvil
SiNiirl .

J'lilrlik

(:(^0i7t''

wood. Ian Hunler: big for U.S.
"Perilous Holiday" (Col ). P'at
O'Brien in a nicely-paced comedy meller,

the
Ralph^Wheelwrighl production often

T..

ARncN.

Caspary,

'does

.V.

J)(ii-((ir

B

or

;

mallfi.

Cast

(M-G ),

made- murder

of

ioli»:i!i«

Sentimental hokum about Arm'yrai.sed
youngster;
b k a y for
family trade:
"Janie Gets Married" (WB).
Mild marital niixupsVmild b.o
V'Bedella": (GFD).

an out-

Jr..

after the loot.
Other!, arc good.
Dassin's direction

sider- also

tries

bright and gay.
names will aid selling.
••LlUle
Mister Jlmr*

'

reservation.

Ciiluniblu

IS

in

a
night-club .sesequeiice
fea'tilrea
Amelita Vargas, a lu.sh Lat.n dancer
who oiitmaneuvcrs Diosa Costeilo in
a fast samba.
Supporting cast is

lioil.
Hlm-H I'al O'Brlrii, Kntii 'Wnri-icli
ramiirox .Alxn lUlt, KiIkhp Ruc'ciiinn, An
(Ji-oy long,
pirecleil by Kdiranl ij, oiir.
nib. Rcmnplay by Iloy CliHliidui-. b,-(i(.'(l nu
muiy by Rub«rl Curaun: cikiii'ik, ('liHi-irii
l,nivloii, .1r.
(•(lllnv.
vIiiIh l.nwrciiic.
Al

(M-G),
too hard

be

to

all a bit too smooth to register
honestly. Windup has love convincing them' it's time to go straight and
start an honest life after th<i debt to
the law has been paid.
Miss Ball arid Hodiak have sorne
good moments in bouncing the plot
around. but never quite overcome
dialog handicap. Nolan has a better
tiine of it as the detective who aims

i!..lli

.\l:irJi'l'U*

.'.

"Anna and the Kins »t Slam"
Ace biographical drama

headed for lusty b;o.
"Two Smart People"

Melodrama that

moifientarily

quence.

(Mirsic)

(20th).
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he has concealed. Some suspense is
developed, as is a romance between
the crook and the confidence gal, but

lliiiiiioii

onw

WINS.

In the conipanv

.

'J'nl-

hiK Jvnnhijj* and tinUy tienson; bltHrO uixih
btiiRt'.tiiby' by' Marffor^t. l^nndon;
riimei-ti,
Arilmr Mlllor; muslr,' Hnrnnnl lli'i'iiniiiin

'

jail. term.

of a feinmc sharper and a detective,
the crook starts a gastronomical tour
of the. country, determined to have
an eating fling that will last him
through his time in jail. His two
companions are interested in snaring
$500,000 in 'government certificates

1.

juiii-I''uv ivlouiie of IiOuIh D. IjIiiIiioii ui'0>
illnni ]r«ti» Dunne, Itex Hnn-lHun,
(liii'iluii.
l.iiiUu
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PICTURE GROSSES

16

L A. Revives; *In Night' Bright 52G,
3 Spots; 'Forward' Sturdy 45G in

2,

Estinatei r«r This

'Tomorrow' Hefty 41G for 3 on 2d

2 Spots; Territory'-Vaude Sock 38G
Boston, June 4;
Memorial Day holiday, though
sunny and wann, tipped biz last
week.
"Badman's Territory" with
vaude Is sock at the Boston. '•The
.Postman Always Rings -Twice." at
the State and Orpheum looks stand,
out.
"Devotion" is nice at Paramount and Fenway. "Heartbeat" also

Week

(Loew's-UA)

Century

1

.

Key

3,006; 20Twice".'.

60)— ""Postman Always Rings
Los Aneeles, June 4.
are recovering from e(-

Fii.>.l-iiins

ihe- streetcar

of

bell*"!' ihaii

Broadway Grosses

iidr hIso is « help., -The city'
iHkes on 27 lirst-ciins and mpveovers
within the next week. in addition to

holidiiy

mont
«nd

li

nvw day-date

throe

June

II,

30G

(20th ))2d wk)
Holding: nice pace at $1],COO- after
brisk $15,400 opener.

Pilisburgh, June

holiday
ing

1824:
i9ih wkt. Steady $4,000.
$4,300.
•

-Do
I.

You
Okay

.\mong

Penn.

Love

week.

LafI

$U.5O0.

Moons

'

the

fair

"Do

holdoveis.

'Heartbeat' Fine

$o.aoo.

Chinese

i

(

Grauman-WQ)

>2.0i8: .nO-

$1 I-— Sonicwhfie iii -Night" (20th)
anri '-Efl injjhani's Raid" 20th). Good

Comes

out tomorrow
"Dark Corner" 20th).

1

$15.00(1.

week. "Do Ycu Love"

La.st

.

$12,000 in

'Wed.) fov
Last week.

1

Minneapolis, Jiinc

2d

I

fov this

1.

J

I.

$21.H00.

Holding up very well at good $12,Last week. j{)'ea I $20,000.
Penn iLoew's-U.^) (3..100; 40-70)—
\\k).
"One More Tomorrow'' (WB). Getperky $10,200.
ting by but no great shakes for a
holiday
week.
However, no comFour .Star lUA-WC) <900: Ii0-$1)—
"Dark Corner" i20lhl iBdwk) Cm.o.). plaint at $19,000 or over. Last week,
Only S2.400 in 4 days. Last week, fine "Devotion" (WB). $17,500.
S5.«00.
RUt (WB) '800: 40-70 )— "Tomor(RKO) (.m.o.).
Guild >FWC) i96«: 50-$l)— "Spiral row Is Forever"
Slair<.-a.-e
(RKO» (4th vvk). Solid .^fter; fortnight at Stanley, over
$4,000 mark, good, at this small$6.SO0. I.a.-^t wo.ck. big $7,500.
.seater.
Last week, fifth downtown
llawHii (G&S - Blumenfeld) C956;
on "Saratoga Trunk' (WB), okay
6.=i-.sn— -Outlaw"
cUA) (9th wk). $3,000.
Slill big at $6,000.
Last week, sock
Senator (Harris) 0.750: 40-'70)—
$(i.000.
Hollywood (WB) (2.756: SO-tl) - "Gilda" (Col) (4th wk). Held over
Moveover from Harris, should
"One .More Tomorrow" (WB) I2d here.
$4,500. excellent. Last week, betwk I. Ave rage $13,000. Last week, hit
ter than $6,500.
good $18,600.
Stanley
(WB)- f3.8O0: 40-70)—
Hollywood Music Hall fBlumen85)— "Outlaw" tUA) "Postman Rings; Twice'' (M-G). Be.st
fokli.
1475:
here in weeks with sock $30,000.
'9lh wk). Trim $4,000.
Last week, Naturally hbld.^
at that figure. Last
$.1 HOO.
week.
'"Tomoi-row
Is
Forever"'
I.oew's Slate (Loew-WC) (2,404: (RKO) (2d wk), big
$14,000.
50-$l
"Somewhere in Night"
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— '"De'20th)
and
"Effingham's'
Raid" votion" (WB) ^(m.o.).
Doing bit
i20lh).
Average $27,000. Last week, over
average biz at near $9,000, much
•Do You Love" i20th) (.2d wk),
better than okay. Last w"eek, "Zieg$14,800.

(FWC) (1..538; 50-$l)—
Rings Twice" (M-G) (4th
Finale.s at $8.500.. Last week,

OQO.

are ruiining along- in fine .style.
Estimates for Thii Week
Aster (Par) i900: 25-35 )— "Phantom Thief (Col) and "Johnnv Cornes
Flying Home" (20th). Fast $2,400 in
5 days. Last week. .""Behind Mask"

'•Po.>itm;Mi

feld Follies"

.Anecles (D'town-WC)
)— "Postman" (M-G) (4th(2,097;
wk).

$21,000.

(M-G)

l.os

Last week, nifty $18,700.
Orpheum D'town) (2,000; 65-85)
—"In Fa-sl Company" (.Mono) with
Andy Ros.sell. A'aude acts on stage.
Sock .M0..=)00. Last week. "Guy Could
Charioe" (Rep) with Slim Gaillard
Trio 2d wk) and Jimmie Lunceford
orcl) on slage. .solid $28,400.

Kansas

(Par)

—

(Pan)

50-$l)—
^RKO) and

.

(20th). Good $16,000:
'"Blue Dahlia"'
(Par);

"Dragon wyck"
Last week,
$15,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600: 44-60)-^
"Devotion"' (WB). Fancy $7.,50O. Last
week. •"Tangier" (U), $6,000.
State (Par) (2.300: 44-60 )—"-Postmah Rings Twice"' (M-G) (2d wk).
Exceptional sliongth here, and looks
$11,000 on this stanza, after very big
$17,000 first week.
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 44-6U)— "Virginian" (Pai-). First nabe -."(in. Neat
$3,800. Last week, "Adventiire"" iM-

City,

Metropolitan (M-P) (3.467) 40.80)
—•"Blue Dahlia" (Par) and
God s
Country" (Indie) with added attraction of Dr. I.Q. radio program. Wow
$30,000.
Last week.
"Dcvolion"
'

•"Blondie"s Alibi"' (U).

Great $21,000
week. "Devotion."' (WB) and

Lucky

Day"'

(Col

(WB) and "One
Orpheum (Loew)

Last
'

week.

(RKO).

"Deadline

(.Col). $20,000.

Paramount (M-P)

at

(20lh)

and ""Rendez-

vou.s"'

Good

$19,000.

(20th).

Alibf (Mono),

Last

.

week, 'Saratoga Trunk" (WB),

(F&M)

""Miss Susie
$8,000. Last

In

60-60)—
.Mexico"" (Par) and
(4.000:

Slagle"s" iPar).
Nice
week. "Gaixie of Death"
Strikes Back"

Tranainz (Trans! ux) '900; 30-74)
for Conquest" (WB) and
for Comedy"' (WB) 're-

(

'Heartbeat' Punchy
Buffalo.

17G

June

wood" (UA)

(Mono), $12,500.
4.

Ms

yid 35G

'

$23,000.

Hipp (Shea)

'2.100:

combined with tlie Memorial Day
weekend to slow pice here this .ses-

40-70)— "Devo-

tion" (WBj and '"Night Editor" (Col)
(m.o.). Hefty $10,000 for 6 days. Last
week.
"Diary
of
Chambermaid"
(UA) and "Porlrait of Maria'" (M-

sion.

Estimates for Tbli

:

•

i

i

i

''

"

—

Downtown (Balaban). (2.683: 65Exciting Week"' (Rep)with Louis Prima orch. The Pitchmen, the Barrets, others, on stage.
Trim $32,000. Last week. "Murder
My Business" (PRC), with Lionel
95)— 'One

.

.

j

;

"

,

l

Hampton
United

,

I

i

United

eO-.$l

week, good $9,600.

Arlisls

)— '".Spnal

(UA-WCJ (2100Staircase"
(RKO)
Last week,

'4lh wk). Nifly $10,500.
$10:200.

smooth

Uptown

'FWC)

S()mewh(;rc
«wP^n^''"'i"'^
$10,000.
La.sl

<20th)

1

in

50-$l )—
(26th) and

(1.790:

.Vlglii"

'2041)).
stout
week. "Do You Love"

2d wk). good $7,600

Voene

(FWC)

Seventh Veil
Steady $2,500

"

(885;.

(U)

in

4

,,sth

Last

(m.o.).

week

bii'Kht $4,600.
Wil.shii-e

(FWC)

'2.296;

50-$l

)—

"Spiral Staircase" (RKO) ''4th wk).
Husky $8,000.
Last week, steady
$8,000.
Wiltei-n

'WB)

(2..300:

.50-$!)

-

"More Tomonow-"' (WB) '2d w-k)
Good $ia,000, Last week, strong
$18,700.

Lincoln. Jiine

I

and slays .second week.

Last

Rsllmatcr for TIiIn

"Hoodliim Saint"

Week

(.M-G) ahd
Circle (Katz-D(illet i2. HOO: 48-741
Spars'"
(.Col),
medium —""Ding Dong Willianik"'. (RKO) and
i
Spike Jones band on sUigr. Ten iflc
week, ""Brcakfa.'<l in
1,900; 45- ,$28.000.. La.st
Dahlia" (Par).
Sti"ong Hollywood" 'RKO) and "Joe Pa$18,000. and probablv holdover. Lasl jlooka, Chaijip"' 'RKOi, i-lrong |I4 ()'J0
at 40-Oflc soalo.
week. ""Kitty"' .'Par j '3d wk ), nifty
.
>
Indiana 'Katz-Dolle) (?,.:i0(j; 40-«0i
$11,000.

and

I

$12,000.

.

:

Newman (Paramount)

65)—

(

"Blue

|

.

i

'

1

Orpbeum (RKO)

(1.900;

45r65)

—"Kitty" (Pan.

—

holdover

Territory' (RKO) and
Time"' (RKQ)- I'lea.s'ant
$14,000.
Last woek. "City for Conquest" WB) and ".\o time for Com"'Badman".s

.50-$!)—

wk)

days.

week,
"Tars

"Partners

I.oetv'i

irei.ssues),

inild

Si-/.zlifjg $22,()()0,

piobahle.

\^/.\,

and

-^-M-k

'WBi. only Vi.\m,

(l,rjpw"s/

(2,4.'i«:

40-«6i

-

Rings
Ty/x-c'
i.M-(;i
Hefty $-20.0«0 and holdx. I;«,l veck
"Hoodlum Saint" i.M-G) kiid ".Night
Editor" 'f.'oti. «k<- $8.»()0 in 4 liuyr.

$10,000.

Tower iFox-Jo/fee) '2.100; .39-60)
—"Spider Woman Strikes Back" and

"

'

""The

i

PRO

Outlaw

'

'

UA
«

),

H-pjd

$2.({lj()

Sisters,

Detroit)

I

1

Adams (Balaban)

„,,V«':«"y,',

INTO

'Ur

I

(1,100;

'-WB).

ti'li!'*''"'"

»4!2^

)

(2.863:

60-85)—

"Dragonwyck"' (20th) and "Strango
Triangle" (20th) (m.o.).
Fair $14.Last week, "Devil Bai s DaughS*"P", ler
(PRC), end "Strangler of -the

,"«5..50)

Mwlest

000..

Swamp" (PRC),

ditto.

^Madlaon UJnited. Detroit)
fl0-B5)— "Spiral
Staiica.se"

'

iind

"Pardon

I

$2,100

-

,1,11,

(United

"

'U) and "Str.inge Conquest" <U) in 2 day.i of third ulanza, at
'Aft-ri'iv
NthrMkm il/VC.) f|,l2fi; 9-43)
with vaude hoaderi by Larry Collins, .scale.
;,""",}"" A'""'''" ""f ""d "Oliver
$9..50n.
Last -vvook. "Caiaxan
l.jriiKalz-lJ.i.'lo
«(Kj Vi mi
KikMii
(/(„li<-|
f)„|y || 7„(, j„
and "They .Made .Vie « '"Dcvolion"' 'WBi; SU,<ii Vj
m, 4 (lay!Lart
II,,,,.,. Ho,-,oi-s"
Killor"". 'Par.) plus .stage shrjw, fair movoovoi. f,a^( •/,i-<-U,
(jiayi,/, /. yv (.
'I.I ;,/i/J Spid.., ,St,,k»,:
'U), dill,,
SJO.OQO,
i2«lh', ^.O.SIKJ al...(/o„

Mild

Ti-ail

Rimmer

orch,

stage, sock $40,000.

ArMata

60-85)— "Devotion" (WB). and

(1,841;

4,

Uncs-pecled frost here is keeping "Live
Wire.s"'wk).
(Mono)
'2d
a few seats unoccupied this .session
Strong $17,000,
Last week, good
but ";Vii-i(inian."' at the Lincoln, and, $19,000.
"Br.ide Wore BooU," at the Stuart
Broadway - CapUoI (United Deaie doing top biz.
troit) (3.000; 60-85)— "Badman's TerKmlmatcii for This Week
)"ilory" (RKO) and "Strange Vovage"'
Mncoln iLTC) (1.500; 44-55)— (Mono) (2d wk). Stout
$17,000. Lii.st
Vii-ginjan" (.Par).
Stout $7,000 to week, wow $28,500.
lead city.. T..a»t week. "Two Sisteis
Palms-State (United Del roil) '2.From Boston'' (.M-(;i. $7200
976; 60-89)—"Saratoga Trunk' 'WB)
.Sluart (I-TC) (1.800: 9-^55
-"Bride and ''College Queen" (Par)"(3<l wk).
Wore Boots" (Pan. 'Near capacity Grand
$20,000. Last week. $35,000.

'Po.slmaii

I

edy" IWB)

IS

•"Devotion"'

in

on

others,

.

$20,000.

Michlran (United Detroit) '4.034:
60-85)— 'Road to Utopia" (Par) and
'"Shadow Returns" (Mono) (.3d wk).
Stout $20,000 in 6 days. La.st week,
strong $27,000.

I

1

Week

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4.049; 60-85)
—""Gilda"' (Col) and ""Night E<lilor"
(Col).
Solid $35,000.
Lasl week,
"Dragonwyck" (20th) and "Strange
Triangle" (20th) (2d wk), $25,000.

I

•

particularly hit the Satur-

hours!

'

Clcses at

It

day lake when the auto show staged
a parade that had the main street
lined with about 750,000 for four

(

La.st

Breakfast Hollyand "Stiangc V«>yage"
"

Biz i.s on upbeat currently. Leaders
are
"Postman Rings Twice"' and
"Heartbeat." with former smash.
Auto Jubilee
Det.
Eilinatet (or This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
40-70)—
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G). Ter- ^ But ^Week'-Prima Trhn
rific $28,000 in 6 days or near
Last
week. "Devotioit" iWB) ani "Night
32G, 'Gilda'
Editor (CoD.-snug $14,500.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70)
Detroit. June 4.
—'"Blue Dahlia" (Par) i2d wk)
The Automotive Jubilee, wiih its
Strong $17,000 after lasl Week's great
accompanying parades and show.-;,

'

''^r"'^.'

Last week.

000.

I

J-l^-'im

'Spi(U),

Tremont (Brand-Muge) 1.500; 4080)— "Whistle Stop"'
(UA) and
"Junior Prom" (Mono). Mild $12.-

Buffalojerrif $28,000;

i

'

La.st

Back'

Strikes

$6,000.

1

$7.:)00.

Woman

der

'Postman' Rings Bell In

:

.

•

—""City

issues).
Satisfactory- $5,000.
week. "'Cat Creeps" (Ui and

i

I

—

"No Time

(Ul, $7,500.

(2,812:

.,

$14,000.

State
(Loew) (3.200: .35-80)
"Postman Rings Twice"' (M-G). Solid
$19,000 or over. Last w^eek, "Tars and
Spar.s" (Col) and "Phantom TivieC
(Col). $12,000.

$11,-

000.

Louii

—

44-65)— .week.

(3.500:

"Dark Corner"

St.

(1.700; 40-BOi

'"Devotion" (WB) and "One Exciting
Week" (Rep). Nice $16,000. Last
"Kitty"'
(Par)
and
Dark

.$22 000.

(F&M)

MIsiourl

—

""Postn-ian

Dawn" (RKO) and "Tarzan Leopard

Woman

(2.900: 40-80)

Rings Twice""
iM-G).Sturdy $28,000. Last week, "Gilda"

Fox (FitM) (.5.000; 44-65)— "Do
You Love Me" (20lh) and "Johnny
Comes Fb'ing Home" (20th). Solid
$25,000.

Week"

E.>iciting

(Rep). $23,000.

solid

),

"

$21,000.

(reiiss-

June .4.
G). lofty $12,000.
G ). $3,600.
Decoration Day biz hypoed gro.sses
Teck (Shea) (1.400 40-70)— "Diary
World (Par-Steffos) (.l.SO; 44-80)—
Forward"
"Man Alive" (RKO). Smooth " $23. all around. Leader is "Do You Love "Yank in London"' (20th). Poor $1.- of Chainbermald"" (UA) 'm.o.) and
Dragon"" (Monoi. Dand<- $7
000.
La.-it
week. "Goes My
— Love"' Me"' in three Fox-Midwest houses. .500. Last week. ""Rebecca"' 'UA) ire- "•Red
500 in 6 days, l^st week, "DragonDay" elpsely followed by '"Th, Po.,tman issue) (2d wk). satisfactory $2,400.
wyck"
(20lhi (m.o.), $4,000 for third
:c.;i)."ror'h^opes'at%a^^
Tw.ce,"_^solo at the
downtown week.
I'a.-an,„unl .F&M)%.3M^ 50-$1)[^ifayelte
(Basil) (3..300: 40-70)—
'^""'""'"
Badmiins
Territory"'
is
Jones Lifts 'Ding Dong'
"VirKinia.i
Par) and "Tokyc) Rose"
"'Perilous Holiday" iCol) and "Meet
(Par) (3d wk). Neat $18,000. Last "«^»'''J'
big at the .smaller OrMe on Broadwav" (Col). Firm $9
u'oek. good $18,900.
pheum.
Same is true of "Blue
To Giant 28G, Indpls. 000. Last week.'""Sevenlh A-'eil"
(U)
Newman.
Paramount Hollywood (PiM) (1 - ''"'^'''^
and '"Tangier (U). $10,000.
Indianapolis. June 4.
451; 50-$l )— "Virginian
E«tlm»l»» for Thin Week
(Parj (3d
2«lli Century ,(20th Cejit.. Inc.) i3 Show business is definitely hot this
"^85'
week,
Edquire - lipiown - Fairway .,Fox
jy"*'.',,
"Heartbeat" (RKO)
holiday .stanza, despite the usual 000; 40:70
healthy °,','!Jl,AA*^'''*°''"
$12,900.
MidWe.st). '820. 2.043, 700: "4.5-65 )—
and
"Swing Parade 1946"' iPRC)
RKO llillslreet (RKO) '2,890: 50- "Do You Love Me" i20lhi. With week-end rains. "Ding bong Wilr Punchy
or over. Laiil week
80J— "This Day Forward" (RKO)^°'''' holiday opicning. looks great liams."' sparked by Spike .lonos and "Murder $17,000
in Music Hall" Tftep) and
his
City Slickers,
is
taking big
and "."Vlan Alive iRKO). Average.
Average $22,000. and hold.s. La.st week.— So money at Circle with help
"In Fa.st Coinpaii.v" (Rep). $9..500.
of new
$22,000.
La.st^ week. •'Goes
My Love" U) in 8 days )iice and higher stage .show,
Goes My
Mv Love'
Love
price
scale.
(U) and
$16,000.
'Blond ie's Lucky Day'
'
"Postman Always Rings Twice"' at
(Col), fair SI 3,500.
Midland iLoew"s) (3.500: 45-65)- Loew's and "Kilty"' si Indiana also
I^irginian' 7G, Lmcoln
Ritz
FWC) (1.370; 50-$l )—"Post- "Postman Rings Twice"' (M-G). Big are in tall coin.

PantaBcs
"This Day

—

44)— "Black

(1.000;

week. "Whi.stle Stop" (UA) (2d wk).
mild $4,500.
Orplieura (RKO) (2.800;. 44-60)—
"Heartbeat" (RKO)
Fine 112,000.
Last week. "Wife Monte Gristo"
(PRC), mild $8,000.
Radio City (par) (4.000: 44-60)—

14G

$18,000, Territory'

*

(F&M) (3:000: 44-65)
— Ambaaiador
""Oite More Tomorrow'" rWB» and
Last

40-

"Breakfast
and "Sliange

"Heartbeat"

"Devil's Mask'' (Col). Solid $20,000.
Last week. 'The Outlaw"' (UA) i3d

""Blondie's
$19,000,

(1..500;

week,

Last

Hollywood" (UA)
Voyage (Mono), $10,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)
(RKO) and Man in
Grey" (U). Excellent $29,000. La.st
week, "So. Goes My Love" lU) and
"Truth
About Murder"
(RKO).

Week

(UA)

—

.

.

.

'Postman' 20G, 'Dahlb'

1

.

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 44-60)— "Saratoga :Trunk"' (WB) (m.o.). Fourth
downtown week. Strong $5,500 Last

(m.o.), $7,000.

Majestic (Brand-Mage)

$12,000.

Loew'a (Loew) (3.1'72; 44-66)—
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) and

(RKO) and "Spider

500
Goplier

fairish

40-:80)

(1,375:

80)— •Whistle Stop'
(UA) and
••Junior
Prom" (Mono).
Fairish

.

Market Babies'' (Mono). 'Very good
J5,000. Last week, ""Men in Diary"
(U), mild $3,000.

week's

last

"Devotion^' <WB) and •'One E.xciting
Week" (Rep). Good $11,000. Last
week. "Kitty" (Par) and -Daik
Alibi" (Mono), $6,000.

4.

'

-

K.C. Hot; 'Love Me' 22G,

I

especially strong.
EallniaUs for This

'Blue Dahlia" (Par) (m.o ). Still
fancy at $5,000. Last week. ""Saratoga Trunk"' (WB) (3d wk). fine $7,*

—

Fine

June

here. "Do You Love Me" Will grab
the top money, but "One More Tomorrow" and "Night in Casablanca"
are comparatively as big, latter being

"Masquerade

;

50-$l

St. Loui.s.

of long rainy spell plus MeDay bi:i, accelerated trade

(Mono) and "Blonde Alibi"' (.U),
okay $1,800 in 4 days.
Century (Par)
44-60)—
(1.600;

..

I

-

is
"Dragoiiwyck"'
week, with ""Heartbeat" also
strong. ""Devotion"" al.so promises lo
finish well at the small Pan. theatre.
""Postman Always Rings Twice' and
""Blue Dahlia."' in their second weeks,

).

Ksyplian

4.

Top newcomer

wk neat $11,700.
"Pinocchio" iRKO)
irei.tsue)
i2d
Bownlown (WB) (1.800: 50-$l)— wk nice $6,500.
"One Mui-c Tomorrow" iWB (2d
Harris 'Harris)
40-70)—
(2.200;
w-k
Neat $15,000. Last week, goo'd
"Do You Love Me" i20th) i2d wk).
^20lh

20G in St Louis
End
morial

Last week, "Rebecca"'
ue). W.200.

Mpk

>'.

Week

—

against

Fenway (M-P)

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)
'The Outlaw" (UA).
Neat' $9,000.

and "pilda"

at Harris
tops.

Estloiates fer TBI*-

Bottan (RKO) (3,200; S0-$1.10)
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) pUij
Herth Trio, laavry Stevens,
others, on idage. Sotik $38,000. Last
week, "Suspense" (Mono), Loui.i
Armstrong orch, others, only $22,000.
Eiqaira (M-P) (1,200; $2.40)
"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). Steady

Milt

$5,500.

\vk), $17,000.

Estimates for This Week
Fullon (Shea) il.700V 40-70)— "So
Goes My Love"''- U
Cri.v did okay,
but patron.s did not.
Will be. lucky
to get $6,500. sad for a holiday week.

wk\

'U) '3d

is

"

:

w.eek.
at

.single

a

vOne More Tomorrow"

iFWC) <15|3; 50- You Love Me"
Me" i.20th) at Senator are

Circle

t'lirlhav

••Madonn;( of 7

(

.<io-so.
Biggest diiiappoiiitis "So Goes My Love" at FulDespite good notices^ it's droprcoeiu levels, and

ton.

Last

SUnlev (WB) (3.280; 25-75)— 'Her
Kind of Main" (WB). Gelling by at
$12,000. Last week, second of "Devotion" WB). $9,600.
Valencia (Loew"s-UA) (1.840: 20iSO)— ":Night in Cit.sablanca
(UA)
(m.'o.). Neat $3,900. La.st week. "Diary of Chambermaid" 'UA) (m.c),
$4,800.

jiist

ment

week, nnc

4.

it's

ping house below
85-$l )— Outlaw" comes out after

shapes fancy $29,000 at Memorial,

.

$6,000

"Do You Love Me"

Rings T^wice" at Ihe
is blazing ahead this week.
the only big lioise of the
stanza, everything else be-

In fact

:

Casablanca' Wow

(

Love Me" (20lh). $3,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)-

in Mfld Pitt

Po.-ilman

'

Stanley,

.

.

week,

Maria" (M-G). $2,700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-551—
"•Swing
Parade of "46"'
Moi'O).
Average $3,500. Last week, "Dj You

stout

Ksdmales
fold-G&S)

.

(

frame in three.
Twice" will do~
on Jourlh frame, three
Outlaw" slill is potent at

Rcvri-lv

inio.

(lienlrfs).

'Postman' Smash

Rin^js

.;|3.»77,3.iM-

(fiased on 21 cities, 178 tficd-

Mar.vland (Hicks) (1.500; 2.^-55)—
Iiidie i. Inching
Last Week, "Pcrtrait of

-Virginian" will do $28,500
week, two spots.
(or This Week
mils Moslc Hall iBlumen-

house.-;!

in third

$11—

ish respon.se at $11,000. La<it
third of 'Kilty" (Par). $9,800.

s:i7.iiOO
-

Thb Wook

out $3,000.

Jtu-nlions.
$;tl.nnn for ninth weiek in four spots.
Spiial Slairca.se" finales on fourth
friinu- wiih healthy 125.000 for three

lUAi

OH 15

:$5JS;h«

hous^e.'s.

"Ono Moio Tomorrow" looks
•Po,.-;\m;iM

.

.

"Journey Together-'

J-II.OOO .-ocond

pmooih

Year

iB(i,\ed

.SoMU'w here in. Night"' is slightly
c\ t'r nvorHco at $&2,000 in rlu'ee theuxn-f.
"Fiont This Day Forward"

two

N. y.)
Total Grou Same Wecii
.>t,U8.*M
Lmit Tom ....
(Bated, on 24 citiei, 184 theotrei)

-

,

.-luidy $45,000 in

vaude. Attracting .some trade at $17.Last week, •"Badman"s Terri000.
tory'; RKO) and vaude. $14,200.
Kellh'i (.Sehanberger) (2,4«U: 2060)— "Night ih Paradise" (Ul; Fair-

EsilmaUd Total Groa

I

with the Vogue

WMci Kl Roy.

.•liii|)os

.

Gr*u Same Week

I.«sl

From Boston" on June
Orpheum goes straighl^flhTi

(iisi-i-im.

....... .i:il,SM
16 Ilitalres)

on

(Bo.ted

Sisici-.s

wliile

on

ThU Week
'Total

Ihe Los Angeles Egyptiap
Wil.-^hiie with the opening of
joins-

"Two
4,

Grem

Eatinaled Total

Bel-

situations.

fres, chiefly first runs, includiiip

).

.

this

strike

some holdovers doing
on previous week; Hetty

will)

Ktniv/ii.

MtG

City Grosses

Topping low"i-i .witi-i lotising
$19,000. Last week. ""Night iit Casablanca" (UA), $12,700.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240:
20-70)— "Heartbeat"
plus
(RKO)
(

1946

Hub Hoppin iTostman' Tall $47;(

Baltimore. Jutte 4.
Biz lioro is generally otl with the
lone exception "The Postman Always
Rings Twice," at ix)ew"s Century.
Some action also is repoi"ted for
"Heartbeat," tiied to vaudc, at the

combo Hippodrome.

feris

June

W«>4lueMla7,

'Postman' Brisk 19G
Leads Mildish Ballo

in

nnidahlo"

I" 5 i\Ujt,

J

>iiiiiiy""

3

My
day.<!.

Pa.sl" (Col).
La.sl

(M-G) and

•

(1.858;

(RKO)
Okav

week. ';EsPcnule ""Aiv

(Par), $5,000 in 5 days.

.

.

Wedneaday, June

1

'

1946

S,

June

definitely

4.

(WB) (6th wk).
$5,000.
Last week, big $5,800.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25in Mexico" (Par)

Saratoga Trunk"

its eflCccts at tlie
with
only newcomers
Soxofftce,
'•HoodJuni Saint," witli Cohnee Boswell heading stage bill, at the Oriental; "Night in Paradise," at Die Palace, and "Virginian," at the Rooiievelt, .stacking up solid after the

bclow-hopes holiday weekend.
However, doing well are "Badman'.s Territory," with $12,000 at the

Grand on moveovcr from the P'alai-c. and longtermers "Dragon wyck"
and "Saratoga Trunk." $19,000 and
.

respectively

$23,000

.

the

at

Good

estimates,

re>

as

—

Gn-Sal
(20th)
(7th
\vk).
Nilly $19,000. L^st week, $3O,.S00.,
Chltiaco (BitK) (3,900; 65-95)
'Cinderella
Jone.s"
(WBi
with
Wogdy Herman orch (2d wk). Okay
£ 13,000. Last week, excellent $55,000.

Past"- (Col)

Grosses

York

Cincy Snappy; 'Sisters'

'

Sock 20G, love Me' Fat

test

Tomorrow' 29G

round

weeks."Twb

in

Hudson tube

Grand

the

Sisters

in clover.

•

Week

EsUmateii for This

—

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70)— "One
More Tomorrow" (WB). Big S17,000.
Last week, "Bride Wore BoLts"

—

"Two

(Par), great $19,500.

.

Capitol
(RKO) (2.000; 44-70)^
Sisters Frorn Boston" (M-G).
$20,000. Last week, "Killy"
(Par) (3d wk), okay $9,000.

Gland (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)—
"Dark Corner" (20lh). Smash $10,000. Last week, "Diary of Chambermaid" (UA), $9,000.
Kellli's (United)
(1,500: 44-70)—
"Kilty" (Par). Moveover loj-, fourth

.

downtown sesh. Hefty $5,500. Last
week. "Night in Paradise" (U) (rh.o.).
Arcadia (Sablo.sicy) (700; 40-85)—. $3,500.
"Devotion" (WB.) (2d run). Fair
Lyric (RKO) ( 1 ,400; 44-70)— "Didfy
Last week, "Bad Bascomb" of Cliambermaid" (UA) <m.r).). Thin
(M-G), $4,000 in 5 days as second- $3,000. Last week, "Gilda" (Cot),
ntMi round on main line, pleasing
run.
Boyd (WB) (2,.350; 40-85)—"Kitty" $4,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)— "DO
(Par) (3d wk). Fairish $18,500. Sec-

(RKO)

Palace'

$9,500.

.

.

fast $39,000.

—

65-95)

(2.500;

"Night in Paradise" (U) and "Truth
About Murder" (RKOX Hot $35,000.

$5,500.

week. "Badmaa",< Tc'riitory"
"Dressed 16 Kill
(U)
ond sesh, okc $24,500.
wk), lusty $29,000.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 50-95)— "DeadRoosevelt (BiK) ( 1.,500: 65-9.5)
"ViVKinian" (Par). Fine $28,000. Last' line at Dawn" (RKO) plus Louis
week, "Devotion" (WB'i t4lh wk), Armstrong orch on stage. Neat $28,Last week. •Letler for Evie"
500.
fair $19,000.
(M-G). with stage show headed by
SUtc-Lake (B&K) (2,T00; 55-95)— Chester
Morris and Harmonica Ras"Saratoga Trunk" (WB
9lli
wk) cals, $19,000:
Solid $23,000. LasI week, muscular
40-85)—
You

Last

RKO) and

I

'

You Love Me"

—

.

(20th).

"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (iii.o:)^
Stout $6,500: Same last week fdi
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (m.o.)..

I

Fox

$20,000.

llnllcd Artists (B&'K^ (1 700- 65
Follies" (M-Gi (6lh

95>— "Ziegfcld
"'I;''.

Love

"Do
(20th) (2.250;
Nice
(20th) (2d wk).
L.ast week, hefty $35,000.

'STRANGERS'-FOSTER

Me"

$24,000.

Karlton (Goldman)

Slick $20,000. Last week, husky

(1,000;

40-85)—

TERRIF 23G,

Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) .(2d
week. "Diary
Wood* (Essancss) (1.200: 05-95) — run). Neat $9,500. Last
as
"Tomorrow Is Forevej- (RKO) (7th o£ Chambermaid" (UA) $5,000
wk». Thumping $20,00(). La.st week, second -run.
522,500.

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)—
"Dark Corner" (20th) (2d run). Fair
Last week. "Dragoiiwyck
$7,500.
(20th). $7,000 second-run.

tancy $21,000.

Pony Bally

m ProY. Dps

Tosbnan' Record 29G
Providence; .Tune 4.
the word for biz herewith Loew's Slate topper
is

Wore Boots"

"Bride

week.

(Par),

papers refused because of shorlages.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
44-6.5)-^
(RKO)
(2.200:
to standees who wei-e -Iri-at(o brief stage pre.sentalion of two

pinto ponies to two Rhode Islaiid
youngsters \v\\6 wrote be.st letters
tnlling why they would like lo have
llic.in.
Headed for sock -S'in.OOO or
near.
Last week. "Rebecca" (UA)
(rci.ssue) and "I'rulh About Murder"
(RKO). only $9,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loow) (1.400: 44-65)
"Gilda" (Con (3d downtown wk).

—

(20th). only $9,300.
Orpheum (Tristates)

and Dinning

June

Seattle,

4.

agog over the International
Maritime Conference starling, here
soon and to rim about a moiitli.
Night spots are booking special atFilm theatres also hope
tiaclions.
'So Goes
to cash in on this event.
and
My Love." "Do You Love Me" Up'
"Qur Hearts Were Growing

$6,000.

W

ThU Week
(800:

45-80)—

Love

Mc"

SiP.irlv $10,000.

wk).

(2d

.i2nil>i

Firsi sesh

w;is nice

SI" 000.
Jlrli-npalltaii

(Sim 'er)

(3.100

65-

:

days, good $3,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E)

—"Our

$7,100 in 5 days.

'1.001

wk)

Good

smash

$13,000.

'

Ninht.-;'! (C(>1)
rris.-:Mc.<). $2,in 3-d.TV weckoiid slmid.
S(:iie
44-6.=;)(Loew)
Ci.SOO:
i

Ollll

"''oslman
Vlf^.icUnc
00(1.

Rin)!.<!

Twice"

(M-G).

house for iioir-rccord

\m\ week. —Gild;!"

Sli'.'>nd

(Silvcrmnn)

(2d

44-fi3")

(2.''.nO:

Wow

r-' Kitlv" (Par) (2d wU).
.SIR,nno.
Hit 'the roof for Uniickoul $20.lUiO' in first week,

FERGUSON UPS AT
Rol)crt Ferguson
s|)ol

ill

Columbia's

'"Ilowiiin the
K'o.ssack (4).

itci).-;

I

ori'ssljonk

vH). (1.630: 45-80)—

A:

lip

La.st

dept.

of Sylvia

and

i

i

:

Box

fine strength at $25,000. Initial
days went to $32,000, new

Nice $19,000.
Last week, '^Blue
house Dahlia" (Par) (4th wk), still good
at $7,500.

^

Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (1,207; 5385)—"Renegades" (Col). Lofty $24,Last week, "So Goes My Love"
fU) (2d wk), good $12,500.
VniUd Artlita (Blumenfeld) (1,207; 55-85)- "Outlaw" (UA). Colossal

000.

$27,000

or near, unheard of at this

small spot.
Last week. "Perilous
Holiday" (Col), satisfactory $11,000.

'POSTMAN'-VAUDE

Hbt 19G,

WHAM

"Blue Dahlia" (Par). Duke Ellington
orch and Mills Bros. Finale tallied
$74,000, the third week $'72,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel-

L'ville;

19iG

WASH.

$39,000,

Washington, June

4.

Business If uniformly good Uiii
week, with, all but one house offering a .new pic and the city government living the theatres the nod to
aiart usiiig air-conditioning sp'stems

70-$1.25J— "To Each His
(Par) and slageshow (2d wk).

(5,945:

.

'

•

I

'

45-80)—

ai-E)

1830:
<T;""'
j'''

(l^ari

i

(m.o.).

about same.

'

,

I

(ll-Ei

Mv

"Di'e.s.sed to Kill

Last week. "Hi'i
and "MadtMina
only $S.700.

Palomar

Continues further.

record.

"Blue Dalvlia"
Kentucky (Switow) (1.200: 30-40)
Sturdy $5,.')00 after sweet $6.'i00 lasl \.,^
r"Road lo Utopia" (Par) and "Short;'
week.
(201111. Good $1,800. Lasl week. "Up
Musif Hall (H-E) (2.200: 45-80)^ Goes Maisie" (M-G> and "Walk in
Gieal
(20th).
Me"
I-o\-e
Vou
"D(X
Son" (2011) I, ,$i;700.
$14000. Lasl week. "Thi.s Day forl.oew'» SUle (Loew'.s)" (3.300: 40ward" (RKOi and "Game of DeaUi
«0i— "Poslman Rings Twice" (M-G).
iRKOl Cid wkl. S.yiOO.
With .six shows a day should deliver

Goes

55-85)—

(1,400;

'

i

(2d

week,

<

(FWC)

,

'

Music.

"So
lop

(Col

Misbehaves"
$10,000.

(20th), $18,000.

FrMieli

j

Chambermaid" (UA

Orphenm
COL.

.into

rcsigiiiilioii

(.1

(if

"Genileniaii

St.

.

.

$29.-

iColi

wl;i. swell. SIO.OOO.
.

l,lberlv

"Diarv

80-$1.50)—

Louisville. June 4.
Own"
Cool spell and strong marquee
again.
"Postman Rings Twice" is
ting i
films have perked grasses this week.
$133,000, a s'i'/.eable jump over in- Jeader .with sock session, highest
Toppers are "Postman Rings Twice
racked up here in a long tihie. 'Maditial stanza's $126,000.
the
at
"Kitty"
and
State
at Loew's
man's Territory" also is big.
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "PerRialto. the two big seaters running
Eiilmatei for This. Week
(Col). Slow at only
neck and neck for rousing lakes. ilous Holiday"
only one week.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "One
Biz is oke all over this session. Na- about $7,500 and gels
"Dressed to Kill" (U) wag More Tomoi-fow" (WB). Good $22,tional begins new suinmer policy of In ahead,
Last week. "Her Kind of Man"
SCtO.
weekend vaude starling on Friday the same.
Rivolt (UA -Par) (2,092; 80-$1.25) (WB). thin $17,900.
17.1.
Slower
'Estimates for Thin Week
—•'Cluny Brown" (20th).
•Ilh's (RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Brown (4th Ave.-Loews) (40-69) than recent pictures have been here "From This Day Forward" (RKO).
-"Breakfast in Hollywood" (U.^) but good at $43,000 or oyer. Last Solid $17,900, and holds. Last week,
and "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) (m.o.). week, ninth for "Killy (Par) was a "So Goes My Love" (U). $19,900.
Nice $4,500; Last week. "Virginian" suitable $20,000.
44-70)

(2.349: 45-801

(Par) and "RondeA-ous 24" (20lh).
Bnde
week.
La-st
Fine $12,300.
Wore Boots' (Par) (2d wk), okay

fl5»— "(ianic of Dealli
(Mojio) and
ll.'l
Mi'lnlyre orcli oit singe.
On
4-r'.iy weekend riii\.
Siiaoov $B.500.
I.nsi
week. ".\rizon:r' iCol). and

$23.-

lers)

Were Growing Up

Hearts

Terrific

Sisters.

'Postman' Fancy

and "Portrait of Maria" (M-G),
5

Majestic (Fav)' (2.200: 44-05)— "Do

You

Last week, nice

•

44-6.^

Parade" (Mono) and vaude

.sliieo.

(20th) (2d wk).

'

$16,000.

.

loiik to get top coin this session.

Blue Mouse (H-E)

(1.416;

Hollywood (WB) (1,490; 80-$1.10)
—"Stolen Life" (WB) (6th wk).
Omaha (Tristates) (2.000; 16-65)-^ Finished fifth round last night
pre"Dragonwyck" (20th) (m.o.) and (Tues.) at slout $32,000, beating
"Gay Blades" (Rep) (1st run). vious week's $28,800.
Falaea (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
Modest $8,500. Last week. '.'Postman
and "Heartbeat" (RKO) (4th-flnal wk).
(m.o.)
Rings Twice" (M-G)
on
(Isl
fairi.sh
$17,000
(Rep)
to
Comes down
"Guy Could Change"
blowoff, while last week was okay
run), great $10,000.
Reservations''
"Without
SUie (Goldberg) f86a; 15-50)— $21,800.
"Virginian" (Par) and "Sunbonnet (RKO) moves in Friday (7).
Trim $3,500. Last
Sue" (Mono).
Paramount (Par) (3,684; 70-$l. 20)
week. "Live Wii'es" (PRC) and —"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) with
Caravan Trail" (PRC). $4,000.
Glen Gray orch and Louis Jordan's
Tympany Five open here^ today
(Wed.) following four weeks with

is

Estimates for

Sun"

Globe (Brandt)

Last week, "Hoodlum Saint"
(M-G) and "Swing Parade '46"
(Mono), fair $10,800 at 18-65c scale.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 16-65)—
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
"Ding Dong Williams" (RKO) (2d
wk). Nice $7,000. Last week. $8,500.

)— 'Moe "Bride Wore Boots" (Par). Thir(l
Palonka, Champ" (Mono) and vaude w-eek downtown. Good $6,500. Last
on slage. Happy $7,000. Last week. week. "Adventure" (M-G) (5lh wk)
m
"Swln.q-

to

"Make Mine Music" (RKO) (7th "Kitty'' (Par) (m.o.). Nice $11,000
wk). Good $20,000 sighted currently, or neaf for third week downtown.
to $21,000 grossed on sixth I^st week;- "Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G)
Holds over.
(4th wk) (m.o.), okay $8,500.
Goifham (Brandt) (900; 80-$1.50)—
State (FWC) (2,133; 59-89)— "No
Retains Time for Comedy" (WB) (reissue).
"O.S.S." (Par) (2d Wk).
seven

(3.000; 20-80)

000

'My Love 12G

Seattle;
City

Niflv $6,000.
Last week. "Dragonw.vc!;" (201h) (2d run), good $5,000.

on

Down

—"Three Strangers" (WB) and stage near
.show headed by Chuck Foster band week.

WMe' Great $14,000,

Opened

(1.400:

"Do You Love Me

first $21,000.

"Dragonwyck"

week,

Last

more.

Stanley

Si.sters

"Badman's Territory" (RKOi ajid
"Ding
Dong William.s"
(RKO).

(Fay)

.

.

Sock $16,000 or

(Par).

65 )--''Kitty"

just $15,000 in 5 days of

—

Fays

4.

with 'Three Strangers" and Chuck
(Thurs.).
Foster band and Dinning Sisters orch open tomorrow
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
looks terridc. - Braiideis is. still big

second canto.
(WB) (2.950; 40-85)—"Txvo
from Boston" (M-G) (2d wk).
abouts
Nice $24,500. Opener was juicy $29,wilh "Postman Always Rings Twice" 000 plus $3,800 for Sabbath showing
and RKO Albee also big with "Bad- at Earle (26).
man's Territory."
Also .sock as
(WB) (1.457: 40-85)
Stanton
holdovers are Strand's "Killy." and "Black Market Babies" (MonoV Not
Majeslic's "Do You Love Me." Big bad at $9,000. Last week. "Abilene
openings surprising in view of lack Town" (UA) (2d wk), oke $7,500.
of
newspaper advertising which

cri

Froco Ace

Mastbaum (WB) (4,387; 40-85)— on second week of "Badman's Terri- —"Night in Paradise" (U). Opens $28,000.
here today (Wed.)'a£ter two moder"One More Tomoirow" (WB). Satis- tory."
Paramount (FWC) (2,846: .55-85)—
weeks with "Bad Bascomb" "Bad Bascomb" (M-G). Strong at
ate
RsUmalcs tor This Week
factory $25,500 plus fair $3,500 tor
Paramount (Trislates) (3,000: 16- (M-G). second being $25,000, the $27,000. Last week, "Walk in the
Sabbath showing at Earle. Last

'TerritoryMo Big 20G;

Solid

OMAHA

Omaha, June

"Kitty." easily the standout film
here, looks likely to do a smash session at the Paramount with long
The Orpheum
lilies since opening.

'

.'

,

Lush $16,000.
Last week, "Susie SlagleV (Par),
fairly good $)1,000..
Shobert (RKO) (2.100; 44-70)-^-

(2(1

.

SOG,

,

'

'

.sta:fc.

Not

pulling so well at only around
$38,000 while first also was disappointing at 144,000. Goes one more

"Outlaw' Record

Sockeroo

•

last

strike is causing loss retaining terrific pace, will hit $38,considerable New Jersey trade. 000 or over to establish new house
Decoration Day itself, with various record here. Last week, SMORd for
adverse boxoffice factors figuring, "Well Groomed Bride" (Par) was
was under expectations:
slender $9,000.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Only, three new pictures,. arrived
on the Broadway front diiring the $1.50)—"Madonna of Seven Moons"
On final eight
past week, headed "by "Badman's (U) (2d-final wk).
Territory" at the little Victoria and days ending tonight (Wed.) .will b«
only
about $14,000, Ught.
Initial
"Cluny Brown," Rivoli's new tenant.
Former is doing terrifically and week was very (ilMppoinljng »t
"Tlie Junaround"
(U)
should strike a new house high for $lfl,500.
the Vic of around $38,000. "Brown" opens tomorrow Cfiiurs.).
is less potent at the Riv but looks
to snare a good $43,000 or over.
"Perilous Holiday." at the Rialto,
-will get only about $7,500, slow, and
won't hold.
State has a n^w bill iti "Road to
Utopia," here on second run from
recent Paramount engagement, with
Frank Parker and the Slate Bros, on
stage. Outlook is for a good $28,000
or better.
San Francisco, June 4,
Taking the view that the weekend
Big neWs this week is the oolossal
rain may have helped rather than biz being registered
by '"nie 0(ithurt so far as the Music Hall is con- law," playing day-date at the United
cerned. Gus Eyssell, managing direc- Artists, Emi'uirc and 'Tivoli.
Jaiia
tor, estirnates the current (2d) frame RusteU picture looks to hit
a new
mount
for "To Each His Own" will
all-time Frisco record in these three
to a massive $135,000 as against spots, doing around $70,000 the flnit
Decora- five days and ex-pecting to hit $80,initial seven days' $126,000.
tion Day holiday had the effect of 000
or belter qn the week.. It toared
pushing this week's figures ahead of to huge $27,000 at the small United
the prior roimd in sevei'al other Artists.
theatres also.
Best gain, among
Town is generally stronger all
these, is the $75,00d the Capitol will around, with single house doing the
do with "Postman Rings Twice" and biggest money being the Golden
GUy Lombardo's band on fifth week. Gate with "Heartbeat" and vaude
Last week for this show was $70,600. headed by Ciro Rimac's "Rhumba
Estimates for This Week
Revue."
EstimaicH for This Week
Aslor (City Inv.) (l,.30b; 70-$1.40)
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
—•'Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (7th
Holding up well, appearing —"Heartbeat". (RKO)- plus vaude
wk).
while* last week heailed by "Rhumba Revue" with
about
$37,000.
rounde(i to $41,000.
Miquelilo Valdes and Ciro Rimac.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10) Great $36,000. Last week, "Falcon's
—"Postman Ring.s Twice" (M-(i) Alibi" (RKO) plus vaude headed by
and Guy Lombardo orch (5th-final Andrews Sisters, husky $45,000.
Fox (FWC) (2.651; 95-85)— "Bride
wk). Pushing to strong $75,000 this
week as contrasted with $70,600 for Wore Boots" (Par). Sock $31,000.
'Two Sisters From Last week, "Kitty" (Par) (2d wk),
the fourth.
Boston" (M-G), with Ritz Bros., $21,000.
Gracie Barrie and Buddy Morrow
WarBeld (FWC) (2.858; 55-85)—

will head parade, followed closely by "Do You Love Me."
"One More 'Tomorrow" also is sitrong.
Other newcomer, "Dark Corner," has

Philadelphia, <Tune 4.
Garrlck (BficK) (900; 65-95)
Weekend downpour put a damper
"Bai\dit Sherwood Forest" (Col) (6th on boxoffice receipts this v/eek, with
wk). Tidy $17,000. Last week, $19,000, the continuous downpour washing
out what would have beeti a bullish
Grand (RKO) (1.150; 65-95)
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and week, at downtown deluxers. Best
Dicsscd to Kill" (U) (m.o.). Potent of the lot are "One-More Tomorrow"
and "Deadline at Dawn" plus Louis
$12,000. La.st; week,. "No Time foi
Comedy". (Wp) and "Torrid Zone" Armstrong band at the Earlc.
(WB>; (rcis.sues), only $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
Oriental (EssahessV (,3.2-tO; 65-95)
Aldiue (WB) (1.303; 40-P5)— "Be—"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) with cause of Him"(U). Only $8,500.
Connec BoswtU heading stage bill Last week, "Hoodlum Saint (M-G)

variable

Day

of

4,

From Boston"

In Sloppy PhiUy

downtown New Tommy Tucker orch (2d.wk).
remain

:

17G

Cincinnati, June

'

the

houses

Thursday (30) fell into tlie current
week for most theatres. Rain from week.
VieKrla (Maiirer) (720; 70-il.20)—
Saturday night (1) through most of
Iferritory"
Sunday afternoon hurt to some ex- "Badman's
(RKO).
tent.
Also it's believed that the Opened big on Decoration Day and,

.

ISG, Tomorrow' Big

in

film

despite fact that Decoration

Four new bills, all clicks, are upping general biz for maior .stands to
mid-season proportions. It's the fat-

—

Klashy $55,000. Lost week, "Nisht in
Casablanca" (UA) (2d wk) with
Bob Ebcrly. on

Hi^^e

on lA

135G, Toniorrow'-Tucker

.

"Drasonwyck"

Cluick Foster orch.

Own'

'Hit

(3d

run). Oke $4,500. Last week, "Harvey Girls" (M-G) and "My Reputation" (WB) (3d run), okay $4,800.

Grossei Are Net
Film grods

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without ihe 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take,- when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
admission
The parenthetic
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

Apollo

Week

My

and "Pardon

and State-Lake,
Estimates tor This
Apollo (B&K) (1,200;

But 'Quny' Only 4%;

.

50)— "Masquerade

-f

be-

is

IT

N. Y. VariaUe; Toritory' Record 38G

"Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G) (2d wk).
Big $11,500 after sock $19,100 opener.
Roosevel* (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—

'Saint'^Boswell 55G, 'Virginian' 26G
Chicago,'

'

PICTITRE CBOSSES
and "Murder My Business" (PRC)
(4th wk), $4,700 in 4 days.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—

Weather Bops Chi Albeit Paradise' 35G;

Bulmy weather
ginning to show

;

(2.600:

45-8d.)—

ard
.
lU)
._.
Love"
Neai $12,000.
(Ui
Kind of Man" WB
(Ui,
Seven Moon.s

resoiindinB

'

(Steilina)

I

$10,500.

i

>

i

45-80i

12(1

o

(Repi

Okay
(Par)

lo

hold.

o( Man" (WB'
lo poor St.OOO on
sturdy SS.OOd.
NaliiMial. (.Sl;indardi (2.400; 40-60'
iConlinucd on page 25

40.(101— "Her
(1,350:

Ferguson, with llio cdnynany .since -"Mur(i.T ill .Mus'c Hall"
1.14(1. currently
lioUi- j posi in Die ^nd "Oro.s.Ki-cl io Kill" tUi.
ad\ ertising coi)y (icpl.
$6,000. Lasl week, "Viigiiiiaii

Looks

week. "Breakfast Hollywood'
(UA) and "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G<,
.5)8.000. and " ni.o.
Marv- Anderson (Peop'e'.s) (1,000;
La.-il

..

,

vl:

'.

f'-.v.

Kind

Drc)i)i):ii;;

v.'cck.

90-$1.20)— "Do
You Love Me'.'" (20lh) and Count
BiL'io orch (2d wk). Looks to get a
initial
following
$83,000
robust
wpek'-s fancy $97,000 which included
Goes one more
Decoration Day.

Row

(20lh)

(.3,886;

(WB)

Metropoliton

—"Badman's
"Rebecca^'

(UA)

Capitol
(Loew) (3.434; 44-80)—
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) with

vaude.

Ringiiie

(Loew's) (3.4.30: 43-$1.10)—
"Road to Utopia' (Pan (2d run),
with Frank Parker and Slate Bros,
Pulling well, with good
ill
person.
Lasl week,
.$28,000 or ovci' sighted.

$39,000.

Last

Follies" .(M-G> (2d run),
Howard and Larry
Willie
on stage, was on disappointing side at only $23,000.
Slrand (WBi (2.7.36; 73-$ 1.20)—
•'One More Tomorrow'' (WB) and

••Ziegfeld

.

bell

week.

for

great

"Breakfast

in

Hollywood" (UAi, $23,000.
Palace (Lncw) (2.370; 44-70)— "Do
You Love Me" ('20(h). Fine $24,000.
•

Lasl week. '•Killy"
big $16.000..

Columbia (Loew)

witli

Stevens

(RKO).

Last week,

(reissue), $15,500 in

8 days.

Wi!Ck.

Stale

(1.503;

Territory''

Strong $13,000 or near.

(Par)
(1,263;

(3d Avk),

44-70)—

Di-agoiiwyck" (20ih) (in.o.). PleasLast week. "Ziegfeld
ipj $9,500.
(ll-G) (2d wk), $5,500 in 5
days.
'

Fnllie.s";

f>^i^kiETf

W€J«»iJ«y, June 5, 1946

Wednesday, June 5, 1946

P^RtEfr

19

smashed every house
in

the Gotham Theatre's 13-year

history-by thousands and thousands of dollars-in
the

first

weekend^of

its

Broadway world premiere!

PARAMOUNT
scoops the
"the

field

first picture of

a

with

new

cycle"!
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and Frozen Funds

Inflation in China

Bad Way

Id a
.

transition,

American

.

Sydney,

factory in the country
lone was so hard pressed for
labor it invited men and women
the
to have morning tea with
managing director and Ulk over

ere facing steadily increasing probReopening of Ambassadeurs reslems. Chief among these is transspot, prejobs.
portation for the prints and the taurant, Paris' classiest
this month, has
hesitancy of the Chinese national viously skedded for
be
to
postponed until June IL Some
paymente
been
government to allow
out,
ironed
be
yet
to
have
wrinkles
remitted to the U. S.
News,
one
nine
to
the
being
important
most
Last remittance made from China
union ratio of French musicians and
was in July, 1945. Government only way American acts are to be paid,
Setups in France;
recently moved from Chungking to
dollars.
or
francs
Nanking and most of the records,
Clifford Fischer, who is importing
Montague on Newsreel
consequently, are in transit at this
floor show for his
Paris, May 28.
time. Reps of the American majors an American
has signed Edith
have contacted the Bank of China to Paris showplace,
permit has been granted
vaude
Official
for
torch singer,
speed up payments, but so far, noth- Piaf, local
and
Americans believe dates in America.' She is best Metro for a French newsreel
ing's been done.
radio work here.
preparations are under way for the
they're being stalled and are pres- known for
Success of Charles Trenet in
planning a plea to the State
Permit was held up

completed. It is "Teheran'," directed
by William Freshman, with John
Stafford and Akos Tolnay as pro-

16m

Dept. for

America

aid,

is

making

more

local talent

anxious than ever to be given
Besides transportation problems,
overseas trial.
the very poor condition of projectors
in most houses in the interior is also
are presently selling pix to theatre
only where they can fcave a complete check and don't have to worry

Business in most situations is good,
despite the tremendous inflation.
Any Technicolor picture, whether,
old or new, is excellent boxoffice.
Chinese also go for Laurel & Hardy,
Tarzan, light musicals and action
stories.

consequent business deterrents are discouraging
many Ameirican businessmen to a
point where they're ready to throw
Film companies,
sponge.
in the
however, are generally more optimistic, Consensus was probably expressed by Tom Farrell, acting
Metro. manager in China, who predicted that China offered "unlimited" possibilities for the future, but
that it would probably take from six
months to a year for her economic

and

its

structure to be stabilized.
Inflation is still

running rampant,

despite .governmental efforts to hold
prices down.. Automobiles, for instance, are presently selling for $4.O09-$6,0OO: (American) for 1936-37
niodels and newer models often run
as high as $15,000. A good suit of
clothes may cost from $200-t300;
room" renting for $5,000
Hotel
-

(Chinese) two months ago is diffiA
cult to obtain now for $12,000.
suite at the Hotel Cathay here,
which rented for $5,000 (Chinese) in
December, now gets $43,000, with
plenty of takers.

as the gov-

ernment clamped down

with

two

new

First decree, which might develop
into a snarling censorship law, forces
all producers to submit their entire
program, including budget, list of
techhiciansf script and cast to the
Government for an official okay before being allotted raw stock or per-

months.

THE HIGH COURT OF

Fdm

Cannes Pix Festiyal
May

28.

to

get

Hollywood

entries.

Ministry

for Foreign Affairs has appropriated
about $65,000 and the Hotel Industry
Syndicate about half as much to

its

focus

Venice

all

let

picture attention on

festivals.

Formation ot a European group

Goodman) late of
in the United States

theatre as a proving ground to cull
top continental performer, director

(otherwise

NOTICE

production

that

a

Petition for Divorce by Harry
Werbltsky (otherwise Good-

man) of 10 Vatry Road, Tottenham N. 15. has lieen filed
indorsed with a notice to you
to enter an appearance at the
Divorce Registry, Somerset
House, London, within two
months sifter the date of this
publication and to file answer
thereto. In default of your so
doing the Court will hear the
evidence and pronounce judg-

ment.
H. F. O.

NORBURY,
Registrar.

Messrs Bundy & Bundy,

Chandos
London, W.
60

Solicitors.

Place,
C. 2

May

28.

is

big factories,

h.o.

Company

is

work out

Deadlock between the American
industry and the Dutch film
monopoly, which has kept American
product out of }Iblland since the
war, is showing the first signs of
clearing.' For some mfnths negotiations had broken down completely
between the Motion Picture Export
Association and the Dutch theatre
owners and distributors' organiza
tion, the Bloscoop Bond. Talks have
now started again, with a possibility:
of favorable developments.
Seen as a straw in the wind was
an item in the May 27 issue of
Knickerbocker Weekly, official publication in New York of the Netherlands Information Service. Regarded
as an "inspired" story, it was taken
by Export Association members as
indicating the Dutch government's

film

desire for negotiations to resume.

Members who

the intensified importation of for
eign films, to be released domestically as regular Metro features.

Molly Picon and Kalisch

moted by Rod Geiger, American producer of "Open City" and "Paison."
Geiger, in from Italy recently and

desire to leave Bio-

.se«

how

Paris,

May

In most Aussie zones, the government, rvla this special Film.s Cominission, has the sayso on rentals, i.ssuance of theatre licenses and like
details, all which, fllni people charge,
could bC' done winthin the industry
itself.
Current situation stems from
the fact that exhibs made a pviictlce
of

running to their favorite polllicomplain on every minor

cian to
matter.

French Distribs Plan
Release in Argentina;

Russo Pix
French

Still

Lag

Buenos Aires, May 21.
film interests are the latest

to plan entering the Argentine distribution now that the war is over,

jean Sefert and Raymond Horvilleur
are currently here for Sigma and
Vog Films, Sefert is honorary prexy
and ex-i^rexy of the French Moving
Picture Syndicate and director ot
several Paris fllni laboratories. HorvilleuE
is
in Argentina for the
French Film Export Syndicate.
Five French pictures head the list
set for distribution in Argentina.
The Normandie preemed another
Russian film, "There Once Wa.s a
Child," last week, and the Gran Cine
Ideal will screen another Ru.ss opus,
"MiliUry Secret," this week. The
Russian productions are following on
regular schedule on the Argentine
screens, but so far have not meat*
ured up to other product here.
With French pictures following
an Influx of British product, Argentine exhibs are hopeful that the days
of picture scarcity are over. For the
last two years distributors have been
using many reissues in houses which

formerly
product.
A deal

Cine

accepted
is

in

only

first-run

work for
downtown

the Gran

first-run
house, to screen English versions of
Metro pictures having no sub-titles

Ideal,

V

Second Theatre Setup

Paris Benefit Clicks
Paris, May 28.

successfully.

or dubbing while dubbed Spanish
versions would be screened simuilanepusly at other first-run houses.

Comedie Francaise Vs.

.

currently being pro-

,

scoop are told in the circular that
they mast give three months notice
before the end of the year. Therefore, this autumn we ought to know
who is going to win thU battle."

steadily

expanding its personnel with the de
velopmeht of the 16m program and

to staff Italian film

pointed out,

it's

control of the picture industry can

has offices there, in its N. Y. studios
on Seventh avenue, in- the Capitol
theatre bldg, and on the lOth floor

main

etc.,

no person in the trade can-

Impasse Easing?

.

of the

'

While the Aussie government did a
good wartime job in taking over

U,S.-Dutcb Fihn

An

.

and writer talent

of America,

.

the
from
roughly
Translated
Dutch, the article states: "In the
Netherlands, which suffer from a
real film famine, 40 American pictures have arrived, but for the time
being the public is not getting to see
them because of the conflict between
the American producers and the
Netherlands Bioscoop Bond. They
will direct.
are first-class feature films, among
them 'Xlone With the Wind," the
likes of which has never been seen
in The Netherlands: Members of the
Loew's Int'l (Like June)
Bond are liable to a fine of 5,000
0?er guilders if they show these pictures.
Is BustinVOot
Although this sum has been agreed
Confronted concurrently with
upoii, it has not yet been decided
and
space
office
expanded
need for
whether it must be paid per film or
the Civilian Production Administra
per showing.
Interna
Loew's
ban,
building
tion's"The American Motion Picture
-h.o.
its
spreading
presently
is
tional
Eitport Association hopes to per'
Manhattan.
midtown
over
all.
staff
suade members to leave the Bond
depart
its
lOm
of
shifting
With
and has let fhem know by circular
ment over the weekend to the May
that the films are ready for showing,
fair theatre bldg„ the company now

GEIGER'S TRAINING

TO SANTTTA WERBITSKV

TAKE

London,

PLAN FOR ITALO PIX

(DIVORCE)

New York

TO SCRIPT NEW PIX

for

JUSTICE

PROBATE DIVORCE AND
ADMIRALTY DIVISION

16m form.

script
Harris' "Our Town," to
Second decree institutes compulwill
him. Connelly's first assignment
sory Government, licensing for aU
original story
With the industry be on
projectionists.
Camp
Alan
signed
Box also has
presently struggling against odds to
in
Parker,
Dorothy
bell, husband of
regain its feet, it's believed that this
work on
similar capacity. He begins
law also will have deleterious effects
original story
"Self -Made Man," an
by stymieing exhibition through govin
Box,
Sydney
by Muriel and
ernmental red tape.
which Steward Granger is to sUr
Campbell is just out of U.S. Army
is
Box
by
signed
Third writer
author
Paul Vincent Carroll, Iriph
France Still Hopes For
a big
of "Shadow and SubsUnce,"
on
work
sUrts
He
hit in London.
Entries At
Ui.
L A. G. SUong s screenplay 'The
Brothers," which David MacDonald

Italy

IN

Picture deals with an attempt satisfactory service.
While admitting that Baddeley has
against Franklin Roosevelt's life at
been fair thus far, film executives
the Teheran meeting:
Completion of this film coincides contend they should be allowed to
with the arrivar in Home o( Steven run their, business in their own way.
And how long pollticos and pictures
Pallos, former director for Alex
ander Korda in London. He is a will get along without a blowup releader in English-Italian production mains to be seen.
setup, and handles foreign sales out
Current fear is that there .still is
side the British Empire.
a possibility of the government taking full control of the film industry
as is being done in other industries.

Believed
mission to use a studio.
Sydney Box is making prepara
here that this law might give the tions for Uking control of Gains
full say as to what films
Marc
borough Filrns, and has signed
are to be produced, who's to be in
Jed
Connelly, currently sUrring in
the cast, etc.

back the show.
The French are anxious not to

PUBLIC NOTICE

Italians.

Government

Paris,

Manning Whiley, Pamela
and other English actors in
Small parts were done by

,

N. Y.
An international film festival will
veepee and executive as- be held in Cannes next Sept. 20. It
Joseph Seidelman, head will last two weeks. Backers still hope

of Universal International, returned
to N. Y. this week after having befti
out of the U. S. for nearly four

the cast.

SYDNEY BOX SIGNS 3

AL DAFF BACK IK
Al Daffi
sistant to

Stirling

cameraStaff includes three French
men for local coverage and a French
St.
news editor. Lax lab, in nearby

in

week

-

Labarr,

.

hibition.

28;

film industry received an-

other setback last

produce films for the world market
"Teheran" has Derek Fa""' MarU

Mon-

orders, both of which might
seriously hamper production and ex-

French

May

The lUlian

London

Maurice
Cloud, and Cinema Tirage
work.
will be used for tMhnical
curSpace in a house adjoining the
has been
rent Metro office in Paris
for the
obtained as headquarters
newsreel and 16m staffs.
ready
Metro has about 11 features

Paris,

Internaiipnali.
Associate
iBlm industry i.s trying to

graflche

The French newsreel that Metro
and 16m,
plans will be in both 35m
setup.
but sold through existing stiles

ForFrenchPro4

atre to another..

czar of Aussie showbiz on operational phases, will have power to
recommend new theatre licenses to
the Theatres- and Films Commission
or the nix^g of requests. He also will
try to iron out problems that arise
between distributors and exhibitors,
and this is what is causing the mostanxiety.
Too, he will have power
to suggest refusal of -a cinema license where it's shown that the
license is not giving the public

ducers with the Industrie Cinemato-

Metro was
news

tague is now here from
handling final details.

2New Decrees NG

about damaged prints or the necessity of bicycling them from one the-

Jiat

active before the war in
P.
erage. Metronews chief W.

Most companies

a major bugaboo.

Inflation

an

initial release.
unUl it was shown

24.

English-Italo Film
picture Industry, on a small Ecale
originally,
is
growing and may
Prod. Started in Rome become worse before the end
of 1946,
Rome, May 21.
according to Industry observers!
speakEnglish
First of a series of
Starting next month, W. Baddelcy,
been
has
chief secretary, who now is virtual
ing films to be made here,

Mctro^mbines

ently

May

Political interference in Australia's

-

One

.

companies

film

time.

pj^j^^^^ g^^ >J<q Qp^n
Paris Spot on June 11
Paris, M«y 28.

Control of Fihn Industry

To FuD

get
all kinds of inducements to
workers. Latest is a top dance
band playing U. S. tunes, plus
lunchat
Sinatras"
local "Frank

Complicate Already Chaotic Pic Biz
{

Bqun

Ansae Pix Biz Fears Govt on Way

Sydney, May 24;
Labot Is so scarce here today
major industries are using

that

Shanghai. May 22.
With most of China currently in
the throes of postwar chaos and

Hartla'a Hacc, IVmte^ar

Bt,

28.

-

Problems of sub-titling "Henry
are rated so great that it may. be
shown .in a first-run hou.se in its
English version. It is thought that

The. Coqiedie Francaise has offi- familiarity
by Argentine pfitrons
an.schlu.ssed the Odcon (left with
Shakespeare's opus woul<l make
bank); as a second theatre to pro- titling
unnecessary.
duce new plays with the old .stand
remaining free for older classical
rep. Both will be managed by Andre
Aussie Booker Eyes
with
Miss Picon and Kalisch scored with Obey,
the
new title ~ of
Theatre group would be started in an all-Jewish audience which in- Administratcur de Theatres DramaAmerican Performers
Paul Abram,
Rome late in the summer followed sisted on encores and extra numbers. tiques Nationaux.
In line with the revival of .sta(!e
by acquisition of studio space for Extra seats had to be placed on the whose Odeon managing contract and. concert biz in Australia and New
lensing new films. Geiger plans to sides of the concert stage to accom- had anbthcr year to run, swapped Zealand, Natan Scheinwald, Indehis job to be director of dramatics pendent booker, is in N. Y. seeking
draw upon unknowns throughout modate the big crowd.
The two actors arc leaving soon at the Conservatoire.
Europe who, besides doing their
talent for dates Down Under. He is
theatre chores, will be coached in (or Belgium and Poland.
This means that the Francaise will in the U. S. on his way back to WellEnglish at a school .let up as an
have to contract for many new ington, N. Z., after visiting London
adjunct.
•players, especially becau.se of nu- and Canada, being accompanied by
French Aerialist Killed
merous recent resignations. Jean Sobert Wilson, Australian tenor, who
"Paison," Gciger's second ItalianPari.s, June 4.
Louis Burrault, star icslfjncr. Is cur- also returns to New Zealand In about
produced film, is currently nearing
During hfr flyin;; Irspfizc per-- rently trying to kcI the Pigalle to a month.
completion. Pic deals with invasion
of Italy,' liberation of Rome and the formance al the Batz-sur-Mcr fncar run his own oppo.sitlon rep company
Scheinwald is looking particularly
inlcrNazalrc) cireu.s on May 28. there. Marie Bell, Jean Dcbucourt for concert artists but also
effect of the common people of Itnly ."?t.
fell 25 feet and
and Pierre Dux have bt'cn slRned by ested' in other talent and indcpeiu'P"'
on.GI thinking. Producer's next film, Blanche Larmc,
Henry Bcrn.<;tcin to ploy In "Secret" foreign films. He'U stop off in Holadapted from Pietro di Donato's .-litfl from a fracti'rffi .skull.
Acddent was flue to a broken when he revives it al the Ambas- lywood before starting for Welling'Christ In Conclrete," will be lensc<l
1 trapeze
book.
Isadora.
in America,
ton,

now on the Coast, is dickering for
the necessary coin to support the
project. Understood that these prodi^ers are interested in the plan because they. now. hold large, sums of
Italian lira blocked in the country.

Molly Picon and Jacob Kalisch, of
N. Y; Yiddish Theatre, opened their
European tour lor the benefit of
Jewish displaced children at a performance here in the Salle Gaveau.

cially

.
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Warners Goes 16n

And Far

INTERNATIONAL

in Latin

America

I

London, June

•Can Can," Adelphi.

and Day."
Every exhibitor using 35m product will be protected to the extent
that no lem prints, win be sold for
exhibition in opposition to' 35m
accounts.
While many 16m projectors have
been installed already in the Philippines, other markets need this equipCohen reported to
ment badly.

"Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Edlnbnrgh," Playhousi.
"Make It a Date," Duchess.
"Merrle England," Princes.
"Nlfht.and Mnsle," Coliseum.

French

As

^ow Biz

It

Today

Is

Paris,

French

exhibitors

are

May

28.

awaitihg

comparatively scarce

in all' countries down there.
India
requires at least 1,000 projectors

agreements executed by Leon Blum,
the least that may be expected is

while Ceylon needs more than

covert, if not open, opposition from
trade unions and' politicians.
Same is true in other fields. Legit has lost virtually all of the oldschool producers, and newcomers
consist
mainly of strawmen for
wildcatters or shoestringers willing
to take long chances on procuring
angels.
Many actors are reported
working for virtually nothing, just
to get their name on the marquee.
In the music fields, the French
public will take American music,
but do not want foreign performers,
except name concert artists.
But
payoff here must be in francs and
consequently not attractive to American topnotchers.
Radio activity is subnormal because of quality of broadcasts. This
field has always t>een a gold mine

paratus

is «till

100.

'Red Roses' Limited
Appeal;

In

Wynyard

Play Unlikely

London, June 4.
"Red Roses For Me," which caiAe
into the New theatre on May 28 after
a tryout at the Embassy, was well
received. However, it has only a
limited appeal.
"Portrait in Black," which opened
May- 30 at the Piccadilly, was indifferently received, and looks like un-

American
most part.

likely.
.Crix gave this
thriller a razzing for the
'

Diana Wynyard

is

starred.

NSG IN PARIS BOW
June

Music

'Varna.

isn't

'

Czech

.

for

politlcos,

because

of

political

Musk On

Upbeat; Paris NG
A

picture of a culturally thriving
Prague,
and
a
correspondingly
apathetic Paris, was presented by
Leonard Bernstein recently on his
return to N.. Y. from a European
trip. The young conductor flew back
conduct the last two concerts of
the NBC* Symphony Orchestra in
N. Y., and left again by plane yesterday (Tues.) to direct several
concerts with the London Philharmonic.
Bernstein, who rapresented Amer-

to.

ica at the International Festival of

Nlteries, however, are going full
blast because of plenitude of black

market money.

outstanding.

Metro Buys Melbourne's

SL James From

Fullers
Melbourne, May 24.

Fullers Interests have sold St.
James theatre here to Metro after
long powwows. M-G-M rented the
house for years from Fullers, finally
deciding to buy the theatre. St.
James once was second-run, but now

.

lik,

Arthur

Loew

has fiiUy recovered culturally

city

from the Nazi occupation.
The Germans let the Czech Philharmonic continue under its' brilliant young conductor Rafael Kubebut for the last six years the

Outlines

orchestra
couldn't
perform
any
works by Russian, French, British
or American composers, especially
Big M-G Bally Plans
those by Jewish composers. Result
was that in the past season, said
For Latin-Am. Market Bernstein, the orchestra played no
Keynoting Metro's first postwar Bach, Beethoven, Brahms or Mozart
whatever.
sales conference of foreign manaBernstein, who found the Czech
gers, Arthur M. Loew, prexy of Philharmonic one of the finest orLoew's Innternational, told Latin- chestras he had heard, directed it
American supervisors' at the first in two concerts of modern American
works—Gershwin's Rhapsody, with
session at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,
Eugent List; Copeland, Barber,. Haryesterday (Tuesday) that the Latin ris, Schuman, and Bernstein's own
market would be given the same "Jeremiah" Symphony.
As for Paris, where he spent, a
selling
and exploitation features
week, Bernstein said he found an
given to Metro pictures in the U. S. all-time low in music. Music stand.

,

vices during the war. .General LC'
clerc and Admiral Thierry d'Atgeh'
lieu received the same honor.

activities.

He

ness resumed.

Lacks Any Quota
Washngton, June

4.

word here is that the
government has officially
agreed to modify restrictions which
the American film Industry had
previously found imacceptable. Most
recent offer by the Italian government, according to George Canty,
film specialist for State Department's commercial policy division,
has been accepted by U. S. Embassy
in

Rome.

New proposal eliminates the section requiring that film revenue be

Of

the .pictures trimmed, objections were under the
wartime censorship orders in 66
and not under morals censorship
code. War-time censoring since has
been dropped, No comment was
made on 1,042 films passed.
Some exhibitors carried objections to Hayes'* decisions to the
'.

Appeal Board which confirmed

his

decision in 10 cases, passed eight
with cuts and overruled his objections on nine others.

outlined Metro's selling and
exploitation features in the U. S.
and their application throughout
L. A. to the delegates, who were
awarded the trip to the h.o. for
sales-promotion in their zones. Following a week in N. Y., the delegates will fly to the Coast for additional confabs with Metro studio
chiefs.

some

sort of liinitation.

Signs Aboaf

Sydney, May 24.
Robert Kerridge, head of the
powerful Kerridge circuit in New
Zealand, who's been in London on
a deal with J. Arthur Rank for 50%
takeover of chain, boats in soon "from

to an
executive post at the homeoffice of

Universal

International

yesterday

by Joseph H. Seidelman,
company prexy. Managing director
in Italy for Paramount for 14- years,
(Tues.)

he supervised Par's biz in Turkey,
Greece and Bulgaria during that

time.
a brief U. S. looksee.
On same boat is Here Mclntyre,
From 1039 to 1940, Aboaf was
Universal's local chief, who also has special rep for U in Italy, Spain and
been in N. Y.
Portugal.

filni

Into

industry

by the State Dept. Under
it's

believed that about

of French screen time might

7S%

be open-

for bidding in the free market to
distribs,

demand

depending

there

is

for

o:^

how

French

product during the first two years.
France, while not a comparatively
big market, has always meant much
to American companies since the
cost of all European operations is
charged off against the French setup.
French governrheiit argued 'against
any numerical quota from the cutset, fearing -that Riissia might demand the same number of releases as
granted to the U. S. American distribs also opposed the institution of
a numerical quota, fearin'g that a specified

number

of imports
in the smaller

resulted

might Iiave
companies,

non-members of the Motion 'Picturef
Assn., demanding an equal break for
French playing time;
French government. It's disclosed,
originally wanted seven of every 13
weeks for French product. This
would have meant a worse reprentation for American product tlian
before tlie war, when the French had
about 40 percent of playing time,
U. S. government and MPA offi;

New

pact,

it's

believed,

will

aid

considerably in building up the
French industry. Current batch of
extremely weak French films resulted from the monopoly established by
French producers during the war.
Agreement will now give these producers a chance to build up their
Sydney, May 24.
Greater Union Theatres will take usually high production standards
over three more nabe picture houses during the next two to four years,
this month with other spots likely
to come in soon. Norman B. Rydge,
circuit chief, just back from London
Exhibs See
Smafl
talks, expects his chain to expand in
the .nabes in next few months.
Union Pay Demands
Circuit may have some .80 nabes

MORE NABE HOUSES

Mex

As

when new

deals

finally

are

com-

Tiireat

pleted.

To Take Houses
Mexico

City,

June

4,

G.U.T. Atso Into MelbourneLesse^ exhibitors here are viewing
Melbourne, May 24.
with alarm what they regard as a
Reported that it won't be long bemove by the National Cineinatofore G,U-T. grabs some Victoria
graphic Industry Workers Union
habes.
(STIC) to gobble up their houses.
Deal reported on with the Frank
STIC has filed with the Federal
O'ColIins
more spots. Board of Conciliation and Arbitraloop
for
Rydge recently got thing's theatre tion a demand that, the Cine Bravo,
here from O'ColIins.
a small second-run, pays its help

(Mex), which STIC avers is
due them for the day off per week
they have had for six yeai's or ever
$5,986

York

last

March.

since the theatre opened. Also that
the house hike the daily wages of
employees to the high level obtaining here for first-run film theatre
employees.
Cine Bravo operators told the
board that STIC's demand is preposperous, contending that employee
pay is on a seven-day footing. Also
that it's impossible for them to boost
wages to a level with those of first.

runs,

Displaced Foreign Acts

STIC said if its demand is not
granted pronto it will call a strike
against the Bravo. Little exhilis fear
that STIC will make similar de-

Hock To

mands

against them and call strikes
They fear
their cinemas.
will win these and take
their houses.
STIC asserts
that all it is doing is getting better
pay for its members.

.against

Argent As

Brazil

Bans Gambling

Buenos Aires, May. 21,
may have foreseen the Brazilian
Folding of the gaming tables at anti-gambling' act, and resulting disacts.

that

STIC

away

At any

Rio de Janeiro casinos has brought
event, they were about to decree rean avalanche of cables here from strictions on the entry of what they
"Afro-Cuban" musicians or
acts now in Brazil's city casinos, term
the^res and niteries, all seeking interpreters of Afro-Cuban music.
Buenos Aires contracts. Demand for This attempt was stalled by repredates caught Argentine bonifaces sentations made via the Broadcasters
fiat-footed, with so much talent al- Assn., which pointed out th&t reready booked they can't take ad- prisals might result from Latinvantage of the Brazilian overflow. American countries where Argentine
Buenos Aires previously has been at talent is allowed to work without
a disadvantage in respect to Rio or any restriction.
Plans are being made to step up
Sao Paolo because they could pay
higher coin for acts, in view of the immigration to Argentina until the
take at gaming tables.
population has been built up from
Argentine immigration authorities the current 14,000,000 to 40,000,000.
'

.

GREATER UNION NABS

placement of foreign

U

new

spent within six months aftei: de-.
posit in Italy.
Also expands the
number of- uses to which the money
can. be put
Agreement, to be put cials, in arguing for the
68% figure,
into effect shortly, places no relacked the usual support of French
strictions on import of Hollywood
exhibs, result of the terrific business
films.
The 16-picture quota per currently being enjoyed by French
company plan, in original Italian theatres. Almost any picture has
proposals, is now missing.
It apdone capacity and, cpn.<;equenlly,
pears likely that American com- French exhibs felt they didn't need
panies will agree voluntarily to fresh American product.

tional,

Americo Aboaf was named

KEBRIDOE BACK TO SYDNEY

"Airborne" Symphony there.

re-

all distribs

the deal,

niuch

Film Plan

Italo

-

others.

!

France.while the loan was under ne<
gotiation. Pact, also pointed up the
increased backing, being offered the

American

34

314

bid for at least

fused to export a single

never-

theless contrived to save about 800
prints for Metro which put them in
ia favorable position here when busi-

Tibbett's Paris Talent Hunt
is
flrstrun.
Deal gives Metro a
Sam N. Burger, regional director ards are lo^, performances of opera
Dublin, May 28.
stronger position in the setup here. for L. A., warned the foreign man- were shoddy, the orchestras bad.
Lawrence Tibbett, during a stopJohn Fuller, brother of Sir Ben, agers that, even though Metro pic- Bernstein will be back in the U. S.
sold Metro the big St. James, Syd- tures dublied in*Spanish had taken in a month to spend the summer over at Shannon A'rport, Ireland,
ney, when brothers decided to break in heavy grosses in the South and at Tanglewood with Serge Kousse- on his way to Paris, said he and
partnership many years ago.
Central American market, "we must vitzky, teaching conducting, and Grace Moore will conduct Paris
not regard the initial response with setting up the U. S. premiere of auditions for opera talent in July
Britten's
highly-touted at the conclusion of his concert tour
complacency and hope that it will Benjamin
roll
alon^ of Its own volition." opera, "Peter Grimes,"" which he of Italy and Germany.
Irisli Pix Censor Bans
Auditions will be financed via a
Managers must continue to offer ex- will conduct for /our performances.
Dublin, May 28.
hibs every possible advertising aid. Bernstein may also do Biltzstein's fund raised by Miss Moore in New

Reviewing 1,390 films last year, Burger said.
Irish film, censor Dr. Riohard Hayes
Loew, Bilrger and Morton A.
has banned 34 and ordered cuts in
Spring, veepee of Metro Interna-

to

French playing time, has

of

Croix de la Liberation, the new
stand together, since
French order for distinguished ser

Italian

Bernstein Ffflds

tribs free rein

68%

Henry Lartlgue, Metro chieftain proved, according .to industry offifor France, has been awstrded the cials, that U. S. film companies could

Latest

,

4.

Despite no imported or outstanding taleiit, nice costumes and much
nudity may put across the new Casino revue, "Extra Dry," produced

by Henri

"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James.
"Under (he Connter," Phoenix.
"While Snn Shines," Globe.
"Wind Is Ninety," ApoUo.
"Windermere's Fan," Hay market
"Wlnsiow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," WhitehaU.

plums connected with it. Once con- Music at Prague, fduhd the Czechs
ditions resume normalcy, the boys "the most intensely musical people
are expected to dip heavily into ra- I ever saw." Concerts and opera
were going on day and night. The
dio budgets.

NEW VARNA REVUE
Paris,

"Portrait In Black," Piccadilly.
"Private Lives," Apollo.

.

m London

Paris, Ma:; 28.

La'rtigue spent part of' the occuin jail becaiise of his

"Perohance to Dream,? Hipp.

French-Amer-

Recently-enacted

ican film pact, giving American dis>

Metro's Lartigue Honored

pation period
"No medals," Vaudeville.
"No Boom At Inn," Winter Garden. underground

."Bed Boses For Me," New.
"Shop Sly Comer," St. Martini.

return
to
near-normalcy' before
starting full-scale operations. Showmen here expect that despite all

Harry and JBck Warner after his
South American trip that 16m ap-

•

"Follow the Girls," Majesty's.
"Frieda," Embassy.
"Gang Show," StoU.
"Guinea Pig." Criterion.
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych.
"Here Come the Boys," Savllle.
"High Time," Palladium.

.

All markets involved will get the
special anniversary^ release, "Night

By Enactment of Frencb Fdm Pact

•Flfty-Flfiy," Strand.
"Fine Feathers," Wales.
"First Gentleman," Savoy.

in Latin

'

Up

U. S. Distribs' Solidari^ Pointed

"Araenio ft Old Lace," Strand.
"Better Late," Garrlck.

East After Market Survey

Warners has entered the 16m field -fAmerica and the Far East,
announcement t>eine made this week
Prep 2 Viemia Fdms
after a- series of talks between Harry
Vienna, Mby 28.
M, Warner, Jack L. Warner and
Wolfe Cohen, Warner International
Two new companies have started
veepee, following the return of work here.
Vindbbona Film Co.
Cohen from a four-month tour of the accepted the scenario of Hugo M.
Orient. Previously, he had made an Kritz and Dr. E. Strzygowski. Pic-,
inspection tour of. Latin America.
ture is about the Vienna Singing
To make 16m service available in Boys and will be called "PraterMusic will be by Willi
as many of these countries as pos- biiben."
sible during the celebration of WB's Schmide Centner^
Donau Film Co. sighed contracts
20th anniversary of talking pictures
work. on small-gauge prints has-been with Maria Andergast, Ridolf Prack,
started at once.
Productions will Hans Holt, Theo Weiss, Willy Dabe picked with an eye to particular nek and Karl Skraup for "Weite
suitability to the different markets. Weg." Eduard Hoesch will direct.

4.
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Cold Keeps Grace Moore
From London Concert
London, June 4.
Thousands were disappointed when
Grace Moore was uiiable to appear
at Albert Hall for a special concert,
Monday (3). Star, halted by bad

cold and overwork,

enough

to

was present long
Lawrence

Intro Marjorle

as a sub.

Miss Moore announced she would
fly to

U. S.

Wednesday

turn to Europe
European concert

(5)

and rea

in October for.
tour.

.

Wednesday, June

22

5,

1946

WORLD
LED OFF BY

Flags will

fly!

Stars will

be

Civic salvos will salute
there!

Boxoffice

history

I

Celebration followed by immediate

milAyAiE
BRUCE CABOT

•

ESTHER DALE

•

ROY ROBERTS

•

J.

BAXTER

FARRELL MacDONALD

•

screen

!

Century -Fox gives you a

new outdoor

Technicolor triumph in the greot|

Wednesday, June

5,

1946

2S

^^^^^^^^

i

&

greatest outdoor picture of them

^ill

be made — in

the

m

all!

headline 2-Gity

/dates throughout the west

it

glorifies!

^^^^^^^^^

i

lioxoffice

Sen of Flieka"!
fraditioiiBMef "My Friend Flick«" and "Thunderhead,

Wednesday, June 5, 1946

nCTOIIBS
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keeping audience In a continual upParticularly sharp are their
roar.
impersonations and takeoffs on practically everything under the sun. including, a hilarious version of po-

House Reviews

candidates.
Patti Thomas, a

litical

N.V.

state,

Frank Parker, Slate BTOs.Moxth Jay
Carroll (4), D'lvons, Joe Phillips &
Patricio Flviin, Miller Bros. & Lois,
Crosby Sisters (2) "flood to Ufopio"
;

(,Par).

show is on the spotty side,,
but <or the most part manages to
Stale's

make its inipre^ on the payees,
Smoothest part ol the show comes
with the opening dance turn of
Miller Bros, and Lois, Slate Bros,
and Frank Parker's appearance. L.atter gives out with a technically
smooth vocal product that's easily
assimilated and good for hearty returns.
In the

to

open by necessity. This
fast and smooth

much of it on elevated
platforms to give the house a neat
warmup. Opposite end of the bill
in the closing end are the D'lvons,
whose ballroomology isn't of top
terping,

•

.

RKO, Boston
(RKO).
Lois of talent romping about the
The
stage this, week.
Milt Herth Trio wow with ingenious
improvisations on the organ, piano,
drum, traps and zylophone. Herth

RKO-Boston

cut,

and whose routines need some
gimmick to perk up interest. Their

arrangements of "Tea for Two" and

occasional spins aren't sufficient for
that purpose.
Comedies by the Slate Bros, hit
their mark here. This house seems
more appropriate to them than the
across-the-street Capitol where they
recently played. Smaller house helps
them in getting a major quota of
yocks.
Joe Phillips, the vet vaader now
working with tall, statuesque Patricia Flynn, works a patter turn with
antiquated material and while there
are occasional laughs', amusement returns are small.
Crosby Sisters display an unsubtle
brand of comedy mixed with singing

original, but. plenty of zip, get

which needs extremely heavy mugging to put over— more than is re--

"St.

Louis Blues," not outstandingly

flnale

But

good

trio works up to a
all performing at

which has

one. keyboard.
Larry Stevens,,

late
with Jack
Benny, put across "Blue Skies,"
"Laughing on the Outside" and "All

Through the Day" with plenty of
heart throbs.
Joe and Jane McKenna tie music to slapstick with
sonie clever burlesquing.
One of
their stunts is parody on the adagio
act of Sylvia Manon, Denas and
Voley, a team basing its success
upon the use of a girl as moppets
'

toss beanbags.

While stressing music a
does not get monotonous.

in the interests of good taste.
in all fairness to the act, they

hit the audience at thisjshow ard
walked oil to several earned bows.
Jose,

The

response.

show
Dame.

lot,

Oriental, Cbi

quired

.

Chicc

--

Connee Boswell, Jackie
Albins

(2),

Lang Orch

June

KoTisos Citv, iVfov 31.

Larry Collins, Sutton & Lee, The
Arthurs,
The .Sinfline Weouers,
Johnny Pearee, Tower Orch (9) toith
Don Tiff and Beverly Cassady;
"Spider Woman Strikes Back" (U)
ond "Stronoe Conquest" (U).

(2), Ray
"Hoodlum Saint"

Lightweight affair at the OrienUl
staggers along till sewed up solid
by Connee Boswell's sock song
salesmanship.
Stage is darkened at teeoll with
the LeRoy Brothers, in luminous
demon-masks, manipulating breakaway skeletons in stroblite. Also do
-

a sorso
This bill in 40 minutes comes oil blows Jitterbug couple, clown who
up. a balloon, and a drummer
somewhat above average, mainly due shooting
off steam, introducing a
to the punchng of. Larry Collins new
character,

(New Acts) in his own turn aiid
also doubling as emcee. The regulation fare of standard acts and
am. winner are started off by the

Strictly a vaude show of the bandAfter several years of working
around as emcee- in various Harlem revue type, featuring two headliners,
hotspots,
a couple of announcer Chuck Foster's band and the harstints on local radio shows, and some monizing Dinning Sisters. Band is
USO work, Willie Bryant is again best in "Cement Mixer." "My Guy s
fronting a band.
Whether or not Come Back" and a Glenn Miller medit'll be up to his past outfits is difflr
Dinniiigs scored heavy with
ley.
cult to say at this point since the "Hawaiian War Chant," "Where or
boys obviously are in need of re- When," "Wave to Me. Lady," "Oh
hearsal.
At present orch features What It Seemed to Be" and "Love on
lesser sidemen from Basie, Hines. a Greyhound Bus." Gals took three
and other name groups. Maestro encores;
.
,
i
said,. "They did it to me once. Now
Hal Stone's comedy monolbg kept
"m doing it to them,"
the house in gulTaws. Best effort and
Layout opens with a flaccid piece most effective is the sequence about
-uUed "Rebop." and any relation "to ratibning men. Betty Clark sings
the hit tune of almost the same name "Listen to the Mocking Bird" and
is
purely intended.
Maxie Arm- "I'm a Big Girl Now." Walker Twins
strong picks up from there with a contrib neat tap steps and Tommy
fair rhythm tap routine, dancing Ryan clicks with "The Gypsy" and
nround a bottle.
"Laughing on the Outside." Roch.
Paul Smith does an excellent job
of .fakery with a pleasant tenor
voice, although a couple of the key
changes are a little too obvious. ExLike
treme overselling would go nowhere
but in this house.
Does "Chloe
CoDtlnued from page
Indian Love Call." and "01' Man
River.':
stage shows, with the various ParaBand's arranger, Willie Doggett, mount- producers for audience.
Jiano solos on
"Central Avenue
This stunt has already paid off in
Boogie.
Leroy Harris is then
featured in alto on "Lucky So-and- important film roles for 14 out of
sp.
following with very passable 22 youngsters appearing in the audivocal oh the same number. Maestro tions,
Pine-Thomas has drawn
spends a lagging ten minutes in a heavily from those showcased in
fituation-comedy skit with George this way giving DeForest Kelley
Williams. Need some material here.
?/ya"t goes into vocal on "Cement and Kay' Scott leads in "Fear in the
...O'ch in "Coiktails for Night," featuring Charles Victor in
the same picture, casting Catharine
two," with nice tenor on the side
George Holmes had to do solo Craig for the femme lead and givturn in absence of Jean, who
was ing Byron Barr an Important role
hurt
fall.
Versatile dancer does in "Seven Were Saved." they also
comic balletaps. a couple of clgaret
took Elaine Riley into "Daager
gymnastics for Street," Roberta Jonay and Renee
"f^
good returns.
*e, top draw of the bUl, Randall got important roles in
piPlH!?
EUa
FlUgerald has the house steam- Paramount's "The Emperor's Waltz"
tog after her first number.
"Come as result of the showcasing audi^'O"* "St. Louis tions; Larry Young won a featured
Wom^S^"™?
Woman. In quick succession "Prim
role in "Welcome Stranger;" Jean
"""^ "Cement Mixe?* Ruth in "Suddenly It'is Spring" and
^-Sf?
follow. ChUrper. who Is at her
best Richard Webb and Gloria Saunders
^mi5?®«"i''^"'''.warms large theatre in "0,S.S."
immediately and can't beg off.
Encores are;«Lady Be GooS,"
And almost anybody is liable to
strict^
"Kill Ko- gei an acting job around the UniVf^^^J^f?^ Calypiso.
body But Me,
Husban'." Band's versal lot these days, what with
finale. "Round the Clock,"
has
the
new angles in casting being into
^ Tonim.
quiet crowd.
troduced by Mark Hellinger 'Pro-

a vibe player banging out "Stardust," to close. Latter
dummy, who really plays, is the
standout.
Alblns do their standard takeofts
on ballroom duos, to which another
could be added in lieu of the guy's

'

—

m

^

'

Orphenmj

ductions.
Hellinger is casting two
or three unknowns' for "The Killers." on the theory that the known
heavies of pictures are so thoroughly typed that an audience wiU
spwt them as killers and menaces
right off the bat-^thus taking away

•

.

,

to^S'h^s

Wash.

R&tnH'2

years, it is announced. While monetary figure seems high, it is recalled
that Colleen Moore spent around
$425,000 for her doll house some
years ago. which still is on tour and
exhibition:
Hollywood in Miniature is to t>e shown under management of John Arthur -Productions.
No Details Missing

.

.

Painstaking care was taken to
present a faithful picture- of the
siibjecta.
Buildings are
constructed to scale, and are their

different

minute

Chinese

replica;

theatre

forecourt, for instance, has the footprints of the stars, just as they
actually
appear.
Facade of the
theatre is a museum piece in itself,
being made of exquisite hund-carved
ivory, and copper.

Malibu Beach ininiature shows the
of the stars and the millionRindge "castle." now a relig-

homes
dollar

HIM

ious' retreat.

latter building
costs $6,500.

avers that this
alone in miniature

Brown Derby

restaurant shows
the original structure, on Wilshire
Blvd. Hollywood Bowl, which seats
21,000 .persons, is reproduced at exact scale, with every seat and box
just as it appears on actual scene.
Motion picture studio, a composite
of all the studios in Hollywood, has
every physical feature which the
average studio boasts.

Day

Fall

Surpassing

to Scale

all these,

though, both

In size and impressive vista, is City
of Hollywood miniature. Hollywood

revealed In this from full daylight to darkness, process covering
two minutes and <Hie>-half.
is

Each of the 450 buildings

m

to

.exact

scale

bf

is

original,

built

with

same number of 'tylndows, and identical elevations and architecture. It
is the. same panorama which might
unfold Itself were the observer to
fly over Hollywood in a low-flying
plane.

Plan Is to present these miniatures in a motion picture exhibit,
vvhlch will include costumes, props,
life-sized panel paintings of stars.
Corporation presently is negbtlatlng for several spots in New York,
and plan is to keep it open there for
at least a year, before taking exhibit
out on the road.
.

from the suspense and interesC of
a story that depends on keeping
such identities secret until the final
payoff.
Also, several rrtent Hellinger and Universal castings have

—

been made on the strength, of voices

Tele Nips Self
l^^s

CoBtlnned from page

1

channel changeover. Station
was forced to shift these shows to
the evening, hours, however, in order
to give ita engineers a chai}ce''t<r
work out the kinks in the station's
new transmitter;
telecasts
the N. Y. home teams' baseball
games, but does so only one or. two
afternoons a week.
to

Korda's Deal
CoBttnned from page 3

an ouUay of at least $10.000,000. which should not be difficult,
as Hambros Bank, Ltd., prominent
merchant bankers, who helped finance the BLF deal, are willing to
advance coin for any picture theatre proposition that Korda may hava
tail

•lone.

'

.

ported in excess of $290,000. for construction alone, Close to 50 technicians, engineer^, artists, miniature
experts and other workman participated in tut'nlng them out. and
plans, preliminary arrangements and
construction consumed nearly
10

.

orch and Beverly Cassady on "Sioux
City Sue,"
In the deuce are The Arthurs, unfunny
Karlbft-Siiiatra
roAine.
an aero and adagio duo, up to par. Jackie Green
contrlbs some parrot
They ^ive way to the Singing'
takeoffs on Jolson,
Weaver twosome who deliver "Sun- f*P'o
ink Spots, Durante.
ny Side of the Street" and the.faves Anthony, getting off Cantor and Mr.
okay.
Hlpp4»droaie, Balto
from "Showboat" in satisfatcry
Miss BosweU gets a lot of animaBottimore. June 2.
manner.
.
tion into her numbers, despite
.
the
Weekly am winner Is Johnny contraption she's wheeled
*'
* Stanley. Mack Tripout on 7 r*"f
Th'ee Kings, Felice
Pearce i na tap routine. Sutton and The velvet pipes are
aU there too, l*V' ^Vi
Lee follow with a novelty turn at jn, the quintet of tunes—
<12); "Heorfbeat"
"They Say ^^^S."*^*
the blacksnake whips. Sutton snaps It's
Wonderful,"
"Oh. What
It
them closely around Miss Lee while Seemed to Be," "Perscmallty"
with
Standard layout is paced by pershe holds out papers, cigarettes and smidgeons of "Hey-Bop,*a deeply sonable emcee, Lee
ribbons for the whips to slit. Work- emotional "House I Lfve
Trent,
who
ln," and handles ^
fairly fresh material to good
manship is good, and Miss Il«e's
No Can r»o ••
.Vj.."
Mike.
response. Stroije acrb stuff by
foiling Is okay.
the
Three Kings, male and two femmes.
Collins takes over closing spot,
rousing the house to its best apA.
balancing
1"
and
tS^A
w'"^*^^?''"*
hand-to-hand.
Flashy getaway sets
plause with his variations on a
May is.
* J
B
matters nicel3r for the Mack Triplets
trombone. Besides a bit of whist'
^'"»«».
Wesson
Brothers
ro^"?? ,
to follow with smooth
ling and some patter, Collins runs ;5t' n^.l-^r"* ""^
three-way
Mel-Tones
proves bill's highthe gamut of tongulng and sliding B ^i' ^"."J Thomas, Bud Hughes and
tricks with the trombone. More than Fol, Al Lyons Orpheum Orch (17)- light
pese youthful gals give out with
In Fast Company" (Mono)
tearing his horn apart, the customers
went for his novel arrangements on
Like (Jw
T!m«"T/i*'"
""**
a well-earned enstandard songs and the act could
J.!.
I?'
inl^'l^i"
Hi*
^J^™* staee booking
for the
(}uin.
Now." Aggrestand more of this.
"
Orpheum.
After 13 gation
wH^^ ^K*
has developed into a topyears of being Los Angeles'
top flight
fllmyaude house,
combo^capabfe of holding own
theatre
goes
in more ambitious company
Circle, Indpls.
straight films June 11 and the
stage
Lee Trent takes hold of spot on
policy shifts down Broadway
Indianapolis, June 2.
to tfil
Spike Jones It His City Slickers, Million Dpi ar. Next week straight his own next with okay gSgging.
t™ed for maximum%unch
tuith Red Ingle, George Rock, Dick vaude bill will be used by
We ?{"«"y trouble
Morgon, Condy Holl, Mickey Kafz, Orpheum without a name booking
taking hold of stubholders here. Lowe. Bite and
Dr. Horatio Q. Birdbath, Koye Bal*
'•.'""'-off Andy Russell
Stanlad, Dorese Midgley, Helen Greco, is fort^"*""! local boy-made-good
their usual socko finish
ufinilpPP«^
Ln^
^fc
A
Utilize off-stage recordings
Eileen Corlyle; "Ding Dong Wil- and with a large following,
of AnRussell drews
liams" (RKO).
Sisters and Ink Spote for
"P,?
of artists
^^'^f^'l^
whom click handsomely rSs,^
sender for
iv?r"/flS!?"''-^
extra
Spike Jones, who has been somC' sells vocaling grabs heftv B=im
final curtains
thing of a stranger around here, pounding, although a f?w
^i^okiy.
Burm.
mafes 7n
finally opened here to start the customers on a six-day laughing jag, appetrT^thr?'''
^emmes at show
caugnt.
H» opens
„t
Capitol,
Although starting a day late, while ??Slht
He
with ."What a
Spike watched his entry in the 500- Difference a. Day Makes." tlien
W<'shington, May 30.
„
.
goel
mile Decoration Day race, show is into "Laughing on the Outside '•
LorVoine. Ted
a riltl
Clatre, Hugh Forgie & Frank
giving this house one of its biggest medley of "Sesame." "XSor"
Josenand
•"Magic in the Moon ightT
"PoslTnon Rings TuHce" (M-G).
weeks this year.
Encores
Slickers begin dispensing musical SSL:7,^"'t Begin, to Tell
You'"a„d
corn with "Der Fuehrer's Face," fol
Layout this week is strong on speed
All are boff delowed by "Black Magic," "Clink, liverils
and variety and tops rocent bills.
l*"er tune, Mel Torme
Clink, Let's Have a Drink" and
h.P'J,
and
hoofers from
"Hotcha. Cornia" so fast and with so
This Is the Army," pace the
with Russell on "TMc°ic"I'k'^'**"°
show
much business, customers have a fl^,!*^!'"^""*"*? •''^"e "curtain down
a fast and neat terp routine.
The
VoMi'^^r'""*
group,
hard time keeping up with all that Vxtcal
addition to Tome ex-GIs. all professionals before
the
goes on.
Red Ingle clicks plenty
l<'okers?Tnd war, make a slick conibo. They're
with his familiar comedy version of ?wo m^irc"""41'
snappy appearing. They open with
^^^^
harmSiv "nn
"Chloe," and gang wins a big hand narmony
on
"Onezy Twozv" one long number, exhibiting not oply
lor its imitation of Ink Spots imitattheir
"Ole
skill but amazing stamina. EnMan
ing City Slickers singing "You Al- Hiver and a novelty piece tekine core is
highlighted by
ways Hurt the One You Love," Kaye
«dio singers. Grouf stints, which click as wellindividual
as preBallad also clicks with her hilarious
vious team work had.
"^'-^•^^
parodies of "My Heart Sings," "It pfegVr/h"tify'''"^
June Lorraine follows with a hep
Might as Well Be Spring," "My
Stint falls to Dick
and package ^f impersonations of top
To?^'"S?^
Jean
We^on. an ace brother abt drawer quality. Gal
Man," "Doctor. Lawyer, Merchant,
gets the illusion
Chief," "Ole Man River" and other
seen in person across the footlights whether she is
^^S" on
than heard
favorites.
the air. They play doing a male or
personality,
Gang rises to a climax when Eileen their gags back and forth snappily, going particularlyfemme
strong in take-offs

m

^

2-.

^

'

Home]

No Place

;

4.

Greet}, the

LeRoy. Bros.
(11);

(M-G);

Tower, K. €.

the

Orpheum, Oniaha

dance department. Miller

had
Negro team mix

of

Mountain Goes

—

Carlyle appears to sing "Glowworm" Bob Hope overseas troupe, is a
with the unprecedented accompani- smart tap dancer who augments
ment of all the Jones accessories, in- good routmes with a scanty costume
cluding bells, whistles, horns and and shapely form. Bud Hughes and
washboard. "Old McDonald's Farm" Pal opens like a standard magic act,
routine and Candy Hall's screwy then segues into a dog turn in which
version of "Lady Be Good" arc other Hughes demonstrates the balancing
versatility of his pooch Pal. Brog,
highlights in a standout show.
Customers relished Jones all the
more because they've been fed a
Apollo, N. V.
heavy diet of bands that take their
'
Omaha. June 4.
music seriously. Everything else in
Willie Bryant Orch
uiith
(16)
the show is so outlandish that nifty Leroy
Ciiuclc Foster Orch, Dinning SisHarris;
Fitzgerald,
Ella
dancing Of Dorcse Midgley, tap styl- Holnies & Je(}«y George Williams, ters, Hoi Stone, Walker Tuiini, Betty
She Pottl Smith, Maxiir Armstrong; "Live Clorfc, Tommy Ryan; "Three Strongist, comes almost as surprise.
Corb.
gets a nice reception.
ers" (WB)i
Wires" (Mono).

Boston, June 1.
Milt Berth Trio, Lorry Sfeucns,
Bros, and Lois, the openers, would
do better in a more advanced spot, Sylvia Manon, Denas & Volev; Joe &
but being the fastest turn on the Jane McKenna; "Badnian's Territory"
bill

member

of Bette Davis and Jimmy Durante.
Audience singled her out for kudos.
Weak link in bill Is Ted Claire's
tired-out comedy; Claire, who hasn't
Contlnn«« from page I
been in these parts for several years,
brings back the same bid gags with
no fresh slants. Does a baby-mind^ feet In, width, several deep, with
ing number of questionable taste, a painted bockdrops to lend the feeldrunk routine and general comedy, ing bf distance. The chef d'oeuvre,
j»U of which gets only mild response. as it were. City of' Hollywood itself,
Hugh Foigie and Frank Jasoii, Is 12 by 12 feet square, covering
badminton champs, make a satisfac- 45 Hollywood blocks, with
4S0
tory closing number. Raiidy Kent
buildings in this one miniature.
keeps up interest with his radio-style
LoUie.
Cost of these' miniatures is recomments.

its

In

mind.

Fact that the Shipman & King
Southan Morris circuits are at
present undergoing valuation by
Harris Sc GlIIow, theatre valuers
and
agents, adds color to the story
WNBT
that some' deal inay be set shortly.
-As to product,. Korda is eyeing a.
few of Rank's producers; He has
When a Customer wants to buy a already weaned some away, with
set, consequently, he must take it others ready to talk as soon as their
Rank
commttmenU are wound up.
almost as a blind article, since it's
impossible for him to learn what His American contacts with Cary
kind of reception the set gives until Grant. Paulette Goddard, Burgess
he^ takes it home and switches it on Meredith, etc., ar$ also a sigh that
ajid

.

at night. None of the prospective
manufacturers, as far as could be
ascertained, has taken this factor into
account in their merchandising plans.
All stations are planning on in-

he

is after big business.
Forecast is that before long, Korda
will have quite a circuit of around
135 theatres In which to play his
product.

creased daytime programming, but
until the new equip-

this must wait
ment on order

BESrs PBOMOTION

What

George L. Best, who has been asveepee of American Tele& Telegraph Co., was named
when this might be. As one broiad- veepee of ^Western Electric last
castcr declared, it would be easy to week.
Best' rose through various
broadcast daytime shows merely by engineering assignments and iihally*
slicking a camera out the window was made commercial engineer in
and recording what goes on outside 1940 and two years later was ap-'
the studio, but this hardly answers pointed assistant veepee.
the purpose of television.
In his new spot. Best will have
is

delivered.

with strikes, shortages of material, sistant
etc..
it's
impossible to determine phone

^

Those, manufacturers whb got the
their competitors by bringing out their sets first, consequently,
don't know whether or not they'll
benefit from the move.

jump on

charge of obtaining necessary liunder patents of others' for
use by the Bell System, and H-censing others to use Bell System

censes'

inventions.

"

WcilneBtlay,
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100 Texas Exhibitors
Vott ATA Membership

French-Italian Stage

Picture Grosses

Shows for Foreign Film

"

ContlDua.d
from p»i«
C

Theatre on Broadway
Foreign pictures, mostly Frencli,
accompanying stageshows suited

n

m

Dallas,

Mora than

LOUISVILLE
—"Mask

of Diijoh"

(PRC) and "Devil

June

Bat's

to each attraction, will constilule the
policy to be placed in eflfecl the flrsl

New Tint Pi'ocesses

PM

Showdown

Hollywood, Jiine

.

perhaps a
be presented.

or

tionality

opei a will

Denver; loYe Me'

coiicteosed

2SiG

sion

top

coin for

a

WB'NightandDay

theatre

single

week, and holds.

Biggest total

"Do you Love

,

special reieas* in
conjunction with Its celebration of
the 2.0th anni of talking pix.
Company plans to eiiler the nar-

earmarked as

as

field

America

as possible in Latin

and the Orient
the

Announcement

new program was made

of
follow-

the return to the homeoffice of
International
Cohen,
veepee, from an inspection tour ol
the Far East.
Work of reducing its regular
features and shorts to 16m size is
being started immediately in order
to get the program rolling in as
many territories as possible before
Pix are
the 20lh Wini celebration.
to be selected accordii\g to their
suitability and will be distributed
foreign nales perby regular
ing'

WB

Wolfe

Lady"

(Col), after

week

at

Den-

lie.s"

AWARD FOR

SERVICE

WB

activities woi'k.

by Motion Pic-

ture Associates at its dinner-dance at
New
hotel.
Waldorf-Astoria
the
York., Fabian won on secret bal-

Shnff of Akron

To Oppose lAVWakh
William' Bennett, business repreaeiitativ* of Local 22, Washington
<D. C:) stagehands, will again op-

pose Richard F. Walsh lor the presidency of the lATSE at the forthcoming convention in Chicago week,
ot July ,22. He is reported to have
already made up his ticket.
Reported also tliat John A. ShufT.

loting several weeks ago over Spyros Skouras, president of 20th-Fox;
Arthur Mayer, operator of the Rlallo.
N. y.. and Jame-i Stewart, actor.
Results were kept a secret until last
night, however, William F. Rodgers,
the.
v.p. over sales for Metro, made
presentation of the award. lo Fabian.

Understood that around $.60,000
has already bieeh raised among film
companies and individuals toward
the

fiiiid

goal
the

of $102,000

recently

MPA and tliat Fred
.set up by
head of the Akron (O.) operators Schwartz, v.p. and general manager
local, will run for the I A presidency. ot the Century Circuit, who".-" this
He showed great strength at the year's MPA president, would repojt
1944 St. Louis convention when he on that last night (Tuesday).
opposed Louis Krouse for the office
Bob Weitman. managing director
ol secretary -treasurer, polling 394
votes as against Krouse's 580. For

the presidency at the St.' Louis convention Bennett didn't run far be-

hind Walsh, latter
Bennett 416.

gcttii'ig

577 votes,

Paramount

theatre. N. V..
was. entertainment chairn)an,
ranged to bring over, the entire

of the

show which
today

at

MPTOA

opeiis

(Wedncsda.v).

who
ar-

Par

at his thealre
includinj! the

Glen Gray orchestra. Louis Jordan's

altcnd.

are

.

satisfactory

..

nicolor.

So long as most producers were
content to go on making black and
white pictures and there was Technicolor for everyone who wanted to
put the dough into a tinter, the olliev
methods were simply dismissed as
something not quite adequate. But.
now that Hollywood has suddenly'
become color-conscip^is the alinast(orgotten processes are being worked
over and improved.

—

Cinecoloi
which has been more
or less scorned as a two-color process
that didn't approach the gorgeousness ot Technicolor is really coming into its own.
Companies that
couldn't
gel Technicolor commitments for one reason or another have
been experimenting with it and it
ble solution. On this score, latter has now hit the big time, with Metro
group has pointed oufthat the loss preparing to use it for more features.
of affiliate coin and membership
The studio gave the process a trywould spell the collapse of the out in one picture, "Lucky Star,"
organization.
^hich has not yet been released, but

—

'

'

U-Enterprise
Contlnnei from page 3

.

~

Controversy Is expected to come which has turned out so well rn
put in the open at tlie hoai'd of studio screenings that Cinecolor films
from a
directors meet slated for Columbus. are promised as regular Metro prodpanics.
Miss. ne.\t week. Proposal of prexy uct.
Improvements in the method
Predoet Lineyp
First release under the new setup Ed Kuykendall, recently made, for were worked out in the filming of
membership drive and renewed "Lucky Star'" and since that picture
will probably be Harrj- Sherman's
activity
probably
for
MPTOA,
will
shoot
now
the Cine<:olor comproduced
"Ramrijd,"
was
of
production
ing '. on location at "Zion National collide with a counterproposal that pany ha.s announced that it has lickIt stars Joel McCrea the group disband and Its members ed still more bugs and is now ready
Park, Utah.
according
join
ATA.
Latter
move,
go
into
process.
to
three-color
Set
Lake.
with
a
and Veronica
to reports, will be supported by a
production June 24 is "Arch of Tri
Initial Break-lD
umph." from the Erich Maria Re number of the affiliated circuit reps.
Cinecolor got its first break in
Ingrid
star
will
marque book. It
the new color parade when PRS
Bergman and Charles Boyer, with
started its series ot Eddie Dean
Lewis Milestone directing.
westerns. First of these went over

number ot other major com

Other

stories

on Enterprise's

SWG

first

—

v«ar slate include Remarque's next
iiovel, "Tl\6 Other Love," which goes
into production around Sept. 1, with
Barbara Stanwyck in the top spot
Others include "The Burning Jour-

'

kessel, with Aiiatole Lttvak as pro
British .star
and
ducer-director
in a major role.
other stories on the Enterprise schedule are "Wild Calendar.'
from the novel by Libbie Block, with
Ginger Rogers heading the cast
"They Passed This Way," Satevepost
serial and published novel, starring

James Mason
Still

lection,

"The Snake

and Authors

bi

RKO.

it.

if

the two

audiences,

Lavery

dominant principals

corrected in the latest of the series
to be screened for reviewers. Universal is reporting good success with
Cinecolor in "The Michigan Kid,"

now

filming.

Meanwhile, Herbert J. Yates, Republic prexy. recalled that the Consolidated Laboratories, one ol his
companies, had a long discarded
coloi- process, called Magnacolpi'. He
got it out. dusted it off and stai-ted
using it in a new singing-cowboy,
The
series, starring Monte. Hale.
first picture was a pi'etty- sorry job
in the matter oi color, the vaiious
tints blurring badly and suddenly
blacking out completely in spots.
Alt Hale and his horse had to do
to disappear completely from the

picture momentarily was to get into
the shadow of a tree. Bui the next
one was better, and the last of the
principles would fall into place "at
series.
"Out California Way" is
the right lime."
claimed by studio technicians to be
realistic word of warning.!
a lop color job. Process, as worked
of. course, may be in order at this
improved by the Consolr
and
out
"The program
point." Lavery said.
idiitcd. exjicrts has been renamed
thai we are discussing cannot be^ ''"•=':°"»'
won without a struggle. It will be
Technicolor, ncverlheles.s. is still
vijjoroiislv oppo.sed.at cverv turn by
some producers aiid some studios. the yardstick, and producers grade
who will offer everything e.xcept the the tinteis made by other methods
But the as "goo<l as Technicolor" or "ahnoi<t
thing we are asking for.
And wli'iie
limes are changing—witness thie in- up to Technicolor." etc.
they,
creasing nuiiibcr of independent film Ihey .talk about breaking what
producers
and inevitably the refer to as the ''Technicolor monopoly" Ihey still boast of it in Ihcir
studio.'^ will change with the times.
Only question, he concUKlcd. is cxploiialion and advertising, and
imporlaiit
wlicll.er the Aulli(ir> Leiigi.e .-hoiilcl biiLlle lo gel it for their
.

;

|

'

—

!

.

]

ea-sy
naturiil

—

"One

he returns.

was

.

—licensing and separation of copyrights— were adopted, alt subsidiar>-

Blumberg is due back in New
York June 24 for U"s sales conven
Mrs. Blumberg is remaining
tion,
until

on

-

thai

Pan) Blumenthal, New "York fman
cier and Enterprise v.p.. flew to the
Coast Monday to be on hand for the
announcement of the pact with U.

east

to act

tlie

soft shadings than some of the
Technicolor films. There was an
evident tendency, to blur, however,
that
fault tlmt has been pretty well

ot in

has admitted that adoption of such a
propo.~ar would require the work
in(; out pt methodolog.v, but insisted

is scheduled to leave
for the Coast Friday (7
loose ends of the deal. A

Blumberg

New York
up

nicely with

on the eyes and even more

seven

Radio Writers' Guild, meanwhile,
has already okayed the leasing propo.sal. leaving only the Dramatists

Pit

Book-of-the-Month Club se
which may be Litvak's sec-

ond picture.

to tie

as

SWG

de Grace." from novel by Joseph

April

much

has already indicated
the period for w-hich writers will
lease rights to a company will depend, at Rr.st, on individual negotiations,
but that they're aiming
eventually for a seven-year period.
If the exhibition of a picture on
narrow-guage stock is delayed for
more than that length of time, consequently, it again means that the
studios will have to negotiate a new
contract calling for the payment of
more money to the author.

ney," starring John Garfield; "Maggi
July," starring Ginger Rogers and
pencilled In to start, Nov. 1: "Coup

Joel McCrea, and

Licensing

Conllnucd from page 9

stances for as
eight years.

RKO

Ironi tlie Coiisl.

technicians

making

Agta Blurbed

Fear on the part of officials o£
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Assn. that creation of the American
Theatres Assn. forebodes the with-

.

lo;id

are

The new Agfa process, which Was
widely publicizeil through the circumstances of it having been brought
over
from
Germany
occupied
through government agencies, has so
far had more ballyhoo than use. "The
real competition to Technicolor is
developing from the older processes
that up to now have been sort of
dimmed out by the glory of Tech-

ATA s Expansion

Anticipated that at the Chicago Tympany Five. E-iigenic Baird. Larry
conclave there will be a lot of Mrer Storch, Four Evans and the Man100,000 Fire Destroys
Arl Shinle.v's band ?
likely to be under hattan Debs.
Theatre in Iowa
considerable attack as rc.<<ull of was obtained for the dancins. while
studio
juris(licti(n):il .stars who promised to piit in an apstrike
and
Des Moines. June 4.
Li/,Bracken.
Eddie
were
troiibles since the. last convention pearance
Capitol theatre.
destroyed
Fire
Jones.
Jennifer
and
two years ago this Jinie.
abeth Scott
Cause
It was estimated ye.-^KfJtliiy (Tues- .Marshal llown. la., last week.
Close to 1,000 delegates attended
sii|)crsulos
Sandeis.
the St. Louis meeting. Probable that dav) by Morris
(if bl:ize has not' been dcterrnihed.
MPA's
whn's
20lh-Fo.\
a larger number will be on hund ;it viior for
clouniowii house, il is operated
woulti
8,"Ul
aroinid
Ciiicigo jiexl month, with a |);ir- lir.'it v.p., that

henvy

that

is

lea.^il,

progiess.

Resents

'

works with Walsh

ticuI.Trly

with

working overtime on color photography experiments, and some of them,

of critic John T. McMahus; consisted primarily of a letter from an-

"

war

.

now

.

FABIAN GIVEN MPA

Bennett of D.C.

4.

taking a heavr

•

Result

ence.

(M-G)

WB

And

Country School and lias around.
had wide public speaking exi>eri-

i

the

"

Paramount (Fo:() (2,200; 35-74 V"Cinderella Jones' (WB) and "Bohemian Girl" (fC). Good $10,000
Last week, "Shock (20th) and "Gay
Cavalier" (Mono), fair $9,000.
)—'"Spider
Blallo (Fox) (878: 35-74
Woman Strikes Back" (U) and
sonnel.
"House of Horrors" (U ). Big $6,000,
Following the pattern already Last week, "Abilene Town"' '(UA)
established by other majors in the and "Madonna's Secret" (Rep), after
field,
wiU not seU 16in prints week at Paramount, good $4,500,
Webber (Foxi (750: 35-74)— "Do
in any locality where they might in"Rendezvous
terfere with established 35m exliib.^. You Love" (20tli) and
also Denv«r. Esquire.
Company has not yet announced 24" (20th),
$3,'?00. Last week. "Renegades"
whether it will make all new Good
(Col) and "Talk About Lady" (Col),
features and shorts available to the good $3,300.
narrow-gauge market or will concentrate, as other companies are
doing, on those older pix that SI
haven't yet been shown overseas.
Cohen, who made a thorough survey of South America before his
This year's annual beacon award
Far East tripi reported that 16m
meritorious and patriotic serequipment is still comparatively for
vice in the picl(n« Industry was
•carca in all these countries.
scheduled to be presented last night
foreign
supply
will probably try to
to Si Fabian, eastern cir(Tuesday)
exhibs with projectors itself.
cuit operator. In recognition of his

Bill

to

other newspaperman, a sports writer
rawal ot affiliate flnoncisl backing
on the N.Y. Daily News. He staled: of MPTOA has motivated the iccont
"Last Friday, PM's, fllni guide open rivalrj' between the two tl:eiishowed Danny Kaye it the Astor Ire' groups, it is understood. Antat;("Kid from Brooklyn"), top pi-ice onisin of some MPTOA toppers, on
$1.40.
The picture started at 9:40. the upgrade in the past few weeks,
My wi(e and I arrived at 10 p.m.. at has 'tween fed on unofficial indicaVou Love Me" (20th) -and "Rende:£- which lirne the boxolTice showed tions that affiliated circuits are invous 24" (20th), day-date with E.s $1.80 admission.
Itned to drop their membership inquire, Webber. Strong $18,000. Last
"Since we wouldn't be bilked that the organization, unless it merges
week, "Renegades' (Col) and "Talk
with ATA. Affiliates, it is said, see
About Lady" (Con, also E.squire, way^ We went next door for colTee no reason for paying double dues
and doughnuts to talk it over. Came
Webber, good $16,000.
nd currently favoring ATA as the
Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74)— "Do out at 11. It was still between picr
more promising of the two units.
You Love" (20th) and "Rendezvous lures, as the next feature wasn't to
Question
24" (20th), also Denver. Webber start until 11:40. But the price had
of
mi^rger has split
Nice $3,800. Last week. "Renegades' dropped to $1.40.
MPTOA directorship.' W.'iile one
(Col) and 'Talk About Lady (Col),
faction is holding out for a revitali"Il'.s either up to the Astor to tell
good $3,500.
PM
that it does charge $1.80 or up zation of the organization and a
Orpheum (RKQ) (2,600; 35-74)— to PM to expose the Astor or drop fight for leadership with ATA, (he.
'Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
other faction is maintaining that
lofty it from its movie guide if it persists
•Partners in Time" (RKO).
affiliate withdra\val is inevitable and
in posting a difTerent price, higher
Last week, "Ziegfeld Fol
$20,000.
that the merger is the only practicalhan the one it 'advertises.'
(.2d wk), $12,000.

WB

.

proportion

Me." playiiig at
agers sticking their head out of the
three spots. "Blue Dahlia" is pack
inj{ the small Denham.
door and guessing that another 40c
or so added to the tap wouldn't shoo
Estimates for This Week
35-74)— too niariy people away.
Aladdin
(Fox)
(1.400:
"Renegade.^"' (Col) and "Talk About
Newspaper's beef, in the column

to

a

row-gauge theatrical fihn

Pix Scales

in

is

Hpll.vwood

in

.

won another blast last; week from
this PM. New York sheet had previously
goes squawked at tha practice ot man-

Warneri, latest ot tha majors to ver; Inquire. Webber. Fine $5,000.
Last week. "Gilda" (Col) and "Just
jump on tht 16m foreign band- Before Dawn'' (Col) tm.o.), fair
wagon, wiU' b« th* first to release $3,500.
one of its new, top A pix in the
Denham (Cockrill) (1,730: 35-70)
iiarrow-gauge size at tha same time "Blue Dahlia" (Par).
Last week,
it's released oii 39m stock domes
"Kitty" (Par) (3d wk), fine $12,506.
Film is "Niglit and Day,' Big $17,000. Holds over.
tically.
Cole Porter biog which Warners has
Denver (Fox) (2.525: 35-74)— "Do

oun

prices

The spectrum
beating

length ot the queue at the boxoffice

Denver, June '4.
"Badman's Territory" is copping

I

various color processes trying t»
Mrs.: Marjorie Granger Dawson knock "Technicolor for
a ro\v of rainwas named last week associate to
bows. Producers are convinced that
Artiiur DeBra, director ot department of community relations of the (x>lor is set to become as important
Motion Picture Association.
She to picture-making as sound. In fact,
succeeds to duties of Mrs. Jeanette it has reached the point, 'where
Emrich, who died May 18. as liaison .they're virtually apologiung to rebetween the film industry and vari- viewers because a picture is niade in
ous preview.ing committees of na- black and white, And probably the
tional Women's organizations.
only reasons why any of the current
Mrs. Dawson is widow of Dr. IVI. studio product lacks the flajnboyance
Hen)-j- Dawson, aissociate professor of a neon sign are:
of Medicine at CoUnhbia U))iversity.
1. Color costs too much for anyFor the past six years she has been thing bill the highest budgeter:;.
assistant headii)istrcss at the River2. There isn't enough of it to go
dale (N. Y.)

Rips Flexible

B way

played, talent ot that na-

Fw

Battle With TechnicohNr

Mrs. Dawson Succeeds As
DeBra's Aide at MPA

:

is

Up

4.

—

'

Shaping

2S

100 Texas exhibitors

meeting here at the Adolphus hotel
voted to set up a Texas unit of the
American Theatra Assn.
Henry
Reeve. Menard, Sam Landrum. Dallas, and Leon Lewis, Fort Worth,
were elected directors to the national

Holds
Daughter"
(PRC).
through Thursday (6), when threeday vaude bill policy starts. Moderate .$4,000. Last week, "Swiss Fam- board.
weelc in September at the Ambassa- ily
R. J. O'Donnell, vica-presldent and
Robinson" (Indiel and "Lady ot
(reis.sue.s)
dor, New York, by Lebiv Sirit/.ky a.nd Burlesque"
split gei\eral manager of Interstate cir(XJA)
wilh"Spellbound" (UAl .and "Swing cuit, presided at tha meet and introhis two sons, Joseph and Sam, who
Sister" (U), mild $.'?,000.:
Out,
duced
Si Fabian, prez of the national
lease
on
a
house
legit
old
have the
Blalte (Fourth Avenue) (3,400r 40- ATA,
Ted Gamble, organization
running to the fall of IBSO. At pres- 60)
Marquee
"Kitty"
(Par>.
ent the theatre is playing old re- strength is boosting this to solid chairman, and Robert Coyne, e.xecutive
director.
bills.
issues on double
$19,000. Last week. "This Day Forare
lookSiritzkys
ward" RKO) and "Ding Dong WilMeantime, the
ing lor houses in other parts of the liam" (RKO), $12,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) U.400:
country for playing oJt llie same
40-00)— "House ot Honors" lU; and
policy that will be instituted at the
"Spider Woman Strikes Back
(Uj.
Ambassador,
Strong $7,000. Last week. "ScvcMith
Opening pictui-e at the Ambassa- Veil'' (U) and "Strani-e Conquest''
dor will be Marcel Pagnol's "The (U) (2d wk), lair $3,500.
Well - Digger's Daughter," Prendimade. Siritzkys will seek French
Habit of soma Broadway film
talent. from here and abroad to go
'territory' Strong ZOG,
houses raising and lowering admisAvith this one, whereas if- an Iliilian
aitd

picture

'

'

take the bull by the hOrns new.

films.

iV

Wr«liie8<1ay,

June

5»

1946

P^iiEff^

27

^*«

m

»

MTERATl

18
E4
Ed

WcdncMfajr, June S,

SnIllvaD Starts Probe

something
Yiih his'Monday (3) column In the
M. Y, Daily News which had "Broadway gabbing" about police graft and
m breakdown in the local gendarmerie's control of bookmaking.
He got action the same day when
Mayor O'Dwyer took the cue and
ordered a probe of the bluecoats
activities by Police Commissioner
Arthur W. Wallender. Investigatioh
vill be conducted by the comish's
confidential sqund uiider command
of Deputy Chief Inspector Frank:
started

Slillivaii

Fi islcnsky. Jr.

.

.

,

back

into

uniform.

A

c,\pirinig

is

Sept. 13.

Ihi.-i

t^'iE.tl?.

.

.

Several, film companies are rcr
porlccl (Icfinilely. Interested in the
no.ycU but .lanney.'s asking price of
$100,000 advance, plus W;;- oC the

gro.ss, has held Ihiiigs up ao
Author was advance man for
tory."
Otis Skhmer and other stars before
Moving rapidly, Comm. Wallandcr .World W;u- I and was co-author and
yesterday i4) ordered every plain- producer ©["Vagabond King." His

film's
far;

Pa'uker. is handling negolUition.s with the liim companies:
af;ent,' 'br.- Ediiiiind

:lii

:

to

Ottawa, Citizen is li.'ing radio
news and fcaturc.s (includiiig
every' 15 minutes.

all'

x;oi'iiic.<)

ciiA'rrER

Freeman

Lewi.s; elected exec veepee of Pocket. Books.
Ernie Anderson named editor of
.

:

Esquire Year Book, set for publication in

December.

-

.

phia newspaper delivery truck driv-

ns

ended Thursday (30) following a
nrguiiating meeting Whieh lasted for
more than 11 hours.

Under the settlement, the drivers
obtained a two-.vear contract with
the Record, Inquirer and Bulletin,
with the same
raises,
vacation
periods and other concessions offered
liie drivers before they went out on

pn'rormanees: -history of the dance,
Metro'.s 13-year aclrCs.":, Elizabeth
rorni.<. modern; ballroom; ijalTaylor, has authored
land selfcic.
illustrated > a breezy book. "Nibbles
Book is set for May 1, "47. deUver:^. arid Me'' (Duell: $2). Nibbles being
has
News,
Chujo.v.' editor of Dance
her pet (^hipmuiik.
dance
since
:ibo;it.
the
been writing
"Pos.se.«s
Me Not.'' new Fan
in all

.

Ict.

1920.

•Who's Who* For H'wood

Sclincidor-Fisher, new Chi pubhlrike.
However, the drivers will lishing oiilfit, is prepping a ."Who's
Ket an additional $3.30 a week raise Who in Hollywood.'.' first section '.of
ne.M March 2. Present raises are which will deal with the way stufrom $46 to $52.30 for night work dios are set up, with latter half
on the Record and Inquirer, and made up of thumbnail biographies
from $42.50 to $50 a ;we.ok for day of stars, producers, directors and
workers on the Bulletin, an evcnmg writers. Planned' to issue it annualpaper.
ly, ciothbound, with first edition out
The paid lunch period, basic issue eaiiy in 1947.
Publishers Everett Schneider and
on which the strike "was called, was
not granted the drivers.
In addi- R.- C. Fisher, recehlly out of the
lion the drivers union signed a no- Army, are from St. Lbuis and Minneapolis, respectively, and are com>i) ike pledge for the life of the conpiling the material themselves. Also
tract.
publishing "Blitz Children," story of
British kids by Fisher and -Bernard
PM's EKpaiided Sports
W. King, London writer, plus a naStarting ne.\t Monday (10),
tional mag. National Sports Week<N. Y.) will have a greati; tspandcd
ly, first issue of which will be out
.sports department. Tom OTleilly, of
in July.
Time inag which also spawned PM's
<tlilor Ralph IngersoU, heads the secMcAllister Atom Fix Head
lion with Joe Cummi^ey, present
Maj. Henry W. McAllister, photog
sports editor, shifting to the city
Among the additions will be on military leave from the N. Y.
.•-ide.
Journal-Americiin,
has been named
John McNulty. who will write a
column in the New Yorker "Talk of supervising chief for the photothe Tow'ii" .style; Heywood Hale graphic newsreel and television setfor
Operation
Crossroads,
atomic
Bioun, returning after several years up
in the Army to his baseball beat; and bomb tests slated for Bikini Atoll
Jack Mahon, formerly Pacific corre- in the Mar.shall Islancis sometime in
July.
.sijondent for INS and later with

Nichols novel, .was singled out by
the Book Clinic of American Institute of Graphic Arts for its typographic format, planned by Stefan

PM

.

do

will

general

sports

i-o\'eragc.

Expensive Mirrors
Rhinebeck, N. Y.
Editor, Varikty:

Playboy memories of Booth Tarkington still live in Indianapolis,
kept alive by old employees of the
Star and the News. In his early
<i»ys. Booth, as a iwo-handed di'inkn\ had an odd hobby. After just so
many he hr.ted his reflection in the
big long mirror behind a certain
bar. So he would pick tip someone's beer mug. take aim, throw and
tinash the mirror. The next- morning, very humble, he woiild come in
and ask the damage. It would be fig;
iired at 100 bucks. "The new,mirro|r
would be worth about 40 bucks. One
mirror he smashed a dozen times.
The owner of the bar, when intake
was .<!lack, used td look forward to
Tarkington's vtsits— he was the best
customer the place ever had. At long
last, doctor's orders, the writer reformed and even wrote si series bn
the curse of booze /or the old Cosmopolitan.
:
.

.

John
Repriiils

Wifsfflcli

Make Cents

Project will be covered by all the
major photographic groups, as well
as hundreds of service photogs operating from ships, planes and heli-

From the pool of material
made by automatic cam-

copters.

some

be

to

.cras, Hr.st pictures of

the blasts will

be relayed by i'adip-photo back,

to

the U..S. for immeiiiate publication.

McAllister, formerly headed
up- still picture operations tor the
Army Pictorial Services iu the European theatre, where he supervised
the work of some 500 Signal Corps
Maj.

photogs during

the.

Normandy,

{nr

yasion and the Battle of the Bulge.

Joe Blair

returned from, a -flvemoiUh motor lour of Mexico, w-hcr.c
he practically completed a hovel.

Three

slated

Rings.''

for

publica-

autumn.
King Features

tion in

.syndicate is ready
with Appletbn-Cent-

to close a deal-

ury.

Publishers

"Arch

of

umph,"

to run the
trated, serial strip.

novel

as.

of

Tri-

an

illus-

Krishnalal Shridharani. author of

'My India, My America" and "Mahatma and the World," will return,

fight

is

publishing

mands by

eurrohlly brewing in
businciw over de-

author's

for

better deals

India July 16 after 12 years in
S., to make a six-months survey.
Edith Jackson, (laughter of Billy
Jackson, the bid-line vaude booker,
who was formerly with, the N. Y.

World-Telegram and- UP. now reporter for the Southwest 'Times, PuVa.

'

won't -admit it)
on reprint .sales. Authors' cause is ijy the papiirs' hiring of non-union
Jed by Craig Rice, whodunit expert. labor. Sheets are
.still being picketed.
Under present situalion, an author
.^nothcr Edmonton sheet, the. Bulleceives >,ic royally for each copy letin, is now
lhrcalene<l with a
of hLs book sold in the 25c pocket- walkout over the fact
thaC. when
book' reprint, with lO'i of this money Journal
slopped
P(ib!ic:.tif>n'.
the
going to his agent.
Another Vsc Bulletin aided its; struck colleague
.

.op.s

.

As so(in as .life levels off a bit niy advice to .stars having babies i.s tb .go
throuKh retirement hi Friinee. There they will find a most touching sohcilatibn for their maternal welfare. Many Aine'rican. expatribts will testify
owe their lives to expectant. Frenth mothers. .George Cantyi U. S.
Trade Cohiini.^sioiier abroad, often told nie that he iKiver cr0.s.sed a Paris
street alone. .Taxis.Used to lie in wait for him if he tried. But he oulgue.-ised them. -He would' wait till an expectant mother wanted to croK.Si
Then he would walk at her side^ The calis would start after hini, .";e(D. ihe
expectant mother, stop dead, and not eyeii dare to honk lest they clislurb
her. Grinning, Canty got a<5i'o« every bpiilevard alive.
they

'

1 recall so many things about-Frenchmcn and motherhood.
wolves at street Corners 'about to Rive their cry and say
petite chou-chou." only to ob.servc .sign.s of liberie, cgalite
The.v would immediately lower tiicir voices and change to

I recall

young

'"Bon jpur mix
and mUternitc.
"Bcjn jour jha'

petite ma.man.''

Breaking

the'

News

to

Mother

I remember a waiter. who never stopped saying, "Yes, Mademoiselle"
while serving, but when the madenibisclle finally got up to leave and he.
saw her proKle in full he would bow and say,"Au rcvoir,' Madame."

•But I -especially remember -my own bewildered Mama Scully being cauKht
far. off base at feeding time. She -was at the Place de la Concorde and
her fir.st born, the Skipper, was in a. hotel far beyond the Arche de
Triumphe. All; the' cabs were congregated at the Place for the start of
the Tour de France, a bike. race that inarathoned all' over France. She
could get no cab to lake her home. She appealed' to gendarmes. Thi y
shrugged their shoulders, "in an hour. Madcmbi.sellc. After the tour has
started., maybe,"..one gendainie con.-;ol("d her.
"But I have a baby at hoine crying right now for his milk," she pleaded.
.

VYou have

a

baby?"

"Ye.s."

"You,

ordered the cop of Ihe first cab, —take the woman home."
The cab driver screamed, "i want to see Ihe Mai t of the inceV
"This is' a mother." explained Ihe cop quiety. "She has a baby at home
awaiting its nburrilure. Allcz!"
.

".

.

starter wouldn't

'

be rcwriltrn and reprinted, for
the U. S. trade, with the Hear.st
syndicate likely to take on certain
of its features.
Jo.seph T. Shaw, once editor Black.
will

.

Mask, where he di.<:covered and
brought forward Raymond Chandler
and Dashiell Hammett, now a.s.sociated
with Sydney A. Sanders
agency. John Wilstach new client.
Frederick Fell po.stpohing publica.
tion dates of two titles because of
production difficulties. .''P-sycholpgy
for the Millions" set back to .July 18
and "A Treasury of Doctor Stories
by the World's Greatest Authors"
now slated for Aug. 15.
Bill Trcadwell; has edited a fully
illustrated

"Big Book

(Cambridge;
late

Capt.

$1),

Glenn

of Swing"
dedicated to the
Miller.
Includes

about everything in pop music from
jive to corny music, rhythm groups
to dick jockeys, etc. First edition
'

100.000 copies.

'
.

i

though

'

As for clothe.s. wear stitfish material. Wear, starched capes with wide
shoulders that diire away from the hips; Wear dark blue or black. Lay.
off loud colors except aroiind the neck or. in. hal.s. This way nobody will
knbw .you're having a baby until at last, of course; it's, no secret. By Ihoh
even Winchell will know it. Lest you think tin's lcads:;nOwhere, let me
as.siire you that Mme. Seully how ha.s four babies and her figure at this
moment is: bust 35,.waist 26, hips 35.

-

-

i

.

iiow can yoil do that when nature is -working only one side of the
For heaven's sakes, must only stars be allowod to build up a part?
Of course. That's the idea. Build up your che.st until it's as large as your
hips. That way you will be a large woman for a few months, biit yoii
will have a balaiiecd figure:. If normally you measure 30 bust, 26' wai.>it
aiid 36 hips and you discover that you're now 36 bust, 36 waist and 46
;
hips, Ihcin build ybur bust, up to 46,.

The cab driver honked, threw tip his hands, claimed his
The Marquess of Queensberry's. work and cried, "Quelle idiote!
book "The Sporting QueensberVys"
The cop ci-anked the car and ordered him to proceed.

laski,

Mrs. beWitt Wallace, co-editor and
Walkout On Canadian Chain.
ep-owrier of .Readers' Digest, rehcaclBches in Canadian ceived, honorary degree of doctor
of
litieratiire
from Russell Sage
newspaper eonipo.sing rooms reached
a clin-ia.K last week, wlien lino ops "Women's College, Troy, N. Y., June
on three papers of the Southam .2. Mrs. Thomas C. Desmond, Wife
of
a
N.
Y.
slale
senator and' author
chain walked as a result of monlhslong tiff with
another Southam of children;s and travel books, was
similarly hbno'-(»d.
.^heet. Winnipeg Tribune. Papers afEvelyn
Lawsori
'Vorse.
former
fected are Hamilton Spectator.' Ot-?
tawa Citizen: and Fdmoriion Jour- public relations director for King
Fcature.s,
has
opened her own
nal.
flaekery in partnership with Ton
The ops walked out Thui-sday (30) Mendez.
former nilery producer; and
in .sympathy with colleagues in WinIrving Mo.scs. Latter was recently
nipeg, where an open shop is operdischarged from the Army where he
ated by' the Tribune .and a Sifton
organized a recruiting and publicity
paper,. Winnipeg Free Press. 'Viriiisection on the

broken

:

And

to

Po.'-t-war

nipcg strike has been going on for
nionths with sli-ike finally being

sorts

street'.'

U.

'

Hot
the

It.

curious eyes a foot above

.

Salter.

'

-

wasn't ba'sed on high waists and' flaring skirls, wild cblor schomos,
It was. based, on the- birdie.
You' focus
where they feel iinpelled to look. You do it iii
of way.s— dashing hats, big satin bows ,'aroUnd the thro.-it,.
diamond' rimmed -glasses— any sort of attention caller to your matronly
face. -As to dresses, the job is to keep the bust, and the hips in proportion.
,

.sniocks or aiiy .such give-away.s.
all

Joey Adams' autobiography, ''Prom
list 01 several hundred known gamGags to Riches," is .set. for SeiJtemblers
and bookmakers was unber publication by Fi'<;deri(:k Fell;
«?arthed by the police. The special
>quad working on. the probe was inbotlgl.ls G. WooUi former editor of
nunrerEncyciopedIa Set
Airuolcd to (]W7. the. bookies and
Aiiatole Chujoy has signed a coii- Textile World, boiight the Lamand.T
gamblers on police bribery.
Park' (Cal. ) Herald from Ralph E.
tracl to compile, and edit a Dance
Meanwhile, Sullivan refused to En'cyclopcdia for A. S. Barnes Co., Perkins.
ciiiiiment on his scoop, par excel- N. Y. Volume, of 800 pages, and fi>;st
Roy C. Holli.ss. gen. mgr.' N. Y.
lence or reveal Ihc .-iources. of his of it.s kind, will cqotaih li.'ting of Daily News, <lesignatcd acting prez
ill format ion.
Mayor O'Dwyer skicv dancers, cojnpo.-icr.*, choreographers, to (111 P.O.St vacated by death of J. M-'
that he would make no attempt t6 director;;, musicians and anyone con- Pattcr.sbn.
'finbarras.s' the columnist by press- .iicctcd with the dance, together wilh
"Secret Life of Orson Welles," by
i»K an inquiry.
thumbnail .'•ketches; list bt steps, Jack Sher ancl John Keating, and
tci minology ,oC modern -dance, ballet,
"How Gobd an Acior Are You'.'" by
Philly News Drivers End Strike
listing of ballet productions; James Stewart, due in August issue
etc.:
The 15-day strike of the. Philadel- with |)lot, decor and dancers of first of Pageant.

MBS, who

>

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
m
m
^t«t»»» By Frank

.

Sullivan sounded ofl about detcclivfs'
rakcolTs which he claifncd
iicued some $1,700 pcr.-bbokmakcrplione monthly in Manhattan to
Coil$3,000 monthly in the Bronx.
iimnist also spoke of "indescribable"
racetrack conditions in Queens and
summed it all up as "the most cynical grafting spice in New York his-

clothesman

1946

royalty iiow Kocs to the original pub- by running a "Bulletin-Journal" edt
Authors are- presently de- ,tion. The printers walked ottt in
mnnding the entire Ic, maintaining protest, and it's not known ytt if
there's no reason for the- original they'll return. Managements of the
;;
Edmonton papers claim they plan
publisher to share In these profits.
to continue joint publication by use
t <
« > «
Scully *
of photo-engraving. Whole pages are
..lanncy Novel Sets Record
pho
sheets
and
then
typed
oh
layout
Playpenn,
Gal.,
novel
first
May
;
29.
Bells,"
"Miracle of the
of Kus."!cll janney,. erstwhile theatri- togi'aphed and engraved.
"fill ''"rhe Skirf feels, that .slacks have gone f(>rever I'm afraid Scully'is
Ofllc\ally, strikefs give as reason
cal press agent, and producer, is
Scrapbbok will have to double in this domestic field now and then lest
i;br dispute fact that Southam com."ifrtting some kind of a pre-publicaVakibtv freeze oiit its feinmiB readers.
tion record for a book that has>)'t pany will not,- sign blanket agreeThat Metro's sub-deb delivery girls may now xv^ai: skirts instead of
live
papers.
Other
two
club
with
its
book
ment
yet been scliectcd as a
.slacks inili(;ates a' hopeful trend, but when Betty- Hutlon hires Edith Hcad
choice. Publi.shers Prentice-Hall last Southain sheets. Vancouver Provto design ballet skirts for maternity dre.sses, the Schiitparelli in mc'.bcgins
week upped the pre-publication ince & Calgary Herald, are' not yet fo develop a hcjmstitchccl pAychosis. Molly Castle Cauthor of "Around the
pj lnting order, from 2.'j,000 to 125,000 afl'ected. biit notice has been given
World With An Embryo") and Mine; Scully (author of "My: Four Fleas
T)-pographers
Un.orInternational
by
of
advance
copies on the basis
from Heaven And How They. Grew") and I (author of "Babies, Just Babies")
Vancouver
.that
contract
appear
ion.
the
in
ders for the book, slated to
worked but the perfect maternity dl'oss y.ears ago.

lishers.

Coast.

Chaim Newman, whose anthology
on "Gentile and Jew" has been published in England by Alliaihce Pre.ss,
has set. an American iediiipn via Simon
Schuster. More than half the
"U.S, edition will include new text
by American well-knowns discoursing on ihe "problem", just as a
large number of Brili.sh by-liners
did in the original English eclitibil.

&

At every slop .signal the cab driver le.n.hed out to tell the world what
an indignity had been heaped upon iiim by an imbecile who didn't know
enpirgh to stay near her baby at feeding time, "Americain!" he added, to

make

the imbecility clearer.

At the hotel he di^pped the little Mama, turned on a franc and .sped
back to the .start: of the Tour de France. I still hope he got there in lime.
The,.Bell In l.a Belle France

.Vnd in that .«aine Iwlel

Maria Korda

I

who had lived there 12 vcar.s.
as she also Jived there at the time.

recall a resident

may remember this, incident

The oldest living resident complained the fir.st night because the brtbv
had cried 20 minutes. He iriade such an issue of it the proprietor sjiiri,
"Lislen. didn'l you ever cry as a baby? That,
baby will be here 12 day."--.
If you dont like it you can leave for 12
day.s. but if you go. don't ever

come back."

"But can't .vou put a mattress or something against the
door to les.sen
the sound?" begged the o.l.r
"Sure, said the proprietor, "but on your side.
It's an ugly sfght.
It
outlook. Yours is already spoiled.'.'. Was it worth all
.1^
that? Well, the guy is now 14 and graduating wilh
an
minus average. He
also wants to be a radio commentator and,
A'.s.or not, is ready right now
to spiel fpv
It Pays to Be Ignorant." He
made a pitch the other day lo
.''M' it's on. the condemned list at his school.
"Jack
Ford, I. said, more to coiisoleMiim, "is making
a picture in Ariionu., You
can sec that when It's released."
'

,

A

"What's

it

called?"

"My Darling

Clemenline,"

"Not for me," he

I-

.said.

said, "I hale musicals,"
_Arrd that's, why picture eompahies have
to
tising copy-writers and salesmen.
,

have publicity men. advev-

No-Admirals for Ford
Ford, incidenlally, -was pursued 150
miles beybild Flagstaff, Ariz., fo get
his reaction to directing "Johii Paul
Jones"-a picture already assured a
piolog by Pi-esident -Truman and tiie cpoperafton
of bur own Navy, as well
^'•"a'"' France and Riis.sla. 1 did the pursuing. But I
2'?,"]°^*
didn t gbt my man.
Himself a naval man. Ford seemingly doesn't
like the sea enough io
:

.

,

.

:

costumes. He's the sailor home from the sea and
For '"''u
wh4tf°!'lis worth to e.yele-luinlcrs. the direelbr of "They
Weie. Expendable," -Men Without Women,"
-Up the River," etc., prereiS.
to, direct westerns. ;Well, he can
close "The Outlaw" discussion with a vemajce of one of hi.s pet picture.s. It's called
"the Last Outlaw" and liives
me a lift every time It s made.
Nearly 20 years ago the high commahd of
_
our Mediterranean Fieei> Rtx
Ingram and I were punching the bag in
Nice and these officers suggc.-ted
to Ingram, who had just ijiade "Mare
Nostrurn." that ihey thought the
''^e of Ihis same Joha Paul Jono.
?.f-L^' preferred to
Ingram
make "The Garden of Allah."
So this is the second time history's adventurous
admiral and a fine diiecto» have refused to collaborate.
Who'll make it three';

^^T^li"^*
|Jad of it.

.

^

.

:
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Anonymity Pfd.

Chiseling Exhibs

I

s^a!l
commonly used against the
out-of-town spotter was to trip him

it* trick

masher.
Business of persuading the spotter to leave his post still continues
to be the major objective of any
exhibitor out for depredation. All
sorts of inducements, distributors report, are offered to convince checkers, assigned from distant points to
cover a house, that keeping tabs on
the second and third days of a run
Ambilious plans for establishment 't
are unnecessary. The usual -form of
of a string o( prefabricated theatres
persuasion is the tender of a bonus
to show 16m pictures in theatrgless
plus the assurance that all required
Rolling Sextet
towns throughout the country have
reports: would be filled in by theaHollywood, June 4.
been set by International Theatrical
Warners will have six features in tre employees and conveniently
Television. Corp., 16m distrib and
mailed to the checker.
production outnt. Shortage of ma- production this week when the Joan
Double Rolls
and the current building Crawford starrer, "The Secret," gets
terials
Temporary removal of the spotter
Van Heflin is opfreeze have forced the company to the green light.
through the temptation of a dinner
postpone operations but the plan is posite.
date
been tried times withand
has
Jerry Wald produces, with Curtis
ready to roll once these barriers are
Once
out number, distribs say.
Bernhardt as director.
removed.
that's done, a couple of hundred
Establishment of such a string of
tickets from a duplicate roll are
houses is considered in. the narrowduring
checker's
deserrung
in
the
Film
Cites
gauge industry as a major step totion. When other inducements fail,
wards elimination of so-called 16m
commonplace is to depend on an
Earnings as Prelim
jackrabbits, scourge of many 35m
offer of an outright bribe; In a numexhibs in the rural areas. Patrons
ber of insitances where the checker)
Contract outraged by the offer, threatened to
in such communities, it's pointed out,
will favor going to a comfortable
Citing lush major company finan- report it, the exhibitor in. a countheatre instead of sitting on a hard cial returns to support its demands, ter-offensive threw the former out
bench in the town hall or in a barn, the Screen Office
Professional of the theatre and filed a charge
usual screening place of the jack- Employees Guild, Local 109, last that a bribe had been demanded.
rabbits. With the 16m exhibs buying week initiated a publicity barrage
Favorite device- often employed,
froin a regular exchange system, the preliminary to negotiations for a investigation disclosed, was to. subproducers and distributors will be new industrywide contract set for stitute lower-priced children admisable to exercise more control over June 15. Campaigii started with dis- sion tickets in place of those actutheir product in its narrow-gauge tribution of handouts in front of all ally sold to adults.
This had the
form, so that the jackrabbits will be h.o. buildings citing, with reference advantage of being workable even
lett with very little in the way of to each company, reported earnings with the checker dutifully manning
films.
Supplementary gimmick
for the first quarter of the current his post.
resorted to when admissions are beCost of the pre-fab houses will year and the net take for '45.
average about $10,000, according to
Extent of wage hikes to be sought ing clocked is to come up with a
T. prexy. will be formulated at a membership fistful of passes at the end. of the
George Hirliman, I. T.
Designed by one of the leading the- meeting slated for June 12, SOPEG day to fill in the difference for a
Throwaways Were seiries of under-the-counter cash
said.
atrical
architects, they'll be air- officials
conditioned and will seat from 300- headed by the question "Can (nam- sales.
Splicing of two ticket rolls to500. I. T. Sc T; will not operate the ing particular company) afford to
houses but will sell them to Indie give its employees a $10 raise?" gether in uhclocked houses so that
exhibs, preferably ex-GIs who might After quoting company earnings, admissions are halved as far. as the
want to enter the film business. pay tilts granted the American distributor is concerned is also a
Company's chief interest in the the- Federation ol Musicians, and Gov- standing gag. Substitution of one
atres, Hirliman said, is to have addi- ernment pay boosts, SOPEG windup roll for another; sale of tickets
tional outlets for its 16m theatrical is, "The rise in the cost of living de- twice; cash sales without tickets
when the rush is on these all have
releases,
which presently include mands higher wages!"
Drive has one unique angle. Cur- and still are being worked, major
product of several of the Hollywood majors that's exhausted its rent contract does not expire until company officials aver.
Elks Parade
July 27 and execs of majors have
35m run.
One exhib, blessed with ah Elks
Under arrangements with the ma-' indicated no stand with reference to
scales club above his theatre, habitually
T. must submit each wage tilts. Pact now in force
Jors, 1. T.
booking contract for location and pay from $22 minimum for clerical swore that half of the patrons
professional clocked in his lobby were, in replaydate' approval, so as to forestall beginners to $5S-$60 for
ality, heading for a fraternal meetany possible competition with 3Sm accountants and screen readers.

WB

•

&

'

Lush

To

New June 15
&

'

&

'

'

—

&

exhibs. For that reason, Hirliman
the pre-fab theatres will be
constructed only in present theatreless towns. Exhibs will rent product
on either a flat rental or percentage
deal, similar to the established 35m
trade practices, with a sliding scale
said,

arrangement
the lop

in

effect

some

for

of

films.

Vast Saving
Continued from pase 5

the British tax, which is considerably higher than sums English actors In this country will have to pay
the U. S. treasury, it's believed the
British will not forget their ideas of
taxing American distribs.
.

Under the treaty, actors are the
tn\y classification singled out to pay
the British tax rate, with all other
American industries working in
England paying taxes to the U. S. as
usual. Actors'
agents and other
reps, however, were promised some
time ago by members' of the Senate
Forelln Relations Committee that
a separate convention would be put
through as soon as possible to cor.

rect this so-called discrimination.
.

UTAH VICE CANADA
Golden

Hollywood, June 4.
Gate withdrew "Neath

Canadian Skies" from its shooting
schedule for a rewrite job and substituted

"The Man From UUh."

Original cast for "Skies" will ap-

pear in "Utah,", with Jack Mulhall,
Lyle Talbot and Douglas Fowley
added.

ing.

L.A. Collarites Decision
Expected by Pix Shortly
Arbitration decision in a wage
dispute affecting office workers in
Hollywood studios and Los Angeles
exchanges is expected at an early
date. C. J. (Pat) Scollard, who presented the case in Los Angeles for
assisted
the producer-distributors,
by A. F. Gummings, in charge of exchange operations for Metro, and
Tom Murray, who holds the same
post at Universal, returned to New

Another,

caught

redhanded,

stoutly defended on the ground thai
his wife, to whom he was married
25 years, had sold the tickets and
that he "had to take her word
against the company's."
On the bookkeeping side of the
picture, double sets of books are

standard in making the records conform with the activities out front.
easy switch, used on occasion,
is to credit a flat rental film with
the take of a percentagcr and the
latter with the lesser gross of the
non-percentage film. In most cases,
York by plane last Thursday (30). it is said, the exhib meticulously
He ventures no opinion as to the avoided a run-in with the revenuers
by reporting an honest count for
outcome.
Union having jurisdiction over tax purposes.
Current use of accredited checkwhitecollarites in the studios and
L. A. exchanges, including bookers ers, on the scene daily at almost
in latter, is the Office Employees every theatre, has had one reverse
International Union, an affiliate of effect which redounds to the benefit
of absentee management. The iull
the AFL.
When the union presented de- time checkup has kept many an em'
mands for a 30% increase under a ployee honest who might not have
new deal retroactive to October last been otherwise. With the checker's
when the old contract expired, the report going to the theatre owner as
producer-distributors opposed such well as the distributor, the door
a wage boost and ultimately asked man's cash admission racket and
arbitrated. phoney sales at the b.o. are out undispute,' be
that
the
Union agreed to. this and hearings less the owner is part of the scheme,
were' held before three arbiters ap- Understood that in some cases the
pointed by the Superior court in owner himself has asked the dis
trib, through CRI, to keep tabs on
L. A.
Minimum under the old contract his employees.

An

'

for an office

worker was

$28.60.

FELLOWS GETS 'DRAGNET'
COL.

STARTS CUFFER

UA

Hitting Theatres

4.

.

20th-Fox

and

acquisition of Miller
control is understood all set, but
not yet signed.
House is a 1,776seater on Third street, a half block
from the busiest corner in town. It
is an old vaiide house in good condi-

but will be refurbished by
and otherwise hypoed to make
tion,

,

UA
it

a

suitable initial-run operation. It has
been playing second runs of all the
majors. In recent years it has been
controlled by,20th-Fox.

Too

UA is now, similarly in need ol
showcases in New York and Chicago.
With Civilian Production Admin- Company's product has been shuttled
and forth along Broadway,
back
istration grants in the New York
area mainly limited to constructing with much of it now goinjg into more
candy cases, popcorn machines and or less minor houses that are not
finding
favor with UA's producers.
cooling systems during the past two
months of operation, latest Wash- Tight first-run situation doesn't offer
much of a chance to company's
ington crackdown last week on new
which
not hold booking control, of
do
construction is not expected to maSeverely This

affect

terially

the

Summer

regional

a house.

policy

In Chicago, UA product had been
going into the Oriental regularly
until the house recently changed
hands.
Essaness, since acquiring
control
from Jones, Linick
St
Schaefer, has booked a block of 'fiye
squeezing

towards theatres, according to CPA
officials.
In its 60 days of life only a
of applications for theatre
construction have been filed in New
York, none of which sought permis-.
sioii to erect new houses.
trickle

UA

Metro pictures,
Requests for extensive alterations least temporarily.
of theatres, installations of new floors'
or ceilings, extensions of lobbies etc.,
have been given the thumbs-down
treatment.
Use of essential mahas been approved only where
the isafety of the patrons made it
mandatory. Consequently the CPA
directive ordering a cut in dollar
value of non-essential authorizations
for a minimum of 45 days will not
change the situation noticeably.
Regional office has been gOided
mainly by the question of whether
materials which the theatres intended using were critically needed
in housing projects. 'While each case'
must stand partly on its own, theatres have been able to install candy,
cases because the material is pre-

out, at

.

Jack Cohn Dps Stock

terials

AtCoLto 49^01 Shares

.

To Pace SEC Pic Activity
Philadelphia, June 4.
Tempo in activity in film industry
stocks took an upturn in the period
from April 11 to May 10, covered in
the report of the Securities and Exchange Commission issued today
(Tues.).
.

Most movement centered about
Columbia Pictures stock. Jack Cohn,
president of Columbia, reported ac-

Popcorn machines and quisition of 1,007 additional shares
other gadgets have 'leen permitted during the report period, bringing
and probably will be in the future his holdings to 40,301. Three trusts
fabricated.

since thiey, too, do not require critical materials.

following
adding
the
reported
shares: Ralph Cohn trust, 189, makWith the hot weather coming up, ing its total 7,764; Joseph Cohn
the New York office has granted re- trust, 159 making total 6,562; Jeanpair and installation authorizations nette Cohn trust, 40, making total
Basis of per^ 1,647, and Robert Cohn trust, 260,
for cooling systems.
mits has been that only critical ma- making total 10,680.
terial needed is for concrete foundaAbe Montague added 124 shares of
Latest Columbia to his holdings, which now
tion to support machinery.
order may not hit theatres at all as stand at 9,107. Nate B. Spingold,
far as cOoling systems are concerned New York, acquired 391 shares for
appliall
probable
that
because it is
his trust, making his total 16,039.
cations have already been passed Abe Schneider acquired 303 shares,
.

upon and no more would be expected bringing his holdings to 12,418.
this late in the season.
Only activity in Paramount stock
was purchase of 100 shares of common by L. H. Goldenson. He now
'

Leslie Ruling

holds 1,600.

ContlDued from pace S

Cal.,

of the promising femme performers
are under-age when they are first
ticketed by the studios.

tures

J.

Why

Ciroom 'Em

Cheever Cowdin, Universal City,
reported to the SEC that he

held 11,637 shares of Universal Piccommon. In addition, Cowdin
reported disposal of 25 common warrants, bringing his holdings in this
security to 80,766. Preston Davis,
Westbury, N. Y., added 100 Univer-

In view of the Leslie ruling.
studios may reason, why go to the
,..
^
x ,
.
j
trouble and expense of carefully
at 8,509. John J. O'Connor,
grooming
aroomine a femme'
femme player,
olaver. while she
York, aniended a previous report to
is under-age, if she can't be held' to
shares,
of
Uniinclude
sale
of
400
a
her contract when she finally hits
star rating and her name becomes a versal.
Only one transaction in Warners
boxoffice potential?
"This ruling is one of the worst stock was recorded purchase of 100
ever aimed, at the film industry," shares of common by Charles S.
"We Guggenheimer, New York.
one studio topper stressed.
scour the country constantly to reSale of 3,900 shares of Republic
cruit talent, anid majority of most common by Onsrud Corp., a holding
promising actresses Come to us at company, topped transactions in Re-

New

—

.

Every effort is given
develop her talents. In most init's
a tedious procedure.
Several years are spent in schooling,
and grooming the young actress in
films carefully chosen to suit her
After considerparticular talents.
able outlay of money, advertising
and piiblicity, we sometimes develop
ages under 21.

public securities.

to

rud now
Antonsen

stances,

a star.
"A great deal of time and
.

money

spent every year on young women
justify the efforts expended in their behalf. It stands to
reason that when the one in a' thousand finally makes the top grade,
having her contract voided on such
grounds as ruled on in the Joan
is

who never

Hollywood, June 4.
Robert Fellows draws production Leslie case deals both a financial
Next cliffhanger at Columbia is reins on ''Dragnet," a mystery yarn and policy blow, to the industry, A
"Son of the Cruardsman,".- a cloak- recently purchased from Gerald look at the records shows that the
majority of stars have been deDraysoh Adams.
and-dagger yarn.
Picture is slated for late autumn veloped 'from the ranks of contract
Chapter play goes into work July
players."
production.
6, with Sam Katzman ptoducing.

Hollywood, June

between

Miiwaulcee

Warner Bros,
Deal for UA's

CPA Crackdown Not

t6m

for Jackrabbits

SOPEG

United Artists' move In acquiring
control of the Miller theatre. MilWaukee, as a showcase for its prod«
uct, preludes the company's plan for
attaining houses in other keys wher*
similar tight booking situations prevail.
was caught in a squeeze in

Rowland Takes

-

Doom

For Additional Key Gty Showcases

in front of the theatre, simultaneously cracking a bottle of whiskey
on the sidewalk. Before he knew it
the spotter found himself in the
Tlighf
local clink for a few days, charged
Hollywood, June 4.
with disturbing the peace while the
Second director chore for William
exhibitor had himself a party.
Another gag honored more often Rowland under the Golden Gate
than not Was frequently pulled oii banner is "Flight of an Ahgel," a
unsuspecting blind
checkj^r. featiire with a reported $350,000 budr.
the
Once spotted, as he often was, sit- get, produced by William David.
Rowland recently directed "Flight
ting in back of the house, a yOung
girl would be planted alongside him. to Nowhere" for the same company:
Angel" is based on; a novel by VerThis stunt called for the girl to
scream that she was being molested. non Shute, screenplayed by GerInevitably, the checker would be trude Walker.
hustled oif to jail as the offending

reply to that query:
"The Catherine Variety Sheridan thing is out, The youngster was
adopted some years ago into a prominent family, with' the understand*
ing that nothing would .ever be said of her beginning. Her whereabouts are known only to two or three members 61 the local Variety
Club tent and I can well understand their reluctance to make any
capital of her now, so many years after the club's responsibility has
ended. Subsequent Variety Club foundlings have also been taken for
private adoption with the same understanding,
"I'm sure you can appreciate the feelings in this matter. After all,
Catherine Variety is a young lady now, wherever she is, and any publicity at this time would do more harm than good,"
Editor's note: Check.

Pix Spell

UA s Milwaukee Buy Preludes Move

Contlnned from page S

Variety Clubsl convention in New York recently leit
number of
Variety readers to inquire concerning ttie present wlieraabouts ot the
foundling whose discovery on a theatre doorstep in East Liberty, Pa,
near Pittsburgh, some 17 years ago resulted in formation of the Variety
Clubs. So Variety queried its Pittsburgh mugg concerning the Idd,
who was named Catharine Variety Sheridan—the last because that was
the name of the theatre in front of which she was. found. Here's the

500-Seat Pre-Fab Theatres for

29

total

Holdings

by.

140,750 shares.

pnsThe"

Corp. reported
Realty
holding 15,400. Albert J. Lind, New
York, disposed of 200 50c par common, while Joseph E. McMahon,
New York, acquired 30.

Levey Back to Coast
For 'Conspiracy in Jazz*
Hollywood, June 4.
Jules Levey called bff his proposed nationwide tour and hastened

from

New York

start rounding
tion,

to

up

"Conspiracy

his

Hollywood to
film producbased on

in Jazz,"

a story by Eliot Paul.
Currently Levey Is negotiating
with Samuel Goldwyn for stage
space, aiming to start filming ia
July.

30

.
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CHATTER
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band business

In

town

to

the St.

Ninth District
Francis Mural Room, ^
London
meeting at Davenport, la.
Kevin Wallace out pf service and
drama
Jerry Freeman discharged from back to Examiner as pix and
C. C. Milkes of Greater MinneVirginia Sales bought a home at apolis AttracUona off to Hollywood Royal Air Force aiid angling film critic.
Ossining.
Roy Yovmg, Orpheum manager,
to line up concert attractions,
tieup.
siege.
the
Medhospital
ailing
at
Renault
after
Francis
John Davis off to Canada. Expect- home
cent rail strike, greater use having
Quenlin Lacey, former assistant to
ical Center.
been made ol trucks.
ed to.be away for two months.
new
at the United. Artists,
Ingrid Bergman planed to the
James Mulvey, chairman of Sam AVDunn
manager at Manor, San Mateo house.
Coast Friday 131).
Goldwyn, Inc., expected In London
pji.
profiling
Wittels
David G.
early Jiily.
Sateveforthcoming
in
Maney
AfriChicago
Diclt
Michael Balcon off to South
St Louis
post.
ca and Canada on exploratory misSaul Abraham now a grandpop.
Irene M. Sclznick and Irving
sion for J. Arthur Hank.
Br Sam X. Hurst
BeliU threw a cocktail party for
Schneider formed new play-pro
Mrs Bess Schulter convalescing Jn
After partnership lasting over 30
the press at the Blackstone Tuesday
a major operation.
American
after
ducing firm.
hospice
Whaley,
and
years, Scott
(4).
Frank G. Willingham, St. Louis
George Alabama Florida routing
colored act have split
in the DeIrving Mack of Filmack and Will
Blacl<stonc in legit theatres again
Marcel Hellman's next for 20th- branch manager for M-G,
Baker of Republic Pix to N. V. on Century-Fox is "Meet Me at Dawn, Paul hospice.
^
next season.
business.
\
Dorothy Shay and George Moore
William Eythe as star.

Worker^ union

Hollywood

at

Theodora Lynch laid up with flu.
Constance Bennett In from New
York.
Natalie Draper divorced Merrill
:Pye.,':

Michael Fessler laid Up with bronchitis.
.

.

,

Meyer Davis

Slimmer home

Sorrento, Me
tomorrow (Thu,) lor
off to

several weeks.

Jimmy Elliott to stage
Tell" at Bennington (V
Festival July 8.

'

Kiss and

RKO

WB

.

producer Jerry
motion picture

RKO, reMonday (3).
Bankhead to bow a.s pro,

for

turned from the Coast
Tallulah

.

.

a V-shaped superstructure.

ducer next fall with Patricia ColeZelma Brookov, Warners' eastern
man's comedy, "The First 100 Years." talent scout, returning to ;i.o. June
Admiral William F. "Bull" Halsey 5 after three- week stay, on Coast.
stopping at Gay '90s and other boites
Joe E. Lewis inked into the Chez
on a tour, in mufti, of N. Y. night Paree June 14, as Danny Thomas
life.
heads for the Coast for Metro.
Mrs. Ned "China" Marin (former
Carl Brisson due for a busy night
Mrs. Sam H. Harris) New, Yorking Friday (7) Swith an opening in the
from Hollywood 'til June 20 to see Mayfair Room and origination of his
'
son. Pat
air show, "Voice of the Night,'
pur
easting
to
Buddy de Sylva
Mutual studios here.
in
chase approximately $250,000
Reunion of the guys and gals who
paintings to .present to .Los Angeles helped make the 1933-34 Century of
Museum.
Progress a success will be hold in the
Carey Wilson, Metro producer, ar- Museum of Science and Industry
the v,oasi
Coast tomorrow Sunday (9)
rivmg irom
riving
from me
(Thursday) for several weeks' visit
prankie '"'Sugar Chile" Robin.son
to the h.o.
will entertain at the seventh annual
FesUval in White
Cer^^^^^
flackery, has found himself a Park
Sox ballpark June 12.
avenue apartment for six months,
Norman D. Olseh, export manager
after bouncing arouiid the hotels.
for the DeVry Corp.. off to .San Juan,
Jock and Mary Lawrence, the Paul Puerto Rico, to attend the Union of
Galileos, Jack Hardings and Ballet
Motion Picture Exhibitors convensh.
set to depart for
I

,

.

.

T'heatre

troupe

Maxwell

in

Sunday

(2)

to

Elsa
England on the Queen Mary June 20.
confer with Abner Stilwell and other
Frankie Hyers, alumnus of Club
Opera Co. officials on sponsoring
going "legitimate.'' He's audi- Chi
18,
Opera Benefit Ball next October
tioning for the Jack Whiting role in an
Lilias MacLellan had her big mosuLce.fo the
ii.e jyve.
.uv..
"The Red Mill," to succeed
Charles Marquis War^n.^o^^list
and mag writer who has. been signed
sore
by Paramount, is due on the (joast Park" while latter doctored a
June 17 from his home in Baltimore, throat.
Fritzi (Mrs. Jack) Kapp to Chi to
Bob Weitman, Paramount theatre
premanaging director, being tendered visit her family this weekend,
paratory to the Decca prez's annual
testimonial luncheon by United Jew
in
business-holiday, stay
jsh Appeal June 13 at the Park Cen- summer
I

|

Bevhills.

tral hotel.

Ralph Nelson, who. authored "The
Big Wheel," which C^arl Fisher and

Myerson, "Miss America,
1945," guest of honor at luncheon
Bess

weekend, highest since 1941.
Bennett Cerfs weekended with
Moss Hart over Memorial Day.
South Africa
Gardy resuming drama
Julian
By Joe Hanson
column for Quakertbwn Free Press.
Lyric theatre at. Mossel Bay de
Harry Haenigsen, Jlerald-Tribune
syndicate carjtoonist, moving, down stroyed by fire.
Otto BoUe, head of 20th-Fox in
to farm for summer.
Australia, here for brief visit
Martin Vorhaiis, theatrical medi
Paramount's 'Going My Way' did
CO, adding livestock to his Caryersturnaway biz througnout coiinlry.
ville menagerie.
New season of opera doing well in
Don Hedges, local architect and
Playhouse designer, feted Sunday Johannesburg and opens shortly in
.

Springs.

,

,

'

bar, to

wed June

Morris

8.

Ankrum

:

the

to

High

Sierras on vacation.

Jane Adams recuperating from a
sinus operation.
Phil Benjamin out of
and back to Universal.

the

Army

Jan Clayton to Albuquerque for
personal appearances.
Leo Morrison returned from a
business trip to Manhattan.
Melvyn Douglas playing host to
Mr. and Mrs. T. O. Thackrey.
Albert Band new reading depart;

'

ment

chief at! Enterprise.
SamiucI' Goldwyn returned,

Palm Springs siesta.
Hilary Brooke laid up with

from

his

on

flu

location at Victoryille.

Geraldine Mavor inked by Enterprise to handle publicity art.
Al Jarvis out of th^ hospital after
treatment for stomach ailment.
Mel Shauer to Palm Springs to
recuperate from appendectomy.
Walter Slezak and frau to Santa
Barbara for a two-week siesta.
Nancy Walker checked in at Met-

ro for the first tirne in two years.
Harry Carey in from his ranch to
play in "Sea of Grass", at Metro.
Harry Davenport celebrated' his
75th anniversary in show business.
Cape Town.
(2) on. 40th birthday.
Milton Brown, recently on sick
Gerry Taylor is new general inan^ leave, returned to Metro s flackery.
Stanley and Ben Bernstein, own
ers of Philly Quaker Storage Co., ager of United Artistes in this terri'
Jack Bernhard and his wife, Jean
new landed gentry on Ottsville tory. During war he held post in Gillie, vacationing at Banning, Cal.
Film Division of British Ministry of
acreage.
Harry Burnstein, of Loew's New
Nunnally Johnson collabing with Information at Cairo.
York offlce, in town for studio hiidA. P. Penley appointed general dies.
George S. Kaufman at latter's esmanager of African Consolidated
tate on book for "Park Avenue,
Joe von Stroheim arid Phyllis Finew musical.
Theatres in So. Africa. Was pre
fleld announced their engagement to
Haila Stoddard commuting week viously head of Schlesinger Co. in wed.
ends from "Dream Girl" to Spring
London and replaces S. H. l.anfibart,
Dorothy Lamour nnA Maj. William

town estate. Husband Jack Kirkland who was appointed general manager
due in next month from Hollywood of Filmlets (S.A.) Ltd., Schlesinger's
Delaware Valley Protective Assn., advertising company.
Bill

Taylor

prexy,

pressuring

the

restore locks on Delaware
Canal, currently bereft of water in

state to

most spots.
Theron and

Dublin
By Maxwell Sweeney

Bamberger

Phyllis

Ballet Jooss, headed by Kurt Jooss,
ensconsed in Prof. George Counts'
mansion on Aquetong. Road for will visit Ireland before leaving for
summer season. Dick Skinner their Iheir American' tour.
all-temme yaudc
Ireland's only
guest for first weekend.
act, Peggy Dell and Harmony Sep.

.

Ross Howard returned from Baltimore.
Tilda Thamar, film actress from
Argentina, gandering the Hollywood
scene.
Mitchell Leisen returned to Paramount after a cruise on his seagoing
yacht.

Gene Tierney returned to work at
20th-Fox after a week out with an
eye injury.
Esther Williams and her husband,
Ben Gagei spending a short vacation

booked for a summer tour in at. Palm Springs.
William Bacher to San Francisco
Hilton Edwards-Micheal Mac- to see his daughter, Carol, graduate
Liammoir combination (Dublin Gafe from Mills College.
Theatre Co.) planning an American
Brownie Stewart joined Internatour to New York.
tional, Pictures as fashion editor and
Ruth Draper will complete her mag contact
one-woman show tour of Europe by
George Pal moved his editing
beschedule
her
including Dublin on
rooms, from an 'indie lab into the
fore returning to New York.
Paramount lot.
A. new representative of the ProtWilliam Keighley awarded the Leestant Churches in Ireland, Geral- gion of Merit medal for his work
dine Fitzgerald no relation to the in making training films.
actress— has been named a memt>er
Ingrid Bergman and Edith Head In
of the Appeals Board for Censor- from Broadway to start work in
ship of Films in Irelan^
"Arch of Triumph."
First major orchestras- to tour
Duncan Cramer checked in as art
Halle
under
1929—
the
Ireland since
director for Charles R. Rogers on
conductor John Barbirolli and Lon- "The Fabulous Dorseys."
have
been
Philharmonic
don
Sol Dolgin, recently released from
booked for two-day performances in the Army, joined Pathe-Eagle-Lion
Dublin's 3,000-seater Theatre Royal, as chief purchasing agent
tet,

.

PittsbuFgh
By Hal Cohen

Mrs. John P. Harris, widow of
produce, re- thrown by Mayor Edward J. Kelly's founder of Nickelodeon, was 74 last
Georgia over Commission on .Human Relations week.
,

Walter Wagner will
turned to his home in
the weekend.
William Zoellner, recently appointed special h.o. sales rep for
Metro, heading for a Miami vacation
this
weekend before taking
over his new duties July 1.
Olivia de HaviUand, who fiew back
to the Coast last week, was delayed
a day but having given up her hotel
accommodations,
bunked with
friends night before leaving
Marlene Dietrich will arrive here
from abroad bet\veen July 25 and
Aug. 1, according to word received

Palm

Kay Francis in from the east to
film work.
Marlowe vacationing at
Santa Barbara.
Geor^Ela Bullock and John Dunresume
Faye

.

.

Coe
James Washer, of Donahue
ad agency, marries Mary Berkeley,
non-pro, Saturday (B).
Harold Clurman- was director of
"Truckline Cafe" and not Elia
"
Kazan, as erratumed elsewhere.
S. Hurok taking Giuseppe De Luca,.
vet Italian baritone, under his wing
for coast-to-coast tour next season.
S. Barret McCormick, director of
publicity-advertising

at

with
show at Crystal
Duke Ellington opens at the OriOlive Bridg^,former secretary to headlining floor
ental June 13, followed by the Mills late Herbert Clayton (& .Wallen) b
Matt S. Schulter elected" asst
Bros. June ,27.
now production manager for Jack
Guild ProducScreen
the
of
treas.
innursinq
Hylton.
GoUette Lyons, still
^
u •.
Queen Mary will attend charity tions in Chicago, and Orpheum prejured knee, is due back :n "Show
Loew's State
premiere of "Gaiety George" at WarBoat" next Monday (10).
shows
28 in aid of Ac- senting weekly all-cartoon
June
theatre
ners'
for
understudy
Cooke,
Harry M;
Saturday a.m. for 25c.
Fund.
"Born Yesterday," subbing fi.r Frank tors' Benevolent
Russell A. Sharp elected prez of
James Mason's next pic for SydOtto, out of show with muscle strain.
Community Playhouse,
ney Box Productions is being held the St. Louis
refriends
at
a
theatre.
Little
told
Robinson
formerly
Bill
up due to coi^tinue illness of Pamela
Joe Goldstein, manager of the
cent dinner that he had eaten six Kellino, his wife.
airplane trip to. Euquarts of ice cream daily for the
Jack Blooni has disposed of his Capitol, won an
his work in selling war
past 30 years.
interests in the Astor and Studio rope for
Cedric Haird'wicke out of ;he Kath- clubs and now only operating Gal- bonds last year.
Paul Beisman on two-week air
arine Cornell •Antigone"-"CaMdida" leon luncheon club in Knighlsbridge
tour into the southwest to bally the
repertory and off to London for his
forthcoming season of the Municipal
first visit iri years.
Theatre Assn.
Earl Carroll planed back to HollyBncks County, Pa.
Carson W. Rodgers, gen. mgr. of
wood last midweek but due back beJacobson
the I. W. Rogers. Theatres Circuit,
Sol
By
fore the LouisrConn fight.
Moss Hart busy scribbling new has returned to his home in Cairo,
Oriental theatre's sign, condemned play at Solebury farm.
III., followinft his discharge from the
by the city, due to be replaced with
Delaware near flood stage over Barnes hospital.
,

Wald bemg

profiled in Life by
editor Oliver Jensen.

.'

Mrs. Wayne Morris lost her newborn baby boy..
Tana Abu checked In at Metro to
start film pact
Adela Mara soaking up sunshine

,

v.p. over forPhil Reisman,
eign distribution, flew in from MeX'
ico City Friday (31).
^

Corinne Collins hospitalized for
surgery.
Nick Castle vacationing in Ensenada, Mexico,

Monday

KDKA

England.

(3^.
Dale Jackson,
continuity
George Jessel. after long-distenc- head, back after first visit to native
Zanuck England in 20 years,
'ng the Coast, reported
talked to me for a half-hour, and
Stan Hayden has joined screwball
took off to start on I Wonder Who s brigade at Swartz Nite Court of Fun.
Kissing Her Now at 20th-rox.
"Open City" breaking all records
The Irving Berlins have taken at Art Cinema, now in seventh week,
Dwight Wiman s house in Bermuda
Betty Barden has resigned her
for their summer vacation and the booking post with the Warner ex'
songsmith will commute by clipper change.
when called back to New York or
Tommy Carlyn has just bought
Hollywood on business,
an aiirline-type bus to take his' band
Decorators putting finishing touches one.<nighting.
on two new night spots here—the
Nelson Maples keyboarding again
Poegel
by Par, which will star her in a Imperial, operated by Jerry
at Cork and Bottle after vacationing
picture opposite Ray Milland.
and Max Guggiari, former maitre d' for couple of weeks.
July and August.
Alexander Brown appointed chief
N. Y. visitors surprised at seeing of the Pump Room, and the Cameo
Florence Spurrier, at Keystone
of Red Cross Motion Picture unit,
the Longchamps restaurants jammed operated by Bill Burke, veepee ol! Hotel for three years, now playing
for the seven western states.
despite the notoriety ahhendant to its the Chi Stadium Corp., and Mario organ at Waverly Grill.
Manuel
Salvador
head, Henry Lustig, on a more- Piccardi, former catering manager
Duhart 'and
Eddie Kaplan's nut unit, which
Aguilar, Mexican government offithan-$2,000,000 tax evasion indict- of the Hotel Continental
had its run interrupted at Don
By Florence S. Lowe
cials, inspecting the Warners lot
ment.
Metz' by
fiiss, has returned
Duke Ellington does a benefit here
When H. Allen Smith visited his
Richard Maibaum returned from
to the Oakland spot.
on Thursday (6). Stint will be oiit Broadway to start his next Para-,
Vincennes, Ind., sister for the first
Flo Inzana, ex-Casino chorine,
doors at Watergate.
Great
time in 20 years she scrutinized him
"The
mount production,
brought here from Johnstown for
AnnabeUa, Richard Conte and Gatsby."
for three days and summarized,
questioning in double gangland killBy Humphrey Donlens
Frank Latimore here, last week
"You look like a combination of
Gov. E. E. Monson tossed a welPaul Draper will summer at Wil ing.
background scenes for 20th- come
Jimmv Durante and Ernie Pyle."
party in Salt Lake City for
M-G-M office girls tossed luncheon shooting
ton.
Visit
softFox
"Rue
Madeleine."
Bud Netter, son of Leon Ketter,
honoring one bride^ Marian Wolfe,
Harry Sherman and his "Ramrod"
Bill Herz recuperating from minor
Pdr theatre, exec,
exec and recently out
and three brides-to-be, Hilda Alvin, pedalled by local office.
troupeJ
U. S. Chamber of Commerce has
of .the Navy ,yants to tMov, hisl^^^f"^^,^
Leo Spitz, Leonard Goldstein and
(Nettie). Luescher to Dot Connors and Sophie Wilchek.
readied its first film, a 16m documendad's footsteps in the film biz. NetJohn Beck, Jr. to Guaymas, Mexico,
few weeks
tary to be distributed by C. of C.
ter's other son, who also was in Florida for a
happy hunting grounds for deep sea
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelanelz
offices' on a national scale.
service,^is assistant branch manager
pi^^'/d/trFrance (1).
San Francisco
Tom Neal, in town with legit ver- anglers.
j
Edward White returned from
returned
Sunday
John
Wilson
C;
sion of "Laura," managed a mornMeredith Howard, formerly of
By Ted Friend
where he scouted location
ing p.a. at a
nabe in conjunc- Oklahoma
the Ziegfeld Follies' twin Howard (2) irom west coast and opening h'
Sally Rand set for Savoy Club.
sites for the Republic picture, "Home
Sisters, and prexy of United Na- country home
Dwight Fiske slated for Kona Club tion with film "Blonde Alibi."
in Oklahoma."
John Davis Lgd^e turned down
.
Olscn
Johnson
going
hair
and
tions club,
long
In
New York from offer
in El, Cerrito.
Hetta (;eorge, Edith Hodson and
to make film in France,
this week in a stint for National
Washington, following termination
Joaquin
Garay's
Copacabana was
Jr., celebrating
Symphony Orch. Team will row out Charles E. Milliken.Warners
of five years' handling recreation for ^ Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Roodner ob
research
their 10th year in
ierved golden wedding anniversary robbed of $3,500.
16 Army hospitals.
to tlic Symphony's barge, anchored
Hildegarde
being
discu.-^scd
for
department
1 2). He is oionecr theatre builder.
in.
the Potomac, dressed in 1890
Damewood, studio
Dr.. Forrest
Grace Filkins, veteran actress, Mark Hopkins engagement.
Jimmy Dorisey set for Edgcwater bathing suits.
physician at Enterprise, laid up with
how retired, celebrated, birthday
brain concussion as a result of a
(2) at home of daughter, I,.yda So- Beach opening.
Minneapolis
Mark Hopkins sold out for Griff.
motor crash.
koloff.
Philadelphia
By' Les Rees
Peggy Stewari's mother, Mrs.
Westport Inn, closed during war, Williams opening, June 12.
Sharon Rogers and h'er girl band has been done over and opened last
B. "Bcv" Palmer .md Mrs.
T.
Frances Stewart to be married to
By SI Shaltz
Into Happy Hour nitery.
Palmer in from. Hollywood.
Bill
week as.' Westover. Ino.
Farreh broadcasting races Allan Splane at Santa Barbara MisHotel Radisson Flame Room has
Mark Woods, ABC orexy, and Don from Delaware Park over 'WFIL.
_
sion, June 14.
Pat Pov/crs "sold his Longshore
"Professor" Irwin Corey.
Club to a realty .syndicate "\vhich Searle, vccpce of ABC's'Wcjtcrn Di-.
George Sommer's brch opens at
Ruth SUnley and Dave White rer
Harold Wise, head
vision, feted at St Francis cock-, Wagner's Ballroom, North Philliy.
turned from a two-year tour or
Paramount takes over next ~
December
booker, vacationing in Chicago.
Norman Black's concert orch to France, Germany and North Africa
John Hassctt has succeeded late tailcry.
Irving Mills, 20th-Fox office man- Allie Hamilton as manager of the
Gordon Cl.iycomb. new veepec and play scries of open air dates at on the USO circuit.
ager, to New York to spend vaca
gen. mgr. for George Mann theatre USO-Labor Plaza.
Empress theatre. South Norwalk.
Jerry Colohna was denied a m()tion with his two small children.
Phil Klein, ad agency head, on tlon to dismiss a $12,000 brcach-otEleanor French opening Friday circuit
Masquers of University of MinnC' (7) at. Mayfair Club, Boston. Her
More than 300 entries for aud'tionp. WPEN last Saturday (1) telling vets contract suit filed by his former
sota offering "My Sister Eileen
sister
Peggy playing Boston in for Bob Hope "Cinderella .Sing Girl" about openings In advertising field.
manager, John E. Gross.
'
Dorothy Lev/is' annual ice show "Voice of the Turtle
contest June 11.
The Stan Lee Brozas entertained
\
Hans Peters, Metro art director,
Jnto Hotel Nicollet Minnesota TerHorace MacMahon joined wife
Miquelito Valdes, headlining Gold- 100 vets from the Naval Hospital at appointed chairman of an Academy
race for. summer run.
Louise Campbell at Rov;,-iytpn for a en date show, making p.a.'s on all their Bevon estate, last week. The Awards committee to recommen<j
Fred Finnegah,
party was under auspices of Hospir. changes in the nrocedure for ncxi
booker, rep- few days before completinj; la.<it leg local radio shows/
resented
Film
Exchange
Office of 11 month USO hospital toor.
Eddie Fitzpatrick attracting best tal Entertainment Canteen.
yeair's Oscar Derby.
.
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ADAMS AND PAR RENEW

Contrary to All Else, Fibn Shorts

FOR 10-YEAR PERIOD

iThumbnose Sietch-Jimmy Durantel
<>< n M «» M By Joe Laurie, Jr»»,
n ><>(

A new lease, for 10 years, has been
taken on the Adams, Newark, by
>
>
Essex Amuse. Co., 50-50 partnership
between
Paramount and the Adams
Oh Catherine street, ia New York City's Lower East side, on Feb. 10,
Bros. (Adam and Peter). Some ad1893, a very busy stork knocked on the door of Rose and- Barthelmeo
Durante and yelled, "Come and get it; I got millions of "em!" Then justments of conditions as contrasted
with
the
old lease wore made, it is
In sotto voice, "But not so ugly!" Papa and Mama Durante took hold of the
bundle by what they thought was the handle, but the baby yelled, "I'm understood.
The Adams plays stageshows durAnd they found that they were holding the nose of the
mortified!"
After looking at their other three kids. Papa ing the fall. and winter season. While
future Jimmy Durante.
Durante was heard to murmur, "everybody wants to get into the act!" it formerly closed down for the slimThey named the baby Jimmy because the boys on the block would \ise him mer, this year, it is remaining open
Catherine street was known as the as a straight-picture stand.
to open doors, windows and safes.
"Kiiow Nothing DisUlct!"
The Par-Adams Bros, partnership
Little Jimmy grew to be a very mischievous kid.. He would tie the embodied in Ilssex Amus. Co, also
neighbor's spaghetti in knots and hide in his father's razor tase.. He Was controls the Paramount, Newark, e^nd
a little shaver at the time. His father would tie up the dog nights and let the U. S., in Paterson; N. J.
Jimmy roam the streets to learn' the secrets of life. There are no flowers
'
or bees on the east side,
His childhood consisted of just plain measles and eating the raisins out
Shows he was not looking for the worst of it. He played
of the cake.
Conttnned from page 1 ss
one
o'cat, prisoner's base and 2c back on the boltle.
garnes like
It was a
tougti neighborhood where bonds just meant bail!
sical did receive some favorable noHe didn't get much schooling and can prove it. Only went to the "seventh tices.
grade and majored in deprisciation^ He claims his primary education was
Actor probably referred to his
the palmiest dnys of his ignorance. He was called the grand old man of colored cast "Macbeth" for the
Public School No. 1. He helped in his father's barrber shop lathering the Federal Theatre Project, at the
customers, but he didn't s'have anybody as he hated the sight of blo6d. Lafayette theatre in Harlem, 10 years
After school hours he ran errands, washed glassware, took a screen test in ago, in his "murder" of the critic tale.
a photo-engraving shop and auditioned in the Fulton Fish Ma.rket.
He Scenic atmosphere for the show was
was in the second-hand fish business and was known as the Lucius Becbe tropical and during the performance
of the Fulton Fi-sh Market. He knew his P's and Q's but didn't know the voodoo drums ominously beat in the
rest of the alpliabct. At 13 he smoked his first cigar and realized he was a basement of the theatre. Telling of
man— a sick man! He was now'the oldest adolescent in the neighborhood. the critic who panned the show, he
He had a mu.sical background as his old man used to spank him with, a said:
i"I am not loo superstitious .but coguitar. He played on a comb with tissue paper over it. In those days he
and the comb both' had teeth! People in the neighborhood would get up incidence stretched out a long arm
.1 hope it was coinparties just not to' have him. He was welcome at the Irish parties because one day
his. nose looked like a shillelagh.
He developed a falsetto burp, .sort of a cidence that killed him. If I wasn't
pink-pajama soprano. His voice changed but hot enough. He decided to go it was me. There are honest-to-gosh
on the stage to look for the pot of' gold, and at first, he ended up without voodoo men who believe to this daiy
that I'm the murderer. .This prothe gold!
He took a. few piano les.sons and put his heart and soul in it. In fact he duction involved a small army of
put everythiii},' in it except music. At 17 he got his first professional job real voodoo black magic experts,
as pianist at Diamond Tony's saloon in Coney Island, where he played for many ot them imported from the
Eddie Cantor, George 'Whiting, Julia Geraghty and other greats. He then African continent. .Please underplayed in Chinatown at the Chatham Club where most. of the customers stand I'm not making this up, All
were used to wearing government jewelry (handcuffs to you) and the beer this actually took place."
Welles related that one review
was the only thing in the jernt with a collar on it! In 1916 Jimmy organized a five-piece Dixieland combination and played at the Club Alamo was "something extra special in inin Harlem, where he met Eddie Jackson. In 1917 he played with the band vective." At a nearby bar "I was
with
the distinguished doctor of
at Broadway's Club Nightingale.
He. was in and out, playing in dram
shops with pianos. It was in 1923 when he opened the famous Club Durante voodoo," who had "gold teeth 'with
diamonds in them," and the latter
on SBth street, just off Broadway.
asked .the actor:

Cost a Lot But
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Trio

Is

Born

"You want us to put the beri-beri
Lou Clayton (just split with his vaudeville partner .Ukulele Ike Ed-, on him so he can't write no more bad
'wards) bought in with Jimmy and the greatest trio of clowns was sparked
things?" Welle's assented, he says.
into being. Eddie Jackson 'strutted, Lou Clayton danced and Jimmy sang, Then 24 hours after the drums
talked and became one of the greatest comic personalities on the stage. started the "bad man" was taken to
It was here that Siihe discovered Jimmy and shouted his praise in 'Variety.
the hospital and died:
The trio was the unhandsomest three guys in the show business. Lou conOnly one N. Y. critic is known to
sidered himself a beauty of the old school, but unfortunately school had
have died around that time, Percy
been out a good many yearg. Jackson's face looked, like it was going to Hammond, of the Herald Tribune,
run down his clothes, and his mouth furniture looked like a dentist's sho\y- who passed away April 24, 1936;
case, while jimmy looked like a floorwalker in a! junk shop. It was here
"Macbeth" was presented 10 days bethat the song classics were first sung, "Jimmy the Well Dressed Man,"
fore that date.

—

"Who

Will Be With You When I'm Far Away, Out in Rockaway?", "Ever
Have the Feeling That You Wanba Go, Still You Have the Feelin' That
You Wanted To Stay?", "Tumarounda." And the greatest song ot all—
"WOOD!" And many, many more of Jimmy's songs that have since become
They worked in the Dover and in The Parody clubs, it looked,
classics.

like success was in, the cards but they got lost in the shuffle. They played
vaudeville, were in Ziegfeld's "Show Girl" and "Tlie New Yorkers." and
they played everything including horses, uiliich made them play every'
thing!
Jimmy got a picture offer as a single in 1929. This broke up the trio,
but not their friendship, Jimmy took Lou Clayton as his manager. Clayton said, "No contracts Jimmy, let's make this a gentleman's agreement."
And Jimmy said, "No use draggin' in a thoid party!" You can always distinguish Clayton, the manager, and Durante, the actor. Clayton wears $29
<ilk shirts and Jimmy wears sweaters.
Clayton had no office—he just
rented a. drawer in Sime's desk in 'Variety.
.

.

Wolla Catalog I
Jimmy was a big hit in the pictures "Roadhouse Nights," "Get Rich
Quick Wallingford," "Cuban Love Song," "Her Cardboard Lover," "PhanPresident," "Speak Easily," "Broadway To Hollywood," "Meet the
Baron," "Hollywood Party," "George White's Scandals," "Sally, Irene and
^ary," "Man Who Came to Dinner," and collaborated on the music and
lyrics besides acting In "Strictly Dynamite."
And now he makes a terrific comeback in Metro's "Two Sisters From
Boston." IComeback? He's never been away from us!]
The Schnoz has been an outstanding personality in radio and Is now
going strong on the Rexall program with Garry Moore. In 1936 he made
« trip to Europe, which reminded him of Hollywood "Everybody drives
on the wrong side of the street." In 1944 he played eight weeks at the
Copacabana to terrific business, laughs and applause,
Jimmy Durante is a.very friendly guy he even shakes hands with doorknobs. Only drunks call him Mister and only deaf people never heard of
him. He makes theatres echo with laughter. He is how suffering from a
stubborn case of falling titiir,. but he'll come Out on top. He likes plain
'words and plain people:— a poor man's me! He belongs, to the common
people, and there is nobody more common than him. He is a walking
encyclopedia he walks just like an encyclopedia. He was a WAC long
before the Army had the idea. He buys his clothes from guys that drive
up in black, wagons and say pppssttt! He is always immaculate, wears
white pants in summer and black pants; in winter. SAME PANTS! Wears
'White stockings and black spats, which makes 'em looks like sport shoes.
Instead of wearing white shirts with his tuxedo he finally got to enameling
his chest and saved hundreds of dollars in laundry bills. He has plenty of
dough; cuts up dollar bills and uses them for soup greens.
He is as hard to stop as a habit. Jimrpy is the kind of a guy when you
ask him how he Is, he tells you. He put friction in diction. He is a man
'of fine habits. After. the show he goes to his room, puts on his pajamas,
opens the windows,, turns out the lights and stands at the window lookjng
at other open windows! Doesn't care for exercise. Loves to sleep. Every
time he gets out of bed they have to teach him' how to walk all over again.
A guy with genuine feelings,, genuine sentiments, genuine words and genuine deeds. Loyalty Is ah inborn quality, a trait of greatness that can't be
acquired and cannot be learned.
Jimmy is a loyal guy.
You've heard him sing, "I Know Darn Well I (Jan Do Without Broad-

—

—

.

—
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sad

the.

Welles

tale

"Fighting the critics is like fightfate. ..critical opinion has become incalculable and unanswerable, like the weather. ;for the entertainers, it's a, question ot life or
death. Kill the bull or the bull kills
you ... an audience doesn't exactly
ing

.

commit murder, it' just walks away
and I'eaves the show, to die of loneliness. The real killers are the critics
...Displease more than three of
these powerful personages and no
matter what the paying audience
thought of your show, it's a lifeless
corpse by the second edition...

tom

.

Prefacing

talked of critics generally:

way, But Can Broadway Do Without Me?"
And. the answer comes back from the throats and hearts of
business— "NO, 'JIMMY!"

all

"Our show ("World") got a couple
of raves but more than three roasts,
and those roasts may be enough to
close the show. ..Well, my voodoo
friends are still in New York. I can
always get them together for a
special event like this one. ..And I

wonder if the little handful of newspapermen. .who tore us to ribbons
.

little

steadily

rising

unprofitable price level, short subject departments of the majors are
in a dilemma on how to; get but
from behind the accountant's eightOyer the past 15 years, in

balL

,

contradistinction to all other phases

of the. film industry and the

as

a whole, no

ecbnomy

overall ot substantial

made

in

rental

charges on shorts.
Costs, on the
other hand, have skyrocketed during

War-Trained Pix Vets

SkooldBeUsedonFact

this period

from a low of

,

f G,000 to

current ceiling of $30,000 plus

the

Films, Sez Pare Lorentz $20,000 for printing and distribution.
Few subjects these days can hope
Washington, June 4.
to net back this basic charge averagPare Lorentz, documentary proing around $50,000.
ducer, emphasized here thai hunDespite the fact that only three of
dreds of vets trained in film photography during the war:should be the majors have shorts departments
used to turn out documentaries, about able to break even or to show a
trivial
annual profit, there's no
this country for exhibition here and
danger of these units folding. Firstly,
abroad.
because exhibs insist upon a conLorentz, recently
,

.

out of the AAF
after 2^ years, told a meeting of
Govt, film workers that there was
considerable need for regional fact
films, and pointed out that there is
now a pool of skilled men availHe called upon
able for the job.
universities, .private industries and
the Govt, to use these men proRerly.
He said they developed new techniques in the Army and Navy and
should put them into service in the
.

documentary

field.

Lorentz. now doing some film
work^ for the Interior Dept., plans
to set up his own documentary company when he completes the job.'
He recommended a series of small
documentary firms' scattef&d>M various parts of the nation ana predicted they would be able to pay
their own way.

.

*"

WB'S SUNDRY STUNTS
Special events arranged by

tinuous supply of two-reelers although unwilling to foot increased
tabs; and secondly; because the majors find shorts to be a valuable adjunct in merchandising their feature
productions.
Disney shorts, also
produced at about $.iO,000 each, lay
'

outside the typical iridusti"y picture
since they manage to gross about
$tS,000, the highest return in the
field.

"Springfield" Loss
In an effort to cut down on the
fiow of red. ink, two-reeler producers
are backing into a less expensive
product while trying to hypo exhibitor acceptance of shorts.
Shorts,
such. as orchestra and musicaV revues
or elaborate color jobs requiring a
large number of technicians, and
performers, are out for the next
period. Warners, as a case in point,'
doesn't intend to duplicate its experience with a noteworthy short

produced under

FOR SOUND'S 20TH ANNI
War-

its banner last year.
Costing $135,000, and unanimously
hailed by the critics as a heavy
contribution to the fight against racial intolerance,
"It Happened in

in connection with this Springfield," was brushed off by .exsummer's 20th anniversary of sound hibs and wound up as a $40,000 clip
celebration include a screening at on. the chin. Prominent on producr
the homeoffice today (Wednesday) tion agendas will be travel and ad-

ner Bros,

,

sports writers of early talker
newsrecls, a display of costumes by
models from various Warner pictures since the advent of sound and
talkers
featuring of music from
for a full week starting July 31 by
for

WB

Muzak.

RCA- Victor,

WB

co-sponsor with
on the sound anniversary affair, will
put on a special contest on window

venture, series needing, only a roving

camera crew and cuffo wild animal
actors. in their natural scenic habitat.
Majors'are also planning to reissue a
flock of their best shorts of the past
few years as a method of recouping
some ot the coin expended on them.

Sell Shorts in

Package Deals

Latest selling technique to break
resistance against giving
additional playing time to the. briefies is the presentation of a film packAlbum will age including a full program of carfilm, "Night and Day."
carry with it a four-page insert de- toon, newsrecls, documentaries and
voted entirely to the anniversary related subjects at a wrupped-up
In addition to other stunts, rental fee. Film Classics, a reissue
event.
a highlight of Victor s campaign will outfit, Innovated this policy nine
be featuring Cole Porter music on months ago in connection with an
the RCA hoiir Sunday, Aug, 4.
85-minute program of comedy shorts
In connection with the sound, an- titled "Funsa' Poppin' " and the maplans spotting insti- jors arc following suit after FC's
niversary,
tutional full-page ads in 21 national bookings hit a record figure for this
aggregate type of program.
an
with
publications
reader circulation of 150,495,960. Ads
With a minimum of 65% ot Amerwill mention co-sponsors of the ica's fllckeries in the double feature
sound celebration.
category, and absolutely no Indication ot any reduction taking place in
this figure, basic problem of the
Plane
LaRue,
shorts distributors remains to unfor Can. Pic cover enough exhibs willing to play

displays in connection, with albums
of Cole Porter mUsic from the

down exhib

WB

.

'

WB

Hudson
To Toronto

without mentioning that their opinHollywood, June 4.
ion was at odds with the audiences
Jack LaRue and Rochelle Hudson
... I wonder if these gentlemen will
planed to Toronto to play in "Flying
notice the pulsing in the summer air North," to be filmed by Dominion
of voodoo drums. I am not 'threat- Productions, Inc., a Canadian comening you— I just thought I'd men- pany.
tion it."
LaRue will, play the heavy and
Miss Hudson the femme lead. Male
topper will be selected from Canadion radio talent.
'

Buy Stock

Continued from page

between

Increase has been

.

A

I

Caught

production costs and a market that
won't budge a cent upwards from its

.'

—

'

Holyw6od, June

William .Boyd completed "Devil's
Playground," his first double chore
as producer and star in. the new
Hopalong. Cassidy series of westerns
for United Artists, release.
Second of the series starts July 5,
with George Arphainbaud as direc•
tor.'

Awesome Orson

.

Wins Ist Hoppy'

Gross

Still

*

1

their product. The package program
idea is in its initial wedge into moditying the double feature practice In
favor of short subjects without
shortening screen program time. At-.
cording to exhibs, more shorts would
be shown if the majors displayed

more showmanship

in

selling their

two-reelers to the public. Demand
could be developed, they claim, but
it would take a nationwide publicity
and adverli.''"iT c'mpaign on the
part of the producers

Par Borrows W]finan
Morgan Cites Rising Costs
Hollywood, June 4.
At the recently concluded regional
Paramount borrowed Jane Wyman meeting of Paramount's shorts subfrom Warners to co-star with Wil- jects department in San Francisco,
Oscar A.. Morgan, sales manager, fbr
liam Holden in "Gary Ambler."
Picture will be Richard Blumen- cused attention on the rising costs ot
Partnership; deals are not new to
two-reeler production and said, "It
t.hal's first producer chore since rer
Sonie years ago Dick
the Coast.

gains bracket. Attorneys and tax experts are said to have assured the
ABC executive panel that such an
arrangement is -within the concept of
Treasury dept. regulations.

KMPC sought to justify t'urhiixg to the Paramount, lot.
slogan,. "Station of the Stars," and
PAIR JOIN JUNEAU
stockholders of Paul Whiteman, Bing Crosby, Amos 'n* Andy
Hollywood,. June 4.
and other top names. Deal differs
Clarence B. Juneau Enterprises
from the ABC setup in that they maker of educational, religious and
did not perform on the station.
commercial films, sighed Nate Watt
Woods admitted the stock plan as executive director and Henry
was in the talking stage but said Donovan as production director.
Watt and Donovan made training
that Inasmuch as it's Noblels "baby"
of show ha 'would handle taU- such negotiar films for the Army aod Navy dur
Richards'

Us

made

.

;

tions.

ing the war.

is apparent that the situation offends
every principle of sound economics
and could not continue indefinitely.

Therefore, it becomes essential that
we increase our rentals in proportion to the increase ot our costs,".
Other execs in the industry believa
that higher rentals would serve only
to shrink the number ot buyers
without affecting the total gross.
Cure for the two-reeler financial
headache has apparently not been,
patented as yet.
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SHOULD
HAPPEN TO A DOGI
IT

How

about

ah Academy

Award

for

Lassie!

\
The Trade Press
is raving about

M-G-M's

NEW

Technicolor Hit!

COURAGE OF
This

review from M. P. Daily

LASSIE
is

typical:

^The picture is the best of the Lassie jobs to date.
Again in Technicolor and a supporting cast
of strong names. Better than ^Son of Lassie'/^

M-G-M

Presents LASSIE in

Taylor

v Frank

Morgan

•

A New

"COURAGE OF LASSIE" • In Technicolor • Elizabeth
Original Screen Play by Lionel Houser * Directed by
Frank M. Wilcox • Produced by Robert Sisk
Adventure

Tom Drake

*

PICTURES

Wedpeflda^t June 5, 1946

Repoblic Bastin' Out

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Second annual survey by Woman's Home Companion on motion' picture
preTcrence among its readers shows a slight falling oft in fllmgoing during
194G (or this group as compared with 1945. Whereas 39% ot those polled
last year said they attended films at least once a wceic, this year the figure
declined to 35%. Biggest factors in preventing more frequent attendance
arc lacic of preferred features, lack of time, and high admission prices.
Most influential factors in lining up customers.at the wiclcets are listed
mag and newspaper reviews, marquee .names, and trailers, In the
ranking o£, favorite screen stars, voting revealed heavy concentration in
favor of the top three femme performers, Greer Garson, Ingrid Bergman
Among the males,
Biid Belte Davis, with 76% polling for one of the three.
Binn Crosby, Walter Pldgeon and Clark Gable garnered only 41% of the

M

Hollywood, June

'No Help Wanted'

Rail strike really took a cut out of the Metro sales convention, held
Chicago last week. Meet was delayed one day because of the train
cancellations and the consequent slice in time forced William P. Rodgers,
Metro .sales chief, to wrap things up much faster than originally planned.
Several execs, including William Brenner, head of the checking department, didn't even get a chance to speak to the 70-odd delegates. Most
milt'cd of the execs was H. M. Richey, in charge of exhibitor relations,
who'd planned to spend at least an hour and- a halt outlining the new
After much dickering, Richey was finally pereNp!oit»lion, pamphlets.
milled 15. minutes.

UNRRA

'

in

F.xlub.-;

are making fresh plea to Hollywood studios to settle question of
any publicity is sent out on film, or at least before

piclLU'e titles before

campaign

^

rolls.

Prevalent practice of picture companies publicizing a film under one
ta^. then changing title as many as six times, is upsetting to public, exhibs
aver, a.s well as themselves. Result is, fans wait for productions made
under certain names, sometimes missing the.se pictures because by time
On conservative
they, are released new tags have been attached to them.
estimate, at least S0% ot pictures made are hot released- under title they
held when filmed.
•

Earnings of boxing champions are often split in various ways, and the
Warners production, "Life With Father," Is getting similar treatment.
Howard Lindsay and Russel Croiise, who staged the legit version, are getting 35% of the profits. Understood Irene Dunne, film's star, and Mike
.

Curtiz, director, are also cutting percentages. Picture is Curtiz's last job
inider his bid contract, which called for a straight salary. His new pact
provides for a cut in the profits, and the report is that the studio agreed
to give him a slice of "Father" before he signed the new document.

Gener,\l John Fremont's wife, hitherto neglected by Hollywood producers, will be the central figure In two forthcoming film biographies.
Paramount recently bought "Immortal Wife," dealing with California pioneer days, and now Walter Wanger is breaking out with "So Gallantly
Gleaming," based oh the adventures of the same gai in the same period.
Wanger aims to get his version started In September, beating Paramount

staff,

Under the joint supervision of Howard Dietz, veepee over ad-publicity,
and William R. Ferguson, director of
exploitation, the company plans to
revive many of. the stunts that
plugged Metro pix in the past and
also institute several new ones.

And

Pic Probably

Its

Pre-War Methods of BaUyhoo
Metro publicity-exploitation

with most wartime restrictions now
gone by the boards, plans to hypo
Its ballyhoo in the future and will
blanket the country with its stunts.

the Outlaw."

tolal ballots.

publicity

Metro Returning to Some of

4,

June is a heavy production month
at Republic.
Newcomers are "Last Frontier,"
Home in Oklahoma," " Z o r r p
Strikes Again," "Sioux City Sue"
and "Rio Grande Raiders." Still
shooting from last month are "The
Mysterious Mr. Valentine," "That
Brennan Girl" and "The Angel and

S5

functioning for the last several
years in the 'New Orleans district.
Latter, under the supervision of Kert
Prickett, will concentrate on the
eastern half of the country, with
the other one touring the western
.

states

under Norman Linz.

Dietz is slated to return from the
Coast about June 15 and will be
followed about a week later by

Howard

studio publicity

Strickling,

chief.
Duo will bring back to the
Dietz is currently on the Coast, homeoffice reports of the campaigns
where he plans to set up an office they're now setting ujp. on forthcomAmerican
at the Culver City studios in order ing products, including 'The YearLegion one-reeler, now shapes up as
to achieve fuller cooperation with ling." "Till the Clouds. Roll By,"
likely first documentary to be disthe studio publicity staff. Although "Holiday in Mexico," "No Leave, No
tributed throughout the country via
he'll continue to spend most of his Love" and "Fiesta."
American Theatres Assn. machinery.
time at the h.o., lie'll shuttle back
Film, along with "Seeds of Destiny,"
and forth throughout the year.
two-reeler back by the United NaWhile visiting the studio just betions Relief & Rehabilitation AdReturn to
ministration, has been screened in fore the recent sales tneet In ChiContlnoed from pace 7
two spots for ATA ciommittee ap- cago, Dietz lined up a deal with
proval with nine more coming up. the Douglas Leigh Sky Advertising handle exploitation on a full-time
Action was taken in accord with Corp. to have an ex-Navy blimp ply basis. Consequently display adveruniform policy now set by ATA un- the Pacific seaboard with messages tising dipped, radio tieups at local
der which all films submitted by the on its sides plugging Metro pictures. stations fell off, and glamor contests
Government and outside agencies Blimp will be. smaller than the one and other drumbeatlng faded out.
being used on the Atlantic coast,
will be previewed by committee
As matters now stand, according
members in 11 key cities for pre- which is scheduled to begin opera- to the flackmen's wail, a substantial
tions the first week in July. Dietz
liminary 0.0.
number of exhibs are depending on
Reaction to "Seeds of Destiny" in announced last week that Metro had newspaper ads and work put in by
Boston and Atlanta where screen- tied up the blimp advertising with major company field exploiteers.
the Leigh company on an exclusive
ings were held was unfavorable
The majors' staffs cannot possibly do
mainly because the members felt the basis for the next three years.
a complete job on local ballyhoo in
Metro ad chief has also lined up the approximately 500 towns in
horror sequences were too long.
a unique ballyhoo' stunt tor the
in
starvation
conditions
Film depicts
which theatres are located, it is arforthcoming
"Gallant
Bess."
Compart
of
UNRRA's
cam^
Europe as
gued.
Exhibs rhust turn again to
pany
will
take
the
equine
star
ot
overseas.
paign to ship more food
the habit of employing local expert.s,
Committee members suggested cut- the film on a tour of the key cities, they aver.
hitting,
each
town
about
a
week
Beting the film to one reel prior to
Switch to the pre-war policy
fore the opening date. Horse will

to the punch.

Two

1st

'No

Help

Shorts Via

BaHy

;

.

.

acceptance.
reception
jf
"No Help
Initial
Wanted" is uniformly good. The
short takes up the cudgels for disabled vets with a plea to employers
to rhake room for them. It accepted,
ATA will arrange tor its distribution through one ot the major com-

go through a

panies.

Motion picture industry is far behind the times in methods and ma-,
terials for set construction, according to Loreh L. Ryder, Paramount techWhat the studios need, he says, is an entirely new exi\ical engineer.
ppndablu material v/hich may be put together quickly and abandoned
wlicn the scenes are completed. Other needs, he declares, are fast-drying
paints, new carryalls for set handling and cranes or elevators for overhead
'

SCHOOL BOOK COS. TO

series of tricks for the
public. Stunt, similar to the old
traveling truck in which Metro
toured the country with Leo, its
lion tradeniark, is the first one of its
kind since the. war's end.
'

Ferguson is currently lining up a
second "show-building" unit, which
will cover the country from Indianapolis to the Coast. Traveling unit
to demonstrate to the public how
Metro pictures are made has been

should be easy,

it is claimed, because
there is currently available' a pool
of public relations experts recently

mustered out ot the armed services
and Governmental agencies. These
men learned their trade and furthered it by running service publications and handling publicity for
the Government. With newspapers
now staffed to capacity, a good deal
of talent is floating at>out ready to
be put to work in the film marts, it
'

is said.-

DISTRIB CLASSROOM PIX

rigging.

Major step towards solving the
distribution problem of 16m educaJames A. FitzPatrick, who makes Traveltalks for Metro, is competing tional films, long considered one of
against his home lot in a series ot musical shorts based on the careers ot the chief bars to more extensive
noted composers. For a time it looked as if FitzPatrick would make the use of such pix in the country's
tuneful series tor Metro release, but the deal fell through. Now he has school systems, has t)een taken by
closed with Werner Janssen and his Los Angeles symphony orchestra for Young' America Films through its
a string- of musical briefies in Technicolor. Meanwhile, Metro has assigned recently-concluded
with
contract
Jerry Breslcr to produce a series based on the same topics.
Transfilm, Inc.
Under the contract, Transfilm will
David O. Selznick'S technicians have developed a new apparatus which produce all Young America films.
synchronizes sound, dialog and action tracks and permits the editing of a Latter, in turn, has signed exclusive
book
film while it Is l>eing projected on a full-size screen. It is estimated that deals with the leading school
the use of the new contrivance reduced the editing time, on "Duel In the depository, companies, which will
Sun" by oh« third. Machine was developed by Robert Hansard, chief handle distribution of the pix in the
same way they distribute textbooks.
projectionist, and James Stewart, chief engineer.
This means that some 400 salesmen
throughout the country will line up
New kind ot blizzard, 'with chemical snow, was tried out at RKO and .sales and distribution for the new
•

may

product.

are

nim

to

and

.100

be used in future pictures calling for winter scenes. Artificial flakes
pumped high in the air from a high-pressure hose and flutter down
like the real article. Synthetic snow is odorless, lasting and docs not harm
It can also be sprinkled on roofs and cliffs without
the use of ladders.

scenery or costumes.

Neiv Yokr Theatres'
AiK SHEKIDAN

•

Warner

In

BETTE DAVIS

DwMlt MORftAN

CARSON • Atoilt SMITH
Jam WYMAN
,

Jack

Hit

Bros.

"ONE MORE TOMORROW"
In Person

In

tVuriier

lhni»,

STOLEN

^'A

llir

LIFE'*

Wllh
•
Dan* CLARK
Wollar UENNAN • CharU* RU6GIES
l>lrr<>t«l hr CnrtU H(rnli:irilt

Gknn FORD

TOMMY TUCKER

AND HIS OBCHESTBA
Pluii
THE THREK ROSS SISTERS
'

STEVE EVAN'S
B'wqy at 47tli St. STRAND

HOLLYWOOD
Contlnu4iDH

Contract calls for Transproduce 40 16m cound films
slidefllms during the first

B'ini.v at SInI

Htrrcl

PANNY KMTE

.

ytear.

contract, pays all scripting and similar
Three-year renewal deal was inked by Sol Lesser with RKO some weeks editorial costs, while Transfilm pays
ago on distribution of the "tarzan" series. It was reported last week' (not all production costs. Following sale
in VAaiKTY) that the pix would go to United Artists, but that was appar- of the films, Young America first
ently confusion over the fact that all Lesser films, except the "Tarzans," gets back Its original investment for
are released by UA. A three-year renewal of the UA deal was also signed distribution and print costs and
recently.
Transfilm gets returns on ils pro
duction costs. Anything remaining
Jinx on "The Razor's Edge" at 20th-Fox has afflicted thr^e top players Is then split 50-50 between the two
an
in
week
with
companies.
for
a
within the last 10 days. Gene Tierney was out
pneumonia
and
Young America Is an outgrowth
threat
of
jured eye, John Payne was hospitalized with a
Its stockClifton Webb with acute bronchitis. Edmund Goulding, director, is still of Young America mag.
the
picr
keep
holders include Walter Wanger, Wil
schedule
to
healthy but is getting dizzy trying to juggle the
Goetz and Sol Lesser, all of
liam
ture in production.
whom serve the company in a conPrexy Stuart
capacity.
Federal Flms will shoot its first picture. ''Carnegie Hall," entirely in sultative
of TeleNew York, according to Boris Morros, who will co-protfiice the picture with Scheftel is a co-founder
Recently reorgan
William LeBaron. Most ot the filming will be done in Carnegie Hall and news Theatres.
by William
headed
the rest at Fox Movietone studio and a hew plant now under construction ized Transfllm,
training
many
In New York by RKO.
Filming starts July 15 under direction of Edgar Micscgaes, produced
films for the armed 'orces during
Ulmer, who recently checked oiit ot PRC.
the war. It currently produces comsuch
for
pix
mercially-sponsored
Enterprise is cutting a hole ot 2,304 square feet In the roof of a sound manufacturers as Ford,
Socbnystage to shoot the first sequence ot "Arch of Triumph/' Sicript calls for
Vacuum, Lever Bros., Carstairs, Conopening shots from the top of the Arc de Triomphe, in Paris. Scaffolding tinental Baking, etc.
will be erected through the roof and 45 feet above, a total height of 94
Young America recently obtained
feet above the ground.
exclusive 16m distribution rights to
RKO's "The House I Live In." Frank
Meeting of Melro'production executives resulted in an order to cut down Sinatra short. Film is being sold
use of film on retakes. Understood Louis B. Mayer told the assembled outright for |27.50 to schools and
producers that all scenes be limited to four takes. Later it was agreed civic groups, with much of the prothat the matter of lakes would be left to individual producers, with fien
ceeds being turned over to antieral idea that they will use film as economically as possible.
discrimination organizations.

Young America, under

.the

— Itdmicolor
DoortO^
1:30
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gradually replacing fenimes on the Hollywood
film lots.
Diiring the war the clerks were practically on the distaff side,
but now the boys register about CO'!; and the percentage is steadily rising,

Male

script clerks are

.
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DARE PLUCKS 'ROSEBUDS'

C'eniury-Fox

RIVOLI

extra: liKNK SHELDON

.

Hollywood, June 4.
Danial Dare draws production responsibility on "Gather Ye Rosebuds," a musical to be filmed by
Paramount.
Tunefilm will be based on a tale of
pioneer days in Indiana,

'

CHARLKM BOYER
JKNNfFEB JONES
la
ERNST LUBITSCH'S

CLUNY BROWN

"DO YOU LOVE ME'V

,

Old Joe Stork is causing a lot of hesitation among the maslerminds of
Metro, who are wondering what to d6 about "Jenny Was a Lady." Jan
Clayton, slated for the "Jenny'' role, is expecting. Question Ls whether to
rUsh the. picture into production ahead, cast another in the starring spot,
or postpone shooting until next year.

.
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For Available Dates

Phone, Wire or Write
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Wc«lne84lay^

June

8,

1946

S7

(Director

Of The Academy Award

Short-'JAMMW THE BLUES')

Winning

JRZZ AT THE

PHILHARMONIC
JAZZ IN CONCERT STYLE
Gurronlly App«aring At

Ibnegie
Wilh

Hall,

New York

the

"Pops" Series

For

4 Weeks

Featuring

COLEMAN HAWKINS, LESTER YOUNG, MEADE

LUX LEWIS, HELEN HUMES, BUCK CLAYTON

AND OTHERS
A NEW KIND OF $HOWBU$INE$$
Look At These Reviews
"Not since I was 17 and got caught in one of those stampedes for Benny Goodman have I seen such an ardent,
frantic audience as greeted The Jazz at the Philharmonic
concert staged at Carnegie Hall, Monday night by Nor-

man Granz."— New York PM.
"The Moore Theatre last night turned away hundreds of
swing disciples after the stage was packed with fans and
every nook and cranny of the theatre held a happy addict.

.

.

."—Seattle Times.

"Jazz Biz a Whiz. ... A milling crowd, policemen, and
attendants shouting "Sold Out" one-half hour after the
start of a concert is a strange sight at any musical even(
in Chicago.

For the first time in my experience, stub seekers were still
at the door and lining the sidewalks when I left near the
end of last night's organized jam session at the Opera
House where Norman Granz put on his "J<)zz at the Philharmonic" with an orchestra of top name jazz men."
Chicago Herald-American.

—

Jazz
"Twenty-five hundred milling fans turned away.
."
concert packed Civic Opera House.
Chicago Daily News.
.

—

.

.

.

.

"The customers squealed like Sinatra fans at the heated
improvisations of their favorite performers and every one
got their money's worth." Chicago Sun.

—

"Jazz

at the

Philharmonic

is

a financial

Wow!"

— Chicago Tribune.
A NEW KIND OF $HOWBU$INE$$
Look At These Grosses

CHICAGO

.

DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

...

SAN FRANCISCO
2,500 MILLING FANS

TURNED AWAY

SEATTLE

DAYTON
MINNEAPOLIS
DENVER
N. Y. CARNEGIE HALL.

.

.

.

$12,000
$11,500
$ 6,500
$ 5,200
$ 4,800
$ 3,700
$ 5,000
.$ 4,600
.$ 4,200

(Per Night)

(Per Night)
(Per Night)
(Per Night)

(Per Night)
(Per Night)
(Per Night)
(Per Night)
(Per Night)

Selected as the Best Record Album of the Month by Esquire
Exclusively recorded by Disc Record Co.

ENCY,

Inc., 48 West

48tli Street.

New

York'

10-3-0350

Mag.
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manager: James Family, Kirksville, III,, will go to the
ara Al Skigen,
SIppey, of UA; Norman SoslnsUi, new liouse in Green Bay, Mo.
Metro, and Elmcrt Dutlola. Jr., manKrnest Fox Joins I.oew'a
ager of Miami, Pa., theatre.
Memphis,
Ponn theatre in Altoona, dork for
Ernest Fox. recently discharged
four years, has been remodeled and
reopened by the A. N. Nolopulous from Army, rejoined Loew's Southcircuit.
House was formerly oper- ern circuit as relief manager. Has
been In Memphis past two weeks
ated by the East Theatre Corp.
Jimmy Sippey, a civilian again pincli-hilting for Bill Kemp at
after Army service in the ETO, is Loew's State and Col. Cecil E. Vogel
at Loew's Palace while they were
rejoining thc UA exchange.
Major William Kloos. back froni away.
R. E. Baulch elected president of
Europe, is vacationing in California
before returning to P;n;niiounl. He Ihe Crescent Amusement Co., to
succeed
the late Tony Sudokuni. who
was a booker before tho war.
Marty Seed, soil of Uiury Sood. died April 28. BaulcJ) has been an
central division sales nian;mcr for oTIicial of the company tor 20 years.
out of Chica;;o. lias ro,>;l.gncd
from the 20th-Fox i-xchansjo here
Antone Interstate Changes
lo go with UA in Cleveland as a
San Antonio.
salesman. „,_^.
Henry
and Norman
posts
Schwartz
have
exchanged
here. Bergman moves from Aztec to
Skellon to Inlcrsl.ite
be
while
manager of Empire,
Houston.
Al Lever, city manager for Inter- Schwnrlz goes from that house to
Azlce.
Interstate
the
Both
are
theastate here, named Howard Skellon

WB

Rank Seeks

Besides Essaness Deal,

Big Chi Deiuxer; Other Xchange News
Chicago.
lining up with Essaness,
oC the key Oriental and
here, J. Arthur Hank is repot (ud ant;ling for a downtown Chica;;o theatre.
Most likely prospect mentioned so
far i.< Herb Elisburg's Studio, an arty
theatre. Others arc said to be under
consideration for purchase by the
British nim magnate, but so far not
showing interest due to current
sturdy biz. are the Monroe (Jim Jovan),
LaSalle
Linick Si
(Jones,
Scliacfor) and Clark ((Eddie Trinz).
In
the event none of deals go
through, there are a number of
choice Loop .takpayer spots (parkins lots, two-story buildings, etc.)
installed when Chi real estate taxes
gol near or higher than rents received. Despite difficulties in getting
material and labor, it's almost as
cheap to build as to pay what some
operators are asking for leases.

Besides

opi'i-aloi-

Woods

tres was inspected here by officials
of circuit to get a first hand idea of
the latest developments in theatre
New
construction and equipment.
house, when completed, will be a
1,200-scater, of the stadium type.
Ilil^ers

Slerllnr Theatres

Ad

Chief Out
Seattle.

Globe Facelift Completed
Extensive alterations and redecoration of Globe, New York, first-run
Brandt, theatre, which started last
year, are nearing completion.
Capacity increased by 350 seats for
total of 1,500.

NT
First
tres to

Ocles First Prefab Houses
Long Beach,
of

new

prefabricated theabe built by National Thea-

to Dallas
Dallas.

Sam Tanner named

city manager
for
Amiis.
Co..
BeauJefterson
mont, returning to the post he left
when he joined the armed forces.
Irving Ciohen, acting city manager

Tanner"s
absence,
named
publicily manager.
Ideal and Azle theatres at Fort
Worth purchased by ClitVord C. Porex-veepee of JeO'erson Amus.
ter,
Co., who plans 1o form his own
circuit.
Houses were sold by Harry

during

E.

Jack Sampson has resigned as ad
mgr. of Sterling Theatres (John
Danz) after 11 years. Sampson announces' no plans. Successor is Jack
Engerman, recently out of Navy.

Mo\t

Claire F. Hilgcrs. manager for
Film Classics o£ the Southeast, resigned post in New Orleans and will
open own biz here.

.

Fulgham.
E. N. Collins sold his Lindell theaHumble, to J. G. Long circuit.

tre;

^ttsburch Area Shifts

I

WB

Pittsburgh.

has transferred Robert Neil-

son to

its

three Stale College, Pa.,

theatres,
replacing Joe Sommers,
going to Cambria in Johnstown. Another transfer sends William Wyatt
from the Virginia in Fairmont to
the Rialto in Charleston.
Bernice
Fimple in temporary charge of the

Virginia.

Ernest (Bunnyt Lieberman, brother-in-law of Harry Kalmine, is a
again and has returned to
the Smith theatre in Barnesboro,
which he o.wns and operates.
New civilians returning to old jobs
civilian

Pa.,

Bergman

'

manager of the Village. Ho was
manager of the Alabama prior to
service in the armed forces.

tres.

QuiU

English

TrI-Stales

Des Moines.

WB

Carter English, manager Majestic,
Centerville, la., for TrI-States Theaof tre Corp. before he became a major
Warner Bros. Virginia theatre here. in air corps resigned as manager of
William Wyatt, who came here from, this house to be Oklahoma manager
the Rialto at Charleston, has been for Maytag Washing Machine. Supordered back to his position there. planted by Jack ShnglufT, who was
at Zephyr, Burlington, la. SlinglulT's spot will be taken by Paul
Peterson Sells 2 Iowa Houses
Scholer.
Des Moines,
Bert Thomas, assistant booker for
Charles Peterson, vet indie Iowa
theatre owner, sold his two houses Central States Theatre Corp. since
his return from service, resigned to
at Hampton, Iowa, to Garbett circuit.
Walter Peterson, his son; back from rejoin Columbia exchange as a
.salesman,
a job he. held previously.
the .service, will manage the houses

New

Fimple

Ilousr

Mgr.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Bee Fimple

Is

new manager

'

Don Geddes Back To

Drive-In Reopens
Albany.
The Auto-Vision, first drive-in in
the Albany district, opens sixth season. Debuting in 1940, it was a gas
rationing casualty in 1943.
Dave
Willig, of the Rivoli in Schenectady,
Ist

the pre'sent lessee.

is

Denver Takeovers
Denver.
bought the Moon,
from Mrs. Fred
Fred Flanagan, died re-

Jeppe

E. G.
StrattOn.

Colo.,

Flanagan.
cently.

James Mooney; Universal salesman
Lake City, shifted to Denver

in Salt

exchange as head booker and office
manager, succeeding Bruce Marshall,
who left to join U. A. as salesman.
Martin Butler opened new 775seat Sandia, Albuquerque.
Harold Johnson bought Elberta,
Palisade. Colo., from C. J. Stephens.
Jene H. Sombar, wife of William
Sombar, Paramount booker, has
bought the Isis, Victor, Colo., from
M. W. Kessey.

Carroll Robinson, recently checksupervisor for Warners, has
jomed PRC as salesman.
Bernard Gold, recently discharged
_
from the Army, who has been taking an extended vacation, is back at
Metro as office manager.
Hamer Hicks, former Rex. Brighton Colo., operator, out of Army and
back as operator at Granada, Monte
Vista, Colo.

mg

Biitte

ed

Park Beopens

Fox-Intermountain's Park reopen-

recently for subsequent runs
after three- week shutdown for new
carpeting,
seat
recovering,
lobby
painting and cleaning.
Harold Murrell is Columbia shipper after stint with Ninth Service

Command.

Canadian Moves
Regina, Sask.
„
,j „
Harold
Gray, manager Orpheum,
Fort William, Ont., switched to
Metropolitan theatre, Regina succeeding Charles Bahrynowaki, who
goes to Orpheum.
Princess theatre, Yorkton, Sask.,
will be remodeled and
repaired.
Roxy there also gets a facelift.
Atlas Realty and Finance Corporation Calgary, AlU.. took
a fouryear lease on the Garry, Calgary

"

Buys Findlsy,

Shdell,

La

orSi,°'M^s._^^^'''^'
Art Gould Joins

tre here;

assistant

?f
circuit
buyer.

to

Jack

Gould

Capitol.

Carlton Upped by NSS
Richard Carlton, who has been dovoting most of his time to preparation
of Mister Showman, special
trailer publication of National Screen
Service, has been appointed assistant
to Melvih L. Gold, director of
adpublicity NSS.
Before going into
the Army, Carlton was six years with
Columbia publicity department.

BUI Stein Leaving. K. C.
Kansas City
his return
from the
Bill Stein has given manager Barney Joffe« and the Tower
theatre notice and expects to leave
his position as stage manager and
publicity man arouhd June 20. Slein
Following

service,

planning

Colony,

They now have

southern

Highway

p
TELEPHONE

York.

HOW

lotte.

bovo

•iM-itery

Frank Hensoii Back
»T
New

to

,

u»ll

in

here sends
Kessler to circuit s raglonal olTipes at
Cleveland,
and returns Frank Henson to his olci
post here. Henson went to Atlanta,

Gone

to

tho

iMp

In

Holly-

wood. I bdrim., 1 ba. Cosy p«imM
d*n.
CmtptH, drmp^, (priithUn,

Akron

Akron, 0.
Loew's managers
Walter

t

shift

hoot.

ImiMCMlalo, poffoct con-

PsMramlc vImv rify and
keuM and pirtlo. $34,SM
IMS Iwnul Ploia Drtvo.

ditUii.

•CMii from

pMMttion.
Ct. *4«44.

FOR A MOTION PfCTUM STORY
a Meeting off Iht

# #

SOCINMIDSOULS!I
htil
IN N^ y";
HOLLYWOOD »»OITBI_''!L'*;/"
IR¥IN» HOFFMAN
COOPM .,

AMAZING PLACES

Mission.

and

City. Mo.,

Nolan

and closed rdtter!
p'owell who recently pur-

-u
chased
the Avalon, Avalon,
changed tag to the Key.

111.,

has

Bernard Sargent, war vet, has
opened the Sargent, Forreston, III
Basil Fogelson, former manager
of

'

CobrWt Soc^o/yr
A Stagefright Clinic, Conducted by on
Penius

Young

In-

Pianiit!"
Vorfc'i lattitr

CHR. SCIENCI MONITOR. Mttendinfl

<S,;!,l

a Session Is an Inttresling and

^^EiiHueniny Erperieiice.'"
'// You Want to Spend an Unusual Siindau
EDO. i4ttcnd the Society of Tfiitid Souls.'"

CADI
nut. Uflicnu
miU0N_

L.^m

'"

'

JfMMr tTiWAKI fMvr. loMd oa

rii»

pi^
16 houses

Illinois counties

K?c"''"k°"„u?PV,°^'"«
«.as.,
boLight Monroe

HILLSIDE 0S80

New

„

COBOMiT

pf

John Brown v.et. back in his
post
as^manager of the Ozark, Louisiana.

HOUYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

h.q. in

WB

BIADIB't DiactT

operation

6633 SUNSET BLVD.

thciilie,

•

merly was associated with Joe forStern
in

'

Winnipeg

lo

Rp.iiina, Can.
Proudlove, manager of
Winnipeg, moved lo
Succeeds Frank
S,':?,'."''
Willis, who goes to Gaiety.
J.

.

and Marquette, theatres

°- ^- Turner,
Harrl^^Ta^Tn""
^"••.>'ave purchased the
mtil^l-.
''i
majority
stock Interest of Frank
E

1?

.

Frank Willis
W.

Gaiety

'

11

three

Findlay Ihoalrcs, has purchased the
building occupied' by the Stale thea-

UNITlb
Allied

III.

.Allied^Thlffres

of^ni.^Su

[;
in

of

O

near here, sold by the

?rr» «iM^xt\^-

Vircih
Kirsch.

owner

Slouve,

.

,

La. 3M-Seater Sold
New Orleans.

1

O., liouse

Findlay

Waller

Con's Film Fotos Sale
Consolidated
Film
Industries
which controls Republic Pictures'
Mendelsson to Indpls.
sold its Photo-Stills Division to Film
T. L. Mendelsson appointed Indian- Fotos, Inc..
a newly organized comapolis branch manager for Universal, pany
which is to continue operation
succeeding L. J. McGinley, assigned of the -plant, one of
the biggest in
to company's bomeofflce on special the
U. S, Harold Berla, for several
duties.
Mendelsson takes over new years In charge of this
Consolidated
duties this week.
unit, is head of Film Fotos which
He joined U as salesman In 1941. will continue servicing
Republic.
He was Detroit branch manager until
Arthur J. Miller, Republic vecjwe
he went into the service, and was and resident
manager of Consolispecial Chi rep on his discharge this dated's Ft.
Lee lab, and Joseph Mcyear.
Mahon, Republic secretary, handled
the deal along with Berla and RobCooper Fdn. Gels Lincoln House
ert Delson, general counsel for Film
Fotos,
Lincoln, Neb.
The Cooper Foundation, operators
of the Lincoln, Stuart and Nebraska
W-K to Keep S. C. House Closed
theatres in Lincoln, has announced
Spartanburg, S. C.
the acquisition, effective June 1, of
Wilby-Kincey will not immedithe formerly independent Capitol ately replace Strand, oldest theatre
theatre from R. R. Livingston. Liv- of its local chain, shuttered recently
ingston will be. associated with the after 30 years.
Cooper Foundation.
Sabbath shows ban hit all Spartanburg houses starting June 1.
Next August citizens will determine
Brill New Man on
Ann!
referendum whether Sunday
Richard Brill, former field repre- by
sentative for Warner Bros, in the shows are okay, houses staying dark
Denver and Salt Lake City terri- Sundays until settled.
tories, transferred to Chicago, where
Many Portland Changes
he will work on special events in
connection with WB's 20th anniverPortland,
Many changes in the Portland
sary of sound celebration.
Evergreen district of Albert J. Finke,
with Liberty manager Russell F.
K. C. Fox Changes
Brown upped to post of ad director
Kansas City.
Leon Robertson, city manager Fox- for _ Evergreen theatres, which inMidwest, announced three managerial cludes houses In Eugene, Oregon
shifts, Pete Pekarek, recently dis- and Vancouver.
Earl Hunt resigned
charged from service, going to the ad post to head his own organizaVista as manager, H. W. Bills mov- tion, an ad matrix service.
Brown
in 34 years in. the show biz, rose
ing from there to the Gladstone
Charles Morrill, vet manager at the from usher to house manager in
Gladstone, goes on a six month leave Eugene.
of absence.
PJher managerial changes in Portland include th.e return from Navy
Waters Given Baieich, N. C, Spot of Zollie Volleheck, who checked in
at the
Paramount again, moving
Raleigh, N. C.
_ ,
C. L. Waters of Charlotte appoint- Frank Pratt to
Orpheum.
Pan!
ed manager of Colony theatre here Stevens jumped over from latter to
succeeding N. C. Hilburn. Waters is Oriental.
Robert Anderson goes
out of the Army after three years. from Oriental to the Liberty.
Before going Into the service he was
manager of Charlotte theatre, CharVIIW
FOR SAU. Charmini

from owner Frank Sheppard,
VanT<in

couver.

r,

Seattle

Don Gcddos, vet theatre mlnjger
back nv Seattle as Fifth Avenue
house manager. He Was formcrlv
manager of Orpheum for Mamrick.
Evergreen, prior to being Wonatchce
city manager.

Succeeded by Neil Adair, formerly
Warners booker here.

for Garbett,
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Ga., last spring
Kessler came
from the Loow house in Canton. her.
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PICTIJRES
mitted,

leasing' Idea Not

New

and-file

Continned from page 9

pany would have

fore 1939 illustrates the dangers of

pictures on

such procedures.

to base most of its
original stories, and not

even take a chance on borderline
plays and novels at any price because of the complications and risks.
Certain properties that are in
demand, like "Life With
great
Father" and "Saratoga Trunk"— can
get special terms. If other such properties come along, there's no doubt
that either wc or another filni company will talk, turkey.

No Honorariums
to say that prices for all matecan be automatically upped in

But
rial
'

that way is about the same as passing a rule that, after a price has been
negotiated, $50,000 must be automatically added as an honorarium.
The net result would be to drive
down the price on material because
would discourage discussions of
it
such material as the companies
would have bought for less than

Helps the Elite

The

proposal— like so many
proposals made by the writers' orentire

ganizations— tends to help the elite
few, who don't need any extra help,
at the expense of the great middle
group, who need all the help they
can get. Now or anytime, with or
without new rulings by the Authors'
League, the top few writers who've
emitted material that's in great demand will be able to put top prices

downgrade.
Emmet Lavery, No.

1 man of the
pen-pushers,
should
have
learned enough about New England
horse-sense
and horse-tradingsense while he was writing "The
Magnificent Yankee" to realize the
above facts. He should also have
realized that pointing a finger at the
brethren in France was a nod for
the opposition rather than for his
own boys. It's quite true that the
"leasing" system has been In effect
in France but can Lavery or anybody else show that it's helped the
French theatre, the French film industry, or French writers?
I doubt it, because the facts are
that it hasn't helped them.
The
plight of the writers in France be-

studio

—

—

—

am

that

the

Rawstock Dearth Forcing Some Labs

members.

selfish

MPAA's

In East to Shutter

(7).
She is retiring to become the
bride. of Joe Shea, veteran publicist
the road since last

Educational

Program

of

who has been on

7 Films

with the legit, "Harvey," which
lays off during June.
fall

Reported Nick Matsoukas, head of

authors'

Shaw has

39

Authors'

One Day Per Week

To Become

—

'

with you lads on your reports that
the trend is due to get more marked
as the days roll by. Prices have
reached theiir peak and are on the

feel

in saying this, because
we need material of as wide a range
and variety As possible, and I am
Inability to get enough rawstock la
convinced we ^cannot get sufficient
material from' name writers only.
forcing some of the eastern labs to
We do not want, to see artificial Geo. Skouras' P.A.
close down one day a week, but be»
restrictions like a lease plan blockMrs. Joe Shea fore the end. of the month the siting the channels through which
Janice Rentchler, in charge of aduation may get even worse, it is
there should be a free flow of story vertising-publicity for
the Skouras
material from the writer to the circuit at headquarters In
New York feared. While the manufacturers
market.
and with- the organization many have indicated they are in. a posiyears, has resigned effective Friday tion to produce more raw film, the
I

upon it including in the price, if
they're so inclined, a clause limiting
the rights to a definite term of years.

Without being a member of any
league,
George Bernard
written terms thatT make
the terms of any American author
sound like something out of Woolworth's basement. But the great host
of writers, who want very badly to
$50,000.
sell their stuff to films, and whose
Such a condition might conceiv- ability to do so depends on making
ably been put across by the type- a deal with -the companies
as to
writer boys some three years ago,
price, will find those prices sharply
when we had a seller's market, and lowered becav--; of the "leasing"
prices were zooming up. But not
gimmick. Ana ,i many cases, pernow. As Variety itself has correctly haps- the majority, they'll find that
reported on numerous occasions re- they can't get any picture action
at
cently, the market has switched;
all.
more and more it's getting to be a
Out of all the shows produced on
buyer's market; and I'll string along

—

I

League, in following out the proposal, is cutting sharply into the
freedom of opportunity of its rank-

,

Set by Arthur Mayer the community service department
The tedious task of picking out a with the Skouras chain, of which
program of ,seven ediicational George Skouras is president, will
.

full"

which the Motion Picture
Assn. of America majors will turn
out, is nearing completion. Arthur
Mayer, coordinator on the project
for the American Council of Education and the MPAA, estimated this
week that production on the first
major company educational might be
started in two or three months.
Major companies have appropriated
$105,000, or $15,000 for each educapictures,

.

succeed Miss Rentchler.

labs

still

aren't getting

enough

to

fill

requirements.

As

a result of the situation the
labs in the New York-New Jersey
area are practically operating on a
day-to-day basis in accordance, with
what rawstock they are able to obtain, according to John J. Francavilla, president of Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians^ Local 702,

N. Y.

Leatherneck Minnie Indie
Hollywood, June

4.

Three former Marines, John Chadwick, Keith Robinson and John
Whitaker, organized a new 16m
company, Cinemette Productions, to
make narrow-gauge cartoons in
color.

Since therie are 20 labs in the
N. Y.-N. J. area, several million
feet of film cannot be printed on
only one day's layoff weekly. Some
of the larger plants process as much
as 1,000,000 feet

and more

a day.

Rail Strike Scare

the rail strike had not been
Before they joined the Marines settled quickly, Francaville states,
While RKO has been mentioned as the trio worked for Walt Disney.
the film companies would have faced
likely to start on the first classroorn
Broadway in the last few yeai^, how
a real problem in getting printing
many have been bought for films? subject in this educational setup, no
done, since there was a very small
definite decision has been made on
Preps 'Sue'
reserve of stock on hand when the
Not a large percentage. , And that's
which company will handle the iniHollywood, June 4.
partly due to the many restrictions
strike broke. Also, manufacturers
tial- picture.
But it now appears
Gene Autry checked in at Re- were unable to get rawstock shipped
that are imposed on any deal, even
likely that an educational subject public for production huddles oh
during the strike.
for flops.
baker's dozen or less
suitable for elementary schools cov- "Sioux City Sue,'' his first picture
would have been sold at almost any
ering weather, seasons of the year since leaving the Army Air Corps.
total of around 1,800 Local 702
price. But the majority of the comand other elements of time will be
Filming starts June^ 11, with Ar- members are employed in the east-,
paratively few that were sold would
the first of the subjects.
erh labs. Of this number 270 are
mand Schaefer as producer.
have had a much tougher time colwar veterans who have been reMayer explained how intricate the
lecting screen money under a "leasturned to lab jobs they held before
ing" system,
good number of them task of outlining this educational,
HMS m*'-^ <CH£££S'
going into the service, Francavilla
wouldn't have collected anything at program is because of many factors
declares.
Hollywood. June 4.
involved. One is that publishers of
all.
Transportation difficulties postUnion, on a five-day week, has a
The whole plan strikes directly at text books must be consulted s j that poned the filming of Republic's
freedom of opportunity
which is there will be no conflict between "Cheers Are Not Enough" for one two-year contract running to next
one of the bases of the American classroom school books and the year. William J. Sullivan produc- March, but on the second year ot
screen subjects or no unnecessary
the deal a straight $S increase was
way of life. The more binding the
duplication. Then the board of aca- tion deals with auto racing.
granted under a clause permitting
rules the Authors' League puts on
Original idea was to shoot scenes reopening of the contract after
demic advisers must be consulted in
the
the sale of film rights, the tougher
at the Memorial Day races on the
it
becomes to sell material that selection of an instructional film. Indianapolis Speedway, but plans Arst 12 months.
doesn't happen to be in unusual deFrancavilla will head a delegation
Majors might farm out the pro- were called oft because o^ the railmand, And, since that category in- ductions if convinced that would be road strike, I^icture will be filmed of 16 going to the lA convention in
cludes the bulk of all material sub- better than at own studio.
Chicago next month.
in 1947.
tional picture.

If

Autry

A

'

A

A
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—
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We Want

to

Thank

SYD ZELINKA

and

HOWARD HARRIS

For Their Substantial Contribution To

"A NIGHT

IN

CASABLANCA"

CHICO
HARPO

GROUCHO

Wcdoetdajr, June 5, 1946
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WITH

EVELYN KEIES fflLUyiD PARKER

Screenplay by Melvin Levy and Francis
Edwards Faragoh

Produced by

MICHEL KRAIKE

•

Directed

by

GEORGE SHERMAN

Wcdneeday, June 5, 1946
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World Premiere

Denver
day and date

Denver.
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and
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WedaeBday, Jane

Who's Crazy Now? Audience Response

To UN Broadcasts Shows N.Y.
A

very peculiar picture of

stations that have
worlc in covering

Not

sessions of the
Nations Security Council.
of. radio's best research brains
not
exactly
sure
what the lopare
sidedness of the picture means although they are willing to malte

In

M!(nuel Viera aad his performing chimps for a spot on "Hour
Brands tele
Glass," Standard
Y.)
show over WNBT (NBC,
on Thursday nights. Since one
of the monkeys. ploys a druni in

(2)—with himsfelf.
he was on two

New York
each

stations,

a

guesses..

WEAF

Here's what happened. When the
UN Security Council convened on

euester

March

show

2S. WMCA, WLIB and WNYC
had announced they would put all
UN meetings on the air direct
from the Council chamber. All three

on

kilocycles on

WNYC

outlet.
air the voices direct, in any
language that happened to be spoken by a delegate. It did just that.
The two other stations (broadcasting from the. same booth and using
the voice of same announcer or com-

would

mentator, most of the time WMCA's
Frank Kingdon) let the Englishspeaking voices riin full, and interspersed commentary wlien a foreignlanguage-speaking
delegate
held

course,

was

its

"Eternal Light"

WJZ

(ABC)

in his

KLZ, Dmvit.

Dashiell Hannnett

Without previous ballyhoo, except,
a few spot announcements, WEAE^
NBC's powerful 50,000w flagship,
also put on the UN sessions. What

Dashes Off No. 3

Mayor

Guardia was

total dis-

a cut in pay

the three

sponsored gabber, to $1,000 a week
as a sustainer for the
net with
he has his contract. It probably meant also a cut in listenership.
As a sponsored talker, he was on 186
stations with a Hooperatihg of 6.2
(up 0.9 since report).
He was oh the air again last Sunday (2) undaunted and unafraid to
a'

ABC

UN

from people who approved of the
idea of broadcasting the UN, howling only against the format and be- mix with the Case Co. He did not
ing outnumbered by many others mention Liberty mag, but any of iiis
who expressed themselves as "de- listeners who knew what happened
could understand he was in deflant
lighted, thrilled, etc."
Of all the mail, that pulled by mood. Of course, it was anybody's
(Continued on page 54)

Gets Bmn's Rush
Tries Muscling

on Bowery

Follies

WOV,
die,

the Bulova-owned N: Y, inall set to spring a late-evecross-the-board
show from

was

ning

Sammy's

Bowery

with
George ("The Real") McCoy pacted
to wrap up the announcer-emcee
chores, with one of the gimmicks in
volving designation of the "Crum
Follies,

bum of the Vyfeek" (Toots Shor, Billy
Hose, et al.), but the whole thing
ran into a last-minute snag which
will probably kill the deal for
good.
"Follies" is. currently being aired
once
weekly via WBYN, with
Johnny Kane In the announcer spot.
When Kane got wind, of ,the
deal, he immediately sprang
into
action, cautioning that, in effect, the
Follies impresario job has given him
power-of-attorney' over all "SBF'
rad.o deals; that unless he and not

cesS

cessions, _to
to pel
nerm
"Pon- "'i^
mit -Follies"
to con-

tTJJUr^
dice.'

but

"no

'

'

'

it

was

,

C.A.B.

Names

12

^''^<="y "^e same
by Liberty for N
(

.

fact,

however,

that

'

directed at network program heads!
Sponsors of the move, not yet ready
to identify themselves openly, point
out that the nets are not doing themselves much good, in the light of the
FCC Blue book, by multiplying their
audience participationers to a point

where one audience yak show follows another on the webs.
"Sure, that's live programming,"
said one of the sponsors of the antiparticipationer rnovement, "but it's
certainly not the kind the FCC envisions in its Blue Book. We thlnn
the nets are getting themselves out
on a limb by increasing tliat type of
show.
"Furthermore, they are retlucing
available jobs for actors, writers and

Zero Mostel, Burgess MereVirginia Bruce, Martin Wolfson, Tom Glazer, and others.
After the cast had been lined up,
and a script written for the occasion by Sigmund Miller. WOR's special events chief Dave DriscoU notified
Thorsen that it's no soap.
DriscoU based his nix oh WOR's
policy of vetoing dramatizations of
controversy.
Show aired on the rest of the
Mutual net as a sustainer as per
plan originating in a
studio,
but was recorded for transmission
by
later the same night.
Stanza is also being offered as a free
transcription
to
other
stations
around the country, said Thorsen.
hern.

Tire.

dith,

Nielsen's 'Open House' Chi Series

Chicago, June 4.
in the battle tor
top honors in the contest to decide
(Continued on page 54)

Another round

4 Cloak

& Dagger Boys

Wrapped Up by Fenton

.

WOR

WMCA

'

n

For Stab at OSS Show

an undertaker and on a schedule
which spots it in the morning three
of

days of the week.
Bill Hallenbeck

is.

doing a flve-

intro

,

I

.

^

,

musicians and writers are a very
small minority among radio's personnel
compared with salesmen,
especially— radio is doing itself inestimable harm by reducing the
number of talent jobs still further."
"

—

WUBinBidTo
Crash Big Tune
WLIB, N.

Y. Post-owned eastern

has added eight members to
and the word around the
that this indie is. preparing
to open an offensive for real competition in the N. Y. market. Part
of this offensive, it's understood, will
be an effort by the station both to
outlet,
its

staff,

trade

is

increase

wattage— which

its

is

now

only
1,000— and
its
broadcasting
hours which are now limited to day.
time only. These efforts, however,
are sure to be opposed by Westing,
house's

Ft.

Wayne

outlet,

WOWO,

which shares the 1190kc band with

WLIB,
Under news head

WLIB

Clifford Evans,
has put on four people: Allen

Ward, formerly with UP and WQXR;
Jerry Carr, formerly news editor of

WINS; Harold Tarkell, ex-KDKA.
Pittsburgh, and Hal Kosut.
Latter
moves over to the news bureau from
an announcing job.
Two' new announcers are Edwin
Ross, who had been with Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.,
and Stanley
Burns, formerly with
and
WINS. Adelaide Cohan, formerly
with AP and on the staff of the Post,
moves into the station's continuity
staff..
Allaine Sommers, also from
WMCA, where she had been in the

WMCA

program

dept.,

comes

into

WLIB's

musical programming staff. Finally,
new studio control operator takes
over on the engineering 'side with
the appointment of Frank Sullivan,
previously on KEVE, Everett, Wash.
a

.

Mildred Fenton has under 20-day
option four of the ex-"cloak-anddagger" boys who worked under Col.
William J. Donovan in tbe Office of
Strategic Services.
Out' of current

In
noted,

its

pitch

WLIB

for

new

staff,

it's

has chiefly raided other

This week, Rhea Diamond, former associate fiack chief at
with sensational overtones based on WNEW,
takes over as WLIB's chief
the wartime OSS activities.
of publicity and promotion.
Such a show, documented by perStation Ic putting on hew shows
sonal experience as part of the OSS
at a fast clip, drawing on N. Y, Post
operation, would be extremely uncomtrained
special
seals
for
usual, since all the OSS files, records,
mentaries and adding other new
etc., have been turned over
to the programs.
Two of latest .shows are
State dept. However, the assumption
Newgbid,"
"The
Knowing
Mr.
is that there is nothing to
prcyent Wherein
Newgold .tells
Wilbert
tiie quartet of operators from
writ- femme audiences for a half-hour
ing such a show based on their own
across the board, 10:15-10:30 a.m.,
personal knowledge and background,
about the male's viewpoint on probso long as the State dept. files aren't
lems of home-making, food preparadisturbed. The four "cloakMand-dag-, tion,
and household hints; and a
gers" are reported under option at
'show anslcd at the juvc, high school
$1,500 a wjaeY,
trade, done by Manny Demby.
talks

the Umpire'

musicians— so that, ih the end, they
will simply send a lot of people out
of radio into other fields. In view
of the fact that the FCC has already
noted in its Blue Book that actors,

thuf far

.

minute sports roundup for the Baxter Funeral Home,
On Monday,
Y's Wednesday and Friday, the program
forme.- Mnyo.-lhe ringing of The
fqllows Jim _ Healcy's supper-hour
beU to denote "liberty,"
news commentary, .j

employed

The

WMCA

Schenectady, June 4.
WSNY, Schenectady, is now presenting a program with two
new
wrinkles for the CapiUl district: a
sports Show under the sponsorship

1'°'^' laughs,'too,'at?he irony in fhe

Tm7[Z[TouMlTT

anyway.

there is singularly lacking among
the 12 any representation from
among media research men has ocpense."
casioned some wonder.
With Wildroot a BBDScO account,
Bernard C. Duffy, chairman of the
it also marks the return of Speer
CAB Board of Governoirs, announces
to the agency fold.
that other "representative research
men were being invited to serve
with thoise who have already accepted the assignment." The supNixes Star-Stndded
position is that media research men
will ultimately tie into the picture.
as Controversial;
Meanwhile a preliminary meeting
has already been held with C. E.
Gets a Free Ride Hooper to set the groundwork for
Because WOR, Mutual's N. Y. the latter's takeover of Crossleiy subflagship, invoked a policy forbidding scribers.
The dozen who will serve on the
broadcast of dramatizations of con-,
troversial subjects, WMCA, N. Y. committee include: George H. Galindie, grabbed itself a sock show for lup, Young & Rubicam; Edward Battey, Jr., Compton agency; Marion
free last Sunday night (2).
One-shot stanza, called "It's A Harper, Jr.,
Mc-Cann - Erickson;
Stickup," was booked on the Mutual Lawrence Deckinget, Blow: Henry
net by the Businessmen's Committee Brenner, Standard Brands; C. A.
for OPA, scheduled to air at 3 p.m. Pooler, Benton & Bowles; D. P.
Sunday. Wallace Thorsen, exec di- Smelser, Procter & Gamble; Gerald
rector of the organization, working W. Tasker, Newell-Emmett; Gordon
with Mendi Brown as producer-di- Scowcroft, Lever Bros.; Lawrence
rector, had lined up a roster of top Lockley, E. I, DuPont; F. P. Reynames for the performance— Orson nolds, Jr., Geyer-Cornell & Newell;
Welles, Ralph Bellamy, Louis Cal- and Thomas J. MacGowan, Firestone

radio.
It was the general opinion among
radio execs in N. Y. that Liberty,
having done a lot of ballyhooing a
few months ago about its grant of
"liberty of the air" to LaGuardia,
had done not only itself, but the
radio trade, a disservice by its blunt
revrrsar of po^^cTAn^ there were

WOV

W^NY,

guess as to how many stations carried hini, now that he was a sustainer.
The net doesn't Ijpther getting those reports.
Liberty, meanwhile, switched its
ABC time contract to the Monday
night, 10 p.m. spot, vacated by the
dropping of the "Bill Thompson
Show," putting on its editor,, Edward
Maher, as LaG. sub (see review).
LaGuardia got air backing Thurs
day night (31) when Reuther, presi
dent of the United Automobile
Workers Union, appeared on the.
ABC forum "America's Town Meet'
ing."
Reuther told listeners of the
very, network which was losing
Liberty's sponsorship of LaGuardia
about the occurrence, and pointed to

the affair as an illustration of his insistence that advei'tisers exercised a
"real
but invisible power" over

.

.

Result: JWT execs checked
with Viera to learn if tne moncitizen, only to And

that ihe act. has. been booked
solidly for the next couple of
weeks and couldn't All the date

shows

Guild and AFM.
The move, if it materializes into
action, is likely to take the shape
of
an educational campaign at first,

vision.

Show

fired.

WYKC whom

It

mon-

WOR

$1,500 Pay Cut
For LaGuardia the dismissal meant
from $2,500 a week as

hearing "those foreign-

other, stations totaled no more 'than
half-of-one - percent.
There
were
gripes on WMCA, WLIB and
too against cutting off one foreign
delegate or another, against the commentator interrupting the
delegates, etc. But these squawks were

In

call-

with Speer producing. Show, bowing in July 19, will emanate from
the Coast,, with Speer also continuing at the production helm of "Sus-

UN

As

the

'

UN

WOV

if

read the Constitution, then it
would have to join Local 802.
And if it belonged to the AFM,
then it couldn't appear on tele-

No Media Experts

—WMCA

—

asked

Research Men,

Fiorello
H. LaGuardia, former
of New York, no longer has
"the liberty of thie air" for, which
Liberty mag paid him $2,500 a week
on the ABC net. Five months was
Nathan Straus.
WNYC's program plenty for tlie outAt.
director (acting director of the staLaGuardia's contract with Liberty
tion) Seymour N. Siegel received
was to be gone into carefully last
over 1,200 letters, and postcards. In
week anyway; in preparation for the
addition, each of these stations reJune 30 expiration of the pact. But
ceived hundreds of telephone calls
on his show of May 26, LaGuardia
could hardly transact its
went too far, in Liberty's opinion.
regular business for the Brst two
He whacked away at I. J. Case Co.,
days of the
sessions because of
manufacturers of agricultural mathe telephone logjam.
chinery, of Racine, Wis., whom he
Where's 'M» Perkins'?
The nature of the mail Is also charged with refusing to meet with
workers who'd been on strike sevinteresting.
Eleven, or nearly 33%,,
eral months! This refusal, he said,
of WEAF's mail was anonymous— no
name or address given, or a signa- was hurting farmers who needed the
ture like "F. Smith, Bronx." Every Case machinery here and abroad.
But this also hurt Liberty. LaG.
one of these bawled the station out
got a phone call next day, with the
for putting on the
sessions, objected to missing "Ma Perkins" or information that the magazine's advertisers
were getting ready to crack
Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians (those
Rcsi^lt:
Lawere the periods cancelled out on down on the sheet.

of

.

strictly to the rules,

officials

AFRA

the squawks have spread
among writers too. And the musicians, while not as yet as hard
hit
are also being enrolled in the moveme^nt that may flower soon into
an
organized united front among the
three unions— AFRA, Radio Writers

.

WMCA

in

.

Adhlring

scripted by Dashiell Hammett. That
gives Hammett three network shows,
others being the General Foods
"Thin Man" series' and the ABC
"Fat Man'' Monday night, sustainer.
One of the factors in the Wildroot switcheroo from music to a
dramat format was to tie in with
the Friday night ABC pattern of
The
Cooperative
Analysis
of
creating a sustained sequence of Broadcasting, which is folding its
linood programming, with the new rating service, soon to devote itself
Wildroot show sandwiched in be- to setting up new research standards
tween "Lone Ranger" and the for the industry, has come up with
Equitable Life FBI show. It's a Bill 12 names on the comrnittee being
Speer package, with an approximate formed to examine the techniques to
$4,000 weekly talent-production nut, be used in audience measurement.

But Tiif Rings On

WLIB received a total mail of 535.
received well over 500, including some that went directly to
Kingdon or the station's prexy,

The anti-UN mail

is

ing it quits for Wildroot after the
July 12 broadcast (Herman goes to
the Coast for a pic commitment) and
into the Friday, 8 p.m., slot on ABC
goes a new Wildroot show, "The
Adventures of Sam Spade;" being

Bellls

Silenced for LaG.

happened was this:
WEAK, by far the biggest of this
group of stations, got a total audience response of 34 letters and postcards, and one telephone call.

two days) and expressed

cians.

AFM

among members of
particularly, of l&te, about the increase
in
audience participation
beefs

Now

•

key was a

live.

The Woody Herman Show

Liberty

forth.

interest
ers."

key was an American citizen. It
so, they said, and it it could

KLZ Aceerdlenlif ExtroordlBoryl

June Dairy sponsored spot.
It happened not with mirrors,
but through transcription. The
WEAF show is played back
for the N. Y. local from a platter a half hour after it originates
on NBC. The WJZ stanza, of

being the city's
Latter announced it

One. of the best In the nation.
Cnmc to KLZ six y«ars Hgo; was
Special Service entertainer in Army.
Also plnys piano, Hammond, celeste.

—

at noon— but at that very
period The Hat was waving the

the

NICK PERITO

the act, ho\yevor, the agency
chiefs thought it woud be wise
to flrst seek permission of the
American Federation of Musi-

network/flag-

same hour at noon.
(NBC) featured him as

ship, at the

.

Seems that the J. Walter
Thompson agency wanted to book

LaG.

content

Sunday

last

—

tlcipations, to originate

Monkeys are getting to be the

with battling
Ideological opponents, Fiorello H.
LaGuardia picked another flght

done outstanding

Some

O&O

vs.

While American Home Products
is
opening up two new audience
par.
on the Coast
over OBS. a quiet but potfritially
powerful move has got under
way
among radio laborites to do something about the manner in
which
this type of show is cutting
writers
and actors, and in some instances
musicians as well, oiit of jobs.
There have been lots of quiet

Guys Go Nuts

Why Agcy.

craziest people.

LaG.

United

are indies.

About Those And Partidpatii^ Shows

Indies'

aucfl- ^

ence response in relation to station
strengtli has come to light through
a cliecltup made of those New York

some

Writers, Actors Getting Plenty Sore

Draw Outnumbers WEAF Fans

Mail

1946

5,

may come

a weekly air

N. Y. indies.

show

,'

—

Wedncflday,

BADIO

JnneB, 1946

43

TRIES T O JOL
T 5-2 —RATIO—
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—
—

>
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Make Mine Music

LIS

The next two years in radio Is expected to see the return ot the
musical show cycle. There hasn't been one in radio, of real trend proportions since the mid-'SO's, and they faded out of a dominant spot
when the dramatic suspense show era bowed in. During the war years,
of course, the accent was on top names which, in turn, cued the pattern for top-budgeted variety-formated shows with the comedic emcees
ruling the roost.
But with the return of loW -budgeted shows, it's viewed as more
than likely that the 'musical-accented programs will circle the kilocycles much as they did 12 or IS years ago. It's anticipated that in
lieu of "names," new vocalists, particularly, will be cropping up. For
Mie musical shows are the ones that can be whipped together at moderately-scaled budgets; a $500 weeltly fee will be the "come on" for
potentially good singers who may rate the top billing on tomorrow's
shows.

for

so

many

mating a

thing,^

they

be

can

Cancellations

.

Catching Up

Mutual, giving the top-name, heavybudgeted opposition programs oh

MBC

and

CBS

a run for their. money.

Shadow" on Mutual, "Inner

"The

Sanctum,"

etc.,

frequently

pay

'

.

With

off

better than the opposition name
shows,' both in terms ot comparative
ratings vs. costs, and In moving
merchandise off the counters. And
today, with economy ttic walch'word, that's precisely what most of
them are interested jn.

Cake But

Wary of Eating It
The .past couple of weeks has witnessed a reversal of thinking on the
part of some of the top coin spenders
in radio occupying choice time slots.
These bankrollers, who usually stay
en the air on a year-round basis,
had served notice of intention to
check off this summer for 13- week
periods.

Motive,

retrench on their

The

fact,

of

course,

was

to

billing,<;.

however, that there are a

flock of applicants for the desirable

segments, has cued the
fear among the "hiatus-conscious"
boys that they might be forced into
ie.ss favorable niches when the fall
rolls around. It particularly holds
true at NBC, where the demand for
good time hasn't diminished, despite
the wholesale exodus of shows.

Mulled by Coke Execs

For

MBS Band Program

new

the

will

finally

ABC Web

vering to indicate that

fall sea-

crystallize.

CBS

is

tically

Month

tion

Pitting of

that,

semester

in

September,

Not

top of the current uncertainty

whether the top-budgeted
to
nighttime Philco "Hall of Fanie" and
U. S. Sleel-"Theatre Guild of the
Air" shows will return in the fall,
Matchabelli-Stradivart
Prince
the
show has cancelled Sunday after
noon. Last show was Sunday (2). In
addition, William H. Wise Co., the
mail-order book outfit, is dropping
sponsorship of the Galen Drake program effective July 7.
Serutan has cancelled itself out as
bankroUer of the Don Gardner early
morning commentary, but ABC has
grabbed a new sponsor, Seeman
Bros., via the Weintrauli..a86ncy.
Possibilit:^ of Armour bankrolling
the Al Pea'rce layout and the new
Swift contract for an additional 15
minutes of "Breakfast Club" had
relped offset the "blues" dirge.

MBVaME
Feel Economy
agencies
ad
the
Apparently
weren't kidding when word got
around that the payroll axe was being sharpened as a result of the re
cent nosedive in billings. Over the
past week, in particular, the jitters

last

was

A

had

the. strike

.

continued

an-

network programming cancella-

tions

to the tune of an

additional

amount

that's

already been written off the. agency

books by previous retrenchments.

supposedly the real-life
counterpart of the novel's Evan
Llewelyn Evans, against Fred-

Ihdiistrial

accounts

would

that

.

have received a staggering production blow by continuance of the
strike had served
notice
on the
agencies not to expect them back in

author,
the
Wakeman,
would pack Madison Sq. Garden,

eric
it's

agreed.

the fall

if

they couldn't get rolling

immediately.

CBS Would

Parlay

For one
of

it's

Smatra

to

thing,

it

would have been

the death blow for the last vestiges

&

Shore

institutional

maining on the

programming
air.

re-

And, while the

clouds of uncertainty have lifted to

some degree, there's still some element of doubt, say the agencies, of
some of the top-budgeted shows re-

Alice Faye. An indication as to how.
tough it is to buck the Big Three is
gleaned from the fact that CBS has
Although Dinah Shore, who is bethe 8 p.m. (opposite Bergen) slot
ing dropped by General Foods, has
scant, with no takers.
served notice that she wants top
Monday nlchl: Despite the fact billing in a solo vocal spot on her
that Lever Bros, is yanking out the
new show, CBS is making a deJoan Davis show in preference for termined
its
bolster
to
effort
low-budgeter, this still remains
Wednesday 9 p.m. segment via a
CBS' heavy audience night, with its teamup of Miss Shore and Frank
back-to-back 90-minute "Lux Radio
Gold
show.
the
Old
Sinatra on
Theatre" and Screen Guild Players
Feeling is that, with Eddie Cantor
pix adaptation cycle. Both continue
possibly checking but of the oppolb hit the bigtime via Top 15 Hoopi
sition slot on NBC this fall, rather
crating league. Add to this the fact
than waiting until September of
that NBC's top Monday night draw1847, the Sinatra-Shore combo could
ing card, "Information Please" bows
well be the opening wedge toward
off for Socony.
on

webs.

relief

the soft coal strike

terminated.

$10,000,000. That's the

George Washington

mention the strengthened Fitch "inbetweener" spotting Phil Harris and

Those "cancellation blues" appear
to be catching up with the ABC
network, which up till now was perhaps more Immune from the si>on'
sorship retrenchments than the other

dras-

produc-

shortages,

other 30 days, they were prepared
for

Sunday nifhl: With the BennyBergen-AUen parlay teeing off a

new

strikes,

check of the
top agencies reveals the consensus
finally

lead.

NBC's night hands down.

by

material

heaved a sigh of

etc.,

Hill,

in a

Taken night by night, here's how
the drawing cards appear to stack
up thus far:

already

agencies,

affected
snafues,'

week when

BOM

fair position of altering- the fiveevenings-to-two ratio which in years
past has put NBC far out in the

night-time

Unrefreshiiig Hiatus

when

the way of. new cancellations and
the desire of sponsors to segue into

as

Like

something approxi-

in for

jolt

low-budgeted programming. But as
of the moment, there's been enough
trading and checker-board maneu-

now

On

years that the other

Pretty near anything can happen in

stealers."

one

The ad

Fluff of the

There's been a lot of wondering around the trade why the
Book-of-the-Month Club, which
sponsors
"Author Meets the
Critic," has bypassed what, it's
conceded, would be the top
drawing-card of the year— airing of its June selection, "The
So far the
Hucksters."
sponsors have been laying low
toward inviting any overtures
radio"
prize
"inside
for the
broadcast of the year.

son rolls around.
Right now it's still a hazy picture
as to how the reshuffling of top per-

As Penny-Pinching Rules the Roost

For

Averted by End of Strike Crisis

webs would rather not count them

may come

:

Additional $10,000,000 Loss Seen

NBC's night-to-night overall supremacy in pulling in the dial customers—a condition that's prevailed

looks like the "rating stealers"
are coming out in full force. These
are the low-budgeted mystery-crime- 'Stairway' to Lhnbo
suspcnse shows that have been all
oyer the kilocycles in increasing
Scheduled by Philco
numbers in recent sea-sons and now
Philco's "Stiirway to the Stars';
appear, in the mad scramble of sponsors to whittle down their program- Sunday evening ahow on ABC is
ming costs, to be taking a firmer checking oft on June 30, with some
doubt existing at the moment as to
hold than ever.
Decision of Wildroot to drop the whether or not sponsor will return
Woody Herman Friday night pro- in the fall.
'Stairway" went in several weeks
gram on ABC, and substitute the
Hammctt ago as the summer replacement for
Dashiel
lower-budgeted
crime series, is cited as but one "Hall of Fame," with original plan,
illustration of the current thinking. to. segue back into "Hall" format in
While it's the feeling that over the the fall. Philco production snafu^,
next couple of years the musical- however, has thrown the fall broadformated show will' come back Into casting plans into a state of flux.
boys are
tlie
its own, right now
thinking in terms of the "ratiiig

wrapped up within the $3.000-$4.000
weekly bracket. For a long while
they've noticed them solidly entrenched, particularly on ABG and

IT

BLO(:VS.NBG

It

.

-f:

By GEORGE ROSEN

sonalities

'Rate Steakrs Sneaking Forward

UP

—

•

-

For Wed. Payoff

turning in the

fall.

KrendCutsCabes

-

Tuesday

niKhl:

CBS and

the others

can close up shop. It's Fibber-HopeSkeltoh on NBC and that takes care
of the bulk of the listening audience.

Wednesday nifht: The BristolMyers 60-minute showcasing of Eddie Cantor and "Mr. District At-

NBC

the
torney" has long given
But with Cantor exiting the
fold to work for Pabst; possibly
in September, CBS is out to make
a "kill" and Is trying to team up
Dinah Shore and Frank Sinatra as

edge.

B-M

the

initial

listeners.

overture to woo new
The "Gilderslecve" move-

over from Sunday to Wednesday,
however, may still clinch it for NBC.

Thursday night: This was once
NBC's strongest night, back in the
days when Bing Crosby was surrounded by a flock of top talent that
stretched over a two-hour period.
But now der Bingle is gone.
And. with the possible exception
of Jack Haley, there isn't a

show

of

top stature in the whole stretch.
There's a possibility that General
Foods may move "Aldrich" into the
spot being vacated by Dinali Shore,
but for the most part the NBC
Thursday sked ha.s fallen on pretty

Unfortunately for CBS,

lean days.

too, is lacking in sock Thursday
night programming.
it,

Friday night: The switchover of
Cantor to the Pabst spot held down
this

with

season by Danny Kaye, along
Jimmy Durante-Garry
the
.

for Bexall, would indi
cate that CBS will be getting the
edge, despite the "Duffy Tavern""People Are Funny" pulling draw

Moore show

for

NBC.

Saturday night: This shapes up
again as pretty much of a 50-50 di"Hit
It's CBS'
vision of honors.
Parade" vs. the Procter, i Gamble
two-way bid for NBC audience attraction with "Life Of Riley" and
"Truth or Consequences."

became intensified at some of the
Co. execs down in
agencies, with .the chief topic
Atlanta, wrestling with the sugar key
around the trade concerning the
situation, want to cancel out the
of heads, and budget
three. - times - a - week "Spotlight lopping off
effected.
Bands" show on Mutual for an economics being
At Kenyon & Eckhardt agency,
eight-week summer period. D'Arcy
been inaugurated
agency, which handles the coke ac- 10% pay slash has
in excess of $5,200 a
count, is reportedly trying to per- for all earning
promissory note
suade the outfit to stay on through year, along with a
to normal
the hot weather months. But, as that; if conditions return
coin will be restored.
of the moment, the feeling around in the fall, the
There's a lot of uneasiness around
Atlanta is to jump on the hiatus
agency, with reBowles
&
Benton
bandwagon since, coke production
are going
being what it is, the drink dIstriBs port*; that about 50 heads
can siell jusl so much whether show to roll.
Coca-Cola

.

'MAKE IT A

Gab; Drops Van

Kreml, sponsor of Gabriel Heatter
and the Lyle Van noontime iiews
strip on Mutual, is revising its radio
programming schedule. Hair tonic
outfit is droppfng the Sunday night
CBS Wednesday night supremacy
sponsorship of Heatter, picking up
The back-to-back the tab henceforth for only one of
audience pull.
Bristol-Myers parlay of Cantor and the Heatter commentaries instead ot
"Mr. District Attorney" has "for three, and is cancelling but the^an
years, put NBC way out in front on daytime program. The two-way reWednesday listener response.
trenchment adds up. to $75:',06(i loss
Right now it looks like Joan in Mutual billings, both taking effect
Davis will move into the NBC slot about July 1.
being vacated by Cantor (comeReport is, however, that Kreml
dienne is bowing out of her Monday wants to return to radio in the fall
night CBS Lever Bros. spot). And with a couple of half-hour nighttime
CBS is so convinced that the Shore- shows, preferably on NBC or CBS.
Sinatra teamup will take the draw
away from NBC that it's \yilling to
talk in terms of all kinds of concessions, such as the network itself
paying for line charges in the event
of out-of-town dates, etc.

'Home' Fires Bum

squawks from others.
When Van moves out of noon spot.
Mutual plans to put George Carson

Putnam

into spot on su-staining basis.
feels he'll be saleable in spot
Shift in Heatter schedule cues the
following moves: Barbasol will> reWhen
linquish the Sunday 8:45 p.m. slot,
with Heatter dropping out comHome
pletely.
Barbasol will sponsor gabber on Wednesdays, 9 p.m., instead.
R. B. Semler (Kreml) is relinquishing Wednesday-Friday,*9 p.m.,
wrapped up.
slots .starting June 28, but is holding,
At a time when most of the radio on to the Monday spot. Lineiip will
spenders are tightening the pur.'.e then be Monday, Kreml sponsoring;
strings, AHP has just sewed up the Tuesday and Thursday, Zonite Corp.
two
purchased
Bob Burns show and
(Forhan's);
Wednesday, Barbasol,
additional daytime half-hours on and
sustaining.
Friday
Mutual
CBS for a new Coast show, "Sur- hopes to get a new sponsor for the
prise Party," which tees off July 2
Friday spot^
pactcd
was
Deal
in the 3-3:30 slot.
on
be
Ryan
through Ruthrauff &
half of the George Washington Cof
It's
fee (Foods Division) account.
Plan is to spot the audience partic
ipatibn show two afternoons a week
Wlto Goes in for
it
expand
and
during the summer,
on a cross-the-board basis in the fall
In Genera]

Bright $ Horizon

Web

the Score is tallied on 1946
47 advertiser billings, it's more than
Prodlikely that American
ucts will be right up near the top of
the heap, on the basis of the probeiiig
currently
gramming deals

Bums VkeGildy

H3dy

NBC Swkeh

American Home Products acquisition of the Bob Burns show, which

And Show Via Shortwave
Hollywood, June 4

wood for 3b-minute ride. It's another audience participation shovi
with Stuart Wilson and two other
emcees to* be selected 'giving gais

further

gramming

of the 7:30

_

going oyer for merchandise prizes.
will be two emcees- in
September, Highlight
_
_
jshortwave cars pickin« up fenimcs
Similarly, the economy axe
that 750,000 Army enlistments have
stays on or; not.
Riibicam, and the Army wants at least 250,000 markets and at homes.
Young
&
at
swinging
Apparently there'll be a decision
Dave Voung produces.
before the tend of this month.
more
page
54)
on
(Continued
within the next :fcw; days^
.lince- la.st

.

m
.

l

I

<

•

is dropping, ha$ cued
juggling of the NBC prosked. Burns is moving out
Thursday night slot ihe
had long been anxious to capture
better time) and he goes into the
6:30 Sunday e\cr.m". spot currently
occupied by "Gilderslecve."
Gildersleeve," in turn, moves into
the 8:30 Wednesday nijht niche, being vacated by the Piuleigh cigaret-

Lever Bros,

"Surprise Party" starts July 2 over
basic network of 34 TBS sUlions on
Tuesday and Thursday from Holly-

MILLIOIS'

Trailerizing a slogan "Make It a
Million," U. S. Army recruitment is
investing heavily in a spot campaign
during June on 746 stations across
the country. Slogan is cued to fact

been recorded

Abolition of the old rate card structure, effective July 1, by prexy Ed
Kobak, was one of the factors cueing
Kreml decision to lop off -the Mutual
billings.
Cost would have shot up
considerably, but attitude of network
was that any preferential treatment
to
one sponsor would occasion

1

|

Hildegarde program,

.

EMI* Green;
direetor;
'VIrller:

TWtiBDY"

DMiel. miulcal
Helitand, aiinonncer

Elliot

Bud

Robert Riley Crutcher

rrodiicer: Z. Wayne Grilfln
3« Mfns.. Sun., 7 pjn.

PALL MALL

WEAF-NBC.

N, Y.

(.Rxithfauff

It

Ryan)

the fall.
Scripter Robert Riley Crutcher
has tried to pattern "Fabulous Dr.
Tweedy" to the blustering Morgan
comedy delivery mannerism. Actuin

,

taken up where he left
year ago on the "Eddie Bracken
Story " though with somewhat loss
That "delayed
results.'
successful
punch" technique of commg-back-

ally,
off a

he's

was

for-your-line

really

overworked

on Sunday's (2) opening stanza. But

aside from the Crutcher stock-mtrade which paid off as more sock
comedy when patterned for Bracken,
the scripter seems to have gone
overboard on the double-entendre
businei^. There were times Sunday
when it bordered too close to mdigo
for comfort. If "Tweedy" is slanted
for familv attention— and Benny.s
been spending years developing universal appeal for the Sunday at 7
•segment—Crutcher had better thmk
well.
in terras of juve appeal, as
Basically, his story material Is
okay. With Morgan as a college prof
in a girl s school, addicted to saying and doing the wrong things
at the wrong time and inadvertently
emerging as Mr. Fixit (shades of
Bracken), it lends itself to moderately amusing comedy.
Morgan gets a good assist from
Eddie Green (doubling from 'Duffy s
Tavern") and Nana Bryant, with
Elliot Daniel taking care of the or.

che.stral bridges.

•

Pall Mall commercials are laid
with the same thickness as
Luckies. with a reprise of the wartime "on the land— in the air—on
the sea" sound effects and the trip-

on

plugs.

hammered "cooler, smoother
You really know Morgan is

out to

sell Pall Mall.

-THE COKE CLUB"

With ^Morion Downey, Leah Ray,
David Ross, Coke Club Quartet,
Jimmy Lytell Oroh
Prodnoer-Dlrector: Paul

Lonb

Wrifter: Hector Chevlfny
IS Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 12:11 p.m.

COCA-COLA
WOR-MBS, N.

T.

(D'Arci/)

Mutual has moved

.

'

.

'

.

.

—

—

who has performed some notable
The tribute is depublic service.
livered through straight narration
on the new show's preem
Downey gave the verbal palm to a
Chicago citizen who arranged lor
recreational facilities to be
opened for teen-agers on the south

and

some
side.

Show, emerges as a so-so melange
of gab and music. Downey's thrushbird warbling of "Everyone Is Saying Hello" and "Welcome to My

this

is

not

to

detract

too

stvngly from a really worthwhile
radio hour. There were some statesmanlike utterances from Einstein,
Davies and Wallace.
There was
sensible talk; simple elucidation and
a program.
Most everyone agreed
that peace had to be secured even at
the partial expense of national sovereignty.

Einstein expressed the
thought that "thinking human nature
can solve our problems.
must
build institutions to rid us of fear
and suspense, and to have power and
authority.
Our ability to reason
must be used now to save human
society, or it will perish in a dark
age.
perhaps forever."
Speakers
agreed on the need of United Nations
control
of
atomic energy,
Davies said we must make war obsolete before war makes man obsolete.
Voorhis urged presenting all
atomic facts to the people and letting them decide its use.
Urey
Scouted the idea of being able to
keep secret such information as
atomic energy or atom bomb. Mrs.
Willkie expressed her distrust of

We

Dreams" might appeal to listeners
deep in the snows of yesteryear but
certainly lacks a modern note. Appears, moreover, to be straining for
register
which
the
high
was
Downeyls trademark. Backing up
with some fancy harmonizing, the
quartet took over by themselves for government treaties. Wallace
propheone oldie, "Memories'' which they sied peacetime uses for atomic
enrendered
with
suitable
mazola. ergy.
MacLeish told
American
Jimmy Lytell's orch has a pleasing nation to make up itsthemind
as to
accent on strings.
what it wanted done about atomic
Emceeing

Result was that WMCA, local indie,
got itself a hunk of listenable showmanship with a tough message.

Show

will die at

people

only

had

hammering

one

purpose-

OPA

home
end

hammer

fact that.
of this month unless
at their Congressmen

3* MIns,; Snn., 4:S« p.m.

BCA-VICTOB
WJZ-NBC,
"

i,J.

N. Y.
Walter Thompson)

RCA's new

summer show Is a
pleasant, melodious Sabbath-day program, with a good choice of pop and

.

llgi.t

numbers, well sung

classical

and ployed.
Music is piresented
straight, and not dressed up in
ornate,
overpowering arrangements
Prograip, has style and class.
Premiere Sunday (2) had Robert

MerrlUj full-throated engaging Met
baritone, sonorously singing "Song
of
the
Open Road," "Kentucky
Babe," "Strange Music" and "Night
and Day," while Frank Block led

sprightly orchestral accompaniment
Black's orchestra, an excellent ensemble, also had its melodious say in
"All The Things You Are" and
"American Salute." Slight flaw in
the program was the somewhat
corilV manner o( presenting the
song-numbers, a bit of. routine scripting that can aiid should be improved.
Bron.

MARINERS QUARTET
With

Martin

Shilth,
Smivfa;
Rayell,
IS MIns.;

Bougham,
Homer
Thomas Lockard, James

Lee Erwin,
announcer
Sat.,-

piano;

Jack

6:30 p.m.

Sustaining

WEAF-NBC,

N. Y.
Mariners Quartet is an evenly
mixed combo of while and Negro
•

.

who hove been intiiinately
working together in and out of the
service for the jpiast few years. Dialsingers

ers will enjoy the quality of music
made by this closely knit team of
individually superb voices.
Their,
vocal blendlngs have that relaxing,
gobd-old-times flavor one could expect to hear in a ship's hold. As a
session of pop choral music, this is
.

tops.
Initial stanza of the weekly series
was a mixture of salt sea airs, folk
ballads, and Tin Pan Alley nostalgia.
Jack Rayell handled the intros directly and briefly enabling the quartet to render a halt-Jozen numbers

including.

"Blow

the

Man Down,

"The Landlubbers Lie Down
Below." "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," "The Navy Hymn," and "Old
MacDonald Had a Farm." "Blue
Heaven" was given an excellent
solo treatment by the -tenor.
Sailor,"

,

"SATURDAY SHOWCASE"
With Snooky Lanson, Evelvn Parker,
Bradley KIncald, Varleteers,
Bradley orch

Owen

Writer: Ed Blrnbyer
Producer: Jack Staap
30 MIns'.; Sat., 3 p.m.
Sustaining
tion clearly and simply, tieing up the WEAF-NBC,
N. Y.

ends neatly, and adding his own
"Saturday Showcase," replacing
drama in the telling. Joyce- Red- "Orchestras of the Nation," gives the
.man's Anne, Margaret Leignton's network the
opportunity to display
Elizabeth, Ena Burrill's Margaret and the
talent heard regularly on its affilHarr.v Andrews' Buckinham led the iate
stations, and often represents
excellent supporting roles. Herbert purely
local taste as far as talent is

—

collection
Included
Owen Bradley orch, Evelyn Parker,
a smooth chirper, Snooky Lanson
with hillbilly accent who emoeed and
gave out with vocals, Varleteers, a

.

enough.. And Tom Glazer's
ballad (especially written by
Sol Kaplan) was a tight combination of propaganda and entertainment. Add to that lineup Orson
Welles' bland handling of the running continuity, plus the contrib of
the others in the expert cast, and
you have a job that should have
been tops. As it was.
Pro-OPA or anti, tliere's no doubt
that, as propaganda showmanship,

plain

OPA

.

this was as good an example as
that's come across in some time.

any

portant matters, there is practically
Frank
only praise to be meted out to the Producer: Joe Graham
participants— to CBS, to producer- 15 MIns.; Mon,, 1( p.m.
Drennan, writer Bob Shayon. and his cohort LIBERTY MAGAZINE
Dick Ellers, Edwin of helpers. -There is also hope
for WJZ-ABC, N. Y.
MacDonald
the atomic future.
(Waruiick & Legler)
Broh
Wrltfcr'Producer: Dick Bertrandlas
Having decided, suddenly to flre
3« MIns.; Thurs. (3t), 9:3* ajn.
Fiorello H. LaGuardia after ostenSuslainluK
"YOUR COMMUNITY CHEST"
tatiously giving him "the freedom
KPO-NBC, San Francisco
With Roy Hansen
the
of
air"
for five months, Liberty
This was an emotionally dramatic 15 MIns., Saturday,
6:3« p.m.
mag couldn't forego the temptation
poetic prose narrative depicting the WDHC,
Hartford
to use up its contracted time on the
impressions of an unidentified (3.1.
"This is a good example of
returning to his Jiome after serving
what a ABC net, which is Inked for the
station may do in propagandizing rest of June. So it used flUer. Said
in the armed forces.
It related the
filler
happened to be the sheet's
tense reactions of a home-hurtgry local community welfare activities
boy, provoked by situations, voices. There are some 31 members of the editor, Edward Maher,
Maher's teeoft Monday night (3)
Bounds and evients as he progressed gartford Community Chest. Weekly,
from his ship through Separation WDRC sends a mikeman to a dif- was about as distinguished as a secferent
ond-hand
participating member of the
wheelbarrowi
and as
Center, tj home-town and discharge.
The show superlatively highlighted red feather organization. A wire smooth. Maybe he wrote his own
is
utilized
facts and fears which face all re- recorder
for a trip show, but It didn't sound first-hand.
turning war vets. It was excellently through the in.ititution, with the It was Just a rehash of the day's
written and effectively produced by mikeman making a rambling com- stuff from the tickers, and there
Dick Bertrandlas, recently, returned mentary of the facilities, personnel, happen to be a lot of perfectly good
frbm service, and well siipported by purposes, etc., describing in retail announcers around town who could
have done the job with less time
competent cast with Ray Lewis same on tour through the plant.
turning in a sensitive lead role porAnd
Shot heard had mikeman Roy out for clearing the throat.
with leas of the commercial plugs,
trayal.
Show previously had been Hansen on a tour through the YMCA
for Liberty, front, back, and sideoffered April 20 and was repeated as Adequately handling the
mike
ways In the middle- via corny draMemorial Day feature because of signment. The recorded remote asIs
matization. LlberryVfiavIng lost Its
sodk listener reaction.
Saturday
Ted
night slotted,
Eck.
/lower, fhoulda stood In bee Ccrr*.

."OPERATION STATESIDE"
Jane

Leff,

'

.

.

Prodncer: Qeorgo Vontaaa

Henges' music was effective, yet concerned.
However, if initial sesDirectors John sion
never Intruding.
coming from WSM. Nashville, is
Burrell and Richard Sanvllle, pro any
criterion, the boys in the hinterducer Robert J. Landry, cast and lands are.
prbductlon-wise, in a big
CBS rate all kind^ of bows. Bron,
listeners.
league manner.
It may be that some of Zero
Pacing of the opening stanza was
Mostel's most devastating satire as "WINNER TAKE ALL"
good, and while some of the talent
"Mr. M.N.A."— and "Senator" Louis WHh Ward Wilson; Bill Cullen, an- heard impressed a^ designed for
nouncer
Calhem's Claghorn act were above
provincial consumption only, spotthe heads of a number of listeners. Writers: Mark Goodson, BIIITodman ting of talent; general calibre nf the
But the man-femme act put on by Producer-director: Todman
participants and writing would meet
Virginia Music: Chet Kingibury
Meredith
and
Burgess
network standards,
Bruce, piped from the Coast, were 30 MIns., Mon., 3 p.m.
the
WSM's

the show In Informal energy. "It is too late
to
Cars.
Leah Ray strikes an in- takes," warned Einstein. make mismanner in her chattering
When CBS can get such diverse
with
Downey and David Ross' people
together on a program, to EDWARD MAHER
handling of the Coca-Cola plugs is
discuss so simply such world-im- With Al Heifer, announcer; Carl
InoFfensive. Program is transcribed,

-

Bbtek
an.

Ken Banthart

•nneer
Ed JarM

Writer:

Senatoris. With a hefty dose of
entertaining repetition, stanza certainly
had all the elements of
socking that message home to Its

gratiating

Lewis,

1946

m»M-Mntm, Pmk
•d •r«healni;

Wiik

and

stylCi

With Ray
Henry

5,

BCA VlCTOB SVOW

nr*

caMi; DanM (Oolambl* W«rksh»p)
flflth Joseph E. Davles, Albert Bln- With PaMI CUytMi.
With Lanreneii OlWIor, Joya*
Saldenberf oreh; Ben Grauer,
Georc* C. Kenney,
steln, Gen,
MB, En* Bvrlll, Mbtrgnret Lelgknonncer
Sen. Rrlen McMahon, Harold Urey,
ton, Ralph Klehardaoa, Harry AnHarold C- lokes, hep. Jerry Voor- Writer; Harry 'Herrmann
drews, David Kenllab, Kenneth
hb, Mrs. Wendell Wlllkle, Vlce- Produoer: Billy Wilfn*
Edwards, MIehaol Rafhan, Frank
Adm. W. H. P. Btendy, Dr. Lather 36 MIns.; Snn.; t p.m.
Dunean,
John Oarity. JoMph
Evans, Archibald MaoLelsh, Har- STANDARD BRANDS
Jamss, Jane Wenham, Cecil Winold E. $tas.<ien. Sec. Henry A. WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
tcr, George Rose, Brian Parker,
(J. Wolter Th'ojnpsoii)
Wallace, Justice William O. Dou(Copley, Sidney Taller; Harry
Peter
las; Robert Trout, narrator-fu'de
Into
stepped
Templeton
has
Alec
Marble announcer
Producer - Writer - Director: Robert the Sunday night Charlie McCarthy
Producer: Robert J. Landry
spot on NBC as the summer reLewis Shay on
Richard
placement for the- Standard Brands Directors: John Bnrrell,
60 MIns.: Tues. (28). !• p.m.
Sanvllle
Chase & Sanborn show, and it's a
SustalnloK
Adapters: James and Elisabeth Hart
tribute to the Templeton technique
Menges.
WABC-CBS, N, Y.
and showmanship flair that the Music: Herbert
3
p.m.
99
MIns.;
Sun.
Cross(3),
"Opeiation
CBS", one-shot
prcem broadcast (2) added up to a
road," Tues. (28)— a sort of glorified pleasurable 30 ininutes.
As haitus- Sustaining
to^iTi-meeting of man-on-thc-strect, tlme programs gb, this one registers WABC-CBS, N. Y.
statesman, soldier and .scientist, dis- in the upper brackets, though in subColumbia Workshop's presentation
cussinis the world in an atomic age- stance' it'-* practically
a one-man of the Old Vic Theatre Co. Sunday
was a laudable experiment and a tour de forte, with the Tcnipleton (2). in an hour-and-a-half performworthwhile achievement. It it failed keyboard improvisations wrapping ance of "Richard III." was a highly
to live completely up to expecta- up the major portion of the show. successful. venture into Shakespeare
tions, it nevertheless had a high Format provides for a weekly guest on the air. and a credit to both CBS
average tor purpose, performance star (Patti Clayton spotted on the and the distinguished British reperand elYect.
initialer), and there's a full-bodied tory group that gave it.
It is good to bring such vital quesorchestral assi.st under Daniel SaidThe blood-and-thunder stuff in
tions as what to do with the atom cnbcrg's baton.
this historical drama sets our modbomb and how to bring about peace
There's little attempt to Invest the ern whodiiniU; to shame. The eloin an atomic era, down to the avershow with ornate production back- quent, dramatic handling by the
age man's level. It is also remark- grounding, which is all to the show's Old Vic troupe vnadf the Shakes-,
able as well as eminently sound to credit. For simplicity appears to be pearcan tragedy come alive. It held
have a housewife, a farmer, a ma- its keynote, aimed at providing good more drama and suspense than many
chinist, a college senior or a travel- listening via the Templelonian piaur a
contemporary effort by other
ing salesman
ask vital questions isticf.
improvising
of
the dramatic groups on the air.
The
defense
"secrets,"
about
atomic
"Eugene Onegin" waltz into a- charThe presentation was a special
against the atom bomb, and preven- acteristically bouncy "Eugene's Oft
arrangement of the Shakespeare
tative measures against an arma- Again"; ..the
straightforward per- work, in a vivid adaptation by James
ments race— and have answers or formance of Debussy's "Clair de
discussions thrown right back at Lune"; the four-in-one treatnient and Elizabeth Hart. Purists may not
them by a Prof. Albert Einstein, an accorded two classical and two like the excisions, th6 replacement
ex-Sec. of Interior Harold Ickcs, a pop tunes; the operatic "Chiquita of long explanatory passages by
U. S. Sen. Brien McMahon, or a Gen. Banana" finale with an assist from narrator in prose, or the apparent
George C. Kenney. This is democ- Miss .Clayton herie were sock con- high-spotting, but it made for effecracy in' the best sense; this is really tribs out of the long-familiar Tem- tive radio and a taut pi:esentatIon.
At times the production had the feel
people in public atTairs.
pleton stylized catalog.
of chopplness, slices of Shakespeare
CBS' program, apparently the
Miss Clayton soloed with Irving
work of months of preparation, Berlin's "They Say It's Wonderful" instead of the loaf, but in the main
sounded rehearsed rather than spon- and "Shoo Fly Pie" and registered it was rounded and complete, and
sufficiently sustained.
taneous, which perhaps it could, not okay.
Success, of course, was due to the
avoid.' But it was also too diffuse
Summer show commercals acand scattered to be totally effective. cented the Chase Sc Sanborn iced cof- superb diction and reading of the Old
Into one hour it packed a raft of fee flavor, with Ben Grauer lend- Vic players, and, especially, to Laurworthy
individuals— Prof.
Harold ing his usually effective treatment.
ence Olivicr's performance in the
The play got away to a
Urey,
'Voorhis;
Sec.
title role.
Rep.. Jerry
Rose,
Henry A. Wallace,. ex-Gov. Harold
slow start, but it picked up very
Stassen; Supreme (jourt Justice Wilfast
and held its course evenly,
liam O. Douglas, Mrs. Wendell Willswiftly and absorbingly thereafter;
ITS A STICKUP"
kie,
ex-Ambassador
Joseph
E. With Orson Welles, Ralph Bellamy, The event was a. smooth job on all
Davies, Librarian Archibald MacLouis Calhern, Zero Mostel, Bur- counts, in acting, arranging and diLeish, In addition to the names
Meredith, Virginia Bruce, rection. Production bits were fine;
gess
above— as well as an assorted halfMartin WoUson, Fran Heflin, Ann effects (clanking of chains, walks,
dozen of. citizens from America's
Mann, Joseph carriage rides, horses) were excelShepherd, Paul
Main Street.
Program sometimes
lent.
The hour-and-a-haU was full
Julian, Tom Glazer
gave the impression of rushing from Writer: Slgmuhd Miller
of dramatic incidents, of stirring
one person to another to get in the Producer-Director: Mendl Brown
moments of passion or action, with
names rather than the utterances, so Music: Cal KIrby (Special ballad, the whole a fascinating chronicle of
that Ickes, Voorhis and Douglas had
medieval intrigue and murder,
Sol Kaplan)
very little to say and less time to say
Olivier gave a fine portrait of the
3« MIns., Sun. (2), 1»:15 p.m.
it in.
Concentration on fewer inunprincipled Gloucester, later RichSustaining
dividuals would have given opporard III, his readings being measured
tunity for more extended, concrete WMCA, N. Y.
This is the one-shot whirh Mutual and'impassioned by turn and always
study of some tremendously vital
subjects.
As it was. between pre- put on its network Sunday after- clear and dramatic, while suggesting
pared questions and answers, and noon (2) but bypassed thei web's freely the maiiy changes in his mood.
speedup delivery, it was all a little N.Y. outlet, WOR. because r.f a rule Ralph Richardson, as the narrator,
against dramatization of controversy. explained the background of the actoo pat.
All

show, long-

this
time' aired over its network giinus
York, into its flagship with a
format revision and a buttressing of
Morton Downey with, the Coke Club
Show's basic new feature
(Quartet.
is
a twlce-a-week salute paid by
Downey to a "big, little American"

New

>

"lOHABD

ALEO TEHPLETON SHOW

"OPERATION CROSSROADS"

.

American Tobacco Co. has purchuscd this new Frank Morgan package as the summer replacement show
for Jack Benny, with George Washii>gton Hill cancelling out the Lucky
Strike commercial in favor of a
The 'Sunday
Mall buildup.
Pall
evening slot is being used as a
"trailer" for the Morgan-Pall Mall
tieup. with the comedian slated to
go into the last-half of the Kay
Kyser Wednesday night hour on

NBC

WcJnetdayt June

R/urao iiBvniws
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"THE FABULOUS

DR.
WItK frank M«rk«n. Nui» Brysnl,

Sustalnlnr

WABC-CBS, N. Y.
CBS messed up what

started out

as a pleasant variation on audienceparticipation quiz programs Monday
(3). with something that wasn't fair
play, good radio or good taste.
It
preemed "Winner Take All," quiz

Negro

group whose

spiritual

offer-

ings are reminiscent of those of the

Golden Gate Quartet, and Bradley
Kincaid.

another

program with the angle that a suc- rates high for
cessful contestant could stay on the
.show indefinitely, taking prize after
prize, if he or she qualified.
Two
contestants vied in. answering quesr
lions, with the winner in a set of
three questions going on to match
wits with another contestant in a
second set of questions, and so on.

warbler.

local effort.

Stat.za
Jose.

"CASE BOOK OF GREGORY

HOOD"

with Gale Gordon, Bill Johnstone,

.

others;

Harry

Bartell,

announcer

Producer: Ned Telllnger
Writers: Denis Green, Anthony
Boucher
Questions were simple and Interesting—spotting song titles, quota- .Music: Dean Fossler
tions,
Bible headings, errors in 30 MIns.; Mon. (3), 8:30 p.m.
grammar,
nicknames,
geography, PETRI WINE CO.
film names.
Ward Wilson's .breezy; WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
(Youvg
KitWeam)
informal emceeing was in the pro-*
Following the summer bowout ol
gram's proper key. One little lady
answers the first three questions "Sherlock Holmes," Mutual has relike a shot; won the first round and tained its tworshow whodunit parlay
her prizes (sumptuous ones, too), on Monday nights by replacing
and went on to win the second round "Holmes" with the "Case Book of
just: as easily.
The way she was Gregory. Hood." Latter follows the 8
going, it looked as if she'd stay on to 8:30 broadcast of the "Bulldog
quite a while, which conformed to Drummond" show to give listeners
the show's angle and added to Its a solid hour of thriller-diller met-

A
.

appeal.

iers.

Then Wilson threw the questionsformat away altogether by dragging
put a tie and a girdle, asking lady
to put on tie, the man to don
the
girdle, the first finisher to be
the
winner. The lady was slower knotting the tie, and so lost to the
man
her chance to Continue answering
questions, which isn't exactly the
best way to run a quiz program.
The studio audience had convulsions watching the contest, but home
listeners apparently wonderecT
what
kind of aural entertainment was
this, and who was the program
Intended for. anyway. The whole gag
was not^ only poor radio, but pute
corn.
It
belongs In second-rate
vaude.
Bron.

"Hood" has all the Ingredients of
the currently-favored crop of whodunits and should be right up the
alley of most detective story fans.
Characters include the smooth but
tough gentleman-detective who gets
in the hair of the San Francisco
police department by solving all the
big murders himself; his slightly stupid sidekick; the rough homicide
lieutenant, and the newspaper re-

'

.

i

porter.

(

Writers Denis Green and Anthony
Boucher have poured their characters from the standard molds and
make them sound as authentic as
{Tossible. Plot on the preem show,
involving a murderer who is mur(Continued on page 51)

hme

WetliieMlajt
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He Who

HADIO

Gloats Last-

iCPLIlG5HIPTfl|Beimyatl5(onAir)M^^^

in general, and the "hate radio" section o£ the press in
is .having a field day with the fact that radio has been hit
with about $10,000,000 worth ,o£ cancellations in the last Xew weeks.
Practically every New York newspaper, and many of Ihe biggest
newspapers in the country, have found this informalion l.o be o£ general "nevs's value" lo general readers. Many of the sheets are, featuring
the yarns day after day, a number of Ihem going out of their way to
quote Variety by way of authenticating their reports.
••They'rie just gloating," pointed out/one network e.xet who was
going through a batch of newspapers this week;
What most of the newspapers, •unintorme'd about radio, failed to point
out is that, while this $10,000,000 cancellations hurt— the fact is that
mhiiy of the best nighttime spots on the nets have long line? of sponsors waiting to fill the niches.
Furthermore, none of the top talent
involved is likely to be out of a job or off the air by the lirne the. fall

The press

particular,

ICS,

of

.

MBS

O&O

Washington, June
Application

KQW,

CBS

of

Purchase,

4.

San Franoutlet owned by the BrUnton
was nixed la.st Friday (31) by

Staiioti

cisco
Bros.,

KCC.

Sales

."SOOO-walt

ticket

ii'.U.

KCC

statcjLIt did not believe networks .<hdu la gobble up stations and
indicated that; in its opinion, Ave
.>.'tations is a pretty good ceiling for
owns seven outright,
a web.

CBS

which six are 50,000-watt clear
channel powerhouses. No other net
owns more than five.
There appears a strong possibility
that CBS may take the matter to
court to test the commission's aiiof

Ihorily to limit the number of stations a single owner can control.-

Actually there is no official lid on
the liuiuber of standard outlets, and
this is the first case in the standard
in which FCC has'said to. a
owner: "You've got enough."
Commission has a limit of six on
chaimcis: and flye on video. In

field

sinjjle

FM

that connection, CBS may also test
the authority of the FCC to limit
stations.
the number of
outlets in New
Web, which has
Yoi'k and Chicago, and applications

FM
FM

Los Angeles.

and Minnciipolis.

lasi

General Food$ Shutters

St.

week

"House of. Mystery," the
Fobds-spoh.sored show on
recently
awarded
top
honors in the juve division
State lER Conference, bows

FM

FM

CBS:"
In

Thrf.e Reasons
application to

its

laid

down

Ill
other words, it's your best lememborcd. meaning your most reprogram, which is the determining factor.
In actuality Allen
and ! have done other 'greatest'
shows but )iow they're talking about
Freds Mr. and Mrs. satire with TalIiilah. or my appearance with hiih
this p;!.st Sunday."

cent

Amateors Gel Leeway
of that, Benny

Di.spo.cing

package

specialist, follow-

ing story preference survey made by
Dr, Robert Thorndyke of Columbia University.
Data compiled revealed that moppets of both sexes in
wide-age range preferred supernatural mystery to any other format.

meeting was scheduled to elect a
committee to- deal with wages and
working conditions.'
Two of ihe resolutions, which arc
expected to be passed without much
argument, deal witli condeinnation
of the Lea •Anti-PetriUo" bill and

News Dickering

Daily

For WDAS,

Olga Druce, agency producer-director of vhow, resigned this week
and is weighing other offers, among
thenx production of adult version of
"House of Mystery."

Complete

to

D

DL'II

M

J*

ilio

T*

rnUly KaaiO-IieWS lie
Philadelphia, June

The

News,

Daily

tabloid,

is

4.

I

I

only

Philiy's

reported dickeri'ig

i

j

WDAS,

purchase of

Cragston Out Of

is

250 waiter which

independently owned.

means

jells, it

the deal

If

'

j

paper will have

a direct radio ticup.
|

out-

Evening Bulletin operates
WPEN, non-network, and the Rccord recently purchased WC,^U. CBS
let;

shakeup took place this week in
ABC's cooperative programming
dept., and llie ihufTle found Bariiey
A.

!

the

outlet.

the

to

OPA.

The

Hernandez has

•

Juano

from

resigned

tho

much
it

a.s-.

latitude.

not being

let

roctntly, indicating that fhe same radio t<>|>notthers in lOie were on top
10 years aso. he thinks there's, no

'

I

j

Continued on page 52)

|
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Meets

Finally, there are two resolutions
'Author
Neither Lee EUmaker, publisher
Critics*
of the News, nor Alexander Dan-' asking that a membership meeting
(tepping
out suddenly.
nenbauni.
prexy, would ciis- be called for a report after AFRA's
Trails CarlinSix Years;
that top leadership of the tuss the nrgolialions, but 't is 'uiown national convention, to be held in
net has been di.ssalisfled with co- j||,gt EUmaker has been' ai'xious to August, and tor quarterly niectin;;s
Finally
op department'.s lop-heavy organi'/a- buy into a radio station, since the of AFRAitcs to di.scuss matters of!
"Airihor Mc< Is The Critics.' which
lion as a separate entity.
other three Philly papers now have general concern, to mcmber.s. First
station affiliations. For s'<me time of these rcsoluiions is signed by' swilclii-d recently from WTiN. .V. Y.
According to one soui'ce, the
lo WQXn, ;,l.so goes on Mutual Rttthe
News has had close Fr'ahk Carlon and Charles li vin
co-op division has been dropping now
work June 12. MBS' N. Y. oi;tltt.
about $^.000 every mouth for the association with WDAS, scheduling Sccond bears the signatures of Casey
regular news .shots and other pro- Allen; Frank Butler. Malcolm Childs. won. howovci'. won't carry show.
last few months. Others in the net
WQXR's program will be .sponsoied,
insisted that "live co-op business was grams. The paper and ra-|R) station I.Mary Hunleri Winston O'Kccfc. Doii^
as bcfoi-c. by Book of the Month
holding up, but were ready to admit have al.so worked together i'. luiiner- na Keith. Emit Rcnan.. Alex Scoui by
Club. Mutual net program will- be
and Martin Wolfson.
ous promotions
that perhaps both Mutual and
.•uslainin.:;.
co-oppers have been nicking into
Shows will not be the .amc. the
ABC's primacy in that field.
two iJio^rams calling for rlid'crcnt
ABC lias had: the .edge on Ibe
books and critics, with John K. M.
I

i

Cragston

WDAs

,

I

He

'

|

purcha.se
three rea.sons

.so

a major concern, says
any of the topflight comics essay ad libbing which the daylime quizmasters and interviewees
of the. sundry bride-groom, honeymooi'i, "queen'' and- kindred shows
iiidulse in— and they'd hear fioin
,«poii.--or. network and public pronto.
Rcfcjing to VARiE'fY's tabulation

Benny,

This

cites the fail that

re.solutioh
'

member.

Board

National

a

gel;

dismi.s.ses

particularly

tra-

ditional split between ''ivory toweritns" and their opponents is likely
to develop over this resolution.
Another resolution calls for tii-htening the- constitutional provision.-^
for filling the unexpired term of

'.

that every local news-

The Inquirer owns WFIL. ABC

ABC Co-op Setup

programs
While he-

Ciise Bill.

demns opponents

the

f-,r

the point, becau.sc his comedy .style
doesn't depend on s.a. gags or leering delivery that nonetheless it docs
surpri.se all comedians how they are
subjected to all sorts of censorship
rcstrjcl ions,
whereas these other

resolution that may cau.>;e a
'^
dispute is one adopted by the Na
tional Board of AFRA but about
which the N. Y. chapter board has
done nothing. This resolution con-

J

feels

about some other things in
Mo.st recent is the trend for
those .somewhat .screwball-participalion pro.^rams. chiefly of a daytime
Jiature.
wherein nervous audience
candidates have been known lo commit ..some quite awkward faux p;;?.
Bcniiy observes, without laboring
radio.

coniing negotiations for i-enewal of
the AFRA contraict with the .networks were seen in the fact that the

afford to invest that $1,000,006 in
•fancy'* programming as an example
to the rest of the country.

'

."iii-onKly

1

well, juve

understood to be that, NBC being
the profitable operation that it is,

Bob Max- can

Dope was

KQW, CBS

that dozens of tinics about -the
greatest this and the greatest that.

I

created by

is
the greatest show 1
Now, as I say it, I kno\y
wiong because you and I have

-said

.

cantly:
"It was pointed out that the application does not now raise any question under the FCC ruling limiting
station owiUMship by any one
licensee to six outlets, as .such a
Hucstion would not arise until the
licenses to
FCC had granted six

that's

New AFRA Pact,

Spark Fireworks

unless grain situation im-

.

Bioadway,

j

Show was

great:

is

ever saw.

i

rblderoo
proves.

good,

is

of "the greatest .show
ever did" is fallacious, says the
comedian,
because
"ril
prove it this way.- 1 think 'Born
Yesterday,' which we just saw on

Army

of the

half-year

The theory

General the
net's public service programming
Mutual, before
he went into uniform.
Qn
network his
shoulders lies most of. the reat Ohio
sponsibility for spending that cool
oiil this
million to show New York and the
Saturday t8).
country that when NBC's flagship
Six resolutions, some of them exWhile Benton it Bowles, agency goes in for shows-"in the public in- pected to spark lively nppo.silion. are
on account, still holds a six-week re- terest" it does so on a bigger and coming before a meniber.ship meetnewal option for fall airing, move, better scale than any ever seen be- ing of AFRA's -New York local
coming in wake of whole.sale GF fore.
Thursday night f6).
retrenchment, looks like "permanent
At the same time, signs of onFeeling among network execs is

filed -an

FM channel—in Washington. A release by
CBS in Washington stated signifi-

thing

only on April' 1, after having been
with OSS, u.sed to be in charge of

Louis

application for a seventh

who came out

llvst

vcter,-ih

:,

fall.

'House of Mystery'

he

i

yoii

'

Miller,

MBS

f

I

the audiciice will accept almost anyhe feels. Consi.stent
listening, say until after the holidays, and especially if audiences like
the programs, conditions them, despite Ihcmsclves, to thinking- everyIhiiig thereafter,

I

heading the planning board,
wliich expects to come up witiv .some
big-scale public Service shows by

$950,000.

wa-s.

Vote was four lo two. with Cliffoi d
J. Durr and Ray Wakefleld dissent-

in for Bu.ston,

are

*

First:

.

.Contract, for 52 weeks, is throush
the Ajthur MeyerhofI Ascncy, Chi.
In the 5-5:30 p.m. slot on the wc.'itern
.stations, it s the first network .show
lotio n company has sp onsored:

brass, most of the plans being still
the blueprint stage.
But il'.s
known, that manager James Gaines
and asst. manager, W. Burke Miller

Ruling to Court

purcha.se

to

,

livelyi

how WEAF intends to spend
wad of money is not as yet
dear even to the station's own lop
this

in

May Take FCC

'Shadow' for West

things in radio trends and cycles,
Chicago, June 4.
particularly as these concern comBalm-Barr Creme-Whipped hand edy shows.

Just

Down on KQW

fall it will

public service.
Word has it, al- lotion; tyro radio bankrollcrs, will
though none around either ^he sta- take !>ponsorship of ."The Shadow"
tion or th? network would go out on on the 87 Mutual .staMoas on which
a limb by naming a flgure. that, the it s now being bankrolled by Grove
station's execs had been told they Labs, ii) the southwest and west,
Carey Salt and
could speiid sis much as $1,000,000 .starting Sept. 8.
this year on public service pro- Blue Coal will continue sponsoring
it in the midwest and east respecgramming.

schedules are worked out.
Fact is, as pointed out by radio execs, that some of the very newspaper.^: that never think of advertising news as being of importance to
any readers except those who peruse the business sections are now
featuring the radio cancellations for their general readers,

CBS Slapped

When Jack Benny returns in the
be his 15th year in radio.
With the progression of time, the
comedian has noticed a number of

Tyro BankroOer Buys

NBC,

which has recently been put on its
own instead of being merely a tail
to the web, has been instructed by
the network heads to go all-out in

.

ABEL GREEN

BIT

By SAUL CARSON
WEAF, New York flagship

Succumbs

:

I

:

|

tConlinucd on page 52)

ABC

1

I

j

Seasonless Listening
Stressed by

KMBC

I

In

Ballyhoo Cured to

NBC

DST

Kansas, City, June

4.

KMBC's promotion deparlmeht has other liels in regard lo co-dp h\\f\rigged up a daily newspaper cam- nes.s since that branch was orgnjipaign as a kick-back against the ized uiider Ed Kobak. When the
loss -of iune-in due to daylight savlatter stepped' out of the ABC, he
ing lime, and the resultanl jumble look his co-op know-how with hiiii
it has caused in prograinming and lo Mutual, which now claims leadlisleiier appeal here.
ership in that field. Since the fir.st
J- of the year. NBC. too. has been
P.
Promotion
E.
director
Shurick has a series of 12 to run in building co-op busines.>i. with Ihe re12 dailies throughout the territory sult that, some of the ABC execs felt
during ihe summer months when their co-op dept. was not doing as
D. S.T. gunis up the work.s. Theme well as it should;
of the series advi.scs listeners to gel
Crag.slon's sudden bdw was laid to
their radios in shape now foi' the "conflicting opinions on polic.v matbig programs ahead, and ads list lei'.<." His place was taken temthose big progranis as appearijig porarily by Muri-.iy Grabhorn, manright now. It's also calculated as a ager of Ihe web's .--talions sales dept.
bulTer against the summer slump in .^s .such, Grabhorn was responsible
listening, when some of the bigger for the co-op setup anyway. While
shows clear the air waves.
watching co-op. GiablVoni conliiuM-.
Tile total of 144 insertions will also a.s coortliniilor of the network's
carry
July. O&O. stations as well :is head of the
through
June
and
Stressing such phra.ses as "Warm .spot .>iaJcs dcpl.
,

Weather
cation

"News

Li,-.leniiig

Hints,"

"No Va-

Big
Programs," and
Hot the Year 'Round." .sc-

for
Is

ries begins in
•vveek.

consumer

dailies ncvl

Larry Suites reinaiiis sales manager lor .ABC c»-i>p, «mIi Lyi) Wil.son heading the lu oiiiotiitn i.iid crc
alive (livi.'-ioii. iiiul
as office niaimtCr.

Ludw

i>;

.Siinnitl

'

j

-

Top

and the Opposition

15

McCrfFri V
programs.

,

Biiip

e.viiiiig

(lie

'.-^ciiption
•

Wi (inc.sdays: lft::)0 p.ni.
Ownu-pr'oductr Martin Slon-.r aiul
Miilual'.-: ijiO'^ramming hc"d Phillips

.

I

Gull/

ceeded
ti-d.s

.vi.r
ill

o/

crushing

t'iblier

in

oppo.s-iiioii

or

the One,

liellt'r
'I'n

o/

To|f

1.")

suc-

in llie IiiickI report.

Three-

o,

lli«

sjiot,

u

il/i

It,

j

iCarlin

.........

27..')~

"Lux Radio Thcairc"
Charlie McCarthy

:

111.7

10.0

..

.

.

..

Jark Benny
Walltr WirK'hcll
Kay Ky.-icr ...

\

9.,T

/

(i.4

"T(

li

pliunc

Iliiui".

"Intiii niatictn

PU

a.^c"
;

IH.-I

8.2

17.4

10.0

Bi.ij

Cro-by

;

".M.-iiihatlMi

.Mi.ii-.v-GorRi.-.iiHr

Ii:

:.;;o,

'

.•',ijb<iii

.'lino.'

&
n'

Ii

"

.

.

..

\n.'>

(1.(1

"lliiur kI

Chill in

...........

'

;

tifiiv

14.5

ii.4

"Irmci Sanctum"

.Ml).

sliow^ for NBC rix yi-ars
Carlin, then .with NBC,
dov.n. Four yi-ars :.;;o,

r.U'lMi

had

i.ABCi,

he

swilchv:'i

turn(:d

when -iibmiltcd
Mutual, he's

.jiiiiiiriv

('iislr-llo

Andy

it

EImc

:i
"

"Take U-L(-ave

liis

v.h( n

.liniicd
;v. -itii

Ui'.i
:.

ciliiined

;

:

ll.'ilcy

i

1

!«.«

"Mr.. Di.-trict Altoi ncy"!

.sh-.iw.

,i.s

•

Itl.H

.

r

'

2:t..')

-.

J-iKS'

sliu«,s, iran.sportin';

Molly vvnod for tho piu'po.sc.
I'-'ilm ra-,jiinl i.s lobked on .is p.M ilcuiiiviiin.':.
ily
because of authors
fi\:
in rc.'ii<i( nce there. Also j)laiiiied
ticup uilh lilms made from bool-'-.
iid
i-iM.~sions to include bolh pix
iij"nc.>..
with .some, of a pic's stais
the author
lirrsMit ;is v.tll
I'liiri still.; angle is that S'onc aii-

;;

24.2

......

e^p..ndi^.^

up authors outside N. Y, on
show^ a.":

rtmote
<)i'po.si'no>'

.

)il;.-n

pichinj;

Al.leii

4 posilion.

Fibber &. Molly...........
,
Fred Allen
.
.Str(-en Guild Players

.lack

s(i/I"

l/ii-oii«/i irii/i ini H.O

-ifope, Sl.cltoii.

moving iii/o No.
I'llOGRAM
Bob Hop ....
Red Skcllon ...

fnriiu; i/ie

.sliou's

(lie

b(ith

in.f;

y:l{(l

I

I

SCI.)

howe ver emco.

WQXR

Tluir.iOay
s is a
p.m. shu-.v. rtbroadcast by trnn-.
Sund.-iys 2::)0 pjn. MiitiK.-rs
he heard
sluiw. a live one, will

'

Crosby

Krw/t Mk.sIc Hrtll. slioir loolt n Ti.l
iio.sedire i" I'le (nic.vt lAInii 3(it /fooper lallies. di.siippcni'nio jfroiii ilie
Top |.S fankx and iriirriiiiy iip No. T.i on the l/.oopcr puriulc. lEihrard
Ervrell Horlon iiioucs iiilo KA//1 Jimc 13, week earlier i/uiii oiiiyinrtdi/
Willi

t.)

it

lo liim.

ttie

eown
Since

eh.in;L'ed

hi.s

,
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CBCs

B&B

'Confiscation Policy Is

Preps /Our Town'

poicnl

Olio

Canada Also Exercised

;

client

vo;

.

.

.

,

wrre

of the ciKlil>
to esliil)lish as
intends to do ofiui;ill> Willi rosards to n.iihlins; the
CBC oti ccilaiii issues. Bui for the
diriicull

iin.'il\

y; ulmi

.

:

,

:;nlii.i

.

.

.

.

in
a rcc-oiucntion,
protested CBC"s
with the fivciuoiicios or
stations, and proposed

.

•

.

Canadian broadeastiH!; stations.
Tlio icU-a to set up an "imparliar

in.vihi

siiiie

lir.-it

U>ir.i/.rd

siiii)

CBC

CBC

ii!

some

of

of

has

to

iiseir

pri:

Ihp
Runnii)};
1»
fimciions:
rolled radio system, and.i
as top authority over Ciiiiproradio.
Should the

iiijr.v
I

rr

•;i:iii);

CAB

adian

iinplemented
date, il will nioaii simply that CBC'i;
mil" as Canadian radio czar, will be
doni- away with and a bpd.v similar
111 the FCC in U. S. would be formed.
What llie C.^B can actually do: in
soi-inu lh;M ils • idbas are put into
piarlico. remains. to be seen.
at

be

|)os:il

fiiluie

a.

peM;iiis." the statement added!
Tliou.nh not naniins the atleeled
staliiiiis specifically
'why. il could

no!

learned

In;

luiioii that

CBC

CAB

move

plan to

queiicies.

i

in

was not

li

CBC

"that the

iiileiesi

adopled

Shows Around

to Permit

i

2-Hr. Philly Dell Concerts
Philadelphiii,

June

IK CHICAGO

4.

WPEN last week Eigned for the
broadcasting rights of Robin (loud
Dell concerts, forcing several advertisers lb shuffle their lime so
.

.

.

.

James E. Brown, formerly promotion manager with John E. Pearson Co.,
joined
.Norman Blackburn, of the J. Waller Thompson'
sales staff
agency, in town for look-see. .. .Howard Kellihg to Coasl for conference,'!
with Gene Aulry
.Paul McClijer, NBC central division sales maiiager,
elected first veepce of the Chi Federated Ad Clubs
Bill Eddy on loan
to the Navy from
as civilian consultant in connection with rebuild-

WBBM

.

.

two-hour programs

that the entire
niay be aired.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

WPEN, which

owned by the

is

Evening Bulletin, will broadcast the
Monday aiid Wednesday programs al
the Dell. Monday conccrLs regularly
Wednesday
feature name soloists.
nights arc set aside for all symphonic concerts.

Max deSchauensee,

Bullet'in

music

ing Ihe Naval E-1 electronics television program.
."Top of the Morning"
will replace ^'The Wishing Well" for Car.son Pirie Scolt. will' Mar.v .^gnes
Schrdeder writing and directing and Bob Murphy and Kay Campbell heading the. cast ... .A. W! Kany.
cenlraj division stalion relations "manager, off to South AIncrica on a 20-day tour with b."iJI being Tooled by owners of Ihe Merchandise. Marl for Kanys second prize in idea contest....
Carl Brissoii. of Mutuals "Voire in Ihe Night!" skeddcd for .several local
airings of the show while in town for cafe engagement.
.Vacationing
staffers include George E. Hallmaft. program department; Dorolliy Masler.s,
pre.ss. and Henry L. Cavanah. Louis E. Heidcn, Wilfred C. Pralher, Russell
B. Sturgis and Williain Hartgenbushof. engineering,
.

[

.

NBC

.

.

editor,

annotalc

will

the

concerts.

NBC

.

WBBM

WTIC Develops On-Spot Coverage

a reso-

"

Juggles Sponsored

Vivian Martin from the Crez Paree to the
Fredvocal slalT
J. Lipp with NBC central division continuity department after hitch
Navy as a Thiid Fleet coriespoiident. .Swift and Co. taking another
13 minutes of "Breakfast Club" lime: they how sponsor the «:I.i-8:4.'> slot....
NBC affiliate station managers. T. F. Smith of KRS Corpus Chrisli. and
Joseph Mackin,
Marionette. Wis., in town for a visit.
erick
in

viewed with alarm" the

•

WNEW

j

WPEN

.

Manufaclurers Trust Co. of N. Y. bought WEAF's "Around the Town
With John Cooper for Mon.-Wed.-Fri.. 7:30-7:4S.p.in. slot, local N. y. onl.v,
for .52 weeks. McCann-Erick.son is-agei\cy.
Adverse criticism in Variktv last Week of Jane Hoffmai\'.s actiiig in
"Angels Don't Marry." Du Mont television show, was slightly e.\ag(ceraled—
especially since the lady wasn't.' even there.
Because of sudden illness.
Miss Hoffman pulled out of the cast al the last minute, and. sinre the
DuMont flackery didn't make an.v announcement to the coiUrary. it whs
Radio
taken for granted that the actress in question was Mi.ss Hoffman
section of the U. S. Savings Bonds Division (formerly War Bonds Division moves to New York June 15. operaliuK under Brent, O, Giinls.

ii;

com-

its

.

aiiy single interest.

—

regulate

membership

of

.

.

prevent control or domination by

to

an enlcrlainmenl program.
At end of 13 wcek.s. best show in
.series will be given a tryout by stail"e- indies' main worry at piesi'iit.
tion or .spon.-ior. \vho will then share
sieve it's iinknowii what the next
in Ihe program.
Show, a half-hour,
imive on the part of CBC will be.
once- weekly., iy being produced by
-Vlrw Wit'ii Alarm"
Jack Lloyd, through his InternationCi'ii'f
beef ii: the ofTicial CAB al. Radio & Television Features.
sMieinei!l was the "absurd" siliialion WMCA, N. Y.. is now considering it
wlu'.ein llie CBC "while competiii.u for a stistainer. but Lloyd is hopeful
will'
ii'itependcnl stations, al the of picking up a sponsor promptly!
saire liie.e reuiilatcs and controls il>C'liiM'el ito' s.
St. Louis
Garlh Slaisbury has
So lon.« as the CBC occnpic.- the joined the news slafT at. KWK. He
fie'fl 1)1
commercial broadcaslint. it served three years as an artillery
sI'M- 1(1
be eonfined to it.- brcad- oflicer after his graduatioiT from the
r.is il l; activity and should not
in- Missouri U School of Journalism.
or

ijiversiiy

levels,

which agency and network prograni
buyers have, bcch loo busy lo thumb

move In lake over the frequencies
of CFRB. Toronto and CFCN. CalWhere the axe will, fall nCxt.
vary.

with,

.

i

.

Meanwhile. Ihoujih many siibjecls
Show will present idea in
were discui^scd at the confab it wat; Ihioiigh.
dramatized form taken o(T the air ine\ idem lh:ii the indie ops were primal i'.i interested ill dcalinj; with stead of a sciipt, aiding in ils prpsptctive sale. New show will be a
their worry No. 1.
showcase for prospective sponsors,
swprd-of-Damocles .ijivinj; them
The
indies
a new program idea each
leeliiiji
was heightened by CBCs week at the same lime presenting

teiiiMr

,

'

I

'

i.--i<>iit

.nI:i

legiter for fall production.

Cliff Carpenter, bill of the service, is back in. hi.-: lead role on ABC's
"Terry and the Hirales." w'hich he lllled before he was in uniform. Oweii
Jordan, who subbed for him, has resigned. .. .George Zachary oil for llic
Coast to do linal shape-up of Kord Festival of Atne'ricBn, Miisic wliicU
preems Juiie 30. .Scripter.s Hedda and Norman Roslen are parents now.
Albert N. Williams, of Stale Depl.'s short wayery. has soltf
It's a girl
waltage-upping. license-renewal hearing
a! yariT'to, Colliers. .. .WNEW's
before FCC. is expected to hit fron| pages when Aide Bulova. relOrns to
Mulual's \y. Patrick. Burkbardt
Xace the music at N. Y. hearing June 18
doubliiiK ill assi.slani production' spot on "Married For Life," while doing
promolioti for show. ,! Is Tide's new mag going lo have .something Id do
with radio and television','.
.With Bill Berns on vacation, his brother Sain
is running his "Sunday In Hollywood" show on WNEW. ... .Art Ford's allni){hl"Milkman's Matinee'' on
renewed oh long-lcrm basis, to June
1. 1949. .. .Jocko Maxwell, said to be only Negro sport.seasler in the coniiIry (he's on WWRL). now also doing publicity for Newark. N. J;. Eagles.

I

Man a Break

.

<les-

perform t«o

Broadway

the Loose Ends^

i.-;

p.t)\v(>r.

il.^

present setup

its

innaU'd

glance;

first

step taken by any orKioup of Canadians to

the

is

al

Giving Idea

than

siijoiricance

.i;rcater

ppcar

;

Ties

radio broadcasliiii;

(Viotrol

to
(-1

i«

Up

Action, it is understood. Will be
pres.-ied ai the NAB board ineeling in
ConKsle's Park. Colo.. Augii.sl. 7-9.
ctirreiii
piesehtalions of film and
progi'amming,
radio
Fresh idea in
radio. Academ.v awards i>exr year
claimed for Audition Playhouse." wovild -be' p(issible. provided Acadnew package show now making em.v plans were pushed before the
. a.i;i'ncy
rounds.
Show's chief fuhc- close of this year.
iion is to gfve a hearing to radio
Proposed plan calls for a wide
ideas which haven't got beyond the nieinbership basis: divided into 12
sci jpi sl;i,s;c.
Each week the show- branches: management; artists, musispots one 'aiidilioh script" of a cians, writers, tlireclors! producers,
slunv idea. Format varies weekly— lievv.s ediiors and commentators, addiamatie.
variety.
musical
or vertisinK aKencies. sponsors, public
coincdy.
i'elation> pcrsoni\el. engineers, and
Admittedly ihe flock of package the public through radio listener
agencies have scripts, which tliey've cnunpils eslablished in every corninunily
where there'" is one or more
ne\ er had a chance to produce-,-and
which no one has bought. In addi- iadio transmitters.
Under the plaii. awards would be
lioii. freelance writers, college radio
made
on
both local and national
work.shops and non-pros have ideas
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and

directors

Hartford. June 4.
speaker by reviewing iniportant
method of radio new.s newsworthy statements of each, and
'

EITeclive

of-

oppcise the proposal
"
as possible

\ i'.;iiioo.-.|y

I

broadcasliim technique
developed by Leonard

as

prograiii

Wlllc 111,. CAB didn'i iiidicjle
viMI fiii-m ils 'vigoipus" oppiisilion
til
CBC plans would lake! and

has

been

Patricelli.
50.000-

WTIC.

maiiager-,of

i

I

!

:

.

watier here.

Formal

a

is

digest

of the

high-

li.ijhls of a newsworthy affair on. a
dosen't appear, on the sin
ma-ler record, with selections from
that there's vei y niuch
imporlaiu speeches of individualfor the time beiiiK. it's
involved, with a commentary by a
iiiin e
liuiM likely thai the conslaiii
slali.on
iiews: mikeman. Simple as 'it
bi-i ls a(;aii:.-i|
ihe CBC On the pa; I
.rounds,
il
tall~ for a great deal of
ni li e Midie op^. members of porliairei'i
and the Canadian public, .piodiiction work, and the complete
utilization
of a stalion'.-. facilities. I|
lia- leached ihe showdftwn stase.
i'mil
iniended
for On the spo!
Il.iii.x
Sednwick. CFRB op and
ri'a r 11.111 of Ihe
board. >aid e- broadcasting, but lor use in a iiev.^
ceMl.v ilu.i •If the CBC takes over broadcaslinj! period or othier tune
set
a.^itlc
foi
airing of th<- special
oi'i
wave leiifilh it wilt be ijiifiievciil
imnii
l<i
Cfinfiscaliiia
oi
pi ivaie
pri>i)ei i.\
We intend to u.^e ,. Ifii-a wa- tested by Palricell, in
I'very lexitiip.dle inean.v. to pel.-iiHdr covei aiie of tlie 47th annual nieei.n.ii'
Ihe y.ivernmci:! Ihal it wmild be here of the Conneclicul Chambe.- ot
tliiii'!;!;

face
il
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;
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Ottawa. June 4v
Rail assii.. hitherto confining promoNext session of Canada's parlirt- iion efToi-Ls to magazinies, will likely
menl will be presented with a "bill curtail latter outlay fpi- new; i'adio. iiig weekend,.,. .Brooklyn's SOQlh birthday will be obsei-ved with .several
of riijhl.s-' which will include "free.- .sponsor.ship.
specials- over WHN on Jiine i2. Borough President John Cashinore and
doins (if press and radio." according
Brooklyn Eagle executive ed Edwin B.. Wilson will be iii group of. Brookto Progressive-Conservative n\einber
Jynile.s pi!irlicipatint; iii round table on ^'whither Brooklyn."
Red Barber
John biefenbaker.
will do special phm during his broadcast of t>odgcr game.
Lumberioii,
The MP. Nvho will pre.sent the
N. C'.'s WTSB joins Mulual as full time affiliate Idday (fi.i. makitnj SKSili
new: bill. .said. "Freedom of radio is
slHlioii in MBS net, Paul Moyle is manager
ol' niajor significance in view ot the
Rita Hurwick. WOV liack. engaged to Johnny Hynies. oj
Blow aeency
(iovcrnnicni's decision to deny the
and. ex-ehief of station relations bureau in the OWI pomeslie selui>....
provinces the ri^ht to operate radio
An Henley has wrapped up the righls to the old Ballyhoo, for a half-hoiir
stations.
In ni.v opinion; it GoyernT
comedy show based on the Norman Anthony -edited, iiiag. with Anthony
ineni-cnnlrolled thouglit oyer pro.Jeanne Cagney joins "Slellu Dallas" players
also in on deal for an as.-^isl.
Hpll.vwbod, June 4.
vinciaily-ow'ned stations is dangerAdams and John Haby added to "Our. Gal Sunday "... .Doris
.. .Inge
Likelihood: of a Radio Academy
ou.s. it becomes immcasurnbl.v niore
awards for outstanding Daitoiv new lo "Lora Lawton'"; Elaine Williams new additioii to "Baekslage
so if Ihe re.deral Govcrnmenl e.Ner-" presenting
.Marvin
Youhg
(&
ShuberlV to Chicago last weekend on busiWife"
cast
...
work at the. same time that the
cises like control over a nalioiial
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and ness! ..Mulual's Fratik Ziizulo ab<;ent last week with strep throat recursysiem."
Sciences does, becomes highly pos- retice. .. .Wayne Murray and Marilyn Boshnick rneinbpr.s of CBS' expi-rigroup.
.Elajne
Kont
mentallheisp
..
and Jack Manning iiVto the cast of "Li);lit
sible- with Nat'l Assn. of Broadcast.Jilhnity Olson andjiis "JLadies Be Seated" back Mon. 13k
of the World".
ers'' board slating that plans for such
from a personal a|)pearance lour in 'Erie and Cleveland !. .Charle.s Itarrell.
'Audition Playhouse'
aii Academy "had been approved in
Herniaiv
producer,
huddling
with
Timberg. cbniedy writer, on a new
ABC
j)rinciple."
.
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script done, but
or auditions as yet. WHl

'Town" and other ideas to
in midsummer, for fall setup.

Over Freedom of Radiol present
I

t

Frank Stanton, CBS. prexy, back lron\ soiilh, where he got an honorary
.He'll be dittoed this irionih bv
degree IronV Birmingham Soiittiern.
Ohio Weslyen, .Oillelle is picking up the U>1> to air the finals of the
open champion.ship from Cleveland on June 15 and the amateur fii^uls Xroin
New Jersey on Sept. 14. .Alfred M. Kallman. of CBS engiiieering stafi,
wiliinarry Nan Coburn. as.sislant .to Jo Hanson, WHN press chief, the com
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confoiii-day •'cohvontion
CHsl<»is
cliidoJ in Quebec City last ThiiisThough the CAB., as a
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borU.
cmiiauc u> piolest certain CSC. aclioiis.— i.e.. the taking over ol iiidic
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HOLLYWOOD ...

The word

got

around

lhal

Mann

Holiiier. al this late dale, wa.-

M..

si'.'-f.ce

slill

sliopr

ping around for a "Parky midyear staitdb.v .so he had lo leave town to gel
Ihe constant jangle of phones.
;Frances Langfordhas left Ken
Dolaii after IS years for representation by Wiltiam Morri.s. Dolan look lier
under his .wing when she was singing on a cheroot program in Florida al $;>
per ditty and bi:Ought her along to $2,500. a week. At the time..Dolaii, was
manager of Rudy Vallee....Whili9 most of the stars maktf with ga!v .tiine!s
on their sabbatical! Judy Canova will be sweating ii out in a Coluinbia,
picliire.
.11 was Mrs. Henry Ford. Sr.. who picked kiio,v iManniiig for the"
commentary on the Ford summer hour with Leigh Harline's music. Selection xvas made from a baleh of lecorded yoices.
.Hedda Hbpjjer will lei
ell those fall deals simmer while she
betakes herself lo Berlin and Paris.
One liiopo.sal has her einCeeing in the DeMille maniier in a rormal takeoff
ot "Lux Radio Theatre" in which the big :indie i)roducers would make
available their players and pt:operlies. ... Myron Kirk back in town on tjie
iiail of the elusive Cro.-by which
tiiay lake him lo the bioad expanses ot
Na\ada 'wherw der Bingle is re.-ting
Riiss Jblinstoii in town lonjt eiioii.'ji
l<i pick up his own plane
and fiy it back. .vBob Hope will have airenlire
new iiiMsiial sniiip next sea,soii. Following Frarices Lahgford off the pri>-.
giam i^ Skiimay Ennis .... Bob Crosby renewed Ihroiigh October ai|d."Oale,
With .Inoy" picked up for the .summer and fall thereby squelching a lol of
loo>e lalk ...Bob Redd gpl nipped on Ihe
Ihigli bv a sqttirrerwhich scainpei ed no his paii.tvleg. and had
fo have medical Irealinent.
Jack Ruinon.
called II b day v.jth MC'A and may
The gncssiis
package indcpondeiillv
aic'iiov,- Kuesinig that Bing
will restrict his radio movements next fait
lo giie..il .slioU lAhon he'd in
town making piclure.s or culling disks! Ile"ll
come off htttei Hi,i>ii( ially Ihal way;.,.
Lux Radio theatre move.s into il-s
Mill .v*Di till- w-e»k.... Don Beldlng.
scotching rumors of a rift in tbe
agfocv, ae/.
elalionshlp nmong the partners (Foole and Cone was never
o'-llci and the loiigei w- work
together the better we like each other."
.VTiirrav Bo.en ea.si to IhIIi
abottl the Victor Borge-Bennv Goodman .sl»nv'
v/hiM, Htak^M out here in September.
... ;Nils
Gi'anlund "has cooked tip a
r,i-j
-HI,
art called '.^ITf; Talkiim"
and CBS mav save il for the fall. H"-'kfie-/-.)i,,f,.7 hen'" i.n,,.
with ihe viM .showmun bringing on the stiirs ot
•vf-i,
>.i,
' I'L!
ooiienlilies wiien he look an itileresi
in llieni and nursed
"
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Program was aired by stalion less
Ihiiii an hour after, final speaker
of
evonin.g jfot olf
the podium.
cover Ihe affair, the station utilized
the services of personnel from' eiigineeriiig, produclion and. news depailrnents. in all a total of seven
per.soiis wei e.ii'-cd lo gel the ma.Mei
lecord into final form for airing.
Whai.iriade job more difficult v,-as
lack cif sc.rtpr-;
by aomt of the
.-pcakyi.v This mtani thai wrilleii
rettird had i<> \,'- rnade! from
f.ide>
'lit,
foi
edilKiK purpose. Th» nnal
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ADMEN, STARS VOICE VIDEO BEEFS
SB Signs Second NBC
In Drive for
'hikiiiB a'lolliei- step I'onvavd in

WNBT

Sunday

to Face" and
Tea, bows in
at an estimated cost ot

titled

plujijjine

Tendei-lcat
i8)

on the ground

floor

Primus and company;

Yale Woll, narriilor
Director: Paul Belanecr
Sets: Jaiaes

$400 weekly.
(jetting in

Television Reviews

With Pearl

.

McNautrhton

20 Mins.; S.unday

8:50 'p.m.

(2),

Sustaining

the admen who've staged television .shows in the past, is one of the
prime reasons, why mo.st of their cohorts are taking their time about ad-:
Sising their clients to invest in a
to

video show.
now, SB execs- believe they'll gclHrst WCBW-CBS, N. V.
Agency chiefs concede --that the
maintained its consistently
crack at !he full H-9 p.m. slot oh
average for dance brpadca.stcr.*, under the tremendous
batting
Sundays, already considered one o£ high
reconversion dimculties, can do litDespite
the
witli
one.
all
this
show."!
Co»ipany.
radio.
on
the best hours
over
the
controversy
intra-industry
lie
about the poor condition of the
video
lop
another
recently took over
CBS stand on tlie color question, it equipment they're forcecl to use.
.spot, from 8-9 p.m. oil Thursdays,
cannot be denied, that the web's But, they charge, this doesn't exwith its "Hour Glass" show oVer video production stalf has one of the
plain
Ihe lack of production knowCofSanborn.
WNBT. selling Chase fc
top entertainment shows current on
SB was one ot the first lop television with its weekly Sunday how evidenced by mo-st of »t.he. stafee.
Lion's tion stalTs. Only reason for an agencoin advertisers to buy into -radio night dance presentations.
its clients to get into televicy
and
moreover,
beot
the
credit,
share
the
lln-ie, and is now seeking to do
longs in the capable hands Of direc-: sion now, they point out.' is to learn
-siune tiling on tclevisioh.
lor Paul Belaiigur.t

WCBW

.

:

.

show, imlikc "'Hour niass"
Like mo.st other shows in the
produced by the J. Walter present .sta.tic of video's development,
.'J'hompson production stall', is an "Legend'^ al.so had its minor drawNBC package that was sold to the backs. .Mr these, however, were
Show preemed as subdued under Belanger 's c expert
sponsor intact.
Superimposican|cra manipulation.
u .susUiiier Inst Sunday (2), and was
tions. lap dissolves and other elTects
jiiimcdiately grabbed by SB.
this guy gels with only two cameras
Program's novel format foalurcs —all of which arc deftly blended
Latler, a into the chorcogi-.-iphy lb highlight
Eddie and Bob Dunn.
King Features cartoonist, draws the story arc rei:lly .something to

New

which

Academic

It's All
Ainerican Federation of Mu:sician's ban on the use of live
musicians in television doesn't
mean much today, according to
several ad agency execs Svho've
been trying to learn the ropes of
video procluctioii.
Ci'amped for space as most tele
the
producers
are,
studios
,

—

,

behold.

Pearl Primus and her
dancers and singers,
mostly frdni Ihe current Broadway
production of "Showboat," did the
room at tile NBC studios. Subject dancing also explains the program's
then descends to the 3d floor studio, above-par quality. Miss Primus herand^ viewers get a chance to com- self designed ihe choreography, tellpare the caricature with the original. ing the story via native dances of
night .show an African wilch doctor's triumph
Willi the Thursday
over an evil witch.
Primus comba.scd on a variety format featuring
pany, doun to the last bit dancer,
an array ot guest stars each week, was excellent.
SB. is currenlly using this as a testDrumbcais, sole musical accomCom- paniment to the d:incing. did much
ing ground for video talent.
pany execs believe lliey might come to heighten the mood. Restrained
acro.ss
somebody on that .show oft-scene narration by Yale Well
Belanger erred in
around, whom an entire hour's pro- was also good.
several i'l.slancos by allowing too
duclion could be built for llie Sun- much of
a lime, lag while cutting
day liiglit spot.
from one sot to another. Idehtificalion-ot llic (hummer before the final
sequence and a little more narration
al.so would have improved the show
Ballet School

WCBW

Fact thai

company

Taps

Washington, June

Video Trust' Case

grant

Gets Fresh Delay

couldn't

room

liiui

a visual point of view.

something' about video techniques
and. .such is impossible under pres

Half of that .sum would be exfor construction, and a cool
$5,000,000 for operation dui'jng the
first year.

The net
to

is

wood

outlet

in.

may

addide-

.

rive from tele advertisers.
^

Another
interesting
made by Woods is that

disclosure
tact llial the

wcb'cxpc(:ls. to operate a film clearing hou.se and exchaiige, block-booking special pix for video broadcast
by its affiliates around the country.
Six indie film produi:ers. have already indicated their willingness to
make pictures tor ABC television,

Tele

Woods

.said.

L.

A. Talent

Bank

Woods

told the commission he entwo main centers of telcvtsion operatioas-^New York as the
businc.ss and talent center, Hollywood as the' ''talent bank."

I

visi(jns

I

I

I

lected to film the

Questioned as to James C. Pclrilban of video's u.se of niusic.
replied, "Petrillo is no real
barrier. 'The labor picture is changing conslaiilly." He implied that he

off Bikini Atoll in

television broadcasters, is slated to
sail tor the target area from the
Pictures taken by
Coast, June 12.
Phelps will be lelecast by all six

condilions.

—

it

programming

whatever rcyenue

lion to

await re-

Leroy G. Phelps, cameraman seatom bomb tests
July by six major

first year on the air
$1,000,000 into the Holly-

and

sults of that action.

Pool's Photog

ready, willing and eager
into; N. Y. video

$2,000,000

siiik

operations for
_lhere,

lo's

.

Woods

broadcasters under a pool arrange-

did not

enl
ment.
Agencies chief beet is against the
Broadcasters in the poo\ include
small sludios they're forced to work
Jim McMauiihton's sets, as usual, in. Most broadcasters who were in ABC. Balaban & Kalz; CBS, Duwere 'inc. making the most ot what- operation before Ihe war are still Mont NBC and Philco. Films—will.!
ever illusion of depth it's po.ssible to
be fiown back to Washington from
using their same studios and, even
Sial.
Hat
.-crccn.
attain on a
transpor-

by

tlip

liiDiin

he was not worried

Petrillo .stand, but rather that

he

was qptintiistic that .stumbling
would be surmounted somchow by Ihe time video really got

I

block

!

For Top Stars for Video

spend $10,000,000 tor four
if pcrmitji are granted,
York, Chicago, Los Angeles

pended

Cross-claims filed by SCA
and Levey against the Bri\ish com-

Is

New

and San Francisco.

diction.

Phelps

will

ft

in

for niusicians

even if they were allowe'd to use
them. Ot cour.se, as one agency
rep pointed out, it would help
things even it the musicians
could sit in another studio, with
Such a
their music piped in.
•system, he declared, would make
it possible to get. music tailore<l
lb the performing arti.st, but certainly wouldn't mean much from

liccn.se

net, in written pres-

tele stations,

of England last
an. extension unto move for

will

ABC

the following plans:

(11)

consequently,

FCC to.
for New

and through, testimony, of
prexy Mark Woods, today unrolled

dismissal ot the government's suit
against it on, the grounds that since
an English company, it's iS'ot
it's
subject to U. S. Government juris-

panj',

4;

television

entation

trust suit!

Ltd.

strongest

video

a

it

York, the

Paramount, General Precision and
Television Productions', latter a Par
subsid, were granted an exlcnsidn
until July 8 in N. Y. Federal Court
to
answer
iTue.sday)
yesterday
eross-claiins fileci against them by
Scophony Coi p. ot America and Arthur Levey. SCA pirexy.
SCA hail
asked for $1,.')00,000 treble damages
allowable under the Sherman antiI.evey had filed a simitrust act.
lar suit for $270,000 against his deantithe
te'levisiph
in
fendants

week was granted
til ne.xt Tuesday

ils

pilch lo date in urging the

'

of

AnnuaDy

to Sink 560G
Making,

S(:ophony

is

caricnturcs of. members of the studio
audience, as the subject describes
liimscit to brother -Eddie via Icle-?
phone from the 9th floor viewing

N.Y.News

Considerable agitation is presently
being fomented amoiig the top ad
agencies against what they charge, is
the production ineptitude of most
video broadcasters. This, according

New "LEGEND"

"Face

piogMin,

Sunday

nights.

Spend

to

On Video, Drop Half for Programs;

Cream Time Spots

lo

10 8:15 slot on

By

ABC Ready

Show

iU 4

reserve ci-e;iin television
now, Slaiidards Brands )ias
,l|ine
\vriipi)ed up its second video show
tNBC, N. Y.) With tlie 8
on

move

Tele

rolling.

j

Preein of Gershwin Music
CBS television, 'which has been
'

dance stars' from current
Broa(iway musicals for its Sunday

the target area as often as
a, i|,e hciu-ings opened yesterday
tation cKn be arranged, and the (Monday),
F.
M. Flynn. general,
Navy offi- ipianager of the N. Y. Daily New.s,
constructing films will be censpred by
Films will, then be processed testified that the News Syndicate Co.,
new ones, niost of them have plenty cials.
and edited and made available to uscai holding firm tor the tab us
of extra space in Iheir buildings
broadca.stcr lo select whatever
j.;
fo',the Chi Tribune), was
where they could easily move. Even each
Stations will pi-^parcd lo spend upward of %hHO.malevial he desires.
the DuMoiit studio, reportedly the
alsp have iheir choice of all films oqo ., ycaj- for N. Y.. t(flevision oplargest in the world, is not conArmy Signal Corps photog- eration.
structed for full functional use ot taken by
ils space; it's charged.
Following the la.st minute drop"R!"^?'
J
.u
official
the „fA---i
who made
Phelp.s.
Know-How
I.iltic
^^ Raj ihcon Manufacturing Co.
of both DempAgencies also protest against the slow-mot, on pictures
.sherron Metallic Corp., there
traveled
fights,
has
sey-Tunncy
lack ot knowledge evidenced by
were five, in addition Ip the Ncw.s;
makeup around the world in his film work. bidding for outlets:
including
crews,
.-iludio
Bamberger
designers, etc. Granted He was official cameraman for Yale g
g
.set
stairs,
Broadcasting
19J3 and
that tele\ision is a new business, University from 1921 to
Newark; ABC, WLIB, .and the
with OWI a^id
they siiy. most broadca.slcrs have was later associated
Memorial Radio Fund,
producers
been in the business long enough to the Princeton Film center,
News people unroMed a
D:"li'
have learned more than they .seem of comnieicially-spon.sorcd pix. He'll fancy presentation, which estimated
shoot the aloni bomb tests on 35m
to know at present
Die cosl of constructing the .station
Such production difficulties also (^1,,.,
Flynn explained
'ill $.'i75,000 or more.
serve as ihe prime factors in keepthat if the syndicate al.so gels an
ing many of the top name st;irs out
liceii.se Ihe interests will be merged
agencies aver. Video Likely in Four
the
television,
of
News
will
erect a radio
""'^
AY
I
1
Starts refuse to do any work that
huilding next door tp the present
III LIgni tai.
r.al
might hurt Ihcir profe.s.sional .stand^^^^^
Meanwhile, the
ings and. realizing wh.-it they'll have
Hollywood, June «,
building
present
upper
(ipprs
pf
the
lo face in a video show, mpst ot
Four of Ihe. eight Calitoi-nia towns would be used for video and FM.
them, at present decline any offers
permitted by FCC to have video
One angle is that the News would
lo appear before the cameras. Those
indicated likelihood of spc^d between $25,000 and $,~>0,000 a
have
oullets
.stars who do go on. with the exsuppprliny same. Lo.s Angeles, San ly,.;,,. to produce its own motion picpressed intention of learning .someand ^„.g.; f,,^ i,.se in video. Syndicate
Bernardino
San
Franciscii,
thing about- television, regard their
Slpcklon. according to latest avail- jj^^tcd ii.s a.ssets at $27,013,000, inwork as somclliing. like an amateur
able dope, uill have aired pix In lauding $6,7.53,000 in -:ush, with cnnight in a sunimer slock theatre be'channols. Fresno, San
allotted
.Iheir
company surplus $18,891,000,
cause of the poor work of the studio
_
Diego. Siicramcnlo aiid San Jose, alsi all's:
.sp- permitted, have seen np takers to
If television broadcasters hope to
date.
Beat
line new sponsois into (heir sludios,
Another
Scores
already
Frcsnp.
had
Rodman,
J. E.

IIARMOM.ACS & HENRY

vilian

GRANT"

With Manny Smith, liuKh McC:iskey,
Paul SdrirerwHld. Ileni'y Grant
'
night ballet shows, plans to expand' Producer: K'C Carson
Writer: Henry Grant
its dance activities by going directly
20 Min.: Tuesday (28), 9 p. m.
to the ballet for name dancers.
SusluinInK
WCBW, the web's N. Y. lele outlet, WBKD,
Chicago
has just closed a deal with the
This neat package climaxed an
School of American Ballet for the evening of top onlerlainmcnt over
Produced by
ijcliool's top nalnes to appear in a
Chi's hustling WBKB.
video, adaptation on ..luiic IG based Kit Car.son. the program had snap
on George Gershwin's tone poem. and freshness that drew applause
doesn't
"An Amerieiui in Paris." Show will from the studio aud—'which
happen very often in video broadtOMtain 14 dancers, which, according
ca.sts.
to Paul Belanger, the slalion's ace
Henry Grant, a newcomer to Chi
dance director, is probably the most enlerlainm(-nl circles, m.c.'s the show
jcl to appear in a tele show.
and doubles as vocalist. Displaying
Lincoln Kirstein, author and ballet a line .sense of Innnor and good dein-ipresario, directs the ballet school, livery, Grant kept the .show rolling
who.te faculty is headed by George with" a clever line of chatter, and
heckling from the
Balanchine. director of the Ballet bravely combated
Harmoniacs— Manny .Smith, yugh
Top. stars 3
Hu.sse (le Monte Carlo.
McCaskcy and Paul Sticgerwald—
lined up include John Kri-/.a. Ballet who prove that hey are no amateurs
Theatre;. Marie-Jeanne and Beatrice when it conies to fast repartee. AcTonipkins, Monte Carlo: Jose Mar- companied by the trio. Grant gave
thiez, of An\crican Ballet; Tommy out with "Begin the Bcgnine.'' "They
Gomez, ot the Katheriiie Dunham Say It's Wonderful" and "Donkey
Seren.ide." His tenor is pleasing, but
group: Fred Danicli. of 'Call
Guy is more at
limited in range.
Mi.ster"; Betty IJidc of Song ot Nor
lionie with the limited demands of
way"; Frank Mention and Yvonne the Irving Berlin tune than in trying
Patlersoii ot the Ballet International; to hit some of the higher notes ot the
Joiin Djoruv aiid Marjorie Winters.
ninnbcr.
Cole Porler
Podd Bbllandcr is slated to
.lust finished with a stint tor Uncle
Belanger, Sani. the nionlh organists have exchoreograph the sliow.
musical
ivho will direct it, lormcd it one .ot cellent ahangcmcnls and
should lake them far
the station's most ambitious dance iibilily that
At ease
wilh radio and i-.-ifc aud.s.
programs to dale. .Bolangor plans
10 one agency exec, they'll
and showing .uood si age presence. Ihe i^.j-oroii
stock
filmed
Id make full "use of
boys .aivp real w-orknut |o "Boo,';ic" have lo siart cicanin:; \ip these con
shots to help eslabli.sh the locale and Chopin's "Minnie Wjillz" and "Diuice. ;dilions very .«oon. Video is too cosily
build up imprcwlons (if Paris.
of the Hours.
^ii piT.scnl, when compared with the
show
nniilc
the
linic:il
From a l(i>(
mall rcluin,'-.. lo tool around \vilh
ihe .itunlion could, be cpr
Conn-Louis Fight
:^^e,(en;;'';il:d
easily.
bring out impoitant de- r^-clcil very
changes,
;Cs. lo Drill;,
'

I

'

Me

.

'

'

'

,

To

Wa.'-hington. June 4.
High Government officials an<l
fome members of Congrc.s.s will be

guests of NBC at the Statler here on
the night of June 19 to see the televised version- of ihe Joe Louis-Billy
Conn fight in New York..
Show will be .sent ,via coaxial cable from Gotham. In addition, Allen
B. Uii Mont's 'c)<perinicntal station
W.1XWT will telecast the fight over
D. C.

S'lA^^^l^^
,

were usid lo unod effect. Timand fast oace added lo the ' .suc-

tails,

ing
cess

of.

RCA PREEMS TELE COURSE

the 2ir-miiuile show.

••nUMONT BKKI'STAKiES"

f()ur \vecks course in teletheory and operation, open tp
engineers from .stali-c U. S; and Canada, opened

RCA's
i-l.sion

bi'o;:d.ciisling

With Oeinils lames, emcee; others

all

rroduccr: Charles Stark

tions in

,

Rob

Brielil

30 Mins.:

iWed.

Set:

Sustaining;

Monday
i

S!)),

"

'

9 p, m.

i3) at

KCA

N, Y.

Institutes,

under

Ihe supervision ot Gcorgi? F. Macdel,
chief in.slruclor. Similar courses
'

Jr..

WABn-nuMonI,

year had bccJi open
any
It's gelliivi In a uoinl where
enuiiicers from stations althe Mccd only to
>:<-;;s feel
lime (flcvisi.m
filialed with the ."^BC web.
(Conlinued oil page .')2)
<

in

1944.

and

}

from

freeze

building

nsing

Capitol Hill Via Coaxial

i

prevented by the Ci
Production Aflministration's

tliougli they're

"3

last
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.
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NBC

"CP" when he withdrew.
With Detroit Jubilee Pix
San Dici'o has had no applicant a>!
wilh S.-in .lose and Sacramentp. In
NBC television icorecl another maStocUlon. .). F,. Peffer is on applica- jor newsbcal by telecasting filiris of
Ihe
Bernardino
San
in
and
tion,
the .\ulomolive Gplden Jubilee in
Brpadca.siing C<n-p. of America 'W, Detroit over WNBT, the web's N. Y.
L. Glcasoni- is on 'file fpi- a video tele outlet. Sunday i2) night,- only
slalion.
J one day after -the event.
:— ^
Camera crew filmed the jubilee
'pr.i-ade on Saturday. Film was then
CBS' VIDEO TINT STATION
processed and put on a commercial
Hollywood, June 4.
prevented
ronstruciion started this week on plane, which was almpst
Y. by bad
CBS' i-xpcrimenlal cplpr videp sfa- from landing in N.
Grading ot weather. Picked up at the airper*.
lion atop Ml. Wilson.
tp the. NBC slusite has b en in prpgress and new the film was rushed
for
two buildings is dio.s where it was'edited and scored
foundalion
Project is cslimaled in lime lo be seen by viewers
comnKrie(d.
"'
I.N, y.al 8:10 p.m. Sunday night
s-j.',.l)ijn.

obtained
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When Ohio

State University's 16th institute for Education

by Radio handed

out report cards the other day, CBS and iU affiliated stations got the best

one of the

lot.

Into

thon for any other

it

a distinguished jury crammed eight

awards— more
*

That's the card across the

few amplifying

first

nefworllr.

notes.

On the

way.

bade the judges jotted

down a

Here ore three of themi

"COLUMBIA'S COUNTRY JOURNAL- cdvart with

diitinctlen

and

clarity

new procMMs

and mcthecb wh«r«by th« work of lh« farm*r may b* timplifiMl and imprevMl. Th'is
•xc«li«nt

•xampla of good public

INVITATION TO MUSIC- worthy

is

an

service."

but seldom heard works

in the field of

ture for that portion of the radio audience appreciative of

musical litera-

more than the conventional

musical fare."

"ON A NOTE OF TRIUMPH -combines
of the poet. .The network

is

.

Inherent In the foresight

event

It

further to

the speech of the

be commended

and planning which made

common man with

the

power

for the devotion to public service

possible

a program worthy of the

signaliied."

On

the back of the card, too,

were

six

honorable mentions— also more

than for any other network They went to Columbia for Transatlantic
.

Story of America,

Welcome Home;
ond

to

and March

to

KOIN (CBS

KMOX

(CBS station

Mindful that leadership

recognition

and

in St. Louis) for

affiliate in Portland, Ore.) for

congratulations to our
its

Call,

of Science; to KLZ (CBS affiliate in Denver) for

is

no accident, once again

member

The Land

We

Live In;

Speaking of Music.

stations. To the lER

we

offer our heartiest

go our thdnks

for

its

valued contributions to the ideals of education by radio.

THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING

/

SYSTEM
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RADIO
Inside Stuff-Radio

From lime to lime, during the pnsl year, portions oC a poelic work in
Norman Rosten's "The Big Road," tiavc made Ihoir appearance on

progress,

In one form or another, parts ot "Road" have been used on sliows
llie air.
on NBC and ABC, have been aired by the Armed Forces Radio Service,
and have been shortwaved by the State Depl.'s DX service. A segment
work appeared in Ed Seaver's "Cross Section, 1945," and another
chunk has been announced as wrapped up into radio formal for publication in Joe Liss' forthcoming radio anthology, to be published by
Grccnberg. All of this advance plugging has centered a good deal of
interest on "Road"' which, at last, is being issued this week (6) under the
And seeing the work whole, between one
imprint ot Rinehart & Co.

Louis Rideiiour, Massachuselti Institut* of Technology scientist, who lit
into "Operation Crossroads" as "a gigantic boondoggle" which is at best
"relatively worthless" and "at worst, a serious political error as well."
There is a suspicion that many scientists and politicoB as well agrae with
Dr. Ridenour but, as far as the scieixllsts are concerned at least, the learntd
guys darn't talk up because they're bound by security regulations. At any
rale, Dr. Ridenour's viewpoint was certainly worth airing, and tha listener could almost forgive the station for following this Important address with two jingle spots.

HGss. Valley Net

Reshuffled With

of the

pair of covers, has justifled all (he expectation that here, perhaps, a radio
writer who is jirimarily a great poet l\as made a major contribution to

~

American letters.
"The Big Road" is a narrative poem which sings of man's push forward
through the wilderness—ovei- the Appian Way built by the Romans, bver
llic Andes with Spanish conquistadores, through the Arctic waters with
Vitus Bering in search of a landbridge between Asia and America, over
the Wilderness road across the Alleghenics with Daniel Boone, and finally
through the muds and virgin forests with cat, skinner and bulldozer that
built the Alcan Highway, a 1,580-milc stretch ot our generation's Appian
Way from Dawson Greek to Fairbanks, Alaska. More than three-quarters
But it's not only
ol the work is given over to the Alcan campaign.
the machines and engineering ingenuity that are celebrated here— it's man
that concerns Rosten primarily, man of black skin and white hacking
through the forests a road once started by slaves, but "the slave .<;hall
build no more for Caesar; Caesar is dead and the slave has cast otT his
chains, eras behind; and can you hear the giant wheel turning'.'"
The
poet turns the wheel, strides with. Paul Bunyan tread not only over the
Alleghenics and through northern forests— but en route passes over I,ake
Ladoga's frozen road to Leningrad besieged by the Nazis, and over a road
where a 'band of brigadiers fought Nazis, fascists and falangists near a
place called Jarama in Spain. The road, takes on Other meaning, becomes
a beautifully moving, realistic yet tenderly conceived, epic highway to
-

Illustrative of the. way the nation's top stations are Jumping on the
public service bandwagon following the FCC'b Blu^ Book report la
(Farnsworth, Fort Wayne). Station two months ago appointed a civic
events director, whose chief duty is to arrange public service broadcasts.
Since that time, the director, Mildred Jones, has lined up three new shows
a week devoted entirely to live public service programs.
One of these, titled "Susie Smith 'Sees the City," bowed In May 17.
Progratu.,jJramatizes the inner workings of the city government, besides
giving hisforical facts, etc., about the city as seen through the eyes of an
Station also garners publicity for the shows via
eight-year-old girl.

WGL

special

announcements and newspaper

stories,

Bag

$2,000,000

Chicago, June 4.
Complete revamp of the long,
struggling North Central Broadcasting System-Mississippi Valley Network was announced here today (4)
by John Boler, prexy of the organization, who said he is applying for a
corporate change lor
with a
capitalization of $2,000,000.

MVN

MVN

Don Ameche will cut two experimental records in mid-June, which will
be shipped to Ciiicinnati for Drena Shampoo execs to spin and decide what
type of program they want for next season. One will be a variety show
rigged around actor, the other a situation-comedy. Ameche recently was
signed by advertiser, to replace Rudy Vallee layout, which fades oft NBC
with June 27 broadcast. Starting data for Ameche isn't definite, but probably will be Aug. 29 in same network niche. The programs being submitted by Drene are being prepped by Jim Wright, veepee and Hollywood
chief of Kastor, Farrell, Chesley Ic Clifford ad agency.

Heretofore
has been operated
by NCBS, with all contracts held by
the latter— meaning that MVN was
nothing but a name. Boler, principal
stockholder, is selling all contract
rights for the new corporation, with
cut-off date set for June 8. New
corp. will take over the N. Y. and
Chicago offices of NCBS, and the
majority of the personnel currently
in

NCBS

offices.

NCBS, meanwhile, will ronflne its
operations to Ave northwest slates,
General Foods is considering switching product plugged on Fannie with 31 affiliates. However, its facilities will continue to be made availBrice's 'Sunday show on CBS. Currently it's Sanka, but probably will be
able to MVN, and all programs will
Jello come autumn. Latter product, is again becoming available after war- be continued as currently
scheduled
Cars..
One World.
years shortage, and sponsor wants it to hit the air again under aegis of on the MVN" 84 station, 12 midwest
With "Operation Crossroads." Government-sponsored atomic bomb established show. Added factor is that General Foods has come to realize states, setup.
Boler will be a stockholder in the
tests at Bikini, getting the play of press and air from the official viewpoint, that Miss Brice commands an extremely strong following ot children and
one station— Arde Bulova's N. M. indie,
has had the courage to teen-agers, not the most apt audience for a coffee, but the perfect one new corp. and also will be on its
Board of Directors. Other oflicers
voice a dissenting opinion.
Last Saturday night (1), outlet put on Dr. for a dessert.
and directors will be announced later.
Several key executives of the new
corp. will be men with several years'
experience in national network oper-

'

WOV—

-

.

ation.

i U. S.

STEEL'S

to

According to Boler, the new corp.,
be known as Mississippi Valley

Network,

Inc.,

rights, options

will hold program
and contracls in exand part of the deal

cess of $300,000,

calls 'for the takeover by the new
corp. of the controlling stock in
KVOX, Moorehead, Minn., owned by
Boler and his associates.

who

Boler,

*

also

owns KSJB,

Jan'.es-

town, N. D., would have to divest
himself of one of the two sliitions
anyway, under the dual ownership
regulations of the FCC.

HUSING CHECKING OUT

OF CBS; GOING SOLO
With Ted Husing all set to pull
up stakes at CBS when his current contract expires in August
(he's been threatening to do it for
years, but apparently this time it's
setup
sports
mccoy),
the

the

around the network is pretty much
up in the air. CBS says that, regardless of whether Husing checks
out OT not, it'll have no effect on
.

Jimmy

Dolan's status.

Husing wants to branch out on
an independent basis, so that he
can
take
from all
assignments
webs and accounts, including CBS.
Currently he's spotted on the new
Schick Razor Monday night commercial on CBS.

FdU Motoal Net Set
For AU-Star Football
Chicago, June

4.

Heftiest number of stations ever
lined up for a nationwide football

broadcast

day

(3)

were nailed down Monwith Mutual's full net—

315 stations— all set for the All-Star
football game, which will be staged
in Soldier's
Field, Chicago, from
9.30 p:m. to midnight, Aug. 23.

by Wilson Sporting
play-by-play will be by
with Johnnie Nchandling color. Agency i»

Sponsored
Goods,
Full-length, ene-hour drgmotizations of the best In
fiction, featuring

Harry

mystery

lueh writer! ai Erie Ambler, Van

Wyck

Maton and Cornell Woolrich.

blett

Ewell,

Wismer,

Thurber

fc

Associates,

Chi.

Ad»rHult, Mutual's vice president in
charge of central division, handled
deal for net.

Leading actors and actresses. Including Laurence Olivier,
Paul Lulcat and Ralph Bellamy, among the men . .
Ruth
.
Hussey and Geraldine Fitzgerald, among the women.

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT

at 10

P.W. E.D.T. over
American Broadcasting Company, Coast-to-Coast
...for 13 summer weeks, to replace the Theatre
Guild on the Air. Presented by

Kelley, Veenstra's

For Purchase of

300G

WHLS

Chicago, June

WHLS,
purchased

Port
last

4.

Mich., was
for $300,000 by

Huron,

week

C. Kellcy, proxy, and Ray Vccnstra, secy-trcas., of Liberty Broadcasting System, Grand. Rapids. Present owner, Harmon L. Stcven.s, will
retain control ot- the station until-

Roy

FCC approval of the sale.
Purchase includes thrce-'Story ofbuilding housing station and of-

ftnal

UNITED STATES STEEL

fice

plus transmitter land and adjacent 10 acres. New operators plan
a complete modernization of station
facilities and will seek FCC authorization to enter the
field.
fices,

FM

Wcdnefldajr,

June

5,

1946
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HOMES
AVAILABLE
for

immediate occupancy!
Advertisers, agencymen, timehnyers

— listed

bought now. Priced low, each of these

below are 10 great

WOR

WO R

programs with times open to be

shows has a ring-the-bell record for building

sales

and

goodwill at amazingly small cost-pev'thousand homes reached.

PROGRAM
News
News

10:00 AM

952^00

AM
9:30 AM
10:15 AM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
12:45 PM
7:15 PM
7:00 PM

.952^00

11:00

Alfred IMcCann

Bessie Beatty

Martha Deane

The Better

AVERAGE NO. OF HOMES
REACHED PER WEEK

TIME

Half

Uncle Don

The Answer Man

The Answer Man
Fulton Lewis,

Jr.

368,000
483,000
552,000

529,000
483,000
667,000
1,656,000

1,798,600

phone PE 6-8600
— that

power-fuff station

at

MUTUAL

1440 Broadway,

In

New

York

1

Wednesday, June

RADIO
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Music and Language, Airings will
be in the format of a "School of

GIRCLING THE KILOCYGLES

Longhair Bites Milte

the Air."

just rewill share lo-

life,

"Tello Test," Wellman ruled that
such questions could be submitted

shows left behind on only
by Johnny Kirby's resigna-

in person.

radio

cal

KDKA

WBBM

WLW

Chicago as

Cincinnati— Earl T. Herzog,
a singing stafTer. They are Philip studio engineer for the past II years,
(Buzz) Aston, who takes over for heads a recording company bearing
Kirby on "Singing Strings" and also his name and which opened reon coming Duquesne Light Co. cently. Initial cuttings are a series
summer show, and Billy Cover, of 15-minute recordings of WLW's
former vocalist with Blue Barron Buccaneers for Phil. Davis Jlusical
and Baron Elliott, who getis Sunday Enterprises of New York, spot anafternoon "Songs You Love To nouncements for local agencies, OPA
Hear" slot opposite Betty Ellen Mor- recordings off the air for stations In
ris for Breakfast Cheer coffee.
this area, arid student recordings for
the Cincinnati College of Music
Radio School, along with air checks
Cbicaro— A novel recruiting cam- for ad firms.
paign is skedded for Flag Day, June
14, when the Army takes over Chi's
Walter K. McSalt Lake CUy
foreign language station, WSBC, to Creery, for over 20 years promiplug khaki virtues in eight different nently identified with radio in southto join

tion

in

—

Army

languages.

officers,

able

to

speak one of the eight tongues—Polish, Italian, German, Greek, Yiddish, Slovak, Bohemian, and English—will take turns on the various
language programs telling the aud
what the Army has to offer, while
a recruiting booth, at the studio, will
handle all applicants.

ern California and a member, of the
advertising firm of Smith, Bull and.
McCreery in Hollywood, has been
elected to the Board of Directors of
the Granite District Radio Broadin
casting Co., operators of

KNAK

Lake

Salt

City.

'

Texas

Odessa,
has been
:

Cincinnati

—

— John

Thorwald

named manager of KRIG,
outlet to be on the air here
within the next, few weeks. Station

Church, community new

Radio doesn't know what the pubwants, according to Charles L.

lic

Radio
Wagner, conceit manager.
insists on great artists singing trash,
he says, when

should

let the. art-

This
sing what he does best.
misapplication, he adds, is helping

ist

to ruin

an

artist's

drawing power

in

the concert hall.
'The fact that
fine

Show

believed the sale should be
approved: (1) Networks should own
stations, particularly In heavy popu.
lotion centers, to assure outlets in
those places; (2) networks should
own stations in program-origination
points; and (3) webs need the increased financial stability resulting
from station ownership to cushion
any possible losses in network op.

—

any

stations at all because "it renders suclb: stations permanently inaccessible to competing networks."

"No other network," commented
the majority opinion, "owns more
than five stations, yet the other networks have no difficulty in operating
effectively."

"While undoubtedly the ownership
of stations in key areas is convenient
from a network's point of view,"
FCC said in reply to the second
point, "the fact is that CBS already
has one outlet on the West Coast—
In lios Angeles— and owns
more stations in other major cities
than does any other nation\vide net-

KNX

.

.

—

Mil.:

—

LOU CLAYTON

forsaking

is

UNITED BEXALL DRUG CO.
Friday—GiBS—le p.Bi. D8T

political .ring.

Texas

the airwaves for the
Latest to join in the

campaign . circus

Jefferies, m.c. of the

Birds" program.

cal

"Early

Sellers,

date for governor, to m.c.

eveiybody knows

Jimmie

is

WFAA

Jefferies has been

engaged by Grover

candi-

his politi-

engagements.

testants in a simulated
auto race. For each question they
answered correctly their car was advanced another city westward, and

first one reaching Los Angeles
the race.
. ,
,
Contestants sat In cardboard model
cars, the only deference to televiMost of the
sion's visual qualities.
questions were too difficult, making

the

won

.

.

embarrassing lags as emcee
Dennis James tried to fill in the time
waiting for an answer with corny
Couple of filmed stock shots
gags.
of the subjects imder discussion
would have helped the show considerably, if rung in while the contesfor

WBIG
means good broadcasting
SOOOWAnS DAT (

NIGHT.

,

San Antonio—A new series of programs in the public interest will
make its debut over KCOR here
under the auspices of the Secretary
of Education of Mexico directed at
both Latins and Americans in this tants were trying to figure out the
,
area.
Series
arranged by Raul answers.
James did a fair job as emcee, but
Cortez, owner and operator of the
around in
station will air for 25 minutes daily h^ should have moved
his desk through
Monday through Saturday and will stead of sitting at
Someone should have moved
be both in Spanish and English. out.
around. Bob Bright's set was very
Sessions will include Americanism, good art work, but didn't allow for
Citizenship, Sanitation and Health, miich action.
Stal
'

.

columbid ofTliol*

grMntboro,

n. c;

nprmnlMl

b)r

hsllingbny

tED ALLEN
EUGENIE lAIRD

BOIIY DOYLE

LAWRENCE MOWN
HARRY CARNEY
NAT 'KINO' COLE

AiYOODDS

ETTY ftARREn
JIMMY Hamilton

JOHNNY HODGES
CANADA LEE

LOU McGARITY
HAL MclNTYRE
ESS MEYERSON
JOE HANTON
MEL POWELL
CHARLIE VENTURA

'

CBS

\york.

has been operating

Its

nationwide network since it started
operation without an outlet in San
Francisco, and the evidence clearly
shows that CBS has been more than
able to maintain its competitive po-

'

similarly."

sition."

WGNB GETS NEW GE

TRANSMimR FOR FM

—

Reviews

Chicago, June
Chi's
last

FM

4.

prospects were hypoed
the delivery of the

week with

post-war FM transmitter off the
General Electric production line to
WGNB, sister sUtion of WGN.

On the third point, FCC said that
the broadcast service income of CBS
has almost doubled since 1940, and
that it now has an unappropriated
earned surplus of $16,582,000. which
should see it comfortably through
any troubles.
Finally,

first

One

of three transmitters on or'
der from' GE, the unit is a 250-watt
affair.
Delivery and installation of
the three units is expected to be
completed in July, upping WGNB's
power to 20,000 v.'atts.

The new transmitter uses a new

the

decision

said:

"The

commission

is of the opinion that in
as in FM, it is against the pubinterest to permit a concentration of control of broadcasting facilities
in any single person or

AM,
lic

organization."

PROVIDENCE FM HEARINOS

Washington, June 4.
and phasitrom tube develFM hearings for outlets in Proviopment which enables direct crystal
dence, R. I., open Monday (10) with
control and operates with fewer
circuit

tubes and simpler circuits than pre-

war

FM

six

companies competing for chan-

'

nels.

transmitters.

Hat-in-the-rlngers are: Outlet Co,
Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co.,
Providence Journal Co., Yankee Network, Colonial Broadcasting Co., and
Pawtucket Broadcasting Co.

Benny
Continued from page

reason not to assume they

may be on

••THERE'S PLENTY OP

top in 1956.

YBUSINESS

"Actually we do
TJUiy change?
change," he says, "because the Buck
Benny and the Maxwell gag of yesteryear gives away to accenting Phil
Harris' dimwit character today, or
my abortive attempts with the violin, or my social ambitions with the
Ronald Colmans. And that goes for
every other smart comedian whose
scripts achieve enough variance and
nuance, from season to season.
Maybe that's the reason why the
Baron Muenchausens and and the
A&P Gypsies run theic vogue, although in the instance of Jack Pearl
there are exterior world forces
which, unfortunately, kayo what in
normal times was accepted as a
loveable Dutch-comedian character."

"The

G at Your
Share By
U

WEED « CO.

oniy

thing about radio,"
Benny concludes, "is that you're
your own competitor. You compete
with the standard you've set last
year and the season before that,"

Benny

IN

t

i

n g

.

.

WANTEDl
Radio MMatlva with tiporlMC*
In

spending 10 days with
his father in Chicago, and then
motoring back to the Coast. Since
it appears that Michael Curtiz and
Humphrey Bogart are both tied up
is

dlr«ct)*9: to

mI«« and «alM

aulit pfMldtat la qMcrol inaaogtMtnt of NiadlMi tiiod Rotiu large Rattoni
bmh wllk •)cp«ri-

work ttotlo*
Markot. To a
Mco la 9Maral ttatloa maaagtMiMt, thli prawat* raal opportaalty.
Writ* la eaHlaa form
backgreaad aad Mptrlaaca aad
aaythlag alia yea tklafc laiportaat. Roi 1420, Variety, 154 W.
4«th St., New Yerk 19.

elsewhere, and that his Warner Bros,
film coinmitment, "The Life' of Jack

Benny," will be stalled this summer,
he'll probably go overseas to entertain our Occupation Forces. Whether
he goes' to Europe or the Far East Is
up to the USO-Camp Shows people,

"as

fiests of M.

G.

riED lOIIIIS

W0V'S"12S0 ClQb
i»i

Do

the

same

now

available to

do an

10 stations In IO-|llf|Ferent markets

PROBLEM

(NO NETWORK FACIIITIBS AVAIIABIE)

»ffeelive ttlling job tor

John

E.

Poonon Co., Natl Rep.

tho cuitotn-bullt pregrom lervk* of NtC RadioRocordlng. Comploto recorded Mtwork-collbre
progroiM with Mif-contotnod coininerclali— built to
the ipeclflcaHont of local, regtenol and national

PO

your

tpet advtrtlten

. . .

dttlrlbuted to those ten itatloni

for broadcoit on

products. Inquire about availabilities today I
Rofph M. W*ll, G«o. Mgt.

Uu

TO

FRCSH, IPANA, MOLLE, PABST, VITALIS
is

PROGRAMMING

WHAT

yoH kiow Ibat...
voice heard on the networks selling

9m Tifft

a

flextbteillme baili.

H yewr preorammtno problem retemblei ihtt . . call the
neoroil afflce ef the NBC Rodle-Recocding DIvlilen.

NBC RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
Airf«e C(^,

New Ycrft

.

CMfoge

•

WotMigfon

•

.

Nolienol Roprotontoltvtl

says Benny.

appeared "IN PERSON" last moiith on

'

FCC turned the edges of all three
against the sale. In answer to No, 1,
the Commission pointed out that in
its report on chain broadcasting it
raised the question of nets owning

.

'

Continued from page 4s

it

erntion.

we pack our houses
opera and concerts IndiHer husband is
life.
cates that there Is a public for good
the station.'s public relations chief
stuff," says Wagneir, who has been
and who served as Its war correin the concert business over 35 years.
spondent in Europe during the latBut radio doesn't know it. It mister part of World War II.
judges the calibre of audiences.
Choice of programs is left with the
Cincinnati— New program director advertiser, who probably feels that
of WCPO, W. Taylor Briggs, who people who use patent medicines
has served in various capacities with want trash."
Trend in radio and modern music
Scripps-Howard radio since 1937,
was switched here in time to assist has made both artists and audience
Radio pay is so
in the station's setup as transporta- lazy, Wagner adds.
clearing agent for Greater good and its standards so easy that
tion
Cincy during the rail strike, coop- some artists have become careless,
erating with the American Red while others aren't content to w,0Tk
hard anymore to prepare themselves
Cross and Travelers Aid Society.
for their profession. Audiences sitting home are tilso Secoming too
lazy and easing concert standards.
MBS' 'Sea Honnd' Kid
Concert and radio need not conInstead, they
"Adventures of the Sea Hound," flict, says Wagner.
new kid drama series, will start should and can complement each
other.
"But if radio caters to
through
Monday
July
1,
on Mutual
mediocrity,"
he
says,
"concert
stand'
spot.
5-5:15
m.
Friday, in the
p.
Show replaces "Here's How," mop- ards are bound to be affected
James Cassldy, with

and school leaders, as well as civic
govt headed by Mayor James G. operates with 1,000 watts on 1,410
Thorwald was foriner
Stewart, are getting behind WKRC's kilocycles.
Summer field manager of WRR, Dallas, and is a pet version of "Answer Man."
"Junior Olympics."
sports program for boys and girls veteran of 26 years in radio. C. M.
Sea mystery, packaged, written
former
Games,
program director of and cast by Captain Silver syndiwill finale with championship meet
WSAV, Savannah, will be assistant' cate, will be a co-op sponsored
in Cleveland in the fall.
to Thorwald.
Cyril Armbrister will proshow.
duce for Mutual.
Denver. Ray Perkins, most reSan Antonio Local radio men, as
recenfly on the nets for Pepsi-Cola,
well as others throughout the state
is making his home in Denver, and
are throwing their hats into the
is putting on a program six days a
Television
Texas political ring.. Terrell Sledge,
week over KFEL.
former announcer at WOAI has anContinued from page 47
nounced his candidacy for U. S. SenSpringfield,
Mass.—Attempts by ator frorq Kyle. Ken McClure, dean of something new and fresh in video,
local radio quiz followers to cash in of Texas newscasters and news chief they come up with an audience paron library service led this week to of WOAI is on leave of absence to ticipation quiz show. This would be
tailored for
a new ruling by Librarian Hiller C. manage the gubernatorial campaign okay if such shows were
many of them,
Wellman. Because the regular li- of Beauford Jester who is prez of television, but too
including tfiis one, seem to omit
brary phones became glutted by KWTX, Waco. Boyce House, comvideo's visual aspects— which doesn't
calls from people who wanted data mentator on the Lone Star Chain has
make for good television.
"within a minute" that would en- announced his candidacy for LieuDuMont execs apparently realized
able them to collect on the WMAS tenant Governor of Texas,
a little belatedly that last Wed. (29)
was the company's fifth anniversary
should be celebrated with a spC'
Boston
United Fruit Co. has and
cial show of some kind. They coa
taken- over sponsorship of tl}e "Top sequently turned their problem over
the Morning" broadcast over to the Carr & Stark package agency,
WEEI from 7 to 7:15 dally. Company which, of course, came up with ansponsors the program on Tuesday, other quiz show. Program was the
Thursday and Saturday. Show stars first video show attempted by the
explain its stagCarl Moore and Ray Giraldin and agency, which might
nant qualities, but which doesn't exconsists of music, jokes and chatter.
cuse them.
Thirteen-week contract negotiated
Show followed the usual audience
bet\yeen Radio Sales, Inc., N. Y. and
participation format,, only thing difthe Wendell P. Colton Agency.
Four Dnferent being the setup.
Mont employees who'd been with the
years acted as conDallas Another radio entertainer companyVor five
cross-country
.

it

CBS-KQW

S

In

Radio why

Gripe Against

.

PUtsburgh—Two ex-GIs,
turned to civilian

Feeds Him

That
Cincinnati— Readying for the arRita
of her second child,
rival
Hackctt recessed this week from the
Cafe mythical nitery
Crossroads
show which she inaugurated 19
months ago as writer and hostess
and built lip to one of WLW's most
A quarterpopular originations.
hour evening stint, Monday through
Friday, it has Jack Saatkamp's 12piecc orch for backgrounding on interviews by Miss Hackett of visiting
pro celebs and names in civilian

1946
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NoIIkwom/

•

Son Francnco

.
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IT

THERE

5S

IS

NO FREEDOM ON EARTH

FOR THOSE

WHO

.

.

DENY

FREEDOM TO OTHERS
ELBERT HUBBARD
SAID IT IN 1911
"Without free speech no search for
truth is possible; without free speech

no discovery of

truth is useful; without

free speech progress

is

checked and

notions no longer march toward the

nobler
for

life

which the future holds

man."
—Charles Bradlaugh, as quoted
Elbert

Hubbard's Scropbook

Guwiiian of
Amcr/cofi

Fr—dem

in

'

.

.

Wednesda^t June

84
and Informal

replies

by contentants

Case To

1946
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to questions asked by the audience Literary Airer
and the moderator constituted forr
mat of the program. For this finale,
Trial, Injunction Nixed
the eight finalists were qui7.zcd
Continued from pagt ti
mainly by moderator, Dr. Fred L.
Continued from paie 44
Motion ot Martin Stone, producer
where It's said that approximately
Hipp, on different angles, being given
dored by his own victim througli gram, it's that the :.peakers were three to live minutes to answer. This ot "Author Meets the Critics," for 80 are exitliig.
their
although
good,
the ingenious device ot using some uniformly
helped the judges in picking the win- an injunction to restrain WHN, N, Y.
With the return of Ted Steele to
cyanide-tinted liquor, was perhaps scripting contained a few climaxes ners. Judging obviously was based
Bowles radio dept. folDr. Frederick Stamm, on how the voices came through on indie, from broadcasting "Books on. Benton
a little too intricate and too easily too many.
solved for the average taste. Who- particularly, showed the results of the radio, logic of answers and the Trial," was denied In N. Y. supreme lowing his wartime semester, Frank
dunit fans, however, thrive on such more than IS years on the air. His diction of the speakers.
court
Friday
(31) by Justice Eder. Barton checks out ot the agency. He
fare and should find this sluft' to talk was "On Being Sensible," meat
Idea of having a town meeting
has been with BScB since Oct. 1 as
of which was that, the point ot retheir liking.
discussion program for high school Meanwhile, Court has set the trial manager of the radio dept.
Steele
ligion. is being lost in bickerings on and prep students has been well date tor
next -Monday (10).
Story receives good treatment via
had been with the agency for six
side issuci.
worked out here by the radio stathe flashback method, which heightStone^ had alleged that
had years prior to going into uniform.
Portion of the show featuring Dr. tion's personnel.
Finals held more
ens its interest. Scriptcrs have also
talk was piped from ChiStamm's
Barton
"appropriated"
his
originally
idea,
soys
his future plans are
than passing interest, being nicely
livened things up with several deft
cago,
with the rest New York
comedy touches. Cast, topped by origination. Pacing \,' a s smooth staged and moving along fast enough embodied in "Author," tor the new indefinite. His radio agency affilianot to permit too many lulls. As a
Gail Cordon as Gregory Hood, the
tions go back to 1930, but he's
the quartet okay,
now
and Bill throughout, and
goodwill builder for the station and "Books'', show, and hiid- sought to mulling going into the
white-gloved- detective,
.Toinni.
building busibut a little tired,
the sponsor, the program obviously, confuse the
Johnstone as Sandy, his redoubtable
listening
public
by ness.
ranks hi^h".
Wcnr,
sidekick, is good.
"BOB SANFORD
broadcasting the latter show at 8
B&B-switchcs last week also found
Three commercials, spotted at the With Frances Beasley, jim Burdelle,
p.m. Mondays, same time as "Au- Bush Barnum's bowout as publicity
front, middle and end of the show
John Allen, Billy Mayo orchestra
topper, with Dick Bellamy taking
arc short and easy to take, as hanthor" had originally been broadcast
Writer: Bob Sanford
over. Latter had been with Matlies
dled by announcer Harry Bartell.
Min.; AIon.-Thru-Frl. 10:50 a.m.
over WHN, Stone's show moved lb agency.
Dean Fossler supplies the right 23
Dallas
WQXR, N. Y. indie, two weeks ago
brand of eerie organ music, and WFAA,
f
Every now and then Texas radio
producer Ned ToUinger has fitted the
and
Is being aired Thursday nights
Hlldegarde
and Buddy Clarke now.
show with other good 'production is shaken out of its lethargy by a
mountings. Program originates in production such as this, which orig- guested on NBC's Carnation show
to Plug
inates each week day from the Pent- last Monday night (3) to pack this
Noting that the defendants had
Hollywood.
Stal.
house studios of WFAA. Show could session tightly with music and noth- '•unequivocally denied" all Stone's
find a spot easily on the Texas Qual- ing
else
but.
Clark, a baritone complaints, and had asserted they
ity Network of which
is local crooner being added
"HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BIBLE"
as a regular to were not seeking to capitali/.c on his
Barney Ross, former lightweight
With Dr. Frederick K, Stamm, Dr. outlet or on the southern web of the program starting next week,
J. William
Stitt;
Mary Merker, the NBC network. It seems strange made his preview debut in ausijicious idea or to palni o(1t"Books" as the and welterweight champ, will emcee
same show as "Author," Justice Edcr a series
Paula Hemonghaus, Earl Rogers, that no .sponsor can be found to style
of 10 sponsored shows over
via
'IPenthouse
Serenade."
Alden Edkins; announcer Jon Ao- bankroll the show, but it proves a "The Gypsy," and a duet with Hil- declared that "if this be the fact, WHN. N. Y. indie, starting
Sunday
good
showcase
for
and NBC dcgarde on "I- Told Every Little there is then no basis whatever for
lolne
programs which are given hefty Star." Voice will probably not float thc'granting of an Injunction or for (9); as a publicity buildup for the
WrIUr: Dr.
Conn-Louis fight. Brass Rail, N. Y.
plugs..
Producer-director: Jon Antolne
the bobby-sockers but is virile, well- the maintenance of this suit."
eatery,
is
sponsoring the scries
Newconier to radio. Bob Sanford. trained and unmnrred by any tricky
Music: GeCTge Shacklcy
with proper grooming, should hit his mannerisms. Hlldegarde chansoned
through* the
30 mins., Sunday (2), 10 a.m.
Milton
Blackstone
Sustaining
stride and hit big time soon.
He solo on "Full Moon and Empty
agency.
OFF
TO
writes his 6wn scripts and does job Arms" with beaucoup so;il-sorrow.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Ross, \yith Bob Brumby, former
Maurice Hart, WNEW, N. Y. disk war correspondent,
For those who like their religion as m.c, keeping the show moving Backbone of. the show remains Percy
as
his
aide, will
Better mate- Faith's orchestra with its quasi-sym- jockey of programs of his own plus
it home of a Sunday morning, NBC along at a fast pace!
interview both Louis and Conn at
and the Federal Council of Churches rial would no doubt help a lot.
phonic depth aiid unusual instrumen- understudying Martin Block, leaves their training camps.
Remarks will
Frances Beasley is femaje vocalist tation on pop tunes. .Program, howof Christ in America offer a better
that station the end ot this week.
be transcribed on wire recorders
She has a ever, is a bit overweight musically
than average formula program as a and foil for Sanford.
He heads, for Hollywood June 12, and rushed back to
five-week replacement for the "Na- pleasing voice and was heard in and could effectively use some comic
for airing
to start ' a
daily half-hour disk, from 10:30
"Wish That I Wish Tonight" Jim dabs.
tional Radio Pulpit."
to 10:45 p. m. nightly
sports, news and weather show on
Air services follow stereotyped Burdett is male vocalist and also acts
through June 19.
Has a good
there, for Chesterfield cigoutline for this kind of show, sand- as a foil for Sanford.
CBS' Saturday night "Talks" show
Transcriptions
are
expected
to be
wiching a sermon between several range and style in singing and a got hold of something hot when it arets.
offered for sale throughout the
hymns by the quartet. And, still pleasant speaking voice. Was heard aired Carroll Reece, chairman of the
show, titled "ABC Round- countr.v.
Ross recently joined the
according to formula, the sermon on opus caught in "Strange Love."
Republican National Committee, on up," starts June 17, six nights a Blackstone
Orchestra
is.
under
direction
of
agency
as,
an
account
was too long and the inspirational
May 18 with an attack that started
exec.
music uninspired. If anything out- Billy Mayo and turn in a nice job, from the FCC. Blue Book and ended week.
standing can be said of the pro- with some sock arrangement by with all the Hearst-McCormick stuff
Jerry Gates, recently out of the
about the commission using radio for
Army.
propaganda.
For, as
HERE'S
Government
Program shows fine production,
timing and should have Texas list- balance to Recce's rave, the net had
to put Thurrnan Arnold on last Satener.'! dial 820 daily for a good long
Continued from page ^2
urday night (1) as American Civil
while.
Andy.
Liberties Union representative. And
was most enthusiastic. In
jfteM* ptr -wc^k •moa^
as expressed by
JUNIOR
rt« iwtf Worc*iter 4r«a
MEETING FINALS ACLU's viewpoint,
Siegel's opinion "that simply l>roves
the former Asst. U. 'S. Attorney
Moderator: Dr. Fred L. Hipp
ffatisa*, Hoo^r Stmty
the falsity of the idea that the averGeneral and monopoly bustor, is
Producer-Announcer: Jerrv Roberts
age
listener is a luiikhcad."
radio
anything but NAB-llke.
55 MIns.; Wed., 8:05 p.m.
the higlMtl
*aft«%
Arnold struck hard at Recce's
To complete the picture, It must
KRESGE STORES,
'worn out cliches" and at Justin be noted that while
asked
WAAT, Newark
./,AV-if«iti<)iiliii9 fiW- wit*
"shouting
of the same kind listeners
Miller's
Highlight and climax ot
to let themselves be heard
parallel
Junior Town Meeting program was of nonsense." He made one
WEAF, in accordance with a strict
and the Post Oflast week's (29) finale of a 32-week between the FCC
policy against such solicitation ot
Dept. which just about wraps
series.
It was conducted from the fice
He listener opinion about a specific
regimental room stage in Kreske- up the anti-FCC arguments.
does show, did not ask listeners to speak
Carol'* altrt to fh* htnd of mwi
Newark department store, with pointed out that the P.O. dept.
riiat
"What Is the Greatest Danger Our under the second class mailing up.
premptt CaMoa
to
balance
the
control
Country Faces Today?" as topic on regulations,
actually rebated a total of
for "Htra'i Carol Adoni" . .
editorial
and
advertising
between
final
broadcast.
Three educators
$7,260 to commercial sponsors whose
•vory woohdoy morala^ a» toa. Aad
which
Is no
magazines
matter
on
from northern New Jersey picked
to do shows were cancelled on account of
Carol lolli Hiom what Hity wont to
three winners, who were given col- .more than the FCC proposes
the
broadcasts. W. Burke Miller,
in radio. The dcfensn rests.
hoar la a happy boH-bour of latorlege tuition awards.
asst. manager ot the station, said
vlawt with latoroiria^ poepla aad
As with the prelim and semi-final
On CBS, Saturday (1) the "re- that, in addition, chunks of- time "|Bit-fcotw««a-at<glrit': coavortaMoa.
competition, short prepared speeches
sponsibility of the press, radio and were rescheduled so that no cash
I»'t "qoMl aalghbor" prograoM Uho
the
acquaint
to
pictures"
motion
rebate was made, but there was
fhlt that heap aiott radio** la Ifao
people throughout the world with time-cost
involved as far as the stathe activities of their representa"City That's Alwayt Baiy" taaod to
tion was concerned. WLIB's estimate
tives to the UN and its sub-groups,
WHBC.
was stressed by Brooke Claxton, of commercial costs involved were
'Coition Survey
Canadian minister of health and wel- that 30% ot the time used by
fare. Claxton had aririved in New had been previously scheduled for
lent upon raquatt
York to participate in the work of sponsorship. WMCA's veepee, Chas.
with
the
fordealing
group
UN
the
YOU CANT MISS
Stark, estimated that his station lost
mulation of a world-wide health and
coverage. WNYC,
IN C4drON, OHIO
He under- $9,400 througli
social welfare program.
lined the necessity tor "a free ex- being non-commercial, had no rechange of news" in speaking of the bate problem, .ot course.
role played by public information
in regards to the audience mail
media.
pull,
the most eager speculation
ranged around the tremendous 'gap
as between
on the one hand
and the three indies on the other.
The consensus by researchers was
Continued from page 42
this: "If you're going to do a public
who's getting closest to settling the service job, promote it.
simi;tp^c.^,;,i^^c/iK2URN-SMITHCo.
confused picture of radio research, ply failed to promote."
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will take" place Monday (10), when
A. C, Nielsen plays host to Chi radio
and ad execs at thn company plant.

CINEM ART Offers you-

Nielsen meeting follows on the
heels of the Chi invasion by C. B.
Hooper, who appeared before the
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Park Afiaai

•

PiillC AODJESS
1}, i. I.

Nan fath

last

Radio

week

Management

arid later at

Club

a subscriber

meeting at the Morrison hotel. The
Nielsen affair will be the first in a
.series of "NRI Open House" evening
sessions, with CRMC members as
guests for the Initial get-together.

Purpose of the conference, according to Nielsen, is to demonstrate to
Chi radio and ad execs— through actual inspection and explanation of
key Nielsen Radio Index operation—
that NRI service has developed a
thorough marketing research service
for radio.
...
Nielsen will further attempt to
.ihow that the NRI— through Ktatistical
reoearch, technical research,
production of electronic recording
devices, pilot operation of radio research technlqued, etc^Ijas achieved
the nearest exidting approach to an
ideal radio re^iearch service In contrast to

the "program rating," upon
tm been

which moirt radio rnxcsin-.h
largely concentrated.

"No, no. Robert I'm auppoMd to carry
you up to bed.
It'a probably the Wheatles you
JuM •tel'i.

!

I
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TONIGHT'S THE

Sammy

BIG NIGHT.»

Kaye*s

Tonight from the Palladium in Hollywood...

FINALS

the

in

Sammy

Kaye's contest to

pick the nation's No. 1 amateur bandleader !

A

grand cash prize of $1000 - and a lot of valuable merchandise
Sammy Kaye's famous Band Box — are waiting for the winner of

from

tonight's contest!

Regional winners— a housewife from Indiana, a policeman from Georgia
and an 18-year-old high school boy from Massachusetts — have been
brought to Hollywood with all expenses paid to compete with the Western
winner for top prize and the distinction of being the swingingest, swayingest amateur bandleader in the land
Listen to "So You Want To Lead A Band" tonight— it's carried on 175
ABC stations— and then ask yourself how you'd like to have your product
tied in with this radio idea that has stirred the interest of millions of
folks from coast to coast!

how an

Here's

this great

advertiser with national distribution can use

show for localpromotion from coast

to coast!

Whoever sponsors Sammy Kaye will get a hit radio program at an ideal time
period and on a network that gives national coverage at reasonable cost.
But more than that, he'll get local promotion for his product
200 cities where Kaye and his band play during the year !

On

the air or

section of the

way

off,

Kaye

country— in

in with the "So

will
cities

in every one of the

keep right on plugging your product in every
where your own dealers and distributors can tie

You Want To Lead

A Band"

idea and swing and

sway

their

to tidy profits.

show— with one of the nation's leading Double AA
Kaye Choir, vocalists and entertainers — on the air

You'll have a big variety

bands, the Kaye-dets, the

you every week, dealing out laughs and prizes as people from the audience
band Aiui that same big variety show will be out on the road working
you night after night— giving your dealers a chance to merchandise the living
daylights out of your product right in their home territories. It'll help build their
prestige in their commuiiities— give them the kind of opportunity to get into the
local limelight that they dream about!
for

try to lead the

.

for

**So You Want To Lead A Band" is a natural for any advertiser who wants
a fast-moving radio show that has proved itself in scores of cities— and at the
offers almost limitless opportunities for local merchandising throughare that kind of advertiser, why not get the full story
out the nation. If
from an ABC representative— and start making plans for a big year now?

same time

time starting Tuesday,

Make

Star

Sammy Kaye
"

]^OUr Star Salesman !

June 18-8:30-9:00 p. m., EDST.

American BroadGasting Company
A
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Wednesday,

AFM

Show

Defi Hits

CunCiniied from pae<
PctrilUi's tlu'ent

on

Monday

network strike

it the
clHrud constitutional.
.

Lea

to call

bil^

'i^

Commerce

will)

sil

web

chieftain

was

of

Negroes Barred, PetriDo Cancels
St. Petersburg, Fla., June
4.
"If our colored delegates are not good enough to go there, \vc flgiire
we aren't cither." With these words, Jaihes C. Petrillo, AFM prexv

today cancelled the AFiM convention's scheduled outing for its
801)
delegates when two night clubs— Bill Williams', on Treasure
bland
and the Penguin Club at Sunset Beach— refused to admit Negro
delegates.

Greyhound had .set aside 20 chartered buses for llxc scheduled all
day outing, and the two clubs had prepared $3,500 worth of foods and
Petrillo ordered the food and polublcs given to
liquors.
charitable
institutions.

S.,

he declared, had one orghnization.
"brought abpiit the passage of a law
directed against one union and leav-

convention

Monday

i;i) Ayi(li

ing

the others out."

all

"Tlial's

a

"I want lo tell
shouteci::.-."But

he

Van Horn

CRP

.

.

.

the
!

.

I

j

J

stitutienality.

The
thai

mu.'^icians' chief also

Consjre.ss

if

prevent

the

AFM

passes

from

a

"So now

asserted

on transcriptions, he will
immediately order his members lo

^1

lo said the AFM executive board
.would present a resolution during
this convention that musicians join
with the CIO and railroad brotherhoods in a common fight against

free radio."
Pctrillo, without

mentioning President Trurnan, rapped the President
when he said: "I would be Willing
to bet every dollar I own today that
President Roasevelt would not have
signed that bill if it had come to
him."
Contract.s with the union.s in the
three originating cities. Petrillo said,
expire Jan, 1,^ 1947, due to an action
during his (irst year as picsident
of the AFM.
It is on that dale he
plans to issue his restraining order,
if
the Lea bill is declared consti-

LATESrSONS HIT
"YOll STOLE MY HEART"
INC.

tutional.
Insisting that he

is

a loyal citizen.

the

to get down
serious business of Ihc con-

Wednesday

vention

morning

(5).

unions.

new

involved."

officers.

CBC Meet

.

Petrillo
pany.''

In

declared the Lea bill, authored by
Rep. Clarence F. Lea (Cal.). was "disunconstitutional,
criminatory,
undemocratic and the first step against

to

strike,

much

is

"Now. becaii.se two brave labor
leaders are caught in th'.> middle,
they are called the two mos' unscrupulous labor leaders in the. history, of America. It look-; like Jim,

legislation damaging to oi>.anii;ed
labor.
!,*» Vs. 'Free Radio'

ONE OP AMERICA'S
OUTSTANDING MEN
OF MUSIC

ul-

going

Tlic-ru

Referring to the roconi railroad
he said he remembered a time
when all labor laws were modeled Friday and Saturday, and will inafter those made for the railroad clude nomination and election of

making

biting tones, he hit at Congress, thie Nalioiial A.ssn. of BroadHe
casters, aiid the new.spapcrs.

They were scheduled

with

hi.v s^lu

i^ol

Phil Spilalny's all-girl orchestra will
entertain delegates between business
sessions Wednesday.
More, business
sessions
arc scheduled Thursday,

too

transcriptions.
Saying that he considered the
tendencies
of
anti-labor
present
Congre.'-.s to be "dangerous." Pctril-

slop

Ihoy won't be friend

us." he griinicd. Shrugging
ders. he added: "Wc arc
lo talk business like that.

to

bill

collecting

royalties

rUBLISHEO (Y HANM9.

194^

.

I

.

5,

in

pref-

before in the history of the U.

Jiiiie

The 45 Negro delegates attending the convention are slaying in the
homes o( local Negro residents, having, been refused rooms at the h
Foul"
q
hotel, th^ Soreno.
All 45 arc musii:ians, ot course, from various
you, that's foul,"
parts
of the country.
the NAP will sec
the day when they will comc to us
tor
help.
sure
I
standing
As
as
am
votes when it comes to influencing
retaliate.
Before a cheering tHroii'.; of 1.400 here, the next step will be against Congress."
East for
Lauding the AFM for its democpersons, including 800 ciinvi'.ntibn the broadcasters themselves. And I
Hollywood, June 4
delegates, Pctrillo dcelare<l that if don't want to see it. I want to see racy, Pctrillo declared; "There is
Arthur Van Horn, newly-elected
free
radio."
more democracy; in this federation v-p of Command
the U, S. Supreme Coml declares
Radio Producthe Lea (,'Auli-Pelrillo";i bill conHe told of a meeting in Now A'ork in one miiiute, and in the coming tions, Inc., group of
cx-slafl'ers of
stitutional, he may go to jail for between (he executive bo;>vd ol the week in this convention, than in a
Armed Force.i Radio Service here
violating it but the AFM will have AFM and niembcrs of NAB, at which lifetime of some of the Sciiators and left for
New,
York
during
week to
the laugh by limiting musicians' ac- he pointed out to the bioadc:islers Congressmen iii Washington."
open a branch office there to push
tivities in the key broadcasting netthai they supplied only .$H,000.000 of
Commenting on Congress" claim sales of their package productions.
work cities of New York. Chicago the $25,000,000 received by nnisicltns that it represents the people. PeElectioius were held immedialelv
and Los Angeles to the production of annually in salaries.
trillo said, "It all depends oi\ who
prior lo his departure. From
among
Tliis would
local pro: ;rams only.
"All wc get from you Tcllows is the public is, and what side of the ;iO stockholder-workers Walter
Schuportion.s of nel'^^"1
o"'
propaganda," Petrillo (lunlod him-, fence the public is on."
mann wa.s elertcd proxy and chair.uoiiig to jail
Avtirk programs. His
self as saying. "You arc an unscrupAfter Petrillo's fiery address Mon- man. Mike Mcshokow was
named
remark referred to the .strike of ulous organization. 1 tell you. get day, convention delegates rcla.»:cd treasurer-secretary,
and
Elliott
Lewplatter turners at W.'VAK. Chi. which that kni:e out of our hau'c or we Tuesday during a day-long
tour of is got second v-p post.
he called in violation of the Lea won't do business with you -..uy more St. Petersburg and the nearby gulf
bill to force a test of the law's conin the Xulure."
beaches.

AFM

liijn.

Oiie

He

Lea bill
with an attack on the NAB. which
he accused of spending millions of
dollars for propaganda and haying
more lobbying power than the National Assn. of Manufacturers. Never

scathing denunciatioi\ of Cor^rre.^sional action against his uninn aiid a
declaration that the AF'M would

Wliile in the minds of some iiidustry c\ccs the Lea bill, from a purely
and logical standpoint, mi^ht
le.V-'l
be viewed as unconstitutional, It was
their thinking that the back'ziround
of the times, with consideration of
all tlio ecoivoniic factors involved,
nii^ht influence the Supreme Court
bill
in declaring the ant i- Pctrillo
constitutional.

opinion that a work stoppage, as
threatened by PetriUo, «as perhaps

WAAF

happen ncNt.
Both Fisis FlyiiiK
Pctrillo opened the 4dth annual

down

week

Lea bill In Chicago last
strike.
calling the
aced his remarks on tlic

will

Commission

the industry wouldn't

tli:ii

Biz

1

the best thing that could happen:
and action
that puGlic sentiment
would bring the thins to a head "in
putting Pctrillo in his place."'
But the fact remains, the webs arc
To their vvay oC
plenty wori-ied.
thinking, it's anybody's guess what

si

cte-

Thc.v re particularly indignant because Pctrillo refuses to si I dow n
Willi the industry and Ullc thii\.ns out,
despite liis earlier willingness to
n»i<ie a conimittcc to luidcllC witli
iiidu.-tr.v reps.
That, tlicy say, is a
rL-voisal of liis stand during
the
crises of several years back, when
was lie who complained to the
ii
Inter.-lale

Petrillo admitted he Is now waiting
(or a U, S. marshal to arrest him
because he intentionally violated the

i

\

{

:

|

is

beginning

Conliniird from

|>:>Ke

4S

com-

h.Tve

to

committee. The committee wilt be
He saw danger in the attempt to headed by Ralph itMaybank, and from
various sources
was learned tliat
shackle labor implied in other laws
some indies will ask to appear,
recently introduced. "The Lea bill
whether the C.\B sponsors tliem or
is bad enough." he said, "but the Case
not.
bill really does the job on ail labor."
Napier Moore, edilorial director of
He was especially bitter in his dePublications,
addre.wd
nunciation or Congrc-s for the clr.im Maclean's
the parley and .hit out hard on the
that it is fighting to keep up the
standards of American labni by not way the CBC conducts its business.
permitting cheap labor to come into In a veilt:d warning to the bps, he
the count i-y. Congress, he asserted, told them that the coming year
would be of great significance to
had tried lo stop the

AFM

Jrom plac-

Canadian

indies.

He

close hauled
to the

a steady
(lie

time

at the wheel. Like
of ihc yawl, radio
hiusl be experi-

salc.'Sincn

enced. Wcc(i and Company'] stuff
of seventeen "old hands" daily

elabo-

didn'l

covers the nation's iiiiporiaiii
udio rchtei j with the skill and
cficciivcness iliai come only from
long exj)cricntc.

a
ban on foreign broadcasts
which, he claimed, were "not only rate on his hinted warning, but
cheap labor, but labor for nothing. there could be no mistiiking the traCongressmen are working against the get for his remarks.
J. N. Thivlcrge. general manager
American musician and for th.. for-

ing

wind requiies

hand

ski|>|>cr

of
CHRC, Quebec, was elected
He singled out for spe'.-i:;l attack prexy, and Rolaiid Beaudry, MonCongressmen who have s' .'ed with treal, was named veepee. Treasurer
is
Lepage, CKCV, Quebec;
Paul
the N.^B a-iainst the AFM. only to
have it revealed that they receive secretary, Joachim Grenier. Quebec.
Directors are: G. R. A. Rice, CFpart of their income from ?\'AB conRN..
A.
M.
Cairns. CFAC. Lloyd
nections.
His most stin;'.i:!g barbs
were directed af Rep. Eugeiu- Cox Moll'att, CKBI., F. H. Elphike,
(Ga.), Who has called Petrillo a CKWX.. Harry Sedgwick. CFRB.,
K.
D.
Soble,
CHML..
Jack Beardall,
"racketeer."
CFCO.. A. GaiUhiei, CULT., Col.
"if I am a racketeer." he snapped,
•'why did you boys in Wiishingioii Keith Rogers, CFCY., and Maj. W.
C. Bor.rett, CHNS.
have to pass six laws to get ino'/-

eigii musiciaii."

What's the matter with

tiie

;

;

Nil'

lADia STATIIN lEPIESERTATIVES
N(« Twk • IntN • ckieait • Adnia
Ntnit • Sm Frucisct •

present

The federal penitentiaries are
of people, and I am not smart
to beat all the law.'--."

law'?
full

enough

Pelrillo said Cox was jhown in
J941 to have received $2..V]0 from a
Georgia radio station for fixing a
case before the FCC. Laic-. Petrillo
added. Cox sent the nioncy baei; and
became a stockholder with the radio

Our

station's own money.
He charged that Rep. Lea had
sponsored the Lea bill in rKlurn for

NAB s .sanction

the

in

giving

or* >hos* vou read obout

c/i«/i/j

For effectivt

a-soi;i-

ate Justin Miller the fat N.a'b prexy

plum.
Davis,

Here's marked progress

In

-J

A
^^

planned program-

ining!
By conslttently airing
shows with top audience and

better

local

sales appeal,
out of 19 classifications
with .47 points against the next station's 26
in the Cleveland Press Radio Poll . .
proving again that

WJW

won

8 firsts

.

WJW

Is

Cleveland's CHIEF Station

I

B

o

Consult

f
I
I
I

ART FRANKLIN

f
f
f

Kl Al.

Fly,

Others

BLAZES
THE TRAIL!

criticized by
aflilialion
will)

their

Pelrillo

for

broadcasting

companies which he. said had iiifiuenced them in their performance of
duty were former OWI Diiector
Elmer Davis, two former chairmen
of
the
FCC-OPA Adminiilrator
Paul Porter and J. Lawrence Fly
and Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, chair-

man of the Senate Committee on
Inlerslate
Commerce, who.se son,
Petrillo said. \f a member of

1

A

$

S

O

C

I

A

T

I

S

NAB.'

Petrillo

also

attacked the newspapers, which he accused of working
);aiid-in-hi:iid with
to .shackle
him. A.';.^'J;^ing that 300 of 900 radio
stations in the U. S: are now cm;li'olled by the pi-ess. he .waid
this
would s'oon include every station in

i
i

NAB

America.
"We're getting the wor.-^t
he told, delegates. "Ai'd
nothing v.-e can
about it.

you

to

know

v.h.^•.

of talk about publir s.enLin cmI.

the

l

e-.v

rjri.neis

iMifle

/lubMc

lot

f
i
I

But

I

of it^"
there's
I

^)l!;|•(•^^

want
a

1
I

.senl:-

mcnl, and ihey'ie nol as po'/.cJJul as

460 Fourth AvoRue
Ctit

MUtriy

New

•
Hill

York

4-S47I

16,

H. Y.
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Wt'tlncMlay, Jum«

ASCAFs

ORCIIESTRAS-MUSIC

'Country Club Set?

Byfield Latest ta Join Hotel 'Rebels
In Four-Star

The "country cUib set" is an intra-trade Tin Pan Alley opprobrium
ror the inner-circle po)iticians allegedly dominnling in ASCAP, which
faces some sharp debate Jn both the piibll.shers and writers' classiflca-

Record Switch

Harry Fox, agent and trustee for
various music publishers, has taken

iion committees.
Since the Arthur Schwartz decision, when that songsmilh won his
classification, the ASCAP records o( catalog size, per*
point for
formances, etc., must be kept wide-open Tor all members' eyes, and
ooine songsmiths are pressing the issue for. better ratings; And ol
course the Irving Berlin va. ASCAP fight has already been aired.-

Sherman

chase

Four-Star

of

Records,

.

Louis Prima Changes Mind,

Hub

I

,

Uwo

to

the

of

Hear

Classification Beefs

over W. C.
Handy, Sidney Kornheiser, John
Lister and Charles O'Flynii, regii-

nonunees

to

Special meeting of the director
bngrd. of the .American Society of
Coinposers. Authors and Publishers,
has been called for June l.S to consider various beefs against cla.ssiflcation by writers and publishers.
Major item to be heard; Will be the
Irving Berlin appeal which is expected to consume iriost of the meet-

action re.-iulled in the election

posted

four to be tlcrled'.

Up L

.

pubs went

M'eight of

to

lor board,
idear

New London

for

is

giving

many

People

spot.
tion

Co.

again;
lie' was forced back into his
(hair by the writc-ui votes for the
simple re:.son thai the publishers
who e.xerled their influence
Caesar's behalf, deemed him ideal for

m

Irving Berlin, Ltd., is being set up
as a Wholly owned British subsidiary
by the songsmith-publisher, releasing through Louis Dreyfus iChapIt's in line with a
pell) ill England,
glowing U. Si music piiblishing trend
to. set up self-owned and operated
The
.subsidiaries around the world.
differing copyright laws Hgure in
this procedure, among other things,
since British copyrights are valid
during the life of the author, plus 30
years, as against the 28 years in the
U. S., plus 28,yeai-s renewal.

.

scoie.
;

I

capitali/.ation

1

.

loss,

AFMMeet

charging the debit
Since.the war's

tising.

gan

to

make money.
were

talent

.

adverbe-

off to

stjirt, all

Still,

salaries

not appreciably
grosses are going

Few

K'-ossev currently.

i"?'"

i

top

are

They need an occasional

name

to stimulate interest.

Musicraft, 20th Only

Chummy

•

Buddy Morris Buys

who

|

Up Magnetic

|

is

set at SitOO.OOO. Apparently the firm
Us service is
success.
IS already a
already 70"f subscribed, the limit

McFarland Twins Join

Axe

But No Deal,
For some time the AFM men and
James C. Petrillo have wanted to
SezPrez Irving Felt
discard Form B, it's known, but
According to
have not done s6.
Hollywood, June 4.
union execs themselve'.'!, the time is
Irving Felt, prez of the Jefftrsonripe, and it will be accomplished xiavis Corp., stated ju.st prior to.
during the convention— or so some heading back to New York hesdof them hope. Form B. which cites (n,arleis over weekend that (o the
a bandleader as an employee and best of niy knowledge* 20th-Fox is
makes the buyer of a band the em- „ot trying to obtain corporafe conployer, hence liable for social se- li-oi of J-T, or lU subsid. Mu.-icraft
curity and unemployment taxes, has Records... Thus are scotched .somebeen a headache to the band busi- ^^hat rumors which have per.sisled
ness ever since its inception.
both here and in New 'Vork.
However, Felt admitted a "very
Bandsmen are also getting a kick
out of Petrillo's ranting against the close relationship" between hi.s comLea Bill and his test case again.st pany .and 20th-Fox, and revealed
WAAF, Chicago, inaugurated last that George Skouras has bcromv a
week.
Since Petrillo didn't step large stockholder in Musicraft. It is

on

'

.

1

1

the.

at

is'

.

.

'

,

which

their bids for the very top
name.s.
They'll pay the latter only
a few hundred dollars more in £uar>
antees than a band with considerably less prestige.
In the days before the war. it's
pointed Out, most hotels ran their
band and entertainment roonis at a
boo.st

conversation.
However, this time
the
it's felt that advance dope on
AFM-exec feeling relative to Form
B is on the level. They expect it
to be knocked out during the current
at
St.
annual convention
Petersburg, Fla.

.

.
j ..\irwav»
astock
Island
.,,
Long ,,
...
,.
,,
position. He will accept the post.
,,'
the
11
,
"'„ ""^^'^
t';*
Oiher electees .0 the appeals board
f."'^*
''"'«"
^.^^^
included: Abel Baer and Peter de ;«
''\""'^''"L"'f,
writer..; f'^l
pop
incumbent
Rose.
is
a
Lombardos and Gmnn, ^^''''^'i*'^'
1.
.«
i^,j...A
Mooi^,
Douglas
South llainploi, investor, retain con->
/
John. SeuKstack. standard publLshei.

saving makes up for Uie
draw. Some booking agoncie.i

feel (hat's a fallacy

There have been so many cries
upped. Now thait
''wolf" attendant to the long-,,
,
,
contemplated ousting of the Form Blf^o^V^"- the tendency is to rediice costs
*» buying lower-priced talent That s
contract blank by the American
'.''e things agency and
band
Federation of Mu.sicians. that agenwrong
with hotel band
cies and bandsmen disregard .such

,

^ ^

les.oer

of

'

,..11 |Skie.s
will cbi.,.-

and new bands .haw
fewer patrons, the difference in the

lower-priced
.salary

Framingham,

is

for

'

;

!

/

will debut the opera-

with his band.

At

L

I

Monroe

Slated for

j

,

,

,

Form B Seen

j;

.

I

moment being brought liome to some
hotel owners who have refused to

Berlin will piit a wealth of his old
publisher Lester Sahtly, slandard works into Berlin, Ltd.. teein Sanlly-Joy; Guy Lom- ing off with the 'Blue Skie.s" score.
ITechnicolored)
Paramount
Hj3,.j,„ g,,^, j,,, brothers. Carmen and That
.Leibert:: aiid Royce Guinn. have ftlmusical includes some 30 Berlin
e.stablishment of a oldies, and the new London firm will
l^.'^j^^pj^lgj
new airline which will go into op- publish the score abroad. Berlin
Island, plans a London trip end-J
eralion June l.'l. Called Long Island.|
end-July, with
Ai,.\vays. the line' will operate bepijut of the Par pic, which he will
t^^-een terminals at 23d atreet and p,-eview to the Briti.sh radio-music
nie East River, N. Y.. and 'West, b^inch.
south, and East Hampton and MonMeantime the U S Berlin coinIt will use aix
,Bi,k Point. L. I.
,,3, ^^^^^ , special staff to
3,
Qrumman 12-pas.<enger amphibians.
.'^
plugging the -Blue
,

i,,^

•

situated in
not far from here.

-

in-

,

:

T

^«miv ?Lr

'

Mayer, he had been an

„„X ^„ however,

f..^,,,

,

M

Club

Airline

I

As

cunibeht on the appeals board and
had asked not to. be nominated

available.
°'»'-

,

.

,

P='>'

I

work, and

terly re.vented his defeat for re-elecas a writer lo the society's direc

'°

scys. cl al, high guaiantco.» plus
pe,eenti,ges of the gro.w. Th:,t s-o.it

.01

That certain publishers
went to bat for him, among them
Music
some who were known to have bit- partner
J...
J ,
,
,
tioi)

were

•
'

,

.

,„ ^^^^ f^^^.^^ Byfield will take
^esl available, within reasonable
terms.
He has Buddy Rich curieiil.
with ..Mvino Hey,. Tex Bcnpke and
„,„^^,j orchesUa. Charlie
G,^,,„
'° Spivak.
Claude Thornhill.
Loui.,
a
drop the Idea i^ undisclosed.
p,;,,,^ Gene Krupa, Frankic Carle.
'<"'"'
Ray Anthony lined up in that
_ ,
Delay on Monroe s Spot
^..^^^
'sorrye. of the above are unJune 4.
(loubtedly drawing the term.s he how
v..,.»h,,
objects to and probably wont.rome
,.=.M^H^.^h.
H
u "
mrt„^
Vo
*r """k unless they lower their sights.
Along with, other hotel men. Bv,1
A
"w*
fle"r« that while
^inni^J^l*?'J^

Tees Otf Berlin s

votes put hin\

their

.

I.

.

Lombardos Set

into office.

;

;

ing.

the

in.<itallations

the

against

,

'Blue Skies Score

Election of CHC-ar and Mayer was
Others on tap are Jack Lawrence,
the direct result of a concerted campaign among certain of the topmost wlio, after beiiig twice rejected for
publisiier-niembi'rS of the society. a boost in rating, has been conhis own investigation into
ducting
election
is
Caesar's
HS
far
as
And,
ctmcerr\ed, the entire situation has the merits of ratings held by contemporary writers, and Ni(:k and
Il'a
started a trend of thought.
Keimy.
Charles'
dewas
Caesar
that
based on the fact
feated for re-election as a wrilern\en)ber of ASCAPs board of direc'I'his defeat was
tors weeks back.
caused by a .ganging-up of writers
Later, he was apagainst him.'
pi'oached on the idea of being nomiiiated for the appeals board— but .as
a publisher ih« owns Irving Caesar,
I.
He at fti sl accepted, then
Inc., Ilrnii
Thereafter, the
rejected the bid.
cli(|Ue.of lop

^avy

rebelling

.

•

ASCAP Board

the organizalion last week,, and for
the first time deliberately elected
men of their own choice. This un-

larly

men

.

mid Publishers pu.shed aside official
nominees for executive positions in

Max Mayer

,

from its era under Nelson.
McDonald and his. syndicate intend
taking over this debt, but seek an
arrangement whereby the coin wiil talking with Music Corp. of Amerbe paid off in $1,000 installmenLs ica about other bands
p 1 T>
Spot
Prima hadJ in mind mcialong with royalties fbr' new material.
Fox has rejected the idea. He dentally was no the Crescent Garwants the $1.5.000 immediately since' dens, a large ballroom that ha.s been
a new regime is taking over the used for one-nighters frequently by
company and wants no part, of an Sy Shribman and other New England
promoters.
Pri'ma's baby was aninstallment plan.
other building nearby which cun entalties

Appeals Board in Pubs' Gangup

hotel

Won't Buy Into
Spot prices the top name bands ask. He
Louis Prima has dropped all plans jsdvised booking agencies that ill the
"
buy into a Revere Beach, Boston, '^^^'ili'f
t^^"^^
''.'l
ballroom with a Hub syndicate. He '""^^'"^ situated and priced just
under those m the high-brackets,
.
.,
,
^
had been playmg with the idea for
Byfleld'-s attitude is due lb the fact
several weeks and had gone so far that business is hot as Kood as it
as to reserve some time for the spot «as la.st year this time, when hordes
•''erviccmen from local Army and
for his own band, in addition to

to

It seems that Four-Star owes Fox
some $15,000 in unpaid music roy-

tisuiil

Bands

Chicago, June 4.
Ernie ByAeld, band buyer for the
Panther Room, Sherman hotel. Chicago,' last week joined the ranks of

in

Hollywood,
by
Cliff
McDonald,
backed by a syndicate of money
men, McDonald took over the firm
last week,- along with the little-used
Gilt-Edge label put out by the same
^....^ N. ...u.,-..
Nelson
company, from Richard
who*fo"un'ded"it! Mcltonald ha^beeii
his engineer.

of Irving Caesar and
the board of appeals

to Nix High-Bracket

a stand in regard to the recent pur-

AA

Pubiisher-members OC the Amari-r
can Soviety of Composers, Authors

57

Fox Nixes Royalty Deal

Catalog

-

I

(1 Song) Ending

Row

;

Hollywood. June 4.
RemainliUow'cd a public conveyor
Morris Music last week bought
ing 30'< of pa.-iseuBer seating must
Brigade of Nite Spot
the pop song "Dreamland Rendezbe open to the public. Subscription
vous" from Magnetic Music Co..
reservalion.s are Horn people who
^^^^ ^j.,,.
„,e niinor feud which
Owners With LI. Buy will commute daily.
flared between the laller's owners.
Met arland Twins, who have co-led
Line will make from four lo six j^^j, j^j^
owned bv George Je.stheir own band for year.*, -seem to i,.|ps daHy between .N.
and the ^^.i
Wolfe 'Gilbert and Ben Oakbe following in ihe fool.steps of the Lonit Island towns mentioned, ell of
Vortnight ago several compa1,,^^,
Dor.sey Brothers and Vaughn Mon- ^-hi^i, a,;e n-oni 90 lo 130 miles from
out against the constitutionality of<known al.so that John R. Dillon. '2Ulhnies wanted to acquire Dreamlaiid
roe.
They have purchased a small ^ y. Eveiuually, it is planned to ^,^^1 flreworks popped when Je.ssel the bill when it /list went before Fox board-director and member of
roadside nite spot in suburban Oys- extend operation to Ma.ssacluisetts
Congress and later to President Tru- exec committee, has invcsled in the
|„o^;e(( ig sell and Gilbert re.sisted.
ter Bay, Long Island, where they and Maine reports and summer-home
man. they see' in his current moves company and now is on the board
in
sides
initial
take
;Qg|j,^„j) jiidn't
His of iWusicraft.
intend to work their band. It's ru-.. areas. In the winter, the planes and
the old Petrillo showmanship.
^,.g^l,„ent but it was he who Dnally
morod they paid $.'15,000 for the pe,.^u,|„ei o(
For months now, 20lh-Fox. has
line will be transstock, for reelection as AFM presiGilbert
talked
»nd
.rj„,„e(( g„ie
building, but the figure is uncon- |-e|.,.e(i (of lo. ida to do charier jobs
dent
up until the WAAF ca.se wasn't been surveying the pop-plaltcr biz
j,,,^ j,
fl' ined.
with more than a casual eye, but
It s looked upon as a .solid
good.
too
only between the mainland and
Gilbert had resisted peddling piece
no concrete moves have been obnow.
bet
New .vpot. to be called Norlhwood Cuba, tli^Baliamas, the Keys, etc.
'—
because it was sole ijem in Mag-- . — —
'served, .such as Metro's gradual enTerrace, is currently being refur- i
netic catalog and he had pointed
bi^hed.
._„..«.— Iry into the field with the forth11 will open next 'Wednesout that wilh sale of tune trio themday il2^. It seats approximately 300
selves- had authored, .firm might as,
:'ni^i;%S,r!;.. «...
«.»
inside and about twice that number
Jcssel's con
A.t M.nm.fl o intit
miiif we'll be out of busine.s.':.
on an open-air terrace. Spot is perAC
Mini rUANfF^'"'''^'''''' ror Musicraft and to check
vUu.- lllULL LnnllUKivJ operations at the \erm: pressing
haps thie only one on the north shore .ON CURTIS
conCorp.,
plant,
Olympic
Record
'
of
some
of L. I: which will have so-called,
companies,
Major record
.Attorneys for E. H. 'Buddy) Morexploilalioii. Magnetic doesn
"name" music, though the .reputa- ria last week rtiialiy complipted the
jwhose execs have long felt that the trolled by J-T money.
g^.j,, po.s.se.ss a plugger.
tion of ^he pair has been on a. meecording busine.ss as it operates todeal to puicha.se (lie L. B. Ciii.Mis I
dium level in the overall band hu music calaloK. Coinplciiori of the
is
picture.
i2:L'ri^t/!:;^.^';^'-^chan-:;°a;:'
Me){0|iBl ion.« followed several nionllis
|
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WRAP UP MORRIS DEAL

COLUMBIA ON THE WIRE

:

An

;

CATALOG BUY

no

i

^sr^JfUSSOtffS

1

I

I

:

'

,

I

.

.

of dick.crini;. Pi ice paid for ihe
is said lo call fm' a hiinp sum of

Burke Heads Musicraft

Mrm
$2.^.-

Coast Setup as Mus. Dir.

000 plus an annual slice to.Cutiis of
the revenue accruing to the catalog
froiii the .American Society of Com^p6ser.4, .Authors and Publishers,

i

June 4.
Ronald L'Esperance. ,ot Holyokc
radio and night club ainger under
Springfield. Maks..

the name Ronny Ranee, got away
with a' five-year sentence in Ma.ssaChiLsetts Reformatory after pleading
guilty Friday i3li to participation
in
"crime
a Coniiecticut Valley
wave." He lurned slate's evidence

i

|

j

-

against former partners.
Otheir members
state prispn'tierms

of

Ihe

.

gang got

Curtis copyriKhis
_
inio Ihe Burke.Van
p^.e,^,,n|iy^

3.

I

j^^.^

:

^vitli

.

.

I

will be tossed
Heii.sen catalog
,'irenglhen that firiVi

year.'!

^^-as launched
ago by Mori i.i.

less
in

than

a deal

Heu.sen and Johnny
completed, a deal last

Jimmy Van

Bi,rke,

al.-io

with maestro Claude ThornEverything Thornhill writes
an uiidi.sdosed period of lime

^ygp^
hill.

for
will

go to the firm.

Prior

lo

that,

up to .seven yeai's. the firm had made an Birangement
Gang robbed a Holyoke bakery safe with Vaughn Monroe to set up il.f
of 16.700 and an East Longmeadow

pharmacy

of cash, checks

and

liquor.

«:,„.nv

and

^:^^Z^n

band.'
rect'^r

Biii

I

I

;

I.

Ln:'''''''^^^^

Pari.s,
^
.

'

-

a

Me will supervi.se all reCoast
Hollywood bv
cordings done in
Musicraft, as well as conduct backIn adKi-ound music for singers.
as a ar
buildup
a
ll
gel
he
dition,
.'ti.si
by cutting individual di.sks unalbums.
pKis
name,
own
der his
Burke's Musicraft job will not
for the present, ihterfeie with hi
He
i-e
"•"'v.itk.-, on 'Jhe CV.a>t

REELECTED SACEM PREZ

.':

i

4
June 1.
Hollywood
Holl.\«oo(i. June
former maestro
ke

"anger ^"ariou.^top
has been named musical diof ^lusicrart' Records on the

i^r

product.

the sl.vle of
in
aren't letting any gra.s.s kiow untler
their feet! For some tinie. enuincci
of the majors have been looking into
^1^^
in nui.sie on wire.
pcssibililies ••
'"v i'"*---"
\
'«P^ "'n^- etc. Latent is Columbia
iis

iniade
1

I

INTO SHORT PRISON RAP

:

ALBERT whlemetz

j

SINGER SINGS HIMSELF

———

l

'

.

.

Records.
.

.Columbia's execs are currriilly
conducting experiments in N. Y. lor
the first time with nnisic on wire,
Company as yet lia.s rorinulaled no
ideas on the subject, and is simply
.

'

looking into
protection

it

for

Jefi'trson-Travis

own

ils

future

,

"•'-'iL'pe^-';;'^

Willemelz,

'French

June

4.

pro.sidem
ectuivulent

of
of

^,„e,ican Society of Conipose.s and
Publishers., was reelected at the aiiOther Otriccrs are
,uial meeting.

Gcifics Auric and Andre Jmnert,
veepecs: M. Julsam, treasurer: Albert
X'hantricr and Chantricr and Cli:'i les
Cluny. .secretaries. -FfanCis .S;.l;|l«'i l,
publislier

honorary

Co

now

visiting

Ami

rita.

;s

v.p.

of members of the board
from 12 ,to 1-S. nuliiding
.lacdues Larue, Jean Rador. C.c.iKe.s
Auric. Pierre Dumont, Marcol Li.bbe.
Jlcrl
s'Mne lhne: F'aur Gamie, Rene Salvyano.
.Verdtm.Jac.ues Enoch, ctal.

maker

of

various .sound and other devices for
the dilTerent .services during tlic war.
n.und
ha.-i been experimcnling wiih

^'r

g.^^.^.^;.
SAUtai.

Number

increii.scd

..

ir<DdiiMjay, June S, 194C

ORCHESTRAS-MITSIC

US

REGOMMENDED RECORDS

(HVfl.- Eiidiiiff

May

,

WttoUy nrrmait

by Wooily

l\-ocal

Knip;i

ilinl

is

pcrrormiM-. but

},'i-c;il

:i

Tlii.x

:i()!)85>.

•

SiM render."

man

Grand Night

Do'.'"-'

reminiscent ot "Sorrento."
allliousli

s

it

And

up.

soil

it'll

nol as good a tunc as

'Sorrenlo." "The

Good Eavlh'

U

,

1185).

Do'.'.iDo You Dp? Do
I Had You" (Coiitinen"Do You Do?" is sunK

flavored In
ll'.<!
by Miss Cairctt.
Spanish. Polh vocal and instrumciiwork good, but recording poor
In ca.'^cs like this, bad
technically;

An j

macslros

the

of

Some muslo men cannot

understand, the

attitude

of the

PuhlishciV

.Committee of the Amarlean Society of Composers, Aiiihorsand Publishers, in regard to the battle with Irving Berlin over availability

Cla.ssiflvation

They

points.

feel that the issue

between Berlin and the publishers on the

'

board who are bitterly opposing his bid for 5,500 points, which
hi.s catalog equal in availability value with the Arms
owned
opponents; ultimately may generate a situation that W'on'l
do
Ihe Sol'lely any good.
Tiiat Berlin will light the thing to a finish Is certain.; His attiludp indicate.s that he may even include some sort of action outside the Socictv
Hi.s reasoning on the 4.000 points, originally awarded his new
IrviiiB
Berlin Mu.sic Co. last ycai', after he split with Saul H. Bornslcin and
broke ui) the old Irving Berlin, Inc. partnership with the latter; is as follows: He pointy out that origihaily the bid Berlfn,: Inc. and Abc Music
Corp. catalog.'! had a total value of 6,750 points— 5,500 for Berlin, Inc and
L250 for ABC. When the split came, Berlin took all of his selt-\vvitten
tunes froin bbth the Berlin Corp, and ABC catalogs. When ASCAP
gave
Berlin 4.000 points, Broiightein's Bourne, Inc.' flrrh received 2.750 points
and AB(j:was ciit from 1.250 to 250 ;points. The i,000 taken frpm.HABfi.
were, Berlin explains, given to his firm. Tlwt would indicate that ASCAP
valued all of tbe top .songi< he had taken froni the old Irving Berlin onf.^
Hi at only 3.000 points, with another 1,000 for the ones lifted froin the

ASCAP

would make

by

hi!(.

.

"^it
l''asic. for "niiddle-or-thc-rpad'' bands siich as Enoch
Light's need a jopd record. When
ihev play well, and siiigei'S perform
be liked by juves at jukes. Not hiU well, and il'j not evident because
;ot the quality of disk, another opcalilire. howower. Recommended.
,' porlunily for bigger recognition goes
,
,,by Harry CooL
Harry Cool, (vocal
Orchestra rides
j,,^ \„.r„,cev.
[J^.
"Who Told You That Llc "-"Ju.sl The |(,ver vocal in too liiany instances.

one

by

original

fiirincr .<!idemcn.

.

Singi!iff...Chappcll

back:,: 'lal

a svvingv "plot;;'

it's

C

lal

i.--

.

Feldman
Oh What It Seems to Be.. Sun
Ashby De La Zouch. ...... .Gay
Mary Loii. ;......;.'. .F. D. & H.

You

evsl' '"Do

Vou

well.

'

side

Tliip

line.

.'.

.

l..ind Beginniiiji Agaiii.

(vocal by Palsy. Oar-

Sullivan and Inampliglit-

roll, Daiiiiy

Hcrnu"

wail

10

tnoch Mfhl

'

^

do

cliorus

Buc-liii'.p

it

|>l;iin-

Co. Callcil

4:

affords ihc

it

opportunity

an

latcsl

llie

is

by Herman

live liiniem

.

,

for

ii-nc(ei"-"Thc

bia

.

.

M.C.)

Hoiman and Blue Flamcsi -'Sur- piovos il! Qnly rocominciiclod
Good Enilli" iCoU;'n- iliai: As a disk uUt good,

1946)

2S,

London, May 24.
Can'i Begin TcU You. .Chappell
.Connelly
Chickery Chick.
.Maurice
Along Navajo Trail.
Cruising Down River. Cincphbnic
Byxoncs Be Bygones. ..Feldmaiy
..Connelly
tlood; (Jood. Good.
Atcheson, Sanle Fe. ....... .Sun

(For Jocks and Jukes)
By U VKUY CRAY
(WOR-Mulnars Att-Night:

Inside Orchestras-Music

British Best Sheet Sellers

ABC

catalog.

He

feels

it

add up.

doesn't,

gives the nKKVC

it

;

galion

chance

a

to

play

oitl.

It'll

AFM

Be

Stinger

bor

Day" (Signature 222). This Churu.s. "instead of backing Miss Gardisk is; being released coincident ueli. blankets her. Not- recomniendr
with Cool's tlrst New York loc;i(ion ed. "If .1 Had You" is the lop side
Chi spots so Ions;, tor appeal. Danny Sullivan does a
"Who Told You That Lie" reveal.'; neat job o( peddling a lyric. Needs
fair tempo within the group, which niore style for a' staiidotit job, but
shows dcllnite promise. Very listeiiIsn't belter than average musically,
but Cool sings well. In spot? he able disk, but even here band gets
sounds a bit like Como. and that's put of hand with engineer at times.
desirable! Would llstisn better with Recommended.
move proficient sidemcn. ov better
Buddy Morrow (vocal by Jimmy
The Other McAfee) "rd Be Lost Without You"arrangements.
"Just
Day" is a rhythm offering. Sanie "Sinoke Gel.s in Your Ej-es'' (Mercuj

!

.

Sung well. Band iiicdioerc.
Recommended only (or Cool...
(vocal by
PenoyAl Donahue
Piper) "Love On a Greyhound Bus"-

thing.

Case

to the

la-

and

it

Morrow isn't playing sounds iiiiddlecl.a.<-s.
Recommended only as. an in-

C; Petrillo

not be managed solely by unions; In
the case of exisiting welfare funds,
the change is to 'take place when the
present contracts expire.

Thus, the pre.sent AFM contracts
with the I'ecprdinK companies which
provide for the payment of royalties
for. each disk sold, can. continue unchanged until their expiration. After thai, the companies must have
50% representation in controUing the
resultant revenue to the AFM's welfare fund. While the House has not
yet accepted this Senate provision, it
is- expected to do so,

troduction to Morrow's work. 'The
"B': side is tops for Morrow's sliding
scales. "Smoke'' is sold by the young
maestro.
He shows a flne"hand"
at the slide-horn, and the lung work
to match. Good disk. Recommended.

Walter Groy Orchestra (instrumental album, eight sides). (Musi358 to 361 icl.) "Don't Ever
Leave Me"-"Why Was I Boin,"
"Who"-';All The Things You Are,"
"Smoke Gets. In Your Eyes"-"The
Bad Touch of. Your Hand," "Why Do I

slightly flat too.
and lyrics arc corn.
for Miss

Love You"-"Make Believe." This, a
Jerome Kern tribute, is .th.e best effort ye'l released by Miusicraft. Outllt

recommended only

Piper.

Gent Krnpa (vocal by Anita
O'Dayi ''Boogie Blues"-"Lover" iColumbia .)(i98Ci. This is America's top
ppp drummer man at a rhythmic
milestone. Replete with a Charley
^entura sax solo, Anita O'Day vocal
and excellent tempo, it's a very mer:

from "Showboat," "Very .Warm For
"Roberta"
and
"Sunny."
May,''
Sweet Adeline." Not only Gross, but
the sidesmen, from the barps and
fiddles, to the rhythm and brass, play
Highly recommended!
beautifully!
solo spots Such piano!
of.

"Hey-Bob-re-bop" craze. It'll sell.
"Lover" is the vv.k. Rodgers-Hait
tune. But try and recognize it. It
becomes a bit -wild early in the
sheet, and stays that way. Not com
proves in

,„
(6.

,

,,

Dinah Shore
Jink Spots
( Perry Como

)

Gyosy

„

,
,„
Prisoner of, Love
(9

(Leeds)
,

.

.

| j,,^

Laughing On the Outside

itii

(BMl

4.

They Say

("2.

iBcrlinV..

5.

All

Wonderful

»;

.

.

.

.

(8.

Sioux City Sue (51 (Moi

Be

a Baby.

7.

Don'i

8.

Slioo-Flv Pie

Babv

Williamson j

i

9.

10.

I'm a Big Girl

Oh What

It

ris.

(3

....;..,,..

iTrianele)

i

Now

(6.i.

Be

16

Tony Pastor

Coining
Yoii

Atlanta, Ga. (Stevens)

Doin" What
Thpre-s

Comes

.

of

his

belief

SPA members

Ahlert and Schulman got in from
over weekend to huddle with
Coast members .SPA on varipus
pha.'<es
of proposed new contract
with publishers. Pair plan to be
here about two weeks to try to get
east,

.

.

;

W

;Victoi

Sinatra. ... .Columbia
Fraiikie Carle. .., .Columbia

..Capitol

*/

I

(Embas.syj...;.

,

Merry Macs
Lionel. Hampton
By„(.|;,.. Miller

Decca
.Decca

...... .Victor

I

Tiaymcs-Forrcst ...
Margaret Whiting

I

Sammy Kayo

I

Andrews

1

.

'

..

Decca
slim Gnillard ....... Cadet
Freddy Martin
Victor

....

.

.

.

Sislcrs.

Dintih Shore.
-/'niniy

Tommy

film

members

background music.

MCA

that he has never phoned nor gone to s|jot personally, but always submitted through the mail. Last weekend,
was astonished wluMV.Missioii
took Tiny Hill orchestra for two weeks, starting July 9.^ Bid was.ni.ide and
taken via mail, rep.s of neither ballroom nor bpokory having inet as yet
since they glared al each other In courtroom.
in

MCA

.

,

.

Dorscy.

Dorscy.

.

..Decca
Capitol
Victor

.

Decca
.Columbia
..Decca

.

...

..Victor

of

CoUv Porter

made two months ago by David

dilties,

Rose, .will be tied in with Warner Bros.' "Night and Day," the Porter biog.
Into each albun-i will be dropped a four-page insert devoted to 201h anni
of sound pix. pU« a fan of stills froin pic. This isn't first time such a tie
has been made, nor even first time RCA" has grouped album of Porter
tunes and tagged book "Night and Day." One was put out last winlcr by

waxery. with Allan Jones vocali'/.ing. minus, howevdr. such direct film lieMeanwhile there still seems some hesitancy on part o( diskery anont
release of albinn of Irving Berlin airs tied in with Param6nnl's"Blue
Skies." Item was wa.ted six months ago; wifh Diiiah Sliore featured vocalist.
Mis.s Shore, of course, quit Victor shortly after and transferred
in.

her tonsils

lo

rival

Columbia

label.

Capitol Songs, publishing co.. set up over a year ago in N. Y.. is nol a
subsidiary of Capitol Records though there is a tie-in oiv ownership. C'.lelui
Wallichs. Buddy DeSylva and Johnny Mercer ai'C all equal partners iii
Capitol Songs aloiig with Micke.v Gold-sen. who operates the (inn. but actually it has no coiinectio'n with Capitol Records. It is a .separate enterpri.<;i».
Some months ago, Capitol set up a subsidiary publishing lioiise called
Criterion Music, into Which the majority of its newer copyrights are being
Purpose of this was to minimix.c as much as possible the Hrin'a
placed.
distant relationship with Capitol Records.
.

•While Tex Beneke was playing a theatre in Wichita rcccntlv. an Arm.v
captain, wlip explained he had just returned from overseas where he had

been connected with

a salvage crew working on the Brittany beaches,
back.<tage to sec him.
OfTicer told Beneke that while cieaning up
the French ocean front his crew had come across the tail
of an airplane
which was positively identified by nuinber.s as the one the late Major Glenn
Miller was aboard when he di.sappeared December,
1944, while on a trip
from London to Paris.
Tale was told to Don Haynes. who was a captain associated with Miller
overseas, and ever since then I-layiiPs has been endeavoring
to track down
the truth of the staleincnl.
He has written the officer who told Beneke
the story, plus the War Dept., but as yet has had
no answer from either.

came

While Duke Ellington's new three-year contract with Musicraft Records
a year, guarantee, it actually amounls to approximately
Fii-.sl figure is Ellington's
guaranteed return for 34 .sides,
lo that; he has a Separate arrangement
f,or the production of a
minimum of two album.s annually. From these books, Ellington draws a
separate royally, at the rate of B% of the purchase
price, which will make

calls for $75,000
$100,000 a year.

but added

his

_

Former Lessee of

annual lake in the nei(jTiborhood of $100,000.

Arrangement under which Boyd Raeburn recently bought

his release

from, a

Cal.

William Morris agency contiact. did not involve a lump .sum.
to pay ofT ait undi.sclbscd amount over a period of lime.
it's probable that Raeburn
did not have the assistance of a
financial backer to work
him loose from the Morris deal. For months,
during his argument with Morris and his attempts
to get awav from the
agency, he had beeii trying to secure the
necessary coin outside. Harry
James was at one time reported ready to advance the cash.

Raeburn agreed

Therefore,

Ballroom Sues Owner
For Eviction, Damages

.Capitol

.Columbia

......

^^^SHy Lee.....

'

.....

Nattn'llv iBeiliii)

Good Blues Tonight

a clear idea of what local
desire in new pacji;

Victor
.

(Mills Bros...

(

.

....'Decca

Up

(CP;

..

In Vain (T. B. Haiin-)

Dinah ahorc

•^'''''"Iv

'

I

Love

Oecca

..-

DPrsey

Stan KeiUon

Sammy Kaye

..

...

In

Tommy

I

Cement Mixer (Mills) ..;.Bumble Boogie (Martina.
.. ...........
Ashby Dc La Zooch (Jianhatiani :.;.,•..,,

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop (Lcodsi

Capitol

Cosino

Bros.
.

<I7^ (Siuitly-ji

Know Enough About

Don't

eau.sc

Music Corp. of America has bopked its'flrst attraction into Mi.ssion Beach,
Saiv Diego, since. Larry Finle.y-opernted site fieured in trial in Los Aiigeles
at \yhich booking outlet dropped $55,501) by coming oiit on losing end of
aiiti-lrust suit. Since the trial,
h.is submitted bands to Mis-sion Beach
at precisely same flgui-es and at same time (hey arc offered rival ballrooin.
Pacific Square.
MGA's only Coast booker, who was not caljcd as \vitness
at trial. Bud pverbeck. wa.-s designated imn-icdlatcly after court closed to
handle the ticklish Mission Beach situation and Ovcrbeck:has been cautious

Victor

Bing-. Gii-osby •',;..;.

|

>.,....

'

1

(

I

.

Columbia

)

)

(World

r^'*^-',"',"

b,*?'!",!
Rus.sell

Frank Sinatra

.

ioii'

'

"

.

'

-

(Critoi

Seemed

the post since
Walter. Kent ceased to be a ineniber
of the council last winter'. Gilbert
was formerly SPA veepcc. He quit
the org. in a hu(T two yeara. ago be-

Victor

VP"ry Como.

.
.

.

(U)

No one has held

......Decca

g^^,^

Andy

\
I

Through the Dav

(

6.

Songwriters"
Protective
Assn.
at
the urging of Sigmuhd Romberg.
Fred .Ahlert and; John Schulman.
It's miderstbod, he'll be named Coast
rep of the organization soon.

SCA has asked, for cut of
funds turned over to ASCAP by Ihe.Ttre licensees.
C;omposers ^Iso are
Dinah Shore ......Columbia .-iccking new contract with producers concerning the sale and use of

,

(Mayfairi...

i

3.

It's

SPA

While here. Ahlert. who also ia
chairman of ASCAP executive committee, will meet with heads of
screen composers assn. in order to
Columbia help that
group in whatever, way
Decca po.ssible.

on Coin-

,

1.

2.

Rejoins

Hollywood, June 4.
Wolfe Gilbert has rejoined the

I

10 Best Sellers
.

L Wolfe Gilbert
L.

.

times unproductive results.". Welle.i' acquiesced, especially as. recards the
recording lechnique, and since then some of his Decca records have becli
highly commercial.

RCA-Viclor album

helped vote him off the American
of the Kern compositions with his'
Society of Composers, Authors and
clean-cut playing. It's pure nostalgia
Publishers board.

the
the

in

be conffi-atulaled for excellent

to

is

of waxing. Walter Gross"
work and the timeline.ss of releases.
On vinolyte. of the late Kern's best
works. Gross, an excellent pianist,
adds, if that's possible, to the beauty

quality

'

chandisablc item. Then too.
final measures, it's remindful

.lii*-t

'

craft

nu'.>-ically.

nieicial.

negotiations between Jap-ies

"Why Good-

shouldn't.

He's

\-oicc.

time
Disk

compava-

new band Morrow organized

year. Touted as an excellent
Iromhonist, Morrow doesn't pi'ove it
solidly on "I'd Be Lost." McAfee
skats the tune adequately; .souiids
like' any band singer. Band, when

bye" on the revcr.se is a modern
take on "Play Gypsy." Sobbing tid-slow beat, with a Lynn Johnson
vocal. John.ion's a bail'ilone. Tcclmically. it's a poor reproduction of his

dlo.

provides a real headache for

and recording companies.
Amendment, by Senator Harry F.
Byrd (D. y» ), provides that welfare
funds for unions supplied partly or
wholly froin cpmpany fijnds, may

last

'•Why Goodbye" (4 Slav 1880). This
a Penny Piper record, accomis
panied by the Al Donahue orchestra. At least that's what the billing
should read, for Miss Piper enthusiastically rides this one for herself.
"Greyhound" puts Donahue over the
whcels: Femme handle.s the rjiythm
well, along with an intricate lyric.
Along about the third chorus the
band comes out from behind- the
voice,

A

ry Popular Series 3015).
tively

bill

future

.

date, after playing

"

"

Byrd amendment

:

Other

Having just recorded a 12-side Decca album of Irving Berlin'.s "Annie
Get Your Gun, proxy Jack Kapp is eyeing Orson Welles" "Around the
World, just-opened Mercury Production oh Broadway with a Cole Porter
score, Kapp is uncertain about"Town,"'. in solo -or album form, but
the
DecoH head is reminded of an anecdote, cdnccrning Wellesi.
I,atter has^ done some, distinguished, i'ecordinfis for Dccca in the past but
not until KaiVp came into the actuat Waxing situation, personally, \\-as
there a coliesion of thought and idea as regards the recording lechnique.
Kapp; told WcUe.s," You renihid me of aii Oil wcll-^and no pini iiilcnded-^
which gushes forth, rich dividends, but unless harnessed and chahnelod,
this -natural spawning from within can be -diftu.sed into dlver.se and .some*

KoUywobd, June

4,

Asking
$107,402
damages
and
charging unlawful eviction from the
Santa Monica ballroom,: Bobbie Berincll. former lessee of the dancery
filed
suit today (Tuc.idayY in su
perior court against Walter Newcomb; owner and pi-csent operator
of the terpalace.

New York local 802 of the American Federation of Musieian.s still has
not completed the collection and distribution
of cash due individual musicians from the retroactive raise it drew
from the War Labor Board last
October. Differences between the old
scale and the projected one were
^^^'"""'y '"0"it N. Y. hotels and cafes during the period of waiting
the WLB s deision.. Ever 'since the
boosts were okayed «02'.s executives
have been on a merry-go-round trying
to collect and pay olT Ihe proper
roL

musician.*!.

Miss Berinett. claims to have had
written lea.se May 3 when she was
refused admi.s.sion to the property
She charges Newcomb cut the ball
room lighta and barred Deuce

band and herself. Immediately thereafter Newcomb started
operalinK the ballroom with Spade
.Spriggcn.s'

Cooley on Iht

ro.slrurn.
She doesn't
ask to be reinstated In the terpcry.
Suit ankf for $81,280 e.ilimated .lost

profits; $1,413 in special

pennc.

and

darnuge.s.

$25,000

in

diimagcN ex-

exemplary

.

.

Board of goyernor.s o( Coast branch
of Music Publishers' Contact Employees (songplugger.s' union) last
week admitted as a member Jimmy
Campbell, one time. British niusie pub.
Campbell had been stalled olT for
Keyera year, because he is not a
U. S. citizen, but at hi.s appearance last
week he came armed with Application for
citizenship.
Once eiiroiled In
union, Campbell will

ARA

work

for

Rudy

Vallee's music Arm.

Records, Hollywood Indie disk^ firm,:
has designed a new record label
receiving much commehdation
in New York, Labels vary from
those in use for year., in that they
feature in large type the i)ame of the
below,
in
Above
equal
size type the title of the tune.
"? u".^
S .'. Ik
i^Vu
both
the label
name. Another feature of the design is the listing below
tiie title on each Kide, the name
of the aong occupying the reverse tide.

which

m

.
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ORCHISTRAS-MUSIC

Sp That $50(1,000

Robbins and Metro

Bob

Oat Pnb House

Wills'

Bob

Hollywood, June 4.
oatuning band leader,'

Wills,

has' incorporated own music pub
will issue hillbilly

dm here, and
(Wfo) Severance Deal Todhhtow (() and prairie

Exempfiy in Arnstein VS. Cole Porter

plants'.

By ABEL GREEN
Tomorio w

Assoeiated with ainger in project

-t

>

Film Front in

pay

to

off

Seattle,

off

.

\hr««

flim

piajors

Par Wax Firm To

Even befor? the Robbins-.
Metro break, how-ever, LoewV
(M-G) evidenced its own :ld.cat'

Gould has authored

Change

about ceding television rights to

Jerome Kei'n,' Irving Berlin,
George Gershwin; Geoi-ge M. Cohan
und kindred cavalcades and screen

Porter,

Its

Tag

Hollywood, June

Paramount Pictures'
ment has sent a letter

times

'

ASCAP

Robbins

synchronization
the
biosraphicals,
rights iissunicd hcretofoie unsuspect-

Seat Unsure

ed values.
This, and other intra-lrade values,
•ill add up to the general show business conclusion that I.oews got itself
n good buy with Ihe $500,000 payoff
for Robbins for his quarter owner-

Porter's favor.

At an earlier, stage of the case.
Judge Caffey had granted our itiofion for summary-judglhent Wsmi.ss-

if.

As

It's

titled

"Ro\y with Kaiser-

'

4.

legal departto owners of

fringement case to be tried before •
jury in this. District in many years.
A fine Judge, John C. Knox, pre-

IBEW Lock

lA,

trial, and we had a fair and
intelligent
jury.
The jury
brought in a verdict for Mr. Porter,
.^nd we are of course very well sat-,

sided at (he

Horns on Control

iir

i-ombinalioh of catalogs
besides the venerable Feist
a

Metro Bows Out

exist.

jack Robbinji' severance of rela-

tions with Metro-

and

the Judge- who is apt to have had;
considerable experience in copyright
cases
can take the charts, arid
analyses arid briefs of the parties to
his Chambers with him, spend a.s
time
Ijnuch
as he likes studying them
and (hen render his decision. The
jm-y— who presumably had no previous experience in copyright ca.ses
—could not take weeks to consider
Ihe case. It did not have briefs, be-

his exit

—

.

copyright pools of Vincent "Xoumans' relative to his position- as director
works, the old Shcrman-Clay catalog of the American Society of Com-

olhers.
Authors and Publishers,
On the olher hand. Robbins, phy.s- poser!:,
byienlly run down and told to take it; there Is nothing in ASGAPs
easy, niiiy embark on a'S'ear's \yorId laws which states that a man who
trip of "jusl following the sun" with sells himself out of the industry
liis wife.
must give up his seat oh the board,
Must i^tay Active
aside from the fad that the orNone Ihe less, the hade, knowing ganization's rules slate "that the
the volatile Robbins. knows he is ju.st. board must consist of 12 songwriters
just as apt to jump into immediate and 12 publishers.
activity. He has countless offers and
Robbing could, cling, to
:

•

will probably wind up music pubson
lielping
his
be.iides
lishing

Whether.

I

•

|

i

did things i\\
Bernstein
mately paid oir.

The new
fell

were

rccogni/.ed

Gamble

ulti-

In

Robbins
when
an<l
cracked once again, as he had done
belore. about I'll buy Metro out or
you buy me out.' they quickly]
jmnped on il and within the same
eciinomits

•

j

week struck

a ligurc.

Thai Rhurnb;i Fcclint

a long-standing giouch— ineluding Robbins' barring himself off
the Cidvcr Cily lot— had been setbefore
just
recently,
tled
only
tlie cleavage with the picture company.
When Mayer was in New
.York several weeks ago he and Robcamaraderie routine
bins
did
a
which augured well for a warmer

musing

.

conga-rhinnba-sanlba

ler|)

Discrimination charges also have
been leveled, since to date only .the

recol-

a new audience would grow
and they would find the task of
resuming where they left off a dit-

enough,
up,

ficult one. One or two of the leaders
not doing welt were, hardly started
with their own bands before, donnihg uniforms, so they, iii effect, are
virtually completely hew names.
One of file difficulties "agencies
have encountered with bands macstroed by returning vets is the price
.situation. These leaders must u.se a
better class of musician to play the
arrangements laid out for them. As
a result, their 1946 operating coals
and the prices they musl ask, tend
to overbalance the b.o. value of a
1941 or '42 reputation.

Circularizes N.Y.

Music Rack Situation

mH DISTRIB TIEUP
Hollywood, June 4.
Walliclis, exec veupee ot

Capitol Records, sallies'

down

l.lex-

ico way end of this week to set up
dislributiori outlet for firm's platIcrs. Accompaiiying him will be Carlos;

Gaslel.

personal

Songwriter Sues

Muzak

for

ploitation of slight musical analogies
by clever musical tricks in the hope
ot getting juries hereafter in this
circuit 16 divide the wealth of Tin
Pan Alley. This holding seems to
me an invitation to the strike suit
par e.xcclleDce."
I think the tact of this jury trial

AMP,

|105,000

On Infringement Claim

even under the mast favorable ctrAssociated Music. Publishers and ciimslances a .strong case for deare' named as defendants in
fendant, a fine Judge and an inlclliN. 'Y. federal court by Leon De gent
jury
raises
the
question
Costa, composer, in a suit for alleged whether the Copyright Law should
infringement and mi.suse of his copy- riot
be changed .so as to reduce the
righted song, "Valse Boheme." Aciricidence of jury trials in copyright
lion charges defendants used the
infringement cases.
lune without con.sent in public perThe present law on the point
formance for profit via broadcasting
seems to be about as follows:
transcription, since
arid
electrical
If all the plaintiff asks' is damages
1929.
whether actual damages or slatuAccording lo the complaint, the lory damages in lieu ot actual damtune, originally assigned in 1917 to ages lie is entitled to a jury trial.
Breilkoff & Hartcis, music publish- If he ask.-y for an accounting ot dcin' 1929.
ers, was acqiiited by
fendanl s profits, thetfiiestion is more
licensed
alleged,
is
AMP,
it
complicated. In the 4th Circuit, it
to Muzak the broadca.slirig and e.t.
is clear that he may stiU gel a jury
rights., thought it did not have the
Pathe
trial in these circumstances.
'f'hese rights, were
right to do so.
Exchange, Inc.. v. Dalke, 49 F. 2d,
not included in Brcitkoff fit Hartels'
The 9lh Circuit which includes
IHI.
original copyright assignment and
Culifornia has taken the rnost excould not have been given to
It
treme position.
has held lhat
when the. copyright charged hand.s.
where a plaintiff asks for damage.s.
various limes, compiaint alaccounting of profits and an jncosia made demands for j^mciion he may try the first ca»-e
jj^jj^V
,.o^.aj,y p;,ynneiils for u.sc of the tune ',,,
Uul defendants refused lo pay aiidi .^,,.^, jntluding Iherein the most imIn
eoiifinued to violate hi.s riKils.
i^^^if^ ot infringement and

—

Muzak,

—

—

CAP. EXEC AIMS AT

Glenn

-

.

.

manager

iif

King Cole. Stan Kenton. Peggy Lee.
ctc„ and Ted dc Azevedo. whom
Capitol hired recently to chart its
Gasinva.^ion.
soutli-of-lhe-bordcr

—

AMP

.

AMP

'

|

|

j
.

i

^

Gamble feels thai Jobbers ..Oiould tel is financially mlqrc.;<tcd along
same trealmenl as rack pp- wilh top Capitol exec.':. in_ the cordralors on price, a theory that niost poralion. which was farmed to han- iu«,

gel Ihe

1

I

die distribution in chili-land.

piiblishers agree with only, if the
price is made 22c tft all. Compaoy's
idea is for pubs to charge 22c per.
for copies ot a song, until Ihe racks
.select it for distribulion: thereafter
Ihe price should be 20c lo all coin-

technique

for rela>(alion and exerthai in it.self gave. Robbins

.

its

.

for
themselves prior to the big
scrap did not starid up. Which tends
to bear out a VAitiETr prediction of
two years ago that if these men
circulation "long
out
of
stayed

2'2c).

method
and

on

.

.

nonce, all records of label will
be >hipi'>( d from here; there are no
nimodiate plans for opening a replanl
pi:es.-iiig
studio or
oordiiig

I.eller

al.-;o

pointed

!

I.*)

.

Dancery Out
'

.

I

i

.

AMP

.

nolilicd hiin lhat Ihc orig-

have a
determine the amount of
10 which he is entitled and
Bruckright to an injunction.
'man v. Hbllzer, 152 F. 2d, 730. In
eopyrighl ;i|,e2nd Circuit, which incliides New

own name.

Under provLsion of the
declares Ihe. complaint. De
Cosla is erilitlcd to damage.s of ^ilOO.000 from the alleged infrinBeirients

the

er

.

iiial term was expiring and_^l would
"^^ ^"'j''.^.
not obt«iri renewal rights
'^
Ihen obtained the renewal

|

Trio will be gone about 10 nays,
and operation: they will eslabll.sh
w ill be centered in Mexico Cily. For

out that due
anri Mayer something 1o yet warm lo Ihe rack system of selecting only aci'o.<s lh( ftio Grande.
about.
limes for .sale an
the lop 10 or
.rtobljin.s' extraordinary inlerosi in
uiltried song is ^.ever. laken. U s inI.atin mu.sic. on the oilier hand., was ferred thai jobbeis and reiail dealEdmonton. June 4.
among the major i.^-siies which Ihe ers, on the other hand, help plenly
The Barn, one of Edmonton's leadN. Y. cxees in Loew's eouldn'l im- [(oward making a hit by displays.
ing (lance halls, consfriieteir in 1940
<lcrsland.
T\\e Robbins Music Corp. lisliiiKS, etc. This angle of the letiei'
al a cost of morn thai) $12,000. was
of Cuba. S." A., an Havana subsidiary, is
A
dates May 24.
eosl the firm $100,000. When Robbins shrug oil
^J';;;^^'-. closed ,o dance
l\\(:-ye::y Ica.sc had expired.
\yanted to open -a Mexican .subsid— that lliey c<inli'ibute Ihe only worlr
Premi.sr.s. pwni d by the Hiid.-on
he always visualized Robbin.s-Mcli'o kiward inaking a son); a hit. And
over by
ynu.sic companies expanding, into the Ihen thiir ell'ori is wni llu-. liile only iRi.v c'liinpnriy. will he li ken
Dominion Rubber Co.
J Ihc
if tlic public accept.s the song.
(Continued on page 60)
cise,

to rely

"Now, as to the first, I am not one
Avpdon and the Palladium have
been saddled with union technicaiis, to condemn jury trials. .since I
w'hile
othei'
ballrooms
in
area think it has a place among other
haven't been forced lo take on card- quite finite methods of fact-finding.
carrying workers. lATSE, howe\'er, But I should not have thought it preadmits it has overlooked the oppor- eminently fitted to decide questions
tunity arid is now planning entry, of musical values, certainly not .so
into whole field. IBEW was caught much so that an advisory jury should
unawares, but plans to flex its mus- be brought in if jio other in availcles and reportedly will insist that able. And I should myself hesitate
to utter .so clear an invlfation to exballroom jobs are in its province.

i

.

N. Y. music publi.shers recently
received an "open letter" from the
Gamble Hinged Music Co.. of Chicago, on the subject of music racks.
Pubs, according to, their individual
feelings on the matter, cheered the
missive, or shrugged it. off.
Gist of Giimble Hinged's argumenls was not the rack sy.^iem itself, but the practice of publishers
in turning over to rack operators
huge quantities Of nivisic. at 2c per
Copy lower than jobbers are able.:
to obtain the same copies, u Rack opperators pay 20c for music; jobbers.

For one
eiisl-wesl understaiuling.
thing. Mayer, like Robbins. is an
ardent Laiinophile. sliong for. Ihe
as a

made

lightman. Complaint has been
that soundman is incompetent.

seems that during the three and
years and longer the leaders
were in service, the rep Ihey made

]

ParadoNieally, a basic schi.sm betww'ii Robbins and the Metro sludi<i.
which had resulted in Louis B.
Mayer and Ihc music publisher

had

Jydfe Clark Oploes
In his dissenting opinion in the
Circuit Court of Appeals, Judge
Clark recognized the difficulties of a
jury trial Iri such cases. He said;—

willing to continue hiring only the

It

four

Pubs on Price Equality

business heads, however,

that some of Robbins' melliods
inconsislenl with elementary

leaders

who reorganized

r,.

cmur:

before the war and
imrnediately upon
being discharged from service. Few
of them are doing business on onenighters and on location. One. reasonably good name, drew 64 people
u.
i
» i
Oil 8 one-uighter last week,
=
vyere

film
company cdicted should be secretary of the recently formed
liquidaled dii cctly after the death of Slept Music Co.. owned by writer
David Bcrnslein, Loew's, Inc., vcepee Sammy Slept and Chuck Greeii, and
and treasurer.
this was to have been u.sed to keep
Tile new Charlie Mo.'^kowilz-Lep him on the boai'd.
However; fearFriedman execiiiive interests in Ihe ful of the explosion this would have
Loews homeoirice concerned with created, plus the fact that Robbins
the nui.sic subsidiary) weren't as lei his plans out, the idea has been
loloraiil lit Robbins' al fresco busidropped by those concerned.
ness melhbds as Bernstein. The latAnother angle that is probably
ter beiiitjniy 'understood" Robbins
more responsible for billing the
and his sometimes unusual melhthe fact that, the ternis of
Al.so, riiove m
(iils
of building properties.
Robbins' deal' willi Metro, under
coii.sidcring ll\e basically cheap inwliielf^^he took $.SOO.d00 (plus $173,vestment of l.oew's in its music
000 in taxes) for his Je^i slice of
subsid— only $7I).000 for 51';. conH'Ol
Robbins. Fcisl and Miller miisic
—and Ihe pyramiding values shice companies,
prohibits him from going
1928, Bernstein always fell il \va.s
into another publishing venture.
still cheap for Loew's to play along
with Robbins. The laller is not only

whii'li

It

1

his seat on the board or not
.problematical
<:onditions
is
tho.se

Pan Alley figure but.
show business flair,
the Hollywood manner

it.

lection of the testimony, the exhibits

.

i

a potent Till
jn traditional

fore

First skirmish occurred at Avodon, downtown, L. A. dancery num-

Ex-GI Maestros

aged by Barney McDeyitt. lATSE and the music,, and on counsel's oral
Some of the band agencies' are at moved in fortnight ago wilh two summation. If our case had not been
^^^^-^I^*^''*.
=^>''°»e
moment deriving increasing men, one to handle spotlights an^l
the
'^e"""* ''«"8er of miacarniage
trouble from certain of the new olher for sound. A vodon is trying to
organized under men who get rid of one of the men, and is o' J^st'ce
undef bands

(Buddy) and nephew Howard Rich- and the idea has caused much die
mond! with iheir American Artists cussion in the past week or so. Rob
Bureau. AAB'is an olVshoot of Ihe bins, however, with the aid of eer
Robbins Arti.<its Bureau which the lain cronies, had' been planning up
.11.
i„ relam his director
publisher fovmded as a subsidiary to uMiii
lastI week to
until JO.
u„.., named
.,«.„„Ji
his Meiro partnership but which the
He has already been
.

'

.

uation in ballrooms here. lATSE
has commenced organizing workers
in terpalaces, while. IBEW feels the
field belong to it! Ballroom managements want to .'do business with
neither organization.

«nd

re.sult.

Bui 1 think the e.xpcrience we had
at the trial pointed up rather -sharply
the inappropriateness of having issues
of infringement tried before a jury..
Whfcn a case is. tried before a Judge,'

Of Terpalaces

'

Blumofe indicated over weekend
Hollywood, June 4.
that if plaltery does not cea.se use
Battle: brews
between I)iternafrom of name, the film, company will lake tional Alliance
of Theatrical Stage
which,
to
Paramount Eriiployees and the International
litigation.
participation in the music matter
active
firm, his own Robbins Music Corp.
Records is opevated by Ivor Ka lien Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
situation
unusual
sets
an
business
up
and iVlillor Music,' also included
and Joe and Jack Oascales.
oyer. 'which union will control sit-

ship

with Ihe

isfled

company and that latter does
want such a misconception to

of .film

not

there must be a trial

The case was unusual in that it
was tried before a jury, being, no
far as I know, the first copyright in-

Frazer."

i*aramount Records, recently formed
Coast diskery, asking that name of
label be changed on grounds use of
it leads
to confusion.
Robert £.
Blumofe, Par attorney who authored
the missive, holds that record buyers may think platters are product

•

ing the caie before trial. The Circuit Court, of Appeals revei:sed this,

K-F theme and said that
when and of the issues.

a

songi to be used on the air

ASCAP,

some-

into

fabulous sums for nostalgic
wilntss the Cole
as
(ilmusicals,

28.

,

ests.

for fllmusi-

May

for a local tour by Kaiser-Prazer to
ballyhoo latt^r's new cars. Start is
indef, dependent on prtHluction. ot
caris at Willow Run and date they
will be marketed. May not be until
early' fall.

in

d.fi.niinant

My

,

NW T

Chuck Gould band has been signed

Par Fix Asks

Tin Pan Alley "ubsidiary inter-

As the industry developed and the
slaiteci

goes

Paramount, with Metro, are thi

cal exceipls.
hits

Robbini

A.SCAP board, now that h« lolq
out to Metro. Warner firot. and

New York.
V.wiett:
partner John F. Wharton and
represented Cole Porter, in ihe
copyright infringement suit brought
again.st
him by Ira B. Arnstein
which has just been decided in Mr.
Eeii'for,

Band to Ballyhoo

Kaiser-Frazer Cars in

'

Jack

'

Seattle

Music, Inc.

.Th«
Hpllywood-niuMC fron^
lay b* broken wiicn;; .|nd If

Robbihs-Feist' Miller muHtc publishthis gross sum Ining iiileiests.
cludes U. S. and sftatie taxes so as to
pennil Robbins' a $$00,000 net proAt
spelU finis to. a
Thus
deal.
ilie
on
hectic Bssijcialibii since the enily
talkers when Hollywood turned to
the
dual purpose
fo\'
Alley
Pan
Tin
of insui-ing itself witli' a baclUoR of
primarily, ss
. njusifal copyrights but,

an exploitation

ASCAP

.

medium

*

Herb M^gdlen fmd Li^ey Picus.
Company label will be. Bob Wills

%i'e

JLo^w's^
Inc., boai'd will foVmally ratify the
1673,000. purchase |^rice of J'ack Rob.
bins' 26% iiiteiesV in the Metro(Th^)':*'

S9

Danger of Copyright Cases to Jury

ji^i^^

j

'

j^.

successful

\

profits

;

his

laws,
i

U

y,„.,,

j

,.,gj„.

1

i

^.^

,(,g

j

Sheldon

p

v.

point is not fcs
Moredall Realty

.^j,^

He .<.eeks the addimisuses.
The situation in the field of patent
tional $5,000 lor writing a jnod- inf, i„«pment is much more salisfacat the
ernized version of "Val.-^e.
j',,,jj,.y
II a plaintiff
,|lis regard.
request of AMP, in 1941, which was ^^^^j.
actual damages he can get
later publLshed.
a jury trial. Patent Law, Section 67.
failed to j.De Co.st!> charges
^j^^^^ circumstances, the Court;
fully prosecute the application for may in its discretion, award Ihe
his
protect
lo
failed
copyright:
But it ihe
pliiimitl treble damages.
rights: failed to furnish a conti'act:
plaintiff wants profits, or if; he wants
Krid rclaihed lor its use and. control
statutory damages rather than acIho modcrni'/.fcd version, which in
<'!""agtP, he cannot have a. jury
curporated portions of the ori giiial
(Continued on page 60)
I tune.

land

,

.

j

|

.

AMP

1

.

!

'

|

.
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Music Notes
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Leeds

..
.

(Peatman System)

,

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

on the

)

.

.

.

,

.

'

.

i

.

'

:

l'i,

Coiiie Rain

Come Shine— "St.

Woman".

Louis

—

....Crawford

Do You Love Me'.' v"Do You lx>ve Me'.'".
......
Doin' What Comes Naliir'lly— '"Annie Gel Your Gun
Don't Be a Baby, Baby
.,
Full Moon and Empty Arms..,,..,
........
G.vpsy
.

.

Didn't- Mean a Word I Said— t"Do You Love Me"..
Don'l Know Enough Aboul You.
DonI knoNv Why...-..:
Fall In Love With You Ev'ry Day.

I

.'.

1

.

I
I

Be

I'd

In

.

.

his

lo

'Sticks';

Witl\ouc You.

lA)Sl

,

.

.

...... ........

where

2.

he's

due

refuses

flall.\

Conldn

l

Leeds
Kobbins
..fC-P
,

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.T.

.

.

.Shapiro

.

.

.Santly-.loy

,

.

.SUM

.

..

.Sanlly-.Iov

.

,'.

O.

Bands working roadhouses

sub-

in

Theatre.

ui'ban areas surrounding N; Y. have
Pressing
made a much better bo. showing
than the combos in the major spots
Plant Sold Rejected Disks
within the city during the past week
Hollywood. June 4.
or two. N. Y. bi7. has not been good
was
Internal
Revenue
of
Bureau
or more and a
for the past
forlnighl ago. when the railroads •informed by Bel-Tone Records thai
wetil on strike, it melted away to Zenilli Molding company of FullerLast week it picked up
a dribble.
ton sold 5.000 Bel-Tone. disks witli-

.

.

.BurUc-VH
.May fair

,'

,

.

.

.Capilo:

'

;

.

.

.

..

.

!

I

No.

biz getter

1

Tex Beneke and

the 'sticks" is
the Gleivn Miller
in

(31

it

1

preparing a

civil

I

had no luck.

i

!

I

[

played to 2.2.iO-odd
record for ihe

patrons, a one-nighi

Lasi week. Claude ThoriihiU's new
band went into Post Lodge, Ijrchmonl. N. v., and. though Tliornhill
has been out of circulation four
years, he packed the 500-.<eat room
and had a waiting line. How well
he has done since is evident in the
lact the Lodge's owners wsjit him
m come back next monlji ajid slay
imiil October.
Harry Cool upened
ai
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle. Saturday (l>.
In a heavy
downpour he played Vo almost 1.100
patrons and 400-odd
re,-;erval ions

t

BLUE ROOM,

N.Y.,

FOLDS

ducl a

Zenith, according to. Dick El well,
.Blue Room. Lincoln Jiolel. N.Y..
Bel -Tone pre.xy. pressed disks but
closed
for
alleralioiis
!a-^t
night
they were refused by his company
iTuesday i: after the exit
Buddy
f
for technical Haws. Elwell claims
they were sold rather than de- Morrow s oichesti'a.
There is no
stroyed: he fust discovered that faci ideCuiite date for the reopening: il
when he-louied Oklahoma recently will depend on the lenglh of time
and foimd a. dealer who had bought lonsunu'd in the redecorating Lee
.some of the platters. Stales he lia.^ Ca.'-lle will go in wlien that occurs;
afHdavits and sales receipts proving lie's currently at the Roosevell hotel,
the claim.
Washington. D.C.. anoth-r Maiia

.9.

Ormandy

(

deJaneiro

Kramer-owned spot.
Morrow s, band goes
IPetrillo

Would Never

theatre Thursday
Bros.

itol

Ril/.

CAN'T GIVE

YOU ANYTHING
BUT LOVE, BABY
Music by*.

.

llarnis

Co.

Invited to Paris

play in the Salle
the Paris Opera House

Los Angeles. June

4.

of one-iiighter eoneerls around the
country for the two-week period,
Oct. 13-29.
Condon also commences
his sixth sea.snn at Town Hall next
fall

when he

group

to

will

appear

be Ihe only

in

erator

Negro

Musicians'

weekend and
coin,
,ruly

Toledo, June 4!
Special device which will do away
with bands at Juneral services in
South .^nlcrica will be manufncUiicd in Toledo by the recentlyformed Toledo Elect rocratt Co. Ii is
a widespread cu.-lom thioughoul the
Latin countries lo have funeral mu-

Group will

Pleyel and

Upon his return from overseas,
Condon has been booked for a .series'

will

jazz

the and.

767 over
reopen the Lin-,
J*MI

colored

stage-show site, on
Corwin. who has the Or-

8.

pheum and

Robbins-Meiro

.

Local

Dollar theatres
here.Mecently acquired Hie Lincoln,
Contintird froni pact S9
Pacling with union followed a
Latin counirics along the lines of monlli-long series of negotiations,
Ralph Peer's Southern Music and during which the bone of coiitcnlion
Peer International it was then that was whether or not the contraci
I^oews decided lo clean house ill would call for slaiid.-by musicians
sic at grave services.
New device with the Cuban .comjsany; (2i the when travelling orcheslras are used.
Robbins Artists Bureau, and 13)
will b11o\v the operator of a hear.-.e
.As contraci lliially emeiged. Corh.vpo east -west accord.
to nu n a switch as the funei al cars
win agreed to hiiv a 16-piece band
reach the grave, and appropriate
With Loew's adding the Robbins composed of 767 members for one
music Will come forth,
26'> to its already owned 51'; con- week's woik. followlni; playiin; of
Incorporators of the hrm are Ray- trol, the remaining 23'; will prob- three consecutive traveling allraemond and Lorainc Nantais and Wil- ably be bid for in order to attain lioiis. Firsl show ijilo Lincoln will
liain
Jack Bregman, be topped by Ink Spot.s. and on
J.
Armhein. Firm, will also 100'< ownership.
manufacture other speeia) radio and now head of Bregmaii-Vocco-Conn, opening night, receipts will be split
who left Robbins as business man- among four Negro chariiios.
electronic devices.
ager, has around 5"^ and the rest
is owned by Dom'enico Savino, music editor of the firms; sales exec
Majestic
on Coast
Bernard
Prager; and
production
manager Stephen Levilz.
Savino
Hollywood, June 4.
owns a larger chunk than the others,
Majestic Records this week will
around
IKr.
do its first disking on Coasl. "with
Bagels wiHi spun
arrival of Ben Selviii. from platlery's i\. y. headquarters. Recorder
Cowboy dun90r.es
IS coming (o cut F,iiric
Madrigucra's
band, currently working in Columbia film. -Thrill of Biazil."
Continued rroni pace S>i
;

Morns

in a benefit for (lisplaeed per.sons.

Sherrill Corwin. only vaudlilm ophere, signed contract with

inio :he Cap(Bi willi tlie

.

All-Time Favorite

Rio

Ink Theatre Contract

Stand for This Gimmick
I

I

lo fly to

17.

Corwin, Sepia Musikers

;

weren't picked up.

An

scheduled

June

I

•

:

.Chappc'll

Eddie Condon and his jazz troupe
have been invited by the French
government to give two concerts in
Paris during the first week in October,

is

oil

I

!

!

'

.

.

Condon Jazz

•

counlrie.i as soon as he
nnishes his lour with Ihe Philadelphia Orchestra. Tour, covering 37
concerts in 30 cities, will end June

I

:

.

American

FOR REDECORATING
j

I

.

..

Liceiijted.

Philadelphia. June 4.
is signed lo cdnseries of concerts in Latin

j

I

.

Top Tunes for Your Books

BM/

Eugene Ormandy

I

SIKlt.

t

EUGENE ORMANDY TO
CONDUCT S. a; SERIES

suit

the preying plant for pcddling waxes without permission, on
ihe ground that the material is copyrighted and was sold by unauthorized agents.

Leoil Mi(.sirnl,

i\lorris

Berlin
.

',
.

t FilJHlisienl.

again.<:t

orchestra, which has been crowdin.ij
Meadowbrook consistently. Nighl it

opened

al.sO

is

want

doesii't

era!

:

out paying Federal Excise tax. Bel-

Tone

;

Konlon

I

I

•

by

diite

Kver since. Kenton advised CenArtists two weeks ago that he
would rathei' slay on the Coast and
work one-nighlcrs. etc.. than come
cast, the agency has Ijeen endcavorhie 10 salisfs him.
So far, it has

i

i

far outstripped

is

FeisI

'

]

November

get out 01.

to

i

slightly, but was
spots.

only

the

Bel-Tone Glaims

suburban

for

V..

!

i

momh

the

at

N.

]

I

... Robbins
...Miller

.

Shoo Fly Pie
Sioux City Sue ,,
]
They Say U s Wond«rfiil— "Annie Gel Your Gun"'
We'll Gather Lilacs
Where Did Lou Learn To Love.
You Are Too Beautiful

Paramount

Harms

B.

.

.

Robbins

-;

B(>oking

Advanced

.

I

Surburban Spots Qutdraw N.Y. by Far

FeisI

.

.

Be True

Oh. What

,

...Slept

i.ove

release

/Barton

,

In

Just A'sillin' and A roekin'
Laughing On Ihe Outside...;

open

to

to

.

.

.

Vain— v"Centennial Sununei"
Moon MisI

Love

In Ihe
II

Pennsylvania Hotel.

faiiiilv.

Y.,

Sept.

Berlin
Ti;KU!gle

.

On a Greyhoimd Bus— t"No Leave. No Love"..
More Than You Know
.....<...
It Seemed to Be
...
him from the obliftation. So do the Persoiuilily— "Road To Ulopia"
operators o Eastwood Gardens. De- Prisoner of Love
troit
and Cedar Point. Sandusky. Seems Like Old Times.....
N.

Gotham

.

.'

,

.

^

in

..

.

,

j

Band Biz Bo(f

.BVC

.

,

:

:

.

.

"

,

From

"

(ire Cie Afo.vf Ployed sotigs o/ file teeel,-. M(ij/
24.;)o based
I'lipi/risi'iled snrrry b\j Dr. John Peatman's Offii-e oj Bc^n-an
„si„n
the .Accurate Reporliiij; Rndio Log as basis oJ infonnation in N. y.
All Through the Day— fCenlcnniiil Summer".
Williamson
.\s If I Didn't Have Enough Oiv My Mind...
,,. .Melrose

fo/loiriiiff

,

.

.

19-16

5,

NBC, CBS, ABC. Matual Plugs

Eiidiilif Jiiiie 1»

lVccl.-

Gyps.\

EiiisliMii sitJiieci by ARA |o do series ol cliildicn'!;
.May fair
Prisoner of Love
.Lee Savin named nationiil sales manager o( Miijicraft Becords.
Williamson
All Through Day.
Paul Weston, tiiusical clirecmr of Capilol Records, on his first vaciish in
L:uighing on the Outside. .BMl
four years. .. .Morton Downey signed to disk exclusively for Miijcstir
Siou.N City Sue
...... Morris
Records. .. .Wingy Maiione today iWod. cuts four side* for 4 Star RecI Don't Know Enough. .... .C-P
ords... Kay Thomas, blues bawler recently signed by Black & White
Full Mpoh. Empty .^rms. Barton
Records, cuts first four sides this week ... .Harry Warren and Ralph Blane
World
I'm Biq Girl' Now.
clelfed 13 ditties for Aleiro's forlheoming "Summer Holiday". .. .Ma.x
ln r.o\ e In Vain
T. B. Harms
Sleiner starting his lenlh yeai as scorer and composer for Wlarner Bros.. ...
Mel Torme and lyis Mel-Tone.- will cut foin' sides for Musieraft this week
on Coast, backed by Soiniy Bnrke^s 6rch....Emil Coleman orchestra
inked for two musical shoil.'-- for Embro Films.... Jan Savitl'. signed by Kenton Still Unable
Coliunbia for one pic..,:Pat Ballard has emerged from retirement and;
again is songwriting. I^atesl is Little Butterfly." on which he collabeil
To Get Loose
with Moe Jaflte and Clay Boland. .. .Frank Stacy out of promotion department of Capitol Records. .. .Excelsior Records has split with Jack CulEast Dates, Stay West
slialTs national distrib setup and is lining up indie distribs in keys across
Stan Kenton has so far been un-.
coimtry. Ralph Isaacson has joined diskery to act as sales coordinator^ ...
Bill Hay, Amos 'n Andy program announcer; this week will wa.\ album- able
from
to
tear himself loose
or fable narrations (or Comet Records.
.Siiiilcy Jim Ricli-iidson named eastern daie.'^ ho seeks to cancel in
sales manager of Superior Records.
order lo remain oh the Coast closer

Harry "Paikyakarkiis".

disks.

June

V^diiewliiy,

10 Best Sheet SeHers

Nri\

N4iti'lt.\

s.,iii:

Million

j

—

.

-

I

,

i

JIMMY McHUGH

'.\HSKNT-.\IIMIKII
llj
Kurl .Miller

i

{

Publishad by

What T.

Bows

Levis?*

^

Copyright Cases

Patent Law. Section 70: Bellav. Plastlc-Crafi Novelty Co.,
30 F. Suppy! 37 (D.CD. Mass. 1939 >:
trial.

j

2.

vance

Five gallons

How

htq is a cowbey's Stefson?

Tilghman

Ten gallons

v. Proctor. 12.t U. S, 136.
Kd. 604 (18671; Coupe v. Roger

I

,

31

L

148

:.voii.
1

i
I

the tiXe
song of Republic's
big, new Trucolor
is

2 Way Down

Upon Hie Swanee

'

judge without a jury.
ir Ihe Copyright Lau wcieamended so

lo

a.~

make

it

parallel

WAY"

•Pronounced "Lee-viie"

•r
**lacliidia9 ferry

oirM,

fiumages.

JACK MEAKIN and FOSTER CARLINO

Coma, Hoogy Cormichael,

Km Caraon, SoM

of tht Plonttri, jMdy

King'*

Mm,

Cmovq, Menr*

IS

very

damages
The ModtrnHolt, Rldari

of the Purple Sog«, WnHnqhoiiit Chorai. utc, ete.

iplaidtift
lieu of

the

CdMPOSERS MUSIC CO.
Blvd., Los

Angeles 46, Cal.

a

by an

priic"lii;al

matter.

It

difficult
lo prove
aciual
in
a copyright case.
If
wam.-» statutory damages in
actual damages, or if 'he

wanU an
profits,

9120 Sunset

lo

PaUMil l.aw in this respect, the rewould be that a plaintin could
not h;i\'- a jury n ial unlf'S.- lie were
willing lo limit himself to actual

suit
[

Popular

IT

ALABAMA
MUST BE TRUE

JUST A GIRL
THAT MEN FORGET
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

Ul t Iroodway

New

Yorh 19

I.
The result is thai as a pracmailer, a plamlifT does iiot ask
jury trial in patent case.<. Hi>
have the imporiani remeif he ha.-, the case tried before
a

I

what ,ts everybody singing???**
oi'.J

here.

Wayt

orrly

di(•.^
'

office

All

a

can

River

fessional

—

PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

STARS FELL ON

tied to label.

Majestic operates a pressing plant
Burbank: but oMierwi.se no pro-

in

MILLS

1900

tical
foi-

i

There's possibility Selvin will also

wax other performers

Altvays Sviiq

M895i: Bro(vn v, LanFed. 838
iC.C.A. 8lhi

j

What

"

ItiNtkH

S. 56,1

Li.

l.'i.T

3.

Viiilr

'

MUSICWHIZ!
1.

n

!

MILLS

accounting of defendant's
case would be decided
judge rather than

the

e.-<p>ericnced

a jijry,
I would sUggesl thal personi interested 10 the Held :<hould a.ik Congress for auch an amendment.
Sainuel J. SUverinun.

THE TALK
OF THE TOWN
IT'S

By 8YMES, NEIBURG, LIVINGSTON

We4lneB4lay,

June

5,

61

1946

ALDWIN PIANO

M.

M.-6.-M.

M.

WAGNER

Pcrfonal Manoqcr

ONLY FOR THI PAST

SIX

MONTHS!

i

.

WrifnesdaiT,

OBCHBSTRAS-MUSIC
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Jan Carber Coaches
Daughter for Canary

ASCAP Sees Dirty Work at Radio-Bl

Hollywood, June
Oarber, daughter of

Janice

Crossroads; 1949 Contract the Prize
and

what

idea of

llie

Hollywood, June 4.
Johnny Mercer, pro/, of Capitol
Records, planed back to N. Y, last

the Aiuericaiv Soc-ie'ly

Composers, Authors and Publish-

week after 10 days' visit to waxery
here, during which tinte he cut fyur
sides and guested on several. 'network brbadcasl.s. Mercisr rapidly is
making the east hij headquarier.s
after loiig sojourn here, and expects
lo remain in N. Y. dining-.sunVrnei.
family already being installed
.his

Ihng.

For

few months; radio
harpinj! on the

past

the

BMI have been

ASCAP

situation as it relates to
radio as of the inomciil
the future (mcaniiiji ]949i.

BMI and

there

at!

weekend and

,

junior

friint

Buddy Morrow ..Lincoln

.\vodon
she

'

'

,

!

CKiciiao
V/Hltagu

|

Down, but

WALTER

HEEBNER

S.

who

Heebner.

S.

Bi^ridy Rleli
to

recently

from Ihe Army, has been named ashead of the

doing bia

letter to

regional

and

BMI

division,

now

He

apsituation as
parently sees in the constant harping on the ASCAP theme by radio
individual
people a desire to keep
station owners constantly stirred up
and ..ady to pt.t .p theii- ctukes
But he hopes
against the Society.
"that ASCAP may not be the unfortunate victim of the stirring."
stands.

li^'StxHl^i.^^

.

I

I

I

is

no idea of what will happen then,
since between now and the date the
radio contract expires it's anybody's
guess as to what radio will be like.
in

FM,

a

television,

facsimile
broadcasting,
etc..
may
put the entire, question between the
two industries in an entirely different light.

WOR

;

.

.

-

—
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Pear

may

use

a

1

,

sure

il

trombones,

etc.. bla.sl

Powell.

'

ihe hohday; big 28.000 admishes,

the pair goes into the spot, it
would follow the run of .Count Ba.sie.
would open pair on Aug, 22

Jan Garber, Bobby Sherwood (Avbdon. B, Los

If

stays on while the six truih-

pels. four'

by Toddy

be built

to

Then the band goes into action.
You hold on to your head to make
awayNext.

beefs, at 13,000

Bob McReynolds and

a.^sislanls

do-

On

'^iigeles.

the Upbeat

ing a great arraiigement of the novColumbia Records got out a disk
elly. "Sioux City Sue." a piece of]
business that will knock theatre au- by Modernaires vocal group consisldiences for a loop. That's bolstered ;,^jr of songs they did while with
by a half-dozen or more equally
p^.g.^.„,.
ii,„os arc
sli^ng ilenis.
RCA-Victor has copies Of by
:

No

j

,

'

ones
the saine sing"Moonlight
"Elmer's Tune.
parent fault Is the 10 bra.s.s, which ers
are needecl about as much as the Serenade" (vocalK "Don't Sit Under
in
your
head ,iie Apple I'rec." and "Chattanooga
hole they try to bore
when you hear them. It has about (^|,„q.c|,oo-.
packed onto one side,
everything else one (:ould ask for, in
on
..ji.uebo.x Saturdav Night
an orchestra bidding for big Onancial
Z\. „.,,..,i. ,,..„.pA
=ales
named sales
And it does everything >'everse ,.. .Bill Rauak Recoids....
returns.
wilh spark and enthusiasm. Except manager of Musicrafl
Rey himself: half the time his kisser Les F.lgart band due into frank
and demeanor remind you of^a Hag Dailev's Meadowbiook. July 23
at half-mast.
Palomar ballroom. San Jose, near,
Another fault, and one that should ing completion. ..
Cniorge Pa.xlon
»j
....
o s loo-infrequent
,
*
be corrected, is Rey
J.
N
raniinf Ihcalie
theatre
^ Y..
band into Capitol
us» of the trick guitar he invented
Chubby Jack.si. 01 or
himself. Connected to a throat mike July 5 .,.
*i.uiKon •ither Louise King (Reyi. who Woody Herman band ...GU
plays harp in th« band, or one otilin joined Frankie Carle band as
Jerry Coloima' unil play.the. musicians behind the bandstand. vocalist
_

12.000.

oi^tT^fir^^l;d.*'li;s'l^;)y^^i.he Minor band wilh

—

.

MARK

.

.

MEMPHIS

Memphis. June

Liquor

Board

£u.s|)eiided

night-club license of 'Hecuniseli Club,
Toledo, for -30 days, after il was
night-club licenst; of Tecumscli Club,

4.

Metropolitan Opera's recent twohere, first such in -45
,

new records

years, set

for b.o. take

I

in

Ihese

Soine
.776 per.sons
Madaiiie Butsucceeding nights with

part.-;.

I

1 1

saw "Carmen" and

I

irrtly

"

on

'

I

sross $57,859.
I

Previous gate high hereabouts was
the scn.sational Billy Rose take wilh
-C.'-y.Qui.t'' back in 19;,. ,2,1.00
Chicago Civic
in a single nighl.
Opera, last big-time troupe here, did
$65,000 in three pertorniaiices in 1930.

I

,

M^m.e'Tk^l

va^Jl^i^l

IN

night stand

I

.

J

.

Ohio

MET OPERA SETS B O.

'

.

nmht.
The obvious iritorest Her.shey, Pa.,, Saluidaj
broadcasts.
Avodon
created every time he uses the in,jan Garber. current at
strument should indicate to him its ballroom, L, A., into Aragon. Ocean
value in his future.
Park. Calif., Sept. 9 to Jan. 13. Art
As for Vocalists, there are .so many Kasscl crew will follow Garber
it's not easy to keep track of them
Charlie Spivok dated into Palladium.
all. JoAnn Ryan does fenune solos.
She sing.s well and looks better. Hollywood, six weeks Dec. 26,...
Robert Coluccio knocks olT ballads Garwood "Van band, cuncnl at Giro's.
smartly as a soloist and also works Hollywood, will play Arago". Ocean
as part of tlie Air-Liners quartel
Park. Calif., June 8-27... Tex Be
for which Rey is seeking a new
neke crew. Glenn Miller, following
name. McReynolds, Chuck Peterson,
Palladiiim.
al
stand
September
et al.. chip in the novelties.
This new Rey coibbo is a fine buv. Hollywood, will play Mi.ssion Beach.
San Diego, on consecutive weekends.
Wood:
.Ike CarpenOiLt. 11-13 and 18-'20
ter flew from. N. Y. lo Coast to replace Mollis Sulser as 8Bcr in Bobby
Sherwood orch. .. Jimmy
Dnrsey
.

Ellison Exits Exclusive

.

MUSIC CORP. OP AMiRICA

3d .wk.1.

lickel.s.

Joe .Sanders (Trianon. B. Soiiih Gate, 3d wk.'t. Took a shellacking from
the variou.s strikes to drop to 3.850,
Stan Mycri (Slapsy Maxie's. N. Lo.s A.ngeles. 8tli wk.). Hit about 3.500
for final .slau/^a before shuttering until .Inly.
Eddy Oliver, fagc CavanaUfli Trio .'Trocadero. N. Hollywood. 3d wk,).
Some good nights, .some dull nights, but average 3.000.
Garwood Van iCiro's. N. Hollywood. 8th wk.). Nitery picked up to 3,1«0
covers for final frame before month of darkness,
Benny Sirong i.Trianon: 90c-$l.r5.) Going up bul' slill olT th« pitch wilh

beautiful, precise fashion.
vou hold your sides howling al the
"antics produced by the very clever
in

m

NIW YORK
M91.:

.

'

,

I

PELHAM HEATH INN

below

Danny

wilh 6.000.

,

|

CURRINTLY

slill

|

1

Wachly

2.900 bill

:

th^^^

y6u take

:

ftA.

to,

WalU-i bulging as

min.).

Aquarium
jimmy Dorsey (Rainbo: $l-$l.2r)V Ray Anlliony closed nuirsday (30),
two new bands later this oor.sey in Friday (31 to up Week lo fair 8.000.
for one period in lieu. of.
kddy Howard i.\ragon: 90c-$1.15i. Down lo 14.000 but still a tidy taVc.
Buddy Sliaw iLaliii Quarter: 700: $3-53,50 niin:.l. Martha Raye, Estelte
one lop name Negotialioiis arc now
Sloan, et al,. doing steady 4.200.
SOing on to install the coi«paratively new outfit under Budd.v Rii;h in.
Angeles)
the spot: along wilh the band soon
s»minv Kave iPalladinm. B, Hollywood, 5lli wk,V Heavy plav over
N. Y..

Re.stauranl

,

i^i;^^rK'^.'^^b5;rtrR^iT°-;,.J^'^'

Tlmai

Up

~

pai'.
iS50:

ANSLIY HOTEI.
ATLANTA,

levels

(CfltCQffO)

Billy Bishop (Blackliawk:,.500: $2-f2.50 min.).

:

'

WOR-MirtMal, Ceail-to-Ceait
*

.

Climbing back, to warlimc

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

rwt

,

«oadeatti|i4

Holiday crowds eciualled

Aniba-'isador; 900; $l-$r.50i.

summer
j.^i,.

.

CitrrtRtly

Still

-.'j.«»0 labs.

;

GEORGE
TOWNE

I

Morjran iBillmore; 900; Sl-li.SOV

Iliiss

,

TOWN

THi TALK OF THE

Stevens holfl; 650; |3-$3.50 min.>.

ROoiii,

with' 5.700.

hi/,

Gay Clarldre (Choz Paree:
$3-$3.50
Y\Ct Toppef Thomas tbj's wilh new Che/. Paree record

|

Al R«lh. recently discharged from
the Army, has joined the cOcktail
department of the Moe Gale agency.
Pre-war he was with the
Artist Bureau.

.

.

,

second
nnd that what frightened
the first glance is a mere 10 brass.
five sax. five rhythm, six singers
withm
the
.six
another
and
without

^,o„.j„„

going to do in
J949— so also would ASCAP. It has

Developments

,,
tl^^sUnd^and,
,,

-

-ce

.
•

—
»
.

.

j

Otherwise. Paine's letler .savs little
of importance bej-ond explaining to
the Society's field men the situation
He points out that
as it stands.
while radio and BMI would like to

know what ASCAP

the way the new Alvino
ouilit strikes .you. .. lake one

That's

Rcy
----

studio.

,

'

Doivu

Climbing

$3-$3.5l) inirii\.

Los Angeles

1940 in
discliar^e

:rL:''^ZX[ Aquanum May .Use Two

was-occupying the^Astor Roof band.

.

in

Camden.. Following his
afler iwo years' .service he worked in
vi.Y. as manager of (he 23rd sheet
i

hotel: 950; $1.50-$2.50 miii.),

nilly ;i.800 covers.

RCA

lleobncr joined

Tueker iBoulevard

Krcddy Martiii

stuiii's stipervision.

AI.VINO KEY OKI II CU)
Wilh Jo.Anii Byaii, Bob McReynolds,

Sherman

di-

He will be slalioned in Hol\ isioii.
lywood, but will work under Ober-

i

it

and reperloiro

niin.).

$3-$3.50

900;

3.01)0.

(»rrlii

sistant to Eli Oberslein,
arlists

Kooiii,

hotel;

..

wilh

company's

Panther

I

.i:(U)(i.

,Ted SlraelriMKinpire Room. Palmer House: 590:

rejoined RC^.^-Victor afler discharge

Band Review

Robert I'oluccio, .Mrlliiers
Hotel Astor Roof. N. Y.
If one wasn't cerlaiii that the railroad ban against the movement of
circu.'ies had been lifted two weeks
ago. the whereabouts of the Ringliiis

KIsley iMarine Rooiii. Edgewaler Beach
Fancy show- keeping gale at stead.v 5,500.

i.

ntin.),

heullhy 2.500.

a

still

SIrphrii

min

ASST. TO OBERSTEIN
Waller

out.

managers. outlinin;j the

Asterisks tiidicnte a siipporliiip floor shoio. -Nrxo^YorUer .has let show;
//<ii''nii(iit
(III
Jloor .sliotl'.

•

Nhermaii llayrH iWaliuil Room, Bismarck holel; 465: $1.50-$2.50
Up. to neat .3.000
Kriile liefkselier (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; ?t.50-'$2.50

with

double-;

'

|

ASCAP

3,125
0,025
7.350

,

i

district

950
2,000
3.000

2

Le.riiietoii,

I

ASC.\P

3,250

8
3

••••••••tat

•

of (;arbcr.-i-i;e\v, she
rejiular clianteu.se.

;

Singer-lyuicist plans to duck perdiscus.-sed the problem
formances during hot nionths. and
with radio producers, broAight it _up
^
^^.^^
agent. Ken bolan
the .\ational Assn. of B.oadcast^^^^^^ „o vadio commitmenls til
ers
recent convention and al reIts been talked.
xional meetings.

was not taken up.
damnied up again.
Last week Paine sent a

2
..

,

3,675
8.C50

^

:

al

offer

.

Ihtl*

39,475
17.450

at-

Nearly 18. Miss Ciarlx-r is boiii;;
coached b.v Miilon Samue.l.<. of
Coast onice of Brcgman. Vocco 4'
Conn. When she appears in froni

;

.

On

1,700
1.825

»
2

Joo Reichnian. ...RoofcvcU (400; $J-$1.50). •••••••••••
..Astor iBfiO; ?l-$l.50). ....
Alvino Rcy

holiday.-

colloge

tends hcie.

there.

Meantime. ASCAP didn't let out
a peep, except when John G. Paine,
the society's gen. mgi'n offered at a
recent NAB. regional jnecling to,
meet with a committee of radio men
and negotiate a new contract immediately and not wait until 1949. His

('ugat. ,..WaldorI (550; »2).
(275; |l-$1.50).

Xavier

with

singing

started

lias

.

awav

.

.

fallier's orch. euri ent

ballroom, "on

and in
Thev have

all

she

tin,

ers will do in 1949, when the presenl contract between; thein .expires,
that ASCAP itself is beginning to
purse its lips and do a bit of whis-

and

i

I
I'

flHycd tVcrli
IB
1,525

Holal

Hnnd

is pieppms
jo,,|,„^rpj„cappVe*Lexiiigloii (300; 73c-$I,50).
New Vorkei- (400; $l-$l.eO)
bow into professional Jerry Wald".
Under label of Kitty Mar- (ieorge Paxlon. ,,Pennsvlvania (500; $1-$1.B0) •••««•

for immiiient

Summer

PTans Cool

at Hotel B. O.'s

Bands

vet

j

Mercer Returns East;

June 5, 1916

4.
.

bandleader Jan Gaibei-.
i

chirping,

lallei-'st

Radio inlercsls
nuisic publishing affiliale Broadcast
Music' Inc., have beeii whistling in
the davl< so diligently the past few,
mouths in seareb of a.glininier of an
ol

!

.

j

.

Disks After Tune Tiff

SHI'S

WWW

Hollywood, June 4.
general-manager and
one of original organi/,ers of Exclu-

Ben

j

Ellison,

company

sive Records, pulled out of

over weekend afler a
Reiie,

curred

tilT-

with Leon

pre/ of plattery. Dispute oc-

when

Ellison gave his recent

.

will c1(2but a

water

HERBIE FIELDS
AND

HIS

j,iew

Faoturlng Pottl Pow«ri

;

i

CABIN

San

R(lg<

al

Francisco,

xvilli

I

!

Ellison had a contract wilh waxi
ery which did not c.s'pire iinlil end
of this month, but he ankled after
a iniilual agreement. He claims that
ill
Hollywood.
his contracl^ specifically slaied ho
Band booking,'- al Bill Grcdn's. ''•'""''' P'ace any, songs he authored
Pittsburgh, include Ted Wcein-. iw„ anywhere ho wanted, nol neeiessarity
weeks, June 14: Jan f ;ail)ei- fnr a ^^''"^ ""C of. Rene's ruins,
fortnight, July 24
Baron I'.llioll

iiipr.

ORCHESTRA

NOW— RUSTIC

new ballroom

Beach,

roui:-day .stand. 'July 3
Dal D:inford band will open ; June 18 at
1'i ianon. San Diego, and .span sum-

"I Left My Heart In
Mississippi" to Martin Block Music
Co. for publication, whereas Rene
(hoiight ilem should have been is
"'"''! by one of the Iwo shcel-music
publishing subsids of E.>cck!Sivo.

composition.

Earle Spencer, has foi meir a
band and put il |inlii rclieai sal
.

,

.

]

;

i

.

l

'

ENQiLeWOOD CUFFS.

N.

J.

,

Indefinltaly

iraadaoiKag WOR-Mntuol, Ce«if>to-Ceait
'

will

nier al

where
.

fXClUSIVF

MANAGEMENT

mm

,

.

.

maestro at WCAE,
spend statioil layoll

staff
,

.

I'iiKbuigli.

I

Ballrotjrn. Cliicago.
he's spoiled foe
10 weekFciur Blazes al the 'I'lopical

I

Bar. Pitt., for four weekfiray
Gordon; Orchestra inlo Vocnc Tpi-.'
race. Pitt., for two v.-eek- ./ime
following Ina Ra.v
IfiiLton
Mei h
Conrad, pianist ,nl Don Mel/' f 'iisino;
.

Pill.,

has

for

lv.o-an(l-a-liaif

to new
(loorj av.'oy.' *

moved

Sea
•

vi-in':..'

Bai

a'
-••-•--»
llniiui

(;h'»i Hit ntiiiaii

!

DON'T SAY YOU'RE SORRY AGAIN
By

I.ee

Pearl,

Art Herman, Eujrcne West

.

',

few

A

mui-

this

p'Hcniy

Krsltin*

The

Itccnrdcd By
Hawkins on Victor Records (20-1M2A)
on Coronet Records (Cor-4A)
r-With More Coming:!!

VelveloiieN

KANES MUSIC PUILISHERS-^U19 IROADWAY.

N. Y.

Wedoeflday, June 8, 1946

VAITDEVILLB

BrazO Casino Ops in

Move to Interior

To Offset Metropolitan Gaming Bans
govt, ban against gambling, are
attempting to get around the official
Irown on the gaming tables by moving their operations far from metro-

by a

It seems that the
politan centers.
cause of the recent stand against

JEAN SABLON DICKERS

WITH

GIRO'S,

MEX

CITY

Deal is on the Are for Jean Sablpn
play Ciro's, Mexico City, somedice, roulette, etc., was numerous time in July. Ciro's, in the Hotel Recoinnplaints by churchmen that the forma, run by A. C. Blumenthal, an
tables were too convenient to the American expatriate, has at various
common man, who was losing his times used important name talent.
>
shirt and couldn't afford it.
If deal goes through, Sablbn will
Current plans via which operators clear around $3,000 weekly.
French singer, currently working
hope to lift the ban, call for gam-

operators succeed along
these lines, they will, of course, resume the buying of U. SI and European talent. Since the clubs closed,
last month, a lucrative source of
revenue to acts, agencies, etc., has
been cut off.
If

week-end.
Unlike past seasons,
however, room will be kept open for
daiicing only three nights a week,
Thursday to Saturday.
Dinner
dancing
will
continue
every night, but only until 9 p.m.
early part of the week. Marty Gregor's band stays on.

the

Chas. Trenet's Nitery

Gypsy Rose Exits

Booms Disk

Sales,

of.

Row

the

week oh

the final night

her six-week engagement at the

spot.

Nitery,

same

coincidentally,
night, after four

folded

months

Reversing Usual Idea of red ink operation.
American Guild of Variety Artists
Charles Trenet's click at the Embassy club, N. Y., reverses the cur^ reps here were called in when Miss
rent trend in record sales. In most Lee pointed out that other acts on
cases, singers or bands click on the bill had played outside dates
p.a.'s only after making hit records, and that she was therefore entitled
biit
Trenet disk retailings have to accept them also, especially in
boomed considerably since his laud- view of the fact that she had taken
able notices at the club.
a cut of $1,000 a week during the
Trenet's oldies and .origihals have dimotit, woriiing for $3,000 instead of
been hitting boom sales since his the contracted $4,000 because of difimportation to this country. One re- ficulties the spot was operating untail Arm,, Liberty Record shop, has der.
taken four of Trenet's recordings
At any. rate, she settled for a $fi00
and albumed them despite the fact slice from her final week's pay the
that they were originally issued as amount received for the club date
single biscuits. They sell for $3.90
because of a clause in her pact
and go like hot cakes.'
with the Frolics forbidding such
Boom of Trenet records is cueing dates, and took off for an engageanother importation, by Columbia ment at the Band Box, Portland,
Records. Carlo Butti, whose disks Ore,, leaving AGVA to handle any
have had a large sale among Italian further negotiations.
speaking groups, is slated to come
to the U.S. under Columbia auspices
.

However, the plan to move gambling to remote localities is expected
to draw bitter opposition from the
Copacabana, Rio. Copa is the only
casino which ;doesn't have a branch
elsewhere. Rival Atlantico and Urea
have such branches and they could
easily make the switch. Urea own-,
er, Joaquin Rolla, has the Casino de
Icarehy, reached only by boat from
Rio, while Alberto Bianchi, Atlantico
cp,' owns the Casinos, de Guaruja,
Serra Negra and de
Saio. Paulo,
Lyndoa. First would be closed under the plan, other two going Into
They, too, are remote
operation.
from large centers of population.
Brazil's largest Casino, the Quitandinha,' at Petropolis, although not affiliated with any of the above, would
be able to operate under the plan
since it's located about 25 rnile^
from Rio.
.

'

.

—

—

.

.

for a concert.

Art Tatiim, blind Negro

pianist,

,

Carmen

WHitEMAN, WHITING TO
CAPITOL THEATRE,

N.Y.

orchestra,
the.

Strand theatre, N. Y,, was sold by
Music Corp, of America last week
to

Paramount

the

theatre,

N.

Miss Whiting comes up via her
click on Capitol recordings. She rose
to prominence with her disking of
"It Might As Well Be Spring" and

For a couple of years at least,
wa§ bad blood between MCA
and Paramount, caused by a succeshas been on the Philip Moiris sion of disputes at the time the
Gapitol theatre, N. Y„ opened a
Johnny Desmond radio show.
stage-show policy and MCA began
pulling its bands away from the Par
and putting them into tlie Cap, Even
Hiller,
Joe
Pitt Booker,
this was predicated on prior uneven
Since
relations between the two.
that time MCA had "hot booked a
Suggested Arbitrator
band into the N. Y. flagship of the
Battles chain or any of its key city theatres
Of
Initial break in the
until recently.
Pittsburgh, June 4.
attitudes of both was the placing of
Matt Shelvey, head of AGVA, has Bob Chester's band in the N. Y.
suggested Joe Hiller, local booker, house behind comic Danny Kaye and
as arbitrator of any future differ- the later booking of Dick Stabile to
ences between Pittsburgh Night Club accompany. Dinah Shore (they open
Owners Guild and performer's Un- next month).
.
ion here. Recent impasse over postWhether the moving of Cavallaro
ing of cash band, which tossed floor
shows out of Pittsburgh clubs for to the^Par from the Strand is based
several week, ended when agents on a dispute with WB or only
agreed to put up the dough for spots method of healing the Par breach is
'
uncertain. Despite its cause, Mayer
they service.
there

'

AGYA-NCO

Hiller, it's
to nitery

understood,

Is

agreeable

is

burning.

MCA's

theatre depart-

has stated his ment, headed by Johnny Dugan,
to serve if called on. probably isn't forgetting, either, the
It was Hiller, incidentally, who first fact that Par's booking division Is
proposed that agents put up the se- currently buying talent for a lot
curity bond after owners had flatly more time than the two weeks
i«
turned down
demands. At (N. Y. and Earle, Phila.)

men and he

willingness

WB

AGVA

that time, however, cafe men weren't playing.
willing either to post* it themselves
or have anybody do It for them. It
Peter
was the principle of the thing, they

Hayes' Balto Job

Peter Und Hayes,
Copacabana, N. Y.,
booked for the Club
more, at an Indefinite
weekly.

said.

current at tha
has been Te<
Charles, Balti*
date, for $2,000

NEWEST DANCING STAR
Hm

Betr in

LIm"—Charii*

H«r

Dawn. Chlcage Harald-Amarican

DOUBLING
NICKY BLAIR'S

LOEW'S

CARNIVAL

CAPITOL

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

(Currently)

(Opening June Gth)

FOR THE RECORDS
OPBNBO
January, 1945, played 12 weeks BAL TABARIN,. San Francisco.

OPENED
April, 1945, played

16 weeks CHEZ PAREE, Chicago.

OPENED
September, 1945, played 10 weeks

COPACABANA, New York

OPENED

November, 1945, CARNIVAL,
r

New

York,

and HELD OVER.

INDEFINITELY

MaM^Mnent: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCr
..

1
.

.

weekly.

Tucker

"Sht's

Y.,

thereby cementing newly-developed
Paul Whiteman's orchestra and
relations between MCA and the Par
Margaret Whiting have been signed booking men and seemingly opening
to play the Capitol theatre; N., Y,, a rift between MCA and Harry
Warner Bros,
starting around the beginning of Mayer, booker of
goes into the Par
August. Whiteman is playing a re- houses. Cavallaro
some time between eight and 10
peat date at the house; Miss Whitmonths following the Strand date, or
ing is playing her first N.Y. vbude between next December and February, 1947. He'll be drawing $12,500
date here.

has served notice on the William
Morris agency that he's leaving the
signed for the
Jackie Gleason signed for Brad- office when his current contract exLookout House, Covington, Ky., for
Allen Jenkliu and Ed Brophy are
ford roof, Boston, starting June 20. pires, June 16.
two weeks July 10.
being teamed for vaiide appearances.

Sophia

Cavallaro's

which recently finished a run at

•

Chicago, June 4.
Objections of the management to
her playing a club date here, for
which she received $600, resulted in
Gypsy Rose liCe storming out of the
Frolics last

Hit

Middle of NewRift; Now ItsWaniers

.

Chi in Huff After
Frolics Coin

MCA In

4.

William
Penn hotel's Terrace
Room, town's ace late spot, dropped
floor shows for the summer over the

to'

bling activity to be transferred from in a Paris musical,* will return to this
metropolitan centers of Rio de Ja^ continent via of South America,
niero, Sao Paulu, etc., to locations where he'll visit his mother, now
inaccessible to all but the wealthy. living in Brazil, and then go back
In this way, it's hoped that the south to Ciro's. He's already dated
churchmen will be mollifled and the for the Mount Royal' hotel, Mongovt, will see its way clear to okay- treal, Aug. 19.
ing resumption of green-felt activity.

Par Date Puts

Shows for Summer Months Cavallaro s
Pittsburgh, June

Brazil's casino operators, whose'
.activity was blacked out weeks back

6S

Pitt Terrace Folds Floor
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Owners Put Cafes On Block

Nitery

While Market Is Hot; Fear Biz Dip

lymiwas joins mca

I

Lynn Luoas, brothar of bandleader
Clyde Lucas, who until recently vocaled with tha band, has given up
singing chores for a piost In Music
Corp, of America's club date depart-

AD

Billy

5,

1946

Rose Mairs Are Unusual

Even Horseshoe, N. Y., Lease Troubles

of
Attempts to sell top New York cago syndicate is reported reac|y to ment. Lucas will be in charge
* Billy. Rose 's faced with one of the
soon music contracting on MCA-booked
have reached their highest step into th« N. Y. picture as
as business recedes, so' that they banquet dates.
Miami oddest situations a nitery owner ever
Ruth Barr to
Many owners are would be in a more favorable barpoint ill years.
He succeeds Billy Sherr, who left
had to contend with. It seems he had
Club
trying to unload holdings now that gaining position,
Agcys.,
MCA several weeks ago.
Rep.
Office to
two separate leases on the site of
Nitery investment is still regardvalues are up sky-high and the tax
Huth Barr, who recently gave up his Diamond Horseshoe, N. Y.. a
ed as a good proposition inasmuch
bite, under capital gain rules, is rein New York, long-termer covering
business
agency
the
that
the
mass
cafe
as many believe
the club itself
stricted to 25%. Current dip in niteMiami
in
ofTice
talent
It's
is
opening
a
industry.
trade is still an infant
and a month-to-month hold on space
ry grosses partly accounts for will- the contention of many that when
She will rep N. Y. housing dressing rooms and otficos.
Beach, Fl'a.
inKness of many operators to unload, lower talent costs prevail, profitable
agencies In talent deals with Florida And the new owner
of the Parawillj
averachieved
but many regard recession as tem- operation can be
nileries.
age checks down to around $2.50.
mount hotel, in which the club is
porary.
Off,
While in N. Y. Miss Barr was ex- locatecf, has cancelled Rose's grip
Currently the larger mass niteries
Inspiration tor the boom market in run at a nice profit with checks avclusive booker for Imu Walters' on the dressing room and offices.
Latin Quartisr.
cafes has been the recent sales of the eraging $4 per person.
Fortunately, i>art of the office
nilertes

Open

'

•

Panama Nitery

,

No

.

to Bill Miller

Riviera, Ft. Lcc. N. J.,
for a reported $750,000, and takeover
of the Iceland. N. Y., from Mike Larsen at $160,000.

Since then many major club ownhave been sending out feeler.s.
spots have so far been put on
the market openly. Lou Walters is
asking $250,000 for his 50^^ share of
the N. Y. Latin Quarter, and Dario.
of rival La Martinique, is willing to
unload his share for a similar sum.

Shepp's in Fold;

some clubs

aren't
the fear that

being peddled openly is
solicitation would automatically lowConsequently
er the asking price.
owners all prefer being approached.
This was the modus operandi of the
two
near-sale of La Martinique
Dario was approached
weeks, ago.
by Frank Caspar through Frank
Law, but price difference nixed that
deal. Dario originally asked $250,000
then came down to $225,000, but
Caspar's top price was $175,000.
Other than Caspar, not too many
nitery buyers are appearing. Some
out-of-town boite owners are reported attempting to get a foothold in
N. Y., but are being held back because of inflated sale prices. Chi-

Panama
Casanova,

Club

City,

June

playing

4.

name

American acts, under
family,
was
Cowes

ers

reason that

Tourists;

Casanova Folds

Two

One

Biz

35G Tax Bin Due

direction of
first
the
folderoo in Panama's current night
club depresh.
Lack of tourists
and usually heavy spending soldiers
and sailors is being felt over entire
Isthmus, and most of the bistros, are
yelling panic, despite the fact their
take of the past five years ran into
the millions.

Hollywood," June 4.
Billy Berg, operator of local nitery
bearing his name, has decided not to
reopen Shepp's Playhouse, downtown black-and-tannery, which he
Club Happyland is importing Oshad an eye on. Reportedly, Berg
pulled out of project because the car Moreno's Cuban Follies, all Cunow-shrouded site owes $35,000 in ban show, featiiring Chino danseuse
Lily May Wong. U. S. talent comes
back taxes to Uncle Sam.
Meanwhile, Berg has on his hands here at its own risk, American
two bands, CeePee Johnson combo Guild of Variety Artists refusing
and Joe Liggins' Honeydri'ppers, protection since Panama spots won't
both for concurrent periods. He had sign AGVA minimum pacts and post
pacted Johnson for a stretch at his salary bonds.
.

Hollywood spot, and had Liggins
inked for Shepp's. Contracts with
both.orchs have been deposited with
Negro Musicians' Local 767, and unless Harold Oxley agency, which
handles Liggins, gets another date to
All the void, matter will have to be
Liggins' pact is
adjusted by union.
guarantee of six weeks with option
for .six more.
To clear his once-planned operation of Shepp's, Berg is understood
to have plunked down $1,800 with
Local 767, which had blacklisted
Shepp's for failure to pay last musicians used in spot just before former operators bowed out.

Phil

Wrigley Has Big

equipment and personnel was hoascd
in the club proper. So, Rose has
moved some of the former to his
Ziegfeld theatre, which he owns, to

Race Track Near

make more room for the performers
ousted from the dressing room space
reclaimed by the hotel'.i owner, Jules
Epstein.
He also is dickering for
floor space in brownstone houses
Atlantic City will get a big-league across the street from the Horseshoe,
into
which
he wants to move the
nitery with the opening of a Board-

A.C. Perks Niteries

walk room seating around 400. Cafe,
unnamed, will use names and
spend up to $6;500 weekly for
talent. It will open around June 22;
The room is located on top of a
Howard Johnson restaurant and will
be operated by Jimmy Krillow.
Frank Gravatt, former owner of the
Steel Pier, who still has extensive
still

will

realty holdings in the resort,

is

in

on the deal on a percentage basis
because of the lease.
Youth Theatre Almnni
Booking will be by Frank Elliott,
who formerly booked the Steel Pier,
and New York rep will be Joe
Recitals Tip Source Of
Coopersmith of the Eddie Sherman
Deals are already cooking for
Vanguard, N.Y., Talent office.
Sophie Tucker, Belle Baker and
Secret of where the Village Van- Jackie Miles, but inkings haven't
guard, N. Y., gets its supply of fresh been concluded.
talent is out now that alumni of the
Inspiration
for
the room unYouth Theatres, a semi-pro group doubtedly
comes from the opening of
which has banged around the
borscht-belt and in minor legit offerings in N. Y., completed a scries
of recitals at the Barbizon-Plaza
theatre.

Y, Saturday.

N.

(25).

Most of the cast read like a roster
and present performers at

of past

remainder of the

That Rose is confident of working
things out Is apparent in the fact
that he's planning a new- show, to
open around the iend of July.

COMEDY

a race track IS miles outside of A. C.
They're banking upon large numbers
of spenders coming in from Philadelphia and Ni Y. for the bangtails.
Other Atlantic City hotels,' because of proximity of the track, are
also going in for additional entertainment. Traymore and Shelburne

PATTER

CarrtaHy

LATIN QUARTER, De«.
WILLI/^-" MOMIS AGENCY

Dir.:

AND UP PER WEEK!

$100
3«llliii

l*v«t.
e«rd»d

alarm tloiki, po^kit knlvii, hose,
mrtllt, ihlrtt, dnita, iMltanr goetft,
ndie., tuti lapplln.
HHdredi of
itimi

ftthsr

S«nd 3i itanp

it
for blf

FACTORY PRICES.

mw

Ottalof*

MID-SOUTH SUPPLY CO.
MirilkM
RMk, Aik.

219 E.
LIttIo

W. Brud
TtuikiM. Tn.
SI*

the Village spot. Some members notably Betty Garrett, legit discovery will install dance outfits in their
Plans for Catalina Is. in "Call Me Mister," and George dining rooms.
Tyne, who appeared in "Walk in the
Chicago, June 4.
Longrange plan to subdivide Cata- Sun" (20th-Fox), have advanced
lina Island, owned by Philip K. considerably since they made their
Epstein Handling
Wrigley, head of Wrigley Chewing beginnings with this group.
As intimate legit efTort, the group's
Gum, Is being whipped together by
One-Nighter Swing
Wrigley. He is currently on the is- revue, 'Tidbits of 1946," was often
well-gaited,
but
and
land arranging for rebuilding the St. refreshing
Hollywood, June 4.
much of its novelty had been exCatherine hotel.
Bob Hope signed Louis Epstein to
being previously seen at
pended
by
Plan calls for general renovation
handle his nationwide tour of onethe aforementioned Vanguard.
of all Catalina business sites, plane
The
Youth
Theatre
has a politi- night stands, which has covered the
service, and highspeed boats to hancally liberal and socially conscious
dle traffic from the mainland, plus
Pacific coast to date and starts its
viewpoint which is all too evident
a new sewage system, etc.
eastward swing tomorrow (Wed.).
in its comedy skits and songs.
Moving of Cliff Johnson, longComedy was well taken care of by
In addition to Hope, the troupe
time CBS-WBBM announcer,
to
Phil Leeds, current at the Vanguard,
includes
Skinnay Ennis and his
Catalina to do 11 broadcasts a week
Bernie West, last at Cafe Society
band; Jerry Colonna, Olga San Juan,
is seen as
first step
in Wrigley's
Downtown, and Sherle Harlt. with
Jim
and Mildred Mulcahy, Jack
applying for a license to broadcast
Buddy Jaroslow emceeing the first
Papper,
Nilssen Sisters, Eddie Rio,
from the island and an attempt to half of the show. Their efforts
came
Bea Allen, Laura Corbielle, Mavis
promote a large-scale real estate off pretty well, especially
a skit on
Murray, Valmere Barman, Virginia
venture to make Catalina a second Rep. Rankin
and a satire on the
DofTy and Billy Burt and five ParaMalibu Beach.
flood of psychiatric films now very

much
In

mount

in vogue.

of Tbaotrtcal*

Fun-Master Gag Files
Nos. 1 Thra 13 a» SI.OS laeh
11 DHferMt ScripH for $13.00

A "MUST" FOR MOUNTAIN ANO

Ib preparation: "Fan-Mimlrr Book of

* HIU." «liio"l^aMnnlrr llunior-dor for EmcMa."
Hlarkoiita, Mkll*

$2.00

Depoiif

oil

C.O.D.

Ordws

FOR ALL MATERIAL

PAULA SMITH
200

W. Mlh

Nrw York

SIrrot

City 1», N. T.

WALLY OVERMAN
"COIMS

IN HHYTHM"

Dlravtlon

JACK KALCHEIM A6Y
1AS0 Brendwoy

NEW YORK

starlets.

CITY

song

department, Marais
South African folk
singers who recently gave a recital
the

and Miranda,

Town Hall, N. Y., clicked .with
folk ballads, and Mordecai Bauman,
in studied and cultured voice gave
at

Tflakcus

LOEW
BOOKING

AGENCY
OtNttAl tXICUTIVI ofncts

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
1«0

W. 4«tt<

It.,

N. Y. C.

•

MyanI 9-T»00

out with a trio of songs of modern
Russian composers. Eddy Manson ac-

comped by Marjorie Welles
piano,
forts

highlighted

the

at

the

musical

ef-

with smart harmonica solos,
and Iva Kitchell burlesqued modern
and cliassical ballet in a laugh provoking manner. Lou Cooper provided piano aceompaniment.
Jose.

Bert Tucker, Soph's Son,
Takes Over D.C. Cafe
Bert Tucker, son of Sophie Tucker,
has been named manager and booker
of the Duet restaurant. Washington.
Spot wa.s sold last week by Herb

Sachs and names of new operators
Weren't divulged.

Sachs had been fcudin;? with the
American Guild of Variety Artists
oh the

of posting salary bond.
It's
likely new
management will
make peace with the Guild, inas-

STAGE

11

Photographers
-

SCREEN

-

NEW YORK

RADIO ARTISTS

STUDIO

154 West 57«h StTMt

i.ssue

much as owners v/ill seek name talent for the spot.
Tucker, prior to assuming management of the Duet, wis with the
William Morris au(ency cafe department, was assistant manaf<cr of the
400 Club, N. Y., and recently was
.stage manager of the Latin Quarter,

MfamL

mQ

1?^

0

DELIGHTFULLY AIR-CONDITIONED
PHONE CIRCLE

BOSTON STUDIO
FhoM

for

AU

OTHfn RtSORT tNTinAINlUS
14 Thra 20 READY SOON!
(0« Prapotd AdvoM* OrdM ONLY)

Net.

On

"Laughingly Yowrs"

rMchM

For All

Hope

Hal Fisher

offices.

Situation is a result of difficulties
Epstein. 'Rose's lease on the
club space Itself is effective for approximately another three years, at
$18^000 per, which is cheao in comparison to current real estate rates.
Epstein would like to get Rose out
or write a new lease, hence the
heckling. Apparently, the strategy is
proving successful. Rose Is now in
the throes of negotiating a new lease
on the entire club and dressing room
space. It wilt, when completed, immediately replace the old one.

with

-

7-3505

LENOX HOTEL

AppelMMMt: KtMWr* ^300

.

Wednesday, June

5,
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VACBEVILLR
ICE FOLLIES' BIG IN SEATTLE

USO

'47

Schedule Indefinite; Operations

Set to Diminish Latter Part of This Year
Partial curtailment for the latter
part of 1946 and no absolute schedule at all for 1947 has US6-Camp
Shows continuing operation on a
limited basis until results of this
year's fund drive can be estimated.
Victory Circuit, which played to
servicemen stationed in the U. S., has
been discontinued effective June 1,
leaving the Hospital Circuit and
overseas units still in service,

Camp Shows

Although

is,

still

servicing overseas bases, the' number of entertainers on "foreign duty"
has dropped to a little more than
half of what it was during the peak
For those GIs
of USO activities.
who aren't getting as much "live"
entertainment as previously, Alms
are taking jip the slack. According
to Major-General A. R. Boiling, Special Services theatre chief, troops in
Europe are seeing twice as many
flickers as they .did a year ago, with
pix now averaging 15 separate showings a month for each linit.

According to

Camp Shows

people,

number of entertainers currently in foreign areas is around. 1,100,
compared with wartime top of 1,600
overseas and 550 In this country.
Units- will work on a definite -schedule until the end of this year, by
which time routes will have been
the

'

worked out

in accordance with funds

available.

Big reason given for the
in USO|s GI enis replacement of 16m

comeuppance of Alms
tertainment
.

equipment by standard-gauge projectors. Over 40% of the Army units
in Europe are now said to have 35m
gear.

More

Leglta

Meanwhile, live entertainment still
plays the biggest part in soldiers' entertainment and USO programs, with
some 16 units touring the PaciAc and
18 /routed through Europe.
In the
latter theatre, more than a quarter
million troops witnessed USO ptriormances for the month of February. Legit attractions have proven

Ane draws with

some

and

GI's,

are,

extent, replacing the usual

to

With You," "Three-Cornered Moon,"
The Bishop Misbehaves," "WhistUng
in the Dark," "Hellzapoppin," '^Any-

thing Goes" and

"Diamond HorseAlready there are "George
Washington Slept Here," "Kempy,"
Green," "Milky Way,""Pardon Me" and "SymphonetteSi" Secr
ond companies of "GWSH" and
'Way" are skedded to move out soon.
Total of '25 legit shows are due to
shove off between now and October,
shoe."

.'•Village

some SO variety
due by November.

revues,

June

AGVA's Hnb Director

4.

Again the impresarios who promoted "Ice Follies" gathered in this
burg's single attraction top dough
of the year. Al Wilson and Frank
Hixon had sell-out biz throughout

Shifted to

Bolster Club Drive

Freddie Dale, director of the Boston branch of American Guild of
Variety Artists, has been temporarily shifted to Montreal by Matt Shel000.
vey, head of AGVA. He'll assist AnLast year It was also capacity, but thony Nuccie,
in charge of the
the take is up this year as the show
Canadian branch of AGVA, in orran two -days longer. City and fedganizing niteries in that territory.
eral taxes added up to 60 grand,
Nuccie has done a neat job of
bringing Canadian acts into AGVA,
and also a number of clubs in Montreal. But since AGVA drive is now
to be widened to corral niteries in
Quebec and other Dominion cities,
it was Agured Nuccie needed strong
assistance in setting up basic agreements, minimum scales, classifying
clubs,
and arranging for salary
Vivian Blaine, 20th-Fox player, bonds.
will play the Chicago theatre, Chicago, for three weeks starting July
28, at $5,000 weekly.
Price is regarded as. a' liigh sum for a fllmster
who hasn't reached the top bracket.

Notice of auction of the ciub will
be made when the T-men make a
stock inventory, it being explained
that owners Harry Mandel, Helen
F. Krooth andj Mabel Ohrcn have
until the auctioi. to pay up the de^

downtown

TITO GUIZAR NIXES

WALDORF FOR 2D TIME
Tito Guizar, slated to pla^ the
Starlight roof of the Waldorf-Astoria

was offered

for
the purpose by the State Life Insurance Co., owners of the property,
for $641,000, the exact cost to them
when the land' was purchased in
in

area,

N. Y., June 10, has cancelled
out because of Aim commitments.
It's the second date he has had to
cancel at this spot
hotel,

.

Frakson and Dorothy Shay have
It .is used now as a parking
been signed in Guizar's stead. Leighton Noble wiU be on the bandstand.
Architects'- plans presented at the
meeting envisioned a building covering the entire property, with an
auditorium seating 12,000 at one end^ Seattle Satnrated With
and a music hall seating approximately 3,000 at the other. Same
Strippers and Sea Set
stage would be ..available to both.
1926.

lot.

years.

cast.

The "Dear Ruth" company, minus
Jan Speer' and Cora Smith who reSaraoacLake
fused to fly', has been playing Korea,
By HAPPT BENWAT
while "Gingham Girl" has been playSaranac Lake, N. Y., June 4.
ing the 2,800-Seat Ernie Pyle theatre
The
holiday
brought
visitors
in Tokyo. "GG" has Charlotte Ordway in the title role, and has been galore to the actors colony with
on the ocean road for seven months. hotel rooms at a premium.
Whitey Mathews, stagehand, back
More In ibt PaeiBe
at
tlie
Rogers for another rest
Other shows, PaciAcally speaking, period.
are 'Tiny Bradshaw's orch, now re
Joe Bolan, emcee-singer into the
in
turning;
"Concert Favorites"
Durgan nitery, Lake Colby.
Korea; "Village Green," in Kyoto
Ed Slagus and Edna Hagen back
Frederick Heuser, doing a sketch- to the Rogers after a lOrday furreturned; "Jack lough to New York.
artist single and
Cavanaugh Revue" on its way from
Sig Mealy, Tootie Emerson and
Hawaii to Tokyo via the usual stops; Joe Kelleher flashing good clinic
"Grunts and Groans," wrestlers, now reports.
oh their way back home; "Every
May Taft cheered up plenty by
body Gets in the Act," touring from surprise visit from her hubby.

Yokohama.

lihquent taxes.

25.

Plans for a municipal auditorium
here began to take definite shape at
meeting of city and county officials
with civic leaders this week. Site,
one block long and half block wide

,

in

tax collector, that ta.xes due the
U. S. for the first Ave months of
1946 total $30,000.

a

.

now

ciencies.
Internal revenue agehls
took over the weekend after announcement by Nifiel D. Campbeft.

MUNICIPAL AUD PLAN^
May

4.

Loop nitery, became the second Chi spot to be
taken over by the Government in
two months for cabaret tax defi-

INDIANAPOLIS PUSHES
Indianapolis,

Tax Lag

Chicago, June

SG Per at Chi, Chi

.

boogie,"

$30,000

Vivian Blaine Gets

New

Manila; "Panama Hattie" in Kyoto;
"Chocolate Soldier," in Okinawa;
"Kind Lady," currently in transit;
"Johnson's Jamboree" and "Apollo
Revue," both in Kyoto; and "Drum-

For

Frolics, shuttered

'

-

Frolics, Qii,

Gross was $240,-

On the other side of the worlll,
are doing their own islandhopping, under service auspices, doDicker is also on for Miss Blaine
ing one-nighters on coral lumps from to play the Roxy theatre, N. Y., in
Manila to Tokyo and back. Because August.
of reconversion, and return of transPrior to hitting Alms, Miss Blaine
port facilities, the size of PaciAc units was a band vocalist.
has been cut from a maximum of 40
to one of 25, so that baggage and cast
can be shipped in a single plane on
Old-rnner Unit
the long hops. Rated tops, accordEd Lang, veteran vaude producer,
ing to GI opinion in Japan, are Gil- is throwing his
hat in producing
bert & Lee "Varieties," which has ring again. He's lining
up a group
been touring the circuit for more of old-timer vaude acts for a new
than six months and is returning unit, "Chathani Square Revue."
stateside; and the "Copocabana ReUnit, which will comprise cast of
Latter group was shipped
yiie."
II, is being routed into territories
home before completion of its tour which have not
had stage shows in
because of internal trouble with the
units

Gov't Takes Over

To

Cao.

6S

for the "Follies" in the 18-day appearance (22 performances) at the

run Civic Auditorium.

of comic-variety programs,
Skedded for shipment to Europe,
and in some instances on their way,
are companies of "You Can't Take It

in addition to

Seattle,

also
would include a
Facilities
smaller hall, with seating capacity of
about sop. A 10-stOry tower in the
center would provide office space,
staff aiid rehearsal rooms.

Seattle, May 28.
June will be Maritime Month in
Seattle, but three local night spots
seem to be making it "strip tease"

month.

Show Box reopens

after re-

furbishing, with Gypsy Rose Lee;
Backers of the project propose to Rivoli will have Yvette, and the
take advantage of a 1937 state law Oasis is using Faith Bacon.
permitting creation of an auditorium
in every county having population
of 300,000 or more, to buy ground,
construct and maintain a public
building of the type proposed. City
has been hot for a city aud for years,
and project is on list of city planning commission.
Other plans here also include
building of a new outdoor amphitheatre for summer opera at GarAnn Guffanti and her son, Rich- field Park, already approved by
ard, here visiting Albert Guffanti. Indianapolis Park Board.
Jtfrry Oyler, who operates RiverOffcrlaK
side Inn Grill, has taken over the
Phil Brito goes to Glen Park
HAPPY TIMES ft JOLLY MOMENTS
Alpine. Tavern nitery and will inCasino, Buffalo, June 10, then to
Cari«B(Iy
stall orch and floor show.
STRAND, .New Vwk, VOR » WEEKS
Coast to make "Sweetheart of Sigma
HOSEN-ANOEB
ASSOCIATES
(Write to those who are IIL)
Chi'' for Monogram.
.

STEVE EVANS

1

HIMBER, RAYE

FLO HENRIE
WITH HER SOPHISTICATED
SONGS AND PIANO
NOW IN HER

4TH SMASH WEEK AT THE
Swart EL^ASIAH ROOM
HOTEL BELLERIEVE
KANSAS

CITY.

MO.

NALDl
The

SET FOR NJ. RIVIERA

LADY OF THE EVENING

In Apprwlulkin <o Bob rbllHiis
Aiuioclstcd Uookliif Aiiienry
Ttaanhi to Baracy GoodmiiB

&

Sammy

Walst^ set for the

Ami, Buffalo, June

KM

From Monheftae—Rack to

Manhaifaa-r-VIa Okinawa and Hollywood

Dick Himber's band and Raye
and Naldi have been signed for Bill
Miller's Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., as
support for Kfeadliner Ella Logan.
New layout opens June 20, sue
ceeding the Ted Lewis orch and
Noro Morales, who is coshow.
featured with Lewis at the Riviera,
expected to return, after that
is
date, to Miller's N. Y. .operation, the
Embassy.
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(Opened June 5th)
Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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Night

Gub

VerMnilles, N. V.
Knight, Woman Riivcll,
Emlte Petti Orch. PoiicUito's Rh«iiil)a
Band; min. $2.50; Saturdays, $3,50.
Eveli/ii

After years of big shows and s
lamed line of girls, Nick Prounis
and Arnold Rossfleld have been
veering recently to the other exCurrent lineup consists of
treme.
nothing but two warblers, Evelyn
Knight and Norman Ruvell. "Nothing but," however, can hardly be
applied to a show wliich includes
Miss Knight. This is her debut in a
big, formal room and, to phrase it
conservatively, she's a smash.
Opening-night trade that had not
caught Miss Knight during her long
stay at the Blue Angel, N. Y., her
only previous Manhattan nitery engagement, were open-mouthed in
wonder that they had not seen her
before in one of the bigger and more
She deservedly
important spots.
was hauled back for repeat after repeat on her extensive repertoire of
.

Reviews

but should come along okay where
of the music arc not too

demands

'

stringent.

,

^

Emile Petti, who heads the band,
does a nifty job in backing up the
songsters on the piano and with his
musical aggregation, which also provides, dance tunes. Petti likewise, is
He's
mighty handy at m.c.ing.
spelled on the stand by Pancliito's

Rhumba

Herb.

outfit.

Shei's

a

intimc

naturally

type chirper, but the Versailles is
nevertheless just right for her Bs
*

Chicago,.

HOTjEL)

May

29.

Adam,
toith
DiGatnno
Jayne
LeBrao & Bernice, Line (10). with
Song Stylists (4) & Preston Lambert;
Stephen Kisley Orch (14) toith Jean

.

Ramona, Las Vegas

92nd CoRMCutiv*

WmIi

AS
Master of CtrcmonlM
Earl Carroll's Sk*«clibook
Earl Carroll Theatr*

— Hollywood —
Mgt:

MCA

ARTISTS

state 50 that Its function is like that
Intermissions are filled by Guy of a guitar. He's a capable showLandis and Phil Gard, an accordion- backer and also keeps the floor nmbass combo.;
,ply occupied. Femme chirper, billed
as Our Girl Friday, is fairish on the

job well.

IV.

Marvelle Myler, songs and
Jose.
piano, does the lulls.

vocals..

Y.

(FOLLOWUP)

'

RAYES

-

Copaeabana,

has plenty ability that he's acquired
on his own. In his teens he played
the. Paramount theatre, N. Y., and
was already on his way to hitting
name proportions when he went into
the Army where he was one of the

AAF show,

Benjamin,

Itv

over

taking
,

the

20's,

has spent $30,000 fur redec-

Montreal, June 4,
There's a general letdown In current Normandie Roof (Mount Royol
hotel) bill, with all the acts trying
hard but it just not adding up to the
ientertainment the room had been
getting. It's hard to figure out why
.

MCA, which books the. roomi sent
up four acts which In toto don't
measure up. Jay Martin, tenor with
Heading the show Is the expertly a good set of pipes, does the best of
produced ice revue, "Fantasy on Real the acts. He had to beg off after
flag waving is forgivable in this piece Ice" plus an old' Chi favorite Ada some smooth delivery of "Oh, What
as a means for a strong ending, but Leonard, returning for her first cafe It Seems to Me" and the inevitable
this one extraneous note isn't suffi- engagement -with her own fem orch. "Chasinj; Rainbows."
cierit to detract from the overall ef- Staged by Truly McGee, the revue
Remainder of show- includes the
fectiveness of this routine,
fei)tures one of the shapeliest lines Rossi Sisters, a tapster duo in the
His opening travelog number gives in town.
teeoff slot; Maxlmillian, with some
him an. excuse to display his vocal
Handicapped by a small floor, cast solid pianistics offering three jive
versatility in a manner reminiscent nevertheless doesn't let the lack of Items and a slower piece; and Don
of Danny Kaye. He does a few dia- room
bother them in the least. Cumitiings, who's billed as comic.
lect songs for heavy returns and as Decked in beautiful costumes,, line Cummings does a little rope tricking
an afterpiece runs the cour.^c of some opens with a snappy "Mademoiselle and then segues into the radio anfamiliar impressions of film people. From Armentieres and is followed nouncer who mixes up the product
His acceptance here indicates that he by Bruce Sheffe.r doing a solo to gags. Much of his stuff is too rough
can become a Copa regular as long Gershwin's "American in Paris." Vir- for this room. However, Cummings
as he cares to return- here...
ginia Walter, star of the show, de- knows how to sell a punchline and
Desl Arnaz, however, still must be lighted the usually blase first-night with some material switching should
relied upon to null in the major por- aud with her grace in "Won't You be able to register well in many
tion of the business, and staunch Buy My Violet." Peggy Fahy adds spots. Maximilllan's act needs: dressEva
Raul
and
Loza.
support continues. from
a comedy touch with a clever num- Ing up.
.

Reyes, Julie Wilson, Bob Johnston,
Barrett, Joey Gilbert and the

ber, "Everything Stops for Tea."

Copa

gives

Lynn

Jose.'

Sirens.

Johnny Knapp
iti

m.c.'s the show and
strong vocal backing, piping

most of the numbers that the skaters

Rlltmore Rowl,
Los
Russ Morgan Orch
White Guards (6),

Angeles,

Vilova,

(22),.

Sporting a pleasing personality
and a voice remindful of Morton
Downey, Knapp displays the talent
do.

A.
May

29.

Ben Yost that prompted Irving 'Berlin to
&
him for one of the leads In
La choose
"This Is the: Army."

Claire
St.
Trent, Lindsay,

Tommy

Verne & Betty; cover

$1-$1.50.

,

.,

Besides doing a bang-up job of
backing th^ ice revue, Ada Leonard
and her girls receive a good share of
the aud applause with their fine
musical interpretations. One of the
better fem orchs heard in these parts,
the girls pleased with solid arrangements of, "Russian Lullaby" and "Annie Laurie" followed by Miss Leonard chirping "Three Long Years" and

James Infirmary."
Mel. Cole and his. band do a good
job of providing dance music while
the girls take a breather, and Colosimo s "continuous" entertainment
policy Is featured in the gentlemen's
lounge where a trio provides appropriate tunes foi* the stags.
Foos.

beg

-

WALLY BOAG
'

OorreBtlr

.

WILLIAM PENH HOTEL
PITTSIURttH. PA.

MoMfMUMrti MARK J.-UDDY

"St.

El Moroceo,

Mont'l

Montreal, June 4.
Paul Gray, Jerry & Turk, Leslie &
Carroll, Milroy Line (6) Hal Hartley
Orch (13); $1:50 min.

PAUL
REGAN

,

encores.

COMIC-SATIRIST

gives his dolls some fresh dialog
that smacks more of the nitery than
the
nursery,
but the Crocodiletriumphs in the end over the upstart

Thanks to

SAMMY LEWIS
and

Punch. Lindsay, La Verne & Betty
have been around town for some
time with their acrobatic dancing
but the customers never seem to tire
of the endless cartwheels and muscle
stretching.

BEN BLUE
for

Wtoks

at

SLAPSY MAXIPS

JOHNNY
AND

GEORGE
PertoMl MoioqMitirt
'

WILLIE WEBER
N«w

(FpLLOWUR)

of the subject with little gsg material thrown in. The. one bit of hoke

off after many well-deserved
Group goes from opera to
musical * comedy with smash showmanship. St. Claire and Vilova, a
Current parlay at El Morocco Is
ballroom terp team, warm up as
they go, putting new life into stand- jamming them in like never before.
ard turns around the floor via smart It's a mad mixup from start to finish, but the resiMt has the audience
stepping and intricate lifts.
like it that way.
screaming
for. more.
Tommy Trent, puppeteer, brings
Featured spot has Arthur Smith,
To begin: with there's Paul Gray,
fiddler, who livens things up with out Punch & Judy to the delight of
youngsters as well as old folk. Trent

St.,

&

this

nitery that was tops in the Windy
"Winged City during the "bang-bang"' days of

bow at.the Copa reveals him orations and grade A' talent and
to be a more mature performer with comes up with one of the most tera shrewd knack of humor based upon rific shows to hit town in a long time.
characterization. His Punchy Calla- The once drab' spot is now gay in
han, a picturization of an old-time new colorful dress but retains the old
pug, can be a thorough-provoking bit. intimate atmosphere that made It faIt's humor hinges on the conception
mous during Chi's more robust diiys.

Sign" to neat returns.
Pete Martin is next, with a guitar
soloing of "Coquette," which leads
the way for the full outfit to go into
"The Navajo Trail"— it's taken slow
and easy, and heavy on the sage
brush schmalz; and the customer:

46 W. 48>h

"Sweethearts" from "Maytlme."
Eccentric terpers Jerry 8c Turk
really bring the howls in some slapstick jivery with Jerry seguing into
throwing lines at the audience' for
some good yocks. As finale Gray and
Carroll come back to join Jerry
Turk in an opera takeoff. It's all
boff entertainment except for the
comedy slipping a little too low at
times.

iVormandie Roof, Mont^l

His

scheme of things to come,' and Is fol that gives enough variety and is
lowed by "Sweet' Bunch of Dafsies.' short enough to please, without borJimipy Walker follows with vocal ing. Ben Yost's White Guards, vocal
on "Should Have Read That Detour group, star in the show and have to

.

Macdohald, Ronald Colman).

Leslie 8t CaroU make a pleasant
singing duo that gets solid mitting
in commercial items like Gay Ninetics and Cohan medleys, as well as

,

niin.

Russ Morgan has moved in on the
Biltmore for what looks like an institutional stand. "Music in the MorWakely and crew have built up gan Manner," plus the Morgan mana rep in their field, having worked ner itself, is what appeals to the
in western films as well as having family carriage trade at the Bowl.
built up a good following via radio, Old tunes and new tunes mixed into
recordings and personal appearances, nifty medleys with plenty of emBut in its present showing, group phasis on
rhythm and salable
could stand more color and, since schmaltz is a natural for the Bowl
they carry the entire show, str )nger patrons who like sweet dance music.
material should be used. One or two Morgan's" emceeihg, with the right
of the individual performers (includ- touch of ribbing, goes a long way to
ing Wakely) are capable of a lot making him a solid commodity for
more than they're doing.
hotel fans and especially so here.
Openpr, "Sioux City Sue," Is a
Joe Faber has assembled a showgood choice, being fast d^nd In the manly package of entertainment

8 Vtry PiMsant

self-conscious. He's a sock story,
teller with
a riotous laugh that
breaks In at the punchline to set the
payees into gales of laughter. Besides that he's got a hefty pair of
pipes thiit he uses to good advantage
•in some takeoffs (Inkspots, Eddy &

Coloslmo's, €hl

.

mainstays in the

1946

This is one of best shows seen
here in a long time.
Hal Hartley's band does a fine
Chicago, May 29.
showcutting job. Line is good-lookAda Leonord orch (16), Johnny ing but routines still could be uerked
Knapp, Virginia Wolfer, De leers up. Biz booming.
Laza.
(6), Mel Cole orch (6); $2.50-$3.50

Lineal descent from a distinguiished
theatrical family can partially explain Peter Lihd Hayes' click at
Motite froser's nitery. But Hayes

Victory."

5,

where Ws unsophlstl- who handles the m.c, spot. Gray Is
a dignified looklM gent with a bald
pate of which h«\not the least bit

^

Campbell; $3-$3,50 min.
This second edition of the Marine
Room's "Blossom Festival" features
Jayne DiGatano with Adam, which
should be enough said as to the success of the show.
Gliding over the spacious floor;
Miss DiGatano, With some expert
assistance from Adam, proves that
she is one of the most natural and.
graceful dancers in the business today. Making every movernent look
mpl? and effortless, the team draws
"Begin the
long
applause with
Bieguihe" and "Great Day."
LeBrac and Bernice, unicyclists,
have the customers sitting on the
edge of their chairs while they go

far as size of the room goesi
Femme is a well-proportioned and
beguiling blonde with sweet pipes
and a great rhythmic sense. But,
above all, she's a salesworhan.. She
uses'a hand mike and winds her, way
around the ringsiders or sits on the
pianp. In either case, she uses her
eyes and ah attractive smile to top
through some dare.-devil stunts 20
advantage for putting across her
feet off the ground. Besides racing
crooning style. She's hot only lismadly over the floor on the unicycle,
tenable, but particularly amusing in
LeBrac performs juggling acts in the
singing such ballads as "Embracable
would be difficult for the
You" and "Yoa Leave Me Breath- air thai performer
with his J;wo feet
average
less" to little baldheaded ringsiders,
heckles him
who are shortly perspiring under on * the floor. Bernice joins
him on
the glare of the spotlights and the throughout the act and
contraption
for ia final number.
the
warmth and feeling Miss Knight bedancers
Dorothy
Hild
usual
the
As
stows via the tunes.
direcShe's currently being heard, in- perform well, displaying good
in Feathers,"
cidentally, on the Lanny Ross radio tion with "Fantasle
show and has been a regular, on a 'Spring Moods," and "Flamingo," in
number of other national commer- each case appearing in .attractive
costumes. The Song. Stylists \ and
cials.
Preston Lambert provide good vocal
In the tee-off spot is Ruvell, who
the three numbers.
comes to the Versailles as the result backing for
Stephen Kisley's orch, a holdover
of a. sort of GI amateur night for
backs the
pros staged by the management sev- from the previous show,
in good style and provides
revue
eral weeks ago.
Contest is. a gimmick to give professionals, back smooth dance music that at times is
Foos.
from the wars, a chance to showcase lost in the huge room.
themselves.
Ruvell is the initial
winner, with Earl Lippy, who was a
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., reguFBONTIEB)
(HOTEL LAST
lar several years ago, in for the secLas Vegas, May 29.
ond week. Lads get $100 for the
Jimmy Walcelv tt Saddle Pols
session, in addition to the publicity
end chance to be seen.
(Arthur Smith. Art West, Jesse Ashlocfc.
Jack Rivers, Pete Martin,
Ruvell is a tall, good-looking lad,
With a pleasing manner and floor Jimmy Walfcer); Nick Stuart Orch,
personality. He has a croony style, Guy Landis & Phil Gard; no min.
not very well developed and a somewhat lack of sweetness in his voice,
This class spot' is living up to its
name and decor, with singing cowboys, Jimmy Wakely and his Saddle
Pals, topping the show.

BILLY

trade,

and homey humor hit with
He shows some good
telling effect.
applause.
Wakely steps out for a chiorus of bits in the maize vein, such as his
"Tumbling Tumblewecds," and show takeoff on the "Lost Weekend" and
satire on Hildegarde.
closes with a snappy hoe-down.
Comedy is also a vital part of JorIt's short, and While entertaining,
leaves the audience. wanting and ex- dan and Parvis, ballroomers, alpecting more. A couple of outside though they aren't banking on it as
routines.
acts arc needed to round it out, espe- the main portion of their
have the knack of putting zany
caliber
They
considering
usual
cially
the
shows this luxury hotel puts on. licks into their turn, which makes
However, that is not Wakcly's fault, for pleasant reception here.
Larry Funk's band has ft dancealthough it would help matters if he
would keep his boys on longei: and able and smooth beat with.an Instrumentation of four rhythm, three sa-x
give them more to do.
Funk, shades of
Nick Stuart orch is on hand for and a trumpet.
electrified
Hall, plays an
the dancing. Stuart' is a pleasant guy Sleepy
on the stand, and his crew docs its banjo, which he keeps In a muted
cBted

.

Marine Room. Chi
(EDGEWATER BEACH

.

songs.

femme

"Turkey In the Straw" and "Listen
to the Mocking Bird." Off to a good

York, N. Y.

HufS;

Plantation

Room, N. Y.

(DIXIE HOTEL)
Larry Funk's Orch (8) uitth Girl
Friday, Lou Seiler, Jordon & Parvis:

JOE JACKSON,

Jr

CURRENTLY
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK

$2mtn..
Officially the Plantation room has
siispended the corn-band policy In
favor of the orthodox musicrew and
small flobrshow type of proceedings.
However, the net effect Is still the
same; Zanyisms previously undertaken by the band are assumed by
the performers hired for the purpose, and the predominantly tourist
and hen-party patronage from the
provinces take to this type show with
Intense avidity. Consequently policy
change is seen as no departure ia
either presentation or audience re-

ception.

Chief comedy Item here Is Lou
Seiler, who's been around as part of
the Seiler Bros, and lately as a single where he worked, among other
spots, the Glass Hat of the Belmont

VARIETY
mammoth

performer on this
and in such a giant theatre, that a

says: "It's a tribute to a
stage,

strictly sight comeclian
lot

can reach the innermost reaches

a house for belly laughs.

Which is what Jackson does.

... Jackson stands on his own.

DANTON WALKER

.

.

."—KAHN.

you wete sehtimental
about Joe Jackson, famed vaudeville clown, you can see
his same get-up on Joe Jackson, Jr., now in Radio City
says: "If

Music Hall revue."

.

Plaza hotel.
the

He's

predominantly

topnotch

with

unaccompanied

Monagtmaht LAWRENCE GOLDEN. INC.

•

;

,

-

.
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SPBINOHELD

The

WASHINGTOK

Oro

.

Capital

rark

Bill

(•)

A

Sylvia

.

Manon

•

&

Denee

> BW \OHK CITV

Bwal (7)
Red & (.'uriey

Lionel Hnmiiiiin Bil

Tympany

.lorilan

6

J.urry Sturch

Shooting

The Kemtnys

Tommy

Kings
Whirlwinds
Lou Martin Ore
cll7'* SlaUc*
Karl Warren Ore
VIckl

-

Stella

Gomez
Hall Ore

BnllarO
IKiiy.
Klleen OnrllHle

(«)

DAVTOV

3

r^tenlal «)
Charlie Splvak- Ore

Sf(.i£
.

ZImmer

A«iNCT
Berry Bros
Merry Mhvr

-

SAN tltANCISCO

Golden Gate (S)
CIro KIniac Ore
MIguellto Values
Johnny Morgan

-

A

Valentine

Evelyn

Warner
IITICA

(Hraml <7)
Turker Ore

Rtanlejr

22.

Wilder,

HAROLD KENNEDT

:

as Usher,

Harold Kennedy, S(, vet vaude
and minstrel perforiner, died June 1

He toured

in N. Y.

for

many years

with the George Primrose Minstrels,
and played vaude houses throughout
the country.

Survived by wltJow, Emma Francurrently appearing in revue at
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,

cis,

Billy

N. Y.

Marianne

son, Hollywood, May 28.
a publicist at Warners.'

'

WILLA FOERSTER

Newport News and Roanoke.

Father

Willa Holt Wakefield Foerster, 76,
old-time vauder, died in Ims Angeles

ALEXANDER OLSHANETZKT

June

3.

Alexander Olshanetzky, 52, orA singer, Mrs. Foerster intruduced
leader anfl composer of
"Honey; Stay iri Your Own Back
songs, dropped dead of a
Yard." She
found in a small
heart attack while attending the anL. A. hotel by actor Charles Cobum,
nual convention of the Rotary Inwho provided for her hospitalization.
ternational at Atlantic City, N. J.,
yesterday (4).
written
the
ARNOLD GROSS
Olshanetzky
had
scores for some 40 oper'ettes perArnold Gross, 65, theatrical atformed in the Yiddish theatre. Bom torney, died in New York May 28.
later
he
was
Russia,
in Odessa,
Gross long- had. been interested in
Opera
the Imperial
violinist
in
and. associated with summer' stock
House and. during the first World ventures at Brighton Beach, the
War toured Europe and Asia with production of "One Sunday Afterhis own military- band. After his arnoon,'', and Empire Productions.
rival in the U. S. under management .of Sol Hurok, he joined the
WILLIAM J. RRADFORD
Yiddish Art Theatre, and turned to
writing scores.
Williarh J. Bradford, 63, conductor
con- of the old Keith Palace theatre orSubsequently, Olshanetzky
ducted the orcheistra at the Brook- chestra in Akron, d., and a comlyn Paramount and later toured the posei-, retiring ten years ago, died
Publix and other theatre circuits,
jn that city May 26.
chestra

'

Jewish

is

I,«Bsy

w^

Mr. and Mrs. James M. Griflithi
daughter, Ada, Oklahoma, last week.
Father is gen. irtgr. ot station
ii» that city.
If2»-IH4
Mr. and Mrs-. Lou Ross, son,
Pittsburgh, May 28. Father's one of
tm
mt far Hm
the owners of Hollywood Show Bar;
Mett DUcrlMlNtlaf af
mother is Flo Blaine, former head
Mt|paa4aat Tk««lra Owaim
hostess thisre.
a
1S01 IraaAravFaraMMt IMg.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Terraiiova,
Mother's
son, Pittsburgh, May 25.
Naw raili
Myoat ff*4352-»4
BOBBY RROWM
the daughter of Pat Caramela, who
JACK ALTFIELD
owns Oasis in Pitt
Bobby Brown, 48, radio producer.
Jack Altfleld, 21, HKO asiit. film
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ahearne, died May 31 in Hollywood, following
Walter John
Joe Candullo Ore
Mother's a heart attack. Former uke player editor, died in HoUywooi, sudt'ciily,
Miriam Gwinn
son, Hollywood, May 10.
SacasasOrc
June
Miriam La Veil*
1.
Maxine Garrison, Pittsburgh Press and singer in vaudeville, Brown
l4illB Qtnirte*
Clnb IS
Jackie Mile*
Leaves widow, fornter Jei.y LaHollywood correspondent.
entered radio 18. years ago with his
Jerry Bergen
Radio Aces
Varre of RKO publicity dept.
Kloria Veslolt
Penny Edward*
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Beler, son, production of "The Nutty Club."
Candi Corle:^
Hays
Making bis headtjiiarters in Chi-,
New Brunswick, N. J., May 29.
Roy Si'dley
Don Saxon
TALBOT V. HENDERSON
Flora Drake
Ksquires
Father is a member of C'olunibia'; cago, he became executive producer
O Andrews Ore
.Marty Beck Ore
for Wrigley and supervised producdepartment.
Talbot V. Henderson. .67. ch^i-ucUuddy Uurlowe Orr pressbook
CopacubMBB
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Knittel, tion of all the gum company shows, tsr actor on. staife and sciecn. died
LeoB A eadi*'*
DesI Arnaz' Oro
Eddie Davis
Julie Wilson
daughter. New York, June ^. Mother and personally directed "Myrt and May 24 in Los. Aneeles after a lonii
.Sonny King
Bob JoliDslon
Marge," "Scattergood Baines" and illness..
is Luise Rainer, Rim star.
Tony Kardyro
Joey Gilbert
Christine Johnson
r.ynue Iturrelt
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Wade, son, "Gateway to Hollywood."
Howells
Krnle Hoist Bd
On several occasions he was sent
Hollywood, May 30. Mother is the
Father of Georgie Kayc, vaude
Jo Ann Summers
Raul ft Eva Reyes
former Nedra Stafford, chief of Ac- to Europe by Wrigley to round up
nitery comic, died in Nc; York,
Peter l.lnil HsyeH
MadltoB Care
BlamOMd HonHrshec Jack Kerr
new atmbsphere and material for j^gy 3o_
tors Equity office in Los Angeles.
Joe B Howard
Carl llarte
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ryerson, radio shows. He moved to HoJIyr.lonel Knye
Patricia Bright
Watson Sis
Sonny Kendls Oro daughter. New York, May 20. Father wood three months ago to take up
Mother
of Jules Levey, Warner
Schelt
Fritzl
MoBte Carl*
is. radio scripter on "Grand Central residence.
Ann PennlngloB
Bros, real estate exec at the homeDick Gasparre O
Surviving is his widow.
Station" and other air shows.
Willie Solar
Itobrrlo
office; died May 30 in New York.
Ja«iuellne Hurley
SllHiit.>v
Mr. anti Mrs. Jan Bart, son. New
Burial was. in Rochester June 2.MIctauel Edward
OM BoBUBiaB
DAN DE BAUGH
York, June 2. Father is radio and
Bill Acorn
l.ctlk- uroH
Dan De Baugh, 65, manager of the
Emma Francis
.Marcellu ft Nich'I's nitery singer.
Aunt, 64, of Ben Cammack, manJimmy Allison
Olga A>rlova
Mr. and Mrs. George Preston western office of Ringling Bros., ager of RKO at Dallas, died in that
Bill Moore
Adrh^nne Parker
Four Rosebuds
Turner, Jr., son. New York, May 11. Barnum & Bailey shows, died in Chi- city, May 26. She was also the aunt
Joe La Forte Or*
Vincent Travera Or
Riviera
Father is a director for Pathe News. cago,. June 3. He had been with the
Marty Reirt Ore
Ted Lewis Ore
(Continued nn page 70)
Mr. and Mrs. Janies Flavin, son, circus since 1902 as advance man,
4IM Beslaaniiit
Nuro Morales Ore
Benny (inndinsn O
are film special agent, car manager, general
Ralwn DIca
Hollywood, June 1. Parents
'
G'wieh Village Ina Mervyn .Nelson
excursitm agent and Anally western
players.

Ben YnsI SlHKers

Roger' Dannee
Dixie Roberta

KADA
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O

Rrsklne Hawkins
Charioteers

S Ross Sis

name

(Wed.) at

i

I

Sieve iOvans

the team

Chip and Marble.

.

>iKW YORK CITV The Chords
-'I'oniniy

of

'

Mnrtin Bros
Dirk Biicklny

.

COLl'MHCS
Palace (!••»)
Spike Joheji Ore
ftnri'se MIdgley
Helen Greco

Mary Marble tmder

Burial will be today
KensicOi N, Y.

.

M

"Tne OuUUmdinn Ateney/'

Variety Artists for four years, and
member for 28. For many years he
toured vaude with his former wif«

his beginning in

Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Cohen,
daughter, Hollywood, May 28. Father is a fllm prodiicer.
Mr. and Mrs. James Chauncey,

Btooks

Olnsa Costello

La MaHlDKM
Ben Blue
ft Moore

Hop, Skip, .Tump
Blly Ardelty
Stan Fisher
Marlon Colby

May

Lamb

Bob Coffey

Carroll, vocalist-actress.

_

Del Casino
Pupl Canipe Ore

Milton Berle

BOSTON
Boston
Viil

A rile l>ann

Gil

Mr. and Mrs. Pat O'Brieri. daughSanta Monica, Cal.,. June 3.
ter,
Father is screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Kyser. daughFather is
ter, Hollywood, June 3.
orchestra leader. Mother is Georgia

[« CongB

Vicente

Edmund

Lovelies

Buddy Shaw Ore
Falrner Houee
Ted Straeter Ore

BlBCkstene

BIRTHS

S
4

Canlral

J.lKhlninff

Hold TaR
Vincent Lopei Or*
Helei Waldarf-A
Xavler Cugat Ore
Mlachs Borr Oro

Eileen DeoeeB

.

Dix

L Q

Welcome

WILDER

.

Theodora. Br'oolu

Alan King
Una Cooper

(Dowalawa)
.(osh White
Sarab Vaughn
Jackson
Pete Johnson
J C Heard Ore
Cafe Soeletr
(Uptawn)
Pal Flowers
B)-Htrlce Krktt

Clllt

'Harry Rose

PeKKT Norman
Paul Sparr Ore

leelaM

rare BocietT

.Mnnxflelilx

Phyllla Willis.

.Inrk Owen
jHn:<leyH

MnyehoS

James Corps

MIAMI
OlympU (S)

•

-IJalril

CHICAGO

CblniRft («)
nelliu «i Ire Show

Bills Ijirkln 3

Eddie

Rlniiner Sis

Mnnhuitnn DchH
EUKenle

Les Brown Ore
Hex Stewart Oro
HItfe Aniel
Robert Maxwell

Chris Oroiui

I'Hminoiiiit (0)
C?ruy Ore

<fleil

theatres

Three Rocketa

Hurke

S.

S. Wilder, 55, owner and
of the Wilder chain of
with houses in Norfolk,
Portsmouth, Newport News and
Roanoke, Va., died at his home at
Crystal Lake, Virginia Beach, Va.

William

operator

Martha Raye

'

NEW lOEK CUT
-'Aquarlani'

Ayers

Orrin Tucker Ore
l4Ula Qoarter

.

Cabaret BiDs

Voley

ft

WILLIAM

Estelle Sloan

The Hartmans

Ryan.

(•)

Vic Perry
Larry Rtevenn

SUtc (6)
.Miircun

OBITUARIES
•'

'

N'ovello

ft

Hetel

Bobby WhalInK

The VIrglnlane

Copsey

(«)

Marl Gloria
Eddie Fens Ore

Kny £ Karroll
Morris

i9hyrettoa

who was quite proud of
the theatrical biz
was a native of Portsmouth. From Portsmouth he went
Nip Nelson
Heckscher Ore Stuart
(!)
to Norfolk as chief usher at the ColEdgewater Bch MerrlellMorgan
Abbott
O
Stephen Klsley Ore
onial.
He won $50 for song on bill
Rio CabaBB
LeBrac ft Bernlve
with Mclntyre and Heath and then
Jan Murray
piGatano ft Adam
Preston Lambert
The Bernards
declined bid to tour with them.
Manor ft MIgnon
Song Styles
After managing houses in RichHotel LaSalla
The Lovelies (10)
mond and Norfolk, Wilder got hl.<;
Gene Newcomb
Tine OardcB*
Al Chamberlain
Jessie Rosella
big break in 1928 when he acquired
Georges ft Jo Ann Ken Walker
the Newport theatre in Norfolk and
3JO <|3*a*Z J Bobby' Hargent
Young ft Lucky
Rotel Sherman
pioneered the nabe spot biz in that
June Hart
T-A'D .HofCman
area. Rapitlly expanding, theatres
Doreen Winters
Jack Lane
were opened in Norfolk, Portsmouth,
Dell

Clark

I^ne & Small
loan Brooks

raUr)

(•

New rork

Keith

WIM^W GROVE

L«« ElKart Ore

.Maxellon

lliir

.

Gene Buylue

Bnrica

W00N80CBET

Don Rlrardo Co
Van Kirk
Yvonne Moray
ThM Gibsons
Ballard & Rae
,

CITV Pat Rodney
(«)

Lane

The

Duke Art tc Junior Martin Kent
Sherman Hayes Or B Tost Cavallct*

Latashe

.

Capitol

nil'/ HrnH
}lu<l<ly Morrow
-Mli'lain l.avelle
(triiole Uhrrle

Jeff

Arlene LIndstorm
Boulevardears

Henri Lisbon Ore
Hetel Bismarck

A Harriet
A Laur'ce
(one to All)

Fleiaer

Coart 8q («-»)

4r

Hotel Bteveaa
Arleen LIndetrom
Covsey ft Ayres

Estrallltoa (C)

Royal Whirlwind*
Ted Martin

3 Res<Is

XKW YORK

Janyce
Buddy Rich Oro

Gypsy Rose Lee
The Alblne
Cover Girls

&

P Frank

Frolic*

ipm «Mk.

Frank RadclKfe
Coro, Steve

College IDB Hedela
Carl Mars

Marlon Francis
Adorable* (12)
Luclo Garcia Ore
Gay Claddc* Ore
Celedme'e
Ada .Leonard Oro
Virginia Walter*
Johnny Knapp
Mel Cole

.

,

hdependeBt

'

NEW YORK

CITY Ralph English
Kelvin ft Lynn

.Mask Hall (6)
Dearborn

Beltlnii
4'harlHs

I<asky

Helchert

CHICAGO

OrieaUl (a)
Connee Boswell
Jackie Green
LeRoy Bros

Joe Jiickson Jr
Itockettes

Club
Corps de Ballet
iilee

Rosy
Count

HARTFORn

Ore

State (*-«)

Tex RItter

Peters

Pals of the Prairte

.Sis

.Sheldon

Klnlbash

Phil

.Marks
Joe Allison

(8-«)

•Ian

Me>r)ll

Ann

I'Higb
'Kliinell

(,'arrle

May Rax
Genn

n S
>1

S

Pully

Gump

;Cni-lvle Ore
Havana-Mndrid

Ruaa

Nestor ChdjTes
Virginia

America's Leading

Independent Agent

EDDIE SMITH

Fomeen

Alexandroir

.V

f!arl

.slmnnun
Hetel Ambassador
I.ouls Dolanrourt O
Jules l^ands Ore
Hotel A star

Karuvncff

MARRIAGES

,

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Moreans, manager.
De Baugh also was vice-president
daughter, Los Angeles, June 2.
of the Barring Outdoor Advertising
Father is fllm publicist.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ettinger, agency.
Survived by widow, Florence, and
daughter, Hollywood, June 1. Father
is

Barbara Kline to I.iortimer J.
Becker, Detroit, June t. Groom is
N. Y. radio and legit attorney.
Alice Goodno to George S. Taylor,
elecwho
assistant
son, Howard,
is
Tijuana, May 28. Groom is a stage
trician at the Erianger theatre, Chiand screen actor.
cago.
Ethel Rose Smith to William J.

film p.a.

Gorbf

(^'lIKAnOVK
Jlarrin-t'lali'e-

.Mlscha Uzdanoff
Irene Feodora
Dura BIrse

Healy in New York June 1. Groom
MARSHALL BURNS
executive assistant to Austin C.
Marshall "Curly" Burns, 60, vetcounsel
eran vaude circuit trouper, died Keough, 'v.p. and general
following
Ohio,
a [for Paramount.
Akron,
31
in
May
ject until Saturday when H. E. Mcto Anthony
Mary
Jean Copelahd
illness.
three-day
.
.
Vcraallle*
Lean, of Cookeville. Tenn., walked
Jeann Isner
Stockton, N. J., June 2. Bride
Evelyn Knight
Ross,
carieer
Burns
did
a
Early
in
hw
into Nashville headquarters of the
Kranrls .Mah>ne
Enill Peltl Ore
touring with Rog- is former assisUnt stage mgr. of
Hob RusKrll
Village Bara
Republican state executive commit- blackface single,
Kathryn UufTy Dcr» Billy Kelly
ers Productions. He settled in Ohio "Glass Menagerie"; groom is afipeartee with a properly prepared petiEdille Stonii Ore
(^arlnnds
"Glass Mcnager.e," Playto produce his own musical com- ing in
Hotel Rlllmnr*
Allola Wallace
tion qualifyiiig Acuff for GOP camColonial theatre house, N. Y.
staff
the
Dick Stabile Oro
edics
and
Page Morton
Republican tihairman, W. I.
paign.
l.aihrop ft iH-e
llert Stone
stock season. Following
Peggy Morrow Field to Louis
Davjs, said Acuff is in the race of- during -the
Itnlph Fonl Orr.
I'atsy Lane
May 29.
Hollywood,
worked
which
he
ward,
during
the
war,
Hay
Hntel Conmoilure
Jimmy Nola
ficially now, unless he withdraws.
Ihil .Mrlnlyru Ore
Tex Fletcher
wife, did Groom is film- actor.
AcufC is on tour and was not avsil- in a factory, Burns and his
llolel niile
Village Vantaard
Franclne Blum to Shep Chartoc,
Walker.
f.iMTy Kiink Ore
Eddy ^Conson
able for comment, but McLean de- a double as Burns and
is Chi
Groom
22.
f.iiu
Seller
May
and
Elerinnr Bower*
widow,
mother,
Chicago,
Survived
by
had
minstrel
rustic
the
clared
Jordan ft I'srvls
Don Fry
indie radio producer.
Hoi el EtIIWB
MHrhls ft Miranda promised to accept the Republican brother.
Blue Uatron Oro
Hank Duncan Trt» nomination and make campaign if
Tahia Kerim to Lt Coil. Gilbert
Essex nonse
n'lvel
Bride
SHANNON
JIMMIE
31.
May
Angeles,
Levy, Los
he should win it.
Pancho Oi-c
nob Lee
James Royce. 65, songwriter, died is an Egyptian film actress.
Hotel l.rxlngloa
Gertrude Hlld
Corn country crooner's tremen
MomI Kal.iu.m AInsll*
after accir
Jane Read to William L. Satt,
dous personal following had politics in Pontiac, Mich., May 20,
Tanu Kaue
FrnnclECO
freight
front
of
a
is
falliiig
in
Bride
dentally
June
1.
running
Pa.,
Jr., Narberth,
Tallma
Bruce Norman
in a dithier at thought of his
prpfe^ionoUy commentator on WCAU, Philly;
Malls
Vivian NIckolsnn
ago, just on the heels of train. Rpyce, known
D'nivcro ft Belm'tc two years
.Moklhana
'.CaBBlbar
Jimmie Davis' victory in Louisiana as Jimmie Shannon, achieved his first He's son of SKF proxy.
J Pineapple Ore
for
music
writing
in
the
success
Hotel New Viirbci Rocli cater
SesAcufT's father was a General
Pierrette Alarie to Leopold SiJerry Wnid Ore
King Cole 3
Knoxville. Chauncey Olcott's "Shameen Dhu" moneau. Montreal, Can., June 1.
in
court judge
sions
Hotel Peiifistlviiiilt Tip. Tup ft To*
the sciig,
Mario Ellington
Geo Paxlon <trc
Singer is under contract to- WSM, In 1912 which contained
classical, singers.
.Maurice Rocco
Hotel Pierre
wrote the Both are
Nashville, and Republic Pictures in "Irish Lullaby." He also
Betty Laughton Kelley to Wes
Howell ft Bowser
Myrus
and
col
Waltz"
"Missouri
lyrics
for
Pee Wee .Marquette Hollywood.
Cunsuclo ft Artlnl
June
Carmel^^^
'^^lont^^.Z;:^.r'^iU:;:^. ^^"^^^erlegit
Clauds Hopkins Or'
I.OH'' PiinrlioH
actress,
Bride is
Stanley Mellin Ore
Ted McRao Oro
Mine
and
"At
of
"Mother
Including
Gov.
I-a.
SonKS Pay Off
/.Imroernian'*
Hetel Plain
Belita to Joel McGuinness, Hollythe Foot of the Cro.ss."
Gene KnrdoS Oro
IHIilcgardc
Hollywood, June 4.
Bride is figure skat2.
May
W ft J Brown
wood,
Mark Monio Ore
daughter.
Survived
by
Louisiana,
Davis, of
Hey Ore
Hotel BelmeBl
I'Inu
C.lairo Hoofe
Alvinii

New York

Irccdwoy.

Paul Vlllard
GIna Janss
Wallv Blanker
Muriel Gaines
Cedric Wallace Trie
Has* KretcliBUi
Blanks
Itasll

.MrCruw

Don

1501

-

'

The Alblns

(7)

Biisle

.

Marlon

Welles

3

ruinmlngs

l.uvllle

>M

<:ilRord ft

'

Roy Acuff

SplvT'* Root

.

Spivy

Continued from page

Daphne Hellman

'

i.<;

1

.

Stork Cluk
Morales Ore

i

|

j

Tom

O'Neal

Minevltch
Johnny'

The Marcos
l>n\vn

Al

ft

Bros
Jean Johnston

.iamaica

Moke

(6-S)

Doke

ft

Miller

Tower

John Fredcrlrhs
Bromley ft Barrett
Hal Menken

Pier

Sq

I.>anc

Kay

T.orralne

.Mark

(A)

Triplets

Trent
y.

(A-N)

Whirlwinds
Ted Martin
rielder & Il.irrlet.

Itoyal

J.iitashii

r.aur'ce

^'

(0-K)
George T.yons
Morey ft En Ion
Roland Miirr6lll Co
(one in

fill)

C'AMIIfCN

Towers

P

ft

B

ft

Howard

Carmun
Slnnl

lllle >t

Slate

Capitol (0)
ft I'hil Klnir

Helrnu

.Mlllon lllakely
J ft K Hiiydcn
Itny lllKKS
riiii.Aitiii.riiiA

Kings

I.t-o

Small
Carroll
Ilyan

l'AWTi:CKF.T

Don

fill)

HAT.TIMORK

Low

(7-9)

Martin

((l-D)

Reno
ft

ft

.Morris ft

(«-ll)

IIIPIHMlrome

BEnFOHIIi

Balls*
Milton Blakely

Arnauts
Mandells

a

•

.

Glenn I^rson
Frances Urban

.Alan

Al.TANTIC CITY

(one to

r.'TY
(7)

LItlleJohns
.lack Ktorrlson

NEW

AKRON
Palace (8-»)
Spike Jones Ore

..Tune

.

Gene

ft

KANSAS
2

Gloria Davis

^
a

Valley Areiia <»)
Bob Chester Ore

Co.

(e-7)

.Steel

,

HOLYOKB
rrnckerjarks

Zlggy Lane
^ Radio Rnmblera
Ksldl* Carol

r McWIIIInms

Rasrals

(H)

'

TerrI Iji' PriincunI
•Mage ft Karr
Harold lloyO ,i'o
Gcoriro Frcnns
.

PROVIDKXCE
<"-«)
Mf'iroirro
VluUHO of IfnriurM
,

.'

•

.

I'Hluro

Splllcr'H

(7)

Srnis

Gov Jimmie

U'nyne Thompson
..\ilrie'nne Parker

Southern Music

Hlncltluiwk
mil.v

lUshnii

.Mli-«t

.Miinn

Jiickle Kii'lils

Ore

most

prolific

Co.'s
of hillbilly tunes, has 1< nocked
down apni'OMimatcly $34,000 In royal" last yeir;
tics In.
.natorial salary is $12,000
His

WILLIAM MARBLE

clefTei-

CHICAGO

IIOCKFOKl)

Paul Walker Or.c
Allan Kane
fhrlslinc Foraylhc

,

.

ilnnsrvrll
Jor Itplclininii .Otc
Hnlel St. Reirl*
llnlel

Nlok

ft

Vickie

Ches
D.'inny

Maurice

Puree

Thomas
ft

.

.Maryea

•

per annum.

George

W, Oglesby,

75,

as William Marble,
died June 2 in N. Y, after a short
prcfessionially
illness.

He was

ing star. Groom is actor'.
Balaban to
Ida May
Scully, Chicago,

known Howard

treasurer, of Nut'l

Eiide

is

Shcrwin
June 2.

daughter of John Balaban,.
of Erl'ban li

.secretary-treasurer
Kalz, Chicago,
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$5,500,000 for Chi

Jersey Strawhat in Quick Foldo

'

Before Season Officially B^n
One summer stock has folded already although the season has not
Morristpwn,
Nichols
yet offlcially begun.
N. J., strawhat operated by jack
Continued from pace 1
Wasserman, a young newcomer,
played a little more than a week, Sim, with a hefty .894. He covered
then ceased. Theatre management one less show than Nichols and
Morehouse made
demanded the rent but the bankroll Kronenberger.
had already been depleted. Under- the strongest bid for honors since
stood takings for the initial week he has been reviewing first nights.
were less than $1,000, and the first He was running fifth at midseason,
night ot the contemplated second then cohsislcntly climbed. By Janweek took in less than. $100.
uary the Sun aisle-sitter and colPlayers' salaries were protected by umnist made four incorrect predicguarantee money on deposit with tions but in the subsequent 25 noIt seems that Wasserman
Equity.
tices missed only twice.
had entered into contracts with isevwas Howard
top.
Excellent,
eral name players for' proposed sub- Barnes, Herald Tribune, who ran
sequent appearances, without men- second at tlie halfway mark but
.

:

it to Equity, and he will be
required to pay them off if still
aspiring to be a manager.

tioning

Dame ivhitty for Circuit
Dame May Whitty has been booked

•

Into a number of summer stocn
spots, to appear in "Night Must Fall,'
after Equity okayed . her appearLatter concession was , reances.
quired because the English actress
is a non-resident alien and the rules
bar foreign players from stock.
Rules were adopted by Equity many
seasons ago, when there was agita-

finally

placed, fourth,

four

Chicago, Jiine 4,
an "Oklahoma!" to
grosses, Chl'.s 1945-46

Without
boost

points

tlie

legit season, just closed, nonetheless saw a terrific take of ovei

Alr^t, Already!

,

$5,500,000.

Unlike the previous season,
the
topped
musicals

when

plays
legit
straight
grossers,
were just as important at the
b.

o.

during

thti

286 weeks of

The Vanderbllts and Astors were considered to be masters
When it came to making money every day.
Once nothing could be sweller than to be a Rockefeller
And existence for a. Morgan wasn't hay.
I've noted are extremely sugar-coated
the state of their finances inay be fine,
in y books now they arc practically "schnooks"
with Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammersteln.

These gentlemen

And

But according to

playtime.

now

When compared

Alright, already, Mr. Rodgers!
Alright, already, Mr. Hammersteln!
Eviery time you do a ihpw it runs for years
And what happens to the house it's in? It disappears!
We think it's swell you do so well

Plan Mediation

Of Producers,

ATAM Wrangling
between

DLfTercnces

Brbadway

But we repeat— we

like to eat.

behalf of all the driamatists on Shubert Alley
I'm urging youse to take a' cruise

On

To picturesque old Bali,
Though you merit your renown
Won't you please get out of town?
Alright, already, Mr. Rodgers!
Alright, already, Mv. H.!

Theatriback of Morehouse. He, too, is do- prod£icers a^id the Assn. ot
will be set-^
ing 'double duty, being first-string cal Agents and Maniagers
Pet- tied by mediation. That method was
film reviewer for the Trib.
centages'of the four.lcaders are dif- agreed upon last week when a showfactions
ferent oiily by virtue of .orie or two down session between the

You brought in "Oklahoma!" and the tpwn was in a coma,
The St. James forevermore will be its home.
Then because you're so prolific you did "Carousel"— tierrlftc!
Now the Majestic might as well be up in Nome.
The mediator's conclu- At the Ziegfeld, too, ydii're dug in, surely "Show Boat" wilt be

One of. those who was held.
guesses.
binding
didn't improve his midyear stand- sions will not necessarily be
result
ing was Robert Coleman of the on either group. Should the
not be dually acceptable, it's possible
Mirror.
will be put to arbiIt was indicated this spring that that the matter
Expected changes will be
there may be two new reviewers tration.
re- inserted in the basic agreement, to
Broadway next season.
wrong

'

Right along till Billy Rose is old arid gray,
And with "Annie" neatly tossed off the Imperial
Do you get the point I'm making? Go away!

is

crossed

chUggiii'

off.

Alright, already, Mr. Rodgers!
Alright, already, Mr. Hammersteinl
A
Please leave a few theatres to house our plays.
for Burton Rascoc of become effective as of Labor Day.
Street's gone and'so's the Nora Bayes.
the World Telegram is expected. He
Main points at issue are the show- The 44th
ishers. At the time'stock was an im- resigned when the Telly refused to
We write a show, we raise the dough.
men's insistence that the
portant engagement virtually the run his strongly-worded pan remake provision for new inembers, We post the bond, but what's beyond?
year around, whereas now nearly all view of Old Vic's "Henry IV", first
The Adelphi and the Century no doubt are nifties
while the union aims to secure masuch, stage activity is confined to part
A new reviewer for the Post terial salary boosts. Showmen con- But fortune smiles on theatre aisles
the barn theatres.
may be selected, too, its critic, tend that
has been unduly That aren't in the Fifties.
Indications are that .not as many Wilella Waldorf, having- died in
I clearly understood?
slow in arranging for admission of
name players will appear in straw- January. Since then Vernon Rice
Hollywood for good!
new blood." Argued thaUqualiBca- Go to
hats as before the war, one notable has tirst-nighted and has done fairly
Alright, already, Mr, Rodgers!
tipns for admission are so stringent
exception being Gertrude Lawrence, well. When he quit Rascoe was in
!
Alright, already, Mr.
that it's irnpossible for potential
dated to play in "Pygmalion" at the last place, again, having been wrong
—Arnold B. HoTwitL
members now engaged in other show
Playhouse,
Dennis,
Cape
Mass., on. 19 shows Out of 53 covered.
business departments to join. Prowhich win be operated by her husThe final score shows that the ducers want the right to name such
band, Richard Aldrlch. Not a few cntics were more accurate than
Fresh-Air
having
summer stocks will again operate ever before, the. number of inac- candidates, provision to do so
been scratched when the present
with apprentices who are required curate
nearly
being
predictions
was signatured.
Operetta Scaled
to pay the management from $100 to 50% fewer tliah in past seasons^ at agreement
$300 for the season, sometimes in- least as far as the first four in the
Showmen say that ATAM's deLena Home Is tentatively slated
cluding board and
lo'dging.
AU boxscore.
Budget
mand for a 50% pay increase is ex- to return to Broadway next fall in
strawhats under Equity registry,
Vauiety too reduced the numbei: cessive but it's indicated that a boost a revised version of "Beggar's
Los Angeles, June 4.
however, must engage six Equityites of sour guesses to about the sanie will be given agents and managers Opera," being staged by Dale WasHollywood Starlight T h e a t r •
at minimum scale or better for the extent over last year.
serman and Perry Wat kins. Duke Assn., backed largely by
Its percent- because of the increased cost of livfilm playduration of the season.
Union asks for $250 weekly Ellington heis composed the score, ers,
ng.
age was .901.
has budgeted $350,000 for the
for agents on tour as with book and lyrics by John LaVariety
reviewers minimum
production" of six operettas in the
Individually,
Maiden Bridge Season
against the the present $165 scale,' touche.
rated as follows: .1st Nat Kahn
Greek theatre in Griffith Park. Of
Maiden Bridge, N. Y.. Junb 4
Wasserman and Watkins are curThe Maiden Bridge Playhouse, (Knhn), 1.000; 2d, Jack Pulaski Company- managers in. New York rently dickering with Michael Red- this sum, $125,000 will be devoted to
pre-production costs, according to
formerly the Nell Gwyn theatre, (Ibee), .i933; 3d, Arthur Bronsoh would get $150 for straight shows
George Rosen <Rose), and $175 for musicals, salary to be grave, British film-legit star, for the Gene
Mann, managing director.
will open :an eight-week season of (Bron), .889;
male lead. Redgrave appeared in a
summer stock on July 12. Director .400. Pulaski covered most shows, $250 for the latter type of attrac- London version of "Beggar's" with Program calls for a 12-week season,
at, $3.60 top.
two guessed wrong; Kahn tiop when touring. House managers*
ot the group is Eunice Osborne 30, with
Season opens July 8^ with "Two
gauged 13 correctly; Bronson hit pay would go up to $150 from the the old Vic Co., in 1937 arid since
(Mrs. Walter Wood).
that time has starred in many Gains- Hearts
in
Three-Quarter Time,",
For three years before the war, eight out of nine; Rosen missed present $115 minimum.
borough pix.
which will, be shifted to New York
Miss Osborne was director for the three out of five.
New version of "Beggar's", orig- if it clicks here. Others on the. slate
Scoring was based on 61 attracTamarack Playhouse, Lake Pleasant,
inally written by John Gay in the are "Firefly," "New Moon," "Wizard
exclusive of "Around the Lockhart
N. Y. She was .a director on the tions,
opened Friday (31).
18th century as a satire on British of Oz," "East Wind" and "Rosalie."
staff of the Goodman theatre, Chi- World," which
Teller' society ot the period, has been
In L.A.
Its status as a hit or flop is yet to be
Direction of the six shows will be
cago, for six years.
determined.
budgeted at $200,()00 and is sched- handled by James Westerfleld.
Los Angeles, June 4.
Gene Lockhart draws a leadt role uled to go into rehearsal in August Dancing routines will be directed by
Toledo Strawhat Takeover
Tentatively titled "Street Music," Val Reset, who did
Teller,"
to be prO'
in
"The
Fortune
Toledo, June 4.
the choreograAllentown,
Lyric,
duced here by Edwin Lester for the the show will feature 48 songs by phy
for
Lakemont Landing, near' Toledo,
"Cover Girl.^^ Players
Ellington and Latouche, probably signed
Sold
Civic Light Opera Assn.
has been sold to Robert E. Senn.
thus far include Chick Chan-i
Toledo's only strawhat theatre is loAllentown, Pa., June 4.
Operetta opens June 22 at Phil- the most ever included in one mu- dler, Marion Bell and Vera Marshe.
cated there, but has been dark exThe Lyric has been sold by the harmonic auditoriunx with John Ty- sical.
Among the. Hollywood sponsors ot
Show Is one' ot the ventures ot the outdoor operatta series are Giners and Helena Bliss as romantic
cept for one summer season before Second National Bank and Allen
Production
Associates,
recently- ger Rogers, Dennis O'Keefe, Chester
the war.
The new owner an- town National Bank, which owned toppers.
formed "holding company" for all Morris, Constance Moore and Dick
nounced plans to improve the the- it for a number ot years, to the L-T
kinds of show biz productions. Was- Powell.
Manuel Davis, manager of
atre building, as well as operate the Corp.
serman, prexy, served for many
restaurant
and swimming beach. the house for the last .five "years, is
to Chi
years .as general manager of the
However, no announcement was president of the corporation.
During the last 10 years, the Lyric
Chicago, June 4.
Katherine Dunham dance group.
made as to what the building would
be used for.
has been leased by I. Hirst, bur
The Theatre Guild, which yanked Primary aim ot the organization is
lesque producer, and burlesque was "Oklahoma!" out -of Chicago in the to develop a production managepresented two days weekly.
That face ot 98
capacity business last year, ment office which will work in an
Bucks County BoS Bow
policy will be continued and the is bringing the national company of advisory capacity for producers just
New Hope, June 4.
"Gypsy Love," an old Operetta
Bucks County Playhouse pulls number of legils will be increased the music^il back to the Erlangeir for breaking into- the business. Each with Franz Lchar music, has become
department in the organization is to the subject of contested ownership.
down shutters for first time in five Booked for next season, Davis said an indefinite run starting Sept 16.
Show broke all records here dur- functidh
independently
ot
the Tams-Witmark leased the rights to
seasons on strawhat season Friday are "Anna Lucasta," "Carmen Jones,'
with Dennis King starred in "Blithe "Born Yesterday" and "State of the ing its original 60-week stand, with others.
the St. Louis Municipal Opera for
$1,800,000.
Spirit."
First day of over counter Union."
PA is presently working on three performance late this month but the
ticket sale Saturday (1) took in
other legit productions, all slated' to date was threatened by injunctive
more than $1,100, indicating bonanza
bow on Broadway during the com-. proceedings, the Shuberts going into,
season for manager Theron Barri
Ing season.
Organization is also court with a show-cause application.
bergcr at 478-seater on the Dela;staging the "Barbizon Tuesdays,'', se- That part of the action was abruptly
ware.
ries; of 12 concert-revues that begin withdrawn by Shubert attorneys, alnextTuesday (11) at the Hotel Bar- though the contest over the irights
Key: SR, Shows Reviewed; B, Right; W, Wrong; 6, No. opinii
Mpls. Hayloft Opens June 12
bizon Plaza, N. Y.
These will be still pends. Tams counsel In the
Pet.
Minneapolis, June 4.
staged by Wasserman and David suit is Irving Cohen.'
•23 •'24-CRAIG (Mail)
6*
78*
19*
53
.677
Old Log, strahatler theatre here
Alexander, latter the director of the
'24 -'25— POLLOCK (Brooklyn Eagle)
Shuberts claim they own the Ger'73
97
,
. . .
24
0
i753
reopens June 12 for three months
Broadway production ot "Petrified man version, which appears to have
•25 -'26—GABBIEL (Sun)
...109
90
18
1
.826
season with Don Stolz as manager
Forest."
been sold more than once by the
'26 '27-mABBIEL (Sun)
..lO.V
90
15
0
.857
and director. Leading man will be
•27 -'28— ATKINSON (Times)
Concerts, according to Wasserman, composer. The English version has
94
81
12
1
.862
Dan Stapleton. Plays will inclpd
•28 '29— LITTLE (Post)
will take miisic and dance out of the been in the Tams library for niany
89
72
18
1
.809
"Claudia,". "The
Torchbearers,
•29'-'30—
longhair category by dressing them seasons and it's the one to be done in
(Post)
..88
79
9
0
.898
"Winterset," "Night Must Fall" and,
'30 ••31—
up with fiill production mountings, St. Louis. That version was copy(Post)
.....104
85
18
1
.817
probably, "Voice of the Turtle," with
•31.-'32— GABBIEL (American)
including sets, special lighting, etc. righted by librettists Harry B. and
.......... .109
100
8
1
.917
a Hollywood guest star.
'32- '33—GABBIEL (American)
Series are expected to set the pat- Robert B. Smith in 1911 and renewed
...103
89
13
1
.864
"Gypsy" was a hit as
'.33-•'34—
tern for a full concert schedule next by 1938.
(Post)
89
-8
1
.008
Memphis' July 1 Debut
'34- '35—
season in ah as yet undesignated originally produced here by A. H.
(Post)
90
77
12
1
.855
Memphis, June 4.
,
•35- '3S—GABBIEL (American)
theatre. Carnegie Hall, long the site Woods.
90
82
8
0
.920
Memphis Open Air Theatre will
•36- •37—
of 'concert?, doesn't serve, the pur(Mirror) .....
.. 82
75
5
2
.914
tee off Monday night, July 1,- for
•37- '3ft—
pose because ot the longhair repu(Post)
... 62
58
4
0
.935
first eight-week season in its history.
•38- '39— ANDEBSON (Journal- American
tation it's, built up.
73
62
o
.849
'Approach^
."Blossom Time," opening week's
•39- '40— LOCSBIDCE (Sun)
,
73
65
.
8
0
.890
show, will Have Edward Roecken
Los Angeles, June 4.
•40- 41—WATTS (Herald Tribune)
.. 60
57
3
0
.950
American Necro Theaira has seEttiel Taylor, Jann Moore, Elizabeth
First legit venture by the newly
'41 '42— KBONENBEBOEB (PM)
85
80
8
o"
.023
lected
Frank
GabrlelsOnIs ''Days of organized Theatre Production Guild
Houston, Frank Homaday, Anthony
'42 '43— LOCKBI0OE (Sun)
32
29
3
6
.009
Ouf Youth^' for a one-week showing will be "The Gentle Approach,"
Blair and Cliarles Hamilton.
'43-' 44— NICHOLS
(Times)
69
63
0
0
In Us Harlem (N. Y.) theatre startOthers signed by general manager
authored by John O'Dea.
•44- 45— KBONENBEBGEB
(PM)
81
72
9
0
ing June 24, group')* students comHarold Daniels will direct, with
'45- 4»-NfCHOLS (Times)
(Continued on cpage 70).
59
S4
6
0
J»19
prising the ca.rt.
Robert Mitchum starring.
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13 B'WAY MONEY SHOWS IN '4546
Down Timers

CuttiDg

Marden, McCosker Buy Playhouse,

PAS? SEASON

!

NI

The hiKh CBSuaUy raU among musical productions during the season
ended Is likely to cut down the nuinber of iune shows next season.
-More than one nnisical flop .represented! an investment ot more than'
$3«),000, "Nellie Bly"' beinit about the most costly mistake.
Other
song-and-dance shows were gcaied' so higli, IhHt the chances 61 profit
were and are negligible.
lust

The estiinated cost of five musicals that played the Adelphi, N. Y.,
alone exceeds $l,(K)O,0OO. In addition to •Nellie," that house had "The
Duche.f.s- Misbehaves," "The Girl From Nantucket." •Carib Song" and
"Polonaise" nvhich opened at Ihc Alvin), •Three To Make Ready^'
also opened at the Adelphi but moved, .spot now having "Around The
World," said to. be as costly, as any uf its predecessor.s.
••Oklahoma!" is' the standout of mu.sicais' in modern times. It breaks
even on its share ot fllJ.OOO weekly gross and nets a profit oi over
There is rtlso in ^Oklahoma! oh tour.
$»,t)00.
'

HITS
Uun'

'•Annie CJet \oiir

You With

'•Are

•'Dream

"O

If.'"

"Born Yesterdiiv"

Me

"Call

"The

Mister"

"Dcfp Arc

Theatrical year ot 194.'i-46 was a
comparatively sorry season slatislically, but when it "inaled last Saliirday ill it wasn't as bad as indiThere were
cated by the figures.
only IS new shows rated. In the
money out of a toUl of 62, as coiiipored with 22 clicks during l)l44-4.'i
iflgured the best season in a decade),
when lliere were 83 now productions,
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"Windv Cit.v"
"Windy Hill"
"You Twinkle Only
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other musicals rated as win
are ""Three To Make Ready.
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over $300,000. the
that cost as much
including ""Nellie Bly." w"iille in the
S "i 0 0 0 0 0 wrong-side-ot-the-ledner

fourth year.
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"
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^"hich div ided up reviews.
departure" of Lloyd Lewis, between
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•

Bob Ca.sey, C. J. Biilliel a.ul S.\diiey [first tiine,
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""Mr. Strauss Goes To starting Aug;
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Detroit,
other towns will

1
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24-weck
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pective
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undertakings.

follow for a prosrun. along eastern

seaboard

"

midwest.

Farlier in the year Kram foiiKht
stage shows in the hall but lo.-rt
when Bell threiiirncd to rc.sinn friim
'he Auditorium Commission unle.s.i
Grisir.an was awarded Ihe lca.se. Unless there is another sw itch of plan.s
it is .-.till operettas lor the summer

Same

lo

Becker
company manager.

could have scored,
was forced out in a bnokiiig

ing.
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is iiiinv
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nionllis Jiere.
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GETS BACK UEB lOG

(•iile.

belonging lo C.ole by Judge Ljitham
Casllc in Probate Court, .Sandwich,
III., last week.

,

it.

.

29

(ilnhe

show

Chicago, .Time 4.
of $10,000 to.CI;i."a Irine,
fecielary of the late Ch:irli;S
Loup" lliealre ticket agency
owner. w"as made from the $;i(l.00p
rasli coiiteiUs ot a .safe deposit ho.x
J.

I

3.'5

nii<l

An award

1

combined News)..
Leonard '.Toui'ital of

run In enm-

.stage

lis 1irsl
and Norman Zeno. inu>ic oih( r
The lOG " as found in an envelope
cnrrei.tly
conliiiiic iiidefi- the Ballet Theatre, which
Sho'v is ed best chaiice lo
.774 being by Herbert Kingsley,
bearing Mis.s Watter'.s name iii llie
arc "llaivey," "'The 0las> preparing for n junket lo Kngland.
uilcly.
.771 dated to open June 'V2. w ilh Robert
box.
She te.stilled she had loaned
'"Life
Girl."
"Dream
Menagerie."
Terp group, following its bi"<i-l<
(josden and Ireiie Carroll plnyinK ihe
lhat much to piircha.se Imge
iliim
I'he
n
aegis
Luca.-ta.
Hurolt
"".^nna
the
from
S.
Fallicr."
Willi
away
leads. Miirphy proposes Iransfen ni»
"Okhihoma!,heads lor the. Bnti.-h I.-lcs blocks of tickets to
Voic e of The Turtle,"' "Oklahniiia." eeiillv
the show to the Broadway sector in
cleaned up here durmg lh«
which
al
slamt
Ready,"".
Make
eight-week
to
alt
Three
for
Jniie ^in
"CaroM.-el.""
743 the fall, a .special tank for swimming
1944-45 sea.son.
Cov« lit Gardens.
iC4iMtiiitied on page 70)
735 numbers being designed.

.KOO jdiicing

I

Caney-llartts-BHllicl,

w"ill

WafiCi'.s.
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|

iTimes»'

Stevens Her.- Amer.

They

pe:ilion to pier-vaudeville

burlesque as the only
town.

be

MCASets^liet

I

3.S

"

hit

stock
.Mlhoiigh '4.'S-46 slipped under the a Coa.st version of "Road."
lea.scd to Lo.ii.-levels 111 la.sl .sea.son. it wa> .veil ri>:lils having been
tw"o
opened
Coiiipany
ahead of that of 42-'43. when the MacLoon.
iiiitler dii'ertion
total of S.'i new" shows ei)m|)ri.^e(l weeks ago in L. A.,
Broadways low production r<."or<l. of ;iiitiMir-priidiicer Kirklaiid.
There dellnili'ly will not bo as m.-.ny
nui.s'icals holding over into '4K-47 as
Unit
ilierc were last summer. In addi-ion

,

set
la.st

John.son show would open .lune 29,
but then negotiali'ons between Grisand Kram collap.sed. No rea^ell earlier said that
Ihe v<>'m\\>^" t^'"^"'}'^'"*" had requested the caiic. llafor its 1 31 h road lour. 1"
'he tease beeaii..e illne.xs i.s
in Schenectady. To- ;'">" :"'
and t''"''"^^ ^im to give up all bus.ness

'Tobacco Road" will

iani.

Jubilee" and the railholds foilith place, llieir comhined road show, but the vaude union hart
2" the .^c((iiacadp.
tt>tals being S.'i shows reviewed:
perright shots: eiglit wrong, and
"Winkle" is a book show. E<|iiil.\'s:
centage of ;771.
chance lo assume jitrisdiciion. .Soine.
mean: .scenes' will be upon a sta,!;e. with a
Tlirir boxseore follows, "SR
right: portion of the iiiimbeis in tlleA^aler.
"P.""
iiig
slio.w.s
reviewed:
"W," wrong, and ""!Vl.." 01 rceniage; lt"s h Rip Van Winkle sloi.y. huol;
SR. R. W. Pet. being b.v. Elliott Murphy, who i.> iiri)-

Murduek-iSiinl

Tour

.

.

all

lease

Announcement was

For 13th Consec Season! man

made

'

'.

while Krani. with New York hit.?
w hich would include as a leadofT Oland John.sons "Lafriiig Room
Only."' was in.
It was even reported
City Hall that the Ol.sen ;iiid
at

leirilory W"as covered this pn.^l .seaSlanduut Revival.^
.soli for 18 weeks' lour.
Jack Kirklaiid. and Harry II. O.-h-'
Standouts among the revivals are.
with
the Old Vic repertory from London, rin will again present ilie .-how.
""Pygmalion"' nvhich w.i.s dated for .Michael Goldreyci" doing ihe booka run of. ing, .lohn Barton w ill play the li nd.
a limited stay and
Viniiie I'liiliU. "Show" Boat." "Hamlet." "The with Lillian Nardell.
I'lie
lips and other, vets to resume lioupRed. Mill" and. ""Desert Song.

luiv.; 4.
World Fair mi Flushing Meadnws.
"Mr.
thai players iii
S/^ii U-d the That means
the pa.st se,'St>n Winkle".s. Holiday" iniist belonu I" >he
Cliieago critics
of
the
CiKsiilv
legit union or its chorus branch.
wilh .«()«. Clnudia

t«»lluv, iii,n

•"

to

'31

earlier

.sen

at all.

|

in

jin isdictio'ial (litlerences

were

Bo.slon."'

"

fir.zles

Spring,'* '.The Duchess Misbehaves.""
with ""Carib Spiitt' and ""Girl From
behind,, if
.Nuntuckel" iii>t liiuch

ilenry Murd»K"k of the

last pliace.

hall,

by E/.ra Bell, chairman
of Ihe Auditorium Commi.ssiun. that
Oi isman w"as out wjlh his operelta.s,

the Century.

'Tobacco Road'

Brazil"

di:<ipped

Broadway

Was

.

made

"

Equity has assumed jiirisdiclion of
the .so-called Acquarclta. whicli was
the .^cquacade during New York's

The News, There were

at

City Coinmi.ssion here
rescind Ihe Grisman

Thursday

the coolinn systems was
and the .system at Ihc
w"ill probably be completed

with last ycar'.v 'Cai- .^(ielphi
before that
'Piii k."
In
Ccnlral
"Up
"Bloomer Girl" and Song of .Norway." plus "Oklahoma!" well in its
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flrst

Work on
i"esu!ne<l.

ou.scl."
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:

|

lo

was Ihc

.

.

Chicago Critics

huge Boardwalk Municipal

and. propo.sed to present .stock opereltas here this summer, was to
.'top oiil of the picture in favor of
Arthur Krajn. of New Yojk, apparem'.v has fallen through,

clear slalcmenl of
haiids-otr policy between the respective unions.
It

tomiJarin.i;

.Tones"'

Murdock Paces

Atlantic City, June 4.
deal whereby Satn Grisman,
has a lease oii the ballroom of

A
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"
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"Judy 0"Connor"'
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agents of

bii.'<ine.«s

Yokel has been appointed general
1.
j
j
.„
'"»"»«•'" by Marden and McCosler,
and. there ai'e plans to remodel th«
given the contract to Install
Playhoiine.
That cannot be done
cooling apparatus in the Cenlm'y
until after tbe run of '•Menagerie."
and .\delphi theatres, lA's local 1
Charles Stewart li retained as house
took the. position that an equal nummanager.
'"em-

•(liiclion.

"

"Emily""

ill

by

!

"

Gue.-^-;pr

Tribune was

was done

it

When IBEW

Among

beltei".

"

"Cr.escenrio"

.

j

Left

s

•"One Shoe Otl

"Bigger 'Than Bariunn"'
"By Appointnicnl Only
"Caviar to the Cicncral

"Miss

.

.

I

"Mr. Co.ipt-r

•"Minder Without Crime
"Of .«lI1 People"

"Between Covers

in

heretofore,

ot authority
the local.

;

TRYOUT FLOPS

'"Loye

|

j

Mill

Gir\ lor the Biirle"'
'•A l\)rlrail in Black*
''A Young American''

"La.st

1

;

"A

"Dearl/ Beloved

produced

I

j

"

"The Red

iSingci". who, wilh Eddi* Dowling,
the dt ama.;
Alex Yokel,
credited with ptomoling the play
with Singer's backing, was in the"

J.

:

,

have the best chance to .'core Ions both houses, took exception to that
runs are "Born Yesterday.
"Slate demand, and when the locals!
of The Uition."''^0 Mistress Mine." couldn't settle the argument It went
".^nnie Get Your Gun'' and "Call lo the respective parent unions.
At Ihe .settlement meeting Walsh
beinj;
Mister."
duo
the latter
Me
Theie were srnne ciistly declared IA"s stance and ordered
musicals.
musicals that never came to town, that no standby men be used at
.such as
Spi ing In Bra/il. but such cither theatre. Harry Van Ar.sdale,
flopperoos di(ln"t compare to the head o[' IBEW, responded by saying
numtier of t\ine-and-dar)c<'is that that his union .speciali'/.ed on new
spilled a .-iinekpile of red on Bri:ii(l- coiislructioii and inslallatioii!!, that:
way. The weakness of tlie M"iiisical.'- it had no illasions of operating backlike
thcre"s' doubt that .-ta);e but that IBEW inen don
is undoubted and
men silting
I s
idea
of No.
i.some iif those whi<h h;ive;h('eM iim- the
yet drawing
iniiig will earn back the c(>.--t of |)ro- ai'iiiiiid doing nothing
'

You Like II"
"He Wlv) CU'ls Slapped"

"Show Boat"

.

"

'

"Hamlet"
"Hrnrv IV."

have made

the house.

,

depart nVent
(closed)

••The Voice. of the Turtle"'
••Up in Central Park" .i'closed)

"

said to

^

There was a paiicily of real
smashes during "4.5-46. and in that

REVIVALS
II Its)

I

Paurllv of Real SnashcN

"The Gla.-y> Menagerie"'
'The Late George Apley"

closed)

'•Harvev''
'•Hats "Ofr to Ice" ii-losed)
"I Remember Mama

is

re-.selliiig

wa.s

"On the Town". 'closed)
"Song «f Norw ay."

,

I

to

long-sta.vers arc sure
lo.eNit before the end of sumjiier.

"Life Wilh Father"
"Oklahoma!'

closed)

i

"Carousel"
'"Dear Ruth"
"Follow the Girl.s"'

ill

Diiring tlie eatly monlhs of "Menagerie"" there were a number of dispules between Fromkes and l.ouis

I

.

also

Some current

UOLBOVEBS FROif PREVIOUS SEASONS
'

In addition, he
$."100.01(0

I

But if '4(i-47 is as productive, the
same conditions inay well bo faced.

"Walk Hard"
'"Woman Bites Dog"
"You Touched Me"

"

'

I

I

1

"Truckline Cafe"'

'•Marriage

Added

49.

Fromkes pun-ha.-cd

!

"The Would-Be Gentleman""

"Marinka"

crop numbering

after

Pliiyhoiise from Brady', abiiiit
two years auo. it could have been
boii.clu from tl\e new owiier.
Ltit;ter. however, drew a windlall by
'booking •"Tlie Gla.ss
Menagerie,'
house share being hinhly Ijrolilablc.

the

I

•"The

Blown

'•Lute Song^'

Shortly

1

Seen Exiting

•<

Ryan Girl"'
"The Secret Room"'
"'The Song of Bernadette"'

"Jeb"
"Little

i

Standby Grips

addillcii

in

r.nd

idciitiiicd

arguments. He tlnallv
.sue<r Singer, who* was alleged
lo
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. j,^^.^
_
„„j
McnaKerie"'
Din ing a sea.son of almost coniin- ironed out their difTerences oyer j,,,^ y^^^j for his promoiional efuous theatre shortage.s, some of the '"rl'.pSo^'*'*""' o-^V'^'/m, , u
'o't*Ca.se
was settled out of
Wal.sh
Richard
lArSE
prexy
statv:^.„„,t
out-of-town: rasualtiies might have
yokel also relinquishing an
bowed onto Broadway and clicked, ed .that the parent deckhands union I, j^i,;^,,^, s-i, intere.st given him bv
while a peicentage of .show.*; that had always frowned upon the m- 00^^.,;,,^
one of the .stipulations
,hat Yokel receive salary up to
dropped out quickly might have si.stence of iinnece..=.sary meii backindicated^
that
.wRs
furlher
It
stage.
caught on had Ihoy not been forced
Saturday I'O, as general manamen were ordered ger, although he rarely went to the
because ot slop limits. wlien. standby
oli' the- li.st

"

"Live Life Again"'

,

exceeded.

Mermiiid.-i Singing"'

"The Next Half Hour"
"The Rich Full Life
"The Rugged Path"

Thaw"

'•.Fanuary

Misbeh»ve.s"

Duchi'.<.s

is

.

Gill

'The

I

Broadway.

were the
some being new

because

"44-45,

of

flop

French Touch"'
from Nantucket"

•'The

1

Chalk on the
for
skedded

effort, "'In

Sidewalks'".

roadhoti.so,

i

.

.

stagestandb.v
Elimination
of
hands, an irk.some and moot point
managers whenever it crops, up.
are 12 revivals, and there are .several was indicated when the Internation.
o.
shows trying out. so that, last sea-' ai Alhance o Theatrical Stage Emson"s total ot 100 pioductions was ployees and the
^
«,eV'»

Fruit"'

"Swan Song
'The Day Before Spring"

"The

second

i

to new shows there was an incredible number of tryout flops, totaling
33 which are listed, the Broadway

Louis Woman''
'

Here"

It

that

"Polonai.se"

"Flamingo Ro;id''
''Home of the Brave''

j

'

Baby"

Town"

i

and costly pi;pduction,s, that the .-iucce.ss of most of ihein'brings the lota!
of winners up to nearly that of last
year. Productively, '4,5-46 even lops

"A Boy Who Lived Twice"
"A Joy Korever^^
"A Sound ot Hunling"

j

also direcling, will be
prei-nScd at the St. Louis Comnuuiily theatre.
Ne.\t fall, his
is

popularity

in

revivals,

season".s

"Thercsc'

'•Beggars .Are Corning to
"Brighten the Corner"
"Carib Sonji"
'•Devils Galore''
"Dunhigan's Daughter''

he

;

ing been rated okay.

Make Ready"

to

;

ended weie

MODERATES
Eye"

of His
'•Billion D.ollnr

1

I

Jcr.sey

McCo.sk cr; long

pi).>:.<e,-y!ioM

his neck but ..Tack Balch,
drama and film critics for the
Pulitzer), is goPo^t-Di.spalch
ing lo. ri.sk the chance twice.
Next week Batch's first .stage
play. "'Me The Sleeper"', which

I

.1,

radio
WORrMuluul I, look
of the Playhouse, .V. Yl,
li:st
Friday i;U).
Thiey pul•chil.^ed
the properly from Ilarry Fromkcs
under the corporate name ot Playhouse Enterprises, Inc.
The theatre will contiiiue legit show.s, any
plans for television haviiig been
scrapped.
William A. Brady, Ihe
original owner, ha.s a $250,000 mort-gage on th« pro|)erly.

with

out
'

Riviera,

.Alfred

.

slicks

critic

a

4.

j

classification of two attractions
bowed in as Ihc "44-4.'^ sea.'^on
later revei.sed allor hav-

that

the Union"
Mngiiiflcent Yankee"

often

isn't

It

Ihc

Oiit

June

Louis,

St.

|

i)C

"Three

ihe Roots"

"Apple

Bon Marden. fdrmer operator ot

Neck

Critic Sticks
By J.\CK PULASKI

Mislre.ss Mine''.

"Stale

l^^pinsicgiter Froin Tele Clutches

HAD 62 lillLS

i

.

1

I

Wednesday, June

UMmiMATB

TO

WellM-a-Poppin

Hays on b^oadway
Aronnd ihm World
(Omon

1kl«roiiry

and selling. Welles' injfenuily in pacing t)it pi-ooecdirigs—
and he miisl take the rap lOQf-i as
the adaptor, impre.<!ai'io, .Mnger and
one of tlie key. pei'/ornicr.';— suffoi's
from a diffusion of his laient.^. By
and large, however, it pla.vs we'l and
pays off. Mike Todd and Ph.iiI Feiyay-Oliver Smith bolli had proviou.sly
optioned this adaplali;in from

TVfltdii) proiliinJuii, ntlHiMdlirt lFd, ri'iMii .lnl».i

•A by Wallsa, wlio alia

vi»i-ne*B novel.
BojiRn, CoIh l>iirifr.
Ailliui" Manr«i«i"i.
Iiii'M /W^ilfs.
lealy, .liillb 'WniTeii, l.aiiy l.aiiirni p. \ li Hdi> lifi:
Waiiie!'.' NelMiii
lovla Coixlovn.
(•Mings. Robt. Davison; lo.iljnifM, -M.m
<'cili

;

Bmbtllo;

liTlifl,

(

cniirtih loi

IMu y

.

Wmi'i-i

Uusnojl

HiianKenieulH^

l.^iani:

i..

ItovnI.
In Iwo HCl» »nil 34. m-fni*)*.
-Viloliilit, N. Y., Ma>
8). 'm; »» 'iU
I'PxnlHr luP.
R Coinifl'K Knavl.-...OiMin WVH-'

T*(l

Oionfri

'

loji;

>

KuKR

I'l'iUfli!!

when: Welle.* wanted to run the
works, and he does il here wiin his
,4l)f/.
Mercury Theatre players.

.M:il-.iH.s..ir

Vllliin-

Ai.-rv .li'vllv
M.>n> IMiigeinii

Slfdin

P.'<ii>*>l>aiiu<M

l.ni'iy

The dash came

Jules Verncs' novel.

.(lenevlovr Smii-i'*

l.adv

Ml.

globs-girdUiig

inolo-histi'ionics, to a

shift of scene

(In 80 D»yt)

Sil.ii:il"M

Wiuil-n
l.NUA in

"Citizen Kane"
legedly about Hearst.
latter's

i'

Di.ir

>!i.(iiiciil

linni

Kali'li

Itli.

il-l".

All

A
A

. .

.

,

.

.

Arab Spy

.

,

.

.

.

noriub.- ISInl

.yief-Mi* Srlnialirl
Piirtif 1>I

.

(irtWlpik.

ii-c

.\on.l:i

A

*

n'lSb I'lirol

. .

.

.

Cny
Mary

.

,

Vrllilli

..c

Sp.-.iill

.liigclovs.

l-Viin

i.lii'ii

.Thp

s.|iiir.>

t^linun l.iiini'nip.

.

;

r.ay

..

.

.

l:i i.i.-

.
,

lNilii-i-iiian.

M. Mikity

.

.

.

.'.il.U'K

..K.l.lv

.

.Mull.

..

.

<1i

'(Visyiily
llPi.iiVa

..Allan

la.wdl

P.'I'a'ilii
..nHiilivl
.fjdilv di ^;oiKi^«

ln':iu(>ii

IMiili'i

.T.a'l iy I .ai:v.*ii|...
...Aitlinr I'lih.-ii
.

.

.M:i|.

Niiiiiiiia

Clialiiiiaii

..riiff

.

.

.

,.

Mliii.>-M'i

'

L

.

Urtiinn .........

Bai

.

.

..Ha'ti

.

liaM

.

.I*.al(,h
.

.

.\I,-K,'P

Cay

.

This Wellcsapoppin mel-ing* of
corny silent films, .circus, ab.' acadabra, a round-the-world cha'so. inusical exlravaganza and the old hokum
bucket just misses Olson S: .Tuhnsioii
'•Hcllzapoppin" proportions. Yet.it has
enough good fun to appeal. Whether
it will last long enouijh to amortize
the production or offset a slaggeiing
army of rostrum workers, in front'
and behind the scenery, is doubtful,
especially considering a crew of more
than 50 who almost got into their
own way opening night. The two act.'*
require 34 scenes, not all d)fferet\ti
of course, but the aprons open fiCT
quentlv, panels right, left and downstage rise and fall conslantly. and'
when Welles,, as "Dick Fix. a cop-

pers knark," isn't skulking aft-.'r the
honorable Arthur Margetsnn he is
making with the magic, shooting fowl
from traps above the auditorium,
and generally cavorting.
Whatever Welles does li good theatre. If an illegitimate soVt of legit
theatre, it is none the less diverting.
A prime fault is when it docs go too
legit; meaning, that when the Cole

Shakespeare woiildn"t like
what playwright N. Richard Nash
Will

docs to him in the lallev'-; comedy
about the marital mixups of the Bard
and Anno Hathaway. Neither will
Bi'oadway.
For the first theatrical oPforiili,' of
the new '46-'47. season slai-rng jiinc
I
is a lame, halting aflaii' which pretends to be several things f>.id is ac^
The play- is largely
lually none.
slock farce of trite situations, with a
pedestrian performance. The dialog
is. in the main; uninspired.
Nash would have it that negligent
husband Shakespeare returns from
jOndon.after a three-year absence,
which he has busily spent in staging
is
plays. Still enanVourcil of his.
wife Anne, who Is aboul to divorce
him and remarry, a local wight, he
psets the town's routine, runs riot
the household, and uproots the
ffair between wife and v. ight.
All this is accomplished in a vaiety of moods; sometimes rowdy,
ometimes romantic, and several
imes spilling over into caric.iture.
The lines are noteworthily unfunny,
occasionally of double meiining. and
sometimes, when paraphrasing a. line
from a Shakespeare play or ulilizng one outright, downriuht embarrassing. Tlie whole affair is hur
inorless and cheap.
Performances don't help mailers.
Ruth Chattertjn (who co-produced
as well as co-duected) playing Anne

'

.

summer

List

The

actioii rijnges from the yeslei
silent-niclter technique, wiih di—

liberatel.v;

corny

titles

and old^school

reopen after a Jiveyear shutdown, under management
of Richard Osborne and Call Hillson.

Ten-week

June

25

Daughter."

group

SUMMER THEATRE
Vol "'I iMs waMll. Nrar

C'liiH- ('ml;
rcMirl.
I.nii(
cKlaldlnliiiil.
.Snii) mil ri'rry iililii.
I^numial upiHtr• miH.v.
I'rrirr KituUf CO ; M'lll run.Mldrr Iioii-Kiiull.r.
SrnMin rpiil
1-Srot. 1.1) onlv kRAn. Art fuVl. Wrilr
HH.
.»I,\X<».>IKT.
<ir

Niiiiiiiicr

Slaaninfl St,

An

will

.season

"Yes,

Equity

be directed by Lawrence

Lo.s Angeles. .June

MNC£

IS3»

Plaj .Broken and

Do

"I

selves safely intrenched, do not insist on scis.soring scenes where ftin
Consideris made at their expense.
ing that half the scenes are political

There

main

Show should
house

scene

where the

are

One

sketch has familiar burlesque luies.
Dansation by the Any Rogers ballet
is
cut down to a political scene
where they impersonate German
frauleins.
Vaude act.s include the

for

fill-in

tM Satnle Famllle
('Holy Family')

May

Paris.
Mary. Moi'Knn and
lloli

iif

Siai'H

ZHan:

i:.,r...i;n

.Mi'H.

by

lllvOi«-Bl't C'oini-dy

.Mai'KuPvile

),'t.

pnidni*-

;\iifl,-,v lU,iiH:iili.

'and

riiM'i'y

It,..l,eri

AViii-

AUvoelle 'DHnibi'oniaind. J.,'uh
NValllioi- ami ijn/.o(MaU.
l.>iri,t-tod bv
M'vl^r. Sel by WakilcVlli ll. .M SI. Cvausra.
ri-aliiif-K

.M,niicr-iii-la\v

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.\lai'piti>vil,\ Vii'ii-

.

.

.'.

-

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

I

. i

.

.

nights.

.

I

Daltys as a girl who has applied to rent call for escapist material gives
an official agency to help her have it a chance for a fair rliii. Andre
who wrote "Ains-Traina eugenic baby.
It
rings in the Roussin.
photog. who is mistaken lor the gov- Gram" and "Grande Fillo Toule
erhment operative. It's a familiar Simple." has obviously ?xpandcd
skit to U. S. biu-ley patrons. Barou.x what rales as a curlain raiser into
three acts. Hollywood is not likely U»
is. good in the sentimental scene. He.
is, also
in a political skit showing use a story tending to show lhat
how foreign totirisfs are given pref- many sons are not really tho.se of the
erential treialmeiit over natives in men" who legally call Iheniselves
'

13 B*way Shows

—

Continued trom page C9

French

The

their father.

hotels.

be.sl political
sketch shows
Daltys.
as
the
sleeping
awakened by three princes.
Dalban, Jacques Morel and
impersonating

Claude

beauty,

Max

-

Thorez.

Socialist

Schumann, with

Pa.squali iinpersoii-

ating Herriot as an interloper.
It
brings the house down. Most of the
political sketches are funny, only a
couple getting sentimental. One of
these shows an aged couple, done by
Arnaudy and Alice Tis.sot. in tronl of
a war-destroyed village.

.

No attempt has been made to attract tourists. America is only mentioned twice One sketch ha.s Claude
Daltys as,a French GI bride, refusing to stay on his farm when
she
discovers that her hu.sband. Jacques
Morel. 13 taking orders from his
mother.
Another shows the Any
Rogers ballet as Nurnberg dolLs with
American and French dolls trying to
train them in their native dance.
Apart from the American mother
Alice Tissot appears in the
rench .tourist sequence as Baroux's
wife and in Persian scene, a skit
on
the closing of brothels and
one on
the local OPA. Last shows
role..

*

Pasquali

as a tired sultan.

Show has

-Most of the play takes place
dream of Ro.bcrt Mur/.eau.

ing-a
is

shown

as a nervous

diir-

who

youngman

expecting the birth of his

flrst

child

Communist any mii,uite. He's made more nervous
Blum and M.R.P. by news lhat his mbther-in-'aw won't

Arnaudy,

a fast tempo.

Direction

arrive in lime for the hanpy event.
Marcelle Dambremont. an alluring
nurse, is with him. He is so tired
that he goes to sleep before the
doctor arrives.
He dreams that the son he expocls
in the fruit of his wife's indiscretion,
and that his mother-in-law exolains
shameles.sly that this is the reason
she accepted his proposal so quickl.v.
He dreams that-he makes love to. the
nurse and has a son by h3r and an
another son by his wife. The dream
goes on and on with expected mixMurzcau wakes up I0 learn
ups.
the doctor has delivered two twins.
Murzeau. as the dreamer, is exAlmo.st all of the lauglis
cellent.
'are provided bv Marguerite Pierry as
the mother-in-law, Robert SoIIim'. as
the cra7,y uncle, and Leon Walll'-or,
as the unbending father,. IjOU is Vcile
i.s
realistic as a 20-year-oicl .vonlh
who is unable to decide for hunsolf.
Marcelle Dambremont is tlie mii.se.
and Su/.et Mais plays the wife "llie
flfn.vi.
rest are only bits.

by Pasquall and Mitty Goldin. who
^'^tl'.t

mo.sl of the

foi-

it.

small stage.

makes the
Maxi.

London.

,,
-^r""'''
,

Mrs.
piexy.
of

May

11.
""""""lalion uf iirljiinal
"(JaPK S .,i«'' In i,v„ a,.,,. d,.,'W?d , ,• riAl"
^'""']' "•'""<•• ^ l... Ll^
Tv™,,"".':,",'"'
iMol
Ij'ilcs jnd .inil!-l.-.
,
J,V,i„i's» iui.,i,
,,.

Obituaries
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Continued from
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Ned Depinet. wife

of

RKO

•
:

mVn

naKir. apj'iy Cole. Daily I'lj,--'.
HnnmleM. Donirlaa Rnlilnsini Ha,nwn. Cyi ll Plan, Ai'lhiii Undd. J>li

«„,,.,.
[jav,.

k' Kii,n->

.

Mrs, Fdllh N. Beer. 68.

niifitlier

ot

Robert M. Beer' gen. mgr. of WATG.
Her lalB
A.shiand, O., died May 27.
husband was gen. mgr. of Hie A.sli-

l)l.yn. Nniinan KHloivri-:
Chi's 8 of II QmII
iiaii {'r";-'^^
land Times-Gazette.
legit shows, tl-at bowed
a-n and Hill
At Xu.ll, l.nnaon. .Mav
Chicago during the se-ison just
Robert V. McFarlaitd, .IS, transooeiied here pre-Broadv. ay
Pic":
someihing of a record for the past
Show has an excellent record hav- portation exec for Colunibju
tures. died March 2H at Veterans
ing entertained tioopx for
1,1 years of Chi
legit history.
th;- lust

Of the 36

in

closed.

I.'i

—

Terrific

.

three year.s in Burma. Italy.
Malta.

of

total

Hospital, Sawtelle. C^l.

cighl of these
North Africa. Greece and Holland.
shov/s— more, than half— folded beV
J;ioin reports it has
Mother, 85, of the late Sidney
proved better
fore getting to. he main sk^m. They
cnlerlainmeni
than
most
ENSA Howard, playwright: died in Nev/
were
"Si.
Lazare's
Pharmacy," shows sent out by Basil Dean.
Stepdaughler and
York May 28.
"Spring in Brazil." "Pas.iii'.g Show."
the provinces two stepsons sun'ive.
"Joyous Sca.<ion." "Second ffiic.Sber." f«.". 1*^*^1 "^f.'i
weeks to
1

railroad

"Young

American.'- "WInily
and 'Between CoverB."

4.

pre-

.strike

Mae West legit starrer.
Twice Tonight,'' from playing
Vanpouyer; B.
but the «how i.s

vented the
"Fting
in

on the }0b
Ore.

C

all this

week

in

capacity biz

Hill,"

Portland,
'

'MIm' Oj»en« <iuH4 riayhouNC
Stamford. Jiini* 4.
Guild PJayhoiise Is reopening here
after a wartime layoff, with an
Equity stock group,
.

Following Portland, the company
will move to Chicago for. an indef-

Mi.=>s,"

inite run; starting in Ihiee v,eeks.

June

.

FiLsl

offering

/Mluring

24,

W'tlial,,^it

})«

Francii

West End show!

Seem.s lhat Ralph Reader, who
years
ago used to sUge the dancer in Clayton and Waller musicals, has
mtdertaken too much in a one-man attempt

to supp y Jyrtcs, music and
stage
show. He should, have given others
a.C'hance to collaborate with him,
with much better reaulu,
:

Mrs. Molly Belrslaln. 77. rtotln*!'
of Flo Browne, film agent, died
28 In Hollywood;

Father ot Ted Perrine, Sand.v
Lake, Pa., theatre owner, died 3 hii
1

home there lust week.
But show In not without rededming
"Junior featuren,
^9,
Dnnii,
Mrs. J«s«le Lonise
ind also reveals
lew
DeSttlei, talented
young men who should tnother of James Dunn, film
prove, with
little more exi)evience, died May JO In Beverly Hills, CM.
.
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Mae Can't Keep Date
Canadian

SAMUEL FRENCH

Shade of the Old Apple Tiee."

Like to be Beside the Seaside," and

.

'

Osborne, recently out of the Army
formerly operated the Greenwood
Playhouse, Peak's Island. Me.

.

Aulliors* Represenlalives
Zft Mr«rt 4Slh MrMt. Nair Vtirk
II irmtt Kh Mnwl, !« Aa«alM

start

My Darling
A class slock

Dobkin.

BOX

l>lioii«

will

with

first
halt ts string of
of old Tivoll davs. inclndihg

.

•

year

Closing

"Put on Your Tata," "Little Ciulio^'
"I'll Be Your Sweetheart," "Iv. the

.

'

accent on

standard, show up
well in songs, dances and comedy

gab.

Rae and Peimy Edwards.

'

much

one of the highlights of the evening
Len and Bill Lowe, ex-RAF bovs"
and former vaude

•Mi.'ln-I
....... Il-ibf n >j|ii<7.,.;in
Gloria Hamilton, Leonore
IsalipllH
.Maii-olle P:ilnl>'.-iMii{,iit
i"i:'H-0 l;,-sy
Compagnons de la Chanson, male 'I'bf Kii.'lol
l.i'.'H Wiililwr
choir
nine and a click, in their Til- Kailic'i'
Other newcomer.s will be Sid Mar- usual of
l^io-l,^
r.oiirn s-iut
number. They also fill in on Siiniino .\nKilsli-Sii'/i'l
:
Ma.'iK.
ion, John, Cortay, John Silver. Jean other
sketches. Also Jacques Morel, ,Ua>; Hi 111Ihi'1. Cian-I.lon
Greenwell. Pitlman Corry. F.arl Co- who bc.lides being in many scenes, .Mh\ hi 'JP.
..laan'v;:,!
'la "lb( !>( 'llB
vert and Eric Brolherson. Faves of appears as a talenl impersonator, Ki^niai'd HL in.
2".
K<>rnai'd
I.iiiiIh Vflln
past seasons who also will returii in- and the Hotleys. acrobatic jumping r;lm>lli< al
.NohIIh Konjcin'M
clude Lee DiKon, Ross- Wy.se. Jr., act. The Marcelle Turpin costumes I'll, If Minil
'llt*iii'i '.Vlahi't
.l{ri inMl,!,, (li abivat
Helen Raymond, Patricia Bowman. are nice. Tliey Were made in Max Aniil '1*01,,.....
h*li,ri'ii,-t»
Hrir)'A
.Vnni 'rill
Ollie Franks. Leonard Elliott. Wil- Weldy's (ciu-rently in Hollywood) .\ ili*poi'10l'. ..
........ Ilnln-i
Dtii'i'aii
Paris workshop.
liam Lynn, Jack Blair, Billie Worth,
Lucien Baroux, who stars,
is
Natalie Hall and Edmund Dorsey.
This comedy, conservatively propopular on stage and screen her«^.
The season lees off June 6 for a He appears four times, three in duced, gels quite a few laughs parlly
ip-night stand of Siginund Rom- political scenes, and once in the onu diie to rLsque lines. .The fu;uiy bu.siberg's '/Desert Song."
"The other where the double-talk makes a strip ness introduced by Jean Meyer's
pieces will be limited to seven tease look tame. This shows Claude clnver direction-also helps. Tlu- cur-

Lultoii.

Strawhat
CJersey
—

.

permitted to carry on.
after the forthcoming elecwho find them-

if

is if

tions, the politicians,

.

Davi.soiu forri-nd too
aify one aspect.

some of Charles Dickens' characters
made famous in hij books, proves

others of that vintage.

"Show. Boat"' and "The Red Mill."
3 More NMr-Hlls
At least three more plays should
have belonged among season's successes but ended in the red for
varying reasons. "Lute Song'' was
probably the most ambitious try. It
Was more a spectacle than a drama,
Porter ballads assert themselve.s in loo archly; Ralph Forbes hamming and undoubtedly tlia outstanding
the few straight scenes. Welles' ab- the local lover, and Barry Thomson
Eli/.abeth production novelty, but it cost too
sence is felt. It's when he is tlie in- caricaturing the Bard.
boards and the
sidious menace in Suez. India, oh the Eustis lends some flavor to the role much to get on the
China Sea, when he is feeding ho«> of a young sfriiinpet. Richard Dyer- operating nut was loo high. "Rugged
to the trusty American manservant Bennet, as a ballad seller, is a re- Path" might have played into the
in a street of evil repute in Kong- deeming feature with a charmipg spring but for the disaffection of its
balBlizabethan
several
rendition
61
Kong, when he's in a Mexican dive,
star. Spencer Tracy. With the enplots dirty work at the cro.ssroads of lads, including one he wrote ('.'Would gagement curtailed, it failed to earn
an American railroad junction and You Win the World's Acclaim";.
back its investment by a considerback to Liverpool, and finally under
Motley's costumes and the combithe wire at the London Whist Club, nation indoor-oiitdoor set of Anne able, margin. "Home Of The Brave"
won plenty of plaudits and might
that Welles is the complete trouper.
Halhaway's cottage are also com
have lasted out the season but for
Broii.
In the Oka Saka circus scene in inendable.
the slop limit. It ftnaled with a gross
Yokohama he lets all his Big Top
of around $15,000. and would tiave
and Nat Leipzig libidos assert them
been moved but the thealie shortage
selves aT> Oriental wirewalkers. bal
ancer.s, magicos and the lil-e make
prevented .that.
"Antigone"
was
for a ripsnorting flrst net finale
among the plays' thai "had to be
from
Continued
pace
.^^J
(neatly staged by Barbette).
done" and brought new laurels to
The cast does its stiifl well, notably Joseph Cortese for later shows in- Katharine Cornell. When attendance
as
the
proper
Mr.
Philcas
Margctson
Brancato,
clude
Rosemarie
Lee to the tragedy started to taper.
Fogg; Mary Hcaly as the graceful In
Dixon, John Gurnay, Frank Horna- "Candida" was revived in repertory
dian princess; Julie Warren. the
Martha Larrimore. George to bolster patronage.
beauteous Irish nursemaid in love day,
Not all the record number of atwith Larry Laurence, th;; Yanken Rasely. Mary Lou Boyd. Edith Fellows, Frances Greer, Billy Sully, tractions taken off
manservant to Mr. Fogg. Also foa
during tryoul are
tiired is Victoria Cordova v.'lio han- John' Cherry, Melton Moore and believed to be total
casualties. "Windles "If You Smile at Me." one pC Detmar. Poppen.
Shows' to follow dy Hill" turned a profll.
touring
the three top tunes, in the Mex cafe "Blossom
Time" are "Bohemian most of the season, yet
there are
scene. Other Porter .song standouts
"
Girl."
"Count of Luxembourg." no definite plan.s
for showing it on
are "Should I Tell You I Love You
"When Johnny Comes Marching Broadway. Among the
and "Pipe Dreaming." allernaiely
plays that
Home." "Rosalie." "'Student Prince>" may be among
done by the Misses Healy and War
the '4B-47 crop are
•'Counie.ss
Marit?:a"
aiid
"Rose "Miss Jones,"
rcii. and Laurence.
"A Portrait In Black"
Melson Barc-lifl has done a. tairly Marie."
and "St. Lazare's Pharmaey.""CreImaginative, job with the lei'!) slaKing
scendo'' was among, the try out flops
Hampion Playhouse Debut
allliough there are scenes .whiclrprc
but turned up recently in revived
sent greater opportunities. IlpvevpiBi'idgehampton. L. 1.. June 4.
form as "Swan Song." being currentthe kaleidoscopic pace and the mulli
Hampton Playhouse. Bridgehamp- ly
bJi' the Broadway list.
shiftinji scenes (well done by Robe
lon. L. I., will
.

misses, and could have been made
funnier. Big tableaii depiclini

much

Reg Dixoivi in well-written comedv
With comparatively small produc- proves clickn with
audienco. Boy
tion outlay and with only one marhiis personality and fine delivcrV
quee name, Mitty Goldin has. -pro- which, with
a little more pr;ictice,
likely
to
keep
duced a revue that is
should prove an asset to any vaude
this
in
clover
stand
vaude
his A.B.C.

St. Louis. .Tune 4..
New fenime faces scheduled for
lop: roles in the forthcoming 12week season of the Municipal Theatre Assn., sponsor of alfresco eiiterlainment' in the Forest Park playhouse, includes Wilina Bpence. Marion Bellj Birala Rainoaka, Eleanore

S;nnin'*r
lolin

.

worthy of joining the ranks of talenthungrjr vaudc.
Razzing the BBC is always a laugh,
getter. This one, a takeoff of BBc'a
ace featur», "In Town Tonight," just

Marc melodies

Amy

;

,

Ben

l,«>ii'«

LleiRi'd lliuiiel, Uiiy C'lmiTlpr, .lean
Jeud Albpil.
Diiaii),
Ki'pd' ilpln;
Itenanil, J. f/. Jnnbeil, lliibpvt Miinny,
I.anci"
Jilas- Wnlban. .tn Vi'ai-hmi. HnbprI
aiontia bullPt. I nnipaumms da d*
lol
Cbunanii Hnd llie' JlotloyA. -Al A. B. 0.
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Kelly

Clalie .Maffpl,
C'amna,
Ainlivc

Foimon.
Viain'olao
Vallc
Ainainly, .IncanM Slorel. Xi>ilily
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by
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Paris,
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author,
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Be

(Cracy Revuct

producer and
actor in "World," one paragraph
being lieaded "All's Vi'elles." Gag
the show
before
around town
opened described the musical as
coined
by
"Welles-a-Poppin."
humorist H. I. Phillips in the

man

liny Sp.iiill

.

BiTii.i

A

Voile

J- A credited the younif .show-

....Inlii'

>Ik- Botijiiniln (.'rnell-Sipew.

l..ti'rt

pic,
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Hays Abroad

Playgoer who read the notices
on "Around the World' demanded to know it Orson Welles
was in the show or not, pointing
out that he wasn't mentioned at
review hy
in tlie Mirror
all
Robert Goleman. However, he
conceded that Welles' name appeared many ,time.<; in Robert
Garland's review in the .Tonrnalof
chah*,
Hears!
American.
A., are
which the Mirror and
key members, have long since
tabued _Welles, because of the

.
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WetlneBtlay, June S,

LEGITIMATE

Inside Stuif-Legit

Holiday Exodus, Strike Bop B'way;

Pitt'sburgh. June 4.
•Maid in Ozarks" continued to
knock down a nice piece of change
-

,

Bui-iij! Mantle in Ihc N. Y. News Sunday (2) named his choice plays o£
the 1946-47 season and took his formei- critical colleaKues to tosk lot- reHe wisherf to
fusing, to name a best play, as he did two seasons a^o.
'•tell the Drama Criliuis Circle and the Piilil/.er Prize Committee to proftjed with caution imtil. they come to the edge of the clifT and then take a
>l8 heiicls his list Avith "State o£ The
'long, running jump into the river."
tinion." the Piilit/.er winner. Memo to the critics:
not one to. insist that every member ol the Circle should vote
••I am
tor tlie play lliat he docs not consider a perfect or even a 'best' play, .just
because that is what he promi.sed to do when he joined the Circle. But I
putting a silly and stubborn vanity ahead of a most helpful
do think he
duly to the theatre, its writers and its boxofTice supporlera when he does
refuse to vole. Especially when, by holding out; (four did) he defeats what,
'To
I was IplH, was the chief aim of the Circle when it .was organized:
.select each season the best play written by. an American playwi iglit and
pinctuced in New York.'

B.O.S

i.<:

.

"Howard Lindsay and Ru.ssel Crou.se's '•Stale" mi.<sed citation froni the
through a fluke but had they chost'ii it even wit!ji reservations,
would have .stimulated interest in the current theatre and in the'
elforls of .younger playwrights to achieve a like reward.
It .would also
li,".ve boMered public confidence in the aiiihorily and compe^lence of drama
they
<:i-iticSi and renewed the faith of a newspaper-re;iding public
are unwittingly, doing their best to alienale."'
Mantle's best 10 in addition to "State": "Home of The Brave," "Deep Are

whom

have the largest profC!;sional ri:p»'rli)ry gioup In existence
Ihe Equii.y. LibraryThciilie set the nod -(rom the City
Council legislaloi-.';. Ei,T is asking numicipal backing for a project that
would turn iiigh school auditoriums into |)arl-liine leitit houses wliere the
Xroup would produce plays in conji|nrlioi\ wllh sciiool curricula. ELT blueprints include about 50 plays ncxt scasbii for Ihis- project and a iinminal
budget outlay by the city, is needed to' cover niininiurn union paynicnts for
stagehands. The players would continue to jverform gratis.
During the 1945-1946 .season, by .June 7. ELT will hax e produced 48 plays
in jNew York's public libraries. Shows ranged from revivals of w.k. title.s
to pieces never before seen ori the American .^lage. and more than a dozen
players who appeared in Ihcm were contracted for regular Broadway pro-

and

ed to a

Hunt Sti'omberg.
Front Page." .may

,Ir..

plotting Broadway, re\ ival of next sea.-ion ot

Arm

'.'Anna Luffasla

"

CD

M

mately

$23,000,. but

mer holdover.

"Second Best Bed;" Rarrvmore
(C-l.oe4; $3.60). Presented b.v Ruth
Chatterfon and John HimtinKton
with J. J: Le\-enthal backing: written
by

!

'^f",'^^

,

spurt-

,J'^

scant

•

Week

(Drniiin),
iCoiJicdu-Drniiia),
(ReL-iie),
Musical >.
lOperelln)..,

R

O

"A"

Week
week
(36.

I

tonight i5).
"The Glass Mena'rerle," Playhouse
I61.M week) (CD-88.S; $4.20).
Mi)>Igaiet Wycherly replacicd I^ainette
Taylor for month: has been slipping;
around $13,000 la.st week.
"The Alatnlficcnt Yimkce," Hoyaio
iiCD-l.l)25: $4.80). Final and 20th
week: drew excellent gro.sses up into
spring. Ihcn tapei-ed: $10,000.
"The Voice of the turtle,"' Moreseo
'113th week) (C-93fl: $3.60). Btatrlce

"fou

With

It?"

Shubert OOtli
Since moving

:

I

i

;

!

anad Alan Baxter replaced
Martha Scot i and John Beal: ai'innid
Peai-.-ion

!

S12.000.

.

,

"This, Too. Shalt Pass,"
C- 1,077: $4.20 ).
.ilh week )
toleraiiace play doubtful of
(

i

Beiasro

Another

summer

.maj;" lauded but operating in the
week) (1.382: $4.80).
'red. $3 .500
down from Century, busiue.ss not
"Three in Make Ready" Broade-'^Pectation.s: oIT last week lo.||n„.st (i3lh week) (R- 1.160: $^.80).
"P
"ound $20,000. Jane Kean- and Gi'o.s.ses. not comparable to those at
fietly Allen replaced Joan Roberts Adelphi in early weck.s, buL.'^aid to

I

week)

i

|

^*?.1?'.P''"'l;

'^..V;""2.i°..*^''i*'"'-

"
nnn" f?nS
"cV
Six performance.-^
of
(1.000: $4.20);
"Antigone and two of "Candida
brought terrific $23,000.
Windsor,"
Er"Merrv Wives of
'

,

.

.

and Jane Dulo.
j

langer i2nd week)
1400: $3.60 1;
Disappointing $13,.500, second week.
1

OLD VIC

).

i

I

critical

I

Critic/' Century
S6). Import has

j

I

REVIVALS
".Show Boat," Ziegfeld 21st week)
iM-l.628: $6). Not so good at midor Im'o nights
offi.sh: business still big hiwever; quoted over $44,500.
"The Bed Mill," (46th .veek) (M1.319: $4;80). Making fine run of it
and may plav throughout summer;
ea.sed to $29,000 last wieek.
"iiamltl/'
Center
City
(2.692;
i

I

|

week matinee and one

(

j

were

i

|

$21,500.

in lead role of the -Ge6r.<(e Abbott production. "The Dander,"
opening at the Biltniore. N. Y.. toniglil i5). can't stay in the play more than
a few week.s'. d.ne.lo his work with Sol Murok s new Russian Ballet Co..
now being a.ssembled for autumn premiere. Dolin, is in charge of reviving a classic repertoire ("Swan Lake." ''Sylph ide.'^." ."Gi.^elle," ele.l
vhiih will need time for reliear.sal and staning. New dance company will
also have to be auditioned, ii'eeding his atleniion. Ballet conipany opens
at N. Y. Met earlier than usual, on Sept. 15.

"Call

.

Me

Mister," National

(7lh

week) iR-1.142; $6). Scale for weekday nights upped: .sock revue up lo
$29,500 which will be topped from

,000

now

on.

|

Opened two week return en-

$2.40).

liagement

I

"Carousel." Maje.slic i59lh week>
M-1. 667: $6). Last season smash is
.still jnaking goodly profit and should

il.B70:

takings neivrly

$49,500: bigger than expected,

|

Anton Dolin.

week )

i4th

another week In go:

business great with

i

.

j

Parts
and II;
I
"Oedipus," and "Th»

•'llcriry
IV.''
;'Unt,le Vanya,"

I

press but got $13,000. in first
three times.
Skedded to close Saturday (81.
"Billion
Dollar
Baby." Alyin
"Slate of the Union,"' Blackstonc
week) (.M-1.331; $6). Aflcr
.(24th
(6lh week) (1.360; $4.20): Climbing
very good start, attendance has been
to a lusly $27,000.
tapering and la.st week's estimated
••Dp In central-Park," Shuberl (7th
gross was $23,000. Harold Gary reweek) I2.ie3;$4.80). Slipped but still placed Dave Burns.
strong with $44,000.
18th
"Born Tcsterday," Lyceum
VWIndy City," Great Northern '3rd week)
(C-993; $4.80). Only play to;
week) 1,425; $4.80). Went up to give an extra matinee last week:
$18,000.
smash over
of
that .sent, gross
•

When

be nrofilable- $21 500

,

"Around the World." Adelphi (1st
Opened Friday
week
M-1. 434: $6
drew mo.slly
(31)
as scheduled:

!

:

the United- Booking Office wrote house managers in Ihe'hinlerland' to coopei:Hte wiih advance agciils in .M'curihg hotel accoin»nodatlons
for louring con-ipaiiies next season, the lespon.-ies wcie nearly all favorable,
.sevei-al
were tempered by a complaint. Those came from showmen in
but
smaller stands who said that agents weie pione to spend but. a few hours
there, then escape lo larger communities.
Upon hearing lhat.'prcjducers said they couldn't blame the advance men,
for hey woiild probably do the same thi)ig themselves,

.

.

j

I

'

Esllmales for last
Esllmates
Last
"Anna I.uCBSla," Civic

with

new Opens

".\nnie Get Your iCuny" Imperial
M-1. 427; $6.60).
Even
(3d week)
.ilanding room lickcLs sold out in advance for newest click; takings
quoted at $45,200.

Windsor'
-^'"'1***''

ri:'^!.,
*^V,;!i^?^;vi,l?J
li.^i
after.
$13..500. "Windy
a disappointing
City" increased its take to $18,000.

"The

Two

.

Liicasta," Mansfield
(9'2d
iD-1.04l; $3.60 >. (Estimated
aiound $12.000' which was llow gross
mark, but colored cast drama caii
operate okay at lower levels.

$1.1.000 after two weeks
e.xtra holiday matinee

Wives of
^^^^t \J'^

:M(frry.

find .soiiie encoui'agenient in Pitlsbui'gh' fi'om current
production of the BeiV Heclil-Charles MacArthur newspaper
(omedy. It's the biggest thing at the boxoffiee in llie hi>lor.v of Smoky
City coniiriunily theatre. Originally staled fur a four-week run, engagement was first extended another week and after that still anolhei-. In additioii, pl;(y was covered by this Pilt flrst^.<lring critics, all of whom agreed
and said so in print— that"Pagey was a funriier shbw iiow than it was
oriiiinally a do/.cn years ago. ^

—

Monday
_^

j

(3).
..

:

('

span summer
Philadelphia, June
Wilh no opposition, and aided

Betta

$39,000.

4.

easily: figured arouiid

'Bloomer'

Slriegler- replaced

Bambi Linn.
also
"Dear Ruth," Miller 77lh week)
followups in local fC-940: $4.20). Lois Wheeler. Leona
"The Dancer," George Ab- Powers and William Talman reproduction,
melodramatic
placed Augusta Dabhey. Helen. Macat
getting
$3,000
slightly,
picked up
Kellar and Michael Road; buisiness

In Jaiiuary Cdr. Sandnr Krciner bought two lickels for "Harvey;'' by
but remilted $1.60 too niuch. and a check for that. amount was sent
the Naval officer aboard the USS fjOs.Angele.«. Last week, it was letiirned
to Brock Pcmberlon. the .sender, with a leiiuHst ilial lie use ihe money to
buy him.self "a drink or two.' Check was ri-mi(led to ihe inanaiier from
the New Yorker masazine.. Cdr. Kriuiier sending it in cafe of Ihe, magazine: he di.dn't know. Pembei'lon's addre.-o.-.
The manager doesn't drink.
jnail.

by

35(],

favorable

dailies,
bott's

the Walnut.
Boston, June 4.
slipped to $8,500.
With Locust. Shubert and Walnut
"Bloomer Girl" continues to be a
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton
definitely washed up now for the i.35th week) iD-968: $3.60). ^Frances smash hit at the Shubert, impervious
1945-46 season, all further activity Waller. Theodore Newton and Rob- to such events as labor troubles and,
centers about Forrest, which got pj-t Emhardt replaced Baibara Bel heat waves. However, it's definitely
Jose Ferrer's revival of "Cyrano de Qeddes, Llyod Gough and Harold ulosing June 15, which marks end
Bergerac" last night (3) tor a two Vermilyea; $8,500.
of the .sea.son for Boston's .Ive ShuFortnight's
<25th bert-operated houses, the Shubert,
engageiTient.
Girl,"
Coronet
wi'ek.-;'
"Dream
engagement promises to be a good week) (CD-i,037: $4.80).- Has been Wilbur, Plymouth, Opera House and
one even though season is late for leasing downward but still eypected Copley.
a costume classic like this here.
to span summer: around $14,000 last
•'Voice of the .Turtle." picked up
Forrest then goes dark for a pe-. v^ eek.
a bit at the Plymouth and '.s destined
viurvev." 48th Street (83d week) to continue succe.sstully uiiiil June 15
riod. re-operiing July 1. with "Follow the Girls." with Gertrude Nie.-ien r'C-925: $4.20). One of the leading for a 25-Avetk run here. Th-ere':i b<'en
Musical lioldover prospects for next .sea.son: nothing like this since "Rose Marie"
in her brigiiial stellar role.
Bert ran 29 weeks in 1925. "Cyrano .de
figured by management to span again
well
over
$19,000:
is
Forre.-il has a
hot weather months.
wheeler will sub for Frank Fay Bergerac." at the Colonial, in its
partial cooling system, not a: com- who .goes on
vacation- in Augii.-.t ly-econd stanza, di<l better than explete one. .Shuberl. Locust and Wiil- Eloise Sheldoii replaced Janet Tyler. peciod. Gloria Swarison came into
luil have none at all.
"I Kemember Mama," Music Box
Colonial with "A Goose for the
(96th week) iCD-979; $4.20). Diane Q^,„ier" Monday (3) with fair a<l-

,

1

The dealh of Joseph M. Patterson, publisher of Ihe M. Y. Daily News,
recalls that he was allegedly the lead chaiacler in a play written by Mabel
McElway. first fitin crjlic for the tab: Drama was done in collaboration

;

|

.

|

was hardly

wilh Irving Kaye Davis but wa.sn't produced. Understood it
eoniplinKjnlaiy lo Patterson. Miss McElway is married lo Richard Clarke,
editor of the News.'

Has been slipgrew approxiwiU iattempt sum-

(M-1,214; $6).:
ping, with last week's

"Anna

helped.

Playhoiise

manauing

Tankee' Leaving

weekV

week)

An

at $11,000.

j

variable.

Esllmates For Last
Keys: C iComedy), D

-

lu.sty $27,000.

as

play.s opeii this week,
arrivals thereafter.

4!

Cool weekend weather and Memorial
matinees saved Chi's
legil
houses fi'om going below la.st \veck's
take. "Up in Central Park" slipped
to $44,000 but is still king, white
"Stale of' the Uiiion" climbed lo

work.

(llm.

$27,000

Chicago, .Tunc

'

will

propo.<als of

iliictions

.regarded

'Unioa

wpi-e not) (inanciah successes.

li.-it

Vic

(

.

New York

SRO 45G,

N. Richard Nash and
Bmry
ings were better. than u.snal. End of Thomson; opened Monday
(3); weak
Ihe season sees a flock of cast pre».
changes in shows entering the sum- "SWan SoDg," Booth (3d week)
mer period:
(CD-712- $4.20). Management hope'Annie Get Your Gun" is defi- ful of building to profitable Opcianitely Ihe .musical leader with "Call tion but hardly
$5,000 last week.
-Me SijSter'' a contender in ticket de"The Dancer," Biltmoi'e
D-92fl:
mand at the agencies. "Around The $4.20).- Presented by Georijc Abboit;
World'" is the finale musical: open- written by Milton Lewis
and' .lulian
ing late last week, it's chances were Font.
Mildly received in Pliil,'):

Park' 44G Oii;

.

The Roots." "The. Magnificent Yankee." "The_ RuKgcd Path/ "Antigone,"
""O Mi.strcss Mino." "Dream Girl.'.' "Born- Yc.Aerday," '•Lute Song," Four

if

49'/2G; lute,'

there were IT matinees and while
business was not exceptional, tak-

"Lhey

shows on the

But 'Annie'

Sfip,

Sock

.

i-eviewer.s

{

for itself in second week at Casino,
local burlesk house, getling around
$10,000 on the h.o., and sticking
around, for another stanza. Had been
booked in originally for only a fortnight. Show goes Irom here to Baltimore next Monday (10) and then
moves to Atlantic City for what management hopes will be a summer run
Broadway was oft' early last wetok
at Hotel Chelsea tlieatre.
as
result
of. the strike situation.
Strongest biz done by "Maid" on Later there was improvement
but a
the Sunday midnight show, replacing long
holiday
started
Thursday
the midweek matinee, with Saturday (Memorial Day)
affecting attenda close runnerup.
Doing "a lot of ance.. Most midweisk afternoon pertwo-for-one biz, which i.s helping.
formances switched to thiB holiday;

'

.
'
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TWaid' lOG, Pitt

|

1

.

i

.

"Windy (:|ly"— Gt.

Current Road Shows
'Pei'iori

"Anna

Corviiiig

Liicasta"

"Aiillprone"

Chi. >3-R).

--ri\-ic.

"(>ndlda"

-

.

'•Blackouts of Iftte"

—

!

SlVMMER STOt'K

]

•

".An|{el .street"— Litchfield thealre.

Chi iH-ISK

—

Chi.

.Norlherii,

;.i3-8).

3-15)

Jiiiie

j
'

Coim..

Litchfield,

Harris.

lO-iS'.

1

-

!

Bucks County
Spirit"
'Playhou.se. New ^^ope.^Pa. (7-l.Sl.
El Capilan.
Summer Garden.
:'Hay f-'ever"
Unily Farm, -Kansas City, Mo. 13-8)

"HlUhe

I

]

—

Chadwick replaced Joan TelzeH
Last weeks announced; rated around

I

llollywood

(;l-l')).

"RIoomcr

Girl" t- Shubert,, Bost.

';

(3-15).

—

"Rosalle^'--Papci'

Twlee To-

l"Riii|r

(10-151.

1

;

'

"Cyrano de Beritfrac"
:

"noose

.

Forrest.

IjOS

Male Animal"

••The

!

Wbicesler.

Cambridge.

.

.

—

Phila.; (3-151.

Ma.-is.

—

Playhou.^'e.

i4-Hi.

in

I

$12 000
"Life Wilh Father," Bijou (339lh
week) (C-6I4: $3.60). Alice Loane
and Donald Randolt>h now playinj;
the leads: tlown around $7,000 but
run leader will flick.

LA

Angeles.June

j^ajes

4,

"Lute Song," Plymouth

'

|

:

.

Eitimates for Last

„,

Week
,

••Bloomer' Girl," Shubert
$4.gs); Practically sro wit'o
ble $3.5.000.

i

l..59n;

proba-

Coioii.al
$12,000 .akam.st
j,pp,.,j.,(imately 410,000 for :Wec!> be-

••Cvrano'~dc

|

!

iD-1.0.6;i:

.

.

|

Combiitalion of holiday and strike's
tii'ouijht the jcfiit uross.es inio
i-i\d
top .spot ihis pa.st wee.k. Mightiest
coin went to the Philharmonic s

1

:

1

500: $4.20

).

Bergerac,"

About

$6): For. (in'al and 19th week. Dolly (ore.
Haas has replaced Mary Martin.,: "voire of »he Turtle," Plymouth
attention and
Good $15,000 against $14.j ^ud-j;} 1.
ifood lAtlractcd eorisiderabic
do well on four: around $1.3.- 000 for weather aiid sli'ikc— be.«et
'notices and. $44..500 for ihe initial should
week before.
record high -o far: fm' 500.
'frame ..
•'O Mistress Mine," Empire I'IBth
ilted an:lhc sea.'ion. "Oklahcmia."
Advcrlisini;
(CD-'I.082;
$4.80).
sveek)
other $38.(100 out of the (iistomers
tickets for September and October
idiiring its fourth week at 'he Bilt•show laying off d.uring July and
nn'ire ami will remain at tliat
»,,,„,„,. ;,.-;„j
',

which

"Robert a.".

'

Gamier" -Colonial.

for the

/Oklahomar 38G,

Playhouse.

Mill

';l-«>.
Millburn, N.
Beware'' '—
'•Sailor
Mass. cll-a

Portland. i3-8):
(9); Mel., Seatlle

Miiyfair.

Temple. Tacoina

'Roberta' Record 44i€,

Alexandra.

Toronto (4-8

,

"Come on Up"
.nl»ht"l

Moon"— Royal

"New

-

bowed

|

.

i

i

to

,

.

Bost.

i3-l."pi..

Room'

"Luftlnir

—

Oiily"

Nal'l.

(3-l,SV.

Det.

Harris.

i3:-8);

<10-|5i.

"Meet Hie Wire"--Shiiberl-Lafay'

.eltc.

Del.

c3-.l5i:

Laura" clicked here

tionyl. wilh a
^ip lo its credit.

sUndy

nees kept week

from

sell

D

Washington. June

.

'

I

"Laura"— Cass.
Chi.

'Laura' Bright 25iG,

(3-8).

"IIai'vey"---Met.. Seattle

Wash.

C.
4.

the Na-

al

$2r)..S00

'

ruiiK

'.

!

Disappointing mati- •or ineiun.
beiiig

Ken Murray

virtual

ProspeCls for Ol.^en and Johiifon's
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Erlan- "Laffing Room Only." ope.iili.iu lieie
ger, Chil (3781; Miisic Hall, Kaii.siis 'last nighi (3
for forlniuhl, arc nwy.
Cily VlO-l.-)!.
Ba-ion conipan.v of "Voice cif, (lie
Bar- Turile follows Jim'e 1-7. for 'liiniied
"0bsessinn"--l,()he['O, Santa
eligageinent.
bara 13-14 1.

al

(

M'(il'l'

';

—

Biltniore.

L.

Kol
CHI

'Kini' Aec .13G. Frisee

"Up

In

Central Park"

Chi. r!»,15i.
•Voice of
Fri.-ico

—

San

June

"Tobacco Ro.id. Jweek) iD- 1.064; $3.60). Mixed ca.sl
under way dnriii'! the 'tolerance play faring' nnldlv and
up :Mi('('ly for .SKI.Oini hopefiil of. spanning the suinmcr: a hi.rd-to-get 823.000 for the ;*fff.):t.
.<ccond week iit the
Season was most profitable in years
l)ick( fl up to $7,500.

Ihe

.

I

Mayan;

.^.

the Union"— Blackstone.

I

'dOOSE'

OK

8G,

TORONTO

•'Song of Norway,'-' Broadway i93d
week) 1O-I.90O: $4.80). Front rows
that were $6 cut lo $4.80: (;fr lately
but picked up last week 0 $24,500.
"SUle of the Union," Hud>on (20th

Francisco.
roronto, Jui>e 4.
"Vagabond King," in first week al
Should play
Harold J. Kennedy's "A Giio.sc for ':week) (CD-I .057: $4.80).
the'Ciirran. gro.s.sed capacity $33,000.
next -.season ' despite, road
"Voice of the Turtle" the John van the Gander." .starring Gloria Swan- through
$8,000 at companies. Sells out all limes, with
ialisfactory
gros.«e(l
a
son.
week
its
llth
Druten comedy now in
gro.ss lopping $24,500. Straluht play
at
the Geary, enters the llnrtl 14, the ROval Alcxan<li'a hei'e with the
leader wilh exception o fOld Vic.
(lays Of its run. La.^il wi'ek'.s gros.-; I.,'i2.5-.sratei'. .-iealed at a light $2.50
'!)lh
Louis Woman," Beck
••St.
I
lop.
dropticd to ? 16,0(10,
4.

1

i
I

Shuberl,

I

1

the

—

Geary,

(2d

Co.)—

TiiTlle"

'

|

(3-15).

;

.

:'Voloe of the Turtle"

Plymnulh,

iJosl.

i;i.-ir>;.

•

Baltimore; June 4.
Room Only," advkrli,'^ed_
minus
with Olsen and John.son, but
wound
taller, who was reported ill.
up the legit season at Foi'ds here
Garnei'ed
last week on an off note.
"LafViiig

c'limb'ed

sti-ike.

"

,

".Slate of
Chi, (3-15).

CLOSES BAUrO SEASON

)

'

Capilan.

Kl

wli.i<'!i

-

"Oklahoma!"

^^^^^^

I

.

1

(3-15);

^Blnckoufs

.

'

,

s

.

j

^

remaining eight weeks

figure for the

-

(lui.

'LAFFING; offish 23G,

SRO
.o* hnn
I66th
l^'^'^m-^s
week iM-l..509v $4.80), Last year it
of ll)4b
muscial
^^.^^ fiKured that this .sock
Kave an e.xli'a pcrform.i.ire cvvr, ^,„„if, ,„|,|a.st others and yaihe slfll
Memorial Day and brought, the bdlTo
.j,^^ -29,500.
take 10 $l«.0(in for Ihe -iOeth .•i!''etch "^...q,, ^^y,,,^^j„ Avenue," Corl i4th

j

'

spile
for town's loniE. legit stand, in
of pdori.sh list of attractions dependent mcstly on sUndbys of re-

cent years and so-so
break-ins.

prc-Broadway

.

.

,

.

"Maid in the Ozarks" has oeen
spotted into the iiidie-booked Maiylshd,i currently showing pix. on a
four-wall deal set to istort next Monday >10). Strong campaign in advance.
,
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Bing. lor lotting m# cut
those Decea records with you. They
tell me "Who's Sonry Now" is aelting
like oeiling price nylons. . >

Dcmryl Zanuck oaid Henry
Hathaway^ for the spot you gave me
in your four-startler, "The Dark Corner.

"^UohIu, Kate Smith and Ted Colme to oppear on
last month. ...

lins, for inviting

your radio show

^UoHiUf Dave and Jack Kopp, for
those Deccarative royalty checks for
my new disc, "The Man I Love;" and
thanlcs, Milton Gabler, for that first
recording contract you $ave me
with Conmiodore. ...

*]UaHhli Tommy Rockwell and
everybody else at GAC for working
so hard in my behalf. . .

Carlos Gastel, for bring-

^JUohJu, Sherrill Korwin. for havme booked into your theatre, the

ing

Orpheum, in L A., twice within five
weeks (they tell me I was the first to
come back so soon).

me back to Hollywood. My
Troeaderopening at the King Cole
Room is set for June 10th. ...
ing

. .

*JUaHJu, Maurice Duke, for my
picture break, in

Prom,".

first

Monogram's "Junior

. .

^^<M^i^ Barney Josephson (this
goes 'way back, y'know), for having
given me my first break, two yecffs
at Caie Society Uptown ond DownThose pre-Josephson coffeetown
and-oake days, brrrrrr. .
. . .

.

7^s^^

Walter WincheU, Earl
Wilson, Dorothy Kilgallen, Danton
Walker, Ed Sullivan, Jimmy Starr
and

the rest of the newspaper
people who hiave been so generous
with the kind words. . .
all

And *fUaHiu,Co\e Porter, for
having written "Begin theJBeguine,"
the song that raised me from the
Want Ad Section to a back page in
Variety. ...

EMie HeuwooJ
JACK GALE
HOLLWOOD, CAUP.

Personal Manacer,

8M5 Sunset

Blvd.,

m

Pilbllolty,

yi.

42ni St.
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FILM BIZ BEATS DIVORCEMENT
/

Radio, Pix, Newspapers, Television

Primed for Atom
Washinglon. June

tcsls in July will be one of liiC
most extensive in history for siien a
.slioil-time event. Army and Na^s's
Joint Task Force One COiicralion
Cio.ssroads") has annotmco'-i lhat 1C5
correspondents and photo^>, fioin
daily and weekly newspapers. m:ii;azincs and radio network.^ will bo
nn Ihe USS App.ilacliian.
po.'ited

atom

press

griieral

Included

Kwajalein.

cameramen and

at

arc

ncus

rcl

nnotlicr million

camcronian

tiire

and

headqtiarlors.

-

the
ujio

reprc.-iciilin.u

piwl of television broadcastci
V ill recorj Ihe event.

Bomb Coverage

.•

Major nim companies and the
Government divided honors yesWebb's 1st Pic Terping
terday when a 73-page opinion was
Hollywood, June 11.
handed
down in the anti-trust suit.
Clifton Webb and Gene Ticrncy
arc praelieally set for Georgie Jesscl's
production
of
"The
Band
Wagon" upon Webb's return from
Noel Coward's play. "Present Laughtor." next spring.
Webb will dance
for the first time on the screen in
this pic.

Howard Dictz and Artlun- Schwartz,
who authored the staye original, will
write several new souks for the film
with the two oldies. "Dancinq in Iho
Dark and "I Love Louisa. to be
featured also.
'

Ap|)alacb.ian

will

carr\

paper correspondents, as v

cameramen,

i,lijl

several

fi''

nous-

vil

a>

lu v.

-

12

PM

tele

Needs 100,000 More

Readers;

Had Considered,

Then Nixed
PM,

'

rl

newsreel plDli.;'. II v.i(!lo broadir.sters, 15 wire sorvico ii porters, and 27 magazine wii'ris.
l.;.i~.d ccvuraye at Kwajalein u-.!l be
J.andlod by three newspaper cim u spondcnts. nine magazino \vril.~r>.
tin ce wire service reporter^, four radio correspondents and five new si eel
(Continued on pa^e 40)

men. the

N.

Y.

proaching

its

Selling

Ads

daily tabloid, is apsixth anniversary next
Tuesday tl8) with red ink sjiread
all over its ledger.
After soakinp
auay a substantial reserve fimd
dui ing the preceding year's operations, the paper has been operating
al a considerable loss for the last
fiscal year because of the "raised
cost of living." To make up this dollcil. PM is i>lanning un open, concerted plea to its readers to campaign lor 100,000 additional circula-

Longhair Music s
Biggest Boom

Clearance and run, as such, were
held not to be violative of the Sherman Act unless unrc&sonable in
the
In
determining
character.
the
question
of
reasonableness,
court laid down seven factors on
judgmort
The
which
base
to
own^
lengthy opinion al.-^o held joint
nership of theatres by the majors
with each other or wilh indies, to

(Continued on page 4)

Due

July
of

Canada, Which Banned
Eddie Cantor on Radio,
Invites

Judson admits

a ccrt.iiii
(Continucd oi\ pa;;e 34)
to

ii.fla-

in

Person

Diamond Jubilee pageant,
1 to 13, is Eddie Cantor. Irony
is
that several months ago
it
Cantor's radio show was banned in
Canada for reasons never fully excouver'.';

plained.

Surprised at the invitation to
12 nights in the pageant. Cantor

play

was

head of the
he was the favorite
comedian with Canadians and that
(Continued on page 55)
told by the promotional

project

year.

Him

Hollywood, June U.
Only radio comic invitect to 'Van-

that

Metro, which has a Jerome Kern

B way

Biz Outlook

Upgrade

The present jammed occupancy

cause of the paper's own plant ca"This was so lumted.
accordmg to the prospectus, -thai
(Continued on page 30)
pacity.

St. Petersburg, Fla.. June 11.
The manner in which James C.
was swept back into ;he

I'eli'illo

'

PM

presidency

of

the

Amenean Fed-

New York's hotels is a highly favorable indication of Broadway's show
summer. In recent
weeks managers were puzzled as to
business possibilities, grosses moving
up and down, except- for the newer
legit standouts.
Major midtown hotels are refusing
to accept reservations for the balance of the >month. Some limit acceptances to weekends only, and the
demand for help is known to have
jumped recently. Influx 6f buyers
and the start of vacations explain
the hotel situation. Highest demand
for hotel rooms is dated for next
midweek, the Louis-Conn fight on
Wednesday (19) being the factor.

eration of Musicians by

unanimous

vole and thunderou.^ oval ion of the
delegates assci'nblea in con.''iFM

B.O.S

HIT IN V-DAY

LONDON CELEBRATION

vention here was only one oi a iinmber of significant events pointing uj)
that the next 12 month.'; may well
be Ihe most turbulent in the battle
of Pelrillo vs. the entci lainmcnt in-

London. June 11
Inclement weather failed lo di.srupt dustry.
y-Day celebration heic for 11.000,000
What the convention served to ilLondoners and visitors.
Ciowd.s
thint!. is tlK.I Pcfswarmed the streeLs. and show biz lustrate, for one
more fiinily entrenched
is
rillo
consequently was olT, since Picwithin
the expanding rank.s of the
cadilly traffic
was diverted. Those AFM with its nearly 2«0.0f)0 memcelebrating were not
buvinc enter- bciship. than ever before. Bui even
•ainment, but going tor
the free show. heyoiid lhat. there cmcrgert a PetHowever, Sunday and banU-holi- riUo whose power may even transbiz soared with
Ioiik lines for cend that oi AFM prcxy ar.ci \.'ho
"im houses and
other theatres.
may eventually step fort!: as llie key

To the networks, the radio indus-

lied Ihe far-flung allegations that the
prcxy wields a czaristic baton

as a bid for

supremacy and

dominant, key figure

in

as the
the entire

labor picture.
To new.smeti covering the convention (and, in view of the current
Petrilln vs. the radio industry l.ibor
crisis, it was given unprecedented

con-

forbidden to use product from their
iiound- tracks for television. The pix'
industry, having no other alterna-

had

television

to accede. In ef fecit, it pitts
in a position where it
-

(Continued on page

'40)

Fire-Hazardons Hotel
Niteries Hit by Chi,

Dnboqiie Disasters
Possibility exists thiat many enterrooms, cocktail lounges
and niteries located in hotels
throughout the. country will shutter
as hotels are. closied as a consequence
of the two disastroits fires in the
LaSalle Hotel, Chicago, and the
Canflcld
Hotel,
First
Dubuque.
casualty is the Walton Hotel, Philadelphia, which was condemned by
city authorities, and suspended operations Saturday (8). [Ar detailed
below, Chi authorities shuttered one

tainment

Others arc expected as city auall over the country are
oncc-overing aU inns in their juris-

thorities
dictions.

City authorities realize that firefighting equipment is substandttrtf^^
because of Inability to gct'fcifl&ce-'rhents during the .war.
Alsa the
acute room shortage i.^ taxiiitC hotel
staffs and facilities to the point
'

'

(Continued on -page

AFM

over the boys. For the first linie the
contingent seemed
to
reporlorial
w hom PetriUo & Co. do busincs.s. the find some meaning, understanding
implication was clear that the boss and democratic procedure behind
of the musician.s' union isn't likely what PetriUo was striving for.
But so far as Pelrillo himself wa.s
to yield an inch, come what may.
But further, hi.s drastic proposal concerned, he made no bones that
(drastic in terms of AFL protocol), he was reconciled to Ihf fact that
which won the unanimous backing the pre.^s of America "v-as out to
(if
the convention, that the AFL, get hiin." If the convention had a
CIO and the Railroad Brotherhoods theme at all, it was "let's go lo work
merge their memberships and or- lo combat the propaganda directed
ganizations to fight the Lea Bill, the again.-^t the AFM and PetriUo as {>

Case Act and other anti-union legislation, is viewed in some quarters

AFM

sections.

Most large hotels, especially those
on the east side, are booked solidly
until late August, and ticket agencies Loop legiter, the Great Northern,
say that out-of-town mail orders are and 5 niteries as result of llie La
Salle catastrophe]. Dclails on the
piling up daily.
Walton Roof on page 52.

coverage) the conduct of the conclave as spearheaded by PetriUo be-

try in general, the recording and
film companies, plus others within
with
enterlainmenl
industiy
the

Other detailed

vention stories in ^iisic and

of

the nation's overall labor

figure in
picture.

AFM

;

the

AFM

GEORGE ROSEN

PetriUo has served notice on the
film studios, it was learned at the
ccnivehtion here', that they are

live,

On

PetriUo Seen Making Bid as Maestro
Backing Strong
Of Overall Labor;
By

probably the toughest one to date.

Radio

tion.

Plea will take the form of a 12Pa^e prospectus, which the papei
will use as an insert in next Tuestlay's editions. It will also be mailed
to a select list. Prospectus will slate
that PM's editors had seriously considered
breaking away Ironi il^
unique basic principle by liiuilly
akrecing to accept advert i.->iiiu. but
were forced to forego the idea be-

St. Petersburg, Fla,, June 11.
Having -already barred live mufrom appearing on television
shows,' James C PetriUo and his
American Federation of Musicians,
have just dealt video a new blow,

sicians

biz chances this

been reached.

Columbia Concerts iiscif has already set 151 recitals for next !-cason
in N. Y. alone, which is 10 concerts
it handled for the enlire
194a-l(i N. Y. season, and a 20'; increase over bookings this time lasl

Metro's Yoamans Biog

Decision barred theatre divorcement filmusieal biography in work and
but
drastically
changed current the (Richard) Rodgers and CLorcnz)
selling prices. The three-judge fed- Hart story upcoming, will glorify aneral court in New York, in effect, orother songsmith. He's Vincent Youdered a system of auction bidding for
individual pictures and simultane- mans, who died early this year.
Metro's deal is said to cover $250.ously ruled price-fixing, block booking, pooling arrangements, formula 000 for the rights, outside of the .song
deals, master agreements rnd (lan- clearances, which the studio must
chises to be, in the main, -nvalid.
negotiate.

Tlie longhair music business is in
for another boom year ne\t season,
perhaps the greatest year in its
history. Right now, every !>ig arlisl
is
sold out for next sca.-on. The
audience for serious music, aceoiding
to Arthur Judson. pvvz of Columbia
Concerts, world's largest rcncort bureau, has grown faster than the supply. The saturation point in concert
bookings, Judson sa.\s. has in no v ay

more than

For One of Video's Worst Bio

SALES PRAGTIGE

11.

Covi-raRC by all media of the Bil- ni

MusiciansJix Pix for Televi^on

T.

A

'

52).

NIGHT CLUBS PONDER
FALL-OFF IN BUSINESS
Question of whether the current

40% average drop

in nitery busines.s
only a temporary recession or ah
indication that conditions are re-

is

suming pre-war normalcy, is. being
mulled by bonifa(:es throughout the
country.

Business during the

pa.st^

two months has dwindled to the
by various delegations point where grosses are up to 40%
recommending that AFM pour vast below, the wartime highs.
Getting partial blame for this
sums into a public relations-educational campaign to take the .stigma condition is the dislocation of inezar."

flock

of resolutions

were

.

introduced

PetriUo &: Co. But the union pi-cz
personally would have none of it
and channelled the resolutions into

dustry because of strikes aiid material shortages.
Those following
that school of thought believe that

(Continued on page 30)

(Continued on page 52)
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For

$25,000,000 Industrial Centre

Tiie Berle-ing Point
By Milton Berle

Miami; Expo, Radio, Aquacade, Etc.
Final plans for Ihe largest yearand
exposition
industrial
roimd
trade centre iii the world, to be

.

Ticket sale for the Louis-Conn
next Wednesday

fight dated for

perked up considerably
during the past week with the
ticket sale over the $2,000,000

dium

sion studios, a 6,000-seat aquacade,
a 2,000-seat auditorium, and a picr
ture theatre, all at a cost of $25,000,000 or more.

—

Out-of-towners will wit-

mark.

been

has,

trains

.

arranged

"BLACKOUTS

demands,

promoter's

bring

were varying opinions as
win chances of the prinFormer champions Gene
Tunney and Jim Braddock were
quoted in favor of Conn. How-:
cipals.

it's

S"iW?3iiH to

man from
ties

judge cither

camp

training

and Louis

on

is

Fight

activi-

.!he

end of the betting odds.

short

.

was

situation

ticket'

blasted open by. cops, who lapped
the telephone wires of Jacobs'
agency, four clerks being arrested and held under bail. Police said they heard prices for
$100 quoted as high as $175 by the
brokers but they did not obtain
possession of any tickets and it
is questioned if a conviction can
be" had without such evidence.

equal opportunity to display products to buyers from both continents.
Structure will cost 2V4 million, total
investment in the project by Reeder

and Liebow to satisfy Miami municipal government of good faith,
(Continued on page 55)

Theatre Wing Starts

Mike Jacobs who

Vets Training Course
Biz Fields

American Theatre Wing, is starting
Veterans Training Program in
Y., July 8, when it opens an eight-

Its

N.

course for professional
vets in legit, radio, music and dance.
Wing has leased building at 432 West
44th street where it will give instruction in all fields except radio. Latter
field will be handled by classes at
various N. Y. radio station studios.
Theatre courses will cover a wide
range, with specialists in each field

week summer

(Continued on page 6)

is

note,

which

Sup

Dublin, June 6.
Members of de Valera'.s cabinet
ere to attend a dinner in honor of
Jeanette' MacDonald here July 11
when the singer arrives in Ireland
for the last of her six concerts in
the British Isles. She will sing at
the Theatre Royal, Dublin, July 13
and return direct to New York by
air. following day.
Miss MacDonald's fee, which Harold Fielding says he cannot divulge

a.'s

by other stars

Ruth Gordon's 'Miss Jones'
For the Freddie Marches
Ruth Gordon's play, "Miss Jones,"
which closed earlier this season after
being tried out by Max Gordon, is
being rewritten for Fredric March
and his wife, Florence Eldridge.
Draft has already been approved by
the Marches who were planning to
go to London for Thornton Wilder's
play, "Skin of Our Teeth."
Latter project was to have been
produced by Laurence Olivier, but
will be postponed a season.

Agen-

summoned.

but there are 57 who subscribe
to the legit theatre ticket code,
indicating that the others do not
handle theatre tickets but specialize on sporting events.

Death of Jack Johnson

recalls

the connection of several Bro.idway showmen in the promotion
of two of his spectacular fights.
When the colored champ lost to
Jess Willard in Havana in 1915,
L. Lawrence Weber snd H. H.
Frazee werie partners of Jack
Curley
who
fronted.
Sam
,

McVey, Negro heavyweight who
was in Johnson's corner, was

among

those

who averred

Arthur"
Smoke" as he

"Li'l

or

was

that

Big

"Tlie
Ci(lle<l,

lay

doiwn in the 26th round. Johnson had a white wife at the lime
and she is said to have left
ringside the round before the
"knockout," after being signaled
His fight with James
to vamp.
in
JefTries
1910 at Reno,
J.
whfen the latter emerged fnim
retirement during the "while
hope'' clamor only to be knocked
out in the 15th round, was promoted by Tex Rickard and Jack
Gleason.
are
All
deceased.
Glcason was a figure around the
Friars club, his a.ssociate being
.

Cleve. Goes Hollywood
Even the
are getting

Cleveland, June 11.
drugstore chains here

showmanship-minded

to

Jimmy Durante
to niakc p. a.'s at
the opening of a new super-drugweek.
last
store
Schnozzola and Moore flew here
to put on an afternoon clambake in
the store, for autograph-huiiters, who
caused traffic jams.
the degree ot hiring

and Gary Moore

.

.

Freddy Block.
Sid

.

Grauman coming from Hol-

lywood after
years,
fight.

a lap.«c of several
sec the Loui.>:-Conn
Jack Qakie, Met Allen
to

and Dayc

Siegjtl in

from

seeing the ball games.

Coa.'jt,

.

death- among his friends.
Lunched at the "21" last week. Food Is so expensive there they should
give you 12 months to pay— yoii get 6 months i£ you don't:
Henny Youngman knows a iiiteclub that's so fashionable they serve two-

Ted Lewis has been in show business
as
Everybody Happy" 10 million times

and has said "Is
nobody has answered him.

for 30 years
yet,

Otjerheord on vty raido:

Washington, Juhe 11;
Discrimination against actors under the anti-double taxation treaty
with Britain wais ended last Thursday (6). Secretary of State James

Byrnes and J. Balfour, British
Minister attached to the embassy
here, sighed a supplementary prothe
in
tocol piutting entertainers
same class with all other Americans

F:

who work
or

$77.

cies involved are Jacobs, Newand Trosky's.
man's,
Miller's
Department licenses 80 agencies

singer,

claimed to be highest ever paid
concert artist visiting Ireland
Fielding is to visit U.S. again shortly
is

to a

tickets

.

•

On Double Taxation

thrust into the clerk's
breast pocket by the "buyers."
Where they got the $1,000 plus
$9, which was the legal resale
fee was not explained. Evidence
in the hands of the police in that
case is the marked $100 bill.
Price of the fight tickets includes the Federal and stale tax,
so the net on the $100 tickets is

fight

.

tone mickeys.

Vs. American Actors

been

Y. License Commissioner
Ben Fielding announced an investigation of ticket brokers for
alleged overcharging to determine "whether there is a conspiracy to violate the state law."
Clerks in four agcniiics charged
with gypping on Louis-Cionn

.

;

—

Discrimination Ends

claimed to have

is

.

.

The ultimate, purpose was to influence the used car dealer, who also
has a new ear auto agency, lo sell the
Scotch donor a nciv car.

prompting

N.

With Jeanette MacDonald

tiles.

the flght said he has no interest
in the agency.. Another arrest
was made, when an a.gcncy clerk
accepted $100 gratuity for supplying 10 tickets at $100 each.
Plain clothes men then returned
the tickets, also the marked C-

approximately

to negotiate for p.

An idea of blacketeering.and dipsydoodle bribery is exemplified by a
man who bought two cases of rum,
which he didn't need, in order to get
a case of Scotch which he did need,
to present it to a textile manufacturer, in order to buy 1,000 yards of
material This material would then
be presented by the Scotch purchaser
to a certain used car dealer who was
also a manufacturer of infants wear
oh the side, hence needed the lex-

to the

mart in which manufacturers from
North and South America will have

under his agreement with the

Sample

lo

there-

ever,'

.

.

of '46

addicts from the
Over the weekend

fight

hinterland.

business).

.

the

but

charter planes contracted for

I

Ken—you're

.BOB HOPE.

reservations will be used anyhow. In addition there are many

ceived the idea with his associate,
Dr. D. F. Reeder, early in the war.
Architecture will be done by L.
Murray Dixon. Current plans call
for the theme building to be completed by September, 1947.
Theme building, x-shaped, will bo
four stories, topped by a 20-story
tower, and will be a merchandise

Irish Cabinet to

'Keep 'em laughing
doing a great Job.

show

Jimmy had been

OF 1946"
El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

A

deal for 150 Pullman rooms to
bring fans from- a midwest burg
was cancelled bepause of the

with 'a minimum of red tape and
Secondary result will probr
travel.
ably be a permanent large draw to
Miami and Miami Beach, affording
niteries a year-round market
Liebow, who owns Braznell-International and Robert Clay Hotels in
Miami, as well as recently finished
Hotel Ihternacional in Panama, con-

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S

for

R.,.R. alone.

with the Pennsy

mon meeting ground for. commerce
between the Americas, where interAmerican trade can be carried on

Clayton told me there was no truth to the rumor that
signed by M-G-M because Leo the Lion had developed
laryngitis. ...But the whole affair was a great tribute to a real trouper.
The only thing vi^as that the party broke up too early— the "TVvo Sisters"
hud to go back to Boston.
The Great Wli Way
Know a comedian who is such a ham he's doubling between a llicalre
and a sandwich at theThcatrical Pharmacy.
Eddie Bracken says that when his baby grows up, he doesn't want Itim
.just wants Kim to play Clarence Day in "Life With
to be president.
Father."
W. C. Fields spent a fruitless day at Grauman's Chinese theatre yesterday. He found oilt you can't preserve a hiccough in cement.
What's needed at the UN meeting is Faith, Hope and Clarity.
Got a lovely present from Leo Lindy for Father's Day .... a pocket watch
with anchovies in place of hands and a chain made of braided noodles.
Rodgers.& Hammerstein are all broken up;... they overslept one morning and only turned, out five Broadway hits;
Harold Gary says that in view ot Ihe fact that you can see the Melropple
show from the sidewalk, that's the only corner. where aa agent can catch
an act and a street ear at the same time.
There's No Truth (o the Rnmor
That in his next advertisement Billy Rose will mention the Diamond
Horse.shoe
that the favorite picture on the borscht circuit is "The
that Senator Claghorn has seen "The Virginian" 88
Bride Wore Beeti"
times
that the columnist Mortimer is now spelling his name "Li"....
that each new play starts an engagement at the Belasco theatre b>f advertising "positively last week": .. .that "Coax Me A Little Bit'' was written
by John L; Lewis.
Hangnail Descriptions
CenOrson Welles: "I" The People
Margaret O'Brien: Dyna-mite
.Mayflower
Marjorie Main: Dill Face.
tral Park: Bad Man's Territory
doughnut: Techni-cruUer.
Observa.llon Dept.
Hollywood is the only place in the world where a guy can starve to

6t

208th

ness the contest in droves. Che
Pittsburgh party of three 12-car

Purpose of the Pan-American Industrial Exposition, as the fair will
be called, will be to provide a com-

WHO

. .

Yankee SU-

at- the

(19)

night

permanent trade fair will include a
Radio City, complete with televi-

Show

The bills /voiii Mother's Doi/.
dot a real bang out of Jimmy Duranlc's 3Dth Anniversary parly at the
converted Golden Slipper last Wednesday night. Everyone who counted
COULDN'T. .. .The place was~ full of
.PLUS A FEW
was there
"Who's Who," until Toots Shor walked in— then somebody yelled "What's
that?"... .it was so crowded, the hecklers were working from the Men's
Room.. /.Understand that while Jimmy was in New York, his no.se was
Jimmy's old partners
making a personal appearance in Philadelphia
were right on hand: Eddie Jackson and Lou Clayton (the Byron Nelson

Sports Shorts

Miami, Florida; were
in
completed last week in New York
by hotel magnate William Liebow.
a dozen buildings
than
With more
to be erected on a 112-acre site, the
erected

In

tlie /ir.s'l lime I'm a Daddv.
Celebrotiiip Failiff!' Day
And u'hot do lyou i/ii'ik I'm. getttno?

For

.

in

England for

six

months

less.

This means that actors who go
there will pay income tax to the
U. S. and at the American rate,
which is cheaper than, the British
gouge. The original treaty, ratified
by the Senate June 1, left actors in a
position where they would have to
pay income taxes at the British rale
if they worked in England.

Announcer:
Singer:

Chicago, June

so loud.

On Broadway
and a kick

This

fine set ot pipes.
is

supposed to be a cigaret program.
Berled Eggs
between a pat on the back

there's 16 inches difference

in the pants.

SCENE: Waiting room at the William Morris Agency:
ACTOR: If I sit here any longer, I'll be old enough to be booked into
the Diamond Horseshoe.
Atttobiograph]/ of a bad aclor: ''Hssss-tOTy'."
Caiight Peter Lind Hayes at the Copa... .was so impressed I complimented him by saying, "Peter, you're wonderful." Peter quipped, "What
do you mean wonderful'?
.THERE'S NOBODY AROUND."
There's » new Hollywood lunchroom that Just held a anack preview.
Got the. surprise of my life. I read of an actress who made the front
pages by taking an underdose of sleeping tablets.
comedian confided, it was bis ambition to live In California and die ia
New York
saggested he pUy the Roxy.
Eavesdropped at the Copa: He reMiinds me of on Adler-eleuated shot
.

.

.

A

99% heel.
Len Stern reports that NBC is looking for a cummer replacement for
summer replacement.
My brother (the one who books squirrels into parks) hasn't been feeling well lately. He absent-mindedly walked into an employment agency

.......

a

and

Does Jack Benny Want To
Improve Own Fiddling?

No

You've got a

still

hasn't gotten over the shock.
All characters mentioned In this

AFTERPIECE:
flctUioas

and have nothing

Jack Benny has just heard he may
succeed in bringing over
Czech violinist, Alex Vizvari, whoin
he in met in Prague on his last sum

finally

mer's overseas USO junket. Benny
was impressed with the fat fiddler,
not so much for his virtuosity as
his natural sense of comedy.

Authors' 'Honor' Held at Stake
In Latin-Am^
4.

A

burly Czech ("unfortunately reminding you of Goering in appearance"), Vizvari has a natural sense
of cbmedy, despite inability to speak
a word of English, which Benny
thinks would make him a novelty in
concert. "In fact I'll play tour with
him a little myself," adds Benny,
who frankly .admits he's stage-struck.
Whilie in Nciv York the past few
weeks, and now vacationing here
with his father, Benny got a bang
playing
benefits,
making charity
drive appearances, etc.
He .. adds,
"I've been talking' about doing a
season in New York with my pro-

run high.

'R^ts' Provision
Latin- punctilio

which

makes

it

an author's honpr to
permit any deviation from his pubprejudicial tp

N.Y.C.PUBUe SCHOOL'S

COURSE FOR SHOW BIZ

Increasing evidence pi stronger
recognition of the entertainment
field as a vocation, especially by
educators, is being felt as the N. Y.
City Board of Education takes under consideration a proposal for
establishment of a four-year high
school course for the performing
arts, Tentatively planned lor location In what is now building housing P. S. 67, near the heart of Broadgram and maybe this next year I'll
way's show biz district, school will
fool eyen myself and do it," because
be the first of its kind in this counhe misses Broadway a lot.
try, and marks the longest forward
step toward g^eneral vocational eduto
cation pi youngsters for show busiTelevision set owners who
ness.
hope to, get the jump on Mike
Detailed plans for the school's
Jacobs by watching the Louiscurriculum are being worked put
Conn fight on their video reby a selected committee of leading
ceivers may discover the fight
names in
entertainment,
under
wil] cost them at least the price
chairmanship of Mrs, Samuel Lewiof a ringside seat— $100— anysohn, member of the Public Educaway.
tion Assn. Included on the commitMost set owners plan to intee roster pre Helen Hayes, Martha
vite as many lookers as they can
Graham, Brock Pemberton, Walter
accommodate. With the cost of
Damrpsch, Margaret Webster and
drinks, etc., the hospitality inay

Cheaper

column arc purely

to do.

11.

Go Out?

(Continued on page 34)

wprks

lished

may

force radio broad-

and film producers to discontinue purchasing Latin-American
story
material pr music
right.";.
casters

'

Adpplipn pf such "authors' moral
rights" laws which recognizes creator's

inalienable

paternity

in

his

creation as currently being pushed
by Mexico and Argentina at the Inter-American Conference of Experts
on Copyrights now meeting ia
Washingtpn. Success on the. part of
the law's proponents would freeze
the use- of S. A. stories and music in
the U. S., copyright lawyers say.
Proposed revamping of iiiternatipnal regulations governing the licensing pf musical -recordings and

the use pf fpreign composilibii<:

jn

jukeboxes which wpuld basi.ally
change current practices are al.so
under consideration^ Draft of the
system pf CPpyright laws, In \yhich
the changes are embodied, was formulated a few months ago and are
now being fprmally prescnled for
the first time to member iialiops
of the Pan-American' Union. If approved by the U. S., their ihcorpo(Cpntinued pn page 55)
.
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PICTTITRIIS

NET PROFIT

FILMS' $100,000,000
Argentiiie-Soviet Mutual

Reception
fix

Will Cut Further Into

An

Hedy's

New

profit,

Firm

Indie

Hollywood, June

.

Joan Leslie Encores Win

11.

.

Hedy Lamarr formed a new

indie
production outfit, Marlborough Films,
in collaboration with Arnold Press-

.

already rociuires that pictures made
ill that country get 40% of the playing time. That means that the othir

must be shared by Hollywood
with Mexican and other for-

prdcliict

That's hurt
features.
ciiiii-made
plenty. o£ course, but biz has been
so KQod in Argentina that total
rentals have heldup to pre-war
However,
or
better.
standards
.

Latin America.
Argentina's new hands-across-thcsca policy with Russia is expected to
maK-c the coimlry a gateway for inroads of Soviet product into all the
South American nations. That, pUis
.

Hollywood, June 11.
another legal vic- York

won

i

of

made

in

Chaplin,

Col.

May

Charles Chaplin, was replaced by
ilerbert P. Jacoby, of Schwartz &

Shift

Frohlich, la w firm which reps' Chaplin.'
Change was a mere matter of

To Block Selling

conve/iience, Sidney Chaplin being
on the Coast and usually not avail-

Unexplained order from Colum- able for meetings in' New York.
Repping the owners at yesterday's
general sales manager A. Mon- conclave was Charles Schwartz
for
to the entire field force to Chaplin; Milton Kramer for David O.
Selznick;
and Isaac A. Pennypacker,
slop sales on all 1946-47 product is
vet Philadelphia attorney, for Mary
harbinger of a move to funda,

bia's

tague

particulaiij'.
jjany. Possibility of the two producFirst 12 weeks of '40 were pheers getting together is also figured
French pictures were as one of the rea.sons Korda has gone nomenally profitable. Execs point mentally revise method of selling the
out that there has been some b.o. company's pictures.
Although Co.so slowly on making a releasing arslackening following the close of a
rangement for his product in the
peak March business over and above lumbia's execs are keeping absoluteU. S.
the usual warm weather decline. ly mum on the significance of the
Korda is due in' Hollywood from Con.sequently, estimates which would stoppage order, issued last Thursday
London at the end of July. He plans indicate an even far greater total
(6) from Chicago afteir a powwow of
turning out top-budgeter there pend- for the year have been
scaled downcompany bigwigs, indications are
ing rounding out of improvements wards.
In the absence of a sharp
that a shift will take place from the
on his British studio space. Mean- reversal in grosses,
$100,000,000 figtime, he has proceeded with plans ure is considered
present policy of selling the wiiole
a probable.
national product, latter often gets a
to add' theatres to his holdings^ last
In previous years, it is pointed out, year's program at once in favor of
break too in that owners of the two \veek
floating a $4,000,000 stock is- net profits reported
block system similar to that forced
in the first frac- a
biggest circuits, Lauteret & Cavallo
sue for his British Lion Film Corp., tion of the year have been
on the "big five" by the Governa conand Lococo, have a financial inter- Ltd., distribution affiliate.
Loan was sistent basis for an accurate forecast ment's consent decree in 1940,
est in many of the productions.
reported oversubscribed eight times
In addition,. Columbia will prob(Continued on page 18)
Playing' both ends against the midby the public within a few minutes
ably amend its percentage requests
die. they not infrequently find it
of its announcement.
and. rentals upwards on the 1948-47
more profitable to hold over one of
It is believed that Mrs. Goldwyn,
product and dues not want to be tied
TAPLINGER IN
tlicir own pictures than put iii a now
up with any pacts made previously
American film that might do better who returned to this tpuntry from
England last Saturday (8), may have
with exhibitors. Shift to the block
at (lie b.o.
QUICK
had discussions with the British
sj stem sales method, which ColumBob Taplinger. after 10 weeks as bia was not legally required to malvC
producer while there. She was in
London for about two weeks and veepee of Walter Wanger Produc- in 1940 as a member of the film inCarl Byoir to Play
heads from New York for Holly- tions, exited last week. Taplinger dustry's "little three," will follow
had advanced a plan to Wanger on upon almost six years of highly
wood' today (Wednesday).
Goldwyn's renewal of his releas- landing the job and failed to exe- profitable operation under this sysr
Hughes' S. A. Pix Flair,
ing deal with RKO oiv a one-picture cute his plan.
tem by the majors. With Columbia's
Until he can get anothei- connec- yearly
release schedule showing a
Build Him Up as Big Biz ba^•is has no bearing on his intent tion, Taplinger
will retain, iiis of- steady decline in line
to set up his own distribution syswith the genSwitch in the basis of "Tlie but- tem,
other than that the scheme is fices in the Wanger quarters. He's eral industry trend towards longer
law" publicity campaign from Jane
being delayed a matter ot months. curicnily laid. up with a cold at his playing time, the block system will
Hu.ssoirs s.a. to Howard Hughes'
Goldwyn hopes to establish his set- home.
offer bigger opportunities to cash in
qualities as a motion picture and
up at (lie same time he is releasing
with higher percentages on the
industrial magnate i.s reported back
his ne.\t one or two pix via RKO.
major productions.
Rep. Buys 'Mexico'
of llie shift in flackcries made by
Hollywood. June- 11.
A second meeting is being held on
the producer this week. Hughes
Republic purchased "Heart ot Old June 17 in Chicago to clarify the
jumped from the fla.shy Russell
Birdwell ofTioe. which has handled METRO'S
WILSON Mexico'' and assigned it to Roy new setup. Attendance will include

the fact that

.

always popular in Latin America
and may soon be expected in large
nuinbors, while Mexican product is
already getting a very favorable
proportion of playing time, is seen
as foreboding less palmy days for
Hollywood's output.
In Argentina itself, in'addition to
the mandatory 40% playing time for

Only one change was
the directorate.
Sidney
brother of UA partner

organization.

'

In Closer Tie

Brazil has replaced Argentina as the
sonvee of the largest revenue from

Joan Leslie

yesterday (Tuesday).
They
took no direct vote on the question
where Judge Alfred E. Paonessa of Raftcry's continuance in the post,
but, it has been learned, agreement
refused a temporary injunction re- was
reached on reelecting all presstraining the actress from working ent
officers.
elsewhere until the studio's appeal
Actual balloting, a mere formalhas been decided,
ity, will take place at noon- tomorDecision leaves her free to work row (Thursday) in
New York, when
wherever she pleases pending n the hew board of directors elected
higher court verdict on the voiding at the stockholders meeting
yesterof her $1,500 weekly player contract. day gets together for
the purpose
.

tory over Warneirs in Superior Court,

,

Goldwyn-Korda

Edward C. Raftery was assured of
reelection as president of United
Artists as result of action by reps
of , the stockholders at their annual
meeting at the home office in New

prob-

ably in excess of $100,000,000 for the
fiscal year of 1946, is in the cards for
the major film companies. The stag>
gering total, far and ahead of the
$65,000,000 net for the heretofore peak
year of '45, was presaged last week
burger anad Douglas Sirk.
when Warner Bros., last of the maFirst picture under the new setup
jors with the exception of United
will be "Last Year's Sno\*',"- with
Artists to report for at least the first
Miss Lamarr starring. Don Tracy
quarter of the current fiscal year,
wrote the novel on which the screenannounced soaring profits of $9,play will be built.
123,1)00 for the six months ending
March 2. Its gain, well in line with
that of most other majors, was approxiinately double the $4,605,000 for
the comparative period of the preceding year.
Extra filip to majors' net profits,
carried iipwards by an onrush of
customers to theatre tills, is the reduction in Federal taxes in effect
Sir Alexander Korda, who wiU pro- for the current year. Droppihi; of
duce a film in the United States la- excess surplus profits taxes and tijc
slicing of the surplus profits bite
ter this year, is understood to have
has meant a greater share of the
a deal set to use space in Samuel
Gpldwyn studios. This is seen as gross is converted to net Since the
excess surplus tax was aimed at
tightening the reported tieup of
Korda with Gold wyn in latter 's plan heavy profits, its elimination has
ballooned the net take of good biz
to iset up his own distributing com-

,

UA Prez

Again Looks to Remain

HISIORY

unprecedented net

Bow-Out

Raftery, Trying to

in S.A.

IN BIZ'S

Argentine recognition of the Sogovernment last week, smoothing relations between the two couiiexpected 'to
ti ies to promote trade, is
slice anotlier segment of playing
time from U. S. aims throughout
Latin America. Russian pictures are
only trickling into the sputh-of-thebordcr countries now, but with the
now Argentine agreement and the
production
increasing
gradually
schedules of Soviet studios, American companies are certain to experience touKlicr, times ahead.
In Aryentina itself, a quota law
viet

OOS'.

yPi)[CEDENT[D Ed

.

-

I

BOB

WANGER WALK

Down

Pickford.
were: for

Directors they reelected

Chaplin— E. Claude Mills
Rex Dennant; for Selznick^
Agnew, Leonard R. Case and
Kramer; for Miss Pickford—Raftery,
Pennypacker and Franklin Cole.

and

Neil

Raftery who took over the UA
presidency in 1941, has becii requesting for several- years that he be .permitted to resign and return to his

law
flrni

practice. He's a member of the
of O'Brien, Driscoll <c Raftery,

which represents UA and his in-,
come from the UA presidency gees
to the law firm. He was particularly
anxious this year to get out and. up
to

week

last

him

appeared virtually

it

that the owners would let

certain

However, they were unable

go.

agree on

successor and prevailed on him to continue in the job
at least temporarily.
to

a

SITTER ENDS FEBSONAIS
Tex Ritter, cowboy star now hot
under contract to any studio, winds
up a personal appearances tour at
.

.

CAREY

Outlaw"' continuously since its
conception seven years ago. to the
con.scrvaiivc Carl Byoir 4: As.soci-

''Tlic

SCOUTS NEW'KILDARE'
With Metro aiming

atcs.
'

Byoir outfit is a neophyte at film
pulVory.
It specialises in handling
top industrial -execs, big business.
foreiRii soveriiment.s, etc., many of
whom arc willing to pay considerably more to keep their names out of
print than get them in. That it will
be willinc to associate itself with
sucli stunts as Birdwell has used is
considered doubtful.
With '"The Outlaw" firmly estab(Continued on page 18)

Dr.

Kildai'c"

series

start

to

again,

the

"Kildare,"

which Johnson was
was released more than

in

h.o.

execs, sales chiefs, district

agers and
Columbia

all

After spending qne day in New
York, he will proceed to his ranch
at Van Nuys, Calif., accompanied by
Mrs. Ritter.

Trade Marli

man-

year ago. There's now too high
priorily on Johnson's .services on
the Metro lot to cast him in the

a

Wilson has a script for the next
all ready for the day he finds
player he wants. Yarn is by
.

the

Andrews and Harry Ruskiii.
Willis Goldbeck. who used to write
the Scries, has directed the last few
will probably repeat on the
next.
This is the first script by
Andrews, who was formerly ai 20thFox, since he was discharged from
the Marine Corps.
At request of exhibs. Wilson said.
Metro will continue the practice it
adopted with the last few pictures
of leaving the scries identification
out of the title. Kxhibs complained
that the "Dr. Kildare" liame in the
label made patrons unceilain as lb
whether or not they had seen the
particular picture before, when they
noticed it advertised, and this discouraged businc-s.
Same is true of the "Hardy" series,
Jack'

Bergman's Indie Setup

.

Sidney L. Bern.steiii, British ther
afre magnate, arrived in N. Y. Mon-

and

day (10) night by air and plans to fly
to the Coast tomorrow (Thursday)
for huddle with Alfred Hitchcock

'

and Ingiid Bergman on the trio's
nidie production deal. Present plains
call for the production of
one film
annually ill the U. S. and one in
tiielaiKl.
(Gary .Grant, originally
repotted tied in on the deal, has
withdiawn).

Bernstein, upon arrival here, donied reports Uiat he and his brother,
Cecil,
had discus.scd selling their
Granada chain of deluxe hou.scs in
England to Sir Alexander Korda.
Keports had the duo ready to gi\'.!
Korda and his confreres a big slice which Will likcwi.se be resumed.
their .holdinKs.
of
amounting to .Wilson was also producer of these
almost S8,000,000. on consideration 'pi\, bill chore has been turned over
that they stay on
actively.
lb Bob Sisk;
'

Silvcriiinn.

WcHl 1KIU

Prcfi|<1cnl

New

Kl.,

Ynrk

National Boxoffice Survey

Forelcn

«^

Vol.163

No.

Bills

b.o.

decline.'

10

saw

"Two

Sisters from Boston" (M-G)
scaring into the lead mainly on the
si^ni-ational. $108,000 done on its N. Y.
preem and the fact that it is playing
in
five Los Angeles theatres this
stanza.
"One More Tomorrow"
(WB) moved tip into second slot
while "Postman Ring.s Twice'' (.Vt-G)
slipped to third.
"Badman's Terri-

"Oui' Hearts
(Par) is thin.
tions"

(RKO)

Were

Growing

.

Wore Bnols" (Pan, "The Outlaw".
(UAj and "Gilda" (Cob.

(Coinplclc

Film Boxofflce Reports.
Pages 10-11)

14
all

.

.

.

In.side

Orchestras

In.side

Radio

5!)

.

44
22
44
40
57

.

'

Legitimate
Literati

01

'.

,

Milton Bcrle

2

Music

Y.,

.shapes nice $14,000 in the same city
and is okay in Seattle. While doiiig
only $20,000 in N. Y., "Ni.'-ht in Paratory" held on lo fourlh ranking spot dise" (U) is big 525,000 for its Seclor second consecutive week. Other ond Chicago week. "Henry V" (UA)
leaders in order of biuiiness and continues strong in
10th
Boston
cities played are "Kitty" (Par), "To week.
"Dark Corner" (20th) is not
Each His Own" (Par), only in N. Y.; bright this session in Omalia,' Cin"Do You Love Mc"! (20thr; 'Bride cinnati and Pittsburgh!

1

55
63
6

.

House Reviews
Inside Lejit
Inside Music
In.sidc Pictures

Up"
?J.

.

Chatter
Film Reviews
Foreign

"Without Reserva-

will do $29,000 in

not as big as hoped. "Run-around"
lU) also is moderate on its N. Y.
opening.
"In Old Sacramento'' (Rep) looks
steady on its Cleveland play date.
"Diary of a Chambermaid"' (UA)

CtT.-.!

INDEX

Theatres in many of the country's
Others doing fairly well considerkey cities are taking it on the chin ing conditions include "O. S. S."
week, early suninier hot weather (Par), "Heartbeat"
(RKO). "Her
forcing patrons to outdoor spots for Kind ot Man"
(WB) and "This
recreation.
Many deluxe theatre Day Forward" (RKO). "Renegades'managers admitted regular patrons fCbl), showing up in seven theatres,
were not spending their time or is spotty, with only Buffalo, where
money in their houses. Holdovers getting $13,300 rated okay.
in many spots also hurt. Some weakNew entries do not shape too well
er product really felt the first sum- on ba-sis ot this week's showing.

Among the natlonis leading
big grossers. principal changes

T

»ll

....

2C

SIhkIq CoiWcil

Biz Droopi With Torrid Weather—"Sitter.," "Tomorrow," "Postman," "Territory," "Kitty" top Litt

mer

N

I'J.

SUDSCniPTION
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Bernstein, Hitchcock,
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VAKIKTV, llH'.

(••OL'NDUn

branch managers from
throughout
the

ofllce

country.

a

pail.

,

•

ing.

Friday

Providence,

Majestic,

(14).

Carey

Wilson, who produces Ihe pictures,
is searching for a candidate for the
role of the young medico.
It was
created by Lew Ayres and later
played by Van Johii.son. Last picture in the scries. "Between 'Two

Women."

Rogers.
Picture is slated for a late summer
with Edward J. While produc-
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FICnJIIES

Pro#»s

h

To Be Incorporated

the Fmal Anti-Trust

Deaee

expressed ^jn the
decree is granted in accordance with the views
should provide for
foregoing opinion to be settled on 10 days notice. It
plaintiff .against any of the
the dismisMl 01 aU claims asserted by the
the
defendaliuwhich act only as producers of motion pictures. anJ for
on their acts as
based
defendants
dismissal of claims against any other
with others.
producers, whether as individuals or in conjunction
Can't Fix Prices
which
The granting of licenses by any of the defendant-distributors
should be enjoined in
fix minimum prices for admission to theatres
which such minimum admission prices are fixed by the parlies in writupon the haping, or through a committee, or through arbitration, or
wise.
other
pening of any event, or in any
Can't. Fix Clearance
mainThe defendants should be enjoined from concerted agreeing tocxhibi-.
with other
tain a system of clearance as among themselves or
^substantheatres
tors, and ho clearance should be granted against
in
exhibition
for
license
a
receiving
theatre
the
with
tial competition
excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect the licensee in the run
jiecessary
granted. Existing clearance in excess of what is reasonably
shall be invalid
to protect the licensees in the runs awarded to them
pro tanto. In determining what is a reasonably clearance the following

A

tem
.

m

factors should be taken into consideration:
by the ex^
(1) ;rhe admission prices of the theatres involved, as set
hibitor;
including
(2) The character and location of the theatres involved,
etc.;
•ize, type of entertainment, appointments, transit facilities,
such as the
(3) The policy of operation of the theatres involved,
showing of double features, gift nights, giveaways, premiums, cut-rate
tickets, lotteries, etc;

^

and licen.te fees paid by^thc theatres involved
and the revenues derived by the distributor-defendant from such thea(4)

The

rental terms

tres;

with each
(5) The extent to which the theatres involved compete
other for patronage;
(6) The fact that a fhealie involved is affiliated, with a defendantbe disshould
theatres
circuit
of
distributor or with an indepeiident
regarded; and
(7) There should be no clearance between theatres not in substantial
competition.
No Franchises
The further performance by any of the defendants of existing formula deals, master agreements to the exterit that we have previously
found them invalid, or franchises should be enjoined, and the defendants should also be enjoined from entering into or carrying out any
similar agreements in the future.
Defendants owning a legal or equitable Interest in theatres of so*"!)
or more either directly or through subsidiaries may exhibit pictures,
of their own or of their wholly owned subsidiaries in such theatres
upon such terms as to admission prices and clearances and oh such

runs as they

siee

fit.

95% Owned Theatres
No defendant or its subsidiaries shall exhibit films other than on
own behalf or through wholly owned subsidiaries, or subsidiurics
.

its

in
which it has an interest of at least 95%, without offering the license at
a minimum price for any run desired by the operators of each theatre
within the competitive area. The license desired shall in such case be
granted to the highest responsible bidder having a theatre of a size
and equipment adequate to show the picture upon the terms offered^
The license shall be granted solely upon the merits and without discrimination in favor of affiliates, old customers, and any person what:
ever. Kach license shall be offered and taken theatre by theatre and
picture by picture.

No Block Selling
No contracts for exhibition shall be entered into, or if already outstanding shall be performed, in which the. license to exhibit one feature, is conditioned upon an agreement of the license to take a license
of one or more other features, but licenses to exhibit more than one
feature may .be included in a single instrument provided the licensee
shall have had the opportunity to bid for each feature separately
and shall have made the best bid for each picture so included. To the
^extent that any of the pictures have not been tradeshown prior to
the granting of a' license for more than a single picture, the licensee
shall be given by the licensor the right to reject a percentage of such
pictures not tradeshown prior to the granting of the license to be
fixed by the decree. But that right to reject any picture must be exerci.<:ed within 10 days after there has been an opportunity afforded to
the licensee4o inspect it.
\o Pooling
The defendants shall be enjoined from entering into or continuing
to perform existing pooling agreements whereby given theatres of two
or more exhibitors, normally in competition, are operated as a unit
or whereby the business policies of .such exhibitors are collectively
determined by a joint committee, or by one of the exhibitors, or whereby
profits of the "pooled" theatres are divided among the owners according to pre-agreed percentages. They shall also be enjoined from making or continuing to perform agreements that the parties may not acquire other theatres in the competitive area without first offering
them for inclusion in the pool. The making or continuing of leasesof theatres under which defendants lease any of their theatres to another defendant or to an independent operating ,a theatre in the com.petitive area in return for a share of the profits shall be enjoined.
Each defendant. shall cease and desist from ownership of an interest
in any theatre, whether in fee or in stock or otherwise, in conjunction
with another defendant-exhibitor. Each defendant shall cease and desist from ownership, jointly with an independent, of an interest in any
theatre, greater than 5% unless such defendant's interest is 95% or
more; and where the interest of such defendant is. more than 5% arid
less than 95%, such joint Interests shall be dissolved either by a sale
to, or by a purchase from, such co-owner or co-owners. Rearrangement
of such joint interests with an independent, if by purchase, shall, however, be subject to the direction of this court so that their effectuation
may promote competition in the exhibition of motion pictures. Where
a defendant owns a 95% or greater percent interest in any theatre,
such theatres may be considered as its own so far as this opinion and
the decree to be entered hereon are concerned.
.

ipan

Add Theatres With

Courts'

OK

Each

of the defendants shall be enjoined from expanding iu theatre
holdings except for tht purpose of acquiring a co-owner's interest in
jointly owned theatres, and this only in cases where the court shall
permit such acquisition, instead of requiring an outright sale of the undivided interest of the defendant in question. The foregoing provision
as tb divestiture of partial interests in theatres shall apply both to interests held in fee and beneficially and to those represented by shares
of stock. But it shall not prevent a defendant from acquiring theatres
or interests therein in order to protect its investments, or In ordSr to
enter a competitive, field; if in the' latter case, this court or other competent, authority shall approve the acquisition after due application is
made therefore.

No Buying Pools
Each defendant shall be enjoined from operating, booking, or filmbuying through any agent who is also acting in such matters for any
other exhibitor, independent or affiliated.
The decree shall also provide for arbitration of disputes as to bids,
clearances, runs, and other subjects appropriate for arbitration
in respect to all partie.s who may consent to the creation of such triadjustment
such
provide

of
bunals for
disputes. It shall also
for an
appeal board generally similar to the one created by the consent decree as to any parties consenting thereto. It shall make such disposition
of the provisions of the existing consent decree signed Nov. 30, 1940,
as may be necessary in view of the foregoing opinion.
In order' to secure compliance with the decree to be entered, duly
authorized representatives, of the Department of Justice shall on the
written request of the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney
General in charge of anti-trust natters, and on reasonable notice to
.

Continued from page

been

has

wanting.".

tried

Short-A Mexican Standoff?

In

Anti-Trust

—

1

As matters stood late last (Tuesday) night in the anti-trust case, it
was difficult to determine whether the Government or the film com<
Both sides, it was felt,
panics considered they'd won their Bght

be contrary to the anti-tr»st laws
and directed divestiture where that
interest exceeded, 5% and was less
than 95%,
Commenting on the crucial question of divestiture, the court said:
We think that the opportunity of
independents to compete under the
bidding system for pictures and runs
renders such a harsh remedy as comat
unnecessary,
divestiture
plete
least until the efficiency of that sys-

and

might decide to appeal the decision.
Speaking tor the Motion Picture Assn. of America^ iatlorney Sidney
Schrieber last night said that Columbia, Universal and United Artists
had not yet heard the decision, and attorneys of the Big 5 (Metro,
Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners and RKO) had not yet had a chance to
study the situation. Schreiber pointed oiit that any appeal will have
to be filed within 60 days after the final, decree isr handed down, which
might take another several months.
U. S. Attorney Robert L. Wright, oii the other hand, has stressed
many times in the past that the Government considered the problem
of divorcement the crux of the entire situation and "would settle for
nothing less." Three-judge panel intimated yesterday that it had not
•

:

found

'

completely thrown out the idea of divorcement, declaring in its
decision that complete divestiture was considered unnecessary, "at

.

the. difficulties," the
court followed through, was not in
ownership of theatres by producerin the selling pracbut
distributors
tices which earlier in, the .opinion
the court had nixed. As an added
that there would
said
point, the court
no longer be anything to prevent
a new theatre from being built even

The "foot of

least until the efficiency of that system (of competitive bidding) has
been tried and found wanting."
Schreiber also intimated that the majors were not completely satisfied with the system of competitive bidding set up in the decision.
Modification of the bidding system will have to be made through
practice, not agreement, he said, adtding that the itse of sealed bids by
.

'

exhibs might help ease matters.

a territory, where affiliates, are
strongly entrenched.
It was also jwinted out that the
majors owned only a little more
than one-sixth of all the theatres in
the U. S. which could not constitute
a monopoly of the film biisiness that
should subject it to the "drastic
remedy of eornplete divestiture in
order to effect a proper degree of
However, the
free .competition."
court said, joint theatre ownership of
more than 5'« was a restriction on
invalid.
therefore
competition and
in

,

Referring to the court's bar of divorcement, Schreiber declaried it
\yas still likely that any intentions of applications for construction of
new houses by the Big 5 will have to be cleared by the court, at least
until the final decree is handed down.

used to determine reasonableness of
the court stated.
As
clearance,
matters now stand, the opinion declared, the majors have been acting
BIZ
in concert to establish a uniform
Film indu.stry to date has conclearance systeni and this is violative
the Greater New!
Decision of tributed $58,950 to
of the Sherman Act.
York Fund, approxinriating. 75% of
individual controversies on the sub.'Spyros Skouras,
its $78,600 quota,
ject must be determined by local
committee chairman; announced th.it
suits in the airea concerned or "even
Auction Selling
the sum practically assures that the
rhoie appropriately, to litigation beindustry will exceed its quota.
After delving into minirnum price fore an arbitration board."
Fund, similar to the Community
fixing and clearance systems, the
Blockbooking
Fund in most cities, provides flnan*
court concluded that the entire seliip'
Turning to blockbooking, tlic three cial support: for 415 -N. Y. hospitals,
could only be rectified by auction
This
block selling of pix. "The only, way judges banned the entire practice health and welfare agencies.
th^t competition may be introduced whether, the sale involved' two pix year the fund is seeking 'from busiinto the present system of fixed or 40: "Any form of blockbooking ness men in N.- Y. $5,900,000, .which
prices, clearances, and runs is to re- is ^illegal by which an exhibitor, in is 25% more than was contributed in
quire a defendant, when licensing order to obtain a license for one of 1945.
license
its pictures to other exhibitors to more films, must accept a
make each, picture available at a for one or more other films," the
minimum fixed or percentage, rental opinion flatly declared. The court, Lawson
Also M'ging
tif clearance is desired) to grant a however, said that a distrib was not
reasonable clearance and run,*' the limited to the sale of one film at a
Director of Gen'l-Odeon
time so long aS; the deal on one was
opinion declared.
Toronto, JuneM.
"When so offered," the court con- not dependent on the terms of the
tinued, "the licensor shall grant the others.
J. Eai'l Lawson, prexy of General
license for the desired rnr, to the
Blind selling was not as obiection- Theatres Corp.. and Odeon Theatres
highest bidder if such bidder is re- able as blockbooking as far as mo- of Canada, has been named to the
sponsible and has a theatre, of a nopoly was concerned, the decision additional pest of managing direcsize, location and equipment to pre- said.
Annual board meet which
(Consequently, it would be tor.
advantage." enough it the decree included a pro- tapped Lawson also reelected all di.sent
the
picture
to
Major companies were free, howevei:, vision which would insure an ex- rectors for another year.
to distribute their films to their own hibitor the right to reject a percentBoard also approved several prohouses in any fashion they saw fit. age of the films which he bought motions for Odeon. George .Peter.s,
blindly.
Odeon secy., takes on the added
Price-Fixing Out
Formula deals, master agreements job of exec assistant to Lawson.
Price-fixing was thrown out beand franchises have tended to re- Frank Fisher was nanried as western
cau,';e the judges felt that a uniform
.system had been set up in tlie in- strain trade, according to the court. division manager of theatre operadustry! Study of a table of theatres The bidding .system would obviate tions. All other Odeon officers were
and cities showed, according to the or at least mitigate these restraints, reappointed.
opinion, a similarity in minimum it said. Franchises of more than one
prices fixed for the sanie theatre year, moveovers, overage. and underL. A. to N. Y.
in the licenses of all the defendants. age provisions in contracts as well
Brian Aherne.
"The Little Three joined in this sys- as many types of master agreements
Fred Ahlert.
tem, it was said, because their and formula deals were found to be

GREATER

m

NX

OF FILM

FUND HAS
QUOTA

.

I

"

Now

,

licenses also maintained minimum
prices. Erection of .a price structure
and "conspiracy" in doing so was of
itself an anti-trust offense, the court
.said.

Court was careful to say that the
holding on price-fixing did hot prevent distribs, from continuing their
present methods of determining film
rentals.
Devices
for
measuring
rentals and the fixing of a flat sum,
a percentage or both, were perfectly
legal, the opinion averred.
,

Clearance Okay
Clearance of

itself

is

not viola-

monpply laws despite the
Government's contention, the judjges
"It seems to us that, a grant
held.

tive of the

of clearance, when not acconipanied
by a fixing of minimum prices or not
unduly extended as to area or duration, affords a fair protection to the
interest of the 'l'.;ensee without^ unreasonable interference with, the interests of the public," the court said.
The majors however had "acquiesced" in a uniform system and
in a number of instances have main-

tained it unreasonably, it continued.
Location,
type of house, prices
charged, competitive situation and a
number of other factors should be

illegal.

C. BakalcinikofT.

:

Arbitration System
Arbitration

'

system

the

in

in

dustiy, initiated by the consent decree and now in force, cannot be
continued without the consent of
the niajois, the court held.
Ruling
was made despite feeling of court
that it was desirable that tfie system
be continued to aid in carrying out
the decree which the court would
shortly put into effect. Acceptance
of an arbitration .system ."for deter
mining disputes on the bidditig sys
tern" would facilitate adjustment of
most diflfererices"with a large saving
of time and money as compared with
separate court actions," the court
'

Saul H. Bornslcin.
Nick Campbell.

Roy Chansior.
Harry Cohn.
J. Cohn.
Emil Coleman.

J.

Jerry Colonna.

.

-

said.

Opinion wais a Joint one by Judges
Augustus Hand, John Bright and
Henry W. Goddard. Hearings before
the court were concluded January
lasti
Suit itself has been pending in
'

the courts for the past six years,

Perry Como.

Emery Deutsch.
Helen Deutsch.
Jack Elliott.
Walter Florell.
Walter Gould.
Karen Hale.

Rex Harrison.
Kurd Hatfield.
Klaus Lahdsberg.
B'rances Lahgford.
Peter Lawford.

Norman

Millen.

George Montgomery.
OEugene O'Brien.
Lilli Palmer;

Ralph Peart.
Al Porgie.
Charles Ross.

N. Y. to

John Schulitian.
Gradwell Sears.

London

John Mason Brown.
Hedda Hopper.

Vic Shapiro.
Dinah Shore.
.Dave .Siegel.
Frank Sinatra.
.

Lizabeth Scott.

the defendant or defendants affects,, be permitted reasonable access
to all books and papers of the defendants and reasonable opportunity
to interview their officers or employees, as provided in Section XVIII
of the Consent Decree.

Proceedings under the decree to be entered shall be staved pending appeal, or for the purpo.se of enabling the parties to adjust their
business withoiit an unfair burden or as practice may require uponsuch terms as the decree, shall provide.
.

Jurisdiction of this cause ..should be retained for the purpose of
enabling any of the parties to the decree to apply to the court at. any.
time for such orders or directions as may be necessary or appropriate
tor the construction or carrying out Of the same; for the enforcement
of compliance therewith, and for the punishment of violations thereof,
or of other further relief.

Fipdings should be proposed by the parties for the assistance of the
proposed findings will form no part of the record.
11, 1946
AUGUSTUS N. HAND,
U. S. Circuit Judge

Jonie Tapps.
T. C. Thackrey.
Van Tonkins.
Lewis Allen Weiss.
Walter Winchell.

N.Y.toL.A.
Sidney L. Bernstein,
liCe

Bland.

Michael Browne.
Pat Casey.
Norman Corwin.
Xavier Cugat.'
Judith Evans.
CJeorgia Gibb.i.

court, but such

Mrs. Saipuel Goldwyn.

Dated June

Joe Hazbn.

HENRY W. GODDARD
JOHN BRIGHT

C. P. (Pete) Jaeger.

Dore Schary.
»

»

»

Robert Wolff.

r

,
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INDIE STAGE SHORTAGE EASES
MPTOA Takes Neutral Stand on ATA,

RENtllLS OPEN

IIT

Mayei;r Reaffirms

Votes to Seek Checking Reforms
Cplumbiis, Miss,, June 11.
Suggestive of a neutral stand so.
far as the American Theatres Ass'n
concerned was the resolution
is
passed this afternoon (Tuesday) by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America board, that "it will cooperate with any organization in the
industry for the purpose of discussing and acting upon problems and
questions relating to the welfare of
Board voted to go
the business."
along on bne-coUection in theatres

Hollywood, June

Sigmund Romberg
entire

new

score for

11.

write an

will

"Sunny River,"

Technicolor musical to be produced

by Jack H. Skirball and Bruce Manning for Universal. Oscar Hammer-

who collaborated
2d,
Romberg on the original legit
musical many years, ago, will

with

stein,

Finding dissatisfaction with the
present checking system particularly use of local checkers, MPTOA
board decided to appoint^ committee of three to meet with sales heads
in an effort to formulate a mutually
satisfactory checking system.

(flop)

arrive

on the Coast from Australia in about
two weeks to Awork with Romberg
on the film's musical numbers.
Romberg is also, planning a new
stage musical with Herbert and Dorothy Fields for next November.
Subject will be a modern romantic
For the first time the MPTOA will story and aimed at U's operatic soappoint a paid general secretary to prano, Susanna Foster, for the lead.
.

handle, executive duties relating to
the organization.
Any planned move to scuttle the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America and merge it with the
American Theatre Assn. apparently
direcwas nipped in bud as
iors yesterday (10) met with president Ed Kuykendall and laid plans
for a stronger organization. Meeting
-was held here because of inability of
Kuykendall to travel on account of
AU discussions yesterhis health.
day were referred to ^kecuUve committee for action today, but any

Hollywood, June

was the sole champion
at ATA, but his remarks were made
as an observer and not as an
Because of ATA's
representative.
•policy 6t steering clear of trade
practices, consensus was that any
(Continued on page 18)

MPTOA

Metro Stalling Eng.
Prod. Until Return Of

dio,

revamp the old

now under

Lion, with a
struction

minimum

control

program

designed

of

11.

al-

stu-

Eagle-

new

con-

turn out a
of six features before the
to

British

government, according to 3. Robert
Rubin, Metro veepee. Acuta short
age of equipment in England is also
stymieing any immediate plans for

A

$100,000 facelifting operation
was started last week while the studio was bereft of production troupes,
but that turned out to be only a
start, in the general rehabilitation

ried out, as soon as materials are
available,
under supervision of
James T. Vaughn, studio production

manager.

HLM TERMS

'TOO

BERNHARDT BIOG OFF

:

expected

is

also

to

possible building sites and
report on the feasibility of building

ai this time.

Sam Eckman,

Metro exec

in

England, meanwhile, arrived in N. Y.
yesterday (Tuesday) from his Coast
vacalipn. He's slated to return to
England in two weeks, following a
series of confabs with h.o. execs.

Bogart's One-Day Sitdown
.

at

Fitzgerald

Back

to Ireland

Dublin, June

4.

Back

Jr.,

in Ireland for the first time
almost 10 years Barry Fitzgerald,
who left Dublin's Abbey Theatre
in

for Hollywood, said "they have,

me

played put in Hollywood; I'm going
to have a good long rest."
His vacation in Dublin likely will
He returns to
last three months.
Hollywood for 'Rip Van Winkle' and
co-star with Bing Crosby in
to

Hollywood, June 11,
One-day one-man sitdown strike "Welcome Stranger."
Abbey player says he will not
Columbia was won by Humphrey

Bogart,

who

refused to start

work break

his

holiday to appear in his

—

"Dead Reckoning" until he knew old theatre now .closed for onewhat gal was going to be his co-star. month break.
Problern was solved when Columbia annpunced that Lizbeth Scott
had been borrowed from Hal Wallis.
Rita's Rio Vacash
Hollywood, June 11.
CDKOE HIT BY FLU
Rita Hayworth, fulfilling a long
Hollywood, June 11.
desire, is set to take a two-month
George Cukor collapsed on the vacation in Rio de Janeiro. She'll
Metro set of the Greer Garson star- leave from New York shortly before
rer, "Sacred and Profane," and Vic- Labor Day.
tor Seville stepped in as a pinch
Star is currently working opposite
in

.

hitter.

Cukor, ailing with

when he

recovers.

flu,

will

"Bella Donna," and another with Columbia for "The Return of Monte

list of marquee
names and enough story properties
keep it going for years

with the company's
in its files lo

without buying another,

Stress

at

Growing Firm
Nassour is likely to become oiie
of top rental studios of the future.
Five stages are currently in construction, and Edward Nassour, owner and operator of studio, is merely
waiting until work has progressed
a little farther before accepting at
least half a dozen indie deals.

Andrew

Stone

new home

last

after .more

week,

than

also,

four

He is due to put his
new Eddie Bracken starrer, tentayears it GS.

(Continued on page

on Code

offering participation deals, which he
figures would push Metro into the

At Coast Meet

same, habit

if it

No

%

wanted

to

compete.

Strings

Washington, June 11.
On the other hand, Mayer has InStudios are going to get it hot and dicated to producers and story execi
heavy on observing the letter ^and in New York that he's willing to
spend any amount within reason for
spirit of the motion picture code either a play
or a book—but jt must
when Eric Johnston addresses the be a straight deal with hp perbig industry dinner in Hollywood centage strings attached. If a parJune 19.
ticular Broadway hit is felt by studio
Johnston will lay down the law heads to be a strong bet for a picwhen he speaks at the affair before ture and is wanted by a producer
about 250 toppers, including presi- or star, Mayer has let it be known
dents of all the major companies, he has no objection whatsoever to
(Continued on page 22)
studio executives, indie producers,'
etc. Johnston feels that the code is
strong enough as it stands now, and
needs only proper enforcement to
Quite Contrary
bring about the desired results.

Mary

The MPA prexy, who flew to the
Coast Saturday with Joyce O'Hara,

6).

doesn't

Edict on profit-sharing will apply
to best-selling books as well as to
plays.
Mayer has let it be known
that he has no objection to legiters,
per se, but is displeased about the
present practice of other companies

field,

Nassour.

M-G

have to "give away' the company"
to continue turning out top product.

Jobston toPut

To Goldwyn

Bulletin

.

Another lOOG From M-G

aide, will spend
time, there' trying to

his

most of

his

On

work out a

Studio Ownerskip

formula for the contract negotiaHollywood, June 11.
To Keep 'Hucksters' tions with the studio unions. He ex- Late bulletins on the battle for
pects to be back in Washington some control of the old celluloid rancho
time
in
on
July and will probably go
Santa Monica blvd., across the
Legit Prod. 1st
street from the gas house, are as
to Europe in September.
Extra $100,000 which Metro last
Film industry chiefs, representing follows:
week handed Frederic Wakeman for the studios
and the home olTices, will
Sam Goldwyn says he owns 60%
screen rights to his best-seller, "The
hold a series of meetings here, start- of the Jand.
Hucksters," brings total price on the ing
June 17, to discuss postwar probMary Pickford says she owns 50
novel about the radio advertising lems
of the motion picture business, 1/10%.
'

From

-

'

production, Rubin said.
Ben Goetz, managing directgr of
STIFF/
Metro's British production setup, re
cently returned to London following
a series of confabs with company
Hollywood, June 11.
execs both at the h.o. and on the
Lysiane Bernhardt has gone back
Coast. Definite plans will wait un
til Goetz has had an opportunity to to Paris without closing a deal for
survey the situation in liglit of the film rights to the life story of her
Sarah Bernhardt.
huddles in this country and make grandmother,
his report to the h.o., according to American film companies thought
the terms were too stiff.
Bubin.
Meanwhile, Leo Morrison, agent,
Possibility exists that Metro might
decide to build a new studio in Eng- is still negotiating with major lots
land to hypo its production there. for the filming of the French star's
Any such plans, of course, must biography.
await the availability of building
materials, as well as studio equip-

Goetz

ture's net to attract top properties
and talent is felt by Mayer to be
entirely unnecessary for a company
of Metro's standing. He figures that

,

end of 1946 under general super- switched from General Service studios to Roach lot, which will be his
vision of Bryan Foy.

program.
The new idea includes
the purchase of new equipment and
Amalgamated Studios the modernization of the old plant
to meet the demands of postwar
Metro is currently holding up
production on an international scale.
plans for production in England,
Reconversion program will be carpending release of its Amalgamated

ment.
survey

fect Sept. 1.
Roach'' for stages beginning iii AuMacgowan will head a faculty
gust. Small for number of years has
group in the formation of an enoccupied space at RKO-Pathe, but
due td increase in RKO's usage of larged curriculum of courses in motion
pictures,
both entertainment
plus David O. Selznick's
studio,
and educational; radio, television
heavier occupation, here, United Arand legit.
tists producer had to look elsewhere.
He partially solved this problem by
making deal with International for

to new Nassour studios.
will continue shboting on E-L
lot for two more pictures, but following windiip of second in August
all product thereafter will be filmed

PRC
of

it

They

million dollars have been

located to

M-G execs the policy he set for the
Macgowan Ankles Par
company that will not "sell shares"
To Don Cap and Gowii in Metro via deals by which writers,

Hollywood, June 11.
producers, directors and players parKenneth
currently ticipate in profits of individual
Macgowan,
lots have thrown open their facilipicwinding up his.producer contract at tures. Mayer's aversion
ties to the indies; with the result
to"profilParamount, is abandoning film prosharing" was one of the major reathat within the past two weeks nine
duction
to become professor of thesons, it has been learned, for the
commitments have been inked for
atre arts at the .Los Angeles branch
space, with others expected to folstudio topper's decision a few weeksof the University of (California. Aplow momentarily.
ago to abolish the play department
Growing practice of film compaEdward Small is latest to make ar- pointment, announced by prexy
Robert Gordon Sproul, goes into ef- nies' offering
rangements, setting deal with Hal
a percentage of a pic-

tion

StudiaRevamp
A

cuit, Atlanta,

'

tion is easing up, despite fact that
tour former rental studios virtually
are no longer open to lessees. Other

Last week, too, saw Pine-Thomas
move their base of operation from
Eagle-Lion studios, where they had
functioned since entering produc-

$imOOOFor

chance o( affiliation with ATA apr
pears remote.
Bob Wilby, of Wilby-Kincey cir-

London by the

Hollywood, June 11.
Indie producer stage space situa-

Cristo."

E-LEannarks

MPTOA

in

'Selling Shares' for Talent or Scripts
Louis B. Mayer has reaffirmed to

Romberg's 'Sunny River'
Pic and Foster Musical

yearly, however.

Studios

M-G s Policy of Not

Larry Parks in Columbia's "Down to
resume Earth," Technicolor musical' being
produced by Don Hartman.

—

business to $300,000 a modern-day
record for film rights to a book.

including future trends in "produclabor

tion and distribution and
and
Gimmick which gave Wakeman economic conditions. Eric Johnston,
the extra lOOG was a stipulation in president of the Motion Picture
the orginal contract with Metro that Assn., will preside over three days
he had the right, within 18 months, of discussions, climaxed by a dinner
to stage a legit version of his book. to be hosted by Louis B. Mayer June
Metro possibly in a reflection of 19 at the Beverly Hills hotel.
its
recently-announced aversion to
Execs coming in from the east Inlegit in general
bought out Wake- clude Barney Balaban, Paramount
man's play privileges.
prexy,
accompanied
by George
Original pact, reported to be a Weltner,
Charles Reagan, David
seven-year leasing arrangement, is Rose, Claude Lee and Russel Holnot that. It calls of payment of the mah; Nicholas M, Schenck, prexy of
$200,000 purchase in seven equal Loew's and Metro; Spyros Skouras,
yearly installments. At the end of head of 20lh-Fox, and Nate Blumseven years, under the terms, M-G berg, chief of Universal, lihe last
may acquire permanent rights by mentioned will stay in Hollywood
for the summer.
Company presipayment of $2,500.
dents currently in town and ready to
attend the meetings are Harry Warner, Warner Bros.; N. Peter Rathvon,
Cooper 's, Hedy's Flu

—

—

'

.

RKO, and Harry Cohn,

Goldwyn recently made a statement that he had acquired an even
ownership
terrain
of < the
through a deal with Lady Sylvia
Stanley, widow of Douglas Fairbanl(s. Sr., which gave him "full
control of 50% of the property."
Miss Pickford came' back with
half

communique

as. follows:

"I am certain that Mr. Goldwyn
did not intentionally mean to be inaccurate, because as a matter of
record I own 50 1/10% of the prop-

erty!"

The

lot,

once

Artists Studio,

known

as the United
jointly by.

was owned

Miss Pickford and the elder Fairbanks. When the actor died,- he left
his estate in 40 parts, of which 20
went to his wife, the present Lady

Stanley.
las, Jr.,

Twelve parts went to Dougand eight parts to relatives,

Colurribia. including a brother and a halfIndependent producers preparing
Halt Respectiye Fix to enter the discussions are Hal Wal- brother, Norris Wilcox.
Goldwyn, several years ago, acHollywood, June 11.
lis, Cecil B. deMille, Hunt
Strom- quired the 12 shares owned by Doug"Cloak and Dagger" and "Dishon- berg, William Cagney, Samuel (jold- las, Jr., and those owned
by the
ored Lady" have iemporarily shut- wyn and Walt Disney.
brpther and other relatives, but Miss
tered due to illnesses of respective
Pickford had meanwhile bought the
stars Gary Cooper and Hedy LaMarr.
Wilcox share, to add to her original
The United States, production at
half-ownership.
That is' what MLss
Warners won't resume for a week Scribs Win Selznick
Pickford says, and everybody around
because Cooper is out with intestinal
knows' that she'.s no
Agency Suit Decish Hollywood
Hupt- Stromberg's film was
flu.
slouch when it comes to business.
blackcd-out last Friday (7) when the
Los Angeles, June 11.
actress came down with same plaint
Suit filed by the Myron Selznick
as Cooper'Si
agency against two writers, Dwight
Claims Winnie Sheeban
Mitchell Wiley and William Bowers,
won by the scripters in a deciwas
Peck, Massey Sought
20tb-Fox $13,200
sion handed down by Judge Roy V.
for Boers Story Rhodes in Siiperior Court.
Hollywood, June 11.
Hollywood, June 11.
Court ruled that during the days
Twentieth-Fox filed suit against
Gregory
Peck
and
Raymond of the attempted reorganization, of the Bank of America Monday (10)
Massey are getting a pitch from J. the agency it was in no position to seeking $13,200 from the estate of
Arthur Rank for top roles in "The serve the clients and that the writers Winfleld P. Sheehan.
Turning Wheel," story concerning were well within their legal and
Bank, which is. being sued as
the Boers of South Africa, which moral rights in leaving the agency executor of estate, is asked for
Rank has purchased for $75,000.
and signing with Harold Rose, who money on 10 promissory notes asPlan is to rnake film in South handled them as a Selznick sub sertedly executed by Sheehan beAfrica, in Technicolor, starling 1947. agent.
tween 1944 and 1945.

By

Rank

.

Owes

;
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with
it s packaged brightly
Dorothy McGuire and Guy Madison

lighter

for

one cliche upon another and
the cast to
it very tough for
be persuasive.
Plot concerns a soldier, home on a

piles

makes

to
this
his pre-war job hoping to find
small corner of the world unchanged.
His romance, who used to be a stock
clerk, has been upped,. ho\yevei. to

two-week furlough, who roturns

marquee

out in anger. The dc-gooders
heal the breach. They fall back in
love at finis.
_

fall

,

As a buildup for Tom Drake, film
ihowcases his boyish charms to good
advantage. Despite flat-footed lines
he was given to read, Drake comes

warm and likeable juvenile.
Reed makes an appealing
Edward Everett
interest.
ftorlon backs up in usual competent
form although the comedy bits are
pale stuff. Spring Byington and Sig
Human round out the supporting

off as a

Donna
heart

.

responses. Her bffamorous entangleMadison are a little hard
take at times but here the script
errs and not the actress. When Madison sees the light and decides to
stick it out rather than seek an impossible Shangri-La, their cure is
mutual.
Robert Mitchum does well with
the lesser role, of a buddy .«;ufferihg
from a head injury. Actor lends the
right touch of hard-i:ored grufliiess
as he flght.<! oft hosjpiital treatment.
He, too, finds himself after getting
konked during the barroom brawl'in
which the ex-Marines join hands in
fighting a phoney vet organization.
Bill Williams, last of the problem
subjects, plays the part of a legless
vet whose loss of limbs has spelled
a loss of faith in himself. 'Williams'
self-reliance plus acceptance of artificial: limbs is neatly restored in the

normal

11.

Edward Bu/.McDermott anil
by McDermoU.

Directed by
atoty

baaed on Ihe Austin Stions play: camera,
Harold Roiiaon: moalcal acore. Br'.nliiluu
Kaper: editor. Gene RugglerA. Tradeshown
In l.o» Angeles, June S, '48. Running time;

l» MIN8.
;. Margaret O'r.ncii
Shellu O'Monohnn
Lionel Barrymore
Dr. Richard Giiunght,
.I^wlo stOiiu
Judge Thomas 'rrunibell.
: . .

.

.

Edward .Arr<
Theodore Finrtlcy
Terence Aloyaioa O'Tavern..Th0a. Milchcll
Uiiy Culllns
Judge Wataon
l

Sinter

Horace

Chivies DInKlb
...Harry Davenpmt

Henry O'Xelll
Cyd Chfirlase

Apiilrliy..

Kena Kalrohlld..
The 0'.Monahnn.
Dugan

l

.'.Jana Diirwi-ll

Mary Drlgld

Paul Kadger.
.The Ancient

...Warner Anderson
Curlis

......... Ullly

,

days in 'order to

J. Salter rates a nice
his amu.sing score. Camera

Joseph Valentine

brawl.. Re-st of cast groove their
performances, smoothly to meet the

same

film's

demands.

fantasy lieans heavily on
Musical background is guod with
Margaret
shoulders
of
youthful
the theme song, '"nil the End of
O'Brien to carry it oft. Shapes ur as Time," an adaptation of Chopin's
okay for igeneral trade, particularly Polonaise, nicely aimed for the rofamily -audiences, due to moppet's mantic interludes. Camera v/ork sufbright play-acting. Able casting, di- fers from heavy-handed direction.
rection and production are other bul- It is in direction aiid scrip*: that the
warks helping to sustain interest in film loses but.
the fairy tale.
Miss O'Brien, giving a faithful ill,4»ver
lusion of a young colleen intent on
lJnl\-ers;,l release of Howard Benedict probringing love and happiness into the
lives of three rich old men, walks off duclion. Siara George Brent, Liicllle Ball,
Vera '/.oriim: feoturea t^harles Winninger,
with the footage despite the presence (':iil
Ksm'ond. Raymond- Walburnc Dli-eclof such capables as Lionel Barry- «d by William A. Seller. Origlhal screenmore, Lewis Stone, Edward Arnold, play. .Michael Fe^Fler and Krnest Pagano:
editor.' Rny SnyThomas Mitchell and others: Pixie camera. Joseph Valehtlne;
score,
liana J. Sailer. -Tradesh'nwn
yarn has been ably directed by Ed- der:
SIINtl.
N. v.. lune III. '4H. Running time.
ward Buzzell for fantasy flavor.
George Rrent
Kill <AVilhsina.
.Lucille Ball
It concerns tale told a group of
Koy
.Madeline
Vera Zorinu
Lssto....
to
leprechauns by an ancient one
Charles Winninger
convince them there really are .such Pm...
..Carl .Ksmond
I'uui
creatures as humans. An Irish curse .1. P. Winlhrop...
Haymond Walburn
placed on three young meii make.*; 'rnbiis.
.Wallace Ford
.
.Franklin' Pangborh
them realize all of life's ambitions Hotel Clerk ..
.N'mrtha
.. ..Louise.' Beavers
but finds them old and without .Ma
...Ellsnheth RIsdon
The grandaughter of the ^.liliiniy Hennessey.
friends.
William Wright
curse-maker enters, their lives, lifts Wjiller
....George Chandler
........Joan Fulton
the curse and sets about teaching .hliiie. ..'....;
them how to be human. The three
Universal went far afield for talare hard nuts to crack but Irish
charm eventually wins them over. ent for this one,' ringing :n Lucille
In so doing the girl finally seiis the Bull, George Brent and Vera Zorina,
"little people" in which she earnestly all starring under the t) trademark
believes and they, in turn' see. her, for (he first time. Move was a wise
convinced at last that humans do one, because without such stars the
picture
wpiild have emerged as
exist.
^

Film

€ome

Baeli

-

M

.

.

.

There's more than a coincidence in
the casting of Barrymore, Stone and
Arnold in respective roles of doctor,
judge and banker. Trio are known
almost as well as Dr. Gillespie, Judge

Hardy and Metro capitalist as by
their real handles. Thomas Mitchell
points up his assignment as Miss
O'Brien's manservant, who is full of
Irish whisky and brogue most of the
time. Harry. Davienport is the ancient story teller. Ray Collins, Jane
.

board of direc-

newshound

a

out the corpse, he's put out of
kidnapping. The reporter's brother gets on the trail and en
route falls in love with a femine fatale who's working for' the tycoon.
Crime is un.snarled by the dead man's
daughter who leads the brother to
the corpus delicti. Picture contains
one macabre sequence in v.hich the
dead nrlan i!!. shown lying in a bathub encased up to his neck in ice
sniffs

the

way by a

is

okay.

and with Everett Ri.skin
chairman of the board, which will,
its varied production lot.
Morey-Sutherland studio is providing space for hard-pressed ihdie.s,
too. Coniet, which cotildn't find space
elsewhere, made deal, for first two
pictures, "Little Iodine" and "Mi.ss
Television," and has tentative commitment' for month of August. Sol
Wurtzel closed for space in July,
September and November, and Gor.
don Mitchell, with his new AllScope Pictures, Inc., industrial firm,

Armstrong,

something

that's

been

done many

times before. With them, it comes
out as a frothy little comedy that
may remind the custpmers'^f prer
vious films but that will getiby on
its own merits. Should chalk up; good
grosses in most situations.
Scriptei's
Michael Fessier and
'

One Kxeiting Week
(SONGS)

Soupy
8.

.Repilbllc release of Diinrilil II. I'niwn'pro.
.' SlarH
Al I'earcr: .features I'inky

Jerome t^twun, Sheiop llow:irif.
Han-is. Wai-y 'rrem. I>lni-:cd l>y Wil-

iiah) .Heaudlhe..

Jarh Townley

.'^i-i'eenplay.

and John K. Hutler:
by' Dennis Murray;

baar.d on uriKlnul story
-i;:iiiirr'a..

Elmer

and

Schn^liet.

Jack

Law-

rence; nrrhesli'Hl 'arrniigenienls. Dale l-ititla:
I'reviewpd
music ilireclor. Morton Scull.
at KfA studios, llnllywoodi June .T,
W.

llunninK

m

ilMie.

.MI.S'8.

Dan Flannery...

A

.Marvin

. . .

Pli'lieil.

Taylor.

Pearce

. . . ..

'reeide.

.

Arlt'Oe 'Harris
'.Mary

('nrtls.

. .

I.io-ra'ine

Trcrh

Krueger

.Xhinry

..

.

l.ee

Jerome Cuwon
..Siifmp .Howard

.

Helen PIckeii...

Jimmy

Oils Piper
Charlie Plikelt.

Mayor

I

.I'lnkv

At Carter
i.nttie

and others are capable in acting out the John McDermott-Jamc's
O'Hanlon script, based on the Austin
Strong play.

Kraocea

.

H.

Brent and

ever,

Production guidance by William
H. Wright shapes theC.'-^ neatlv for
intended results.
Brofj.

fit

the

talents

of

Shorite

Ales
y Kenyiin

...Itosi-iH,

Judge Hilton

.

Duke

.

.M:ii

Tayhii

l''OM-e.sl

.'.Deoois

.Mi:or

A<laoii

.^IVKall

Lola........
Dad Dillon
.Mr. TrlniMr.

W ;,rner

Klchinond
Kennel.

.'I.e!'

niaki-.

.

RotMMl M<-Kerzi(

......

;

Dunca

Ftt-I,

ing,

rentals,

manner

in

of speak-

is holding off on
which he has made

but operator-

deal£, only oiie

since announcing he wotild rent no

more space being Seymour Nebenzal, for "The Chase." It vis known
that Goltlwyn intends to still rent
space, but he has not yet announced
what policy he will follow along
this line.

,

Newest of the Eddie Dean slarrers,
Two studios which definitely have
strictly
Serenade,"
is
closed doors to outside deals are Enstandard-cut out of the same patttrn terprise
and Eagle-Lion, formerly
In lact, thi
as his previous pix.
known as California and PRC, rebatuner bears such a close- esem
blance to its .predecessor, ;'Song of spectively, both former havens for
Wyoming," it looks like a reissue! the indie. At least half a dozen indies
were affected by Enterprise deal,
Everything's the same, from the luke
warm Cinecolor tints slightly run and PRC, as well as other company
hing iiito each other, to the familiar producers will have to go elsewhere
echoing saddle tunes and foriLula due to Bryan Foy company taking
story of bad .man vs. law-abidin'
over. Sig Neufleld still has deal to
.folks. Dastard, moreover, duplicates
tise lot facilities, but this agreement
his trick of turning out to be the
long lost son of the town's leading ends in August.
Meanwhile, not a week goes by in
citizen.
Only novelty in the fllm is the Hollywood where least one new
debut of a tough-lookint; young production company! is announced.
hombre, David Sharpe, who play;
undercover
Governrole
of
an
the
ment agent. Sharpe di.splays an aero
"Colorado

l

Dexter

..Will Wright
Arthur Lott
...... .Chester Clute

comedy

'that

would have

better with punchier direction.

Al Pearce from radio heads up the
corn. For extra measure, production
includes four tunes and a dance number. Array of comics is clout and
rhaterial good but better pacing is
needed for zip. For supporting pcsitibns in majority of situations.
It's an amnesia yaril with twist
that has the hero impersonating himself, Pearce. Merchant Marine hero,
gets tangled with a trio of slick,
crooks just prior to leaving for a
hometown celebration in his honor.
In a fight with the crook.s, he's
conked on the head and develops
amiiesia.! Slickers, finding the hometown is to award the hero $10,000,
convince him he is a public enemy
and they're his gang.. So, as n bigshot
criminal, Pearce assumes the seaman's identity to collect the small
fortune. Songs and dance arc brought
in during the homecoming celebra.

tion,

lending okay musical moments
comedy. "There are plenty oH

.

westerner's golden era when Tom
Mix and Hoot Gibson rode the plains.
Eddie Dean looks a little pallid beside him although still a pleasing
personality. Voice is excellent in his
yodel-croohing of "Home on the
Range," "Western. Lullaby. "Riding
'

Down

Rawhide" and "Riding to
of the Mountain."
Abigail Adams, a.s the town moll,
is another performer .showing premise.
Femme, a"* striking looker, is
well-poised before the lens. Roscoe
Ates supplies his stuttisrin); comics
for a few laiighs and rest of the cast
play, their stock parUs adequately.

the'

to

Top

-

New

Foreign Filin

mixups before another sock on

the head
daze.

brings Pearce out of his

Major comedy chores go to P!n!;v
Lee and Shemp Howard; Latter, is
worth a number of chuckles as a
punch-drunk
ex-jockey.
Jerome
'

Cowan completes the crook trio. Ar
lene Harris, Mary Treen, Lorraine

i

;

.

acting,,

directing,

managenicnt and

production problems, publicity, voice
diction, makeup, play analy.sis,.
playwriting, stage and costume de-;
sign, and a theatre .symposium.

and

Donald. Qenslager and Charles
Elson will chairman and teach de-

sign;

Kermit

and

Bloomgarden

James

Reilly will head up theatrical
production; Sol Jacbbson, publicity
problems; Jean Rosenthal, produc;
tidn problems; Johri Ge.ssner, play
analysis;
Robert Anderson, playwrighting; Edgar Stehll and Eddie
Sens, makeup.: Margaret Webster
will start off the theatre symposium,
with Brock Pembertpn discussing
production,
Agnes DeMille and
Jerome Robbins the dance, etc.
Above list is a partial one, with
other names to be heard from.
Six subjects will be offered in radip, with Earl McGill handling piodiictioh; Elwobd HbWman, writing;
Teti Cott, station operation and map-

"Monsieur Gregoire
Gregoire HuhH.A%vay>
'

S'e%'ude"

..(-.Mr.

(Kreneh). Dispii
release of Brrvin Films iirtMinclloii; dli-i'i-led
by Daniel .N'orniun; hiais -llf-i;0:ii-d Jlller;
features Jules Hcrry. Alme I'larione. AlesRIgnaull. Yvt.lle Lebtin. Iliiliy. And)-cu: story and dialog by Daniel N'oriran;
.indre

camera,-

Reviewed'

Tnpbi-kiifr.

In

f'arls.

Itiinning time. HH .^llN'S.

.

Krueger and other do ^[cceptably.

Continued from pate

i

acting as chairmen to give courses
and to bring in guest instructors
weekly. Legit subjects will include

..

(Unlifcelv/or Anglo-U. S. Market)

to the

plot

Theatre Wing

batic agility that injects his listicLffs
and guntolin' with the spirit of the

"Tempo, diretlion. pholo'griiphy.

;

an.tl

sound are above the averafx of recent French pix.. Bernard Blicr,. In

starring role, is -the legit
actor currently in "Aupres dc. rha
Blonde" here. His characterization
of the insurance clerk iinwittjngl.v'
the score.
corhpelled to become a tool of jewel
Williarn
Beaudine directed the thieves provides many gags. ComJack Towney-John K. Butler screen- edy stems mostly from funny dialog
play. Okay production mounting and which would lose much in translasupervision were furnished by Don- tion. For French patronage, it looks
ald H. Brown. Lcnsing and other •big; for V. S., lukewarm except in
credits are standard
Bfog.
arty spots.
Moxi.
his. first

.

Miss Ball like a glove, and the scriptr
ers brought the scene up to date .by
building the triangle around a returned war correspondent, his fcmmc
photpg and his wife.
Characters in the story come from

Dran

Kddie

.

.

Fair light

B^ed

.

risse

.

..lJ:icid
.'

RIngo.

'40,

:,

will record.
Chaplin's picture is reason for his.
being closed temporarily tn
This condition will prevail
(or at least three months, and possibly longer if comedian exceeds
his 12-week shooting schedule. Samuel Goldwyn studio is still open to
indies.

indie
.

Sherry

fol.

Ihigh

-June

his
so

Murders."

.studio

(t^ine-

I'llluir:

lot

for.

of

symphony orchestra

Sam

*lli<l>V'l

fOiilera

own

roomy

".Comedy

Rep .bpeng Up

KaviiiiaoKh;
f

1

Ihiellp;

Shacki'Ifoi-d
Y.

•

'

llchy

,\lal>el

t

quarters there,
week ago,
a

in

Chaplin found his
sufficiently

While actual shooting space; L^n't
nvolved in deal. Republic has granted James A. FitzPatrick the facilities of its new Music Stage for recording of his new "Famous Music
Masters" musical series,, which Werner Jahssen and his Los Angeles

John Alton;

VVIIIiom P. Tholnpsti.n; rnngf. Don.
Kayeand ilughle l'rln,-e. .lolin I'eiilH, Billy

editor,

Meyera

tTsrle

Itoliei

.Vevnilu

duclion.
Ifene

moved

'

will film portion of picture here.

(50NGS—OOI.OK)

Bddle

Lee,.

permanent

makes

C'oloruilo .ScronMile

Winn. Tradesliowii .\.
Running time. »M MINS.

Hollywood, June

.

make

PRP

<:olor),

but

itself, with
balance, of filming at new Pathe
studio on Park Avenue at;. 106th
Street. Another with new deal for
Roach space Is California Commercial Films, prexiecl by Stanley Ber-

release- of Ht»l'Hi( Kiiiiiii-li .T:uw,'y
prudtu-tioo. illrcfletl by 't';,ii...cy. .^lar:* Kmlic
l>ean; fe;ilures l>iicid Sluiri.ie. Itos'coe Ales.

Original M-reenplay.
songs. Rddic neon.

'

Tork.

November,

in.

mostly at Carnegie Hall

brother, tries to dress up the part
with a tough-guy style but the nian
nerisms are too broadly conveyed to
be convincing. Stephanie Baclielpr,
playing the dangeroti:i lady, gets over
a sultry air in credible fashion, while
Paul Stanton, as the. masnale, and
Martin Kosleck. as his aide, do their
chores with custoinaiy polish

Stal.

rolls

until thien company will have at its
office space.
isposal sufficient
Hall" go«s next month in east,

having
Charles
wasn't
cubes.
current
Michael Browne, as the :eporters

for
of

work
.

and has

New

filming' in

for

'Carmen"

^

The Teen-Agers orch furnishes peppEriiest Pagano nriust have hald some
rhythms.. 'iBotince Me Brother Witl
of the old Cary Grant-Irene Dunne
a Solid Four," Don Raye-Hughie
starrer.s in mind and have built their
Prince ttine. Is vocalcd by iincrcdiled
situations on the same type of sophisr
DarweU, Charles Din^.e, Cyd Cha- ticaled comedy. Starring roles, how- Chinese femme to show up best i|i
:

.

a

fix

When

election;

tors',

to

Meini release o« William. H. WrlBbl proKealures Marsaret O'Brien, Lionel
lloii.
Barryiiiore. I-ewls Stone, EMwaril .\riiolil.

John

bow

Hans

rnents vvilh

dui

O'Hanlon;

Yarn is concerned with the machinations of an industrial tycoon
who attempts to suppress the news
of his associate's death for a few

.

again-on-again

Mllchell.
Si'reenplay,

german

the

"

.

Three Wise Fools

Jamen

lection of marquee unknowns add
little to the overall quality and .slot
this film as bottom-end program fare.

"Colorado Serenade'^ (SongsColor) (PRC). Standard oaluner
starring Eddie Dean.

>.

cast.

aell.

slated

"Crime of the Century

.

just as the girl again falls Jorthe
soldier he discovers the truth. They

Thomaa

has an attractive title but otherwise shapes up
as a below-par melodrama. .Production values are unusually solid tor a
can't
ihemsclvcs
low-budgcter but by
surmount the weak plot structure.
Over-close scissor- work, inorcover,
has hickcti whatever story content
there was to begin with, causing the
film to unreel at stich^ a breakneck
speed that essential details were
either omitted or left dtmgUng. Col-

Jackson. .............;....'l'oni London

l)r.

24,

filrther films.

Federal Films, the William LeBar.
on-Borls Morros otitflt, 10^ days ago
moved onto Roach lot, to prepare
for "Carmen front Kenosha," to be
filmed on lot, and "Carnegie Hull,"

.llm

lure.

'

an executive post and furthermore is
affianced to another man. A quartet
of co-worker do-gooders persuade
the girl to masquerade for duration
of the furlough, as her bit to make
the homecoming a happy one. Like
clockwork the expected happens;

)>l<lker

""V

/.

cameras on Junie

commitment for

Lucille Ball.

quences,

for
it
playing
direction,
laughs instead of sighs. Basic styrnie
scripting which
is the unimaginative

..Mary llurrier

;

.

Itngera

the

comedy with strong
marqtiee pull in George Brent,

upper fringes of society, the
breed around whom mosr of these
picttires are built. Miss Ball is the
ace designer for :a women's clothing
Brent' who's been
Theme has timeliness and concen- outfit, married.to
for two years as a. correspondtrated appeal to the army of veU away
as soon as Brent
now footloose in a competitive world ent. Trouble starts
wife discovers he
Attempt is made to mirror the piob- returns when his
overseas as he'd
lohely
been
ais
hadn't
lems of former .<:ervicemen, disab'ed
Miss Ball sets
and intact, in picking up thejhreads led. her to believe.
oroceiis to
wolfing
the
reverse
the
out
to
But
Harbor.
Pearl
dropped at
Brent jealous but things don't
pic trips itself up along. the route make
finally heads for a
with a series of repetitious incidents work out and she
Brent follows
and comes to life only in a windup tas' Vegas divorce. zany situations,
which screens a dazxlinc barroom and, after a .series of
they .recohtiile. Picture .er.ds with
fight, lops in direction.
lew:dly to the audiStory focuses on a trio of exr Brent winking
door behind him
Marines and a girl who lost her.hus- ence as he closes a
band during the war. Whilo each and Miss Ball.
the
individual,
is
In one of hi-r best
problem
Ball
turns
Miss
character's
sum tout is a fair cross-section of comedy performances to date, mulctcurrent postwar woes. Madison, who: ing every line and antic to '.he limit.
has emerged with skin intact, thinks Brent also shines as the correspondhe is too old for schooldays agam ent-husband in a role that's a far cry
?nd drifts restlessly from job to job. from his recent siring of giim.pix.
As the central figure, he doesn't djB Miss Zorina is miscast as the third
deep enough into his part to explain angle of the triangle, lacking the deft
convincingly the source of his discon-, comedy touches hece.s.sary' to the
Superficial performance de- role. Her best forte is still ballet.
lent.'
prives his characterization of the Charles Winninger is good as Brent's
which the rakish father and Carl Esmond and
overtones,
psychiatric
script apparently marked out.
Raymond Walburn do well as two of
Miss McGuire, armed with her Miss Ball's cortege of admirers.
usual charm and elfin appeal, does a
Production itiountings lined ud by
bahgup job as the war widow. She Howard Benedict follow the general
does manage to get across the sense frilly mood of the film. Settings, cosof loss which blocks hier return to tumes, etc., are lush and ostentatious.
emotional

the

Los Angeles, June

(U).

s

Continued from page 3

tlvely-Ugged "Here We Go Again"
and "Strange Bed-Fellows," before

Amusing

cast.

hesithis earne-^t but overlong and
tantly paced film into a more absorbuphill
ing study of a group of vets'
climb to civilian normalcy. As it is,
selengthy
despite a slow sUrt and

.Hetty Shaw
Paul 8 anion

. ,

Weak melodrama with unknown

might have turned

snipping

Back"

Com*

.MUtiael llruwno
.Marlnr KoKliu-k

Hank Rogers.
Paul"
Margaret Wahlham
Andrew Madlaon.
Agatha. -Waldham.

^«dio's Al Pearce for. duals.
•'Crime of the Century" (Rep).

Urncdlcl

well-oiled shears and. some gen-

A

erous

M

"One ExcMlnr Week" (Rep).
(Songs) Coriibelt comedy with

luhnny Suiula
...... .r.orrn 'I'iiulall
Uullt .Nv'l.'on
-.Helena Uoyle
.....Hiirry Von Zell
....Klvhard

lilKlio.

I'lMier

Studio Space

acrecnpluy,

Philip Ford,

by
O'Leta KhItiehHrl, William Hagena, Gertrude Walker; original, Rhinehart, Ilegana:
camera, lleggle I-nunlng; editor. William
P Thompson. At Strnnd, Bmoklyn, dual,
MINJ".
lime.
Itunnlng
'411.
June 7.
Stephanie Bachelor
Audrey Brandon.

the vets' postwar problems.

Guy MuOlaon
.Kobe ••( Mltchum

.

.

.

• •

Ihiipri
Klni-holae.

.MVM.

W-iiil

.Jack Oieiniiiii

Hokey story handled deadpan style
with a thick spread of rr^o^l^f.
stamps this fllm as a fair sentimental
stronger
item for the femmesy Given
thespic material and Metro s nuality
production framework. "Faithful iiv
out of
baled
have
could
Fashion"
My
given
dualer division by being

.

.

rmky
.Amy

.Connie UllilirM
. .

'".v.

Mr.

. .

Iliiilier.

Ciniiiy wmroun.
.
InKeruoll.
;
TiiiMtny
l.i loii

Hnbnrt Ouv.iiuiuKh
...Warner .Vnueisnii

.Miir|il)>

MkniHl
:jn(l

W.

S:;i.

.

.

Mi-H.

C.

..Win. -11111" l'lir.ru:»
..Margnret Hanllllun

rtaael Browne,
ton. Directed

tailored for family trade.
"Till the End of Time" (RKO).
Earnest but overlong treatise on.

Uorolhy ^cGuIre

.•

.

Republic rtleaae at Walter U. Qoetx proKaaturu Btephunle Bachelor, MiMartiD Koslack, Paul Stan-

ducllon.

My Ftihlon"
In
"Faltbfal
Sentimental romance
(M-G).
has femme appeal.
"Three WUe FooU" (M-G).
Margaret O'Brien in fantasy

Johnny

Porter,

Wil.l;

HurrA-

(llreiiur,

—•'^r',;?:;;'

Bnrlly.

Miniature Reviews

producilon.
MaillHin, JJolj-

."(chury

Guy

William.: reolur." Ion.

Hill

WlUUtm Gurgan. Jean

,

CrlBie of the C:<nitary

Time

I

:

l.sl

•!

Loren TIn.lall. «ulh Neleon. Selena
KilHarry Von Zell. Dlrerlod by
toyle
Klvkln
vm Un.ylryk. ^S«reenplHy, Allen r|....ern.
„M -.,..vcl Ky .NIven B.i«-I.:

S;in.

x«iiici-i>.
Orlglm.l KCMenplay. Lionel Housci
« iCh'rlcM Sjili-ino. Jr.; e.llior; Irvine Tir..
.,V
on; sc.*. .SMhimlel Shllkrcl
llil.f.
,huwn X. Y.. Mny •-7, 'in. HunnInK
.

uire

oi

rele;.««

)ll<0
.ShuK Curalliy Sli-auliv.

C^vaMUKM, Wurn-

^^K^K^orick

End

-

agement; Luis Van Rootcn, dialect.s
end various instructors on actinit'
Summer term will be followed by
more expanded courses in fall and
winter, with terms repealctl every
Winston O'kecfe is
eight weeks.
exec director of the Wing's vets
project, with Mary Hunter, director,
in charge of course planning, Byron

McKenney

acting as vets'
Registration begins Juljr 1.

adviser.
>

—
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SALES PINCH HITS DISTRIBS
'Bella

Donna May Precede

UWFs

As

a strong possibility that first will

be "Bella Donna," with Merle ObGeorge Brent, Charles Korvin
and Paul Lukas.
"Bella Donna" title Is likely to be
eron,

switched before release. Pic is now
being shot, having been acquired by
International,

UWP

from Edward

producing

affil-

Enthusiexecs for the story and
asm of
cast is responsible for the possible
decision to shift initial release from
"Mirror," which is likewise an International production.
Plan is to make the second release
a British picture and then alternate
with one U. S. and one British. Latter is product of J. Arthur Rank studios, which share with Universal, a
iate,

Smiall.

UWP

half-interest in

UWP.

What

UWP

exchange buildings that are
eventually planned, Heineman is intending to set up in whatever space
can make available in its branches,
such as converted poster or shipping
room areas. Only in. St. Louis, Boston and Indianapolis has U been able
to obtain permission to do the complete remodeling job that is desired.

U

Lucky Strike's Big Ad
large Puts Brake
Sph
Chesterfield's Pic

11.

Joan Crawford's comebadc appearance in the pic getting her
an Academy Oscar, has him telling friends that the baby his
wife's expecting in the fall will

be tagged "Mildred Joan."
With good reports on his current production, "Humoresque,"
also starring Miss Crawford, his.
pals are asking Wald if he's
planning another baby to honor
that film?

.

And how

far can this

thing can go?

Dual Features

UWP

sales
William J. Heineman,
planning to put his eastern
and western division manSigers on
the payroll Sept. 1, his district managers on Oct. 1 and his salesmen on
Nov. 15. With the tight construction
situation making it impossible to
combination Universalerect the

Boy?

If It's a
Hollywood, June

Jerry Wald's success in making the top-grossing "Mildred
Pierce" for. Warner Bros., with

StiD

chief, is

On

Fans Faves

Most elements of the film, industry
were frankly skeptical last week
on results of a poll announced by
Women's Home Companion showing
that 79% of readers surveyed preferred single features to duals, 18%
preferred double bills and 3% didn't
care. Overwhelming percentage in
favor of the singles had a gimmick
in it somewhere r/as. the general
agreement as the issue of single vs.
double bills, which has been more or

dormant in the past fiew years,
again came to the fore in intra-industry conversation.
less

As usual, say those most familiar
with film b.o. tastes, the public talks
singles— but buys doubles. Invariably, questionnaires will reveal one
feature is preferred to two, but
when it actually comes to shoving'

those coins across
the b.o. sill,
Lucky Strike cigs' launching of a Johnny Public and his bride show it
•major $4,300,000 newspaper advertis- is tite duals that get them.
ing campaign on June 17, has raised
Lots of experiments on the doublethe stop-look-listen flag at the ad feature issue were tried a few. years
agencies for the other tobacco com- back and the results were almost
panics.
Latter are viewing with always the same. One of the most
considerable interest the possible re- noble of the experiments was at the
sults of Lucky Strike's summer ad Ziegfeid, N. Y., when Loew's atsplurge, and one company, Chester- tempted to replace duals with cream
.flelds, has tabled plans for producof
feature releases quickly after
ing another fllm on the style of its first run. Scheme flopped miserably,
.

:

.

pre-war

"Tobacco

Land,"

competitive

aspects

feature,

the new
are clarified.
until

despite even a neighborhood clientele, that was figured a pushover for
singles.

Lucky Strike's campaign, handled
Snobbishness is believed to be
by Foote, Cone & Bclding, will extend for 10 weeks and will hit every one of the reasons why the polls
English daily newspaper in the coun- always show preference for one
try

with

TOP

Rank-U (Enterprise) Setup Looms As

EXECS

twice-weekly

feature.

Most

people

apparently

spreads.
Campaign, which will feature the. have ah idea that it isn't smart to
"Lucky Strike Means Fin^ Tobacco" admit they like duals. They think
slogan, is to begin in the eastern it puts them in the same category
dailies during the week of June 17 as the guy who turns to the comics
and ^ill travel cross-country into first in his newspaper. And just as
the midwest and Coast dailies in he tells the Galluppers that it's the
the following weeks. Simultaneous editorial page he's really turning to,
the
average
theatre
patron
coast-to-coast launching was pre- so
vented by the acute newsprint short- thinks the thing to say is that double
if he wants to look
bills ai'e poison
age in the west.
like a reasonably sophisticated cit-

—

izen.

Homeoff ices Seen In

Moves Vs. SPG

Enterprise productions' announcement last week that- it is seeking a salesmanager to supervise
handling of. its product under the
new Universal pact is typical of
the reasons major cofnpanies are
suffering a shortage of topgrade sales personnel. It's a shortage
that not only is being felt in efforts
of the big distribs to retain their
homeoff ice executive help and division
managers,
goes
but
right
through the ranks of district and
branch managers and all the way
down to student salesmen.
With a large number of present

branch managers and sialesmeri getting to be vets of such vintage that
they'll be starting to think of retirement in a few years, the general
shortage of sales help that faces the
industry is likely to get worse rather
than better if current conditions persist. That's why top distrib execs
feel that the problems of rebuilding
their ranks is one of the most important the industry faces at the
-

Ent's 16-20 for

U

.

years.

Agreement

a mini*
of 16 pictures and a maxiof 20 during the period.
calls

for

Russia Eclipsing
U.S.

on Fix in Reich

American
ing left

companies are beat the post in Germany with
film

Russia racing

down

a straightway

field in utilizing

pix as a propaganda
for their political philoso-

medium

phy. So says Frederc Ullman, Jr.,
prez of RKO Pathe, just returned

sibility for a

"miserable attempt to

piit out a newsreel with, a democratic viewpoint."
Russia, on the
Top Manpower Shifts
from major company other hand, is producing a reel in
sales forces in the past few years Germany that is on par with the
best
shown
in
this
country.
As for
such,
men
as
Bill
Heineman,
Neil
of
Agnew, Arthur Sachso'n, Harry Gold, feature films, Ullman stated that
and a flock of others have left holes nothing but old American product

(Continued on page 21)

was being screened and their conno relation whatsoever to

tent had

Puts Overseas Areas

Back
After six

in Private Biz
months of operation at

a cost of $100,000 for the film industry, the United Newsreel is folding
its distribution service abroad with
the June 18 issue. United,, a combine of the five ma]of'|xewsreel producers in this country, was functioning as an interim project to
bridge the gap between OWI's overseas newsreels and the resumption
of commercial operation in foreign
.

areas
by RKO-Pathe, Universal
Newsreel, Fox Movietone, Pariamount News and M-G News of the

the problem of reviving the beaten
and desolated German people with
a democratic spirit.
Commenting upon France, Ullman
said that country was rapidly recovering from the exhaustion and
devostation of the war. Despite contrary reports, Ullman said that governmental interference in the film
industry was on the wane with- the
official

newsreel

continue to distribute foreign language versions of the U. S. company's clips.
In Gerrhany, Japan,

RKO

reason

opposition of film homeoffices
expected to demands of the
Screen Publicists Guild, New York,

of

RKO

Pathe's

two-reel'er

series,

"This Is America," which goes under the title, "Today and Tomorrow," for European distribution.

War Department

Denies

Stifl

is

Hazen West

Weekend

Hal

SPG

contract ran
May '4, so that any new deal
would be retroactive to that date.
SPG wants a one rather than a two-

out last

.

y^ar contract.
Impatient over stalling on negotiaby the film companies, SPG
Monday night (10) sent telegrams to
each, signed by Roger Lewis; of 20thFox's advertising department, nsk•ng for an immediate industry-wide
meeting to negotiate a new contract,"

tions

Huddle

on production plans and , other Assn.
,

matters.

Next Wallis release through Paramount, "Strange Love of Martha.
Ivers" will have

its

world premiere
at the Carlton

tomorrow (Thursday )

in London. Lizabeth ScOlt, star of
picture, who will attend the opening there, flew out of New' York

Monday afternoon (10)^ "Ivers" has
its American' opening at the Paramount, N. v., July 24.'

S.

industof.

Through interlocking directorates
and ownership, the combine now
draws the product of Universal ita flock of various Rank production subsids in England, the
Spitz-Goetz International Pictures
setup, the Loew-Einfeld Enterprise
unit, the Walter Wanger and af-;
self,

filiated Diana setups, and the Bruce
Manning-Jack Skirball, Mike Todd
and Mark Hellinger indie organi-

zations.

In the field of distribution, more
or less centrally controlled now. are
U's own machinery, the parallel
United World Pictures setup, and
the British companies, General Film
Distributors- and
Eagle-Lion,
In
addition. Rank is tied up via a
reciprocal international releasing arrangement with American EagleLion.
Rank's theatre holdings now virtually circle the globe, although they
are naturally more concentrated in
Great Britain than elsewhere.. The
plan in .the U. S. was originally for
to acquire control of houses
where there were first-run booking
problems, but greater expansion
than that is now understood to be
contemplated. Acquiring
S. theatres currently is admittedly no simple problem, but the Rank-U combine will reportedly begin picking
them up wherever possible in the

Withholding 'Atom' Pic
Washington, June

-

UWP

'

U

near future.

SOPEG $30 Minimom,
35-Hoar Week, 3-Wk.
Vacation Sought Tonight

A

$10 raise, creating a

labor grades

working

in

among

minimum of

of 27 different

whitecollarites
homeoffices

New York

be proposed at a membership
meeting tonight (Wednesday) of the
Screen Office & Professional Employees Guild, CIO. A 35-hour week
will

is

sought, plus three

weeks vacation

after five years of service.
Official schedule of demands, also

covering 180 job classifications from
messengers now getting $20 weekly,
and lowest rung in clerical help,
which receives $22 weekly, will be
based upon voting of the members
at tonight's meeting.
The demands will be formally presented to the film companies on June
15. Present contract expires July 27,
Companies involved are RKO,
Loew's, Paramount, Columbia, 20thFox, United Artists, Republic and
National Screen Service.
Warner
Bros.' and Universal are covered by
AFL. whitecollar unions.
.

11.

War Department

denies recent reports that it has withheld public
release of the Signal Corps film,
"The Atom Strikes", four-reeler
made for Major General Leslie
Groves, on ground the subject was
too strong for the public to take.

Department spokesman said "certain legal restrictions not controlled

Odium, Rathvon, Depinet,
Others Reelected at RKO
RKO

The present officers of
were
reelected at the organizational meeting yesterday (Tues. ) of new board
which had been named by the annual
stockholders session last week at
Wilmington, Del.' Floyd B. Odium
was renamed chairman of the board,
N. Peter Rathvon, president; Ned
Depinet Was elected vrcc-chairmah
of the board and executive veepee.
Directorate also renamed Malcolm

by the Army'- prevented general
distribution of what is. said to be
the most forceful and most complete
havoc
pictorial
.record
of
the
During the war, newsreels wrought by the atom borhb on Hirofunctioned as a division of the War shima, and Nagasaki. Army, accordActivities Committee.
ing to the spokesman, turned over Kingsbprg, Gordon E. Youngman.
to the newsreels all the footage it and John M. Whitaker as. vice-presiDEANNA SURBIN'S NEXT
controls on the bomb devastation. dents.
Youngman is also general
No details were given on what was counsel. J. Miller Walker wa- reHollywood, June 11.
Deanna Durbin's next Universal meant by. "legal restrictions."
elected secretary. Also re-elected
Be Yours;" will be
starrer,
"I'll
Pic will be shown publicly at the were Garrett 'Van Wagner, comptroldirected by William Scitcr.
first of the Government Film Work- ler, and William H. Clark, treasurer.
Felix Jackson will produce, start- ers evening screenings here tomor- Among
the
assistant
treasurers
ing late in July or early in August row (12).
named is a new one, A. E. Roech.
.

lis

Paramount, Warner Bros.,
and 20th-Fox. It portends a
change in the. lineup of

Metro,

the U;

company, France $30 for the lowest

Actualites s'cheduled to fold around
the first of next year.
The
exec maintained that there was little chance for passage of the bill introduced last month in the Chamber
of Deputies by Gaston Deferre, under-seeretary in the Ministry of Information^or the confiscation of a
large se;c£or of France's film industry.
The Socialists and the Moderate Republican Party won't go for

Day.
In countries where English lan- it, he said.
guage versions are not adequate, the
Ullman disclosed plans for overMotion Picture Export Assn. will seas production in the hear future

As for the b.o. fizz of singles and Korea, military authorities will
after the public has been educated secure footage from the five newsmen figure the reels for editing and showing in the
to duals, theatre

—

significant

Defections

United Newsreel Fold

present 1,280 to more than 2,000-^
including houses in vhe United States
and Universal's acquisition of Enterprise product last wee^, the URank setup looms as the biggest international production-distributionr
exhibition combine the industry has
ever known. Universal itself, via
aims of its affiliates *o obtain the
U. S. houses, also jumps from the
"Little Three" category domestically
to a top spot among the "Big Five"

RKO

from a five- week trip through England, France and Germany. While
Enterprise's plan to have its own
overseas, Ullman completed deals
salesmanager is putting it right in
with the independently .owned Pathe
competition with Eagle-Lion, which
companies of England and France
is likew,ise seeking a man for such
for a worldwide newsreel network
a post and has made offers to a
number of major company execs, in which neutral areas are to be allocated among the three Pathe outbut without success. Likewise, Eaglefits.
Lion arid United World Pictures are
Comparing American and Russian
both seeking sales help on all levels,
which is sure to be a severe dirain policy in the conquered territories,
on major company staffs that have Ullman declared that U. S. military
authorities
have been assisting .a
already badly felt the recent building up of staffs by David O. Selz- private German organization in getting out a weekly newsreel; but the
nick, Samuel Goldwyn, International
company
is under-financed, underand other indie companies. When
Goldwyn goes ahead with his plan equipped and under-staffed with the
for his own distributing company, result that America is taking responthere will be still greater raids ar(8
competition for execs.

to 'Big 5' Class

With 3. Arthur Rank planning to
push his theatre holdings from the

Pact entered into between
Universal and Enterprise last
week, is for a minimum of three

mum
mum

U

in Industry;

moment.

occupied areas.
is that patrons who prefer
Paris is being restored as hub of
twin-bills won't go to a single-feature house, while customers who like continental activity for newsreels
the one-picture idea will go to a distributed in the Near East and
o.ther French-speaking regions. Lowhen
negotiating
sessions
are dual house and try to time their arstarted. Thus far no date, has been i-ivai to catch the picture they want .cal production has already begun in
set but, meantime, publicity-adver- —aside from the fact that they Greece, and Italy is turning out an
tising heads are niuUing the mat- frequently then decide to sit through Italian-language reel for the Continent and for some areas in Africa
ter.
C. J. (Pat) ScoUard, executive the second feature anyway.
and the Near East. Production of
assistant to Charles M. Reagan, v.p.
a Chinese reel is being determined
over sales for Paramount, will rep
to
Joe
by John Begg, in charge of film acresent the film companies in the
tivities for the State Dept.
negotiations,
Wallis This
At a meeting last Friday (7) of
SPG is demanding a minimum of
Joseph H. Hazen. president of Hal the five newsreel editors, Michael
$100 and an increase in scales of 30% Wallis Productions, plans leaving
D. Cloflne of News of the Day, .was
plus increases in severance pay up
for the Coast either Saturday (15)
elected chairman of the newsreel
to a total of $2,000 for 20 years of
or Sunday (1^6) to huddle with Wal- committee
of the Motion Picture
service.' The old

Stiff

Tops

01 DEAL

WRITE

'

initely set to

now

Xmas Week

First Release

United World Pictures is now defput Its initial release in
theatres Christmas week. First pic
was originally sked^ed to be "The
bark Mirror," with Olivia DeHavilland and Lew Ayres, which is already in the cans. However, there's

'Mirror

.
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BOYER
ENNIFER

HEfMAKE
LOVE Ernst Lubitsch'
CLUNY BROWN
to

from 20th Century
CHARLES BpYBR
PETER

LAWPORD

Richard

.

>

JBNNIPIR JONES
Helen Walker

•

in

Haydn r Margaret Bannerman

O'Connor

f

ERNST LUBITSCH'S

Reginald Gardiner
•

Sara Allgood

•

Ernest Cossart

t

•

"CLUNY BROWN"

Owen

Reginald

Produced and Directed by ERNST LUBITSCH

ond Elizabeth Reinhardt

Production of

•

•

•

Sir C.

with

Aubrey Smith

Florence Bates

•

Una

Screen Play by Samuel Hoffenstein

Based on the Novel by Margery Sharp

:
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

Territory' Big $8,500,

L

Outdoors Yen Sloughs

A. Albeit

MS; Sturdy 53(1 2 Spots;
OkeSSG in

5,

'Renegades'

Los Angeles, Tune
grosses

are

'Sisters

21)1/26

in 3

11.

no
sensation this week. Balmy weather
end windup of school term both are
Fii'strun

Louisville,

causing

Broadway Grosses
.

"O.S.S." looks very fine at $53,000 in
two houses. "Two Sisters From Bos-

ton" shapes fairly good $85,000 in five
spoU. "Renegades" is barely okay

stanza of five days for "One More
Tomorrow" appears steady $21.00u in
three spots. Last five days of "Somewhere in the Night" on its second
week in four houses shapes up to soso $23,000.
Estimates lor This Week

Belmont (FWO- (1,532; 50-$!)—
"Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G).
Good $10,000. House moves from
neighborhood to deluxe flrst-run for
.Metro product in a .four-house daydate string with this film.
Beverly HIIU Music Hall (BUimenfeld-G&S) (824; 85-$l)— "Outlaw"
t.UA) (10th wk). Steady $4,000 after
$4,500 last week.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1.518; 50
"'
$1)—"Do You Love Me" (20th)^ (2d
wk-m.o.). Slow $4,000. Last week.

(m.o.). Fair $4,500.
"Breakfast.in HoHy wood
Saint' (M-G)
(m.o.), about same.
...
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
-"Adventure" (M-G) and "Idea
Girl" (U). Fairish $1,700. T..ost^week.
"Road to Utopia" (Par) and "Shock

Grosses
I2,714,e«0

,

cttie.s

(3,300;

177 thea-

Including
N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
.12,M5,M»
Last Keaf
theatres)
cities,
191
(Based on 24

tory."

Frisco Nosedives But

26G/

Huge 70G,

'Comer' Droops

—

6iG

-

'

Will be
Dark Corner" (20th).
lucky to slip over $6,500, very sad
Last week, "So Goes My
here.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 40- —"Heartbeat" (RKO/ plus vaude
60)— "Badman's Territory" (RKO)^ headed by "Hhumba Revue'' with
This actioher well exploited and (3iro ftimac (2d wk). Slipped to $21.should grab big $8,900. May, hold. O'OO. but still good. Last week, strong
Last week, "House of Horrors" (U) $36,000.
and "Spider Woman Strikes Back
Orpheum (Bliynenfeld) (1,207; 55(U), strong $7,000.
86)— "Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Off
badly to $11,500. Last week, smart

.

average $13,400.

^
(20th) (2d wk), good $11,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— Me"
penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (3d
(Par). Only bright spot in

wk). Finales at $8,500 in 5 days. Last
week, good $16,600.
Downtown Music Hall iBlumenleld) (872; 85-$1.20)— "Outlaw" (UA)
Steady $15,500. Last
(10th wk).
week, stout $17,000.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$i)—
"Two Sisters" (M-G). Average $17,.
Last week, "Postman Rings
500.
Twice" (M-G) (4th wk), okay

50-$l)—

(RKO) (m.o.).
Staircase"
Good $5,500 in 8 days. I^st week,
"Dark corner" (20th) (3d wk-4 days)
.

Kitty"
Should hold.
town, solid $28,500.
Last week, !'One More 'Tomorrow"
(WB), $21,000, fair for holiday ses.

^fe4,000i

Down
okay

VBadman's Territory" (RKO) and
"Strange Voyage" (Mono) (3d wk).
Fine $14,000. Last week, good $17.000.

Fox (Fox -Michigan) (4.049; 60-85)
—"Gilda" (Col) and "Night Editor"
(Col) (2d wk). Nice $28,000. Last
week, solid $36,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2 976; 60-95)— "Saratoga Trunk" (WB)

and "College Queen" (Par) (4th
Good $16,000.
Last week,
wk).
grand $20,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,034;
60-85)
"Postman Always Rings
Twice" (M-G) and "The Gay CavaForte $34,000, Last
lier" (Mono).
week, "Road to Utopia" (Par) and
"Shadow Returns" (Mono) (3d wk),

—

fine $20,000 in 6 days.

Downtown <Balaban) (2,685; 6^95)— "Notorious Lone Wolf" cCol)
with Ray Kinney orch, Chester Morothers, ^on stage.
Lofty $31,000.
Last week. "One. Exciting Week"
(Rep) with Louis Prima orch. The
Pitchmen, the Barrets, others, on
stage, trim $32,000.
Adams (Balaban) (2.863; 60-85)—
ris,

.

,

(FWC)

Faramonnt
Bad Bascomb"

Wash. Hits Skids;

to $19,000,
$27,000.

(2,646;

65-85)—

(M-G) (2d wk).
but okay. Last week,

St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)—
Kitty" (Far) l4th wk) (m.o.). Oke
Last week, nice $10,500.
55-85)—
(2,133;
(F*C)
State
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (m.o.) (2d
Washington, June 11.
Npt so good at $14,000. Last
With all six major mid-town wk).
"Do You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.). houses playing either a holdover or week, "No 'time for Comedy" (WB)
Mild $3,506.
Last week, "Gilda" a moveover. and the Ringling circus (reissuel, $15,000.
United ArtlsU (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
(Col) (m.o.), exceptional $4,S0O for
in town, the hottom fell out of biz
'Outlaw" (UA) (2d wk).
1-85)
fourth week downtown.
F Street this session. "Postman 55-L
terrific with $24,000 or near
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)— on
Rings Twice" at the Capitol, heads Still
"Postman Rings Twice"
(M-G) the parade with what would nor- list week, sensational at record
(2d. wk). Rousing $19,000. Last week
mally be an excellent second week, shattering 134,000.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)^
\)lazing $33,000.
but even this was below hopes after
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "One the terrific initial session. Others Her Kind of Man" (WB) ''Dark Cor.
More Tomorrow" (WB) (m.o.) fair also slipped badly.
nef" (Mth): Medium $26,000. Last
week,
week. ''Do You Love Me" (2(5th) (2d
$8,000.
Last
"Devotion"
Estimates for This Week
(WB) (m.o.), $7,000.
wk), mild $16,000.
Capitol (Loew)
(3,434; 44-80)—

sion.

Blti (WB) (800; 40-70)—"Devotion" (WB) (m.o.) about par at $3,-

"Tomorrow Is
Last week.
Forever" (RKO ), okay $4,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—

'Forward' 12G, 2d

.

Estimates for This Week
United Artiste (United Detroit)
60-85)—'This Day Forward"
(RKO) and "Truth About Murder"
(RKO). Stout $24,000. Last week.
"Devotion" (WB) and "Live Wires"
(Mono) (2d wk), strong $18,000.
Broadway-Capitol (3,000; 60-85)—
(1,841;

40-

'Man' Passable at

2d

Rings Twice" will get the top coin
at the big Michigan where it is solid.
Remainder of city is largely holdover, with best showings being made
by "Gilda" and "Badman's Terri-

Gron

(Zd wk). In this case he didnt ring
twice, h.o. stanza being only meagre
H.O.
'Outlaw'
$8,000 after last week's terrif $20,000.
'Kitty' Rousing $28,500;
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,000;
San Francisco, June' 11.
40-60)
"One More Tomorrow
to
Biz is off, being partly blamed on
(WB). Okay $9,000 on .9 days: Last
week, "Her Kind of Man" (WB) (3d baseball competish and season of
PitUburgh, June 11
on 5 days.
Biz plenty spotty here, and latest wk), $4,000 (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) year. Still outstanding is "The OutNational
alibi is that opening of eight-week
Gang" (U) plus Jack law," which will hit $70,000 or near
summer opera season hurts. It gets -"River magic
show three days split on second week at the United Artists,
about 8,000 nightly. Only one show- Gwynne
"Gold Mine In Sky" (Rep) and Esquire and Tlvoli. Jane Russell
ing any strength at air among the with
(Rep). Nevv
new films is "Kitty" at the Penn. "Suii Valley Cyclone"
Last starrer made picture history on first
neat $6,000.
landing
policy
which is banging away lor a holdof Diijon" (PRC) and week with colossal $88,000 at the
over. Other first-run entries, 'Dark week, "Mask
(PRC) split same three spots.
Daughter"
Bat's
"Devil
"Renegades
and
Fulton
Corner" at
(UA) and "Swing
EitimatM tor This Week
at Harris, are just limping In. Sin- with "Spellbound"
(U), moderate $4,000.
gle remainingi bright spot looks like Out, Sister"
Fox (FWC) (2,651; 55-85)— "One
Rlttlto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40
second stanza of "Postman Rings
Mediocre
60)— "Do You Love Me" (20th). More Tomorrow" (WB).
Twice," at Stanley.
Last week, "Bride Wore
$24,000.
week,
Catching medium $12,000. Last
Estimates for This Week
and Boots" (Par), sharp $31,000.
40-70)— .''Kitty" (Par), strong $17,000,
(Shea)
(1,700;
Fulton
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844; 60-35)
moveover.

Pitt

"Renegades"
and "Effingham's Raid" (20th) (2d unlikely to go over $12,000, not too
wk) (5 days). Just $7,500. Last week, hot here. Last week, "Do You Love

"Spiral

.

'Gilda' 28G,

Detroit, June 11.
"From This Day Forward" looks
standout this week at the smallseater United Artists.
"Postman

•

,^
Loew's State (Loew's)

Biz Spotty But

But 'Day Stout 24G:

tres, chie/Iy /irst runs.

j/vpek,:

60)— "Postman Rings Twice' (M-G)

Love" (U), also thin at $6,800.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
$1)—"Somewhere in Night" (20th)
Slow start and
(Col).

(900;

Ave.-Loew's)

.

^UA) and "Hoodlum

.

Four Star (UA-WC)

(4th

City

Estimated Total
This Week
(Based on 21

^
(fO-60)

(20th), $1,600.

$5,000.

300.

Key

is piling up strong figure.
•One More Tomorrow" did okiiy in
nine days at another small-scater,
the Mary Anderson.
Estimates for Tills Week

Last

M

Tostman' Forte 34a

ponies,

Brown

.

Slips

11.

—"Kilty" (Par)
Estimated Total Gross
.«634,000
This Week .......
(Based on 16 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
SMO.OOO
........
..
Year
Last
(Based on 15 theatres)

figured holding theatre biz to average levels in most theatres, although

with $26,500 in three locations.
However, "The Outlaw" looks
steady on its 10th frame in four
houses at $28,500 or near. "This Day
Forward" is okay $23,000 en second
Third
session in two operations.

June

Del

9G

'Tomorrow'

L'ville;

Hot weather which arrived suddenly here this session is putting a
crimp in biz at most downtown
houses. One exception is the Strand,
where "Badman's Territory." well
exploited, with tie-ins with local radio .station and giveaways of live

"Dragonwyck" (20th)
"Out of the Depths"

(2d wk) and
(Col).
Fine

Last week, with "Strange
$12,000.
Triangle" (20th), pleasing $14,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1.8S8;
40-55)—"Whistle Stop" (UA) and
'Tars and Spars" (Col). Good $3,000 in 3 days. Last week, "Spiral
Staircase" (RKO) and "Pardon My
Past" (Col), okay $2,400 in 3 days.

at $8,000.

000.

•

.

.

Tostman' Hotsy

,

—

W/^

in

PhiUy

.

(m.o.),

good

$2,400.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Rene
gades" (Col) and "Talk About Lady"
(Col). Fair $6,000. Last week. "Spiral Staircase" (HKO) (4th wk), nifty
$6,000.

Hawaii

(G&S-BIumenfeld)
(UA) (10th wk)
Last week, smooth
(956

65-$! )— "Outlaw"

Brisk

.

$5,500.

$6,000.

Hollywood (WB)

(2,756;

50-$l)-

"One More Tomorrow" (WB)

CAVALLARO BOOSTS

(3d

wk). Getting $6,500 in 5 days. Last
'HOLIDAY' 44G, CLEYE.
week, healthy $14,300.
Cleveland, June 11.
Hollywood Moeic Hall (Blumen
85)— "Outlaw" (UA)
Carmen Cavallaro's band with
(475;
feld)
Last "Perilous Holiday" caught on so
Hitting $3,500.
(10th wk).
week, hefty $4,300.
Loew Stat* (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50- quickly and is hitting such a fast
$1)— "Somewhere in Night" (20th) pace that the Palace is sure of a
and "Effingham's Raid" (20th) (2d smash session. Opening day and
Last weekend
Fair $10,500.
wk-5 days).
biz was terrific. Nearly as
week, below hopes at $23,200.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; hot is "Badman's Territory," which
50.$i)— "Two Sisters" (M-G). Solid has been showing a flurry of two"Postman" gun action at the Hipp boxoffice and
week,
Last
$33,500.
may rate a holdover. Second stanza
(M-G) (4th wk), oke $20,400.
Orpheum (D'town) (2,000; 65-85) of "Two Sisters From Boston" at
and State stood up well.
(Rep)
Annie"
—"Tugboat
Estimates for This Week
"Throw Saddle on Star" (Col) with
vaude acts oh stage. Okay $20,000.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 44-65)— "One
Last week, "In Fast Company" More
Tomorrow". (WB)
(m.o.).
(Mono) with Andy Russell on stage, Cheerful $9,000. Last week, "Gilda"
socko $32,000.
(Col) (5th wk), great $12,000.
PanUges (Pan) (2,812; 50-$!)Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 44-65)—
"This Day Forward" (RKO) and "Badman's Territory" (HKO ). Strong
"Man Alive" (RKO) (2d wk). Mod- $21,000. Last week, "One More ToLast week, average morrow" (WB), smart $19,500.
est
$11,500.
$19,100.
Lake (Warners) (800; 44-65)— "Her
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)— Kind of Man" (WB) (m.o.). Okay
Big $35,500.
Last $3,000. Last week, "Dark Corner"
"O.S.S." (Par).
week, "Virginian" (Par) and "Tokyo i20th) (2d wk), nice $3,600.
Rose" (Par) (3d wk), nice $18,300.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 44-65)— "In
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- Old Sacramento" (Rep). Steady $6,Hand- 600. Last week, "Kitty" (Par) (m.o.),
451; .50-$l)— "O.S.S." (Par).
some $17,500. Last week, "Virgin- big $8,500 on third downtown sesh.
ian" (Par) (3d wk), bowed out with
PaUce (RKO) (3,700; 55-$1.10)—
neat $10,300.
"Perilous Holiday" (Col) with CarRKO Hlllstreet (RKO) (2,890: 50- men Cavallaro
orch on stage. One of
80)—' This Day Forward" (RKO) year's sockiest vaudefllm combos
and "Man Alive" (RKO) (2d wk); here, earning raves and great $44,Last week, nice 000. Last week, "Her Kind of
Off at $11,500.
Man"
$20,100.
fWB) at lower scale, fairly good
Rltz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Two
$15,000.
Sisters" (M-G). Average $7,500. Last
44-65)—
State
(Loew's)
(3,450;
-week. "Postman" (M-G) (4th wk), "Two
Sisters From Boston" (M-G).
oke $7,300 on blow-off.
Second chapter of Jimmy Durante
United Artists (UA-WC) (2.100; tune-show
hypoed by comedian's p.a.
50-$l)— "Renegades" (Col) and "Talk for new
super drugstore tie-up with
About Lady" (Col). (3ood $15,500. Metro. Solid
at $18,000 or dose after
Last week, "Spiral Staircase" (RKO)
sock $30,000 opening week.
(4th wk), hefty $10,500.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 44-65)—
Uptown (FWC) (1,790; 50-$l)—
"Somewhere in Night" (20lh) and "Diary of Chambermaid" (UA). Nice
"Effingham's Raid" (20th) (2d wk). $14,000. Last week, "Whistle Stop"
Last week, (UA) (2d wk), hearty $9,000
Just $5,000 in S days.
:

,

good

$9,900.

Vogue

(FWC)

(885;

50-$l)—

"Renegades" (Col) and "Talk About $16,500. Last week, "Spiral StairNeat $5,000.
Lady" (Col).
Last case" (RKO) •(4th wk), sharp $7,500.
week, "Seventh Veil" (U) (5th wkWlltern (WB) (2.300; 50-$l)— "One
4 days) (m.o.), eood $2,500.
More Tomorrow" (WB) (3d wk).
Wllshlre (FWC) (2:296; 50-$l)— Only $6,000 in 5 days. Last week,
Average fancy $14,500.
"Two Sisters" (M-G).

"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) with
vaude (2d wk). Good $23,000 but
competish cut it down. Last week,
terrific $39,000.

Columbia (Loew)

(1,263;

44-70)—

"Kitty" (Par) (m.o.). Okay 18,000.
Last week, "Dragonwyck" (20th),

Tomorrow' Okay 22iG

11.

wave over weekend

serit

thousands out of town shoreward,
but there was plenty of biz left to
make the current week a nice one
for local fllmers. Topper here is
"Postman Always Rings Twice"
playing sans vaude at Earle. In run-

nerup position

is

"Spiral Staircase".

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 40-85)^"This
In Slumping Denver Day Forward" (RKO). Fair $14,500.

Denver, June 11

"One More Tomorrow" looks okay
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "One
spots to win top
More Tomorrow" (WB) (2d wk-4 to good at three
days) and "GUda" (Col), 3 days coin but not especially stout. "Blue
Last week, below Dahlia" is strong enough to win a
Nice $20,500.
average $19,500 for "Tomorrow.'
Biz is
third week at the Denham.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
-spotty, witli take way off from
"This Day Forward" (RKO) (2d very
in most houses.
wk). Slipped to $12,000 after solid last week
$7,500.

Phlladephia, June

Heat

:

Last week, "fiecause of

Him"

(U),

$9,500.

Arciadla (Sablosky) (700; 40-85)—
"Saratoga Trunk" (WB) <2d run).
About $6,500. Last week, "Devotion"
*"
(WB), mild $5,000 second run.
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 40-85— "Spiral

Staircase"

(RKO). Good

$25,500. La.st

week, "Kitty" (Far), okay $18,500
for third trip.
Estimates for This Week
Earle (WB) (2.760; 40-85)— "PostMetropolitan (WB) (1.503; 44-70)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— "Do man Rings Twice" (M-G). Top of
"Devotion" (WB) (m.o.). Only $7,
You Love Mfi" (20th) and "Rendez- heap with great $36,500. Last week,
Last week, "Badman's Terri. vous 24" (20th), after week at Den- "Deadline at
sod.
Dawn" (RKO) and
Good $4,000. Louis Armstrong
tovy" (RKO), fancy $12,500.
ver, Esquire, Webber.
orch, fair $25,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44-70)— "Do Last week, "Renegades" (Col) and
Fox (20ta) (2,250; 40-85)— "Do You
You Love Me" (20th) (2d wk). Just "Talk About a Lady" (Col) (m.o.), Love Me" (20th)
(3d wk). Fairish
passable at $14,000 after fine $21,000 fine $5,000.
Second sesh was trim $23,000.
opener.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70) $16,000.
Karlton
(1,000: 40-85)—
—"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d wk). "Tomorrow(Goldman)
Is Forever" (RKO) t2d
Down to $12,000, but neat. Last •iveek, run), (2d wk).
Fine
$7,000. Last
'Gilda' Terrif $10,000
big $17,000.
week, bright $9,500;
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-70)— "One

$17,500 opener.

Standout in

Omaha

Omaha, June
"Gilda"

Is

11

doing standout biz and

will hit a terrific total. Others are
not so hot, with "Bride Wore Boots,"
at
the
Paramount,
and
"Dark
Corner," at Orpheum, only moderate,

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis' (RKO) (1,500; 16-G5)—
"Gilda" (Col) arid "Game of Death'
(RKO). Terrific $10,000. one of best
ever at this spot. Last week. "Bad-:
man's Territory" (RKO) and "Ding
Dong Williams" (RKO), okay $6,800.

Paramount

(Tristates)

65)— "Bride Wore Boots"

(3,000;

16-

More Tomorrow" (WB) and "Dark
Alibi" (Mono), day-date with Esquire, Webber.
Good $16,000. Last
week, "Do You Love Me" (20th ) and
"Rendezvous 24" (20th), also Esquire, Webber, big $18,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "One
More Tomorrow" (WB) and "Dark
Alibi" (Mono), also Denver, Webber.
Fair $3,000.
Last week, "Do You
Love Me" (20th) and "Rendezvous
24" (20th), also Denver, Webber,
good $3,700.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
"Partners in Time" (RKO) (2d wk).
Way off to about $9,000. Last week,

(Par). Not
too hot
at
$10,500.
Last week, big $20,000.
"Kitty" (Par), smash $16,300.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65) "Perilous
Holiday"
(Col)
and
—"Dark Corner" (20th) and "One "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col). Oke
Way to Love" (Col). Modest $10, $9,000.
Last
week,
"Cinderella

Last week, "Three Strangers"
(WB) plus Chuck Foster, Dinning
Sisters, others on stage, sock $23,200
near all-time top at 20-80c scale
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
"Kitty" (Par) (m.o.) and "Mysterious
Intruder" (Col) (1st run). Light
$7,500 or over. Last week, "Dragon
wyck''
(20th)
(m.o.)
and "Gay
Blades" (Rep) (1st run), $8,300.
Stale (Goldberg)
15-50)—
(865;
"Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G). Fine $3,
500. Last week, "Up Goes Maisie'
(M-G) (3d run) and "Gay Cavaljer"
(Mono) (1st run) $2,200.
000.

.

Keith's (Goldman) (2,200; 40-85)—
'Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) (2d run).
Thin $5,000. Last week, "Dark Corner" (20th), $7,000 second run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,387; 40-85)—

One More Tomorrow" (WB)

(2d

wk). Mild $19,000. Last week, nice
$28,500.

(WB) (2,950; 40-8b)— "Two
from Boston" (M-G) (3U wk).
Robust $18,000. Last week, stout
Stanley

Sisters

$27,500.

Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 40-85)—
"Tangier" (U). So-so $10,500. Last
week,
"Black
Market
Babies"
(Mono), $9,500.
.

SLOW DOWN K G.;
lOYE ME' FAT 13G, 2D

H.O.'S

Jones" (W6) and "Bohemian Girl"
Kansas City, June 11.
(FC), good $10,000.
Town Is mainly in holdover as
Rialto (Fox) (878: 35-70)— "Renegades" (Col) and 'Talk About a four of five flrstrruns hold for iiecLady" (Col), after week at Denver, ond week. Only newcomer is the
Tower
where
"God's Country" and
Esquire, Webber,
Fair
Aladdin.
$3,500.
Last week. "Spider Woman stage show are landing the best figStrikes Back" (U) and "House, of ure in several weeks.' Among big
holdovers is "Do You Love Me," topHorrors" (U), big $6,000.
Webber' (Fox) (750: 35-74)— "One per, among second week films.
Estimates for This Week
More Tomori-ow" (WB) and "Dark
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Alibi" (Mono), also Denver, Esquire.
Okay $3,500. Last week. "Do You Midwest) (820, 2,043. 700; 45-65)-'
Love Me" (20th) and "Rendezvous "Do You Love M_^" (20lh) (2d wk).
2*" (20th), good $3,700.
(Continued'~on page 18)
'
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Okay Despite Heat;

Chi

'Heartbeat' 16G, Cincy

45a

'Kitty'

'Gilda3l)G,BothWow;lgiit'25&2d
Chicago, June 11.
being slugged with muggy
exploited
weather, but some sharply
the air condition-,
and
pioduet
,„.w

Loop

news for.many

with Belita on
sock $60,000 at the Chi"Kitly" and "Gilda" are fight-.
out for lop straight^fllm hon-

slispcnsc.''

•

Film gross estiiTiates, as reported herewith from the vari-'
ous key cities, are net. I.e., without the 20,% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The
parenthetic
admission

spots.

stage, is

jn-idini; for

cago.
it

iiiR

United

and

Slate-Lake

at

livtlv

'^'•SariUogn Trunk," on moveoyer
Apono,
nom Ihe Slate-Lake to the
pulling 'em in at $21.00Q.
sllll
Is
Pilacc remains in the chips, Wttn
and
$'-) 0(10 for "Night in Paradise

About

•Triilh

Same last week for "One More Tomorrow" (WB).
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)^
"Two Sifters From Boston" (M-C)

,

with $45,000 and $30,000 respec

ors,

price's,

however, as

elude' the U.S.

.

(2d wk).
after
on.

iiidicated, in-

amusement

Indpls. Oif

But

Corner" (20th).
Keith's

000.

Week

(B&K) (1,500; «5-95)—
Indianapolis, Jun^ 11.
Trunk" (WB) (10th week
Film biz here has tumbled tfoih
Lusty i^.OW.^ Last
dowKlown).
wcok -Dragonwyck" (20th) (7th year's peak during the past week,
'holdovers and season's first heavy,
wl;l. thin $17,000.
(B&K) (3,900; 65-95)^ draw of outdoor competish being
<liiiago
"Postman Rings Twice" at
(Mono) with Belita, felt.
'SiisDcnse"
Jack Owens on stage. Lofty $60,000 Loew's and "Kitty" at Indiana are
(WB) tjelow average in second stanzas.
J,nsl week. "Cinderella Jones"
"Badman's Territory" at Circle and
with Woody Herman orch on stage
"Murder
in Music Hall" at Lyric,
i2d wk), off to $42,000.
(B&K) (900; 65-95)— look barely fair as new entries;
Carrick
Aiiollo
•SiiHlos.T

^

.

„

Estimates tor Tbb Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; M-60)

(Col)
"Bandit Sherwood Forest"
Hot $17,000. Last week,
(7lh wk).

(RKO)

(1,150;

best

at

$12,000.

(2,500;

lar $35,000.

(B&K)

65-95)—

(1,500;

(Par) (2d wk). Sharp
Lasl week, healthy $20,000.
Slate-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 65-95)—
"Killy (Par). Opulent $45,000. Last
w(-U. "SaratoKa Triink" (WB) (9th

"Vir.niniah"
$2i.rinn.

(Katz-Dolle)
— Lyric
"Murder in Music

(1,600;

40-60)

Hall" (Rep)
and "Caiman of Paris" (Rep). Not
bad $7,500 first-run.. Last week,
"Devotion" (WB), thin $5,000 on
moveover.
,

"

(Inc $23,000.

Artists (B&K) (1,700: 65Lush $30*000.
(Col).
I.asi week. "Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G)
i(ilh wUi, tidy $20,000.

951— "Cilda"

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)—
Forever" (RKO) (8lh
'Tomorrow
!.<;

Tolerable $10,000.

Last week,

not bad $18,000.

Summer Slump

in Mpls.;

Tomorrow' Oke at lOG,

(UA)

limp

(rti.o.),

PaUoe

$4,000.

$3,000.

(RKO)

44-70)—
"Badman's Territory" (RKO). Big
$17,500. Juve interest aided by pony
giveaways on stage to Times-Star
(2,600;

'

carriers in subscription contest. Last

week, "Do

You Love Me"

(20th),

swell $16,500.

Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)—
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (m.o.).
So-so

$4,500.

week,

Last

"Bride

(m.o.), slick $6,-

Mildish

Minneapoli.'i,

June

13G
11.

Grosses continue to take on a sum?
coinplexion and head downward.
No soaring figures are in

mcr

"Do You.Love Me" and "One
More Tomorrow" ard the newcomer
but "Hguse of Draeula" is

siKhl.

leaders,

givini{ sood boxoffice
too.
Holdovers

self;

account of itinclude "Post-

man Always Rings Twice" in 'its
third downlown week, and "Dragonwyck." "Heartbeat" and "Devotion"

First-named

in
their
second.
sIroiiHcst of lot.

is

Kstimales for This Week
A>tcr (Par) (900; 25-35)— "Texas
Jamborop"' (Col) and "In Fast ComI)any" (Mono).
Good $2,000 for 4
days. Last week, "Phantom Thief"
(Col) and "Johnny Comes Flying
Home" (20th) split with "Man Who
Dared" (Col) and "Strange Impersalion" (Rep), okay $2,500 in 7 days.
.Century
44-60)—
(1.600;'
(Par)
"Dragonwyck" (20th) (m.o.). Fairly
?iiod .$7,000.
Last week. "Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d wk), good $6,500.

Gopher (Par) (1.000; 44)— "House
Strong $5,300. Last
wc^k.
"Black
Market
Babies"
(Mono). $4,500.
I..vrlc (Par)
(1,100; 44-GO)— "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (m.o.).
Here afler two weeks at State. Fast
asm. Last week, "Saratoga Trunk"
•WB) (4lh wk), good $5,000 in 6
or Draeula" (U).

days.

Glen Gray orch and Louis Jordan's
Tympany Five oh stage (2d wk).
Less than socktul at $70,000 on first
week ended last night (Tues.) but
The concluding
substantial profit.
(4th) round of "Blue Dahlia" .(Par),
Duke Ellington orch and Mills Bros,
was particularly fancy $74,000:
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 70-$1.25)-^"To Each
His Own" (Par) and stageshow. (3d
wk).
Retains bigness at the bo.,
with excellent $125,000 sighted this
week. Second registered a terrific

However, a few
shows are bucking the t>de remark-

to the interference.

at a sensational $108,000, not far
all-time high of house.

from

Other new bills are faring
less auspiciously. Paramount,
ended its first round last

much

$137,000.

Rialt«

night
(Tues.) with "Bride Wore Boots" and
the Glen Gray band, plus Loui.s Jordan's Tympany Five, got away under average at $70,000 thoush still
good profit for this time of year.
"Tangier," on first run at the Stale,
With Les Elgart orch and Pat Roohey
in person, is slow-paced at only
about $20,000.
At the Criterion, "Night in Para-

moderate

—"Cluny Brown"

(20th) (2d wk).
$28,000, disappointing. Initial seven' days hit a

Dropping off to around

good $43,000. Remains further.
Boxy (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)—
"Somewhere in Night" (20th), with
Copacabaha Revue on stage, opens
here' today (Wed.). Concluding, five
days of "Do You Love Me?" (20th)
and Count Basie orch was on slow
side at $52,000, while second week

was

"Without Reservaentry at the Palace, is

$22,000.

new

'Her Man' Socko

stout |83,000.

SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
'Tangier" (U) (1st run), with Les
Elgart orch and Pat Rooney in person. Going is anything but fast at
probable $20,000. Last week, "Road
to Utopia"
(Par) (2d run), with

at an indicated $29,000. Little Rialto
will grind out only $7,000 or. over
with reissue of "Shadow of Doubt."
Among a few holdovers that show
sustained strength tops is "To Each
His Own,!' now in its third week
at the Music Hall, and heading for a

.

Frank Parker and
person, good $30,000.

.

$17,000 in Prov.

Strand

(WB)

Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 44-00)—
One More Tomorrow." (WB). Okay

$10,000 or over.

Last week, "Heartbeat" (RKO). good $12,000.
Kadlo City (Par) (4,000; 44-60)—
.

,

^Do You Love Me" (20th). Moderate
Last week, "Dragonwyclt"

Sl.3.000.

(20th). fine $16,000,

•

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 44-60)-^
Mearlbeal" (RKO) (m.o.). Satisfac-.
lory $5,000 after week at Orpheum;
Lost week, "Devotion" (WB). $6,000.
Stale (Par) (2,300: 44-60)— "Bride
.Wore Boots" (Par). Crix no like but
looks trim $11,000. Last wcck,"PostIV'tiiRinEs Twice" (M-G) (2d wk),
.

hii:

$11,500 after terrific $17,000 first

week.
,

.

Vn'own

(Par)

^.legfcld Follie.s"

HhowmB.

eood

44-50)—
(M-G). FiVsl nabe
(1,100;

$3,500.

La.st

week,

Viiginian" (Par). $3,000.

—

__World (Par-Stoffes) (350: 44-80)
Devotion" (WB) (m.o.). Here after
mild

first

RKO-Pan

stanza.

fS^ii.?'"^' week. "Yank
'20lh), light
$1,500.

In

Fair

$2.-

London"

Bros,

Slate

in

75-$1.20)—

(2,750:

"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
New show today is Roxv's "Sorrie- Tommy Tucker orch (3d-final wk).
where in the Night" and the Copa- Dropping to a islcnder $31,000 or
Providence, June' 11.
thereabouts on blowoff while second
«abana
Revue,
plus
Peter
Lind
Majestic is riding high this week
week didn't rate much better at
Hayes. .
with "Her Kind- of Man," only new
$37,000. "Janie Gets Married" (WB)
Estimates for This Week
show in town. Others are. holdovers
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300: 70-$1.40) and .Erskine Hawkins orch open
and fairly strong. Second week win—"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (8th Friday (14).
ners are Loew's State's "Postman
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$r.20)
wk). Still comfortably in the money
Always Rings Twice" and RKO Al- at
indicated $32,000. Last week was —"Badman's Territory" (RKO) (2d
bce's "Badman's Territory." Sudden
wk). Off a tiood deal f)'o>n s^^Vo
$38,000.
rise- in weekend temperatures helped,
Capitol (Loew's)
60-$l.)0) opening pace but still s:ou: at $21.big $125,000.

.

Loo B.O. Feels Hot

if

Weather Bot 'Gilda' TaU

anything.
Estimates for This

Albee

(RKO).

(4,820:

Week
44-65)—

(2,200;

Territory" (RKO) and
"Ding Dong Williams" (RKO) (2d
20G; Torever'
wk). Fairly heavy $12,000 for 6-day
St. Louis. June 11.
stand. First week, great $20,000.
Stiff opposish from the Municipal
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,41)0; 44-65)
Theatre in Forest Park and other —"Walk
In Sun" (20th) and "Aviaoutdoor attractions plus hear midr lanche"
(PRC). Fairly good $6,000.
summer temperature is reflected in Last week,
"Gilda" (Col) (3d downreduced grosses at the big houses town
Wk), $5,000.
currently. "Gilda," running solo, is
Fay's
(Fay)
(1,400; 44-65)— ''Allotthe best draw at Loew's. "Tomorrow
Is Forever
dualcd with "Ding Dong ment Wives" (Mono) and vaude on
Steady $6,000. Last week.
Williams' is runnerup at the Am- stage.
':Joe Palooka. Champ" (Mono) and
bassador.
vaude, nice $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
Majestic
I.oew'.s
(Loew) (3,172; 44-65)—
(Fay)
44-65)—
(2,200:
"Gilda" (Col). Great $20,000. Last "Her Kind of Man"
(WB) and
week. "Nisht in Casablanca" (UA) "Dressed to Kill" (U). Sock $17,000.
and "Devil s Mask" (Col), sock $23,- Last week, "DO You Love Mc"
(20th) (2d wk), good $10,000.
000.
Orpheum (Loow) (2.000: 44-65)—
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 69'Night in Casablahca" (UA) and 85)— "Live Wires" (PRC) and Dr.
'Devil's Mask" (Col) (m.o.). Neat Neff on stage. Three-day run very
Last week, "The Outlaw" weak $3,500. Last week. "Game, of
$10,500.
(UA). $10,000.
Death" (Mono) and Hal Mclntyre
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 44-65) orch on stage, nice $8,500 in 4-day
"Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) weekend stand.
and "Ding Dong Williams' (RKO).
SUte
tLoew)
44-65)—
(3.200;
Solid $18,000. Lasl week. "One More "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
Tomorrow" (WB) and "Blondie's wk). Slowed up to fairly good
Badrrian's

OK 18G

.

—

Alibi" (U). $20,000.

T^^'Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G).
with the Ritz Bros., Gracie Barrie
and Buddy Morrow orch on stage
Socko from the gun and should hit
terrific $108,000. not far from house
record. Last week. "Postman' Rinf!s
Twice". (M-G) and Guy Lombardo
orch (5th wk) fell off sharply toward
end to finish at $66,000, but okay.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
—"Night in Paradise" (U) (2d wk).
Not doing well at only $20,000 for
initial seven days ended last night
(Tues.). In ahead, "Bad Bascomb"
(M-G) (2d wk). $25,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1:416: 80-$1.50)—

"Make Mine

Music"

wk). Will get about

vp

(Par)

stoutly, this

(3d

week

(900:

ANDREWS

Biz
'

'

Holding

wk).

|

$23,000
.

Hollywood (WB) (1,499; 80-$1.10)
—"Stolen Life" (WB) (7lh wk). Remains very steady, sixth stanza
through

June

Seattle,

(8lh

80-$1.50)—

lookiii-.'

SIS LIFT

'DAWN' 34G, SEAHLE

okay

while second was fine $27,000.

$30,-

$14,000.

,

Golham (Brandt)

went la

Winter Garden (UA) (1.312; 00$1.50)— "The Runaround" (U). Failing to attract much trade at moderate $22,000 but holds. Final eight
days on second week of "Madonna
of Seven Moons" (U) slid to mild

^^^^ ""^^^ ^"'^^^

Mn"i\nir*
$20,000.

"O.S.S."

(RKO)
$17,000.

000. Initial seven days
600. new house high.

|

'

I

I

is

in

the groove this

,

,

in

.

night (Tue.s.) reaching'
lilmers.
$29,000, near to fifth's $32,000. "Night
Estimates for This
and Day" (WB) is slated to open
last

11.

week

with Maritime Interna...
conference opemng and the
Parade of Progress figured helping.
Orpheum is stepping out with Andrews Sisters on stage plus "Deadline at Dawn" to hit all-time vaude"Kitty" also js smash
film record.
at the Paramount .to pace straight
spots,

.

'

Week

here near the end of July.
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)— "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (4th wk).
"Without
Reservations"
(RKO).; Okay -$4,500 or near. Last week, big
]

I

.

:

$14,500 afler hitting knockout $27,- Running under hope.s at $29,000 but $6,500.Kox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)— "Her 500 in opener.
holds. Last week,, fourth for "HeartFifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Kind of Man" (WB) and "Perilous.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) ibeat" (RKO) fairish $17,000.
—"Hearts Growiiig Up" (Par) and
Holiday'' (Col). 3 days, and "You —"Kitty" (Par) (3d wk). Still good
Paramount (Par) (3.664: 70-$1.20) "Rendezvous 24" (20th) (2d wk).
(20th)
and
"Johnny $10,000. Second week, nice $12,500.
Love Me"
-"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) with Fair $7,000 in 6 days. Last week,
Home" (20lh) (2d wk) 4 days. Nice
very nice $12,000.
$17,000. Last week. "Love Me" and
Liberty CJ & vH) (1.650; 45-80)—
"Johnny," sock $28,000.
"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) and
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 44-65)—
"Gentleman Misbehaves" (Col) (3d
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
wk). Oke $5,000 in 4 days after nice
"Dark CornerV (20lh). Fine $16,000.
$9,700 last week.
Last week. "Dark Corner" (20th)
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
and "Rendezvous" (20lh). $15,000.
"Ziegfeld Follies" (M-G) (3d wk).
Good' $6,500.
Last week. "Blue
(4,000; 50-60)—
St. Louis (F&M)
Dahlia" (Par) (4th wk), oke $5,500.
Intruder'"
(Col) and
"My.slerious
'Whistle'
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
•Glass Alibi"' (Rep). Nice $0,000.
"Do You Love Me" (20th) (2d wk).
Last week, "Masquerade Mexico"
Boston, June, 11.
Grey" (U) (2d wk). Mild $22,000. Modest
$7,000 after big $13,800 last
(Par) and "Susie Slaglc's" (Par),
Harvard"s Commencement, occa- Last week, $31,000.
week.
$8,000.'
sional oiitbiirsts of good weather anci
Metropolitan (M-P) (3.467; 40-80)
Orpheum (H-E) (2,000: 55-$n—
vacation preparations will combine
''Blue Dahlia" (Par) and "God's
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO) plus
this week to slough the boxofi'ice Country" (Indie) plus Dr. I. Q. on
Stage
Andrews
Sisters on stage.
Lincoln
'Love Me'^J7,300,
lake in nearly all spots. Even ''Bad- Monday nights for summer rui' (2d
song trio boosting this to gient
man"s. Territory" is sagging at the wk). Stout $24,000. Last woek, $30,- $34,000',
Lincoln, June 11.
all-time vaude-film record.
Torrid weather is sending people RKO Boston, despite a new stage 000.
Last week. "So Goes My Love" (U)
layout
for
second
stanza.
Orpheum (Loew) (-2.900: 40-80)— and "Dressed to Kill" (U), $12,300,
lo air-condilioncd theatres, with biz
"Postman Rings Twice'' i.M-Cj (2d okay.
Estimates for This Week
holding well.
wk). Off to $22,000. Last week, .stout
ralomar (Sterling) (1.3.50; 45-80)—
Kslimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 50-$M0)—
"Seventh Veil" (U) and "Detour"
Lincoln ILTO (1.500; 44-55)
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) (2d $28,000.
Paramount (M-P) (1.700: 40-80)— (PRC). Good $6,000. Last week,
Strong
t20th).
Me"
Love
Merry
wk) with
"Do You
Macs, Berry Bros.,
Last week, "Kitty" (Par), others, on stage. Weak $24,000. Last "Cinderella Jone.s" (WB) .and"In 'Murder in Music Hall" (Rep) and
$7,300.
$)2.-'
"Cat Man of Paris" (Rep), $5,200.
week; with Milt Hei-th Trio, others, Old Sacramento" (Rep). Modest
$7,500.
000.
Last week. "Devotion" (WB)
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 45-80)—
(LTO 0,800; 9-55)
Stuart
strong $36,000.
and "One Exciting Week'' (Rep). "Kitly" (Par). Great $20,000. Last
Hearts Growing' Up" (Par). Not too
Esquire
(M-P) 0.200: $2.40)— $16,000.
(M-G),
week, ,-VZiegfeld
Follies''
week, "Bride
Last
good $6,200.
"Henry V" lUA) (lOlh wk). Good
.35-80)—
(Loew)
State
(3.200:
"Postfancy $11,000.
Woic Boots (Par). $6,700.
$7.,500 against la.st "week's big $9,000. man Rin,(!s Twice'' (M-G
'2(1
wk).
35-50)
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—
(1.100;
(NTC
Varsity
Fenway (.M-P) (1,.375: 40-80)— Fair $15,000. Last week. $20,000.
Sfilil
"So
(U) and
(Col).
Goes My Love''
Holiday"
"P(:rilous
"Cinderella Jones" (WB) md-.I "In Old
30-74)—
Translux
CTranslux)
(900;
Fair
"Drc.s.sed
(rh.o.).
Chambermaid"
Kill"
(U)
to
of
"Diary
with
week
Sacramento'! (Rep). Only $7,000; Last
(UA). Around $6,000. Last week, week, "Devotion" (WB) arid "One "Valley, of Zombies" (Rep) and "Face $5,000. Last week. '-Saratoga Trunk"
Good $5,500. (WB), oke $4,700 lor sixth week
of Marble" (Mono).
"Cinderella Jones" (WB) and "Tar- Exciting
Week" (Rep), $11,000.
Lasl wrek,"Cily for Conque.-l" (WB) downlown.
zaii Leopard Woman". (RKO) $5,000..
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,.500: 40- and "No Time for Comedy" (WB),
Winter Garden (Sterling)- (800: 25Nebraska (LTO (1.126;- 9-43)
30)— "Bells, of St. Mary's" (RKO)
"Kitly" (E^ar) (m.o.V and "Johnny 80)— "Whistle Stop" (UA) and "Ju- (reissues) $5,000.
Tremonl (Brand-Mage) (1.500: 40- and "Gav Blades" (Rep) (3d run).
Comes Flying" (20th). Good $2,200. nior Prom" (Mono) -(2d wk). Just 80)—
$10,000. Last week. .$I2;0()0 for same.
"Whistle Slop" (UA) and "Ju- Bi.c $5,000: La.st week. "Masquerade
La.st week. "nasg(id An.gels " (Film
Memorial
40-80)(RKOt
(2,900;
nior
Prom"
(Mono)
(2d
wk).
Thin
in
Mexico" (Par) and. "Pardon My
Eighth
the
'-Oliver
Classics) and
Heartbeat" (RK.O) and "Miin in $10,000. L&i!l week, $12,000.
Past" (Col) (3d run), nifty $4,400.
(Indie), sloul $2,.')00.
i

i

Hub Badly

Hit

by Heat, Vacations;

'Jones' 19G,2Spots;

20GJ^

•

—

.

/
.

35-85)—

(594;

or over. Last week, "Perilous Holiday" (Col) was $7,200.
Slvoll (UA-Par) (2.092; 60-$1.2S)

dise" finished its first roiind last
night (Tues.) disappointingly at onlv
$20,000 but remains over. "The Runaround," new tenant at the Winter
Garden, is failing to draw well' at a
tions."

:

(Mayer9

"Shadow of Doubt" (U) (reissiie).
Won't be more than a mild $7,000

which

another that's running under hopes

"

love Me'

M, 'Runaround' 22G

weather, as against rpin
hurt before, is mainly responsible for Broadway boxoffice
doldrums this week.-.while. also, continuance of the Hudson Tubes strike,
affecting around 115,000 people, adds

.

St.

IJnilcd

wki.

Corner" (20th) (m.o.). Fairish

hast week, "Diary of Chambermaid"

'Sisters'-Ritz

.

Loew's "(Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)
65-95)—
"Postman Rings Twice" (M-G). Slow
"N'iijht ill Paradise" .(U) and "Truth
on
holdover after hefty
$10,000
About Murder" (RKO). (2d wk). $20,700. opener
Last week, muscuS'luiul $25,000.

(RKO)

Kunscvelt

Last week, "Kitty" (Par), fourth

downtown stanza, $5,0()0.
Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 44-70)—"Dark

week.

$50,000,

miBcc

(Col)
(Cbl).

Last week, "Ding

'•Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
"Dressed to Kill" (U) /(m.o.). Pert Dong Williams" (RKO) and Spike
Jones orch oti stage. Terrific $31,500
Last week, .fine $11,000.
$»..')00.
at new .48-74c cbml>o scale.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,240; 65-95)
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
—"Hoodlum Saint'' (M-G) with —"Kitty"
(Par) (2d wk).
Tepid
bill
stage
heading
Coiinop BoswcU
$11,000 after sizzling $22,600 first
i2d wk >. Strong $35,000. Last week,
so'-k

44-70)—
and "Meet
Slow $4,-

(1,500;

—VBadman's Territory" (RKO) and Wore Boots" (Par)
65-95)— "One Exciting Week" (Rep). Week's 500.

n!;:> $18,000.

Grand

(United)

"One Way to Love"
Me On Broadway"

stiinza:

Kslimates for this

Holding strong at $12,500

'Paradise'

Warm

which

wham $19,000 opening. Stays ably well; These include "Two Si.sters
From Boston," with the Ritz Bros..
Grand (RKO) (1,430: 44-70)— "Do Gracie
and Buddy Morrow
You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.). Hotcha band onBarrie
stage, this combo carrying
Ditto last week on "Dark the Capitol
$8,500.
into very high ground

tax.

second

Murder,"

7iKj,

But

Huge 108G; '^de'-(iray

Bros., Barrie

zippy.

Estimates for This Week
44-70)—
Albee
(RKO)
(3,100;
"Heartbeat" (RKO) Sturdy $16,OO0.

B way

Heat Bops

Holdovers "Two Sisters From BosIon" and "Do You Love .Me" are

Grosses Are Net

is

in" spells good

Cincinnati, June 11.
Trade is spotty for the ace houses,
yet two hefty new bills "Badman's
Territory"
and "Heartbeat," are
holding the overall count iti stride.
Biz in first half had weather opposish from season's first heat spell.

11
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CAN'T BE JUST LUCK!

IT

There has never been a period

in film annals

when any company has

delivered such a continuous flow of big pictures as

One

right after another:

Technicolor,

"Two

'

When

Sisters

"Adventure," "Ziegfeld

"The Postman Always Rings

Twice,''

M-G-M.

Follies

of 1946" in

"The Green Years,"

from Boston"— and now "Three Wise Fools."

"Three Wise Fools" had

its first

Theatre Preview in Gilifomia,
(continued)

Wfednegday, Jnne 12, 1946

18

(conttnued)

M-G:M

was elated by the

sat enthralled.

The

picture

reports.

heart, they said.

Irish-girl-with-a-brogue (played

it

was the

Now

the print has

come

theatre,

Gentlemen,

was simply

Time

prophecy: ^^Three

loved the story of the

pour gold into the

East.

We

will

Wise

coffers

it

will

of theatres.

previewed the picture in a typical

thrilling to

City.

watch those average folks enjoy

confirm what we
Fools' will be

New York

tell

you now, but mark

one of the most beloved

of our time— beloved by you for the business
the joy

little

by Margaret O'Brien) who brought sun-

Loew's 72nd Street in

neighborhood

our picture.

They

sensation.

of three hard-bitten bachelors. They predicted that

lives

sure-fire stuff to

it

audience laughed and wept and

Hollywood acclaimed a new

had a

shine into the

The

it

will

do

this

pictures

— beloved for

bring to millions of Americans in every comer of the land."

MARGARET O'BRIEN, LIONEL BARRYMORE,
LEWIS STONE, EDWARD ARNOLD, ray COLLINS.
JANE DARWELL, CHARLES DINGLE, CYD CHARISiSE,

HARRY DAVENPORT

and

THOMAS MITCHELL.

Screen Play by John McDerraott and James O'Hanlon. Story by John
McDermott. Based Upon the Play by Austin Strong. Staged by
Winchell Smith. Presented by John Golden.. Directed bf

EDWARiTbUZZELL.

Produced bV

WILLIAM^H. WRIGHT

•tahiett'II' i^ndom office
Miiriln'* riavf Tratolrir SqUN

St.

INTEBNATIONAL
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Away With

Can't Get

Pari.s,

French Producers Denounce Pact

'Two

Army

On

Paris,

.

had

been

ment on how new American

|

of Baltimore, a GI who had
Recognizing
twice broken Jail.
ihim by the flash of nil usherette's
torch, they enlisted the help of

j qqq g^jjjgjj TJigatr^^^
Violated Quota in '45
London, June

films

Away,,.oj'ith

Men

of

Two

a

year

rsalii

Quota

in Selling

France

Washington, June

11

the American film industry
avoid flooding France with
its 6-year backlog of product was
outlined today by Gov. Carl Milli'
ken. Motion Picture Assn. of America foreign chief, He said that U. S
distributors propose to work through
the industry's Export Assn. to use
a self-imposed quota on pictures re
leased in France.
Milliken traced the history of re
cent complaints from French pro
diicers over the recently made U. Sto

;

France

import pac{, stressing that
over-production in -France appar
cntly is the big headache. He said
that the unreistricted production dur
ing the war had resulted in the nor
mal number of French producer

growing from

15 to 50.

It

was

in

London, June

11.

Washington, June 11,
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois," broke all Nip house records
when it opened in Tokyo during
April, bettering figures previously
set by "Watch on the Rhine" and one
beanna Durbin film. This is reported in the April summation of
.

picture,

non-military activities in Japan issued Sunday (9) by the office of
General Douglas MacArthur,. Supreme Commander for the Allied
Powers.

.

.;

.

Judy Campbell, Leon Quartermain,
William. Fox and Marius Goring.

Will tour provinces for several
weeks before opening here.
Fred Thompson's musical, which
was to have been presented by Jack
Report says nine Hollywood fea- Hyltoh. as starring vehicle for: Bud
will be done by Jack WalFlanagan,
tures, nine documentaries, and two
shorts have been received in Japan ler.
and are being shown in titled versions in leading houses there. The
American-Japanese Motion Picture
Assn., is using 12 mobile crews to
tour
small
towns and villages,
IN
showed our documentaries in April
to nearly 200,00Q people in Northern
Otto W. BoUe has been named
Honshu.
Live
pilays,
newsreels, managing director of 20th-Fox opradio, entertainment and ddcumenr erations in Great Britain, succeedtary films are extensively used by ing Francis L. Harley, who was apMacArthur to show that democracy pointed last week to head 20th opmeans responsibility as well as free- erations in Europe, Scandinavia, the
dom.
Middle Ea.st and Africa. .BoUe, forJapan ha-s just produced a feature merly 20th supervisor in Australasia,
film, "Victory of Women," which em- South Africa and the Far East, will
bodies
the
concept of woman's headquarter in London.
equality
with
man.
The play,
Bolle will also, bcconie. managing
"Watch on the Rhine," was produ- director of British Movietone News,
ced in Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto and Ltd. With 20th for the last. 10 years,
Nagoya, being presented by the Zen- he was named to the Far East post
shinza troupe which previously pre- during his annual visit to', the h.o.
sented Drinkwater's "Lincoln."
about a year ago. He's eiu-renlly in
The military government has fos- N. Y., having arrived here from
tered, the organizatiori
of
Sh'n- Sydney' in May.
engekijin Kyokai,- the New Theatre
People's Society, to further democracy in the theatre. It .started with Irish Students
Like
:

20TH SPOT

RKO

BRITAIN

American Films Best
Dublin,
First quiz

among

May

28.

students at Uni-

versity College here,

on preference
pix, showed
62% want American films, 34%
British and 4% giving no answer.
Made by student body, mag, survey revealed 62% of women faybred
U. S. pix, against 56% for the men.
Same poll also sought opinion on
the State-owned radio station, and
found 66% were listeners.

May

RKO

.

c.Tst.

He brought

Yvonne parries who

in

comes from the prpviriecs whore .-I'c
i:\ o'y
was sin.King operettas. Sli'brunet with enough 'of a voice to be
ii tie
heiird above the chorus ev
f inui.show has no music worthy
1

•

i

i

In her several appeur.inci's. .she
gives a good account of hi.'i'.seif ineliidiiig the final curtain wIVen she
discards her long dresses to appear
in tights. For a night club secue she
is a torch singer standin.:; on a huge
tion.

in

champagne cup from which bubb'e.s,
young princesses are blown justifying the "extra ury"
European politics and name. This is produced by fast re-

volving gadgets dipping in a liquid
elastic solution and projerling what
iobks like sbap bubbles. This u.se of
plastic is the sole novelty of the
>
Earl of, Warwick who, when one show.
Opening scene shows the nianne-:
young kinsman on whom he bestows
each representing one iil' 'the
quins
the crown proves unworthy, promptthis
produced
at
formerly
revues
ly restores the one he suppl.ante<lV
hou.sc. Ah important .sequence has
lii

and

suspeiise.

Action

is

focused on the powerful

'This results in a clash of arhis.
the end, surprised in battle, Iho dictator-kingmaker is stabbed in the

back by the younger brother of

liis

protege.

Michel Dolmo, ns Bluebearil: handing his keys to Michel Bcrnardini,
his wife; before leaving- her in their
bedroom. Set changes to the treasure

John Glemcn1,s, best known as a room wliere nude girls coir.c out as
of applayer, gives an idealized, jewels, each carrying stones
forbidden closet
forceful portrayal of the title role. propriate-color. The
view, with more
Ehiirely diflcrcnt, but of equal merit then is elevated into
nudes representing the niurdercd
is the pcrforiiiance of Robert EcidiDolmo returns, strips Miss
.son as the weakling puppet monarch. wives.
Kay Hammond brings gracie and Bcrnardini and perforins s.mio sort
comeliness to the role of llie yoimg of adagio with her.
Other sequences with o\ilslanding
widow whom the Iting secretly marthe night club .scene where
ries, but slie seems a little out o( her sets are
eniployed. a
element. Supporting cast is excel- the bubble machine is
gi'and opera ball under N;i;ji'leon HI.
lent, and production fiawle.s.'.
costumes and sonic classical
nice
with
Margai'ct Luce, the authorc.s.«, is a
.Oidion and
society woman and new to the West dancing by Marie Loui.sc
.screen

;
"

.

End but her dialogue has wit and
pungency. Historians may quibble
over her colnquialisms^but Ihcy fall
pleasantly on modern ears. It shortened, the play might liave wider
Cicm.

appeal.

Paris Kxira Dry
Paris,

May

30.

ll^ni-l Varnii iniHlnc( ion of t-.-yno in iwo
Rcls (W' xiienesV SlHi-.^ yviinnc Oiin-Ips: rr;i\\wf9. lliin-y Mux, Htne Klubl, r.]n\iOi' iftin.
hrnr.. ilny I.o.vul.
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Christian Arnaut. Also a .scene in
ancient Greece, opening with iu;de
mannequins taking their places as
.

in house portico. Later
is replaced by a stadium where
shows the -horses replaced by nude girls.
A rather sexy episode opens with
the mannequins coming on stav.e one
at a time, wearing garb appropriate
to the period in which various paint-

ornaments
this

a chariot race

known

ers

Each

is

for

their

stripped

nudes

indivi<liially.

lived.

and

then goes backstage to take |-ier pliice
in a huge cut-out frame where she
poses as a well-known painting.
Stage is turned into a wide .slaux-ase
on which the line of girls, -.n colored
costumes become the painter's colors.
Another sequence shows what becomes of a .song from the time ii is
Vul liiM'K. Ht^R'*!* I.lli-hrxi. BesrtiolCN. Sii-in.
written until it finally dies nut or
Xflly Coldly. .Mine ('o.mlioii\; vi.*.liMnfr-' l-y
then blooms out again. This last
Itnymonil Ko(;t. TIriii-i I'lavei-i... Vv*---i .|;).n
iiT
P<^ri
Ko.tl,
I'liinilc
nnynionil
nal: -.vt.'lH bv
shows the mannequins, cacji dressed
YVOM Bonnal; Mui-iol ctfoi-l.". P. Conn. ."^Iv
with one fiower, on a latlicrd pi op.
At COKino
jpeti (fii'lK, J- niAdcI?:, fiKht men.
Another big set shows • .Spanish
tie rai-ij*.
arena in which Miss Didion perHenri Varna, veteran Paris show forms a Spanish dunce. On another
man, currently reviving "No. No appearance she does a very cli'S-sical
(Continued on page 60)
Nanette," has produced a revue of

.

for

RKO

.

pawns

BOLLE GETS HARLEY'S

RKO

.

Fir.st of the season'.s repertory, this
ihitial elVort as

as

.

(MMNips

'

I.'niiiri.s 'Itiiwr

.

:

m

There

ing in marriage of

•

LOntaDS

.

..M.iiiu l.i.sliT
.;^l:ivy Sdmc
1 liiyCH
. I^i'i:tn
KUM.S0I1. .Niiploi'

nice costliincs and several ;.oi)(l .si ts.
bt the house also .is a lure.
is no American laknl
the
Billy Hay,, annouiiecfl ;'s an
American lap dancer, is a Hiiii;.,'arian.
Varna had the same ur.ihlcni as
Paul Derviil of the Folios Ber.u'oic in
finding a femnic star since Pari'., is
shy of any equivalent of Mislinguett.

The nanie

ago.. Tlie tilting of .throiics, the giv-

Charles Cochran's "Big
directed
Ben," is to direct. Show replaces
Jack Waller's "Merrie England," at
the Princes sometime in September.
Kenneth Home has written new
play "Fools Rush In," which is being presented by Linnit & Dunfee,and which stars Derek Farr, Elsie
Gray, Jeissica Spencer, Joyce Barbour, and Bernard Lee, with Richard Bird set to produce. Show toiirs
the provinces for eight weeks before coming to Londoi).
Emile Littler has a new play, by
Clemence Dane, as yet untitled, with
a cast headed by Sybil. Thorndike,

Mixup Over Remake

-

.

the topical "6ft' with his head" tendency give the story perpetual drama

cheated that this, of course, meant
weak screen production and a sur
pliLs of flbns that go begging for
playdates.
;
Milliken also outlined the prob
350 members, all theatrical artists.
lenis confronting U. S. distribs
getting remittances out of Fi-ancc,
biggest being when this coin can be
obtained and at what rate. He ExRights
plained that the money falls into
four categories. First is that accuJour'
Delay
mulated prior to the outbreak of
war; .secondly, there is the. coin obProduction Plans
tained In southern France; also that
received from distribution of OWI
Paris. June 4.
pictures; and in the final category,
Difficulties loom over the sale of
the money received from rental of remake rights to Hakim Bros, on
old films offered exhibitors after the the French picture. "Le Jour Se
war.
Leve"' made "iy Sigma Productions.
Poland plans to send a representa- The .film, starring Jean
Gabin;
tive to N. Y. to talk with Amcricaii opened at the Madeleine here a few
film officials regarding a distribu- days before war broke out.
tion deal in that country. At presA report from England is that reent, no U. S. films are released in make' ri'ghts were
bought by
Poland. Milliken also revealed that on the understanding that- all prints
the public in that country wants to on' distribution outside of France
see Yank screen product.
and Belgium be destroyed. Sicma
productions here claims knowing
nothing about the
deal, .and say
Rose, Par's British
remake rights have been -sold to the
.
i;
» V
TT
/-I
f
l>niei,
lOr
Hakims, with the exception of France
David Rose, managing director for and Belgium, where the picture is
Paramount in Great Britain, arrived distributed in original version by
in N. Y. from London yesterday Vog. Si.(;ma had sold some foreign
(Tues.) for homeoffice confabs and distribution rights in original version
huddles on production. His arrival to Paul Gr'aetz, "Ti-anscontineiitai
is timed so that he -c^d attend the preJty.
Local
office
knew
production conference ^ii the Coa.st nothing of the Hakim purchase,
Rose also will report which likely was transacted in
this month.
on the status of film production in Hollywood.
Great Britain.
Paul Graetz; currently in Paris,
Rose leaves for the Coast next says that he agreed to stop distributTuesday (18) along with George ing the original version and ordered
Weltner; Par International prexy, all prints to be sent to Sigma here.
and Fred Hutchinson, general sales So it looks as if there had been some
manager in Britain, who arrived in misunderstanding on the remake
the U. S. several weeks ago. Rose pact. Graetz,' leaving soon for Scanwas last in the. U. S. about four dinavia, will return shortly to Paris
months ago.
to start production.

Here

.

.

.

and Douglas By ng. Wendy Toye, who

David

.

.

.

"Richard of Bordcau.\" .several years

'Abe Lincoln' Big

'

.

I'liiMil

another edition of."Shepard's Pie,"
tentatively titled "More iShepard's
Piei" with a cast headed, by Arthur
Riscoe, Richard Rearne, Eddy Gray,

couldn't show- them.

On le

.

. .

.Nrvlllo

its type, a satisfying piece of stagecraft that will appeal to lovers of historical subjects.
Set in medieval England >.vith plot
and counter-plot of royal intrigue,
story is of. nece.'sity episodic and
runs loo loiig. It compares favorably
with John Gielgud's production of

.

How

Sill' lil.f I'll

JIttiii.r

l'r(i.sl>io

lvi-1

UVn-lil

rlarpilci'

John Clements'
actor-mnnager. Of
is

-

hopes

IMvIs
r::iii'i>ii

Firth Shepard having planned not
to produce any more musicals has
changed his mind.. He intends to do

'

U.S. to Self-Impose Pix

.iiiiiii

NfVillc

l

Anne

ViiiiliriiKli
Iliimiiliillii

ItoHriii.ur

.MiirKiin-l

nm tliiiliinicw
John

'

the difficulty of exhibitors, government is closing its eyes to
violations. It's figured that since the
films were noot "lade, the exhibs

Knowing

The

Iniio
Kliy

.

t^)llllt^^K of WiivivIrK"

Murder."

AnoAer Mimical

to

complete.

so that the French picture business
would be protected until it started
making stronger product. Also there
is
an escape clause which would
enable a re-review of the situation
if i\ot working out as anticipated by
either side;
French public admittedly is anxious to see new American product,
having been fed a diet of weak pictures, many made here while the
French producers had a monopoly,
fi-om French studios and oldie U. S.
films. Frogeries admitted that Amer-.
ican distributors would send oiily
their best films .here although in
producer quarters ah attempt was
made to .sell the public that only
weak Americans fare would be sent
to France,

i.r

Kililinni

IliilM rl

.

,

Worlds," "Beware of
and, "London
.

Diil^r

I'llmCKs

ShepardWillDo

"Carnival,"

Town" which took over

'!ll>>-.

\\"<ifiilvini'

.\nllutt)y
lifOi-K*'.

Viirk

lit

WdiMlvllli".

.Miiixaicl

.

Pity,"

uf

>f:M--

.

Dukf

Ktlwnnl.

•

but of
each 13-wcck period. Under the pact
tlicy get four out of 13 weeks, with
the' remainder of the world market
free to bid for the other nine weeks.
They have not mentioned the sliding
scale of the agreement, which would
give French product a better break
it the local industry does not stage
the comeback expected. Entire pact
was negotiated, it's understood here,

l.y

DiriH-uil l>y Jolin CUiiiriii.". -M
uiu-fi l,iu'i\
SI. .I;iim".>i llicJlllf.
Kiirl tif \V« in il k ; .lolm Cli'lilfnl.s
Kli'liiiltl,
.l.ailv ulviTK
KllziltiClil C:iil)-

turbing the audience.
Picture being .shown in the
theatre was "You Canit Get

in :1945

H.MK Of' Hi-cnfs)

ihiTi:

.4.

i)i-r»4'ui.i' loir

l.lit..

in

iiliiv

caliber which 's sure of
doing business since the only oilier
revue in Paris is th6 Folios Bci'Kcrc.
Opening was delayed several liii'C.s,
and even now there is variaiico bewccn the program and actual siii.w.
ReVue's best points arc nn;eh niidiiy,

.strictly local

London, June
.AsHOi-i:i|iMl

lifw

a French gendarme and snapped
handcuffs on him without dis-

4.

More than 1.000 theatres
can be imported into France. Jacwith government
ques F. Frogcrics, head of the Syn- failed to comply
which requires
regulation,
dicate of French' Film Producers, quota
to show at least 17^4 per cent
hiis warned that the Ficiich ^Im theni
Reason is shortage of
industry could not survive the "unr British films.
product, which consisted of
equal" competition of increased film British
1944-45, three less than
imports from the U. S. He described 67 features in
year.
film production in. France as the in previous
Film trade maintains that shortcountry's second largest industry.
primarily from time takeh
French producers have renewed age stems
making such pictures as
in
the old plea that they be given six up
and Cleopatra'.' (two years).
seven weeks playing time for Caesar

The Kln|(Hiaker

.

F.lysees'.
Next patron to be
ushered in was Matdiew.Spencc,

As Unequal

June u.

lieie,
expcclcd
French picture producers have. dC'
nounccd the U. S.-French afiveei-

As

Plays Abroad

II.

men entered
Cinema when
down on Champs

C.I.D.

Trioniphe
the
their car brnke

U. S. Pix Imports

June

,

It

U.

S.

or British

Infantile Paralysis

is

SABBATH HLMS FOR

Aussie Biz

Sydney.

May

28.

Big outbreak of infantile paralysis
hurting show biz b'ecau.sc author-

ities advise the public to

keep away

from crowds.
:^ith 300 new cases reported in
one week, mostly from the city area,
authorities say it's the worst outbreak in New South Wales..
Kid matinees are being hit most
so far.

Canadian Pianist in Aussie
Sydney, May 28.
Ross Pratt, Canadiian piaiiist, is
here for concert tour under managiement
Australian
Broadcasting
.

Commission.

BriL Producer to Aussie

Up

Slows

,

Pratt entertained

troops

in

NEW ZEALAND MINERS
Auckland, N. Z., May 28.
Raglan Coiinty Council has decided to okay Sabbath film shows
in areas where there are coal mines.
Okay given because miners say
they're working so hard today that
they haven't time to take their
families to the film theatres except
o,n Sundays,
Council had delayed decision. un«'
til it learned the church
attitude,
Angliclan Bishop of Waikato siiid he
supported the proposal.
-

Not For Australia
Sydney, May 28.
There seems no possibility o(
Asia Sunday theatre okay here because
unions oppose shows that day. Say

and North Pacific area.
Sydney, June 7.
Michael Balcon, production chief
ColSets IGminBrit.
London, and Harry
Walt, who was in. Aussie, last year
London. ,Tune 4.
directing "Overlanders" for Ealing,
Remote rural districts of the Unitare due here in July.
Balcoh is coming in for- premiere, ed Kingdom are to be served by a
of "Overlanders" and also to looksee new British outfit, Wigmore Films'.
the new production possibilities here. Ltd., which will handle 16m film
"Overlanders," Ealing's first Aussie
distribution only. Joseph Frieidmaii,
pic, plays the Greater Union TheaLondon representative of Columbia,
tres circuit
is
on the board of directors, his

.

employees rhust have Sabbath

free.

at Ealing Studio.s,

GI Vaudery Folds
Paris,

Olympia

June

11.

Music Hall is closing
16 as an Allied troop
theatre after serving for 20 months
as an entertainment centre for thousands of GI's stationed in Frahce.
A vaude house staging 10 acts at
each performance, the theatre played
to. capacity houses until redeployment cut down slzc-of audiences.

.

down June

'Creek'

Banned b So. Africa
.

Cape Town, May

28.

.

Banning of Paramount's "Miracle
Of Morgan's Creek" by South African

censor board.has broughl.widespread
protest in filni circles. Board has
also banned the "Mummy's Curse"
and -the serial "Tiger Woman."
Prevalent crime wave was given as
reason for bans. Publicity given; the
special job being lo watch the disboard's nixing of these films again
tribution- of Cbiumbia's 16m films in
has raised the whole question of lothis country so there will be no clash cal
censorship.
with his company's 35m product.
Large colored population here inBesides being sole distributors for fluences censor's decisions!
but this
Columbia's I6m product, Wigmore is sometimes carried lo ridiculous
Films, Ltd., has made arrangements lengths, such as scissoring
of all
to handle certain 16 m pictures of the bathing beauty and similar scenes'in
International Theatrical and Tele- U. S. and British newsreels. Felt
vision Corp. of America. A number that newsrcel censorship .should be
of independent .British films will eliminated
altogether
and whole
also be offered in narrow gauge size: sysleni of censoring revispd.

:

.

•TABIEIT'a' lONlWN OrRCR
Martia'* rkcD, TntulgHr Siiunr*

INTERNATIONAL

Bt.

Latinos' Coast

State

DepL Not Likely

Distribs jGet
Washington, Jun«

Following, a week of huddles
with homeofflce execs, Metro's.
Latin-American: managers' left

Coin Break in China
11.

fiitprove the compUcated financial
ualion in China for. film companies
Department
doing business there.

May

28.

Night trotting races on Saturday
nights in this area are hurting biz

tories!

have right to ex-

at film theatres as 46,060

than
pect more favored treatment
oper:
other types of U. S. business
there in the present highly in-

However,
cash into this country.
private trade was not properly es-

tablished then. Now it has been reestablished and the 1945 preferential
treatment for Alms Is ended.

.

Italo Loan

'

MARCUS SHOW TO DO
SECOND AUSSIE TOUR
•'

Sydney, June

4.

Dave Martin, head of the major
Tivoli vaude-revue loop, is dickering with A. B. Marcus for a second
Aussie tour after his South African
Marcus show clicked here betrek.
foie World War II under the FuUeis-Snidcr-Dean manngemenll still
holding the all-time biz record for
a stage combo from U; S.
Martin is keen on getting big
shows from U. S. and Great Britain
to lift biz to same high level as prewar. Believed here that the Chifley
Labor government is getting ready
to unbend on coin takeaway lor
talent from overseas.

Accompanying the managers
were Sam Burger, Metro reliam Brenner,

.

laws passed by Mussolini's government. Biz has been on the upgrade
since the war ended, but only in the
last few weeks have U. S. distribs obtained a satisfactory pact for importing films into. Italy.
Berle called for an

interim

ar-

for
asst.

L. A.;

Wil-

posers,,

Maxwell days. Understood that he
objected to Max MUder's suggestion
to bring over an American to take
charge of production when Elstree

MGR. SUIN IN OFHCE

studios reopen shortly.

Cape Town, May 28.
Herman Michelsohn, manager of
Majestic Cinema here, was mur.

dered in his office during the after-

Town'

were visible outfront

iN.

Y.

re-

Helping Pix Prod.

gram.

Sydney, May 28.
Return of Norman B. Rydge, topper of Greater Union Theatres, coWilliamson-Tait Seen
partnered locally with J. Arthur
Rank in Cinesound and Pagewood
After Big B'way Shows;
studios, is seen as the signal for Ausfilm production to be placed on
Hanunerstem in Aussie sie
a firm footing, something never atSydney, June 4.
tenipted beifore here on a big scale.
Here for a three-weeks' visit,. Os- Rydge indicated that new setup with
car Hanimerstein II, said that he Rank will see Aussie film production definitely going places in the
hopes to do at least one Rodgersnear future. Plans call for importaHammerstein show, probably "Okla- tion of some of world's best direchoma?' this year in Australia. It tors, technicians, writers and talent.
Understood that the J. B. Chifley
would play Melbourne; with top U.S.
Labor Government will: introduce
stars back by Aussie talent.
He is special
legislation soon to lower the
here while his wife visit her parents. terrific
import' duty now prevailing
It's
thought here that Hammer- on all technical equipment needed in
film
production.
It's possible that
stein will deal with Williamson-Tait,
the
Chifley
Government will come
with whom he is huddling.
:

into

Metro

Inter-

versions

of

longer playing time in the' subse-'
quents and first runs in .secondary

production

scheme

Rank plans

the
dubl>ed versions by dispensing completely with titled films, grosses in
at least two situations were up as
high as 300% over grosses producedby Metro films with English tracks
and Spanish subtitles during the
•preceding year and a half.
Mana-.
gers conceded that film business generally in Latin America, had increased but said the rise waS? not
sufficient to explain the tremendous
increase in Metro grosses, which
they attributed to Metro's use of
only dubbed pix.
As a result, Metro. International
will hencefortb distribute only films
spoken entirely in. Spanish. As one
manager said, the pictures Offer better
entertainment because "now
every nuance of dialog can be. fully
appreciated and understood."
Metro has been the only compSny
in South America that stuck to a
.

consistent policy.
Other companies
have switched back and forth from

the dubt>ed to titled versions, offering exhibs their choice which, according to Metro execs, isn't good
for business.
Exhibs who've seen
their grosses go up with dubbed pix
still complain that they'd rather have
the titled versions. 'This is due, according to the Metro chiefs, to the
fact that the exhibs have been con'

a ready-made spot for Aussie work- ditioned by the policies' of other
companies.
ers now out of war plants.
It bad been the general consensus
One plan for talent, tentatively
outlined, calls for British stars, to heretofore that, as in most countries
work in U. S. via the Universal deal, in Europe, customers in the key
continuing on to Australia for a film cities preferred titled versions to
or two: U. S. stars going to England dubbed films. Metro's dubbed verand then on to Aussie for a picture. sions in Santiago, however, grossed '
Reported here that Universal may 127,616 pesos during the 17-month
become interested in Aussie film period, as compared to the 90,772
proiuction. Rydge declined to. talk pesos grossed by titled versions durabout new production and distribu- ing the preceding 17 months^ Other
key cities showed sloiUar hypoed
tion in detail until he's told
stockholders about his huddles with grosses with dubbed pix. Rest of the
majors, Metro chiefs think, neverRank.
gave the dubbed versions a chance
to prove themselves.
Dubbed versions, according to
Nudity Brings
Metro execs, will be the answer to
being
the
increased
competition
offered American product in Latin
Pix Censor
America by local product. Technical
Mexico City, June 11.
level of production in such countries
A lady in the nude was the grounds as Argentina and Mexico is certain
for censors to ban the first Mexican
to go up and, when it reaches a point
picture they have liixed in a long
of real competion, American comlime. Censors banned "To Love Is
To Live." Barring of the film has panies will have to have all-Spanish
films to stay in the running.
drawn the ire of the film producers
Unlike other companies who've
association which argues that the
nudcness that irked, the censors is dubbed some of their musicals but
original
not the indecency they call it but retained the lyrics in the
version, Metro has^ even
Engli:>h
high art.
This "au nalurel" also has prompt- dubbed in the songs. Spanish singer,
could
found
who
for
example,
was
ed a lawsuit. Emilia Guiu, young and
'-for
sightly Spanish actress who plays sound much like Judy Garland
one of the leads in "Amar" has filed the dubl)ed version of "Meet Me in
difilculty
Louis."
of
the
St.
Because
action against Javier Campos Ponce,
prints,
the
getting
Technicolor
in
press agent for pictures producer,
Ftlmex, S. A., because she says pub- picture has just opened south -of-theand is doing tremendous
licity showed ^ a stark naked female border
business.
statue tNat has her face. Actress
claims that this display makes her
the mark of public scorn and menaces iver film and stage career.
Connelly

-

GUT

Femoie

Mex

zones, plus many. New Zealand play
dates as has been done before. Playing time from one to two years for
a single show is rated likely, for big
for a zone with about 7,000,000 population.

Canada Stepping

new

the

financially, seeing in the

Into

Ireland After 6 Years

Her

Stein,

Aussie Govt. Seen

Pincus will stay on for
work on- the 16m pro-

It's a cinch that had the Fullers
May 7, robbery being been
Meanwhile Warwick Ward, former noon show on
ready to play legit now on pix
the motive. Although there was evi
and studio manager at
switchover. Sir Ben Fuller would
struggle, nobody in
Welwyn studios, is in charge tem- dence of terrific
have signatured Hammerstein to a
ilie audience or passing by the thea
porarily.
contract long ago.
tre heyd anything. Afier an inten
sive man hunt, Cape Town police
arrested a European youth on mur

der charge.
Michelsohn was one of the most
popular managers in Cape Town.
Dublin, June 4.
During 20 years of service he at dif'
First big time vaudeville acts, since
ferent times became well known at
the travel ban was imposed by Great
every one of Cape Town's cinemas.
Britain in 1940 will reach Dublin
He was a step-father of Sybil Jason
late this month.
who went to Hollywood and did
Oscar Robin's band heads the pro- imall parts in a few films.
cession with a two-week session at
3,00l)-seat
Theatre Royal.
Harry
Davis, Joy Conway, Bob Dale, Jackie
Dolores del Rid Plans
Bonser and Eddie Palmer are listed
Hit Pix
as part of setup. Carroll Gibbons bas
Legits of
signed for a date late in August.
Mexico City, June 11
Since 1940, Irish vaude houses
The stage temporarily has away
have depended solely on local talent, two of Mexico's leading screen
usually using the same players in players. Dolores del Rio and Liji
a series of revues.
Sandrini.
Miss del Rio is organizing a stage
company to stage versions of Mexican picture in which she scored
London
Folds
her biggest hits. She plays the lead
Sandrini will pre
London, June 4.
in all of the M.
Judging )jy the number ol letters sent a series of four comedies. Both
received by Marc Connelly, quite a are dickering for the Palace of Fine
few Londoners deplored the closing Arts .(National Theatre) for a sumpt "Our Town." These notes voted mer season.
Jt one of the
most intelligent plays
sent over from America in years.
Apparently the only people not
FRENCH NARRATOR KILLED
sorry to see end of show were the
Paris, June 4.
Tennent outfit and Bronson Albery
Capl, Bravig Imbs. 40, was killed
owner of the New theatre, where, the near Lyons, in a jeep accident. He
play ran.
They decided the play was' well known in Frani'C as "Bobwas doomed to failure almost the by" of the French radio networks.
nrst day. Three days after opening.
Author of -the novel "The ProfesIt was
suddenly canceled, with re- sor's Wifei" during the, war, he
sult that no photos
of show's scenes broadcast for American troops. His
\vcre visible from outfront.
wifiand three children lived in

Fritz

and composers- at the meeting.

producer

Top Vaude Returns To

of

all-Spanish

.

CAPE TOWN THEATRE

,

grosses

pix in Latin America indicate
contrary to general opinion,

The association had been dissolved
cities.
when Hitler occupied Austria, and
Figures brought back to the h.o.
was refounded early in 1945. Mana- by Metro's Latin
managers show
gers of legit show in Austria agreed
that, during the last 17 months duron 10% straight royalty for authors
ing which Metro field te.itcd

.

Picture Corp., has resigned after
being with company since the 'John

Dr.

vealed strides taken in the past year.

confabs.

added

M-G
that,

annual report of Associa- dubbed versions do as well in first
Dramatic Authors and Com- rutis in the key situations as they
given recently at a meeting do in subsequent runs, All-Spanish
moreover,
versions,
have
much

Syndikus

by

28.

regional di-

and Arthur Pihcus, chief
of Metro
International's
16m
pubhcity staff.
Burger and
Brenner are slated to return to
the h.o. following the end of the

rangement under which commerce
with Italy can begin on a peacetime
than have relations continue under the present "state of
war" conditions. He said that Italy
Broadway showman said he was
should be given the fullest measure
worried about the small scale for
of responsibility with regard to her
legit shows here.
Aussie top is
internal affairs and that travel and
mainly less than $4 at opening night
shipping restrictions between the
and $2 after, opening curtain. He intwo nulibhs should be lifted. Former
ferred that admissions would have to
New York's Lt.-Gov. Charles Por be higher because of the overhead in
Ictli
cited the millions of dollars
setting shows of the calibre of "Oklaheld by the Treasury Department as
homa," "Carousel," and "Annie Get
funds ' appropriated by the U. S.
Gun." Legit people, here think
Army for goods and Services re Your
the public would pay more to see
ceived from Italy.
new shows with new stars of the
Picture company feelings on the
kind produced by Rodgers-Hammersubject were reflected by Carl E,
stein setup.
;
Miiliken, foreign chief of Motion
Legiters aver that a bow-in' here
Robert Clarke Resigns
Picture Assn. of America, who said
by Rodgers-Hammerstein via Wilthat such a loan undoubtedly would
liamson Tait would be just the tonic
As ABP^s Prod. Chief improve Italian film trade.
needed to boost legit biz into figures
London, June II.
unheard of before World War II.
Robert Clarke, director and head
W-T can route a major show into all
of production for Associated British
Aussie keys, with repeats in most
basis, rather

tion of

May

rector,

.

All American business operating
China is in the same boat, The
present remittance rate is $1 AmerU. S. distributors are looking for
S. a boost
ican for $2,000 Chinese, and the U.
in. Itahan trade as a result
distribs stand a good chance of get- of proposal by former assistant Sec
year. relary
ting all their money out this
of State Adblph J. Berle for
Ameriin
net
However, the overall
an export-import bank loan to Italy
than
smaller
be
can currency will
by the U. S: for the purpose of re
companies financing postwar commerce. Plan
in 1945 when the picture
were permitted to bring into this wa.s submitted at recent foreign
country only 15% of their funds trade meetings. It will be recalled
the
at
but
fronv the sale of films,
that most distribs pulled out of Italy
special preferential rate of 20 to 1.
in 1938 as a. result of film monopoly

Vienna,
First

gional.' director

Would

in

national's

LegitersMOl

Austrian

.

On the Coast,, the territorial
chiefs will o.o. forthcoming M^tro product and advise studio
execs oh how best to fit in production plans with problems in
their
markets' by
discussing
problems faced in selling a picture in their territories.

go to see
the nags on the best night of the
week for exhibUors.
Brisbane managers are now trying
to figure out something to give hot
ating
Recent stories from opposition to the trotters. Main
tlHlcd market.
be headache is that family parties are
Shanghai said SUte Dept. might
held in homes, hotels, and other
get
dlstnbs
film
the
help
asUed to
spots Saturday nights with plenty of
coin out of China.
betting. Races are broadcast.
to
Last year the U, S. official went
and
companies
picture
for
bat twice
enabled them to bring substantial

feels that pictures

Upped

Managers,

officials.

from 10 L, A, countries, were
awarded the trip for outstanding
business rung up in their terri-

Hhs Pix

Brisbane,

Prove Dubbed Pix Top Titled Versions

the Coast

with studio

Aussie Racing

M-G s Upped Grosses in So. America

Sunday (0) for
another two weeks of confabs

for

>

Indicalions here are that the State
Departnjent wlU not step in to im-

•

to Help U. S.

15

Meet

Feature Prodnction
Hollywood, June 11.
Canada is readying a bid for the
world film market, according to Paul
L'Anglais, president of the newly organized Canada Productions, Inc., of
Montreal, Company will use site of
a Canadian -army canip which has
been converted into a film studio.
First picture will be "Rendezvous at
the Chateau Frontenac," slated to
Prodiiction will be
start in July.

Ban

Campbell and

Doing

backed by Canadian banking interand government agencies.
L'Anglais, currently in Hollywood,
has signed Fedor Ozep as director,
Rian James as screen writer, Eugene
Shuftan as cameraman and Gilbert
Mandclik as assistant, director.

ests

Scripts for

Rank

Honor Crack
Salesmen in London

Alan Campbell, Hollywood scripfer,
and Marc Connelly, author of "The
Green Pastures," have signed, to

London. June 4.
.Toe
Friedman, London head of
Columbia Pictures and Chairman of
War Activities Committee here,

write original screenplay for Sidney
Box, producer for the J. Arthur Rank
organization, Campbell's "Self-Made

Col.,

tossed

20th

a

luncheon

here for

^cvdn

Man"
vehicle

earmarked
for

American managers responsible for Granger.
having raised most money in U. S.
Connelly,
Film Industry's Victory Loan Drive. went there

British

as

currently
to

a

actor
in

starring

Stewart

London,

appear in the British

Thirteen prize winners in Tom legit version of "Our Town," which
Connors Film Drive arc also visi- was a flop abroad. Rank organizaFor $80*000 to Brit. Pix tors to London, and arc being feted tipn heralded the pacts as the first
by 20th-Fo.x, with Ben Lyon, com- ."tep in a drive to recruit top AmerLondon, June 11.
wi-iters for expandAtlpf several offers ranging from Ijyny's la'lcnt scout here, as host. ican aiid. iBritish
ing production plans.
540,000 by Michael BalcOn to $60.- lAflpi- four days, the visitors went to
OOU
by Marcel Hcllmon. Henry Paris and then on to Rome.
Shcrck has finally .dispo.--ed of filiii
CORDOBA BACK ON AIR
rights of "The First Genllcman."
INFANTILE PARALYSIS IN MEX
Mexico City, June. 4.
the Savoy theatre hit, to Fraiik
Arturo de Cordoba has been inked
Mexico City. June H.
Launder & Sidney Gilliatt (IiulividInianlile
pari\lysi.«
forced
the to' top a weekly program at local
ual Films). Robert Morlcy. who.i.s
playing lead, is to duplicate hi;- I'ole dosinp ol all anuLsenicnt places in station XEW, Mexico's largest, by
Oiizabii,
Vera
Cruz
in- D'Arcy Advertising.
state
in the film version.
De Cordoba was a star at this staUnderstood the show brought $80,- duslriai center. Children also are
000. the price originally demanded h.Tinird from all such .spots in Puebla tion and XEQ before he went into
City, capital of Puebla state.
films.
by Shcrck.

'First

GentlemanVSold

I

1

.,

:
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is

tops
"Class melodrama,

with heavy

in thrills

and

chills,

.Variety

box-office potential."

does
himself... Welles
.Robinson surpasses
m
career...Miss
best acting of
role
„,ost difficult

.

•

.

Young

scores

Excellent.

^ ^^^^^^

endowed

richly
'"^"'r
"Tense, excitmg
and profits.
in popularity
•

solidly

•

to score

•

^

^^^^^^^^
delivered

4

STRANGJR
IKTEN TO "THE PRESCOTT
ALLEN
inMrisT"
WJZ
OVER
DAILY
l^rJlS P M.

entertainment
.powerful dramatic
e«e.s^^^^^
filn.. cast
produced
by superbly

good show, ond

c,

good sho« b.geu

„«,„.produced>.eres..holding

melodrama

"Final scene

i.

.

box-ofRce.
do well at
cuould u«
Shooia

..T.p.bracke.
into big

dramoHc «'Y"°";'"
box-office expectancy.^

the edge of
audiences gripping
"Will have
business,
insure lop
Should
anv
.u
«ats
their seats
.independent
.

.

sheer

;„,d show with high

.

•

Exhibitor

and can be
draw on names,

amaCionwUhsma.

exp.o..

Movie Of The week
thriller

.

.

.

in LIFE,

_showmenVTrad.Re».ew

s-spense.u.me.od.an,a...wmknow
-Tense.
returns.
high box-office

Top
_j^^„y^,,j Reporter

wh|ch

suspense.
^iWed with

selection in

LOOK.

colls

it

"o
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NO. Archbishop CaBs 'Kilty
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Million Profit

Continued from page

Kallets Super Drive-In Includes

3

Singled

mtiaw'thellnholy 3' of Current Pix
New

Orleians,

June

Archbishop Joseph Pummel names
«s Uie "unholy three" group of currenr films which he condemned as

of

proflts

$2,576,405 for the 26 weeks ending May 4, '46 was announced by

Universal this week, Figure represents an advance over the

diocese, "The Outlaw," "Gilda^ and
"Kitty."
He stated the worst offender was "The Outlaw," which
opened Thursday (6) here at LoeW's
•

Stale.

net

ConsoUdated

i

of this Catholic

members

iinnt for

y» ^ ^2,576,405, 26 Wks.

|

\

for its first half of "45, and a $12,with a $1,141,044
913,369 total;
quarter and $6,031,085 total;
first
20thrFox with a $2,855,485 first quarter and $12,746,467 total; and Warner Bros, with a $4,605,000 half-year
and $9,901,563 full year.

$2,064,175 that U garnered for
the corresponding period of the
previous year. In part, the gain
was scored because of scaled-

federal taxes for the current year.

down

Rodney Toups, Loew manager,
clashed with Herve Racivitch, disattorney, two days before the
film opened. The newly-elected d.a.
of three weeks since the local Morrison reform ticket swept out Mayor
Maestri, aricepted the complaint from
the local Legion of Decency committrict

The

tee.

d.a.

cited

Where WiU Goldman

241,953.

the .Louisiana

Theatre Circles Ask
Philadelphia, June U.

,

fice and police dept. present. Later,
after a huddle with the group, d.a.

dropped idea of pushing crimThe Legion
inal code violation.
voted it "condemned."
Newspapers were mum', airing
neither side of the controversy. Only
one Catholic church voted one year's

ofl'ice

boycott of the theatre. Picture holds
at Loew's for. a second week starting

house

after smashing all
record^ for the initial stanza.
(13)

.

the latter favored

money with
because its last reported period cut
aero.s.s the lush first three months of
'46 without taking full advantage of
Loew's half-year garnering of
it.
$8,052,067 makes it probable that it
body is wondering where Goldman will cross the tape at the $16,000,000
mark or more. Company's take for
will get the first-run product he.
'45
with the fiscal year cndin.s;
says the. house will feature.
has
on Aug. 1 was $12,913,369.
Goldman won't talk about it other a $16,000:000 profit foreshadowed by
than to- say that the product will be its half-year profit of $9,125,000.
Which companies he Company's net last year was a reforthcoming.
has signed to deliver the pictures, sounding $9,901,563 which is little
he won't say, and neither will local more than what its current half-year
disli-ibs.
brought in.
Next in line with a probable profit
Goldman is currently engaged in
Company
a long-drawn out legal fight with Of $12,000,000 is RKO.
remarkable quarter net of
all the majors,, whom he has ac- scored a
as compared With $1,141,$3,675,953,
cused of a conspiracy to freeze him
period
of '45.
comparative
for
the
044
out of first run product for the Erfor that year was $6,031,085:
langer which he has under lease. Its profit
Columbia are
The case has been adjudicated in Both Universal and
likely to hit the $4,01)0,000 mark.
Goldman's favor, but the amount
U's first 13 weeks ending Feb. 2
of actual damages to be awarded
Its fiscal ,'45
brought in $934,506.
him is yet to be decided. Goldman
take, ending Oct. 1, was $3,910,928.
sued the majors and the Warner
Columbia's year which closed on
chain for $1,350,000.
June 1 netted the company $1,'945,-'
Of the major companies, 20th 167. UA,. with no publicly owned
Century-Fox
is
believed
most stock, makes no report of proflts.
place

illiam Goldman's new $1,000,000
now under construction in
„„„„
midtown. PhiUy. is skedded to open
about the end of July, and every-

Continued from page 3
as far as publicity is concerned, Hughes is understood anxious to get himself out. from' under
of cheesecake that the
layers
the
Russell campaign has subjected him
to. He wants to reestablish himself as
the shy and sedate millionaire inli.shed

dustrialist and aircraft manufacturer.
Getting his own way on "The Out-

law's" censorship and advertising
troubles has become something of a
fetish with him, but the personal
publicity which has attached itself to
as

a

result

is

something he

He's told intimates
doesn't relish.
that he'd prefer to leave to the world
a more fitting memorial than that
of the man whp exploited Miss Rus-

charms.
Change of pace in
the type of publicity to build up a
worthy reputation for Hughes is
right up the Byoir alley.
Fcll's

WB

'

friendly to Goldman (Goldman and
the Skouras Bros, ^yere once associated iti St Louis) but 20th now
opens its first run exclusively at
the Fox, operated by a subsidiary
of 20th-Fox. Warner product is put.
This leaves Universal, Columbia,

RKO

United Artists, Paramount and

The last three comare
considered the most
likely prospects for Goldman, according lo industry observers:
as possibilities.

panies

Warner's half-year proflt is equi-r
valent to $246 per .shai-e on the 3,701,090 shares of common outstanding as against $1.24 per share, after
payment of $8,200,000 taxes and
$170,000 contingencies, for the year
Gross income for
before.
amounted to $79,456,000 compared
with $68,228,000 for ^he corresponding period one year. ago..

WB

Company's term bank loan
sliced to $23,865,000 by payment of
a total of $6,364,000. Reduction was
made meeting installment due May
Jock Lawrence's Mission 1, 1946 and prepaying Nov. 1, 1946,
Jock Lawrence, top U. S. flaclc for Nov. 1, 1954 and May 1. 1955 installments. Warners also obtained a cut
the J. Arthur Rank organization,

planes

(13J for a

'

MPTOA Meet

DUNN ELECTED PREZ
OF NX MGRS. GUILD

prodUcer-cdntroUed

mem-

through

pletcd but not released', at cost is
$23,384,605 while productions In the
works figure at $8,869,084. Coinci
dentally, the company paid a semi-

bership of affiliated theatres.
r

Kuykendall

his address to the

in'

George Dunn, manager of RKO's directors questioned the prepon81st St. theatre. New York, who was derance of independent exhibitors in
chairman and organizer of the Mor. ATA, and pointed oiit that ATA
tion Picture Theatre Operating Man- prexy Si Fabian also was in opposiagers & Assistant Managers (lUild, tion to Paramount in other situaWilby said that affiliated
was imanimously elected president tions.
fought high
at an election held late Sunday night theatres
percentage
9).
Other officers; all of whom will terms as actively as the indies, and
that the affiliated circuits were the
.•itrve for two years, include Leon
Kclmer, manager 6t the Kenmore, first to combat them. He said his
Brooklyn, v.p.; Maxwell Levine, Or- circuit had refused to play several
pheum, Brooklyn, secretary-treas- top pictures, indicating that indeurer; and Qeorge Baldwin, Colonial, pendents and circuits haivc same
N.
manager, recording-secretary. problem.
A board of three trustees comWilby took a potshot at commerprises Harry Padva, manager of the cial
advertising finding its way into
Shore Road, Brooklyn; Jerry Grecn- features and shorts.
He recomof

the

Prospect,

Brooklyn, and Rudy Kramer, Chester, N. Y.
Delegates at large are

so, most
nag across

The cameramen did
ot thehi playing the

the board. Horse came
ing $120 for a $2 bet.

pay-

in,

PRC Eyes

'B'

Market

To

Harry Thomas, company

prez,

week. Out to finance
PRC is currently dickering with a number of
producers for releasing deals with
or without PRC coin in the pix,

said, last

tional indie production,

Thomas added. [Company prexy entered Post-Graduate hospital ,(N. Y.)
Friday (i) to clear a niinor ailment
and then will head for the Coast to
complete production arrangements.]
While Eagle-Lion, co-pwncd- along
with PRC by Pathe Industries, has

PRC

lot, latter. cominto the
pany will continue to Use th« studio
for part of its product,
facilities
can make as
Thomas said.

moved

PRC

many as 12 of its films on
Thomas added, and is

old lot,
currenlly
looking about for other studio space
to augment its production facilities.
With Warner Bros, and 2bth-Fox
dropping B pix, PRC is sighting its
aims to fill that gap,, he said. Company stands ready to throw up to
$500,000 in any one film, according
to

-

rd., between Faiirihount
easily accessible
spot for central. N. Y. motorists.

and Kasson

ind Camillas— an

Theatre has an 800-car capacity in
Cars drive,
an elaborate layout.
direct onto ramps with no backing
Films are projected on a huge
up.
.

and each, car i.s furnished with an individual spcakei:

central screen
for soiuid.

circular dance fiopr directly in
front of the screen provides diversion for "early birds." There is a
refreshment stand hear the bo.N'office
and picnic facilities nearby.

At present, theatre operates on a
two-show nightly basis, Willi an exmidnight screening Saturdays.

tra

Under
addi-

its

this setup it is estimatcd"lhat

week may be

12,000 persons a

ac-

commodated.
Althought peak' has not yet been
reached,

weekend business already

is

way

ovci: capacity, with waiting cap
lines often extending a. niile into
Fairmount, keepiiig state troopers
busy with the ti'afflc.

Current

screen fare consists of
features of such vintage as

single

"Northwest
Lucky"
and
Mounted Police."
F. W, Donahue, veteran exhibitor
"Mr.

who has been with

the Kallet chain

is managing the driyc-iii,
by Burton Donovan, cx-GI
Kallet at Fulton and

18 years,
a.ssisted

who was with
Cana.stota.

Kallett is plannini; six more driveGround already has
upstate.

ins

been broken for the first ot thcni
near Utica, at Gary's Corners on the

Rome-Utica road.

Thomas,

National sales meet Is tentatively
set for Chicago, Aug. 3-4, Thomas
disclosed, followed by a number of
regionals. Possibility is that the site
to Atlantic City,
prexy's state 6f
health.

Picture Grosses

—

Continued from page
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KANSAS CITY
Holding well at

$13,000.-

Last week,

strong. $20,000;

LOEW'S

MAY BOOST

ITS

DIVIDEND ANOTHER 50C

Mldhnd (Loew's) (1.500; 45-05)—
"Po.stman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
Last
$11,000.
Satisfactory
wk).
week, solid

$18,()00.

Newman (Paramount). (1,900; 4S-.
With the possibility of net profit 65)— "Blue Dahlia" (Par) (2d wk).
reaching $3.50 per share in the fiscal Trim $10,000. Last week, sock $16,<
500.
year ending next August, Loew's
Orpheom (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
may boost its dividend rate to 5bc
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and
per share, according to reports in
"Partners in Time" (RKO) (2d wk).
Wall Street. This showing would be Oke $9,000. First week, fancy $14,equal to $10.50 a share, on basis, of 000.
the old stock previous to the threeTower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 39-60)
for-one split in recent years. Stock —"God's
(Iftdie)
and
Country"
at current prices represents a yield "Texas Jamboree" (Col) with stage,
of around 4V4% as reflected in the show headed by Glen Larson. Good
$11,500. Last week, "Spider Woman
present 37%c quarterly divvy.
Back" (U) and "Strange
It the Loew dividend. was lifted to Strikes
Conquest" (U) with vaude headed
50c, it would mean the old stockholders prior to the split would be
getting $6 per share annually. At
present these shareholders, get $4.50
after giving credence to the splitup.

by Larry

Illfell

Collins,

mild at

$9,500.

Groomed' Lnsty
1 7G in Mfldish

PHILLY ALLIED NIXES

MPTOA

Presidency

Philadelphia, June

Fred

Louis exhibitor,

mended

that effo'rU be made to curb
the practice by producers. Products

such
Coca-Cola, Yellow Cabs,
Thompson, manager of the Willys
jeeps and others set into picFranklin, N. Y.; Arthur Pl.ifka, a.'^st.
tures through influence of repremanager of the Kenmore, Brooklyn,
sentatives in Hollywood. He said he
and Joseph Aberncthy, assistant at
a.<>

11.

Fight betvireen the American Theatres Assn.
and National Allied
States Exhibitors resulted here in
exhibs nixing the formatiori -of a lo-.
cal
chapter.
Action which
turned down the organization of a

.

cuts out all such footage in films
the Colonial.
playing his theatre.s,. and that if
At the Sunday night session memothers would do same thing pracbership voted that all vets who retice may be halted
turned to RKO managerial jobs but
Bocause of his health, Kuykendall
who received less than $200 net in
retroactive pay iinder the contract was not a candidate for reclccilion
recently signed, be brought up to the a.s president a post Jie has held phia exhibitor, succeeds Wehrenberg
$200 through assessment of the memr .since 1933.
as board chairman. Morris Locwen
Approximately 30 reprosenlativcs
Some veterans were back
bcrship.
lien, ..of Oklahoma City, was re
on the job only long enough to re- arc. here, including H. A. Cole.. Allied elected secretary. Herman Levy is
leader, who is here as an observer. rctiijne<l a;- general- coimsc!.
ceive $40.
,

.

,

-

i

.

ment

of Allied members a majority
could not. be obtained. Allied comniitteemcn declared that national
Allicd's stand was such that they
could not go along.
.

Bof f.

Buffalo, June. 11.

Columbus, Miss., June 11
Wehrenberg, veteran St.
ATA
who was chairman
of the
board of MPTOA, today group followed a determination by
(Tuesday)
was elected president, an exhibs' committee that the move
succeeding Ed L. Kuykendall, who would be "inadvisable" unless Allied
has held the post many years and and A'TA first got together. A comhails from here.
Kuykendall be- mittee comprising Jay Emanuel, Morcomes president emeritu.s.
ris Wax, Norman Lewis, J. Fred
Vice presidents reelected are Frank Osterstock, Ted Schlanger, Michael
G. Walker, head of Comerford chain
Felt and Lester Kricger, will study
M. A. Lightman, circuit operator ,ot the situation.
Mcmphi.s; Mitchell Wolfson, partAt a meeting held here last month,
ner in Wometco circuit in Miami; at which time Ted Gamble, ATA
and E. C. Beatty, general manager board chaitman, and Si Fabian,
of the Butterfield circuit in Michigan prexy, explained the aims of the new
J. J. O'Lcary. g.m. of the Comer
theatre unit, conclusion reached was
(ord circuit, .succeeds Walter Vin- that .it would be requisite that a macent, Virginia chain owner, as treas
jority of exhibs in the area should
urrr, while LeWen Pizor, Philadel
hold membership.
Without enlist-

.

J.

.

Plans Less Pictnres
plans to release fewer than
current 50 pix in the year coming

PRC
up,

ness as a super-duper outdoor «nter>
tainment spot for Syracusahs. Built
by Kallet Theatres, Inc., of Oneida,
at a reported $250,000, the drive-ih
covers 25 acres at W. Genesee tnpk.

A

Dropped by Majors,

its

is

5,

Drive-in has a neat landscaping
touch of an artificial waterfall at the
back of the- screen at the entrance,

AUGNING WITH ATA
Wehrenberg Succeeds

.

manager

.

on Route

,

annual bonus averaging one week's
pay to its employee? simultaneously
with the issuance of the report.

•

bergcr,

ding with the exec at a dinner
in his honor, the photogs
asked him what their chances
were of getting a car. "You
can't buy a car now," he said.
"You'd better go back to the
horse era. Put your dough on
Curfew next week at Belmont.-.'

thrown

may be switched
was
depending on the

off for England
tomorrow to 2% interest for the balance of
the loan.
Rate formerly was 2%
month or two stay.
per annum to Nov. 1,'1952'and 2V4%
Lawrence will huddle with Rank
thereafter.
Birdwell .took
no chance on officials on plans for an elaborate
Special stockholders meet to pass
Hughes' announcing that he was campaign to push U. S. popularity on proposals previously mad^ by
"fired" or had "resigned." He sent of British stars on Rank's roster.
the board of directors to split the
the press a wire frankly stating his
common stock two for one, cancel
office had been "replaced" by Byoir,
li'easury stock and increase authoradding, with no fear of being acized capital stock will be called for
cused of modesty: "It was Birdwell
Aug. 1.
Employee pension plan
who made a national issue of "The
Continued from page S s
study by the board has not been comOutlaw'." Other than that Birdwell
pleted, the company said, and the
organization that sidetracked that
refused to comment.
plan will r.ot be submitted afthe
all- important issue wa£ not doing
coming stockholder's session.
right by its members.
There also
WB reports cash totaling $17,572,
was the accusation that ATA was 300. Evaluation of productions
com

John

last

Golden Jubilee in. Detroit
week really paid oft. Kid-

.

,

Hughes' New P. A.

him

tive

west of Syracuse
which opened in April,
doing turnaway weekend busl«

theatre, five miles

Warners and Loew's .should wind
up in close to a dead heat for thirds

W

,

Enough

Tip from the prexy of. one of
the country's biggest automobile
corporations to newsreel cameramen covering the Automo-

filmer,

Racivitch demanded picture screenfng for the Legion and others but
Toups nixed a preview except for the
mayor or chief of police. This compromise was refused by the d.a.
Opening .show Thursday found Legion members, police matrons, state
bar members, reps' from the. d.a. of-

Thursday

Par the Pacenukker
Easily the pacemaker for fiscal '46,
on the basis of first period reports,
Company which
Paramdunt.
is
chalked up a towering $17,821,000 for
'45 announced first quarter proflts of
$11,500,000 and stands fair to net
around $40,000,000 for the year.
Likely runnerup is 20th-Fox which
now is heading for a banner $20,-

Fair

Syracuse, Juno 11.
York's first drive-in

New

Central

RKO

000,000 net as against $12,746,467 reported for the past year. Company's
first-quarter figure stands at $0;-

Get Product, Philly

criminal code setting the maximUm
penalty as a $300 fine and a year in
jail for obscenity-immoral violations
for each exhibition of the film.

Dancing, Refreshments, Picnicking

of the balance of the period.
out as examples are such companies
as Loew's which reported $6,768,000

11.

"Well Groomed Bride" and "One

More Tomorrow" look

new

best bets of
entries here this week.
'

Estimates for This M^eck
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and

"Hot Cargo"

(Par).

Rosy

$17,000.

Last week, "Postman Rings Twice"
(M-G), sock $28,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 40-70)

—"One

Tomorrow"

More

(WB);

Fancy

$17,000.
Last week, "Blue
Dahlia'! (Par) (2d wk), great $15,000.

Hipp (Shea') (2,100; 40-70)— "Her
Kind of Man" (WB) and "Prison
Ship" (Col). Choice $10,000. .Last
week, "Devotion"^ (WB) and "Night
Editor" (Col), $9,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Post-

man Rings Twice" (M-G)

(m.o.).

Good $7,500/ Last week, "Diary of
Chambermaid" (UA) (m.o.) and
"Red Dragon" (Mono), $6,000, fair.
Lafayette

(Basil)

(3,300;

JO-70)—

"Renegades" (Col) and "falK About

Lady"

(Col),
Dandy $13,500. Last
week, "Perilous Holiday" (Col) and
Me on Broadway" (Col), snug

"Meet

$9,000.

,

,

20ih Centnry (20th CciVt) (3,000:
40-70)
''Heartbeiit"
(RKO) and
"Swing Parade of 1946" (PRC) (2d
wk).
Okay $8,000 or over. Last

—

week, husky $15,000.

1-

—

'
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Bassler's Busy

Stock Option Film Contracts

Summer

Hollywood, June

.

.

19

Casey Ired at Retireinent Reports;

11.

Busiest producer at 20th-Fox this
will be Robert Basslier, who
has four features slated to roll
within six weeks, starting June 24
with "The Homestretch," a Technicolor .production co-starring Cornel
Wilde and Maureen O'Hara.
Others are "Tlie High Window"
and "Bob, Son of Battle," starting
simultaneously July 1, and "Party
Line," taking oft Aug. 5.

summer

Henceforth Subject to Taxes
Industry habit of spreading

com-"

peiisation over over a period of years
took a beating within th6 post few
weeks when the U. S. Treasury
Dept's, reversing a previous stand,
clamped down on the practice of
Ukase, in
grantine stock options.
short, holds that paper profits garnered by conversion of options into
stock are to be charged up as ordinary Income for the year in which

Flays Newtreel Overlap
Indianapolis,

Owners of Indiana, put but by
Don Rosslter, secretary. "A num-

Treasury's
is exercised.
change in attitude, as indicated by
the new ruling, may play hob with
other industry eustoms Including
newly initiated practice of leasing
sloiy material instead of ah outright

ness

.

•

:

manpower,

materials,

diiTicultles of travel, etc., to

cuse

is retroactive to Feb.
Stock option habit sprung
up under previous Treasury stand
which -permitted an exec, whose
contract gave him that privilege to
pick up stock under option and hold
a
indermitely without paying
it
penny in taxes. Department regulation went further and provided that
pi oflts made oh the sale of the stock
would be charged as capital gain
with the bite Hxcd at 2,5% rather
thai) at the substantially higher in-

ruling

tion

1045.

come tax

of

exduplication.
That, condino more 'exists, and it's;
high time the newsreels stop
interchange of shots which re-

sale, film legalites opine.

New

11.

ber of Indiana exhibitors have
stated that the amotmt of shots
duplicated by the different companies' newsreels Is at an alltime high," Rosslter states in
latest burn. "During the war ~the.
iBlih coihpanles used the short-

the option

20,

June

Duplication in newsreels is
latest target of Theatre Facts,
bulletin of Associated Theatre

Labor iStuation StUi
¥

A

Stand-in

One
him

to a trip overseas
of his work during the

behalf

ATA's

1st

the

of

War

war

To Cut 20% Tax
Opening gun in a newly initiated
campaigri to scale down the current
20% Federal amusement tax oh theatres will be touched off today (12)

.

,

Activities

.

until

Army Show Savvy
To Hypo Hitches

rate.

Contracts such as that granted
Ci'ad Scars by United Artists, in
wliich part of coiinpensation is a form
of life insurf^nce paid to the sales
chiefs family in the event of his
deatIV, may also be affected, lawyers
Understood that several otiier
say.

'

until I

to Chief Justice post in the Supreme
Court almost crimped slated conference.
officials decided to go

.

vertising, publicity

campaign

that

and exploitation
seldom been

has

"After all, I taught that manager all he knows," was the reasoning of the boss. So the circuit topper took the trip.

.

panies.)

Meakin Upped

Casey declared the present labor

situation in Hollywood is as explosive as at any time In the industry's
history, with conditions now almost
identical to those of March, 1945,
which led to last year's seven-month
In. a major realignment move in studio strike.'- He said
he saw absooperating
supervision
affecting lutely, no way out of it as long as
the
American Federation of" I,abor
numerous persons. Sol A. Schirefiised to settle jurisdictional diswartz, general manager of the

ByRKOHieatres
RKO

circuit,

will also Goodwin Siible, now
manager of the of labor to negotiate all wage agreemeet with Basil O'Connor on the Colonial. Dayton, succeeds Clark
in ments on behalf of craft ijnions
same day. O'Connor as head of both charge of Kcitli's.
Casey said had been aims of studio
the Red Cross

the "Army Ground
Caravan,'- which opened a

Forces

.

:

equalled.

Major item

to them."

'

ATA

country behind its GIs, is again out'
doing itself in current efforts to re'
build the Army via voluntary enlistments. With Congressional dilly
dallying
preventing
conscription
procedure from providing the 1,000,000 men the War Dept. wants,
the Army is going all-out on an ad'

Tax problem is also posed by the
leasing of story material, legalites
Actually/ it is said, there is
aver.
little difference between licensing a
story dr play for a fixed period in
which a liimp sum is paid at once
and leasing the same story for. a term
General rule enforced by
of years.
tlic Treasury provides for the payment of the tax as income of one
year where the transaction is comBy
pleted within that fiscal year.
leasing, the author or playwriglit
spreads his compensation and thereby cuts his tax. Question which now
crops up is whether tax offllcinis will
regard leasing with jaiahdiccd eyes
as a device to escape the bnc-ycar
provision, attorneys say.

come

putes among its rnember unions and
has' promoted Hardie guilds. In all its history, Casey obMeakin, assistant division manager served, AFL has never settled one
such, dispute.
ahead with the confab despite the over the Cinciiinati-Dayton division,
Commenting on Johnston's present
nomination to., sound out Treasury to post of divisional head of the'
efforts on the. Coast to trlng labor
sentiment: Gamble and' Coyne will Trenton - New Brunswick Washing- peace and stability, Casey com-,
push the argument used successfully
mented: '"If he can solve It, he's a
ton group of theatres.
before the Illinois legislature that
In consequence of this step, Wil- bird." Vet labor contact expressed
fllm adrnission taxes are directed
little faith in the three points for
against the poor man's steady amuse- liam Clark, manager of Keith's,
studio peace that Johnston outlined
nrient diet.
Feasibility of a reduc- Dayton, is advanced to
spot of as- in VAHiBTy last week. Two .of these
tion at tlie present time is also in sistant to Col.
Arthur Frudenfeld, points— an arbitration system and
for discussion.
Cincinnati division manager, while establishment, of a single committee
The two ATA officials

Army showmanship, which reached
i ne\y hiigh during World War II as
the War Dept. sought to enlist the

CNccs have been considering pacts
siniilar to that obtained by Sears.

'

to get out.
believe in crossing bridges

(Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association, the
previous week told Vabiety that
he was desirous of: bringing into the
industry, under his wing, a younger
man familiar with all aspects of
modern labor relations techniques.
He stated the matter of Casey's retirement had. been discussed. Casey,
71, is independent of the MPA setup. His salary is borne by 10 com-

managers had copped

the European trip, he decided to
go in his place.

atres

•

someone asks me

I don't

The-,

Assn. board chairman, and
Robert Coyne, executive director,
huddle with Secretary of the Treasury Fred M. Vinson". Move is considered first step in an effort to win
Treasury support of exhibitor pleas
for Congressional action. Preluding
the Federal tax battle, Coyne as
ATA rep joined in the; successful
fight last week which headed off a
proposed bill to hike Illinois state
taxes by 10%.
Designation of Vinson as nominee

stated

,

.

duces greatly the value of the
newsreel to the .exhibitor;"

week

last

no one had ever, spoken to him
on the subject Asked if he was
considering retiring, he said; "I
won't say yea and I won't say no

that

iii

his owTi,
When the owner of
the circuit learned that one- of
his house

New York

.Casey, in

because

Committee never made the trek,
biit it was through no fault ol

Move

when Ted Gamble, American

Winnah

of the eastern N. Y. ipanprize entitling

who won a

agers

'Explosive'

Indignant at reports he was plan'-,
ning or had been asked to quit his
post as studio labor contact, Pat

is

and The. National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis,
charities which lean heavily on theatre collections, is set to talk about
ATA's one-a-year theatre drive

five-day stand in Albany, N.."Y., yeS'
tcrday (Tuesday). It takes 40 vehicles, requiring almost two miles of
road, to move it, with, one of the
truck-trailers,
containing a taiik,
weighing 60 tons. Personnel includes
110 men, eight officers and a dog
trained to smell out the enemy. Exhibition moves frornl the Albany
armory to Rochester and then proceeds into New England.
Another major exhibit Is slated
to open at Steel Pier, Atlantic City;

execs for years, but they've never
In addition, Schwartz has created
succeeded in getting the union leaddivisions over the Greater
ers agree to them.
.

seven

.

New York

group of

which
The third point—greater continuiformerly was manned by two zone
stand. With Gamble currently serv- managers, Charles B. McDonald and ity of employment to relieve the
feelings
of
insecurity,
ing as topman for the American Russell Emde, with two division workers'
Cancer Society, all three important managers each under them. Under which Johnston contends is the root
charities will be represented,
the new setup.
Michael Edelsteih, of the labor problem—Casey said he
He deProblem of distribiitipn of collec- who was division manager with thought, was Impossible.
tions poses major
l)urdle to be McDonald takes full comrnand of a clared the industry just isn't organthrashed out. Understood, also, that group of houses, while Sigurd Wexo, ized in any way to make more stable
O'Connor opposes entire idea of one- Who also was attached to Me employment conditions feasible.
Commenting oh questionable stuJune 22. Covering 11,000 square feet, a-year drives which is figured to hit Donald's zone, will .be assigned to
Jodge Throws the Book At It will include a Signal Corps' dem- the March of Dimes campaigns par- a special theatre post in the home- dio labor practices of the past—
ticularly hard since approximately office.
Emde's two division mana- which in some quarters have been
unstration of radar reaching
the
6th Ave. 'Hot Shot' Fixer moon, jet-propelled planes, every two-thirds of its. receipts are gar- gers who take over for themselves blamed for Hollywood's present'
nered in the filinhouscs. ATA. offi- are Edward Sniderman and Joseph troubles— Casey justified them as
Branding ol the Miami theatre sort of air and ground forces train- cials, however, arc. not
having been forced on. the industry..
expected to Di Lorenzo.
ing gadget, airborne infantry equip(N. Y.) as a "public nuisance" by llic
yield on that point.
He said the producers were forever
John Hearns, who handled
ment,
«

theatres,

:

•

I
;

'

.

court of special sessions this week, a
novel legal procedure heretofore un-

precedented

is

Judge Hackenbcrg declared: "Any
license issued for this place will be

etc., etc. Mucli of the exhibit
an audience participation na-

the

the
ture. In addition,
personnel,
consisting of 60 men, all combat
veterans, will give
three special
shows a day.
Two Air Force traveling exhibits
are already being operated in New
York City and New Jersey. Each of
them is housed in 10 trucks and is
in the nature of a walk-through.
T'-cy've all been put together under
tlie guidance of Col. Dorsey Owings,
director of public relations for recruiting of the 2d Service Command,

so. far as a N. Y. theatre

is concerned, has Dept. of Licenses
onioinls piizxlcd on tl>e lensth of t nic
the house will be padlocked as a result of the judicial label. New York
corporation counsel is currently bcin;; quizzed to answer that one.
Court hearings on Monday (10
brought down the house when the
thi'cc judges presiding, anccred over
tlie addition of 401 feet of "hot shots"
in "Guilty Parents/' fllm which v. as
playing at the Miami, called that tlicatre a "cesspool, a menace ind a
dump on Sixth avenue." Maxiivurh
fine of $500 wa.s slapped agaiii.'it B.-nmir .Amusement Corp., operator .of
the house. Benjamin Brodic. picz
'of Benmir, who contrary to the corporation had pleaded not euilty. will
stand trial Sept. 23.

of

SCHAEFER RETURNS TO
PK WITH 2 INDIES
Hollywood. June 11.
George J. Schaefer returns to film
production with two pictures. "Miracle at Midnight" and "Shady Angel," to be produced by William
Stephens with financial backing by
Equity Capital Corp.
Schaefer is
president and board chairman of

'

which headquarters

in

my

First

feature,

"Miracle,''

will

1

I

I

worth marching chant, rather than
flraight talk. Discs were so widely
Ijlayed that the Army has changed
the words of the chant and is now
putting them on some hundreds of
stations commercially as one-minute

disc. N.

the

routine.

There was no

reported to have

bec-n

R..

Ferguson,

"f"""''"/^,

Metro ex,

.

vertising,

tiating for a release outlet.

,

lATSE

.^^''f
charter.

,
lA

is

an

AFL affili-

W. Ayer agency

War

is

Arch Mercey's Bow-Out

babe-in-the-woods

a

in

these

Dietz

Poses

New fix

Prohleni

AVashington, June

11.

for Metro's forthcoming product.

Strickling

is

expected,

to.

.

Reconversion to' taper off and dis- venture which he hopes will bring
appear in a couple of months, will about closer cooperation between
result in the discontinuance or shiftliaison with the
ing of the
presently
industry.' Unit
is
(i\m.

the studio

headed by Arch Mcrcey, formerly

MPRF

OWMR

bWI.

Mercey .serves as clearing house
for Government rcqut'sts for assistance from the studios and fllm

Tax
11.

and

h.o. publicity staffs.

;

on "personal business."

Seeks Fi'ench Talent
For N;Y Vaude Policy
Andre Magnus,

director

I

Greenlighted For
$231,000 Hospital
Hollywood, June

11.

,

starting in September.
of foreign flavor, will,
be played, with French. Italian and
,

Sta,i{ebil!s,

other foreiKn-niadc pix.

RENE CLAIR PABISWABDS
Hollywood, J'une

11.

Rene Clair shoves off for Paris la
two weeks, to produce and direct a
series
for

of

RKO

French language pictures
in associatibn with Pathe

Cinema.
First of the series will be
Silence.'' with Ruimu and

'

'

pub-

tures, planed to Paris last week to
contact French radio, stage and
screen talent for appearances in
.stageshbws to be put on by the
Siritzkys at the Ambassador, N.. Y.,

I

I

of

licity for Siritzky International Pic-

.

Building permits were granted by
yesterday Iheares in connection with official
Cal.,
Chico.
of
Cilv
hounconicnt of the session,
the Civilian Production Administra(Monday) voted 1,G04 to 734 .to up- shorts and clips. Only recently, in an
wi!s brief.
lioii
to the ^fotion Picture Relief
liceiisc tax of 3c per address in Florida. Mercey promCompany's- annual stockholders' hold a special
Fund
for a $231,000 hospital and the
under ised exhibitor.^ that the Governrnenl
meeting will be held next Tuesday adniissi:)n, excepting children,
two picture houses. Sena- will inake very few requests for Motion Picture Centre for a $230,000
(18) to consider increase in capital 12. on
sound
sI-.ii;g.
seats 1,400 ajid the American 980, screen time, and then only for very
sitiek of ihe company.
Later that tor
Meanwhile. RKO was denied perimportant subjects such as the world
duy. Barney Balaban, president, will both being Golden State theatres.
mission to erect an ofTiuc building
leave for the Coast,, accompanied h.v
Tax will net Chico approximately food shortage.
Fpldoroo of the job would mean ccstiuK $G1.3r>0.
While the tax.
Ccorge Weltner, head of the for $16,000 aiuuially.
back to
Fund wil hold its annual meeting
ei. n
department, Leonard GolcU'.n- louglit by many as discriminatory, is thai the industry will be
son. v.p. over theatres; Adolph '/M- upon the theatre ownership, nothing the old fiamc of sparring with a July 7 and has invited all studio
kor, chitlrman of .board, and Curtis nrevcnis their passing it along to dozen different Federal dcpartnients einployo.>! tn inspect the! home and
of which 'want learn .-iboui its work in behalf of
Mitchell, publicity -adverlisin;{ iKad, tiir theatregoer in increased admis^ and' aiLlcncio.'--, all
needy and dependent film workers.
soinolhing at tlic same time.
to discuss product and other plans
sions.
!(.«.

in the east

return to

Announcement by President Tru- the h.o. over the weekend. Dietz
man last week that he will permit will stay longer on the Coast" to fln-,
the Office Of War Mobilization & ish setting up his. studio office,
new

handling

San Francisco, June

anwhich.

chief.

.

with

official

.

Strickling,

self'

publicity

Strickling have been conferring' for

Dept. radio account.

Chico, Cal/s, 3c

Howard

and

and violent cross-currents with all their
background complications.
the last several weeks on hypoed
Casey returned to the Coast
publicity and exploitation campaigns yesterday (Tuesday) after a week
studio

Reported Routine
is

.

'

!

day (C)

William
,

I

Paramount board .meeting. TImut-

Strickling at Studio

be

didn't

those of last year, grow out of the
AFL's practice of direct chartering
of international unions in jurisdictional
parallel
to
fleUls
exactly

Ferguson Joins Dietz,

latter.

Ne\y York.

may be

Paramount Meeting

nation's theatres

if they
get
the other divisional heads in the
Inasmuch' as this
Greater N! 'Y. area, which takes in their demands.
New York. Brooklyn. Long Island, was the most serious possible action
Westchester county and northern and would cost the companies hundreds of thousands of dollars daily,
New Jersey.
they gave in.
Present labor troubles, similar to

J.
„
Owings also introduced something a starrer for Rin Tin Tin III, slated ploitation director,
flew to the Coast '.ate.
The opposing AFL-chartered
new iu the way of radio promotion to roll in July. "Angel," starring Monday (10) to sit in oa huddles groups operate as the Conference of
with a spot announcement platter William Bendix, gets a January
with Howard Dietz. veepee over ad- Studio Unions. Casey indicated he
adapted from the Army's Duck- start. Meanwhile. Schaefer is negothought Johnston would find him-

dead body." PadlocUln.;,' announcements. Outlets arc being
indefinite unless theatre [paid to us6 10 of the spots a week,
Another hunk of showmanship
owner, can obtain a legal upset on
appeal, liccn.<;e officials said. It was was the purchase last week by the
pointed out that the License Di-pt.. Army of a flve-minutc five-times-aUsclf, was noW powerless to lift ihe
week sports show on WJZ, N. Y. It
ban without court action.
is preceded by a 15-sccond version
of the Duckworth chant recruiting
Over

Trenton-New Brunswick houses for luider a threat, from officers of the
RKO, and Jay Golden, who super- International Alliance of Theatrical
vised operations in Rochester, arc Stage Employees to close down the

Perier topping the cast.

"Golden
Francois

20
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ITS A
USSOM
ITS

IN

A

BIG NEW
ONft
SCREEN PLAY BY CHARLES HOFFMAN & CATHERINi TURNEY
DIALOGUE BY JULIUS J. AND PHILIP G. EPSTEIN • BASED
BY PHILIP BARRY • MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

•

ADDITIONAL

ON

THE PLAY

PROOUCiD

BY

BENJAMIN GLAZER

FROM

WARNERS

;

WednonJay, June 18, 1946

(March K,

Starts as a Gag and Winds Up an Event

"Juit for
Songs)
34 Mini.;

from Boston," a

little

extra

Metro s Curly Harris had

Is-

ued instructions they^shall-notpass without proper invitation
card for the Schnozzola party, so
one guy, sans ticket, was held up
five minutes at the door until

irr(^pctus,

turned out to be one of those memproperly Identified.
orable Broadway nights which could
He was only Mayor William
play a week-stand. Dubbed a party
O'Dwyer ol N.Y. City.
in honor of Jimmy Durante's "30th
anniversary in show business," the
was
stunt
Metro
prcfsagented
eclipsed by an honest sentimentality
Brandts' Skyscraper'
which no studio could underwrite
nor any p.a.s. promulgate to the deOr Hotel Planned For
gree it was achieved.
The idea of doing honor ti the
42d43dSt,N.Y.,Plot
Schnozzola was such a natural that
it was soon apparent to the Metro
Now owning five theatre properhomeofflce publicists their problem lies which extend from 42d .street
would be one of selection rather through to 43d in New York, all that
than promotion. The demand.s for the Brandt circuit needs to comducats for the "Club Durant," on the plete what Harry Brandt, president,
site of the Prohibition landmark, the declares will be the largest plot in
Silver Slipper, at Broadway and the Times Square area will b« the
4Bth, were hotter than, a 1946 drive- purchase of a onc-story cafeteria
yourself.
structure which takes up around 30
For the occasion even the City feet oh 4'2d street. Located in beFathers dispensed with protocol for tween the Apollo and -Selwyn theaone of its favorite sons and issued tres, Brandt admitted that "we may
a one-night liquor license to the have to pay through the nose tot
"Club Dura, f :." Today it's actu- ihis piece of property."
ally the Golden Slipper, one of those
Brandt interesU, headed by Harry
dime-a-dance creep joints where, as ^^^^ vvilliam, have no immediate
Schnozzola cracked, he came down ^^^^^^
.^^^ 42d-43d properties, but
that afternoon "to case the jernt, iiader things ease up and building
hold a record playing, and, before I
entertained, they will decide
knew it, one of the hostesses grabbed ^^,hat to do in developing the large
me and right away I was Uking six parcel Harry Brandt stated' that,
fast lessons."
meantime, the five film houses will
As Carol Bruce aptly put it, vvhen continue in operation, A skyscraper
called on to do something, by c6-em- .with possibly a couple theatres or
cce Danny Healy, "This is Jimmy's |, igrge hotel are mentioned as pos.

.

'

.

.

1

|

.

j

which

night,"

why

is

the

host

of

other top names refrained. Clay»on.
Jackson & Durante, reunited for the
occasion, reprised almost everything
they ever did with the exception of
Mile.

Fifi's

"Wood,"

"The Americans"

'
:

]

j

and

because ot the lack

latter

of props.

Lou Clayton doing

his schottische

— including the prop' salt—and Eddie
and

Jackson with his sockeroo strut
general vocal assist to the Great
Proboscis gave the young-oldsters a
nostalgic bang. This was the reincarnation of the glamoroiis Prohibition era in all degrees. Sime's review reprinted herewith when he
first caught the boys at Loew's Slate

—

—

March

holds true. They
the book.

16, 1927, still

did everything

in

Tcrrlflo

Still

showmen

like Irving Berlin,
E. Ray Goetz, Billy Rose, Earl CarMilton Berle, Xavier Cugat.
roll,
Monte Proser, Eddie Davis, Sherman
•Vet

.

Billingsley, Danny Healy, Joe Laurie, Jr., Harry Hersbfleld, and the
seasoned Broadwayfarers like Louis
Sobol, Dorothy Kilgallen and Danton
Walker, among others, later ap-

praised the boys, as regards 1946
was
The conclusion
standards.
they're as socko toddy. Stripped of
Volsteadian sentimentality,
it
all
can honestly be said that Durante & Co. have a spark which is
The best answer is
truly unique.
Schnoz's continued riding the c^est.
N. Y. Post's Earl Wilson, who wa.^n't
around Broadway 20-25 years ago,
best sums up the newcomers' reactions to the Great Schnozzola when
he said: "It's all I've been hearing."

Good Ad Libs
The spontaneity of the Duranteisms made for as much of the fun
as their now seasoned routines: As
the snapshots flstshed Durante exclaimed, "I'm being more photographed here than in my picture."
In tribute to Lou Clayton, now his
manager, he exclaimed, "But tell me,
Seeing
folks, how much is 300%!"
the mob he cracked, "Chee, :I wish
it was a pay in' crowd tonight." Reminiscing about "Red Hot and Blue,"
in which show he was with Bob
Hope and Ethel Merman, he mused,
.

'

.

"I

wonder what became
gone on to
I've

while

of

them

greater

heights."

sibilities.

.

on

42d .street.
^^.^^^j^^g
all adjoining each other except for
between
restaurant standing
the
two ot them, are the Victory. Times.
Square, Apollo, Lyric and Selwyn.'
properties
exSome of these theatre
tend through the block to 43d on
which there Is a frontage of 22'ir
feet, while on 42d street itself the
realty extends 316 feet. All of the
houses play grind double features,
mostly old pictures.
A deal acquiring the "fee" to the
Victory theatre property brought
about complete ownership of the
large parcel by the Brandts.

it

is

necessary to. say that these boys
went over to a hit Monday night at
the State, their initial vaude appearance as a trio.
because ihis was the
It's tough
chance awaited to send over a receipt in-full for the many checks at
their varl6\is sawdust joints. These,
Lou Clayton, Eddie Jackson and
Jimmy Durante, are cafe entertaintraining, instinct, nature,
disposition,
ability,
nature,
love (of coin) and anything else you
may went to add.

ers,

by

good

New

to

vaude and how

to

frame

a

stage turn, with the cabaret or nightclub floor so familiar, the boys did
exceptionally wiell in routining by
Monday night performance.
the
They clipped down to 34 minutes
from 44 at the matinee.
Each of the bovs go quite some
on the solo efforts.' Those started

Occasion ot Warners' 20th anniversary celebration of talking pix reculls
the hostile attitude towards films oh the part of vaude bookers in the early
days ot sound. Introduction ot souncf was Iboked upon as a deadly challenge to the variety stage, which already had lost lots of ground to the
silent films, and talent was turning more and more to sound shorts as a
way of keeping in the public eye.
Trying to dam this drift to films was Edward F. Albee, whose KeilhAlbee circuit controlled the major part of the country'! yauders. Albee
threatened to rblacklist all performers .who appeared in sound pix and, in
1927, K-A inserted a clause in all contracts forbidding actors to appear on
Vitaphone. As is known, the vaude artists- ignored Albee's threat and went
over to the new^ medium. Among those who fared better on the screen
(and radio, which benefited tremendously becaiise ot the new flock of
audible stars who were created) were Jack' Benny, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby-,
Fibber McGee i Molly, Bob Burns, Edgar Bergen, Biirns ahtt Allen, and

many

with Eddie Jackson in his two individual tries, then Lou Clayton,
who bowled them with his fancy
step dancing, and finally. Jimmy
with his negligee tux, or whatever
it looks like.
Not overlooking Harry Donnelly's
Parody Club orchestra: doing and
sounding much better on the stage
of the large State than it does in
the one-flight-dbwn Parody room.
And it may be further particularized
that
the Donnelly orchestra can
stand, up with any in New York or
on the road now. of its comparative
-Size (10 men), for tnusic or versatility.
It was somewhat surprising
to one who knows the band so well
to hear how much better it did
sound at the State than on the floor.
With, this trio of entertainers it's
just a matter of routine for the
stage. They have enough- to select
a corking act before the week is
over, .and hold that in reserve until
they accept another stage engage
ment.
Previously their only joint
stage appearances have t>een for
benefits, including their Winter Garden Sunday night engagements.
Lou and Eddie are all set as they
It's

self, as

Jimmy who must

set

Insiders got a snicker out of Bo.slcy Crowther's review in the N: Y. Time.s
Crowther and ihe
Saturday (8) of "Without Re.servations" (RKO).
Screen Writers' Guild have been in combat tor several months over a
SWG charge that he didn't give proper credit to writers on a^ picture.
Times critic, in his"Reseryations" revie\y, said:". . there are several tirfsome episodes and foolish attempts at sight gags to remind one that writer
Jesse Lasky,
and director were laboring heavily to put over a stunt.
who produced, and Mervyn LeRoy, who directed, should have manifested a
Utile more taste--or should we charge the omission against the 'wTiler of

tra directing -bit; that panicked the
halcony-and seemingly downstairs as
well. But it wasn't so good and it
wasn't Jimmy Durante. Jimmy can

draw

.

.

mUE SKIES' CHI PREEM
AS A SALUTE TO B&K

,

CJ&D—

^

,

.

the screen play,
Ingrld

Andrew

.

.

Solt?"

Bergman prolonged her New York stay 'recently, but. to no avail,
new Swedish film which Warner Bros, was

a\yatting a first-hand look at a

WB has the Swedish girl
was importing Miss LindeSwedish-made film (or academic reasons and.possibly also remake,
happened with David' O. Selznick's"Inlermez'zb" (Bergman);
Incidentally, Katherlne Brown, former RKO story editor in New York
and now running the N. Y. office ot Leland Hnyward (MCA), set the WB-

bringing- Over with Viveca Lindefors starred.
under contract she's. already on the Coast but

—

.

—

fors' last

as

Lindefors deal.

Carey. Wilson, Metro producer, who has perhaps Hollywood'."; most freewheeling, tongue, is not averse to telling stories on hinnself about his
verbosity. Irving Thalberg once told him, he sez, that it's a good thing
he didn't write the Lord's Prayer. "It might have been pretty good,"
Thalberg said, "but it would have taken 20,000. words."
.

Mary Dugan," "Rio Rita." "Panama Hattle," "White Cargo," "Girl

of

Mayer's Policy

he carries the burden ot the

comedy and nearly all ol the ensembles. For instance, the orches-

Sum

license for the occasion.
the occasion, Variptt
special giveaway, "Jimmy Durante's 30th Anniversary Edition."
Joe Laurie, Jr.'s story on
"How Schhoz Blew Into Town!" led
the paper, and special articles on
The Great Profile were reprinted in
this souvenir replica of
V/niETY.
The name byliners included Damon

.

him-

for this occasion, as did Bob Collins,
now at Gallagher's. '' incidentally;
(& Eddie's) worked harder
Paramount will world-premiere
that night than at his own joint. His
Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" in Chipartner, Eddie Davis, also walked
cago in September as a salute to
out on their 52d st. bistro to emcee
Balaban & Katz, pioneers in de luxe
the first show. Danny Healy took Runyon, Walter Winchsll, Bosley motion picture theatre
operation.
over for the second frolic— more of Crowther, Earl Wilson, Dorothy B St K rarely indulges in
world
and, incidentally, Healy evi- Kilgallen,
Sidney Skolsky, Mark preems.
,
denced himself not only as the pe- Helllnger, Ed Syllivan, Louis Sobol.
There will be a national "Blue
rennial' juvenile but one of the betSime's. review (March 16, 1927), Skies" Week during which Berlin
ter emcees, bringing Helen Cohan, also reprised in the special sheet, will make personals,
radio gucstLila Rhodes (Mrs. Charlie King) is herewith.
shols.

Leon

&

.

are.

pthers.

While studio space on the Coast remains tight for any r^iajor production,
the increasing niiiiiber of producers of commerciallyrspohsored pipturrs
seeking Holly wood studios are finding it fairly easy to rent space for a short
period of time, according to Gordon Knox, prexy of the Princeton Film
Center.
Knox returned from the Coast last week, where he lined up space at (he
Sutherland studio.s tor a two-reeler for an as yet uniden'lifird
new Morey
sponsor. Knox plans to start'rolling the film sometime in July on a lO-dH.tr
shooting schedule, utilizing Hollywood talent. Under lATSE rules, Knox
will use studio technicians for the picture but will take along his own
staff of writers and directors.

his comedy just as broad, and
much finer. And "Yucatan" will
never be a sharpshooting stage riot.
Opening in "one" with Donnelly
alone at the piano, the three boys
gagged along with Jimmy in a Stetson, probably borrowed, and singing
"I'm Going to Tell a Story," full of
Singer's Soundies Suit
gags, helped by his two companions.
When going into the full stage, a
Secretive handsome' set with the
Settled;
orchestra
Ross Leonard, singer, discontinued grouped in the center, it told that
unless the "one" opening is neceshis suit against Soundies Distributing
sary, the act should sUrt in the full
Corp. in New York federal court
set, the nightclub scene, and remain
Singer
Soundies
with there.
charged
consent
a
distributing
without
"She's Just a Cow" and "Old
coin machine film called "Something Broadway"
were brand new to the
to Write Home About," containing a house from their laughter and
ap
He set plause. So was "Yucatan" and "The
transcription of his voice.
Noose" (news), also all ot The Nose
tied for an undisclosed sum.
Leonard, whose real name Is Pat (schnozzle) stuff. Lou worked the
nose thing to the limit.
Rossi, had sued for punitive damFor the finale it was "Jimmy, the
ages of $25,000, plus an injunC'
Well Dressed Man." Durante's own
tion and an accounting of profits.
song, and a catch-phrase around
town now, picked up from one of
the Durante dumps that started on
a^d people like that to the limelight West 58th street, moved by request
in contrast to the current crop of to 51st street, and again playing for
more people and money at the
show biz names.
Parody, where they are one of the
The Whole Book
sights of the town.
That goes both
Durante started off with the first ways.
For an encore Eddie did his "Hotsong he ever sang in the original
Club Durant (no final 'e' in those test Boy," bringing up another fact,
that
the
longer
anyone
watches this
days; saved electricity that way) on
trio, the more they like them. There
58th off Broadway, over a garage.
is no act in the business that grows
It was "So I Ups to Him" and, from
on an audience like these three boys,
then
on, the
resulting
hand-tOj
through their work and personalihand acclaim truly substantiated ties. Each is individual and neither
that "this evening is the highlight of clashes.
my whole career." Thereafter he
Anyhowr, the State Is only next
did the gamut from "Jimmy the door. It will be a pleasure to hop
Well Dre.<ised Man" to "Umbriago." m at a supper show some day this
Mayor William
O'Dwyer was week to see them flop. They all
nop
at supper shows.
among the attendees, unobti'usively
Furthermore,
this
.settles
the
in a corner, but, incidentally, in cumooted point whether these unquesrious location juxtaposition to some tioned and unique
entertainers will
other notorious "characters."
Hiz- do for the stage. They will for any
zoner expedited the special one- stage.
sime.

Leon Enken, headwaiter for Clay- night liquor
ton, Jackson £c Durante at the old
Also, for
Parody and Dover Clubs, asked for published »
the privilege of headwaiting again

(Comedy and

» Laufh"

One and Full Stare
Locw'i StaU (V.r.)
Here's a tough break, because

Whb't That Guy?

started as .a synthetic liosr
talgic stunt by Metro's Joe Pasternak and Howard Dietz, et al.,
order to give the concurrent
in
Capitol ^N.Y.) film, "Two Sisters

1921)

LOU CLAYTON, EDDIE JACKSON
and JIMMT DURANTE (10)

By ABEL GREEN
What

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Sime's RevieWv

Metro's 30th Anni Party for Durante

Crazy,"

CoBtlnucd from pafe.S;

Hotel,"

Same goes for bestacquiring it;
selling books.
Final determination to halt participation in production of legiters
and purchase of screen rights prior
to a show's appearance on Broadway
came with a going-over by Mayer
ot current season's figures.
Aside
from "Show Boat," screen rights
which M-G alr^dy owned, no move
lias, been made toward filming any
of the other six plays in which the
company participated and it appears possible that they never will

—

.

Idiot's

"Tonight at
"Dinner
at

8:30,"

"Grand

Eight''

aiid

Delight."

Settlement has been, \vorked out
by. Metro with Howard Hoy t, who
headed the play department,, and
Harriet Kaplan, his assistant. They
felt that the severance, pay they
were given when the department
was disbanded was insufficient in
view of the exec positions, they held.
Following negotiations last week
with
Metro
prez
Nicholas
M.
Schenck, Hoyt and Miss Kaplan got
additional sums which they now
consider "satisfactory."
Both are
taking vacations at the moment and
expect to announce' future plans

be picturized.
Even "On the Town," which was
shortly.
a solid hit, has attracted no interest
from Metro's producers. And screen
rights are costing the studio around
It put up about $250,000
$210,000.
for the rights and is getting back
approximately $40,000 as its share

MPRF GREENLIGHTED
FOR $231,000 HOSPITAL
American Council

of receipts.

"Show
"Show Boat"

Boat." ^1 Al.
hasn't I'eturned any-

thing to Metro yet, although it is
running at a profit and is expected
to get the company back by the end
of the year the $172,000 it contributed toward the $300,000 production
cost.
If It continues running in the
black after Jan. 1, Metro, ot course,

on

Education

and the Film Council of America
have completed plans for (he nar
tional audio-visual conference to discuss motion picture work of the
United Nations Education^.!, Scientific

fc

Cultural Organization, slated

for Friday
in

(14) and Saturday (15)
Washington.
Leading American educators and

film and recording apecialists will
on velvet.
"Day Before Spring," which was huddle with U. S. State Dept. reps
flop, represented total expendi- and delegates from major civic orture of better than $225,000, with ganizations in formulating recom$100,000 base Aim rights cost, $60,000 mendations to be presented to the
in weekly payments while it was UNESCO preparatory commi.ssion,
running and $75,000 for participation scheduled to meet in London in July.
in the. legit production. -"Streets Dr. George F. Zook, ACE prexy, will
Were Guarded" was practically to- preside at the two-day session.
Participants in the conference, in
tally financed by Metro— it put up
$60,000— although it made no deal addition to Government agencies

will be
a

'

(or pic rights. All the coin was \0!^. concerned with UNESCO, such as
"Soldier's Wife," which ran fof the Office of Education and Dept. ol
better than 20 weeks,: was a bit bet- Agriculture, will represent most eduter.
M-G got back halt of its share cation, professional and civic organiof the production cost. zations dealing in production, distri($25,000)
Screen rights cost it $75,000, in ad- bution or use of motion pictures and
dition: to the usual Dramatists' Guild other visual materials.
These incontract arrangements of 15% of the clude the. National Education A.s-sn,
wefkly receipts.
On "Rich Full National University Extension Assn,
Life," Metro put up $25,000 in pro- National Assn:, National Assn. of
duction costs' and got back $18,000. Broadcasters, National Assn. of VisIt paid about $80,000 in addition 'for ual Education Dealers, Allied NonTheatrical Films Assn., Educational
pic rights.
"Rouhd Trip" had $20,000 of Miet- Fijm
Library
American
Assn.,
ro's coin in its total 50G production Library Assn. and the Assn. of E<lucost. It got :none of it back and had cational Film Producers.
no picture rights.
Also slated to attend are reps ot
On the other hand, Metro has gar- the General Federation of Woipen's
nered quite a list of profitable prop- Clubs, International Film Foiiiidaerties from Broadway in past' years. -Hion;' Independent Citizens Commit
Some of them are: "The Women,' att ol the Arts, Sciences and Profes"Babes in Arms," "Balalaika," "Shop sions, American Assn. ot University
Around the Corner," "New Moon,'' Women, American Unitarian Assn.,
"Wizard of Oz," "Strike Up the and the Carnegie Endowment for
Band," "Philadelphia Story," "Trial International Peace.
.

.
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Minnesota Amus. Buys

Mpk Lyric

For $15010; Other Xchange Briefs
MinncapolU.
Lyric Ihealre, 1,100-seat loop spot
operated by the Minnesota Amuse$5,000 Stadio Fire
ment Co. (Paramount) as an "A"
Hollywood, June 11.
moveover house, bought by tms
large circuit reportedly for $150,000.
Pathe backlot, known as "40
RKO
the
to
lease
under
Theatre had been
Acres," was swept by fire Monday
Minnesota for many years.
Circuit already has started im- (10) to extent of $5,000 damages.
provement program at this house,
Major damage was caused in
IncludinR cnahges in lobby and
foyer, and redecorations. No change "Gone With the Wind" sets whith
in policy is planned for the present. are still standing but the fire was
I

checked before damage was inflicted
Gates' Successor
Stengl named manager of on nearby houses.
insurance department at Warner

Fred

Bros., succeeding the late Frank L.
Gates. In the insurance field for 28
two years
years, Stengl joined
ago and was assistant to Gates at
time of latter's death a few months
ago.

WB

Install

ITOA

Exhibs Catering to Sat.

Mat Kids With Special
Programs of Shorts

Offlcers

Pressure Groups Win IllnuHS Fight

Sales Pinch
—

Newly elected ofilcers oi the InResponding to pressure from pardependent Theatre Owners Assn. will
circuits
be installed by Mrs. Franklin D. ent-teacher groups, theatre
Roosevelt at a luncheon set for to- around the country are increasingly
morrow (13) at the Hotel Astor, fpUowing the practice of ptlting on
N. Y. With James J. Walker emcee- Saturday afternoo;i screen programs
nf
ing, other guests of honor will in- designed exclusively for kids
clude Mayor O'Dwyer, Anna Rosen- school age. Move is being made to
berg and N. Y. License Commission- offset the charges that lurid films
er Benjamin Fielding.
for the upbeat in
Badge of office for a year's tenure are one cause
juvenile delinquency, and that ex:
v/ill be presented to Harry Brandt,
prez; David Weinstock, first veepee; hibs have shown a lack of social
Max A. Cohen, second veepee; Leon responsibility in indiscriminately al
Rosenblatt, treas.; J.. Joshua Gold- lowing kids to buy their way in for
berg, secy;; and John C. Bolte, ser- any type of picture. Exhibs are now
geant-at-arms.
able to retort that it's up to the
.

Continued from paic

s

7

which these outfits have been endeavoring to cover by tipping other
personnel. That's a natural expedient, but one that can only be carried so far because of inability of
lesser execs to carry the bigger
loads or their unwillingness to take

on heavier

Promo-

responsibilities.

plan has already gone farther
than much of the personnel justifies, some execs feel, and voids in
tion

staffs, particularly
the district manager level, still

major company
at

exis^l,-^•;,

.

Addition to men drained off
top sales help has been

in

by

.

Vs.

.

$100,000 theatre and store building
to the Livingston Enterprises, Inc.
The Uptown Theatre, neighborhood
house here, closed June 6 to permit
redecoratiori.
Closed ^by fire since last December, the Linden theatre has reopened,
having been rebuilt from stage to

lobby.

pix.

The Saturday

p..

m. shows con

of a full-length program of
shorts and cartoons and are widely
plugged in newspaiper ads. Some

sist

houses have been booking three
hour packages of straight cartoons
but have heard criticism on this
score for feeding the kids too
Community organizations,

pie.

Metro's 'Brother Bat' Preem

much
which

E-L Signs de Cordova
Hollywood, June 11.
Arluro de Cordova, Mexican film
was inked by Eagle-Lion to a
two-picture deal, with "Don Juan

slar,

Miirietta" as his first starrer.
Story, to be filmed in Cinecolor, is
based on the exploits of Joaquin
Murietta, a sort of Robin Hood in
the early days of California.

indies,

lost to the production end of the
business, with its promises. of quiclter gains, and to other industries.
Many men in field forces have regned in recent years to take over
theatres of their own. In addition,
since the selling system instituted
by the consent decree, inost, companies have found it desirable to
have more divisions, more districts

and more salesmen in each branch.
So that's added still further to the
shortage.

Col. Vs.

To

start,
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HOLLYWOOD

• Th* CharidoWt

B'way at 47fh

Hit

"A STOLEN LIFE"

Plna

Th*

Broii.

OUim FMD •
Wohtr BRENNAN •

Ptneii

ERSKINE

Warner

B'mr

CwtlDDoa*

at Slut Street

CHARLES BOYEK
JENNIFER JONES
In
ERNST LUBITSCH'S

with
co-defendants
as
are the Broadway play's
producers, Bernard Hart and Joe
all
of whom are being
charged with pirating one of Columbia's screen properties.
1942
charges that in
Plaintiff
Harry Cohn, Columbia prer, paid
$4,000 for a work by Joseph Hoffman, titled, "Dear Mr. Private," plus
additional for screenplay
$28,000
In 1944, a few months
treatment.
before Coluinbia was skedded to
start production, Krasna copyrighted
version of "Dear. Ruth," which, according to plaintiff, was similar in
content to the Hoffman story. Corepresented
lumbia,
by attorney
Louis D. Frohlich, is suing for an
injunction and accounting of legit

Krasna

Hyman,

I

VOL

moving
six

to full salesman
to eight months and

men

is

likely to

tilt

it

still

farther.

(Nl*

A.M

Joan Crawford Setting
Jeha

HODIAK • Naiey GUILD

RADIO CITY

'SoHiewhereinthe Night'
A 20th Century-Fox Picture
Plus on

Staga-COPACABANA REVUE
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*
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Mth
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Henry 'Red' Allen
and
>. C.

is

work on new

JOHH WAYNE
"Without Reservations"
WlHi DON DeFORE
An RKO Radio Picture
8TH BIG WEEK!

WALT DISNEY'S
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The Governor publicly admitted
>

his fear of the films in a letter read

the senate by Republican Sen.
Everett Peters, chairman of the

to

bonus commission, in which he said
he feared public resentment of the
admission tax, on top of the present
20% Federal tax, might cause complete defeat of the bonus plan in the
Nov, 3 referendum.
Alternate Froposal
Followup- proposal, as amended
after

now

abandonment of the film
calls for financing of the

tax,

bond

east.

JUDGE WEIGHS

Chicago, June 11.
Film interests are keeping a close
eye on Federal Judge Michael Igoe,
awaiting his decision on an injiinc
tibn against the Chicago film release
system, filed last week by the Jackson Park Corp. against Balaban &
Katz and Warner circuit theatres in
the Chi area. System, according to
the complaint, prevents the Jackson
Park Theatre from bidding on an
equal basis with the large circuits.
Judge Igoe listened to arguments
by attorneys for both sides Friday
(7), then adjourned the hearing to
take the case under consideration
The brief, asking for the injunction,

both senate and house that pictures
are morale builders and cntcrl.ninment for the masses, and that they
should therefore be kept free of too

many

restrictions.

Protesting groups wcrfe

al.<;o

lined

up by Eddie Zorn's United Theatre
Owners of Illinois crowd and like
bodies of showmen. They included
the Illinois Federation of Women's
Clubs,
whose youth conservation
committee vice chairman, Dorothy
Dohrman, came out with the statement that the proposal would cause
an Increase in juve delinquency.
"Children who attend movie.s are
kept off the streets," her committee s
statement read, "and an increa.Kcd
tax such as proposed in the soldiers'
bonus legislation would be a h.nrdship on poor families unable to afford other entertainment."
The vets themselves were represented, too, through Veterans of
Foreign Wars, Dept. of Illinois, who
said the tax would mean vets would
eventually have to pay for their own
bonuses, with the proposed financing
method actually meaning another
increase in the already high cc-it of
living.

Chicago
against

it

group

that

lined

In a protest that

it

up
will

"add unfair burdens to the average
wage earner and his family," were
James Coston, Warner Bros. Theatres; John Balaban, Balaban & Katz
Corp.; Edwin Silverman, E.ss,nno.ss
Theatres; Frank Smith, RKO Thcr
of publicity, Eiiterprise feels.
Plaintiff further asked the right atres; Arthur Schoenstadt, SehoenCharles Einfeld, David Loew and for the exhibitor to negotiate for stadt & Sons Theatres; Morris G:
David Lewis are huddling on the earlier runs without being faced by Leonard, B&K counsel and proxy of
proposition and will announce a de- distributor combination designed fo the Exhibitors' Assn. of Chi; and
cision this week.
deny this right in order to protect Jack Kirsch, Allied Theatres of Illinois chief.
their own theatres from competi
Enterprise Inks R. B. Roberts
lion.
Hollywood, June 11.
Enterprise inked R. B. Roberts as
HUTTON HEADS 'HOUR'
a producer and handed him the John
Hollywood, June 11
WILD ANIMAL STOCK SHOTS
Garfield starrer, "The Burning JourWarners, assigned .Robert Hutton
African loealc, all types, niiiHt lie ioii
ney," as his first chore.
to play the top male role in "Reliliotocraplile quality.' Bc:-.<l rnmiilelr
Until recently Roberts was busi- member the Hour."
ilfit and deacrlptloB to Box til4, UhII.v
ness manager for Garfield and a
Feature is slated for an August
Vnrlety, Hollywoodi
number of screen- writers.
start with William Jacobs producing

WANTED

.

Alway* RIaqt

expected

ticket

.

In Person

DUKE ELLINGTOH

UiUa

BADMANSTEmOf^Y

Production

start

mediately upon completion of cur
rent chores in "The Secret," her
final picture at Warners.
Discussions she had earlier with
Skirball-Manning have been called

.

,

further asks that price-fixing bei enjoined and that the use of double
features under the system be elimi
nated. It. also asks that the Jackson
Park theatre be given playing dates
ahead of B&K's Maryland theatre
and a day-and-date run with War
oflf.
ner's Jeffery theatre..
Enterprise is miilling the idea of
That admission, prices be fixed by
sending Ingrid Bergnrian and Charles competition rather than by
combinaBoy«r to Paris for aiiout two weeks tion and agreement was also asked,
of shooting on 'Arch of Triumph' as was the right for earlier showing
agaihst authentic backgrounds in the than that caused
by artificial restric
French capital. Trip would cost less tions of the Loop and successive
than the construction of sets
runs setup of the present system of
Hollywood, and would draw a lot releases.
to

LADD

Wllllan

Veronica

She

participation basis.

Bt.

Paramount Presenta
Alaa

11

Joan Crawford and Enterprise are
entering final stages of all negotia
tions, with the actress understood
ready to ink three-picture pact on

GOP

play's filmization until the litigation issue through an increase in cigaret
Paramount has. only paid and racetrack taxes, plus a biennial
is settled.
out $1,000 of the stipulated purchase appropriation from the general revprice with a provision in the con- enue fund. Estimated that the levy
trace giving the film company the on smokes will produce $7,000,000
right to duck out completely if the and that on the gee-gee industry $7,court action is not flnisiied by end of 500,000, proponents having previthe year.
ously estimated' the film tax would
Trial was originally slated to be- produce $5,000,000 a year.
gin- Monday ClO), but was postponed
Sen. Charles F. Carpenter of E.nft
In the Moline, 111., owner of a string of
due to Frohlich's illness.
meantime, Harry Cohn is arriving in downstate film houses, was leader of
New York from the Coast to attend, the insurrection against the tax.
the trial as are Lew Wasserman and Among those who appeared to proJules C. Stein, prez of MCA, agency test against it were Otho C. "Pops"
which handled sale of the Krasna Leiter, professor of j6urnali.'<m at
play to Paramount.
Latter is al- the University of Illinois, who told

jump in pay between
salesman and the next rung, the ready
branch manager.
Number' of companies have been
combing ranks of returning vets for CHI
likely prospects as student film ped
dlers and feel they have made some
good- choices. Average of about one

There's a big

I

Doom open

St.

in

out of three studes sticks it out to
become a permanent member of the
industry. Present discomforts and
hardships of traveling are discour
aging to many of them.

20th Century-Fox

R

* tHh

Gov, Green's move came as a complete surprise to many, in view, of
the legislative votes he had lined up
to force it through. The about-face
was announced following a discussion with his constituents on the
political -dangers involved.
It was, nonetheless, not at all surprising to those who had followed
the month-long struggle to get the
bill passed. Jfobody who watched
the form the film industry's reprisals took (propaganda against the
program, shown state-wide)
could doubt th^t the cost of the ta.\
to Republicans would be eight seats
in the hotise of representatives and
four senate seats In the Nov. 5 elec-

KEEASING INJUNCTION

.

GLUNY BROWN
B'Waj

for the bonus.

Named

being upped to around $85. Latter
used also to be the average pay of
an experienced salesman, but competition among companies and from
theatre operation has pushed it up.
Necessity of getting and holding good

BETTE DAVIS

Today (Wed.)

bailiwicks. However, it was bypa<i.<;ed
by the state senate' when Gov,
Dwight Green and the Republicai\
majority abandoned the plan to levy
such a tax, originally designed to
help retire a $385,000,000 bond- i^ue

Gimmicks
When tax-laws were more lenient,
execs were wooed away with options
to buy stock at lower than market
price,
big expense accounts and
other
such giminicks.. But that
doesn't go any more. The stock
warrants scheme^ which used to play's profits.
Entangled in the suit is Para
make stock .-profits made as part
of an employment contract a capi- mount, which bought the screen
tal gains, now taxes them as straight rights to Krasna's play for $450,000,
income, and expense accounts, be- Aware of Columbia's claims. Parayond actual accountable expenses, mount has been marking time on the

to

A WARNtR IROS. HIT
"JANIE GETS MARRIEj)"

Trial

when pressure from the industry, in
the form of trailers shown throughout the state of Illinois, was igiven
credit for deleting a proposed 10%
tax on films to help finance a bonus
for Illinois veterans.
Levy, if passed, was viewed as a
wedge that other states throughout
the country would take up to force
through similar taxes in their home

Plagiarisin suit of Colombia Pictures against Norman Krasna, author of the legit play, "Dear Ruth,''
has been moved up for trial today
(Wednesday) in N. Y. supreme
court before Justice Samuel Null.

choice and training of. men for the
bottonl of the ladder. That's the
student salesmen category. Students
are now getting around $60 a week

York Theatres

Krasna (Par)

Over 'Dear Ruth' Goes

Metro, tying in with inauguration have taken interest in the shows,
ceremonies at the Virginia Military are pressing for varied programs
Institute, staged a Hollywood-type combining entertainment and edu- are likewise fully taxable.
(Continued on page 55)
cational values.
Long-range solution to all this
is. seen 1>y distrib toppers as careful

New

Bonus

Chicago, June 11.
propaganda effect of films
was demonstrated vividly last week
.

There's scarcely a homeoff ice exec
or division manager who hasrt't been
.pproached in one way or another
with an offer of another job. But
with most of these men earning $600
week and upwards, they are in a
category where the tax situation
makes offers of more coin almost
meaningless. They don't feel, in
most cases, that the small amount
of extra green they could keep
makes it worthwhile! giving up the
held for
elders to direct their children to the security of jobs they've
specially designed shows and shoo years.

them away from the questionable

for Vet

Terrific

.

$100,OM Cglumbus Honse Plsnned
Columbus.
City has granted a permit for a

10% Film Tax

;

—
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FREE AIR - IF YOU'RE A DONOR
PetriDo Lt^hes Daily's 'Slanting'

Radio Writers Want to Be Led Out

moiosENii

St. Peter-sburg, Fla., June 11.
There was plenty of excoriation here at the annual convention of the.
American Federation of Musicians last week, but there was probably
nothing so vehement as the blast which James C. Petrillo directed at
the St. Petersburg Independent on the final day ot the conclave.
Afternoon daily, which had slanted its coverage of the convention since
the opening day and editorially took issue with Petrillo's policies, was
oredited with Inspiring the abortive .'•Patrillo sedition case" in the
midst of the convention, in which the State's Attorney's office was
asked to invdke an ancient statute and pinch Petrillo for his threat to

'Bondage on Agency Subsid Rights

ROLE OF SUGKER
Is

radio playing

itself for a

A

sucker?

Ways

Between audience participation
shows that give network plugs for a
mess of gifts, and phoney "awards"

down the networks.
was doing a silent biirn through the course of the convention
he read the Independent's news stories on the meet, but apparently
couldn't restrain himselt'any longer when the daily went to town on
the AFM's royalty fund distribution discu-ssion. Then Petrillo let them
have it, before the 1,000 assembled delegates, accusing the daily of misrepresenting the facts and trying in every way possible to discredit

shut

two-by-four

that get

Petrillo

outfits

to-coast billing, the industry,

a."!

claim,

is

who support

Marry Dean Moss and Bob
Schoeri are at triple threat theatrical twain. When working she
is
an actress; he }s a radio
writer.
But now they aren't
working— at least not at their
professions.
They are operating the info booth at the Radio
Center building while 'liberty"
stalks". 'em.
On the side they
are compiling a talent directory
that entails a fee for those
listed,
and make pitches for
jobs to all building visitors.

coast-

many

to the hilt the

"over-commer-

cialization" castigations.

as a resolution which won roaring approval of the
delegates.
An editorial appearing in last week's St.- Petersburg's Times excited
considerable comment among the delegates. Daily let out all the slops
in lashing out against the exhibition of Jim Crowlsm, which resulted
in prexy James C. Petrillo cancelling a beach shindig for the delegates
because two resort spots refused to admit Negroes.
Times, despite fact that it recently broke a strike of its typographical
dept., is one of the few champions of liberalism in the south.

11:

of confabs: among na-

series

and regional

tional

Cat

officials

the

of

Radio Writers Liuild, with sessions
held in N. Y., Chi and. Hollywood,
has cued a series of squawks and

among

"gripes

scripters, particularly

in the N. Y. area, who want to
know: "What gives with the Four-A

negotiailions?"

Negotiations

between

the

RWG

and the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies have been in progress
for almost a year now. Nothing concrete has happened as far as the
Audience participationers, against^
membership of the Guild is conwhich writers and actors and, in
cerned, and the leadership of the
some instances, musicians have been
Guild is expected to hear about that
complaining, "are becoming the bigmatter in the next couple of weeks
gest source of free rides oh the nawhen eastern regional veepee Peter
tional kilocycle .route.
Hep radio
Lyon convenes a general memberproducers, some of them tied up
ship meeting of the writers.
with the very shows under discusLyon and Guild national secretary
sion,
admitted last week "we're,
Dorothy Bryant went to the Coast
suckers."
three weeks ago, stopping en route
One haif-hour giveaway show on
Hollywood, the
Chicago.
In
at
a network last week gave 46 plugs to
Guild's national executive committee
various promoters inside its allotted
held meetings for six days running.
period.
'The gifts donated by the
What burns N, Y. members, accordfirms whose names and, in some
ing to a number who've voiced their
cases,
addresses were announced
gripes, is that nothing has t>cen dirang^ from an ice box to flowers to
vulged as a result of the meeting ot
a rooin in a hotel.
(!:oca Cola, hit aciitely by sugar the National Executive Committee.
Press agents and big promotion shortages, has instituted
From the Coast, some information
a twooutfits for many merchandising and
way radio retrenchment. "Spotlight has trickled back on what happened
nianufacturing firms have became Bands"
checks off the Mutual net- at a general membership meeting
wise to the fact that, for the price of a work on July 12 for eight
weeks, held in Hollywood while Lyon and
fountain pen that costs the maker tentatively ske'dded to return on Mrs. Bryant were present.
Coast
something like $14.40 to make, the Sept. 9. It represents a saving of membership,, ^t's reliably reported,
manufacturer or distributor of the about $250,000 in talent-traveling- got tough with the (^uild negotiating
product, could get himself several production costs alone (exclusive of committee, which Is headed by
hundreds of dollars' worth of com- web time).
Lyon, and insisted on progress in
mercial time on the air. Only it isn't
In addition, the coke outfit is- bow- the Four-A "snail's pace", ncgotia•'commercial," in the strict sense
ing out of the local sports picture tionSi
it's cufto.
around the country. In a tie-in with
Present state of the negotiations,
One ad agency executive who's not the Scholastic Sports Assn., repre- it's understood; it this: agencies have
particularly, noted for anything but senting
a big coin operation, com- agreed to change form of old-type
conservatism pointed out that, in pany during the past year had pact- "release" which scripters must sign
view of the FCC Blue Book criti- ed a number of notable sports figures and which writers have denounced
cisms, "we're certainly acting like a to broadcast high school basketball as "form of bondage!" That agreebunch of schoolboys. 'Why, it's ju- games on a local basis in various ment is considered a victory by the
venile to give away all that free parts of the U. S,
Company has writers. However, writers have been
time."
now decided to cancel the venture, handed a hot potato by the agencies.
He pointed out that, on one re- with
dismissal
notices
already Latter, who have all subsidiary
cent show, when a trombone was a handed out.
rights to scripts and programs now
prize,
the emcee mentioned the
under the old forin of release, still
name of the maker of the trombone.
want to. hold on to such rights. They
have proposed to Guild that, in
"Now that's a perfectly good tromfuture, the sponsor rather than the
bone, and the manufacturer's name
agency be given an agent's cut-in,
is known to everybody in music. But
or even, a higher percentage conhow many musicians would listen to
trib, in case the writer of a show
the program and catch that plug?
should succeed in selling it for
Obviously, few.
Obviously therefilms, television, legit stage, or any
fore, in that instance radio was giv-

Book

Blue

FCC's

him and AFM.
Bla.'it was framed

to Kill

Hollywood, June

playing right into the haiids

of those

W

.

Coke Cuts Bands

-•

for8Wks.,Bows

Guild After Season on Air, Sees
Its

'

Own Faults, Views Triumphs Too

ARTHUR BBONSON

By

The Theatre Guild,

legit's

foremost

has just
organization,
producing
ended ils first year of marriage with
radio, with some unusual rissults attained and with mutual handshaking
Full-hour, Sunday night
all around.
(ABC), the U. S. Steel-sponsored
program was tagged ais one of the
sock dramatic shows of the season.
contracts
year's
next
Although
haven't been signed yet, the Guild
has been assured of renewalThe Guild's directors admit to
having made mistakes, and to have
learned something from radio. They
aLso (eel they contributed something.
The mani;(gc has been happy, the
Guild saying that, through coming
into radio, it discovered actors it
win use in future theatrical productions (as it did this season with
Susan t)oug1as in "He Who Gels
Slapped"), as well as finding writers
who will make good future play-

.

ABC

Hearings on Mich.

The Guild put on 38 plays in 39
v/eeks ("Strange Ii\terlude" covered
two one-hour sessions), presenting' 18
of its own productions, and 20 by
olliers.
It used 84 radio actors, and
149 from legit.
It used 12 radio
writers, and three from without. The
'Guild utilized lead actors in their
origin.-il
parts wherever possible,
with some of legit's top names for
the roster. The Guild brought the
Lunts to radio for the first time.
Rise of Hooperates
The show built steadily in popularity right along, starting with a
2.8 Hooperating last Sept. 30; hitting
4.2, Oct. 15; 5.0, Oct. 30; 5.9, Dec. 30,
and

May

6..1,

30.

The program' won

nine awards in

mina
a.sst.

its first year.
Arwas administrative
charge, with the Guild's co-

Marshall
in

diiectors

Lawrence

Langher

and

Theresa Helburn supervising.
The Guild admits its first few
shows weren't topnotch. In the beginning, the productions were loo
sialic.
The Guild had too great a
reverence at the start for the au-

Washington, June 11.
today called a public hearing
on Ihe proposed purchase of WX'VZ,
Detroit, and WLAV, Grand Rapids,
.

FCC

ABC web

by the

for $3,650V000. Date
set for July 9.
At the same time and at the same
hearing, the commission will hear
proposals for the reorganization of
ABC, Under which Ed Noble, chairman of the board, has proposed cutling his .stock holdings from 74%
down to 35';. If the FCC permits
llie reorganization,
will throw
1.000,000 shares of its stock open to
the public at $15 per share.

of the hearing

was

ABC

Loaded AHPMuUs
Cutting

Budget

American Home Products, which
Is picking up (he tab for the Bob
Burns show next season, has apparently decided it bit off more
can chew, money-wise. As a
result, AHP is nOw surveying its
network programming setup, with
an eye toward lopping one of its
current shows off the budget. Decision is expected tomorrow (Thursthan

it

day).

"Real

Stories,"

cross-the-board

Mutual show, looms as the program
likely to gel the axe, although AHP,
in view of its partiality to strip
shows, is surveying the possibility
of dropping either "EUery Queen"
or "Mr. Keen" instead.

Rackets Aimed at GIs
Get Dramat Spotlight
In

(Continued on page 37)

New

on

Series
new crop

WOV

,

,

Its

GI and

dramatizations

Strawhat for Tryonts
International Silver's summer
show, "Silver Theatre," bowing June
23 as hiatus replacement for "Ozzie
& Harriet," will be used as showcase for at least three new shows
this year.

George Raft, who has a program
called "The Private Eye," will audition it on
"Theatre" the second
*eek,' June 30. A special show is being written by True Boardman for
an appearance by "Virginia Bruce,
with Ted Bliss scheduled to direct.

And Marsha Hunt

Is having a speair vehicle prepared for her,
the scripter being her new. husband,
Prcsnell.
Also inked for. a late summer guest
shot on the .show is Eve Ardcn. Conrad Nagel will emcee again.

oial

Bob

(N. Y.) next
p. m.,

new

his relatives, a

GF s 'Baby Snooks'
Wields

away something

ing
it

—

valuable

for

while, at the same time,
was not really serving the guy

nothing

who had

contributed the

gift.

"Networks assume such a highand-mighty air when told about a
coffee pot in Zilchville using an hour
di-sk-jockey show as a vehicle for 12
one-minute spots. That, they'll tell
you, is bad practice. But the nets
themselves
are
worse offenders.
They use anywhere from 20 to 40 or
more 'participants' on one half-hour
show. Only they don't identify these
free-wheeling riders as participants.
.

They

call

them donors."

"What to do about it is something
else," the critical ejftc added. "One
participationer on one net, calls for
a bigger and better one on the competing chain. It's just a vicious circle. But if the FCC doesn't catch up
with us, the audiences will. We'll
have to stop It soon. We ought to
stop it now."

tees

off

Monday,

under the

series of

on

WOV Carter

will be produced as stawith station footing all
and crediting Better Business

Series

tion project,

Bureau for use of case histories.
Purpose is to publicize the devious
methods nOw being employed by
sharpies to relieve the veteran, or
(he veteran's heirs, of any cash they
may have accumulated durii\g the
war.

—

—

Mean Axe

other medium.

Fannie Brice show for Sarika cotBalk
fee, which has been rumored as in
That's
where writers balked,
danger of cancellation for next seaand that's where the West Coast
son, as part of the exodus of food
membership is reliably reported to
accounts from the air, is coming
have put the heat on the negotiating
back but at a reduced budget for
committee. It so happens that Sam
talent and with some change in
Moore, national prexy, is in Hollyformat.
wood and he proposed, a plan which
Entire cast of show, except Miss the Coast chapter adopted.
The
Brice and "Daddy" Hanley Stafford Moore plan is to tell the agencies
Same axe has that the writers will allow the sponhas been fired
chopped the heads of the team of sor or agency a cut-in on subsidiary
three writers on the show, Dev rights to full programs. But on oneFreeman, Jess Oppenheimcr and shots, the Coast people insisted, they
The redeployment in- want the writer to have full power
Bill Danch.
cludes Carmen Dragon and orches- to sell subsidiary rights.
Whether
tra, vocalist Bob Graham, Charlie such a. plan would or would not stall
Cantor and Lois Corbett.
writers
negotiations between
the
When show goes back on in fall, and the advertising remains to be'
seen. But that's the Coast plan, and
it will probably move from the Sun(Continued on page 42)
day 6:30
m. lime it .has held on
.

.

p.

CBS

to the 8 o'clock Friday night
vacated by the "Aldrich FamGeneral idea of business be-

slot
ily."

Dinah Not Too Unhappy

tween "Daddy" and "Snooks" will
remain in the show, of course, but
About Frankie Obligato
rest of format is expected to be
Dinah Shore came into New York
changed and talent costs knocked
down.
YoUiig & Rubicam agency last weekend for a <veek's .stay, said
has been spending $13,000 a week to have been purely as a social trip
during last season on talent cost with her husband (George Montgomery), but her visit cued rencwsd
tor the Brice. airer.
,

a Racket."

•

bills

Expands;

(17) at 6:15.

title, "It's

Series is based on material taken
from the New York. Branch of the
Better Business Bureau. Dramatization.s are by Gail Ausli ian. and cast
will be built up on a "repertory"
basis, \ising a group of actors for
complete scries. Mildred Clinton and
Louis Neistat are already scheduled
for leads. BilPGordon will narrate.

.

•

of swindles
Exposing the
intended to victimize the returned

Radio Also Has

Local Sports

,

Buys Set for July 9

.

\yrighls.

On

Switches Fuller
When Fiorello H, LaGuardia bows
out of his Sunday-night ABC network commentary at the end of the
month, there will be some reshuffling of the 9:30 tb 10 p. m. Sunday
segment on the network, with Cairter's, sponsors of the Jimmie Fidler
stanza, expanding to a half-hour of
programming.
Fidler, who is heard 9:45, Iminediately following LaGuardia, moves
up to the 9:30' slot, with Carter's
buying the additional 15 minutes of
lime. Client is now shopping around
for a quarter-hour show to spot' in
the 9:45-10 o'clock niche.

interest in report that CBS is trying
hard to snag her for next season,
either as parlay-partner with Frank

FCC Reopens WINS Book

'

Sinatra or solo.
Miss Shore's bow-off on the G<Sn-.
cral Foods show, which was on NBC,
has left her free to map a new camWashington, June 11.
paign for next year. It's said that
FCC last week agreed to reopen she'd rather star her own show than
the record on the- application to split it with anyone else, although
transfer WINS (Hearst Radio, Inc.) she's reportedly not averse to the
N. Y. to 'Victor Emanuel's A'viation double-billing with Sinatra.
Corp. Additional evidence is to be
She'll be back in N. Y. later thu
presented to the commission here sumrner, fQr a date at the Para•

On Transfer

to

AVCO

'

June

19.

Case

some
that

at $10,000 a week. And it's
that
visit,
supposedly, when
make a definite decision ab6ut
her radio plans for the winter.

mount
has been

hanging

fire

for

time, with indication up to
nix transfer.

now

FCC would

on

she'll

'

W

'

, -

'
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Workshop-Carrmgton Showcases

From

!

the Production Centres
M >t« MMM <<»>«»
t

Pay

New Script Talent Shines

Off ;

CBS Workshop and Mutual's "Gar-t^
lington Playhouse" are paying off as
far as scrlpters' showcases are concerned, the latter show particularly
having brought out a number ot
new people who've never been on
the air before.

WBBM's

That became apparent
vey ot what happened

in

sur-

a

both

on

these shows. When they bowed last
winter, both ^vere hailed as opening
"new opportunities" for writers, and
people in the trade, including scrip-

have wondered whether the
have justified initial hopes.

ters,

results

At

Summer Sub

Chicago, June

WBBM

11.

piepping a local mys-

is

move

into the spot be-

least eight of the first 12 scripts

by "Carrington Playhouse"
have resulted in real benefits to the

Other scripts have been ordered
sponsors, nets, agencies, or package houses in radio, or by film companies or magazines, from the following Carrington authors: Joseph

by

Prize Novel Payoff
Biggest payoff for new scripters aired on this season's "work-

drug chain's 39-state

intercollegiate contest for

novels by undergraduates.
Prize is $1,500. Her novel, titled
"Field of Old Blood," was ordered partly as a result of her
submission of the radio script,
which was a story laid in
first

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stratovision In

.

.

1st Field Test

.

.

:

.

.

^

.

Mexico.

.

.

Frank Morgan, Dennis Day,
Vera
FM
Rochester,
Simms,
Eddie Duchin^ Harry Von
Zell, and Ray Noble's orch. Show Westinghouse and Glen L. Martin •per Club" during summer.
Guy Lombardo's wife, Lilliebell, required SO stitches after being bitten
Co.— proved that the system stands
is hour-long.
S&S ran into plenty of difficulty a good chance of being successful by pet Great Dane last week. .. .Perry Como and bandleader Lloyd Shaffer
trying to clear that much time on insofar as electronic results are con- of NBC "Supper Club stanza, Constellationed into New York Saturday (15)
.Como resumes his thi'ee-a-week stint on stanza week of June 24.
Ara
so many stations, but finally wangled cerned.
Patsy Campbell
CBS into dropping their sustainer,
Using an ex-Army medium bom- Gerald and John McQuade added to "Our Gal Sunday"
"Roll Call oh Production," from 9 ber, Westinghouse engineers flew and Alan MacAteer join "Just Plain Bill".... Adelaide Klein, Maxine
to 10 p.m. Tuesday (18) ^om 60 of from Baltimore to Detroit at 20,000 Stewart, and Lon Clarke join respective casts of "The Strange Romance
their stations. .And that, incidentally, feet and succeeded in transmitting of Evelyn Winters," "The Romance of Helen Trent" and "BackrStage Wife"
is a week after Hope starts his suma usable carrier-wave FM signal ....Len Holton, of the Young fic Rubicam talent dept., has been ill for a
Tom Lewis going back to the Coast
mer hiatus, so they'll be taking ad- using only 250 watts of power. Me- week and is improving
AFRA
vantage of what Jack Scott, account chanical difficulties forced cancella- attorney Mortimer Becker married in Detroit last Friday (7) to radio
exec, calls a "natural carry-over."
tion of the proposed return flight at actress Barbara Kline..:. Ed Franck, for a few years a messenger at
It's the second year for the show,
night. Plane returned the following Young & Rubicam agency, promoted to production staff of "We, the People"
with the drug chain apparently set day at 10,009 feet, and again trans- ....Rupert Lucas, in charge, of YficR production on the Coast, has been
brought eastward, upped to program manager at agency's N.Y. h.q
on making it an annual event, inas- mitted successfully.
YfitR
much as it's described in the script
Tests were carried out only for veepee Harry Ackerman commuting to Westport, Conn,, these days, where
as their second annual celebration. FM transmission, Westinghouse en- he's planning to turn summer home into permanent digglrigs.
.With
Disk show will be plugged in Wal- gineers desiring to get all the kinks Harold Rome scheduled to go to Hollywood as result of. his success with
green 's national newspaper ads.
worked out of that system before the legiter "Call Me Mister," his wife, who's commercial writer at RuthChain's angle on "platter vs. live" going ahead .with plans, for televi- raiiff fic Ryan agency (handling Rinso account) will go to the Coast,...
is that: with a record show you can
sion. Double-night flight is planned Vera Barton's "Hospital Circuit" programs renewed for 13 weeks on
slant your message towards the mar- for the near future to check day- WNEW.
ket you want— in their case, just 39 time against night, results.
states—without taking the whole 48.
Planes,
to
be constructed by
.
.
.
Glenn L. Martin, on lines similar to
Mary Hartline, 18-year-old prch leader of ABC'S "Teen Town," back
the B-29 Superfortress, are still in
the
design
.Don Gallagher back as Peter Colby on
stage,
since desired elec- after four weeks in the hospital.
CBS Program DepL Nixes
tronic results can be obtained with the "Ma Perkins" show after four and a half years in khaki. .. .Wilms
Ginny.
Vague,

nounced as winner of the Dodd,

Mead

One-Shot Hoopla
Chicago, June 11.
Top outlay ever spent for talent
for a single platter show is that
dished out by Schwimmer & Scott
for Walgreen Drug Stores' 45th anni
show, which will be heard over 131

ters,

in the first cycle of "Carrington Playhouse." This week.
Miss Osterhout, a student at
Vassar College, will be an-

ARRANGER

WOR

.

.

area this month. It's $56,000, talent
being Bob Hope, the Andrews Sis-

duced

WQXR

WQXR

.

.

Walgreen s 56G

stations, in the

shop type" shows came to Hilda
Osterhout whose first radio
show, "In the Clouds," was pro-

.

ART GO

aired

writers, about the amount, they received for their airings.

.

and Faulk will talk about anything that pleases him, for 15 minutes
announcer. .. ;John A. Aaron
Philip Stahl, out of the Army, back as
lo director of continuity. .. .Jack Barry has gotten apartupped at
"Daily Dilemma"
ments for HI vets in eight weeks through his
show. .ABC web building a new dramat show to feature Staats Cotsworth
and his wife, Muriel Kirkland. ., .Fay Duncan quit J. Walter Thompson
to handle New England Housewives Protective League show for Fletcher
Wiley, as assistant to John Trent. .. .Landt Trio on CBS comes back for
one week, June 24, after vacation, goes off agaifi, then returns August I
ORGANIST,
Terry Lampert, formerly in the William Morris agency publicity dept.,
.KSWM, Joplin, Mo., behas joined the Foot?, Cone & Belding flackery.
AB9's trade
comes the 157th CBS affiliate July 18; It's a 250-watter
Haa toured the nation with name publicity chief. Jack Pacey, ailing. .Mitch Grayson at Northport, L. .I.,
bands. Among musical chores at for summer, ..Ivey fit Ellington's Hal Jerries off for a visit in Michigan.
Norma Roberts; Mutual music editor, taking on additional- duties as mag
KLZ. leads "Art Gow's Gow-Boys"
on "Potluck Party" five days a week. publicity head June 17, when Helen Stedman leaves .that post to return to
KLZ, DENVER
Columbia Pictures. .. .Nornian Livingston, WOR's program director, to
Florida Sat. (8) for two weeks' vacation. .. .Lewis Allen Weiss, v.p. and
gen. mgr. of Don Lee network, in N. Y. for Mutual board of directors'
meeting.... The scripter oh that critically favored NBC "Mariners Quartet"
.Borden's, summer show with Tommy Riggs, pinch hitting
is Hal Engel.
for Ginny Simms, trying to hypo the stanza with a fresh writing slant.
Jack Douglas has been taken off writing chore and scripting has been
handed to combination of Larry Marks and Bill Manhof. .Eileen Farrell,
star of Prudential "Family Hour," has signed an exclusive year contract
with Columbia Records. First waxing will be an album ot Irish melodies
.
.Paul^avalle of NBC's "Highways In Melody," forming nuclei for
test
flights nation-wide Boy Scouts of America orchestras and choral groups
cross-country
First
Sammy Kaye's "So You Want to Lead
Band" oh ABC switches from
last week of Stratovision— liiew sysWednesday nights to Tuesday nights 8:30 \yith broadcast of June 18...,
tem of 'airborne television and
by Jackie Kelk signed to make regular monthly appearances on NBC "Suptransmission being developed

by "Suspense," which
starts a seven-week summer hiatus
July 11. CBS replacement will be
titled "Grand Jury:''
"Suspense" is currently between
Mr. Keen" and "FBI in Peace and.
War" in the 8 p.m. Thursday slot
PIANIST,
on CBS.
.

.

Ed kobak and his wife celebrated their 30th wedding anniversary on
Monday (10). The Mutual prexy took her to see "State of the Union."
John Faulk, folk story teller whom CBS' Bob Heller has been touting
as a new Will Rogers, gets his air chance when he goes on the CBS net
with his own show Sunday (16). Stanza's titled "Johnny's Front Porch,"

'Grand Jury' As

'Suspense*

tery show to
ing vacated

m mW

YORK CITY

.

.

.

.

.

'

Cochran,
Adele
Horton,
Carroll
Moore, Jr., Kenneth Greenberg,
Hilda Ostehout, Harold Rodman,
Anne. Seymour, Winifred Wolfe.
.

As for CBS Workshop, it has
brought put following Luthors who'd
never been heard before (at least
in the

Norman

Williams,
John Lovelace, Bruce Stauderrnan,
Lou Cooper, Maurice Franz, Harold
Rodman, and Jack Benveniste,
U.' S.

A.)

;

It's interesting to note that Harold
appears on both lists he
"The Playroom" to CBS and
"Ride a Cock Horse" to Carrington,

—

Rodman
Bold

,

.

m CHICAGO

.

Williams, who opened the "Workshop's" current series with his first
U. S. show last February— he's a
Canadian has now sold one to Car-

—

rington, to be used

80%

About

June
the

of

Atom Bomb Package For
Advocacy of

27.

UN

have come from ex-GIs, and

first

anni of the burst of the

first

atom bomb over Japan.
Taylor

Fletcher Markle, Second

nixed' the

Canadian on Workshop,
Will Direct

Own

to

direct

liis

own

script

"Sometime Every Summertime"

as

the June 16 broadcast in the Columbia Workshop series. Robert J.
Landry, producer of the Workshop,
may also buy two other scripts by
,

Markle for

that

he's

Meadows-Pulanski
is

said

FM

to

pro
take a

rather dim view of tlie Bikini Atoll
project and advocate too staunchly •Planes will probably fly in eightcontrol of atomic hour shifts.
Westinghouse has not decided yet
warfare. Dramatic treatment, however,
and backing of
topnotch on what corporate form Stratovision
scientists, has
interested execs of will take. System can be run eitlfer
other nets and at least one agency as a company subsid, with broadman from the Coast who reported casters paying freight charges, or
he'd like to make a presentation of might be run on' a cooperative basis
the program for possible big-coin by the broadcasters.
sponsorship.
While CBS plans have not been
disclosed, it's known that the net is
Seeks

Script United Nations

A deal was closed by long distance
telephone last week for
Fletcher Markle, Canadian radio
writer,

acknovirledged

gram. Package

use of the twin-engine jobs. Big
planes will eventually be equipped'
with four television and five
transrriitters, as well as reception'
equipment. Planes will thus be able
to pick up nine programs simultaneously and re-transmii them to receiving sets on the ground, as well
as to the next plane in the relay
system.
Planes will carry a six-man crew
to man the equipment, plus the regular flight crew. Present plans call
for two planes to be in the air at the
same time at each relay point, .one
CO cransmit and one to act as a
standby. Two other planes will be
ready at all tim-is on the ground,
,

Control

Carrington

Radio scripters Leon Meadows
and Abe Piilanski, who have packa high percentage of those for. CBS aged an atomic bomb show which
comes from vets. Carrington, how- they had presented to CBS veepee
ever, had expected to get many from Davidson Taylor
when latter was on
American .colleges, which it had cir- the Coast recently, are trying the
cularized, but only about 10% of its other nets now hoping
still to get
submissions are -from colleges,
their show on the air by August 6,

scripts

later airing. Markle arrives in New York this week,

.

Group

FCC Okay

planning to put on another atomic
"Sometime Every Summertime" is bomb program, possibly in the for
Operate a Station
described as a study in snobbery. mat of "Operation Crossroads," be
The musical score will be composed ginning sometime in August.
Atom bomb-conscious s t a t i 0 n s
Expressly for Des
and conducted by John Gart with
around
the
country,
especially
the usual 18-piece Workshop orDes Moines, June 11,
among indies, have been reportedly
chestra,
Application has been made to
asking transcription firms for special FCC
by a newly-formed broadcastMarkle is the second Canadian au- shows on the
subject. One possible ing company
to operate another
thor to have a script on the revived tiein in
the bfling was that
station in Des Moines, under the
Workshop. Series opened Feb. 2' (N.Y.)
would produce that kind of name of Des Moines
Broadcasting
with "Homecoming" by. Norman a show
which would be taken off Corp.
Company has been capitalWilliams, also of Toronto! The net- for
transcription and resale around ized
at $50,000, with the station to
work of the Canadian Broadcasting the country. Station
has bought the provide programs
"expressly for
Corp., for which Markle has done rights
to "One World or None," the
Des Moines," with emphasis on
considerable work, has arranged book
which wraps up the view of sports,
music and local news. The
with CBS for special permission to the Federation,
of Atomic Scientists. application
to
operate does not
carry the June 16 program.
specify a specific power but asked
Meanwhile, CBS has arranged for COTTONE
TAKES OVEB FOB FCC for sufficient strength to cover Des
a number of Coast originating
Washington, June II.
Moines.
Workshop programs this summer.
Benedict P. Cottone, acting genJames L. Kelehan, former KRNT
They'll originate from KNX studios
eral counsel of FCC, was made regu- news and special events
announcer,
under direction of William N. Rob- lar general
counsel last Friday (7). is president; David D. Milligan, first
eon, under Coast eye of Ernie Mar- Cottone,
a former assistant general vice-president; George W.
Webber,
tin.
However, overall, supervision counsel had
been filling the top Jr., second veepee; George W. Webwill continue from east under Rob- legal
spot for the Commission ever- ber, Sr., third veepee and
treasurer
ert J, Landry, who will approve all since Bosel
M, Hyde was upped to and Robt. L. Webber,
secretary. All
scripts prior to scheduling.
membership on the Commission,
live in Des Moines.

To

Momes

WNEW

.

Herbert recently adtfed to the cast of "Today's Children," set to narrate
of the Foreign Service". .. .Maurice Copeiand is a new
addition to the cast of "Captain Midnight".
.Jack Ryan, NBC central
division press head, appointed publicity director of the newly-organized
symphony orch in suburban Evanston: .A"third-base slide" in a Memorial
Day ttaseball game netted a broken ankle for Howard Greeter, ABC photog
.Ward Quaal,
announcer back from the Navy, received a citation
from his former' boss for "exceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding service". . .Marie Karlstrom, of Mutual's midwest
staff, on vacation to the Pacific northwest. .. .Recent staff changes
at WHBF,
Rock Island, include Bill Selah upped to production boss, Chuck Harrison,
in charge of special events, and Ray Hampton named supervisor of sports
i...Lynn Chalmers put of "semi-retirement" to join WBBM's vocal staff
"Terry and the Pirates" renewed for a period of 52 weeks by Quaker

NBC's new "Tales

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

.

—

Oats.

IN

HOLLYWOOD ...

Vic Hunter of Foote, Cone fit Belding chartered a plane for Sun
Valley
to shoot the breeze with Bing and. incidentally let fall
a few
pertinent

remarks about General Motors and fall radio. They're still talking
about
how close The Groaner came to signing with Reynolds Pen
Frank Pittman, Coast head of Needham, Louis fit Brorby, goes east June 13
to help get
the Warings started in "The McGee's spot. .. .Rupert
Lucas dispatched to
N. Y. by Young fit Rubicam to start off "McGarry and the Mouse"
and then
join the home office staff as a program manager.
., Ted Bacon's Golden
Strings back on sponsored time over KNX. .. .All Joan
Davis deals have
developed

chills so it looks like she'll stay with Swan far
another season
finally got half hour segment on CBS for
Wrigley and' his
vacated quarter hour goes to Toni Cold Wave now hunting
for a Hollywood show.... Frank Samuels watching over ABC Coast operations
while
Don Searle vacations ..Alex Robb, head of program package
sales for
condition following a stroke.
.Fort Pearson subbing for
rfonn Mardy
M/rH^''*as Alka Seltzer
Glenn
newscaster on Don Lee net. .. .Encores and
intermish were trimmed at the Philharmonic where
"Roberta" is on the
boards so that Luba Malina could make a guest shot
with Eddie Cantor
Jan Savitts ork Skitch Henderson^ pianist, and Golden
Gate Quartet flVl
the summer void for "Meet Me at Parky's".
.Dick Powell's"Hogue CJalery" moves from Don Lee-Mutual into the Fitch
NBC spot but won't re-

Gene Autry

.

.

thlt ffml

1
T.t
ground
that
*

MBr"refused
f''*'!?
its

i"
to

sanction the

.

.

"how will be bought for
move back to Mutual on the
rival's program.
.Bob Hope

network would be plugging a

.

.

broadcast to his press agent for distribution
4°^"
^^^^^^
^usiest chanteuse
tnwn ]^"T»,^n '^'!^
McKeon. '^i'^'^l'^
In addition to her two CBS sustainers she's
rinin- flve-a-week quarter
doing
hour transcription series for Rexall, .Hal Bock
°" NBC television.
.Actress, asked why she chucked radio.
rpnii^'n f,?,**
complicated. She Explained: "a director
orSirfrt
c^'^'Fu*"?
"^'"8 ^ '°""^«<^ too ta"-" With the bow«f,n.f
9n.^V 1from Frigidaire's
out
of 20th-Fox
"Hollywood Star Time," production passes
from the packager Famous Artists, to Foote,
Cone fic Belding. ...Kay
Kyser passed around small boxes of cigars to celebrate
arrival of his first
l?,f"!/

•

,°n

'

.

.

.

.

.

".,P.«"""?o"ia Vict™ and under an oxygen tent
"Rpm,;;; p»,f^"^
IS being revamped by the
Lyorts agency for fall
producer of the Kay Kyser program, now
oV'.'O"**
Harriet.". .. .Ben Brady is back
"hronHin^"'^*'"^^''"
sustainmg time. .. .Joe Rines has several agencies infi«l>fi in~?^^^^
terested
"Hollywood House Parly." Microphone will eavesdrop on

.f^!^" ..Paul
D ? Phillips,
iu-l^?"" onetime
sale.

parties in the

homes

of the stars.

WedoMdaf, June

1946

12,
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BATHE OF COLLARHES AT CBS
Decency, Too, Pays Off-

Old Vic

no one deserves a medal for doing the decent
But when scores are tallied) it's worth iceeping the record
straight about thoroughly sensible behavior on the part of a
radio organization that could have made things tough all
around— and could have thereby hurt the entire trade—had It
chosen to act otherwise than with sheer decency.
thing.

of such behavior

that of CBS, and especially
of its secy.-treas. Frank White, whose Job it Is to deal with labor.
With three AFL unions embroiled and going every which way,
and at least two of these AFL outfits opposing a CIO union in
this week's (14) election for CBS white collarites, television
people, and video directors— the networlc has opened its mouth
only once. When It did appear before the National Labor Relations Board in this connection. It did so only to oppose splitting
the video nieggers from the audio directors. For the rest, CBS
has kept hands ofl. Tacltjy, it said to its employees: Exercise
your rights under the Wagner Act, choose whatever union you
want, or noiie at all—It's your right, and we'll abide by results.

An example

That, from a big corporation,

Is

is

behavior worth remembering.

Bow Out of Clii FM,

Leaving

AFL

Dozen

outfits.

One

ing Corp., Raytheon Manufacturing
Co., .Johnson Kennedy Radio Corp.,

and Nathan Swartz.
Tl\e Agricultural Broadcasting Co.
.

its

application

from the current, hearings, but will
reapply for a frequency which is
purely rural.

Withdrawal ot the six applicants
brought the number of those remaining to an even dozeri, easing the
pre-licaring tension which had der
veloped over the fact that there were
18 appiicaj\ts lor the 12 available

Fry Vice Ogilvie
Washington, June 11.
Kenneth D. Fry was named acting chief of the international broadcasting division of State 'Department's Office of. International Information and Cultural Affairs. He
had been associate chief in charge
of the Frisco office.

He succeeds John Ogilvie who resigned after being with the Department and blAA

since 1941.

Fry was

formerly NBC director o£ New and
Special Events in Chicago.

Union Sez

May

RCA

Stymie

FCC

FM

ing sets.

"Sixty per cent of all FM patents
are issued to RCA," Mattson said.
'•RCA is one of the largest producers ot radio receiving sets in this
country, and its production and sales
practices and policies have an important bearing upon the number of
FM receiving sets which are and will
American
available
to
the
be
people."
Malison's statement, included in
the petition for a subpoena, continreceiving sets
are
ued: "Unless
available, it will be impossible to
build up a listening audience, with

Pro Blue Book

Ml applicants concentrated most
ot their testimony to proving their
willingness to support the recent
Blue Book anent devoting more

time

amount

large

service

sustaining public
as against the

to

programs

of

present
commercial pro

gramming.

AM

broadcasters, now in the sad
die, promised an Increase of public
sta
service shows on proposed
tions, and organizations not now in

FM

AM

but

biz

applying

tor

an

FM

(Continued on page 36)

TOT OF

on
UAW-CIO Rroadcasting Corp.'s operations and those of other independent applicants who do not hold
AM licenses and who are completely dependent upon the success .of
FM for their continuance in the
consequent

GOLD' SET

FOR RETURN

IN

FALL

"Pot ot Gold," one of th« mostrapped shows, from a trade angle,

when

it

1941,' is

was on the air uritil June,
coming back to a network

will affect NBC very little, since
prointends merely to pipe its
transmitter at
into its
Success of FM.is
little extra cost,
likely to decrease its- (NBC's) advertising revenues by the reduction
in the population in the service area"
station as
of the metropolitan
compared with that of its 50-kilowatt
clear-channel standard broadcasting

FM

Tums.

Show

FM

being wrapped up by
Roche, Williams and Cleary agency,
with Richard Porter, veepee of the
agency's

shopping
time.

station."

SFORTSCASTERS ELECT
Tom Slater, of Mutual, succeeds

$1,000.

is

New York
for

a

office,

network

now
and

i

i

his brother Bill as prexy of the
Sporl!) Broadcisters Assn. as a rcsuit of elections held last week,

Jimmy

Dolan,

treasurer

group for a number
I

;

bu.sy

for

FM

.

—

.As on the. 'Pot" ot old, no one will
have to listen to be entitled to the
graiid
prize— answering the telephone will be enough.

AM

it

grams

Horace Hcidt, who conducted the
orchestra on the 'show's old stand,
will not be back with it, the podium
being taken by Dick Stabile and his
20-piece band.
Gimmick of the show will be exactly as it was turning the wheel
ot chance among the nation's 11,000,
000 telephone homes and handing

somebody

effec'

broadcasting business.
"Oh the other hand, the failure of

spot again in the fall. Sponsor will
be the same as before, Loiiis, Howe
Co., for.

disastrous

I

of

ot :years,

the
be-

vcepce, sharing that office
with Stan Lomax. Joe Hasel is sccreiary; Andy Lang, trcasiircr; and
Harry Wisnicr, national secrclary.

comes

a

is

for

ex-

actly six people. They are wardrobe
mistress, assistant casting director
(there is no casting director), visualizer, animator, film cutter, and
librarian— all in CBS video. For this
small group, the separate ballot offers a choice between IBEW and
lATSE. While the group is very
small, the precedent to be set at

CBS may
fight

—

UOPWA, with a special Radio
Guild headed by experienced organizers, has kept up the hottest
campaign, using smart-looking propaganda literature and, besides, presenting a complete program, including wage classifications on which
the CIO is ready to go to work "as
soon as we win this election.".

UOPWA's

closest

rival is

IBEW.

Latter, however, is< conducting its
campaign through the national (International) office, the local at CBS,
No. 1212, having refused to take in
the white collar people. This point
has been punched home a good deal
by UOPWA, which points out that
if IBEW wins the election the CBS
collarites will be "second class" citizens.
is

broadcasts of the Old

Carlo De Angelo, producer on the
of McCann, Erickson agency,
has resigned, effective July 1."

staff

De Angelo

will

devote his time to

freelancing in both radio and legit
productions. Although he bows out
of the agency's central radio department staff, M-E execs said he will be
on call for freelance assignments for

considerable according to all inforr
mation. The film colony, which of
course had no opportunity to see

them.

that

if

IBEW

should win,

chapter would be a "B'.' local. CBS
engineers have an "A", local in
IBEW. An "A" local, confined to
male, journeymen only, gets one
vote per member at a national
IBEW convention or in a referendum conducted by the International.

(Continued on page

Corwin and Luce

most professionals was the

"''diction"

of the repertory group. Thiis sort of
speech is not often heard in American radio it was generally agreed
and the example of the Old Vic
players is expected to be' felt in
For the first time since he hit diverse ways in the near future..
Professionals also fell in love with
the big time on the air, Norman
the idea of radio drama not limited
Corwin is likely to dp a sponsored to the convention 24:40 of the sponseries next fall, when he returns sored half-hours.
"A chance to get
from his 'round-the-world trip as your teeth into a part hardly evier
is provided in the U!S.A." one actor
first winner of the Wendell Willkie.
was quoted in a Colbec Restaurant
"One World" Award. Sponsor would bull session afterward.
.

For ComTSeries?

.

,

i

be Time,

Inc;,

the Henry Luce out-

publishing Time,

fit

Professionals take note, however,
of the fact that both Old Vic broad-,
casts were based upon radio scripts

Fortune,

Life,

etc.

in. the CBS Program WritDivision by American writer-

prepared

While negotiations are

still

in

ing

a

Young & Rubi- editors, James Hart for "Richard
wrap up the HI" and Charles S. Monroe for "Peer

delicate stage, with

cam agency trying

to

Gynt". It was surmised that this
American
collaboration
probably
did a lot to assure clarity and in.

package,, plans are said to have ad-

vanced far enough for agency

to

be

36).

I

hours for the Corwin

sion.

John Burrell, director of the Old
Vic Players, took some 22 houra rehearsal for each of the two performances. That fact attracted much
Luce sponsorship, with all the coin attention
in the trade. Herbert Menit
would involve, insists that he ges rehearsed some eight hours with
would have sole control of what j "^'^ orchestra for "Richard" and
iio.urs for "Peer Gynt", One
goes on the air. He's said to have.!
New York professionals
agreed-to do the full-hour shows
^"
wrapping up his impressions result- ^1"^"^'*
» in quality and
'"'^•^^^^^^''^
pay off
°"
ing f?om the global junket. But. he
pays off in audience. The
refuses to be bound too fast to a
impy one-hour rehearsals for the
sponsor, and he would do these'
daily dramatic serials in the U S. A.
shows anyway, having them aired
were mentioned in painful contrast
as CBS sustainers, if the bankroller
at many a cocktail-'party in the past
doesn't accept his terms.
full

aircrs.-

j

Hitch

is

said

be that Corwin,

to

i

while not averse to accepting the
,

f

I

]

Dope
to

is

that

Luce

10 days.

outfit is willing

Meantime

the, reaction of the gento "Richard" (the re"P^^py"'; will be more
in another few days) has
been ecstatic.
officials report
a snow-storm of "unusual" fan mail
with a surprising number of tele-

spend as much as $100,000 for the

Corwin

airers.

Corwin would

eral

not

only write but produce and direct

Continental

Can

Joins Exit Parade
Continental Can, which sponsors
the Saturday night "Celebrity. Club"
CBS show, joins the expanding list
ot bankrollers exiting from the radropping
picture.
Outfit
is
dio
"Club" after the Jurie 20 broadcast,
after a year-and-a-half sponsorship
of the p'rogram, .'Talent-production
cost on show is |4,500 weekly.
"Club." produced by Marx Loeb,
a 5.7 on the latest Hooper, with
the sponsor reported not unsatisfied
with its drawing pull, but decision
to exit based on current conditions.
Show had undergone a series of

had

incliiding change
of title, being an offshoot of the old
CBS-packaged "Report to the Na-

revisions,

tion."

Jackie Kelk,

who stepped

into the

public

''P?"-'^r«°.

1

evident

as well.

CBS

Corwin is scheduled to leave by
plane for London Friday (14). He's
been going through a round of con- grams.
fabs and official farewell functions
One complication in connection
for the last two week.s, first of these Willi
two Columbia Workshop broadhaving, been the "Salute to Corwin" casts
were "conflicts" involving
meeting run by the Independent Laurence Olivier. While Laurence
Committee of the Arts, Evans, general manager, and John
Citizens
and
Professions,
Sciences
with Moses, agent, sold the Old Vic as a
which he's worked closely as chair- package to CBS the William Morris
.

.

man

ot the radio committee. Monday (10) he was kudosed at a
luncheon thrown jointly by CBS,
the Willkie Memorial Fund, and the
Common Council for American

Agency separately sold Olivier alone
to Anchor Hocking's Reader's Di-

Unity.

CBS

William C. Paley, CBS board
chairman, who was
among the
speakers at Monday's formal shindig,,
virtually promised that CBS .would
be open to Corwin to. make a report
on the One World theme when he
returns.
Mrs. Ogden Reid presided
at
the meeting, and among the
guests were Corwinls parents and
Lee Bland, CBS engineer who's going to accompany Corwin.
Bland
will carry with him a wire recorder
and other equipment which Corwin
will use for his permanent record of
occurrences on the tour.
Corwin's trip will take almost
four rhohths. the schedule calling
for his return to. Los Angeles, about
Oct. 9 of 10.
His itinerary, covers,
after London, the following stops:

Theatre Guild it was necessary for
the commercial's usual Sunday afternoon dress rehearsal to be post-,
poned because at the time, 3-4:30
P. M., Olivier was in Studio 22 do-

gest (June 2) and United States
Steel's Theatre Guild (June 9) so
that for "Richard" Olivier arrived at
20 minutes before air and for

.

format

;

Laurence Olivier and Ralph Richardson do their stuff in person, were
especially interested in Columbia's
two $5,000 specials.
What struck

way to the big huddling with CBS over peak list- telligibility and made the perfect
between lATSE and ening time for a minimum of 10 combination with the Old Vic deci-

ahead

Truth

M-E

Quits

point the

for control of technical pera fight that certainly will spill oyer into Hollywood
and the film industry in the future.

Chicago, June II.
ment asking that two of the available
A subpoena ordering RCA Presifrequencies be set aside for a period dent David Sarnoff to appear and
ot six months to allow recently dis- testify at the FCC hearings on new
apan
file
charged veterans time to
FM stations in Chicago was requestplication.
ed Monday (10) by Joseph Mattson,
Of the 12 remaining applicants, six director of the UAW-CIO Broadcastsubmitted testimony at the hearings, ing Corp. of Illinois, who said he
which are being conducted by Sam- wants Sarnoff questioned on RCA's
uel Miller, chief of FCC's new FM policies chiefly as they affect unions
application department. Jack Blumc, on volume production of FM receiv-

FCC

.

television.

Third separate 'ballot

sonnel in television

the first day
Knapp, of the

regional attorney for the
here, handled the legal end.

CBS

directors in

IBEW

Radio Chapter of the American
Veterans Committee, further confused matters by submitting a state-

new

UOPWA.

fight involves Radio DiGuild vs. lATSE for control
of about 20 directors and assistant

On

FM

channels.
local
of the hearings Robert

the

and lATSE.

Second

rectors'

AM

withdraw

IBEW

'

to

also

oir

tion. In that fight, it's
vs.

(WLS)

distinct conflicts

is the balloting of
collarities for choice
for non-union affilia-

white

of a iioion,

De Angelo

.

There are three

Giannek

in Quest of 12

Chicago, June 11.
comi>eto with enbroadcasters caused
trenched
the withdrawal of five applicants for
local FM stations at FCC hearings
ill Chi last week, bringing total bows
to six. Cancelling their applications
were the Telair Co., Dual Engineer-

.

Battle for the .800 is being fought
by the United Office knd Professional 'workers, of America (CIO);
International Brotherhood ot ElecWorkers
(AFL) ; Internatrical
tional Alliance of. Theatrical and
;Stage Employees (AFL); and Radio Directors' Guild (AFL)

"775

Pronounced public and trade refollowed the two 9.0-ininute
Vic Theatre
Company by. the Columbia Workshop on June 2 and June 9. Both in
Manhattan and Hbllywood the two
programs, were musts with actors,
director and writers, so that the irhpact of the two shows upon radio
land other) professionals was very
action

Eight hundred white collarites at
h.q. are going to the polls
Friday (14) to vote in three elections being conducted by the National Labor Relations Board. And,
with the company keeping its hands
strictly oft the labor battle, the laborites are keeping up a hot ballyhoo that will culminate on Friday
when one CIO union- will oppose

two

>

SAUL CARSON

CBS'N. Y.

about

Inability

Fan MaO Floods Columbia Workshop

SET FOB fm.
By,

involved.

.

'Diction' Stirs Professionals;

true that

It's

ing the Workshop.
Both the American Federation of
Radio Artists and the American

.

.

Federation of Musicians rhade gracious gestures to the visiting British
company, enabling them to appear
for CBS under easy stand-by terms.
Rose.

STRIKE NEWS TABU

.

Paris,

Brussels,

Oslo,

ON MEXICAN RADIO

Copenhagen,

M

Stockholm,
Warsaw,
o s c o w,
Prague, Rome via Vienna, Athens,
Cairo with a two-day sidetrip to
Palestine, Kliarachi,'New Delhi, Cal
cutta, Chungking, Shanghai, Hong
Kong, Manila, Singapore, Batavia

Mexico City, June 4.
and comments about
any kind are tabu for
the stations have
been warned by the Ministry of the
Interior which recently banned news
and comments about politics from

News

|

j

strikes

.

of

of

radio in Mexico,

a couple of months back, in
the mikes.
meanwhile reportedly set for an au- (Java), Bali, Sydney, Auckland,
Station operators ai-e ired by the
dition at Young & Rubicam for a Honolulu. Trip is longer, and more ban on strike news and comments
halt-hour situation comedy.
complete, than that taken by the in. view of the fact that this ban
BBD&O is' the agency on the late Wendell Willkie from which re- docs not apply' to newspapers, niags
sulted latter 's. book "One World."
and other vetiiclcs of printed inforContinental account.

show

.

i

.
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"MEBCVBT SUMMER THEATBE"

•HOOK OF MVSTEBT"
("Japrney Into Fe»r")
IVIth Lanrence Olivier, Alex Seonrby, MUdrcd Ciinton, Gay Sorcl,
Dwl(bi Weiit, BIcbud Coofan, E.

•^THE

ABBOTT MYSTERIES"

With Lea Tremayne,
rAronnd the World In 10 Days")
beart, others
With Orion Welles, Arthur Marcet-

Alloa

BARNEY ROSS
Bein- With Bob
15 MIns.;

Larry Law- Producer; Mendy Brown

Ken

Roberts,

Ed Adamson

Writer:

Music: Burt Buhrman
announcer; Harry Levant orch
A. Krnmsohnildt, Anthony Kemie
Welles
SO MIns.; Sun., S:30 p.m.
Cooper, Robert Dry den. Commer- Adapter-Producer-Director:
HELBROS WATCH CO.
cial,
Georee HIeks; annboneer, 30 MIns., FrI., 10 p.m.
WOR-Mutual, N. Y.
Harold PABST BEER
BrokensbIre,
Norman
tWeintroiib)
WABC-CBS, a.x.
Levey, mnslcal director.
fc Leoler)
(Wnrujicfc
Adapter: Robert Cenedella
Another in Mutual's listenable
eyc-earWelles'
Orson
Whatever
detective
Producer: Edwin M. Marshall
slate of Sunday afternoon
popping didderoos may or may not stories. "The
Abbott Mysteries
Director: Kenneth Webb
garner from the current Broadway bowed in Sunday (9) as a si'mnjer
69 MIns., Sun., 10 p.m.
production of the Jules Verne clas- replacement for "Quick As a Flash.
V. S. STEEL CORP.
sic with Cole Porter music—fact isWJZ-ABC, N. Y.
New show impresses as a light, easy
that, on the air (1), it was. a pleasgood and
(BBD&O)
to take mystery .with a
ant, half-zany half-hour that went
Let it be said a. the outset thai so fast the listener .was .surprised novel script.
there's little doubt the biggest chunk
end.
Adagtsld. from the best seller dethe
hit
stopwatch
the
when
Crane,
of credit for U. S. Steel's .succeistul
cares?. It tective novels by Frances
Who
it great radio?
Was
through on Miss
contrib to the Sunday iiight air bewas fun. It was good listening, it "Mysteries" follow.shaving each title
longs to the ageiicy and the sock
was a fltiing summer fill for that Crane's thesis of color. Preem, for
prodiiction-writing-directing' persona
other sophisticated voice on the air, revolve around
(BBD
agency
"Redwood
the
bv
nel assembled
Kaye. Pabst beer seems to instance, was titled the receptacle
& O). Too often, the agencies are Danny
being the
have a penchant for that type of air Coffin." latter
principals was
left out in the cold, and the sponsor
showmanship, else it wouldn't have in which one of the valuable gems
gets the top kudos— whereas raps
of
picked the Welles as the follower conveying a set
are directed at the boys on the talent
L. A. Judging from
to
Y.
Welles'
from
N.
Doubtlessly,
Kaye.
the
to
scriptcr
side. A careful breakdown of raves
airer the show's debut, however,
hot-weather
the
(or
bpener
and brickbats involving Steel'.s full could have been more fun visually. Ed Adamson evidently had his mind
season with "Theatre Guild on the
on Alfred Hitchcock's film thrillers.
But it was plenty good aurally.
ideas first
Air" discloses that, it's the agency
Welles did a sensible adaptation Writer got in many o( the
but
staffers— and neither the Theatre
pictures^
of the stage version for the air, broached in Hitchcock
Guild brains nor the steel corp. s throwing
aside conventionalities, never mana'ged to achieve the Hitchdoughbags— who did the consistently hop-skip-and-jumpihg around the cock suspense.
good job. The sponsor, of course. Ls script with frank acknowledgment
oc.show
the
in
action
Most of the
to be credited for having sense
that 30 minutes on the air permitted curs on a train, in which the femme
enough to pick somebody who knows no
more extensive treatment. His jeweler vanishes somewhere cast oC
how. But for the rest, it's the radio- stage colleagues, Arthur Margesvon, Albuquerque— and which hint?
acros.'i.
men who can put the stuff
Warren, Larry Lawrence and -vaguely of Hitchcock's "The Lady
And that was shown again when Julie
Mary Healy were right in there Vanishes." When the newlywed deSteel bowed for the hiatus season
with him, pitching all: the way. tective duo, Pat arid Jean Abbott,
with a l.'J-wcek season of full-hour
Welles might have used more of the trace the gal to the gang'.s hideout
mysteries.
Porter music. But that lack didn't and uncover the leader, latter sound.s
Teeoff vehicle picked for this aircr hit the listener as a disappointment very much like a Sydney Greenstrcet
last Sunday (9) was Eric Ambler's until the show was over; one was character, with his impeccable gram"Journey Into Fear." Robert Cene- too busv following the swift doings mar but cowardly emotions. Which
della did an adaptation that brought during the show- to, notice that the again hints of Hitchcock.
every bit of the novel's flavor to the writor-producer-director-actbr
was
Show's basic faults lie In the lack
radio version. Ed Marshall's produc- leaving .some of his boys and girls
of sijspensc at the "curtains" and
tion—except for onie spot—was tops; somewhat out in the cold.
the fact that Adamson didn't throw
and Kenneth Webb's direction was
Ken Roberts handles the Pabst
to try to
That ore spot, which is commercial^ with straightforward in any clues for the listener
superb.
for himself.
probably not Marshall's fault at all. effectiveness, and Welles him.'-elf figure out the mystery falling very
Climax, too. was corny,
wa-s ithe star, Laurence Olivier.
added a pitch for the brew withLes Tremayne and Alice ReinBy comparison with Mildred Clin- out demeaning his artistry for a flat.
newlyreal-life
supposiedly
hearl,
Cars.
ton's sock characterization of the moment.
weds, are good as the Abbotts,
only gal in the story, or the jobs
achieving enough voice inflection in
turned in by Alex Scourby, D wight
HEART SONGS"
sequences to make it
clinch
their
Weist, Richard Coogah, Guy Sorel, With John Paul Goodwin, Dwight
seem that the newlywed tag. is
E. A. Krumschmidt. Robert Dryden
Brown
authentic.
and three parts by Anthony Kemble IS MIns:; Sun., 9:15 a.m. (GST)
Four commercials are thrown in.
Cooper— by comparison with these, Interstate Theatres Circuit
but
three,
instead of the usual
the touted Olivier illustrated exactly KTSA, LSC, San Antonio
the reverse of the Theatre Guild's
From the studios of KGKO. Dal- they're- short and easy to take. Stal.
concebt of radio acting. The Guild las-Fort Worth, comes this fourth
seems' to think that great legit actors network program sponsored by the
are necessarily best on the air. May- Interstate Theati-es. Programs are
be they are as far as publicity is aimed at the whole family just about "FOR WO>IEN ONLY"
concerned. But it ain't nece^arily .so ready to take off for church and With CrelRhton. Stewart
a.<; far as mike presence, smoothness
feature John Paul Goodwin reading 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 9 a.ni. and
of radioization, and general fluff-free poetry to the background music of
3:30 p.m.
,

.
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air acting

concerned. Olivier's job
that's all that can be said
There's any; number of top

Dwight Brown.
On program caught "Heart Songs'
about it.
were "Smilin Through." "If I Forradio actors around the principal get Thee" and "Will You Love Me
is

was okay:

.

production' centers who could've When I
Old." Also heard at the
done the lead job just as well, and closing was the hymn"The. I>ord Is
perhaps without the six or seven My Shepherd;!! Goodwin has a pleasfluffs which the great actor permit- ing voice and puts the poetry across.
ted him.self to make.
There's five minutes devoted to
On the commercial side. George "Pictures of the Week" by Goodwin,
Hicks carried off his role as "voice to appropriate music by Brown. Latof U. S.. Steel" proficiently enough, ter gives out with some good accpmwhile Norman Brokenshire did the animent and should be given a solo
announcing chore i:v his usual neu- spot to break the monotony; Best
tral manner.
Cars.
bet would be to add a vocalist to
sing one of the "Heart Songs" to
hold interest.
.
.
''ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENSE"
Commercials are held to a brief
With Al Hoce, others
interlude with a hint to the whole
Producer: Herb Rice
family to go to an Interstate TheaWriter: Milton Kramer
tre in the evening for ^well entertainment and relaxing in a place
Director: Ernest Ricca
Andy.
where its cool.
30 MIns.; Sun., 5 p.m.

m

.

.

Suslalninir

WOR-Mntual, N. Y.
Apparently reluctant to dispel any
of the mystery aura :n its solid two
hours of detective stories, on Sunday
afternoons, Mutual has come up with
"Attorney for the Defense" as a
CORONETS"
summer replacement for '7he Sha- "THE Coronets
and Scotty Harrell.
dow." Starting at 4 p.m., the web's With
Richardson
Sunday roster pow reads "Mystery Producer-Director: Jack
Co-Op
is
My Hobby," "True Detective

Mon. thro Frl„

«:4S p.m.

BRASS RAIL RESTAURANT
WHN, N. Y.

.

son, Julie WarreDj
rence, Mary Healy;

Brnmby

With flght fan fever rising at the
approach of the Louis-Conn bout,

'•BREAKFAST WITH THE BEN.
NINGS"
With Kay Campbell, Bob Mnrphy.
Venlda Jones
Frodncer - Wrltar - Director:
Agnes Sobraedar

Mary

15 MIns.; Mon.-Frl., 7:30 a.m.
FIRIE SCOTT & CO.
has designed a show that CARSON
with
the element WBBM, Chicago
curries
favor
(Burnet-Kiihn)
that's restless for every scrap of
Replacing "Wishing Well," early
info on the protagohistic pugs. Appeal is strictly limited here to the morning pitch for Cnicagoans to get
folks with the flght bug in their down to the Loop and buy things
bonnet which, judging from the like crazy from the Carson Pirie
numbers willing to lay down $100 Scott dept. store, "Breakfast with the
for a pasteboard, must be consider- Bennings'! is an unusual rise-andable. Show otherwise is haphazardly shine layout, involving as it does
slapped together in grab-bag fashion. some pretty heavy dramatics. Definitely an experiment, its appeal will
Show is originating via wive depend
on now many, listeners ean
transcription but of the training
that, sort of thing at 7:30 a.m.,
camps of both fighters with Bob takepreference
to standard musicomBrumby handling the bulk of the in
edy r<5veilles.
chatter and Barney Ross furnishing
Shows teeoff with a player-piano
the inside psychology as one fighter
looking on another. Initial progrnni, roll by "Kay Benning" (Kay CampWhat
"Oh,
a Beautiful Mornbell)
of
which originated from the Conn
camp at Greenwood Lake. N, J., was ing," with Bob Murphy, playing
Bob," her husband, sleepily yelling
handicapped by Conn's layoff and
Brumby and Boss were forced into for her to quit hamming it up. The
corn, she explains, was just to wake
interviewing everybody
in,
.sight.
Single question was posed each time: him uij. whereupon she segues into
"Who do you think, will win?" A more pleasant rendition of the
Range of answers went from' hedg- tune. Venida Jones, incidentally, is
ing to forthright predictions in favor the pianist, and her player-piano
Conn un- takeoff is a rib-tickler.
of either Conn or Louis.
hesitatingly voted for himself.
We
Doubtful sector of th^ show is the
expect the same from Loui-s. High first half, with the couple settling
.spot of the show was sportswriter
down for their cbffee-and. chatting
Jimmy Cannon's reply: "Since both meanwhile about "buying that wedare enlisted, men I refu.se to pick ding present for Cousin Susie in
one as against the other; if one \yas Carson's china section," etc.,- with
an officer, however, it would be easy Kay warning Bob it's getting late
to pick the winner on sentimental- and to hurry and down his coffee.
grounds."
"It's 7:35, dear," she says, not only
Plugs for the Brass Rail were me- for Bob's benefit but for the listener's.
There were two such time andium rare.
nouncements on show. heard.
Last part of the show caught comprised a sock dramatization of the
"OPPORTUNITY. V. S. A."'
With Bill Berns. Bill Raidl, others
life of Jane Fromari, termed "Queen
of the Purple Heart Circ-iiit." which
15 Minf.; Sat, 4:4.'> p.m.
Sustaining
turned out to. be an inspirational
"thought for the day" for Bob. Kay
WOB-MBS, N. Y.
Here's a little show that may build and the audience. Murphy and Mi.ss
into
something quite
significant, Campbell took all parts, coming up
although it started slowly and with- with a short but exceptionally well
out too niiuch excitement on its bow- done yarn on the career of Miss
an interview with
in last Satrday (8). Idea' is an excel- Frornah. from
Whiteman that suppo.sedly
lent one, and the two young ex-GIiS Paul
on the assignment seem to know how started her on the bigtime -to the
Lisbon crash that crippled her but
to handle it.
failed to crush
her spirit
The
Bill Berns and Bill Raidt are go- •'thought'!
gimmick is a daily fea,ing- to oilt' the country, in a jeep to
ture, and a good one.
interview fellow veterans and ask
Miss Campbell's impersonation of
them, in effect, "how-ya dpin' buddy,
Miss
Froman,
complete with stutter,
and why?" "They're going to report
oh the air in this 15-minute. Sat. was fine thesping, and the doubling
package ju.st what the vets are do- jobs by herself and Murphy were
done smoothly and believably. Pr6ing, what the problems are it any,
(Continucd on page 42)'
how they feel about things at home,

WHN

'

.

,

»»«»<

in general, etc.
Which should make
for a sock show. Itinerary laid out
for the boys covers about every important city between the two coasts,
PhlladelphU
Only slip seeins to be that they're
Only male gabber extant fat least sticking
t«
<<«
«»4«»«4»
too close to the big cities
in these parts) whose entire spiel
and apparently forgetting that rural
"Information, Please'! on Monday
is beamed for femmes exclusively.
America's voice is also worth hear
Stewart -has a ear-soothing voice
(10) hit the season's comedy jackpot
ing.
However,
they
plan
to
maybe
Script is
with Jimmy Durante matching his
and friendly - delivery.
bring
the
rural
customers
to
the
well prepared and topics, he takes
I.Q. with Deems Taylor and the regstudio mikes in the MiitUal' cities.
are varied. He tells intimate little
ular "Info" braintrusters. If the maOn the preem, they put- on several jority of the questions were
stories about folksy subjects; gives
slanted
news items women would be inter- New, York vets. .One- told how he toward the 'ISchnoz" (at one point
and e.stablislied a new mail service. 'an- Taylor questioned the wisdom of his
events
describes
in;
ested
drives, in and around town, while other how he opened a haberdashery hanging around) then it v;as all to
dovetailing products he's plugging with the help of a Grioan. Third the good. For if it wasn't educaguy on the program is head of the tional, it paid off in plenty of laugh
expertly ai)d subtly.
Book Find Club who qualifled only dividends. Durante was batting 'em
On twice daily. Stewart is cur- because
he's a vet but his was a
out left and right; the guy's no gebankrolled by Bridgeport
rently
going business before he went to the iiius, but
what a showman!
Brass Co., Philadelphia Electric,
service.
However, there's no dpubt
Celanese Corp., Gibson Art (greetthat the beginning was slow only beMeats,
AbKingan's
ing cards),
"The PaclBe Story" has been a
cause, the two handlers were still
bott's ice cream and Colgate Co,
close to home, working out of a WOR late-night San Francisco-originuled
Shot.
show
on
NBC
lor nearly" three years
studio.
Undoubtedly, they'll make
Beginning with last Sunday's
their shows more interesting—the now.
central idea being sound, and the (9) segment, it becomes one of 1 he
know-how being there-as they, get Ave series of summer programs devoted to build interest in the United
further away from home base.
Nations (the others being "Tales of
Pageant mag is tied in with the Foreign
Service,"
"Our Foreign
venture. Monthly, the two GI travPolicy," "Concert of Nations." and
that's a combination of "country" elers .\yill do a feature for the pub- "Home
Around the World").
If
(they don't like to call it hillbilly lication, based on their trip.
this week's airing of "Pacific Story"
CarSi
any more) and swing, and they play
is
a criterion, NBC's UN pitch
it to a fare-thee-well, without any.
should indeed prove a
healthy
reliance on set-callers, parodies of
stimulant toward global thinking on
Spike Jortes), or what

ParticlpatinK

|Follow-up Commentl

WCAU,
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M
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Transcription Reviews

460 Stations
Stories," "Attoriiey" and "The Ab(Standard Radio)
bott Mysteries." All of which should
Music, and more musii!, is Standbe enough to satiate any detective
ard Radio's forte, and all on the hyetory fan.
pothesis that that's what the great
Most lnti;iguing factor of "Attor- majority of listeners prefer. Their
ney"- is th'e fact that the show is library ranges from the hot licks of
written by Milt Kramer, who priac
Matty Malneck, Eddie South, Art
ticed law him.self for 10 years before
Tatum and the like to the rural
turning to radio scripting and. con
rhythms of some of. the country's
sequently, should have a wealth of outstanding hillbilly combos, with
material from which to draw. If the "The.- Coronets,"
herewith
outfit
preem (iEI) performance is any indi- under appraisal, falling well in the
cation, however, Kramer is taking middle and combining features from
full advantage of editorial liberty.
both of the far-flung schools.
Show is basically good and makes
They're a sweet, swingy outfit,
for entertaining listening, but it's something on the order of the Three
doubtful whether any attorney could Suns, using Hammond organ, ac,get' by in court with the stuff Kra- cordion. bass, guitar.
Scotty Harmer gives hiis hero to do.
rell,
vocalist, specializes in
show,
Script also bore several glaring' tunes, a la "Grand Night for SingInconsistencies.
Story revolves ing" and "When the (ilhildren Are
around Roger Allen, successfur law- Asleep," and gives .'em rousing inyer who apparently argues for his terpretations.
Platters heard also
clients only to keep an obstreperous included
solid
renditions of "St.
district attorney from climbing into Louis Blues," "Pickle, in the Middle"
the governor's chair on the shoulders and "Doctor, Lawyer" by the band.
of his court convictees. In one inATilce.
stance, Allen impersonates the D. A.
before a witness. On. the following "SPADE COOLEY AND HIS
day, however, the witness sees Allen
DANCE GANG"
and the D. A. together in court and With Tex Williams and Precious
doesn't even notice the non-resemPrice
blance.
Producer-Director: Jack' Richardson
Ernest Ricca does a nice job of Co-Op
direction, k.eepin^ the action moving. 460 Stations
Al Hoge is good as Allen and the
Standard Radio)
supporting cast follows through in
Spade Cooley's "wrsterri swing"
good fashion. Producer Herb Rice gets slick showcasing in Standard
nas fltted the show with fair mount- Radio's bid to the hinterlands.
ings; including the Inevitable organ Combo of three guitars, novachord,
music, which helps set the mood.
accordion, two fiddles, harp, bass and
drums plays swingy, danceable stuff
.
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standards (a la

"LUNCHEON SERENADE"

have you.
Standouts are tunes like "Steel
Guitar Rag," square dance with riffs;
"South swing," polka; "(Copenhagen,"
which is "society-type!' more than
anything else, with accordionist and
belly-flddler sneaking in .with some
nice runs; and ballads like "Please
Give Me One More Chance," "HeartSadnes.s
and Tears" and
aches,
"Shame on You."
Tex Williams shines in ballads,
chirping very much 'on the order of
Gene Autry, biit Precious Price,
while sporting what's probably the
year's choice monicker, is only so-so.
Gal' just doesn't have the li'I dogie
approach; however, she isn't on too

With

many of the platter.s. and the sidemen make up for any shortcomings
in that dept. anyway.

Mike.
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Hal Thompson, Glen Hunt,
Karl Lamberiz and orchestra
MIns.; Mon. through FrI., 12:30

With Holland EnKle, Elmira Roessler, Spotlighters (4)
Writer: Nellene Smith
IS MIns.

Dallas,
cities

with houses
throughout the

Circuit of

in
pgncipal
state, is 'be-

coming more and more the heaviest

uf^ of air time. This makes' its
third network program.
This opus
originates
from the
studios
of
KGKO, Fort Worth and is aired over
the Lone Star Chain. Coming as it
does during the noontime, program
is a natural for. the dialer.
It features show tunes from current and
past film successes. Program's theme
is

"You Are

My Lucky

Star.''

Karl Lambertz is a vet conductor
in this area and is ably surrounded
by .some' good musicians. String orchestra is well modulated and serves
better than a swing group.
.

!Eo the background of "You Ought
to Be in Pictures," local announcers
(World Broadcastnig)
break in and give out with what is
World Broadcasting has cooked current at the local theatres. Here
in San Antonio it's Glen Hunt, who
does alright with liis brief com,

issues,

show

including

with

dealt

the

(he

our

KTSA, LSC, San Antonio
The Interstate Theatres

.

Co-op

.

up. a pleasant series of 156 quarterhour musical seminars for its latest
"Audi-Flex" feature.
ASCAP-BMI
vocals are dished out with zip by

Sunday's

.

.

"VARIETY FAIR"

kinds of
controversial.
all

Burma Patriotic Front, the nationalCST
ist movement in that sector of the
INTERSTATE THEATRES/CIRCUIT British
empire. And if
British
p.m.,

:

"

allies might be dispo.sed to look
dbwii their noses at the type of
frank ciriticism they drew from the
show, there's no doubt that colonial
and subject peoples would be ha ppy
to hear that one of America's major
radio, nets gives their grievances
sympathetic treatment It was good,
realistic material, put over with a
minumum of dramatization but with
maximum punch.
.

WIND,

.

Chicago, is giving staff an-

nouncer Russ Patch a break by
signing

him

Cupboard,"

as-

to emcee
"Nonscn.>-c
morning record show

that picked up some hefty ratings
when, steered by Eddie Hubbard.who has since been picked up by
Chesterfield for their local platter
pitch, a la Martin Block in N; Y.
Patch is doing a good job. too, even
though he doesn't play a uke or sing
along with the records, as Hubbard
did.

Announcer

Aldan

Fitzpatiick

plays straight man, and the two guy.s.
bat the gab around glibly, leaving
Elmira Roe.ssler, Holland Engle and fronj the armed services, is program plenty of space betweentimes for
the Spotlighters— two guys and two announcer and gives out in neat plugs for the Satevepost, Borden's.
Ex-Lax, Walgree^i's, Chicago Dally
gals— and the latter also double on style.
News, etc.
It's
one of Chicago's
guitar, belly-flddle, vibes and piano.
Commercials are in good taste and most llstened-to wake-up shows, acWriter Nellene Smith weaves a are hot
too long.
They invite lis- centing platters by Sinatra, Cavalcountry fair theme throughout, with teners to
"relaxe at your cool In- laro, Haymes & Porre.st Connie
(Continued on page 42)
terstate theatre."
Andy.
Haines, Jo Stafford end the like.

mentary.'
Hal Thomp.son, recently returned

,
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RACKETS MUSCLE INTO CHI RADIO
Sen. Mitdidl Raps Whodunits,

FM

TRIP FCC Adopts

Okays

FCC Blue Book Uie on Conunercials

'Reservoir

Rde'

Holding Each 5 th Spot for GIs

NETS

Washington, June 11,'
FCC last week reversed its previChicago, June II,
ously-announced policy and said it
Example of how radio stations,
Writes Off Debts
would hold back some FM channels
especially those in smaller markets,
Hollywood, June 11.
for latecomers. Move appears a viccan unwittingly become inv.olved in
Word has been received here from tory for Commissioner Clifford J.
con games of the most vicious sort
Associated Broadcasting Durr, who has been an advocate of
was revealed here recently by a defunct
System that indebtedness to former holding back some channels for the
script writer for a now defunct ''rasupplementary affiliate stations will future, particularly for Gl's.
dio production agency." The writer,
sical
be erased by July 1. Majority of lesresult of suggestion in last week'sThe plan is to withhold for one
a vet, got mixed up with the outfit,
Mitchell defended the FCC Blue Variety.
ser debts to labor, etc., have been
but pulled out shortly afterward
year every fifth channel in an area,
Book on programming, and rapped
Producer Martin Stone, however, when he got hep'to what was going paid off, it's understood,
but where four or less channels arc
the "glib" polls taken by the broad- maintains he tried to get Wakeman
Epc^net owes fees for carrying of
on.
available all will go to first comers.
casters to prove they were doing a
commercial, programs by the supthree months ago, when he was tipIn putting over its shady deals, plementary stations. Regulars on the Objectors to this plan will get a
good job.
ped off to novel's potential by Book
"Common sense alone should tell of the Month Club. Wakeman, how- outfit's first move was to get hold of net shared sustainers as well are not chance to argue it out July 12.
catalogs, from
"Under the proposed policy," said.
us," he said, "that the public interest ever, was ill at the time. Writer is farm journals and
holding bills.
FCC, "no reservation of channels
is not served by commercial bally- now at Nantucket, working on an-: which it would pick out names of
likely victims— usually cattle breedwould be made If a maximum of
hoo which seeks to reach juvenile other novel.
ers.
four channels was indicated for a
listeners by. all sorts of tricky departicular area. However, if at least
vices calculated to play upon their
Then it would be long-distance
Mothers know
five but no more than nine channels
ypiilhtul emotions.
the prospect from a Chi office, givwere indicated for an area, one
from ordinary observation that
ing out with a spiel to the effect
channel v7ouId be withheld lor the
meaningless radio melodramas enthat "our production agency has
period of one year from the date
tice their children away for long
been running a series of farm lechours from healthful play outdoors,
of the a.doption of this policy. Two
tures, as a result of which we've
from school lessons and from neceschannels would be withheld if 10 to
been receiving a large number of in
Other inChicago, June 11.
sary household duties.
14 channels were listed; three, if 15
quiries; from gentleman farmers, big
Summer replacement for Mutual's to 19 channels were listed; and four
jurious effects are evidenced in inbreeders, and the like, who are inUpping of Charles Luckman^ into vesting more and more in cattle
Freedom of Opportunity," spon- if 20 were listed.
creased emotional tension and iror
bad the presidency ot Lever Bros, has income taxM being, what they are sored by Benefit Health and Accisleeplessness
ritability,
"The object of this policy Is to
dreams, and premature acquaintance brought the biggest top-level shake
and we thought you might be in- dent Assn. '6t Omaha, is "Freedom permit an equitable distribution ot
with the sordid and delinquent as- up in the company's history, and terested in being teMured on one of of Opportunity Presents 'Mystery Is FM frequencies. Provision is made
pects of social life."
My Hobby,' " starting July 14. Like for the future consideration of an
might well bring on aii equally im- our shows."
Mitchell said that one broadcaster portant switch in advertising end ra
Promises were made that the com- the Theatre Guild-U. S. Steel layout, applicant for an FM station in an
outfit is continuing identification of
in his state, with a network affilia- dio policy.
outlying city which has not yet appany's "special announcer" would
Luckman has "opened the ircsigna- talk about various kinds -of cattle, itself with its regular tag, at the plied at this time, if at least five
tion, checked up on web "horror"
programs and found they totaled tions" of Grafton B. Perkins, veepee and that he would bring into his talk same time going in for mystery channels are indicated for the area."
Adding soap over Lever's advertising; Perkins' the prospect's farm as the best place shows as the best solution for filling
26 Vu hours a week.
operas "because they too are de- asst.. Homer Clark; sales veepee to buy that brand. Then, if the guy in the layoff gap.
One Held in D. C.
All that. Incidentally, in the face
signed to play upon human emotions Gurth^F. Chambers and his asst., Wil showed' signs
of interest, a "feature,
Washington, June 11.
and are full of murders and sus- lard Mossman, and has sent W. E. writer" was sent out to the farm to of an extremely low rating, being
FCC last week announced allocaopposite the Guild show, '"Take It
pense," Mitchell said the two types Lannefeld, veepee and geri. mgr., to write
up five or six pages of copy
Or Leave It," and "Hour of Charm." tion of eight of Washington's nine
of programs' added up to 76\i hours retirement. Lannefeld had previous- about the place and get
a contract,
But the insurance outfit is com- FM channels.
a week "devoted to entertainment ly been granted a year's extension rates for broadcasts being
$180,
$59,
Winning applicants- were: NBC,
pletely happy about the whole thing,
of a sort that could be classed with over the retirement age to continue
$240, $360 and up, depending on the
inasmuch as it is doing what's com- Cowles Broadcasting Co., Commerthe poorest examples of piilp fiction." in active service.
length of air time pacted for. And,
Speculation on changes in ad polputed as. about 60% more business cial Radio Equipment Co., Metroof course, the breeder read the
"AUbl" PoIU
icy are cued by the fact th^t ousted
now than it did two years ago, prior politan Broadcasting Co., Potomac
lengthy
copy
before
the
writer
left
Broadcasting
Cooperative,
Inc.,
"Too much has been made in some ad exec Perkins was long known to
to going on the air with "Freedom,"
him.
Broadcasting
Star
Co.
quarters," the senator continued, "of lean heavily toward Ruthraiilf
which dramatizes the success stories Evening
The Gimmick
(WMAL), WINX Broadcasting Co.,
opinion polls which purport to show Ryan and the famous soap shows for
of celebs.
Catch, despite all the copy, was a
that radio is doing a better job
his radio billings. Result is that R&R
"Mystery," which will originate on and' Theodore Granik, operator of
whatever that may be taken to mean has a heavy plurality in Lever's phrase under "Conditions of Agree the Coast instead of Chi, gets its Mutual's "American Forum of the
in the community than churches, more than $3,000,000 yearly radio ment" on back of the contract read- name front "Murder Is My Hobby," Air."
newspapers, schools or local govern- coin,, holding just under half. Re- ing,
"Radio production company Mutual suslainer. Agency is Arthur
Commission announced that, in
ment. Glib-questions are bound to mainder, spent mostly on three big herein named shall have the right Meyerhoflf.
holding back one of the channels, it
receive glib answers, The publicity shows, is split between Foote', Cone to edit and revise all- advertising
was putting into practical operation
attending these polls should not be & Belding, J. Walter Thompson and copy," as a result of which the pages
for t^e first time its brand new rule
permitted to gloss over the fact Young & Rubicam.
and pages of copy came out on the
withholding for one year every ftftb
that radio broadcasting has many
channel in a^ given area.
Largest of the Lever shows is "Lux air merely as spot announcements, Vet Is Citizen First,
undesirable features and vast room Radio Theatre," billed at $20,000 per With none of the accompanying
There were three, other applicants
for self-improvement.
DriscoU Rules in the running, WWDC, Mid-Coastal
week for talent alone, through J. 'farin lecture with plugs for you,
Broadcasting Co., and Chesapeake
"The relevent question, I submit. Walter Thompson. FCB handles the as promised.
Increasing habit of newspapers
Agency had three small stations in
Broadcasting Co. Within the last
Is not whether radio is doing a bet
Bob Hope program, while the Joan
wire services to label as "ex-GI'
and
ter
job than the churches and Davis show and "Woman's Life," a this area accepting the spots. The every veteran who commits some couple of weeks, CBS has also filed
for an outlet here.
schools, but whether radio is doing soapera, are billed through Y&R. stations, after the breeder got wise
law infraction or irregularity has
Two members of the commission,
its own job well enough.
Other three, "Amos 'n' Andy." "Aunt and finished blasting the agency for aroused Dave DriscoU, director of
E. K. Jett,
and acting chairman
"In fact many parents maintain Jenny" aind Bob Burns, fall to R&R. misrepresentation (all he could do
special features and news at WOR,
Charles Denny, wanted to give the
that the churches and schools fare
Should any change occur, it's under the circumstances), were the N. Y., to action.
ninth channel to WWDC.
60 badly because the radio is un
doubted that webs themselves would ones who won the disfavor of the
Pointing out that most of the
doing the good work of these other be affected. Billing is split fairly breeder in the long run, for accept12.0()0,000 men and women formerly
ing copy irdrh a shady outfit. As a
influences.
If American mothers evenly between NBC and CBS.
in service were good citizens, and
result, stations finally got on to the
and fathers were polled for their
that the percentage of bad ones in Bikini Jump-Off Spot
agency and, besides refusing to have
judgment on this particular issue, I
no way differed from that in civilian
anything more to do with it, black
dare say that the broadcasting in
Chapter III Unfolds
life, DriscoU has sent a memo to
For Cousins'
dustry would not be so prone to conlisted the outfit with other stations,
newsroom and publicity edigratulate itself."
In Fight of 'Books' whereupon it went under.
on the subject.
Discussing the Blue Book,- Mitchell
Harm had been done, however tors
Radio Personality
Memo states that unless, a man's
Following a two-day postpone- with hundreds of suckers like the
added:
integral
service
has
some
Norman
Cousins, editor of Saturmilitary
"I note a glaring omission in that ment of hearing."; in the suit brought guy who was led to believe his Ab
relation to the story, or there is day lievicw of Literature, will take
report.
The commission failed to against WHN. N. Y. indie, by Mar erdeen Angus would be worked into
miliwhy
his
specific
reason
some
over
Bikini
Atoll atom-bombthe
producer of "Author the agricultural section of AP news
Stone,
discuss the responsibility of broad- tin
tary record should be pointed out, test chore for the ABC network for
cast licenses to the children of Meets the Critics," the ca.se is ex
cast and actually wound up with
he's not to be referred to as "ex- which Raymond Swing was origi-America.
In other respects the pected to conie. up on the court's IS-second spot announcement.
servicelabeling
of
"Constant
GI."
nally
scheduled,
and
radioites close
commission's report performs a valu- calendar today (Wednesday). Trial
men involved in crime does a di.s- to Cousins saw in that assignment
able service.
It shows there are date was originally set for Monday
scrvice to the average sierviceman the possible ethergencc of a new
wide gaps between promise and per
(10), but was passed both then and
woman,"
memo
said.
service
or
radio
personality
in
the
near future.
Family
formance on the part of many sta yesterday (Tuesday) because of the Just
Sat. Review, it's known, has had
tion operators.
court's overloaded docket.
husband-wife
ayem
These
its eye on radio for a long time.
and
"I
Stone has alleged that
cannot understand why the
shows are gradually turning into
Bertha Brainard Dead;
long
year
AS
as
a
and
a half ago,
commission should be subject to Harold Pettcy, station's director, had
community sessions through the
mag's veepee and business brain,
Pioneer Exec at
criticism by some persons on the tried to copy the idea he asscrtedly
combined efforts of Ed and
Cominskey, offered to give
count of exceeding the law when it originated in "Authors" by putting
Mrs. Bertha Brainard Peterson, Jack
Pegeen Fitzgerald, who Claim
carte
blanche
writer
to a
whom he
has now Anally begun to live up to on "Books on Trial." Latter show
belter known by her own name as
the dubious distinction of having
the
the law, unless it may be that these replaced "Authors" on WHN. when
Bertha Brainard, one of the genuine v/anted to develop radio for
originated the format.
the two current properties of the
persons hope to throw a smoke Stone moved his production to
pioneers in radio, who up to early
Jinx

Washington, June 11.
Radio "crime and horror" programs were blasted on the Senate
Fireworks
July
Thursday
(6) by Senator
floor last
Frederic Wakeman and his controHugh B. Mitchell (D., Wash.) who versial radio-industry novel "The
called upon FCC to do something
Huckster's" will appear on "Author
which,
he
whodunits
about the
Meets the Critics" program on
added, "impair the menUl and phyWQXR, N. Y., July 4, apparently as
well-being of children."
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One Happy

WHN

,

'

NBC

screen' around present shortcomings
in the broadcasting industry.
Most
of the talk we hear about free radio

carried on in apparent unaware
ncss of what Congress has written
into, law and what the courts have
adjudicated..
Those who think
is

WQXR,

another N. Y. indie.
Stone's requested injunction to
from broadcasting
prevent
"Books" until the case had been .set
tied in court was turned down last
week by Judge Morris Edcr in

WHN

.

N. Y. supreme court.

more important

to sell commodities
over the radio than to offer whole
some entertainment and other bene

Please Don't Remit

N. W. Ayer agency office in New
need to be remlinded that the
primary function of radio as con York hit the good-will jackpot, last
Y.) accepted
cei ved by Congress is to serve the week when WWRL (N.
offered schedule of 13 spot an
an
public, not to make money."
nouncements, but refused to lake

fits,

•

money for same.
The spots were
has

Charlotte— Clyde L. Clem, Jr.,
been appointed director of sales pro
motion and publicity for WSOC,

NBC

outlet here.

for the

WWRL

Army

re

manager
drive.
cruiting
Edith Dick felt the station Should
air the spots as a pliblic service,

Duo is slated to have
Falkenburg and Tex McCrary as
guests on their show 'over WJZ
(ABC, N. Y.),next Tuesday (18)
from 8 to 8:30 a.m. Fitzgeralds
will then reciprocate by guesting
on the ''Hi Jinx" show the following half-hour over -WEAF
(NBC, N. Y.),
Fitzgeralds had Elliott Roosevelt and Faye Emerson as guests
last Tuesday (4) and Earl Wilson and his B. W. guested on
their show about three months

ago. Tim Healy, the breakfast
spieler on WHN, N. Y. indie, is
slated for an early appearance.

So far, only Dick and Dorothy
have refused the invitational
guest shots.

Review Associates— Reyear was manager of the NBC Saturday
program package division, died sud- view and Encore— as well as for the
yesterday (Tuesday) of a heart still hush-hush "Project X'' publica-

this

.tlenly

attack,
L.

I..

at

her

N. y.

Mi.-s

Brainard

home,

Huntington, tion supposedly being financed by
Marshall Field. Only hitch at the
radio in time was that mag was not sure it
had a radio personality to carry the
main brunt of any airer. Bennett
Cerf had too many of his own commitments, and John Mason Brown
had not emerged as a distinct radio

entered

drama reviewer-" for WJZ
when that station was located at
Newark, N. J^ and later, became
New York branch manager for the
When NBC was formed in
station.
1926, and VfJZ became part of the
1922 as a

combine, she joined the web° as eastLater, she
env program manager.
was commercial program manager.
Bertha Brainard quit NBC early
this year when she married Curt
Peterson, an executive with the
Murshalk & Pratt ad agency.

personality.
Lately, Cousins has been

on th«

air a numtter of times, and his mag's
associiates feel they have in him an
outstanding literary guy who at th«

some time can be depended upon to
establish his voice on the air. Want(Contlnued on page 40)
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Heffron to Take Over
NAB Public Relations

V Cold

Horida Solons Blow Hot

Wa.shington, June 11.
Edward J, Heflron takes over .NAB
public relations duties June 17 under
title of executive asst. to the president and veepee of the assn.
He has left the post of exec, sec'y
of the National Council of Catholic
Men where he guided public relaDocket
Hefty
for 14 years. Heffron fostered
tions
Washington, June 11.
the "Catholic Hour" and "Hour of
Next. Monday (17) is an important
Faith" on the webs.
heariiig date for the FCC here.
On that day, the commission will
open investigations of the Don Lee.
network, which has allegedly violated

and Jobs

PetriHo, Beer

•

In FinaUy Chilling PetriUo
Petersburg, ?la., June U.

St.

'

For a while last Ayeek Florida
Authorities were hot .after the scalp
of James C. Petrillo, flery proxy of
the American Federntioii of Musicians. But their excitement proved
only a tempest In a teapot.
.

It seems
remarks in

Petrillo

included some

Rap

FCC

•

his opening address to
convention here which chain broadcasting .regulation.<i, FCC
Attorney General J. Tom will also begin hearings Monday on
Watson thought might have violated the Philadelphia television applica-

AFM

the

AFM to Enter FM

State's

an ancient Florida sedition law.
Petrillo said that if
rules the Lea
oonstitutional,
bill
would retaliate by direct-

Speciflcnlly,

the

Supreme Court

Six applicants presently retions.
in the running for the three
channels available.

the AFM
ing miisicians in the key network
cities of New York, Los. Angeles,
and Chicago to jilay for local programs only, thus depriving network
broadcasts of all livelBusic.
In Tallahassee, Watson read newspaper accounts of the talk, promptly

telephoned State's Attorney Chester

McMuUen

B.

(of Pinellas county, in

which

St. Petersburg is located), requesting that he investigate.

Watson said it appeared possible
Petrillo had violated a Florida sedition law passed 50 years ago which
any person shall hicite an
insurrection or sedition amongst any
says:

"If

class of the population
of this state, or shall attempt by
writing, speaking or by any other

portion or

Sez Petrillo
St. Petersbui-g, Fla.,

June

11.

C. Petrillo's only comapprised that the
"Florida sedition case" had fizzled out, was:
seems
a
guy can't even
"It

James

when

ment,

make

a speech anymore.".

to intite such insurrection or
Sedition, the i>erson so offending
shall be punished by imprisonment
in the state prison not exceeding 20

means

years."

McMullen

of
sedition as "excitement of discontent against the government," might
said

the

definition

Petrillo's remarks.
Petrillo refused to comment but
Joseph A, Padway, AFM chief coun.
sel, debunked the insinuations. He

apply to

Petersburg,

St.

Fla.,

June

The American Federation

AFM

sicians is going into

Accepts

on

Research Plan
Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
James C. Petrillo has been bitten
by the research bug. His recommendation that the American Federation
of Musicians set up a research d^*
partment, to deal better with the
networks, recording companies, film
studios, and other phases of show
business, won a quick okay from
St.

AFM

delegates, here last week.

Bud-

staff assignments, salaries,' etc.,
are being worked out by the AFM
International Executive Board.
It's tbe feeling of Petrillo that,
with the AFM now approaching the
200,000 membership mark, it's time
the union got down to business on
a scientific basis and, like the broadcasting industry, explore the values
of research in future negotiations
with radio, -the record companies,
get,

etc.

Petrillo's feeling,

It's

its

FM

of

11.

Mu-

broadcasting

too,

that

the only way in which the AFM
can compete with the companies, as
it's

witness his recommendation to the
convention:
"Past experience has proved to us
when we met with the industry that
they were thoroughly familiar with
our business. As a matter of fact, in
recent controversies with the recording companies they went so far
as to make detailed researches, employing professional research bureaus, to determine jijst what our
membership consists of and the
manner in which they were em-

In order to compete with
Baid:
them, I believe it necessary for us
"President Petrillo's speech was to do likewise and to familiarize
not only lawful and proper but is ourselves with the manner in which
protected by the Constitution of the they conduct their business. This
United States and .the constitution can best be done by having o.ur own
of the state of Florida, I was present research department."
in the hall and listened attentively
He
to President Petrillo's speech.
made no threats. I do not think Roosevelt Chatter
that the state's attorney or any
other government offlcial in Florida
Outlets
is anxious to go witch hunting. We
ployed.

themselves," the AFM convention
here last week voted favorably on a
resolution to explore the whole picture of FM with a view toward applying for licenses on behalf of
locals wherever considered advis-

which, in turn,
of musicians

11.

is

employment

serioasly jeopardizing the

possibilities

and entertainers.

Resolution adopted by the convention aimed at preventing further
layoff of musicians and further pointed out that "the sad plight' of the
starving Europeans and Asiatics has been seized upon by the professional prohibitionists to propagandize their efforts to iriake the
country dry once again, to the grea^ detriment of our people in the
n)usical and entertainment field."

AFM

now being

resolution also charged that barley

sent abroad for

the manufacture of beer and other alcoholic
cases,

but

being

lis

sent,

back to

this

iiialt beverages, in maiiy
country for sale at tremendous profits

in insufficient quantity to alleviate the current shortage.

was made to the deJames C. Petrillo that

/

of

CBCInCFRBTilf

FM

Toronto, June

Belabored on

many

11.

sides for

its

announced intention of taking over
for AM shows employ duplicate sets the wavelength of CFRB, Toronto,
of musicians one of the controver- and installing. a 50-watt transmitter,
confronting standard the Canadian Broadca.sting Corp. has
sial
issues
broadcasters entering the FM pic- found an unlook-for ally in the
ture.
But it was agreed that the United Churches of Canada which
AFM is in a peculiarly ideal position passed a resolution here condemnto jump on the FM bandwagon.
ing
the "cartel connections" of
CFRB and supporting CBC.
The churchmen'^ Resolution claimed
that the owners of CFRB were part
of an international radio tube cartel
Continued from page 1
and that "this conference, aware of
the cartel connections of CFRB, and
had virtually to choose between givcognizant of the potential threat of
ing its readers more or taking the
this cartel to the purpose and work
space away from them to sell advertisers."
As an "established" paper, of the CBC, now records its support
of the CBC policy as recently stateid
PM could afford to "offer space on before
a House of. Commons com^
its own terms," the prospectus will
mittee by A. Davidson Dunton, CBC
state, adding that ."advertisers could
general manager."
hardly exert more influence than orr
broadcasters utilizing

facilities

—

PM

Petrillo Bid
Continued

1 rem

page

||

.sssl

1

the hands of the executive bpaid,
Instead, he put himself on record as
to what he thinks of the press in
America, linking them with the netVvorks and commentators as the
"Wall street contingent."
.

reference

mands

—

Churchmen Back

able.

No

Petersburg, Fla,, June

C. Petrillo

own.

On the preinisc that "FM will
foster better music, and the answer
to better music lies in the musicians

.

'

As Broadcaster

main

(anti-Petrillo)

St.

and his American Federation of Musicians 'got hot
under the collar here last week over the shipment of barley to outside
countries and voted to ask Congress to do something about it. They
claim that it's brought- about "a totally unnecessary shortage of beer
and other alcoholic beverages" lor roadhouses and nite spots and

James

Needs

Petrillo citied chapter and verse,
taking the Chicago Sun and the New
York Times over the coals for what
he charged was reversal of policy
in regard to radio after Marshall
Field, who owns the Sun, and the
Times, acquired their own stations.
His attitude was "what's the use?" as

Other detailed

AFM

vention stories on P.

con-

1

and

in Miisic section.

;

ganized political pressure groups
PM has proved itself able to
withstand them."
With no advertising income, PM's
only take, consequently, comes from
That today grosses
its circulation.
$57,000 weekly, of which $17,000 goes
to newsdealers. And although there
is no statement of operating costs
available; the prospectus will say
frankly that "it costs more than

and

It was the claim of Rev. Dr. J. R.
Mutchmor, secretary of the evangelism and social service department
of the church union, that CFRB was
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Slandr
ard Radio Ltd., which in ;turn was

part of Thermionics Ltd., Aolders of
world patents on radio tubes. (CFRB,
Toronto, is owned and operated by
Rogers-Majestic Ltd., manufacturers
of radio tubes in Canada.).

But Joseph Sedgwick, counsel for
weekly to produce PM now
—so we draw' from our little bank CFRB, declared that "there is not a
balance and we call for more and word of truth in the charges." In
denial, he said that "the only,
at
more readers."
Marshall Field, prexy of PM, Inc., possible basis of fact for the church
who bought out all the other orig- resolution is that, until February,
1941,
Standard Radio Ltd. was eninal investors, has sunk more than
Show
gaged, under the name Rogers$4,000,000 into the paper, according
to the prospectus.
During its six Majestic, in the manufacture of radio
To
on 28
sets and parts, and up to that time
years of existence, the paper has
"At Home With Faye and Elliott," grossed' $14,000,000 more from circu- Standard Radio had certain patent
new 15-minute, five-a-week trans- lation. But today "PM's bills are interests; but Standard sold to Engscription series employing Elliott
more than the income from its pres- lish interests in 1941 and, since
and Faye (Emerson) Roosevelt, Is
then, we have had no interest in
ent shareholder-reader^."
Prospecscheduled for first broadcast Sat.
patents and could not be interested
tus will point out that the paper can
(15) in 28 markets, including 23 in
break even with "considerably less" in any tube cartel."
Canada and five .stations on the than 100,000 additional circulation,
Coast.
Bow-in will be unique, in but "wants that many more
so that
that show was bought with auditions
Cohen Move From DPS
it can continue driving ahead." With
on strength of Roosevelt name, and still
more than 100,000 readers, it
transcription
record
of
Kermit' will say, it might be possible to esCauses Staff Changes
Raymond company, producers.
tablish a chain of PMs in other
Move of Harry Cohen from Dai)cer,
Series is being auditioned this
cities.
Fitzgerald & Sample to John D, Tarweek in N.Y. for a client, with six
Financial crisis first materialized cher
agency has brought a series of
stations as outlets, in N. Y., Chicago,
around Jan. 1, when the circulation changes to DFS, and
the addition to
Detroit, Boston, Cleveland and Phil
had reached 165,000— highest normal executive staff of Jerry Seehof,
from
adelphia.. N. Y.'s WOR and WJZ
average in the paper's history. Ex- LaRoche
& Ellis. Cohen was superadmittedly are angling for the pro- penses
in the postwar world, though, vising
account exec on. the $5,000,000
gram.
had also risen. Newsprint, for ex- per year radio billing
Whitehall
Show's format differs from other
ample, had gone up from $50 a ton group, but switched \yhsii
he rebreakfast, Mr. and Mrs. programs in
in 1940 to $67.
To attempt a cut ceived control of Groves Laborathat the: Ropsevelts take a back seat
in operating costs would have meant
tories ad business.
.to their daily guest star who holds
an "inevitable loss in the quality of
Upped as a result of sv/itch are
spotlight. Nine programs have been
the paper," which the editors turned Ken Beirn, to
supervising account
waxed so far, with Hildegarde down. Prospectus
will state the ed- exec; Jerry Scchof, former
copy chief
and Anna Sosenko; Sgt. Mickey itors
were also considering a hike of Ruthrauff & Ryan, and H. W. RasMcKeough, Gen. Eisenhower's or in the.
paper's price from 5c, but de- ter, who will do copy
planning, field
derly; Henry Kaiser; Martha Scott;
cided this would be inconsistent analysis, and
merchandising; Bob
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ghandor;
^yith its current fight against inflaBuckley, from media director to acOrson Welles: Lucille Ball and Desi tion.
count exQc, with Beirn, over Anacin,
Arnaz; George Jcssel, and Gen C,
Prospectus is given over to a his- Kolynos, and BiSoDol; and William
R. Smith, prez of American Air
tory of the paper, with its prelimi- Lewis
from merchandising to exec,
Lines, as guests.
Producer Ray nary fights for existence, its
con- also with Beirn over Freezone, Hill's
Green plans to do 260 platters in all, stant
crusading, etc.
On the bacit Cold Tablets, Guards, and Hcet.
for two se)ics of 26 weeks, 130 shows
page is. a box, as a pledge from

AFM had spent
emergence of
canned music in the pix industry.
He characterized It all as "pouring
money down the drain," because, he

he recalled that the

$1,700,000 to fight the

charged, the press of America isn't
interested in anything but smearing
labor. If money is poured into pubhe averred, it will only
be to prove once again, how useless
it all is. Rather, he suggested, money
could be spent more wisely in free
concerts around the country. "That's
my idea of public relations," he said,
adding that as the campaign against

lic relations,

more and more

Petrillo

addis

"the public

persecution,

.

up

lo

will

itself

do the constructive job for us."
This anti-press attitude

$40,000

seemed

to

translate

itself

somehow
the

into

.

I

conduct of the delegates themselvcj;.
While Petrillo himself appeared
to the press than
at any. previous time, one could
sense a note of suspicion among Ihe
delegates in their reluctance to talk.

more approachable

Bow

have come

to St. Petersburg to hold
a peaceful, law-abiding convention,
and that is what we have done."

McMullen promised

a decision by
later said he

Friday morning, but
waiting on "correspondence"
from Watson.

was

Saturday

(8),

McMullen huddled

for an hour with Circuit Court Judge
John U. Bird, in whose court Petrillo
would have faced trial if charged.
After the conference, McMullen simply stated that the investigation was
"washed up."
"I have decided there was no violation," he said. It was reported the
judge had told him the whole thing

was much ado about

WDGY

nothing.

Bans Religioners,

•

Protest

RaUy Planned

Minneapolis, June

11.

WDGY

has banned paid weekday
religious broadcasts from its programs, laying its action to lethargy
listeners.
While a rally was
planned to protest the action, at
one sponsor agreed with sta-

of

least

tion's attitude.

George

.

.

England, executive diChristian Businessmen's each.
Committee, which for 14 years had
sponsored "Family Altar," oiie of
SOAP
the broadcasts affected, said "ChrisChicago, June 11.
tians of the area took gospel broad"Ma. Perkins,"
"Joyce
Jordan,
casting for granted.
The type of M. D.," and "Life
Can Be Beautipeople who listen to gospel broad- ful," thre(!
NBC daytime soapers,
casts don't write letters."
have been renewed for an additional
He emphasized sponsors held no 52-weck period by Procter
animosity toward WDGY, in plan- Gamble.
ning 'the rally, which he said will
"Life," switching over from CBS,
seek aid of Congress in changing replaces "Woman of America" June
the law which permits stations to 24 on the. Monday through Friday
decide whether or not tlicy want 2 p. m. slot. Present plans call for
to accept paid religious advertising. "Woman" to fold on the above date.
rector

S.

of

THREE

RENEWALS

readers to help get the

Strictly Public Fights

Washington, June

James
the

at

C. Petrillo's

recent

AFM

atUck on

II.

NAB

convention

in

drew a frigidly correct riefrom the association Saturday

Florida
ply

night (8).

"The
National
Association
of
Broadcasters," said the statement,
"regrets that Mr. Petrillo found it
expedient or necessary to resort to
personalities and to terms of conflict at the American
Federation
of Musicians' convention.
"The ultimate object of the radio
industry and the
must be to
provide the best possible music for
the American public.
Neither the
broadcasters nor the Federation can
escape this mponsibility. Only by
reasonable approach can we hope to
solve our mutual problems and discharge our obligation to the American people.

AFM

"Through the Initiative of ils
Justin Miller, and long
before the passage of the Lea bill
or the introduction, of the legislation concerning labor now before
the Congress and the President, the
president,

.

NAB

sought to establish new machinery and methods for amicably
settling
the long-standing differences between broadcasters and the
..

E60IF

.

&

additional

100,000 circulation.

NAB Regrets'—In
Reply to Petrillo Blast

The

NOW ON OWN

Washington, June 11.
Willard D. Egolf, who has just resigned as special counsel, for the
offices here
will figure principally in cases
before the FCC; He is also president

To Get Mutual Audition
"Family - Affair," audience participation quiz show with two families
stacked up against each other (hus-

band

vs.

NAB, has opened law

etc.),

will

and

July 11 and

husband,

wife vs. wife,
tried out on Mutual
10:30-11 p. m., with
going on air in fall
of
Broadcast Management,
inc.j as regular program. Airer was tried
which has filed an application for out May 16 similarly as. a one-shot.
a 250-watt standard station in the
Program has Ed Wolf as producer
Bethesda-Chevy Chase suburb of and Tiny Ruffner as emcee, under
Washington.
Dolph Opfinger's supervision.
possibility

be

18,

of

AFM.
"The

NAB

has taken the positionthat neither legislation nor judicial
determination can obviate or diminish the ultimate necessity for industry and labor to isit down together and reach fair agreements by
proper discussion, adjustment and
negotiation. - Resort to any other
procedure' is wasteful, inconclusive
and can only breed bitterness and
rescntmeni"

,
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RADIO

VIDEO READY TO SHOOT
Authors Press Film-Video Copyriglit

Authors might have an easier *
time with the film companies than
Television Reviews
originally anticipated In pressing for
for televia separation of copyrights
sion when a story material is sold
at "HEKE'S MORGAN"
to a film studio, it was revealed
the With Henry Morgan,
a mecling of the exec council of
Authors' Guild in N. Y. last Wed- rroducer: Harvey Marlowe

something like full stature this year.
New upswing in. optimism being
evidenced by the industry's top execs is cued by the fact that five

Adier Shoes

WABD-ABC,

N. Y.
Henry Morgan's first video show
has probably brought to light more
problems that the Television Broadcasters Assn. can handle 3t the rnoment, Iii tele, as in radio, he's one
of the most unorthodox performers
extant, completely uninhibited to the
point
that he can cause more gray
out, arose from the studio's demands
hairs to producers in a brief 15 minfor complete rights to a story from utes than most performers during
tyro authors or those oldtimers seek- an entire career.
It's that
ing to niake a comeback.
Privately, performers complain of
situation the Guild is trying to rec- the terrific heat generated by the.
overhead light banks, but no one has
tify.
With television finally starting to; ever done anything about it. Morgan—he stripped down to the wsist,
roll, all members of the Guild have
showed the viewers how the lighl.";
indicated more interest than heremelted th? records, and r?bmp!alned
tofore in obtaining the sought-for bitterly about the conditions under
Guild will continue to lay which video workers perform. TBA
righU":.
preliminary plans at another meet- will probably promulgate a Hays
ing oii the Gpast at the end of the office code to take care of guys like
month. Committee has not devised Morgan. Unorthodoxy of the perany definite plans yet on what form formance was probably the mos I'lsurwould be best to present its de- prising thing ever to come over the
dcwn
mands to the studio. All four guilds screen, but lest hard, clamps
it was all inon Morgan too
in. the Authors' League, including
offensive and didn't exceed good
the radio writers, dramatists, screen taste, and it was funny.
writers and authors, are expected to
His gab, strictly ad-lib, poked fun
join in the fight and, since the mem- at the product in a manner which
bership is scattered all over the would cause immediate cancellatiftn
country, it's been difficult to work by a less liberal bankroller. His lampoon of Adler shoe produc.ts was
out the strategy.
Film companies, according to an funnier than anything he's done on
the
haven't the audio medium because of
Authors'
League
exec,
sight values afforded by video. But
raised
strong objections
to
too
withal, he gave a practical dcn.oncoi)yright separations for films and sVration of the efficacy of Adler- ele.television in the past because tele vators by having a gent .fro'.n the

TBA

•

accompanied by a femmc,
The gUy afterward

auditaice,

try on a pair..

was much

taller than she was.
Morgan probably didn't mean to
be that good to his sponsor. Morgan
has provided the first burlesque of

'

'

a

television,

.

inedium

certain

on the way

is

sign
to

that

the

growing up.
Jose.

Bendix Receivers

To Plug CBS

"CHIME TIME"
With Jean Tl(he, Gay Moods

CBS television's flght for highcolor received another
boost this week with the decision
of the Bendix radio division of the
Bendix Aviation Corp. to manufacture color video receivers through

(Donovan

Strict

WNBT

mental color transmitter at the company's main plant in Baltimore, according to- Charles Marcus, yeepce
oyer engineering, Bcn'lix engineers
will carry out extensive development and research to produce receivers as soOn as possible for hoine
consumption.

Viewtone,

Still

Time Schedule

WCBW

with its first daytime show since
the end of the war on Saturday
(8>.

Those

set

manufacturers

who d

sets on the
retailer.s' shelves had. been hard hit
imtil now by the complete void in
was
Customer
daytime tclcca.sl.';.
forced to buy a set as an almost
complete blind article, since all the
demretailer had with which to

in Prod.,

Adds New B'klyn Plant
Irving

to

get

some

(Chic) Kane, president of
Viewtone Television, has added a onstrate the set's reception qualities
new Brooklyn plant in addition to -were the station's test paltern.s-,
the .present East 18th street (N. Y.)
which were not transmitted on any
location, because of expanding biisidefinite schedule.
nc.is, although the new video sets
now on the air four
is
are still on the assembly lines.
afternoons a week, broadcasting its
Viewtone is rushing into th"e mar•Radio City Matinee" on Mondays,
ket with a $130 video receiver and
Wednesdays and Fridays 1-2 p.m.
a $275 combo television-autonitilic
and the educational series for high
plionograiih-radio set.
scliobl studcnis on Tuesdays 2-2:30
will probably run >ls
p.m.
B&K'S OOO-FT.
Saturday "Man in the Street" show
Chicago, June 11.
as a weekly feature also.
Skeddcd to become the tallest
which mean.s that a polen
All of
_
.
structure in Chi, the proposed B&K lial set buyer would do well to hit
joint
transmitting the .store sometime during those
- television

WNBT

.

WCBW

TOWER

FM

tower will rise 000 feet above slj cct
level on the edge of the Loop.

j

.

'

I

hours for best
of a

buy

rc^iilts

he's getting.

on what kind

Final session on Thur.sday (d) was.
devoted to the applications of Dorothy
S. Thackrey (N. Y. Evening
Post and WLIB) and the Debs Memorial Radio Fund, Inc. (WEVD).
Mrs. Tliackrey gave her total assets as $8,092,000 and told the commission: "My primary interest ih television, radio and newspaper publishing is to provide the widest possible public service by utilizing .and
.

bpurn— and even Mark Woods,

making available

the public the
ma.»s comenthusiastic over

to

most effective means., of
muriications:

I

am

the limitless future of television."

She has video applications in for
Los Angeles, and Sah Francisco a'.so.
and said she woidd spend 50Ci of
her time on the West Coa.«t if she
She estigets all three channels.
mated equipment and installation of
the New York station would cost'
$209,000, and said the first year's
operation would exceed $416,000.

Ted O. Thackrey, her husband;
Frank Kiiaack, chief engineer of
WLIB; and Jackson Leightcr, president of WLIB, also testified.
Adolph Held, president and board
chairman of Debs Memorial Radio
Fund, said the idea was to "provide
a free voice in N. Y. radio and perpetuate the name of Debs." Questioning brought out that the Forward Assn.,. derived from the N. Y.
Jewish Daily Forward, would help
with the financing. Inference was
that if Fund got a station, it would
be largely devoted to foreign language prograins as is WEVD at

Shows 25^ Improvement

Young & Rubicam, and has

Video 'Oscars
,

Due Tonight

parts.

tute and RCA-Victor, plus a string
of other advertisers who buy video
time to run their commerciallysponsored films. ABC, without it-s
own station,' currently produces
shows for the A. E. Rittenhouse Co..
Adler Shoes, U. S. Rubber and

Chevrolet.
Thus, despite the niany obstacles
being placed in television's path
from various sources, including

the blitz.

clude

After a short fanfare, tele director Maurice Gorham spoke of the
better things to come once the video

Ralph

James

program

be sponsored, by Sweetheart Soap through the Duane Jones
agency. Shows wiU be broadcast
over WABD (DuMont, N. Y.) starting Thursday (20).
And Gulf has
bought the former sustaining night
news show on WCBW (CBS,.^N. Y.)
to

in addition, currently has

two weekly shows sponsored by
Standard Brands and other weekly
programs plugging Gillette Safety
Razors, Vocational Guidance Insti-

C. Pctrillo, American Federation of Musicians prexy. as well as.
execs inside the industry, television
can finally be said to have gone
commercial.
And, according
to

broadcasters,

all

things

video growing up in a big
ing the rest of 1946.

point

to

way dur-

yearly.

starts

rolling.

George T. Shupert, pre\y.
Rockafcllow, veepce: Dian
Dincini secretary, :uid Archibald U.
Braunllcld. treasurer. New board
members include Charlc; Allicoatc,
Richard Manville, Edward C. Cole,
David Hale Halpern. Frederick A.
Don McClure and Alice
Kugel,
Pontlargc.

Show was

highlighted by a repeat performance
of the last BBC telecast in 1940, featuring a Mickey Mouse cartoon. Also
included was a remote pickup from
BBC's special events truck of the
Victory Parade rehearsal.

.Award.s. in the form of placjucs.
may go to individuals, station.-.', ad
a.iencies. etc.. and may be jiivcn
johitly. Citations will be made for

.

Two More Bow Out
TBA'S POPPELE

TO

C. OF C.
Hypoed interest

NAMED

COMMriTEE
in

television

by

the nation's top business execs was
evidenced last veck by the appointment of J. R. Poppelc. prexy of the
Television Broadcasters Assn.. as a
member of the committee of the doineslic distribution dept. of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce.
Committee, representing the retail,
wholesale, advertising .and scrvico
industries, scrve.<; to promote .sound
principles and practices in marketing.

.

present.

Set owners pay BBC- a fee of $16
American Television Society will
Company is expected to
pass out video's "Oscars" tonight
spend about $4,000,000 annually on (Wednesday) at special ceremonies
television, which' works out at the at the DuMont Wanamaker studios.
rate of about $240 per viewer. Num- N. Y. Recipients of awards for the
ber of viewers is expected to in- 1945-46 season were chosen this year
crease very soon, since radio manu- by a special committee composed,
facturers are working overtime and in addition to chairman Richard
expect to have at least 100,000 sets Manville, of radio execs of the three
in operation by the end of the year. chief wire services, including Robert
BBC's hpur-and-a-half formal op- Brown of International News Servening ceremony was beamed to the ice, Phillip Newsom of United Press
limited audience in the London area. and Tom O'Neil of Prcs As.sociation;
Teeing off with a gag theme of 'you an Associated Pre.s.s affiliate.
can see us but thank Heaven we Can't
For the first time in ATS history,
see you,", the opening show ranged presentation of the awards will be
from Shakespeare to music hall va- lolevisod. Telecast has been schedProgram began with a uled over WABD (DuMont. N. Y.)
rieties.
cloud-framed shot of the single BBC from 9 to 9:.'50 p.m.
television antenna at Alexandra Palthe
for
Newly-clccted officers
ace in North London, which was the forthcoming year will be inducted at
principal RAF radar station during the same meeting. New orficer.s in-

shows

WNBT,

On

DuMonl,

dustry. Platter, written by a
suffer at KECA, the web's L.A.
outlet, kids all the brass assembled for the Coast hearings, including, such execs as John F.
Royal, Howard Hughes, Paul Rai-

Resuming

Video Set Sellers Can

Demonstrate Now, But

11.

decision is expected from
allocation of the remaining
'

oii

four video channels in the New York
area for which six applicants appeared at hearings last week. Three
of the city's seven channels arc already licensed to NBC, CBS and

'

Other
two companies, however,
Westinghouse and Federal' Telecommunications Laboratories, were
licensed to manufacture only transinilter
equipment.
With Bendix

Television broadcasters were back
in the good graces of the set manweek as
ufacturers this
(NBC, N.Y.) resumed iti daytime
programming after a several-week
returning,
transmitter
for
hiatus
tCBS. N Y.) carne out
while

FCC

Hollywood, June 11;
Gag recording cooked up by
ABC execs as a satire on the
Los Angeles television hearings
has become the talk of the in-

'

ABC

intended mark be-

Early

Muezzin's Ditks

ABC prexy.
Typical of the gags: 'Hughes is
heard to say that if his applicaable to grant permits for at least
tion is accepted the station will
90 stations by Sept. 1. Actual start
play "The Outlaw" at least once
of operations, naturally, must aWait
a night-^just to show that the
the lifting of the Civilian ProducHughes Tool Co. can "keep
tion Administration's building freeze
abreast of the times" in video.
and the beginning of mass producCBS applicant, plugging for coltion of receivers. While unwilling
or video, has a decided southern
to make any predictions, on the
drawl. When Royal gets ready to
former score, industry execs are
take the stand, the FCC examiconfident that sets will begin i'olling
ner tells the assembled applioft the lines in quantity by the end
cants to "please bow your heads
of the year.
and face to the east."
Present and potential broadcasters
ABC played the platter at i
have given plenty of evidence dur-.
special dinner during the hearing recent
hearings that they're
ings. It has cut 60 of the disks
eager, to go ahead as fast as condiand so far has received requests
tions permit. Illustrative is the ABC
for more than 100 of them.
web, which went on record during
the hearings for N. Y. channels as
being ready and willing to spend
Tele,
? 10,000,000 for video, half for con- British
struction and the other $5,000,000
for operations during the first year
After Seven-Year Layoff
for its four requested stations. Although beset by inter-industry controversies; such as the color conLondon, June 11.
flict,
industry chiefs are confident
that such questions will wither away
BBC. television, which resumied
and die once television gets rolling. broadcasting FridlJy (7) after a sixAdvertisers' faith in the new meyear wartime hiatus, has improved
dium is indicated, by the comparaaccording to BBC
tive raft of new commercials. Espe- 25^0 since 1939;
Numlier of sets in operacially heartening to industry chiefs iexperts.
i.s the fact that the top-coin sponsors
tion in the London area, however,
are buj'ing time on television at the
has decreased from 23,000 sipce besame time they're slicing their adabout 15,000.. Some
vertising budgets for radio and other fbre the war to
media. WNBT, (NBC, N. Y.) has of the sets suffered damages during
signed with Bristol-Myers for a 52- the blitz and others hsve gone out of
wcek series of Sunday night shows use through the dearth of spare

cause of too heavy concentration
upon the product and too little on
for 52-weeks.
Latter deal \vas also
(Continued on page 42)
handled by Y. & R.

been able

.

its

With hearings ifor Los Angeles
and New York out of the way, the
commission is pulling all slops and,
from present indications, might be

patents.
Bendix is the third company
granted licenses to produce equipment based on CBS's inventions.

making receivers, CBS is now all set
to push its fight for the establishment
of commercial standairds for ultrahigh frequency .video.
Immediate plans of Bendix call
for the construction of an experi-

.

short of

as many station applications, as possible during the next six months.

renewed deals with Firestone and

tele, or what have, you. Consequently
initial display of Rittenhouse Chimes
fell

up.

the

week, and by the expressed
determination of the FCC to clear
last

Esso.
television has just signed
for a scries of. four Thursday night

&

TliomflS)
Singing commercials of 15 minute
duration are much too long for radio,

CBS

more top-coin advertisers signed
for video shows in N. Y. during

through

Producer: Harvey Marlowe
15 Mins.; Thors. («), 8 p.m.
A. E. Bittcnboosc Co.
WABD-ABO, N. T.

frequency

licensing of

(*).

others
Director: Art Rivera

Tint

N. Y., L. A., 'Frisco Video
Washington, June

the last decade, migh( finally attain

tion of. copyright clause in their" contiacls with the, studios, the authors
discovered that no one present at
the meeting had ever lost a sale
wlicu he demanded such rights.
Most of the conflict, it was pointied

hasn't meant much until now. With
the current advent of commercial
tele, however, studios are expected
to crack down in
effort to counter
the plans presently being worked
out by the League.

To Back
Television, oversold to the public
by its over-enthusiastic backers for

IS Mint.; Thurs., 8:15 p.m:

nesday (5).
Huddling on what course to follow to get. the long-awaited separa-

WORKS

Thackreys Have $8,000,000 Assets

ADMEN

FCC,

Down

Separation; Studios to Cracii

31

Washington, June

Two more

II.

week.

the year's outstanding contribution
to the development of tclevisioii

;

commercially: to tectinical e.xcrlIcnce in video produciioti; for tech-

;

I

Stromberg-CarlSOn
application -for

and

!

applicants dropped out

of the race for low frequency black
and :white television stations last

WFBM,

withdrew

its

Rochester. N. Y..:
bowed out in In-

!

the yeur'.s best sports programming.

Inc..

dianapolis.

I

i

WOW

withdraws
Omaha, June 11.
WOW has withdrawn its application for commercial television but
continue experiments, according to John GiiUn, Jr., president.
will

nical advancement in the science of
television: for the most consistent
cfiort in the developing of the most
efl'ccti've video commcvcial.s. and for

I
•

I

I
'

.

I

Awards will al.-io be given for tlie
year's best educational program; for
the movt outstanding contribution to
children's progranuning; for the bc-t
news progioms:. for the most oulstanding productions; be.~l special
events program: bpsl direction, and
for the most oulslunding service to
ATS.
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sponsors! agency men'
NEWS
AM

10:00

Open Mon., Wed.,

Fri.

MYRT & MARGE
9:00

AM

Open Mon. thru

Fri.

RAINBOW HOUSE
10:30

AM

Open Saturday

NEWS
11:00

AM

Open Tues., Thurs., Sat

ANSWER MAN
12:45

PM

6:00

PM

Open Mon. thru

Sat.

EASY ACES

6:45

Open Mon. thru

Fri.

STAN LOMAX
PM Open Mon., Wed., Fri.

FULTON LEWIS,
7:00

PM

Jr.

Open Mon. thru

Fri.

BARRY GRAY'S VARIETIES
2:00

AM

Open Mon, thru Sun.
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Ajjlg/gjfy

timebuyers!
Whether you're

on" the

''going off" or ''coming

air today,

tomorrow, or a month from now, here's a frank and
helpful statement from

WOR^the station that has

probably created and produced more
plaudit'prompting, audience-building, sales-producing

loW'priced shows during the past 12 months

local,

than any station anywhere

NEVER BEFORE in WOR's almost a qyrter-centuiy
programming lo 18,000,000

change, either seasonal or permanent, in your

of flcfion-arousing

network or local programming in New York, WOR

people in seven of the Eastern vSeaboard's greatest

sincerely suggests that

you give some thought

the great show buys

has listed here. For these

states,

has

its

schedule been studded with a wider

variety of crack shows priced low for immedi-

*

ate sale.

This

is

no casual boast and these are no

The majority

— and

programs have

of these

are bouncing

cas-

—

to

top-ranking

rating slots on an ever-mounting crescendo of

new and

repeated acclaim from the nation's most

astute critics, columnists and feature writers. They

are programs that have pulled rave letters of en-

dorsement from such shrewd buj^ers
Spector, Ruthrauif

&

Raymond

programs which have

paved the way for "success
of the industry

stories" that are the

and the delight

of their

"vacationers", are audience

and sales "insurance"

in their coverage of 16 of the nation's greatest

markets of more than 100,000 people each. They
are also investments that can play a tremendous
part in holding and increasing the popularity of

any

advertiser's product or service.

WOR

urges you to act on this ad for a veiy

simple reason. Annually, for more than eight
years,

we have published

had

accepted by three, four

it

a similar

—

as

message

many

— and

as seven

And in almost ^I'e/'y case, those clients
among our present and most consistent user«.

advertisers.

sponsors.
So, if

NOTE:

They are grown and growing

regional institutions^ properties that, for net

Ryan, O'Cedar Corp., Van

Raalte, Julius Scheck, etc.;

envy

as

to

programs are much more than station

"packages".

ual buys.

bounced

WOR

it

you are making

or contemplating a

a recording of any of these

WOR

are

•

shows, plus

xhe free help and advice of the station's talent-and-

time-wise Commercial Program Sales Division, can

be had for a phone

call,

PE

6-8600.

^that power'full $tatlon

at

1440 Broadway^

In

New York

/

t

MUTUAL

m
m
M
M
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seeking enrollment will bo high.
While dramatic training has always been a part of college courses,
and schoolinK in the various phases
of radio production has been introduced in many universities, there
has never been a secondary school,
municipally run. which has provided

ii

vocational training
ness aspirants.

i

Several

colleges

for

show
the

affiliate in

New

to

exploring

of using

sound

efTects

James

for

Instead,

fall.

every

possibility

on their shows

place of music.

The threat of abolition of cadenzas
from e.t. shows, and the fate of
those shows already pressed wobbly in view of what might happen
if Petrillo decides to use some means
of penalizing stations that air them,
In
has galvanized the e.t. guys.
adopting sound effects that have
proved useful from the early days
of radio and have Ijccn greatly refined

in

lattcr^ay stages,

their

in

of miisical bridges, themes and
wiiatnot, they may well be setting
a pattern that producers of live

Ijlace

shows

will

find

it

advantageous to

.

country

Live shows, of coiuse, can drop
music at a moment's notice,- while
WWL, the
plattered boys would be stuck
Orleans, owned
in the event of a Petrillo prohibi-

have their own commercial
stations, most notable being

CBS

busi-

axe

they're,

follow.
in

waiting

time

any

ing

Program, calling for $130,000
to remodel P. S. C7, provides for
auditions of applicants to determine
fitness for the courses they request,
since it is expected that! once the
school is established, the number

to Petrillo s

Chicago, June U.

PetrlUos

uation..

.V.V

Answer

Producers of electrically transcribed dramatic shows aren't los-

Projected school will have a regfour-year course designed to
equip students to enter music, dance,
radio, or drama directly after gradular

1*5?

(Sft

As

2

olliers. Pi-oblcm of competent teaching personnel is expected to be
solved by people active in show biz,
who wili have only a short distance
to travel to the school's West 46th
street location. (It's a few doors
away from Variety.]

1 1
iv
A ^ M k
m m m ^ i
g
n
i
n
II
W P m- ^&
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Transcribers See Sound Effects

School

Continued from page

radio

by Loyola University Recently, too, tion. Withal, the latter are pointing
universities
have begun to such live shows as "Gang Busta
few
courses in motion picture producers" and "Famous Jury Trials" as
tion, with Wesleyan one of the pionsamples of drama layouts that get
eers in the field. Most definite move away with no music at all in spots
of this sort took place, not in the where it would seem most effective
U. S. but in Mexico, where a Di- to use it, and are working on the
rector of Cinematography was ap- same gimmick for themselves.
pointed in April to head up UniOpening theme of "Busters," for
versidad. Mexico's film department.
instance, is the tramping of prisonIn New York City, fli-st hint of ers' feet: than a bell rings in the
broad interest in educating for en- jail as cell doors open all of which
tertainment was evidenced by a sets the stage.
They use music
group of Long Island high schools throughout, of course, but not for
which began training their school
j>
bands intensively in pop music.
Culmination of the modern music

—

Ban

of Music

In "Trials" there's the
the theme.
sound of a gavel, then voices in an
echo chamber to denote the courtNo music but a decidedly
room.
novel effect that sets both shows

—

apart.

A number

small cA. outfits
haven't used music at all because of
the expense involved, and precisely
because of that economizing tlioy
may prove the lucky guys iii. the
Also, a number of live
long run.

•

of

shows have been known to shy away
from hiring the Petrillo boys because of the AFM chieftain's ruling
forbidding transcribing ^of programs
make use of music for rebroadcast in delayed markets.

that

Up

to

the present,

it's

generally

agreed among producers here, sound
effects have never been as efTcctivc
as music, but that may be because
producers have never gone into the
use of them as completely as they
It's a foregone conclusion,
might.
they insist, that practically finy kind
of a mood can be denoted without
music, and with very little dilTicidty.
Most directors, however, have left
it
up to the music to change the
scene, create a mood, etc.
If

rillo

new

nothing

else,

therefore, a Pet-

ban will introduce sometiting
and it's thercr

to radio, it's felt,

up

industry to get to
work exploring the vast field of
effects that has been practically ignored up to this point simply because most producers and directors
have been too lazy to let anything
but music do their work for them.
fore

to

the

.

.

curriculum took place in a Town
Hall Concert last week.
Fourteen page prospectus for the
new school was prepared by the vocational education advisory board,
under the chairmanship of Stephen
F. Voorhees.
Paper outlines emphasis on practical side of courses,
with shows produced by students
themselves. While there is a High
School of Music & Arts already in
existence in New York, it docs not
equip students to enter professional
entertainment field.
'

WHDH

CBS COAST SCRIBES

WIN 20% PAY HIKE
Hollywood, June
Increase

pay

in

of

slightly

11.

over

has been granted personnel of
department
at
writing
program

20^i

CBS

here. Hike, retroactive to

May

when old ticket was terminated,
1
was given after several weeks of
haggling between net execs and
reps of Radio Writers Guild.
Writers jump from $58 to $72.50.

also get a 50% increase in
schedule of commercial fees for
writings used on Pacific network of
Continued from page 1
CBS. Also under the new agreement
CBS loses 10% interest in subsidiary
tion or boom in the concert buslnes-s,
uses of material penned by staffers.
but he doesn't see it easing off next In the future, thie writers will be
year. Even when it does deflate, he permitted to do freelance work so
said, "we'll have a bigger concert long as writings are confined to CBS
business tlian^ before the war." It shows, commercial or otherwise. Rawon't even drop in proportion to dio, television and other rights, exothers in time of lull. It's a yo;.ng cepting rights to one radio usage by
business yet, like the radio, and it employers, are now held by writers
and net no longer shares extras.
will grow.

They

Longhair Music

II

Judson says the concert business
and audiences were built up through
(a) records, (b) radio, and (e) na
^

Veep

lionwide concert courses like

Com-

munity and Civic. Concert manage
YisVetve^*

"five
.As

nicnts havon't the capacity to supply
the new public, he avers. Especially
since the U. S. has gone into some
thing relatively now the export of

—

music

talent.

"Wlicrc

Germany used

to

distrib-

ute artists for the world." according
to Judson, "the U. S. now will. We
have already started to book artists
abroad. And we won't have enough

Brisson's Legion of Merit
Washington, June 11.
Legion of Merit has been awarded
Col. Freddie Brisson for hiS
AAF as chief of the
Office of Radio Production. Citato Lt.

work with the

tion said in part:

"He organized and developed the
original
radio production unit..
In the summer of 1944, in answer
to the demand from the American
public to know and understand the

AAF

activities

of

our

overseas

fighting
good artists to go around."
forces he proposed the idea of sendJudson sees an excellent crop of ing combat radio operating teams
young American talent poming to to all theatres of operations in order
the fore. "Our young American pi
to record and report the actual war
anists, in particular," he says, "per- in the air.
formers like William Kapell, Eugene
"The resuKant
program.
The
I.s.tomin, Eugene List, will soon lead
Fighting AAF,' broadcast over ABC
the world."
and throughout the world to our
The most significant development fighting men, contributed in a great
of our day, says Judson, has been the degree both to troop and home front
expansion of symphony orcl-eslras in morale during the closing phases
America. Tlie.U. S. how has between of World War II."
30 and 40 major ensembles, and frbm
.

200 to 300 smaller orchestras. New
ones are being started every day.
The movement got under way beiore
the wai-, and wasn't retarded, desnitc
the fact that practically all orchestras operate under annual deficits
of

from 35% to 50%,
Judson attributes the

MacGregor Sets Stars
For Recruiting GIs
Hollywood, June,

•Humphrey

Bogart,'

George

phy, Pat O'Brien, Joe E.
rise

of or-

11,

.

Mu"

Brown and

Robert Mitchum have been set to

chestras (a) to symphony perfoim- essay lead roles In series of transaiices on the air, and (b) to freer criptions being made by C. P. Macmoney in circulation. He a!so points Gregor for U. S. Army Recruiting
out that during the pre-war depres- Service. First in series was completsion, although other ventures folded, ed last week, with Clark Gable in
no symphony orcliestra went out of top spot.
busines.'.-. Today's orchestra budgets,
Army is buying total of 26 plathe adds, are being increasingly "bal- ters. Film actors
do dramatic bits,
anced by records, radio shots and en- grouped around which
are please by
dowments.
military figures.

DAVE BECAL
ORGANIST and PIANIST
Now

FREE

LANCING

ORIGINAL

MUSib IDEAS

AND
G.
47 U%t DWiilen, Chteoqe 10.
Dalawar* 4247

*BUT

GOOD

III.

,
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AWARDS AND CITATIONS nECEIVED
PROGRAMS BUILT AND BROADCAST

''THE
fii.sfitute

CAREER FORUM''
",

for Education by Radio, Ohio State Uhiyersity

radio

series/ distinguished

^

.

.

.

its

to

WCAU

.

.

.

An

outstanding

an auspicious project helping young

outstanding contribution to the future business

*,

.

.

/

In recognition of

an

speak up and answer, as well as ask, questions

Chamber of Commerce and Roavd of Trade of Phiiadefpyiia:

Mlhoard:

.

and freshness of

originality

.

Civic conscious

America

for

."

treatment

Variefy

WCAU IN 1946 FOa
THE PUBLIC INTEREST:

BY
IN

, .

life

of Philadelphia../

Local Section of National Radio Editoi^ cites

outstanding public service program.

.

WCAU

The Career Forum

.

.

for

its

/

"CRUSADE FOR RETTER DRINKING WATER"
City Coife^e of

New

Yorfi;

"... Citation for the outstanding public service

program broadcast by a clear channel

station

''Award of Merit for the most effective public

The

facilities

lhat crealed the programs thal nicrited these

50,000

PHILADELPHIA

S

W4TTS

•

.

.

/

.service

awards are available

to all

program

WCAU

advertisers

CBS AFFILIATE

LEADING RADIO INSTITUTION
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boost

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

June

to

workers,

office

is

effective

Don Davis

President

1.

the boost

wage

general

a

given

voluntarily

being made

to

Huntsville,

W.

from

J. C.

RothwcU and

Harpolc.

J.

CBS

said

some-

— ConUnned from

IVashlngton—Annual search for
"Miss Washingtoii" for the Atlantic

I

,

'

WWSW

WHB

WHB

—

president of

WXYZ

(ABC) recorded

Management

of Station

WHB

has

finals" will

be held in August.

tists.

General Manager John Schilling
said

the

pay

boosts

for

some

15

only in the television field,
already lost its first
it has
the NLRB having ruled that
tors should vote on belongi)vg
Radio Directors Guild or no

Minneapolis— Ray Tenpenny, stalT
announcer on WCCO, CBS, lor the

workers ranged from $5 to $50 per past three one-h-alf years, leaves
week^ striking an average raise of to join the NBC announcing staff
about 25%^
in Chicago,

—

at

plea made by the.
Rev. Sam Morris. Baptist minister
and prohibitionist on behalf of the
and ProhibiTemperance
National
tion Council, to the FCC to deny
reincwal of license to KRI..D, Dallas,
Something new in the way of
FCC. Mor- alarm clocks that will wake the pubthe
was turned down by
ris contended that he sought to buy lie up with its favorite ayem radio
and that the sta- show has been designed by General
time over
for
his
tion refused to sell him time
Electric electronics engineers.
New
abstinence messages.
invention is a bedside clock-radio
set that automatically goes off in the
Philadelphia— Alan Barric. out of morning with a radio, show instead
of a blaring ring.
Latter is also
the Coast Guard after four years'
included for the heavy sleepers,
service, is now radio director for
sounding a few minutes after the
Elmer. P. Cook Associates.
radio comes on.

San Antonio

.V

ADD SLEEP HAZARDS:
RADIO ALARM CLOCK

KRLD

Set

—

equipped

i£

Morris Roberts,
Victoria, Texas
selector control that turns off the
owner and operator of KVIC has radio for the evening. Clock, howapplied to the FCC for consent to ever,, continues
to function. At the
sell the station to John G. Long
time selected, tho clock turns the
Long is a theatreman radio on. Clock and radio work
for $192,500.
(Long circuit of 57 houses) and is independently of each other.
also a partner in the Bay City
Set is expected to hit the market
Broadcasting Co., which holds a
Long is this month. Cost is to be Si7.35.
grant for a station there.
also

plamiing

to'^

purchase

KSAM,

Texas

Politico Gripes

Vs. 'Quality' Stations
Washington, June

11.

Homer Raincy, one of the 12 candidates for governor of Texas, wired
the FCC Saturday
charging
(81.
four Texas stations with trying to
restrain full discussion of public issues because they refused to sell
enough time to permit the candidates
to air their platforms.
Stations, all belonging to the Texas
Quality network are:; WFFA, Dallas;
WBAP, Ft. Worth; KPRC, Houston;
and WOAI, San Antonio.

Rainey charged
had entered into
sell each candidate
broadcast between
13,

mmswaf

diamond ring and a yacht."
The CIO group claims the sup-

2ND

PRIZE

YOUR

1946 Mercury 4-Door Sedan

LOCAL

while

MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY

3RD PRIZE
1946 Ford 4 -Door Sedan

NEXT 1050 PRIZES
10

Tligy

H)

BENDIX AUTOMATIC WASHING
MACHINES!
msh -triple rinst-dainp-doi citllies.

.

.anldimlicilly

PHIICO PHONOGRAPH- RADIO
CONSOLESI

M)

PHIICO REFRIGERATORS!

M

LADY ELGIN WRIST WATCHES!

10

TOASTMASTERSI

1000 PAIRS OF

ARTCRAFT NYLONS!

9tms

ttwarded prompfly

will bti

offer winners are chosen

IIBBY,

mNtlLL t IIBBY
Chicago

9, 01.

CANNERS OF LIIIY'S 100 FAMOUS FOODS

NOTHING TO BUY! And right away
may be yours if you hurry to enter

the car of your dreams
this easy contest open

only to women, 18 years of age or older.
All you do is tune in Libby's popular "My True Story"—
and then tell, in 100 words or less, why you like to listen
to this dramatic, entertaining radio program.
Listen to "My True Story" on your American Broadcasting
Station today. (You'll enjoy listening even if you don't enter
the contest.) When you hear the easy rules, you'll hurry to
get in on the $12,000 worth of wonderful prizes. Remember
—nothing to buy!

IHESl

FAMOUS RADIO KKSONAUneS ARE YOUR JUDGBSs

"THE BREAKFAST CLUB'!
*'QUIZ KIDS" program
Paul Whiteman, of "STAIRWAY TO THE STARS'!

Don

McNeill, of

Jeo. Kelly, of tho

DuplicaU print

€em»

will
fhie

be awarded
prt^perty of

In

com of o

Ubby MSNeitt

fie.

enMei be-

All

libby.

IBEW

is

and technicians largely. CIO group
says it has been endoreed by Radio
Writers Guild, William L. Shirer,
CBS producer Bob Heller, actor
Frederic March, and "one of CBS'
oldest employes in point of service,
Anthony Desmartcau, head of the
CBS tevevision accounting dept."
CIO group has skedded a rally
for today (Wednesday) at the N. Y.
Newspaper Guild Club, where it
will have Betty Garrett of "Call Me
Mister" and Kenneth Spencer ot
'Showboat" cast to help boost its
cause..

Woman

Bites (Hot)
Cliicago,

Chicago

Dog

June

11.

Herald-American's

film

Ann

Marstcrs, pulled a ssvitcheroo last week, throwing a cocktail
feed-party in the Ambassador hotel's
Polo Roorh for all the press agciils
critic,

in town.

Reason: She started fcmcccing a
celebrity interview show, tccoflf guest
being Carl Brisson, on
Monday

WGN

(10).

V

an agreement to
time for only one

June 11 and July
latter the date of the Texas pri

maries. Rainey charged this was a
violation of the Sherman anti-trust
act and the Communications Act.

S

ChiFM
Continued from page

27

^

license pledged pr6gramming on •
60-40 basis in favor, of sustainers.

Fact that Paramolint has a con

B&K

corp.

Blume dur-

Close hauled
to the wind requires
a steady hand at the wheel, Like
the skipi^er of the yawl, radio
lime salesmen must bic experienced. Weed and Company's staff
of seventeen "old hands" daily
covers the nation's important
radio centers with the skill and
effectiveness tliat conic only from
long experience.

ditional information on the anti-trust
suits be submitted. for the record.
Other organizations testifying dur
ing the week were the Amalgamated

ABC STATION

other labor groups
CBS people not
workers' classification,
backed by engineers

maiiy

in the office

swered no. Before BiK's testimony
was concluded, Blunie asked that ad-

EASY TO WIN!

,

and of some top

WBKB

INI

of

port

ing the testimony of John Balaban,
secretary-treasurer of the corp., one
of the organizations applying for an
license. B8tK now operates the
local
television
station
Blume questioned Balaban on recent anti-trust suits against Par and
B&K, and wanted to know if the
studio would exert influence to plug
its products on the, proposed FM sta
tion.
To all questions Balaban an

TUNE

imion

Drive, a

FM

1ST PRIZE
1946 Lincoln 4-Dodr Sedan

directo the

all.

the four stations

trolling interest in the
was brought to light by

1053
wonderful prizesl

where
step—

The fact that the UOpWA's Radio
Guild has made a careful job analysis, and has ^proposed exact wage
scales, with raises averaging 25%
for CBS collarites, is also being
used strongly by the CIO union. On
the other hand, IBEW answers that
drive with sarcasm, declaring in its
leaflets that it will do the best it
can for its membership but won't
promise "a brand new Cadillac, a
six-room apartment on Riverside

alarm

an

w'ith

—

"B" local gets one vote for each
100 members. If IBEW wins, therefore, the 800 tnembers would get at
most only eight votes— and UOPWA
is making most of that point.
lATSE's big fight is concentrated

|

broadcasting division, In liis talk: the
at llie annual mcetinB of the Na- to be placed in a sealed vault and
tional Editorial Assn. at Estcs Park,
opened 50 years hence for re-broadColo., slarling June 13. It's the secautoond time for Shousc to address an cast on the 100th anniversary
NEA convention. Other speakers at motive celebration.
this year's powwow will be ArchiAmong the voices recorded are
bald M. Crosley, president of the
George
those of Barney Oldfield,
radio
research firm bearing his
Holly, Charles King,
name. and Palmer Hoyt, publisher Nash, George
Henry Duryea, Gen. William S.
of the Denver Post. Bill Barlow, of
Ford II. Senator
the 'WLW publicity staff is accom- Kniidsen, Henry
Homer Ferguson, Walter P. RcupanyiMK Shouse to Esies Park.
Omaha— Mel Hafcen, ex-Navy ther. Norman Stcinkraus. A. A.
lieutenant has been appointed head Bcrle, James Melton and George
of VVOWs new farm service depart- Romney.
ment.
Kansas City, WHB. one of Kansas
Plllsburgh— Donald F. Lassiiipcr City's pioneer radio statioiis, goes
and Walter R. Glaus are new addi- nighttime in the near future. News
tions to the KDKA technical staft. was received Friday (7) that a "conLassingcr comes here after seven ditional grant" has been given by
years with Weslinghouse in Balti- the FCC to the station's long-standmore while Glaus, a former part- ing application for 5,000 watts day
time worker at KDKA and other and night on 710 kilocycles.
Pittsburgh stations, recently finished
Switch from daytime only to full
a four-year stretch in the Marines. operation will climax 15 years of
Bill Grayburn has returned to the surveys, negotiations, and FCC apannouncing staff after com- plications on the- part of
to
pleting his freshman year at Pitt. get evening time. Station presently
It took him five years to do it. his is operating on 1,000 watts, 880 kc,
studies having been interrupted for daytime only. During the past decfour by Uncle Sam.
ade and a half
has had one
application or another almost conDetroit
George
W. Trendle, stantly before the FCC.

page. 27

A

what equalize the pay of these City beauty contest will be handled
the voices of the au- workers with those of announcers as usual by WWDC. Contest got
Cincliiiiati— Present trends in la- for posterity
with
pioneers oil a wire re- and artists, recently boosted by the under way locally Sunday (9),
dio will be discussed by J;unes p. tomotive,
the station calling on contestants to
it
to signing of o new contract with the
Shousc. chicl o£ the Crosley Corps cording spool and presented
D.C. semitheir applications.
American Federation of Radio Ar- file
Automobile Manufacturers Assii.

Broadcasting Co., ABC, WCFL, Lin;coln-Belmont Co., and NBC.

WCFL Rapped
Surprise appearance of S. E. Gourfain,
of
the
Gourfain-Cobb ad
agency, at Wednesday's (5) hearing,

c.c),\ip.\;\;v

to protest the. application of station

WCFL

on tlie grounds that the sta
tion acted contrary to existing broad
casting standards by cancelling the
commercial program of the Erie
sponsor of common
Gerhardt Schachcr, broke the
quiet that had prevailed during the
first three days of the hearings.
Clothing Co.,

[

lADIO STATION lEPRESENTATIVES
Niw Vwk • lettN • CMcifo • AUntt
OitriH • Sn Frmciitt •

tator,

WCFL cancelled Schacher's pro
gram' for his alleged "pro-Russian
and "anti-American" broadcasts and,
according to Gourfain, refused, to
announce the switch of the program
to another station.
Maurice Lynch, WCFL station
manager, maintained that Schacher

was "pro-Russian" end "anti-American" biit denied charges that th*
station refused to make announce
ment of program cancellation. Mil
ler,

ordered the agency and the
to submit samples of Dr,

station

Schacher's scripts to the FCC.

Mit.i

LOli

CLAYTON

UNITED REXALL DBDO CO.
Friday—CBS— 10 p.m. D8T

WeAnetduff

Jam

lUBIO

1946

12,

WIS Show to Find Oat

Philippme Air Chief

^ying Coast

What They're Thinking

Material

Hollywood, June 11.
Norman Paige, head of recently
Broadcasting
reformed Philippines
checks into Hollywood some-

Co

San Francisco.
time this week from
buying
He has been in Bay City

eouipment and lining up persdfin^l
expansion into an
for revival and
archipelago network.
with two
In addition to resuming
iap-(lestioyed Manila stations, the
company plans building stations on
group
the
of
islands
larger
other
etc.
such as Ley te, Luzon,

Shampoo Angles for GF
on

Slot

ABC 'Breakfast'
Chicago, June

Down

Tabmiacle Reverses

Churchill

11.

on the Farm General Foods' option on the first
Chicago, .Tune II.
15
minutes of ABC's "Breakfast
WLS will enlist farmer audiences Club" is up this, week, and if GF
Buffalo, June 11.
Churchill Tabernacle, which in its
from its Saturday night "National doesn't pick it Up it'll probably go to
Barn Dance" shows for an unusual Kay Daiimit (Lustre Creme Sham- current battle with Buffalo Broadcasting
ownership of

Stand Offer

new

aud-participalion show that
June 22. Titled "The
Farmer Takes a Stand," quarterhour program will be sponsored by
Superior Paiiit & Varnish Co.
Program is designed to give rural

tees off here

.

WKBW

poo), subject to approval of Philco
and Swift, bankroiiers of the show's
remaining 45 minutes. Swift has the
middle 30 minutes, Philco the last 15.
First quarter-hour

of

up

to

now contended

that the station legally reverted to
it because of BBC's failure to fulfill
the contract utider which it was

—only'

in

Guild

—

S&K

Following FCCs ruling last Dethat possession
of
both
and
was in violation
of the commission's multiple ownership rule, BBC was directed to
dispose of one or the other of the
two stations. Recently Frank D.
Scott, Washington counsel for BBC,
filed with yCC an application for
six months extention of time lor
compliance with the order, asserting that BBC had been unable to
find a purchaser for one of the stations. Last week, Camden R. McAttee, Washington attorney, filed a
brief opposing: BBC's petition for exr
tention, contending that the company had had ample time to dispose
of one of its stations, and that an
extension would mean that BBC
(;ember

WKBW

WGR

with Louis Calhern and Oscar Knrl-

who knew the roles, than by
radio actors, discovering that though
radio actors gave a smoother flr.st
reading, their work was les.s rounded
took legit actors
It
at the end.
longer to get into .stride, but when
they learned they werei (he better
The Guild found, too, that
actors.
dramatic values in legit and radio
were the same, with some nece.ssary

Everything Points To

THIS

ONE

changes as adding punchlines in.slcad
of bits of business for effects or

FACT

climaxes.

O'Neill

Curiously

.

Not Holy

enough,

it

was

the

Guild's most sacrosanct playwright,
Eugene O'Neill, who awoke it early
to the need of radical script changes
to make its plays more radib-wi.se,

directors Langner and Hclburn that you couldn't do radio, successfully without using radio media.
Then the Guild had its adapters do a
great deal of rewriting, plus original
writing, to replace stage direction,
stage limitation, etc.

WLW

SERVES

ITS

«

telling

The Guild

feels

it

was

wi.se

in

That
bility

WIW

aware

seriously

is

to serve the formers of

clear-channel responsi-

of

its

its

great midwestern area

choosing radio people like producer.
George Kondolf and director Homer
Fickelt for its plays, the former being especially valuable because of
his experiences in both fields, radio

borne out by many kinds of evidence.'-

and

ogement

legit.

The Guild found that most of the
expected tabus were non-existent.
They put on "daring" play.'i- with
hundreds of favorable letters to the
few dissents. Only a few people, objected to "Strange Interlude," which
as a stage play had been banned in
Boston.
In other plays of adult
theme or provocative situations, like.
"The Silver Cord," "Second Man" or

Knew What They

"They

Wanted,"

the Guild stuck right to the original
script and experienced no trouble.

The sponsor, U.

S. Steel,

say Lang-

ner and Helburn, let the Guild do as
it pleased,
never interfering.
The
Guild was never once a.<iked to
cheapen or "popularize" its plays.

Required Llstenlni;

The

1945 award

Variety's

world's breadbasket"
in

by the Radio

Citation

service feoture

Editors'

Poll

"From The Ground Up"

of )NVH'i
is

farm

another strong

endorsement.

And
in

the approvol of the farmers themselves, expressed

actual listening, clinches

month's of

radio families

The Nation's
stations

it.

In

the poorest rural radio

1945, August and September, 1,324,000 rural

Overaged 400 minutes per week*

Station

heard

in

,.

.

.

29.1

%

listening to

of their fofo/ listening to

alt

the areol

Yes— everything
fact that

petite for certain types of plays. The
Guild brought the theatre to 10-15.000,000 people in a new, good form.

WLW

the farmer's interest.

points to lh«

WIW

directors feel they contribvitod

something to radio, in bringing to it
a high standard of play selection,
creating a new legit audience, and
stimulating in radio audiences ah ap-

to

is

"for contributing fo the

one valued recognition of showmon-

is

THE FARMER

GIVES

WHM

HI

WANTS TO HEAR!

•Nieden Rodio Inde*.

Ava<is*

%tpf*mhtt

In

some instances, certain sch<iols
made the Guild plays required
listening.

The
lowing

Guild'.s directors liked the fol-

productions

best:

"Strange

Interlude," part two; "The Guard.sman,'' "Mary of Scotland." "They

Knew What They Wanted."

"Payment Deferred," "On
Borrowed
Time," "Three Men on a Hor.se,"
|]The Silver Cord" and the final one.
'Call It a Day."
Strangely enough.

Eugene O'Neill and Sidney Howard,
of the Guild's playwrights,
best of all.

came out

As to television, the Guild's contract with U. S. Steel had a clau.sc
'hat the Guild could do an expeirijnental show on tele, but Steel had
•# 1*

«

It

""^^^ ''"'^

****

did go into that

Guild's .services

medium.

fiw)
HON

Of TMf

cal property for

WBKW

was willing

pay

to

value of the physi-

WKBW.

An application by the Tabernacle
is now pending in Supreme Court
here for an order directing BBC to
turn ;yKBW over to it, on the
ground thai^ the original purchase
contract had been abrogated by
BBC. James L. Fly, former FCC

CtOUn

Churchill group, filed a: petition
with FCC this week requesting early
hearing on the application of Churchill for a wavelength, preferably
the one now assigned to WKBW.
,

XftV'S 'PIE' IN

NEW

POST

Pittsburgh, June 11.
Harold (Pie) Traynor, director of
at KQV and one-time Pittsburgh Pirates' manager, has been
appointed recreation supervisor of
Allegheny County Parks. Traynor's
chief chore will be the establish-sports

ment
at

of

baseball

schools

for

kids

North and South Parks

this

sum-

mer.

New

job,

which:

pays

$3,780

a

would be operating both WGR and year, will not interfere with TrayWKBW for more than three years nor's sports broadcasting. He does
in violation of the commission's rul- a daily sports column on KQV at
ing. The brief asserted that Chur- 6:30 every evening.

wcls. and in

tors

chill Tabernacle
in excess of the

show purchased, this week reversed its
field and has now offered to repurchase the station from BBC.
chairman and now counsel for the

the

has never been sponsored on the net

individual cities. When
visitors to Chi an opportunity to Kellogg, ..Philco's predecessor, and
voice their opinions on questions of Swift
shared sponsorship of the
the day concerning agriculture, with last half-hour, there was an agreequizzees chosen from standees wait- ment that the first half, not coning in line to attend the lasi barn sidered as valuable because earlier
Continued from page 25
dance show of the evening.
in the morning, wouldn't be sponit wns adapting,
paying extra for
Such persons as the farmer who sored, with
(hois who.se work.s
changes.^ Then
lives the greatest
distance -from the privilege of keeping it clear.
and was chary of
learned Chi, the one whose family has ocaccording to its directors, it
Picture has changed through the
original scripts, and cupied the same farm, the longest' last few years, however, with Swift
to deviate Iiom
ruthless.
lime, etc., will be picked out, and, finally taking on an extra quartertoward the end got quite
The Guild found that plays with following interview .with emcee hour and Don McNeill, owner of the
(like "Jacobow- Jack Holden, will be asked to ex- package, making a pitch for comtoo miiny dialects
difTicull press thoughts on labor problems, plete sponsorship.
were
Colonel")
the
and
sky
Plays with international afTaiis, etc., from the
air.
GF is figured to drop out of the
to get over on the
(like "Yellow farmer's angle.
picture,
incidentally,
because
of
too many characters
follow.
Show, which will feature inex- product shortage, with networkJack") were too hard to
at a pensive givcways, is considered
diflcrently
sounded
that
Voices
by agency confabs going on- now as to
grow
to
began
reading,
station
reps
a
to
first
sop
farm
characters whether it's advisable
play's
to make
towards
mounted
tension
who
their
as.
get
ears filled all week pitches for a shampoo in the same
similar
performance time, so that certain with giveaway shows staged in big segment with meat and radio revoices sounded alike on the air. The cities, which they can't attend due ceiver set ballyhoo. Hill-Blackett. is
Guild 'admits it made this mistake to farm chores.
handling deal for Daumit.
"Jacobow.sky"
in
as
times,
severpl

"Boy Meets G'\r\" with
Gene Kelly and his opposite.
The Guild found its purposes
served better by the u.se of legit ac-

to Purchase

Corp. for the
has'

S7

COtWitAtlOW

THE NATION'S HAOST MERCHAriOISE ABlC STATION

New Smash- Hit

Transcribed Mystery

Tlirilier

produced by

LOUIS

0.

COWAN, wc

To Hi* stations, clionts, and aqtncies throughout tho eountry
who havo givon "Murdor at Midnight" such a rousing roeoption
thanlis. Thanks not only for tht signaturos en tho contracts,
but also for proving our point that top writers, actors and
directors, brought together to do a show they like doing, can
make a transcription series that bows to no "live" show on the
air. Some markets are still available. We suggest you send for
the audition discs by calling or writing World Broadcasting
System, 711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y., or Louis G.
Cowan, Inc.. 250 West S7th Street, New York 19, New York. S2

—

programs available.

—
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Thought Provokers n 10 to lOOG
Season As U.
FBANK SCULLY

S.

Lends Eager Ear

gauge thei» success by the size of
the question box as much as on the
Hollywood, June 11.
Lecturing never had a better year gross.
In college towns and certain other
spring.
than this one ending with
$1,000,- cities they sometimes get a morning
Just plain Ulk worked into a
or an afternoon. date, the best being
wild toward
000 business and got so
the Friday Morning Club of Los
times
three
were
there
Angeles. This goes into session bethe end that
speakers. In fore noon and then adjourns to its
as many bookers as

By

.

became so disorganized own dining room for lunch, after
which comes the question hour taktoward the season's finale that it ing up five hours at least of the
reflected the world at large more lecturer's time.
But it is a solid

fact the field

faithfully than probably intended.
booking and desired by all of them.
Just how, such a horse and buggy
As old as the business is and as
business could pick up in the face of out-of-date as much of the technique
lecturers expect to hold out
radio, pictures and news commenta- is,
tors may confound the illiterati, but against all comers. The. UN was put
to those who know, the explanation together for "thought problems."
platform
is clear. The reason for the

PHILLY RADIO GANGS

UP

IN

FAMINE

Uoyds

WAR

Philadelphia, June

11.

seas.

grams

Minneapolis, June

11.

Lloyds of London were taking a
raise money
hand this week in a promotional

coupons, a local stunt to

buy food

KSTP Out

of Drink

As Too Many Sportsmen Catch Prizes

Every station in Philly has teamed
up in a special pitch tomorrow
(Wednesday) for the sale of food
to

Fishes

39

for the starving over-

KSTP.

Station had released
1,000 tagged fish in lakes of Minnesota, Promising $567 in merchandise
stunt of

All day, spots and special prowill call attention to the sale

donated

prizes,

of the 15-cent coupons at 6,000 food

by manufacturers,

for each fish caught, and an additional $1,000 in, cash and a new car
for grand prize 'fish, the first of 10
bearing certain numbers.

department stores and midThe day has been designated as' "Food Coupon Day" by
Mayor Bernard Samuel.
The radio campaign is under the
direction of Milton J. Feldman, radio
stores,

city booths.

With fishing season but a few
weeks old, however, 33 winners had
been caught, claiming prizes worth
in excess of $18,000, and some dO'
promotion head of the southeast nating manufacturers were getting
chapter .of the Red Cross.
fidgety. Meanwhile the stunt was
getting KSTP's name on the lips of
many, there being many anglers in
La'uisvlllc— Reported as the first
these parts.
award for distinguished service ever
KSTP revealed to donors this
given a radio station by the U. S.
Dept. of Labor for work in helping week that, when the stunt originattheir
solve
problems, ed, it had sought protection from
veterans
WGRC Mondiay (10) was recipient Lloyds of London which, equipped
of the honor presented by J. K, with no actuarial tables for this sort
Johnson of the U. S. Employment of thing, nevertheless agreed, after
Vehicle is the first 30 sets of prizes were claimed,
Service, Cleveland.
I

of the graind prize numbers. He was
a sportsman, however, and the fi.sh
being a bass, not yet in season, he
tossed it back.
'

Kennit-Raymond Waxes
Second Variety Series
'•Hollywood

Open

House,"

half-

hour variety transcription show inaugurated about nine months ago by
Kermit-Raymond. Productions, when
26 shows were produced, bus now
gone into production with a second
series. New set' still has Jim Ameche
as emcee, with same format of guest
vocalist, comic and Hollywood star
weekly, but with Ray Block's orches-

tra replacing Enric Madriguera's.
Series had 90% claimed renewals,
with 184 stations presently running
included in the lists of
the transcriptions. Guesters on new
graduates from the University of
platters include Jack Pearl, Fred
Kansas City last week.
Shurick
Bartholomew, Martha Scott, Phil Regathered himself a sheepskin with
gan,
Morey Amsterdam, Henny
a bachelor of arts in economics, WGRC show "Veteran's Guidepost" to underwrite manufacturer's costs. Youngman, Monica Lewis, etc. Ray
Victims of lecturitis will pay no
winding up three years of night which had its 104th performance
The deal, however, applies only to Green is producer. Series is curthose
and
year
bodies $10,000 a
school work which he carried on Monday night. Award was accepted the second 30 fish. After that, what? rently being waxed Wednesdays at
lend
knowledge
whose specialized
along with his full time, work at by Charles Lee Harris, exec of the
Meanwhile it was reported one CBS Playhouse No. 4, N. Y., before a
them a certain eminence in their the radio station.
angler had taken a fish bearing one live audience.
station.
field can make $25,000 to $100,000.
Net? No, not net. The net in most
cases is about half that. Under some
managerial contracts the agent gets
25% and the spieler pays his own
rail and hoter expenses, while others
provide at 50% fee with the agent

pickup, top lecturers contend, is that
is
at least 1% of the population
always willing to pay to hear those
it "considers experts, and the public
has been flocking to anything that
resembles an attraction if it has live
performers.

Kansas City—The name of E. P. J.
r i c k
publicity
director of

Shu

,

KMBC, was

.

•

footing the bills.

The agents range, from "managers"
"block-bookers," meaning those
who book college professors around
the block for $10.

to

'Thought Provokers'
Most of the gabbers have a book
two in print and while few shill
extremes on these items none

or
to

forgets to

make

at least a passing

mention to his bound volumes. Some
even have the lobbies stocked with
copies and all agree that the books
lecture-dates
and lecturing
help
helps sell the books. Lecturers with
a hot subject, like Harrison Forman
with "Report on Red China," naturally have an edge over those who
might be lecturing on the Ming
Dynasty.

But best are the "thought-pro
vokers," a term created by Forman
as a sort of gag. Often he has been
asked by his wife if he had a sellout,
"No," he has been forced to admit,
"but I provoked a lot of thought.'/
So now "she kids him by asking,
"Did you provoke a lot of thought
tonight,

dear?"

It

has

become

standing gag like "a moral victory"
in athletics.

among the thought-provokers
and who are usually sellouts as well
are Dorothy Thompson and Eleanor
Roosevelt. This year Miss Thompson
may not have done quite so well as
To°ps

£ " i^i

1

I

i

i

I

i

I

1

Jixj-T

formerly, having changed her stance,
but Mrs. Roosevelt really packs them
in.
She came to XjOS Angeles and
it was announced a week before her
arrival that there would be a change
in her subject.
She would answer
Winston Churchill. The result of
that switch in subject was a second
switch from the 2,600 Philharmonic
to the 6,500 seat Shrine Auditorium
meaning a $10,000 house for the
switch. Her fee, however, is under^
stood to be $1,000 a lecture wherever
held.

Mrs. Roosevelt motored

in,

being

among

those possessed of '42 cars or
better. Forman was in this class
too. Indeed, with .a good car, esp.e
cially one that can be made over
into a bed, a speaker can do five
'

lectures a week,, meaning 100 for the
season. These circuit-riders found
their private lives
uncomplicated
,

by overcrowded trains or jammed
hotels.
Forman traveled with his
wife and family from New York to
Los Angeles and did 100 lectures
between the two coast towns in a
few months, grossing $25,000 as
easily as if he had been on a vaca
tion from the New York Times—
which in fact he was. About the
only lecturer who travels from west
to east is Burton L. Holmes, whose
home is in the Hollywood hills. The
rest start in New York and work
west,
Toughest bottle-neck is
the middle west where a 100 mile
jump sometimes involves three rail
roads and 14 hours of trains. Having
his own car spares the lecturer
of this sort of thing.

For

WFBR— 1300 on the Dial— radio to
WFBR is the only living, breathing
is

Baltimore.

radio station that attracts big studio audiences

and crowds of visitors— a

RADIO CITY

in

smaller replica.

reaches Baltimore

— in

real

to advertisers,

CO.

*

WFBR

Baltimore listener— the one

and buys.

much

MEMBER-AMERICAH BROADCASTING

in

everything that helps Baltimore.

The Routine
Most, lectures are scheduled for
around' 8 p.m. and run an hour.
Then they usually have an extra hour
lor questions and answers. Lecturers

it

—

work

And

WFBR goes far deeper than a spot on a dial
by reaching the real Baltimore. And WFBR

by being part of

assuming radio's community responsibility—
in civic and- church
in Juvenile programs

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE— JOHH.BIAIR

&

CO.

delivers the

who

listens

40
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kept .discreetly out ot sight
and Victor Norman,

Inside Stuff-Radio
amazing response
Lislenev iiilcrest lo kid programs can be gauged by
a.m. teener
held by Miitual's "Land Ot The Lost" Saturday
emergency food
program regarding food saving ideas. Conlcsl, lied in with
week. U elicited
saving campaign, began 10 weeks ago, and ended last
Response jumped
coining ni.
135 057 letters with belated entries still
from 1,543 returns in the first week lo 35,092 in final stanza.
Program produced by Isabel Manning Ilcw.son. and which now has over
country, pITered four pub9 000 •Land Of The Lost" clubs throughout the
barrel ot money
licily-wi.sc prizes in ils contest. Unique prizes are: U) "a
tover
(over $300); (2) "a roll of money big enough lo choke a horse",
and (4) "a child's own
high,"
feet
seven
nickels
stack
ot
$100): (3) "a
Judges include
29.
June
bo
made
are.
to.
Awards
pennies."
weight in
ClemenGarden).
and
tHouse
Wright
Richardson
(AP),
Adams
C:harlotte
Exline Paddlcford (N: Y. Herald-Tribune) and Oscar ot the Waldorf.
Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia is planning to make presentations.

1o contest

American Legion is oITcring stations free a 15-minute weekly transcribed
program for 10 weeks titled "Play Ball." Program feaUnes National and
American League players, umpire and sports commentator. Format is a
baseball quiz with players and sports announcers on opposite sides of the
debate.
First proqram, available for week of June 23 broadcast, features Johnny
Hopp, Whitey Wietelmann and Dick Culler ot Boston Braves; sports commentator Bill Stern and Bill Klem, chief of slalT of National League umps.
Red Barber and Bill Slater; Bob Feller, Phil Cavcretta, Buddy Lewis,
Jdlin Beasley, and others, will appear during the series.

Teched by spring fever, WOR's (N.Y.) publicity combo. Richard Pack
and Charles Oppenheim, cooked up a double-barreled stunt for yesterday
iTues.) by inaugurating the first postwar cruise party— a trip via tugboat
from Manhattan (42nd St., w.) to Brooklyn.
Cruise was tied up with Brooklyn's 300th anni. with officials, celebs and
prass on board, and Manhattan's borough prez, Hugo Rogers, presenting a
replica of Brooklyn's first flag to lalter's borough prexy, John Cashmore.
Hour cruise on S. S. Thomas E. Moran. WOR's flagship, was strictly bigleague cruise stuff, guests being offered sports (shuffleboard, deck tennis,
etc.), ship news, fashion show, concert, gymnasium, food and ship's bar.
Proceedings were broadcast by shortwave from shipboard.
Passenger list of 60 included Jack Dempsey, as athletic director; Barry
Gray, Harry Hershfleld, Beatrice Kay, Dioso Costello, John Wildberg and
Dorothy Kilgallen. Each passenger was issued a passport, with such imposing stamps as "Immigation Officer, Flatbush"; "Debarquement, Commissariat Special, Brooklyn"; "Special Transit Visa, Canarsie" and "Not Valid
In Ebbets Field." Printed passenger list also included two names who

all

during th« oruis»—Evan Llewelyn Evans

Musicians Nix Pix

The Literary Bash; CBS' "Radio Alphabet," glossary o{ radio tarnu
i^B Continued from page 1
edited by a flock of the net's present and recently resigned braintrusters,
has copped ati award from the Trade Book Clinic of the American In»tl- must yank out ol the libraries pre<
tute of Graphic Arts. The 85-page booklet, illustrated, was edited by Paul
vitaphone films.
Coulter,
William
Lodge,
Strunsky,
Douglas
Robert
Holllster,
Kesten, Paul
Move, laid before the plx moguls
William C, Gittinger, William Ackerman, John Churchill, Earle McGlll,
Klmo Wilson, Gilbert Seldes, Howard Chinn, Davidson Taylor and Lyman three weeks ago but held back for
Bryson.
publio announcement until forth,
under
Literature
radio
dept.,
Albert
N.
ot
Saturday
Review
That
coming publication In the
Williams has made its appearance at' last. Williams started oft easily,
journal, is the latest in a series of
planning lo give his customers an "orientation course" in radio before he
developments aimed at bringing
hits out hard in the fall.
becoming
known
John
Crosby,
rapidly
radio
ed,
new
Y,
Herald
Trib's
N.
radio, the film industry, recording
His "I's" have It,
as the most vertical columnist in town.
oompanies, etc., into line in signing
l^enry W. Roden, president of American Home Food Products, whose up separate negotiations for
televiflrrtvigponsors a lot of radio, has written a thriller, "Wake for a Lady." sion..
John Reed King is plugging the book on his CBS audience participatloner,
As pointed out by PelriUo to the
"Give and Take," and Roden himself is appearing on the show next Satur- delegates in his annual report, "the
and
Take."
sponsors"Give
Home
Food
day (15).
introduction and development ot
television presents the same threat
"Author Meets The Critics," which goes on Mutual network (WOR to employment of musicians as did
excepted) tonight (Wednesday), was also strongly angled for by WOH, the change from silent to sound
Mulual's N. Y. outlet, on grounds that program differed, in books discussed films. As television progresses from
and panel of experts, from the program carried in N. Y, locally by
one stage to another, it is apparent
Thursdays,
the films will play a great part in
has exclusive rights to its future, and that it is possible to
Idea had to be nixed, however, because
title and format of show for one year in N. Y., and Mutual took on show
produce the majority of television
tor web, despite the several changes, subject to WQXR's rights.
programs in "canned" form, thus
will cop program next year for the eliminating all radio employment.
It's believed, however, that
local Mutual outlet.
The sponsor. Book of the Month Club, is already You all know, through bitter exrepresented on
with "Let's Go To The Opera" and Is believed to perience, that when the vitaphone
have no objection to a subsequent switch from
on "Authors."
and movietone were installed in the
Mutuai's network series tonight opens with Bill Mauldin on program, theatres, we lost the employment ot
discussing his book "Up Front."
18,000 .musicians overnight.
'The
is determined to avoid
Coincidence caused by a plane crash in Hollywood last week was also a repetition of that tragic expericause for first alarm reception at .switchboard of Dorothy Trackrey sta- ence and until we find out exactly
tion, KLAC, when severed power lines blew out station and other severed' where we stand, we are not going
lines reversed current into receivers tuned to KLAC.
Situation caused to render services in the making of
listeners to call station with blast that it had ruined sets because of "too television."
many volts." Management had tough time convincing listeners that they
received only microvolts from any station and that operating current came
Chattanooga—
.getting lots
from elsewhere. Straight of it was that telephone lines carrying KLAC's of local comment about its Saturday
power intake were cut in crash and fed back excess power. Consumer feature, "Orchid for Safety." Show
power lines reacted similarly, feeding back approximate 550 volts into features presentation on air of.kudoa
sets built for 110.
to cither a pedestrian or motorist
chosen for recognition by the police
Recent manoeuver of a musical personality in Hollywood is causing deep traffic bureau.
blushes among former employers. They were taken for a financial ride
in rescuing him from an Eastern situation, building him up in the job they
afforded only to lose him to what must have been his intended job all the
while; Having obtained comfortable shift in jobs, the subject curtsied to
all the expensive ballyhoo that went with his now chores.
When the time
was ripe for his exit into his own business he vamoosed.
,

AFM

WQXR

WQXR

WOR

WOR

WQXR

AFM

WAGC

—

Former FCC Chairman James Lawrence Fly, who's been in law practice
with offices In N. Y. since he quit the commission, has now formed a
partnership with two of the legalities who've been with his organization
anyway. New firm is now Fly, Fitts and Shuebruk. William C. Fitts, Jr.,
is former general counsel for the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Peter Shuebruk is former asst. general counsel for the FCC.

17
lb
m(ttm

House of Murphy, w.k. Hollywood eatery, is nothing if not frank in its
commercials over KHJ. Sample patter: "To the few thousand who have
saved enough money to eat at H. of M. and don't know the directions, it's
at Fourth and La Ciehega, just across from Eaton's Restaurant."
Topper Is; "Be sure you've seen everything you want to see at H. of
before you expose yourself to the shock of looking at the check."

M

Atom Bomb Coverage
Continued from pafc

and still photogs.
been accredited.

EVIDENCE

QF AN
AUDIENCE THAT
RESPONDS TO TALENT

AND PROGRAMMING

No women have mander
Vice

All reporters were slated to leave iate
deputies;
first
post-bombing
San Francisco for the target area to- broadcast by the pilot or other crew
morrow (Wednesday) aboard the members of. the bomb-carrying
Present plans call for plane; all broadcasts from the USS
the tests to be finished by Aug. 1, Panamint; and other news broadbut if there is a hitch in the weather, casts where time limitations noces
the corre.^pondents may be delayed sitate pool handling."

Appalachian.

until Sept.

The USS Appalachian, will have
most ot the transmitting equip
ment, including mikes located at
various points. Broadcasts from the
ship of the test flotilla. Shortwave other ships will be sent to the Appatransmitters will relay the sound al- lachian and relayed from there to
most instantaneously to listeners in the U. S.
the U. S.
However, there is a posReporters aboard the Appalachian,
sibility that the mike might be disin- which is expected to cruise about 20
tegrated before it can pick up the miles from the target area, will be
explosion. Hence, another mike will furnished on-the-spot television cov
be placed on the destroyer Rhind, erage. Video transmitters, operated
on the rim of the 77-ship target by remote control, will be placed on

A

live

target

1.

mike

will be placed on the
battleship
Pennsylvania
to the bullseye

which will be close

array.

CHOSEN TO
PLEASE

AND

SERVE

MIDWEST AMERICA

1

of the Crossroads operation
his immed-

Adm. Blandy, and

the opposite side of Bikini from the

Additional pickups will be made lagoon on which the bomb is to be
on Vice-Adm. W. H. P. Blandy's flag- dropped.
ship, the USS Mt. McKinley, and on
Receivers will be set up on boarc
the press ship, the USS Appalachian. ship to record the event.
Navy engi
Because of the speed with which neers believe that the video
transsound travels, the explosion noise mitters will be able
to withstand
v/ill
not reach these mikes until the terrific blast of the
bombs if the
several seconds after the bomb has transmitters are
placed under cover
burst.
and about five miles from the target

Because of the situation on the area.
battleship Pennsylvania, an electric

Edd Lemoni it probably the
moil widely kaown farm perteii-i
olily in pklotionia today.

More

than a third of bti 594 bread-

have

cattf
lornit,

folri,

Irem
Khool reemi oad
orlqlnoted

farm meetlR9i.

metronome will be placed in'fronf
mike there. First indication

of the
lo

Cousins

the listener that a bomb has burst
the halt in the metronome's

may be

licking, the

Navy

well as
other outlets will have extensive
coverage of the Bikini test.

• »0 KIIOCVCII*

50,000 WATTS

f.ssriTEa

cv

John Blair

a

Compa;iv

1

Continued from page 29

^

ing was a way to project Cousins into
national radio prominence and the
ABC chore, pinch-hitting for Swing,

—

expected to provide Cousins \vith
jumping-olT place for bigiimc
work next season,
Albert N. Williams' new radio coir
umn in the mag is, in a way, part of
on the basis of a 'pool' to all net- the same project, it's said. Idea is to
works, with one selected correspon- build the magazine in every field of
dent at each origination point to radio, including criticism and prohandle the voicing to all stations.
duction. Of course, if some advertis"Other broadcasts available to all ing coin results from that kind of
networks include the first report of lle-in. ma^'s sponsors are
not exthe results of the bombing; the' first pected lo toss money
rfler.'! into the
post-bombing broadcast by the com- discard.

"The broadcast

of the 'drop' itself,

and of the periods immediately preceding and following," explained a
Navy announcement, "is to be made

AMBtlCAN AFnUATt

S5

pointed out.
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tually presented, ylo audio alone.
Producers also erred, by falling to
outline their method of scoring. One

Television Reviews
of

the

Agency production, banging away
at beauty and tone ol its product,
was too naive to hold up, despite
the fact that the musical tubes are an
ideal product to sell via video, because of

combination sight and

its.

sound values.
portions of show
too slim despite the fact that

Entertainment

were

participant protested mildly that she
thought she'd done better than her
score Indicated, and the audience,
Total
for the most part, agreed.
points seemed to be added arbitrarily, which doesn't make for good relations wtih the participants.
Uttal, as emcee, was affable enough
and kept the show moving fairly
fast.
Camera work, under the able
direction of Cledge .Roberts, was
part.
good, althoujgh, with the inanimate
Announcer stressed the fact that quality of the show, all this involved
the show was unrehearsed but the was cutting from one camera to anfact that one of the stars from the other to maintain a semblance of
County Fair" CBS radio show just change. Jim McNaughton's set was
happened to be passing that corner good tor the purpose.
Sfal.
at the time and was selected by Fates
for questioning must have caused
several viewers to speculate on the
show's complete spontaneity. Fates'
Followup
Tele
knowledge of the background of several of the other participants also
didn't sound too much like part of
an unrehearsed show.
With a string of some of the best
his
All in all, however, the program television shows on the air to
was a good teeoff* for the array of credit, CBS director Paul Belanger
such shows that will almost cer- came a cropper Sunday (9) night

Transcription Reviews

Continued from page 31

;

aspects

entertainment
show.
the

Jean Tighe is a competent singer
and vocal backing by the Gay
Moods, a mixed quartet, is ample.
Show works with two sets depicting the chime counter of a store and
a home scene. Major portion is naturally spent in the shop, where the
chimed musical cues are as obvious
as those of the early Victor. Herbert
.

jfperettas.

controversial subjects, emcee Gil
Eates limited his interviews to questions about landmarks in the Pershing Sq. area, history of the location,
Participants, selected mostly at
etc.
random from among the gaping onlookers, were then awarded some
kind of a token for having taken

The commercials appeared too
frequently during the proceedings to
need a spot of its own.
Chiet fault of this session lies in
the fact that agency's director. Art tainly follow on other tele stations
Rivera, concentrated on plugs more throughout the country. What's most
than on the entertainment values. important, probably, is the fact that
However, the more experienced ABC such programs hypo the interest in
hands, particularly producer Harvey television for the man in the street,
Marlowe, should have known better which is good' for the industry as a
than to allow this basic fault to be whole.
Jose.
carried out.
Bob Bendick's camera direction
was fair under the circumstances.
"ALL AROUND THE TOWN"
Picture went on the blink several
With Gil Fates, emcee
times during the show,, biit that's
Director: Bob Bendick
probably due to the average equip30 Mins.; Sat, (8), 3 pjn.
StaX,
ment.
Sustaining
'CONSUMER'S QUIZ"
CBS, N. T.
Tony Miner, director of CBS tele- With Fred Uital, Joan Barton, others
vision, once said that if tele broad- Director: Cledge Roberts
casters were forced on a 28-hour Set: James McNaughton
weekly schedule, it would be a 30 MIns.; Thursday (30), 9 p.m.
simple matter to poke a camera out Sustaining
the studio window and just record WCBW-CBS, N. T.
what goes on in the street below.
Here's another example of an auHe was against such an idea, how- dience participation show lifted diever, because it wouldn't be good rectly from radio without being suittelevision.
Viewably adapted for television.
For its first daytime show since the ers tuning in to the preem of '.'Conwar's end, CBS did just about that, sumer's .Quizz" on Thursday (30)
setting up two remote cameras on night might have closed- their eyes
the corner of Vanderbilt avenue and and got just as inuch benefit from
42d street, just below the CBS studio, the show. Such programs, and this
for a "man in the street" program. one in particular, hold promise for
But, for Miner's sake, this was. good video, but they'll have to take television's visual aspects into account
television.
Since CBS was not out to get a before they can be successful.
Format followed the same as that
taste of public opinion on the day's
embodied in the radio show. Five
women from the audience were
asked questions on how best to shop
for certain articles in a store. After
hearing their answers, emcee Fred
Uttal then turned the question over
to "expert" Joan Barton for the correct
answers.
Participants were
scored on how much of the correct
answers they gave, with the winner
getting the usual cash bonus.
Only time at all that the producers
took advantage of their medium was
during Miss Barton's spiel. When a

_

,

.

WCBW—

.

;

scripts setit out separately

Contianed from page 28

and music

recorded, so that bankroUers can
spot their commercials wherever
they wish. Some of the gags aren't
too bright, but there's a homey
atmosphere about the whole thing
that should make the shows particularly effective in rural markets.

Theme

"The More

have been known
type of tunes pay
prognostications

to

off

as
'

areas.

is

Little Closer."

25 Stations

commercial

It's

just

for

—and

maybe not

the rubes, in view of the

Both Bcrman

Co-Op
(Standard Radio)
Carrying their "Star Shows" idea
step farther than the "Music by
Martin" scries, in which all the
music is by one band, Standard
Radio herein picks some of the best:

RWG

'Bondage'

hot

that's

one to which Moore

the

is

committed,

JAoore

expected

is

to

corrie

to

N. Y. to push his plan at the next

between the negotiating
Committees of the Guild and adver-

meeting
tisers.

From word among

New York
the

during

Moore plan

ing of rank and

will
file

writers In

the last week,
have wide backmembership, re-

gardless of how Lyon and. Mrs.
Bryant advise on the situation.
Only definite information that has
come from the meeting of the na-,
tional executive committee on the
Coast concerns a plan to put the
.

out of their library and
up. Talent used should demon-

stuff

mops

Continued from page ZS

why.

As on the Martin show, Adeline
Hanson's scripts are knowledgeable
and slanted towards hepsters. Sample:

"By combining harmonic

different style for himself."
She. also credits songsmiths, digs
into the background and sources of
various styles, and, what's probably
most important, doesn't get smaitalecky.
Jive talk can get mighty
wearing, as can chatter about "droptirely

ping in at the next house on Swing
Miss Haiison has wisely
avoided all that, and the result is a
package of 156 quarter-hour shows
that bounces along unhampered by

Street."

'

.

dull scripts.

Two shows heard
.

.

.

Mifce.

Reviews

^1

—

"RADIO FOOTBALL**

With Jim Wells, Announcer
Writer-Producer: Alfred Jeflrey
30 MIns., Sat,, 12:30 p.m.

WBEN-NBC,

Buffalo

personal, promotion. Ftirther, scripts
turned down by the prize judges
must be turned back to. the authors
and not automatically folded into a
stipulation that "script not winning
award may be purchased at lower
figure."

narrowing down to final champlayoffs this week. With
an estiniated 60,000 youngsters di-

test

pionship

rectly interested, potential listening
audience is worthy of serious con
sideration.

Program is a fast-moving quiz be
tween selected high school teams,
with the scoring patterned on foot'
and employing yardage, gains,

ball,

punts, passes and touchdowns. ^.The
young run-Of-the-mill quiz condemonstrate an amazing
testants
fund of versatility and general

i

knowledge.
Announcer Jim Well?
gives the show ai real fillip with
plenty of football verbiage, and the
general overall effect of an actual
grid contest. The result packs plenty
,

•

Absolute fidelity studio aid off-the-air recordiigs

7-10 days, ry$b

Vinyllte Pressings -deliveries

transcriptions

of

NUB and

OrthacoHStic

Standards

•

Mm,

petition,
If interest of local high school circles is any indication, program looks
to have potent youth audience appeal. Producer reported to be considering proposals to tie program
in with' college participation during
fall football season, which, particularly if under the sponsorship of a
product with more direct appeal,

4

Highly experienced technical staff

Electrical

with perhaps the captains

calling the plays via the quiz questions and maybe the selection by the

captains of the opposing receivers of
the verbal ball might build up a
sense of more enhanced direct com-

Complete disc and film recording facilities

orders in

•

New York

Of thrills.
In its present format, mbst of the
continuity falls on Wells' shoulders,
leaving a sense of too little participation by the contestants except for
the. actual answering of the questions. Increased wordage for the participants,

•

•

m

for estimates

and OPEN TIME

:

PLaza 3-9172

ed
in

PI NF MART
IflnLlnfllll

R^COfiDING

101

Par^k

.

MOTION PICTURES

Avenue

•

•

PUBLIC, ADDRESS

New York

17. N. Y.

is

on

WSAY

Y.—
has openits own Washington news bureau,
charge of Steve Feeley. Station
giving bureau Idts of promotion

Rochester, N.
Phone us

WJW, Ckvdand's CHfEF
tipn

is

pele
billion

Sfa<

fop man en tht totem

in

the

Norikern

dollar marliet.

consistently

daytime

Ohie

WJW

delivers

more

per

dollar

dialers

than any ether regional sta>
tion

day after day Monday

through Friday!

should assure wide popularity for
the program.
Burt.

motion pictures for telension

effects

with a powerful Kansas City beat,:
Boyd Raeburn has evolved an en-

featured powerarrangements of "Apple Shiner,"
Guild on a pay-as-you-go basis, ful
"Stormy Weather" and. "Sheik of
which involves upping of dues to Araby" by Hial Mclntyre, and Boyd
three lowest learning categories of Raeburn's groovy outfit doing "High
When Belanger imposed members. Merhbers 'now paying $12 Tide,"
spokes.
"Forgetful," "Are You Livin'.
one set over the other, the two sets a year (those whose maximum Old Man?" and 'Tonsillectomy.''
spokes were always visible,
of
earnings are $2,000 annually) will Theme on all platters is "Bugls'
which defeated the purpose.
pay $18 instead. Move, however, Breaks," by the Swing Shifters.

This new quiz series is currently
enjoying a highly successful vogue,
chiefly among the -locail bobby soxers
and teen-age groups.'Twelve western
New York high schools have been
participating weekly, with the con-

One o( the largest st«dio$

'

.

a

strate

Ontario Club Crackers

•

what

Mike.

Writer: Adeline Hanson
Producer-Director: Jack Richardson
IS MIns.

must have approval not of only of
Writers' Guild membership but also
of members of Authors' League (of
Radio
which writers are a section) because
- Continued from page 28 s
it
involves League constitutional
duction, writing and direction by amendment.
Another new rule adopted by the
Mary Agnes Schroeder were, also
slick, especially in the dramat part, eastern, and 'western councils of the
with the commercial half boasting a Guild— with Chicago not yet voting
light touch— although it's tOo bad
calls for payment to writers enplugs aren't limited to fore, center tering contests. Under the new rule,
and aft, rather than weakening the such writers,
will "license" only one
structure of the whole layout' by
basing the whole dialogue on what broadcast, must receive the prize
woman was asked, for instance, how Carson's has to sell. A freer hand money not later than 10 days after
she would test a felt purse in a de
for Miss Schroeder is very much in broadcast, get full name credit on
partment store to see whether its order.
JWifce
air, 'and must be allowed to use the
color was fast. Miss Barton demonfact of their prize-winning for their

CINEMART offers you-

just

"STAR SHOWS"

I

'

strated visually the correct procedure. Articles under discussion were
such, however, that the demonstra
tions could have been just as efTec

err in. their
best in certain

to

:

On disk auditioned, the quartet
played "Tico Tico," Miss Roessler
sang "I Want a Little Doggie," Engle
sang "Melancholy Baby," and the
foursome closed with "Cuddle Up a

impositions.

Show was to have been a dance
simulation of the old ''pea in the
shell" game, with two sets of pedestals set up for the dancers to stand
on.
Miss Betts would go for one
dancer, only to have Belanger fade
pedestals,
into the other set of
which were bare. However, set designer Jim McNaughtOn built the pedestals, with three sets of vertical

Times Square-Randolph
& Vine dppesters

Street-Hollywood

See You," ("Swing Slreet")
played by the quairtet, which the With Duke Ellington, Hal Mclntyre,
announcer follows up with some
Boyd Baeburn, Bob Crosby,. Jack
"hello - there - gee - it's - good -to-beTeagarden, Teddy Wilson, King
with-you-again
palaver. .Gngle is
Cole Trio, Carol Gilbert and the
"Uncle Dan," Miss Roessler is merely
Swing Shifters, Kay Starr, Phil
'Elmira," and the homespun sweepMoore, Art Tatnm, Matty Maistakes is on.
neok, Eddie Sontb, Georgia Barnes,

with his "Fantasy in Space" ballet.
Show was to have been his most
ambitious effort to date, with film
and live talent integrated and an
array of his dissolves and super-

Despite the fine choreography of
Valerie Bettis and the excellent
dancing of Miss Bettis and the rest
of the casti the show didn't come oft.
Special camera effects distracted
rather than added interest, and the
integrated film didn't make my sense
at all. Selected music was also n.s.g..
with the cowboy number becoming
monotonous and the second number, uisirig a full symphony orchestra, putting viewers' attention on
the music rather than the dance.

{

fact that the

air

sheets.

and through

adis

in

local

WJW

.

1

WcdBM^ay*
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AFM CANT GET RD) OF $1,000,000
Capitol

Shows

Quarter in Bullish Report

First

Band »nd music biz people, who
were amazed recently by the relalow earnings-statement lor

tively

the
quarter of this year has pro-

gross

a

initial

income of

$5,119,528,

tolal gross of $2,094,064 and
federal and
a net of $107,761 after
and other
provisions
tax
Elate

duced a

charges.

Such a statement by Capitol puts
company in Ihe light that most
band and music people had held it
originally and justifies somewhat the
eagerne.<:s with which they went after Capitol stock when it was put
on the market recently. Jump in
in one quarter surfigure.<!. which

St Petersburg, Fla., June 11,
The American Federation, of Mu-

Reunion

all

Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
Fred H. Field, Berkeley, Cal.,
delegate to the AFM convention
here, happened to be looking at
St. Petersburg's memorial roll
St.

World War

of

spotted

the

BCA-Victor, Columbia and Decca,
does not put Capitol in the class
majors just yet. Total
revenue and net income for 1948
by each of the three top labels probably will be nearer double that of
Capitol for the entire year, if present pace is maintained. But, nevertheless, it shows Capitol as a major
operator and a close fourth to the
still

of the three

three leading firms.

Another angle on Capitol's report

000 royalty fund from, record and
transcription fees with no solution
It was
on how to dispose of it.
probably the most ticklish problem
convento come before the
tion, and for nearly 24 hours the
delegates from 475 unions volunteered .approximately 475 different
proposals for channelling the 'coin
where it could possibly, do the most
good. That ranged all the way from
an expression that "Petrillo's the
boss, we respect his judgment so
let him decide", all the way down
to an out-and-b'ut division of the
spoils via cutting a melon.
But one thing was paramount;
the
was confronted with a
situation where it was up against
public reaction. The delegates were
conscious of the fact that the general public would hop on "Petrillo's
$1,000,000 grab-bag", and unless the
funds were disposed of via the most
democratic process possible, Petrillo
would'' come out on the short end
sentiment
of pres.s
aiid
public
That's why the delegates were torn
between a recognition of their responsibility to hypo public sentiment In regard to Petrillo by voting
to utilize the fund for worthy proj-

American Federation of Musi-

dead when he
name George A.
II

Field.

Investigation proved it to be
the
name of his long-lost
brother, whom he had not seen
in 20 years.

Morris Frees

McKinky Orch

that it does not include the earnings of Scranlon Record and Scrariton Distributing, both now owned
by Capitol. They are listed separFor the same first quarter,
ately.
Scranlon Record listed a gross revenue of $1,046,041 and a net of $97,Is

charges and tax proScranton Distributing for
the came period shows a $63,310
gross income and a $13,253 net after
135 after all
visions,

estimated taxes, etc.

185 Disks to Plug
'Ni|^t

and Day

Hollywood, June

11

Most number of record releases
on a picture score will be gunned
lor Cole Porter biog film, "Night
and Day," concurrently with release
.

of film July 6.
On that date pic
will preem at Hollywood theatre,
N. Y.
A total of 185 different recordings
of old and new songs from musicals,
rendered by all manner of singers
end orchestras, will be revived when
film is released. Special stress is being put on title tune and total of 15
different platterings of it will be
among the lot. The 185 different
disks will comprise reissues, plus
recently recorded items, enianating
from more than a score of waxeries

SHAW GOES BACK TO
BRASSLESS ORCHESTRA
Hollywood, June
Artie

Shaw apparently has

—

1

re-

turned to his first love a band
without brass. His new outfit with
which he is concentrating solely on
Musicraft recordings, is composed of
39 instruments, with nary a trumpet
or trombone among the woodwinds,
reeds, strings
,

and rhythm.

Before the war, when Shaw first
debuted as a bandleader after years
of studio and sideman work, his
plans were built around a brassless

combo.

He

failed with it, and later
went into the style that gave him his
reputation— the jump outfit that
created "Begin the Beguine."
Still

he modified the latter into a
combination of strings, brass and
rhythm, which started a similar
trend by rival maestros. Now Shaw
has again gone straight strings and
later,

Ray McKinley's orchestra drew a
release last week from a three-year
contract with the William Morris
agency, finally severing all ties between the latter and Willard AlexMcKinley's
manager and
ander,
former Morris band dept. head. McKinley joins the Vaughn Monroe
and Count Basle orchestras, which
Alexander previously had withdrawn from Morris,- in the mana-

AFM

Alexander,
immediately
upon
securing the Morris release, advised
other agencies they were free to
General Artists
book the band.
sold the outfit into Lakeside Park,
Denver, for a run beginning July
19;
This agency may get a contract
on McKinley. One other of Alexan-

band.

properties, the
Is

booked by

other recording firms.

all

So they cooked up a resolution that had the whole thing
figured out, whereby 40% of the
profits would go to the members,

proportionately, who make the
recordings; 30% to the Federation's treasury; 30% to be distributed equally among the local
unions comprising the AFM,
Resolution got a quick brushoff.

Petrillo

ilps
St.

Sam Donahue
it

Four Aides

Petersburg,

Insurance

AFM

Gets

On

Bnishoff

know what to do with it, anyhow."
However, Petrillo managed to put
through some legislation which provides substantial increases for his
four assistants. That's because, says
it's

force leaders of traveling bands who
are contractors under Form B to
carry liability insurance on the
bandsmen they represent on all

traveling engagements.
Resolution introduced at the annual convention here, advocating
such insurance for members of
bands "as they travel many rniles,
regardless of weather conditions, by
automobile or bus," was referred to
the International Executive Committee. That's exactly where it had
beeri reposing for the past year.

Hills

Cap Transcription

time he started hitting

the roadi. letting the locals around
the coui)try know what he looks like,
take in more AFL meetings and, in
general, to spend a good part of his
time getting around.. And that, he
avers, will put more pressure on his
assistants who will be vested with
carte blanche powers that is, except to call strikes.
Here's' the revised salary sked. as
convention
okayed by the
here:
Harry Steeper,
First
assistant,
raised $5,000 a year to $13,000; 2nd
assistant. Rex Riccardi, raised $2,500
Clair
assistant,
to
3rd
$10,000;
Meader, raised $2,500 to $10,000, and
assistant,
Edward Canaran,
4th
raised $1,000 to $8,000.

For
Series

Hollywood, June

July

1

hillbilly

on

fir.st

talent

leg
of

meetings and annual °conventions,suggestcd or demanded' by local
presidents or delegates. Often, these
resolutions were vital only to local
matters and when voted into national laws hurt the band industry
nationally as much as they aided
purely local problems.
This has

happened frequently.
So, with a ever-growing situation
between them and the union, agericy

down with union men
during last week's annual convention at St. Petersburg to get matters
straight.
With the union men in
a very receptive mood to agency ar.
guipents. it was decided between the
delegates, sat

two factions

thiat in the future when
matters vitally concerning agency
operation are brought up in AFM
confabs there will be no arbitrary
decisions by the latter; that union

and agency

men

gether and

work

to the benefit of

—

the

MCA Appeal

use.'

Of

Fmley Suit Denied

Many'

Hollywood, June

11.

Federal Judge Paul J. McCormlck
week denied Music Corp. of
America's petition ior new trial of
the ar.ti-tirust suit which agency lost
to Larry Finley, Can Diego ballroom
operator, liast February. Finley was
awarded $55,000 damages.
Argurnents, however, have been
called for ia second hearing of plea
today (Tues.), with MCA lawyers
making the pitch to judicial bench
that the fees set had no basis and
last

-

were too speculative.

JONES SETS B O. RECORD

TO SNUB EAST DATES

Spike Jones' orchestra, now workfavor of killing the resolution for ing the midwest, won't spend much
the maintens^nce of such, a home, lelt' time in the east this summer, if the
the inference that the nation had loo leader can help it. He's beer> offered
many for comfort. "Within two a spot in a new George Abbott
would drain all its inuscial, to be produced in the fall,
years the
finances to keep it up. You'd have plus a shot at Frank Dailey's MeadThe nix owbrook, and so far doesn't want
so many ^uys," he said.
followed.
either. He wants to head coastward

St.

;

AFM

.

11

Cole Porter album.

for future consideration

by both parties.

"broken-down"? Joe Weber, former
prexy of the AFM, who spoke up in

WITHOUT OPPOSITION

Cluesmann of Newark! secretary;
Thomas F. Gamble of Providence,
Tenn.
(Latter post was contreasurer.
of trek to wax tested.
Gamble's opponent being
known abilities Moses E. Wright, of Newburyport

to-

AFM-agency agreement and they

were tabled

questions that couldn't -be decided
was: At what stage of the game docs
a musician enter the ranks of the

Transcrip-

down

the problems out
concerned.

attitude was plaiii during
the latter part of the recent meeting. New resolutions were broached
which came under the heading of

—

Petersburg, Fla.. June 11.
James C. Petrillo was reelected
president of the American Federation of Musicians wilhoiit opposition, as were other top AFM officers.
Charles L. Bagley of Los Angeles
was reelected vice president; Leo

will sit
all

The new

AFM

AFM'S 1947 SLATE

and

outfits

In the past, the AFM never took
cognizance of the agencies' way of
thinking, in matters pertaining to
name bands and the musicians they
employ, riding roughshod in its
chosen path over most all. problems
arising from the booking of bands:
This developed a strong resistance
to all union moves among the more
important agencies, as well as a constant apprehension and suspicion of
union thinking that goaded the
executives
agency
into
bucking
union tactics- at every turn.

of the total fund. Jack Rosenberg,
802 prexy, spumed the coin on behalf of the New York local, asserting he'd rather see the fund put to
more advantageous use, particularly
in parts of the countiry where good
will could be created toward Petrillo
and AFM. That Rosenberg was actually expressing the overall sentiment
of 802 membership was left in doubt
however, as there were persistent
"Too
rumblings from the 802 corner, some
of whose members appeared 16
Tooters;
share other ideas.
Upshot was a decision to nix alNixed
location of the funds on a pro rata
'Home' for
basis; rather, the boys went along
St Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
with the law committee's recomThe American Federation of Mumendation that it be referred to the sicians voted itself out of a home for
executive board, which was em- indigent musicians last week despite
powered to name a committee to a protest from the convention floor
determine best how the fund shall that the union musician is as deservCommittee will come up ing of the same treatment and recogbe used.
with its findings by Jan. 1. 1947.
nition as that accotded members
The royalty fund has an annual from other unions that maintain such
potential of $2,500,000 once the re- establishments,
cording biz gets into full swing.
Apparently, however, one of the

.

Cliff Stone, of Capitol
tions, flies to Nashville,

.

.

AFM

that in the future all relations between the two factions will
be on a more cooperative basis.

the

'Em

Traveling Dates

Comb

11.

C. Petrillo, American Federation of Musicians prexy, who's
currently down in the books for a
$46,000 a year salary from the International and the Chicago local, revealed last week that he's turned
down a pay hike because "I wouldn't

Petrillo,

.

agreed between the four

Broken-Down

St Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
The American Federation of Musicians got nowhere in an attempt to

Stone to

June

James

AFM Has

Liability

Fla.,

Corp., William Morris and Frederick
Bros., are off on a new tack in their
relations with the American FederaIt
has been
tion of Musicians.

It also has been the compluint of
the agency men that the union was
too:quick to listen to resolutions and
new regulations, at executive board

Refuses

Hike for Self But

-

t^o" of a projected eight sides of a

Shaw has been recruiting his curcombo here on the q.t. the past
few weeks, He put it to work for
^e first time last week when he cut

rent

i

'

free-lance bands.
Other detailed
conthem himself, with
He'.<;. booking
vention stories on P. 1 and
assists from various major agencies.
in Radio section.
Ironically
enough,
the
reason
Morris gave McKinley up was the
terms they were called upon to ects, and building up their own
meet in a contract which Alexander prestige with their hometown locals.
himself engineered just before, he
With local eleclioris coming up, the
left the agency. At the time he left,
delegates couldn't ignore the fact
he wanted to take McKinley with that the best way to romance votes
him.
Morris executives balked at
was to bring back a fat melon from
this and it caused a bitter [argument.
the convention.
hast week, when Alexander again
Fro Rate Sogrestion
asked for McKinley's release, MorMuch of the debate centered
ris lost no time in cancelling the
around the wisdom of dividing the
contract.
It is said to have called
spoils on', a pro rata basis, which
for a picture deal, a radio program, would
add up to about $5.50 a memplus guarantees of gross beginning ber
on the {jasis of the 181,000 memat $250,000 the first year and grad- bership. While this would give New
uating upward.
York Local 802 about one-seventh

der's

cians convention here got the
should enter
idea that the
into the music recording business in direct competition with

AFM

AFM

of

stable

and scout out new combos.
In Nashville he will disk 50 tunes
rendered by Oak Ridge Quartet, of
WSN's "Grand Qle Oprv" program,
thence to Chicago to iJlatter Karl
Then Stone
and Harty, oalwain.
will meander through West Virginia
and western Pennsylvania looking
for new talent which Capitol might

r^eds, etc.

—

AFM

To Alexander

ger's

Into Disk Biz?

St Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
Some of the delegates to the

was due somewhat to lowered tax
but principally, it's
assessments,
claimed, to increased business.
However, the first quarter statement, when compared with those by

Four major band agencies, Music
of. America, General Artists

Corp.

AFM

sicians last week, at its convention,
found itself saddled with a $I,000,r

the

passed the statement for all of 1945,

Major Band Agencies Set

Closer Dealing on Mutual Problems

ON DISPfRSAi

'

toolt a
of 1945 by Capitol Records,
different stance last week after a
glimpse at the company's income
'46.
figures tor the first quarter of
Whereas Capitol showed only a $95,of
145 profit for all of last year, out
•

AFM, Four

$107,761 Net for 1946

I

!

—
RCA Inks New
Band

soon as po.ssible after his current
run of ohe-nighters and theatres.
as

Fields

j

Jones broke

Term Contract 'ord
I

to

Kay

Kyser's

is.o.

rec-

at the Circle, Indianapolis,

la.st

Herbie Fields' new orchestra has week even though he worked only
been signed by RCA-Victor to a six days. He had a car entered in
term contract initial sides by the the Memorial Day classic at the InW. Parks of Dallas; O.scar F. Hild, band will he made in N. Y. within Idianopolis speedway (which broke
Kcnin, Port-, the next couple weeks under Eli ; down after ."SO laps), and refused to
Cincinnati; Herman
of RCA artists and open until Friday (31). He piled
land. Ore.; Chauncey A. Weaver of Oberstein, head
up a $30,850 gro.ss to beat Kyser's
Des Moines and Walter M. Mur- repertoire.

Miiss.).

Elected members of the international executive board were John

'

.

.

I

!

.

!

doch, Toronto.
Detroit was chosen
convention.

1

for

the

Fields

is

Enslcwood

1947
I

I

leg of a

at

the

Rustic

Cabin.

Clilfc, N. J:, on the
three-month run.

r.iark.
On a straight 50from the nr.<-.t' dollar, Jones took
$15,425 for his end.

sev( n-(!a'

first

."jO
i

.
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RECOMMENDED RECpRDS

British Best Sheet Seflers
(Week Ending May 30, 1946)

(For Jocks and Jukes)

Can't Begin Tell You. .Chappell
.......P. D. & H.
Mary Lou
.Connelly
Chickcry Chick. ;.
Cruising Down River. Cinephonic

May

London,

.

By BARRY GRAY

,

.

hade Ordiestras-Miidc
Panther Room of the Sherman Hotel, Chicago, la gradually assuming
aU the aspects of a circus, with a midget added recently to keep clown
Carl Marx company and pass out Mercury recordings by Buddy Rich.
Marx is a fixture in the spot.

31.

.

Platters by Rich are distributed three times a night by the midget, known
Stubs, which
as "Mr. Mercury," to customers holding winning tickets.
the little guy distributes at the door and later pulls out of a hat, are
the idea of Meircury prez Berle Adams, who's testing the exploitation
deal here prior to trying It out In other spots throughout th| country
where his conlractees play.

Bygones Be Bygones... Feldmaii
Money Root AH Evil.. Chappell
Maurice
Along Navajo Trail.
Sun
Atchi£on, 'Sante Fe
Land Beginning Again. Feldman
Gay
Zouch.
De
Ashby
La
OK What It Seemed to Be. .Sun

(WOR-Mutual's AU-Night M.C.)
Written by
Vaufhn Monrot (vocal by Vaughn offering, And it is.
Sunny Skylar, it s weak. Not up to
Monroe and Moon Maids) "Who
Armstrong
par..
lyricist's
the
Told You That Lie?"-"It's My t-azy breathes life into it, but it's still not
'^Who Told enough.
Day" (Victor 1892).
You" is a f.t. that gives Monroe and
Glnny Sims (vocal with.Lou Bring
"My Melancholy Baby "-"I
the Moon Maids an opportunity to Orch)
146).

.

.

.

Dispute between Southern Mu.stc Co. and Bel-Tone Records over which
controlled publication rights to "Mean Mama Blues" has been settled, In
February, Bel-Tone recorded the ditty, written by Slim Gaillard, and simultaneously secured the' pub rights, which it now has assigned Mills Music,
Inc. Later, Music Publishers' Protective Assn; told Bel-Tone it must pay
royalties to Southern, as that firm controlled song. After much talk it was
discovered that the Southern song, written years back, actually was labeled
"Jimmic's Mean Mama- Blues," a Jimmie Rodgers' western plaint which
has nothing in common with Gaillard's work.

Grand Night Singing.. Chappell

.

But to Love You" (ARA
business man's bounce de-- Live
heard.
This is the best ARA disk yet
It's
the usual Monroe
Miss Sims docs a nostalgic selling
nice on
job, and it should show up
jukes.
the books. Recommended for
Bring orchestra handles background
Fiddles sound good on Miss
well.
\ieat
Sims. Guitar work at intro is
is
touch. "I Live But to Love You"
based on a classic. Musically lovely,
Waste of good
but lyrically bad,

sell the

partment.

format, the maestro fronting the
group, and the gals in close hairmony.Band plays well. Tune iUelf sounds
commercial, and should peddle well
in racks and jukes.. "Lazy Day,"
from a western pic, sounds the same
as the other side with a different
Not recorhmended.
lyric.

Slack Setdes

WithMorrisTo
Revive Band

,

Not recommended.
Bob Crosby and Win&y Manone

ElU FUigerald-Louis Jordan Tym(vocals with orch)—
Five
"Stone Cold Dead in the Market""Petootie Pie" (Decca 23540). "Stone
Cold" is top calypso stuff with Miss
Fitzgerald and Jordan dueting the
words. With the Tympany Five to
handle the backing in legit fashion,
the femme and Jordan really wrap

voice.

Hollywood, June 11.
who has been
and Wingy Manone) "Big Fat Ma, working as a single pianist on the
Skinny Pa" -"General Jumped at Coast for months, intends to reorDawn" (ARA 143). ARA backs the ganize his band. He has secured a
Bob Crosby and Wingy Manone
contract with the
bands on this one. Crosby is on the release from a,
Morris agency with the
"A" side with "Big Fat Ma." Sung William
of approximately $900 he
by Quigley, it's adequate musically, payment
in back commissions and has
and poor lyrically. Lyric isn't. helped owed it
with Joe Glaser's Associated
by the skat handling. Recording, al- signed
Corp.
though better than ARA's previous Booking
It was Slack's unauthorized
work, is still not good. Not recom"General" is Dixie, and switch to Glaser's ABC from Morris
mended.
majors in Wingy's trumpet. If you over a year ago, incidentally, which
this. started a three-cornered frafcas belike
you'll
Dixieland,
like
Cleanly waxed. Recommended. But tween tlie leader, and the two agenno great sales threat.. It's nostalgic cies. Morris took Slack to the Amervoice.
ican Federation of Musicians to
Mahone's
hear
to
contract beBilly Eckstine (vocal with Orch) force him to abide by a
for re"You Call it Madness"-"Tell Me tween them or pay a sum
lease far higher than the above
The
Pretty Baby" (National 9019).
to sever
down
plunked
amount
he
re"Sepia Sinatra's" latest platter
the
ties.
"Yoii Call It Madness" will
lease.
Slack apparently is in a hurry to
self to fans. National could do better with Eckstine's voice on wax. At get rolling again. He already has betimes his work is muffled. He has gun rehearsing his band and will
sounded better. Band only adequate. start on one-nighters in this airea
Not recommended; "Tell Me" is iii before another week. Maurice Duke

pany

Orchestras (vocal by .Quig Quigley

probably

will

it

sales.

rate

Recommended.
Jose Morand (vocal by Marilyne
Towrie)— "Amado Mio"-"Vem-Vem''
Apollo, r
transcriptions).
diskery, lacks technical quali

ty to record

or any .group de

this,

upon shading of minor
High surface
any good.
Morand holds, fast to tempo
Miss
lines, and delivers a beat.
is
Arrangement
Towne sings poorly.
very ordinary. Not recommended.
due
MorandBut not fair chance for
much
is
"Vem-Vem"
to bad disk.
cleaner, louder and brighter. Brass a hep groove.
Band in better beat
reproduced badly. But a better side. form. Wax needs cleaning up badly!
No arrangement to speak of. Tempo
Jan Savllt (vocal by Bob D'AnRecommended to introduce drea) "All the Time"-"I've Never
good.
pending
tones,
noises.

.

Is

Morand

only.
Forgotten" (ARA 147). Savitt uses
Louis Prima (vocal by Jack Pow- a studio band on this one. They play
ers and Prima) "Whatta Ya Gonna raggedly. D'Andrea sings pleasantly,
Do!"-"The Coffee Song" (Majestic but phrases poorly. Another poor
7191). "Whatta Ya Gonna Do!" is a disk, technically, by ARA.
"I've
thing with a dragged beat, and Never Forgotten" on the flipped side
Prima playing McCoy (Clyde). Pow- listens brassily. D'Andrea handles
'
ers sings badly. Waves vibrattos quicker bdat, with resultant shorter

Not phrases,
goodbye.
saying
he's
recommended. "Coffee" goes native.
Actually
call Prima "Xavier."
It's a good vocal turn for the maesrhythm.

Ciever

St.

Louis Armstrong (vocal by ThelMiddleton)' "No Variety Blues"Ya Gonna Do!" (Victor
1891).
"No Variety" is torched by
Miss Middleton. It's good. Femme
Armstrong
has excellent diction.
talks into disk at end of first chorus,
and then swings into musical vcrr
Personality plus. Great for
biage.
Armstrong fans. Commercially not

"Whatta

Ya Gonna

Do!"

i

week

skirted what had

marks

all

of developing into

dispute

the ear
a

major

with

the

before returning
in

August

He'll re-

"iast.

complete

to

Move to force all vocal accompanists with bands into the
ranks had overtones of the recent
jurisdictional dispute involving
and the American Federation of
Radio Artists, when latter insisted
that bandsmen doubling into chatter
roles should enroll with AFRA.

the

10 Best SeUers on Coin-Machines
Ink Spots
Dinah Shore.
{ Perry Como.
Spots
Ink
I
( Perry Como
I

(Leeds)

(7)

••

Prisoner of Love (10) (Mayfair).
It's

Wonderful

Through the Day

B.

All

6.

Sioux City Sue

..

••

.

(3) (Berlin)

Laughing On the Outside

(7)

|Ahdy

•*

(BMI).

(

(Williamson)

'

•

'

(
(

'

Be a Baby^ Baby

7.

Don't

8.

I'm a Big Girl

Now

9.

Shoo -Fly Pie

(12) (Criterion)

(7)

(

...

.

.

i

. . .•

(

'• '•
(

10.

Oh, What

It

Seemed

to

Be

(18) (Santly-J)

Coming
I Don't

Know Enough About You

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop

Much

of Mercury's talent has attempted. to buy into the outfit, but original
stockholders have refused to part with their holdings. Operations are still
on a contract basis.

(CP)

. .

.

:

Stan Kenton
Dinah Shore

.

.

.

Hollywood, Jiine

.Decca

One

..... .Victor

....Victor

.,

Columbia now

.-.

Peggy

Lee.'.

Lionel;

'

Out

,

.

,

.Cadet

Freddy Martin

.Victor

Merry Macs

.Decca

,

4 Haymes-Forrest
'

(

j

(Berlin)...
'

(

...... Decca
Margaret Whiting. . ..Capitol
Dinah Shore
Columbia

Jimmy

Tommy

Dorsey,

...

....

.Decca

Dorsey; ..... .Victor

Army

since

.

.Decca
.Victor

.

of

February,
Huddleston claims he got a runaroiind. from Chuck Lbwry, Clark
Yociim and Hopper, who now form
act along with June Hutton, After,
several months of discussions, avers
Huddleston, now-component members of turn have offered him $1,000
flat payment, plus $100 weekly for
a year, for his 'interest in group.
Having originated and named the
act, Huddleston is holding- out for
U5,000 or, he states, he will seek

Decca

Hampton.

11.

refusals of job

of his 25% interest in group in
hands of his attorney, and also
evoked aid of Federal (Government,

.Capitol

Beneke-Miller
Slim Gaillard

few known

Pled Pipers. His former spot in act
is occupied by Hal Hopper, and
Huddleston last week put matter

..Capitol

..Columbia

,

of

to returned GI is case of John Huddleston, one of original members of

.

.

.

nCHT PIPER OUSTER

.Cosmo
;

Tommy Dorsey
Sammy Kaye

HUDDLESTON PLANS TO

.Columbia
.Decca

.

,

^ Mills Bros.
(

Good Blues Tonight (Embassy)

Frank Sinatra.
Bing Crosby
Tony Pastor
.

he did no writing then.
"Hock-A-Chinick, Chop-A-Tea-Pot" is an odd. Chinese novelty, the foretitle being a Yiddish phrase given an Oriental connotation
S. Brower and Frank 'Turner. Shapiro-Bernstein publishes.

part of the song

by Charles

ASKS HIGHER RANK

Kepote Disks To

|

legal aid.

Float Stock Deal

Add Keynote Records to the list o(
squawk with
governmental indie disk manufacturers floating
stock issues through Wall Street
execs on the alleged brushoft Army
underwriters. Plans are currently
band leadiers received: during the afoot whereby Keynote, which has
war as .well as the brush to their been restricting itself mostly to jaza
present status.
releases, will market 100,000 shares
The AFM's
beef,
speclBcally, of stock at $3.79. It follows the Capideals with the present rank of Army tol and Cosmopolitan companies in
bandleaders that of warrant offi- stock deals.
cers—which, says the union, places
Up until recently. Keynote had no
them In an inferior position to' doc- pressing plant of its own. Last week,
tors, lawyers, dentists, veterinarians, it completed a deal to buy the Genand flanancial and recreational per- eral Record Co. in Hollywood. It
sonnel, "all of the foregoing haying also is in the process of building a
commissioned status."
completely new plant in New York.
At the same time^ its board of direc"Such discrimination in career
tors has been reorganized to include
opportunities," protested
the conactors Lee Cobb and Paul Robeson,
the,

Victor

prankie^Carl""

(

In Love In Vain (T. B. Harms).

There's

Contrary to reports. Mercury Records has., not sold Tito Guizar
any stock in the company as result of his switch to that label from Victor.

hare

Columbia

Up

(Leeds)

Natur'lly

ing the source of the song, publisher, timing of the recording, brief biographies of artists, supporting conductors, and just 'about everything else a
reviewer or disk jockey might want to know.

. i

.Columbia

Cement Mixer (Mills)
Bumble Boogie (Martin)..,
Ashby De La Zopch (Manhattan)....,...,,

What Comes

Musicraft Rccord.s' exploitation and promotion dept. goes even the major
companies one better with the style of its "hew release" sheets to record
reviewers, etc. Data on various disiks gives complete infoi'iViation, includ-

Decca
Number of delegates pointed out,
Columbia however, that enforcement of the
.Victor new provision, particularly in such
St. Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
Decca top production centers as Hollywood
Delegates to the American Fed.Victor and New York, would invite strikes
eration of Musiqlanfl* convention
Capitol "90% of the time."

'

(

Coin'

.

Russell

Mills Bros,

(4) (Triangle)

(World).

.

Dinah Shore
Perry Como

..

(6) (Morris) ..........

(9)

Music circles are wrinkling brows in perplexity over appearance of sheet
copies of "Beautiful Carnation," published by Peer International, written
by Danny Kuaana and Bernie Kaai. Prominently printed on sheets Is
Universal
legend: "Featured in Universal Picture, 'CbiUinental Rose'."
never has produced either feature of short, with that title, nor is pic contemplated,

FOR ARMY MAESTROS

(

They Say

Capitol Records has prepped new sort of exploitation for platters via 16m
color short, of transport planeload of Bob Hope alburns .arriving in Hollywood from east. Hope and several other Cap luminaries on hand for the
advent mugged and gagged to pep up footage, Prints ere being sent to
retail music stores, which are asked to rent projectors and display fVlm
within or in show windows. If reaction to stunt is favorable, plattery
plans to follow up.

AFM

series.

AFM

Gypsy

and

Agrees to Do Cap. E.T/s American Guild of Variety Artists
William Morris agency is attempting to clear the way for Victor to record
The AFM delegation rejected a resoHollywood, June 11.
Slim Gaillard doing his novelty hit, "Cement Mixer." Singer-guitarist did
Johnny Mercer has been signed by lution calling for an. amendment to the trick in February for Cadet Records, to which he is not tied excluthe laws which would require all
sively.
Odd-label Hollywood firm has distribution on Coast only. Item
vocalists
working with traveling
proved white-hot seller out there and Vittor hopes to-CBsh in nationally.
ally refusing to ink a contract, even bands or bands on location to iden'
though he's prexy of Capitol Rec- tify themselves as taxpaying mem
Irving Taylor, vet song lyricist, has been suspended by Songwriters Probers of the AFM, regardless of
ords, parent company.
whether the singer was recruited tective Assn. for failure to pay dues. Taylor, now on Coast, asserts he got
posted for refusing to pay dues during three-year hitch in Navy, on ground
He etched two sides of 10 tunes from vaude or other ranks.
e.ach

the maeslro's "B"

is

in the business of compiling

Capitol Transcriptions after origin-

"Whatta turn

But recommended.

solid.

up

t

AFM

Petersburg, ria., June 11
protest of a number of

jurisdictional

ma

outfit.

of Musicians in convention here last

Recommended. Should do very well
at jukes.

set

Check of talent rosters of both major and odd-label diskeries reveals
that there are twice as many male vocalists either soloing on or featured
wax than there are female. It is only branch of amusement industry
where this situation obtains. Inquiry reveals that platteries have discovered it is far harder to sell a femme and takes far longer to build one up
into prominence.
Steady perusal of best-selling lists and jukebox faves
will show soundness of the theory and the ratio.

BntAGVARowAyerted

Johnny Mercer Finally

lyrics.

to Join

which recently

bri

to Force Vocalists

Bands

Inc.,

four tons of the books from N; Y. to Oakland, Cel., over next w.eekend.
Several wieeks ago Capitol Records chartered a cargo. ship to move thou*
sands of Hijpe's first record albums from Scranton, Fa., to Hollywood.

Over the

Just

Nice

Programs,

selling souvenir programs, which are virtually biographies of various bandleaders, is currently rushing out a book on Bdb Hope, copies of which must
be oh the Coast by the time he starts his one-nighter totiT next week. To
get them there, the company has chartered a DC-3 cargo ^irliner to move

delegates, the American. Federation

Not recommended.

easier;

,

In

,

like

personally managing the

Move

:

tro.

fabled pail of water. Lyrics, incidentally, were not in original version of
song, first made popular by Lionel Hampton on Decca label. Mrs. Hampton
Waxery, in turn, is financially controlled by Jefis Hamp-ToiVe prexy.
ferson-Travis Corp., which also owns Musicraft and Guild labels.

.

(Apollo 1007). Morand's initial attempt on pop wax (he has been on

World
minor

Slack,

.

Recommended.
it
up for sales.
"Petootie Pie" is teed off by Jordan
and oiuickly segues to the "Atisket"
Purely Harlemesque in word-,
gal.
age,

Freddie

.First release of Hamp-Tpne Records, recently formed pop-plattery, has
been roundly banned by radio disk jockeys. Item is "Hey Ela-Ba-Re-Bop,"
rendered by Wynonie Harris, into which has been inserted four, lines of
rhyme about Jack and Jill trudging up a hill and not returning with the

last

week voted

Wal; Dept.

to

and

—

.

vention,

time

"will deprive the jpeace
of the very type of

Army

Sam

Novick, John

Hammrnd, now

back with (Columbia Records after
American musician who could im- discharge from
the Army, and three
press upon the peoples of the ocWall Street men who are involved
cupied territories overseas the high in
the stock setup.
cultural attainment of our nation."
Cosmo's stock issue, which has
As a result the Federation voted been in the works for weeks, finally
to call on Congress to create com- is due to hit the market in N. Y.
missioned status for all bandleaders tomorrow (Thursday). Some 68,700
of the U. S. Army, with a rank no shares go on sale at $4. E. F. Gilleslowet' than 1st lieutenant
pie & Co.. Is the underwriter,
,
.

.

.

-

.
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Shows No improveiiient

D. S. Music Biz

As English Sales Take Similar Dive
Sheet music and record sales,
which have been in a decided ilump
past two months or so, show no

the

sales
inclination to improve. Music
unevenly,
have been fluctuating very
start
one day achieving figures to
music publishers talking and the

as Ocnext day hitting new lows,
curred one day last week.
Currently, there is only one tune,
Leeds Music's "Gypsy," that Is ap-

proximating pre-slump sales figures.
This tune has been getting off between 12,000 and ISiOOO copies a day
and has reached a sale of approximately 600,000. No other is closfe to
although Irvit of the current crop,
ing Berlin's "They Say It's
ful" is vising steadily.

Wonder-

A

Parade Nobody Saw

lington,

Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
this town is still talking
about "the parade that nobody
saw."
As one of the
convention
highlights,
union
prez
'^James C. Petrlllo thought It
would be a good idea if the
delegates and attendees
1,000
put on a display for the benefit
of St. Petersburg residents, of
the union's united front by
marching from a Phil Spitalny
park concert 'back to convention
hdqts.
Petrillo
and Spitalny
shared grand marshal honors.
Word got around town, and
the route of the march down
Fourth street and then Second
avenue— was lined with townsSt.

AFM

for the record business, it's also
sharply and shows no tendency
back to last winter's figures.
Companies, as in the case of the music business, are still selling plenty
of recordings,

however.

Loudon Sales Off
London,

May

31.

Music publishers on. this side of
tlie ocean arei greatly worried over
the drop in sheet sales, which is
worst .Since before tlie war. Ordinarily, Tin Pan Alley here would
not be greatly perturbed at the sudden drop in sale.^, generally looking
upon it as a temporary slump and
that biz would come back better than
ever. But current reaction if different. Many feel this is no temporary

ByMWithM-G
With Metro haying acquired Jack
26% interest in the Rob-

Bobbins'

way for greater accord between
Metro and 20th-Fox studios. It may
kayo the latter studio's yen for acquiring more music catalogs ^MiUs
Music has been frequently menthe

tioned and, instead, coordinate more
directly its existing tieup' with Robbins Music Corp. lHat has some 1
years yet to run but, for the same
reasons of strained relations as
existed between Jack Robbins and
Metro, the 20th-Fox plant was- not
cooperative.
The antipathy of such songsmiths

St. Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
A hoodoo convention that's what
they were calling the annual powwow. of the American Federation of
Musicians here last week.
To start with, Arthur H. Kuhn, a
delegate from. Local 813 of San Jose,
Cal., died on his way to the conven-

—

thought he might have violated the
Florida sedition law.
The probe

.

.

'

Forms Own Orch

it was a good piece of
material. Gayle looked at Robthen'
bins
quizzically
and
cracked:
"Everybody's going into the
publishing business nowadays."

Under AFM's Inti
Board Win Raises
St.

Petersburg. Fla., June

The American Federation

of

11.

Mu-

has secured pay hikes for
all traveling musical combps that
come under jurisdiction of the Insicians

ternational

Board

of

-

the

AFM.

While it doesn't include traveling
bands that come within jurisdiction
of the locals, it does take in musicians with traveling shows, 'vaude
units,
circuses, 'opera
companies,
ice carnivals, state and county fairs,
concert tours, ietc.

Union Prexy Petrillo'fi recom^
mendation to the AFM convention
last
week,
passed
unanimously,
for an increase in the prices

calls'

was rushed to a hospital where his
condition was said to be "fairly

for traveling (Engagements of such
units of "ISI'c and upwards", with
International Executive Board authorized to blueprint a breakdown.
Original recommendation was for
an. increase of "at least 15 to 20%"

good."

but this was amended.

Edward A. Sweeney, another delegate,
was fined $15 for driving

AFM's 'Ivory Tower*
through a red tralflc light and hitting
The American Federation of Muanother car.
James H. Hart, delegate .from sicians has voted acceptance of a
Lombardo, saxist brother
Phoenix, suffered painful lacerations resolution which somewhat parallels
of Guy, Carmen and Leibert Lorn'
the "Ivory Tower" resolution' of the
bardo, has finally made up his mind of the face when a palm fell from a
American Federation of Radio Artto have his own band.
Several tree in front of the convention hotel ists.
weeks ago he walked out of the and struck him.
The resolution makes illegal the
And last but not least, a conveii
long established Guy Lombardo outfit
at the Capitol theatre, N. Y.,
in a huff over money. Later he re
turned to the band for a brief
period.

Now

he's

forming his own

combo.

'

tion hotel waitress precipitated

an

sistant to Petrillo, blacked the eye
of an assistant hotel manager.

Lombardo last week signed a
long-term deal with General ArtHot
ists
Corp. for management and
doesn't give himself much time be
Effect of Vetoed
fore he's scheduled to debut the
new combination.
GAC has him
booked to open June 28' at Ross
Case Bill at Meet
Fenton Farms, Asbury Park, N. J.,
St. Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
for 10 weeks.
One of the things
The American Federation of Muthat delayed settlement of plans for
convention here was
in
sicians
the new band was the decision on
warned that the Case Bill, under
booking agencies.
Music Corp. of bitter attack during the full week of
America was in the picture;
meetings, would play right into the
There's no clear dope' ori the hands of the recording companies
styling of the new band, but it's and, in the event of collective barintimated that it will be exclusively gaining, would leave musicians holdsweet and not too far off the widely ing the bag. [Case bill was vetoed
known Lombardo style. Outfit will by President Truman yesterday
be composed of 14 people, including (Tuesday) morning.]
leader and girl vocalist.
The caution was sounded by Jo-'
scph A. Padway, general counsel for
the American Federation of Labor
arid the AFM, who, in one of the
Col Pacts Stordahl
highlight Ulks of the annual powAxel
Stordahl,
conductor
for wow, charged that the biU, unless
Frank Sinatra on his Old Gold radio vetoed, would, simply as a coolingbroadcasts, and on most of his Co- off
measure, destroy the entire
lumbia Records, has been signed by meaning of collective bargaining.
the latter disk company for work "By extending the cooling-off period
separate from his Sinatra chores.
from 30 to 60 days," Padway warned
He s been tagged with a three-year the delegates, "the companies would
ticket to turn out mostly albums and be able to make enough masters to

Padway Waxed

their own intra-local association for
discussion purposes.
Case, specifically, is believed to stem from' the

Formed by Pub

strictly legal, operate thusly: a'lcoder
is the employee of his own organ-

ization.

.

.

Latter makes deals for his

services, collects his money, pays SoJ. J. Robbins & Sons, Inc., with
Security and unemployment
"Millionaires bon't Whistle," by Bob cial
Wright and Chtt Forrest, proves how taxes on him and his musicians p>iys
fast Jack Robbins has gotten back salaries to all, etc. These corpora-,
into harness. Last Thursday the tions could not have been set up if
LiOew's,
Inc.,
board ratified the Form B was being strictly enforced
$500,000 net profit buyout of Rob- by the AFM since the latter would
:

26%

interest in Robbins, Feist
and Miller Music Corp., and almost
immediately the publisher was in

bins'

business
song.

Making

for

himself

with a

prevent the leader froin paying, his

own

s.s.

and unemployment

lcviie>

That a discussion re Form B did
enter onto the floor of last week's
conventloQ disappointed many v/ho
have long been awaiting its, demise.

new not

his headquarters with the

Dreyfus Qiarters

youngsters that "we are hastening to
send.yoii our retainer as a $l-a-year
advisor" to the AAB.
Although attorney Sam Hartman
handled Robbins' SOOG deal for the
legal consideration of "one necktie",
which Mrs. Robt>ins "paid" hint yesterday (Tues.), Ute new Robbins
Sons firm was incorporated by Bernard L. Miller, w.k. in the music

Morris BriL

Fim

London, June 11.
Louis Dreyfus' arrangement with
& Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, under
which he will set up a music publishing outfit in this city, apparently
While the actual
is nearing reality.
business.
Robbins is music publishing as a papers have not b6en signed,- a charsideline, at least for the moment ter has been issued by British auThe "Millionaires" song was intro- thoriti* to Edwin H. Morris, Ltd,
duced by Jane Froman in the last of London,
Copacabana (N.Y.) nitery revue and
Firm will be activated as soon as
she has already recorded it for possible,: it's explained. It will have
Majestic.
its own plugging staff and separate
Jonie Taps, head of Columbia Pic- offices. Into the new catalog will be
tures music interests, came on from transferred all of the songs Dreytiis
the studio Monday (10) to huddle has' published here in the past by
with Robbins on a possible deal for arrangement with' Morris' American
Sun Music, a Decca Records subsid, publishing houses, i.e. Morris, Maywhich is tied in with Columbia Picts fair, Melrose, Burke-Van Heusen,
,

cxploitationally.

etc.

An informal cocktailery by the
Robbins, Feist and Miller music
bon-voyaged their ex-boss last
Friday (T) when the longtime head
of the firm bearing his name bowed

Dreyfus recently set up a similar
arrangement with Irving Berlin,
whose music he has also represented
Another
in this country for years.
American firm which has estab-

out.

lished a publishing venture here is
Leeds Music, which entered into a
reciprocal publishing-house arrangement with Peter Maurice. Latter
launched the Leeds offices here
three weeks ago with a cocktail
party. First song is "Along Navajo

staffs

Promoter Sy Shribman,

Trail," which Leeds made a hit in
Passes Away in Mass. the U. S. Leeds, in turn, has set up
Peter Maurice, Inc., in N, Y., and
Simon (Sy) Shribman, New Engwill laiinch. it with a song titled,
land dance promoter and band fi"Under the 'Willow Tree," which was
nancier whose coin helped a handa hit here months ago.

'

.

ful of struggling maestros into big

troiibles that ensued when such an
association in Cincinnati vested it-

reputations, died last week (3) in.
Boston after a long illness. He was

with powers and proposed bargaining conditions that thie local felt
rightfully belonged to the whole

58.

self

AFM

Form B cites bandleaders as employees of those who buy their muthereby making the leader exempt from the payment of iSocial
Security and unemployment taxes.
Recently, a half dozen top and medium-rated maestros have set up corporations which are contrary to the
terms of Form B. Union officials arie
sic,

MUSICIANS UNION IN

News of Shribman's death was
slow in getting to the band business
ISSUE
FLA.
people who were his friends. He was
St. Petersburg/ Fla., jxme 11,
buried the day after death in his
For the second time within 48
lieved deeper, suggesting overtones home town of Danvers, Mass., and
hours, the American Federation of
of the "Ivory Tower-let's-break-iip- it wasn't until later' in the week
Musicians in convention here found
political-cconomic-discussiori," as in-: that it became known. Death folitself embroiled last week in a situtimated by proponents of the resolu- lowed a second stroke, suffered duration in which the "minority issue"
tion in their comment of "not hav- ing a vacation in Florida last winwas again projected, this time with
ing
people
around who poison ter, where he had gone to recover Phil Spitalny in the middle of an
from an earlier stroke. He was
minds."
embarrassing tiff in which a top
Small locals— in .nOn-symph cen- moved to Boston from Florida only hotel staffer was slugged.
ters
are excluded from, the terms five weeks ago.
Spitalny came here with his allShribman booked bands into a girl orchestra to perform for PetOf the resolution.
string of New England ballrooms, rillo
& Co. Before .shoving off for
sorne of which he owned, for years. another
Savannah, the
date
in
Probably the fli-sb bandleader in troupe checked in at the dining
Trenet's Co|. Album
whom he invested money, and who room of the town's No. 1 hotel and
Columbia Records will make an later became a top name, was Artie convention
Soreno.
the
hdqts.,
album with Charles Trenet, French Shaw. Later, he repeated with the Pressed for time after the troupe
singing importation now at the Em- late Glenn Miller, who also eventu- had waited for 40 minutes for some
bassy Club, N.. y. His records hove ally shot up into the No. 1 b.o. spot. service, Spitalny spoke to the waitbecome very much in demand in He also had an interest in Charlie ress and she, in turn, it's charged,
N. y. in recent weeks and the al- Spivak, Cl?ude Thornhill, Hal Mc- chimed in with a derogatory, racial
bum is designed to take advantage Intyre, Woody Herman and 'Tony crack. Whereupon Spitalny sent for
Pastor Last three he was 'Still in- the hotel staffer who, witnesses
of it.
Trenet disk connection in France terested in at the time of his death. testify, reprised the sentiments of
He leaves three brothers, among the waitress. At that point Harry
is with the company afniiated with
Columbia.
It operates under the them Charles Shribman, who has Steeper, one of the top AFM execs,
Therefore, Trenet's been operating his band Interests, intervened and took a resounding
name.
nullify any need for collective bar- same
and
a sister.
follows.
sock at the guy.
here
Columbia
work
for
gaining."

On

occasional individual disks.
He continues work with Sinatra.

current practice of locals in larger

argument with Phil Spitalny which centers whose membership embraces
was climaxed as Harry Steeper, as- symphonic players, from forming

AFM

aware of them and have indicated no
desire to interfere. These corprrations, set up for tax purposes and

Victor

'

ridding itself of its Form B cont':act
blanks, after officials of the union
had led band-business, eicecs to understand that it would be eliminated.
apparently is no
However, the
longer bothered about whether its
members adhere to the terms of the
blank, indicating that it is slbwly
getting around to the point where
Form B will be booted. Its usefulofficials say, it at an end.
ness,

,

RdUnns&Sons

American Artists Bureau, Inc., headed by his son, Howard (Buddy) Bobbins, and his nephew, Howard Richmond, the vet music man received a
formal
communique from both

Travdins Combos

President

eventually fizzled out.
Second day of the convention, a
planned day-long tour of the city
and nearby Gulf of Mexico beaches
was canceled because white employees of two- beach restaurants
where delegates were to have had
which is sending lots of people to dinner, announced they would not
theatres
and cinemas instead of serve the 49 Negro delegates. Anlistening to the radio or providing gry, Petrillo called the whole thing
themselves with indoor diversions. off, ordered $3,500 worth of food and
refreshments given to some charIn the good old days, a best seller
itable institution.
here meant sale of 300,000 copies,
With the tour called off, many
but now it is nearer 100,000, with
delegates went swimming. One, Vicsome even less.
tor Carpenter of Spencer, Wis., dove
into shallow water, struck bottom
and suftcred a cracked vertebra. He

Lombardo

&

Petrillo unleashed some riemarks in
his convention-opening speech that;
brought' about a week-long investigation by Florida authorities who

They base their facts on discharge
of millions of war workers, which
equals a lack of money; counter-at-.
tractions, such as greyhound racing,
racing, bright lights and longer days,

Vic

as Harry Warren and Mack Gordon
also
may be eased since these
writers, in spleen over the RobbinsFeist-Miller setup, had veered away
to Bregman, Vocco
Conn for
publication outlets.

tion.

lull.

'

new

Don't

—

Plenty Hoodoo

day,

a.

by the

new Robbins & Sons company,
and after most of the music men

—

AFMsConvensh

first

former staffers

bins, Feist and Miller Music Corps,
for $673,000 gross (SOOG net to Robbins), it may be that this will pave

Everything went off okay
except that Petrillo and his boys
took the wrong route, marching
down Second street and turning
into Fourth avenue.

very

his

It's
"Millionaires
song.
Whistle," first publication

opined

In Robbins Music

folk.

The

St. Petersburg, Fla., June 11.
American Federation of Musicians
annual convention did nothing cbout

Rib

necessary to prelude his remark
to Jack Robbins when the latter

showed

As

off

Gayl

father.

See Greater Tie

1

Tacitly Obys Maestro Corporatioiis

Juggy Gayle, Feist plugger, is
something of a Tin Pan Alley
"character'^ which explanation is

yet.

to get

Mercer Ellington's

iS

AFM Meet Faik to End Fonn B ^t

Mercer ElUngton's orchestra has
been signed by Musicraft Records,
through Billy Shaw of the Gale
agency, who has been handling the
band's dates.. It's a two-year ticket.
Deal has nothing to do with Musicraft's recent signing of Duke El-

—

publishers cry
over current conditions, they admit
that the overall business is stiU
above the comparative period of last
year. What they currently call a bad
slump, is such only in i-elation .to the
unprecedented peak business of last
winter. Whether the recession will
be temporary or permanent no one
Apparently few publishers
know.s.
feel it will continue long. None has
made any moves to cut expenses as

music

Although

Mercer Ellington Orch
In 2-Tr. Mnsicraft Pact

RACIAL

membership.
However, the implications are be-

.

.

.

—

.
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«• Best sheet S.O.rs

Song of the Month-New Twist in a«b
Group Idea-Making Trade Rounds

,

There are many variations ol tlic
Book-ot-ttie-M6nth Club idea, such
as Records of the Month, etc. Now
comes a "Songs of the Month." Mu«ic publishers in New York were circularized on the inception of such
an organization last week by Robert
Lissaiier, former owner, of Jewel

They Both Make Noise
week,

agent,

hits.

for

error

this

company

ers the regular 22c. per wholesale
price for music, which cave."; n comparatively small margin for profit,
beis what makes music publishers
lieve the idea may never work Tlicy

a

costs

subscribers a boiu'.s of a
something similar with every
fourth sot of songs accepted.

Federal

"

assessed

hLs imsucccssful

Shoo Fly Pie

Porter's

oC

Variety:

Speaking as one who lias hung
aroimd with a few very good professional lyric writers for aliiiost 25

and as one who used to know
a few of the tricks, it seems to me
a rather dangerous trend is shaping
up via the double meaning lyrics
years,

women and

little

children

are listening to on the radio these

Dickering

days.

The movie industry is now trying
untangle a dangerous trend in
and they
advertising,
suggestive
should throw out some of the ads I
As the music trade has anticipated have seen in the best New York
ever since Metro's buyout of Jack papers.
love smut but in a
I
I
Bobbins' 2C'.'<; of the Robbins, Feist, saloon, with middle-aged men.
and Miller Music catalogs, the film do not like to have my mother or
company h^s set abotif acquiring my wife hear smut, and although I
the remaining small pieces of the have no children, I think I speak
combine held by four individuals for quite a few fathers.
whose shares aggregate 23";;,. First
in the old days around Tin Pan
iproached was J3omenico Alley, occasionally in the sweetest
to 1
Savin
ho holds 9<;; of*he stock, type of ballad, a clever lyric writer
\ of the four small cuts.
the la.
could legitimately tuck in a few
Savino has been with Robbins in words that Tntglit be interpreted two
New York as mu-ic editor, com- ways, and it used to help sell a song
pos;r, orchestrator, etc., for the past to a publisher and/or an interpreIf and when the tive artist if the lyrics showed such
22 years or so
But today,
deal goes through for the purpose of professional know-how.
his holdings, he will remain with Mr. Editor, I am almost ashamed to
the publishing house.' It had been say I am a lyric writer, for I am
rumored that he w;;s di.smis^ed as ashamed of a lot of the lyrics I hear
'with their not-so-.sly double meanof Monday (10).
holding
Robbips-Feist- ings. Occasionally they make even
Others
Miller shares, who will probably hf me blush when I am olonc with my
approached one by one to sell out. radio! In a business (music busiare Jack Bregman, former Robbins ness) that has grown so fast in the
e):ec but now a partner in Brcg- past few years, why doesn't somemi.n, Vocco & Conn, Bernard Pragor body check this trend before it gives
Each owns everybody who is in it a black eye?
and Stephen Lcvitz.
shares.
Li-st two are Robbins Why not?
4')ii
Pnt Ballnrd.
execs.

3 Stock

.

;

I

!

:

.

\

!

j

\

'

.

.
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Lifts

I

Frank

.

T. B. Harms
.JiBMI
Miller

Santly-Joy

Mayfair
the World"..

"

....Chappell
i*"f>i

;

Strange Love
There's No One But You.
They Say It's Wonderful— ""Annie Get Yom- Cun".

record

.

...... ...Romiek

Love You'^— "Around

Le<id Musical.

i

i.v

Famous
...Shapiro
.

.

.

.

.

.Berlin

....Chappell
Global
$

BMi

WALKER PLANS STUDIO
SESHES ON LION WAX

Ltcciised.

Coast to Get

Of Sepia

Hollywood, June 11.
Walker, head of Metro's
the Lion label, is

Its Fill

Name Bands

After Barren Period
Hollywood, June

subsid,

following

talks,

on' tant

facts

For 2 Special Events
Philaidelphia, June 11.
The executive board of Local 77,
American Federation of Musicians,

on the city-owned
Convention Hall for tomorrow's
(Wed.) pageant, "That We May
Live," starring Helen Hayes, on the
grouiid that the jvent was scheduled
before the hall wa.s placed on the
Musicians Union unfair list.
The
local also exempted the Red Cross
Convention, set to st<ni t next week
but no other event will be allowed
to use union musicians at Convention
Hall until the authorities of the auditorium signs an agreentent with

emerge more clearly.
Dick Powers, Metro's music department chief, returned last week
from New York powwow with
Walker, and when be got back
promptly denied current Coast rumors that Lion would concentrate
on Metro contraelecs only, that it
would issue albiu\is only, or that it
would confine music disked to songs

will concentrate in this area
dm'ing sununer and early autumn.
Jimmy Lunceford currently is

one-niting around and will linger for
vaudate at Lincoln. L. A., week of
July lU. Duke Ellington is due in
late June for vaude and swing concerts.,

which will occupy band into

August. Lucky Millinder plays week
ot Aug. 6 at Lincoln and Sept. 3 at
Million Dollar theatre^ filling in
Joe Liginterim with one-niters.
gins' Honeydrippers summer here-

abouts, after six months in east.
out of parc'nt company Alms. Pow- Lionel Hampton is booked for Aug.
ers pointed out that the recordhig 20 stan/a at Million Dollar, plus onedivision would operate as does any niters and probable ballroom stand.
International
pop-plattcry, issiiing all types of Negro all-girl oreh.
disks and fostering any performer or Sweethearts of Rhythm, set for both
combo it could obtain and thought local vaudftlmers during July.
Eddie Heywood opened last night
a potential sales success.
(Mon.) at Trocadcro nitery for eight
weeks.
Louis Jordan is inked for
the union.
September vaude and !ioug stand at
Col.
Convention Hall and its adjoining
Billy
Berg's nitery. CoWtie Williams
Columbia Records has boosted its
Commercial Museum were declared
lined
has
up both vaudates available
unfair when the city refused the budget for national advertising another $350,000 this year. Extra coin here, in November, while ErsUine
local's demand that all events re
exclusively
to Hawkins is set for same deal in Ocbe
devoted
quiring music be made to hire a will
tober.
minimum of 15 musicians.
The underwriting ads in slick mags such
board of tru.stees of Convention Hall as Life, Time, etc.. in behalf of both
Marian Cox Is the new Duke Elclaimed that the city, which staged pop and cla.ssical artists.
replacing
Joya
Above coin is over and above the lington vocalist
no events itself, could not be a party
Sherril.
to such a pact.
l^nnual ad budget.

Ups Ad Budget

OIlCHCSTItA

tOOY
IflMI

All THE TIME

-iv-^
lyric

Lyric

11.

name

Relative denith ot colored
due licre within month for huddles
bands working on Coast wiU be corwith studio execs. It is anticipated rected soon. About half of ones ex-

Ban

lifted its blacklist

,

,

Metro's entry into platter biz will

AFM

Berlin

.Capitol

I Tell You
Sioiix City Sue

that,

Philly

—

'

Shapiro
Santly-Joy

:

Harms

T. B.

Gun"

..:

t FiliWislcal.

to

of Big

.Broadway
World

Apple Blossom Time

We'll Gather Lilacs
Without a Penny In Your Pocket

unpublished and published works. It
is one of the few instances in the
many plagiarism and infringement
suits filed by Arnstein, that he has
been nicked for defense costs.
Arnstein had charged that Porter's
hit tunc£, "Night and Day," "Don't
Fence Me In," and others, were lifted
from his published and unpublished
songs.'
Asked to decide only on
whether there had been infringement, a jury took only two hoiu's to
toss Arnstcin's latest case out of
court.
It took two weeks to hear
testimony, however.

To Buy Up Remaining

lil

.......Feist

in

Should

attorney,-

stein's suit for alleged piracy of his

]

Know Why

More Than You Know.
Oh, What l{ Seeinod to Be
One More Tomorrow
Prisoner of Love

and court
Judge John C,

Silverman, for succcssJ.
fully defending Porter against Arn-

Tuckahoe. N. Y.

stores.

Starts

I

SONG LYRIC TREND
Eo'ifor,

that men,

MG

by

was
fees

Samuel

DEPRECATES SMUTTY

Have told Li.sSauei: that it and when
he corrals a sutficiont number o(

.

Leeds
tC-P

—

infringement suit vs. Cole Porter in
New York. Coin-t granted the fee

skin-beater.

Despite tneir fcelnig that the idea
as laid out cannot work, many piib.s
ajc rooting for its success. Tlu'v

from music

attorney

in

Knox, as a result of

giving

buyers, the price ol their music will
drop to 20c.. the break given music
racks currently. Others, however.
don't care much for the idea, feeling
that there are now too many racks,
that take music trade away
etc.,

Arnstein

B.

application

folio or

•

:

I'm a Big. Girl Now..........
In Love In Vain— t"Centennial Summer"...
In the Moon Mist.
It Couldn't Be True
I've Got Sun In Morning
""Annie Get Your
June Is Bustln' Out All Oyer...
Laughing On the Outside.

In Porter
Ira
$2,525

you're double-crossing me and
hiring Evans for the driuns."
1( took Lawrence a good half
hour to convince Spcctor that a
"tub-thumper" was anything but-

point out that advertising, mailing
and clerical costs arc too hiph currently. In addition, Lissaucr intends

.Triangle
.Barton

...
;

,.

Be With You

.ABC

.

BVC

Don't Know Enough About You

I'll

•

•

Me?"

:•

"That's a dirty trick." Specter
"You
shouted over the phone.
promised to take mo to New
York with the band. Now I see

method, plus the fact that
is going to pay publish-

In

the

Woman"

.

Gypsy
IDoti't

Bourne
Crawford

.

Louis

Cynthia's In Love ....
Do Yoix Love Me?— 1"Do You Love
Don't Be a Baby, Baby
Full Moon and Empty Arms.
I

Lawrence got an
Next
irate phone call from M;in Spector, his drummer.
day,

Little Bit.

Come Rain Come Shine— *"St.

For$l525Fees

York.

getting started and which in
become
will
Lissauer's judgment

Coax Me a

,

Arnstein Nicked

thumper" for Elliot Lawrence's
orchestra, when the band opens
at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New-

just

The enormous maryin

.

Oaghan,

gossip columnist,
ah item that George
Frank Sinatra's press
would be the "tub-

Evans,

Lissauer's idea is to group three
songs a month to subscribers for
tunes
$1, the songs to be selected

.

News

curried

Music.

Jerry

.

(Peatman System)
Most Plai/ed songs of the week, Ma]/ 31 -Jtine 6, bosett
on the copyrighted siiTuey by Dr. John Pea(7na)>'s Office of Research, valng
the Accurate Reporting Rodio Log a» basis of in/onnaflo»» in N. Y.
Williamson
All Through the Day— t"Centennial Summer".
Mills
Cement Mixer
FoIIotui«(/ nre the

.World
I'm Big Girl Now
Doin' What Naturally .... Berlin

Philadelphia, June U.

Last
Daily

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

(Week Etidhio, Jtiiie 8)
Leeds
Gypsy
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin
Laughing on the Outside. .BJII
Morris
Prisoner of Love
Morris
Sioux City Sue
WiUiamson
All Through Day.
C-P
I Didn't Know Enough
Full Moon, Empty Arms. Barton

by ^M.?\{ FREED

by RALPH BLANE and KAY

Musif by

THOMPSON

SAMMY

Music by

PAIN

GEORGE STOLL
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SURRENDER
lyy the

wnters of

OH WHAT IT SEEMED TO BE

Recorded 100%

DICK STA

suR-

1619 Broadway
York 19, N. Y.

New

Ntw Yerb/'VICTOR

SANTLY-JOY,
PELLE,

MAC

KOOPER. ARTIE VALANDO. EDDIE

Inc.

yo«-

„_

TOMMY VALANDO
Gen.

Prof.

JOY—tetlM. JACK FAY—Chtcofo. lENNY MILLER—Hollywood. DAVE

lERNIE

Mgr.

,

,
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Beneke-MOIer Combo Sets 400

Taps/Kappln'JoIson'Sesh

Qubs

Hollywood, June U.

Bands

at Hotel B.

promotion
music
Taps,
for Columbia Pictures, flew
Weeks
Band
Betel
Flared
N. Y. over weekend to discuss
Johnny Pineapple* Lexington (300; 79c-$l-60)
« ..,. 19
with Jack Kapp, Decca Records'
Jerry Wald*
New Yorker (400; |1-$1,S0)... ...... 10
prexy, an album the plattery is
George
Paxton...Penniylvanla
$1-$1.50)
3
kSOO;
prepping, which will include songs
Cugat....Waldorl
Xavier
3
(550; $2)...
from "The Jolson Story" film biog.
4
Joe Relchman. ....Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50).
Confab will clear up number of Alvlno Rey...... Aslor (850; $1-$1.50)..,..
3
sides to be embraced, which tunes,
and what tie-ins can be effected
* Asterisks indicate a supporttno
shoto. New 7orfcer
Jonle

chief

Pay Mark
Tex Beneke-Glcnn

to

Six-Week Pact

in Inking

Miller orchcj-*

been signed for tlie 400 Club,
to open Dee. 12 for six weeks,

trn hfts

N. Y.,
at a price that tops anything that
spot has ever paid. Oiitllt is drawiny
a $4,750 weekly guarantee, plus the
first $i,250 in covers, wilh a SO-SO
split thereafter. It will bo the bnnd'.^
initial location date in N. Y. Band
finished three weeks at Franlc Uail-

Meadowbrook

ey's

last

Tlunsday

(C).

Sues Preps Terplayers
j
;

.

Hollywood, June II.
Leonard Sues, musical director on
Eddie Cantor's NBC airshow for
Bristol Meyers,' is readying own
danceband for early summe» bow.
Crew has been completely organized and rehearsing on the q.t, here.
Reportedly, Joe Pasternak is bank-

I

Booking

combo

the
into the 400

Beneke-Miller

of

was

virtually a

foregone conclu.sion. Spot is the only
one in N. Y. that could afford to pay
the unusually large band, which
consists of seven brass, Ave sax, four
rhythm, 14 strings,, plus Benekc, a
quartet, etc. Up until now. Tommy
Dorsey .was drawing top money
from the iOO, due to the fact that he
gambled with Nat Moss, operator,

when

the spot debuted.

i

rolling the venture,
that Music Corp. of

i

floor

mutual exploitation.

tor

SPA's Next Move

Island Spot

Debuting With Byrne
N. Y.'s Long Island, which hasn't
had a name band spot for years, is
getting another jn addition, to the
roadside nitery bought by the. MeFarland Twins at Northport, which
will house their band. Newest spot
is the Paraglide, Hempstead, which
goes in for one-nighter dates. Monday evenings, starting next week
(17) with Bobby Byrne.

Song Mags

manage.

Vs.

LI. High School

The Songwriters

Hollywood, June
ciation

is

11.

toMoreProAFMers

in

M-G-M «^

many

bands.

to

Was a time, too, when high school
music classes terminated the year's

cluding the issue of weekly and
monthly song>sheets which compete
with regular sheet music sales and

correct

pay

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Climbed some lo 4,000 tabs.
Buss Morgan (Billmore; 900; $1-$1.50). General uptrend helped ring up

publishers

off

4,350 covers.

current evils in-

better

than

writers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

v

(Chicago)
Will Back (Aragon; 9dc-$1.15). Back did average 12,000.
Charley Barnei (Rainbo; $1-$1.25). Jimmy Dorsey closed Thursday
Barnett in Friday (7) to close week at so-so 9,000.
Billy Bishop

Rachmaninoff's Prelude in C Sharp
Minor.
Thai's all over for some kids. In
a Town Hall recital last week a
picked group of Long Island high
school musicians held their annual
Spot is normally ai local nitery. concert. High spot, of the evening,
For the ballroom-style operation all while the longhairs curled, was a
chairs and tables will be removed. small combo arrangement, of "How
In this way a capacity of 1,500 can High the Moon," followed up by
be achieved.
That's not enough the 40-piece orch in "Yesterdays." ,
It's all part of the policy of Glenn
room to allow the booking of more
expensive, top name b.o. bands, but Brown," musical director of Long
Island H. S.. who ran the sock show,
it's figured to be able to do nicely
with medium-rated combos.- For and the audience was amazed.
BroWn gives two reasons for his
Byrne's date admission will be
unusual (for schools) theory, and if
pegged at $1.25 per.
they are any indication of a troric],
it packs a wallop for the music business: says it equips' the kids to go
inlo band biz on a paying basis;

Featured

has (ce sfiow;

.siiott).

-

Protective Assoa new basic

preparing

agreement for publishers. Fred AhKey
Icrt, songwriter, and John Schulman,
Was a time in the music biz when attorney, left Tuesday (11) lor New
kids .just breaking into the band York after extended meetings with
business had to spend a couple of Sigmund Romberg! Frank Loesser,
Schwartz, Ira Gershwin;
years wilh fifth-rate combos before Arthur
they could change their Bach to Harry Ruby and Ferde Grofe to
boogie and quality for dance stuff. gather ideas for new clauses.
Else lliey had to form their own
Aim of the new agreement will be

activities with a pretentious recital,
usual feature of which was a fluffy
little gal who counted off "One, two,
three,
four" while pounding out

/loor

41,125
19,100
5,450
11,925
8,375
8,150

Sherm»n Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Continuing steady climb to 3,100.
Ernie Heoksoher (Mayfair Room, BlackstOne hotel;' 350; $l.S0-$2.50 mini)^
Up again to 2,700 after falling oft last week..
Stephen Kisley (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; 900; $3-$3.30
min.). Following the trend with a jump to 5,700.
Buddy Bleti (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min;). Up
to 4,500 but still not good for this large spot.
Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). Straeter,
Gil Lamb and Nip Nelson doing a fancy 5,500.
Orrln Tucker (Boulevard Room, Stevens ho.tel; 630; $3-$3.50 min.). Shot
up to 6,200 for the biggest take in months.

.

New Long

Hawaiian

1.650
1,050
1.775
3.275
2,350
3,800

Chicago

and it's likely
America will

Band

an

Lexington,

O/s

OoTen TOUI
Puit .Coven
Week On Ihit*

Salute

Plugger Mose Gumhle
One

(6),

Bishop hitting stride with

Gay Clsrldffe (Chez Paree; 630; $3-$3.50.min.). Same old
Thomas pulled 6,000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). Dropped

Yet Song

to

(Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.).

3,100.

Whiteman's Musical

of the deftest pic plugs, for

healthy 4,000.
Benny Strong (Trianon; 90c-$l.M).

.

Down, but

still

okay

Danny

story;

a bit but

still

11,000.

(Los Angeles)
Sammy Kaye (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk.l. Finale stanza okay
with 24,000 admishes,
Jan Garber,: Bobby Sherwood (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 4th wk.). Holiday filled but nifty 15,000 ducats.
Joe Sanders (Trianon, B, South Gate", 4lh wk.). Bow'oul frame a dull
thud, at 3,750 admishes.
Eddy Oliver, Eddie Heywood (Trocaderp, N, Hollywood, 4th & 1st wks ).
'

the
upcoming "Night and Day"
fllmusical (Cole Porter biog), took

on extra values Monday niglit (10)
over ABC network because of its
salute to Mose Gumble, dean of contact men. As Paul Whiteman, maestro of his "Forever Tops" program,
saluted "C>ld Man Mose," it shaped
up as solid musical showmanship.
Incidentally, this made it the second
sentimental - showmanship indulged
in this past week, .both with a Hollywood hook, the other being Metro's
also leaches them basic principles of "30
years in show business" party for
music through pop stuff, a medium
Jimmy Durante.
they uHc'.crsland.
Whiteman skillfully blended "Ja
More than a dozen youngsters
Da"' and "Forever Blowing Bubbles,"
have gone straight out of these
both circa 1919, as the keynote to
schools, inlo the AFM. and some ot
when he first met "Bumble Gumthem with name outfils, since Brown
ble," as the vet Remick's plugger is
instituted the new
curriculum a
afTectionately known, and through
couple of year^ ago.
Should this
deft scripting the audience got the
policy prove successful over a period
that behind every song hit,
of time, especially in the eyes of idea
other educators, it could well mean whether by Cole Porter or others,
the
there's
plugger
who helps
a terrific upsurge in the musician
the hits. With Clark Dennis.
"make!'
market.
For this particular concert, ar- Eugenic Baird and the Buddy Weed
Trio
for
vocal
assists.
Pops
Whiterangemeiits of Fred Waring, Sammy
Kaye, Bob Shaw, and other profes- man ran a strong Porteriana gamut
sionals were made available to- the from "Beguine" through "What Is
high schoolers. Alumnus trumpeter This Thing Called Love," "Anything
Goes" excerpts, and finally the
Bill Strickland arranged "How High
"Night and Day" payolT. The film,
the Moon." and trombonist John
Ross did "Yesterdays."
Ross has Warner -produced, culls its music
played with Shorty Sherock and Jess from its own music subsids, hence
Staccy.
the e3(traordinary songplug buildup,
Other numbers for the evening' with pumble giving it a new and
were "Hcy-Ba-Ba-Re-Bop," "Smoke punchy fillip.
Abel.

Both rooms nice

Dorsey's

3,000 covers.

Femme Warbler

May Turn Up
Tommy

Dorsey

Tlayshop'

in
is

Pelham Heath

Inn, N. Y.

Herman

Shubert, owner, running 'IgoM driving

contest for

bandleaders,

men, newspapermen, June

music

20.

combining his

long hunt for a new vocalist with
exploitation for his "Playshop" Mu-tual net program Fridays at 10 p.m.
Leader has been seeking a fenime
warbler suitable lo. his needs for
months and requires one mor^ than
ever since letting the "Sentimentalists," femme quarlel ouL
.

Mutual-"Playshop'' gag is a conwith entrants shipping photos
and disked samples ot vocal qualifitest,

to Dorsey via any one of
the net's 3'00-odd. stations. Aspirants

cations

must be between

18

and

'20.

.

MORET

NEIt
Mu.ic b,

mm

CORPORATIOM

Your Eyes,"

Loved
You," "All the Things You Are" and
others, some featuring a chorus of 40.

<3ets

in

"If

I

Song Hits Ask
Dismissal of 'Paducah' Suit
Triangle,

Triangle Music Corp. and Song
N. Y, BATON
Hits Guild, in answers filed in New
Hollywood, June 11.

For new artisl copies and
arranQeraenls, write or phone

BAKALEINIKOFF'S

PHIL KORNHEISER, Monoger,

Bakaleinikoff
leaves York federal court to Harry Kipp's
Friday (14) to pieisuit for alleged appropriation of his
pare for all-Tschaikowsky concert at
common-law copyrighted tune, "PaCarnegie Hall June 19.
RKO musical director is first of flucaii," as): for dismissal of the
such film maestros ever to lead the .complaint on the greund Kipp is

Standard Exploitation Depi
The Big 3, 1(S19 Broodwoy,
New York 19. Circle 6-2939

j

Constantin

;

for

New York

j

N. Y, Philharmonic Orchestra.!.

guilty of waiting too long to

mence

com-

action.
Therefore, he
barred froni maintaining the suit.

We Hope

New

Orleans, June 11.

Volunteer group has been formed
here to launch a guaranty fund ot
$125,000 to aid in maintaining the New

Symphony Orchestra and
Summer "Pop" concerts and to
"provide good iniisic within the
range of the average income." H. C.
Parker is general chairman of the

Orleans
the

fund.

Active! solicitation
will
begin
shortly by 150 volunteer workers
who will seek pledges from firms

and individuals.

Ray Hcalherton band set for
Moritz hotel, N. Y., starting June
.

BOURNE
.

Inc

St.

20.

is

Song Hits admits that Kipp sub-

'

3 BRAND NEW UNPUBLISHED SONGS

N.O. Drives for Funds To
Maintain Symph Pop Orch

millcd

a

poem

entitled

"Paducah,"

March, 1943, and that Triangle
published a tune called "Paducah,"

in

Recerdinq

Companies,

Performing

Artists
j

And

Potential Publishers Will Like:

I

!

LITTLE BUTTERFLY

l

,

rtjr

MOE

y

(Don't Fly Too High)
CLAY BOLAND and PAT B.XLLARO (ASCAP)

JAFFE,

DID

YOU EVER CRY

PAT BALU-SD and OERNARD

M.'.LTIN

Oct.,

Veloz
(ASCAP)

JUST A LITTLE BIT LATE
By PAT

composed by Harry
.Warren and Lee Robin, which was
u.-ied in' the Fox film "The Gang's
All Here." 'BuI, Song Hits claims
thai Kipp had knowledjje of the fact
and had consented and approved the
publication and licensing of the lune
by Triangle.
in

I

BALLARD (ASCAP)

1943,

&

Yolanda Terpery?
Hollywood, June

11.-

Vel07, and Yolanda are planning
erection of a ballroom here, which
will bear name, of terp twain.
According to team, terpery will
tolerate no form of hoofing other
than llie gliding art, jam bands will
not be used and jitterbugging will
be. thumbed off premises.
Dancei-s
currently are being lonsed in Columbia filmusical "Thrill of Brazil".

IT'S

THE TALK

OF THE TOWN
By SYMES, NEIBURQ, LIVINGSTON

.

>1dvance Block and Wh/te Copies Available
Write BALLARD, 50 Chippewa Read, Mohcgon Park,
Tuckohee, N. Y.

it:

oinriiy

t'cilcin-.lo,

Ger,. .ru,'.

ivi

q

•
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'Carmen' to Open Bowl

Paper Situation Cues Order

Critical

Stoppage Unless Shipents Arrive
Paper situation

in the

music busi-

ness has reached the critical stage.
Supply has dropped so low among
the various lithographers who turn
piano copies, orchestrations,
out
lead sheets, etc. for publishers, that
they fear they will be stopped soon
from filling orders unless shipments

begin arriving.
If it hadn't been tor OPA restrictions, the music industrj- might not
now be faced with a serious shortSeveral weeks ago, five shipage.
loads o£ paper came into N. Y. from
Sweden. Apparently, they were dispatched here on spec.
Some of the printers knew about
the boats and sought to buy up their
cargoes, but the OPA turned thumbs
down on the theory that the price
of the paper, plus import taxes and
would bring the
charges,
other

Lorraine Partnered
In ARA Subsid Pubs
Hollywood, June U.
who has been gen-

Sid Lorraine,

overall cost above OPA ceilings in
Hence, the paper was
this country.
It
not allowed into this country.

was returned

to

Hollywood, June 11.
"Carmen," produced by Boris
Morros and conducted by Leopold
Stokowski, opens the Hollywood
Bowl's season, July 9, with a repeat
performance July 10.
Winnifred Heidt, Ramon Vinay,
James Pease and Marina Koshetz
will head the cast.

Sweden.

was made a partner in companies by
Mark Left, prexy of ARA. the pppheadquartered

plattery
is

here.

His

undisclosed.

Carol and Stanley were organized
by the dislicry as subsids to publish
songs acquired by ARA for waxing.
BMI-afliliate; latter reis
cently made bid for ASCAl* iriemLorraine has fronted bdth
bership.
since they were formed.

Former

Order:

$15 Hike for Mosikers
Los Angeles, June

"

take-it-or-lcave-it basis. Union presented demands, duplicate of deal

recently obtained from Hollywood
Bow^l Assn., and stated men will get
boost, or there will be no symph

performances.

Windjammers now are pegged at
$70 weekly for eight performances,
same number they would perform
under new ticket. With rehearsals
sure to run well beyond eight, it is
Tnskegee Disks
estimated that musikers will average
$115 per stanza, including overtime.
Symph heads are now stewing in
Scholarship Fund
the' or-else proposal, since union ofsale
of
the
accruing
from
Royalties
ficials are still in St. Petersburg,
RecCosmopolitan
disks made for
conFla., where they attended
of
Choir
Chapel
the
by
ordsvention.
Tuskegee Institute will be channeled into a Cosmo memorial scholof
memory
school
in
arship at the
DUKE'S COAST DATES
Booker T. Washington; Coin, which
Holly wood, June 11.
would normally go to the institute,
Joe Zacca, operator of Meadowwill be augmented' by Cosmo with
brook dancery, is promoting a Duke
part of its own profits.
Ellington jazz concert at Shrine
Choir, which recently performed auditorium here for Aug. 7, guaranat Constitution Hall, Washington, the teeing $5,000 against 60% of gross.
first Negro talent to work the aud,
Ellington is booked into Meadowmade 32 sides for Cosmo, 20 of brook for three four-day weekends
which AviU be released in album following Shrine date at a price
form during the next six months. understood to be $6,500 per weekSome of them will go into a inter- end.
faith album to be released by the
company including musical works
Gene Gold, former arranger, has
from the. Jewish, Catholic and
Protestant faiths. Choir is composed joined Music Corp. of America cock-

Cosmo

,

AFM

Nipping Song

Shark Pubs

in

Bud

of Composers,

American Society
Authors and Publishers

out after

is

Society's
publishers.
song shark
complaint committee last week had
a Chicago publisher on the carpet
.

for irregular activities and expelled
him from the organization. Others

arc on the

list.

11.

week per musicians
being asked of Los Angeles Symphony As.sociatipn by Local 47 on
Flat $15 per

is

To

ASCAP

Notes

ic

Stan Kenton's orchestra cut six pop sides and flock of transcriptions for
week on Coast, .. .Smiley Burnette will warble own composition, "I'd Make a Hit With Vou," in forthcoming Columbia film, "Outlaw
Spade Cpoley cut four sides for Columbia Records over weekTamer"

Capitol last

end.

.Diana Lynn over weekend waxed

..

first

two of

'

six sides of piano-

plinking album she's making for Capitol Records. .. .Edmund Goulding,
directing "Razor's Edge" for 20th-Fox, has cleffed two tunes for film,

"Dark Is The Nifiht" and "J'Aime Ta Pomme". .Gene Krupa pre-scoring
Cliff Ogden, western
this week on RKO's "Beat the Band" fllmusical
sales rep of Capitol Transcriptions, returns to Hollywood office today
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans
(Wed.) from month's trek through Southwest
.

LA. Symph Gets

eral-managing Carol Music, Inc., and
sistcr-flrm, Stanley Music, last week

cut

.

.

.

and Sons of the Pioneers doing five songs in Republic^ "Home in Oklahoma". .. .Lou; Levy has commissioned Don Raye to put English lyrics
to French songhit, "Pigalle," which Leeds Music will publish in this counJimiriy and Mildred Mulcay signed for records by Sonora., ..Al
try
Porgie and Nick Campbell, pubs, on Coast for visit from N. Y. offices....
Kay Marx has joined Hollywood office of Mills. Music, replacing Glover
Carlson, who has shihed over to 20th-Fox publicity ... .Aaron Gonzales,
orchestra loader current at Bevhills hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif,, forming
own music pub firm, Azteca Publishers, primanly to i.ssue own compositions
Jack Ecoff, Mills Music standard catalog salesman, oiv Coast for
week from N. Y. headquarters, contacting schools and musical organizations. ...Abe Olrhan, newly named chief of Robbins-Feist-Miller, due oil
Coast from N. Y. on July 1 on combination vacash and huddle with Metro
studio execs'. ...Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson signed to write
songs for Republic's "Calendar Girl." First stint for team at studio....
Arthur Piantadosi out as Coast spngpluggcr for Melody Lane Pub firm
will no longer employ Hollywood iune-tout. .. .Carl Zoehrns. general sales
manager of E. B. Marks Music, back in N, Y. after semi-annual trek to
Coast on biz check. .. .Boyd RaebUrn band last week finished cutting its
first album, for Jewel Records.... Jack Final, who left Freddy Martin
orchestra to form own crew, will disk two albums for Mercury Records
Emery Deutsch en route from N. Y. to Coast to open Hollywood outpost of
Robert Bailey over weekend narrated children's
his Emery Music Co
Bill
album for Bel-Tone Records. Ted Sills scripted and directed
:

;

—

eastern sales manager of Musicraft Records.

Rawak appointed

Jules Munshin, of "Call Me Mister." waxed Ave numbers. from the show
for Stinson label .... Stinson-Asch releasing new album by Jo.sh White
Package Music, Inc.. has been incorporated to conduct a music and theBernard Haas, New York, is a director and
ati'ical business in New York.
filing attorney.

"

Chi pub discharged from memberwas Robert De Leon, owiicr of
a Krm bearing his name. He's also a
member of ASCAP as a songwriter
and this affiliation with the society
was allowed to stand. He was
charged with irregular activities in
dealings with amateur songwriters
in the middle west.

ship

ni 59 voices.

tail

band dept.

On

the Upbeat

Convention Hall, Asbury Park,
J., will have Jour Mutual and two
CBS wires weekly when Harry
Jame.s starts week-stands June 29
Les Elgart orchestra due for shot
.

;

Summer

for the

band was

N.

Fischer

.

,

Burl Firman

.

to have opened for Cliff
his Les Ambassadeurs,

switched

suddenly

has

to the opposition, the Bagatelle.

over

.

at

but

Paris,

Gray Gordon orchestra opens
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook
Beneke-Glenn Miller combo for two weeks at Vogue Terrace.Pitt.,
did $7,062 gross plus lax at Hershey Friday (14), following Ina Ray Hut-

at

.

.

.

Te.x

Helshey, Pa.,. Saturday (8),
30c under Vaughn Monroe's
June Davis joins
previous date
Gcorgie Auld band as vocalist
,
Bobby Byrne returns to Roseland
Ballroom, N. Y. Sept. 18 for eight
Gene Krupa returns to
weeks
Aquarium Reslauraiit, N. Y. Aug. 22
Columbia Recfor three weeks
ord execs huddle in Bridgeport,
Dinah
.
.
Conn., next week (17)
Shore in N. Y. for vacash . . Elm
City four signed by Deluxe Records
Lou Sciiroedtcr band nearing
.
four-year mark at Mayflower hotel,
Jacksonville
. Gary Stevens, former Charlie Spivak vocalist, out of

Park,

We

are proud to announce

just

'

.

.

.

.

tee

have just acquired the

EXTENSIVE CATALOGUE

.

OF

.

.

.

CURTIS

L. B.

STANDARDS

.

*

.

.

.

Ben Adler
Columbia Records
doing Deluxe Records promotion
Sunny Skylar to Mercury Records
Jerry Colonna into N. Y. today
(Wed.) to start one-nighters route
with Billy Bulterfleld band and
show at Totem Pole, Auburndale,
Mass., Saturday (15).

to

.

.

.

.

.

New

York

•

Hollywood

•

Chicago

•

.

band

.

West

into

for a run.

'Absent-Minded'
y lURT MILLER
Super Novtfy Song
FOR

'TOP-DRAWER'

PERFORMERS

.

.

local

first

17

'.

.

NOW

I'HOf KSSION.AI, rOlMKS

Brown
leM

It

Always
MILLS

H*nd«rson,

Bn»dnrii.v,

S«a«|

—

>>n' York

All

Ways

Inc.
1»

Pepalar

PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

STARS FELL ON

ALABAMA
IT

MUSrSE TRUE

.

the war.

Cincinnati

staff

Pitt,

View Park

stand... Sal

.

Inc.

.

WJAS,

Dal Dattore,

Buddy Rich
Jerry Thirkeld replaced latter',
Russell Klein is seventh returning vet to rejoin Freddy Martin. ..Bill Gene has re-formed a 15piece band on Coast and is breaking
in conibo' with string of one-niters,
Larry
Barnelt,
Music Corp. of
America bandrbopker, on Coast from
N. Y.. officft for two-week visit to
old stamping grounds... Al Donahue, currently disk-dating in Hollywood for 4 Star Records, set for Indef run at Claridge hotel, Memphis,
starting Aug. 2... Arthur Van band
set for three weeks, at Sherman's,
San Diego, opening June 27. Wilson
number crew follows July 19,
Gino Arbib is selling Jack Harris
for summer al the Palm Beach
Casino, Cannes
. . Al Jennings and
his British all colored orchestra is
band.

.

Burke and Van Heusen,

after, three years in the Marines, has
rejoined the Baron Elliott orch as
pjanist and arranger
Cats and
A Fiddle- have replaced Four Blazes
at Tropical Bar, Pitt ... Lee Kellon's

Bobby Beers, pre-war vocalist
with Lawrence Welk orch, back from
Pacific and interned at Corona Naval

Calif., for indef
Elardi, trumpeter, and
alio sax, have quit the

others

.

.

.

side,

and many

when spot shut
down and job's the first location for
LeRoy since his discharge from the
Army as a lieutenant ... Bill Bickel,

.

.

HONEY DAT S All

Closed for dancing since
of 1942, Pines, Pitt., has re-

.

Band was there

.

hosp (Los Angeles) with rheumatic
fever. He is expected to rejoin Welk
in three months. .Deuce Sprlggens'
western band into Rancho, River-

THINK OF ME
THINKING OF YOU

,

opened with Bill.LeRoy's orchestra.

.

.

.

ROSES FOR REMEMBRANCE

.

sax section al Saltair, Salt Lake City
Decca Records declared 30c
divvy lo capital stockholders as of
Eileen FarrcU signed
June 29
.

DRIFTING and DREAMING

.

summer

.

Hal McKusick jumped
Ai-my
from Boyd Racburn lb Al Donahue

SUCH AS

ton

.

.

*

.

.

.

*

.

.

MUSIC PUBLISHER
Containing FAVORITE

.

.

band to visit Italy since
Start 12 weeks tour June

Maurice Winnick band booked

for Deauville Casino, July 12, for six

Nat Allen band, takes over from
Ambrose at Giro's liondon, middle
July when latter goes to Monte Carlo

JUST A GIRL
THAT MEN FORGET
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

U19 irMdwoy

N»w

Yerh 19

TopTuaesfforYonr Books

An AU-Time
I'M IN

Favorite

THE

MOOD FOR LOVE
Music by . . .

JIMMY McHUGH
Published by

ROBBINS

'
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Fund Helped
WiUa Holt Wakefield

II

Actors

N. 0. French Quarter

As

Ops

in

Qean Up

State, Local Officials

New

Orleans, June

11.

Pank

^

Crusade by the SUte Revenue Department to clean out night spots
operating illegally in the French
Quarter got underlay in earnest
here this past week and the panic is
on among operators.
State departrhent agents closed
tluce. spots on charges of operating
bars without proper permits and
Most promiconcealing violations.
nent club to feel the Impact of the
drive was the Brown Derby. It was
closed, according to Pierre I^Barre,
head of the New Orleaiis office of the

'Bowery

Now

Sammy

Follies'

'Mayor of Bowery'

Sammy
my's.

was
the

Fiichs, operator of SamFollies, N. Y., nitery,
officially designated Mayor of
Bowery last week at a testi-

Bowery

monial dinner given the bistro op-

by Locality Mayors Assn. It
was attended by some 300 well-

erator

.

'

many prominent

wishers, including
N. Y. politicos.

Mayor William O'Dwyer, .who was
revenue force, because Joe
Ahnerico, who held the license with to have sworn in Fuchs and preAlbert P. Thibodeaux, had served a sented the scroll, couldn't make it,
prison term and thus was not en- so Louis Zeltner, representing the
LMA, did the honors. Fuchs was
titled to a permit.
lauded by Zeltner and other speakAlmcrico also faced charges Friday
whiskey bottles ers for philanthropic work he has
refilling
of
(7)
done for the stumblebums of the
with liquor infeiriof to their labelled
Charged with him weire Bowery and for the needy of the

stale

-

contents.

'

Thomas O'Connor and John Zechenelly, bartenders. AH were released

east side,

Willa Holt Wakefield (Foerster),
former vaude performer, who died
on the Coast last week at age of 76,
was not neglected and friendless as
reported,
She had been cared for
by the Actors' Fund, which had contributed some $2,000 during the past
two years and also defrayed hospital
expenses of $700. When Mrs. Foerstef's plight

tion of the

violations."

Tax

Treaty to Boost
Talent

since.

Tliey no longer have the Old Regular regime, which in the past decade
has permitted the Vieux Carre's night
club area to sink into a sorry state
of degredatioh. It was dismaying to
all those who wanted the preserve
the old French Quarter as a great

Export

Export of talent to England will
increase considerably when and if
the U. S. ratifies the projected treaty
'

MCA

Stressing

Concert Field

between this country and Brittiin
which forbids double taxation of
performers and athletes' salaries.
Agreement will call ifor tax payments to only one of the countries

.

'

time in

many

years.

Dorsey, at

least,

has played, concert

dates before and the field proved
Nix Oainbllnc
whole town has become, very lucrative for him.
In addition to the pop artists,
MCA is also planning to expand

tlie

state legislature.

promise by
Quite a chunk

tlie

of the population which made its
living off gambling is out of work
as a result.
But Orleanians, who
like their gambling, are not wanting,
Ttiey simply cross into St. Bernard and Jefferson parishes, where
games are flourishing.
It's been nearly
a quarter of
century since New Orleans has been
so "well-behaved," old timers say.
But they recall that the last time
this old city had a reform administration, things turned for the worse,
and four years later the Old Regulars came back stronger than ever.
Now they're wondering whether history will repeat itself.
Special agents A. H. May, Jr., and
Jack F. Govan are continuing their
inspections of French Quarter hot
spots under orders from Roland
Cocrcham, director of the state revenue department, to "show no
mercy" Cocreham intimated that
many spots are under scrutiny.
'

'

AGVA N.O. REP JAILED
ON ABANDONMENT RAP

.

concert activities in the longhair
field.
Agency several weeks ago
signed the Ballet Theatre^ which it
has booked into the Covcnt Garden,

London, starting
play one of the

the spot folded without paying off
performers.
for approximately $3,000 in unpaid
salaries.
Rubber checks for $4,000
and $5,000, latter for decorating bill,
are still bouncing around here.

'Miss Rand and John Carey, who
operated the club, did good business

Agency subsequently sold
lumbia.
its concert acquisitions to the W.
Colston Leigh lecture bureau.

until early

ROCK READYING
TO OPEN FOR SEASON

PIPING

May when

WATERSHOWINMPLS.
Minneapolis, June 11,
any show with an

Stiffest "iiut" for

to

to

1'2

days

is

claimed for "Aqua FoUic.";," principal
lure of the annual local summer
niardi gras, the Aquatennial, Julj^ 17

Show will involve a $60,000
expenditure, according to Al Sheehan, producer.
Despite the SOO.OOO cost, which
covers talent, production, costuming
and staging, etc., aqua show turns in
a neat profit each year, given a
decent weather break, Sheehan adto 28.

mits.

He'll

Be a

Millionaire

Before He Knows ABC's
Kansas City, June. 11.
Turnout for Frank "Sugar. Chile"
Robinson for a ono-nighter in the
(7)' was
Municipal Aud Friday
clocked at over 6,000. At rates of $2

down

to $1.25 the gross figured

about

$8,000.
.

for

10

i

J

his four
the.

pianist's

numbers and about

working

minutes

show

shows
ire-

limited

existence

they've had a change of heart.
biiCk

.

'

& Eddie's

Branch

Florida

Deal was completed last week for
& Eddie's to open a Florida
edition of the New York, nitery at
Palm Beach, Fla. Leon Enken and
Eddie Davis purchased equipment
and stock of Chambord's, an. old
established restaurant there, and
.

Abramson sees a hitch to use of
talent on further ciruises, however,
in the new musicians' union regulation doublihg the rates on musicians
from $3 a day, plus keep. New price,
he says, will make use of American
musicians on shprt cruises prohibitive, although it won't affect lise of

.

will convert into a nitery in the fall.
Spot, which will use the Leon & U. S. musicians on European runs on
Eddie tag, will be managed by Leon American ships.
Enken, Jr. Pair signed a five year
lease for the cafe.

Sole entertainment will, be by two
bands and ah occasional singer. Op-

WILUE HOWARD TO
PREEMNEWA.C.CLUB
-

ing label via a contest .($50 prize).
Room, seating 400, is located atop
a Howard Johnson restaurant and
will go in for

$6,500

shows budgeted up

to
Spot's bookers, Joe

weekly.

Chas. Trenet Agitates

.

which would have forced
July 3.
ruled Miller had the singer
for the full contract, but Miller
agreed to the shorter term.
Basic cause of the Frenchman'i
wish to leave the spot is said to be
offers he has been receiving since
his click at the Embassy. Singer is
in on a guarantee and percentage
basis and earns around $3,200 weekly, which is said to be considerably
below some of the offers he's been
options,

him

to stay at the spot until

AGVA

receiving.

juv.-nilc

GO":;

cm

just under $5,00.0.

of

time in the
boogie wobgie
Uie take was

in France durStunt was
after the war.
because Trenet failed to

been entertainment
ing

Arthur Fisher Booking

60G NUT FOR 12-DAY

Shows

(Mon.); Villa Madrid

However, the Holland-American
Line is putting its New Amsterdam
in shape for cruises this fall, find
possibly the Veendam, too. The Cunard Line is' reported likely to put
the Mauretania and Aquitania into

and

called, off

show

.

Nixon Cafe went

Leon

Miss Rand her.self plans to open
Savoy, a local nightspot in

,

yesterday

the b.o. started

San Francisco, during the month.

closed for several years.

sumes next Monday UV).

S. and Europe.
Pleasure
angle while Europe's hungry have'
be fed is another deterring factor.

tween U.
to

WOR

at the

Saratoga Springs, June 11.
Piping Rock, one of Saratoga's
outstanding nite spots, is currently
being readied for opening, someiime
Spot, has been
later this month.

AGVA

Adams theatre, Newark, shuttered
for the summer will reopen with
stage shows starting Aug. 22 or 29.
It may tee off with Andy Russell.

;

downward. Last week prior to fold Coopcrsmilh and Frank Elliott, are
Miller has also had other difficulbusiness dropped below operating dickering for Sophie Tucker for a
Last week
ties with the chanteur.
costs, which had been reduced to
subsequent show, but no deal has March of Time stunt was arranged,
$.3,000.
yet been set.
centerpiece of /Which would have

Cocktail lounge and the main dining room are being renovated for
New Orleans, June 11.
the season.
Allen P. Nickerson, 42-year-old
Under new management, will conrepreiiehtative here of the American tinue policy of top orchestras and
Guild of Variety Artists, who re- entertainers. It is considering year^
cently
threatened- "blackout"
of round operation.
French Quarter night spots because
of entertainer conditions, was in the
hands of police Thursday (6) as a
"fugitive from justice."
Nixon Cafe, Villa Madrid
Acting Chief of Detectives Frank
J. Lanhes- said Nickerson is wanted
Floor
in- Plymouth, Mass., on charges of
Pittsburgh, June 11.
wife abandonment and non-support
This Town's two biggest niterics,
of minor children. Taken into custody at his office, be waived extradi- Nixon Cafe and Villa Madrid, last to
tion.
Officers from Plymouth are hold out against floor .shows even
awaited to take him back there.
after end of differences between
agent recently threatened
Nite Club Owners Guild aud Amerito withdraw guild members, from
French Quarlier and Canal street can Guild of Variety Artists, both
night spots because, of an alleged are resuming live entertainment.
practice of requiring entertainers to Managements of ."jpots said they
become "B" drinkers and hiring of would continue only.'with music for
non-union girls off the streets as dancing when
walk-out was
'strip .teasers" at substandard wages.
called off as local agents agreed to
But,
put up cash .security bond.

AGVA

A

pleasure service in November. Another possibility is the SwedishAnierlcah Line's Gripsholm.
Nat M, Abramson, vet talent agent,
who supplies hotel, cruise and party
relax its demand for pact and se- talent through his Hotel Entertaincurity, also did an about-face and
ment Bureau, has already signed
met union derriands. Consequently, agreements with Cunard and Hola new show was okayed to go in land-American for talent when ships
this week.
Abramson, who also
are ready.
Entertainment Buheads the
reau, claims that in the 1937-38 seaSon, his biggest, he supplied 3,500
artists—emcees, comics, actors, chorus lines, revues, musicians— to ship
Abranwon has been bookcruises.
ing entertainment on ships since 1924,
when he started such cruises by
chartering bis own ships.

Willie Howard has been signed to
Band and other help held the bag headline the opening show at the
new Atlantic City. N. J., nitery
slated to preem June 22.
Spot as
yet is unnamed; management is seek-

activity,

Resume

—

.

San Francisco Bay area, was padlocked Wednesday M) by the government on a $19,000 tax claim, after

houses upon its
and another in May.

Current MCA stress upon, concert
under department head
Jack O'Boyle, is contrasted to its
stand on that field several years ago,
when, in acquiring the Columbia
Artists Bureau office didn't know
what to do with the longhair talent
on the big list it took over from Co-

be a

Owing

July, and

will
New York legit
return in the Fall
in

to

eration along Stork Club, New York,
Self Out of Contract At
lines is contemplated. Indicative of
the type operation new spot will emEmbassy, N. Y., Nitery
ploy is .seen the luring of Mario
Charles Trenet, French vocal imSally Rand's Nitery
Soree, current maitre de at the Hotel
Embassy, N. Y.,
Marguery, N. Y.-, as headwailer, porUtion now at the
June 22. Exit
and John Minelotti, who used to be will leave that spot
Babble Bursts, Club
set after arbitration by the
chef at the River House, N. Y., and date was
American Guild of Variety Artists,
Folds
Plenty the Savoy, London, to preside in the of Trenet's desire to close immekitchen.
diately and Bill Miller's insistency
San Francisco, June 11.
Sally Rand's El Cerrito club, in
that singer play the full round of hia

In fact, the

been given a kick in

Make Peace With AGVA

Leon

instead of both.
Ratification of

the pact' by the
Music Corp. of America is expanding its concert department to the U. S. has already caused an upturn
Every ef- point where It plans to have most of talent negotiations. Bud Flanacivic asset and heirloom.
fort to compel the more oflfensive hot of its top bands make the longhair gan, British comic and producer,
recently,
Slated to play concerts in while in .this country
spots to obey the laws and to keep circuit.
them out of the hands of "police the fall are Tommy Dorsey and despaired of getting performers to
characters" was promptly rebuffed. Xavier Cugat, with others probably conne over for "The Night and the
With the reform administration following. In addition, its regulars Laughter" which he is producing in
play
the
classic
emporia conjunction with Chcsney Allen in
end reorganized police force now who
running things, the area has taken throughout the country such as Vic- the fall, but since this country
on a different aspect. Shows have tor Borge and Tito Guizar, are okayed the pact several weeks ago,
he has secured the Three Sailors,
been cleaned up, "B" girls have dis- slated for tours.
appeared, aiid the places have taken
Dorsey and Cugat will both play with others still in process of neon a sanctimonious look for the first on R guarantee and percentage basis. gotiation.

Gambling is out. Mayor
"saintly,"
De Lessieps "Chep" Morrison's attempt to legalize the paslirne has

Years

lucrative form of employment for
talent before the; war, aren't expected to be a similar large-scale outlet
for talent for another two years.
Reason is lack of ships.
few foreign ships are being reconditioned
for passenger pleaisure service, but
in
the main they're needed for
freight and passenger service be-

.

.

i

a result hot spot operators ;in
the historic area, which attracts
to honey, are
tourists like bees
plenty worried over who's liext

2 Dallas Nightclubs

was called to the attenFund by actor Charles

U.S.-Britain

Two

Ship cruises, which used

.

Fuchs

As

Use of Acts Another

Two. consistent holdout spots in
Coburn, it sent her funds up to time
Dallas, which had been listed as unof her death.
Songstress, as Willa Holt Wake- fair by American Guild of .Variety
Artists
for refusing to negotiate
field, had been a topfiight act on
Keith and Orpheiun circuits for a basic agreements and post bonds,
number of .years as a singing single capitulated to demands of the union
this
week.
Spots are Baker hotel
to her own piano accompaniment,
and was rated one of vaude's first and Adolphus hotel. Both signed
She had helped to pacts and posted bonds, and were
song stylists.
given
light by Matt Shelthe
green
popularize many songs of the period,
probably best known being "Honey, vey, head of AGVA, to resume operations with AGVA talent. Agents
Stay in Your Own Back Yard."
in that area were notified by union
that the ban had been lifted and that
they again could book the spots.
Duet Club, Washington, D. C, another, holdout which threatened to
discontinue shows if AGVA did not

had operated a sawdust
joint cafe on the-Boweiy for years.
under $500 bond.
week, revenue Two years ago he converted it into
in
the
Earlier
a nitery, installing old-timer talent,
agents closed the Little Club and the
and the spot has prospered ever
House, for "health and <Jther
Goat

Lack of Ships to Delay Large-Scale

up.

Latin Quarter, N.Y^ Miami
After Trenet leaves Miller will go
Latin Quarter. N. Y, booking sit- on a. two-bands and no other enters
uation was again changed this week tainment policy. He had been dickwhen Lou Walters and E. M. Loew ering for a South American singer
gave the Arthur Fisher office ex- but deal failed to jell. However, if
clusive booking rights to that cafe. a suitable headllner becomes availIn addition Loew assigned his Latin able Embassy will resume entertainment.
Quarter, Miami, to Fisher as well.
,

This
in the

is

the second

Now York

recent shift
spot's booking.

A

few weeks ago, exclusive booking
contract between Walters and Ruth
Barr was rescinded and spot reverted to open bookings. Miss Barr

CORWIN SPOTUGHTS
HAMPTON'S LA. STAND

Los Angeles, June 11.
Although Sherrill Corwin plans
regular policy of stage-shows when
he reopens Lincoln, colored vaudRuloff Trio OK'd by Union nimer, on July 8, the house will reHollywood, June.U.
vert to straight films during .week
Ruleff Trip, vaude and nitery of Aug. 20, when Million Dollar thcr
comedy dancing act, has -been re- atre, Corwin's white-patron house,
moved from national "unfair" list uses Lionel Hampton's orchestra on
of American Guild of Variety Art- stage.
Turn
ists and reiri.stated in union,
Hampton reportedly is getting
was branded last winter for appear $12,500 and a split for the stanza, and

is

now

a

Miami

agent.

ing in eastern nitery which
had deemed "unfair."

AG.VA

At a hearing here, Alex Ruloff
cleared his turn, it is. understood,
by explaining trio were unaware
spot played was in bad odor with
union,

obviously Corwin feels he will fare
better by centering all vaude interest
hereabouts on the one attraction
during that week. Million Dollar,
while primarily catering to ofays, il
not a Jim Crow house.
Phil

Jack Shea

/.iderwcnt emergency

gall bladder operation

at Ft. Worth.

Monday

ilO)

Spltalny's

all-girl

orchestra

booked for the Paramount, theatre,
in October, his second date

N. Y.,
there.

1
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Walton Hotel and Roof Nilery Qosed

Philadelphia, June

Walton Hotel,
showbiz

home

lor

many

and the
figures,
spot, folded

Latin Quarter, Chi, Books
Merry Macs, Minevitch

yesterday <Mon.) as an aftermath of
the fire at the^LaSalle hotel, Chicago, last week.
On the heels of the Chi blaie, the
Philly Fire Marshall's office swung

heavily budgeted shows into the
Ralph Berger, op, has
summer.
Merry Macs and Bbrrah Minevitch
Rascals for the June 21 display.

Other acts for that

DOING BIZ WITH

Walton management was given unMonday to meet its requirements
impossible task in view of maand labor shortages. On Friday (7) came the announccmeiit that
hotel would close.
Action came so suddenly more
than 300 guests were thrown out into

JAILS NITERY

til

terial

LAW

MANAGER

,

entertainers, musicians, theatre managers, nightclub operators and the

ernment truck.
Verdillant was arraigned before
U. S. Commissioner Reginald H. Carter, Jr., on charge of black market
violations of the

like.

Shuttering of the hotel folded
Jack Lynch's spot on the roof and
tossed out of work 160 employes, inentertainers,
musicians,
cluding

He

operations.

is

being held in the

Terrebonne parish

fire

regula-

from the ban was the
Northern theatre, housing
Philip Yordan's "Windy City," which
was prevented from playing its last
four performances before bowing
out Saturday (8). Niteries ordered
closed were the Club Alabam; El
Stinging

Great

at-

SaranacLake
.

Mocambo, Liberty Inn. Playhouse,
New Cuban Village. The
Shubert, playing host to Mike Todd's

and the

top-grossing

needy.

said,

Hotel was built in 1896 on the $ite
of the old Empire theatre for about
$2,000,000 and was considered one of
the most modern and lavish of its
John Drew, Nat Goodwin,
day.
Maxine Elliot and other big names
of show biz lived there.
In recent
years virtually all of the stars who
played the roof, Sophie Tucker,

Arthur Slattery, former Rogerite,
visited the gang last week.
doing nicely at the

Gladys Pebbler, telephone operator at the Riogers, married to Wal-

Ramsey and honeymooning

in Kelly's orig-

closed a few weeks ago for violation
of the fire regulations, but remained
open despite the lack of an oflicial
permit.

Rogers.

ter

Central Park,"

in

A

.

Abe Seligman

"Up

was ordered closed

inal order, but received a. last-minute reprieve.' House was given two
weeks in which to get in line with
the city's fire regulations.
Kelly threatened to close additional niteries,
legit
houses, and
filmeries which do not meet firelaw standards.
total ot 100 entertainment spots in town were ordered

about $400,000. Ap
for meals and mild exercise.
proximately $500,000 will be spent,
Jack Hir^eh, who has been doing
but whether Lynch will be able to nice things for colony inmates for
make a deal with the new owners is over 20 years, here for his annual
problematical. Rebuilding will take summer vacash
and gifting the

sherifl's sale for

it's

city's

tions.

jail.

Lynch takes a licking to the tunc
By Happy Benway
of between $75,00(>-and $100,000— for
that's the conservative estimate of
Saranac Lake, N. Y.. Jiiite 11.
the value of his club, and he apMargaret Dougherty, who is perlparently has no redress.
ing nicely at the Rogers, cheered, by
Hotel will be renovated, according surprise visit from her mother, Mrs.
to Albert M. Greenfield & Co.. .which J. Kelly.
represents a syndicate which reHelen Pelcchowitz. Sam Lekfo,
cently purchased the hostelry at a Frank Lee and Joe Kellcher upped

a long time,

in

Arkansas.

Pa. And's SOG Loss
Frankie McGovern, footer, got his
Cohneaut Lake Park, Pa., June 1
clear papers and left for home.
The 6,p00-seat Temple of Music
many others, stayed at the Walton.
Alfredo Gonzalez spared no ex- auditorium at this amusement park,
pense in making opening of the suffered a loss estimated at $50,000
Eddie. "Rochester" Anderson plays Swiss Chalet a gala event. Nitery in a fire last week.
Frame strucState, N. Y., week June 27. He'U features X^atin American talent and ture was erected in 1925 at a cost of
have Kitty Murray and Addie Young orch.
$90,000.
It had not been used for
with him.
Wrlie to those who are III.
the past 10 years.

Harry Richman, Milton Berle ami

Yet But

It

Ain't

What

It

Used to Be

San Diego, June 5.
Along Broadway In this town and
out on the road to Mission Beach,
where the able-4>odied seamen used
to toss coin hither and yon, the AB's
have developed sore pitching arms.
Boys have ceased r-throwing last
dollars across the plate and the
"'

.

.

(7) after latter bought.a ton of
sugar from him at five times OPA
ceiling.
Arrest was made after an
FBI man posing as a truck driver
bought the sugar and had Vcrdillaiit
and his bartender load it into a gov-

than 70% were in show business-

Postwar San Di^o Isn t Qwst To\ni

nitery business here is going into a
dull slump. Spots are still running,
but the financial brakes arc on.
This town, once a cemetery for
leaped into worldwide
admirals,
prominence as the center of a wartime airplane industry and. base of
submarine and destroyer activity.
Not counting the big Marine Corps
cstai1}lishment, which grew to amazing proportions during the late war

.

yet to be

day

the streets, literally, in view ol the
current room and housing shprfagc.
Of the 100 permanent guests, more

I

^^sl

during the war, have been
asked to eliminate certain fire hazbut authorities have been
ards,
lenient with these spots because of
Kansas City Hits Biz
the shortage of building materials
and new equipment.
Snag Doe to Strikes
But because of the two fatal
Kansas City, June 11.
blazes occurring in one week, buildexpected to
are
inspectors
ing
Biz in the bistros and nitc spots
clamp down on even ininbr viola- here has toppled an average of about
tions, and^^ a consequence many 30%, what with the coal strike and
outmoded inns are likely to be a series of local strikes. Past weekshuttered.
end, however, a slow recovery was
A two-pronged inspection by the becoming evident.
New York City Department of
Currently, the plague on local biz
Housing & Buildings has already is partially due to bread and ice
One inspection tour cream strikes. A Baker's strike has
been started,
will be started by this department been in progress, since June 1, takand the other by Deputy Com- ing more than 15 of the town's largmissioner Morris C. Comar which est bakeries out of production. Ice
will see that all provisions of the cream strike came in only last Frimultiple dwellinc Inw are enforced. day.
Recent meat and milk strikes almost closed a number of nite spots.
5 Night Glubs, Legiter
Bread strike sent clubs and restauShuttered in Chicago rants scurrying for biscuits, bread
substitutes,
One dpwnstatc
etc.
Chicago. June 11.
FolloVving on the heels of the La Missouri operator In territory served
Salle hotel f>re, resulting in the from K. C. has gone to the extreme
death of 61 persons. Mayor Edward of flying in bread from California.
Shortages ot beer and liquor have
J. Kelly ordered the closing of one
Loop legit house and five nabe further complicated the picture, and
(6) for alleged a number of clubs arc known to be
niteries Thursday

Ne^y Orleans, June 11.
Henry Verdijlant, manager and
"part owner" of the Mayfair Club,
night spot in Houma, La., near here,
was arrested by federal agents Fri-

—an

checkroom

bill

1

hotels,

set.

out-of-date equipment.

waiters, bartenders,
tendants, etc.

1

Latin Quarter, Chicago, continues

into a minute investigation of all the
The 50-ycar-old
hostelries.
city's
Walton did not meet all safety regulations, having but one fire tower,
antiquated fire escapes and other

pa-ie

where many are undermanned
It's also a known fact that some

11,

Walton Roof, top night

Philly

'

Continued rrom

l^^s

of Chi Fnre

As Aflennath

In Philly

Fire Disasters

11

_^

_

all

—

The Kid From Manbatton Back to
Monhoffon Via Okinawa and Hollywood

—

.

and

now being reduced

is

to peace-

For a time San Diego
was the hottest town on the Cali-

time status.

fornia Coast, with liotel clerks laughing ofl tourists and nitery owners

prospecliye

telling

customers

come around next week,
year,

or

to
iicxt

didn't matter, really.

it

Diego night spots arc still
operating but under an economic
pall, with three or four waiters or
working
where, once
waitresses
there were eight or nine, Same goes
considering summer closings for rc- tor orchestras. Three-piece combos
modellings if the strikes don't abate. are filling stands once occupied by
Airplane
eight or a dozen men.
workers have ceased to draw overtime pay and sailors have ceased to
toss away their wages with the idea
of having a good time before sudden
Continued from pace 1
death. The town is returning to the

San

Bonifaces

business will bounce back within a
small percentage of top takes.
But the larger number of bistro
props, declare that the wartime
honeymoon is over and cafes had
best learn to operate with dwin-.
They point out that
died income.
aside from current wave of strikes
and industrial shutdowns, the big
percentage of trade which came
from transient GIs is. gone permanently.
They also point out that
prolonged shutdowns of iriany large
industrial plants has decimated the
financial reserves of many who pi'cviously frequented cafes.

and old admirals
never \yere very hot about tossing
coin around niteries.

old admiral status,

.

HAVANA-MADRID,

N.Y.,

BACK TO LATIN SHOWS
Havana-Madrid, N. Y., is resuming
Latin type shows following consistent use of varied type performers
for nearly two years. Reversion to
original policy, starting June 20, follows- the recent opening of the near-

by La Conga, which has drawn considerable patronage away from the
Havana-Madrid.
Sergio Orta, who produced shows,
Iii many
filtered into the niteries.
at Havana several years ago before
operators think it signing an acting pact with Metro,
illegal
cities,
wiser to stay on the inconspicuous will again do the production. Initial
side by moderate spending, fearing bill under revamped policy will be
that excessive Splurging will attract topped by Carlos Ramirez.
too much attention to themselves
and to their operations.
La Conga, N. Y., new show, startCombination of these factors and ing July 16, will have Betty Reilly,
other conditions prevailing in var
Los Barrancos and Mechita's rhumied localities is felt to have brought ba band.
Pupi Campo crew holds
about the current setback.
over.
However, there are several bright
spots in the nitery scene that indi
cates that there's nothing wrong
with the business that a good headThe Copacabana,
liner won't cure.
N. Y., which hit its lowest ebb two
months ago, has bounced back to

Another factor

•

is

the decline of

black-market money, much of which

.

RAYES

BILLY

rope's-up

biz

when

current

show

went in a few weeks ago. The Car
nival, N. Y., hasn't dwindled appre-

REMBRANDT OF IMPRESSIONS'
(OPENED JAN.

GIRO'S
(7

them to cause Berle to hit average
figures consistently.
He gets $7,500

6)

HOLLYWOOD
Weeks)

(OPENED MAR.

7)

COPACABANA, New York
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EipreiM,
10th,

"ijirry

HolbKood,
"Larry
MA:

Storrh doe* ImpenonatlanH
Honald
Onint,
«f Cary
Colrunn, Wlnaton Cliurrhlll
many otlHirs better

and

than motit of the bl(hl.vtoated parformeria."

Reporter:

Storrli'ii

talenta

drew sponlaneoua applaaw
he
—the
name crowd
fur

lUHir before

act

went

JlmiDT Stan, EvealUK Hrrnld

Hollywood

IiIh

Weeks)

Apr.

.

otlim

AND RKO, BOSTON

gu\»

noUy

flnlalied hla
really
mInilckliiK."

I.ouIk Sobol, N. Y. JoarnalAracrlcan, Mur. J8lli, '48:
Another vlalt lo the Topuc-

abasa where a ybunjiater

nnmrd Larry Storcli dellren* umazlni;:. voice lm]ierHonatlooa. of THrloiu ffeniry,
ranglnn friim Peter I^irre
to WIniilOB Chnrchlll."
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(OPENED

MAY

20)

STATLER HOTEL,
(2

Cleve.

Weeks)

AND NOW
PARAMOUNT,
(Opened June

guarantee

New York

and

percentage

when

gross hits over $42,000.
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
has picked up, and Rose ascribes
this hike to the topicar ads he's
been running. Zanzibai;, N. Y., with
Rochester headlining, is also hitting
hefty grosses, while the Latin Quar
ter, N. Y., is going along at a nice
clip with

BENNY GOODMAN
(2

Tlir Illllboard, Sfurrli

sood

Weeks)

EARLE. PHILA.

ciably from its high despite the long
run of Milton Berle. Business there
has dropped to some extent because
most of the monied crowd already
has seen Berle in the first four
months.
They're now getting the
minimum spenders, but enough of

name

talent.

Embassy

has
dropped
considerably
them is La Martinique
which is shuttering June 21 ior the
summer. The Versailles and Ruban
Bleu has also dropped appreciably.
Out-of-town spots,, especially those
.

in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore
and Detroit, have taken terrific lacings at the b.o., which is said to

be a reflection of local industrial
setbacks combined with a general
tendency of spenders to hold on to
their reserves for a vacatioit fling.
The business setback has given
renewed impetus to nitery owners'
cies say that

Io\yer salaries.

Agen-

with the exception of

names, salaries, pressure for
lovyer salaries from night club opertop

5th)

Management: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

—

—

Mgt:

MCA

ARTISTS

COMEDY

Among

campaign for

Week

AS
Masttr of Ceremonies
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
Earl Carroll Theatre
Hollywood

i^

similarly doing well with Charles
Trenet as sole performer on the bill
However, there are others whose
b.p.

93rd Consecutive

PATTER
For All BranekM of TbMtrtcalt

Fun-Master Gag Ffles
N«t. 1 Tkry 13 at $1.05 Each
13 DlffMtat Scripfi for $13.00

A "MUST" fOK MOUNTAIN AND AU
OTHtR USOKT CNTCKTAINEItS
Net. 14 Thru 20 READY SOON!
I$2.00

$2.00

ators

is gettitig heavier.
"There has
been some decline in the mediuinpriced category, and further cuts arc
expected.

Eocb—OmAU

Scripti)

(Or Propald AHvoaM Ordw ONLY)
In prrpnratloni "Fan-Mait«r Book of
BUclwntn. HklU ti Blta," alM "FobManter Hamor-dor for Kmceeo."

Dapetit on C.O.D.
FOR ALL MATERIAL

OMtn

PAULA SMITH
.

;

.200

W. Mth

Nrw York

fltrmt

City IB, M. T.
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TalU Dark and Box-Office!

JACK OWENS

AMERICA'S FAVORITE DAYTIME SONGSTER

CURRENTLY HEADLINING WITH BELITA AT CHICAGO THEATRE
STAR OF THE ABC "BREAKFAST CLUB" AND
NBC "TIN PAN ALLEY OF THE AIR"

SINGING

Have you heard JACK'S
His

own

hit,

MERCURY RECORD

Pcrsonol App«aronc«s, Central Booking 'Offic*_Metien Picfuro Roprosontotivo, Lou

*

of

''CYNTHIA IN LOVE''—its swoonsational!

Irwin,,

Hollywood

ACCORDING TO THE LATEST HOOPER RATING

WedncMlay, June 12, 1946
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Chb

Night

Panther Room, Chi

Reviews

(HOTEL SHERMAN)
Chicago.

Buddy Rich Orch (18) with Dorothy Rcid; Perry Franks It Janyce,
(8),

f 1. 50-%'i.bO

is
brassassinations
Ultimate
in
limned by the Buddy Rich boilerniakei-s in the new Panther Room
show. Rest of the layout is middlin",
with Think-a-Drink HolTman and his
potables held over.
Like most big commercial bands,
Rich's 5 trumpet-4 trombone-5 reedoutfit sounds repetitive
5 rhythm
alter a riff takcoft with the maestro
very much in evidence in the paradiddle dept. nAIso does "Quiet Riot,"
another ear-splitter, with "When

Miami.
Jesse Block, Josephine Del Mar,
Lari Worth It Nana, Myra Jeanne,
Ken Jones, Johnny Silvers OtcH (6),
Cnrlos Hoiiez Orch l5); $1.50-?3 "»'»•

dents.

New part of the layout comes
with songs -by Leslie Long, terping
Don Costello, and the new. production numbers surrounding him
by the line. Costello (New Acts) is
an imaginative dancer with a flair
for Baltct, can sing sufficiently to
tic up with the production, while
Miss Long (New Acts) takes the
vocal spot handily.
Russell has th(! knack of building
a following and taking it with him
wherever he goes. He's baritoned
at the Terrace Room of the Hotel
New Yorker for several years, and
it seems he can stay here for a simHe has smart
ilar length of time.
presentations of a medley of oldtimers as well as mildly indigo ver-

clicking for top returns..
Block, appearing here for his first
nitery engagement as a single, clicks
Ditty
with sock special material.
about the club, bosses, customers,
-Standetc., garners plenty laughs.
out is his nostalgic Gershwin medTook three encores, with Eve
ley.
Sully coming on at end to take bow
and indulge in some bowoff gags.

pel Mar

Comes Marching Home
Again" trimmings, to cue need for

of individual members of the orch, which boasts some
good musicians.

more showcasing

'

<

Mis:; Del Mar gets over in-exciting
Her Latinairs and derriere
fashion.
tossing score all the way.
Lani Worth and. Nana are standard
Latin-type terpers. Gal is a looker
arid makes the act with her torso
twisting. Essay the South American

Rich's canary, Dorothy Reid, is
okay vocally, but shows little songselling prowess. Unfortunate choice
of tunes, "Where Did You Learn to.
Love'?"
and "Come Rain, Come
Shine," doesn't help much either.
Should use at least one standard.

'

of

Well balanced layout here offers
a neatly paced 90-minulc show with
lopHners Jesse Block and Josephine

Johnny

Drive on Coast

now in his 16th week, while
the Duffy girls have been here since
the beginning of the season. They
are consistent lures for the hotel
patronage, as well as the npn-resiseir.s

Miami

Kliiy Davi8%

Hoffman & Co. (3),
Jack Lane, Carl Marx;
minimum.

AGVASetsli-Day

Parlay of Bob Russell and the
Kathryn Duffy dancers has- given
the room a protracted period of
some of its brightest shows. Rus-

such old

standbys as Charlie Dawn by sneaking up behind and turning on his
Mike.
electric schnoz.

Thinfc-a-Dri)ik
i.iiie

able to startla even

still

playing rhythm behind the guitar.
Chirpstrcss Dell Welcome is okay
as soloist and in duets with Hayes.
Billy Burke is a big guy introduced as "a great Metropolitan opera
star," whereupon he does Bonnie
Baker singing "Oh, Johnny," the
Ink Spots throbbing "H I Didn't
Care," bass Uncle Tom and falsetto
Hollywood, June li.;
Little Eva talking over ''the wages
of sin," and Sinatra singing "EmAmerican Guild of Variety Artbraceable You," latter being em- ists has 6penecl up campaign along
Hi.'t
barrassing, to say the least.
length of Pacific coast Cor six -day
Ink Spots impresh .is fairly sharp
week in niterics. Majority of clubs
but the 6thers.fail to connect.
Enrica and iNovello nonchalantly here have been on such a schedule
those
time,
but
that
disregard floorburns in a tango in for some
which he slides her across the, haven't are havinf lu-cFsiirc applied.
boards. Ballroom duo's varied quinSan Francisco situation Is sometet of terps also includes a waltz,
what similar to local, but in Portmazurka,
and
paso doble, rhumba
and Seattle, whjuh work
land
and they win a nice nod.. Mike.
mostly seven days, AGVA offices
have begun a barrage. Union con-'
tiarileni*, C hi
establishing
outposts
templates
Chicago.
Bobby Sargent, Ken Walker, Jessie shortly in Salt Lake Chty and Dcn-^
Rosella, Young & Lucky, June Hart, ver, and in these localities, whcie
Doreen Winter, Joe K'sh Orch (6); niteries also stay lighted nighlly,
no min.! or couer.
six-day clause will be inserted in
all contracts the union can set.
Bill-topper at thi^ intimate nabe
boite is local boy Bobby 'Sargent,
four
after
mike
back at the cafe
Devil-Dancer Cleared
A natural
years in the service.
Cleveland, June 11.
comic, Sargent is handicapped by
Lillian West, who docs her nitery
poor material but nevertheless displays enough enthusiasm to rate "Devil-Dance" under- name of Gail
good returns from the customers.
Parker, was cleared of indecency
After impreshes of Charles Laugh- charges' for a second time last week,
ton, in a scene from the "Hunchback
but found herself out. of a job. Both
of N[otre Dame," and a Mortimer
Jerk- the dancer and Lenny Adclman, y/ho
"Horace
Snerd .character
water," Sargent hit his stride with toplined her at his Lenny's cafe for
clever impersonations of the differ- 19 months, came to the mutual conent types of show people and how clusion that Cleveland was getting
years in the business affeets their too hot for her.
performances.
Couple of months ago ihe stripKen Walker, lecturer and composer turned nitery m.c, does a per was pinched on similar charges
credible job of holding the show to- but was. dismissed because the wargether and pleases with a number of rant was drawn up incorrectly. On
Hawaiian songs which he wi-ole the second rap the police departwith Harry Owens. "Aloha" is. the ment, prodded by squawks from
most familiar, but "Tradewinds" and nearby churches, booked her for vio"Her Name Was Hula Lu" also get
lating another law, but the case was
good response.
Large ana powerful Jessie Rosclla again thrown out of court.
gives out with "Old Man River,"

Hat, N. Y.

(BELMONT PLA/.A HOTEL)
(FOLLOWUP)

Vine

•

.

of "Chi-Chi Castenango" and
Whpt Comes Natcherly,"
which gets top response and full attention even in this difficult room
sion

"Doin'

for song arid talk acts.

Stone

Eddie

dances satisfactorily.

rhumba band

Myra Jeanne offers some aero
twisting that has the payees paying
close attention. Tops her stint with

Nino

and

orch

oi:cupy the podium.
Jose.

.

Perry Franks and Janyce give out
with their usual flash opening, in
which he does all the cleatwork and
she fakes— but successfully. Pair display a lot of pep, but the rountines
are kinda dated, indicating it might
be smart for them to adopt a few
balleterps to the turn. His "Beguine
solo, withal, is sock as per.

acro-dance in which she taps out
Chi
rhythms with feet on drurn placed
Chicago.
on head. Garners plenty applause.
Jackie Fields, Nick It Vickie ColKen Jones, tall, nice-looking lad,
Bishop
Orch
(12). tuith
Billy
lins,
emcees and sings several nuinbers.
Alice Mann & Bill Darlow; $2-$2.&0
Johnny Silvers' crew cuts a neat min.

Blaekhawk,

'

,

'

.

show and

alternates

for

Larry..
Line, attired as "Old Fashioned."
"Daiquiri," "Pink Lady,". "Scotch,"
tiny >'ini>lios,
"B&B," "Manhattan," etc.. are natuBoston!
rals to intro HolTman's always interJohn Steel. Billy. Hess, DeCourscy
esting act, complete with bar and
two assistants to relay the drinks to & Jai>iesoii. Upside Doion Emmanuel,
the models, who in turn serve the Virpiiiin Haver. Jack Coldy. Jimmy
customers. One of the latter, inci- Knuc Orch. (6) $2.00. min; $2.50 Sats.
dentally, asked for a bowl of borschl
at the opener, and got it. Jack Lane
Formerly the Checker Inn, this
emcee s amusingly, and Carl Marx is spot, run by Nick Parrotta and Ricco
Vaglionc. has been going about two
and a half months and has caught on
in a big way.
Has about 250 covers plus lounge
terracing the main floor, and a ban-

Boston

.

:

;

.

customer

dansapaiion with Carlos Honez orch.

—

;

I

;

With Billy Bishop and orch con;
tinuing to dish out smooth music,
Blaekhawk management feathe
tures Jackie Fields and Nick Ac
Vickie Collins in the new show.
Fields uses aud participation to
good advantage, and amazes the cus.

tomers by producing hastily concocktcd drinks in a matter of seconds.
A clever magician, Fields
pleases the aud by pulling out a
thoroughly shuffled deck of cards

"That's for Me." "Come to Baby,
Do" and "Gypsy." With a strong,
booming voice she shakes the small
nitery, and what Miss Rosella's pipes
Other
any poker hand called for.
lack in quality she rnakes up in volstandard magic acts such as pour- ume to please the
aud.
ng liquid into a folded piece of
Two clever tapsters. Young and
paper, and
undoing a helplessly Lucky,
add life to the revue as do
complex knot stacks well with the Doreen Winter, pert dancer, and
.

.

nitery's customers^
June Hart, billed as the "Hillbilly
quet room above handling 150. Place
Nick and Vickie Collins, young Jitterbug:"
dance team,, do some solid tap rouis decorated with usual Gay Nineties
Joe Kish's orch backs the show
murals, and motif is carried out tines but their stage presence suf- well
and provides flashy dance
down the line. Waiters wear peg top fers from a lack of experience. With music between shows.
Foos.
little
more playing time they
trousers, mustachios, etc., and take
turns singing "Daisy," etc., to ac- should remedy this.
Alice Mann continues to click
companiment of Hainmond organ.
Place also supports a barbershop with "Doctor, Lawyer. Indian Chief,"
CASINO, PHILLY,
quartet and a hand organ, each tak- and also does a dandy job on "My
Trumpeter Bill Darlow does
ing frequent turns for continuous Bill."
well with "Big Fat Mama."
Billy
entertainment
and orch still doing good
Latin Casino, Philadelphia, will
Two shows a night, current line-up Bishop
job of backing show.
Foos.
consisting largely of old-timers. Upshutter for the summer, June 29.
side Down Emmanuel, well along,
Lack of an air-conditioning plant is
,does tricks with hoops while standClub Duet,
given as the reason for closing. In
ing on his head.
DeCoursey and
Washington.
the interim, Casino will undergo reJameson do "Bird in Gilded Cage,"
Jerrie Blanchard, Marilyn Hale, modeling.
etc., plus a soft shoe routine with
Pat Chandler, Bob Knight and his
Reopening is set- for Sept. 11.
much of their old-time skill and^all Orchestra
Valencia
(8),
Latinof their old-time ebullience. Billy American Band (3); min. $2; Satur'.Hess wows with
his bell-ringing days $3.
Korvin's East Strawhat
bL:siness and follows up with a tap

PAUL

REGAN

LATIN

COMIC-SATIRIST

FOLDS FOR SUMMER

.

Mnnnceinrnt: M.C.A.

.

Hal Fisher
"Laughingly Yours"

Wash.

Currenlly

.

I

LATIN QUARTER, D«t.
'Dir.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

j

a la Rooney -for a big click, and John
Steel, former Ziegfeld star, tenors a
number of hits like "A Pretty Girl''

'

Jerrie Blanchard carries an otherwise weak show into something approaching par for the course with
her big smile and smooth, intimate
handling of the customers. Routine
Only (lonlemporary note Is injected of songs is on the spicy
side and
by Virginia Haver, who warbles goes as well here as it did during
nicely, and the Barber Shop quartet, her recent appearance
at the Mayall young men of the waiter staff.
flower hotel.
Her soft, suggestive
Place needs a solidcr band as th
handling of "Take It .Easy," "I Don't
!one fails to support the acts properly. Want to Get Married"
and a medley
|Bi-i, on a Monday night, supper show,
number on an amorous gent named
was great, only two or three tables Fink goes well with the late crowds.
Elie.
not filled.
She is less successful with one on a
landlady's
daughter.
She mixes
nicely with the ringside tables, kids
the musicians and otherwise has

i

i

from old shows, and

;

STEVE EVANS
Offerlni;

HAPPY TIMES A JOLLY MOMENTS
Currently
STR.ANn. N«iv York, FOR 3 WREKS
KOSKN-ANGKR ASSUCIATJ<:S

finds'

plenty of

favor.

;

i

!

I

!

.

everybody

happy

and

calling

for

more.

JitUvxcus

LOEW
BOOKING
AG

E

N

C

Y

cfNiDAi fXfcurtyt orricfs

LOEW BUILDINb ANNEX
;

Hollywood, June 11.
Charles Korvin, winding up a film
chore in the International production,
"Bella Donna," is in for a
summer of strawhat draina.
Actor is headed for Abingdon, Va.,
where he will guest at the Barter
theatre as thesp and director.

160 W. 4«th

St.,

N. Y. c:

•

O'Connor's

1st in

3 Yrs,

Hollywood, June 11.
Donald O'Connor's first flim after
leaving the Army will be "Kathleen." a co-starrer with

Film

Ann

WALLY BOAG
14TH N. B. C.
TELEVISION SHOW
MARK J. LEDDY

BIyth.

O'Connor's first for 'Universal in almost three years.
is

MoaagoiMM):

Marilyn
Hale.
red-head
tap
dancer, offers an agreeable routine
but her act seemed too short when
caught.
Pat Chandler, who doubles as
emcee, is given a flashy introduction
when he comes on but fails to live
up to fanfare.

He

sings,

tells

a

couple of gags

and does imitations. He rates his
best hand in the imitations of Walter Wirichell, Maxie Rosenbloom and
Gabriel

Heatter, not so much for
the. class of the mimicry, but because of the sex-gestive lines in the
patter.
One imitation of a Greek
delegate at the
meeting was
strictly banana stand comedy.

FRAKSON
COMBDIAN-MAGICIAN

UN

NOW

Bob Knight orch and Valencia
band alternate for customer dansapation.

Lbuic.

UyanI 9-7100

12TH RETURN

Walnut lluom.

f:hl
(BISMARCK HOTEL)

De((

.Welcome;

Enrico

Billy Burke; $1.50-$2.50

&

ENGAGEMENT

'

AT THE

Clticago.
(12) with

Sherman Hayes Orch

^

JVonello

minimuTU.

Sherman Hayes' schmalizy syncopations remain the made-to-brder
comeon for the Walnut Room, with
the acts mere adjuncts. While contribbing mostly Lombardo-like glissandos, the band also" comes up with
"Hawaiian War Chant," their showpiece, and some unique spottings of
instruments elsewhere, .with' Hayes'
soprano sax and a pair of clarinets

WALDORF-ASTORIA
NEW YORK
ALWAYS A HIT
Direction:

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

.

.

,

;

.

.

Wednceday, June 12, 1946

ss

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JUNE

Jack Lane

Francis Marlon
Adorables (12)
Luelo Garcia tiro
Gay Clarldge Oro
Coloslmo'a

College Inn Models
Carl Marx

•! tliow.

Frolic*

.

Joe Allison

Jean Barry

Bo6

, (18-16)

Qay Nlnetlea

;

MEW

CupKol
Bltr Bros

Lowe

H

Morrow Ore

BuiUly

Grade Barrl«

&

1(1

Sl'nl'y

ua

Allen

'Red-

Jacks

2

WILLOW
Fark

Crahdall

Sis

Top Kicks

Sis

Duke Art

GROVE

Martinis

Rice

feld

(18 only)

Jack

Sally.

Mnac't

ft

Capitol

The Maxelloa
Btate

Edwards

WASHINGTON

Lavelle

Miriam

Tiny Bradshaw Ore

Renee Ue Marco

(13)

Var

Bobby WhalInK
Johnny DUKSnn

E Heckseher Ore

f-

.

H

Sctz

Ralph Slater

Dch

Edgewater

NEW XOBK aTT

riiniinount

CITV- Bulltii lee Show
Jacli Owen
(U)
Janaleys
'

Glen Gray Ore
JorJan -Tyanipany
Kugenlo Balril

MIAMI

B

Olymplii

Slorcli

J.arry
A

Chria Crosa

Chkaco

(13)

Dolly

Dawn

Boyd

ft

•

Theodora Brooks

Luroy

(DonntovD)
White

Josh

Kay

'

Ballad

Alleen Uarlyle
A Purvla Pullen*

Boaton.dS)
Guy Lombardo Ore

FRANCISCO

SAN

Jack Carter
Ly'n Royco ft NIt'a

Golden Gate

(1«)

I.elffhtoh

Noble Ore

Dorothy

Shay

MIscha Bbrr Ore
Kelly'a SInblea

Leonard Ware
Vlcl{|

tSOl

Now

Amelia Gllmore

Mlml Walters

CIJfVELAND
I'alace

Pcrsonet's.

Snielnos

(18)

MIsrha Aiier
Kcnry Busse Ore

Spike Jones Oro
porest Mldgely
-

for

Hm
of

O

I

Berry Bros
Dusty Fletcher

NEW YORK

IRyoM

liberies
Lucille

Lasky

Cummlngs

Roger Dannea
Dixie Roberts
Joe Caridullo Oro
Sacasna Ore..
Ijitin Quartai
Jackie Miles

Walter John
Miriam. Gwinn
Miriam LaVell*
Club 18
-Terry Bergen
Jayne Manners

Radio Aces
Penny Edward*

nays
Don Suxon

3

Esquires

Marty Beck Oro
Buddy Harlowe Ore
Leon A Eddl*>*
Ed41e Davis
June St Clair*

Ore

Copacabana

The Pettys

Bob Johnston
Joey Gilbert
Lynne Barrett
Ernie Hoist B'd
Raul ft Eva Reyes
Peter Llnd Hayes
blarooud noraalioc
Joe B Howard

Ed Relchert
Joe Jackson Jr
Rockettes
Rlee Club
Corps ds Ballet

Tower*

Phyllis
*

Fielder
3

Fritzl

ft

Harriet

Kings

CHICAGO

George Prentice
Bob Johnstone
Janet Gaylord
Apollo (14)
Howard Nichols

The
Hoy Rogers
Liza Morrow

HARTFORD
(14-16)
Ijimbcrtls"

State

IIOLYOKB
Arena

(16)

LOW,HrrEand STANLEY
PLAY
LOEW'S STATE,

NEW YORK
13

EDUIE SMITH
IMl Broadway, New York
Mgt.:

(15-16)

Miller

ft

Jean

Mary McClanaban
The Barreta
(one to All)
famalca (10^12)

Trumpet 2
Jack DeLeon
Ernestine Mercer
Daro ft Corda
Chal ft Sonay
(13-16)

Gordon Olltord
Virginia

Austin

Byrne Sis
Morris
a

ft

Wards

ATLANTIC CITY
Steel I'ler (16)
A ft M Havel
.

Montana Kid

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome (16)
The Marcos
ganhy Drayson
Paul Regan
The Dabonalres
Royal (14)

L Armstrong Ore
Atkins
Sweet

Slim ft
Musical Madcaps
State (18-18)
,

Joan Barry

gob Coffey

Hellak

Co

(16-lB)

rne Rnymonds
Jablan
George Dunn
Billy

Rosella

Jessie

'

Continued from page 2

each nation of the Americas.
Radio City building is expected to
All a long-standing Miami need for
complete radio facilities. Included
in blueprints are. television studios
for "pool" use by franchise-holders
Seaplane docks will
in that area.
be provided to facilitate transportation for visiting 'stars as well as
others desiring a quick lobk-see into
the operation.

Designed to seat 6,000, the aquacade will feature water shows and
competition between the various nations, as well as professional layAuditorium will also be used
out.
for shows and various special exhibits,* while the picture theatre will
be used for both commercial-industrial pictures and those of the Hollywood variety. Other plans being
considered provide for a nitery on
the exposition site, but final approval appears doubtful in view of
,

the number of boltes in Miami Beach
proper.
One reason for enthusiasm with
which plans have been received by
commercial people is that the permanent exhibit will not only provide a site where all inter-American
trade can be negotiated, but presents a formidable challenge to Brit,

N

McGraw

Alexandroff
Gorbl

Sari

Don Casanova

Mlscha U/danoff
Irene Feodbra

}larrls>Clalre-

Sliannon
Hotel Ambassadoi
Louis Betancourt O
Jules Land* Or*
Hotel Aslor
Alvlno Rcy Ore

Dara BIrse
ICaravaeff
Siilry's

Myer Fox, former Columbia

Branch Co

Pix,

office manager here, named Rochester salesman for company. Jack BuUwinkl^ being transferred to Buffalo
sales.

Continned from page

Bool

1

when his broadcast was kept out of
the Dominion, the dialers tuned in
stations across the border. This was
borne out by a survey showing that
his popularity had not been affected
by the ban.
It's likely now, in view of Cantor's
acceptance of the Vancouver bid and
his willinghess to help make the
pageant a success, the ban will be
lifted next season.

Daphne Hellmao

$8,000,

Stork Club
Morales Oro

dren's scales to Shea downtown firstruns also upped. Sc.,
New open air picture house to be
located on Chautauqua Lake will be
ready July 1 for operation by Ira Davis, owner of Peacock Inn, Mayville,

and WHliam Fisher, Hartfield

oil

operator.

Many Lincoln Changes
Lincoln; Neb.
Realignment at Lincoln Theatre
Corp. follows the company's acquisition of former independent Capitol
theatre from "Bob"- Living.ston, president of the Nebraska Theatre Owners Assn,
Livingston was replaced
by OUie Geen, for. last two years
manager at the Stuart. Ted Butterfield, for 10 years with Cooper Industries, and former manager at Lincoln, takes over the old Stuart spot,
in addition to being the new city
manager, replacing Ralph Ayer.
.

of all film
vited.

companies have been. in-

Old exhibitor grievances will come
up for gabbing. Agenda calls for discussions of trade practices, legislation, film rentals, use of local checkers, 16m competition and other in-

dustry problems. After-hours playtime includes a golf tournament, cabaret night and cocktail parties.
Adjunct to the confabs will be a
motion picture equipment show.
Plans also call for a number of
speakers to lecture on television,
.

11.

.

;

.

.

,

.

'

i

.

111.,

blinding

Elkville, 111.
theatre until

a new 400-seater in
Town never had a film

now.

Milton D. "Bud" Lewis, riscently
discharged from Army, succeeded
Vcrn: Everroad as city manager in
Danville,
111.,
for
Public - Great
•

States.

Kalafat Bros, readying a 'new 800seater in Lansing, 111., for July.
Harold Larson new manager of
State, Mendota, 111.
A. M. KruU, an Army dischargee,
planning a new theatre in Stover,

Mo., which never, before had a picture house.
Eddie Rosecan, owner of Rialto,
Hannibal, Mo., reopened house after
a $40,000 face-lifting job.
Elnier Cline opened his new theatre in Blue Mound, 111.
:

Authors' 'Honor'
^pBH""**! from page- 2^=
ration in copyright laws here
be effected by treaty.

would

Current draft puts forth a compromise measure on "authors' moral
rights" laws which would permit the
creator to sign away control of a
work by contract. Question of
whether an organization representing the author could do so for him
.

might

still

be unanswered,

.

legalites

aver. .Moreover, strong move by
Mexico and Argentina may wipe out
the -compromise measure.
Ifs and Buts
As matters now stand, broadcast-

publishers and film companies
have no hesitancy in purchasing
rights because U. S. laws governing
Johnnie Schatluetzel, manager of
American
authors also apply to the
Nebraska theatre, assumes Butterformer duties- at Lincoln. Latins. But drastic effects of S. A.
field's
Charles Shire, until recently in ac- rule is such that a new song could
counting department, goes to Ne- not be adcled to an old operetta to
braska.
modernize it Even should the (spmNebraska Theatre Corp., the Var- poser receive extra cash for the
sity, State and Colonial here, is mov- right to add the song, he could later
ing Walter Jancke, former city man- step iii and call off the deal. Conager for Westland theatres in Gree- sequently, leaders in the
amusement
ley, Colo., in to replace Howard Kedfield are actively opposing adoption
erer as city manager. Federer goes
of the draft
to Colorado Springs, Colo., to be asOne of the factors which kept the
sociated with Westland Ranches, Inc.
U. S. out of the Berne Convention,
Lowcnstein's Sncecsisor
the worldwide international agreeWith Harry Lowenstein, president ment on copyrights, is its incorpoof Allied Theatre Owners of New ration
of "authors' moral rights," it
years, step-

Evelyn Knight
Emil Pottl Ore

i

.

.

electronics, and glass fabrics for theatre fireproof decorations.

Show

Vancouver, June

Eastern Missourt Changes
St. Louis.
„jj, ..
Eddie Morns, formerly of Kansas
now covering Missouri territory for local 20th-Fox exchange;
William and Don Hope, Sesser,

.

Vemllle*

Plnia

Don Costello

shorthanded,

City,

Shea-Par-Loew cominunity thenow operating at increase in
admission from 35c to 40c. Chil-

Cast of 4,200 and names such as
Warner Adds Another for AnnI
Eddie Cantor and John Charles
Everett D. Thorner added to the
Leslie Long
H Adair Dancere
Dob Russell
Thomas will, feature Vancouver's field public relations staff of WarVillage Barn
(four to nil)
Salt
Kathryn Duffy Dcr* Billy Kelly
KANSAS CITY
$80,000 Diamond Jubilee Show July ner Bros, going to Denver and
Eddie Stone Ore
Garlanda
Tower (14)
City territories for 20th anniLake
1-13.
Show will be staged in the
Hotel BIHmora
Alicia Wallnce
Sid BInko
versary special events. Thorner did
Dunnlnger
Page Morton
Evans f£ Mayer
"Timber Bowl," seating 12,000.
publicity at N. Y. World's Fair and
Brand.wynhe Orc- Bert Stone
(two to nil)
Producers of the show are well- subsequently was associated with raFont Ore
Patsy Lane
NEW REUFORD HalDh
Hot«l Commodore
Jimmy Nola
RallsH S9 (IS-IS)
known local showmen, Leslie A. Al- dio ad agencies.
Hal Mclntyro Oro
Tex Fletcher
Cnindall S>n
len and J. Gordon Hilker. Allen is
Village Vanguard
Hotel Dixl*
Sally Jack ft Masc't
Larry. Funk Ore
Sid Bice
Eddy Manaon
a lawyer besides being associated
Mpis, Lcgitcr to Fix
Lou Seller
Top Kicks
Eleanor Bowers
Minneapolis,
with Hilker in putting on stage
Betty Austin
Roberta Hollywood
Don Pry
The Lyceum, local 2,100 - seat
PHILADELPHIA Jordan ft Parvis
Marals ft Miranda shows, name bands, and concerts in
legitimate theatre, is to be reCarman (13)
Hotel Eillun
Hank Duncan Tn* Vancouver.
Marlon Burroughs
Blue Barron Oro
Wlvel
and then devoted more to
modeled
A producer for Ziegfeld and Billy films as well as: to touring stage
Denny Meroft Co
Essex Itons*
Bob Lee
llclene ft Howard
Fancho Ore.
Gertrude Hlld
Ros?, John Harkrider, has been shows as, a result of its purchase by
Don & Phil King
Jean Ainsll*
Hotel l^xInglOB
given leave-of-absence by the Na- Ben B. Fenton and associates of DePKOVIBENCR
Francisco
Moml Kal
Melrop't'ii (14-16)
Bruce Norman
Tapa Kaua
Fenton group, which
tional Victory Show Committee to troit, Mich.
Tifx Rltter
Vivian NlckolKon
Tallma
a number of theatres and
Pals of the Prairie Mall*
D'RIvoro ft Belm'te be director-general of the Jubilee operates
Fhll Marks
Zanzibar
Molilhana
Show. An associate of Ted Shawn, hotels throughout the country, paid
Joe- Allison
property which
Rochester
J Pineapple Oro
Wilbur McCprmack, has been im- $450,000 in cash for
llarohl Boy<T Co
Hotel I*ew Yorker King Cole 3
also includes an office and store
BOCKFORI»
ported by the producers tor do the building.
Tip, Tap & Toe
Jerry Wald Ore
Vulare (14)
Hotel Peniiarlrnnli Marie Ellington
choreography. Music is being comLIbonatI 3
Maurice Rocco
Goo Paxton Ore
I.eClalres (2)
posed-condiicted by Lucio Agostini,
Indpls. Items
Howell & Bowser
Hotel Pierre
Hank the' Mule
Pee Wee Marquette well-known conductor for the CaMyrus.
Indianapolis.
The Dn-Ke'H
Claude Hopkins Or<
Consucio & Artlnl
Indianapolis Variety club is now
Maria Liiwlor
nadian Broadcasting Corp.
Ted »IcRae Oro
Los Panclios
Paul Walker Ore
closed for .'iix to eight weeks, for a
ZImmermnn'e
Stanley MeUio Ore
Tie-ins have been made with all
(one to HID
Kanlns
Ore
redecoration
Food
Gene
job.
complete
Plaia
SALT LAKE CITY Paul Hotel
local department stores and booths and screening equipment are to be
W
ft
J Brown
WIncliell
Lyric (10)
Gome/ ft. 'Beatrice Wayne Thompson
have been set up at every important installed.
Paysce Dancers
Adrlenne Parker
Pancho Ore
Alfred Lnlcll
downtown corner to sell tickets.
Joe Ncgcr, manager of the 20thMpIk ZslgB
Monte
.Ore
Mark
Don Shallla
Fox Milwaukee branch, here for
I.arr.v ft I..ynn
CHICAGO
Decoration Day races.
.SPRINGFIELD
Fred Spear has bc;n appointed
Ni -1: ft Vickie,
niarklnin'k
Court Sq (10-12)
McCleaster,
20th - Fox
Tcimmy
t'hez Puree
Ti'X Hitter Co
Billy lllshnii Ore
mi n.ngei- of the Folly -.'.catre, Kan- salesman, underwent an appendecDann.v Thomas
Pals o( the Prairie Alice Mann
hoUse.
City
burlesque
sas
tomy at St. Vincent's hospital. AbMaurice ft Maryea
Jackie Field*
Phil Marks

Bobby Ryrne Ore
The iVunhlllH

staff

George Landis, branch manLaddie Hancock and Frank

Warren are in Europe oh jaunt won
in company's recent sales competition;

atres

Lowenstein will be testimonial-(linnered on the closing day
Confabs also feature
of the meet.
an open forum to -which the heads

Cantor

Spivy

Belmont

Falls'.

lantic City.

Blanlca
Basil Fomeen

Huvana-aindrid
Nestor Chayres

Strand

ish competition in South America,
long a threat to American trade. In
amusement biz, possibility is seen
of Miami' and Miami Beach becoming boom towns for niteries and
theatres throughout the year, with
further possibility of legit houses
Anally going big time in the Florida Jersey for the past five
ping down, organization ':s set- to
cities.
pick a new topper at its annual convention slated for June 19-21 nt At-

.

Carrie Finnell
n S Pully
H S Gump
1(U99 Carlyle Oro

flrstrun

the Hayand Cataract

New 700-seat house is announced
for Fredonia, N. Y., to be built by
D. Feinstein of Pittsburg.
'

Orlova.

Roban Blen
Mervyn Nelson
Paul Vlllard
Gloa Jnnss
Wally Blacker
Muriel Gaines
Ccdric Wallace Trlu
Kdss Kretcliroa

Merrill.

Ann Paige

Hayman manages

theatres at Niagara

Lucky

$25,000,000 Centre

Parker
Jo* La Port* Or*
RiTlera
Ted Lewis Ore
Noro Morqies Oro

Vincent Trovers Or
Morty Reld Ore400 Resianraat
J Bothwell Ore
G'wlcli Village Ina

ried to Dorothy J. Hicks of Monterey, Cal;, at Del Monte, Cal., last

man

Hobby .Sar«ent
Hart
Dorcen winters

Jiinr

ft

Buffalo.

Richard A. Hayman, son- of the
Charles Hayman, was mar-

late A.

month.

Ken Wolker
Toung

Western N. T. Bealignments

'
.

(10)

Atlri^niio

-

pave Seed
Loalo

Cabana

Lee Davidson Ore
Vine Gnrdeng

.-

(Ihreo to All)

ft

D

-

Wyon\lng 2
Bromley ft Barrett
Bobby Leroy

Coles

.

(3)

Abbott

'

Ryan

JI8-14)
^
Don Bruce

.

Old BoDuiBlan
OIkh

Allison

ilelel

Flntbusli

Herby Lynn

Slboni-y

LeWlrC liVOB
Mar<-elln ft Nlciri's

Acorn

Bill Moore
Four Rosebud*

Jan

'

Sonny Kendls Ore
Mont* Carlo
Dick Gasparr* O
Roberto

Emma "Francis

Jimmy

Car*

Bright

Patricia

Sis

Scheff

Virginia

WEEK OF JUNE

Jack Kerr
Carl Harte

Jacqucllse Hurley
Michael Edward
Bill

(one to nil)

Valley

.

-ftladlion'

Willi* Solar

Duke Elllncinn O
ft Brown

(~'aok

Bob Wayne.
Waner Ore

Art

Ann Pennington

Oriental (IS)

'

Roxy (12)
DesI Arnaz
Peter LInd Hayes
Sherman ft Seckler

Watson

Arnold

Del Aires

Susan Dahl-

Kay*

Lionel

(14-16)

Mkko a Karr

UeurKe Lyons
Bernle George

f-4352-3-4

Ben Yoat Singers

DesI "Arnaz Oro
Julie Wilson.

CAMUEN

CITY

Music Hall (IS)
Bettlna Dearborn,

Wdq.

•rea<lw«nr>Par«iiioMrt

.

:

Owatn

Thoofro

Marlon Colby

Charioteers

i

Morgan

Merrlell
Jllo

.

^larlanne

Del Csaino
Pupl Cnmpo Ore
Lo Marllnlqne
Ren Bluo
Lessy & Moore

York

G Andrews

CITY The

Strand (14)
Ersklne Hawkins

Lamb

Bob Coffey

.

DIosa Costello

Floria Vesiolt
Candl Cortez
Roy Sedley
Flora Drake

NEW YOBK

-

chapters., and 18 Virginia
college prexies. V.M.I, students held
a special parade on the campus parade ground Monday afternoon, featuring the same routines depicted in
the, film.

alumni

Nip Nelson
.Stuart

sence leaves sales
since
ager,

.

several presidents of V.M.I,

officials,

.

Miller

La Conga

MopMdMt
N e Y

4'

Zlmmer

Olivette

•oehiiifi

E

Screening, held at the- Warners'
State, was attended by Gov. William
Tiick, state Chamber of Comrnerce

Three Rockets
Esielle Sloan

and will have a special room for

Revue

Ice

Moit DltcrlmlMllBq

A •

'

-

Iceland

Milton Berle
Hop, Skip, Jump
Elly Ardelty
Stai) Fisher

*TJ»« Outstanditiff Aoeticy"

Hotel Congress
Don Salvo Oro
Hotel Continental
Robert Crum
Joe Vera Ore
Hotel Sherman
T-:A-D Hoffman

Prakaon'

Sarah Vaufilm
Jackson
Pete Johnson
J C Heard Ore
Cafe Society
(Uptown)
Pat Flowers
TImmie Rogers
Beatrice KraCt
Edmund Hall. Oro
Carnival
Cliff

.

BOSTON

Mai'tho Raye

preem

Hotel Tafl
Vincent Lopez Or<
Hotel Wafaorr-A

'

DchaK* & Shirley
Han Ouinnilnga

CHICAGO

..

Hotel BooNvell.
Joe Relcliman Ore
Hotel St. R«(li
Pesijy Norman
Paul Sparr Ore

.

(12)

Arthur LcFleur

Evana

ManhaUan Deba

Itex Stewart Ore
Blue Angel
Robert 'Maxwell
Ellis Larkln 9
Eddio Mayohon
James. Corps
rhfe CiocIelT

4

Mon

at Lexington, Va., on
day (10) night for "Cradle of a Nation," -Fitzpatrlck Traveltalk featuring historical shrines and educational
institutions in- Virginia.

The Lovelies

Lambert
Song Styles

Preston

NEW YOKK

Continned from page 24

Covscy ft Ayres
The ShyrettOB
Boulevardears.
Copsey ft Ayers
Orrln Tucker Oro
Latin Quarter

Stephen Klsley Ore Jan' Murray
LeUrac ft Bernlce -The Bernards
Manor ft MIgnon
DIGatano ft Adam

Cabaret BiOs

Aquarium
Les Brown Qrc

Theatres-Exchanges

Lane

Jeff

Gil

(2^).

Eddie Fens Oro
Hotel Blackston*
Carl Brlsson

(18)
Sla

Whitney

(18)

(6)

UstralUtos (()
tlenrl Lisbon Ore

New Park. (16)

Bros

Mills

Skulnlk

Cover Girls

Janyce

ft

Hotel StcTeni
Arlecn LIndsirom

Martin. Kent
Hotel Bismarck
B Tost Cavalier*
Harvey Crawford.
Q Lovelies
Sherman Hayes Or L
Buddy Shdw Oro
Enrlca ft Novello
Palmer Uonso
Bill Burke
Ted SIraeter Oro
Dell Welcome

WOONSOCkET

Howard (M)

YORK CITY Mennaha

The Alblns

\

'

Coftey

Monroe ft Adams
Dave Seed Co
Laslo Bellak Co

'

WASHINGTON

.

Rose Le*

(jypey

.

Buddy Rich Ore

De-icers (16)
Mel Cole Ore

.

Keith Clark
J ft B Haydeh-

P Frank

'

Ada Leonard Oro
Jay Seller
Virginia Walters.
Johnny Knapp.

13

Kinmiili to •MOMtloa «tllh bllli below tadlcat* opoiliif daj
wketliw taO or ipltt voch.

Pbylllg Claire

ers,-

'

pointed out here. Consequently,
all U. S. consultants to Dr. Luther
Evans, Librarian of Congress, and
U. S. delegate, with the possible exception of Sidiiey Fleisher, who represents the Authors League, are understood to oppose the change.
These consultants art Justin Mlllfer,
prez of the National Ass'n of Broadr
casters; Herman FInkelstein, representing ASCAP; Bienjamin H. Stern
of the Book Publishers' Ass'n; and
Edward A. Sargoy, chairman of the
copyright section of the American
Bar Assn.

is

Latin Musie Effects

Rhumbas, sambas and tangos may
be dropped as standard jukebox
repertory if the draft goes through.
Current
proviso
which
applies
equally to U. S. and foreign composers, exempts the jukes from the
payment of royalties for performing
rights. "The' jukes have that privilege
under the U. S. copyright laws as
"coin-operated machines."
;

Latin-American composers, under
the draft, \yould be given a copyright on their works in the U. S.
which would not be subject to this
exemption. Consequently, the musie
box operators would be compelled to
pay royalties on music written south
of the border. More than likely, it is
said, the jukes would lay otf the
supply rather than foot the bill.

Compulsory license provision in
U. S. copyright law would als4) r-bc
-

in for a reversal sq far as the Laiiin-

Americans are concerned. This provision forbids the granting -of exclusive rights to make records t<f

any one recording company. Law
states that should a music publisher
be given that right, other companies
are free to use the piece for recording purposes on payment of .two
cents per record.
Draft,
however, would exeinpt
'Latin-Americans from the restricr
tion. They would automatically have
greater rights than American composers and could restrict recordings
to one company.
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the
trees, in front of which
of
looks like something out

Capliol, N. y.
Buddy Morrow Bond

slatie bill

lillle

not

is

that

pretense

much more

(16)

uiifH. "Fats'

anping and juggling, with their axeQutn.
jugglihg standout.

.

than a

curbcd-there .IS no doubt
must get E for Effort. One
never naps when the Ritzes arc on

Crov Orch

,

tlyins
pu„„.s=, -^-^
long-leagcd posings,
breath-catchecs
an br
'rrcyccjce- and
etc., art
..... „_^j„..
in
Rest of it is an "IccrCapades
eight-girl
miniature, complete with
ballroom
two
Dc-Iccrs),
tlhc
liiic
spins,

|

cams
:

& Belly' Wade and BisFarley), three male solo

(Bill

&

<c\\
^cn

J.

p,.

^.Ka^^^^^^

-

t.

Tony

LeMac

vocalists
and Ronny Roberts), and
Hail
sinaiif from the pit iMaish
numand Betty Maricl. Production
"Youn.?.
"Gypsy" and
are
bers
sharply
boUj
they're
and
Ideas."
Wades
The
routined.
and
drcfscd
fancy
shine in a tango and some
and
Concerto,
.spins to "Warsaw
"Od
Bissoll & Farley also get a good

I

stage.

•

Where Ihc Ritzes arc on the marquee for the major stage drawing
who
power, there are others nerc
There
also keep the euslomers insioe.
Miriam
are Gracie Earrie for songs.
Lavelle with her acrobatic hooung;
and the Maxellos with their standlack
ard foot-balancing. There is no

tor "Dance, of the Hours.
There were a lot of spills at the
6pcnCT due to ..the small skating
that s
space and the large cast, but
Im.something that'll be ironed out.
thing was that the payee.s
,

measure
of variety. And for added
bf.nd
there is the Puddy Morrow

satirical

mimings.

Glen Gray's smooth rhytmns, patterned according to tastes ijf the
Porahiount's habitues,, were like a
pale blue water color against the
scarlet dash of Louis Jordan's jump
was so
Contrast
showmanship.
marked thit. it took the -smaller
combo a couple of numbers' to warm
the house, but Jordan's infectious
soon
comedy
rlivthiTLS and relaxed
had the aud convulsed in a continuous chuckle.
•
Gray, with 5 reed, 7 brass, and .4
rhythm follows a jump opener with
Ronnie Dayton vocalizing "Prisoner
of Love" and "It's Only Human"
best swoon 'manner.
Sbmcthine old, something' hew is
offered by the four Evans, brother
•

.

m

and

sister

-

and mother and

VIelorIa Palaee

Miami, June

father.

Parents do a 30-year-old routine
while kids bring it up to dale for
sock returns.
Eugenie Baird, featured on Paul
Whitcman aireif, is showcased in"All
Yoii Gotta Do Is Snap 'Your Fingers

Orch

7.

Dix, Harry Rose, The
Pliydts Willis, Shooting

Tommy
Kemmys.

Les Rhode
"Devotion" (WB)

MaiLs/iclds
(13)

.

biympia comes up with a nice
layout of standard acts for, current
stanza.

Topliner is
robust
with

Tommy

(LONDON)

:

London, June 4.
and Teddy Kno*,
and Hilda Mundy, Douglas Byng, .Albert Whelan, Randall,
Melino and Hollis, George and Lita.

Jimmy

JVeruo

Golienio, 16 Victoria Girls.

House

(3)

;

-

Billy Caryl I

Olympia, Miami

.

iramewoik

.should be
liiat' tht^'

Gleii

'

ttiis

lor the zanyisms of the
out
Ritz brothers. They're in ano
during the entire runnini: Vmo of Ihe
there's no pamsaym.B
and
layout,
qi esthat, while some ot thcirstutT is
tncy
tionablc for theatre audiences,
do manaijc to entertain. Evcn^if one
was disposed to disapprovx; of thoir
deliniie y
stuff— which «ennuL-.j
frequent blue stuIT-whicn
iroquent

in

',
Daniels, Ronnie Dat/to".' Louis JorCentral Park."
ot dan Tympany Five (7); Larry Storch,
topped,
is
layout
Latter
Iwi Is to Eiii/ente Baird, 4 Evans, Don Bafcer;
course, by BcUta's superb
Balcer; "Bride Wore Boots" (Par),
some Gershwin and toward tunes,
is
skatmR
her
spot
reyieuied in 'VarietV, Marcli 20, 4b.
in the closing
but she s
really nothing but a teaser,
Customers were swamped in a inumobably wise, in view of how
..but
nonolonous such shows ca"^ Sct- sical deluge with this layout,
the
thanks
and that no matter how fine, the bill's balance held up well,
largely to Larry Storch. and his
t^cnl Galjiever looked better;

(15),.Riti

Maxellos (4). Grocie
Bros.
(3),
Barrie, Miria7)i LaveWe; "Two Sisters /Tom Bostmx" (M-G), reneujed
ill Variety, Mnrcli 6, '46.
There's

Up

Wlndup of the show Is assigned to
The Littlejohns in a combo of bal-

Paramoniil* N. Y.

show

Ice

Dix, youngster

This is neither vaudeville nor revue; it's a blend that barely jells.
Sixteen Victoria gals, in unimpressive dance ottering, start to fair rcr
"Quiz- Program," dOnb by
turns.
:

.

Knox and gang from Jack
with Nervo and
Hylton's "For. Crying Out Loud,"
is spotty and ovcrlong.
Albert Whelan, standard here for
tops with "Roger Yoiing."
Harry Rose purveys his standard years, still commands attention. Im-^
unloads sevroutine to garner some hefty laughs. niaculately attired, he
some
Holds down own- spot as well as cm- eral pop songs, topped off by
excellent mimicry, including' Robb
ceeing nicely, and had to bCfiofT.
Kemrhys score with their dance Wilton and George Foimby.
burlesques. Business in which male
Seems strange to have: a wirebecomes involved with liat draws walking act fourth, but the Cglieiitas
done neatly are so Spotted to give Jiminy Nervo
is
Terping
yocks.
enough, but it's the. comedy that a chance to break .up the act. InciOpens

voice.

"Great Day", and clicks. Blends his
.song selections in smart, manner, and

;

.

.

act solid.
dentally, Nervo and Calienta ere
Phyllis Willis essays routine Im- brothers and were at one time part
prcshos, among them Lena Home, of the wire act, the Hollbw.iys. While
Vera Vague and the usiial assortment (jalienla doesj not rank with Con
personalities. Collcano, he sells his merchandise
film
arid
radio
of
•
Works with dummies to round out nicely.

makes

with its personable. maestro.
portant
mean a^ lot
Randall, Melino and Hollis,- offact.
Getting somewhere around^ $12,0(10 loved it, and it should
which is,
Shooting Mansflelds get over neat- shoot of former Frank Melino trio,
per for tiiis stint, the Ritzes, frankly, more' such shows for Chi. of ico. in
anct
ly with their trick rifiework.
who were stranded in Europe when
on
o„ the whole, very fond
are frcqumtly punching^ bard,,
M^ke.
arc or out of highli3lls.
Les Rhode orch provides good war started in 1939, have offering
missing. Only towards the end
it.
liked
and "Stardust." Payees
background for acts. Biz good When Xramed on lines of old standard, Coss,
they hitting with any degree ol regPiarading standard mimicry is.ub- caught.
Lary.
it .nil.
Owen and Topsy. Good lor big
ularity, though the true test of
Apollo* N<. v.
jects across the boards, plus some
but somewhat- disjointed,,
laughs,
perhaps, is the fact that no matter
Louis Armstroixg Orch (17) loit'i that aren't usually seen, and all In
with teiinme of trio overdoing the
what they did at this catching) they Velmu Middleton, Leslie Scott; Billie boff fashion,. Larry Storch couldn't
S(al4*. N. V.
cohiedy.. Got one -of best receptions
drew plenty of la"6*i^- J'^^J." still
Le.s Elpart Orch (15) tuith Corol
'f^; Holidou. 2 Zephyrs, Slim.fc Sioeels; give the crowd enough.: Takeoffs on
laugh.
Jts^
customer
the
make
(Col).
,
Gary Grant, Peter Lorre, Humphrey No nnoti, Terry Parker; Doctor Mar "'secohd part has "The Woaf Band,"
the "Just Be/ore the Datuii
the customer whojheUs .out- at
were topped with CMS, Pat Rooney, Gene Boylos, Vir culled from one of Nervo and Knox
etc.,
Bogart,
pfSbably all that
It's
boxoffice.
Great trumpet of Loiiis Armstrong punchy material, bringing heavy re- Billions (5); "Tanpier (U) reviewed "Crazy" shows, much overdone, with
really matters.
right sponse.
in Variety, MorcU 6, '46.
sets pace for the Apollo layout
humor thinly spread. Also the old
That's a particularly funny bit at UP to the climactic appearance of
Licorice sticker "Fats" Daniels is
gets
standby, 'iHelUFire Bridge," from
the end, wherein Harry P.itz
State's bill this week, is skillfully
Billie Holiday. What goes on 'tween- spotted in "Blues Rhapsody." Strange
"Crying Out Loud," which was funmugged with a pie, and anplhsr tim^s is occasional entertainment.
featuried his prize woven lb maintain good balance: and
never
that
Gray,
nier when it was topical. Caryll and
brother goes running, for a cup ot
package, Bobby Hackett.
variety with » heavy dash of comJiist to appease the.moderns, Armjava
Mundy doing one of their domestic
coffee and alternately sips:the
House booker. Jesse Kaye, has squabbles 4-e always good for laughs.
strong opens with sw.ingy "Stompi'J
Jordan
stint opens with "Don't edy.
puss.
Harrys
and licks the pie from
the Savoy." Then he dips back
selected for the most part, acts
Sennett— but at the gutty style that marked his Worry 'Bout That Mule," vocals by familiar to this house, with one mak But this is not their best.
It's strictly from Mack
info
"Bewairc" warmed
maestro.
the
thafr the test. original
throating
Spell Of sanity is provided by
it still «ets laughs, aind
comeuppance,
here.
things nicely, and big steamer was ins it's Broadway preem
pantoOne can recall the days, some 20- '•Basin St. Blues" after ad libs on "Re-Bop." Climaxer is "Caldonia."
Music for the occasion is by Les Douglas Byng in his one-man all, the
with Byng depicting
odd years back, when the RiUes the horn.
Act builds to a solid finish and Elgart's crew with an instrumenta- mime,
effect.
would have deemed it almost an ecoFollowing flash surprise at sceini .carries the house.
tion of five reeds, six brass, plus cbaractcrs to good
nomic necessity to do this part of a stick-like 6 V4-footer dressed m
Elgart, and a trio of rhythms. Musicis in for four weeks and, if
bridge
Show
tunes
organ
Don
Baker's
And
the act. Those were lean days.
tights lor a terp routine, there isn t well between flicker and vaude.
ally, outfit passes muster but over- it hits the jackpot, may slay longer.
now— 12C.
much offered by Slim and SweeU.
all presentation is bogged down by But it will need lots of speeding up
Toiinii.
.Rege.
One must eventu- Some aimless tab and average
com which Obscures most of its to hold on longer.
Miss Barrie?
merit. Orchestrations, unfortunately
ally start looking for new adjectives dancing build down to the bowout.
I«
1%.
OrplieuiM.
been"Gypsy
gives
She's
justifiably.
Scott
Leslie
her
are lacklustre, and too frequent
to describe
around— and can be for as lonv; as "Prisoner of Love", standard, but
standups by the varied sections of
Angeles,
June
7.
Los
blazers
striped
are,
like
the
the
band
she wants to be. She's got class, competent treatment.
Johnny & George, Mercer Bros.
Orch. with eight brass, five reed,
too reminisvoice- everything.
Amelia Gilmore, Bill Bradford, worn by the sidcmen,
(2)
early days, Another' unMiss Lavelle has a few moments of and four rhythm, rides along m Franfc Ewers
& Dolores; Al lyyons' cent of the
£ock aero hooflng that wins plent.\ of "Let's Have a Session," spottiHg a House ^Orch (10) ICaptain Tugboat fortunate feature is the tendency of
audience response. The Maxellos, coiipfe 'of tenpr" sax solos" that 'lift Annie" (Bep) and "Throui Saddle some of the men to indulge in unwork.
jump
likewisa
with,
sock
entire house
called for clowning at the expense THE VIRGINIANS (5)
two men and two gals, are
on Star (Col),
of the acts.
Trumpet section, par- Sonus
entertaining with the foot stuff. Their Maestro husks "Back o' To.wn Blues,"
ticularly, attempted trick endings 10 MIns.
participation with the Ritzes. how- then introduces Velma Middleton
Per' For final week of vaudfilm policy, 'which in most cases didn't come otT SUte.' N. y.
ever, doesn't go over too well. It's for "You Won't Be Satisfied.''
.
Boba Rebop" follows. Orpheiim has reverted to the type and consequently hurt the wiridup of
This Negro quintet of four men
.
the type of thing that Milton Bcrle custom, "Hey
An excellent and unusual act. Two of vaude bookings that first launched some Of the performers.
and a girl, feature pleasant arrangeteemingly does better than anybody,
blends.
Zephyrs hold the crowd with their the operation Sept, 2, 1933. This
Ill
th6 " vocal department, Catol ments and effective vocal
t'lse, with the Jansleys, an act similar
consists
of standard Norman takes part only in a duet They- provide their own backing
bill
to the Maxellos, with whom Bcrle comic-dance pantomime before build- week's
has worked many times in just this ing to nice finish. .After coming oh.] turns, all solid in 'their particular with Terry Parker, and is fairish with guitar and bass accompaniment
with' dcad-pan soft-shoeing, guys go talent.
Coincidence is fact that during her brief bit. Parker with a to give their generally smooth efforts
type ot extra-curi:icular activity
Morrow's band, with the leader into mime stint on. crap game to Frank. Evers, wii'e artist who opens spot of his own still needs further a strong beat. Gal is particularly
Game, this week's bill also opened the bill experience before he can be effec- effective in the solo parts with a
sliding a slick trombone, nas a neat rhythm backing by band.
played with oversize cubes ends in 13 years 'ago. Evers. recently out of tive. His single number, "I'm in the warm, throaty voice.
flair for the rhythniics but, by and
large, the outfit doesn't have much Hght and murder, still with never a the Navy, does a polished stint and Mood for Love" n.s.h.
Unfortunately, .their .' songs .are
Lip movements to trumpet has dressed act up with femme partAct section of the bill plays well arranged too similarly for sustained
10 do. What' it does, it does well, word.
riff especially effective.
Knhn.
ner, Dolores, who brings s.a. to her with the vet Pat Roohey as a starter. interest.
however.
They use two type numBillie Holiday doesn't seem to be, barefoot wire work,;
The old boy, always effective here, bers, first with gal lead and the
as popular with this crowd as with
song
team.
George,
and
Johnny
milks his way into doing some extra other in a comic vein with the snort
the 52nd St. habitues. Nevertheless occupy next-to-closing with infecti- bits, while Doc Marcus' hoke complayer teeing off. With two ot
she garners bolt returns with "My ous vocaling. They offer "Blues in edy magic pulls its weight in laughs. bass
Chicago, June 6.
same
type number, they fail to proOld Flame" and "All of Me." Styl- the Night," "Into Each Life Some Augmenting the comedy department
vide sufficient variety. Biit they do
Belila, Jack Owens, Chris Cross, ized version of blues is el6ser .to
Rain Must Fall," "St. Louis Blues" is Gene Bay 10s; who on this occa- have their present numbers up to
Truly McCee-Carl .stanza that marks gal as still being
Jansleys
(3);
and "Bi Mir Bist Du Schoen" to sock sion, sounds like a medley of several the point where they're applause
Snyder "Ice Revue." urith Roy Frost, lops.
Tointn.
Mercer Brothers are a other comics with material that winners in their own right. Jose.
returns.
Ronny Roberts, Bill & Betty Wade,
clever soft shoe dance team. Their sounds like it was lifted bodily from
Bissell tc Farley, Tony LeMac. Marsh
rapitol.
foot work and comedy antics pay off the routines of his contemporaries.
DON COSTELLO
Hail,
Betty Marie, and De-icers
hefty applause dividends. They're But bits are effective and applauseWashington, June 7.
Dance
[Shirley Larson, Betty Marie, DoLarry Stevens, Vic Perry, Sylvia also back to close, the show with winning.
lores McCarte, Virginia Raiche, Edna
satire on Spanish dancers.
The Virginians (New Acts) fill 9 MIns.
Manon,
Devbs
Botey,
&
Bobby
Glass Hal, N. Y.
Mae Cox, Marge Giltner, Lois Jean
Amelia Gilmore wraps up a very the song section of the layout.
Whaling
Yvelte;
"Postman
Rings
&
Krdll,
This tapster, although not a strict
Bauman, Betty Grassier, Marie
solid display of tap-ballet footwork
Jose.
newcomer to cafes, is given a reKathleen O'Reilly, Charlotte Mc- Twice" (M-Q).
ot concert calibre for big response.
view here foi- the first time. He's a
Lou Breese Orch (17)
Donald)
Capitol bill this week follows the Bill Bradford, baritone, gets over
IIKO,
Boston
lithe lerper with a feeling lor ballet
"Suspense" (Mono).
old show biz adage that a strong pic with "Embraceable You." "Oh What
Boston, June 7.
Routines, as yet, aren't of
steps.
calls for a weak stage show.
With It Seemed to Be" and "Temptation.'
Merry Macs, Berry Bros., Artie top cut since he fails to make the
Orpheum goes straight films on Dunn, Vol Selz, Lightning
Monogram has brought Belita to "Postman" to pack 'em in, the live
Trio; most out of his classic style, but
Chi to hypo "Suspense,", first of its portion of the prograni falls below first run policy after this week, with
Badmon's Territory" (RKO).
they contain sufficient sight values
vaude shifting to the Million Dollar
pictures ever to play the Chicago the level of recent weeks.
He can also do a
to hold interest.
Brog.
theatre, and Balaban & Kafz in turn
Larry Stevens, radio and film
Regulation variety show at RKO straight tap and punctuate it with
have surrounded her with the Carl warbler, heads bill. An agreeable
with Merry Macs, living up to rep neat turns for registry in that deSnyder-Truly McGee ice show and and personable young man. he really
as harmonizing qiiartct. Judd and partment.
Tower,
K.
layout. goes to town arid wows the lemmes
stage
good-to-middlin'
a
Ted McMichael, Lynn Allen and
Costello enhances his yaltie here
Kansas Cify, June 6,
Net result is a summer show, that, with his rendition of "Laughing on
nifty Virginia Reese all rollicking
insuffiGlenn Larson, Frances Urban, in "There's a Great Day Corning'- with a slight singing voicej eihough
combined with the air conditioning, the Outside." Unfortunately, he falls
cieht'for solo work, l^ut good
makes for a pleasant, coolish hour several notches below this level in Jack Morrison, The Littlejohfis (2), and amusing in new nuniber, "Ah (or production numbers.
Jose.
Lou BreeSe, who emcees from the his handling of "Blue Skies." "AH Betty & Eddie, Tomer Orch (9) Onion on the Side." Airwave tech-,
pit, gets it going with. "Sioux City Through the Day" and "I'm in the tuilh Don. Tijf and Beverly Cassady;
nique puts over "Laughing on the
Sue," and then proceeds to gel Mood for Love;" his encore. Audi- "God's Country" (Indie) and "That Outside," "Ikjr. Beebe" and "Pass the LESLIE LONG•
Sonfs
tangled up in the Jansley's rislcy ence sat oiv its hands during the last Texas Jamboree" (Col),
Biscuits Mirandy" but a bit feeble
8 MIns.
Chris Cross does Okay with three. although it gave him bofii ap
turn.
on "Ashby de la Zooch." Off to solid Glass Hat, N. T.
- The regular entourage of four acts
"Louie" in the cowboy ventre stuff; plause for "Laughing."
applause.
Leslie
Long, although, needing
Vic Perry, the Briti.sh stage pick
with the house band and weekly
with the orch breaking up his
.Showing some evidence of good
liei"
"Home on the Range" with offkey pocket, handles himself well and has am selection boils down to 35 living rotundly speaking, the Berry further, experience in projecting
numbers, is already endowed with a
good
line
patter,
of
although
of
the
minutes this week, and at that tim
tootlings, but visibility for the baby
Bro.s.. (2)
present a hot series of good start in the song department.
fering
is
marked
and
by
sameness.
He
well-knit
a
"My-Man"
the
ing
the
is
and
has
_
_
show
singing
,.
^
dummy
dance spins. Artie Dann seemOd a Pipes are pleasant and personality
sepia tot doing a not-too-sharp im- picks pockets, steals suspenders, etc., lively pace.
little shy at first in a town which
Lead off is by Don Tiff and band has lauded him before but warms lip is sufficient tO hold the ringsiders.
'personation of the Ink Spots' "If I from people from the audience. He
enough for visual,
pretty
Didn't Care" isn't too j;bod for the 'ir.st picks their pockets in the audi- on "Prisoner Of Love'' with Beverly in comical .patter which seemed She's
values.
torium and gets them on stage to re- Cassady chirping the vocal. In deuce
bleacher customers.
composed on spur of moment. As a
Song selection could be improved
Jack Owens, "'cruising ci'ooncr" cover their property. AU good for spot Frances Urban conlbines violin juggler, Val Setz is tops; as a monupon. First two numbers "St. Louis
playing- with adagio dancing.
Irom ABC's "Brfeakfast (ilub." socks a lot of laughs.
olosi.st, he falls about as flat as one
Sylvia ManOn does a smooth acroEmcee chore is handled by Glenn ofr his -punctured tennis balls. 'The Blues" and "More Than You' Know"
ovei a quattet of tunes— his own
"Cynthia's in Love," which gets a bafic adagio with two male partners Larson who follows Miss Urban with Lightning Trio does some things would have fitted better into the
Sole
terrif plug, of course, plus"lt's whirliii.g and tossing her to the oohs his own single. A crooning cowboy
with 'skales that has aud pleasantly latter part of her turn.
rhythm number did well.
Jose.
Wonderful," "Cement Mixer" (with[ahd alls of the spectators. Act is just Larson has plenty of pep for both on edge throughout act.
Dame.
a segue from "Trees"), and "AUia trillc too deliberately paced be- the emcee work and his own singing
Through the Day." Guy projects a Iween the stunts, the pauses for ap and reels off a novelty number and
friendly personality, sending the plause coming with great frequcnc.v. pair of cowboy ditties for nice reCopa, Chi, Preems in Oct.
Carroll Plans 'Vanities'
Of the entire show, best in his turns.
femmes when he comes' down to sit
Los Angeles, J[une 11.
Copacabana,
Betty and Eddie, the weekly am
Chicago,
set
to
in their laps and Croon "I Don't particular field is the curtain rai.ser,
Know Why," as he does on the air Bobby- Whaling, trick and comic winners,, stand on their own as a preem in October,- has assigned the
Earl Carroll will form another
cyclist, whu works with a giiM- as- regulatidn
Their siiigi.ng of talent booking to Joe Glaser's As- "Vanities" vaiide unit next autumn
act.
show.
First halt of the layout is played sistant.; Whaling's act -is professional "One-zy Two-zy" and dancing of a sociated Booking Corp.
Spot ex- for. trouping wh^t Coast time is.
fn front of drops which are parted in every sense of the word, with jittcr-tap ate okay and- earn extra
pects to use names as well as a line. available.
for the second sector to reveal ohe difficult stunts on a high unicycle bows.
Wally Wanger, who. produces at
No acts definitely set as yet for
Jack -Morrison follows with a
ot the theati-e's best setting? in re- mixed well with laughs, and perfect
winter I'ming on switches from stunt to scries of dramatic imitations in the the Latin Quarter, N. y., will do layout, which will open week of
aiistere
years— an
cent
Sept. 24 tit Million Dollar theatre
Lowe.
Lon Chaney-Boris- Karloff vein. the production.
cene backdrop in black with .white stunt.
-
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LESS THEATRES THREAT TO
Authors Get Additional Authority

E

From Managers on Productions

the N. Y. Critics

Live On-His 'World' Does Hot Biz

FOyElUBLOG.

At a luncheon meeting between
League of New York Theatres
Broadway showmen are becomboard and that of the Dramatists Film Biz Pyramids
ing increasingly conscious of the deGuild last week, proposed revisions
In Land of Sphinx creasing number of legit theatres.
of the basic agreement were disHollywood,
June
11.
as
realize that unless riew houses
regarded
They
cussed. Changes are not
Film business is booming along are built in the near future, producradical and appear to be iacceptable
the Nile, according to four Egyptian ing will have to be .curtailed;
A
to producers generally but some obeditors currently visiting Hollywood. score
the
sesduring
or more of. legiters have
jection was voiced
Lee Shubert was annoyed at Native producers, they declared, are drojpped oft the list in the past
sion.
turning
out
an
average
arafive
of
additional
authors
been
a
there
has
not
decade, and
provisions giving
ble language pictures a. week' to aug- modern theatre built in the Broadauthority on stage productions and
was quoted saying he'd rather lease ment American, British 'and French way section for at least 25 years:
productions.
to
submit
radio
than
for
therehis theatres
During the depression, and

Win Let

Welles

Orson Welles is inclined to cancel
hex on thie New York critics
panned his "Around The

.

the

some revisions.
The present 60-40 sharing percentages for picture-rights money will
remain the same, as will the 30-50
revenue from other
of
division
rights, such as radio, stock and ama-

Journalists are Afadel Kader HamGalal el Hamamsi, Nigib Canaan
and Fahmy Samaha. ,

za,

.

Authors made

teur.

it

clear,

how-

ever, that they must okay all deals
other than actual. production. Stipulation thai authors have the right
to select the dance director, orchestra conductor and contractor appears
to

have steamed up some showmen
in presenting musical

specializing

shows, explaining Shubert's flareup.
The agreement expires June 15
but it's doubtful that the revisions
can be negotiated by then. An extension of the contract is expected to
be agreed upon. A pointed brochure
of 56 pages contair.ing comments on
the changes as sought by the Guild
was submitted to the League. Most
of the revision is said to clarify the
status of authors having the. last
say in casting and other production
.

angles.

When a producer accepts a play
he may contract only for the stage
rights, and in case of a hit he gets
the major profit. Basic agreement in
providing for authors to decide on
the disposition of all other rights
for the purpose of protecting them

Is

from any possible managerial .abuses.
Formerly producers were inclined to
combat the Guild, but they have
long since realized they need playwrights and composers vitally to
stay in

show

business.

MARDEN'S EXTENSIVE

PLAYHOUSE CHANGES
Interior of the Playhouse, N. Y., is
1o be extensively rebuilt, according
to plans submitted by architects to
Ben Marden, who recently acquired
the theatre. New owner figures on
increasing the capacity to 1,200 seats,
turning it into a two-floor house instead of the present three floors,
which have but 865 chairs. Tenants
of ofTices upstairs in the front of the
building have been given notice to
vacate.
One of the two floors will be
turned into an air-conditioned rehearsal hall, Marden to occupy the
top floor for his- own enterprises.
William A. Brady, who owned the

latfiDg' Royalties

Claim Holds

Up

houses were tossed
With
into the laps of the banks.
the upturn of property values, virtually all such holdings were disposed of, some being real -bargains.
Realtors are now looking over show
business, aware that theatre operating is generally and consistently
after, a flock of

his

Oh

who

Musical Infringement

World." The new Broadway musical
had an excellent starting week.

Claim for royalties from Bullock's,
In his regular Sunday (9) ABC
Los Angeles department store, by
the Tarhs-Witmark music library, networks broadcast the actor-authorproducer didn't mention whether the
Four
has been settled for $1,000.
broadcasts of musical shows were
made last fall without authorization
from Tams, \yhich controls the stage
and radio rights.
Music \ised was from "Hit the
Deck," "New Moon," "Rio Rita" and
'Babes in Toyland." Contended by
Bullock's that there was no intent
to infringe and the programs were
local, being confined to station KFI.
.

drums were pulsing the
summer, air" in Harlem, as he did the
previous week. He seemed to have
mellowed. He thanked two critics,
John Chapman of the News and
Wolcott Gibbs of the New 'Worker,

..'.'voodoo

both of Whom wrote favorably of
"World."
In seven performances last week
at the Adelphi takings were close to
$28,000.
If a full week had been
played, the gross would have been

profitable.

It's possible for "World"
$33,500.
to get $44,000 in eight performances,

system will have been completed.
There will be no Friday perform-

and

CHICAGO

Playhouse and holds a mortgage on
it, will, however, have office quarSecond company of "Dream Girl," sites.
with Judith ParrLsh, Richard Widmark and Phil Arthur, comes to the
Selwyn, Sept. 2; "Oklahoma!", as
its operation, according to
indica- previously announced, returns Sept. Paul Moss Renamed
tions.
9 for 12 weeks, and 'Theatre Guild"The Glass Menagerie" (jrosses
City Center Director,
sponsored Walter Huston starrer,
have dropped sharply afld it was
"Apple of His Eye," is due in Dec. 2.
announced to suspend at the PiayPaid
Cnffoed, But
are
undated,
Also
due,
but
house June 29. It will possibly re'"Bloomer Girl," "Follow the Girls,"
Paul
Moss, former N. Y. license
light late in August at another thea"O Mistress Mine," "Carousel," commissioner, has been reappointed
tre prior to Chicago.
"Three to Make Ready," "Red Mill" managing director of the City Cenand Chi company of "Born Yesterr ter, popular-priced theatre owned by
day."
When he
the city of New York.
Legit Stock Co.
headed the licen.iie bureau he re$24,500 In Detroit
ceived $10,000 annually and handled
Formed;
Topper "Laura" grosse* a great $24,500 the
theatre on the cuff. It's underin its week stay at Cass, Detroit, stood he's now receiving a salary.
Hollywood, June 11.
Adrian Awan, who formerly pro- last week,' amazing for a stage verNon-profit corporation has Mayor
duced the Pilgrimage Plays, has in- sion following a popular film.
William O'Dwyer as president, with
corporated the Los Angeles ReperNewbold Morris' chairman of the
tory Theatre with Harry Zevin, Grisman Sets Musicals
board; Gerald F. Warburg, viceJack Present, Paul Schreibman and
president; Walter S. Mack, Jr., treasJohn Moss as associates, with temFor A.C. Shore Season urer; Mrs. Arthur M. Reis, secreporary offices at Crossroads of the
Atlantic City, June 11.
tary; Ralph Falcone, comptroller.
World and a starting bankroll of
Final plans were made over the Richard Aldrich and Richard Rodg$50,000.
weekend for stock musicals to be ers are new board members. Ben
Object of the new. corporation is presented this summer in th'e Audi- Ketchum. business manager, and
to present a series of eight legit torium. Sam Grisman, who has the Jean Dalrymplc, pi-ess agent, have
plays at the Mayan theatre, starting lease, will bring "The Student Prince'' been retained.
Sept. 16, with an overall plan cov- in as first production July 2. "Merry
ering 32 weeks, during which' old Widow" will be the second attracML Playhouse Resumes
and new plays will be staged, with tion and "Girl Crazy" third.
Pittsburgh, June 11.
star film names on the marquee and
Mountain Playhouse, Jennerstown.
The Grisman organization Is here
a stock company in the supporting this week .to stdrt local promotion Pa., will resume operation June 22
roles. Company is now negotiating and
Auditorium after being .shut since 1942 because
arrange set-up.
with fllni sUrs for the 1946-47 pro- ballroom will be used, which has an of the war. A 10-week season is begram.
ing mapped.
excellent stage.

ters at his disposal.
Alfred J. McCosl^er, who has a minority interest
in ihe property, will not be active in

.

Now

LA

Awan

.

it

may

week when

Blows 300G

Solution

lAURA' OPENS NEW
SEASON

Bullock's Settles

That they are willing and ready to
finance new theatre building, or form
corporations for that purpose, was
recently when several
indicated

showmen were approached. Some
seasons ago it was thought that legit
activities' would' gradually shift to
has
Certain court proceedings must be the upper eastside, but there
completed before the estate of the been no trend in that direction, and
development of
Rockefeller
late Harry A. Kaufman xan be set- the
anchored
tled, namely'Louis Lotlto's claim of Radio City appears to have
sector.
royalties from Lee Shubert and theatricals to the Broadway
Olsen and Johnson in the matter of There are an unlimited number of
"Laffing Room Only." Executor fig- site possibilities, with present buildures H4% of the "LafTing" grosses ings mostly of obsolete construction.
New theatres will probably be
are due the estate, and while Kaufman did sujjervisory work for the built with the collaboration of. manshow from his bedside, he died just agers and others in show business.
the
after, it started tryout performances Not figured to participate are
in the fall of 1944. Reported that an Shuberts, who went on a theatreattorney for Olsen and Johnson first building and buying binge 20 years
conceded the percentage arrange- ago. That outfit has been leasing its
ment but is alleged to have later less-desirable houses to radio in rerepudiated it on the grounds that cent years, but two years ago abthe deceased was unable to perform sorbed the Century and Adelphi,
Shuberts now
duties which would have required both large houses.
have 17 legiters owned or operated
his presence within the theatre.
Justice Lloyd Church, in New by them, considerably more than any
York supreme Court, denied motions other firm on Broadway.
There are 35 houses currently
of attorneys on both slides for summary judgment and ruled there are listed for legit as against nearly 60
triable issues to be argued. Owner- before the volume of annual producship of the show, which, played the tion nosedived. At least one (Alvin)
Winter Garden, N. Y., is listed as will switch to radio next season, and
the J. O. S. Corp., identified as rep- there may be more, but two houses
resenting John (Ole) Olsen, Chic which changed hands recently are
announced to continue the policy of
Johnson and Shubert
Kaufman's association with O. St J. stage attractions. Last season it was
dated back to 1938, when O. & J.'s felt that New York was under-the"Hellzapoppin" opened a long stay btred, which accounted for house'
shortages. City Investing Co. owns
on Broadway.
and operates five legiters and two
others which formerly had that
policy but now have pictures.
City Investing will ultimately raze
the block on the west side of BroadIN
way between 45th and 46th streets,
Chicago, June 11.
including three and possibly four
Chicago's new legit season is lining legit houses on the latter thoroughwith "Laura" opening at the fares.
tip,
New building will include
Harris Monday (10), Mae West's one or two large pictures theatres
"Ring Twice Tonight" due in July 7, but no legit replacements. Possible,
and the Joe E. Brown "Harvey" hov/ever, that the firm will be a
skedded for. the Harris, Aug. 5. factor in theatre-building on other

Estate

57

touch that level next
installation of a cooling

ances, .as Welles has a sponsored
radio program on that night, but
the show is playing Sunday, evenings, placing "World" on an eight-

hChlFloppo

.

performance basis.
Playgoers have been going for the
and there's been plenty of
activity in agency circles.
By Saturday (8) it was clear that "World"
was a hot ticket Show \ya£ capac>
musical,

"Windy
midweek

City,"

which expired

Chicago,

in

when

last

the

Great Northern theatre was ordered
following

closed

Hotel La Salle

the

fire

disastrous

there, goes into

the records as one of the season's

ity

'

by Friday and registered siminext night, even Saturday

larly the

afternoon seeing strong patronage
despite the intense heat. A theatreparty outfit failed to dispose of its
allotment but 2,000 tickets were sold
directly at the boxoffice in one day.
On the second night Welles inserted

commensurate with
which also
town, and "Nellie
which tarried briefly on a gag. Out in one; he said some critics
BIy,"
wrote that "World" has everything
Broadway. "Windy" is estimated
in it but the kitctien sink.
He mohave cost over $360,000, similar red tioned to a stagehand and one was
applying to "Nellie" and "Brazil," trundled on. It got a Uugh.
In the Sabbath broadcast Welles
and probably one or two more muthanked
.'l<eigh
Helen
Vivien
and
sical casualties during 1945-46 entailed as much coin, with very little Hayes for laudatory letters to him.
The note from Miss Hayes, which
salvage was possible.
included the phrase "one of the
Settings for "Windy" remained in merriest
time I've ever had in

costliest

flops,

"Spring

Brazil,"

in

out

closed

of

.

—

Chicago, indicating slim chance of

rescue and a Broadway showing.
Premature closing, which had been
set for Saturday (15), produced fur-

a

theatre,"

Welles'

was published in ad form.
comment on the show was

ther red

comparatively brief, "for I'm supposed to be a serious political commentator," program then switching

and

to politics.

both to the management
actors, the latter losing a half
The Shubert, Chi,
salary.
also Ordered closed but the or-

week's

was

der was rescinded and no performances of "Up In Central Park" were
skipped.
Richard
Kollmar presented

"Windy," under an unusual backing
setup arranged by Harry Brandt,
Musical
N. Y. picture exhibitor.
was budgeted for $180,000, put up

by '60 individuals who posted

$3,000
each. Deal provided for an additional "call" of 25%, which was exercised, so that the angels actually
put in $3,750 and the production nut
mounted to $225,000.
i

Agreement between the management and the backers called for
them to get 80% of the possible
profits,

40%
It

or 1%

to go to

remaining
Kollmar and Brandt^,

to each, the

understood

is

"Windy"

financed

that the latter
after the backers'

money was consumed. Show ran into
heavy road losses, and when it was
shifted from Philadelphia to Boston,
then to Chicago within a two-week
period; the cost of fansportatioh

plus

operating,

$46,000.
than a

loss

Company
week

in

WITH nUNA BARONOVA
Irina
Barohova, ballerina who
danced in the Broadway musical.
Follow the Girls," last year, has
been signed as star of a mystery-

musical,

EYES BRITISH

Yesterday," current Broadbefore he goes home to
England. Olivier is currently plcying
with the Old Vic company in New
York.
hil,

presumably

stage
"Born" with himself in the part created by Paul Douglas, and his wife,
Vivien Leigh, in the' Judy Holliday

part

the

Ballet,"

first act.

Ballerina, former star of Ballet
Russe de. Motite Carlo and Ballet
Theatre, flew from N. Y. to Rio de
Janeiro Monday (10) to join Col. de
Basil's Original Ballet Russe, which
opens, its season in Rio June 20.
Although ballet troupe will stay In
S. America for the summer season.
Miss Baronova will return to N. Y.
in July to leave for her London legit

Sayao's Brazil Return
Bidu Sayao, Metopera's Brazilian
soprano, will return to her native
land Aug. 1 for first time in six
years, to sing lead in Debussy's
"Pelleas et Melisande" at Teatro
Municipal, Rio de Janeiro.
Soprano will be back in U. S. for
appearance with the San Francisco
Opera Co., Sept 24 and Telephone
f
Hour broadcast Sept. 30.
'

.

"Born

would

'

amounted to
engagement.
oft more

Laurence Olivier Js reported interested in buying the British rights to

Olivier,

in

in
October.
Producer,
brother of actor John, has scheduled
rehearsals
for
August.
Musical,
based on a mystery of same name
by Caryl Brahms, has performance
of the ballet "Petrouchka" in its

layed

RIGHTS TO 'YESTERDAY'

way

"Bullet

which Val Gielgud will produce in

London

Chi to rehearse a

revised book, the actors being paid
during the lull. Equity refusing to
make a concession. Loss on the
Loop dale piled up the red.

OLIVe

'BULLET IN THE BALLET'

Wlttop Doabline

Freddy Wittop

to

costume Ameri-

can Repeirtory Theatre's productions
of "School For Scandal" and 'Tortunato."
Under professional name of Federico Rey, Wittop (who was partner
of the late Argentinita) is also fill-

ing several dance engagements this

summer.

.
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ON UP
(RING TWICE)

Mae West's
Is Comedy

'Ring Twice'
Click at Preem

"Ring Twice Tonight" opened at the Long Beach Municipal auditorium last night for a one-night break-in, revealing a script
that pays off at the boxofflce. Miss West is up to her old tflcks

Mde West

Mae Wesfs

Scores in

Play Praised
By HERBERT

Play Here
'

By Ed Nelson

Ware- Hazelton

Attractions
to the Oak-

brought Mae West
land Auditorium Theatre last
night in "Ring Twice Tonight"
—and the audience laughed frequently. This new comedy will
be repeated tonight, after which
the company heads East to play
Chicago.
a pleasure to report that
Ma^ is at her sultry and slinlty
in

It is

Gorgeously

best.

trouble or out of

it,

gowned> in
she plays a

tongue-in-cheek version of an
adventuress for fun, her expressaucy drawl working to per-

sive,

fection.

The plot revolves about the
"balloon gag," which is a nifty
variation of the Westian trade-

me

mark, "Come up and see

some time."

.

And Mae has

the time of her
of the men
who reach her apartment in the
hilarious and amorous proceedlife

making pawns

ings.

Among

others, she handles

a pair of saubrs, a taxi driver, a
gangster, a killer from Mexico, a
senator, an Argentine lover and,
of course, her fiance, played by
young Michael Ames, and his
father, Roy Gordon.
She also
finds time to sing some jive and
ballad.
All of

WORMSER

The husky-voiced, smirking
Slnuous-wrlgling Mae West returned to the living stage last
night at the Auditorium in a
performance of "Ring Twice
a gay, wisecracking
comedy.
An admixture of farce comedy,

first

Tonight,"

being lonely. Result is an assortment of strange characters who
show up with a gleam In their eye.
Miss West shows a terrific sense of timing and showmanship

uatlons that only the undulating
lady could project successfully.
Miss West has ample opportunflamboyant entrances and
plenty of chances to deliver the
double-entendre lines.
Miss West wanders in and out,
dominating the proceedings with
the many, many men all beguiled
by her famous come-hither look.
If there ever was a play with the

run.

.

Russell Fillmore's direction is very sharp. Rita Glover's setting
best possible taste Show undoubtedly gill click In its Coast

is in

.

Daily Variety

ity for

theme "come up and see me
some time" "Ring Twice Tonight"

is It.

The audience laughed hard
and long and the enthusiasm
West has a
play that will have audiences
chuckling for a long time.
Long Beach Press-Telegram

Indicates that Miss

takes place in a
swank Washington, D. C; apartment, where La West hides out

rom West admirers.
Oakland Post-Enquirer

Comedy by Miles Mander, Fred Schiller and Thomas Dunphy
has Miss West In the role of an adventuress who Is about to marry
a young mlllion-helr. From the buildup on her past It appears
she has had an unsavory history. It all comes out fine In the
end with a star-sp&ngled finish that reveals her as a G-girl. Her
maids send out balloons with her cards on them to keep her from

melodrama and straight comedy
was obviously written for Miss
West by a team of -three. Miles
and
Schiller
Fred
Mander,
Thomas Duriphy. They knew
what they wefe doing for their
play Is filled with laughs and sltr

this

after fleeing involvement in a
Mexico City murder;
At the curtain's fall, the ap?lause was long and spontaneous

but with a new slant. Instead of the come-on, she is trying to get
rid of them. She .bats down approximately one dozen suitors.
switch from Miss West's usual lure plus the lines and gags
given her make for lots of laughs throughout the evening.

Th e

Mae

Gives 'Em

Mae

Scores in

New Play

LONG BEACH, May 16—Mae West returned to the stage this
evening in a Arst performance of an exuberant, gay comedy,
"Ring Twice Tonight."
Craftsmen have tailored a

glove-flttlng,

humorous production

who enacts the role of cin adventuress
in love with the son of a wealthy Washlngtonlan. The plot starts
in spice and dissolves In sugar, with Miss West providing every-

for the hlp-swlnglng actress

thing an audience would expect of the woman who created
"come up and see me sometime."
Miles Mander, Frtd Schiller and Thomas Dunphy have written
a wise-cracking piece ideal for the typical Westian delivery. The
star stops the show every minute she's on the stage. The comedy
should be a success on Broadway.
A large audience In Long Beach's vast Mjanicipal Auditorium
received the play enthusiastically.

The Expected

Russell Fillmore directed.
L. A. Times

You cannot accuse the producers of "Ring Twice Tonight"
of taking anybody's money under
false pretenses.
to present Mae

They promised
West playing

Mae West

Mae West

"Rings"

Long Beach

Bell at

Mae West in a sneak preview
of "Ring Twice Tonight" at the
Long Beach Municipal Auditorium enjoyed a full house of approximately

3,000
last
night;,
overcoming the difficulty of Improvised seating to record a
.

laugh a minute for the two -hour

show
In a switch from the

West
male

personality,

usual

Mae wards

off

visitors with fancy dialogue
instead of giving them the comeon. There are 15 men (two of
them sailors) and a colored maid
in the cast besides West. Michael
Ames and Don Harvey provide
the major support. Cleo Desmond as the maid is a standout.

The swank apartment

set

by

Rita Glover is equal to the best
that Hollywood films employ.
Capable, direction by Russell
Fillmore is evident. The show
goes to Fresno tomorrow night.
Hollywood Reporter

with all the Westian
mannerisms. This they made
good on. All Miss West's trademarks were there slinky walk,

bedroom

—

eyes, sexy Intonations,
suggeistlve dialogue.

"Ring Twice Tonight" will not
win the pulltzer price for the
year's finest play.
However, it

seemed thoroughly

to please the

customers who laughed frequently and easily and thoroughly enloyed themselves.
The first couple of acts allowed
people to think the worst of the
buxom Miss West—that she was
a murderess, a blackmailer, a
swindler and the lover of a dozen
men. In the final scene she was
cleared of all the> allegations except the last.
This being the character of
the heroine, she was doubtless
pleased with the large cast,
which was exclusively male except for a maid and a cook. Most
of the large company of gentlemen played their parts Well, particularly a small sailor whose
knowledge of boogie woogle was

phenomenal.

San Jose Evening News

Mae West's New Play Given
Big Hand at Premiere Here
Mae West, the gal with the figure and "that" walk, has a real
new stage vehicle, "RlTjg Twice Tonight."
That was the opinion today of Berkeley ans and other East Bay
residents who filled the Oakland Auditorium Theatre last night
to see Miss West and a supporting cast of 30 In the new production that may become one of the outstanding theatrical hits of
hit in her

1947..

-t-

Whlle the new Mae West vehicle still has a few rough spots
to be Ironed out, the initial performance brought a ready re-

sponse from the appreciative audience.

It

is

full

comedy

of

smart

lines and the plot moves
along smoothly to a surprise
ending.
The scene Is laid in Washington, D. C, and depicts Miss West
in an entirely new character.
The supporting cast, which includes Michael Ames, Cleo Desmond, Roy Gordon and Charles
G. Martin, Is excellent.

SURPRISE ENDING

EVERY SPOT RINGS WITH
EVERY DATE RINGS UP

Miss West is taken for a modern international adventuress at
the opening of the plot and
members of the cast are intro^
duced In quick sequence through
a novel "balloon gag" that provides much of the humor. The
final scene reveals the star In

an

entirely

different

role

Berkeley Daily Gazette

CRITICS* PRAISES

NEW

and

provides a surprise ending that
carries considerable punch.
Closing its two-dajr trial run
In Oakland tonight, the show
win play San Francisco and
Chicago before moving on to
New York.

RECORDS!

•

.
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80 Strawhats
Equity has again revised

its

Mary

Now

expectations lor

number

summer

For /Music Box
stoclt activity,

showshops this
season. A total of 80 strawhata should dot the eastern states from Virginia to Maine, more than any summer during the past 10 years.
In 1930 there were 55 hideaway stoclcs but after gas rationing started
due to the war, the number dropped steadily. Last summer the total
was 25.
As of last week 65 stocks had posted salary guarantees with Equity,
and 15 more were due to comply before the end of the month. Summer
slock has hardly started but Hollywood talent scouts are figuring on
extensive coverage; while Equity inspectors will probably do likewise
to check on whether the barnyard impresarios are adhering to the rules.

which may reach a new high

in the

Martin, Bert Lahr

pt rural

,

Inside Stuff-Legit

Equity Ronains Tops Financiafly

Rem'?

Fred Astaire and Gertrude Laurence being unavailable, Irving Berintends going through with his
"Music Box Revue" this winter and
is talking, to Vl^Ty Martin and Bert
Lahr to' head th> cast.
Miss Martin also has been talking
ofdoing a new Arthur Schv^'artz stage
musical which the composer and her
husband, Richard Halliday, would

Of 4A s Unions; Deadline Squawk

lin

Equity's annual

'

meeting, held at

the Hotel Astor, N. Y. Friday
was lightly attended, although

(7),

but an unexplained resolution, had
been adopted by the council stretching the period to 30 days.

offi-

Fred Lewis of "Harvey" made the
were bal- complaint, followed along the same
the lines by Frank Fay, star of the show.
ticket, headed by Clarence Derwent
There were 700 ballots cast, indifor president, nor candidates for the cating that most of the vote!? were
sent by mail. Tellers voided 30 balcouncil, were opposed probably exlots mostly because they were inplains why only ajpproximately 350 correctly marked, but there were

cers lor a three-year term
loted

co-produce.

Protest Color Line

for.

Fact

that

neither

members turned up, about half the 130 write-ins for officer and council
number on haind last year.
The slate as elected: Derposts.
The meeting proceeded placidly went, president; Augustin Duncan,
Slcinner,
Dudley
Otis
until a complaint was voiced by a Cornelia
.

.

The impressive dais at the recent Jewish Theatrical Guild dinner honoring John Golden, at the Hotel Astor, N; Y., a couple of weeks ago, is still
drawing wide comment from those who attended. The dais included the
who's who not only of show business but also of other fields, including

At N. Y. Meeting

Protests agaiiist the color line in
Mrs! Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
certain branches of show business
Louis Nizer, the attorney, toastmastered. Other speakers were Mrs. were voiced during a meeting at the
Roosevelt, Eddie Dowling, Albiert D. Lasker, Harry Hershfleld, Jack Lyceum, N. Y., last week by a group
Benny, Deems Taylor, Major Gen! Irving J. Phillipson, Fiorello H.- La- within the American Veterans ComGuardia. The dais aliso included Chief Magistrate Edgar Bromberger, mittee. Playwright Robert E. SherDistrict Attorney Frank S. Hogan, Noble Sissle, James E. Sauter, Mady wood was among the speakers who
Christians, Newbold Morris, Will H. Hays, William Gaxton. Congressman advocated a change in custom, such
Sol Bloom, James A. Farley, Rupert Hughes, Grover A. Whalen, William as the ban against, colored patronage
Morris, Jr., Gen. William ("Wild Bill") Donovan, Lee Shubert, Charles in Washington.
He cited a special
McCabe, Fannie Hurst, Bert Lytell; Dr. Harry N. Wright, Geh. John Reed performance of his "The Rugged
Kilpatrick, Mrs. Frank Vanderlip, Police Commissioner Arthur W. Wal- Path" when it played the capital,
lander, Walter Vincent, Gene Buck, Abel Green, Rube Goldberg, A. J. those invited being wounded GIs,
Balaban, Regan "Tex" McCrary, Alfred J. McCosker, Mary Margaret Mc- many being amputees. For that perBride, Brock Femberton, Arthur Hopkins, Bill Robinson. Rabbi Abraham formance, at least, colored vets were
And permitted on the lower floor of the
Burstein, Father Henry J. Lenahan and Rev. Waller S. Bentley.
Golden, of course.
National theatre.
Canada Lee, appearing currently
An investigation was recently conducted by the federal admissions tax on Broadway in "On Whitman Avedepartment in N. Y. following claims made by a Broadway house man- nue," protested the barring of Ne-.
ager who alleged that the boxof Ace staff was selling "locations," meaning groes from the stagehands union, Lothat a number of patrons were admitted without tickets and ushered to cal I. It was brought out that there
seats designated on a slip of paper. The result was negative.
a deckhands unioii in Harlem
G-men came in on the case after anonymous letters were isent a pro- known as Local lA, which has 27
ducer, theatre owner and others, the missives being potscribed to the memt>ers, but there is so little backeffect that the "revelation" had also been sent a newspaperman but never stage employment in that section of
received by him. Letter-writer then went to the tax department in per- the city that the men are trying to
son, with the result that brokers -were quizzed and their records scrutin- get permanent jobs in other fields.
It was then quickly discerned that the irregularities were nonized.
Marc. Blitzstein told of difficulties
existent.
with a USO unit sent overseas. ColHowever,' the matter caused con.siderable comment and not a little ored musicians and chorus used for
aggravation among those involved. When the hpu:>e man was interrogated the special symphony, which he comabout getting in racial arguments backstage with a department head, he posed, were embarrassed, especially
mumbled something about family troubles. He is not slated for a man- in London, because of friction beager's job next season.
tween white and colored GI audiences.
Problem of racial tolerance
Although Orson Welles is due on the Coast in July for his first aclor- is prominent on the agenda of AVC.
Arrangement for an afternoon
director stint at Columbia, on Sherwood, king's "If 1 Die Before I Wake,"
actor is quite likely to delay the assignment because of his involvement in meeting at the theatre was made by
the legiter "Around the World." Actor-producer, aroused by critical pans Garson Kanin, author of "Born Yesand by word-of-mouth praise, says he plans staying with show, in which terday," current at the Lyceum.
,

'

.

.

he has a 'prominent role, if it builds, and will stay around, if it flops, to
take it on the chin himself. Ads have played down his name and part in
the show, not because he wanted to bow lOut, he- says, but so's not to push
himself. Now Welles plans changing ads and publicity, to give more prom
inence to himself, indicating he plans to rise or fell with the show.

Hollywood daily

week had

back-track on its sob-sister story
written about old-time vauder Frankie Bailey and her destitute condition
According to report. Miss Bailey, known in the Weber-Fields era as "Girl
With the Million-Dollar Legs," supposedly was going blind from cataracts
on b«th eyes, ekeing out a $50 a month existence on old-age pension, etc.
Following story's appearance, further investigation revealed that the
former glam-gam gal had exaggerated her cpndition and she retracted the
substance of her statements. Seems she has ample resources for the neces
sary operations and friends have been coming through nicely.
last

to

Old Vic players, winding up a sensational six-week engagement at the
Century, N. Y., this Saturday (15), had to release 22 hours for each of two
CBS appearances. On June 2 they went on the air with "Richard III,"
and last Sunday (9) they presented "Peer Gynt," which were not in
their repertory «t the Century..
Each program ran 90 minutes. CBS
officials were gratified at the batches of mail that followed each program
Having come from London as a unit, Old Vic actors did not come within
Equity's regulation alien-actor rules but were each required to pay $9
dues for one .six-month period. Ordinarily foreign actors are required to
pay Equity 5% of their salaries, with a minimum of $10 weekly.

and John Mason Brown are still closest in running
for drama critic's spot on N. Y. Post next season to replace the late Wilella
Waldrof who died last winter. Vgrnon Rice, second-string critic who filled
in second half of past season as reviewer, however, is still being considered
as a regular, if he shows further writing improvement over the summer,
Post management favoring idea of upping a staffer as against bringing in
an outside "name." '(Brown, of course, once held the job on the Post.)
Watts, reported (elsewhere) making a South America trip, is definitely not
Richard Watts,

Jr.

going.

Jooss Ballet To Tour

U^. for
Years;

1st

Time

m

minority about the deadline for a
possible opposition
Protticket.
estants claimed that official notification of the regular ticket,.- as carried
in Equity's monthly magazine, was
not received until the dead line was

Six

27 Weeks Booked

Jooss Ballet, returning to U. S.
after six years, has been booked by
Charles L. Wagner for 27-weeks'
tour, opening in Montreal Oct. 14.
Company will play N. Y., at City
.

Center, Dec. 3-22. Tour covers east,
south and Coast, with midwest
skipped for lack of. playing time.

Northwest territory, however, is already being lined up for '47-'48 season.

Company, now headquartered In
London, will again have Kurt Jooss,
Ulla Soederbaum, Noelle de Mossa,Hans ZuUig and Rolf Alexander at
head of troupe. In addition to old
faves like "The Green Table," "Big
City," and "Prodigal Son," company
will present four new works, "Pandora," "Sailor's Fancy," "Company
at the Manor" and "Le Bosquet."
Troupe marks first ballet company
under Wagner's management in his
38 years of concert work.
Coinpany is completing a Scandinavian tour June 16, and will start
a Holland tour June 25 extending
through July. On Aug. 8 company
.

starts a tour of Ireland, then leaving
for Canada for its American engage-

Digges.and Williiam Harrigan,

first,

passed. Constitution fixes that limit
at 20 days prior to the election date

second, third and fourth vicepresidents, respectively; Paul Dullzell,
John Beal, recording,
treasurer;
secretary. All. but Derwent are incumbents. Named to the council:
John Alexander, Anne Burr, Mady
Christians, Warren Coleman, Alan

152 EQUITY MEMBERS

Hewitt Myron McCormick,. Carol
Stone, Richard Taber, Edna Thomas
and Margaret Webster, all named for
five years, with Philip Bburnuuf as
a replacement.

De DURING PAST

It was announced by secretaryYR.
treasurer Paul Dullzell that Equity
There were 152 members of Equity reached another new high in its fipassed away between April 1, nancial status,' surplus being $l,36i;1945, up to March 31. 1946.
Their 821 as of last March 31. Deductible
names:
from that total is^$558,500 representGeorge Arlis.s, George W. Barbier, ing money from managers on deHenry A. Barrows, William H. Bar- posit to guarantee salaries and acwald. Guy Bates, May Beatty. Robert
tor claims but all subject to Equity's
Benchley, Jules J. Bennett Kenneth
order. That leaves a net of more
E. Berry, John Berlin, William Blees,
Harry Bodin, Sophie Brandt. Gary than $803,000, and the union's surC. Breckner, Otto Browner, Conrad plus increase for the fiscal year was
Cantzen, William G. Carr. Charles $91,500. A year ago the balance
K. Champlin, Willism
Clark. Wil- sheet showed tf total of $1,012,571,
fred Clarke, Addie Clifford, Davis including guarantee deposits.
Zeke
Cl.vde,
Charles E. Golton.
Income, in addition to regular
Colvan. Don Costcllo. Frrnk Ciaven. dues, came principally from initiaDan Crimm'ns. Sydnev S. Cushinir. tion fees, which totaled $95,851,
Lucille Davis, Gloria Dickson. Danbeing 971 new mcrnbers. adaid Douglas, Gregory DniestrofT, Ar- thefr*
thur Elmer, E^lear .\lchison Elv, milted, some having -E^'.vanced from
Gilbert Emery, Bessie Mar Enclish, Chorus EJquity. During t^c year 695
Hugh Ettinger. Knute Erickson. actors came back into show busine-s,

who

.

.

.

'

Charles E. Evan.s. Mary Faber. Wil- that being the number reinstated.
liam Fairbanks, .Edith Faver.sham. In addition there were a flock of
Norman R. Feusier; Ellzp'oeth T). members who returned from w<:r
Ferris. I..eon Finch. Jack J. Viei-nme.
service. Some 800 were in unifcnn
Msisic Gay,
Al.so Erford
Ga.se.
nonOlea.son.
Lpvia
Georsie. and, until discharged, w£re on a
Russell
Claude Gilbert Bob Orandi. Josenh dues basis. Thfif^ were 323 withGreene, John Hale. Edna F. Hall. drawals.
Selms Hall. Mvra
.Teffer.son Hall,
S,222 Meinbers

Hampton. Henrv R. Handon. T^rn.
dore Hardeen. Burt Harcer. W. S.
Harkins. John Harrinaton. Forres-

.

A
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ter Harvey. J. Clarence Harvf. Mr.*.
Percy Haswell. J. Alex. HEv'ier.
.

Katherine Havden. Fred Herm-n.
Adrian R. Mines. M?x HofTn''nn. .'r..
Ralph D. Holmes. Vivien Holt. Ri"=sell Hopton, Le.ster Howard. Frank
A. How.son, Glenn Hunter. Luise
Gerard Huntington, William W: Jefferson. Stan.iev jessup. Harrv Jordon, Alfred Kapneler, Doris Keane,
John L. Kearnev, Arthur J. Kelly.
Tyler Kent William T. Kent Louvsp
La Clede. Erne.st Lambert. W.
Lander. Marcel Le Mans, Harry
Levan, S^m Liebert. Edward Locke.
Al.'-o. Geor"c McKay. Dann Malloy. Geor.i>e F. M?rion. Jpmes rTa>-.
riott James R. Marshall. Jo'Toh
Martell. William
A. Mrson. ^jnys
Matthews, Roderick Maybee. Philio
Merivale. Hymah Mever. MHnricn
M. Minnick. Earle Mitchell, Lionel
Monagas. Catherine Moorp. George
Leon Moore. Percival T. Monre,
Louis Morrell, James W. Mullin,
Ferdinand Munier, Bennett. Mi's.son,
Alia Nazimovs^ Perry Norman. Fiske
O'Hara H. Murray O'Neill. G. A.
Pete Palmer. Sara Peyton. Edith
Reddinc.
Vincent
Potter,
Earl
Roselle,
Rondinone,
William
L,
Douglas Rowland. Ray L. Royce,
Josephine Sabel. Colfax Sanderson.
Hugh Saxon, Cyril Scott Emmelt
Shackelford, Inez Shannon. Lavinia
Shannon, George Sidney, Gus S'ny,
Joseph W. Smile.v, William Smyt.he.
•

.

Thomas

Speidel, ClilTcird Stork: .Tcs
Jhomassen, Virginia Tracy. Al Trahah. Marie Van Ta.s.sell. Charles D.
Waldron. John R. Walsh. Jarnes B.

Annual statement gave the total
number of. Equityites as 5,222 as
compared to 3,987 on the rolls in the
spring of 1945, number of legit actors devoting most of their time to
radio or pictures not being esti-

mated. Operating expense went up
.•-bmewhat during the yezr but for
four straight seasons Equity's finances have been on the upbeat
through conservative administration.'
Dullzell advised that the association's bankroll be safeguarded xs
that
unforeseen
heretofore,
so
emergencies can be met. There were
152 deaths among the nicmhership,
list having a number 'of wsUknown
names.
Equity, meml>er of the Associated
Ac'iors and Artistes of America (Four
A's), is in the. best financial condition of the affiliates. Understood
that
the vaude union (American
Guild of Variety Artists) has oyer
$90,000 in its treasury, and it's expected that some of the Equity coin
advanced to that outflt will be returned, at least in token amounts.
The Four A's itself is in better shape
than heretofore, with around $32,000 oh hand. Picture (Screen Actors'

Guild) and radio (American Federation of

been

some

Radio Artists) affiliates have
good financial shape for

in

time..

Bert Lytell retired as the Ekjuity
president after serving for seven
years, having declined renominatibn.
He was given a life memlsership

ment.
"I Remember Mama" will finale its long engagement at the Music Box
Wagner will also present the Waters. Jay Wesley. Eleanor WesselN, Y., "any Saturday." Principal reason for extending it week to week
hoeff. Vernon G. Williams, Jessica
is to try out replacements for the minor characters: a couple of "finds" is opera "II Trovatore" on tour next
and $1,000 in appreciation for his
Wood and Herbert Yo.st.
extra curricular activities, in war
reported. Mady Christians and Oscar Homolka will continue as co-stars fall for seven weeks in' 48 performances, with Fritz Mahler conducting.
entertainment work. Checks of $500
when "Mama" takes to the road.
were given Paul Douglas ("Born
John van Druten comedy-drama is the first managerial ventifre by Opera \yill have two alternating
Mt. Gretna
Yesterday")
and
Barbara
Bel
Rodgers and. Hammer^tein. "Tour in the autumn may not include many casts, chorus of 26, and orchestra of
30.
'Venture marlcs Wagner's sev.stands because it is difficult to troupe the sellings and revolving plat
Gcddes ("Deep .Are the Roots"), as
Mt
Gretna,. Pa. June M.
enth year of opera presentations. In
forms. Expectation is to have an extended slay in Chicago,
prizes for
the best "supportingThe
Gretna
Playhouse,
which
readdition, vet manager is offering a
player" performances of the past
sumed
activities
last
summer
after
season, annually granted by DerUnderstood the Shuberts are intent on acquiring a legit house in Holly $1,000 prize for a short, opera in Engwood to take advantage of the increasing demand for stage fare in that lish, based on an American (heme, being clo.sed throughout the war- went Douglas diwied up his prize,
with a tour of at least 25 perform- years,, will open its 1946 season donating half to the Actors Func^
sector. Attempts have been made to buy into existing theatres there, with
Thursday (13), with "Kiss and Tell."
^
out Success. Current report is that the Broadway producers have an eye ances (on royalty) al.so guaranteed.
and half to the Stage Relief Fund.
Charles
F.
Coghlan,
who
directed
the
on a parking lot on Hollywood blvd., a block from Vine street, for the Scores must be submiled by Oct.,
Lytell was high lauded for his
company last season, is again direc'47, for production in autumn, 'm.
construction, of a legit house as soon as they can get building materials'.
terths as Equity prez; he will be
tor.
honorary president for life.
A ten-week season has been arSchwartz Signs Licht
New. Muislcal to Frecm
15th Slocbbrldre Season
ranged, and among the other plays
Spa's Jane 2S Start
Yiddish
Art
Theatre
director
Stockbridge, Mass., June 11
to be presented
are "Pride and
Bolton Landing, N. Y., June 11.
set
David
Saratoga Springs, June 11.
Maurice
Schwartz'
has
Miles-pn
Willman
JUne 25 will tee
Prejudice," "Charley's Aunt" and
"A Nice Place to Visit," new musiThe Saratoga Playhouse will open
off the 15th seasgn.of the Berkshire Licht, South American impresario, "Blithe Spirit."
cal,
.season, under management of Jewell
comedy by Frank Davidson, Piayhou.se— interrupted by the war to guest-direct his forthcoming proPerformances
Steven, on June 25.
Thomas Pulliam, Philip kadison, —with Leo G. Carroll in "The Late duction, "Song of the Dnieper.''
'Over 21' Tees Off
will be given in the Spa theatre on
Licht will also dramatize, the RusTom Howell ,and Stanley Fcrbcr, George Apley."
Syracuse, June 12
Guest
the Saratoga Reservation.
Among the other guest stars sian novel, and Schwartz will play
will be preerhed at Bolton Landing
Virginia
Franke's
ButterSkanfatcles
Slim.stars will include Charles
leading
role.
the
for
the
Witty,
Dame
May
booked is
summer theatre, as opening bill July week of Aug. 28, in -'Niight Must
"Song" will open Oct 21 at the mer Players will launch their '46 worth, Binnie Barnes and Jean
21."
season
June
24
with
"Over
Parker.
N.
Y.
theatre,
Yiddish
Art
2 of this Lake
Fail."
strawhat.

Resumes
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'OKLAHOMA!' BOFF 38G,

Spotty With

Some Musicals mERTA'HEP43GM

Slipping; forld' Surprise 28G in

7;

Plays Abroad
Continued from page It

Los Angeles, June 11.
"Oklahoma!" went through the
week at the Biltmore with an-

Robert Le Seal as the man who flres
the final shot. Whole cast does excellent work. Jeanne Lion, as the
tionist bit of dancing as dona by
hard-to-get-on-with
guest,
draws
young Anouk Ferjac as a bird of many laughs as relief for
the chills.
pafadise. She scores later -with her
Show's reception was good and it
contortion work, dressed in snakelooks set for a run.
Ma,Ti,
skin, via an adagio with Arnaut
Apart from Billy Ray, she is the only
C^hI Sle Donnait
yaude act in the show.

Paris K\iru Drydanc* with Arnaut. A good contor-

fifth

other SRO $38,OO0; "Roberta" repeated $44,500 at the Philharmonic
oh the second stretch.
"Blackouts of 1946," light only in
a couple of matinees due to the
Saturday; five beach pull, still collected $17,000 for
Broadway's 1946-47 season is dated last midweek; closed
"To206th stanza at El Capitan.
to start approximately around. Labor performances.
bacco Road" neared $10,000 for
"The Glass Menagerie," Playhoiisc third frame at the Mayan.
Day but there were three pre-season
openings, two of which were fast (62d week) '(CD-805; $4.20) Dropped
flops, while the third, "Around The further; under $11,000 last week and
World," may prove a surprise win- summer holdover doubtful.
ner. It was reported going to capac-••The Voice of the Turtle," Moity late in the first full week. Last osco (114th week) (C-939; $3.60). Doiiraab-'o
liiom "The
"Thf Dancer
Dsncer
debuts were
week's ^skiitc
well enough and should go
ing
and "Second Best Bed," both of further; under $11,000 last week; anwhich were yanked Saturday (8) nounced to suspend June 2^.
following bad notices.
"This, Too, Shall Pass," Belasco
Due on June 20 is "Icetime," new (6th week) (C-1,077; $4.20). Using
skating revue at the Center, Radio two-for-ones; partly accounted for
Chicago, June 11,
City. Around the same time a com- improvement to approximately $5,bined open-.iir musical comedy and 500; but peratibn not yet profitable.
Shutdown of one legit house and
swimming show is slated for the
the threatened closing of- another,
Three to Make Ready," Broad- due to being alleged flre hazards,
Acquaretta at the former World's
$4.80).
Fair grounds.
No new shows are hurst (14th week) (R-1,160;when
scared Chicagoans away from the
it
dated for July. Old Vic will con- Looked like real winner
Tesulting in a general drop in
improved \o b.o.,
"Windy City,"
clude Saturday (15) and other clos- opened, but tapered;
the week's take.
week.
ings are likely. Business last week nearly $23;500 last
skedded to close Saturday (8), was
OLD VIC
was spotty, with some shows improvforced to fold Thursday (6) with a
"Henry IV," Parts I and 11; "Un- four-day take of $8,000. The top
ing, others dipping.
cle Vanya," "Oedipus," and "The grossing. "Up in Central Park" at
Eiitlmatcs for LasI Week
Critic," Century (1,670; $6). Final the Shubert, received a last-minute
Keys: C iComedy), D (Drama), and 6th week which was the sched- reprieve Thursday night but eased
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reuue), uled
length of engagement. Record to $42,500 because of the scare.
(Musical), O (Dperetto).
business for repertory with takings
"State of the Union" continues to
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (93d ^nearly .$49,000.
play to capacity with $26,500 and
week) (D-1,041; $3.60). Among the
REVIVALS
Katharine (Cornell ended her. limited
attractions which picked up, with
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (22d week) engagement of "Candida" and "Anestimated gross around $12,500.
(M-1,628; $6). Agency demand for tigone" Saturday (8) with a strong
"Annie Get Vour Con," Imperial tickets has been dropping of late $24,000. "Merry Wives of Windsor"
(4th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Regard- and business has eased off; $44,000 folded Saturday
after three
(8)
less of conditions, new musical smash estimated.
weeks, winding up- with a weak
"The R«a Mill," 48th Street (33d $14,000.
should sell out for many months to
come; over $45,000
week) (M-I,319; $4.80). Picked up
which
(Advance
"Laura,"
for
"Are; You With It?" Shubert (31st and again registered nearly $30,500 opened at the Harris Monday (10),
week) (1,382; $4.80). Started off to with indications of stay through was' a healthy $14,000.
summer.
fine gtbsses but has been disappoint
Center
(2,692;
."Hamlet,"
Estimates for Last Week
City
ing of late; topped $19,000 however
$2.40). Game in for two weeks ire"Anna Lucasta," Civic (37th week)
last week,
date which concludes next (900; $3.60). Down to $11,500.
"Around the World," Adelphl (2d turn
Sunday (16).
"Candida,*^' Harris (1,000; $4.20).
week) (M-1,434; $6). First full week
Closing limited engagement with a
minus one- performance surprised,
strong
$24,000.
and despite notices mostly on the
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Erdoubtful side, show built t« capaclanger (3rd week) (1,400; $3.60).
Friday nights are out because
ity.
Folded Saturday (8) after three
of Orson' Welles' radio program.
weeks, winding up with a weak
£stimated nearly $28,000 in seven

'

Vic 49G, 'Annie' 45G. 'State' 24G. Tops

L'Homme

In several sketches, Harry

•

'Park'

.

OK

week)

(R-1,142; $6).

First week, at

increased top saw takings go to $31,700; when theatre parties are over
will get more.
"Carousel," Majestic (60th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Getting goodly share
of visitor patronage which should
continue indefinitely; jumped to

Boston, June

is

34G;

14G, FRISCO

San Francisco, June

11.

"Voice of the Turtle" moved into
its last week at the Geary, minus
its star K. T. Stevens, who left for a
rest in southern California. Nancy
Holland has been, subbing.
I,ast
week, the eleventh, it did an oke
!

run leader made sonie profit.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (19th $14,000.
.
week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Holds to
"Vagabond King," Civic Light
and is one of the
leading candidates for next season Operas second production at the
(Jurran, now m last 9 days of its
continuance.
"Oklahoma!", St. James (^167th three week run, is doing capacity
week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Broadway's business. Starring Dorothy Sarnoff
musical wonder commands capacity and John Tyre, the show grossed
$34,000 last week.
despite! long run; close to $30,000,
"Obsession," starring Basil Rath"On Whitman Avenue," Cort (5th
week) (D-1,064; $3.60). Getting sup bone and Eugenie Leontovich, is due
to open at the Curran for a 10-day
port of tolerance organizations: tak
run, June 16.
ing.s upped last week with $8,500 ap
"Merry Wives of
Windsor," the Theatre Guild's third
roximated.
"Song of Norway," Broadway Frisco production, starring Charles
(94th week) (0-1,900; $4.80). May Coburn. will open at the Geary,
June 17.
stick through summer; around $25,
500.' "This looks like good money but
$24,000, capacity,

.

.

show

is

"Stote

costly to operate,
of the Union," Hudson
(eD-1,057; $4.80). As
smash as

«Oth week)
-

hard

to get tickets for this

in the early weeks; over $24,500.
"St. Lonis Womaii," Beck (10th
week) (M-1,214; $6). Slipped further
around $21,000 and summer
to

chances not

"Second

Taken

oil

.

definite.

Best Bed," Barrymore.
Saturday (8); mild press;

played one week; under $4,000.
"Swan Song," Booth (4th week)
Unless
business
(CD-712; $4.20).
picks

up

much

longer

materially,
continuance
doubtful;
is
rated

O&J Merry

27G, D.C.

Washington, June li.
Olson and Johnson's "Laffing Room
Only" racked up merry $27,000 ht-re.
Show had two performances Sunday
(9) in lieu of usual matinees. Holds
another week.
"Voice of the Turtle," which moves
into the National with (he Boston
cast June 17, already has healthy
mail order piling up to its credit.
"Turtle" stays three to four wei-ks,
depending on b.o. Unusual for this

house, which normally
under $5,000.
"The Dancer," Biltmore. Opened fortnight
.

limits 'runs to

a

She gives a good perforrhance; Giiy
the bellboy, only
as
featured part goes over big.

Haurey,

Marguerite Ducouret

woman whom

Negres

DIx

(Ten LiUle IndUns')
Paris, June
:Slinuna

1.
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Agatha Christie's "Ten Little Niggers," done in N. Y. (as "10 Little Indians") and in London, looks a likely
entry here. Play has been produced
here by arrangement with B. AMeyer, the Lontion producer.
"The story is well-known here, a
French translation having been serialized in an evening daily. Highbrow French crix complain that the
play is not arty, but French pro.

ducers realize that such type of show
is unlikely to leave them in the red.
It has been mounted nicely, with a
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a
old

the'

him.

who

nearly

.

'Though the play has been conservatively staged, the one set by Nerscs Bartau of the living room at the
English country house looks authenWell-planned liglUing effects
tic.
add to the gruesoirie atmospliere. DiMn.x-I,
rection is nice.
;

ToBcanini Set for Paris
Paris, June i.
On his way' back from Italy, Ar-

'

Voi'fl

Kotcerlf

is

he_ murders after she
a job, and Jiicqueline

has given him

G

tre,

TURTLE'

one

The

including

colorful, but it's mostly ,io .brai find
-strings.
small
Ma.v».

known

'VAGABOND

"I Remember Mama," Music Box
(97th week) (CD-979; $4.20). Going
along on week-to-week basis and
hardly making operating profit now
$13,000.
"Life With Father," Bijou (.MOth
Picked., up
week) (C-614; $3.60).
with the field and went to $8,000

skirlless

played by. Miss Muller.
Ths line of girls does well.
;

.

vacation.

World War II at the Anloiive,
so this is really a revival. Current
detective
taste
for.
plays and
Madeleine Suffel's comedy .antics
as the cook make 'it a good bet here..

mannequins, billed as Pin-up Mansfield girls, are lookers and fair strippers. What, dresses they woar arc

"SUle of the Union," Blackstone
week) (1,360; $4.20).
Doing

'Cyrano' Grosses

Dumoaecnu

Jaetiuetlne

fore

with Miss MuUer.
Berri later is an elderly man who
on the make for all the girls he

meets,

(8th week) (2,163; $4.80). Still tops
Gloria Swanson in "Goose for the in town, but hurt by threatened ShuGander" continued a mild draw at bert closing. Eased to $42,500.
the Colonial at $7,000 and will be on
'Windy City," Great Northern
hand at least one more week. Other (4th week) (1,425; $4.80). Skedded
legit houses, closing June .15, did to close Saturday (8) but folded
excellent biz.
Thursday (6) when Great Northern
Enlivening the local scene this was locked up by city for alleged
summer will be the new John violation, of fire regulations. $8,000
Huntington - Lee
Falk
playhouse for four days.

as the Boston Summer Theain air-conditioned Mutual Hall,
and the Cambridge Summer Theatre under same aegis.
Cambridge
house opened last night (10) with
Michael Whalen in "Ten Little In$43,000 last week;
dians.". Boston house opens June
"Dear Ruth," Miller (78th week) 24 with Dame May Whitty in "Night
Bit better here- and Must Fall."
(C-940; $4.20).
run comedy has tickets on sale jnto
Estimates for Last Week
July; quoted around $9,000.
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (1.590;
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (36th
week) (D-968; $3.60). Takings im $4.85). Wow $35,000. Moves off to
proved with the aid of cut rates and Coast after 15th.
tlie gross approximated $11,000.
"Voice of the Turtle," Plymouth
^Dream Girl," Coronet (26th week) (1,200; $3^ About $14,000 in 24th
Held to about week.
(CD-1,037; $4.80).
same level as previous week with
"Goose for the Gander," (Colonial
around
$14,000.
gross
quoted
the
(1,500; $4.20). Not much better than
"Harvey," 48lh Street (84th week) $7,000.
Other slayers may
(Ci-925; $4.20).
vary but this one still sells out
quoted over $19,000. Ruth McDevitt
replaced Josephine Hull, who is on
king;

;..C:uy Hanrey
MiirKUerlte Diicouret

tiraniHon

.

off

(7th

11.

the. flesh,

kills her. Then Berri fades off the
screen, appears in the flesh and walks

:

big biz with a $26,500 week.

Park,"

Mrs.

.YveU'e Deaumnni
'Hip Nurse
comes, out of the au- Hubert
Reoigea ViiIIIh
(accompanied by Christiane Maid
VInudlne Born
MuUer) and gets on stage. He argues' BelBlze
Jacnues \'aLois
with his screened wife. During the
argument, to demonstrate her pulThis French translation of the
chritude. Miss Antony strips.
Max English drama had been done be-

$14,000.

Central

,

D.nn
Olivia

.

in

'Bloomer' 3SG;

in

Hlmselt)

.

dience

>

"Up

Man Who Acted For

Paris.
jHCquos A'niola proililrllon or ".S'iKhL Must
Fall," by Knilya WIIMuinit: HrtHptulloii liy
Sinrs Madeleine .SufTol.
IMprre Rbcher.
Features Murffucrite Ducourel, JacqtioUneDumnncrnu, Guy Hnurcy, Yvelle HC-numonl,
CivoiRes
Yallla.
ClnudliiR
Horln.
Jacquca Volols. DIrorted by Juctlup.i Viilols
and Ocorges Vnllols.
At IMieude a»
rilumour.
Mr». Terence
Madeleine Suffel

American soldier, and Colette Antony, a French vvoman, necking in
Letter's husband. Max,
the park.

.

'Gander 7G, Hub

(The

a star at a picture studio.

M

.

1m domedle

is

Motion pictures are introduced in
another sketch, tilled "Caught in the
Act." This opens with projection of
a film showing Robert Berri, an

•State'

times.
"Biiilon Dollar Baby," Alvin (25th
week) (M-1,331; $6). Was on the
verfic of folding but operating costs
revised: takings airound $22,000; week
to week.
"Born Testerday," Lyceum (19th
week) (C-993; $4.80). Over $21,000
previous week under-estiagain;
mated and with an extra performance the count was close to $23,000.
"Call Me Mister," National (8th

Max

chief laugh getter. He appears as a
simpleton calling. on a friend whose
sleepwalking' wife takes him to bed
after first taking off his clothes. In
another, he is shown as subbing lor

.

turo Toscaniiii will stop oyer here
for one concert at the Charhps Elysees theatre, June 20.. The Milan
Scala orchestra, brought over specially for the one concert, will be under his baton.
All this is predicted on Toscanini,
mentioned as a possible choice (or
the presidency of the new Italian
Republic, not being handed the job.

Play on Broadway

The Dancer
George Abbott production or nieto[Ii':<niA
Oiroe. HetH by Alillon liewls and .hiliftn
Kunt. ilitaKed by Kverolt Sloane: uellliiK,
Motley; inualc, Paul Itowlea. At Biltmore,
S. T., .luno 5. '40; l;;.!^ loll.
In

compact cast and a good set,
Henry Wllklns
.Kdgnr Kent
Helena iPerdriare, best known here Aubrey Stewart....... Colin Kcitli.Johnatoii
as a film star, Is well supported by The Inapector
I.ula \an Kootea
.

In Pluladelplua Solo;
'Girls'

Due

to

Jose Ferrer's revival

legit

of

Catherine Kralnlne

Anton

Dtiliii

Bethel l.e.Hlle
Helea Flint

Current Road Shows

Philadelphia, June 11.

one remaining

Philly's

SerRel Krnlalne
.Vfndellne Kraliilne

FoDow
show,

Rostand's

"Cyrano de Bergerac," started rather
slowly

at the Forrest, but built
throughout the week to
achieve a healthy $16,000 for the
first of two scheduled local stanzas.

steadily

(Period Covering June 10-22)
Civic, Chi
Lucasta"

—

"Anna
(10-22).

"BUckonU

of

— El Capitan,
— Shubart, Bost.

19W

Hollywood (10-22).
"Bloomer Girl"

For the past couple of seasons
George Abbott has devoted himself
to staging other producers' shows for
Broadway, while several of his own
presentations have flopped out of
town, pre-Broadway. '"The Dancer,"
his first Main Stem production since
"Snafu" in 1944, has some good performances of an unwieldy theme, and
it's been staged expertly by Everett
Sloane. "The Dancer,'.' however, is
too contrived and obvious to have

There is still an offside chance of
an extra week, inasmuch as this (10-16).
"(Come On Up" ("RInr Twice Toweek's sale is brisk. ."Cyrano" is
otherwise scheduled to close for night")—Met., Seattle (10-22).
summer and the house (Forrest)
"Cyrano de Bergerac"
Forrest,
doesn't get another show until July Phila. (10-15).
a successful boxoff ice appeal.
wh"5n the musical hit, "Follow
1,
Here is ah unusual type of presen"Goose tor the Gander" Colonial,
the Girls," comes in for what is
tation for Abbott, who leans towards
hoped to be a summer's run. "Cyra- Bost. (10-22).
"LaRIng Room
Only"
Natl, comedies and musicals, "The Dancer"
no" got three fine notices and one
being a murder melodrama dealing
sour one, which started quite a con- Wash. (10-15).
with a deranged ballet star who for
"Laara"— Harris, Chi. (10-22).
troversy within ranks of critic's own
15 years has been absent from show
paper (Record).
"Meet the Wile"—Shubert-Lafay- marts. He has a dilettante patron
"Girls" will undoubtedly have the ette, Det. (10-22).
with whom he's living in Pari.s. Tlicre
field to itself during July, but several
"Merry Wives of Windsor,"—Mu- is an unnatural feeling by the forshows have been mentioned for local sic Hall, Kansas City (10-15); Geary, merly wealthy patron for the dancer,
bookings in August and it seems sure
and the crux of the story resolves itL. A. (17-22).
that the 1946-47 season will get un-Obsession"
Lobero, Santa Bar- self into the flght between the elderly
derway before the traditional Labor
bara (13-14); Curran, Frisco (17-2?). patron and the dancer's wife and
Day date.
daiighter, who suddenly show up
"Oklahoma!"
Biltmore, L. A.
after all those years to try and re(10-22).
claim him from the dilettan>e. Thef
'MAID' SHY 4g, PITT
"SUte of the Union"— Blackstone, flght eventually involves a' money
Chi. (10-22).
cache secreted by the dancer years
Pittsburgh, June 11.
MaidJ in Ozarks
"Up In Central Fark" Shubert, before, and. which the wife and pa'r
apparently
overstayed its local welcome. Hill- Chi. (10-22).tron each seeks to uncover for tlicir
billy comedy tapered off to little
"Voice of the Turtle"
Geary, own. And; there are three murde rs,
less than $4,000 in its third and
Frisco (10-15); Aud., San Jose (17); two: of the victims being the patron
final week at Casino theatre.
and wife, eliminated by the dancer
Aud., Oakland (18-22),
much too conveniently for the story's
Freak attraction, however, man"Voice of the turtle" (2d Co.)— sake.
aged to, turn in an okay profit on
Plymouth,
Bost.
(10-15);
Nat'l,
Anton Dolin, the ballet dancer,
local run, getting around .$25,000 on
Wash, (17-22).
plays the title role with considerthe three weeks.
Advertised top
able conviction. He certainly plays
SUMMER STOCK
was $3 (including tax) but town
"Angel Street"—Litchfield theatre. it authentically enough, and he has
was flooded with
two-for-ohes
a moment or two in which he dances.
which accounted for most of the Litchfield, Conn. (10-15).
'
take.
"Blithe Spirit"
Bucks County But this is primarily an acting role,
in which he is called: upon to play
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa. (10-15).
mostly
pantomime.'
Colin-Keith"My Sister Eileen"
Hunterdon Johnston is the dilettante, and lie
'MOON'S' BRIGHT 15G, TOEONTO Hills
Playhciuse, Clinton, N, J. (18- plays it well; it's decidedly ah unToronto, June 11.
21).
sympathetic character; The best part
Ernest Rawley's revival of "The
"Rosalie"- Paper Mill Playhouse, is that of the police inspector, and
New Moon" grossed $15,000 for Mllburn,
Luis Van Rooten, in the role, gives
N. J. (10-15).
seven performances as opener of
"The Royal Family"—Red Barn, the play its best performance. Helen
the seventh summer season at the
Flint is the wife, and the role is sr-otRoyal Alexandra here, with 1,525- Westboro, Mass. (17-22),
tily played.
Bethel Leslie is the
"Springtime for Henry"
seater scaled at $3 top and producCounty daughter, The play's only
other chartion hl^ld over for a second week.
theatre, Suffern, N. Y. (17-21).
acter is that of the butler, played by
"The Man Who Came to Dinner" Edgar Kent.
Tallulah Bankhead.». with Donald
Kohn.
Cook, follows in "Private Lives," —Worcester
theatre,
Worcester,
(Closed Sat (8) after five perJune 17.
Mass, (10-15).
formances).
'
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Wednesday, lime 12, 1946
newspaper promotionruns not one but two ads
or more in a newspapier on Friday,
plugging current issue's contents.
Digest runs weekly newspaper ads
Post is upping its
on its book.
each to do. Ads are a regular part Wednesday
back-page,
half -page
of the Horseshoe's $1,500 weekly newspaper ads to a full page, plus
budget, Rose maintaining that he its i:adio spot commercials, etc.
radio

L Herat i
They're All 'Cooth' Now
Newspapermen are no longer un-

who

live

with

eouth. drunken louts,
and a sneer on
their feet on desks
world's
ihe^ Hps for all the civilized
no
conventlons-at least they're

-

isn't

taking

any more

space'

now

than

-

There were 81 identifiable journalPubs' FbrelKn Markets Upped
Of these, 67 were
i.sls in the 77 plx.
European and Latin - Arnerican
sympathetic characters, five were wn- markets for American literary propsympathetic and nine played indlf- erties continue on an upped scale,
One, an unsymircicnt, minor roles.
a which began following the end. of
pnthetic newspaper man, had
the war. According to a report from
prominent role, while 37 newspaper Preiitice-Hall's foreign dept., for»gn
people appeared in prominent sym'

pathetic characterizations, Harmon
reported.
L i
Among outstandmg n.lms about
newspapermen during 1945, the
said, were "Story of GI Joe,"

MPA

v.p.

with Ernie Pyle as the leading char"Blood on the Sun," .with
Jimmy Cagncy in the leading role
of an American managing editor in
Tokyo who uncovers a Jap plot, forworld conquest; "Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes," with James Craig
of a
in a major sympathetic role
country editor, and "Col. Effingham's Raid,'' in which a bright yoimg
reporter helps a southern colonel re-

acter;

the

historical

landmarks of a

southern city.
In presenting the

figures

to

the

newspaper world recently, Harmon
came up with a reverse twist, asking
that the press continue howling

about individual pictures as much as
Chooses, but to lay off blasting
it
Hollywood for the sins of single

'producer.

He

declared:

.

"I will be frank and say unequivocally that we of the motion pictures
have no right to brand all newspaper
people as villains when the exigencies of a particular screen: story require a journalist to appear, in an
.

iinsyrhpathetic role. Edmund Burke's
statement that you cannot indict a
whole nation applies equally to an
entire profession or an industry—
whether it be, newspapers or Holly-

.

are seeking rights to
published in the U. S.
during the war, as well as to those
publishers

.

.

.

many books

more recently published.
Chief among the earlier works is
Kurt Singer's "Spies and "Traitors
World War .II," which goes into

of

its

eighth foreign edition early next
It will be published in

year when

Denmark. Kenneth Boulding's "Ecojust been pub-

cialled to

the attention of

mmm >mm

;m «

>

By Frank

Scully

»

;

m «« mmm >* m

Pugit Sound, June

S&S

"Where?" I demanded.
"Over at the American Veterans

Ed

,

.

sitting on the
some time, although it also
has been circulating in the trade.
Coincidence automatically precludes
any pix sale of the Kaufman book.
The whodunit had a first printing of
10,000 copies and a second of 2,000,'

Frem there on .he laid out the picture of things as they were
when everybody thought that silencfe was not only. Goldwyn but

story for

Sullivan's 2d Bid story

recalled'

it's

the

that

Broadway columnist Ed Sullivan

also

sold over 9,000 copies. Author
will get royalties from S&S on the
bopies soldi

Publishers seem less concerned
(Longchamps restaurants) tax-eva- about the licking they're taking, on

sion case. The N. Y. News columnist first tipped the town, including
Lustig, that the Government would
brook no "settlement." Lustig is currently on trial.

returned

SRL's Brown to London
John Mason Brown planes to Lon
don tomorrow (Thurs.) as corre

thing.

'

copies,
future, editions,
plates, ads, etc., thaii the feeling the

incident will scare Kaufman off from
further writing, his acute mem.ory
po-'sibiy haunting him that he may
again unconsciously plagiarize some

Example
graphic"

of

the

memory

wood."

spondent for the Saturday Review. of these two
Literature. Also scheduled for BBC itemed:

Billy Rose's 'Advertorials'
,"Midget advertorials" Billy Rose
has been running the past six weeks
in N. Y. dailies for his Diamond
Horseshoe, have attracted attention
far beyond the nitery belt, as one
of the smartest bits of ad-copy pro
motion in several seasons.
Ads, running from 75 to 250 words
each, and all written by Rose himself, have had no apparent relation
to the Horseshoe except goodwill.
But effects have apparently been
felt. Rose claiming that the Horseshoe biz has picked up 30 to 50%
the last two weeks, as against a
general biz decline everywhere. Rose
attributing this entirely to the qds

broadcasts on current English liter'
ary and theatrical scene:, and CBS
Tcports to this country on prese;it
day England.
Was ill last couple weeks with re
currence of illness, contracted while
in Navy, but is okay now.

'

quotes

is

sharp "photo
evidenced by
which Wilson

Ambler

.

"Don't you think you are being
rather foolish,- Mr. Kenton?"

Manning Hewson has de

Furthermore." he added slowly,

Whittlesey her second am prepared to take any steps that
book, ''Adventures in the Land of- may be necessary to overcome your
the Lost," based on her Mutual net- scruples."
work kids' program. Publication will
"Such as?"
be delayed, due to continued sucKau/7nan
cess of first book, "Land of the Lost,'
He said, "Don't you think you are
published in '45. Meantime, an Eng- being foolish, Mr. Anderson?"

li.<:h edition of the first book will be
brought out by Heineman of London'.
Educational Comics brought out
far afield of nitery
even of the entertainment 'Land of the Lost" Comics, first
field.
Rose has paid tribute to Al comic book adapted from the pro
Jolson, W. C. Fields, Irving Berlin, gram, on Sat. (8), with Mrs.. HewOscar Hammerstein 2d, Richard son ^writing the continuity. Story
Maney, Ned Alvord, Orson Welles, was also done on the air Sat. (8).
Flo Ziegfeld, Carl Erbe, Dorothy and First edition called for 400,000 cop
Herbert Fields, Bill Robinson, and ies.
others.
He's also devoted the colMags and Comlo Books Dip
umn to N. Y. Commissioner of Parks
Sharp falling off in mag and comic
Robert Moses, Displaced Persons,
book sales the past few months has
the food shortage, etc.
Pieces have been nostalgic, anec- cued all sorts of trade rumors rechanges, ranging
literati
dotal, rambling by turn. Recent Bob garding
Moses piece was a defense of the from talk that the recently-spawned
commissioner, of whom Ilpse admits swank Curtis publication. Holiday,
"there's no love lost between the would fold, to stories that both magGrand Panjandrum of the Parks and azines X (Saturday Review of Literlittle .Willie,"
because the news- ature's prospected popular weekly,
papers were unfairly rapping a guy and Curtis* pix mag) would be abanwho's done so much for N. Y. in the doned.
It's reported that Reader's Digest
way of parks, highways, playgrounds
and the Satevepost have had as
and stadia.
Broadway, in general, has liked much as 30% returns from the newsr
the pieces, vvhether columnists, ac- stands in recent months, with other
tors, bistro proprietors or plain cus- mags suffering io greater degree up
tomers.
There have been excep- to 75%. Comic books havi. taken
tions, N. ,Y. Daily News' Bob Syl- a sharp drop, from a 40,000,000 war-

Ads have gone

.

vester recently decrying the "social time sale to a present 25,000,000 circonscious" slant in the ads, and culation, with the skids still on.'
Likeliest i-cason for circulation
pointing out an incongruity between
Hose's plea for food conservation drop is deflation of a wartime boom
for Europe's hungry and the sumptu- in reading, whe^i GIs, travelers,
.shifting populations, etc., read mags
ous, repasts at the Horseshoe. Horse
shoe staff, itself is reported not too as lime-killer, and publishers' put
keen on the ads, as not being rapidr out new mags in constant stream to
Anyway, dealers
fire enough (too general and amia- meet the demand.
ble) to attract nitery clientele. But|,are reported firing back magazine
objections are in minority; there has bundles unopened, while on the
even been an offer to syndicate the other hand the bigger mags, like
pieces.
Satevepost, Collier's and Reader's
Rose acknowledges an able assist Digest, are going in more heavily

••Why?"
His Skin tightened suddenly.
"Because," he said, "whatever your
prim notions of responsibility- may
be, I want that photograph and I intend to have it. Furthermore, I am
prepared to take whatever steps are
necessary to overcome your scru
.

pies."

"Such as?"
Alcoholics To publicize
The Alcoholics Anonymous Grapevine, Inc., was recently: chartered
at Albany, N. Y., to edit, print and

bind materials pertaining to "Alco-

Anonymous." Offices are in
N. Y. with Royar F. Shepard as
filing attorney. (Capital stock is six
shares, no par value.
holics

.

Bemelmans' H'wood Book
Ludwig Bemelmans, novelist and
screen writer,- has finished a book to
be published by Viking in autumn
Titled "Dirty Eddie," book is. a sa
tire on Hollywood via a pig who is
needed for a part in a picture.

Flackers

to.

Elect

WNEW

will Yolcn, flack chief of
has bowed out of the post of prcsi
dent of the Publicity Club of N.Y
a post he!s held scveral years.
Nominees for the hew slate, to be
elected at a meeting Monday (17),
arc: For proxy, Arthur J. C. Underbill and Robert Nathans; first vecpee,
Mao Wagner Carlisle, Mary Pentland; second vice prexy,. Lt. Col.
Dorsey Owings, Michael M. Engel;
recording secretary, Helen M. E.
McCarthy, Adriienne Minden: board
appearing in the News' daily, and than ever on promotion,
Yolen, Leon Epstein,
setting of directors:
reported
staggered in the other seven N. Y.
Satevepost Is
(Continued on page 62)
sheets.
Pieces take about an hour $2,500,000 aside this year for mag,
:

I

I

|

i

|

to a frenzied finish.

.

.

.

.

He Names Names

to

subjects,

.

-

"Why?"
Colonel Robinson's yellow sk^n
tightened suddenly. "Because -what'
evci:. your prim notions of responsi'
bility may be, I want those photO'
graphs and intend to have them.
.

'Land of Lost' Books

,

,

-

-Isabel

in 1926
hei:e to

A day of Big Parades, Dancing Daughters, Patriots, Wings, Cardboard Lovers' and Rin Tin Tin, it didn't seem as if anybody could get very
far with disciplined noise, especially after years of Valentino and Theda
Bara shaking men and women to their very foundation garments without
saying a word.
All the. while we were making our travelaughs conform to the formula,
•like studying geography under Charlie Chaplin," in faraway France, this
revolution was going oh in Ilollywood. Cut and titled, we shipped our
first reels from Marseilles to New York.
I had rather .thought they had
met "the Jazz Singer" heading toward Europe and were, sunk in midocean
without a trace. I do remember we hurriedly reprinted what reels we had
left and rushed! them to the Dutch East Indies in the hope of getting our
costs back before Jolsonic sirens began screaming out of every picture
house in the world.
But Oldfield insists it was "Don Juan", that put us out of business, not
Dori Jolson, His version is that it took place on Aug. 7, 1926, and that we
must have read even in French papers that John Barrymore in tights had
tried to make the most of moments alone with Mary Astor. The picture
had accompanying sounds and rhusic fed to it, and the audience. A Republican by the name of Will Hays blabbed a bit on the .same program,
Giovanni Martinelli and Marian Tallye. fought to see' who could open their
mouths, widest, yell the loudest and look silliest, and the boys of Lorighair
Local No. 8Q3)Mthe New York; Philharmonic, sawed and oboed an overture

stay.

broke the story on the Henry Lustig

livercd

KFWB

my

On top of his scoop that the Broadway bookmakers and plainclpthesmen allegedly were working in co- and
operation,

at Warners'

rally

What I had said was that I was running for the lowest office in the land,
The
thereafter.
was low enough to make it siai would assure an honest administration
though stating that no plagiarism in because I was 20% off in
hearing and couldn't even' hear bribes.
plot was. found and that the similar"A likely story 1" he said, as he pulled me indoors to one of those booths
ity sharply occurred in only one sec.where everybody shows from the heck up and looks pretty dead that way
tion of Kaufman's book for some 30 when the check comes.
isentcnces, took matter up with both
He began giving ihe chapter and curse about this biz of priority. To
authors. "They offered to split roy- hear him tejl it a kid called "Don Juan," starring Warner Bros., Vitaphone
alties, but Amber, an English nov- and
John Barrymore in that, order, had captured the Puget ^Bay area with
elist, through his U. S- agents. Music
sound before Jolson knew one knee, from the other.
Corp- of America, insisted the book
Oldfield, who doesn't smoke, not even cornsilk, hashish or the original
be withdrawn.
Barney's burned-out cigars, nevertheless began getting smoke in my I's.
Kaufman explained he has a trick, He said he was giving me the straight instead of rushing to Eddie Durling,
photographic memory, trained by .Joe Laurie or Louis Sobol. because (1) Durling won't touch anything unless
years of newspaper and magazine it has a women-'and-horses angle,. (2) Sobol won't touch anything that
work, during which he never took doesn't begin with Ekibol and (3) Laurie, yawns till his Bl Ropo goes out if
notes;
He admitted reading the the subject is later than April 8, 1901, and the' Bijou bill in Chicago,
Ambler book (which has been reBut you," Barney pointed out, ''you're young enough to know :betler.
printed in 25c pocketbook editions, You know, the iVarners camie from Youngstown,
O., and you certainly
as well as made into a film), claim- must remember 'Don Juan' because he put you and your salient travelog
ing sentence structure must have
ight out of business in Nice, France, and don't go saying it was "The Jazz
stuck in his mind unconscioiisly.
Singer' again or I'll have to use what influence Warners have, left to get
Story broke Thursday (6) in Earl you exiled to 'Truman's cabinet."
Wilson's column in the N. Y. Post.
He Lays a FOundaUon
.

Janney's "Miracle of the

to Russel
Bells."

political

studio."

nomics of Peace" has.
lished in; France and Eliot "Tainter^s
•September Remember" lis slated for
October publication in Buenos Aires.
Various foreign publishers have already bought rights to Rosamond'
Marshall's "Duchess Hotspur" and Columnist had been
,

6.

"Priority" being the No. 1 word of the Century (that's a dictloiiary, con),
I'm afraid I've lost ihy place in line as a historian of matters that don't
matter. I am gazing at the sky above the Brown Derby viewing the beauty,
of a Navy blimp that was hot advertising Jane Russell in "The Outlaw,"
when out parachuted Lt. Col. Barney Oldfield, our old Nebraska mugg,
who had previously jumped into eight European countries In this war and
had become quite good at it. He landed on my surviving foot' and before
I could say "Superman!" he buttonholed me and demanded what I had
meant by saying I had been ruined by"The Jazz Singer," the first bleater
of show biz.
I replied that I hadn't said anything of the sort.
"You did tooi" he insisted.

shortpublishers, al-

ly

in question.

•

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

i

'

during the last seven years,
Kaufman's 'Photographic Memory'.
provirig he says that in the past peoElements comprising a whodunit
Long-heard ple never read his ads. Rose says
in themselves are wrapped up in. the
longer that way in films.
started these ads on the feeling
he
fraternity
newspaper
recent withdrawal from' sale of
sauawk of the
the screen's that regular, nitery ads' on the drama,
Wolfe Kaufman's mystery, "I Hate
«t what they consider
beinjg read. ".What
were
not
page
has
them
of
unjust characterization
Blondes," which was published in
Francis I primarily had to sell was myself,"
brought forth figures from
April by Simon & Schuster.
said. Rose,
Harmon, v.p. of the MoUon Picture
Similarities in sentence phrasing
Rose, acknowledges an able assistAssociation, to prove it ain't so.
in these ads from Lee Roggo. of the between scenes in the book and pasthere
Last year, Harmon reveals,
handles ; sages in Eric Ambler's 1937 mystery,
which
Blackstohe
agency,
the
~
were newspaper people in 77 of
"Background
to
Danger,"
were
advertising.
his
MPA.
398 features okayed by the

tain
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This, coming from the screen of the old Warner theatre in New York,
must have lieen all very pleasant to Harry, Jack, Albert arid Sam. Sam.
now dead, was the idea man.
But whethei: I am right or Oldfield, the news of it along, the Riviera
Poverty Row was as welcome as the undertaker's approach with a measuring tape in one hand and a spade, with damp earth still on it in the other;
We knew our celluloidal testimonial to the wonders of European spheres of
influence was now as mute as a parrot with a clevis over his bill,
The sad part is that the wisdom, of our judgment was so right in this

.

matter!
Of course, that being 20 years ago and I still eating in a magniflccnt
manor of my own, the sheer tragedy of that morning after Aug. 6, 1026,
looks more comic no'w. The Warners are still in the business just over the
mountain from me, and from what I hear, they intend to make quite a
show of their 20th anniversary. Before they brought their racket into the
picture palaces and a guy could sleep as much as he wanted. without interference, even I was not against coming uninvited once in a while to Warner
functions.
I was denied the opportunity of seeing the opus of all time on this
history-making night in New York, but Oldfield, who wasn't there either
(it was before paratrooping) knows what it did. "The first Impact was on
the critics. They lit matches to look at the expression on each other's
faces, went to the men's room to hold reassuring conferences, made deals
with each other to go along in a group, more or less, .so.no matter what
happened they'd all look silly or smart togethei". That was the initial note
of the revolution, like the first rasp of a beginning avalanche. The thing
was so big, few knew' Where to take hold of it, or whether they wanted to
get a hand on it.
So Seldes Now Dialogs For Far
Most of the reviews got off the hook by^calllng it a novelty, and it wasn't
until later, when Hollywood's smartest men and some of their parrots in
New York began to jump on the Warners, that articles began to appear by
guys like Gilbert Seldes, who Is never wrong, that "Hollywood Commits
Suicide."
After the critics and the electric light company, which put colored lights
on the great white way for the first time to extol the wonders of Vitaphone, had tasted this "revolution" in New York, the orange grove, and
swimming-pool country was next to feel that narcotic impact of a boom.
Face-distorters who had been away'from the dime store- too long and
resented the prospect of returning to a once-price existence, were first to
feel the rap. Two fellows, a. church usher (on Sundays) by the narne of
Conrad Nagel, and John Barrymore, a-guy with a mugg which sent women
off into wild dreams and put a strain on the hooks and eyes of their corsetry, were said by everyone to be the only people in Hollywood who could
manage this talkie thing. These two men had been of and in the theatre,
where their elocution records were well known.
Conrad Nagel's Belgle
Barrymore took his time about making pictures, but ppor old $2,500-awcck (Conrad, not him.. He was owned by M-G-M, and M-G-M was loathe
10 get excited about this talking picture business until it looked a bit more
solid than it did in its unsteady coltish-legged days. Louis B. Mayer went
into the talkie medium like an agent, not a producer.
Anybody, -who
wanted' his prize boy, name of Nagel, could have him frorn a price, and
Nagel gabbed for every company but Metro.
He made, by actual count (must give the Warners' researchers credit on
these statistics), 31 feature pictures in the first two years of the Warner
remake of Hollywood. He was a very good man for it, because he was'
blond, and that meant he could work 24 hours at a stretch without shaving)
'

~

(Continued on page 62)
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Father of Mary Jane Walsh, muslcomedy actress, died in Danveport,
la., June 7.

Scully's
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of Shadows'' at the
Longacre theatre, N. Y,
Upon retirement from professional
interest
maintained
work, Wallace
in the theatre via the operation of

managed "House

ntANKCASE
proprietor of Al-

MARRIAGES

Prank Case, 69,
Barbara Pretty to Philip Molloy,
gonquin hotel, N. Y„ died in New
Yunia, June 8. Groom is a publicist
York, June 7, about live months
at RKO.
after his wife had passed away. His
several
For
Laughlon Kcllcy to Wes
groups.
Betty
Little Theatre
hostelry had been the vendezvoiis of
June 1.
Cal.,
seasons, he operated the Fireside Gallagher, Carincl,
tlie literary and theatrical great for
newsgroom
,

generations. Case's association
•with the hotel began in 1902 as a
He subsequently became
clerk.

two

Players at Wliite Plains, N. Y.
Survived by widow and sister.

manager and then owner. During
more than four decades he and his
hostelry

New

achieved the status of

York

institution

a

known

throughout the world.

artisU

and

^n,

,

Maurice Fleckles, 74, pioneer disof motion pictures, died and Ames,
Blanche (Pat) Maloney to James
June 5 in Holly wood, following a
A. Dunn, Pittsburgh, June 5. Bride
stroke.
Born in Chicago. Fleckles entered is the daughter of John J. Maloney,
central
division sales manager for
the film business about 45 years ago
and later managed one of the, ear- Metro.
Judith Evans to Michael Browne,
liest nim exchanges in that city for
June 9. Bride is legit
New
York,
Carl Laemmie, Sr. In 1900 lie marplayer; groom screen and legit actor.
ried Laemme's sister, Anna.
Dorothy Hooks to John Bonaguidi,
In partnership, with John Tippctt
May
29. He's bassist with
Chicago,
he conducted the agency distributing
raw fllm stock for Agfa-Ansco, Joe's Vera's orch.
Ciorinne Schussel. to Harry Egelmeanwhile operating several motion
June 8, Bride, is
man,
New
York,
picture theatres in Chicago. Nine
daughter of Seymour Schussel, Film
years ago Fleckles retired from: .the
Classics branch manager in N. Y.
industry because of ill health.
Jane Cramer to, Dave Scott, Pittsburgh, June 6. Groom's an anEDDIE LOFTUS
nouncer at KQV.
Eddie (Edward A.) Loftus, 52,
Sonya Stokowski to Flight Lieiit.
vaiule performer :.nd one of the first Willem H. Thorbecke, New York,
i-adio singers on the air in the ChiJune 8. Bride is daughter of Leocago area, died in Chi June 5.
pold Stolcowski, concert maestro.
tributor

.

The hotel and its "Round Table
became a rendezvous for actors
writers,

a
Bride is an- actress;
paper correspondent.
Amy Berlinger to Sydney MagldThey're
Pittsburgh, June 0.
nfWry dance team known as Sydney

MAUBICEFLECkL.ES

others.

.

Two

generations of celebs were habitues
or the establishment during Case's
operation. Two generations of the
Drews, three generations of Barrymores, adventurers Jike Richard
Harding Davis, fabulous Broadway
cliaracters like Diamond Jim Brady,
wits like Frank Ward O'Malley and
Alexander Woollcott, and Hollysvood
folk from Doiiglas Fairbanks arid
Mary Pickford to Orson Welles and
the newest starlets.
Case was born in Buffalo, N. Y..
and according to his book."Talcs of
a Wayward Inn." lie had sold railroad tickets in a Buffalo hotel. He
harbored a yen for a job in a New
York hotel which l>e eventually fulfilled as clerk at the Algonquin.
Attractive surroi. .dings of spot and
affable manner of Case soon attracted theatrical folk and later the
literary. He bought the hotel in
1927 from the estate of Alexander
Smith for $1,000,000.
Case had married twice. His first
wife, Mrs. Caroline Eckert died in
1908. His second wife, Mrs. Bertha
Grayling Case, died last Februai?.
Surviving are a son, daughter,
brother and three sisters;
.

LEO SLEZAK

.

'

Loftus, who in recent years played
the piano in taverns on West Madison St. in Chi, sang over pioneer
in the Loop 25 years
station
ago. Prior to that, in yaude, he introduced his own song. "Dirty Flies,"
and introduced a number of tunes, to

BIRTHS

and Mrs. Kershaw (Kert}
Mi:,
Beauregard Bui'bank. daughter. New
York, June 5. Father a publicity
man; mother a model.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L.. Brown, son,
Chi, among them "Open the Door,
Close the Door" and "I Cried for Hollywood, June 5. Child is the
You." Later he was .manager of the grandson of Joe E. Brown, comedian,
currently starring in "Harvey."
Midnite Frolics, nitery.
Mr. and Mrs; Sam Geison, daughHis decline in recent years was attributed to grief over the death of ter. New- York, Jur.e 6. Father, is
assistant to head
of eicploltatioti
his wife, Violet, hi 1932.
dept. of Columbia Pictures.:
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Berwick,
AL WOODS

WTAS

.

'

G^endale, Cal.; June 5.
AV Woods, 51,' screen actor and daughter,
Leo Slezak, 71, leading member of
Community Mother is a former secretary at Co-'
Vienna State Opera and father of member of the Pasadena
at lumliia; father a dialog director.
Walter Slezak, stage and screen ac- Playhouse company, died June 3
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Honigberg,
his home in Pasadena,' following a
Slezak
June.
6.
Bavaria,
in
died
tor,
daughter, Chicago, May 31. Father
sang with the Metropolitan Opera in heart attack,
is press agent.
New York from 1909 to 1913, after Starting career as a piano player
Mr. and Mrs. David Lichine,
having achieved success as a Wag- in early fllm houses. Woods became daughter, Hollywood, June 2. Mother
nerian tenor .in most music capitals an actor in silent pictures, later di- is the former "Tatiana Riabouchlnska,
of Europe. He sang the hero, roles viding his time between Hollywood danseuse; father is a dance director.
in such operas as "Tannhaeuser." studios and the Pasadena theatre.

while the black-bearded lads had to stall at 5 o'clock to go under the razor
end lose valuable picture-making minutes.
Conrad said he once was granted a short respite and took his wife to New
York. One evening, wanting to kill, some time, they elected to relax at a
movie. They went to five different theatres offering first runs, and had to
give 'up and go home. In the output of all five companies, Nagel was the
star In every one. He was getting pretty tiried of himself,! which proves
that even an actor Is only human.
When the boys In New York gathered the morning after that "Don Juan"
premiere at the ttambs Club for lunch, Oldfleld who wasn't there either,
says there was a lot of debate. At one table sat Joe Jaurle, Jr., LeRoy
.

Prlnz,
floored

Frank Fay and some others.

Every mention of talking pictures

them with' laughter. Five-years later, Prinz, who works for War-r
hers now, will tell' ypu the, same gang met at the same table arid buried

vaudeville!
fellow with a premonition was one icl Joe Laurie's book, a vaude comic
with sour-silly puss, oiie Hugh Herbifrt. He took the bull by the youknow-what, took a cut in salary, joined a show, "Exposures of 1928," and
set bfl tor Hollywood. He had a feeling that the thing was here, just like

A

Sam Warner

did.

The Sherbert Inclodes Herbert
sooner landed in Hollywood than he was met 'with two men—
and an interpreter. Mike was a Hungarian circus strong man,
who had split up the world with Alexander Korda in a Budapest deal.
These hobohemians actually got their dream to walking. Curtiz took the
part of the, world where the British once had trouble marketing their tea,
and Kprda took the marketers. When Herbert met him, Mike was already
in association with the Warners on a sign-language basis, and the inter-,
prefer was hired from'; 'Westerii Costume Co, to impress.^and hire Herbert
Herbert' worked days- at \yarners, quitting in time to provide stage bellylaughs each evening. He siiggested that some; of ..his old vaitde sketches

He had no

Mike

Curtiz,

might be just the thing for onc-reelers, comedy talkers. The idea was
okayed and Hugh (later "woo-woo") Herbert became the first talkie short
man.'

He got so wrapped up In one, a thing called "Lights of New York," that
It kept spilling over until it was five
it- down to one reel.
reels long, arid before he knew it, Warners had their first all-talking picture.
I think it cost about 40G, and returned about' $4,000,000, whichstopped all nonsense about "talk is cheap."
'Thus by the time all of us realized that sound had been wired into
pictures it was already here to stay. Thus Jolson's appearance was practically a second run. He was rung into the Warner camp because George
Jessel wanted $25^000 to act in a silent version Of "The Jazz Singer','! and as
much more if he talked. When Jesisel placed such a premium oh parting
his lips, it made the Warners so wild they gave Jolson twice as much. The
difference now is that while Jolson is having his biog done by a guy like
Sidney. Skolsky at Columbia, Jessel is producing pictures at 20th which arc
bipgs of guys, like Skolsky,
But Warners insist that 1948 celebrates the 20th. anniversary of bringing
blab to the Bijous of the world .at prices everyone can afford to pay. -Not
1913, nor 1927, but 1926. I giiess I should be big about It and fbrget-my
11 geographical reels that never saw light of a projection machine for profit.'
.

he couldn't get

'

.

I had a pretty secretary all the time we were making the picture anyway,
so I can't say it was a total loss. Our four productions are still to. be seen
on the boulevards, arid one Nonny, aged 2, is pencilled in as Mme. President
for 1992— the SOflth anniversary of the discovery, of America. That leaves
"Don Juan"' still at the lower end of a double feature and Oldfleld at WB.

.

"Lohengrin" and "Aida." He went His legal name was Frederick Ludback to the Vienna State Opera in vig Dreeke.
'

1913.

EDWARD HOFFMAN

In the '30s he appeared in a succession of Viennese films. These in.

Mr.

son,

ample, one jacket, a few years ago,
brought up a youthful fan* >'<'.t the
author of the book had written Nick

Mrs. Bruce Ostermah, Carters for Street & Smith, The reSyracuse, N. Y. Mother's the viewers, very naturally, maybe, went

and

former Rosemary. McDonald, Pitts- to it: "He
burgh band singer.
dramas."
Mr. and Mrs. Lee September,
Another
.

is stiU writing. lOc

Jackcit piclured the

meloauthor

Edward Holfman, 65, who for 35 daughter, Pinehurst, N, C, May 24. as if he were fundamentally a soldier,
eluded
"Love in Three-Quarters years was in show business in New Father js press agent.
ignoring his long wood-pulp writing
Time," "Women's Paradise,". "Music York and on the circu.^', circuit, died
Mr. and Mrs. George Grippo, son, record. When someone dug that up,
in the Blood," ''Her Greatest Suc- at his home in
Washington, on N. Y., June 8. Father is a member it appeared the writer was trying to
and "World's in Love."
In 1944 Slezak was fined 100,000
Nazis, who were enraged because his sOn, Walter, had
appeared iti the role of a German
U-boat officer in "Lifeboat" and as a
Gestapo official in "This Land Is
Mine," two U. S. films. Hitler saw

June 6.
of Columbia Pictures' art departBorn in Peekskill, N. Y., he ap- ment.
peared with the Al Fields Minstrels
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander L,ockwood,
on. Broadway and was both stage daughter. May 22. Father Is currentmanager and performer for Buffalo ly with "Hamlet," at City Center,
Bill Cody, Ringling Brothers, and N. Y.
Barnum and Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Thomas Silverstone, ion, June "7.
Father: is
seized prints of the pictures and orBILL ZEITLER
counsel for the American Guild of
dered the fliie.
William (Bill) Zeitler, 55, veteran Variety Artists and chairman of Thevaude trooper, died in Washington atre Chapter of American Veterans
GEORGE GARY
June 6., after an illness of several Committee.
George Karesh, 33, known profeS' years. A native of D. C, he went
sionally as George Gary, was killed iiUi) show business in 1908 when he

cess",

,

marks by the

.

it.. In the.se cases, and many
others, It is claimed by author.s' associations, that if the writer had final
approval of the book jacket's per-

conceal

sonal material about him, it could
not place the author in a harmful
light.

an automobile accident recently in
Chicago. Gary was emcee at Hclsing's
Vodvil Lounge. Chi. His car over
turned after hitting a light post and
three stanchions, killing him and
seriously injuring Ceil Vondell, dancer, who was riding with him.
A Brooklyiiitc, Karesh received an
honorable discharge from the Army

joined Kcrnan's Burlesque stock Co.

He and

his wife, the former Dorothy Wolfe, who died in 1936, toured
vaude circuits for many years billed
as Bill and Dot Zeitler.

Owen

JOHN WOLFORD

Stone.

Continued from pace

.

John Wolford, 62, exhibitor, died
live months ago, after three years' June: 2 in Ontario, Calif., whore he
service, and was then booked into had been a Fox West Coast partner
the Vodvil Lounge through Al in the operation of several theatres
Horde's
Central
Booking Off ice. since 1933. Prior to that he had opBody was shipped to N. Y. for burial. erated independently for many
Survived by mother; three sisters, years.
brother and daughter, II. Gary wiis
Surviving are his widow, two sons
divorced from his wife, a non- and a daughter.
professional, several years ago.
.

'

SAMUEL
JEANNETTE FARLAND

Literati

there.

J.
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Brui.iner,

3

Samuel

Farland,

Writers Aid Enrope's Hungry
Fund drive has been launched by
P.E.N., internationl literary society,
to provide food and clothing for destitute writers and artists in Europe.
Drive began when the Book-of-theMonth club pledged $5,000 for that
purpose if a similar amount was
raised elsewhere.
Since then, and in a short tirhe,
more than $10,000 has been flushed,

.

the hdmeolfice for

:

.

WQXR

•

;

.

A

.

>

.
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WALLACE

HYMAN

eign correspondent, completed her
OHATTER
second novel, "There Is No TomorEddie Eagan succeeding Gene row," for publication by Thomas
Austin as columnist for Opera mag. Crowell & Co.. Her first was "MariaStanley Smith succeeded Jerry Antonia."
Asher as fan mag editor for 'Warner
Carolina Art Assn. is spon.sor of
Bros.
DuBose Hcyward Play writing Award
Ben Ames Williams down South of $500 for winning play, contest
gathering maleribl for Civil War ending Oct. 1, 'Winner to be pronovel.
duced at Dock St. theatre, CharlesSinclair Lewis tarrying in N. Y. ton, S, C.
Award, a yearly affair,
before going to new summer home has been suspended since '43..
in Mass.
Ward Morehouse profiles Theresa
Theodore S. Amusserid, discharged Hclburn and Lawrcfnce Langner as
from Navy, back with Rinehart "Mr., and Mrs. Theatre Guild" in
book firm.
July Stage Pictorial. Mag, iricidenArthujr J. Cummings, editor of the ially, will publish only two editioiis
London News-Chrohiclc, gandering during summer because of newspriift
shortage, resuming monthly schedHollywood studios,
Larry Reid, exec, editor of Motion ule in September.
Messmore Kendall, owner of the
Picture mag, in Hollywood for a
Capitol theater, on Broadway, has
week of gandering.
Edan Wright, rotogravure editor authored his memoirs, "Never Lot
of Chicago Daily liiews, in Holly- Weather- Interfere,"
Farrarfor
wood to ogle film lots,
Straus. Same firm publishing book
Clayton RawsoUj with Macfaddon by David Stern, editoi: 'of the Camdick mags, resigned to. become new den
(N.J.)
Courier Post, tilled
book editor for Ziff-Davis.
"Francis"; and "Yank (The GI Story
Quentin Reynolds appointed of the War)," by the staff members
chairman of mag. div. of Nat'l. Serv- of Yank.
ice Fund for Disabled Vets.
The talk oh Alex Woollcott ThursWalter Ramsey, Coast editor of day over
rather confusing,
Ideal Publishing Corp., heading east avoiding the book. Dorothy Parker
for huddles on advertising and cir- said her friend "was a lousy writer,
culatioiv
but a great guy v/ho p\it people
Mike Todd gets profiled in current through college but never told any(July), issue of Pageant by Arnold one." Then how
did she. know?
Perl under title of I'Hamlet and the Brock Pemberfon said he earned
G String."
WooUcoit's enmity by not letting
Mary Harrell, ex^Lt. in the Ma- him pick his first produced piny.
rine Corps, has joined staff of Louis Kronenberger merely hated
Seventeen, to put out a special home Alec's florid style. Altogether hardr
economics supplement.
ly a talk that would sell! a book.
Margaret O'Brien's short "mem- Miss Parker said "hell" and gasped
oirs," titled"The Happiest Days of
and went on. Long pauses as if a
My Life," will be published by Wo- rehearsal would' have^.bcen helpman's Home Companion.
ful. Everybody acted qs if any moSaid a selling writer about to go ment the ghost of the great late
all hog freelance; "My wife has a celeb might talk back.
.

known oh Wsrner

Jea'nnette

the war when a Yaiik staffer, is going to Yugoslavia to cover the Mikhailovitch trial for the New Yorker.

.

Brantley, Shepard Henkin,
Mary-Madeline Riddle, Mary Furlong Moore, Aniy Blaisdell, Theresa

J. Lass, 74, member of the
with contribs from Author's League,
Bros, story department at Doublcday Doran, and others.
17 years, died
June 9 in New York.
died May 27 in Cleveland.
London Dallies Upped.
Funeral services were held the
From 1907 to 1912 she and her
London dailies, restricted to four
husband toured vaudeville in a following day at Riverside Memorial pages during the war, get a 50%
magic act under Iiilling of Kalma Chapel, N. Y.
.uppage to six pages next month but
and Farland. After quitting show
thereafter, want to jump from six to
E. R. TOERPE
Brunner opened photography
biz,
16 pages, else they'll go into the red.
studio in Cleveland and they lived
E. R. Toerpe, 59, manager of the The four pages pc^r'mitted. a proflt
here until 1940. when they :movec( Orphcum theatre 'in Galcsburg, III., through paper saving but, sans ads,
to St. Petersburg, Fla.
for -the past two years, died at his the new six-page size cuts, down the
home there 'June 4.
profit.
If going to eight or 10 pages
JAMES W.
would spell red ink certainly,
it
SYDNEY
James W. Wallace, 81, former stage
hence the request for a larger inSydney Hyman, 71, -Ihcatrical crease in order to fake on ad lineage.
manager of Broadway shows, died
at his home at Storniville, N^ "V., agent, died May 6 in London.
For many years Hyman. was chief
June 6. He had been stage manager
Those Book Jackets
for several Theatre Guild produc- booker for the South African circuit.
minor but impol-tant change in
tions, including.. "Caesar and Cleobook contracts, for authors, may
Harry Jac»b Shenk, 63, I*ara- have the latter ruling on book jackpatra" (1925).' He. was also stage
manager for Morri.^ Gest's produc- mount studio grip for 31 years; died ets. Book jacket blurbs' often have
tion of "The Miracle'' and later June 1 in Hollywood. He had been hurt writers unwittingly. For ex-

Mrs. Elmer H.
vaude stage as

Jean Carse, daughter of author
Robert Carse and Columbia Pictures*
story editor Janet Wood Carse, married Friday (7) to Sanford Wachtcl,
an architect.
Inez Robb, N. Y. Journal-American and INS feature writer, just
recently back from Germany o.o.,
getting an honorary doctorate frohi
her native Iowa.
Walter
Bernstein,
first
porrespondent to interview Tito during

Marina Cisternas, Hollywood for-

,

in

part time job. Now, to be on the safe
I'm going to get her a full time
side,

,

'

job,"

:

>

'

.

.

'
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Wednesday,, June 12, 1946
"Annie Get Your Gurk" dick, Is due
for a Life cover and feature story
London
(by Wolcott Gibbs), an Amy Porter
Robert Helpmann in hospital for
Jack L. Wainer, due east In Aii- story in Collier's, a John McCarten
yarn in The New Yorker, and minor operation:
Kimber
(Mrs, Roy Fox) first
Kay
desk
in
his
spreads
Look
and
Vogue.
returned'
to
Neil Agnew
Wes (Mrs.. Ben) Bernie, in from American artist to televise in EngProductions Monday
at Vanguard
Florida, summering with Eleanor land.
HO)Jed Harris dickering with Lucille
^.
w Holm (Mrs. Billy Rose), per custom,
vacash
his
spending
Roberts
Joe
at Mt. Kisco.
Rose uses Flo Zieg- Ball to star in Broadway play under
from the Selznick flackery around feld's apartment in the theatre (in- his management.
Bud Flanagan has replaced the
cluding the Ziegfeld theatre's coolHichard Barron has replaced Wallate Teddy Brown as King Rat in
version of ing plant) when their town house is
ter Cojf in the sUge
the Grand Order of Water Hats.
closed.
Garter club, padlocked by police
Paula
Stone
and
Hunt
Stromberg,
'^he^Quehtin Reynolds weekending
Jr., hosted the "Red Mill" and guests in May after being opened for only
rcBularly at the Billy Roses' Mt. Kis- last
few weeks, reopened under new
night (Tues.) at Sardi's to celeco home.
,
\ leads
brate the 274th performance of the management.
strawhat
doing
Buckley
Kay
D'Oyly Carte' opera coinpany
Victor Herbert musical, thus matchwith the Green Bush theatre, Blau- ing its first
N. Y. run in 1906-7. makes its return to London at King's
velt, N. y.
Hammersmith, July I, for
theatre.
Strombergi delayed in Chi, couldn't
The Earl Wilsons (N. Y. Post), to attend.
six weel^s season.
via
the Coast June 21 for 2 Mi weeks
Nicholas Vahdas, who backed "Le
Irving Berlin, Frank Sinatra and
Constellation,
Bat«illon du Ciel" ("Battalion of the
RKO
for
producing
the
short
"The
Joe Shea, road-agenting "Harvey,
House I Live In" being honored for Sky"), has formed own film comwhich lays off this month, in town achievements in the fight
for toler- pany in London to produce pictures
from Seattle last week.
ance by the theatrical division of h England.
Collier's Irailerized the Gloucester
Wendy HiUer leaving cast of "The
Riverdale's
Children
Association,
-House, seafood eatciy .next door to chairmaned
by Mrs. Dwight Deere First, Gentleman," Henry Sherek's
Toots Shor's, and now the lines are WIman.
hit at the Savo^ theatre, June 22,
out to the sidewalk.
with Joan Hopkins, her understudy,
topper, ac-

Broadway

•

NY

'

Smith,, pi Playhouse staff, ordere^l to
take a month's rest by her rhedico.
Rudy Kroellcr, Patriciai Bowmen's
dance partner, worked all week in

"Naughty Marietta" With

.

,

The

.

Joe Schenck, 20th-Fox

companied by Mike Todd, due in
New York next Tuesday (18) to attend Conn-Louis flght.
Excavation for a building addition
to the N. Y. Time.s oh West 44th
street will soon be finished after
certain blasting difficulties

Joseph A. Lippman, of National
Concert & Arti.<!ts Corp., engaged to
Alix Williamson, jj.a. who formerly
'edited N. Y. Amusements mag.
Liztibeth Scott, clippered to X,ondon
ovier weekend for personal appearances at British preem of her starrer,
"Strange Love of Martha I vers/'
.

Charlie McDonald, division theamanager fbr RKO, oh Miami
fishing trip, to be followed by a
week's vacation in New England.
Frederic ("The .Hucksters") Wakenians commuting to Nantucket. Ditto
tre

many other Broadway ites. who seem
more Cape God-minded than heretofore.

The Bugs Bacrs to their Connectisummer; ditto the
Bob Cohsidines and the Joe Seidclmans (Universal), latter two in
cut, home for the

:

taking over.

Tamara Karsavina returning to.
stage after years of retirement to
stage "Valse Fantasie" at annual
By. Larry Sollowav
Chili Williams in town at Cadil- matinee of Royal Academy Production Club at New theatre.
lac hotel.
William Pepper who leaves WarNadya Norskaya added to Bar of
ner theatre as general manager this
Music .show.
Marilyn Mack into Ben Gaines month is being replaced by Billy
Stewart, formei: manager of Rialto
Blackamoor room.
Beachcomber Club in lax difficul- when it was owned by Universal'
Pictures.
ties with Treasury dept.
Two Columbia Pictures employees
Jesse Block at Kitty- Davis', along
drew winning ticket in Irish Derby
with Josephine Del Mar.
Five O'clock Club due to reopen Sweepstake which netted them $100,Before the race, they were
000.:
in July with small show.
hawking
fourth share of ticket for
Erskine Caldwells on way to B.A.
tor series of articles oil the Peron $400 with no takers.
John McCalliim, discharged from
pasture.
Beachcorriber may .shutter Lagoon the Australian Army, has been(runing on dine-dance policy now) signed by J. Arthur Rank on seven
years contract, getting $4,000- per in
by month's end;
Jewel Box shuttered when diffi- -his seventh year, and is to co.star
culties in securing late operating li- with Goo£ie Withers in Ealing Studios "Joanna Godden," Sheila Kayecense cropped up.
Don Richard, local orch leader, Sniith's best seller. Shooting starts
dickering for Riptide' club, with plans July 1, with Charles Frend directing.
to run it as a swing spot.

Miami

.

.

.

,

Lt. Col. Robert Hees^- former pubWestchester.
Frank Buck signed by National lic relations rep for. Gen. Arnold,
Sound Corp. to make an album of joined staff of Miami Herald,
Polio epidemic and train strike
stories
for children, with
sound effects, with recordings for hit town bad, with hotel and nitery
biz sagging past' two weeks.
Oct. 1 release.
Biirly. group dickering for overJosef Israels II, Middle Europe
Varietv rnugg back in Nisw York, sized Frolics club, currently a bobbyplans to return to Vienna early in soxers rendezvous with soft drink
July as correspondent for INS, SEP, policy.
Phillip Elliot, British sportsmanNewsweek, etc.
Frank Smith, manager of the builder; joined wife. Nina Wilcox
Broadway, and his wife, Mildred, Putnam, who is stopping on beach
formerly on the stage, celebrate 25th for summer.
Jack Kofoed, Miami Herald colanniversary at home iji Milburn,
umnist, partied at itKty Davis' prior
N. J., June 23.
Sir Cedric Hardwicke olaned to to his departure for the atomic
England Saturday (8) to join the bomb tests in Pacific.
Walter Jacobs in town for a brief
cast
of J. Arthur Hank's film,
"Nicholas Nickleby," set to roll un- visit before returning to his Lake
Tarleton club in N.H. Wife Molly
der Michael Balcon.
Group of 10 professional vets and family joining him.
Bobby' Burns, ex-leatherpusher
staged "Of Mice and Men" at Drama
Workshop Sunday (9) under Peter bought into Club 22. Dropped show
Prye's direction, to let trade know policy and will cater to nimbaddicts,
with Tommy Nunez hand.
they're out of service.
New show opened at Clover Club
Dave Coplan, UA's British chieftain, in N. Y., for homeoffice con- June 5 featuring Phil and MiWred
fabs, has left for his home in Canada Crane, Marian Niles, Martha Stanand a couple weeks of fishing there, ley and a Boots McKenna line.
Ann Sheridan- and Steve HanneDue back here June 24.
"Boots" McKenna off to Panama gbn stopped off here recently at
July 1 to begin production on hitery Dan (Miami News prez) Mahoney's
show for Hotel Internacional, after home, on way to South America.
Paddock Club sold for approxidoing layouts for Rio Cabana, Chi,
mately $30,000 to Mack Nathahson
iand Embassy Club, New York.
Howie Horwitz takes cognizance and group, by Harry Friedlander.
of the unusual "pushing-around" at Lste policy retained by new ops.
Charlie Farrell, who's been poundBill Miller's Riviera with a good
promotion piece stre.ssing better co- ing the keys and purveying his
leerics at Park Avenue Club for
ordination of the""service staff.
Cute gag at the Jimmy Durante close to four yeai-s all set to take
party, where hoth Leon Enken and first vacash in that time, July 1.
Eddie Davis did their stuff for auld Will head for N.Y.
Jang syne; were the throwaway
Murray Weinger will reopen his
cards distributed, "Next Stop! Leon Copacabana in late June, with mc
& Eddie's."
dium budget show and moderate
New numbers game attuned to price policy. Plans to run that way

jungle

-

.

.

,

,

'

'

w,k. locations.

If

"you're a Heain's,"

till

late

fall,

then switch to high

means 14 years old. "She's an priced show and inimimum for the
Alamac" means in the 70s; or "he's season.
around Leon & Eddie's" means in
Miss Florida contest at Cadillac
the 50s, etc.
Winner
hotel drew 2,000 people.
Rabbi Birstcin, for 21 years with was U. of Miami coed, Jackie Jen
It

who turned in top talent stint
with her nifty takeoff on Betty Hut-

the

iiincs

dred,

ton recording..

Actors Temple, performs the
marriage of his third daughter, Milon June 16. Bride has been
prominent in various wartime thea-

out of possible

,

Garnered 145 points

150.

:.

Alec Moss, director of exploitation
for Paramount, has received the
Certificate of Appreciation from the
Greater New York Councils of Boy
Scouts for his work on the rtfceht
Boy Scout campaign. ;
John van Druten turned over his

'

.

,

-

•

in the east.

Chicago
Jack Benny here for a

.

.

,

June

visit

with

Recreation

of

in

to scan United

.

.

;

:

,

.

,

,

:

,

•

.

,

,

Yo'rdah

off

to

Hollywood Manila.

Heart Cruise" on Lake Michigan for Selznick.
Jane Barrett, former actres.s-wife
wounded vets.
Bess Myerson back to N. Y. after of Ernest Truex, divorced Warren P.
a hectic week of making the rounds Newmark.
Gordon Knox in from the east to
of schools under auspices of Chi
J. B. L. Lawrence, J. Arthur Rank
arrange
studio space for Princeton
rep, in town to see Eric Johnston race relation groups.
Eugene Ormandy and the Philly Film Center.
last week.
He planes back to Lon- Symphony
Howard W. Koch joined EagleOrch won raves fromdon this week.
crix
for last week's Lion after 11 years as assistant ditown's
music
the
I.OU Kusner, manager of Warner's
rector at 20th-Fox.
Apollo at Martinsburg, W. Va;, hon- Orchestra Hall concert.
Peggy Stewart and iSunsct Carson
The Carl Brissons found the best
ored by Gov. Clarence Meadows for
place in town to rehearse a radio will represent Republic in the San
outstanding' bond sales.
Diego Rodeo June 14-16.
Neil Allen, ex-AAF and former script: Grant park across Michigan
Edwai'd J. Peskay, president of
Blackstone
from
the
asst. manager of New York's Hotel Boulevard
Harmon-Ising
pictures, in from New
Lincoln, new manager of Maria' hotel.
Pearl Buck to serve on board of York for board meetings.
Kramer's Roosevelt hotel here.
John Howard checked in from
Joseph Borkin,. handling the Tech-, sponsors for $100,000 fund-raising New York as. west coast distribution
and
build
a
church
campaign
to
nicolor suit fbr the Justice Departmanager for "Vanguard Films.
ment's anti-trust division, now a community center in Chi's ChinaPaul Hcnreid cut his hand on a
town.
member of the local Variety tent.
during a
Lionel Hampton, who used to be broken champagne glass
Lt. and Mrs. Fred M. Packard
scene in Warners' "Deception."
called on Eric Johnston at MPA of- a Chicago Defender newsboy, will
Gene 'Tierney returned to the
be presented a special citation for
fice Friday (7) en route to Coast,
'Razor's
Edge" cast but John Payne
where Packer goes on the Universal race relations -work by the sheet and Clifton Webb are still laid up.
payroll.
She's J. Arthur Rank's next week..
Howard Lindsay chief speaker at
Mike Todd in to line up some of
daughter Sheleh.
the 17th commencement of the PasaPic biz made bow at one of Mrs. the cast of "Up in Central Park" dena Playhouse School of the TheEvalyn Walsh (Hope Diamond) Mc- whose run-of-the-play contracts are atre.
Lean's fanciest parties, when eve- running out soon for the west coast
Anne Richards flying to Australia
ning was highlighted by screening run of the show.
with the
Dick Hoffman out of the Charlc.s for personal appearances 'Searching
of Columbia's "Gilda." Affair honWallis
picture,
Hal
ored outgoing British Ambassador Hogan office after Marcus Glaser's Wind."
return from the Army, handling
and Lady Halifax.
rTirncToi of
managing
Woolf.
James
club
Lowell Thomas talked Greek re- the Tower, Kansas City, and
General Film Distributors, in town
bookings on his own.
lief last week to Washington Adverhuddles with J. Arthur Rank asHildegarde's stage date at the for
tising Club.
Same luncheon prosociates.
gram also featured Movietone'.s Tony Chicago, starting June 21, with
Rod Geiger, producer of "Open
Muto,
pinch-hitting
for
George Patsy Kelly, Jan Murray and Hari-y City," in from Italy for huddles with
Skouras. ill in New York, in accept- Sosnik's orch, will be her first Fritz Lang on future foreign-made
ing contributions for the cause from vaude date here in five years.
Members of the cast of Metro's pictures.
exhibitors Issy Rappaport and MorWilliam C. Dixon took over as
"This Time for Keeps" en route
ton Thalheirrier.
chief of the west coa.st offices of the
through town to Mackinac Island
:'nti-tru.st
with Lauritz Departrhent of Justice's
location shots,
for
division.
Melchioi- and Jose Iturbi due later.
Preston Foster's car crashed near
.Johnny Donovan, formerly with
Pittsborgh
start in the
Music and Associated Victorville, delaying his
Kennaway
By Hal Cohen
Sherman production, "R.'^mOffice, back in town after Harry
Edith Fellows into town's newest Booking
rod," in Utah.
a stint with the Army, and running
nightclub, the Windsor.
own. agency, Entertainment,
.

:

•

Metz' club on

Monday

Don

(17).

Joe Hiller off to Atlantic City to
rest after a throat operation.

,

-

town

16.

;

,

and Phil Harris

ATC.

weekend

,

J. J. Unger in
Artists product.

Sunset Carson to Texas for a perParee Friday (14).
Carey Wilson., en route to N. Y., sonal appearance tour.
Albert Lewin's illness keeping the
making the rounds.
Ami'' troupe idle.
Ramon Ramos back in the Drake's "Bel
Gracie Allen and George Burn.s on
refurbished Camellia House.
former Anson: vacation at. An'owhead.
Charleen Kerr,
William Perlberg in town after
Weeks vocalist, chirping in Ye Olde
vacationing in Colorado.
Cellar;
Billy De Wolfe pulled out of town
Variety Club held its annual outing at Hickory Hills golf club Fri- for three weeks' vacation.
Bob Considine westward to cover
day- (7).
Rodeo- Assn. of America's Thrill the Bikini Atoll big blow.
Red Skelton cancelling his vacaCircus opens in Cub's Park June 19
tion to play benefits instead;
for four days.
DeWitt Bodeen returned to RKO
Ruth St. Denis, now 68 years old,
gave a recital at Chicago Musical after gandering Broadway plays.
Alicft' Young shifted from PRC to
College last week.
Hal Mclntyre and Frankie Carle Engle-Lion as assistant story editor.
Nat
Deverich returned to his MCA
signed for: the Rainbo after the
desk after several months of illne.ss.
spot's sumnrier hiatuS.
Gary Cooper bedded by flu while
Barbara Hale and her fiance, BiU
Williams, in for their marriage at "Cloak arid Dagger" is shot around
him.
Rockford. 111., June 22.
Frank Seltzer return'cd from' busiJay Seller closed at the Blackhawk, and Went into Colosimo's ness and drama gandering on. Broadway.
with spot's new ice" show;
Ned Depin'et has a nice idea of
Martna Raye le'aving for Hollymailing
out each new souvenir stamp
wood and her stint in the new
issue.
Charlie Chaplin pic soon..
Jimmy O'Toole appointed publicity
Jack Oakie and indie producer
Dave Siegel stopping at the Conti- director for Robert Riskin Productions.
nental hotel en route to N. Y.
Rich Hogan rejoined Metro's carDanny Thomas took a night off
from his Chez Paree chores to ifly toon staff after 42 months in the
Army.
to Toledo to .visit his ailing dad.
Waller Morosco i'eturned to work
Betty Hutton and hubby Ted
20th-Fox after a week out with
at
Briskih paying their respects at
Chi's Singapore restaurant, where illness.
Merle Oberon returned to work
they met.
John Bouie doubling from "Anna for International after two days of
Lucasta" to the south side Wagon illne.ss.
James E. Perkins, Far Eaist manaWheel, where he sings in the two
ger for Paramount, sh»yed off for
late shows.
Philip

Jack Gwynne comes home with his
Center, set for July 4
magic show on Friday (14) at the
in New Hope.
Joe Davidson and .spouse checking Vogue Terrace.
Roberta (Devoe), dancer and wife
out of Buckingham studio next
of Chester Devoe, local niteiy owner,
month for air trip to Paris.
Ted deCorsia commuting daily quitting showbiz.
CoUette Crawford, Playhouse star
from Langhorhe to Radio City for
of "Blithe- Spirit," dancing in sumproducers of commercial and tele- "Big Town" and other air dramas.
vision pix, following his assignment
"Song of Bernadette" performed mer opera ballet.
to inactive duty in USNR. Dudley twice Sat. (8) by Holmquist School
Lt. Jimmy Spitalny, Maurice Spiformerly with Benton & Bowles.
under direction of Dorothy Schles- ialny's lad, home from the Pacific
and a civilian again.
Will Irwiri, bandleader /or "Are singer.
You With It?" at the Shubert, and,
Bob Saudek, director of public
Theron Bambergers ho.st€d Playwife Rose currently involved in a house directorate following .smooth service shows for ABC, in to visit
tabloid special" divorce case, com- s.r.o. preem Fri.
of "Blithe his father last week.
(7)
plete with bedroom details. Norman Spirit."
Lt. Tom Fordham, Jr., ron of WB
/eno, songsmith,. among those named.
"Over 21" opening Yardley straw- district manager, to ETO as test pilot
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Balaban have hat season June 21 under manage- and engineering officer.
conflrmed the marriage of their ment of Wendell Corey, of "Dream
Adele Dolokhov, radio actress,
daughter, Ida Joy, to ex-Lt. Louis G. Girl," and William P. Dix.
winner of Doubleday cash pri/.c for
Couture of Quebec, Canadian Army.
Playhouse blew fuse second night creative writing at Pitt U.
They were married in Canada dur- (8) putting air-conditioning on fritz.
Al Stoppling, former WJAS aning the winter and will reside In Manager Richard Skinner saved the nouncer, handling annduncin.e chores
N. Y.
night with dash to Newtown for at Kennywood Park this summer.
Ethel Merman, because of her spare gadget
Helen Lake, wife of J. English

$500 award from American Academy
of Arts and Letters, for "season's
merit," to American National Theatre 4nd Academy for its drive for a
national theatre.
Chester W. Dudley, Jr., appointed
sales manager for Willard Pictures,

the Chez

at

Pare Lorentz, documentary producer, got the Legion of Merit for
"dynamic leadership" as It. col. with

join the Earlc Lindsay line.
Stepin Fetchit comes ' into
for

Lewis openr

Roddy McDowall going to Westafter the ."Windy City", fiasco to
Lowe
go to work for Nero Pix on the port, Conn., in July for strawhat
Richard Harkness, NBC commen- Goldwyn lot!
thesping.
tator, gets an honorary degree from
Manny Reiner in from South
Irv Kupcinet, Times columnist,
Keuka College, Keuka Park, N: Y., plugging
his second annual "Purple America for huddles with David O.

local singer, organdance band.
Bettyrose Heinl left for Chicago to

By .Sol Jacobson
Jane Broder in New Hope
weekend.
Annual Street Fair, benefit

his dad.
Joe E.

Alice Faye
from the east

S.

izing 12-piece

Bocks County, Pa.

Elliott
chitis.

Date
Aleen Leslie, who writes
Gary Grant guesting at. San Siher husband, meon.
With Judy," and
Jacques Leslie, general counsel for
Louis Lipstone t,o Chicago on vaFeldman-Blum agency, were -home cation.'
for a couple of days on way back to
Peter O'Crotty laid up at home
Coast from N. Y.
with flu.
Lou Levy in town after two weeks

,

Washington
By FlorCDce

Johnny Nolton,

trical, activities.

Lang laid up with laryngitii.
Nugent laid up with bron-

Fritz

.

a cracked

rib.

'

.

63

Hollywood

his
Inc.

Youth Organiza-

Special Catholic

tion award for his efforts in behalf
of racial and religious tolerance will

Westport
By Itumpbrcy Doalens

be presented Frank Sinatra by ChiMuriel Dickson in Wilton.
cago's Bishop Bernard J. Sheil at
Helen Hokinson at her place.
the ninth annual benefit ball to be
Grace Moore recuperating from
staged here tonight (12) by the
cold at her Jarm.
Knights of Columbus.
Ludmilla Toretzka bound for the
Pacific with USO "You Can't Take
n With You."
San Francisco
Tallulah Bankhead will, play two
weeks in "Private Lives" at Gus
By Ted Friend
new KFRC news Schirmer's Greenwich Playhouse beBill Nietfeld
ginning June 24.
chief.
from
Rose
Pat Powers reported settling aliTempleton
back
Dink
mony claims of his estranged wife
Bowl track rheet.
Simeon Philipoff signed for Bal- Pearl Schaef Powers for $250,000 as
'
divorce suit begins.
aika Gypsy Room.
Don Cossack Chorus returning, to
Ted Steele opened Palace Rose
Japan from which they were banRoom, last night (11).
Eddie Diehl new assistant to AI ished by Jap government in 1938.
This time to sing for American
Dunn at United Artists.
Leroy Phelps, television camera- troops under auspices of USO-Canip
man, in from New York enroute to Shows.
Mrs. John Davis Lodge (Frances
atom bomb tests.
subscription
heading
Dwight Newton, KPO-NBC com- Braggiotti)
mentator addressed California Wri- campaign for Country playhouse season opening July 1. Theresa Helters' Club June 9.Mack Millar in for advance Bob burn, Odette Myrtil. John C. Wilson
Hope publicity for P.a.'s at Oakland and the Langners at luncheon opening drive (11).
and Frisco Civic Auditorium.
.

.

'

,

,

,
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THE MOST TALKED ABOUT

COMEDIAN OF THE

DAY....

JAN MURRAY
^

Just Concluded

Currently

COPACABANA,

NEW YORK

^

RIO CABANA, CHICAGO

CHICAGO THEATRE, JUNE

21

JULY nth, DOWNTOWN, DETROIT with HILDEGARDE
APPEARING on HILDEGARDE RADIO SHOW, June 26 and My 17
Opening at

N

Y,

PARAMOUNT THEATRE, OCTOBER

My Sincere

Thanks to JACK BERTELL

,

RADIO

SCREEN

0 z

MUSIC

mi-

STAGE

Publlahcd Weekly at 1S4 Weat 4Ctli Street, Neir Yorl; 1*> N. T., by Variety, Inc. Annual subscription, 110. RIngle coplei, tC cents.
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19,
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LOUIS-CONN TEST TELEVISH SOCK
Experimental Theatre for Broadway

Wins

Legit's

Nod as New

A

comprehensive, practical plan to
enlist Now York's entire legit indiisr
tiy producer and manager organ<^

commercial theatre.

It

Talent Aid
Hebrew

and designers, as well as be an apprentice school for stagehands, carpenters, technicians, etc. Above all,
it would give special plays— plays of
ideas, poetry, politics— a chance to
be produced professionally, on the
theory that such production would
aid legit as a whole.
Tlie plan— a long-thought-out proj-

Jerusalem, Jun^

The

4.

Hebrew production

first

"Hamlet"

is

of

being staged here by

Habimah

theatre, with S. Finkel in
the title role. Hvi Friedland is the
producer. Troupe has been in reliearsal more than six months.

Sholonsky, Hebrew
worked' on the translation
more than a year.

Abraham

poet, has

GeansesSoids

BERGEN STARTS
^

niM

New

Orleans, June

18.

Clifford of Philadelphia, who
is conducting a revival meeting here
at First Baptist church, announced
from the pulpit Friday (14) that he

has signed a seven-year contract
with Metro and is going to combine
and preaching the gospel.
The 27-year-old preacher said he
turned down a Hollywood offer a
year ago when he was holding serv-

"But after
a western city,
much consideration and prayer," he
said, "I decided that 1 could broaden
my sphere of influence if I went into
the movies. Christ taught with para-

With the telecast being transmitted to Washington and Philadelphia, as well as to. set owners in the
Greater New York' area, at least
twice as many fans ate expected to
watch the fight from a "ringside"
television seat as those in the Stadium. If the telecast proves successful, it may well spell -the doom of
future million-dollar gates for similar top sports events.
Number of fans' watching the fight
.

via television may exceed 150,000,
whereas the probable capacity for
is about 75,000,
(Continued on page 30)

And

N.Y. CAFES,

THEATRES

Effects of the business influx as a
result of the Louis-Conn fight tonight (Wednesday) is expected to be
felt in N, Y. theatres and cafes for
several weeks. Influx of spenders for

Memphis Runs True To
Form; Bars 'Carmen Jones'

ing trip east.

Memphis, June 18.
Ellis Auditorium, municipal showhouse here, is drawing color line on

ing for weeks (during which time
Music Corp. of America has been
plagued by one-night promoters,
etc., who want to buy him), were
held up by an indecision over
whether he would do his Coca-Cola
broadcast from radio studios or from
the: bandstand while on location.
That's been straightened out by
(Continued oh page 22)

18.

two weeks.
Reels will be done both in 35m
and 16ni« and will consist of simple
biickgrounds.
Vaudeville style of
variety shows Will be presented,
consisting of puppets, shadowgraphs,
silhouettes, pahtomime, breezy comedy, and musical miniatures on. one
and two-reel films.
Bergen will
write and produce and may also act,
but minus Charlie McCarthy.

"Carmen

Ned Alvord,

Jones."

Billy

Rose rep was in town the past week
seeking dates for next sca.son's tour,
wllich is to bring the all-Negro musical into the south for the first
time.
Col.

.

C. A.

McElravy, Auditorium

mgr., said he didn't have suitable
dates open anyway, but that he
wouldn't be willing to play the colored troupe even if there were dates
available.
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'
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I

'

>
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JAMES BAND
RAID OF THE EAST

TAKE

IT

EH?

.

Hollywood, June

.

18.

are

no

boy

or

a Repub'

Barney Balaban's

:

•

Plea for Guardianship
Of William S. Hart

I

'

pictures

With American picture^ as one of
its strongest envoys in the nations
of the world, the gripes have been
Paramount's
prepayment neither good for the. American film
last Friday
(14)
of $2,500,000
in industry nor for U. S. public relations as a whole.
notes, which weren't due until 1949
There seems to be a national
51, company 'is left with no other
indebtedness than $2,000,000 in par tendency of people living in dire
ent company paper held by prexy misery, with few of the accepted
(Continued on page 22)
Barney Balaban. Latter coin was
loaned to Par by Balaban person
ally several years ago and he stands
HOPE'S 500G
to make around $4,000,000- when he
retires the debt through conversion
30 ONE-NIGHTERS
into common stock holdings. His decision to do so was announced at the
San Francisco, June 16.
annual Par Stockholder's meeting
After standing Oakland Aud on
yesterday (Tuesday).
its ear with an $18,000 gross and a
Balaban provided the company turnaway crowd of 3,500, -Bob Hope's
with the $2,000,000 at 2%% interest barnstorming vaude crew jammed
on the provision that before its 1951 the San Francisco Civic Aud for a
maturity date he could convert the take of $20,000 last Wednesday (12).
note into cpmmon stock at the price
Unit does a two-hour and 15-min.
the shares were selling at the time presentation, with Hope on stage for
of the loan. Figure then was 26%. 90 minutes of the time. It present
At the close of business Monday box office pace continues the Hope
caravan will, according to its man(Continued on page 22)
agement, gross $500,000 for its 30
days of one-nighting.
Show Includes Carmine, five film
MISSION starlets
consistlnj of Laura Corbay,
Valmere
Virginia DofTy,
GOVT. Bca AllenBarman,
and Mavis Murray; Jim
Hollywood, June 18.
and Mildred Mulcay, Jack Pepper,
Darryl F. 2^nuck, production head Ronnie Sev^rson, Nilsson Twins,
at 20th-Fox, has been set to go on Eddie Rio, Olga San Juan and Skinanother
confidential
mission
to nay Ennis Orchestra (16).
Europe for the Government.
Hope headed for Denver following
Previously Zanuck worked for the the Frisco date and will wind up in
Unit is
State Department in the cultural re- Topeko, kan., July 4th.
travelling
by plane.
lations field in Europe.

$4^)00,000 Profit

With

GROSS

FOR

ZANUCn NEW

TO EUROPE FOR

'

His dates, in the msk-

Los Angeles, June 18.
Guardianship of William S. Hart,'
former western star, was a.sked in
Preferring to wake up at 5 p.m. Superior Court by Francis Gudger,
than 5 a.m., Howard Lind.say has an old friend of the actor, end G. E.
decided not to appear in Para- Frost, a tax consultant.
mount's
"The Emperor's Waltz"
Plea was thyt Hart, now 75 and
with Bing Crosby.
hospitalized, is too ill to take care
Lindsay claims acting In pictures of himself or his property, estimated
Is harder than on stage.
at $2SP,000;

CAN'T

is

want to see
land of plenty.
At.
it in, they say, but

don't
a

rub

that Hollywood has
been sending to them have almost
been flaunting the fact that the past
war has seen the United States as
the least of the tlnlted Nations to
suffer, economically.
And so the
American film industry, with an
ever-alert eye towards the foreign
market as the hedge against a possible domestic boxoffice deflation, is
going to angle its films more to negate this type of resentment.

the

BOB

HGHT INFLUX HYPOS

the heavyweight championship bout
has loaded hotels to the extent that
it's impossible for buyers to make
intend to carry on His normal mid-June trfps to Gotham,
work with the media that we have being forced to delay junkets until
today— films and radio. Oui- genera- hotel situation is eased.
tion is listening to the radio and
Consequently niteries and theatres
going to the theatres and I must go have picked up considerably.
Alwhere the people are."
though plane and train transportaClifford said that he plans to hold
tion from the city will be strained
evangelistic services in Holly woo;!
immediately after the fight, enough
when he's not working before the spenders will remain in N. Y., for
cameras. "I hope that my life can
a couple of Weeks anyway, to hypo
be a testimony to Christian living," Broadway.
he added.
Estimated total gross for tonight's
Louis-Conn fight for the heavyweight
title at the Yankee Stadium was reIN
vised downward.
Mike Jacobs refused to give figures, saying that
many tickets were in agencies but
Harry James figures to net himself
(Continued on page 2)
around $175,000 during his forthcom-

Hollywood, June

Aiming for future television business, Edgar Bergen will enter indie
film production with experimental
output designed strictly for video.
He's readying his Sunset blvd. property, and will start lensing in about

Prospective parents
longer wishing for a
girl.

AH. they want now

Showing Tlenty'

least don't

lican.

Yankee Stadium

Europeans Say,

Europeans
America as

Twist

nificance.

.

ices in

FOR TELEVISH

INDIE

With Greasepaint
Bron

film acting

(Continued on page 16)

chance comes to(Wednesday) when WNBT
(NBC. N. Y.) telecasts the Joe LouisBilly Conii heavyweight championship fight from Yankee Stadium,
N. Y.
It may have historic sig-

night

clutches.

The theatre would be a training
groiuid for young actors, directors

In,

Deflating U. S. Pix

fUTIIlE SPOIITS
"Television's big

'Hamlet' in

would even

the writers, in order to
kec]) them out of radio or the films'
subsidize

It

'

—

izations; writers and directors; actor,
stagehand, designer, agent and musician unions— in setting up an experimental theatre for Broadway, is
being actively pushed in the trade.
The idea involves a theatre where
promising, unusual plays can be tried
out under special conditions, nonThe
competitive with Broadway.
theatre v;ould serve to encourage
young playwrights, whose immediate
work might not be ready for the

Dont Rub

HFFECTIL

OIK ti:li^:visio>

.

Wcdneidajr, Jane 19, 1946

MISCBLIANY

Afien Piroperty Custodian Did a Big

Wartime Biz

The Berle-ing Point
Wells tonight's the night of the Big Fight. I was lucky, I got a seal in
.Of course, I've seen Conn fjght
the first row— as you enter the Stadium.
Rbcco Vocco refereeing
Jack bakie came in
before— with Bregman
from the Coast to see the bout. He's bribed a 42d St. moon merchant to
.Toots Shor covered all the Louislower his telescope for a few minutes.
money in town—but as soon as he stood up they found it again. .. .Warner
Bros.: claims the whole fight is just a trailer for Errol Flynn's next picture
biit Fanny Ward couldn't make it....
.... I was planning a party of 80
Although one black marketeer has a ticket In the first row, he's complaining about it it seems his scat is right in froiit of.a Treasury agent.
.But
plenty of moolah is being wagered on the fight. Asked Ben Blue how he
was betting. He said, "I'm shooting the works this time— I've got J.'iOO
that says the fight won't go 16 rounds."
.

.

—

rights

controlled

it

the
became
Olivier
fourth thesp to receive an honorary
degree from Tufts College, Medford,
Mass., Sunday (16). Messmore Kendall, builder of the Capitol Theatre

Laurence.

Studios

were

permitted

buy

to

though, for use in new productions at $2.50 per foot. Seven producers bought stock shots from 14 German and four Japanese pictures for
inclusion in eight new American
clips,

APC has had a steady business in
the sale of music .rights, with many
foreign titles vested' by the government. Largest single share of royalfor music came from works
licensed for use in motion pictures.
An example was the licensing of Debussy's "CTair de Lune" for Paramount's Frenchman's Creek."
Best seller of all during the period
was, as expected, "Lili Marlene."
APC granted 23 licenses, of which
20 were royalty-bearing. For the
fiscal year, "Lili'-' brought in over
)10,000, covering use in 01ms, radio,
sheet music, mechanical reproductions and live performances. About
half the amount came from radio
and $1,000 was paid for use of the
number in a British Aim written
arouiid the song itself.
Recording companies paid in $71,777 on music compositions vested
from BIEM (Bureau International
the
L'l^lition
Mecbanique),
de
French outfit that controlled me-

ties

I

i

'

'

.

.

on Broadway, was also to have been
honored by Tufts but suffered an at-

films.

tack of pneumonia last Wednesday
(12) and was taken to Doctor's Hospital, N. Y.
Olivier was especially cited for his
work in ''Henry V," which was
termed a "major contribution to moT
Other actors who've
tion pictures."
received degrees from the college in
^j^jg Qtjs skinner in 1895. Eva Le
Gallienne in 1929 and Cornelia Otis

Skinner in 1935.
Brock Pemberton honored by University of Kansas and Maurice Evans
also given honorary degree by Lafayette College.

.

Sell

New

Fashions

stiowbusincss
along
Promotion
lines of women's wear has been incepted by manufacturer Safn"" Friedrelated to Dazians' Emil
lander,
He has been running
Friedlander.
class fashion shows' in the grand
chaitical recording rights for most
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
of western Europe,
hotel, with Conover models parading
the new line, and emceed by Maggi
McNeliis, NBC femme commentator.
Labor Party Seeks N.Y.C.
A band accompanies the fashion
Biz has been SRO and
para(le.
.

Subsidy

425G For

of

merchandizing bullish.

Legits, Pix, Radio

in

when production

seen that

It's

Nabe

swing

full

an<i

shifts

;

.

given equal time on the air.
Press division is preparing to col-

lecturer, will go on a U. S. lecture

cert

&

under National Con-

Artists C;orp. auspices, to dis-

cuss her book and her English experiences. In addition to her lecture
work, she'll also be active in Madrigal Records, Inc., of which she's
veepee.

Barton
8c

&

Barton, currently starring

bership and outside interested par-

day

ties.

Pittsburgh in 1896.
For years they toured

celebrate

Heading for EIngland on the Queen
Mary from New York this week are
the Paul Gallico!!, Mrs. Ben Goetz,
Mrs. Jock Lawrence and Mrs. J. P.
McEvoy. The three latter femrhes
all heading for .meetings with
their husbands.
Lawrence, who heads J. Arthur
Rank's U. S. flackery, left the States
by plane last week. McEvoy is presently in Galway, Ireland, doing a
yam on Eamon de Valera for Reader's Digest He'll proceed from there
to England to profile Rank for the

are

same
Mrs.

publication.-

Goetz

is

-British prodiietion

chief.-

of

Metro's
=

and ending

in 1945.

My Way"

"Going

was the only McCarey film
in

relea.<;ed

1944.

McCarey's take

is

one of the high-

ever recorded for a picture personality in, a single year and is expected to top Louis B. Mayer, who
normally heads the annual big-take
people. Metro's, salary list was not
available in time and will be published in a Treasury supplement,
along with salaries for Columbia
Pictures, RKO, United. Artists and
(Continued on page 18)

est,

"Canal

in

Toni Eden's Play

liam Cahn to play lead in "SnowJob," comedy about returned vets in
college. Play, by Frank Gould, goes
into production Aug, 5, to open in
is

for

.

.

Not

.2d M.C.:

YOUR

act.

.

;

.

.

Already my studio's preparing NOVEL advertising for my new movie.
They're saying, "In his next, picture. .'. .BERLE IS FUNNY!"
Know a prodncer who Is so sure his next show'U be a flop. ...he's rehearsing It at Cain's.
Boy: Wasn't if loDelv tualtritip (o (lie strQi7w o/ fhot music?
Girl;
Yeah. ...it would hove beeti lovelier if it hadn't been n rliiinibn.'''
Went to a swanky restaurant the other day. The waiter wouldn't .serve
me any rolls
Instead he had Nelson Eddy sing me one chorus of
'Shortnin' Bread."
Berlcd Eggs
Joe Erens says he owns a beautiful home in Beverly Hills.
.all it needs
.

.

is

a

little

more

.

air in the tires.

Caught Bert Frohman's opening at Club 18 Monday night. He packed
them in.... I wouldn't say the place was stuffy, but when Freddie Lamb
opened the door to let some smoke out— three Indians answered back.
Moved to Long Island for the summer. Spent hours in. my garden
..Looking for it.
Hollywood, a movie

yesterday.

Out

in

.

Danny Kaye

car.

tried to get

star's

them

importance is jiidged by the size of his
lo put windshield wipers on Ihe Sania

Hired a new publicity man.... had to promise to get HIM into the columns three times a week.
Helena Rubenstein ,is going to open a beauty parlor at Belmont Park

LIFE'S

JUST

A BOWL

OF JIMMY DURANTES
planning its own
observance of Jimmy Durante's 30th
anni In show business with the opening of "Two Sisters From Boston"
next Monday (24).
Critics from the New England area

New Haven

is

Aug.

29.

planing to Coast Friday
further casting on both
'

—

comedian at the Seven
Gables Town House which will be
rechristened Club Durante for the
afternoon.

Bob Garland, Barry Gray
Package the B'way Beat
Broadway," new package
up by Lu Howard Radio
making
Productions,
isagency
rounds. Show has Robert Ciarlancl,
N.Y. Journal-American drama critic,
and Barry dray, WOR, N.Y. disk
jockey, reviewing stage, films, niteries, radio and records on a 15-minute
"This

show

Is

set

Name

guests

be

will

used

fields, too.

will -furnish the taleftt.

Will Hay's Attack
London, June

18.

Will Hay, vet English monologi-st
and veepee of the Variety Artists
Federation, is recovering following
a heart attack.
The 58-year-old comedian will
shortly go to Norway for a rest cure

on his boat, accompanied by Jack
Harding, aide of the Marquess of
Queensberry.

Fight

PIX UNIT

InMx

Contlnned from pa(e

AS

1

the latter have had to buy outright
heretofore.
Apparently there were
tickets consigned out-of-town and it
was reported that large blocks of
tickets were returned from Pittsburgh, Albany and other points. Such
reports indicated the sale up to Sat-

urday
Tigurc

(15) was around $2,000,000, a
under Jacobs' expectations and

it was doubted that the
total gate
•will top that of the second DempseyTunney bout in Chicago which had

A

golf-driving contest, open to
Broadway
columnists,
news.

papermen and legit performers
in Broadway shows,^will l>c held
range
adjoining
Pelham
Health Inn, Bronx, N. Y., to-morrow

.Radio's Bill Stern, says Motor
Boating, has treated himself to
a cruiser in the 40-footer da.'-s.

Restaurateur Toots Shor took
in introducing Jimmy

delight

.

.

JACOBS!
'

UNCHANGED

OWMR

REMAINS

Washington, June 18.
Reversing his stand of the week
before, Prexy Truman last Friday
(14) announced he would continue
the office of War Mobilization and
Reconversion, and appointed John
Steelman, his labor

R.

head the.
Switch

advi.sor,

in the

sale at 6 p.m. at the Stadium, price

being $5 per head. Brokers were offered tickets constantly Jtrom out-oftowners who probably figured on
speculating with them.

A
fans

N. Y. group formed to

fly

from midwestern

gave up

at several points,

cities

fight

cancelling planes

chartered for that jjurpose. Survey
of possibilities out of town showed
too littlie interest in making the rip.
hostility to Jacobs by .sports cditor.s
being one. factor, so it was decided
to take the loss and escape going
further into the red. Hotel situation

was another factor, feai- that rooms
could not be had doubtless keeping
prospective fans at h6mc.
the eve of the match there was
much difference of opinion
over the contestants' chances among
.sjjorts
writers who have watched
Louis and Conn's, training routines,
as before.
One expert referred to
the fighters as "a couple of old men,"
in a fistic sense. Jack Dempsey was
just as

Musical Before Next Pic
Hollywood, June 18.
Pat Kirkwood, British stage and
screen
Metro,

actress
under contract to
has made one picture opVan Johnson titled "No Leave,
Love," and wants to do a stage
musical before her next camera
posite

No

chore.

Studio Is willing but Wants approval of the script, believing she's
material for later\buildup.

3d 'Yankee' Fdming
Hollywood, June

18.

Mark Twain's old yarn, "A Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur'.s
Court," wUl be filmed for the third
time, this time as a musical
Paramount. Film rights were acquired, from 20th-Fox, which had
produced the story twice.

A

McLarnin ,to Tony (Tanzoncri
(now comedian-pafiner of Joey
Adams). Both were bitter ring

quoted saying a puncher never loses

rights to the songs

the boys splitting
cisions on two'' flghis.

his' wallop,
Louis.

Yankee," for use in the tuncfilm.

rivals,

de-

lo

unit.

-

On

(20).

is working on an
down. .and in-

White Hou.se plans
means that the motion picture unit,
a $50 top.
under Arch Mercey, will continue
Yesterday, the day before the fight, Without change. Hercey is serving
Jacobs, claimed the gate, might bel- as liaision between the film industry
ter $2,500,000, but tickets were avail-, and the various Government departable in all quarters.
Weakness of ments and agencies.
the sale was indicated wheh the promoter announced 10,000 standingroom admisisions woiild bi: put on Pat Kirkwood Yens Stage

I

Sports Shorts

-

"Snow-Job" and "Toplitzky of Notre
Dame."

to lift fallen faces.

My brother (the one who's studying lo be a mental case)
idea to make pickles beautiful. :. .he plants them lipside
stead of warts, they have dimples.
PROPHECT: Winner of the Louis-Conn boat. .. .MIKE

will fete the

at

Eden,

Walter
Winchell's
daughter, has been signed by Wil-

Cahn

i.s

.

Fe Chief.

'

New Haven

.

I

$75,000 or more in- salaries, bonuses,
etc., for the calendar year 1944 or
for a fiscal year beginning, in 1944

.

Toni

be printed' on
Kleenex.
.for readers to droor into.
Eavesdropped at Hanson's: "What a play she made for him! Burns
Mantle included it in his '10 Best Of The Year!'"
"The Rltz Bros. (The Panicomics) have been doing so many shows a day
-they keep shouting "Capitol Punishment!"
Broadway is talking about the producer who, after an operation in Philadelphia, refused to let the surgeon stilch him up ... .because he didn't want
an out-of-town closing. .;
There's No T/uih lb. the Rnmor:
That Joe E. Howard will .star in the remake of "The Kid"..., Thai he
Gaiety Delicatessen, is spori.sbring a new radio program called "'rhe
Lox 'rheatre". .That John L. Lew only smokes Lucky Strikes. .That
in his next picture; Clifton Webb will play a happily marrie'd' man.
Observation Dept.
Jerry Bergen used to be with Tommy Dorsey's string section
.and he's
got'the twine to prove it.
Asked Henny Youngman what club he was playing at in Philadelphia.
Henny quipped, "Jack Walton's LYNCH room."
Scene: Keitbo'* Gofeterio.
IstM.C: What's New?
,

Wa.shington, June 18.
'Going My Way" not only earned
director-producer Leo McCarcy an
"Oscar" but also made him lop
salary man for 1944.. His take for
that year was $1,113,035, according

''To-

Golden

Boat Sal," and were among the few
to appear at a command performance before King Edward VII and
Queen Alexandra in London. James
Barton is their nephew.

(20)

wife

in

their

Wedding anniversary here Thurs(20).
They were married in
.

P. McEvoy to 'Profile'
Rank for Readier's Digest

M

MCA

Ashley Anni

ing.

J.

McCarey Tops

Los Angeles, June 18.
Ashley, meaning John

lect 'data on political and social issues for publication to
mem-

ALP

For

$1,113,035

from those

bacco Road," and Anne Ashley, his
partner in 25 years of vaude troupwill

ance, delivery, and who they steal their material from.
Understand future editions of "Forever. Amber" will
.

airer.

Barton

.Know a girl who is so dumb, asked her if she knew what "Mountain
Time" was and she said she'd never been to Grossinger's.
Solly Violinsky just wrote a new song ditty titled "Everyone Has Someone. But All I Have Is You."
"There's ah agent in town that rates his acts according to their appear-

•

The American Labor Party will
seek $425,000 from New York City
to entice buyers.
for neighborhood theatre activity,
and will make its own 16m pix oh
political subjects, in plans formu- Tennistar Alice Marble
lated last week by the group to enHeralding Book, Spiels
gage in various cultural ehterpriees
Alice Marble,
ex-tennis champ
Involving legit; ,11ms, radio aiid press.
The ALP has already chartered whose autobiography. "Road to Wimthe Broadway Club' to engage in bledon" will be published Aug. 1,
these activities.
has gone to England for a series, of
Its attorneys are drafting a bill
exhibition inatches in behalf of the
to be presented to N. Y.'s City Coun- Red Cross, as well as to coach U. S.
cil for a $425,000 appropriation, to
women's team, for the forthcoming
build 10 neighborhood theatres in British-American matches at Wimsettlement house basements, and to bledon.
hire a staff of 10 for each theatre.
Miss Marble, who has been a
Staff would include director, actors, nitery singer,
dress designer, physstagehands, etc., on yearly contract ical instructor (during
the war) ^nd
fall,

FRED ALLEN

i

a buyer's market, manu
facturers will be using entire shows

tour in the

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"Hcst cvciilriB:"a entertainment In
America.. Ken .Murray is great."

is

from

seller's to

at a $2,000 salary.
Its pix division is setting up a
plan for a corps of 16m cameramen
to make and distribute newsreels,
documentaries and children's programs on political subjects. One pic
subject already set is "How the 1946
Elections Are Being Run." Financing
of the film project will be handled
by ALP'S 34 dubs in N. Y.
Radio groiip is prepping a campaign to seek a 15-minute weekly
spot, free, from each N. Y. station
for a discussion of such public: issues
as OPA, health, black markets, etc.,
with reps of each political party

1946"

to Treasury figures announced Sunday night (15). Treasury announced
the first batch of thbse who earned

Showmansbip Technique

To

.

THE GREAT WIT WAT

WEEK!

209th

KEN MURRAY\S

PEMBERTON,

EVANS GET DEGREES

basic

the

in

.

,

"BLACKOUTS OF

stories.

.

.

'.

.

OLIVIER,

.

.

nlm was included ust; Curtiz is nnancially interested,
Titled ''The Ancient Cure," subRentals on the seized, film for the ject is how patriarchs get, cui:ed
fiscal year amounted to $21,589. APC of senility by yOung women.
had a number of requests from
American studios interested in le-.
rights on some ol the pix. All
were nixed, however, because the
agency could not determine what

.

—

11,000,000 feet of
In the seizure.

make

^

By Milton Berle

-

Music

in Foreign Fix,

Washington, June 18.
Alien Properly Custodian took
Curtiz's See's Play
ever 2.300 films from enemy counHollywood, Junfe 18.
tries and enemy-occupied nations
Desita Pek, secretary to Michael
during the war, according to the annual APC report issued yesterday Curtiz Jor 18 years, has written a
(Monday). Report covers the (Iscal play which he is producing in Las
year ending July 1, 1945. Total of Palmas Theatre, Hollywood) in Aug-

indicating

he.

favors

In ad(l,itibn, Paramount bou^l'<t
and score of
Broadway musical, "A Connecticut-

,

—

NOT
STALLE
3)
BY
DECREE
—
—
— —
—
—

SELLING

^

>

'
:
:

to Nationalize French Films

Move

YEllll

•

Paris, June- 18.

Anti-American campaign caused
Frcnch-U. S.
by tiie recently signed
used as a springfilm pact is being
to foster a
board by some producers

Yon

Zell Into

—

,

18.

to nationalize

many

All's

now

unions

film

are attempting to snafu
However, the con-

sroaz-FOR-i

in

Following the cue oC other film
which Blum
Paramount, in its annual
Washington, as rep of companies,
meeting
yesterday
Stockholders'

the French eoverninent, has been
attacked in the press and on the
Exhibitors have remained
radio.

but Studio Confederation
Generale Du Travail, other labor
unions and producers clalrh the film
agreement means curtailing producAlso that only a maximum of
tion.
48 features annually is possible
against .75 being made currently and
pre-war total of 110. In this antiAmerican campaign. It's claimed that
this wUl cause a 30% Increase in un.
employment and that eventually it
will stifle the industry here.

silent,

Bahban UncertaiD

On Decree Bat Sees
B.O. HoMiiig

Up WeU

(Tuesday),

authorized

the

issuance

of 9,000,000 additional shares of comstock at $1 par to effect a 2-for-

mon

'

split

on shares outstanding,

RKO SALE SET

his regime and he was solely responsible for holding it to^icther
Plan of Atlas Corp. to dispose of against the divergent
ideas of its
RKO common was three owners.
Sclzhick is said to have gone to
reported in financial circles this
week as progressing with registra- Miss Pickford and a.sked her to desist from the remarks about Raftory.
tion now understood to be in prepa- Isaac A. Perinypacker,
Philadelphia
ration.
Lehman Bros., and Gold- attorney and Miss Pickford's adman, Sachs Si Co., are said to be viser, who has long represented her
on the board, is understood to have
head of the distributing group on
made the same plea to her. Result
the registration reported under way. was that she agreed not
only that
Atlas Corp. had no comment to make Raftery should continue in the post
on reported registration plans.
but that he would have her full
Atlas revealed recently its inten- backiiig.
Reelected with Raftery at the
tion of selling some 600,000 RKO
common, which is in line with its board of director's meeting List
policy of disposing ceiiain holdings Thursday (13t was the entire s'ate
That includes Grad
after certain amoimt of apprecia- of officers.
Sears and George Baghall, v.p.'s;
tion.
Even if plan to dispose of 600,000 and Loyd Wright, secretary.
RKO shares goes through. Atlas still
would hold 729,000 shares of common. Its present holdings in RKO
-

-

Gangster to Jive Fix

foreign

ill

countries

IN

mon,

Happened
In

which

July,"

to 1,329,000 shares of comthis representing Atlas' biggest

single investment.

•

Only on Caphol Jlecords

levels."

WEEKEND FOR U CONY.

ing.

or legit production. He' said all his
future activities will be centered in
Capitol Records, of which he has

been board chairman since 1943.
DeSylva, .who is recuperating from
an illness that has limited his activity during the past few years, left
Saturday (15) for Centerville, Mass.,
on Cape Cod. He'll remain there
until September.
At that time, he
said, he will begin taking a heavier

Tomorrow," "Christmas
"Adventure In Panama,"

(17)

from the Coast.

meet
John

Mon-

MOHAMMED WELLES

New

Castle, studio director, to
York
to work with Welles on laying out
the picture. Film, which Welles will
act in, write, direct and produce, is
"If I Die Before I Wake," based on

an Inner Sanctum mystery by Sherwood King.
Welles was originally slated to be
at the studio
this' month to sUrt
work on the story. Difficulties with
Around the World," musical which
he wrote and produced and in which
.

he

s acting,

delayed him. Cohn gave
permitting him to
«ay in New York and continue appearances in "World" until show

mm

a

,

°''

a hit

respite,

''^""•'s'y established as

Wake-

Weat

WmIiI> hT VARIETY,

was reflected in the way
the strong pictures held up comparatively well while the lesser ones
took it on the chin. Also the tough
competition for the available patronage showed up in the number of
pictures currently playing the keys.
Only eight entries get into the
real money class, these being, in
order Of strength and spots pl.iyed,

Wa-shihgton's June

18.

Pcr.sonal income tax payments in
the U. S. during April amounted to
$12,784,000,000, a decrease of more
than $400,000,000 from the previous

month and about the same below

briiigs

up

its

total.

From Boston" (M-G), Married" (WB) also
Wore Boots" (Par), "Cluny well this stanza.
Brown" (20th), "Postman Rings
"Wife of Monte
"Two

April. 1945, according to latest Department of Commerce figures. For
the ilist four months of 1946, the
decline wa.s approximately $1,900,000

Sisters

"Janic

BUBBCIUPTION

Vol. 163

solid

on Chi

date.

"Somewhere

in

Night" (20fh) is rated mild in K.C.,
fair in Detroit and mildish in Baltimore. "Diary of a Chambermaid"
(Col) "Do You Love Me" (20th), (UA) climbed in some four key
Commerce Department takes a |"B;(dman's Territory" (RKO),- "Out- spots after previously being a bit
"Enchanted Forest" (PRC)
bright view of the situation and law" (UA), "O.S.S." (Par), "Without spotty,
(RKO) and "Kid has a great week in Seattle in sight.
hopes that increases in construction, Reservations"
Last- "Bad Bnscomb" (MrG) shapes big in
Brooklyn"
(RKO).
nationwide, should be able to take From
up some of the slack if it really named, which i.s still on a long Detroit and trim 'in San Francisco.
gets under way In the next couple N. Y. run, opened soci: in Chicago. (Complete FilJii Boxolfice Reports;,
Pages 12-13)
Of the new product, "Widow"
of luontlu.
.

,

Ill

...it Cen'.f
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Milton Berlc

New
Night

Cristo"
(PRC)
looks nice In Buffalo.
"Mm'dcr in
Music Hall" (Rep), with band, is

(M-G), "Night in Casain
blanca"
"Somewhere
(UA),
Night" (20th), "Blue Dahlia" (Par)
and "Night in Paradise" (U). Also
up in the fore again are "Heartbeat"
"Gilda"
"Kittv"
(Par),
(RKO),

Twice"

Forelffn

i^^fl^

54
2

Gets

doesn't shape so

"Bride

under' the same period in 1945.
While the figures are still up in
the stratosphere, they reflect a trend
which, if continued, should begin to
show at the nation's boxofflces before the end of the current year.

Inc.

SMverinan. President
N«\T Torb li, N. T

4Gtli St..

Annoal
..flO
SIncIa CAplea

in Cincinnati and lofty
Same is true of VCasablanca," which is getting additional
dates this stanza, to land fifth place
in
national ratings.
"Somewhere
in Night" looks only, mild outside of
N. Y. but a .strong week at the Roxy
boosts its total.
"Cluny," also of new entries, only
ranges from good to mild being as
disappointing generally outside of
N. Y. as on the Broadway .engagement.
Number of spots playing

I

Sunday
I

Trad* Mark ReclatereA

(ilil

ton, leader
in Deti-oit.

attractions

Lesser Personal Income
Taxes Cue Slackening B.O.

Raftery's

FOUNDED BT 6IME BIhVERUAN
PulillKhnl

shapes up well, being trim in Bos-

I

Welles spent
,,9?^".
going over the "Before

story,

serve as best man.
wife died in 1944.

.

Rain, hot weather and outdoor'atattending the sales hudJoseph will map final details on tractions continue denting the film
a national ad campaign for Walter theatre biz this session, with hardly
a city not hit by the seasonal trend.
Wangcr's "Canyon Passage;"
Tendency to shop around more for
Bcfsides

With the prospect of Orson Welles
not getting to the Coast until fall to
fulfill his comrMtment at Columbia,
Harry Cohn has ordered William

first

.

Heat Continues Taking Biz Toll—^Sitter*,' 'Bride/
'Cluny,' 'Pottmah/ 'Casablanca' Pace Leaders

dles,

MOUNTAIN COMES TO

will

affairs.

National Boxoffice Survey

Nate Blumberg, Universal's prexy,
New York, Saturday (22)

day

York Monday (17) for the Coa.st,
where .Mls.s Thetford has been stay-

IS4

arrives in

ON THE COAST

They'll return east after a short
Buddy DeSylva, former Para- honeymoon
trip to reside in Raftery's
mount exec and pi-oducer of some Long
Island home.
of Broadway's top musicals, told
Charles Fleming, a New York
VAniBTr last week that he has no
broker who "was the UA topper's
intention of returning to either Alms
roommate at Holy Cross in 1918,

as there

in time for the company's sales
Monday (24).
for
slated
Joseph, U's top flack, got in

SAT. (22)

Saturday (22) to Rea Thetford, former Texas model. .Raftery left New

DeSylva to Concentrate

another gang film which started, a
Vienna bobbysoSt riot; "Sun Valley
Serenade," which served up Americans as jitterbugs: and "It Started
(Continued on page 18)
part in Capitol's

NX THIS

ED RAFTERY MARRYING

Edward C. Raftery, United Artists*
pr'exy, will be married in Hollywood

'

(Continued on page 18)

BLUMBERG

Bad

Stance on U.S. Values amount
Indicative of the complete lack of
consistent policy In film choices by
the State Department for showings
to
former enemies and liberated
people, is a partial list of titles sent
to' Austria during past months.
In
spite of repeated complaints from
civil
government people overseas,
films have neither given an accurate
picture of American life, nor have
they been of top entertainment
value.
Among those shipped, most taken
"from the bottom of the heap,"
were: "Maltese FalcOn," gangster picwith Humphrey Bogart; "You 'Were
Never Lovelier;" "Human Comedy,"
probably the best of the group; "It

i

cities

ar

portedly emanating from partner
Pickford particularly ivkod
She's alleged
have
to
lawyer but not
a businessman." At thnt point partner David O. Selznick stepped to the
defen.se of Raftery. pointing out that
the company had prospered under
stated: "He's a great

600,000 shares of

.

.

is money to spend, a certain
constant goes to rnovies. This correlation has existed over a period o£
fair, good and flush times.
It Is my
belief that so long as consumer expenditures remain at present levels,
boxbflice revenues In the motion picture industry will remain at present

mOOO-SHARE

.

Giye Anstrians

UA

Raftery.

'

P. 1].

the princiiial reasons for hi.s de.^ire
to leave the
job; into which he
was drafted, and return to his Uuv
practice.
It's, understood that statements re-

Mary

,

All directors were reelected at the
Speaking before annual itockhold- meeting, during which there was apthe elimination of 44,211
•rs' meeting of Paramount Pictures proved
yesterday, prexy Barney Balaban shares of authorized but unissued
1st preferred; 9,819. shares of authoroutlined early, reaction to the recent
ized but unissued 2d preferred; and
Government anti-trust decision. "It 1,349 shares of common stock "held in
is too early to forecast the effect the treasury. An amendment to the
of the decision on the company's bus- charter and by-laws was approved,
designating the number of board
Ines-s" Balaban said. "Careful study
members for the coming year at 16.
is being given to the decision and the
In his address to the stockhol'ders,
situation which may result from it. 81% of whoni were represented at
I am confldcnt that the problems pre- the meeting, the Paramount prexy
announced plans for increasing the
sented will be successfully solved."
However, Balaban'a tone took a scope of foreign theatre operation.
downward turn when ha said that it Expansion is currently being held
up because of inflated land and
is conceivable that the scope of accontinued, "We
tion required under the decree could building values. He
compel the company to borrow have, neverthele.ss, received indicamoney for readjustment. Although tions recently that we can move
he said that "he had no doubt" that ahead in several countries. As concash would be needed to effect the ditions permit we intend to acquire
theatres in many of the important
required

change, he also stated that
he could not kiiow, at this point,
what the requirements would be.
Concerning boxofClce, Balaban discounted any forecast that grcsses
would drop o(Ti Averred, "As long

oning."

Thi^
shores
outstanding
increase
will
from 3,752,130 to 7,504,272, with 1,493,728 authorized' but unissued, for
which the board has no plans.
In speaking of the financial condition of the company, president BarMore than likely it 'ivill take many
ney Balaban revealed a working months before the. final decree is
capital of $53,358,758, an increase of signed by the three judges. Once
He said the decree is actually submitted, a
$4,712,278 over last year.
that today the common stockholders hot court contest is expected on its
are the sole owners of the company. provisos since these must lay down
"However," he continued, "there is hard 'and fast rules for general prac$2,000,000 in convertible notes whicli tices which the opinion itself barely
will probably be retired through
(Continued on page 18)
common stock."
conversion
into
[Here Balaban was speaking of
notes held by himself. See story on
1

Hollywood, June 18.
between Warners and

Bogie for a renewal of his contract,
which has about two years to run.
Currently Bogart is working on
loanout at Columbia in "Dead Reck-

Initial 5lep oh the long road to
the legal wihdup is the fixing of the
decree's terminology.
While the
opinion itself provides for submission, of proposed decrees by the
litigants in 10 days, first, delay is
already In the works following request by~ several majors for postponement of that date. That this
will be the first of a .series of delays
in fixing' the decree terms is inevitable since the complexity of the
opinion will call for a protracted
study period for lawyers.

film agreement,

The

ne(,'otl<itcd

Make Up

make the necessary adjustments in
their sales machinerj'.

pact.

servative press and Leon Bliim'.s
pnpcr, Popnlaire, have commended
the U. S.-French picture pact.

well,

WB

the Humphrey Bogart family after
suspensions and whatnot. Studio
quietly rcstore'd Lauren Bacall to
the payroll and is negotiating with

of.

PAR SPLITS ITS

.the

Complete cooperation with his adby United Artists' trio
of owners was the price extracted
by Edward C. Raftery last week in
agreeing to continue as prexy of the
conipany. It has been learned that
Raftery felt that the owners were
not giving him their complete sympathy and were sometimes sniping
behind his back. That was one of
ministration

Bogarts,

theof

exclusive showing
nationulUation

for

atres

French Alms or

[

Pledged Raftery Upon Reelection

Harry Von Zell, who has' confined mands for divestiture makes it virtually certain that the judicially
his riding to the airwaves up to
sponsored new selling system, if uphow, will saddle ah indie company
held, will not be enforced for at
to
produce a series of westerns coof
distribution. Communist Member
least the 1946-47 season. It is esstarring
himself
Bob
Steele
and
Parliament ^renier suggested tl\at
timated by most lawyers that a penext
October.
followed by
riod of one to two years will elapse
the Soviet example be
minister.
crealing a cinema cabinet
before the Supreme Court gives out
Commies had previously disapwith the final word. Added to 'this
proved Iho free-exchange prmclple
would be a lapse of time which th'ie
expressed in the film agreement, and
decree will grant to the majors to

movement

-,

'

2

Appeal of the Dep't of Justice
from the equity suit ruling which
threw out the Govei-hmcnt's de-

Saddle

Hollywood, June

jliyBE

•

:

Complete Co-op From UA's Owners

STATUS QUO FOR

Protest Vs. Accord With U. S.

As

.
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PICTVIIES

Hughes

PCA

Likely to Lose

Mpls.

Seal

As He Drops Johnston
With the N. Y. federal court Mon-day 117) freeing the Motion Picture
A.'ssociation to take any action it
wii^hes against' Howard Hughes, it
appears likely that 'The Outlaw"
will lose its Production Code AdminWithdrawal of the
istration seal.

PCA

stamp' of approval will cut

off

about 90% of the nation's theatres
as potential showplaces for the piclure and will materially, cut into
Hughes' profits.
Producer's alterjialive. if he persists in defying the MPA's nix of the
"Outlaw" ad campaign, w-ill be to
book the film into houses- which do
subscribe to the PCA.
This
would take in many small art houses,
Jegiters and whatever other type of
special operatior that Hughes could
not

up which

line

What
to

.

be

Minneapolis, June

Decision

fling

show

into

biz

supernatural

Wise

Fools'".

'Metro) with Margaret O'Brien
plays, "Biirnaby" (probably to be retitled "Barnaby and
Mr. O'Mallcy), play by Jerome
Chodorov for legit production
next fall; and"Finian's Rainbow," musical fantasy by Yip
Harburg, Fred Saidy and Burton

its

Lee

Moss and Son

suit-T-asking

for

triple

dam-

Moss

is

managing
Broadway

Hart

,

said.

Krasna said that the idea of a
falling in love with a letterwriter, theme of his play, came
to him because of his parallel experience with his own wife. Both
.soldier

Moss Hart and Jerotne Chodorov
encouraged him iri the project in
conversations that he had with
them in December, '43, the witness
said.

Defendant called
C. Stein, prex of

'

serman,

;

i

[

.

RePacled At

objection
to screening of picture at Loew's,
where it ran: three weeks and another at Orpheum, and announced
its

'

It

would continue

its

theatreowners in ihe
tiot.to

show

film.

efforts to get
St.

Louis area

Hollywood, June 18.
George Jessel signed a new producer contract, at 26th-Pox for the
next three years.

To date, Jessel has four producon his program, "I Wonder
Who's Kissing Her Now," "Brooklyn
Bridge,"
"Missouri
Waltz"
and
"Band Wagon."
tions

'

men to civilian life, which has ereated a larger potential audience.
That the foreign markets aire
gradually reopening also is listed as
favorable. The report states, "although the British cinema industry
is being exparided, many years will
elapse before it will approach in
size the vast facilities, equipment
and studio space available to Hol-

.

lywood.''

Standard's survey in appraLsing
the longer term operations in the
production branch points up that
co.sts are a vit^il problem "since inadequate control over production expense was a chief cause of the poor
profits of many producers before llie
war." It claims this was remedied
during the war through enforced
operating econornies, "but it remains,
to be seen whether the extravagance
of prewar days will return." Also
that' margins will tend to harrow,
as the. cost per picture goes up.
While claiming that 'abor costs are

Surprisingly, the record take is
being achieved by an independentlydistributed (Mayer-Burstyn) picture
playing art houses, rather than product going into circuits and important,
iiidie theatres under the sponsorship
of Metro International.
Latter re^
cently inaugurated a new policy of
distributing foreign Alms in the U. S.
and just last week sent its fourth
film,' "Stormy. Waters," into release.
Metro's imports have done rather
well, particularly in contrast to prewar figures on U. S. distribution, but
"Open City" has been garnering
what amounts to almost freak
grosses.

-

.

cxhorbitant, breakdown of Aim production costs oh a $1,000,000 feature
in Standard's analysis shows that
labor costs, including cameramen
and crew (but not directors and as-

,

'

The unwieldy

Joljn Joseph

Jack Kirkland
Walter Lantz

N. Y. to L. A.

Marx'
Burgess Meredith

jo.seph

Jules Ziegler

dend

policies

have

allowed

N. Y.

ttf

LONDON

Lcc Blend

Taplinger Shifts to Par
18.

Robert Taplinger, until recently
an executive aide to Walter Wanger,
has signed with Paramount as a producer.

Adolph Zukor.
.

Deal

is

for

Ave years.

lartic

dustry's history.

Unger

Hollywood, June

Con-

near 24%.

to

cash balances to be built up in the
wartime period, with net workin;;capital of majors strengthened,' and
finances now the soundest in the in-

Vivian Wolfast

Mitchell
Eli Oberstein
Edward C. Raftery

down

tinuance of this policy is expected
to pare the percentage further in
1946..
Also that conservative divi-

.George Schaefer
Steve Sekcly
Lloyd Shaffer
Sam Spiegel
Jimmy Stroock
TpHn Sutherland

Milton Krasny
Charlotte Learn
Kenneth MacKennn

.

\vhittled

Sam Moore
Dudley Nichols
Harry M. Popkin
George Raft

Curtii;

David Rose
Spyros Skoura:^
Jack Warner.
George Wellncr
Garey Wilson

-.

Sam

Paulette Goddard
Leonard H. Goldensr n
Radie Harris
Russell Holman

.

capital structures thi^t
formerly characterized the pictui'o
business .were greatly simplifled dui
ing the war.
Senior obligations of
seven film, companies formerly represented about 51% of average iiivested; capital, but have now bcert

:

Peter Lawfbrd
Paul Lazarus, Jr.
Jean Louis

Matt Allen
Barney Balaban
Barbara Bel Geddes
William Cahn
Harry Cohn
John J. Garrity

Fred Hitchitison

20lh-Fox for 3 Years

obvisend-

Previous high was the approximately $225,000 in rentals garnered
by the French-made "Mayerling" a
few years before the war.

Lou Irwin
Walter Kane

Jessel

is

.

court.

cil

thinking

ing one foreign language picture to
better than an estimated $1,000,000
U. S. gross for the first time in industry history. Film is the Italianprodiiced "Open City," which, in
nine engagements, most of them still
going strong, has turned in a distributor's
gross
that
will
total
$100,000 by the end of the month.

i

Louis, June 18.
Local exchange of United Artists

The Council voiced

Freak B.O. in U.S.
Internationalized,

,

St.

film.

upon Hart, Jules

MCA, Lew Was-

veepee,

shorter working hours.
Leading picture companies should
chalk up record profits, this analysis
shows. Besides the higher level of
wages, accompanied by lesser number of working hours, refurbishment of old theatries and building
of new ones, designed for greater
comfprt, should, help entrench thepicture-going habit. Another factor
listed is the return of many service-

'OpenCityV

Made during early days of U. S.
occupation by Roberto Rossellini,
with unofficial aid from.U. S. Signal sistants), amounts to less than 4%
Corps men, it was brought to the of total. It claims production costs
U. S. by a GI, Rod Geiger, who is have gone up 25-50% over prewar
reported to have paid $3,000--a usual levels, "reflecting higher wages and
figure— for rights in this country. He salaries, wider use of color fllm and
turned it over for release to Arthur larger fees for novels and plays."
Percentage PIx
Cohn, who flew east to support Mayer and Joseph Burstyn, Vet disWhile large producing companies
Columbia's charges denied Krasna's tribs o( foreign-mades, under a pact
claim that the latter outlined his by which he gets 45% and they 55% have adequate inventories of com.story to him at the meeting of the of the dislrib's take.
pleted pictures and films in key
duo. Plaintiff also put considerable
houses still enjoy extended run.s,
stress on claimed similarities beproduction likely will be stepped
iween the two works. Testimony to
up in anticipation of demand for
L. A. to N. Y.
the effect that Columbia paid $4,000
more product, the Survey contend.".
George Bagnall
in 1942 for the Hoffman play plus
Since features are distributed largeMort Blumcnstock
S28,000
for script treatment and
ly pn a percentagie basis, the element
Jloward Dietz
then was fouled up when Krasna
of risk will be increased, according
Carol Donell
copyrighted his version in '41. a
to this report.
"If the picture fail.s
Mary Edwards
few months before production was
to be a boxoffice. success, returns on
William R. Ferguson
skedded, was also introduced.
a percentage basis would fall farther
Clark Gable
Aside from the litigants. Justice
short of costs than if distribution
William Goetz
Null's, decision is being watched by
were on a flat rental basis." It claims
Eliot Gorden
Paramoimi which is marking time
that ''B" pictures. Sold generally on
Sid Grauman
on the play's filmization. Par, Avith
a flat rental basis, will continue tp
Mack Grey
only $1,000 cash paid, has the conbe a stabilizing influence.
Kurt Katch
tractual right to duck out if Krasna
The report lauds the way most
Hurd
Hatfield
takes it on the chin or the action
film companie,? set their flnahcial
Mann
Holincr
isn't comjjletely wound up by the
households in order during the war.
Hal
Horne
end of the year.

.

has been requested by Mrs. A. M.
Burt, founder of Better Films Counhere to sell "The; Outlaw" independently of other company product
so exhibitors can buy or reject the

MCA

and Bai-ret
Clark, play expert, in an attempt
to corroborate his story. MCA had
agented a deal whereby Paramount
bought "Dear Ruth" film rights for
$.450,000.
Stein
and
Wasserman
.spoke of a meeting between Krasna
and Harry Cohn, Columbia prexy,
in July '44 in which the latter purportedly offered a deal to back play.

B-K Nabe

Louis

Italo

,

'

toss

St.

attendance now is
running ahead of record war levels,
that it should benefit from rising
greater
employment and

cites that theatre

wages,

Hyman, Broadway ously brought on by the war

Joe

notes and jottings, held forth on
the witness stand for a good part of
the time., in an effort to 'prove that
the idea of the play came to him "as
a gradual growth". One of the principals in
his play, the juvenile
Miriam, was derived froni Groucho
Marx's daughter, Miriam, Krasna asserted. He had occasion to study
Miriam for many years since he was
a
frequent visitor to Groucho's
home before his marriage, Krasna

first-runner,

his
of which he and
father share with Loew's. They also
share ownership in the Trans-Lux
on Broad\yay, operate, the. Alden,
Jamaica, L. I., in conjunction wJth
RKO, and. have a couple of other
houses on their owfi on Long Island.
Aiming to specialize in- "pre-sold''
pictures,
drawing material from

.

was handed down last week.)
The S 4c P survey mainly paints
an extremely favorable pict6re. It

shoving mob.

Columbia

and

play's producers, closed pro-and-con
airing of charges that Krasna had
picked up the plot from a Columbia
brochure of .the Hoffman tale.
Krasna, armed, with a heap of

ownership

.

Judge Null

Pictures
by
against Krasna, along with Bernard

director of the

him out that his suit was flled
asking for an injunction to prevent Picket
In
removal of the PCA seal and interGhi 'Outlaw' Protest
ference with his advertising. The
Chicago, June 18.
court at that time issued a temporary restraining order that kept
Picketing of "The, Outlaw" at the
the' MPA from even discussing the Balaban & Katz nabe Marbro began
Hughes issue.
over the weekend, with congregaRegarding the MPA's right to re- tions from seven west-side Catholic
voke its seal, Judge John Bright parishes, totaling close to 2,000 per-,
wrote in Monday's decision:
sqnsj
ganging up on the theatre in
"I
know of no law which authorizes a shifts with signs protesting the film
party to accept the good in a con- as indecent.
tract and reject what he does not
Thomas Cash, prez of the Holy
like.
It (Hughes Tool Co.) cannot Name Society of St. Mel's, blasted
have its cake and eat it too. If it B&K for showing the pic as is, exwishes to retain the seal it mu.'^t be plaining that Holy Name officials
on the condition that it adhere to the and Catholic clergymen had objected
agreement under which it holds and to three scenes.
Cash said B&K
has used it. .This entire controversy promised to cut out these .scenes,
has been precipitated by the act of but instead they decided to show 't
the plaintiff. .It seems more an ef- as originally planned.
fort on the part of the plaintiff to
Pick incidentally, had a record
add this case and its peregrinations run recently at the Loop Oriental,
through the courts as additional pub- running into no censor trouble.
It
licity and advertising in promotion was only when it hit
the nabes that
of the picture."
trouble began.
Use of ads not okayed by the
MPA's Advertising Code Adminis'OnUaw' Halted In La.
tration Would permit the Association
New Orleans, June- 18.
to revoke its seal; on the picture,
Following a complaint from the
granted May 23, .1941, under terms Legion of Diecency:
aiid
church
it was issued: "That any advertising
gi'oups, "The Outlaw,v showing at
.. ..shall, be submitted for approval the Joy- theatre in
Alexandria, La.,
to the ACA. .and that only such was halted after
two days' screenmaterial. ..approved shall be used ing and the house manager,.
John W.
...That, in addition to any other ap- Sasser, fined $100 in city
court on
plicable penalties, the PCA reserves each of two coimts
by Judge G.
the right to void this certificate at Voltz for violating an ancient
penal
any time hereafter, for any violation ordinance relative to "putting; on
an
of conditions set forth herein."
indecent performance," and given a
30-day jail sentence which wis sus
pended.
Drive Against 'Outlaw*
Sasser appealed to the district

to

brought

ages—against the MPA and its member companies. ThaL«won't come up books and air shows. Moss has optioned Fannie Hurst's forthcoming
until next fall, at the earliest.
,MPA now not taking drastic action novel, "The Hands, of Veronica."' He
against Hughes is inconceivable to plans to leave for the Coast iri July
nwst trade observers and would ap- to set up production details. He's
pear a weak position, since the pro- also negotiating for a couple other
ducer has obviously flaunted the or- properties, planning to get setups
arranged on the three pictures beganization.
fore seeking a release deal and
No Ezpulsion
In any case, the MPA will now go istarting actual production.
Moss said that his contemplated
ahead with its exjpulsion of Hughes,
whether or not the seal is with- pi'oduction will' in no way interfere
drawn. It was the day before the with his'theatre operating activities.
Association's scheduled meeting to

Continues in

Crowd was Anally calmed by
manager John L. Mitchell, who
them an irispection of the
premises showed'no evidence of
Are.
No one was injured, although a number were treated
for nervous shock catised by the

told

legal puzzler, whether NorKi-asna's play "Dear Ruth" is
his own brainchild or a carbon of
Jo.seph Hoffman's "Dear Mr. Private", went to N. Y. supreme court
Justice Samuel Null for final say
Friiiay (14) after a three-day court
battle. Trial of the piracy action

,

trust

exits.

The

.

What Hughes is referring to above
the fact that, In addition to the
injunction plea, on, which decision
was given, he filed a $1,000,000 anti-

panic, with fllmgoers- falling all
over Ihernselves in a rush for

Ruth'

The picture industry Is entering
the most proAtablc era in Its history,
according to the latest basic industry
analysis by Standard tc Poor's Corp.
While there are many factore contributing to such forecast result,
greater national leisure and lower
taxes currently appear to have the!
most vital influence. Signs of rough
weather ahead are indicated at several points in the survey, not the
least of which is the increased coih
risk involved by the increaise in
number of features and the' Aim
business' limited growth prospects
in the immediate future.
(S 8i P survey was apparently
written before the anti-trust decision
.

man

Into Indie Prod.

is

Dear

Vs.

Up

Criterion,

18.

Jittery state of mind that has
taken hold of midwesterners fol>
lowing the LaSalle hotel holocaust two weeks ago was underscored last week at the Genesee
theatre, Waukegan, 111., when a
child screamed "Fire!" threw
several hundred customers. Into

'Dear Mr. Private'

the basis of the publicity it has received and the heavy grosses it has
garnered to date. With houses rented
on a four-walls basis and the picture
Charles B. Moss, New York exhib
held for lengthy runs, it could get
and son ol B. S. Moss, w..k. theatre
considerable play.
That Hughes wouldn't compromise realty operator, is organizing an inwas evident frbrn the statement he die production unit to turn out three
issued on the Coast after the de- films in the next two years. He said
cision was announced: "I want to be Monday (17) that a budget of $4,7
sure the public understands that this 000,004 is being set up for trio, .wi^th
is merely a decision regarding my the elder Moss handling the flnanc-

request for a temporary injunction.
This decision has no. bearing on the
trial.
The case has not yet come to
trial,
When it does come to trial
I intend to prosecute it with all the
strength I have."

Scare

Chicago, June

.'

6. S.

'Fire*

'

existence.

Should Hughes elect to take this
still be assured of a
heavy take from "The Outlaw" on

path, he could

I%[ industry Will Continue

.

flow of regular Hollywood product
for

iw

f

That

es-

and two

Lane, to be produced by
Sabinson in November.

Survey Augurs hofitaUe

St.

Era

nounced the purchase of the land on
which 1,100-seat Lyric stands: It, had
boMght theatre itself, a Loop moveover house, a few weeks ago.

dependent on a

isn't

Wall

18.

House was purch^ed from the

whimsy.

"Three

Par

tate which acquired It when the ownr
ers were forced into bankruptcy.
Minnesota Amusement Co. also an-

seems

Irish leprechaiins and Gaelic
fantasy arc present in irhportant
ways in the three following, pro-

ductions:

to

Biggest theatrical deal In years
here brings the 4,000-seat $4,000,000
Radio City theatre and the land on
which it is located, to the Cwnership
of Minnesota Amusement Co. (Paramount circuit), its present lessee and
operator, for ah undisclosed sum.

'Harvey' Started

Latest cycle in

4,000^ter

Norman Corwin
Sam Eckman, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gallico
Mrs.' Ben Goetz
Jack Harding
Percy Ho.skins
Mr. and Mrs. Jock. Lawrence
Jcahette MacDonald
Mrs, J. P. McEvoy
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INDUSTRY GROGGY FROM DECISH
Pennsy Allied Forms Buying-Booking

Combine

in

Face of Decree s Provisos
June

Philadelphia,

tional scale in' this area.Rumors of such a move

around the

have been
exchanges

Phill:r

'What 'm

.

atiy

selling

fect, most branch managers can
be expected to ask for a hike in

pay-

D. C. Figures Little

Has Been

Hit

Harder

Than Majors (Big 5)

&owing

Habit

The sale of pictures singly, as decreed by last week's verdict in the
anti-trust suit, has been on the increase since the advent of the consent decree in 1940 when blockbook=
ing was ruled out for the Big Five;
but what now vastly changes the

complexion of things is restriction
Washington, June 18.
admission minimums.
here is that the Little as to
Among forthcoming releases earmarked for separate sale, most important is David O. Selznick's "Duel
in the Sun" in which the investment
of
outstanding interests. now runs beyond $5,000,000. Plans
chasing
The Little Three, without theatres, call for a policy modeled somewhat
after
that under which "Gone With
are merely hit hard by the strinjent
'

.

the

Wind" was

sold at stipulated
boxofflce prices.

distribution sections of the decree.
One portion of the decree, not minimum
previously stressed, is pointed out
It is possible that "Duel" may be
here as important by the Anti- rushed put earlier than had been
Trust Division. In many of the large anticipated in view of the decision
cities the majors have move-over in the equity suit against the majors
houses in the midtown which have though, in Selznick quarters, it is
been protected by clearance and felt the appeal of the anti-trust verdict will provide sufficient time for
price scales up to now.
Decree will also be a boon for "Duel" to get out of the way.
Present plans are to give "Duel"
those who have built theatres in
many cities for rental to the chains a world premiere in Texas, its locale,
controlling product.
For instance, toward the end of October and
in Washington, Trans-Lux expects to probably in Dallas with a New York
Intention is to spot
get under construction in the next run to follow.
few months with a Central city de the picture into the Astor and nextluxer.
Gossip has been that Transto RKO which badly
wants a second showcase to handle
its surplus of product.
(It has RKO
and Universal here).
Trans-Lux
(Continued on page 16)
,

'

door Victoria, on Broadway, dayan(l-date at advanced prices.
Other pictures not yet on release
that are slated for sale separately
include "Green Years" and "Easy to
Wed" from Metro, Paramoijint's

"Monsieur Beaucaire" and RKO's
"The Stranger." Fresh to, the market as singles Include foiir from
RKO, "Without Reservations," "Make
"Heartbeat" and "Kid
IN
PIC Mine Music,"
From Brooklyn," plus "Road to
Paulette
Goddard, arriving In Utopia" from Paramount.
New York from Paris over the
While United Artists has always
weekend, revealed that her first film
the same
unde* Sir Alexander Korda's banner sold its pictures singly-,
now virtually in effect with
will be "The True Story of Carmen," habit is
makies
from the novel by Prosper Merimee Warner Bros. whicK no longer'
as made
on which Bizet's opera is based. up blocks but sells each film
The same policy exists
Film will be produced in England available.
20th-Fox
to a lesser extent,
vf ith
next May under the participating
Par, RKO atid Metro adhere
deal held by Miss Goddard and her while
to blocks no larger than five pichusband,'
'

PAULETTE PARD WTTH

KORDA

XARMEN'

'

Burgess Meredith, with
Korda.
Player has been in England and
on the Continent for the past month,
huddling with Korda, looking at
studio facilities, acquiring a wardrobe and being tutored in a British
accent' for a forthcoming film. She

^_

Distribs Like

May

Col.

UWP

Benefit Sharply
if

—

who would be hurt and who helped
if the court's say went into effectwas wide open with the odds heavy
that it would stay so for a long
stretch.

Reactions vairied widely in the
three branches of the industry. Even
the legal ramiflcations of the proposed decree were uncertain because legalites were chary of curbstone opinions. On. one point, alone
film officials were unanimous that
all phases of the industry were due
for major changes if the decision

—

.

.

stands.

Production plans would be in for
a revamping, most execs think. With
single-picture sales in the wind, the
Bs will probably be in for another
beating, it was felt. If Columbia and
Universal specialists in the minorbudget product, were compelled to
drop
season-block
selling
they
more than likely hike the
of the films for a better spot
at the auction block.
The big-budget picture, itself,
stands to be a bigger gamble If the
court's word becomes law, officials
opine. Old customers of the majors
no longer can be expected to bail
out a company on an expensive dud
(Continued on page 18)

siders

by -members of the Para-

mount

legal department, oh or-

from Decree

New York

4-

Par's Discretion
No phase of the U; S. antitrust decision handed down last
week may he discussed with out-,

and Eagle

anti-trust suit decision,

enforced, will hand

new

releasing

World

companies such as United
Pictures and Eagle-Lion a

flying

start in the battle for playing time,

Wide-open marold customer is
pushed from his favored spot on the
ground-floor is bound to open the
door to substantial inroads by the
newcomers who no longer would
film execs think.
ket in which the

ders from above.
Company has the largest legal
department in the industry, including various types of special-,
ists in law. Par also has outside attorneys in New York and
various other cities.

face a multitude of closed situations,
Consequently, reofficials opine.
gardless of the confused effect, of th^
three-judge ukase on the rest of the
industry, it's thought that the new
outfits' blessing would be unmixed.
with what appears to be a
forthcoming batch of better than
run-of-the-mill product should find
itself in a favorable position to make

UWP

Par Hit Hardest

hay, that company's officials think.
Since the old customer of a major
can no longer get a break in sticking to a company, for better or

By 95% Proviso
Hardest hit by the. divestiture provisions of the antitrust decision ruling that if a major company owned
less than a 95% interest in a tlieatre,.such interest had to be sold or
purchase effected by buying out the

worse,

he'll

shopping
without

for

exhib

a

more than
promising

likely

be

grossers

committments.
previous
With the majors unable to assure an
of

season's

product,

the

theatreman'.<; bound to cut loose in
his hunt tor profitable pix to fill
his pJSying time.

partner or partners in each case, is
Of its approximate
1,600 theatres, only around 550 are
wholly-owned by Par and thus unaffected. The balance is tied up in
many partnerships across the country which range from a minority
interest to beyond 50% but below

Paramount.

While smaller film companies,
are not defendants to
such as
the Government suit, and therefor
free from the injunctive provisions
which restrain the majors from picking up new houses without court,
approval, understand that the smaller outfits will likely seek judicial
buying theatres.
sanction
before
One reason for such action is the
possibility, as filrn legalites point
out, that an unregulated course of
theatre expansion could open the

UWP

95%.
Wholly-owned properties are, in
the main, very valuable, ones and at
somewhere in the neighborhood of

-

550 still represent a larger number
of houses than held wholly or partially by any other major compariy.
Properties controlled wholly in(Continued on page 16)
clude the Niew York and' Brooklyn
Paramounts, Balaban & Katz, the
Great States circuit, All-Florida,plus
Para- French Pic, 'Afflok/ Cites
in
Florida,
chain
mount Enterprises in the Miami
sector, the large Minnesota Amuse'More Objectionable'
ment Co. in the northwest; New
England Theatres, r'nbther goodFix in N.Y. Censor Plea
sized circuit of importance; the
Appeal from a ruling of the New
Ricl^rd & Nace chain in the Arizona
York censor board which directed
Heavy trend of recent years to territory arid smaller groups in up- extensive scissoring of the French
independent production may well be state New York, Ohio and Detroit.
film "Amok" was filed last week
Partnerships -which Par would
reversed if and when terms of the
with the State Board of Regents.
decree ordered by the court in the have to buy out or to which it would
Move was made by William Brandt,
anti-trust suit last week become ef- have to sell in event the equity suit
prexy; Martin Leyine, treas.; and
fective. Happy days of easy financ- decision is upheld on appeal are
Oliver Ai,^ Unger, veepee, of Dising by indie producers probably will' rriostly on a 50-50 basis and include
tinguished Films, distrib of picture
be at an end, with a resultant swing many valuable chains. Partnerships
which was set to open at Brandt's
back to major studio picturemaking which range up to 50% and from Republic theatre late this month.
or a cut in the quantity qf product. 50% up but not to 95% embrace theCensor board is taken to task tit:
Banks on both coasts which spe- atres which blanket the entire south,
the appeal for its order directing decialize in advancing production coin excepting Florida, plus operations
New England, Penn- letion of a scene which the board
to indies have indicated that en- throughout
reforcement of the court's terms will sylvania, Michigan, California, Utah, claimed depicted the lead femme
doctor to perform
push them into hardening their poli- Idaho, parts of New York state, Illi- questing jungle
adaptacies on loarks.
They see an end to nois, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Okla- an abortion for her. Film,
tion of a Stefan Zweig novel, does
present-day tendencies toward lax- homa, Colorado and New Jersey.
not disclose nature of the operation,
ness in insisting on only the highest
appellants say, though the medico's
grade production setup, since there
refusal is on grounds that i^. would
have been few films in recent years
be illegal.
that haven't got the banks their inAppeal argues that even if the
vestments back.
'45 censors' inferences are accurate,
Basis of the increased caution is
treatment of the subject with "digthe generally recognized factor that
$318,of
profits
net
, Consolidated
nity and restraint" plus the fact that
individual auctioning of pictures will 824 after provision for federal taxes
plot structure develops conclusion
leave a lot less room for the film of and other charges was garnered by
medium or doubtful quality. A flick Monogram Pictures for the 44 weeks that effects of abortion are inevitably
disastrous, warrants a clean bill of
will have to be top grade to be sure ending May 4, 1946, 'the company
health.
Number of films recently
qf getting its cost back. Secondary disclosed last week.
Take complayed on Broadway which were alpictures will find few enthusiastic pares with a $154,405 net which
legedly much more objectionable
bidders, with the resuU that the pro- Monogram made for the comparable
than "Amok" are referred to in the
ducer's gross may be of dubious pro- period of '45.
appeal. Among those are "Scarlet
portions.
Company production plans for the Street," "The Postman Always Rings
Good release deal is of prime im- 1946-47 season call for it to turn out
Twice," "Open City" and "Kitty."
portance now to a bank in deciding 32 features and 12 westerns. Figure
indie
give
an
whether
or
not
to
on
is 'identical with that of the current
the money he's seeking. Financial season.
houses feel that distribution via a
With domestic and foreign sales
strong major company assures a 22% over that of the previous year
relatively good income for a picture for the 39 weeks ended March 30
'47
even if it's not a super-duper. Monogram's net for that period was
New program for Republic picthere's
a $254,510, the company announced.
With major release now
certain amount of automatic pre- Profit represents a substantial gain tures production during' the 1946-47
season
calls
for
an outlay ot
day
selling.
But if and when the
over the $121,089 .net for the pre$25,500,000 for 32 features, 26 outdoor
comes when every film has to be vious year.
mellers, and four serials. Sii^teen ot
sold completely on its own qualiproductions
will be in
the
proposed
bankers say it's a different
ties,

Decision Seen

Curb on

Easy

As

.

.

Indies'

.

Ui.

Bankrolls

.

MONO'S 44-WEEK NET
OF 318G DOUBLES

REPUBLIC'S BUDGET

tures..

May Go

Blocks

5 Pending Appeal
Columbia may go to blocks of five

Of

pending, decision, on appeal of the
American army U; S. anti-trust suit, which would
force the company, along with the
Miss Goddard plans to return to Big Five, to offer pictures singly and
the Coast this week.
to one theatre at a time.
Previously suspending its sales
Team Keyea^DIck Powell
'meeting in Chicago, Col reconvened
Hollywood, June 18.
there Monday (17) for a three-day
Columbia inked Evelyn Keyes to convention. Decision to go 'back was
play the femme lead opposite Dick reached
last
after
immediately
Powell in the mystery picture, week's (11) ruling in the equity suit
Johnny O'clock."
against the majors'.
Milton Holmes will produce. With
Advance plans by Col called for
Robert Rossen as director, starting 44 features the coming (1946-47)
July 1.
season, same as the 1945-46 semester.
also entertained at
posts in Germany.

.

.

Th;-ee was hit harder tljan the Big
Five. The Big Five have a chance
to retain all or most of their theatres if the court approves their pur-

Lux might rent

Implications in the 73-page antitrust treatise handed down in the
N. ..Y. federal court last week has
the film industry standing on its
head. Confused speculations hit a
peak as the first week faded with
neither lawyers nor film toppers
certain of the answers to a- flock
of brain-teasers, No. 1 question

would,

Feeling

'

HURT OR HELPED

number

.

3

,

Selling Singly

comprises

however,
Latter,
only about a dozen houses.

prjbsent systeih of
branch
pictures,
the
has usually been relied

h.o. .to make the best
deal obtainable for product, and
subject to checks from district
managers, has been left pretty
much on his own. It the same
holds true under the proposed
coiQpetitive bidding system, it's
the branch manger who will get
all the headaches of accepting
bids and then judging which
theatre is best suited, via its bid,
to make the best deal.
Should the .system go into ef-

group obsolete.
between 300-400 theatres in their or-

tag.

his kicks too.

manager
on by the

combined booking
Allied execs, with

'

Bid'

Under the

It Ihe anti-trust decision calling
for the buying of each picture
singly on a competitive bidding system takes effect, it will automatic-

ganization, believe the new step will
enable their members, however, to
get better picture deals for at least
another two years. Date of the antitrust decision becoming law is believed at least that far in the future.
One other indie booking combine
Is now in operation in the Philly
area, under the Affiliated Theatres

I

.

bers.

render

lO'S New

.

With top* industry execs, the
Government and exhibs all
lampooning the anti-trust decision, the forgotten man seems
to be the branch manager in
the exchange area and he's got

but all
for the last several months
speculation has been on a hush-hush
In announcing the
basis to date.
manager
general
combine. Allied
Sidney E, Samuelson said it has been
set up to operate similar to the cooperative booking plan now in use
the Pittsburgh area, but that it
ill
would be optional to Allied mem-

ally

TELL

18.

Allied Independent Theatre Owntoday
ers of Eastern Pennsylvania
(Tuesday) announced the formation
for its
of a buying-booking combine
such
first
the.
marking
members,
combine undertaken on an organiza-

floating

'T

.

FOR

Zanuck's 3-Hour Pic

story.

AT $25,500,000

color.

Frank Borzage will do two speHollywood, June 18
•Under terms of the decree, there's
At the start of the fourth month cials, in addition to which there will
no preselling at all, since, even
be 10 deluxers. Also there will be
of lensing on "Razor's Edge" ycster
if an exhib signs up for a film, he
eight
Roy Rogers pix, two of them in
that
announced
automatically has the right to can- day (17), 20lh-Fox
And Darryl F. Zanuck is considering let color, plus four. Gene Autrys and
cel, it after it is tradeshown.
the bankers, who like to be pretty ting the film run at least tliree hours eight Bed Ryder features, emphasizing
studio's reliance on oaters.
certain of what they can count on with an intermission
additional
has
been
There
Zanuck has written 37 added
in the way of returns before they
subscribe their money, don't like that scenes which won't be filmed until $2,000,000 allocated for studio expansion,
and
$3,500,000 for promotion.
August.
at all.

really

I

]

,

.
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PICTURES
Pariles' Coast

Small-Town Independent Exhibitors

Appear Hardest
Proposed fystem of competitive
bidding for each picture singly under the anti-trust decision looks lo
small-town exhib
indie
the
hit
hardest, .when and it the system ever
becomes law. Already considermt'
themselves on the short end of the
ba'Tain under the consent decree.
the rurahtes believe they'll be even
worse oft under the projected auclinn biddmg
hirlrtinp plan.
Dlan
l,on

„

ll'l

^206 HIKC

^|||

T,n»
Los Angeles June

in
18

wage uppage^ and » five-day

.

week

!

;

.

m

.

conditions will benefit clerks,
stenographers, cashiers, bookers and
phone operators in' the exchanges.

Sliding Scale

Holly wood,. June 18.
Monogram, which figured that the
There are any number ol situaCisco Kid" series made by Phil
Krasne lor them were budgeted too tions in this country that Are conbig at $62,000 and burned when one trolled by circuits or by individual
went to $65,000 and bought him out. exhibitors who have had nothing to
has not functioned economically as worry about- in the way of choosing
product from all distributors. Hunwell since taking over.
They budgeted the first two they dreds ol sm{ill towns lall in this
made at $80,000 and the cost on the category. While some ol these might
hit $132,000 and the second be capable ol supporting an extra,
first
$117,000 with the Monogram fran- theatre, up to now the darigers of
chise holders a bit peeved as the re- a "shutout" have forestalled buildBuffalo, June 18.
turns on these pictures were not ing.
Arguments by Willard S. McKay nearly as healthy 'as those made unTake, lor example, a town of
before
Hays,
Arthur
Garfield
and
around 5,000 which now has but one
der the Kraiine formula.
DisS.
in
the
U.
Knight
John
Judge
It way or may not be
theatre.
trict court here yesterday (Monday),
part bf a chain but particularly it
in support of motions of the Schine
part of a circuit of even less than
circuit ifor a stay of reorganization
a dozen houses, product has been so
proceedings, pending outcome of
sewed up that anyone would fear
Schine's appeal to the U. S. Supreme
The
erecting an opposition house.
Court, was strongly Indicative of
theatre in qyestipn which has enjoyed
confusion in the industry as a result
what is known as "national release"
of the anti-trust decision last week.
might, be one seating, say 700 seals.
McKay, in his argument, made no
The temptation to build a large and
secret of the ifact that no one knows
Taking umbrage over the concern more modern house it there is to be
just what will be the practical result of major producer-distributors who open bidding now becomes extremeof that decision and predicted that have lost certain sales personnel to ly strong and not. unlikely that this
its enforcement may bring the com^
indenumber
of
may occur it the trade practices laid
the ever-increasing
paratively hew motion picture in- pendent companies entering the film down in the U. S. suit go into effect.
dustry into the status practically of field, a New York booker of many
Major circuits and affiliates have

Court

.

.

'

Wheither there will be a place in
competitive bidding.
the- proposed
.vslem for the sliding scale arrange
-^^^j
^y Metro, 20th-Fox and
o,her majors is another of ^he questions currently being bandied about

;

.

For Big Chance

•

.

considered more likely that, the exhibs gave up after realizing they
couldn't fight back, rather than that
the cornplaiiilb were so few.
With the competitive bidding sy.<!tem likely to bring on a raft of
similar complaints, the sniall-towners believe they'll suffer even more.
Some kind of system will have to
be developed, Ihcy say, which would
rule out the need for arbitrators—
and the auction systerh doesn't fill
the bill.
Another cry from the small indies
Is that under the new system, they'll
probably be forced to pay more for
their product. Some exhibs, in the
business for 20 or 25 years and so
granted special concessions by the
majors as old customers,, believe
now they might not be able to compete with the large bankrollers who
are certain to enter the business,
and so might be forced completely
out of' the running.

industry spokesmen, that the syS'
lem might, be incorporated into the
projected auction bidding plan by
having the exhibs base their bids on
the gliding scale. Metro, for one, is
in. the air on the matter.
up

.

still

William F. Rodgers, M-G veepee
over sales, echoed other execs in
declaring that results of the antitrust decision were too uncertain to
speculate about at this time.Regardless or v>hat happens to the
sliding scale when the decision becomes law, however, it's almost certain that other parts of Metro's 19point sales policy \yiU be rendered

Designed a year ago to
relations between
and its customers, the 19

obsolete.

cover

Metro

business

were reiterated and reEfTirmed as this company's, guiding
policy by Rodgers just a few weeks
afo at the Chicago sales meet,
Policy is devoted mostly to outMining the way an exhib can, get a
Indies concede that their busine.ss p|(.,ure adjusted to a lower bracket,
picked up tremendously during the j( hjs grosses do not justify the
war when the consent decree was in f,\„ys original allocation.
the
If
effect and that the hypoed grosite.'-. t;cmpetilive bidding system becomes
were due, to a large part, to the tf.cctive, the allocation plan will
better quality product turned out by probably be thrown out completely,
the majors.' Too often, however. Ihey which will throw most of Metro's 19
claim, some of the, top-price films pojnts opgn to rewriting.
were of poor quality and didn't per
One factor in which the .decision
mit them to make operating ex- might coincide with Metro's policy
penses on tlie individual pictures. is the provision for arbitration in all
It's against this factor they object.
car.es of dispute, to assure fair dealUnder a competitive bidding sys- injrs between distribs and exhibitors.
tem, it's possible tfiat any film hav- M-G's 19 points emphasize the coming a top name stcr or similar at- pany's willingness to adjust any altraction will r.".fc top prices, regard- leged Inequity with an exhib so that
less of the qurlity of the film. Car- he won't have to take the dispute to
rying the idea to CNtremes, it's even arbitration.
po.ssible, according to some exhibs.
that a newcomer might bid as much
as 80'^% for a picture, just to build
up a reputation for his house. And,
the small-towncrs
corhplain,
they
won't be able to compete under
such odds.
Kenneth MacKenna, Metro exec,
i:o!nts

:

.

'

a "public utility." because of the
auction-block system prescribed by
In arguing lor a stay,
the court.
McKay insisted that the decision in
the anti-trust ciase should be taken
in
the
into careful consideration
Schine proceedings, inasmuch as it
was calculated to work far-reaching
changes in the industry, which furnish further reasons why. the Schine
circuit should not be. dissolved until
a Anal determination by the Su
preme court of all the anti-trust liti-

experience, charges the disa high degree of shortsightedness in developinent. ol selling manpower.
He asks why the cornpanies do not
ake stock of the potential man-

years

tribs with

gation:

Hayes was before
in

support of

his'

the. court again

motion made (wo

for the appointment of a
special master to hold hearings and
take testimony as to Schine's present
alleged legal methods ol ofieration as'
contrasted with the objectionable
conditions previously testified to during the trials of the case, and upon
which Judge Knight's decision, with
its
drastic anti-trust findings, was
based.

weeks ago

During the argument

,

Smalltowners who had enjoyed
who has been in England tor the
runs in a city in opposition to a
house belonging to a major circuit past three months, is now, back on
will be in an especially precarious the Coast. Formerly story editor at
position. Such exhibs. so
long as the studio, he had been promised,
they continued on good terms with bclorc
he lelt to undertake the Britthe distribs, maintained their flr.st
run position in the past. Chain ish chore, that he wbuld be handed a
house, with more money from which producer berth, upon his return. He's
to draw, will now be able to bid expected to be named to the new
more for. a film, forcing the indie job within a lew weeks,
into either a subsequent run posi
MiicKenna's task abroad was to
tion or out of business.
first

one.

i

.

clean up. pacts with writers, directors,

players and others, which have

it

was

.

"This leaves car-

and that. also., advancement in the exchanges themselves
suggests that the salesmen, bookers
and office managers must be "forgotten people."
Cited that in the N. Y. branches
there are many salesmen and bookers who have been on the job up to
25 years and more without much
recognition and that there are plenty
of sellers with good background who
are sitting idly by waiting for jobs.
One complaint is that many dis-

the decision in the anti-trust case in
effect, operated as a stay until an
appeal to the Supreme Court had
been decided, and also that a stay
was still in effect in the Crescent
case, the Judge reserved finar decision until after a further study of the
anti-tru.st and Cresent cases, and of
the brief filed by Schine on the present motions.

THEATRE POOLS
LEAST OF THEIR WOES

BIG 5

Least of the major circuit pains
suffered by the decision in the Government's anti-trust action relates
to elimination of all pools which, tor
the five theatre-owning companies,
involves around 440 operations.

I

I

Meeting

Aside trom the tact that the Big
Votes to Back Decree Five offered to give up pooling arrangements as a concession wheii
At an emergency' meeting yesternegotiations were on for a new deday CTuesday). of Amefrican Thecree, feeling has grown among theaatres Assn. a resolution' was passed
tre
ops that virhile some pools
relieving the organization of any acrepresent
convenience, especially
on buying, in most cases they have
outlived their usefulness.
a

tion in connection with the decision
in the United States anti-trust case
"inasmuch a.s this decision involves
intra-indu!;try trade practices such

.

light

the

ATA

tion.'

at

Additionally, theatres which formerly went into pooling arrangejuri.<idiciion of.
the St, Louis conven- 'T'®"*^ as. a protective measure in
sharing losses as well as profits,
have found the lush gro.sses of the

At the same lime
that

was

resplver'
"all exhibitor as.sociations that
it

'

priate

in

exercise of rights as ex-

hibitors."

At yesterday's meeting

It

was also

decided to set up a committee to
confer with producers and distributors on the distribution ol Govern-

ment films.
J. Edward Shugrue, tormerly with
the United States Treasury as director ol motion picture pnd .special
eyents who was liaison betwce'i the

Treasury and Hollywood on

was named director
tions for ATA.

fhr.ris.

of public rcla-

ycrrs and T r^-eaflcr h--. fo) t'^' '.
theatres where they now face much
lesser trouble in going on their, own.
Parainount, which is involved in
more pools than the other majors,
including some three-way pooling
arrangements, some rnonths ago decided to eliminate them as contracts
expired or by mutual consent with
jbthers pending conclusion of agreements.
This decision was reached
by Par without regard to the outcome of the U. S. suit. 'Within reicent months Par dissolved ils pool
with Si Fabian over the Brooklyn
Paramount and with RKO in Minneapolis and Rochester. Next to come
up for voluntary dissolution was
Par's, pool v/^th. Warner B'os. over
four houses in Ph lrdclr'-ia Where
'the contract expires shortly.

i

Wi'.r

'

of

product

ability to outbid on
in which interested.

Building
course,, will

all

new

61

of
theatres,
to await ability to
material but that

have

construction
not be too tar off. Supposition
that there are a lot of people
prepared, to invest in theatre build^
ing and that much money has lain
ready tor investment in exhibition
even against the odds pre.sented by
the order of operations which antcdiAed the U. S. anti-trust decision.
Throughout recent years, in the
face of business done by picture
houses, it has become a popular expression in the trade to "try and
buy a theatre."
get

may
is

.

Twin

City

.

hdies Plan

To Seek DiYorcement
In Minn. Legislature
Minneapolis, June 18.
Benhie Berger, president pf North
independent exhiAllied',
bitors prganizalidn here, and other
Twin City independent exhibitor
leaders, disappointed over the fail-^
Central

ure,

of

the

court in the

three-judge

New York

statutory

equity, ca.se

order divorcement, declare that

to

unless the U. S.

Supreme Court

re-

vetses the decision, they'll immediately press lor theatre divorcement
legislation in the

the

Minnesota

coming session
state

ot

legislature.

They'll also take the lead in a na-

tion-wide campaign to obtain a Federal law prohibiting producer ownership and operation, ol theatres,

they said.

were excluded pn

a.s

been hanging, fire ever since Alex- do concern themselves with trade
ander Korda pulled out of Metro's practices be advised to sludy the import of this decision to the end
they may be heard as exhibitors in
whatever forum is deemed appro-

peting as the only important item
lor theatres, still under price ceilWhile abroad, MacKenna arranged
ings, with the lid to continue another for Richard Hogan to serve Metro
8-12 months unless OPA is killed off as Briti:s'h story scout.
Hogan w.is
in the meantime.
MacKenna's assistant at the studio
Action on theatre seats , provides before going into the Army. He was
that, the manufacturers must submit i-ecently discharged.
Temporarily,
catalogs and other data to OPA. In at least, he'll hot have the title of
the event seat prices zoom loo British story editor, but will service
charply, the agency would restore the studio and New York story de~
conUols.
partments.

tributing companies are putting on
student salesrnen. but will not give
a booker, even with, many years experience, a chance to sejl.
Bookers receive up to $100 weekly, but it is felt they are underpaid
in the face of the many thousands of
dollars' in dating that are their responsibility.
This is also true of
salesmen who annually negotiate
contracts involving a lot of money.

^

to themselves.

city of around
45,000 population where an -affiliated
circuit has three theatres, a first,
No one has
.second and' third-run.
dared invade that particular stronghold because of operating control
and circuit buying 'power. Under
open bidding, however, there would
be nothing lo dissuade- a prospective
exhibitor from build ing^ at least a
better house than the second run
which now serves the town in the

virtually, nil

rer

I

British setup last year. Some of the
contracts were settled and others
v. ere
extended to continue when
Metro resumes British production
under guidance of. Ben Goetz. That's
not expected until about the beginnin."! of next year.

many towns" virtually
One such instance is a

-

Judge Knight at first denied the
Schine
motions,
but
following
lengthy argument pointing out that

i

Washington, June 18.
OPA decontrolled theatre seats
yesterday (Monday),' removing them

various branches, giving thern an opportunity to show what they can do.
Pointing out that the same must
be true in other territories, this veteran booker emphasizes that in the
past 10 years the promotions to
homeoffice selling posts has been

vealed that the Government has not
only filed a counter-jurisdictional
statement in the U. S. Supreme
Court, but has asked court to dismiss
Schine's appeal there on the ground'
that it is premature and that the
judgment appealed from is not a final

MacKENNA BACK FOR M-G
ON COAST TO PRODUCE Emergency ATA

THEATRE SEATS NO
LONGER OPA-RULED

power which exists among !:alesmcn,
managers and bookers in the

ofTice

'

,

'

,

Film Booiiers Cry

;

-

'

,

.

Vs. Auction Pix

,

'

AD

Hears Trust Case

and went back home. I'
discontent,
the exhibs
of
tralive
.^^
,heir at^j^^^j^
with the system IS the fact that^only
Distribs have used the sys
three cases were taken to arbitraconsent decree was
^.^^^.^
tion in the Pittsburgh exchange area
handed down in 1940, considering it
since the consent decree became efIhe fairest method of dealing with
fective in 1340. Since all three octheir exhib-custorners.
curred during the first year, it'.s
it's' conceivable, according to sorne

control.

'

now

Not So Costly After

Until Sup.

..

^^.g^ boosts and improved working

tlisgust

from price

A wave of theatre building,
situations
in
that are
non-competitive, is a strong
probability in the event single-picture selling and open bidding, as
provided lor in the anti-trltst decision, is upheld on appeal to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
especially

Krasne's 'Cisco' Series

.

ilie.s,

I

;

Presages Wave of Theatre BuOding

Schine Stay Asked

c^^^^

was signed after months of
luitiRling by the Office Employees
and the major
j, »'j;„„f,onal Union

Un

,

Unable to cope with the 'cgal'st'"
of the majors' lawyers, the exhibs
many cases simply packed up in

"^^ange white

film

for

Top Product

Auction-Bidding for

18.

slay there.

^
labor contract, calling for^a

New
12';

three-judge panel in N. Y. last Tuesday (11). Under, the consent decree,
the indies also had the right to turn
over what they considered inequities to an unbiased conciliator. Too
often, however, the exhib, unable to
afford topflight legal iounsel because of his limited bankroll, \yould
himself confronted in court
find
with some of the best legalites in
the country, sent lo the hearing by
the major distrib to protept his in,t

r«ll«-;»«-

]

_

....

,

tXCOailEBS tOUallieS
-inm vu

Chief plaint heard from the small.
towners concerns the emphasis laid
on arbitration Of all conUoversies in
the decision handed down by the

terests,

By Deci»on

Hit

Powwow

Hollywood, June

Charles M; Reagan, Adblph Zukor,
Russell Holman and Claude Lee arrived yesterday (Monday) lor Paramount studio huddles. Barney Balaban preceded the group from the
h.o. by several days.
Zukor left io visit his daughtier in
Tucson but will return after a day's

At the same time, Berger predicted
the U. S. Supreme Court, as
constituted, "will see' the light"
reverse the statutory court's
on divorcement. W. A.
ol North
Steffes, "chiel advisor"
Central Allied and one ot the early
and principal fighters, for divestiture
of theatres by the majors, also expressed corifldence that the^ Court
will upset the decision.
that

now
and

findings

Berger, however, had been openly
priedicting
with the utmost confidence that the three-judge statutory
court was certain to order divorce-

In trade circles here it hud
been openly declared, too, Ih.Tl
Berger and other of the more prwperous of the independent exhibitor
leaders were primed wjth funds ainl
prepared to grab up the theatrLS
which the Minnesota Amus. Co.
Paramount) would be compelled by
divorcement to relinquish.
merit.

•

.

.

nCTIJRES

Vednegday, Julie 19, 1»46

$15M000

AD-PIX IN

Have a New Gimmick

Jaciffabbits

field
Jackrabbit exhlbs in the 16m
new superare setting to roll in a

combining theatre, boxof-

Stucfio

J Oy

Them Up-to-Date

That Keeps
screen and
Answering the chal-

domestic 16mers say they, want to
move
be ready for large studios*
the U. S.
into theatreless areas in

Traveling showmen have become
aware, during the past five years, of
increased Interest shown by the
majors in narrow-gauge exhibition
generally susin this country, and
pect that preparation by the latter
companies for 16m showings south
of the border is meant eventually
to lead to similar operations here.
Arguments that the big boys are
making more coin than they can handle now are pooh-poohed with the
statement that "a dollar is still a
dollar to anyone."
Test Model
Test modiel for the new vehicle
was developed and constructed by
Dick Cummins, of King Cole service, and will serve as the basis for
the future manufacture and scale by
the
franchise holders throughout
Dubbed "Shbwbus," the
country.
theatre-truck is 35 feet long and 8
feet wide, wtih accomodations for
between 40 and SO spectators on the
vehicle itself and chairs for another
.

'

Screen
300-400 around its outside.
carried on two rods extending 10
feet in front of the engine hood, and
can be dismounted for driving. Will
probably sell for around $5,500.

is

Franchises will be doled out on
the basis of population in the various

territories.

Returning

ser-

icemen who have had experience
with training pictures and projection are expected to swell the ranks
of the more than 4,000 roadshowmen
who were in business before the war.
Cummins said he felt that the new
showbus would answer their de-

mand

more

for

showing

efficient

Equipment on the bus can
be removed for inside exhibition,
with power supplied by the vehicle's
facilities.

own

generator.

UN Group

All-Out For

On

Ending Barriers

Labor Situation

Washington, June

'

In at

and

industrial

film

Studio

20th

Bolton,

Rose

New

Indies

Scientific,

tion

and

Educational,
Cultural Organizalast Sat-

(UNESCO) was urged

urday (15) to plug for an end of all
customs barriers to the distribution
of educational films and other audiovisual materials. Move
the closing session' of

was voted

Hollywood, June 18.
New indie production outfit was
formed here by Whitney Bolton
and Harold Rose, with "The Middle

Window"

slated

as

their

first

pic-

moved to International.
say. Slashed ad budgets all along ture,
For several months Lyon had the line have hit the film medium
Film will be based on a romantic
functioned as chief talent executive particularly hard and driven produc- novel by Elizabeth Goudge, author
for 20th-Fox in London.
tion to a new low.;
of "Green Dolphin Street."
The slump originated In the cumulative Impact of strikes, shortages
and relief shipments to Europe
which have pinched off production
of commodities. Consequently; every
major industrial company has cut
advertising
appropriations.
Films
feel it more than ainy other media
because the screen is used to depict
specific products. Without new products, the medium takes the brunt of

cently

{

WB'sZOthAnni

ITOAPrez Favors

Of Sound Hits

Self-Regulation

groups.

Session pointed out that
ternational
agreements

— ^wo
Geneva
In-

Convention of 1933 and the Buenos
Aires Convention of 1936— are in existence to facilitate the free flow of
educational pix between countries,
but admitted that neither has ever

amounted to much.

Hope

that

is

UNESCO can do the job this time.
UNESCO was asked to collect and
disseminate information on audioVisual, materials, arrange for production
of
such materials, and
stimulate production
by govern-

ments

and

non-government

pro-

ducers.

Climax Aug. 6

-budget slashes. Moreover, ad agencies regard films as a collateral
rather than a key medium so it is
of the first to feel the knife.
Leaders in the move that started
film production on the downgrade
are the motor, oil, steel, baking and
beer companies. Strikes and a st^el
pinch added up to a few new cars
with the result that the usual introductory films employeid to herald
the latest models were cancelled at
the script stage. The grain shortage
spelled a dip in flour output and a
consequent slash in films on baking
products. Government curb on use
of cereals for brewing caused a terrifib drop in beer, advertising and a
fadeout on films. Radio Corp, of
America, saiis material to make new
electronic equipment, has sliced its
commercial films to a minimum.
Studios are still busy lensing industrials that were ordered early in
the. year. But while scripts are piled

Warner Bros, promotion on the one
anni of talking pictures will
have its grand climax on Aug, 6, the
exact date In 1926 when sound was
20th

commercially introduced into
motion picture theatres. In observance, Gov. Frank J. Lausche of Ohio
has off icially proclaimed that day as
"20th Anniversary of Talking Picture Day" throughout the state.
Other official recognition has been
garnered with Massachusett's Governor Maurice J. Tobin, writing letters of felicitation to Harry M. and
Jack L. Warner, and insertion of
comments into the Congressional
Record by Senator Frank J. Myers
of Pennsylvania.
Theatre exploitation of the anniversary is being pushed with distribution of posters to over 10,000
exhibs in all pai-ts of the country.
first

Increasing number of circuits and
indies are also inserting a line about
the celebration into their ad copy.
This week, Arthur Fiedler, conductor
of the Boston Pops Orchestra, is including a special, arrangement into
his concert of "Night and Day," title
of the Sound Anni film release.

.

high on ad agency and commercial
(Continued on page 16)

Controversial Negro

Billy

Selwyn

to

Ent

Hollywood, June

18,

of "eco-

May Be

Indie-Fdmed

.

.

offers
said,

a

could

percentage

add up

company appearing'

in

American- story lensed
the wire said.

over

typically

a

a U. S.
Caldwell's

at

taxation against theatres.

wl-.irh,

to

Robert Gessner Made
Full Pix Prof at NYU
Robert

Gessner,

former

situation.^

Battle over stujlio machinists which
the
painters
entered
last
local
(13) has resulted in a number of layoffs. Metro, Warners and

Thursday

Paramount have
ters,

To

-

:

Acceptance of the offer would lead
to the first instance of an all English

Holly-

>vood screenwriter and novelist, has
full professor at New
York University, where he heads
the department of motion pictures.
He is the only full-time pro't of
films in an American university or

been made a

The two guests of honor, Mrs,
Eleanor Roosevelt and Mrs. Anna
Rosenberg, both spoke of the cooperative spirit of the exhibitors as
setting an example to the rest of the
world.

Hypo

&

pulled his account from Donahue
Coe, which has long had the Goldwyn biz, and handed It to Foote,
Cone & Belding, because the former
doesn't have

and

up a Coast

office.

doesn't wish to set

Goldwyn

feels

that the long-range campaigns he
desires require the agency to have
a rep close to the studio.

Change In thought on timing of
ads grows, out of patron-polling acrecent years of Audience
Research Institute, which has given
the Industry the nev/ concept of
"audience penetration." Latter is a
percentage figure telling a producer
at any time how much of the public
The
is familiar with his picture.
surveys— to which Goldwyn is a subtivities in

scriber-r-have shown that the earlier
the advertising and publicity starts,
the greater the "penetration" by
date of release. And "penetration"
bears a direct proportion to gross.
.

Thus, Goldwyn's policy now is to
ad carnpaigns rolling at the
same time as his carnei'as. Con-

start his

siderable advertising,' for instance,
has already been published oil "Best
Years of Our Lives," which isn't
slated for release until, December.
In the old days the producer would
have waited until a few weeks before release to start spending his
ad budget, but now he feels It advantageous to give the public, exhibs, salesmen and the trade in general a strong impression about the
picture as a mental rallying point
that can be bUilt up and reinforced
repeatedly by the release date.

Former Mayor James J. Walker,
novel, currently the No. 1 best-seller,
Same concept, of course, goes for
as chairman of the meeting, formally
is now being prepared for filming by
inducted the newly elected officials publicity, as well as advertising. ProSelwyn,
Story
Productidns.
of the ITOA into their berths. Those ducers are now having,their flackone of Bill Grady's
executive aides at Metro until
David
inducted were
Weinstock, first eries start high-powered campaigns
Home was due to' arrive in New college.
recently is organizing
Gessner established the depart- v.p.; Max A. Cohen, second v.p.; well before a script is even put in
Olivier was
a talent depart- York, Tuesday (18)
ment for the purpose of recruiting slated to plane back to England, ment In 1941 as on assistant pro- Leon
treasurer;
work in order to make as many imRosenblatt,
J,
materaai in the youthful
ranks to fill Tuesday (18) with his return to the fessor, later rising to an associate Joshua Goldberg, secretary; John C, pressions as possible and push up
stellar roles.
the "penetration" figure.
Bolte, scrgeant-at-arms.v
professorship.
U. S. planned for Christmas.
locale,

Enterprise Productions.

.

.

'

is! not. expected
until the prexies
gather here tomorrow (19) for an industry dinner, and they may get together Thursday (20) in a labor
meeting to attempt ironing out the

.

.

they

which demanded an immediate meeting, wage increases and contracts,

.

Declaring that, exhibitors have
been suffering the same abuses for
more than a decade, Brandt advocated formation of a new national
campaign via a series of newspaper wood names in support.
Mark association of independent exhibs
and magazine ads co-sponsored by Marvin, Lee's co-producer, has been which "will in truth supply them
Warners and those organizations a^urcd of finances for filming, and with' the strong central leadership
that had a hand in developing talk- has a
top Coast director who wants that they are now sorely lacking and
ing pictures. Tieing in with Warwhich will so strengthen their ranks
to do the film.
ners on the ads are SCA-Victor,
Marvin is working on a plan for that the inequities under which they
American Telephone & Telegraph, the production cost to be under- are currently operating will vanish
Eastman and Western Electric. Each written by certain 16m distribs, if and they will be able to conduct
ad plugs the firm's own product but he can't get release through majors, their business on sound economit
carries a line on the anni and on
although pic will of course be made principles."
"Night and Day," Warner feature
Brandt said that ITOA was proud
in 35m.
dedicated to the occasion. Ads are
Marvin was co-production mgr. of its record in the war effort under
scheduled to run through July and
on the documentary "The Forgotten affiliation with the American Theinto the first week in August.
Village" in Mexico in 1940, and was atres Association and he attacked
associate producer in Mexico on' "some minority elements who felt
"Five Were Chosen," which was that their obligation to continue this
made both in English and, Spanish magnificent community service'.' had
SP Offers %PiaDeal To
at the Clasa Studios. He also made ended with the war. Enumerating
the charities supported by the metroOlivier-Leigh-Old Vic film shorts.
"On Whitman Avenue," marking politan theatre owners, Brandt said
Percentage pact carrying with it a its
performance tomorrow the exhibitors responsibility to the
50th
$500,000 minimum has been prof
(Thurs.), seems to have caught on community "will not only be borne,
erred to Laurence Olivier, his wife despite
critical
turndown,
a n d but furthered." Ted (Gamble, chairVivien Leighi and the Old Vic com- claims to have grossed above costs man of the ATA, in his address to
pany by Story Productions for their the past two weeks. Claimed over the luncheon, also hailed the theappearance in the film version of $10,000 gross last week (its siixth), atres for their contributions to the
Taylor Caldwell's "This Side of In- with $21,000 advance. Jules Leven- war effort and said that one of the
nocence." Proposal made by Armand that has asked to tour show after its current objectives of the ATA was
to get relief from the discriminatory
S. Deutsch and Hal Home, company N. Y. run.
heads,

nomic action" threat delivered via
telegram to all lots and company
presidents by the Conference of
Studio Unions.
Answer to wires,

Wants Ad

Play/On Whitman Ave.;

Film version of "On Whitman
Warners' sales meet, to be held in
Avenue," tolerance drama now at
Atlantic City Aug. 5-7, will also acthe Cort theatre, N. Y., is being accent the company's contribution to
tively planned, despite the restricted
sound pictures, and has been called
b.o. possibilities of its controversial
the 20th Anniversary of Talking Pictheme of Negroes and whites living
tures Convention.
Executives from
European and Latin American sales oh the same street.
Film would be made with Canada
office will be represented.
Lee, show's co-producer and star, in
ad-pubUcity is hypoing its the lead, and with one or two Holly-

$1,000,000.

Billy Selwyn, son of Archie
Selwyn, has been named talent
head for

(17). in face,

all let scenic paintgeneral painters, etc., go for
refusal to work on sets intended for
productions in Technicolor. Painters take the position that an AFL
arbitration directive gave machine
Although terming the Federal work to International Assn. of
Machinists Lodge 1185, currently uncourt's anti-trust decision a forward
der suspension by the AFL and brush
step for exhibitors in fostering free wielders will not paint color sets unenterprise, Harry Brandt in his an- til lAM machinists are permitted to
nual report to the Independent The- service Technicolor cameras.
Meantime, studios are finding It
atre. Owners Assn. made a strong
plea for industry self-regulation as difficult to obtain painters to handle
sets
for Technicolor productions.
the way to correct existing trade
Lots are also running into some
practice inequities. Brandt, speak- trouble, although it's not critical
ing before 250 exhibitors at the yet, in obtaining carpenter work, on
ijOA's annual installation luncheon such sets. Carpenters are on. the
job for all work in the mills, but
at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.; last Thursday (13) warned those who were are understood to be refusing assignments on color sets after work is
seeking regulatory legislation that
but of the mill.
they were inviting disaster.
General opinion points to gradual
Referring to the disgruntlement of
some exhibs' that divorcement was slowdown in work that may reach a
complete stoppage unless situation is
not decreed, Brandt said it would
have made small difference even, if solved before long, as painters and
carpentet's continue to support mait had, "with the rising number of
percentage pictures that are sold to- chinists in jurisdictional fight with
AFL locals.
day, the distributors are partners in
every theatre in the nation." The
decree's boon to exhibitors, Brandt
said, lies iii the fact that now they Goldwyn
Agcy.
"may buy as many or as few picr
tures as he desires and he may bid
Near Studio, So Shifts
for each picture against his competitor, except in the case of a film proAudience Boildnp
duced by the company owning the
theatre. The right to buy has finally
New concept in Holly wodd of
been given to exhibitors and when, need for starting advertising on a
this portion of the decision has been picture as long as possible before
clarified, the matter of run will un- release led Samuel Goldwyn last
dergo a major reshuffling."
week to shirt ad agencies. Producer

.

at

the two-day
convention on the use of audiomaterials
toward internaunderstanding.
Conference
was sponsored by the Film Council
of America,
and the American
Council on Education, with 92 delegates
attending for 24 national
visual
tional

labor

tense yesterday

,

WB

18.

Nations

United

Hollywood, June 18.
situation remained
.

Commercial

Lyon Checks

,

Fihns-Radio Spread

Tense

Still

As CSU Awaits Company Answer

CUT eyOGETS

generator,

for the

NOSEDIVE

I

production which was heading for a
peak $25,000,000 year in the first
power
fice
Hollywood, June 18^
three months of '46 has gone into a
automobile.
Ben Lyon checked in from Eng- dizzy nosespin... Slump, aggravated
have
which
studios,
lenge ol major
land to assume his new post as ex- by. material shortages, forebodes
up
game
narrow-gauge
a
brought the
modern mobile units ecutive talent director at 20th- Fox. poor $10,000,000 year unless sudden
to date with
Latin-American hinterlands, He succeeds Rufus LeMaire, who re- upswing sets in, advertising officials
vehicle,

;

.

WnM

Hollywood, Jvme

15.
Ilnaslcr pro-

20lli-Fox leleane of llobei t
SliirK Kroil JlocMuiray; feHHuca
ducilon.
Anne Daxtcr. Uurl Ive», Uiuce Cn wt.
KHihfi- UhIi". Roy Uobpits. J. Knrrcll .M«gUonaia. DIrcilril by Louis King. Scrtenrlny.

Hny«ar<l, DwlKhl. Cuniiii ns.
Yo6l; based on novel by will
l.'hnrlcs
(TeohnUolor).
canidH

Llllle

Cliirke; special ertecm. >ri'il Jicisfn; inusii-.

David Haksln; arrnnKemenm, A ribur Morion: ediioi. Nick pc .MnKKlo.. TradeBhown
MINB
1» A. June 13, •iO. Uunnlnii^ilme.
Fled MncMurrny
Clint Bnrkley.

M

Julie.

.

.

.

..\nne

naxier

...Hurl lvf»
Ili uoe »C.il)Ot
Kslher Ual»

Bill

Krank. .......
.

Ornni.

Itoberl"

..Iloy

Jctt....
JIni

Karrell .\».icDonnl<l

20th-Fox has come through with a
splendid interpretation of the Will

by Jerome Cowan and Renee
Carson to make off with Government document concerning foreign
plot

.

satis-

In addition to cast principals, other

good performances include those by
Matt McHugh. Jody Gilbert and Edward Marr. Lensing by Benjamin
good
of
Kline takes advantage
mounting and aids action, as do score
Brog.
and crisp editing,

(SONGS)

RKU

Hernnin

n(

rele.ise

S<:hloin

(Sid

Adrian. Dli-ecled by Anthony
Miinn. Screenplay, Olive Cooper and Ijiwcnce.Kltnble ri-om original .slory by Wiiyne
Iris

Tradeshown. N. Y.,
.Running time,
.MIN9.

40.

M

I:^ulHe .\ndeison.
ICddle Clark.

.'.

.

.

.nu&sell

..

Marsha

Tnm Noonnn
..Dorothy VauKhon

.-

ations in the wrting. Story concerns
the capture and training of Siiioky,

story and music.

Miss Langford's experiences over-

is stolen by. cattle thieves, seas seem to have left their mark and
a man for- mistreatment and Frank Redman's camera work does
Uien becomes a notorious rodeo out- nothing to improve matters. Her
law bronco. He is the object of a voice, however, retains its honeylong search by his original master smooth quality. Script doesn't call
and is finally found pulling a junk for too much thesping ability from
wagon in a small western town. Less any of the cast and she carries the
expert production, direction and title role in okay fashion.
Yarn, adapted by Olive Cooper and
writing could have made a maudlin
tear-jerker, out of this premise, but Lawrence Kimble from a story by
Wayne Whittakeri is novel but
nowhere does it go oflt-key.
Complementing the audience values doesn't hold much in the way of susare the native songs as played and pense or appeal. Audience will be
sung by Burl Ives, troubador ol able to call the ending midway in
American folksongs. Here again the first reel. Miss Langford plays a

how he
kills

'

'

.

'

singer in a two-bit nitery who develops a romance with a B-29 pilot
the night he shoves off for the
Pacific. They don't even know each

fitted the tunes
naturally into the story. Ives' portrayal of a ranch blacksmith and

production has' wisely

waddie who
song

i£

fills

idle

Porter
Sh-an^er

moments with

genuine. Score contains such

other's

,

I.eiiged

Llz-iile.

t;nrl
'

.lesjie

rial

.

.Piano
...Sax

'.

Eddie Hyrd

'.

Guitar
.Haas
.

.Drums

Tile ".\rlstu-Gen'es" Girls Club

Louis Joi-dan's first feature-length
effort shows wise direction in that
thesping was held to a minimum in
favor of music. By ordinary standards, "Beware" might just rate a

»

"B;" However, with 600 theatres
films and the fact
that the picture would not be out of
place in some ofay houses, maximum
grosses fo.' this type of film can be
expected.

mertpgether, with no particular care
in scripting, direction or periormance. Especially the script.
Plot drags in all manner of trite
situation in its story of ai young
couple, anxious to go straight, and
prevented from doing so by a gangster who knows their past. The duo,
working in a dept. store, are forced
to burglarize the place. In turn, they
doublecross the big-shot. Latter is
killed by a cop when he comes, for
the coin, and the couple gives up

good nioments. Marshall, rriysterious
character who proves t-'i be a Scotland Yard nian in the windup, also

well. Ray Collins, art-mad
who stage; the dirty work;
Wallace Ford, prolice detective, Dean
Harens, Damtan O'Flynn, Erskine.
Sanford and Mary Ware are others
doing okay In the cast.
Irving Rels' direction of the Jack
the Tympany's top platter sellers, in- J. Gross production moves yarn
cluding "Don't Worry 'bout That along but lacks extra drive to punch
Mule," "Beware." "Salt Pork, West the material over solidly. Lensing,
loot and themselves to satisfy society. Virginia," "You Gotta Have a Beat," editing and other factors are comSituation and dialog._are maudlin arid other."!.
Brotf.,
petent.
Story .tells of a small college, out
and corny, with such Ttems as the
copper's motherless son and his dog of funds due to book -juggling of its
Alan
dragged in for sentimental reasons,- endower's grandson, which calls upon
and the whole business ringing its ahjmni for help. All refused exValley
cept Jordan, apparently, who never
phony from beginning to end.
(SONGS-COLQB)
Alan Curtis and Ann Rutherford, received the letter and who was
as the youii^ couple, play the roles never given a thought. Stranded by
-Hollywood, June 15.
straight, while Preston Foster gives a washout on the way to a date at
Republic release «t Ixiuls Gray produca half-hearted performance as the the Paramount, N. Y., Jordan rescues tion. Stall Monte Hale, Adrian liunih;
gangster. Jimmie Moss is the pre- the college, whips the nasty heir, and features Jo Ann Marlowe, Ferris Taylor,
Emmett Lynn, Tom Ixindon, Bud Geary,
Bron.
makes off with the physical instruc- Kenne
c<^ious kiddie.
Duncan. Doyi O'Dell, Bert Roach.
tress, with whom he's been in love
Sagebrush Sei-enaders. Directed by Robert

names, however.

shows up

Jordan is a consummate showman
and has been surrounded with a
couple of fine thespers in Frank Wilson and Valerie Black, both of the
"Anna Lucasta" legiter. Tunes, which
pop iip one after another, are some of

doctor,

.

From Rainbow

.

-

.

My Pal Trigger

all the' time.

Music

(SONGS)
Republic

release

of

,

i3

fM-huefer-

okay and direction

fair-

but camera work, is definitely
mediocre, showing too many closeups of Jordan singing. Mae.stro's
rhythmic bouncing in front of the
backdrop, in the close-ins, is annoying and painful to the eyes. Production features are not impressive at
any time, although some montage
.shots give band's sheet and platter
music, and house dates good plugs.
.

'

'

'

l.eI^oy

Hunter
.Sherllf

Mason

Harcroft
Sam Flint

-.Roy
'

/

Ralph Sanford
Frnncla McDonald
Harlan nrlggs'
Wm. TIaado
Davis
Alan Bridge
Wallace
Walling
Paul E. Hums
Prank Relcher
Magistrate
Bob Nolan and .Sons of Pioneers

Auctioneer....'

Storekeeper
Dr. nentiey

'.

.

.

.

supplies some nice comedy as the
First of Republic's new series of
warm-hearted,
dough-hungry
but
"Roy Rogers specials," designed, to
nitery owner and Iris Adrian does a
bring Trigger's rider up to the "A"
fair bit as his gal friend. Jane Greer
Deadline .for
plane, "My Pal Trigger is a plenty
is sufficiently catty as the pilot's exswank hoss opry and should move its
Los, Angeles, June 15.
fiancee.
Twentlelh-Fox rel^asu of Sol M. Wurlzel
pair oi stars up another rung on the
Four songs by Mort Greene and popularity ladder. With the tremenproduction. Features Paul Kelly, Kent TnySheila Ryan, Jerome Cowan. Renee Lou Pollack are standard and none
Jbr,
dous reserve of Rogers fans upon
Leslie
Marian
Martin,
Joan
Olnlr.
Carson,
seems headed for the big time. which it will call, plus flicker habiVincent. Directed hy James TInKllnir. .Story
"Dreaming Out Loud," which is -re- tiies- lured by the promise of a class
ond screenplay., Irvlnic CUmmlnits. Jr.:
camera, Ucnjamin Kline; editor, William prised most often, gets by best as a production, the film should better
P. CInxton. Tradeshown In Los Anxeles, smooth ballad. Film's one production
own
the

pleaser for all type audiences.
Brog.

Murder

-

.

Foreign Films

(Unlifcelv for

Anglo-U.

S.

Market)

Kenne Duncan

Croupier

,

'40.

Millard
Vivian

Hunnlnit lime. 64 .MINS.
...Paul Kelly
..Kent Taylor

Shelld Ryan
;Jerome' Cowan

Lynch
'/Ita

-loan

Hnlen
X.aura

.Marian

Vaul
Johnny

Malt
.

Mrry Hlakc
"ny
Andre

'•'''nl

rh:irlot

number is
Over the

built around- "Moonlight
Islands,"
another.
just
'

Hawaiian song.
Film's low budget is evidenced- by
the mediocre sets and other mountings lined up'liy producers

Herman

Schlom and Sid Rogell. Anthony
Mann's direction follows suit, never
too good and never too bad. Camera

Henri Vidal, male star in this film,
man but doesn't get a

looks like a

chance here. Director Louis Cuny
misses every potentiality. Photog-:
raphy is poor. Story shows Renee
St. Cyr marrying Henry Vidal, and
thinking him dead -jvhen he had only
lost his mernory in the trenches. He
lives with, a nurse but latter dies to
permit him to recover his rhemory
than hold its.
at
boxoffice.
Esthetically speaking, "My Pal" is and return to his devoted wife. Diafrequently
draws guffaws.
neitheir fish nor fowl; moppet fans logue
might prefer six-guns, swinging Looks a U S. washout.
saloon doors, and a chase scene to
"Iff.
IdcnP'
(k>np1e
(Ideal
Couple)
the modern gambling joint and
speeding station wagon. More likely, (FKENf^H). romptoir Francuia du Film
lelease'bf S.ll.F. (Jean C.lerc) production.
however, that they just want Rogers Stars 'nuytnond Uouleuu, I'lelene PerdrleiV;:
and his indispensable catalyst, Trig- fcaiurcH DpnfhO Grey, Philippe Olive. Sl-

Floorman

.

player
Jnd Player
3rd IMayer
-1st

.

.Kdilie

ger.

flghting scenes.

owned by "Gabby" Hayes, who

Stal.

.

.

.-

Poker Player
Poker Player

lOrnC'il

llllllanl

-Vd Snylor

Waller
Operator

ffV'.-

O'Dolinoll

Cowpoke plays an itinerant horse
trader who wants to marry his mare
to the best Palomino, in the country,
.

Inside

Kane

.Willliuh Newell
lack Mulhnll
Mi'ncp Kcrniilil
locy Itay

.

work, with the exception of the unfair handling given Miss Langford, is
okay, especially in the simulated slty-

I'nrncll
...l.e.^lcr Dorr

1.3mory

Ktlrkmiin

J'.'levutor

.^^^lrtln

McHu^h

lody Gilbert
Kdwiird. Marr

..Thoiniin Jackson

<:harlcs

Hudson
Krank
Gordon
Masseur

1.flt

•

.

Blair

VInccnl

I-eslle

,

Tiny'
Keller

•Jnd

Carson

Itfiiee

tfoii

TTnlvcr,*!al release ot lien PIvar (Jean Varbroaghl prodiicllon, direct cd by- Yarbi-ouph.

Stars

Preston. Foster; Alan.- Curtis. .\nn
Uulhorforti.
S^'rceniiiay.
GcnrRe llri.ckcr
.lorry Wai-ncr: orlKlnal, *i'tid nrowniiiK
Carrel', l.'orl: canier.'i. .Mailry (Jcrt.Mmaii;. editor. Otto I.iidwii:. Previewed N. Y.,
June in, 'IK. Itunning linir. till .MIN'S.
n.-irl Mridflcn
Pl-cslon .Foster

and
and

refine

fuses.
Jack Holt, playing a
heavy, has the same idea. When Holt
tries to steal the prize horse it escapes and trots olT into the bu.shes

with Rogers' mare. Loss' is discovered and when he finds the horse,
Holt kills it firing at a wild stallion.
Rogers gets the bl^me, -but jumps
bail and leaves, witlft his mare. After
Alan Ciirlia a year of travail, therfoal, Trigger, is
Ann llulherford dropped, Rogers returns wiln the
Joe Sawyer full-grown horse and saves the Hayes
Joan Fulton
.Mllburn Slnnc ranch by winning a race on which
Jinnole-Mosa "Gabby" had bet his property .igain.st
-

A

mysSturdy .supporting', fare.
tery thriller that uses a casual, matter-of-fact manner to spin tale of
murder and intrigue. It avoids extraneous dialog, plots its action -for
Production
cuspense and interest.
backing by SoU.M.. Wurtzel gets best

KiMlo S*orlor.
t'lalro Gi-ay....

-.

raptnin Thrinas

-.

lliilh

DIM. Ally. Sutton..
sklpiicr
.ludice

MInda
llo^vard Frecmnn
.SHinUcI

Kinli.'ild

.1.

.Mr, Wickic
values for budget expenditure, and Freddie
.lohn Jlcrkcs
direction by James Tingling keeps Pop Hurley
-..Harrv Brown
melodramatic factors in hand all the Fenway
Joe Kirk
way.
Routine ciook meller Won't cause
Story by Irving Cummings, Jr..
concern^ a biijtime gambler, but much stir. Obviously aimed for the;
,

gambling debts. Rear horse-killer

is

discovered and all is well.
Camera work,, seriating, direction,
.

and general production of this film
sre of a high order, especially for an
oatuner. 'Diesping is well-controlled.
Sons of the Pioneers ate spotted in

('ol.

Monte Hale
.Adrian Ruolh

Ann Marlowe

Jo

Winlhrop

.Ferris
.Kninictt
.

l.ocow-ecd

.

.

'J'liylor

l.ynn

:Tion r.oniliin
llud Geary

Healey
Tracy

..Krnne Duncan
noye O'l'cll

r.afe

Uert

Ivnrlght Buasel
Scott
t

Frank Wilder

Iloiu-h

.Sagebru.ih .Serdiadera

.fohn

J

Story has indeveloped away from usual

Excellent western.
"Kslrnngei
llntlD"
Fate)
fSirange
(FKKNCII).
Dlsclna release of Andre
Paulve-CeliH Film production. Stars Renee
tit. Cyr and Aline Clarlond; features Henry
Tidal, .Nathalie Mattlcr. Derilse Grey. Directed by l.<-.uls Cuny; screenplay by MarcellB Mnurette from short story. '-Glsele el
nan deslin." by Mrs. de Ijic.ombe. Dialog
ity Jean Sai-menl. .Reviewed In Paris.
Running time, im .MINi).

.

June 1.1,
McMullen

-

Kay

North
Ginny. Hale

The Mayor

Brett ScovlUe

Carcon

Hollywood,

.MIN8.
M
Monte.:..,

.liin.

New

I

I

Eddl« Cherkose arid Cy Feiier;
Roy Rogers, Glenn Spencer; editor. EdPr«vlewe<I at R<'.< studio.
ward Mann
June 12, '46. Running lime,

ery; songs,

.

-

Robert Bassler's production the pilot discover it's the real thing,
*"
*
"
'
unsuccessful
attempts
by the
Color lensing by Charles After
Clarke is breath-tfking, particularly pilot's ex-fiancee to break up the rothe day and r.ight-time outdoor shots. mance, his wealthy parents accept
Scenery and' animals come through Miss Langford into the family and all
better on the color register than do ends well
Supporting cast, on the whole, is
the human actors, but this is a minor
fault probably lying in the preview adequate. Russell Wade, as the pilot,
print. Story is backed up by sharp seems unsure of himself when it
deliveries from other credited fac- comes to the heavy thesping, but
tors to help measure it as a solid comes through okay: Ralph Edwards
in

guidance:

nelly
screenplay,
Original
Burbrldge: camera (Trucolor), lluil Thack-

Springsteen.

ish,

Arniand

On Saipan, the bomber crew Frank .McDonald production. Stars Hoy
numbers as "The Foggy, Foggy
Dew," "Blue Tall Fly," "Woolly swipes Miss Langford's photo and has Rogers, "Gabby" Uayea, Dale Evans. Jack
Features Lei-oy .Mason,
Holt, "TrlKger."
Boogie Bee" and cowboy ballads. her portrait painted on the plane, HoyBarcroft.
Directed by Frank McDonBruce Caboc adds expert villainy to which they christen the "Bamboo ald. Screenplay, Jack TownUy and John
the piece. Esther Dale's dry humor, Blonde." Crew immediately becomes K. Butler; camera, William Bradruril: speTheodore l.ydecker;
Hoy Roberts' work as the ranch fore- the hottest in the air force. Back in cial effects. Howard and
Morion Scolt;.- editor,
musical
director.
capiMacDonald,
nitery
manager
New
York,
the
man and J. Farrell
llarry Keller. Tradeshown New TorkV June
talizes on the publicity by billing 13, '40. Running lime, 79 .MINS.
cook, are other factors that count.
Practically all the production was Miss Langford as the original blonde.' Roy Rogers
.-Hoy Rogers
confined to Utah location, where Crew is ordered home for a bond- Gabby Kendrlck. .. .George "Gabby" Hiiyea
Dale Kvana
showmanly use was made of the seen- selling tour and Miss Langford and Bua;in
Jack Holt
ery

prem-

up to good thriller mateand' conies off well enough as
and directed, even
though never reaching suspenseful
heights aimed at. Plot is wrapped
around a museum art lecturer who is
believed to have cracked up mentally
when he insists he has been injured
in a non-existent train wreck. After
proper amoCmt of heroics and action
it resolves into a plot to steal museum's old masters by substitution
of copies and crooka are trying to
keep lecturer from, using his skill to
detect forgeries.
O'Brien is not too aptly cast as the
lecturer, but gives the assignment his
usual vigor. Cluire Trevor as his girl
friend fares better, giving role some
ised a<:ds

scripted, played

Trumpet

JIOKOli
Siniiikins.

is

.

Tympany Band
William Davis
Joshwa W. Jackson
Anron Izcnball

-

Ware

Trevor and Herbert Marshall should
further aid the selling.
Basic idea on which script

Xlx
Johnson
'
.John. Front
....Waller Karle
Brntst Oilloway
...... Dimples Daniels
'.Charles

Joe.

'

Bamboo Blonde" marks Frances
and Dorothy Yost. There is never Langford's return, and it's not a very
an unnecessary line of dialog, no auspicious return. Picture impresses
stock western phrases or phony situ- as a tired affair in production, acting,

lllnck

Woods

AHIton

1

throw- playing Negro

duals, job looks like a quick

.

Jordan

.Tx>uls

..

.'Valerie
.

to

ihusical for very limited draw.

Jean. Ifrooka

Art -Department

up

.

Tommy

Robert

LonR

.

l'lynn

Saoford

.Mary

Psychological thriller that adds tip
to average results. There's sufficient
name strength in the cast and exploitable angles to assure okay pay.
off in general situations. It's an actioner that moves along at a fairly
fa.st clip, has been given good production values. Pat O'Brien, Claire

Ihcaire,

Joseph Hllllard

.

hopes; mild U. S. entry.
(Ruissian)
"Hello
Moscow"
(Songs) (Artkino). N.s,h. semi-

Wade

Adrian
.lllcbard Martin
Jane Greer
.Glenn Vernon
Paul finrvey
llcKlnn Wallace
.Iris

Sawyer

to

fails

measure

.

Ihirens

O

Ki-xkliie

Mury.

I*Vank Wilson

:;rd

.;Dcan
Dnininn

Heynolda. ...
Stevenson.
Bnrton

Enioiy Richardson

'

(Pah-

Argentine - made
story of -South America's patron
saint

13,

.

Shorty Parker.
Patrick Ransom, Sr
Mrs. Hansom......

Mom

June

de
americana).

.

.Frances l.angford
..Italph Kdwartls

.

Patrick Ransom, Jr.
Alontana
Jim Wilson........:.
Klleen

'

America"

"Rosa

Whlittiker; aonga, Mort Greene and l^ou
Pollack; camera, Frank Redman; editor,
I.4S ^Hllbrook; musical numbers. .Charles

O'Curran.

Y.
r.uclua-Tlrokepvhh-e Jordan.

MlsB Annabelle llrown

Benjamin Ware
Kchoolboya—
Harry
Donald ;

in French-made seafaring romance; strong entry.

-

Wade,

June H. 'tO. Hamilton
nunnlng lime. .64 MINS..

Pi-ofeaaor Di ury';

Morgan

yroductlon.
.Stara 'Fnincea LnnKfeatures Italph
KdwnrdF, Ruifsell

lloKell)

ford:

.

Don

-

Dean HnrRraves.

.

-

,

.

.N.

I,^,

featurea

Ity
Collins,
Wallace
Ford, Dean Harena, Unmlan O'Flynn, Era.
kine Sanfoi-d, Mary Ware,. Directed by
Irving Hela. Story, John I'uxton, lien DenRay Spencer; suggeated by story,
Ksl,
".Marmnn's Holiday," by Fredric llrown;
camera, Robert de Grasae; apecial cdectH,
Kn.s.'ell A. Cully; music, Cegh Harline: ediTrndesliown L. a.
tor, Frederlo Knudlwn,
June 14, '4U. Hunnlng time, IM .MINti.
..Pat O'Brien
tieurg* Steele
Cllilre Trevor
Terry.
Herbert Ma i-.«hall
a'laybin
Hay Oiliins
Dr. Lowell..,..,....
Walhic'o Fori
Co<'hrane.

.\alor
release of
M; Snvlnl-Derle
R.
Adarna ploducllon.
Klars I.flllln Jordan,
Valerie niack; features- Kinnry. Itlchardsun,
Frank Wilson, Milton Woo<Ih, Directed by
Dud Pblliird, Screenplay, John E. Unitlon;
Malkamea; inuslc and lyrlcK.
camera,
Morry Lasco, Fleecy Moore, Dick Adnmp,
Claude l)emctrlu!>. ulll Tennyson, Dob HIIDavis,. Duke
Hard, 'Dlc,[
MUCH. NYin,
Groner, t'horles Stewart, Herman Fairbanks, Dick Watson, LouU' Jonlan, li-one
Hlgglnbotham, Dan Fisher, Krvin Drake.
Lucky .Mlllendei'. Jerry Dlnck: Editor, llud
Pollard; asslstnnt.Olrector. FM Kelly. Tre-

mlered

Hollywood, June

release of Jack J, Grosa pro<lucilun
Pat O'Brien, Claire Trevor, Herbert

.Marshall;

-

shapes up for average returns in
generalruns.
"Man From Balnbow Valley"
(Color) (Rep). Western with
story novelty and tunes. Good
material tor market.
"Stormy Waters" (French)
(M-^G). j;eah Cabin and Michelle

The Bamboo Blvnde

cinch b.p.
When it has received the kind o| understanding treatment given VSmoky
the draw potential is even greater
or false
sentiment
sticky
There's no
hokum connected with the telling of
the story. Instead, ;ill factors arc developed with a casual charm under
Louis King's direction and the players come through with easy, natural
performanc£.<! that maintain the casualness that sparks the development:
The cast is small, but each has been
handpicked to fit the characters.
Fred MacMiirray is a believable
working cbwpoke who captures and
trains the wild horse that becomes
known as Smoky. Anne Baxter,
operator of a' Utah horse and cattle
ranch, rings true with no attempt at
glamor.
•
j
The James novel was scripted by
Lillie Havward, Dwi'ght Cummins

.Stars

(Musical)
(Songs)

museum

located in art

thriller

.

RKO

As

finesse.

Beware

.

more dangerous, but windup has
Kelly stepping in to cinch murders

handled with

(all-nc:gro)

"My Pal Trigger" (Rep)
(songs). Classy cowboy, pic with
Roy Rogers and Trigger to bring
good boxofflce draw.
(Songs)
(A sto r)
"Beware"
All-Negro production starring
Louis Jordan and band for top
market
returns in its
"Crack-Up" (RKO). Mystery

Leslie Vincent, has given document
to charmer Marian Martin. As each
individual who holds the paper i.s
bumped ofT, Taylor's job become^-

ii

usual, there is no smoking or diinkinii.by the star, and the only kissing
is done by the nags.

crook- meller; for the duals,

lands. Taylor is called in to aid
Joan Blair, a. friend whose stepson,
oil

has

it

Rogers

"Deadline for Murder" (20th).
Neatly packaged whodunit,
"The Bamboo Blonde" (Song.<:)
(RKO). Mediocre musical with
Frances Langford the only marquee lure.
"Indde Job" (U). Routine

.

on Cowan and wrap up a
factorily concluded case.

(20th),

fine color production of the classic story of a
horsci B.o. potential solid.

does the
his police detective part.
Less believable, but still interesting,
is
the newspaper girl played by
Sheila Ryan.
Yarn tells how Taylor breaks up

A

Utah landscape,

"Smoky" (Songs-Color)

some

turns

Exceptl^ally

every scene. Paul Kelly

It s
clas.sic story o£ "Smoky.
honest, completely natural tale-spinning on celluloid that will charm any
audience. There's a solid cast but interest naturally -fioes to the equine
portraying the title role. He is a
fine specimen of horseflesh, intelligently trained to.carry oft his troupIng chores with honors,
horse story, told in color against
the magnificent background of the

credible crooning with
Dale Evans; Occjsional narration by

Minialnre Reviews

same by

James

Cracfc-Vp

good sagebrush songs, while Rogers

nice guy, who geU mixed up In
murder and theft of valuable Government document while trying to
do an old frieiid a favor, Kent Tay-.
lor walks off with the gambler assignment, making it believable ^ in

(SONGS—COLOR)

Poioiby
JnmcH;
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REVIEWS

Smoky

noel, 'Vve.i Denlaud. Jac(iuellhe Pierreii. Dlrec-lrd by Bernard Jlnland. Story by Pierre
I.eaiKl: dlHloR. >tlchel- Diirnnd and T.cauil.

Camera, riauile Renoir;
seiH.
Rolartd
511 JiS.

I'jtryti;.

lime,

M

miisic.

Georges van

'Quignon,

oater formula, and color lensing
gives extra values. Will play okay In
the market for which aimed. In addition to regular action, several
prairie ballads arc ably spotted for
budget production
interest.
It's a
adding up to neat 56 minutes of entertainment for Saturday matinee
fans.

Original script by Betty Burbridge
against background of
ranch owned by cartoon strip artist
and concerns theft of Ws stallion,
Outlaw, by rodeo operator. Horse,',

plots, action

'

striji, is wanted for exploitation with kid rodeo fan.s, and
since it's never been branded and
runs loose on the range, his owner
cannot make a legal claim for his return. Instead, he resorts to tricking
rodeo operator into a bet on his ability to ride the nug. All ends well;

model for the

Outlaw, is back on his home ra'nge,
(Continued on page 22) -.

Warshaiier Resigns
As Whitbeck's Aide

It'unnlnK

Unlikely for America, except for
French language, spots. The funny
story and multiple lole played by the
star probably explains the Metro
purcha.se of story for remake. Entirely different from usual French
productions and smacking of slapstick comedy, yarn shbw.s Raymond
Rouleau as a 1912 pix star due to
appear at a gal.i attended by former
President of France Ai'mand Fallieres.
Latter is burlesqued.
Detained by the police, Rouleau must
alibi himsell' and adopt many dis:

guises to defeat a rival producer. He
finally wins Hclcne Perdiere who
does a femn.e p'x star of the serial
era. Skit on the old-time film industry i.s geared fairly fast and- drew
laughs.

terest,*is

Afa,r»,

Hollywood, June

-18.

Allan Warshauer, for the last four
years assistant to Frank Whitbeck
in the Metro studio advertising department, has tendered his resigna-^
tion, effective July 6.
Warshauer, considered one of the
lop studio new.spaper and conimeicial radio advertising men, has had
a 20-year experience in thijalre and

He was first head of the
Paramount Publix Theatres advertising department here for two years
and was then taken to San Franci.sco
to manage the Paramount thcatie.
studio biz.

From

there,

he took over manage-

ment of the Warfield, after which he
was niadc San. Franci-sco district
manager for Fox-West Coa.st, then
coming here

to

Metro

in 1942.

TARIRTX'fl' LONDON OFnOE
Hartla'a Plan, Tnfalsnr Sqaan

INTERNATIONAL

St.

Ireland Seeking Uil. Legit

Horen Aides Harley

Shows

Without Waiting for London Dates
MAXWELL SWEENET

By

Dublin, June 11.

of American shows disrights for the British Isles
losing a chance on profitable

Owners
posiiifi of

are

with Irish producers.

deals

•
..

Since 1939 Irish companies have
including
presented many plays,

Carroll Joins

Rank Also

Paul Vincent Carroll,

author of
"Shadow and Substance," has inked
a one-story scripting deal with $idney Box, British producer for the

J. Arthur Rank organization. Carroll
some American, in Dublin and on is working on a screen adaptation of
But they have failed to L.A.G. Strong's novel. "The Brbthr
beproductions
ers" under the pact.
other
for
rights
get
cause London showmen want to re- .. Author, is the third to be signed
com- in last few weeks by Box. Marc
tain the right to send road
Dublin, Connelly and Alan Campbell, repanies to Ireland later.
with memories of many sfecond-ratc cently were pacted on similar deals.
years,
pre-war
in
performances
wants lo see its own players and

the road.

Sidney Horeh -has been a()peinted
special assistant to supervise Spain,
Portugal and Spanisli North Africa by
Francis L. Harley, 20th-International's recently named managing director for Europe.
Horen -was managing
director
for
company in
Argentina until recently. Both he
arid Harley currently are in N. Y.

only topelass visitors.
Irish theatre owners suggest that
S. showmen should retain rights
for Eire when making deals in London, with rights for Eire being negoShows that Dublin
tiated direct.
.wants include "The Glass Menag"Harvey" and "Lite With
erie,"

Argent. Crowds

Swamp

Negrele on P.A. Trek,

Father."
Selling

Dublin

WAR WORK

Buenos
Arrival

of.

Aire's,

June

4.

sulted
since

Jorge Negrete for

p.a.

re-

in mob hysteria unrivalled
Ramon Npvarrp charmed the

Argentine bobby-soxers
about a
decade ago. The Mexican warbler's
press agent built excellent publicity.
After Negrete's arrival by Panagra plane, his progress through the
outlying suburbs and city streets

was

Sets;

like a N. Y. reception to a hero.

When Radio

Sez Crix Panned

Belgrano's studio build-

was reached much
was missing.

ing
ing

of his cloth-

The. Nationalist and Peron press

Win

no chance' of highlighting com
parisons between the welcome giveii
are henceforth out the Mexican
and the coldshouldering

Plot to KOI Pic

lost,

Outside sets
so far as Gabriel Pascal is concerned.
of Franco's cultural rep, Imperip
Producer of George Bernard Shaw's Argentina.
Since Argentina was
"Caesar and Cleopatra", currently in
here, the nationalists sqiiawked
New York, will travel to location born
against the seeming preference for
for future productions with plans
foreigners.
calling iOf the screening of a numNegrete's preem at the Broadway
ber^of Shaw's plays. "Public interest
theatre drew capacity, despite the
Is in human faces and human stories,
not in gigantic "exteriors," Pascal high admission of $1 .50. The warbler
got across solidly on the stage, but
averred.
Bad reviews of "Cleo" in England on the radio his voice proved a. bit
was "part of a plot of British critics disappointing possibly because of
to kill the picture," Pascal asserted. poor accompaniment and faulty pro
British reviewers* animus towards duction. This had an adverse effect
Shaw was born of the latter's con- on theatre receipts, before the week
sistant refusal to grant interviews was
out admission scales being
to newspapermen in the past few dropped to $1.
Even then, biz fell
months, according to Pascal. "Now off.
these critics say that Shaw is not
Wearing Mexican Army, captain's
good material for pictures," he
uniform,' Negrete has called on the
added,
outgoing National president, General
Pascal will start lensing either
Farrell, presenting a greeting on be'
"Doctor's Dilemma" or "Arms and
half of Mexico's entertainers.
He
tiie Man", both Shavian
plays, in also, won Argentine
hearts by sing
•

'

.

September. Choice depends on which

two

of the

can. be' cast better.

ing the Argentine

hymn

at his

show

"The on Argentine Independence Day.

Snow Goose", bought from Paul

Gallico three years ago, will follow
August of '47 under a contract

m

made with

J.

ArthUr Rank. Film
distributed here

probably be

Will

by United World Pictures.
Two other Shavian works, "The
Devil's Disciple" and "The Showing

Up

of

Blanco-Posnet", are marked
for production in the U. S. by Pas-

18.

Harold Auten, personal representative in the U. S. to J. Arthur Rank, femme lead.
had been awarded the Legion of
Merit by President Harry Truman,
for service as British Routing 'OfMikler Due
ficer iri N. Y, and British Naval
Liaison OfTicer for the' Ministry of
War Transport.

cal s production
schedule. Pic likely
to be lensed,
starting December, '47,
with mteriors in England
and exteriors in France.
Producer plans,
additionally, to shoot "Androdes
and
tneLion" in Rome, two years hence,
»na Man and Superman"in Spain.
Pascal's blueprint for
the future
includes the production
of a stage
version of this French
film "The

Bakers Wife" for both Broadway
and London during
the season comng up. Marcel
Pagnol, author of
jne film, is
currently working on a
Pascal disclosed,
E,„y,. adaptation,
^nglish film version
of the f
play
^ is

'Grand National Night;
'Laughter' London Clicks
London, June 18.
Two*likelx plays, "Grand National
Night"
and
"Green
Laughter,"
opened
during
the
past
week,
"Grand National," which started on

Comedy on June

was well

13.

PRODUCE IN FRANCE
With the pact on
American film
imports signatured
between the U. S.
ana France,
Universal is launching a
features in Paris in
with

rums
p^"'

of France,
.

Graetz.

Transcontinental

which is headed by
^Announcement of

'""'^ '""de by JoSenh 1^1**?""="°"
''*''"^"' Universal InternaUn -1
-''^Distribution of these
Pr^.fli,'"
' ench pictures will
be world-wide
via Universal

lo

oe

maae

jointly
bv T,-,„
'TiJ n""?,"*'"^"'^' and U will be
'he Flesh." with
MieLif^"''').
Mithclcne
Presle as star.

With

>

Washington, June 18.
U, S. film funds tied up in France
stand to be clipped as much as $1,000,000, under the
tax, next Aug. 15.

worked

French capital
Details for restill to be.

rnoney are

leasing the
out.

Some of the funds date back to
before. thc war, some to before the
German occupation, and some to the
period from D-Day to the present.
They are subject to the capital tax
bite under a new convention being
worked out by France and our State
Department as a supplement to the
1939 anti-double taxation treaty with
the French. Situation: on the capital
tax has been a major headache in
the film biz export branch, and was
not touched upon in recent treaty
with' the French, permitting entry
of U. S. films into France.

.

.

•'

WB
.

3.

FOR
3.

MS; 3 BY RANK

Dublin, June 11.
Arthur Rank's production units,

now
tures

using Irish stories for two picat

Denham

have

studios,

bought another, Phillip Rooney's
story; "Captain Boycott" for shooting
next year. Individual Pictures, Ltd.,
will produce, Frank launder is writing and directing. Other two Irish
yarns are "Odd Man Out" and "Hungry Hill."
"Paddy the Cope" will also get to
the screen next year in Technicolor.
Michael Powell is to produce, with
Cyril Cusack offered the lead. Television director Denis Johnston or
playwright
'Vivian
Connell
will
probably script for screen.
'Vienna

Society Bevived

June 5.
which had been

'Vienna,

Current London Shows
London, June

16.

".\rsenlc & Old Lace," Strand.
"Better Late," Garrick.
"Can Can," Adelphi.
*
"Flfty-Fitty," Strand.
"Fine Feathers," Wales.

Warner

"First Gentleman," Savoy.
"Follow the Girl," Majesty's.

"Frieda," Westminster.

Wage Demands

AH Swedish

"Ganr Show," Stoll.
"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Green Laughter," Comedy.

to Close

Pix Houses
4

Demands

for
2.30%
pay boost
forced exhibs in Sweden to
declare a lockout.
Cinemas will
be
closed
from
July 1 on until an agrccinoht iyis
been reached. They may open again

have

in

August.

Terry Walker, Rubini
Set for N. Zealand Tour
Sydney. June 11
Jan Rubini. who has been here
before, and hi.s wife, Terry Walker
a clicko i^ "Claudia" here some sea
sons ago, returned this week from

".Guinea Pl(t," Criterion.
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych.
^'Hcre Come the Boys," Saville.

"High Time," Palladium.
"Honeymoon,'' York's.
"Lady Edinburgh," Playhouse.

"Make

II a Date," Duchess.
VMerrie F.ngland," Princes.
"Night and Music," Coliseum.
",\o Medals," Vaudeville.
"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Pcrchanrc to Dream," Hipp.
•

"Portrait in Black,^ Piccadilly.
"Private Lives," Fortune.
"Red Boses tor Me," New.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Marlins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.

bini will do violin rccital.s; his wife

"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Winderracrcs Fan," Haymarket.

goes into' legit.
The pair then plans Aussie trek.

"Winslow Boy,", Lyric.
"Worm's View," WhitehalL

U. S. to tour of

New

Zealand.

Ru

Discuss Warners
Prod, in England

4 IRISH STORIES SET

head.

Bros, made into the pipture,
"Pillar to Post."

Motion Picture Assn. of America
has had its eye on the 5%. capital
levy for some time. Whether or not

in N.Y.

Max Milder, president of Warner
Bros.-International Corp.,. is due in
U. S. next month from London to
discuss British production problems
August, 1939.
From March, 1942,, as well as attend Warners national
until, the end of the war he was in convention
in
Atlantic
City, in
charge of all British and British- August.- Besides heading Warners',
controlled vessels in the Port .of foreign setup. Milder is head of
New. York including British convoys Warner Bros. Productions, Ltd.;
and all troopships being demobilized, Warner Theatres, Ltd., and is a diincluding
the Queen Mary and rector of Assdciated British Cinemas.
Queen Elizabeth.
While there has been a lull in all
Capt. Auten also was in the BritWarner production in England reish Navy in the first World War, becently, mainly because of necessity
ing awarded the Victoria Cross for
rebuilding the Teddington studios,
of
services in command of the "Q"' ship
it's understood Milder will huddle
Stockforce, in action against enemy
future British film-making. It's
subs.
He also received the Distin- on
planned to rebuild the Teddington
guished Service Cross for services
plant, destroyed by Nazi bombs durwhile, commanding another "Q" ship
ing the war.. Meantime, it is posin that war.
sible that
may arrange other
production plans to fill the gap
temporarily.

fair

Stockholm, June

UNIVERSAL PLANS TO

re-

and should be good for
run because of the small overIt was
authored by Rose
Simon Kohn, an Arnerican. Sonia
Dresdel and. John Sweet, an Ameri
can, are outstanding in cast. Miss
Kohn wrote "Pillar to Post" which
ceived

also planned.

To

Recalled in 1939
Capt. Auten, now executive vicepresident of the J. A.rthur Rank Organization, Inc., was recalled into active service in: the British navy in

Another society
cal in '48. Terms have
dissolved by the NaziSj has been
been set to
these films for an undisclosed
revived.. It is the Wiener SchiibertAmerican film company, Pascal said; June 12 at the Apollo, looks a sure: bund, which promotes music by
but no papers will be inked until fire hit. It is an excellent drama Franz Schubert.
Shaw gives the green light. Pos- starring Leslie Banks and Hermione
At first concert in Konzerthaus,
sibiUty of a U. S.
production of Baddeley. Play is niftily acted and President Ernst Meithner promised
Candida" is also shaping up.
programs as in pre-war days.
directed.
Shaw's "St. Joan" is also on Pas"Laugiiter," which came into the

make

studios,

the film rights originally held by
Ingrid Bergman, Dudley Nichols and
Je^n Renoir, Soskin on a recent Hollywood visit obtained those of Miss
Bergman and ^Nichols on condition
the film be lensed In rural England,
Pic will have Stewart Granger as
lead male star. Commitments allowing. Miss Bergman will journey to
England early next year to play the

.

.

Pascal Nixes Outdoor'

London, June

Arthur Rank's Denham

'

would and radio performances here has

land.

Cities Pic
s
Paul Soskin, British producer, has
been signed by Filippo Del Guidlce,

.

Kolynos Radio Series
.

to

rights

have no efTect on business for a show
running in London or on English
tours, although recently the right to
produce a musical in Dublin was refused because .a. road company' was
working the southern coast of Eng-

Two

Soskin

director of Two Cities
Films, on a deal for the filming of
Webb's novel, "The Precious
Bane" under the TC banner at J.

TOAUTENFOR

S.

Fix Seen; Only 123 Films to France

managing

Publication in the official Gazette
here revealed this week that Capt.

.

.

French Tax Bite on U.

TRUMAN HONOR Mary

.

U.

$1,000,000

Foreign Mgrs. In .N. T.

Three foreign managers arrived in
N. Y. last week.

Gregory E. Georgoussy, RKO genmanager for the Near East,
in by boat. He plans staying
over for the company's annual convention, July 1-3. Saim Eckman, Jr.,
Metro's managing director for Eng.

eral

came

land, arrived early in the

an

week for
at
Palm

extended
vacation
He plans two weeks of
with
homeoffice
execs.
Arthur Rowland-Jones, Loew InterSprings.

'

confabs

national
territorial
manager for
India, arrived in N. Y. last. Thursday (13) to report to Eddie F,
O'Connor, regional director for Far
Rowland-Jones visits the
East.
studio for looksee at product after
homeoffice huddles.

U. S. distributors were to be clipped
under it was not known until last
Wedniesday's" (12) memorandum on
the new deal with the Frerich.

New arrangement, however, will,
provide two important benefits. Eilm
funds will be exempted from the
French tax on "enrichment," and
also from the stiff bite on royalties,
which American distribs have been
subject to heretofore.
124 Dnbblngs Tearly
The eight major film companies
which make up th6 membership of
Motion Picture Export Assn.
have voluntarily Agreed not to release more than 124 dubbed features,
in France during the fiscal year
starting July 1. Agreement was announced via a cable^gram sent to
European managers of U. S. dlstributors in France by Eric Johnston,
head of the association.- Purpose is
not to fiood France with too many
•

the

U. S. pictures in the next. 12 months.
Johnston reiterated his statement,
made during treaty discussions be-

tween Leon Blum, French envoy,
and James F. Byrnes, Secretary of
State, that the American film, industry has neither the desire nor
intention of flooding the French
market with more pictures than it

can absorb.

.

The

film

pact,

which

was incorporated in 'the loan and
trade agreements recently concluded
between France and U: S., did not
include an import quota.
Figures in N. Y. indicate that the
eight major distribs involved released ah average of 179 features
annually in France durifig the three
years prior to the war.
'

WB

FOREIGN EXECS

TO A C. CONVENTION

Various sales executives in the
foreign field will attend the Warne/
sales convention in Atlantic City,.
Aug. .5-7, to be followed by meetings
Pix
Argent.
at the homeoffice with Wolfe Cohen,
foreign veepee, to discuss plans for
Cordoba, June:
A wave of hooliganism is disrupt- developing the 16m program in
ing picture shows here in this uni- Latiii-America.
Those coming in include Max
versity city. Encouraged by lack of
police action, especially if the offend- Milder, managing director in Great
Joseph Hummel, v.p. of
ers appear to belong to the Peronist Britain;
labor faction, rowdies are invading Warner International in charge of
and
adjacent
countries;
film houses, and ousting respectable Europe
patrons by their unbridled behavior. Arthur Abeles, Jr., managing direcFemmes of all ages arc insulted by tor for Argentina and supervisor for
the police-protected hooligans, wKo Chile and- Uruguay; Peter Colli,
usually occupy the cheaper gallery supervisor for Cuba, Porto Rico,
Domingo, Trinidad, 'Veiieseats. They while away their time by Santo
pelting those below with lighted zuela, Panama and Central America;
Ary Lima, managing director for
cigaret butts;

Juve Vandals Disruptmg

Town's

Shows

Vienna Legit Downbeat
Vienna, June. 4.
Theatre biz deflation has set in

Brazil; Armando 'Trucios, managing
director for Peru and supervisor for
Colombia, Bolivia and Ecuador; and
Michael Sokol, general manager in

Mexito.

here.

One month ago

it

was almost im-

possible to obtain a ticket for any
legitimate stage show without either
standing in line or paying scalper
prices. Today the theatres are half

empty and many pas.ses arc giveq
away to fill up the house.
Managcis attribute this to two
things,
lack of good plays and
scarcity of money. Despite the fact
that no official step was taken to
curb high money circulation, the
Austrian schilling currency is ^slow-'
ly gaining ground and people^do lioi
throw away coin anymore.

Swedish King's Grandson to PIx
Stockholm, June 4.
Lennart Bernadotte, grandson of
will start soon as
jshorls' producer for Europe. Film,
one of leading production companies
in SwedcDu

King Gustav V,

Export Assn. Names 3
Thre hew aides to operate in 13
countries overseas for the Motion
Picture Export Assn. were named
last Friday (14) after a meeting in

New York

of association

with Irving Maas,
ager.

its'

members
man-

general

.

Alfred F. Corwin, formerly with
20th-Fox foreign publicity department, will be ad-publicity manager.
He recently rejoined the company
after four years of Army service.
William F. Laffan, for the last two
years comptroller with producer
Mike Tood, was named comptroller
Irving M.
in charge of accounting.
Eckstein, who handled sales control
in United Artists foreign department,
will be in charge of sales; control.
During the war he was with the
Army Signal Corps in the Orient

10
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Destined for peak popularity, the song hits from

I-

be heard for the

first

time on the

on

air

THE PRUDENTIAL HOUR
Sunday, June

23rcl,

Coast To Coast, 125

CBS Stations- 5

p.m.

(E. D.T.)

Myrow
bv Josef
M.i^ic by
MacK Gordon^Mus.c
^^^^
•
MERRV
MIKE"
UKE
UFE S'"a vERV

Lyrics by
"I

.

FARMER'S
.^.n BLUE".
L'^LE GmUS
^^^^
. "THREE
N^^
^ ^DV"
V4oMEWHERE »N THE
^^^^5..
FEEL SO YOyNG

.'a

,^FE"

ME

Warren
Music by Harry

JUNE HAVER

•

GEORGE MONTGOMERY

LIHLE GIRLS IN BLUE"

THIS

• VIVIAN BLAINE
CELESTE HOLM
VERA-ELLEN
FRANK LATIMORE in "THREE
•
Directed by BRUCE HUMBERSTONE • Produced by MACK GORDON • Screen
Adapted by Brown Holmes, Lynn Starling and Robert Ellis and Helen Logan • From a Play by
Stephen Powys • Dances Staged by Seymour Felix
Ballets by Babe Pearce

in

Play by Valentine Dovies

•

•

•

TECHNICOLOR
•

•

'•I

Like Mike"

•

"On The Board Walk"

.

"Three

"A Farmer's

Life Is

A

Blue" • "You Make Me Feel So Young"
BREGMAN, VOCCO & CONN

Little Girls In

Published

Very Merry Life"

by.

"Somewhere

In

•

"Always A Lady"

•

The Night" Published by TRIANGLE MUSIC CORP.

"This

Is

Always"

We«lne8(lay,
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALi

CENTURY.FOy

Darryl

Lee

J.

F.

DUNNE • REX HARRISON • LINDA DARNELL in "ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM with
Gale Sondergaard • Mikhail Rasumny • Dennis Hoey • Tito Renaldo • Richard Lyon • Directed by JOHN
Produced by LOUIS D. LIGHTON • Screen Play by Talbot Jennings and Sally Benson • Based Upon the
Biography by Margaret London

Zanuck Presents IRENE

Cobb

CROMWELL

•
•
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PICTURE GROSSKK
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Neat $13,500

'Paradise'

Seattle,
Bi-i

!

51Gin2,'auny'Brisk55Gfor3
Los Angclos, June 18.
Oonciiil lirst-iuii biz uiitlook is
iHM so bright this week allhounh
mnic theatres are eominR lhroii!{h
Hot weather plus vacations
)iicelv.
and linal week of school will hih;t.
Hollywood and Wilshirc areas are
least

afreeled.:

Example

this

'

.

is, shaping up
mainly because of
Uptown and Chiis very

(<ood $55,000

18,

this ses-

while downtown Loew's

.

.

.

lilihl.

•Without Rcurvations" is comparatively better at above avcrafie
"Batlmans
in two houses.
S.)l UOO

Boston, June

Key

(Bastion

»3,«31,590

23 cities, 197 tlien-

product

N.Y.)

at

Holds.

'Postman' Rings

K.C. Ace
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Downtown (WB) (1.800: 5n-$l)— 'Brjdc Wore Boots" (Par) (m.o.).
"No Time For Comedy" (WB) and (3d wk). Sad $6,500 in 5 days. Last
•City For Conouest" (WB) (reis- week, not so good $14,000.
Orpheum (Blunr.enfcld) (1^207; 55
.sues).
Good $16,000. Last week,"One More Tomorrow" (WB) (3d 85)— "Night in Paradise" (U). Mild
week, "Renegades'
wk) (3 days), finaled with $8,700.
.$9,000.
Las*,
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- (Col) (2d wk), $11,500.

United Artists (Blumenteld) (1,207;
feld) (872; 85-$1.20)— "Outlaw" (UA)
dlth wk). Down to $13,000, Last 55-85)— "Outlaw" (UA) (3d wk)
Good $17,000. Liitt week,, great
week, hit good $14,900.
$24,000.
Egyptian (FWC) (1.538: .50-$!)—
"Two Sisters" (M-G) (2d wk). Okay
$11,500. Last week, average $17,800.
El
Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)— 'Dahlia' Sturdy $14,000,

"Badman's Territory". (RKO). Nifty
$6,000.
Opened as (Irst-run in day
date

string.

Last

week subsequent

rii .

Indpls.; 'Casablanca'
Indianapolis, June
by midsummer

IIG
.

18.

32G, 'GUda' Great

22G

Washington, Junis 18.
on the upbeat,
is
weather, after last
w«ek's poor showing all along the
main stem. Lead was taken by
"Night in Casablanca" which played
SRO bi/, backed up by a strong
vaude bill,
.
Estimates (or This Week

Washington

warm

(RKO)

Keith's

"Night

(1,838;

Paradise"

in

(U).

44-80)
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.
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Old

Sacramento"

(Rep),

$7,000,

Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 40-

80)— "Young Widow"

(UA), Trim
Last week, "Whistle Stop"
(UA) and "Junior Prom" (Mono)
2d wk.), $8,000.

$12,000.

Memorial (RKO)

40-80)—

(2,900;

Night in Paradise" (U) and " Dressed
Kill" (U), Sturdy $24,000. Last
wecfk, "Heartbeat" (RKO ) and "Man
in Grey" (U)'(2d wk), $22,000.
to

MetropoliUn (M-P)

40-80)
(20th) and

(3,467;

You Love Me"

-'•Do

Mysterious Intruder" (Col). Fine
Last week. "Blue Dahlia"
Par) and "God's (Country" (Indie)
plus Dr. I. Q. on Monday nights.
(2d wk), strong $24,000.

$28,000.

Orpheum (Loew)
Night

(2.£00; '40-80)—
(UA) ai>d

Casablanca"

in

'Mysterious Intruder" (Col ). Okay
Last week, "Postmnn Rings
Twice^' (M-G) t2d wk). big $22,000.
$24,000.

(1.700; 40-80)^
(P.ar) and "Rieturn
Not too big at $14,-

Paramount (M-P)
Blue

Dahlia"

of Rusty" (Col).
000. Last week,

(WB)

and

"In

.

"Cinderella Jones"

Old

Sacramento"

(Rep), $12,000.
.

,

Tremont (Brand-M;i;!c) (L.'iOO; 4080)— "Young Widow" iUA". .'vlodest
$14,000.
Last week, "Whistk Slop'
(UA) and "Junior Prom'' (Mono)

But 'Casablanca' Brisk

—

Sturdy

.

.

and "In

'

18G;

$15,000.

heat
Rain followed
Four Star (UA-WC) (.900: 50-85)—
(Col). HandFOme $22,000 or over.
"Somewhere in Night^' (20th) and over the wcekenc cost all deluxers Last week, "One More Tomorrow"
some business, but most current (WB) (2d v,k), and 4 days "Gilda"
"Effingham's Raid" (20th)
(m.o.)
Slow $3,500. Last week. "Spiral grosses arc shaping up better than' (Col). 3 days, solid $18,000.
Staircase" (RKO) (m.o.), good $5,500 average. "Blue Dahlia" at the InMctropollUn (WB) (1,503; 44-70)—
diana is getting most coin, but "Bride "City for Conquest" (WB) (reissue).
in 8 days.
Guild (FWC) (!)6B; 50-$l)— "Rene- Wore Boots," at the Circle, and Nice $8,000. Last week, "Devotion"
"Night in Casablanca," at Loew's, are (WB) (m.o.), ditto.
gades" (Col) and "Talk About Lady
Col) (2d wk). Dull $2,500.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)
Last okay.
Estimates (or This Week
week, fair $6,000.
"Night in Casablanca" (UA) with
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 40-60)— vaude. Smash $32,000. Last week.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumcnfeld) (956
65-$l)— "Outlaw" (UA) (nth wk)! "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and "MaPostman Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d
Finales at $3,000. La.st week. $3,500. donna's Secret" (Rep). Nice $12,500. wk), .strong $24,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— Last week, "Badman's Territory"
Columbia (Loew) (1,203; 44-70)—
"No Time For Comedy" (WB) and (RKO) and "One Exciting Week" "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G) (m.
(Riep), oke $12,000
"City For Conque.st" (WiB) (rei.s
o.). Great $11,000. Last week, "Kitty"
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60) (Par) (m.o.), $8,000.
.sues).
Oke $12,000.
Last week,
(Par).
Sturdy
$14,Dahlia"
—"Blue
One More Tomorrow" (WB) (3d
Palace (Loew) (2,370; 44-70)
000, Last week, "Kitty" (Par), $10,- "Blue Dahlia" (Par). Sock $23,000.
wk-5 days), $5,700.
Hollywood Music Hall (Bliimen 000 oh holdover.
Last week, "Do You Love Me"
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— (20th) (2d wk),. $14,000.
feld)
85)— "Outlaw" (UA)
(475;
(UA) and
(11th wk). Goes out at $2,000. Last "Night in Casablanca"
"Mysterious Intruder" (Cbl). Modest
week, oke S3,000.
I-oew State (Locw-WC) (2.404- 50- $11,000 or near. Last week, "Postrhan 'Monte Cristo' Nice 12G,
"Chmy Brown" (20th). W.-iy off Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d wk), $10,at $2.3,500.
Last week, "Snmowhere 200.
Buff^ Taradise' Fat
Lyric (Katz-Dollc) (1.600: 40-00)—
Night" (20th) and "Effingham's
(WB) and
^^'^ duys). light "No Time :for Comedy"
Buffalo, June 18.
"lo'loo
"City for Conquest'' (WB) utiissues).
Plenty of holdovers here this
Los Aneeles (D'fown-WC) (2 097- Nice $6,000. Last week. "Murder in
but the biz tone is good gen^
week
50-$l)— "Two ,Sister.s" (M-G) (2d Music H.iU" (Rop) and "Cntman of erally. Toppers aniong new films
uk). About $20,000. La.st week, near Paris" (Rep), oke $7,500 as first-rim
are •'Night in Paradise^' and "Wife
average at $33,700.
of Monte Cristo."
Million Dollar
(D'town)
(2,420Estimates (or This Week
5.5-85). "Crime
of Century" (Rep) Forward (RKO) and "Man Alive"
40-70)—
BulTalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
with Ink Spots. Eddie Vinson orch
(2d wk). $11,300.
"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Rendezon stage. Great $44,500. First week (RKO)
Ritz (FWC) (1.370: 50-$l)— ••Rene- vous 24" (20lh). Mild $13,000. La.st
of taking over Orphcum's vaude"Talk
About
(Col)
and
Lady"
week,
"Well Groomied Bride^' (Par)
gades"
"
film policy.
Last and "HiJt Cargo"
(Par),
bright
(Col) (2d wk). Slow $4,000.
Orpheum (li'town-WC) (2,210: 55- week, sturdy $8,000.
$17,000.
Badman's Territory" (RKO)
',TT'
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Solid $25,500.
First week of new 50-$!)- "Renegade.-:"
(Col)
and —"One Move Tomorrow" (WB) (2d
straight fir.n-run film policy.
Last
About Lady (Col) (2d Wk) wk).
Stout $10,000.
Last week,
week. "Capt. Tugboat Annie (Rep) "Talk
Last week, smart $16,- fancy $16,500.
$7,500.
«nd "Throw Saddle on St;ir" (Col) Near
000.
H pp (Shea) (2;i00; 40-70)-T"Well
with vaude on .stage, oke $20,400
Uptown (FWC) (1,719: 50-$l)- Grooined Bride"' (Pal-) "Hoi Cargo"
'P""' '2-812: .=;0-$l')- "Cluny El-own'' (20th). Strong $13,
(Par)
Fair
(m.o.).
$8,500.
Last
«m-'??'*?"T,
I^Without Reservations" (RKO) and 000:
Last week, "Somewhere in week, "Her Kind of Man" (WB) and
'Col).
Grtod Night"
and
"Effingham's "Prison Ship" (Col),. hardy $11;000.
(2nth)
LJJ'ITnn
$25,000 or over.
Last week, "This Raid" (20th) (2d \vk-5 days), $,5,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "PostVogue (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Bad- men Rings Twice" (M-G) (3d wk).
??-^ T,"",^^^'. 'f'KO) and "Man
Ahvc"
(RKO) (2d wk), fair $11,- man's Territory" (RKO). Smooth Dull $5,000. Last week, neat $8,500.
Last week.
"Renegades"
$7,500.
La(ayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
rarambunt (F&M) (,3.398; 50-$l) (Col) and "Talk About Lady" (Col), "Night in Paradise" (U) and "Blonde
—"O.S.S." (Par) (2d wk). Off to neat $4,900.
Alibi" (U),
Dandy $14,000. Last
(17.500.. La.st week, hu.skv $33,500
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; ,50-$l)— week, "Renegades".
and "Talk
Paramount Hollywood "(FStM) (1 - "Two Sisters" (M-G) (2d wk). Neat About Lady" (Col), (Col)
$13,000.
50-«J)-"O.S.S." (Par) (2d wk). $11,500. Last week, nice $16,800.
20th Century (20th Cent!) (3,000:
Okay $11,000. Last week, hefty $16,Wlllern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)— "No 40-70)
"Wife of Monte Cristo''
COO.
Time For Comedy" (WB) and "City (PRC) and "Club Havana" (PRC).
BKd nillstreet (RKO) f2,a90' For Conquest"
(WB)
(reissues). Nice $12,000 or better.
Last week,
50-80)
"W i t h 0 V t Reservations" Okay. $11, COO. La.st week, "One "Heartbeat" (RKO) and
"Swing
fRKO) and "Man Who Dnrcd'' (Col). More Tombn-ow" (WB) (3d wk-5 Parade 1946" (PRC) (2d
wk), oke
Good $26,000. Last week, "This Day days), $5,400.
$7,500.

again.st $8,500 last week.
Fenway (M-P) (1.375; 40-80)—
Blue Dahlia" (Par) and "Return of
Improved $10,000.
(Col).
Rusty"
Last week, "Cinderella Jones" (WB)

$9,50()

000. Last week, "Valley of Zombies"
(Rep) and "Face of Miublc (Mono),
same;

Heat Slows Cincy Gait

'

Last week, "This Day Forwa'd" iRKO) (2d wk). good $12,500.
Earle (WB) '2,154; 44-85)— "Gilda"

(RKO) (2d wk) with
Merry Macs, others, okay $21,0()0.
Esquire
(M-P)
$2,40)—
(1.200;
Henry V" (UA) tilth wk). Fine

.

.

-

tnke

(3.200* 35-80)—
SUte
(Loew)
'N'ight in CasabLinci'
(UA) and
tower (Fox-Joffec) (2.100; 39-60) 'J^ysterious Intruder" (C()l). AverLa-st week, "Postman
—"Talk About a Lady" (Col) and age $15,000
"Gay Blades" (Rep) with vaude. Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d wk), $14,000.
Fair $9,000. Last week. "God's Country" (Iiidic) and"Texas Jamboree^'
Translux (Translux) (900: SO-T-O—
(Col) with stage show headed by "Glass Alibi^' (Rep) and •Ghosts cn
Loose" (Mono) (reissue). Good $5.Glen Larson, $11,000.
$9,000.

'Casablanca'-VandeBig

despite

the

Week

Territory"

'Heartbeat' Fast
$15,000.

)

boasting

is

'

spots.

Estimates for This

'"Mullc^Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80 )—
•Breakfast in Hollywood" (UA) and
Territory ," opening a new day-date
"Cat Creeps" (UV. Fair $8,500. Last
irio of theatres, is very nifty at
week, "Do You Love Me" (20th) (.2d
Warner reissues of "No
y:i9,000.
oke $6,900.
wk),
Time For Comedy" and "City For
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
Conciuesl" al.so will land ¥39,000 in
Kansas City, June 18.
Bell,
Ziegfcld Follies" (M-G) (4th wk),
three spots. Second week of "Two
New product is brightening biz
Nice $5,500 in 8 days. Last week,
Sisters From Boston'' looks okay
this week after a siege of holdovers.
oke $6,500.
San Francisco, June 18.
"O.S.S."$43..')00 in four operations.
and
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)- "Heartbeat," at. the Orpheum,
Trend is to outdoors currently and
is way off on second week at two
Casablanca,"
at the Mid"Night
in
"She
and
(U)
Paramount houses with $28,500. b.o. is suffering. Despite this "Post- •Night in Paradise"
(U). Trim $13,50(^. land, look to get top coin. "CinderEleventh week of "The Outlaw" will man Rings Twice'' is great at the Wolf ih London"
ella Jones" in the Newman is doing
Dawn
at
"De:-.dUne
w-eek,
bit
on
Last
slipped
a
do near $20,000 to wind up record Fox. "The Outlaw"
Andrews Sisters in per- nicely too. "Somewhere in the
run. very good considering length third week in three houses but still (RKO) and
Night," at the Esquire, Upto\Mn and
son, colossal $32,50C.
"Renegades" looks dull is solid ait close to $40,000.
.stay.
„
of
Palomar (Sterling^ (1,350; 45-80)— Fairway is mild.
Estimates for This Week
«14.000 on second and final week in
Estlnutes (or This Week
(PRC) ^ and
Forest"
Enchanted
Golden Gate (2,844; 60-95)— 'Bedtluxe locations.
Esquire, Uptown, Fairway (Fox
lam" RKO ) plus vaude headed by -Freddie Steps Out' (Mono). Great Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
Estimates for TKis Week
Henry Busse brch and Mischa Auer, $8 500. Last week. "7th 'Veil" (U) "Somewhere in Night" (20th), Mild
Belmont (FWC) il.o32: 50-$J)
Last week, and "Detour" (PRC), fair $5,700.
so good $26,000.
$11,500. Last week. "Do You Love
45-80)-'
'Two Sisters From Boston" iM-Gi Not
(3,039;
(H-E)
Paramount
"Heartbea'i" iRKO) plui Ciro Rimac
Mc" (20th) (2d_wk), okay $10,000 in
Nice $5,500. Last week,
i2d wk).
Rhumba Revue i2d wk>. nice $21,000. Kitty," (Par) (2d wk). Neat $11,000. six
days.
smooth $10,100 for initial frame as
Fox. (FWC) (2.651, 55-85)— "Post- Last week, immer.se $19,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
llr.st run.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
man Rings Twice" (M-G). Gireat $37,Beverly Hills Miisic Hall iBIuroen- 000. Last week. "One More Tomor- 'Hearts Growing Up" (Par) and "Night in Casablanca" (UA),' and
fold-G&S) (824 85-$lWOoullaw" irow'' (WB). $24,000.
•Rendezvous 24" (20th) (m.o.). Fair "Notorious Lone Wolf" (Col). iTrim
$15,500.
Last week, "Postman Al<UA) Ullh wk). Finales at $2,000
WarBeld (FWC) (2.656; 55-85)— $4,500. Last week, "So Goes My ways
Twice" (M-G) (2d wk)
or over. Last week. $2,600.
Dark Corner'' (20th ^ iind "Her Kind Love" (U) and "Dressed to Kilr"(U) $12,000.Rings
Carthny Circle (FWC) (1.518: 50- of Man" (WB) (2d wk). Mild $12,- (2d wk), good $4,800.
Newman. (Paramount) (1.900; 45Sl
"Soecler of Rose" (Rep): 500 in 5 days. Last week. Tine $26,000
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25- 65)—
"Cinderella Jones" (WB). Nice
Slron!: $loi500. Last week. -Do You
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85) 50)— ••Because of Him" (U) and
near. Last week, "Blue
Love Me" (20th) (2d wk-m.o.), dull —"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) (3d wk)
Spiral Stairca.sc" (RKO) (3jl run). $12,000 or
(Par) (2d wk). solid $10,000.
$3,300.
Trim $11,500 in 5 days. Last week Fair $4,000. Last week, "Bells of St. Dahlia"
Orpheum (RKO) (1.900; 45-05)—
(Grauman-WC) (2.048; $19,000.
Chinese
Mary'o" (RKO) and "Gay Blades
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline
"Cluny
Brown" (20th).
50-Sl)
(Rep) (3d run), $'.,000.
St. Francis (FWC) (1,400; 55-85)—
at
Dawn"
Big $15,000, and
(RKO).
or near.
Last 'One More Tomorrow" (WB) (m.o.).
Ilr.ncisnme $.18,500
likely holdover. Last week. "Badweek. "Somewhere in Night" (20th) Thin $8,000. Last week; "Kitty" (Par)
man's Territory" (RKO) and "Part
and "Effingham's Raid" (20th) 2d (m.o.) (2d wk), line $8,000.
D.C. Beats Heat, Better,
ners in Time" (RKO) (2d wk), oke
wici
5 days). $7,500.
95-85)—
(2,133;
Slate
(FWC)

Frisco

this

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
She Wrote the Book" (U) with Guy
Lombardo' orch, Jpck Carter, Lynn
Royce & Nitza, others, on stage.
Neat $36,000. Last week, "Badman's

.

Magnificent $15,000.

Last week, "Diaty of Chambermaid" (UA) and "Gentleman Misbehaves" (Col) (3d wk), neat $5,300

also'

most

Sams Week

Last Year ....... .$2,567,29,0
(Based on 23 cities, 182 theatres)
.

18.

the' upbeat

and "Night in Paradise" going strong
at the Keith Memorial. Fair but cool
weather is helping, and batch of new

tres; chteflv /irst rittij, includirii;

Total Gross

on

is

week with "Do You I^vc Me" provng a good draw ait the Metropolitan

City Grosses

Esllmaled Total Gross
Thli Week .,,

Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
—"Heartbeat" (RKO). Good $11,000.
week, "Hearts Gi'owjng Up
Irftst
(Par) and "Rendezvous 24' (20th)
(2d wk). fair $0,900 in 6 days. _ ^
Liberty (J&vH) U,650; 45-80)—
(Col).

28G, Both Fat

Business.,

(Par) (4th wk), 8 days, oke

"Gilda"

Me

'Paradise' 24G, 'Love

**FiIth

Estimated Total Gross
$655,500
This Week
(Based on 16 f/ieotrcs)
T6UI Gross Same Week
..,$547,100
Last Year
(Bajed oiv 15 flicatres)

is

hefty trade at the
ne>;e

June

in mo.st spots

off

"Do You Love Mo" (20th) (m.o.),
with "She Went to Races" (M-G),
Okay $5,000. Last week, "Bride Wore
Boot.s"

Broadway Grosses

Brown" which

-Cliiny
To;-

of

is

with holdovers no help. "Heartbcat,""Night in Paradise" and "Gilda" look top newcomers, although
-Enchanted Forest" is strong for the
Palomar.
EstimaUs lor This Week ,
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)-^

.-•ion,

OK

39G in 3 Spots; 'Reservations'

Hub Better; llifidow' Trim 26G, 2 Spots;

Seattle} 'Forest' S'/zG

L. A. Spotty But Territory' Nifty

'Street'

Okay 14G

Louisville,

June

(2d wk.), $12,000.

18

Summer

temperatures are here
and they're slowing up biz, particu
larly oh Sundays wnen it hurts most
In spite of heat, "Casablanca" is

MPLS. STILL OFF BUT
'CORNER'

"Scarlet
at .Loew's State.
Street," at the Rialto, is not up to

strong

GOOD AT 12G

Minneapolis, June 18.
Boxofflce trend here is still downwards.
New product lacks sufficient strength to curb the seaVery nice $5,000. Last week, "Kitty" sonal
trend.
newcomers,
The
(P^ir) (m.o.), $4,500.
"Dark Corner," "Well Groomed
Kentnoky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
"Rainbow Over Texas" (Rep) and Bride" and "Badmari's Territory"
"Tars and Spars" (Col).
Snappy are all doing well. Holdovers are far
Last
$1,60().
week, "Adventure" from being smash.
Estimates (or This Week
(M-G) and "Idea Girl" (U), $1,700
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 40Aster (Par) (900; 25-35)
"Ren60 )— "Night in Casablanca"
UA dezvous" (20th) and "Glass Alibi"
and "Mysterious Intruder" (Col) (Rep). Satisfactory $2,000 in 5 days.
Sprightly $18,000. Last week, "Post- Last week, "Texas Jamboree" (Col)
man Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d wk) and "In Fast Company" (Mono), $1,sub-norjnal $7,000.
800 in 5 days.
Mary -Anderson (People's) (1,100
Century (Par) (1,600; 44-70)— "Do
40-60)— "One More Tomorrow" (WB)
You Love Me" (20th) (m.o.). After
Slipping, off to medium
(2d wk).
one Radio City week. Looks like
Last week, sturdy $9,000 on
$5,000.
mild $5,000. Last week, "Dragonwyck"
(20th) (2d wk), fairly good
NaUonal (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
—"Hit the Hay" (Col) and vaude $6,500.
Gopher (Par) (1.000; 44)— "Born
headed
by
Clayton
McMichen':
(or Trouble" (WB)
(reissue). Big
"Gesorgia Wildcats" split with "Sa
$5,000. Last week, "House of Dracumurai" (Indie) and "Ecsta.sv \
la" (U), $5,200;
Wilderness" (Indie). Excellent $8,
500.
Last, week, "River Gang." (U)
Lyric (Par) (1,100; 44-60)— 'Bride
and Jack Gwynne Magic Show split Wore Boots" (Par) (m,o.). Here
with "Gold Mine in Sky" (Rep) and after Urst week at State,
Okay
"Sun Valley Cyclone" (Rep), neat $5,000. Last week, "Postman Rings
$6,000.
Twice" (M-G) (3d wk), strong $5,000,
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40
Orpheum (RKO) (1,100; 44-70)—
60)— "Scarlet Street" (U). None too "Badman's Territory" (RKO). Climblively, but oke $14,000.
Last week, ing to .sock $14,000. Ponies given to
"Do You Love Me" (20th), medium ypuiigsters as prizes in newspapef

expectations but

still

okay.

EsUmaUs (or ThU Week
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (40-60)
—"Do You Love Mc" (20th) (m.o.)

—

—

(

'

,

and m.o.
Strand (Fourth Avenue)
40-60)— '•Badman's Territory"

contest. Last week, "One More Tomorrow" (WB). $10,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 44-70)—
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par). Fairly
KOod $16,000. Last week, "Do You
.$8,500.
Love Me" (20th). $12,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1.600; 44-70)—
Mild
"Perilous
Holiday"
(Col).
'Cluny' Modest $15,700,
"Heartbeat"
$4,000.
Last
week,
(2d wk), modest $5,000,
Denver; 'Diary* Hot 15G (RKO)
SUte (Par) (2,300; 44-70)— "Dark
Denver, June 18.
Corner" (20th), Good $12,000, Last
Hot weather is denting biz at some week, "Bride Woie Boots" (Par),

$12,000,

(1.400

(RKO

(2d wk).
Holding up well at neat
$5,000
after
initial
week's solid

.

spots this week
theatres will be okay.
flrst-run

Estimates for This
(Fox) (1,400;

but four

Week

$11,000,

—

"Kitty"

"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
"Dark Alibi" (Mono), after week at

Follies"

Aladdin

35-74)

Denver, Esquire, Webber, Fine $4,
Last week, "Do You Love Me'
(Continued on page 22)

500.

—

Uptown

-

Good

44-50)
(Par)
(1,100;
(Par). First nabe showing.

Last week, ':ZiegfeId
(M-G), $3,500.

$4,500.

World'

(Par-Steffe.-.)

(350; 44-80)—.
(m.o.).

"One More Tomorrow" iWB)

Proflteble $2,500. Last week.' "Devotion" (WB) (2d wk), $2,000.

'
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Outdoor Competish Hits Chi But
35G; IMurder -Ellington

Wow

•

Chicago, June 18.
great outdoors
Biz okay, but the
moving a mighty_ potent comis
breezes
netuor, what with
vacations cuWng in.
fix:" ly and

Groues Are

baW

Ellington
Music Hair plus Duke
extra
band at the Oriental wUl do

Other newcomers are
"Deadline at Dawn,"
$30,000; "Shock." .at
Canuck, weak ^15.000, .and^^Man^an
HoldGrey." il Grand, so-so $15,000.
$55,000.

-

"Heartbeat"
good
Parace

overs arc only average.
Kslirootes for This

Apollo tB&K)
"Saratoea Trunk"

Week
65-95)

(1.200;

$15,000.

Tepid

"Bandit
wk), big $15,500.

week
(Coll

Forest"
'

(7lh

(KKO) (1,150; 65-05)—
Grey" (U) and "Journey

Grand

"Man

$15,000. La.sl

Sherwood

in

So-so $15,000.
(Indie).
Together"
Last week. "Badman's Territory"
thKO) and "Dressed to Kill" (U)
(m.o.J, scant $9,500.
'

(Esisaness)

Oriental

(3,240;

65-95)

—'Murder in Music Hall" (Rep)
with Duke Ellington orch oh stage.
Solid $55,000. Last week, "Hoodlum
Saint" (M-G) with-<3onnee Boswell

good

ond

SUte-Lake (B&K)

(2.700;

"Heartbeat"

of

(RKO)

and

vaude. okay $13,200.
Keltb's (Schanberger) (2.460; 2060 "Madonna of Seven Moons" (U)
starts today (Tiies) after two weeks
of "Well Groomed. Bride" (Par) at

12G,'Tarzan' Strong IIG
Pittsburgh,

and $11,200.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "In
Old Sacramento" (Rep) (2d wk).
Holding well at $3,500 after over
average first round at $4,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)

June

18.'

—

.

"

Harris.

"Dark Corner"

(20th),

(Col). $11,000.

Jones Ups 'Dawn

Wow

number

of

some compare favorably with the
last week; in fact, two grinds will
be better.
Heading

Cleveland, April

18.

Hot June weather is hurting most
this week. :Big exceiption is

spots

(3,300;

—

Tym-

Gray, orch and Louis Jordan's
(3d-final

.

wk)

Not an

.

,

outstander here but suitable profit
$60,000

on second frame ended

last night
$70,000.

(Tues.). First finished at

at

.

Radio City Music Hall (RockefelRoxy's
with the lers) (5,945; 70-$1.25)— "To Each His
Own" (PaW and stagcshow (4thWill exit with about
its credit, exceptionally
initial seven days last night (Tu.cs.) fine. Last week hit $120:000. "Anna
at .a strong S86,000. Only three other and King of Siam" .('20th) opens toshows came m, one being "Janic rnorrow (Thurs. );
Gets Married," which hit the Strand
Rialto (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Inr
Friday (14) with the Erskine Haw- side Job" (U). Fair enough $8.kins band on stage. Not more than
Last .week. 'Shadow of
000 likely.
about $45,000 is sighted, considerably Doubt" (U) (reiss'.iei ended up at
under recent house average.
$7,000.
State is oh second-run with "PostRlvoU (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.23)
man Always Rings Twice" and; in
Brown"
v20th) (3d wk).
—"Cluny
person,
among others, Menasha
Skulnik arid Renee de Marco. Pros- Coivtinues to disappoint at around
pects are sanguine for a very robust $25,000 this week. The second wound
$35,000 or near. Little Rialto will up at only $29,000.
get by okay at $8,000 with "Inside
Boxy; (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)—
Job."
"Somewhere in Night" (20th) and
On Monday night (17) "Henry V." Copacabana Revue on stage (2(i wk).
a J. Arthur Rank produced- English Short of sockful but strong at $86,film, began a twice-daily run at the 000 on first week ended last night
City Center at $2.40 top under The- (Tues.).
Final five; days on third
atre Guild sponsorship. United Art- week of "Do You Love Me?" (20th)
ists is releasing the pictiire in the and Count Basic orch was $53.000..
U. S. Opening night, largely in- less than anticipated.
vitational, was capacity.
SUte- (Loew'a) (3.-450 43-$1.10)—
Among holdovers, very powerful "Postman Rings Twice!' (M-G) (2d
is "Two Sisters From Boston." \vith run),
with Menasha Skulnik and
the Ritz Bros., Grade Barrie and Renee de Marco, others, in person. A
Buddy Morrow orch on stage. Cur- virile $35,000 or near seen. Last
rently in the second week at the week, "Tangier" (U) (1st run). Les
Capitol, a terrific $105,000 likely will Elgart orch
and Pat Ropney on
be struck.
stage, was very disappointing at only
Final (4th) week of "To Each His $20,000.
Own" at the Music Hall wfll be
Strand (WB) (2.750; 75-$1.20)—
about $115,000. still exceptionally
"Janie
Gets
Married" (WB) and
strong.
"Anna and the King of
Siam." bought from 20tlv-Fox a long Erskine Hawkirts orch. Failing to
time _ ago. opens here tomorrow show speed at only about $45,000
but okay profit, and holds.
Last
(Thurs.). week, ttiird for "One More TomorEstimates for This Week
row" (WB) and Tommy Tucker
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300: 70-$1.40)— orch was slender $30,000.
''Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) (9th
VIctorU (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
wk). Remains well in the profit —"Badman's Territory" (RKO) (3d
column at indicated $29,000 this wk). Holding up remarkably well
week. Eighth was $32,000.
Last week was
at $20,000. stout.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 60-$l. 10) $21,000. Holds.
—"Two Sisters from Boston" (M-G).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60with Ritz. Bros., Gracie Barrie and
$1.50)—
"She
Wrote
the Book" (U)
Buddy Morrow orch on stage (2d
wk). Continues at a sock pace, with opens here today (Wed.) after a poor
13-day run with "The Rtmaround"
$105,000 sighted on. initial holdover,
(U), final six days being $10,000,
session. Last week was close to allinitial week $17,000.
time high at $109,300.
Criterion' iLoew's) (1.700: 60-$1.25)
""Lover Come, Back" lU) opens
here today after two light weeks

"Somewhere

new
in

is

bills

Night."

Copacabana Revue on stage. While final wk).
short
terrific,
house finished $115,000 to
of
.

'

Estimates .for This Week
Alien (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Badman's Territory"
(RKO) (m.o:).
Lively $8,500. Last week, "One More
Tomorrow" (WB) (m.o.), about
ris. $3,600.
Stanley (WB) (3.800: 40-70)— "Her same.
Hipp
(Warners)
(3.700; 55-70)—
Barely
getting
Kind of Man" (WB).
by at $17,000 or a bit over. Stays "Cluny Brown" (20th). Thin $16,500.
only one week. Last week, "Post- Last week. "Badman's Territory"
man" (M-G) (2d wk), sturdy $18,000. (RKO), stout $21,000.
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)
40-70)—
Warner (WB)
(2,000;
Cincinnati, June 18.
More
Tomorrow"
(WB)
"tarzan Leopard Woman" (RKO). "One
Pleasing $3,500 on
thi^d
Ovciall b.o. readings of major First of (irst-run pix^ for this more- (m.o.).
downtown lap. Last week. "Her
stand.s show no signs of summer over .site to ease product jam. E\r
with "Night in Paradise"' (U). first
ccllcnt $11,000.
Last week, "one Kind of Man" (WB) (m.o.), $3,300.
complaint. Of the new bills, VYoung
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 50-75)
having been slightly over $20.000,.
More Tomorrow" (WB) (m.o.) weak
Widow" is leader with "Our Henrls $7,000.
"Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G) second $16,000.
(m.o.). Sock $7,500 after two great
Globe (Bral)dt) (\.!>00: 80-$i:50)—
Were Growing Up" a slow gecondweeks at State. Last week. "In Old "Make Mine Music" (RKO) (9lhplace
winner.
"Runaround" also
Sacraniento" (Rep), $6,000.
final wk). Picked up pace for problook.s pleasing.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 60-95)
able $18,000 or over, good, on blowHeat Hurts St. Louis
Deadline at Dawn" (RKO) plus off, while last Week was $17,500.
EsllmaUs fo.r This Week
Spike Jones orch on stage. Biggest "Diary
Chambermaid"
lUA)
Albee (RKO)
(3,100; 44-70)
But 'Gilda' 17iG, 2d opening in years, with Spike's City moves in ofSaturday (22).
Widow" (UA). RoiLsiiiK
jy„0""i;
Slickers hypoing combo to terrific
Gotham (Brandt) (900: 80-$1.50)
St. Louis, June 18.
fiB.m or near. Last week, "Heart$46,000.
Last week, "Pei-ilous Holi"O.S.S." (Par) (4th wk). Pulling
beat (RKO), "okay $14,000.
Continued high temperatures are day" (Col) with Carmen
Cavallaro extremely well, with fine $27,000 in
CapUol (RKO) (2.000; 44-70>
again holding down big grosses, orch. -smash $42,000.
view, better than third week s $25,Two Sisler.s From Boston" (M-G) ".lanie Gels Married," at the big
SUte (Loew's) (3,450; 50-75)
000.
•3d wk). Solid $9,000 after $10,500
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 80-$I.10)
Fox. is in the top spot, but not 'Night in Casablanca" (UA). Modsecond round.
erate $18,000. Last week. "Two Sis- —"Stolen Life" (WBl
wk).
(8th
.strong.
big
on
"Gilda"
nearly
is
as
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 44-70)
ter.s Boston"
(M-G) (2d wk), still Finished seventh round last night
RiJnaiound" (U). Pleasing $7,000. second week at Loew"s.
"Cluny smart $17,000.
(Tues.) at good $25,500. near to
Brown"
ArhbasStillman
is
average
the
at
(Loews)
50-75)—
previous
week's $27,800. Remains un(2,700;
''^^^"^
"Do You Love
S'„
Me
(20lh) (m.o.).
sador.
"Diai-y of Chambermaid" (UA). Off til end of July, under present plans.
to $B.00O. after walloping $16,000 last
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60*$1.20)
Estimates for This Week
(United) (l.SOO; 44-70)—
..n'*^"'''\
week.
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d
Loew's (I.oew)
(3.172: 44-65)
rnli"?,'.'^'„J*=r'"'t°''y'' <RKO) (m.o.).
Oo(Kl
SUOCO. Last week, "One Way 'Oilda': iCol) (2d wk). Fine $17,500
and
first
"Meet
.-liter
big
grabbed
on
..'^5.'^
Me
Oii
$21,000
n.J^V'"
Bioadway(Col), only $3,500
stanza.
.Lyric (RKO)
(1.400;
44-70)Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)
'

Senator (Harri.s) (1,750; 40-79)
"Renegades" (Col) (m.o.). Average
Last week, "Do You Love
Me" (20th) after two weeks at Har-

$3..300.

'Widow' Rousing

Par«moant (Par) (3.664; 70-$1.20)
—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par), filcu

blame but pany Five

•

;

466, Cleve.

40-70)— Palace, which is near a record with
"Kitty" (Par) (2d wk). Tapering oft Spike Jones band plus "Deadline at
to $15,500. "not too bad. Last week Dawn."
getting standees on flirst
$29,000.
Last week, towering $35,- "Kitty" great $26,500."Night in Casablanca"
BIti (WB) (800; 40-70)— "Postman three days.
000.
Woods (Es.saness) (1,200; 65-95)— Rings Twice" (M-G) (m.o.). Here at State, and "Cluny Brown." at
"Kid
From
Brooklyn"
(RKO). after good fortnight at Stanley; Hipp are not so forte. Three major
this,
will
over
good
for
do
$4,000;
theatre
circuits
boosted «dmish
Wham .$35;000. Last week, "Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) (8th wk). small-scatcr. Last week, "Devotion" scales during past v/eek.
(WB). also third week m.o.. $3,200.
down to $15,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

A

disappointingly.
large
holdovers is partly to

wk). Tliough- not big at the b.o.,
holding up well at $27,000 currently
seven days was $28,500. Holds

Initial

further.

—

under

Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 65-95)—
40-70)—
Hai'ris
(Harris)
(2,200;
Trim
"Virginian" (Par) (3d wk).
"Night In Paradise" (U): Okay $12.Last week, prime $24,000.
$18,000.
65-95)— 000 or near. Last' week, "Renegades"
"Kitty" (Par) (2d wk). Good $33,000.
Last week, handsome $40,000.
Unllcd Artists (B&K) (1,700: 6595)— 'Gilda" (Col) (2d wk). Stout

—

Spotty biz is continuing locally "Somewhere in Night". (20th). Fairish $10,000. Last week, third of "Do
with no. particular strength at most You
Love Me" (20th), modest
houses. Four new films biggest here $7,900.
25-74)—
Stanley
(WB)
(3.280;
in long time, but none is; smash. Best
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d wk).
probably is "Tarzan, and Leopard
Fairly good $9,000 after stout initial
Woman" at Warner, which has sesh at $13,700.
dropped out of moveover classiflca
ValencU (Loew's-UA) (1.860; 20tion
for
the summer to relieve 60)— "Postman Rings Twice" (M-G)
Above average $5,500. Last
product.s backlog. Stanley is not so (n).o.)
hoi witlv"Her Kind, of Man" and week. "Gaslight Follies" (Indie),
"Night In Paradise" is barely okay at mild $3,600.

wcijk.
$9,000.

$22,000.

.

'Renegades
(Col)
plus
vaude. Nice $14,000. Last week, sec-

20-70)

Estimates (or This Week
heading stage bill (2d wk), disap40-70)—
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700;
pointinj; $27,000.
PaUce (RKO) (2.500; 65-95)— "Diary of Chambermaid" (UA). Do
ing
little
better than, house has done
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline
still hot what
in
recent
weeks
but
Flashy
$30,000.
(RKO).
at Dawii"
Last week. "Night in Paradise" (U) this spot has t>ecome accustomed to
and "Truth About Murder" (RKO) lately. Looks around $10,000. Last
(2d wjt). fairly

(Loew's-UA)
— "Breakfast
in

$8,700

—

OK45G:'OunyDownto2SG,3dWk.

Week

Although this past weekend and
(3,000; 20Hollywood" Monday (17) were better on the
(UA). Modest $11,000. Last week, whole than the same days a week
Second of "The Postman Rings
back, business in the downtown New
Twice" (M-G), $12,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240; York film showshops averages up

IMary'lOG, 'Night'

Revue

Brisk 86G But 'ianie -Hawkms Only

Estimates for This

in-

W-(x)pa

vaude at the combo Hippodrome,
and "Somewhere in Night," at the
New. Rest of list is sluggish.
Centory

Pix Fail to Help

Pitt;

N. Y. StiD SiMtty;

18.

—

— New

Chicaio (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)
"Suspense" (Mono) with Belita, Jack
Owens on sUge (2d wk). Fine $48,000. Last week, stout $55,000.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 65-95)

however, as indicated,

Baltimore, June

19

Rather mild going here. Best in
downtown sector, mostly holdovers,
are newcomers, "Renegades," tied to

60)

clude the U.S. amusement tax.

Last

week, pert $17,000.

"Shock". (20th).

prices,

(WB) (Uth week

Lean

downtown):

Niet

Film, gross estimates, as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Dist)ributors
share on net take, when playing
p^ercentage, hence, the estimated
figures are net incotae.
The -parenthetic
admission

Brook-

First week ol "Kid from
.however, looks
ivn" at the Woods,
Ifrone J35 000, and "Murder xn the

fliie

W

PICTURE GROSSES
Balto Sloppy Albeit
'Renegades'-Vaudel4G

;

Leads Cincy

1(G,

—

.

.

—

—

,

—

—

—

-

_

—

—
—

Ff.i^"^°„'SJ'^"-^"> and "Letter,
Evic
(M-G). No dice at $3,500.

fo^
fo'

Tm
i /T''*n).o.).
fainsh

^a''"*

Corner"

,

'Hr.'.v."
erate

$4,000.
(2,600;

(2011))

44-70)

-

"P" ^P"). Mod-

T^.l-.*";?^"- Last week.

"Badman's

(RKO). hotsy $15,500.
Hr.o^n"'' ..'RKO). (2.100; 44-70)
55"?u"'^",L (RKO) (m.o.'). AH right

^ Shul7

-

"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) a-nd
"Just Before Dawn" (Col). Neat
$13,000. List week. "Night in Casablanca"

'Adventure' 13G,

Monti

..Montreal.

June

over town.
Thli

Week

'AHy-,s,
fiioi'.'-o^

18.

looks the

.ill

P.i,^''"^^?!**

Way

to

.

"Tomorrow

ForevP,-'

,

SPOUO

(^T)

U

Nice $10,000 for

35-62)(M-G). So-so

(2.700;

^'f^"

Love"

(Col).

Average

18.

picture in Philly. Despite

notch product

is

this,

topr

doing okay. Chief

money -getters are "Blue Dahlia" and
"Cluny Brown"' among the newcomers. Surprise of the week is revival of "Pinnochio" snaring a
play at the Keith's.

heavy

Estlmales for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1.300; 40-85)— "this
Day Forward" (RKO) (2d wk). Pale
$9,500.

Opener

fair $13,500.
(700;

Arcadia (Sablosky)

"Her Kind
(4

days).

40-85)—

of Man" (WB) (2d run)
So-so $3,500. Last week,

Boyd.(WB) (2..'150; 40-85)— "Spiral
(RKOi (2d wk). Good

Staircase"

'Bascomb' Big

$15,000.

Detroit.

June

"Tomorrow Is Forever"
(RKO) and "Dong Williams" (RKO).

Holdovers are slowing
session, and trade
this

$18,000.
Fo.\ (F&M)

spotty.

Last week.

Philadelphia, June

Heavy exod(Ls to the shore over
the weekend is cutting into the biz

"Saratoga Trunk" (WB). fine $6,000
for second run.

Mask"

biz

'Widow' Lofty 16G
18.

(Col)

pace

week,

$22,500:
500.

Earle

(3d wk). Okay $18,000.
stout $27,000.

Opening, week,

(WB)

(2.700;

ijrcal

$27,-

.40-85)— "Post-

Last man Rings.Twice" (M-G) (2d wk).
Husky $29,000. Last week, boft $38.(United
De- 5C0.

fairly
is
Broadway - CapUol
"Young Widow." ''Bad Bas- troit) (3,000: .60-85)
"Yo(in«
Fox (20th) (21250; 40-85)— "Cluny
comb" and "Two Sisters From Bos- Widow" (UA) and '"Don't Gamble"' Brown"
(20th). Neat $27,000. Last
ton" look best newcomers, both (Mono). Lofty $16,000. Last wce!^.
week, "Do You Love Me" (20th)
in -the "Badman's Territory"'
(RKO) and mild $14,500
on third week.
"Strange Voyage' (Mono) (3d wk),
Karltan (Goldman) (1,000; 40-85)
•Perilous Holiday" (Col), just $22,fine
$14,000.
Esllmales tor This Week
000 in 11 days.
Adams (Balaban) (2.863; 60-85)— —"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (2d
United Artists (United Detroit)
Missouri (F&M) (3.500: 44-05)—
'"Somewhere in Night"' (20th ) and run). Fairish $7,000. Last week, "To60-85)
"Two Sisters From "Yank in London" (20th). Fair $1.5.- morrow Is Forever" (RKO), ditto
"Night in Paradise" (U) and "Hoiise (1.841:
Boston" (M-G) and "Letter for
for second week second run.
of Horror" (U). Fine $12,500. Last
000. Last week. "Dragon wyck
20th)
Keith'ii (Goldman) (2.200; 40-85)-^
Week. "One More Tomorrow" (WB) Evie" (M-G). Strong $18,000. Last (2d wk) and "Out of Depths" tCol).
week. "This Day Forward" (RKO)
Pinocchio" (RKO) (reissue). Bangand "Dark Corner" (20th). $9,000.
Murder" (RKO). $12,000.
"Truth
About
and
SI. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 44-65)—
Dowtown (Balaban) (2,683: 65-95) up $13,000. Last week. "Hoodl'um
solid $22,000.
"Soi)g of Arizona" (Rep) and "Ro
—"Cat Creeps (U) with John Cal- Saint" (M-G), $4,800 on second run.
Mastbanm (WB) (4.387; 40-85)Palms-Slate (United Deti"oit) (2.- vert and rriagic show,. Three AcroFast
niance of the West" (PRC).
976; 60-85)— ""'Bad Bascomb" (M-O) inaniaes, Roy Davies and Grace Mc- "Blue Dahlia" (Par). Hot $40,000.
$5,000. Last week, "My.sterious In
truder"
(Coll
and "Gay Blades" (Rep). Big $26.- Donald oh stage.
and "Glass Alibi
Tepid $19,000. Last week. "One More Tomorrow"
iRep). $4,500.
La.st week. "Saratoga Trunk" Last week. "Notorious Lone Wolf"
(WB) n.s.h. $17,500 second sesh.
000.
iWB) and "'College Queen" (Par) (Col) with Ray Kinney orch.
Stanley (WB) (2.950; 40.-85)— "So
4th wk), good $16,000.
Chester Morris, othws, on stage, Goes My Love' (U). Only $12,000.

Married!"

(5.000:

44-65)— "Jan ie

iWB) and

—

-

"Junior

Prom" (Mono). Only $20,000. Last bring strong. "Somewhere
week. "Her Kind of Man" (WB) and Night" is rated only fair.

;

—

".'

enfh vM^^Vr."''"'°= 35-82)-"Sev.
(Eagle-Lion).
Fairish
$1 000
.

«cond\vcck^°^-

"Devil's

(Col), good $8,500.

Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 44-65)
—'Cluny Bi-own" (20th) and "One

Gets

chanm n

(M-G) and

listers' Lusty 18G;

Det. Spotty,

40G

Is 'Dahlia;

—

—

So

Philly Torrid,

1

'

'

1

vcnlui^"? /,S'^r.\^2,800; 35-67)-"Ad"
.Nice $13,000. Last
wce "T

-U'

soc'kVlUSo"'^''"'^"''

'un '&<?Ti/2.3(>(>: 35-53)-"Tari^°'^3n" (RKO) and
"Myslorin^?'?
MiMcnous Intruder"
(Col) (2d wk).

Nice $7,000 after strong $10,000
opener.
25-45).^
Imperial
(CT)
(1.850;

"Walk

in

Sun" (20lh) and "Blonde

Alibi" (U>. Fine $8,000. Last week
"Just Before Dawn" (Col) and "One

Wyy

to.Lovc" (CoU,

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.034;
"Postman Rings Twice"

60-85

—

1

(M-Gi and '"Gay Cavalier" iMono)
(2d wk). Strong $25,000. La.st week

"

—

Oke $3,000 in 3 days. Last week. "Perilous Holiday"" (Colt. Thin
same setup $33,000.fox Fox -Michigan) (4,049; 60-85) "Whistle Stop" (UA) afld "Tars and $8,000. Last week, "Tangier" (U).
—"Gilda (Col) and "Night Editor" Spars' (Col), good $2,500 in 3 days. $8^500*'
c

"

$5,000.

Last week. "Two Sisters From Bosrousing $3l.U00.
Madison (United Detroit) il.85B; ton" (M-C). oke $16,500 on third
40-55)— "Sailor Takes Wife'' (M-G) week.
SUnton IWB) (1,475: 40-85)
and "Masquerade in Mexico <l'>nr).
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JESSE

L.

LASKY and WALTER MacEWEN
present

CLAUDETTE COLBERf

JOHN WAYNE
in

MERVYN LeROY'S

with

ANNE TRIOLA

production of

DON DeFORE
and Miss

LOUELLA PARSONS

Produced by JESSE
Screen Play by

L.

ANDREW SOLT

LASKY

i

WcdncBday, June 19, 1946
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— and

the Wormest romcmtfc

icomecty lever to detigHt record

;

^rowdslThe

startling

ddventiire$ of a girl in,o Puilniart predicomeiit
otid of her two-rnaci re^cii e jparty, intlodifig the

hqndsdrtie Stranger of such amazing

amatory

action!

,

.
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Absenteebi as Bad
I^x Offices.

3 Stuntmeii Injured
Duringr DeMille Pic

in Theatres,

as in Wartime

Etc.,

is*
it
declared that abseiitceism is as bad
«s it was during the war years when DeMille Gets
in
while
get
to
difficult
lielp was
Pieces for
others much concern is felt over
Hollywood, Junie 18.
the fact that the number of absentees appears to be steadily increasDeal for the use of early Ameriing. This includes homeoffices, film can statistics was closed by Cecil
exchanges and theatres.
with'
the Metropolitan
DeMllIc
B.

some industry quprters

In

Museum

Costumer

reached

has

Situation

the

where one company has placed

poihl
visit-

ing nurses on its payroll. While this
is partly with a view to aiding anyone who is legitimately sick, it's
Blyo a means of checking on people
who report themselves ill but aren't.
Same company also checks with
doctors to determine status of anyone on (he sick list. One other distributing organization is considering
a similar plan.

Pointed out by the executive of
one of the larger film outfits that
absenteeism seems to be more rampant among hewer employees who
are less interested in their jobs than
others. This same higher-up also
points out that there are so many
jobs floating around these days that
a lot of lesser employees- have -bCT
come independent and take time off
without fcai of the consequences.

'

quote from the moppet follow-

ing one of the city-wide forums on
the subject of theatre vandalism by

According

Daryl Koch, a sey

to

even the comedies 'diimb.' All
agreed that 'crime doesn't pay' pictures make them 'nervous and jittery," so we are afraid to. go home
alone in the evening."
Koch personally canvassed 49 of
'

—

run admissions in Minneapolis and
St. Paul will jump .from CO to 70c,

few weeks

ago,

John

J.

Why

wanted

ents

get rid of us. for
afternoon or evening."

S. j.

to.

Kmgman
Rep

Friedl,

ari

last

appeal to higher tribtinals.
In the
Crescent and Schlne theatre chain
cases,
for
example, the district
courts allowed stays only on divestiture, but ordered the other provisions into effMt Immediately.

With appeals by both the majors
and Justice D^artment assured in
the New York motion picture decree, best estimate here is that no
phases of the decree will go fully
into effect before September at the
earliest.
It will probably be upwards of a year before anything
is done about the most important

Broadway production costs. The
Guild had to halt its Sunday experiments due to Ekjuity rulings on rehearsal pay, two-week salary guar-

Goldwyn

antees, etc.

The Guild sponsored some young
.

'

A

experimental theatre plan is bigger
than the Guild, and should be a plan
of the industry proper, with the
Dramatists Guild and/or Equity
spearheading the movement.
Financing is a simple matter. Already,
private individuals have made offers of money, but Miss Helburn
thinks this is also an industry re-

made

to

advance of final judgment.
view of the fact that the improvisions will be carried
the Supreme Court on appeal
(Circuit Court will be skipped),
stays are expected to be granted by
Ihe N. Y. tribunal on some of them
to maintain a status quo pending
final decision.
Best guess here is
that it will take a year or more before the Supreme Court gives its
last word on the subject.
In

portant
to

her

that producers Of successful Broadway plays set aside 1% of their
weekly gross, after their production
costs have been recouped, as a theatre fund. Fund would finance productions, cover administrative expenses,
even subsidize promising

Ad-Pix Nosedive
.

playwrights.
Plan's advocates point out that in
N.Y.; center of creative dramatic
art in America, there is no expei'l-

A

New

Agam

.

great acting talent by playing every
type of part, there is no such opportunity today for the young actor. As
commercial costs have mounted, long
runs have become more important,
lessening chances of actors doing
many roles. The plays the Guild put
on years ago for the the Lilints,
Reissue in Spring like "Goat Song" and "Juarez and
Decline is first in many years of
"Going My Way" (Par) will prob- Maximilian," couldn't be done tor
mushrooming commercial producday 'because of the costs and the
tion. Prior to Pearl Harbor, the take ably be resold as a reissue next
prospect of limited runs.
from filming industrials climbed spring. It was originally released
MisS'Helburn points out thai pressteadily until in '41 a top $15,000,000 in February, 1944,
ent repertory plans
of
various
business was Stored. Wartime deReissuance this fall is ruled out BroadNvay
group's are most praisemands skyrocketed prpdiiction of in- because of cpnflict with "Blue Skies
worthy, but that their purpose is
dustrials,
mainly of instructional, (Par), in which Bing Crosby also mainly to revive classics, rather than
genre, with the industry completing appears. Latter is slated for release encourage new
playwrights. Equity's
a minimum of 5,000 films during the Sept. 27.
Library Theatre productions of rewar years. Production continued to
This past winter "My Way" was vivals are similarly aimed in a difmount following. V-J day, with '46 not available for repeats because of ferent direction, '
highly toiiled as the banner year, Cr"siiv's
"Bells
of
St.
Mary's"
An experimental theatre is needed
until the current snag cropped up.
(RKO).
in N. Y., according to Miss Helburn,
.

appear

for examination
postponement was
granted, however, and with the start
of the war he went into the French
word received by
army.
Last
to.

5,

.

1939.

A

O'Brien, Driscoll Si Raftery, defend^
suit, was that Lourau was
"somewhere in the Maginot Line."

Ing the

That led

to

a whole

series of fur-

ther postponementsi last of which
expired last week without Lourau'^
appearance.

'Way'

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

Distribs

Continued from page i
mental theatre. England has several,
such as the Gate theatre.- There is door to a Ciovernment move jlb add
no place on Broadway for a youitg the offending company to the suit, as
director to try his hand; he has to a defendant.
Lawyers for the smaller comgo off to the little theatres or the
panies have no fear that the couit
strawhats.
.Where the Lurits developed Ihrir Avoiild nix theatre buys because. Ihcy

'Modem

George Lourau, prcz of Sonore,
the suit, was originally

Anti-Trust Division
spokesmen
it will probably be early fall
before the three-man expediting
court enters its final judgment.
Court will probably enter a preliminary judgment next month, after which it will receive motions
from both the government and film
firms for amendments.
These will
have to be studied and acted upon

figure

in

sponsibility.

Suggestion has been

'

provisions.

talent who put on '"Hie Garrick
Gaieties," which went on subsequently for a commercial run.
venture like the "Gaities" today
would be frustrated from the. start,
by current theatre regulations.
Miss Helburn feels that today's

.

D

Federal courts, one Government
spokesman pointed out, do not norinally stay an entire decree pending

ent

five

'

.

.

.

during the

—

not own theatres in Waishington.
of J admits that ihe distribulpi-.s
must be given additional time to adjust to auction selling and will not
stand in the way of the companies
getting that, it is understood.

.

that country
years.

Special

Contlnaed from page i

now be able to operate the
house itself, bidding for Universal,
Paramount, 20th-Fox, United Artists,
etc. product, since those studios do
will

.

—

who brought

Peacetime?

Minors Hit Hard

—

.

.

slated

In

.

atres available. Legit, for selfish rea"Toronto, June 18.
sons, must take an unselflsh step, coAfter charges were denied that operating to provide what in the long
the hat was passed around the. head run should be a great stimulus to the
of new, needed talent—
office of the National Film Board development
an experimental theatre.
for the legal defense of Canadian
Miss Helburn is properly suited to
government employees charged with make the suggestion, because of the
giving atomic bomb secrets to Rus- Guild's own work in this direction
sia, the first clear picture -of what years ago. In its early days the Guild
the National Film Board is and did special productians on Sunday
what it is .doing was given by. the nights, such as "The Cloister," "John
Hon. Brooke Claxton, chairman of Hawthorne," "Morn to Midnight,"
NFB.
and others.
Claxton said -there .were 73r em"Morn" ran two Sunday nights,
ployees on the National Film Board, and then for special matinees for
payroll in Canada and 20 in the total of eight performances because
U. S. Since the resignation over a it was so well received. It was the
year ago of John Grierson as com- first excursion of the new expresmissioner, the post has been filled sionism form in America, and it stimby Ross McLean, although, latter is ulated \J. S. playwrights to similar
not a member of the board as yet. plays, as in Elmer Rice's "The AddUnder questioning, Claxton said ing Machine" and John Howard
that NFB offices had been estab- Lawson's "Processional."
..Today's Costa
lished in New York, Chicago and
"Morn to Midnight" had 11 scenes
Washington early in 1943. He denied
that NFB had distributed Russian and cost only $2,000 to produce. Tofilms depicting collective
farming day it iwould cost $30,000 to $40,000
and collective health services in to. put on an 11-scene show by pres-

Field
for
NFB ill Limelight at Mont'l
president of the company, had rePolicy of indie producers expandMontreal, June 18.
iterated his stand for keeping admission prices at the present level inj; their own sales forces continued
Canada's three info services—Naappointmeint
last
week
with
of
Saul
"until such a time as the inflationary
tional Film Board, Canadian Infortrend reaches a stage where sucK J. Krugman as special field sales mation Service and CBC already
advances are made necessary." He rep in the east for Samuel Goldwyn cited at the spy trials in connection
now says that the recent rapid rise Production!;. Al Suchman was liamed with staffers involved, were again
to a similar job several weeks ago
in costs compels the boosts.
in the limelight last week at the
Approximately
30
Minneapolis by Arthur Sachson, general salss trial of Fred Rose, Communist mem
and St. Paul and out-of-town in- manager for Goldwyn..
ber of parliament, charged with
dependent exhibitors preceded MinKrugman will h.q. in Philly, cov- conspiring with Russian agents to
nesota Amus. Co, in upping their ad- ering that city, Washington, Pitts- secure secret war information. This
mission prices from a nickel to a burgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati and time NFB was singled out The
dime, the action having been taken Indianapolis. Suchman covers New crown prosecutor is looking for
when the Paramount chain refused York, Boston, Buffalo, Albany, New Freda Linton, who was on John
to yield to independent pressure to daven and Canada..
Grierson's secretarial staff when he
take the lead in boosting scales.
Formerly with United
and headed the NFB. Grierson quit
Now it's certain that all independ- 20th-Fox, Krugman had Artists
last been some time ago. This film body itself
ents will fall into line and follow
eastern
salesmanager
for
Ben often has been charged with being
suit in tilting.
infiltrated with communists.
Bogeaus.
In Redwood Falls, Minn., for exNFB also came in for mention a
ample, Don Buckley raised the scale
a few days previously, when Igor
in his "A" house from 40 to 50c,
Gouzenko, prosecution witness and
including'
tax..
Independents
in
former Russian embassy clerk, who
Brainerd, Worlhirigton and l,a Verne,
obtained the. allegedly incriminating
Minn., also raised. Neighborhood
Continued from page 7
papers froin embassy files, stated
house admissions' in St. Paul and
Minneapolis, generally, will go from studio shelves, no new authorizations that he lifted the documents from
have started them on their way to the files while the embassy staff was
35 to 40c.
the caimera.
go-ahead signal has attending a screening of a NFB film
been promised by the agencies as oh Sept. 5, 1945.
soon as a turn in economic condi
Edward Mazerall, fo.rmer CBC
Times^ trial
tions warrant it but there's no Sign
engineer, is already serving a fourof that in the immediate future
year term for spying, and Gordon
Postponed in N.Y. execs say.
Lunan.. a staffer with Canada's War
Meanwhile jiecond quarter of the Information Board (converted to
Plagiarism suit against Charles
Chaplin and United Artis-ts. hanging year's orders for new production has CIS after V-J Day), is now await
fire since 1937, was again left in mid- dwindled to the point of a $5,000,000 ing trial on spy charges.
Repercussions have already
air last week with failure of the year.
One of the Red documents supplaintiff to appear for examination. been felt in the labs where commer
po.'icdly lifted by Gouzenko claimed
Charge, made by Films Sonore cial raw.stoek orders are at their Grierson himself was
contacted to
Tobis, a prewar French outfit, is lowest ebb since 1935. One exec ex- wo.rk with the Russians,
but he re
that Chaplin's "Modern Times" (UA) pressed the general wail in the in- fused.
was pirated from "A Nous La Li- dustry by predicting: "We'll all be
_berte,"
written and produced by playing gin rummy in August unless
something changes the picture."
"Rene Clair in. 1932.

June

Not

.

including tax, for the "A" houses,

A

we

the

'

Following the lead of a number his fellow seventh-sraders, 46 of
independent exhibitors in. and. whom admitted to attetiding the theout of the Twin Cities, the Minne- atre frequently "because our paring its admission prices in every
situation from a nickel to a dime
starting this weekend. Loop first-

If

.

of

is rais-

Wills,

Denies Red Tinge

find

Amus. Co. (Paramount)

and

Canada's Fix Head

enth-grader in Jefferson juriior high
Theatres continue to have a lot at Dubuque, ''the actors 'iti certain
trouble with ushers and other types of pictures drive us to fight,
help on which the turnover is still run around, carve our names on the
great. They, too, are being careful seats, cut the upholstery and other,
about docking or firing anyone los- things." He attributed this to the
ing more than a reasonable amount restlessness caused them by these
of working time.
pix.
Said Koch: "Some of the children

.

Henry

returned toppers with whom it has been disfor picture locally, were badly in- cussed.
Essentially the plan covers experijured Saturday X16) while doing lomental plays that are too"non-comcation stuff on new Cecil B. Demcrcial" to be done on Broadway
Mille production at nearby Cook's under present costs of operation. The
Forest. Men were hurt while film- productions would be done under
coast,

great ait

try to. limit its source of experiment,
she; says, we're cutting off its blood
•
at its roots.

yet, but has met the
enthusiastic approval of vprious legit

from formative stage

also

1

becaiisc the theatre is a

and needs constant nourishing.

Fdms

of

sota

Leathers,

Continued from page

^

Some

seeking a better job.

IS.

Wayne

—

cct of Theresa Helburn, co-administrator of the Theatre Guild— is in the

.

kids.

IN PRICE HIKE

others,

two

and

.

in a

Minneapolis, June

"Unconquered,"

.

from home and found' she was going
around
to
employment agencies

TREND

Par's

Experimental Theatre

Her supporters ask why, when the
industry could get together in
wartime, through a. Theatre Wing,
unitedly to help the war effort, the
industi-y. can't cooperate in peace.with conces- time for its own ultimate benefit. By
ing a scene which called for them special arrangemenl-s,
Museum of Art in New York.
.sions from various .industry factors cutting off chanciss of experiment in
from their horses, grab
Historical items, never Used in l<>...^winB
on costs, fees, etc,
the theatre, they say, its various
fllms.to date, will be inserted into onto a limb and disappear into the
Tlie theatre would Joe managed by branches are limiting their ultimate
Instead, they landed an administrative board that would chances of livelihood.
the DeMille production, "The Un- tree foliage.
in a hospital.
from all
representatives
conqu*red," for. which background
include
Stagnation in the N.Y. theatre is
sequences are now being shot in the
Cordeli received a back injury. branches of the industry, with a di- apparent, with a'*greater number of
vicinity of Pittsburgh.
Wills
broken left .arm and rector chosen by them to run the theatres now opierating in such citivs
a
Leathers a pulled tendon. Accident project. Should the plays be done as London, Paris. and Moscow. Other
there
subsequently,
will further dielay departure of "Un- commercially
entertainment Industries have repreconquered^' crew for Hollywood; would be a scheme for retroactive sentative groups, like the film's MoAttributes Kid Vandalism
work's already been< held up for full-scale pay to various unions or tion Picture Assn., looking after its
more than a week because of bad participants, the feeling being that combined interests. Or tlicy have
To Nervousness Caused weather.
the rights of labor always have lo research laboratories, like radio's
be protected.
experiments in tele, etc., developing
Legit In a Rul
ideas. and personnel for tomorrow.
Actors,
By
Other industries have employerThe theatre, according to Miss HelDes Moines, June 18.
supporters, is in a rut employee, combinations with joint
her
burn
and
A 12-year old sprout in. junior
today. Less plays- are being done fluids for schools, training, welfare,
highschool' in Dubuque, iowa, has
yearly as more flops occur, „and etc.; as witness the needle trades,
decided to make theatre vandalism
writers and producers become dis- Only Broadway, they say, has no
couraged. Opporturiity to see plays laboratory, creating for the future.
his "project," which indicates it may
is shrinking steadily, with fewer theeven include Hollywood as evidenced

In one of the. film exchanges, the
office rnanager finally: became skeptical of a certain employee reporting
sick too often. He had, her followed

MINN. AMUS. FOLLOWS

Pittsburgh, June 18
Harry Cordell, Hollywood sluntman doubling for Gary Cooper in

r

transactions would fuithcr ihe competitive situation rather, than restrict it.
Proposed dfcree terms, in this regard, provide
that a defendant will not be ic.<;liaiiicd
from theatre expansion
where it jiermits the company "lo
enter a competitive field."
Opinion of the court, though
specifically, addressed to the major
say,, these

defendants named, was oi>viously intended to apply to the entire industry including the smaller companies
it
is said.
Selling practices which
are n. g. for the top outfits are also
Deout for the leisser companies.
cision puts the indiistry on notice
and any attempt by rion-defendanls

to go their

own way would

inevitably,

lend the Dep't of Justice to an application to bring the offender into
court and subject it to decree
strictures,

lawyers maintain.

'

VedneBday, June 19, 1946
^

f'^RllSlfY

(And another CAPitol (N- Y.) smash
wide triumph!)

M-6-M FEATHERS

_17

hit,

repeating
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nation-
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BILL DOZIER INKS WITH

Argentina's Fibn Producers Swing

Hollywood, June

Buenos

Now

that

tlic

Aii'cs,

June

industry, caused by

llnas film

deaith of raw

with International as viceprcsident
and member of the board of di-

the

been swept
of production

r.tock, ha;;

aside, a new crop
to sail into Ihe
is beginning
job of making more r.iid better ,pix.

xniils

of the new units is Prpducy Artistas dc America," with
of Meniis afl'iliate Films Andes
jloza. Don Juan B. Bariiia is prexy,
and Alberto de Zavrtlia is to be

First

•

liir,

in "charge

director general
duction.

of pror

First production us already under
way with Delia Garces (Mrs. Alberto dc Zavalia); Susahita Freyrc,
surlet who has been climbing fast;
and Estebari Serrador- in the. leads/
Story has the love's of the poet
Becquer as its theme.

as it is to be called,, has
deal with Lumiton, to lease
studios at Munro, until' its own

PAA,
made a
Its

rectors.

Bridgeport. June 18.
Louis deRochemont of 20th-Fox
has bceii here for local look-see in advance of filming of a !;emi-documcntary, similar to '•House on 92nd
St.," to be based on the still unsolved Bridgeport murder case of
.
Father Dahmc in the '20's.

"The Egg
Mermaid."

Unique

twi.st,

in

r e

e

state's at-

and

and; I"

"Peabody's

Gangster fix

j

torney, later U: S. Atty. Gen. Homer
Gummings, changed his mind about
suspect, was
certain
a seemingly
featured in recent Reader's Digest
Richaj-d Murphy \vill write
piece.

'

Continued .from

With Eve" and

''100

i>aec }

Men and

,

a Girl,"

both (luffs. Strangest of all was the
sending of. "Devil and Daniel Webster" for foreign auds who have little knowledge of U. S. history.
Meanwhile, authorities have- resex'eenplay.
fused to permit the showing of
Walter Huston and John Hpdiak Charlie Chaplin's "Great Dictator"
are slr.ted for leads in picture. De- in Germany and Austria. Although
Rochemont plans some locatioii there are several prints in Europe
shooting in Bridgeport this summer.
been sho.wn privately to

which have

Russian

has Pedro Lopez Lagar under contract, on loan
from Argentina. Soho Film, to do
Ibsen's "John Gabriel Bjorkman."
The aftiliation with Andes Films,
a Mendoza unit, is part of a plan
to make the Andean wine-producing
province of Mendoza the Hollywood
of South America.
PAA has' cabled a record bid to
screen star Libertad Lamarque, currently in Mexico, for a musical. La
marque left Argentina with no. in
tention of returning for several

officials,

the State Depart-

didn't feel the film "psychploglr
cally proper" for either conquered or

ment

Company

are ready.

which

Dozier's supervision arc
"Ashendcn,"
productions:

Under
h

Statistics

On

Pix, Radio,
Figures
in

.

in

"People

liberated

Books

the surv*y. contained
and Bodks" $10 book

audiences.

Reports

that

Chaplin didn't want the film shown
to Gernjanic audiences have not been
conHriT>ed.

any

case,

with a propaganda

JOHNSTON'S EAST-WEST

.

daily at picture houses.

ADMEN

It

tion control officials in

Germany

that

He's huddling with his opposite 3,520 people who did not go to the
Hollywood,
in
Simmon cinema. - "The Psychological Corp.
Levy, ad code boss there, and Jo- actually conducted the survey, but
error was
.seph I. Breen, head of the Produc- it's not clear whether the
tion
Code Admini.stration. Talks, made by it or the authors.
The book, which is a study of
timed to coincide with meetings of
Eric
Johnston, MPA chief,
and reading and book -buying habits, as
company heads in Hollywood, are well as a survey of public's recrea.

number

Industry Groggy

-

tion habit's,

showed 21%

Continued froip. page (

s

Confers In

Wash, on A-6oinb Pic
Sam Marx, Metro producer on
"The Beginning or the End," story
of the atom bomb, is in Washington
this week conferring with GovernT
ment officials on the film. Marx has
been commuting regularly between
live Coast and Washington since he
was first handed production reins on
the picture, checking each stage in
production with top government
execs. He's due. iat the home office
this

weekend,

where

huddle

he'll

with Metro chiefs on the picture.
Carey Wilson, Metro producer who
turned
out
"Bikini—"The
Atom
Island," a short on the Pacific atoll

where next month's A-bomb

tests

will be held, returned to the Coast
yesterday ('Tuesday) after 1,0 days at
the h.o. and in Washington. Short,
which was released Saturday (15),
will serve as advance publicity lov
the Metro feature, as well as offering the public much-needed info on
"Operation Crossroads."

Who

Playj

FDR?

Hollywood, Jime

18.

Who will play the role of Franklin
D. Roosevelt.in. "The Beginning Or
the End" is still an atomic secret,
but the best bet today is that Walter
Huston will get the job, if Metro can
arrange a hiatus in his scenes for
"Summer Holiday."
If that can't be worked out; a
second choice is Thonias Mitchell.

Stromberg Inks Garnett
Hollywood, June

Hunt Stromberg inked

I'ay

18..

Gar-

nett to a two-pictut'e deal as producer-director, starting with "White
Jade," -which will be filmed at General
Service studios for United
Artists release.

Currently Garnett is directing 'The
Big Haircut," a tale of the western
wheat fields, at Paramount.
'

in

Skburas,'
Charles
$393,000 from Fox-West Const Theatres and National Theatres combined;
from
$391,217
MacMurraj*,
Fred
Parahiounl and 20th; Darryl Zanuck, $260,833; Spyro.s Skourns, $255,907;' Ray Milland, $243,333; William
Charles Boycr,
$234,204;
Bendix,
$207,500;" Monty Woollcy, $205,104,
from 20th and Warners; and Buddy
De Sylvn. $204,054. Michael Curtiz
was a close 11th with $203,759.
Top woman earner was Carmen
Miranda, $201,458.
(!:harles H. Strub, of the Los Angeles Turf Club, topped everybody
but McCarey On the nationwide, allinclusive list with $466,537.
arc:

Tr(:asury list is based oh salaries,
bonuses, etc., of O'i'er $75,000 received from a single employer. It
does not include those who might
get $50,000 apiece, for instance, from
each of two employers. Likewise it
does hot include stock dividends or
profits,, nor radio earnings for a star
'

who produces

own show.

his

William Randolph Hearst, $100,000
Los Angeles Turf Club, Charles n'
Strub, $460,537.

Network;

Blue

of the 4,000

interviewed read a book "yesterday"
and spent about 62V& minutes doing

Chester

La

J.

Roche, $85,000;
Eastman Kodak: T. J. Hargrove
$107,482; Frank W. Lov'cjoy, $85,451
H. C. Siovcrs, $75,775.

Hearst
$97,241.

Corp.:

Walter

Wihchcll

.

Broadcasting

National

Co.:

Tiammoll, $84,200.
General Outdoor Advertising:
nclt

W. Robbins,

Nilcs
Bui'-

$75.1!iD,

Chicago Tribune-New York News
Syndicate: Gray :and Gray, $94,437.
News Syndicate Co.. Inc;; R.
Clark, $UC,000; F. M. Flynn, $90,000;

W

.

R. C. Holliss, $90,000.
Tribime Co.: (Chicago) C.
Campbell, $80,786; L. H, Rose, $111-

M

.068.

Zenith Radio Corp.; Eugene F. McDonald. Jr., $85,000.

Des Moines Register and Tribune
Henry. P. Martin.. Jr., $77,379.
D'Arcy Advertising Co.: .(St. Louis)
A. L. Leo, $126,197.
Pulitzer Publishing Co.: (.St. Logis)

Co.:

Joseph Pulitzer, $184,389.
American Weekly, Iiic: Mortimer'
Bcrkowitz,. $184,629.
Harcburt, Brace
Co.: Donald C.
Brace, $84,489; S. Spencer Scott, $81,-

&

814.

Here arc.the 75G people, with the
figures for the calendar year
unless otherwise indicated:

1944

Phil Berg-Bert AUenberg, Inc.:
Bertram AUenberg, $106,504.
Cagney Productions, Ind.: (July 31,
1945) James Cagniey, $150,000; Wil.

(Nov.

Hear.st Magazines: Richard E. Bcrlin. $124,134.
Lennen
Mitchell: Philip W. Lenneni $83,333.
McCall Corp.; William B. Warner,
$140,779.
Reader's Digest: Albert L. Cole,
$84,500: Kenneth W. Paynie, $84,462;
DeWitt Wallace, $99,500.

&

Charles Laughton, $100,000:

Randolph

Scott, $85,000.

California Pictures Corp.: Preston
Sturges, $190,000:
'Fox Midwest Amuse. Corp.: E. C.

fix Selling
Continued from page I

K

putliries.

Open

.hearings similar to
would be
time rethe Schine suity a mvich

those in the Schine case
held.' Indicative of the

quired
simpler

is

riddle,

legal

but

one

in

B &
Management Corp.: (Chi- which no. final decree has been
cago) John Balaban, $104,000.
signed yet although the decision
Paramoiml Pictures: Barntiy Balacame down In November, '45.
ban, $150,000; Eddie Bracken, $105,A stay, restraining enforcement
083; Charles Brackett, $102,100, Frank
Butler, $104,525; Bing Crosby, $192,- ot the decree will be automatic once
944; Buddy De Sylva, $204,654; Brian the Government files its appeal. D
Donlevy, $86,166; John Farrow, $92,- of J has 30 days to do so and the
141; Y. Frank Freeman, $130,000;
defendants will then be permitted to
Henry Ginsberg, $146,566; Paulettc
Goddard, $187,333; Bob Hope, $185,- counter with cross-appeals. Case
416; Dorothy Lamour; $167;500; Au- then goes on the high court calendar
stin C. Keough, $78,000; Fred Kohl- for hearing, an estimated six months
mar, $75,333; Alan Ladd, $88,999; after filing. Possibility exists, lawSidney Lanfield, $104,404; Mitchell yers say, that the appeal would be
Leisen, $172,810; Fred MacMurray, granted a priority in view of its im$213,333; George Marshall, $156,000; portance. Lehgtliy deliberations by
Leo McCarey, $1,113,035; Joel Mcthe nine Supreme Court judges are
Grea, $81,250; Ray Milland, $243,333;
Seton I. Miller, $130,600; Victor F. more than likely since the tribunal
Moore, $91,000; Charles M. Reagan, will delve into a voluminous ma.«s
$78,611; Mark R. Sandrich, $141,000; of records.
Allan Scott, $78,750; Betty Button,
Should an affirmance be handed
.

playing it regardles of its previous reception; critical arid financial. The tinrie-honored plea to. an
cxhib to play a floperoo -with the
argument "string' along with us on

by-:

this one and we'll make it up to
you" won't carry water because dis- $84,875: Harry Tugend, $131,650; down, the majors then would have
trib gratitude can't be expressed in Billy Wilder, $136,750; Adolph Ziikor,
the right to ask for a sizable delay
dollars
and cents. Consequently, $109,000.
to put the new decree into effect.
20th-Fox: Don Ameche, $117,000
execs argue that the "costly dogs"
William A. Bacher. $79,500; Lloyd Likely course of action' by the dor
arc heading for an even bigger fall.
Bacon. $161,250; Tallulah Bankhcad, fendants would be to requiest postthird.
Magazines and newspapers
K.Q. Sales Practices
$110,666; Erskine Caldwell. $83,750; ponement of its operation until the
followed next in order.
some hard-to- Charles Coburn, $197,991; Thomas J inception of a new selling .season.
poses
Decision
However, time allotted for radio, answer puzzlers on a number of Connors, $112,300; Preston Foster Move would be under decree proviwas rated as contrary to the gen- current sales practices. Habit of $78,606; Bryan Foy. $172,250: Betty .sion granting that tinfie for the parGrable. $172,000: Henry Hathaway,
erally accepted figure in the radio permitting adjustments on pix that
tics "to adjust their business with$132,500; Dick Haymes, $104,062; H. B.
industry
In the radio biz. it has gross less than the expected returns
Humberstone. $75,541; George JcsscI, out an affair burden."
been figured that the average family may be a judicial casualty, toppers $99,291; Henry King,
$143,333; Wilspends four hours daily listening.] think. Since films would go to the liam Le Baron, $159,000; Louis D,
The figure obtained for this book highest bidder, a subsequent reduc- Lighten, $77,833; Ernst Lubitsch,
gives the figure at around two tion in terms which might push the $159,500; Fred MacMurray, $177,884;
Splits
L.
Mankiewicz, $185,500;
hours.
This would mean that the bid below that of a competitor Joseph
Continued from page 3
average family had only two per- would very likely be considered Archie L. Mayo; $89,038; Carmen
Miranda. $201,458; Joseph Moskoviolative of the decree.
will serve as showcases for our prowitz, $79,500; Alfred Newman, $81,Another poser .which sales execs 317; William Perlberg,
ductions/'
$185,500; Otto
are mulling is whether length of L. Preminger, $95,875; George Rah,
Balaban made reference to studio
playing time would be a factor in $108,333; Norman Reilly Raine, $102.- space in England, saying, "So far
Harlem's First Big Pic
determining whose bid is higher. 375; Gregory Hatoff. $145,000; Joseph we have been unsuccessful in atan' Instance ot the problem, it is M. Schenck, $130,416; IjCw Schreiber, taining studio space in Englapd^and
Preem Nets Orphans IG As
pointed put that in some situations $81,500; George E. Seaton, $123,266; this has forced postponement of
Hftrlem's first big picture premiere smaller houses have had the first Spyros P. Skouras, $255,907; John M.
$172,250;
Joseph Swerling, production there. We now plan to
netted better than $1,000 for a Ipcal choice over much larger theatres Stahl,
produce next spring and, if possible,
Negro orphanage and brought to the because they offered extended play- $137,000; Gene Tierney, $77,083;
Lamar Trotti, $B8,37S; Monty Wool- to rent space and facilities lor prouptown Hamilton theatre some of ing time and a greater total return ley,
$80,104; Sol M. WuVtzel, $77,500; duction, but; in any event, we will
New York's top nitery names. Film. on a film. Officials are inclined to Darryl Zanuck, $260,833.
purchase land, as a. site for conAstor Picture's all-Negro "Beware" the belief that rental returns in the
Warner Bros, Circuit Management struction of our own facilities whenstarring Louts Jordan (reviewed in past based on a total rather than Corp.: J. E. Coston, $77,706; I. J.
ever conditions permit."
JHe also
this issue), began at midnight fol- per.
diem computation would be the Hoffman, $76,191.
outlined his intention to commence
Warner
lowed by an impromptu vaude pro- crux of the question,
Bros.
Pictures:
Joseph
Bemhard, $157,100; Kurt Bernhardt, 16m foreign operations during the
gram, with all receipts, at $4 top.'!,
coming year.
More
Suits?
$111,708;
Henry
Blanke,
$154,500;
going to the Riverdale Community
Whether the court's branding of Humphrey Bogart, $132,916: Charles
House, home for orphaned Negro
block -booking,, price fixing and cur- Boyer, $207,500; Robert Buckner,
ehildren.
$81,625; David Butler. $123,750; Joan
Following the picture's end, a show rent clearance systems as illegal will Crawford,
$100,000; Michael Curtiz,
bring
in its wpke an onrush of exhib
which ran better than two and a
$203,759;
Delmar Daves, $87,450;
industry Charles
half hou.rs began, with the appear- anti-trtist suits, has the
Einfeld,
$151,333;
Errol 'AMBER'
guessing.
Anticipated
batch
of
these
Jordan
and
ance of Louis
hi.sTymFlynn, $184,000; Leo Forbstein, $91,actions
failed
to
develop
after
the
OOO;
'Victor
Hollywood, June '18.
Francen, $86,916; Jules
pany Five,. Pete Johnson, Maxine
Garfield,
$114,708;
Cary
Sullivan,
Nicholas Bros., Thclma Chicago Jackson Park decision some fJohn)
New director for '"Forever AmCarpenter. Susan Reed, Willie "the four months ago and execs are hope- Grant, $172,916; Howard Hawks, $80,- ber" at the 20th-Fox lot is Otto Prem000; Mark Hellinger, $159,000; Paul
ful
that
the
drought
continues.
HowLion'' .Smith
and his Dixieland
Henriedi $163,437; Stanley Morner, inger, who takes over the job origgroupj. Deep River Boys. Garland ever, most, legalites feel that the
$118,541; S. Z. SakaU, $80,208; S. inally held by John Stahl. Filming
Wilson.' Canada Lee, and others fol- court's ruling which hals the cpmr
Schneider. $78,900; Herman Shumlin, is slated to start Sept. 2, with Willowed in quick .succession, all off to panics engaged in mpnppplistic prac- $91,666; Barbara Stanwyck, $125,666; liam Perlberg continuing as progood returns, although toward' the tices wpuld be admissable in evi- Max Steiner, $89,566; Jerry Wald, ducer.
dence in any individual suit and $75,416; Raoul Walsh, $173,000; A.
end the aud was slightly sleepy.
To date nobody has been picked
Jordan will do a repeat for Astor that it would weigh heavily against Warner, $104,000; H. M. Warner, for, the Amber role, played briefly
some time in September. "Beware" the defendants. -Opinion is that if an $182,500; J. L. Warner, $182,100; 'by. Peggy Cummins before producwas his first full-length effort for exhib could prove that he has suf- Monty Woolley, $125,000.
Warner Bros. Pictures Distributing tion was abruptly halted about two
the company, although he did a two- fered damages as a result of pric«
Corp.: Benjamin Kalmenson. $84,761. months ago. Studio execs refused to
reeler, "Caldonia,'' fpr them a year fixing, b'lpck-booking, ect. he' would
Some other salaries on the list: comment on the report that Linda
agp.
be able to collect
Hearst Consolidated Publications: Darnell woyld get the job.

so.

Sam Marx

is

order after.

.

>

coasts.

other.-; in

Chaplin was unwilling to show "The Rhodeh, $94,613.
Great Dictator" to Germans at any
Fox West Coast Agency Corp.:
time were denied by Chaplin's film Charles P. Skouras, $130,000.
booker, William Gooding. Latter
National Theatres
Amus. Co.:
stated the Army was in control of all Chairles P. Skouras, $2ti3,000.
Hal Roach Studio.s, Inc.: William
motion pictures and- makes all decisions as to what will be screened in E. Bendix, $234,204.
•

for the purpose of generally align
ing aims and rules on the two

The

10.

30, 1945)

Hollywood, June 18.
Statements, from. Army informa-

was pointed out by the picture
IN
company official that the original
Gordon White, advertising code figures used in the book, showed
Germany.
administrator in New York for. the the average time spent at a film
Gooding said- as soon as the Army
Motion Picture Association, and theatre to be only 18 minutes. Howaround
whose
rulings
Howard ever, the misdirection in the' re- asks for a print of 'The .Great DicHughes' current court battle on port's findings apparently w'as con- tator" it will be supplied' and added
"The Outlaw" is being fought, left tained in the fact that "average that "The Gold Rush" currently bewas so
last week for fortnight of confabs time spent" was figured not only for' ing exhibited in Germany
with Johnston office colleagues on the 480 out 4,000 persons who at- well received that 10 more prints
tended a theatre but also for the were irecently requested.
the Coast

COAST MEET

top

Kidd Productions:

Chaplin Denies

to aii error

.

No woman from Hollywood
the.

liam Cagney, $150,000.
Captain

were correcteid recently when a film
company executive called attention

years.

initial

listing.

.

In

tool as strong as pix. State Department authorities are painting a sad
picture of the American ''liberators."

by Henry C. Link and Harry Hopf,

regarding time .spent at
picture theatres. Re-check by the
Psychological Corp. revealed that of
480 people who admitted attending a
film theatre in. the survey, spent an
average of 2 hours and 33 minytes

one or two others not in the

McCarey

Bridgeport Murder Case
For de Rochemont's Next

t

Continued from page 2

18,

Dozier, former production
Bill
chief at BKO, inked a new contract

4.

stagnation in Aifien-

$1,113,035 for McCarey

INTERNAT'L AS VEEPEE

Into Activity as Film Dearth Fades

With the corrected compilation,
pictures rank first in the amount
of time spent daily per person for
recreation.
Radio was next with
one hour and 54 minutes and books,

'

]

:

I

Par

1

'

;

.

.

PREMINGER TO ASSUME

DIREaOR REINS

pjctore

Herald

1l
c

D

0

•

BE SURE TO SCREEN THIS FAST MOVING COMEDY
...AND YOU'LL AGREE WITH
and PMi

tho^World-Telegram, which said t
"IT'S

A

SPIRITED

AND

LIVELY

ENTERTAINMENT 1"

and>ho New' YorklSunTi

THE PKTURE

IS

"IT CRACKLES SPONTANEOUSLY I"

and th»

OUT FOR UUGHSI

It

New York. Daily Newt
AND FURIOUS ENTERTAINMENT l''
t

"ITS FAST

t

-AND NOW

IN

ITS

SECOND WEEK AT THE
N. Y. WINTER GARDEN
WW www
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PICTTURES

20

spot immediately, was tagged
by William J. Helneman, UWP veepee and sales manager. Newlynamed official was an executive with
Republic Pictures and Herbert J.
Yates for the past 14 years.

th«

F9m

House. Legit Theatre Part Of

Big Maryland Project; Exchange Items
for the post of divisional sales man
ager of PRC. He will have supervision of the Atlanta-Little Rock-

Washington.
>Jew (Irive-in picture ihealrc iird
Elrawhiit lc(!il house are in the bUieGi cenpi iiil slagf ror ihc vicinity of
Theatres are part of an
bdt Mcl
iwcrrll S2.000.000 project of Sidney
Lust, operator of a slrinR of nabes
in neaiby suburban Maryland.
which ground has
for
Project,
been broken, also includes .<uch
things as a 200-unit Gl housing

New Orleans-Dallas-Oklahoma

City

Texas Moves,

New

In»de Stiiff-Pictures
Wnl Hays, on Monday (17) in the N. V. World-'felegram, made a plea
for the American people to become pblitically-minded; claiming that it
is the only w-ay self-government can be translated into a living reality.
He claims thiit only if vast numbers of men and women, now indifferent
to politics, become politically conscious will America really function in

House*

Dallas.
Karl Hoblitzelle, head of Interstate Theatres Circuit, announced a
vacation plan for all employees.
vacation
week's
They will get one
with pay for one year service, being

the postwar world.
Only active participation in the direct control of the government and
its policies will enable the average citizen to shoulder the responsibilities
By this he cites that this means joining a
of freedom. Hays wrote.
political party, taking a hand in selection of candidates for office, and
making himself heard in formulation of party programs. Hays cites that
political parties are not the private property of a handful of professional
The fact that a large part of our citizen body fails to vote
politicians.
on Election Day is notorious, according to Hays, and he contends that this

Parsons for the
past four years has been Atlanta graded on up to those having four
manager for Paramount. New PRC years or more service receive three
manager assumed his duties Mon- weeks vacation plus an extra week's
day 07).
pay. Union per.sonnel vacations will
be handled according to the union
pacts.
F. I,. MrN»met'8 Post
.
announced
Franconi
L.
John
Frank L. McNamee has been
Guild Pronamed regional director of the War form9tion here of Screen
Franconi has
Exchange.
Assets Administration for the Pcnn- ductloiis
franchise.
"Texas
the
Delaware
and
Jersey
.^ylvania, New
from
here
Lansburg,
William
McNamee is associated
territory.
exploitation
with Jav Emanuel in the operation Kansas City, appointed
circle of territory.

Dnve-In
lestaurant, etc.
prcjVcl
theatre niav get the green light from
the CPA because it lakes little mathe
terial r.iKl tics in closely with
the legil
However,
hoiisini; project.
playho"upe will not be completed and
ready lor business until next year.
Lust plans to import Broadway guest
stars for his sumiincr stock establish,

man

of a chain of theatres in Harrisburg,
Reading and Lancaster, Pa.

Paramount

lor

here,

He sums up the situation by saying
failure is a boycott of democracy.
that politics must cease to be the private concern of a relative few.
Hays was chairman of the Republican National Committee from 1918 to
1921 and Postmaster General from 1.921 to 1922. Thereafter he headed the

MPPDA

replacing

New 500-car drive-in theatre -built
at El Paso bv E. L. Pack and C. A.

Newly named director who had
... returned to the film business in Feb,
skedded to
is
a string ot ruary, 1946. served during the war Richter at $120,000.
open this month. Theatre covers 15
is getting ready
fir.st
as regional head of the War
Vernon Open Air Manpower Commission for Pennsyl- acres.
Milton DuBose. owner and operaTheatre in nearby Virginia from a vania and then deputy chairman of
tor of the Majestic at Cotulla, ancapacity of 500 cars to 600. Loew is the WMC.
nounced purchase of a triact of land
considering establishment of a secand plans for the construction of a
ond drive-in near here.
ment.

M

E

filmeries,
to expand his Mt.

.

Ilatton Quits as United

Kellenberg;
C.

C.

PiU Legion Chief

Kellenberg,

Pittsburgh.
veteran 20th-

.

Ad Chief
Montreal.

500-seat house to cost about $35,000.
M. D. Stewart sold the Texas theaNew
tre at DeLeon to J. R. Miller.
owner plans on remodeling the
present house and may build a newhouse there.

Kenneth Hatton quit a.<; advertising
chief here with United Theatres after
24 years. Hatton is partner in Astor
theatre at nearby. St: Lambert and
also in new Ahuntsic theatre how-

Fox sales chief here under branch
manager Herman Beiersdorf, hon01 ed with the commandcrship of the
Allegheny being built.
Legion
in
American
Hatton will be succeeded by M, W.
veteran of
|

.

\
'

Kellenberg, a
has been active in
\.
for last quarter of a
times
several
has
headed Variety (Cliib) Post of the

County.

World War
Legion work
century

His flacks,
just as inaccessible to his own p.a.s as to the press in general.
finding it impossible to reach him, don't know what the millionaire industrialist and film man is up to or what he's thinking. So they. naturally
can do nothing but stutter in answer to newspapermen's questions.
B.voir outfit, thrown the account in the midst of all the present "Outlaw" hullabaloo, frankly admits it hasn't any dope and hasn't .squared
Birdwell retair^s Hughes' biz until
itself away on the account as yet.
next Saturday i22) and during the two- week overlap was to fill the Byoir
men in on events. It hasn't worked that way, however. Handling "The
Outlaw" is actually only supposed to be a sideline to Byoir's handling

Loew. operator of

drive-in

Johnston.

:

Frank Soulc Joins llWr

|

ioldicrs' organization.

Frank Soule has been named
branch operations manager of United
World Pictures in the first announced
move by that company to create a

Parsons' PRC Berlb
Grover Parsons has been tagged sales

force.

Soule,

who

of

U.

creating the

S..

MimI

role.

Hamrlch-EverKreen Chanfes
Seattle.

steps into

Hughes' airplane interests.

.

New type weatherproof speaker for drive-in theatres, with receptacles
placed inside the customers' cars, has been designed by RCA and is ready,
for immediate distribution. Tubes used in the new system cost less than
one-half as much per watt output as lubes used in prewar systems, thereby
reducing the cost of operations.
Speaker features a new type ot coiled speaker cord, which enables the
patron to place the speaker anywhere within the car without the tangling
and dragging of a long straight cord. New speaker also permits usage
with the car Windows closed in cold weather, thus cxt.ending the length of
Speaker has an adjustable
the regular drive-ins' operating schedule.
volume control, enabling patrons to adjust the sound level.

'Boheme' Palestine Hit
Jerusalem.
Palestinian Folk 6pera Is scoring
w-ith its production of "La Boheme"
with Edith de Phillipe,. here from

'

and

year when Eric Johnston succeeded.

until last

Carl Byoir & As.so<aates, to which Howard Hughes iast week handed his
lubthumping concession, finds itself in exactly the same embarrassing
That is that Hughes is
position on the account as did Russell Birdwell.

Allen Glenn.

First extensive switch in HamrickEvergreen theatre managers, announced by Herb Sobottka. sent
Marvin Fox. manager of Orpheum,
to main office as purchasing agent.
Succeeds Jimmy O'Connell who becomes city manager for Evergreen
theatres in Spokane. Jack Hamaker
gets Orpheum managerial post, a
choice one. He moves from Coliseum, where Delmo L.arrison steps
in, moving up from manager of Blue
Mouse. Chris Casper is new manager
at Blue Mouse.

The slither ot steel whipped briskly
crinoline, the click of the flintlock, the

—

from a scabbard, the rustle nf
twang ot bowstrings, the rattle
.

and creak of- the windjammer rigging it's sound effects like these that predominate in the studios right now. The pictiire business, while it hasn't
gone completely costume, is apparently well on the way. Nearly every
major lot is doing its adventures in period garb.
Seven me'mber
companies of the Motion Picture Assn. and United
have granted the Surgeon General of the Army clearances of copyrighted scenes and music on eight technical short subjects. Clearing ot
rights /rees the Army in a plan to screen the films for Army Medical slalTs
and groups assisting in the treatment of wounded vets.

Artists

Many PIU Changes
Pittsburgh.

RKO

ex-chief in this
Lew Carroll,
territory -lor a year, back with the
company again after a brief separation and assigned to the Detroit
Carroll originally came from
area.

New

York

Tfieafres

Washington.
Senise named manager of
the New Atlas theatre, which Tony
Latella recently acquired from Milt
who succeeds
Senise.
Samuels.
Thomas A. Gilbert, was a Warner
manager before going into ."service.
Joe Bugla, after four years in the
Army, has returned to the Mike
Mahos circuit as manager of the

John

Manos, Ellwood City. Pa.

U'Hrnvr

III

HniN.

lilt

with

"A STOLEN LIFE"

Joan

Willi

LESLIE

OUnn KMD •
Wallar BRENNAN •
>

Bill Kloos, a civilian again after
getting out of a four-year Army
stretch with rank of major, back to
his old booker's berth at Par.
Paul Bechstein' named manager of
Lyric, Erie,
exchange
Robert Munn, of
booking department, promoted to a
sales post in Cincinnati office.
Eddie Hileman.. projectionist at
the Capitol in Clairton, has assumecj
booking chores at the house.
WB's noon-time radio show on
"Footlights and Stardust."
anniversary.
10th
celebrated
its
Program was originally handled by

A WARNER IROS. HIT
"JANIE GETS MARRIED"

BETTE DAVIS
1
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ERSKINE

Choriio
DIrecIni by Cartia Bernhardt
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announcer Walt Framer and organist
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on
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Latter

Mitchell.
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still

E^Tl'lMirs..

WB

Midwest Managers Huddle
Kansas City.
Walsh Hall. Warners district manager, in from St. Louis headquarters
last week for a meeting of branch
managers in lining up campaign for
Warners 20th anniversary week.
Par Plans
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indie house, sold for S3.5.000 bv Elizabeth H. Carlton to Tom M. Londoff.
Norton,

Lelahd and Walter
Paul Bramlett have
Wanee, Kewanee, 111.
Construction of a
In Sterling,
Farral, of

completed.
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Kenton Gets 'No'

Hollywood, June 18.
men of Tampico, III., engaged Paul F. Lane to draw plans
Universal inked Erie Kenton to
and manage a new 400-seater in the direct "She Said No," a comedy
town.
scripted by M. Coates Webster.
Martin Moritz. of Benson, 111., purPicture is slated for August filmchased a site for a new house in
Roanoke, III., which now is without ing, with Howard Welsch as producer.
a motion picture theatre.

.

Aon— S^ooMyii

400-seaier

George and John
Kewanee, III., is almost
111.,

the Night'

PETER LIND HAYES

W^

rvicTOB»lMND0LPH SCOH
MNRRIUNSItf

PAIACE

Theatre Expanalon
a

KMcnl

Alan

.

Mo.-'III.

in

Stoga-COPACABANA REVUE

DESI ARNAZ

Brian

Sonny TUFTS

on

Plui

Joel

20th Ccn(urt/-Fo.T Picture

I'urnniount Prcucnto

John BIdg.

Paramount will have a new building as base of maritime provinces
and Newfoundland distribution. The
site has been bought, being across
the street from the location that has
been rented for years.
Work on the new structure will
start soon and with likelihood it will
be completed by September.

The Lexington,

HOOIAK • Nancy GUILD

20
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^9 VIRGINIAN' CORIO
McCREA
mM
OTHER
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One of

the Best /Murder Mysteries

Iver Produced in Hottywood"
SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW
«^ Loved

^

A

R E P U B L

I

C

']

Y. Daily

PICTURE

News

—

.

1^

Wcdneaday, June 19,
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RKO

H wood Barbers May

Sets Mills As
Martha Scott Co-Star

Go Hungry; Pix

Hollywood, June

John

Top Scorii^ Chores

Give Loi^iairs
Hollywood, June

18.

The recent announcement by Enterprise that the studio will seek top
Ulent of the world in building up
first
its music department seems, at
glance, to have a touch of bombast
in it. But a little consideration of
the present music situation in Hollywood would indicate that Enterprise or any other studio that has
the coin— can attract the best of the

—

be produced in England in collaboration with J. Arthur Rank.
Filming starts in London in August, with Adrian Scott producing
and Edward Dmytryk directing.

Antheil,

who

Ben Hecht's "Spectre

of the

George

chestra.

scored

Man

Demand

Proposals for a new contract covering its whitecollar members in

company homeofHces

eight film

New York making demands

in

a

for

straight $10 increase have been submitted for negotiation by the Screen
& Professional Employees
Office

Present scale starts at $20 for messenger boys and beginner clerks $22;
$28 to $30 for accounting clerks, $35

and up for

and

.secretariSs

$55"

and

$60 a week for various accountants,
screen ireaders, etc.

Baying-Booking Combos

from page B

gets the girl as well, and
followers of the cartoon strip

id
re

happy again.
Robert Springsteen keeps footage

siderable cutting. Telling the story
of South America's patron saint gnv^
Argentina's film, industry a golden
opportunity to do a picture of inter*
est to all the tAtinrAmerican conn*
But in spite of lavish care,
tries.
they have mufled it again. The' picture has been two years in production aiid this may colint for the slow
pace.
As a compliment to the Saint's

moving along with his direction.
Hale and Adrian Booth do well by
top romantic spots, former also singing "Ridin' Down the Trail" and
Picture
"The Man in the Moon Is a Cowhand." The two other tunes are Peruvian birth. It was preemed
^5 C«BU>iied from page 12
taken care of by the Sagebrush Sere- simultaneously in Lima, Peru, and at
naders, typical Western song group. the Monumental theatre here. Crix
Jo Ann Marlowe, moppet; Ferris tried not to throw brickbats at the
(20th) and "Rendezvous 24" (20th) Taylor, Emmett Lynn (in forlaughsj!, home production, but their disap(m.o.), $4,000.
London, Bud Geary, Kenne pointment was obvious. As usual,
Dtnham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— Tom
Duncan and others work well^
the life of a saint is treated with
Blue Dahlia" (Par) (3d wk). Way
Louis Gray's production does okay dignity, but Argentine producers
off to $7,500. Last week, fair $11,by the values for budget. Bud Thack- have yet to learn that humor is not
500.
ery did the color lensing, getting in incompatible with the higher plane.
Denver (Fox) (2.525; 35-74)
some natural effects in outdoor shots. "They cling to their melancholia de'Cluny Brown" (20th) and "PhanBrog.
Other credits are standard.
spite knowing this is a mistake for a
tom Thier'
Col), day -date with
boxoffice film.
Esquire: Fair $13,000.
Last week,
As Rosa de Lima, the high-born
Stormy Waters
'One More Tomorrow" (WB) jnd
Peruvian lady, who became a' saint,
Dark Alibi" (Mono), also Esquire,
("Rcmerqnc")'
Delia Garces is overshadowed' once
Webber, good $16,000.
(FBENCB-MADE)
35-74)—
F»ma
iiruiKlcllon^
.more
by the greater experience of
StAia
"CluEsquire (Fox) (742;
Metro relrusc ot
Dlrerl- the veteran cast around her.' As in
ny Brown" (20th) and "Phantom SlHrs Jculi (Tallin. MIchfle MolKun.
From Concourt prhce the "Ghost Lady," Antonia Herrera
Thin cU by Jf^iiii (ii-einlllun.
Thief" (Col), also Denver.
HiiKue Veicel; utref nploy. by
novel by
steals nearly all her scenes. Story is
$2,700. Last week, "One More TojHC'iuts PiPvoit. At Mlh SI. PlHyhoviue,
laid in the Peru of vice-regal days
morrow" (WB) and "Dark Alibi" .N.
siHiiliiK June 15. '4U. Itunnlhn Unit,
and reproduction of Lima's colonial
(Mono), also Denver,- Webber. $3,000. 17 MIN».
.Tpnh "Onbln
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— I.,ii)reni
architecture is the be.st part of the
MIchelB Marnan film. Potentially a magnificent sub'Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Last i:iuherine
Mudelelne Heiiaud
Yvonnr
Chance" (M-G). Fairish $14,000. Last
Bl«v»lt« ject to interest U. S.. audiences, the
Tuniiuy
week, "Badman's Territory" (RKO) raptaln of "MlrvM"
treatment has reduced its
Ifun Mnrchnt heavy
.Fcinund LcUoux chances there.
and "Partners in Time" (RKO) (2d Boscv

Grosses

s

DENVER

,

—

—

—

.

.

INSIST

ON

307^ TILT

Against the 30% increase demand'
ed by the Screen Publicists Guild,
New York, producer - distributors
yesterday (Tuesday) made a counter-offer of 15%, but reported in advance of an SPG membership meeting scheduled for last night (Tuesday) that this would be rejected,
Old contract expired May 4 last.
SPG officials do not believe their
demands are unfair in view of the
minimums.now in effect, being $35
to

duction, "It

Now

this job is being shifted to
booking and buying combine heads.
Five buying and liking combines
have been organized within a year
and at the present rate nearly every
independent exhibitor of consequence will be a member of one of
.

1946 ends. Prior to, a
year ago there was no such organization in existence in this territory.

them before

which

Prov. Holds

Up

$50 for apprentices, $50
associate publicists or
to $100 for regular publicists
all senior publicists.
In addition to the straight 30%

for
$70

1

(22) it was around 78. This would
give Balaban better than $50 a
share profit on 76,000 shares or
totol of about $4,000,000.
.

.

There has been ..some minor
squawking by stockholders at va.

times concerning Balaban's
profits on the deal, although most of
the company's owners feel that on
'the basis of the situation when the
loan was made the profits are entirely fair. That results from the
fact the stock has appreciated so
much, a circumstance which no one
could foresee at the time.
rious

Don't Rub

It In

Continued from page

Despite

at the

release, of Moalllin iirodiirtiiui.
Sli-nvlnHkayu, Nikolai l.fuaiiv.
Lev l^lrogov, Oleff Ilobi*ov: featurea VasHlll
Sulcznev. Ivan Lulie'inov. Andrei Shlr^huv.
Sersel I'hillpovl Dlrct'ict; by..SerRel Yeike-

Screenplay, Mikhail Volplii, .S'ikulal
Krdnian; camera. Mark MaKblsoa; ina?k-,
Annlole l.cmln: Ungllah tUlef;, Charles
OlehVent. At .Stanley, N Y., week June iO,
Ilunnlng time, 80 MINS.
Iti.
..\nyft .Slrnvlnskaya
Tania
'

Kolln
OleK.

Inn,"

to

Kill"

(U),

(Snider)

AH

very

nice
65-

comforts of

life,

.

Vaaalli
.

.

.

Phlllpiiv

.Serirel

Doris

'I'enla

Titles)

meaning
con.<:idered,
past performance, Soviet pictiire policy, and language difficulties, this
Russian offering to American flicker
things

audiences is still pretty weak. And
few American payees will stop .to
consider any of these factors, let
alone a cast the majority of which is
amateur. Market-wise, "Hello Moscow" will sell to that group of perennial hopefuls who patronize any
picture with the red star stamp.
What a weak plot-within-a-plot attempts to do is sell Russian indusMethod employs a
schools.
trial
group of amateur youngsters playing
students who are preparing for a
musical show in Moscow. In rehearsals they rim into a crochety old
school director who attempts to stop
them by hiding the piano,- but they
rent an accordian from a local pub.
Turns out the squeezebox was stolen
by the saloon musician from the old
professor, who accuses the boys. Justice ultimately prevails and show
goes on. Final scene switches rather

18.

(3.100;

.

Rtusian; English

(In

.

•

mass calisthenics and
young hero making a speech
about Russia's destiny.
Story is presented in a series of
disjointed flashbacks, with loo.sene.'is
emphasized by the language block.
The music might be good, Ivit singing and dancing is obviously amapointlessly to

the

vaude, $6,500.
vette, Jean Marchat and Fernand L'eMtajcstic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— "So
doux.'
Goes My Love" (U) and "Rendez
Jean Giemillon's direction is good,
vous 24" (20th): Pert $13,000. Last
while the screenplay by Jacques Prcweek, "Her Kind of Man" (WB) and
vert cover;; nicely the possibilities

Metropolitan

. .

handling in like fash-

entertainment,, particularly in view
of the French language being conveyed via superimposed > English
titles and that the story obviously
required considerable scissoring. At
Though far from sensational, most times this pruning makes the story
stands are doing fairly well despite too episodic, with the connecting
Despite this
nice weather which jammed the skeins left dangling.
beaches over the weekend. In-town- trimrfling to .fit American moral
ers are giving a nice play to
standards, "Stormy Waters" turns out
Albee's
"Heartbeat"
and State's to be a typical Gaelic romance ot
"Diary of a Chiambermaid."
Ma- the sea.
jestic's "So Goes My IiOve" is steady,
All the notion is packed into openEsilmatea for This Week
ing reels as Gabin goes to the rescue
Albee
(RKO) (2.200; 44-65)— of a fiouftdering merchant vessel in
"Heartbeat" (RKa) and "Deadline storm-whipped seas. Skipper of the
at Dawn" (RKO).
Big $17,500 for stricken ship is tinscrupulous and
Ginger Rogers' opus.
Last week, cuts loose when nearing port to de"Badman's Territory" (RKO) and prive Gabiii of the rescue fee. Dur"Ding Dong Williams" (RKO). (2d ing the height of the storm. Miss
wk), big $10,000.
Morgan, wife of the cutthroat cap
CarMon (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) tain, goes by lifeboat to Cabin's ship
—"Walk in Sun" (20th) and "Ava where, she is treated until port is
lanche" (PRC) (2d wk).
Surpris
reached. The affair between the two
ingly good $4,500. First week, $6,
is complicated by Cabin's ailing wife.
000.
Climax finds him returning to the
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Devil sea when his wife dies.
Bat's Daughter" (PRC) and vaude
Both stars click 'and Madeleine Reon sUge. Good $(5,000. Last week naud is adequate as Cabin's wife.
"Allotment
Wives"
(Mono)
and Capable support is headed by Bla-

"Dressed

.

l.ttiniiv

.OlCK ildbrov
Keleznev
.I.eV IMrogov
.Ivan I.nbexnov
Andrei Shlr.thav
•

.

Director
lirlkln. the Arcordtnnlal
The Scenario Writer....
Aaal^thnt

Diary' 16iG

Providence, June

.Nikolai

;

Fed la
Grandpa NIknnor.
The School Director....

Outdoor Yen; G. Rogers
Big

Anya

vlch.

This simple tale of an ocean salvage-boat captain proves gripping

$17,000.
1

Camera work

teurish.

sometimes

offered by Roger Vercel's novel. Mar
jorle Adams has done a superb job
Wear.
of English titling.

good

and

erratic,

is

other

times

pretty bad.

to resent scenes of

Rosa dc Ameriea

.

James Band

("Rose of America")
with fancier foods and all the other reopening in August.
(ARGENTINE-MADE)
Last week,
(Hollywood - version)
aspects
of "Live Wires" (PRC) and Dr. Neff on
Buenos Aires, June 4,
DLslrlbnlilora
Fanamerlcftnn relenue of
U. s: life. It's the old tale of the rest stage, weak $3,500 on 3-day weekSun' MIkucI BtiidlOH' production,
Dli-cclcd
of the world having the idea that end stand.
An>tirio U** Zaviill.n: Stars Dell.a (Inn-OH
State
(Loew)
44-65)— by
(3,200;
nothing but plenty reigns in this
In
(he lUle role, with Orestes CivlKlln.
"Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) and Antonio. Herrero, Klfii O'Connor. Rnrlnue
country.
"Devil's Mask" (Col).
Sturdy $16,- Alv.trcz Diosdado. AnKCUoA Pngnno, DoCostome Mellera Perennial
500.
Last "week, '"Postman Rings n)ln;;o Sapclll, Franclsro T.opoz Sllva,
Fronliiura, -Krncsto Vilchrfl
Rafael
nnO
Thus the reactions received by Twice" (M-G) (2d wk), good $14,- RIlKtrdo Sanlalla, $!t-roen l^Lory liy IMIkc.s
.500>
rntlt de. .Ma)'nl ftnrl lloincrn Many.!
American distribs has been much .strand (Silverman)
44-65) cumi-ni. .ln:4C Mai-lu llrllran, itunninK llmc,
more favorable to costume dramas —"Perilous Holiday" (2,200;
(Col)
and lOS .MINH.
and the mellers in which affluencei •Talk About a Lady" (Col). Fairly
of the average U. S. citizen doesn't nice $14,000.
(In Spanish;' No English Titles)
Last week. "Kitty"
Aside from the excellent settings
enter.
Whether by chance or de- (Par) (3d wk), good $9,500.
and photography, this is a dragging,
sign, the industry was fortunate in
having' i number of such pictures

SPG' wants severance pay
amounting to one week's salary for
service ranging from three to six
months, two weeks from six months
to and including one year and two
additional weeks for every year or
fraction thereof but not to exceed
equivalent of one year's salary.
At a membership meeting Thurs
day night (13), Roger Lewis- was
elected president of SPG by accla
mation, succeeding Robert S. Fer
guson who resigned to take a super on hand for foreign distribution right
visory post at Columbia as in charge after
the end of the war and now
raise,

Happened

is

(Songs)

(RUSSIAN-MADE)

ion.

85)— "Flaming BuUete" (PRC)/ and
Tex Ritter heading stage show for
Americans with big cars, 3-day
to $75 happy
weekend run. Very healthy
admen, fancy electric refrigerators loaded $9,000 for last show of season. House

and $100 for

M-G

Moscow

Hell»
Aviklno'

.Stars

RKO

Balaban
Continued from page

.

SPG WILL NIX ISPID,

'

.

.

is the limited audience of
the concert halls and outdoor bowls
augumented by the huge mass of
fllm fans, but the music is' getting
extensive radio airing now as part
of the ballyhoo for the pictures. As
a matter of fact, studio flackery- efforts
along this line have developed an actual and increasing
radio demand for picture scores.
Selznick exploitation staff points
out that where it at first timorously
bid for a chance to air waxed selections from picture scores it is now
being asked for complete scores to
meet radio listener demand. The
scores for "Spellbound" and "Notorious" are still in heavy demand,
:|id the studio is making elaborate
arrangements for extensive airing
symphonic
Tiomkin's
of
Dmitri
score for "Duel in the Sun."

.

,

Lead to Laziness Of

Exhibs, Say Distribs
Rose" for Republic, will have the
Minneapolis, June 18.
gratiflcatioh of hearing that music
conducted by Leopold Stokowski in
District and branch managers here
the Hollywood Bowl this summer.
wk), $8,500.
that showmanship of indeFikraniaunt (Fox) (2^200; 35-74)—
His Fourth Symphony is already charge
(Jn FreJich; English Titles)
programmed to be played by six^ pendent exhibitors in the territory "Diary of Chambermaid" (UA) and
Made in Paris and in the port of
Romance of West" (PRC), day- Brest shortly before the Nazis took
European symphony orchestras in is! deteriorating, with partial respondate with Webber. Fine at $11,000. over France, this well-made French
Moscow, Paris, London, Prague,
sibility placed on buying and book- Last week. "Perilous Holiday" (Col)
production finally gets its preem in
Brussels and Zurich.
and "Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col), the U. S. under the aegis of Metro.
Type of talent Enterprise is an- ing combines that most of the thea- $0,000.
Both Jean Gabin and Michele Mor^:
gling for is illustrated by the fact that tre owners have joined, during the
Klalto (Fox) (878; 35-70)
"Do gan have appeared in American
it is now dickering with Igor StraYou Love Me" (20th). and "Bendez screen
past year.
productions since being "disvinsky to do score for "Arch of Trivous 24" (20th) (m.o.). Nice $5,500.
the indeclaim
distributors
covered" in French films. While this
The
Last week, "Renegades" (Col) and
And named to head its
umph."
Cabin's top Friench screen efTalk About Lady" (Col) (m.o.), is not
music department is Rudy Polk, who pendent exhibitors are becoming
fort and hardly measures up to other
fair
$3,500.
as artists representatives, handles lazy." Exhibitors become lazier as
work Miss Morgan has done in her
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
some of the toppers of the musical they have less to do, according to the Diary
native land, the paiir team up well
of Chambermaid" (UA) and
world.
case made out by the fllm exchange "Romance of West" (PRC), also Par- here in the. romantic passages. As
foreign .language pictures
Regardless of other considerations The biggest job of the independent amount Neat
Last week, one of the
$4,000.
picture
symphonic music done as a
'One More Tomorrow" (WB) and Metro pla:i's handling in the Englishtheatre owner hitherto, requiring the
possibilities
score has. exploitation
Dark Alibi" (Mono), also Denver, speaking market, picture shapes up
most time and effort, has been buystrongly with the initial French prothat it would never enjoy otherwise. ing and booking, it's pointed out. Esquire, okay $3,500.
Not only

i

uneven production which needs con>

Fr*Bi Rainboiy
Valley

Monte Hale

.

CoUarhes' $10

Companies whose present
Guild.
serious composers..
The days when scoring for pic- contracts run out July 27 are RKQ,
20thtures meant a batch of title music, Paramount, Loew's,. Columbia,
Artistsi^ Republic and
of
United
chunk
Foxi
and
a
some theme music
sound effects are virtually gone. Pic- National Screen Service.
ture scores now offer a chance foi:
the composer of symphonic music to
make a stronger bid for fame and
fortune than ever before. Hollywood
and a job in a film studio music department can be as direct approach
to concert honors as any.
Cited in support of this statement
Is the fact that Miklos Rosza's score
for David O. Selznick's "Spellbound"
was performed two weeks ago by
the San Francisco Symphony Or-

Film Reviews

— ContiBQCd

18.

Mills, British actor, has. been

signed by RKO to star with Martha
Scott in "So Well Remembered," to

—

of the pcessbook department. Lewis, this time purely by design it's
who is attached to the advertising turning out more.
department at 20th-Fox, was sue
In addition to other reasons, inceeded os first v.p. by Herman Tern
crease in the costumcr and mcller
pie, member of the art department
output is desired by the distrib end
at RKO.
of the business because of the tiraelessness of the subject matter. With
PECK'S 'PARADINE' PIC
the world market so unsettled at the
Hollywood, June 18.'
moment there may be years be-

Continued from page
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James

.

Biz OK;

"They Made

'2Sis'12G,Xo?eMeM0C

Okay

$10,000.

Mc

a

Last

Killer"
-week;

radio program from N.Y. (28); Convention Hall, Asbury Park, (June
29-July 6); Lake Compounce, Brii;tol,
Conn. (7); Riverdale Park, Sprliigfield, Mass.
(8); Old Orchard, 'Me.
(10); Sun Valley, Worcester, (ID;

(Par).

"Dark

Corner" (20th) and ''One Way to
Love" (Col), thin $9,800.
Brandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
Following usual pattern here; hqt
weather is driving many into air- "Cilda" (Col) and "Game of Death"
conditioned film theatres.
This is (RKO) i2d wk). Okc $6,500. First
especially true of houses withstront' week was smash $10,200, and close to
fare like "Two Sisters from Boston." record.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 10-65)—
This is best grosser In town at
the Paramount, where it is not far "Bride Wore Boots" (Par) (m.o.)
and "Danny Boy" (PRC) (1st run).
from top biz for house.
Next picture for Gregory Peck tween the release of the same film in
Only $7,500, slow. Last week, "Kilty"
Estimates for This Week
•will
be "The Paradinc Case," a. neighboring countries.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16- 'Par) (m.o.) and "MyisteriOus InAnd, natumystciy yarn to be produced by rally, with a "Kitty" or a "Duel in the 65)— "Two Sisters from Bb.'itori" truder'' (Col) (l.st run) flimsy $7,000.
(M-G). Nice $12,000.
State (Goldberg) (805; 15-50)
Last week,
David O. Selznick.
.Sun," whether release is in W4C or
"Bride Wore Boots" (Par), $10,000.
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) and "RidiniS on
TVIfrert
Hitchcock Avill
direct, 1956 isn't; Soing to make much ditOrpheum
(Tristates) (3,000; 16-65)
Air" (FO.-Trim $4,000. Last week,
starting in August.
fcience at the b.o.
—"Do You Love, Me" t20lh) and "Zicgfeld Follies" (M-G), $3,000.

Omaha, June

radio. New York, (12); Sunnybionk
Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa. (13); Slccl

18.

Pier, Atlantic City, (14-20); Ple.nsuie

Beach, Bridgeport (21); Totem Pole,
Auburndalc, Mass. (23-27).

For the three location dates, James
drawing a total of $66,000, comto the $25,000 weekly ho
wanted for location work, piffoi'Is

pared

ence is in the Totem Pole diilc,
While
is for Ave days only.
he's set so far ..on only 12 one-nit;iiters others are to be put In for r-.sl-

which

—

'

.

.

.

in the: cjst wilh.ohcof which are payini;

starts',

nightersl all
him $4,000 guarantees, plus percentages.. He opens June 26 at Hershey Park,, Hershey, Pa., then moyos
to Fernbrook Park, Dallas, Pa. (27);

.

Omaba Sommer

i

shifting the Asbury Park, N. J., date;
thereafter the program goes off the
air for the summer,' eliminating the
problem in other spots.

I

crn spots and stopovers in the initlwest on the way back to Hollywood.

.
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LOADED PLUGS WORRY AGENCIES
St Louis Nues

Deal Negotiated for Hooper To

This is a story of six agencies iii search of an answer-^r how a
survey on spot announcements boomeranged.
To test the effectiveness of spots, tha top station riep outflt in the
business, Edward Petry, sent its research consultant, Alfred Politz, into
St. Louis (city was specially chosen because of its rion-Petry representation) to' malce a two-month survey among set owners, He went armed
with fresh; copy fpr Jingles, dramatic spots, etc., never before used on
the air, solicited from six different agencies on behalf of six difTerenf
sponsors.

So what happened? For one month the spots were aired, and when
communitx he found that over 60% of those questioned were familiar with the spots. In terms of impact, it was just
what the research doctor ordered.
But everybody's trying to figure out the signiflcance of the second
month's results. For instead of continuing to spimX upward, the whole
thing sloughed off. People seemed to forget. They couldn't remember.
They wouldn't say for sure.
So the sponsors and account execs are wondering -whether pacting
spots on a SZ-weelc basis has the impact of a quick job that can be accomplished in 30 days. (No sales check was made during the survey.)
Or does it mean that copy should be changed every month? Or just
scram out of radio after a 30-day quickie? Apparently it wasn't what
they went after.
There's a "confusion factor," too, that's cueing some hair scratching.
When the researcher' went into homes with a recorder and played' spots
that had never been on the air before, 26% of the persons polled said
they had heard it before. Everybody wants to know why?

Politz polled the

.

'

inherit C.A.B. Subscribers July 31

SEEN AS BUNK
Some

Two

production, talcing stock of the past

programming,

season's

planning

rebellion

a

overemphasis

are

the

AFL"

bii sponsor, identifica-

gram.
Labor show was devoted last
week to the entertainment industry, with the problems of the
American Federation of Radio

ing of one of the top-budgeted prothTs

the agencies

bud,

the

season and that, unless
wake up aiid nip it in

dp incalculable
network programs nexl
will

it

damage, to

Artists specifically being subjected to a once-over.
So CBS cooked up the idea of
"fading in" on the ."American
Portrait" rehearsal, taking remote equipment Into the studio,
with a resultant "two shows for
one"- being achieved with a
minimum of confusion.

season.

One
boast

of
it

the

was

top

that

it

agencies whose
was responsibU

for the integrated commercial (and

there

are

mand

many

sponsors

who

commei'cials

integrated

afternoon show originated

froin a rehearsal of the networlc's "American Portrait" pro-

They claim that it's ruining
shows, was responsible for. the exittion.

grams

Show

for the

Unprecedented situation
of
two shows last Saturday (15)
when CBS' "Cross Section-

quietly

against

de-

.

be

.

cause they feeV these build up spoil
sor identification) has joined in the

N.Y. Herald Trib Latching

Radio in

on To

vanguard of

Promotion Drive

$1,000^)00

The New York Herald Tribune ^
has launched a. $1,000,000 promotion
campaign, to be spread over a threeyear period, with a large «hunk of

earmarked for radio. Camaimed at hypoing daily's
circulation, which 1« now around
approximately
400,000 mark,
the
170,000 under the N. Y. Times cir-

the coin

paign

is

culation figure.

Deep

in the

NBC

.

sales

RCA

Heart of
promotion

staffers

are a little bitter about a fine
piece of treachery on the part,
of the
Colonial Trust Co.,
which has a prominent corner
in Radio City, N. Y.
Six windows of the bank are
filled with Jumbo blowups of
'

WOR

program

(Mutual)

fea-.

tures.

HT,

reported,

it's

going exten-

is

announcement

sively into spot

via

up the tab
Y.'-audienct slanted shows

and

radio,

on

picking

is

N.
sponsored on a partlciiuting basis.

These currently include the Ed and
Pegeen Fitzgerald program on WJZ,
and the Arthur Godfrey morning

show on

with

NBCBizHypoOn

HT

tag

which

tied

it's

.will

up on news

programs, with the long-time

WOR

association also continuing.

'Author on WICC

With Music

ByFordMABC

get

WMCA,

NBC

is

Sunday

clearing

hour

afternoon

up

4 to 5 o'clock

its

what
network

for

hottest

the
time sale since the commercial exodus began a couple months back.
Deal involves the Ford Motor Co.,
which wants the time for its 60currently
show
musical
minute

shapes'

as

heard Sunday nights on ABC. All
of which would leave ABC saddled
with the 8 to 9 o'clock segment.
Plan reportedly calls for Ford to
pour additional coin into the show
it with fuller production.
The New York Times-owned indie, to vest
Currently heard in the 4 to 5 slots
WQXR, registered a squawk with
"National Hour," 30-minule
Mutual last week when it found out are the
sustainer, and the RCA show. "Na-

WQXR

Unlmppy

MBS affiliate in Bridgeport,
Conn.. WICC, had carriWd the "Author Meets the Critic" show.

that the

WQXR

When

agreed to the plan

whereby Mutual could carry the
show on a sustaining basis, stipulation was that the web would, not
feed it to any station within a 75mile radius ol New York.
Thai's
.why it's not carried on WOR, networks N. Y. flagship station.
Apparently everyone forgot about
the station in Bridgeport, which is
less
than 70 miles from N. Y.
JVQXR is particularly fond of its
(^onneclicut circulation; feels
tion

is

patterned

listenership.

So

stafor that type of
it's

anxious to get WICC
'Author" picture.

Ford Chips

CBS

its

tional Hour," according to present
plans, will go into the 7:30 Thurs-

day night slot being vacated by Bob
Burns (Lever Bro?.) while the RCA
program J^'ill move on July 7 into
the Sunday afternoon 2-2:30 slot.
Thai's the period currently held
down by International Harvester for

"Harvest of Stars," which is moving up a half-hour into the slot being
vacated by Westinghouse. Lalter has
its

cancelled out.

'Take

-

retrenchment on network time
is

costs,

virtually

Wiped out, in terms of web losses,
«ue to fact that Ford
loses iU yearround discount
because of the eight-

week lime forfeit

Shuffles

report

is

Time

of

top network

for

next season.

that

Procter and

reshuffling

shows shapes up

But Net Doesn't Lose
CBS program department has an Gamble

amount

T

As P&G
More

Hole,

other
eight-week
programming
neadaclie to contend with, following
decision of Ford Motor
Co. to take
a summer hiatus
on its Bob Crosby
Wednesday night show.
Progratri
goes off July 24.
Although it represents an $80,000
the

Vs.

C

.

Latest

actually

It'

or

Likely Winter Lineup

particularly
out of the

has grabbed the 10 o'clock

Sunday night period being vacated
"Hour of
Electric
General
by
Charm" show, with Ralph Edwards
.

scheduled

oji

who have gone
the idea.

That's

because it lost one of its prize
shows.
The sponsor finally concluded that the show wasn't selling
his product, and the agency blames
it on the fact that the sponsor was
cramping the style of the scriptingproduction department by insisting
that sponjscK identification come first,
then build your show from there

(live and Waxed)

An

Set to Ride

Unless some new bugs show up,
the Bing Crosby-General Motors
deal Will be finalized early next
week after Thj Groanei: returns
from picture location in Canada.
The program, scheduled for a fall
takeoff, will be set up like this:
the goods. But their chief squawk
Peggy Lee (or her type) as femme
is that some bankroUers who are in
vocalist; "Skitch" Henderson, piano
the market for shows are demanding
solo and accompaniment; Les Paul,
that the whole comedy line be deguitarist. The Charioteers and John
veloped around a locale which will
Scott Trotter and the choir. Glenn
immediately identify the program
Wheaton will produce and Bill Morwith what he's got to sell. That,
row looks after- the script,
say the agencies, forces the writers
Under
sponsorship, the proto hue to a line that kills off any
on."

GM

gram would go to ABC, which has
no policy ag'ainst disks across the
be a happy day for radio," chain.
First four or five shows
said one top agency exec, "when it would be done live and one or two
gets back to the straight commercial others during the season at Crosby's
and the sponsor lets the production option, since latter has choice of live
dept. alone."
or waxed program.
Vic Hunter of Foote, Cone & Belding agency, has been with Crosby
on, vacation at his Elko, Nev., ranch
and Sun Valley and isliow on location with him in Canada, and it's
reported that Crosby has committed

to

move

into the slot

from

the Saturday rtight 8:30 segment.
Into the Saturday spot would go
the new P4cG Drene show which re.

places Rudy Vallee in the fall.
Move vvould pit two of the top
quiz shows opposite one another,
with "T or C" battling it. out against
Phil Baker's 'Take It Or Leave It"

'It'll

-

Spph Programs
Down

for Cuffo

The whole picture of sponsored
symphony programs next season is

much in a state of confusion,
with possibility that there may be a
major symphonic organization returning under commercial auspices.

pretty

CBS still doesn't know where it
stands-with regard to the N. Y. Philharmonic Sunday afternoon program, with probability that U. S.
Rubber Co. will not commit itself
one way or the other until August,
General Motors has given ut> sponsorship of the NBC Symphony on
Sunday afternoons, and the network
is now on the trail of a promising
nibble. But regardless of whether
starts the' new season as a susit
tainer or a commercial, NBC has
frozen the 5 to 6 o'clock period for
the ensemble.
Meanwhile it's reported that AllisChalmers, will bow out "of sponsorship of the Saturday night Boston
Symphony on ABC concerts next
season. Bankroller has been picking
up the tab for thei program for the
past few„seasons as a wartime institutional "baby."
Mutual had the Detroit Symphony
under sponsorship of the Reichhold
Chemical Co. last season, but it
wasn't on this year. The Philadelphia Orchestra will return to CBS
in its usual Saturday afternoon slot
in the fall, but it's strictly on a sustaining basis aimed at enhancing relationship for the orche.'stra's. tie in

with Columbia Recordings.

An ali-sustaining symphonic season would add up to a loss of several million dollars in billings for
the webs.

Broad-

Hooper have goton terms whereby lat-

on July

ter

CAB

31 inherits the

au-

dience measurement subscribers. In
all, there are 102 agencies, advertisers,

CAB

the

who

etc.,

have' been getting

rating service exclusively,

now moving
scription

the Hooper sub-

into

who have

Others

ranks.

getting Hooper
have cancelled themselves

also

been

CAB

books.

ratings
off

the

Despite the fact that CAB kicked
up a fuss and ranted 'faint so when
Variett several weeks ago said that
the CAB rating operation would fade
out the end, of July, the deal between CAB, Crossley and Hooper
for the lattA 'to take over July 31
'

was consummated Monday afternoon (17) and CAB sent out notices
(Tues.).

Terms of the agreement call for
Hooper to ihsike a remittance until
May, 1947, to CAB on the difference
between the higher Hooper rate to
clients and that which they have
been paying to CAB.
Meanwhile, CAB is proceeding
with its plans to expand its e)4>erimental research operations.

-

.

The agencies that are ganging up
on the "all-out" sponsor identiflca
tion argue that s.l. in itself is no
guarantee that the show is selling

Short on Payers,

of

casting ^nd C. E.

ten together

yesterday

Bing-GNDeal

originality.

Way

WABC.

In addition, the

round-the-clock coverage on

.those

completely sour

Analysis

Cooperative

of the'lcey agencies in radio

CBS Show

Beats

Rap

'Jim Crow'

CBS' new "Night Life" show,
which bowed Jn last week, went on
only after a series, of tumultous episodes in whicb allegations of "condoning Jim Crowism" resulted in
the show's producer, Will Roland,
threatening to scram from the pro-,
gram and the network. However, tha
network's No. 1 man, William S.
Paley, backed up the intent and content of the show as promulgated by
Roland^^ despite opposition of some
and the show
southern affiliates

—

went ort.
Show, a musical intended to deNew York nightclub life, spots
both white and Negro talent. At
a recent meeting of CBS affiliates,
some of the programming delegates
from the south balked, asserting they
himself orally to the GM deal.
would carry . the show only if the
Still hopeful, however, that the format provided tot an all-Negro or
deal may run afoul clinkers, Tom all-white cast. CBS, as a result, was
Harrington has dispatched Frank considering overhauling the. format,
O'Connor to Canada to talk over a with Roland then hitting the ceiling,
deal with Crosby for a Ted Bates claiming that such a move. would
client.
put radio back 20 years and that,
it the stage and films weren't averse
to mixed casting, why should radio?
CBS Joins Hick Rodeo
He was backed by other directors
and producers at the web, who
Circuit With Jamboree
argued that it was tantamount to
segregating Christians and Jews on
pict

.

Popping

m Oklahoma

pattern of Saturday night

programs.
Paley immediately

Hillbilly
the go-ahead.
network programming gets a hypo
Show is still too new
when Continental Can gives 'up

sponsorship

Club" show

of

its

CBS

"Celebrity

next month. Network

just

gave

arc carrying

Roland

determine

to

how many southern

afflliateg

it.

will -join in the bid for rural audi-

puts its own
hillbilly program into the 10:15-10:45
slot. According to present schedule

ence attention when

show

will originate

it

from Oklahoma

Boss Wants Time/ WQXR
Faces

ly

Saturday jamborees, almost strictan NBC "baby" up till now, in-

Sponsors
With the

But

Loss,

City.

Most

Come Through

New York Times now

Miles Laboratories "National taking over all the news programs
Barn Dance" and the R. J. Reynolds- on its own station, WQXR, station
sponsored "Grand Ole Opry," with management found itself facing the
the Colgate Judy Canova show fall- loss of a large slice of Its annual Ining pretty much in the same, cat- come. There have been about nina
clude

egory.

daily sponsors of the

ABC Goes to

the Astor

To Find a Show There
ABC network is currently blueprinting a new flve-times-a-week
afternoon show tabbed "Meet Me at
the Astor," which has been tentatively
scheduled into the 4:40-5
niche.
Walter Kieran is slated to emcee
the show, which will originate from
the tea and cocktail lounge of the
N.Y. hotel, with Kieran getting a
pickup of cross-section reaction to
anything that pops into his head.
o'clock
.

WQXR

every-

hour-on-tjie-hour newscasts, and situation arose where station had to
serve notice on them that they'd
have to bow off the programs.
Sales stall was sent out with
orders to wrap up new contracts for
the various clients, but channeling
their commercials into musical programs. Thus far, all but one hav«
-

—

agreed to stay on and station exthe lone holdout to coma
through this week.
As of July i, incidentally, station
drops its "Interstate Broadcasting,
Co." tag and will plug itself as "the
pects

radio station
Times."

of

the

New York

.

.

.
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Outcome of CBS

May

Election

Pknty of Fvewodis on Tap For

Wlute-Collarites'

RDG As Intra-AFL Rash Breaks Out

Hinge on Challenges

> The

The United Olflceand Professional t
Workers of America (CIO), a union
of white-collar workers, came with-

6G

in a handful of votes of winning
the CBS white-collar workers' elec-

Gertrude

and Vera

Berg

Radio Directors' Guild has
broken 'out into an intra-union, intra-AFL rash, as a result of last
week's CBS elections embracing

O'Nea'tNiihtSpot

Show

HoDioIka

Elkel

Danny O'Neil, who currently holds
down his own morning show on
CfBS, will also double ihis summer
into a Saturday night musical program being built around him. Show
will be tabbed "Danny O'Neil and

white collar workers, miscellaneous

July 13 in the 8:30-8:55

itself is involved in a
entire
battle with the powerful AFL International Alliance of Theatrical and
Stage Employeeis. Since lATSE is
an Autonomous International inside

.

television people, and directors employed by CBS' video division.
While RDG prexy Ed Byron is
burned about radio directors- at
CBS taking an open stand in favor of
His Guests," with format providing a CIO union which was on the balfor showcasing of new talent.
lot for the white collar workers the

have combined to package a halftion last week. When the National
hour comedy situation show built
Labor Relations Board rules oh a around a Swedish-American family,
number of challenged ballots, the and starring Oscar Momolka, star of
CIO union may yet find itself in, If current Broadway hit, "I Remember
It snags from four to nine votes out
Mama." Miss Berg to script and
•f a total of 23 challenged.
direct.

Tees

On a plurality basis, the CIO
William Morris agency handling
union had already won the day. But package, quoted at $6,0(>0.
it had to have a clear majority of

off

,

670 ballots cast* or 336 votes-^and
had only 327.
Next in line, numerically, ran the
so-called "company" vote of people
who cared to belong to no union at
This vote tallied 208. The Inall.
ternational Brotherhood of Electri-

slot.

KLZ

it

Workers (AFL) came third
cal
with 103 ballots, less, than one-third
the- CIO's endorsement. The International Alliance of Theatrical and
Stage Employees (also AFL) was
hardly in the running at all, getting
only nine votes out of the total in
this group of 670 ballots.
These 670 votes were cast in the
.

Formerly

As

Interest Nixed

won

last

of

KLZ,

KVOR,

DENVER

Texas Outkts Hit

WDGY

Gospel Nix

,

the appellate division of the New
in a 3-2 deciprincipal of three elections held sion. Verdict, itself,, was recovered
simultaneously under the NLRB's by Flamm on March 31 in a suit
CBS television which charged Noble with forcing
In ^ the
rulings.
division, there were two other elec- the plaintiff to sell station
One of them was a contest to him at an inadequate price.
tions.
Appellate court, without written
between IBEW and lATSE for a
Minneapolis, June 18.
total of nine people grouped in a opinion, held that Noble was not
Battle over broadcasting by church
miscellaneous unit. These included required to pay interest charges. Apanimator, film cutter, wardrobe mis- peal from the $350,000 verdict, pend- groups, centering here, is threatening
tress, etc. Originally, the group was ing in the same court, has not yet to assume nationwide proportions.
between the two been heard.
six; arguments
in canFollowing action of
A^L unions enlarged it to nine.
celling a preponderance of weekday
What will happen to this group is
'

York supreme court

Stirs

Mpk

Church

-

WMCA

:

&oupshto Action

8,

prexy, has made formal dein writing for more time on
the four outlets and is now readying
a petition to FCC for an immediate
public hearing.
While the communications act
does not require stations to make
time available for political broad-

WDGY

up to the NLRB.
Then there was

a third election,
involving 13 television directors and
(See separate
assistant directors.

Fidler Into

Lad

gospel

Slot,

The Hat' to Midweek,

fight

between

Council
of casts, Rainey charges a "conspiracy"
that
Federal
Churches of Christ in America was among the four stations to restrict
trying to prevent broadcasting of discussion of irnportant public issues
the gospel. He said the council has at stake in the upcoming election.
convinced an increasing percentage -He also claims violation of the
The Justice Dept.,
of radio interest that such programs anti-trust laws.
Another pastor. it was understood, immediately reare undesirable.
Rev. Wallace Olson, said "We pay ferred his earlier complaint to FCCp,
for radio time and a station has no on. the ground that action was outmore right to deny us the right to side its jurisdiction.
broadcast than the telephone company has to deny you the rigfTt to

tor,

With Carter Products buying the
15-minute (9:30-9:45) Sunday night
ABC slot currently occupied by

very keen. At one point Thursday, Fiorello LaGuardio, the ex-N, Y.
night before the election, both groups Mayor will.be shifted to either Tueswere about to call strikes. lATSE day or Wednesday night at 8:15
was going to strike the CBS tele- when the new sponsor takes over the
vision department, and IBEW count- time at the end of the month.
LaGuardia, who's now divorced
ered \yith a threat that in that event
from Liberty magazine sponsorship
it would strike the entire radio network. While company execs who are auspices, is under contract to ABC make a telephone call.".' Still ananxious to keep out oiE trouble with until Dec. 31. Web. which is pay- other, Dr. W. H. Murk, St. Paul, said
any of the unions refused to dis- ing LaG $1,000 a broadcast as a "liquor interests" and "atheistic
sustaining commentator, is recon- Communists" were also trying to
ciiss the matter, it was known that
a company rep was ready to go on ciled to the fact that the ex-Mayor keep religion off the air.
the air at 8 p.m. Thursday (13) and will probably remain on a sustaining
At the rally, combined groups deinform the public of a possibility of basis for the remainder of the year cided to circulate petitions to send to
a strike. IBEW finally notified the (with LaG himself preferring it that congress asking legislation which
company two minutes tjefore air- way).
would compel any station to put reCarter is still shopping around for
time that it would not strike and
ligious sponsors on a par with comput the. company in the middle be- a show for the. additional 15-minute mercial buyers of time. More than
tween two opposing labor groups. period. Client is moving Jimmy Fid5,000 signatures were obtained the
lATSE's concern for the nine in ler from 9:45 into the spot being flirst few days.
the miscellaneous groups as well as vacated by LaGuardia, with the new
While some sponsors had agreed
for television directors is important stanza going into the ex-Fidler segwith
that audiences of rebecause this union insists, despite ment.
ligious broadcasts were not respon
the NLRB ruling to the contrary,
sive,
complaining elements were
that television is more akin to Alms
seeking aid of National Assn. of Rethan it is to radio. If the lATSEFlorence Pritchett's BrieBe ligious Broadcasters, which, is spring
IBEW fight broadens, therefore, it
conference here had voiced a similar
is likely to spill over into Holly-

'

.

groups

.

As Carter Bays Time

IBEW and lATSE was

church

Group heard a charge by the Rev.
Henry B. Prince, Minneapolis pas-

story).

Strike Averted

programs,

univ.

mand

called a rally which attracted 3,000
persons.

.

While lATSE seemed to be fighting for what was, numerically, an
insignificant
group,
actually
the

RDG

is only a
the AFL, while the
federal local that has no genuine autonomy, some members of the RDG
say "I told you so, we should never
have jointed the AFL in the first
Furthermore, the lATSEplace."
Washington' June: 18.'
RDGi fight comes to a head just at
Obligation of Texas radio stations the time -the RDG awaits an answer
to air fully issues in the upcoming to its application to the AFL execuTexas gubernatorial primary may be tive council for an international
subject of a full-dress FCC public charter.
In a set of complicated moves,
hearing, if Homer Rainey, one of a
dozen candidates for governor of the this is what happened: The RDG
had insisted that it has jurisdiction
Lone Star State has his \yay.
Rainey has already protested to over directors and assistant directors
FCC and the Justice Dept. refusal in CBS television. lATSE claimed
of four stations of the Texas Quality these people were in a branch of the
Net— WFAA, Dallas; WRAP, Ft. film industry, and should belong to
CBS supported the RDG
Worth; KPRC, Houston; and WOAI, lATSE.
San Antonio— to give more than a' view, as did the two other organhalf-hour ^lot to each of the guber- izations battling for the CBS whitenatorial
candidates between now coUarites: United. Off ice and Profesand July 15. Since his wired pro- sional Workers of America (CIO),
tests of June
the former Texas and International Brotherhood of
.

Edward J.
week by

against

Noble was thrown out

manager

Colorado Springs; recently released
from AAF after 2% years as PRO.

Claim of Donald Flamm for an
additional $107,000 interest which he
sought' to tack on to a verdict of
$350,000.

Ad Manager

National

DUDLEY TICHENOR

Flannn s 107G Bid

—

RDG

Bridgeport Columnist

Gagged on WONS, Hits
At Radio 'Immaturity'

Workers (AFL).

Electrical

When' it came to the balloting,
Friday (14), the bitUots for video
directors "gave thetn a choice as Be-

last

"

tween lATSE, RDG, or no union at
thus lining up two AFL groups

all

against each other. Thirteen video
directors
and assistant direbtors
voted.
At that point, and for no reason
made public, the New York regional
office of the AFL. entered an application to the NLRB, asking that the
video
directors'
ballots
be impounded. In .effect,
people said,
that meant the AFL was selling
ttMxn down the river.

RDG

The
move.

RDG

going to fight, this
However, it could be ordered
is

by the Walshingtin h.q. of AFL to
low or have its charter revoked.
Some directors would just
as soon see that happen, pointing
out that as a federal local of AFL,
"we are tied hand and foot anyway, as this incident proves."
Meanwhile, there is in the intraRDG'tiff. This results from the fact

—

lie

Hartford, June 18.
Signed column by Bill James of that CBS director Robert Lewis
Bridgeport Herald soundly chast- Shayon, the shop steward, urged
ised Hartford r^dio for failure to white-collarites to identify themmature.
James claimed Hartford selves with th« United Office and
radio wasn't of age because it fell Professional Workers of America
down in obligations to community (CIO). Resolution went on to state
•

in letting fear of stepping on toes of that, in the opinion of the CBS-RDG
members, "the UOPWA is the best
few slant radio policy.
to
represent
their
James was referring to his rela- qualified
tions with WONS. He had gone on interests."
Byron heard about it, he
station as commentator on a weekly
did
a
burn,
dinotifying
the
CBS
Friday night 15-minute slot. He had
expected to do on the air gossip rector contingent that "the execusimilar to material carried in his tive council of the RDG wishes to
plaint.
go
on
record
this
as
disavowing
Another rally was called for next Bridgeport Herald column and had (CBS)
resolution,
as
no group
Sunday in Minneapolis armory, given air show same tag of "Casual within the RDG has any authority
Observer."
However, the station
which seats 10,000.
whatever to pass any resolutions or
wouldn't allow him to use controto take, action of any kind except
versial material and his show fell
as individual members. The official
flatter than a

WDGY

On

wood.
.

Whether .the CIO union has won
the Election -will be decided by the
NLRB on the basis of an examinatipn of the reasons for the 23 challenges.
The
says it made
no challenges, thereby implying
that it thinks a goodly number of
those 23 voted for it;
The challenges are mostly from IBEW. In
one case, an employee in the CBS
publicity department was challenged
on the grounds of being an "execu
tive."'
Afraid to record, his vote
under those circumstances although
the balloting was secret this man
did not -vote at all.
In case the
does not win
a clear majority, after the chal-

UOPWA

Winchell Sub

Show

David Selznick has granted a leave
of absence to Florence Pritchett until Sept. 1 so she can appear on the
Walter Winchell summer replace-

ment with Quentin Reynolds and
Ben Grauer.
One of the 'Tour Urges" used in

WALKER CONmMED
Washington, )une

pancake.

18.

lenged ballots aire tallied, it's up to
the NLRB to determine, perhaps
after a hearing, what kind of a run
off election shall be held. lA'TSE is
sure to be out of the run-off, since it
got less than 20% of the total vote.
There may or may not be room on
the run-off ballot for people to record their choice of belonging to no
union at all. The NLRB could rule
the runroff be between UOPWA and

IBEW

alone,

since

420

of the

670

votes were for union affiliation.
The barrage of last-miiiute propaganda increased last week as election time came nearer, the UOPWA
and IBEW doing most of the propagandizing.

The company,

at the last

moment, joined in the rush of statements,- issuing a statement asking
the people to vote for no union afBut even that statement was mild, and was admittedly
filiation at all.

.

Issued only for the record.

stand of the

60-MIN.

Top

15

and the Opposition

Walter Winchell mowed up /rom lOtd to second place in the June 15
Hooperatinps, with the latest Top 15 re/lectinB the changing pattern as.
summer hiatus lime moves in. Such shows as "We, The People," Jud]/
Canova, "Can You Top This?" and "Hit Parade'' are now keeping company with Hope, Skelton, Fibber, Allen, etc., in Top 15 representation.
Here's the lineup, along uiith opposition shows thdt managed to crash
through with an 8:0 rating or better:

PROGRAM
Bob Hope

.

.

.

..

26.0

Waiter Winchell ...
Red Skelton
Fibber & Molly.
"Lux Radio Theatre"
Fred Allen
Screen Guild Players
"Mr. District Attorney'

20.1

"Take It-Lcave
Kay Kyser
Jack Haley
Judy Canova
Eddie Cantor

15.5

.

It"...,

"We, The People
"Top This?"
"Hit Parade"

OPPOSITION
11.9

"Manhattan Merry-Go-Round"

19.5
18.5
16.4

9.5

16.3

11.1

"Info Please"

"Crime Doctor"

DO-GOODERS

GET PALEY-CBS NOD
Reaction to Robert L. Shayon's recent hour-long "Operations Cross
road" CBS show has cued a new network policy instituted by William S
Paley, whereby the 60-minute oneshot programming technique will be
carried out as a permanent feature.

As

in the case of the

atom bomb

show, the

series, to be done at regu
lar intervals, will focus attention on
vital national issues.
are cur

Two

rently being blueprinted— one on
housing, and another on juvenile le
linquency. William N. Robson is reportedly down for one, with Shayon
slated to do the other.

15.9

"Hour

of

Charm"

14.9

Another Bulova Delay
Washington, June

14.0
13,4

13.3
12.8.

12.5

8.6

12.5

9.3

Night Serenade"
"Gangbusters"
"Sat.

is

'

16.2
8.8

RDG

in this section
In
announcing his^ withdrawal
absolutely neutral except insofar as
from the air scene, James made the
the election of the televsion direi;remainder of tors and
assistant directors is con-

the exploitation of "Duel in the
Senate Saturday (15) confirmed blast but included
Sun," she will be given a five-minute the nomination of FCC Commission, Hartford
stations.
segment each Sunday to talk on the er Paul A. Walker for another sevenwoman's side of the news.
year term beginning July 1.

—
—

UOPWA

Wh^

.

18.

The second hearing on the bid of
the Paulist Fathers for Arde Bulova's
New York sUtion, WNEW, slated
for July, is now likely to be postponed until Aug. 8, according to re
ports here.

cerned."
CBS directors say they stand pat;
that they acted as individuals, not
as the RDG.
There's friction, too, within the
Guild ranks over a move which
would vest the
Council with
power to appoint shop stewards,
rather than elect them. Opponents of
the move claim that's against all the
precepts of democracy.

RDG

NAM GETS CBS TIME
TO BALANCE AFL-CIO
CBS, which is rounding out a 26wcelc series of programs devoted to
the CIO and AFL (current 13-week
cycle on "Cross Section-AFL" winds
up next week) ha« now scheduled a
13-week

program

semester

which

will place similar Saturday afternoon
cuffo time at the disposal of the National Assn.. of Manufacturers.
Series will tee off on July 6 and,
like the others, will be produced by
Bob Heller.
scries will be devoted to the problems of small bu.siness people. Network feels that, in
order to fully round out the picture,the "other side of the fence" should
get equal spotlighting,

NAM

-

.
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CANADA: STUDY IN FRUSTRATION
WaDs

Jericho s

Stand

Still

CBC Execs

mtNTTOPS;

Survey just conducted by the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies shows that, despite the wave of commercial rad io' cancel la
tionsi many agencies are enjoying the same volume of business as; last
year, wWle several have even surpassed their 1945 figures.

Show 75%
By GEOBGE ROSEN

Four-A's conducted a spot check of six of the larger agencies in
N. Y„ which reportedly revealed that both their employment and

volume are up over a year ago.

Check

analytical

aniple of frustration in

All advertising is off about as much as radio, and the agency radio
are .burning over the fact that th? newspapers play up the air
cancellations— while never giving a line to the cancellation of news'

,

paper and magazine ads.
While no agency would reveal any figures, thie consensus was that
radio, newspapers and magazines each- lurnished about one-third of
the average agency's business, and the decline has been general all
along the line. Curtailment is due, niost agency chiefs said, to strikes
and shortages; plus the fact that, with the lifting of the excess profits

many

tax last January,

industrialists

have cancelled

a horrible inferiority complex because, in terrns of American radio,
they are working for a pittance.
True, Canada is not too overloaded
with top talent, but there are
enough of them and 'enough is being

their, institutional

advertising.

N. Y.

FM

Picture

After Four

Drop Out of Sweepstakes

Washington, June 18.
The prospect looms that several of
the bidders for

New York

AFRA

FM

City

open July

tion

last

set

the clothing
shortage went out over WTOP,

8—following FCC

ac-

CBS

out

lour

the metropolitan

area

Cute

Further withdrawals appear likely,

week—Raytheon Manufacturing Co.,
The New York Sun, Arde Bulova's
and the United Automobile
Workers (CIO), which is converting

Newark

"comand
so

station to

operation

new

Caffrey.

escaping hearing.

scraps still loom
as one of the toughest to date, with.
20 companies now in the running for
only five channels or an average of
four bidders for every slot. Under
the
FM-channel-reservation plan,

into the
"kit-fold" technique

that

believe

"I

licensees.

As
tion,

ing

WLIB
heavy competiare openly advis-

a result of the

FCC

officials

National

Maritime Union (CI©);
Broadcasting
Co.
Amalgamated
Clothing
and- Unity Broadcasting
Corp.
(AFL International Ladies
Garment Workers); WBNX; WLIB;
WMCA; Hearst Radio, Inc.; American Broadcasting Co. (WJZ); Metror
pqlitan Broadcasting Corporation (in
which the Ohrbach department store
interest!! and Mayor O'Dwyer are
stockholders); Frequency Broadcasting Corporation; The
News Syndicate, Inc.; Bernard Fein;
the People's
Radio Foundation, Inc.; North Jersey
Radio,
Inc.
for
Newark; Radio

Amalgamated

'

Projects,

Inc.,
Newark; Atlantic
Broadcasting Co., Newark; Gardner

WHOM

Cpwics'
for Jersey City; and
North Jersey Broadcasting Co. (Donald Flamm and Comdr.
James Cosman) for Paterson, N. J.
Elias Godofsky. an original
applicant, switched over
earlier to a
community" bid, and now has a
grant m Hempstead, L. I.
Supreme
Broacasting Co. and Book-of-theMonth Club pulled out their bids
several weeks ago,
v'^^anwhile, the FCC last Thursoaj U3)
denied a. petition of the
American Jewish Congress to intervene m the hearing in
protest to the
.application of the New
York Daily
wews, but said this
did not prevent
p*"P from appearing and makJ"„
"tatoment during the course of
fh„ Z
."'"S- The Jewish Congress is
ni-nt
a erant to the News by
"F
.

reason of
allegedly anti-Semitic 4rtides carried
In the paper.

week threw

a

via a special one-

i

BBC

accedes to the demand, the British listeners will hear
some scorching criticism.s of both
Britain.

If

Prime

their

BBC

and

started

all

It

made

a

Minister. Ernest Bevin,

itself.

(CIO's

Workers);

BBC

show which It demanded that
BBC play to home audiences in

of the applicants outside
Manhattan to try for community stations, which will give them almost
as much coverage and can be handed
out without hearings.

the running in N. Y. are:

(N. Y.) last

challenge to

WUB

shot

some

Still in

Tail

Twisted by

speech

when
before

Mi-.

the

the

shackles of inhibition,

John Drainie, described

by Norman Corwin during his Canadian Red Cross show as "one of
the 10 best actors I've ever worked
with." Or Don Harron, another of
Canada's top actors. Or such exciting shows as "Burlap Bags."
Yet there is not a feeling among
any ot these personalities that they
have been indoctrinated into the

—

BBC, lion's

of

actors like

just

tion."

four of the 20 bands originally allocated to the N. Y.-northeastern
Jersey area are being withheld for
another year. Eleven more channels
are already occupied by existing

Bevin
British

bigtime. There's no effort, made to
invest them with prestige. They
lack recognition. Many blame the
CBC for its lack of initiative on
press relations. But if incentive is

lacking— it stems Irom other

The

BBC's

North

N.

Y.

answer

demanded
American office

station

WLIB

For example, the top script fee
$100; t75 for regional, net shows.
is $200)
Actors
work under the $25 union
(AFL) mirtimum, and that includes
'
rehearsals.
few ot them have managed to
break away. Alan Young, for instance, who was persuaded by agent
Frank Cooper to take the plunge in
U. S. radio. Or Patricia Jaundry,

(Top commercial fee

Some of
platter to London.
secret of their fr^ling

them made no

had put

itself

on

a

spot

with that omission.

WLIB meanwhile gave ils answer
wide ballyhoo. Copies of the platter were also sent to KLAC, Los
Angeles, and KYA, San Francisco,
for airing over tho.se outlets which,
like WLIB, are owned by the N. Y.
-Post,

the

M-G

bosses

it
and there's been no
change of heart he'll likely get

the call.
He's living for the
he'll revel in it.

day and

how

Kyser, G. W.

11

Feudin' Over Pact
Hollywood, June

18.

Kay Kyser and George Washington Hill arc feuding again, but it's
only as serious as the two principals
want to make it. Brush occurred
over kyser's refusal to accept a new
five-year deal from American To-

sons for turning down the new contract.
Besides not wanting to be
tied down for that long, he's not so
sure he wants to continue in radio
and doesn't like the idea of getting
a scvcn-weiik layoff while others
are given 13 to 17 weeks (Jack
Benny, who also works for Hill got
17).

Before the start of last season
threatened to retire from

Kyser

18.

officials-rDr.

.

CBC

Frigon revealed that

-is

now

for the first time in its history operating under a deficit.
Bushnell slammed out at critics
of CBC programs and hinted that a

smear campaign was going on all
over Canada against CBC. To those
who pointed to U.S. programs as
examples of what the CBC airers
should be like, he claimed that single
U. S, airers shelled out $20,000 for
talent alone, whereas CBC had only
that amount to provide programs for
a whole week.
While the matter of CBC budget
and programming is of vital concern,
these questions are almost routine

compared

to the CBC-taking-overindie-frequcncies issue which is due
to spark fireworks at the Radio Committee at any time now.
There's little doubt that CBC officials will have a lot of explaining
to do in regard to the above matter.
Announced intention to take over
frequencies of CREB, Toronto, and
CFCN. Calgary, points to the fact

A

Atomic Show to

Fill

For P&G-Vallee

In

NBC Spot

Procter and Gamble turns
the' Thursday night 10:30-11 Rudy
Vallee slot back to NBC for the
summer (new show goes in come
October), the network programming
dept. will fill in the 13-week hiatus
period with a series dramatizing the
full implications of atomic energy.
Series, which gets under way July
4. will be scripted by. Arnold Marquis, who also writes the Sunday
night NBC "Pacific Story" show.
ProRrain will originate from Holly-

When

wood.

Bushnell admissions, the web

op-

is

erating under a deficit and programs under the present conditions
are suffering through lack of funds.?
Frigon explained the deficit ($35,000 before providing for depreciation and obsolescence) in this Way:
Revenues from, the sale of radio
receiving license ($2.5Q per receiver)
had fallen short of the estimated
.

budget requirements. The CBC had
estimated it would receive $3,9<K),continue under 000 from this source, while the latest
reports indicated it "would receive
actually only $3,787,000—a differtnca
(The budget estimate!
of $113,000.
cover the liM5-4e period).
Ready
He also revealed that commercial
broadcasting revenue had not maGold'
terialized as expected. CBC having

radio for a long rest, but \yas per-

suaded by Hill

to

Colgate auspices.

Pot of Trouble

.

For Tot of

.

in

that BBC at home play the
in fairness to N. Y.

BBC

if

like

is

of

N. Y. officials of BBC. obviously
embarrassed both by Mr. Bevin's remark and their "Newsreel's" omission of a critical paragraph, would
.say
only that they had sent the

that

working on another

is

faults,

as -well.

Labor Party last week (12) asserting that propaganda for admission who only a few months ago was
of Jews into Palestine stems from working in Canada for $75. a week
N. Y, .because "New York doesn't and now is scripting the "Aldrich
want them." BBC's regular evening Family." for Young & Rubicaih for
"Newsreel" show, as, sent over by $750 a week.
shortwave from London for relay to
But the rest go'- on: they work
American stations, gave nine b£ the very hard, -for little returns. They
14 minutes to the' Bevin .-speech- but know that f-adio in Canada is so set
that one paragraph of his speech, up that it could readily lend itself
referring to N. Y., had been deleted. to the most progressive operation
WLIB aired a special one-shot anywhere (although the indies are
"N. Y. Answers Bevin." within 24 not nearly as progressive as. the
hours of the Beyin speech. The sta- CBC). But it's all peculiarly a part
tion cabled BBC and Mr. Bevin that ot the pattern of Canada's inferiority
complex—and that hurts.
it is sending them platters of the
show.

he

picture and

CBC's top

Augustin Frigon gen. man. and
Ernest L. Bushnell, program director^last week admitted two facts
-before
the
Parliamentary
Radio
^
Committee.

that CBC is determined to stick to
its plans, come what may.
From the
other side, as evidenced in a stateBandleader said, "I just ment issued by the Canadian Assn.
didn't like the terms and told him of Broadcasters parley last week, tlie
Take, for example, the annual
indies are prepared to take the fight
so.
I made him a counter proposal
"Stage" series on CBC. Or Andrew
but apparently he didn't like it. He to the floor of the House.
Allen, Canada's top producer. Or
Whose Money?
refused to comment;"
such writers as Len Peterson, Lister
New $8,000,000 talked about CBC
New
five-year contract would reSinclair, Hugh Kemp, or Fletcher
place a pact which has a year to run web is also something the CBC ofMarkle, who was brought down by
from
Jan. 1, 1947, at which time ficials will have to explain, since
CBS to direct his own "Sometime
sorncbody is sure to ask; what's the
Every Summertime" on the Col- Kyser resumes with Luckies after purpose and wberc's the money
terminating lend-lease arrangement
umbia Workshop last Sunday; or
with Colgate. Kyser had other rea- coming from if, by both Frigon and

about sums up the diaper situa-

New York FM

how

of

of
the
Canadian-produced
shows have a quality all their own
that's unmatched in the states.
bacco.
For Example

on three-month old Dick Carson
whose screams could be heard
over the ether.
"Ladies and gentlemen, you
have just heard little Dick Larson's comments," concluded Mc-

WNEW,

bid for a

free

some

and explaining

strating
mike a

with four cohipanies pulling out this

munity-type"

.

outlet here, Friday (14),
when staffer Joe McCaffrey interviewed John K. Jones, president of the National Institute of
Diaper Services.
Airer featured Jones demon-

for assignment at a later time.

Its

angle

'

— who

never hear them
their mouths in something
suggesting amazement. Stripped of

agency boys

—open

,

suggest that, under

better working conditions, Canadian
radio could well be the ideal setup.
Canada is producing shows that
would make U. S. network and

of the tabus of .U. S. radio,
with greater freedom of speech for
political expression, with less censorship, and an overall frankness

.

hearing— now

week holding

channels in

on

18.

to

to direct "The Hucksters."
That's like askii;g a guy if he'd
take a million bucks. No lover
of commercial radio and more
often its severest critic, Oboler
would sink his bicuspids deep
into, such an assignment, Jiist

like

many

Gets 'Em Young
Washington, June

stations will pull out their applica-

tions prior to the
to

accomplished,

a Gambake, Even

18.

A dream of a lifetime may yet
come true for Arch Oboler. Metro has asked him if he would

the

Montreal, June

Two

Me

That's for

Hollywood, June

opinion of some of
Canada's top radio talent either
visiting or working in New York
now. Here is how they sUm it up:
You'll find a setup that combines
at once the best and the worst features that radio has to offer. From a
standpoint of sheer economics, you'll
find Canadian radio being held in
check; extremely capable and genuinely talented writers, actors, producers and. directors suffering from
That's

stalls

radio his-

anytime or anywhere.

tory,

Other survey highlights;

all

16-Hour Sked

*

probably come up with the prize ex-

and that the slow-

Critics,

of Indies Get Profits;

New Web to Operate

Subject Canadian radio to psychotreatment,
and you'll

indicates, says the Fbur-A's/

that signs of a general decline are only tempcrary
the result only of curtailed prodiiction,
down

Back at

Hit

As

.

(Continued on page 38)

FCC Frowns on Format
Washington, June

FCC

18.

are expressing intera report that the con-

officials

est hei'e

in

troversial "Pot of Gold"

tlie

a

radio

program

off

AP

Snags Thnrd

show may

comeback, next fall
under its old sponsor, Tums. The
commission tried repeatedly to get

stage

the air in 1940 and

Net MBS Holdout
ABC

network has

finally

decided

NBC

to join with
and CBS in.acr
quiring, the Associated Press news
services under its new rate structure.

41 on grounds that it was a "lottery"
and as such forbidden under Section
As a result. Mutual now remains the
318 of the Communications Act. FCC
lone holdout under the new "blankM
even went so far as to refer the arrangement" deal in which the AP
case to Dept. of Justice for prosecu- is seen
as making a bid to wrest
tion early in 1941, but the D. J. re- supremacy
from United Press, which
fused ip go into it, and the program haS; long dominated
the radio news
itself folded in June of that year.
picture.

Indication that FCC is still keepNew arrangement involves an.
ing a wary eye out for programs of overall sum for use of AP service,
the lottery-type came this month in regardless of whether it's, channeled
its decision nixing an FM bid for lointo a sustaining or a commercial
cal station WWDC. The FCC decision program. Previously the webs had
hammered away at a "Captain Cash" purchased the service on a profit
program carried by WWDC, which sharing basis, with AP getting a cut
is
a prize-give-away affair.
Com- from .the sponsored news shows.
mission assumed the show would be Service applies to the networks and
duplicated over WWDC's FM trans- their owned-and-operated stations.
mitter ind questioned its legality.
CBS was first to pact the new agreement, with NBC following. Difficult
Like "Pot of Gold," the
show gave no bonus for listening, in paeting Mutual contract is said to
but handed out the cash only when stem from the web's cooperalive
a specific question was answered setup involving a multiplicity of
correctly by some one on the other shareholders, but it's considered a
end of a telephone connection. What certainty that MBS will effect a tie
the commission apparently didn't up under the new arrangement.
know when it wrote the Washington
UP service is still being sold on a
FM decision was that
had timc-by-tinie basis, except in the,
already bowed to. the inevitable and ca.sc ot CBS, which is on an overall
basis
similar to its new AP contract.
(Continued on. page 36)

WWDC

WWDC

'
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"RHAPSODY

„

LIFE"
•AN EVENING WITH ROMBERG" '•NIGHT IHe
Bryant

IN

RHYTHM"

"JOHNNY'S FRONT. PORCH"

SAD SACK"

.
John Fsnlkr Harry Marble,
emcee; Maxine With Connie Haines, Skilch Henderr With Herb Vifran, Jim Backus, With
With
iinnouncer.
With Siemund Romberg, G«ncvlev«
Dora Slncleton;
son, Golden Gate Quartet, Jan
Patsy
Morfin,
Sullivan, Teddy Wilson oroh, Pete
Heller
Howe, Refnholdt Schmidt; narrntor,
SaviU orch.; Arl-Gilmor announcer
Dick Joy, annopncer; Lou KosloB Producer; Bob
Johnson, Loumel .Mot'Ciin Trio,
Director: Carl Beyer
Fort Pearson; announcers, Rod
Producer: Jack Stone
oroh,.
Bob HUe, announcer
15 MIns.; Sun., 5:30 p.m.
O'Connor, Ned LeKevre
30 Mins.; San., 10:30 p.m.
Producer: Will Roland
Writers: Charles Isaacs, Art Stan- Sustaining
Exec. Producer: Jolui Gudel
OLD GOLD
Dlrectb:-: .\ce Ochs
der
Y,
N.
WABC-CBS,
Producer: Bob Owen
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
30 Minsi; Tiies,, 10 p.m.
Producer: Ted Sherdeman
30 MIns.; Tuei;.; 10:30 p.m.
CBS has backed its faith iiV John
Milclicit)
(Lc'iiiieii
SusUininir
30 MIns., Wed., 9 p.m.
BROWN & WIIXMMSON
Faiilk as an iipcoinlng radio personWABC-CBS, X. V.
"Rhapsoi.y In Rhythm," summer OLD GOLD
giving
him
a choice 15-minWEAF-NBC, N. V.
liair-hour
by
iiow
ality
Lite.'"
"Nisht
In
"Meet Me At
for
replacement
ule Sunday afternoon .segment. The
iRksscI M. Seeds)
weekly sust-iiner which bowed in Parky's." more than meets the re- WABC-CBS, N, Y.
web had been grooming, him on a
night, ill). CBS, pci-- quirements, in a snappy jazz pro(Leuiien Sc JWi(cliell).
Sigmunci Fombcrfi :ihd his self- last -Tuesday
and now feels he's
haps foi- ihe lirst time since the in- gram with.
certain individuality
the summer replacement tor Texas affiliate,
As
slj'led ••niktcllc-bi'ciw"' music make »
auguration of the P;iley pro.-.iani- and class. .Mror .Jeems to have a Frank Sinatra, Old Gold brought i-cady for the coast-to-coast bigtime.
t'ood summer- replacement Un' Red
miiis icv<-.mp, has .come close to flair
most oi these pop variety George Baker's "Sad Sack" out of Faulk's forte is gabbing in a drawl
Skellon, as il did last ycni- foi- Uildcthat's as thick .os a black marketa new note that strives to programs lack. Program also gives
the pages of the wartime Yank mag,
Progi:am is n \-aried iTiolani?e striking
coiu'tntional impression
ti-oni' tiic
steak,' At .times he's reminiscent of
of
packing a lot of
the pathetic GI in a mufti
somewhat less sue- material into a halfrhour. Varied placmg
Will Rogers.
''^^i:,^?5iii!iir';^'^f
situatibner on the air. As aire<l on
pops.
well ananged and as \^<-il
But if Faulk's opening broadcast
.£.L,jsf„, ,.cpi,i,s with a siring of comschedule pi'csv.iits .Ian S:ivitl and his the preem (12) last week, however,
P"-^*-'"participation "fophatters. cr.ooner Connie Haines,
audience
Sunday
(16) didn't quite .succeed in
and
edy
much
the
not
so
Premiere Tues. 1.1) fiot away to a si,p\vs, the web has )Vow brought pianist Si>itch Henderson and the Sack" caricatured
living up to the prc-hcralding, -the
situation but hinrisclf.
slow start with an unexciting opeiier, (o,,,^
rniisical show of a frce-and'
fault lies in the mati-rial with which
Golden Gate Quurtct in smoothly
that
loved
commercial.
why
rlon};
There's 110 reason
followed by an over
g^^y nature whose mood and con- segueing sequences, with each doing
easy
he igarbed himself. There was. for
shouldn'tas
schmaltzy
Sack,
be
the
Sad
into
character.
got
but thereafter
tents differs fibm the usual musical at least tv,
instance, only a suggestion of the
n '.li rs to suggest full
engaging on the air as he was .in touted warmth, pathos and satirical
Romberg way of ihiiiKs. with music stanzas.
value received from all,
gain a overtones
eclit
in
the
performance
and
weekly roundup of nightin
Initial
It's a
his
"Front
Premiere sunuay tlii) had the Yank. But he's not going to
Romberg lilt and trademark. A club talent from the midtown. down- Savitt musicians '.rotting oiif a following by depending upon sight Porch"- gabfest. This may bo due
Sirauss writ;'.; a Brahms potpourri town and cast side spots, with Willie symjjhonic-jazz nrrangcment of "The gags or. trying to biiild an air audi- to the fact that informal chatting
of Hungarian. dances, the Lullaby and Bryant the nitery comic, as emcee. Sorcerer's
was ence under the. influe.nce of the stu- doesn't lend it-sclf to .serious content.
.Apprentice"
that
First Svmplcony excerpts; pop tunes Spotted on the opening show were appetizing, arid an aiTiingement of dio audience's gulTaws. That's what Faulk's folksy drawl and simple renBlue GoWn." "Stout Teddy Wilson and his small combo, "St. Louis Blue.';" that was swank, the show amounted to, in the main, dition were overburdened when he
"Alice
like
Hearted Men," "Sweether.rts" and Maxine Sullivan, Pete Johnson, of Miss
Haines
mooned fetchingly and it was hot the happiest ot bows let the facts speak for themselves;
Cars.
"Whcli I Grow Too Old to Dream"— Cafe Society Downtown, and^ the through "They S.ny It's Woriderfur for the Sad Sack.
the prose fell pitifully .short in conLoumel Morgan Trio. Emphasis thus and "There's Good. Blues Tonight,"
all made for good, varied listening.
veying reality. His choice inorsel was
talent tBilly while the Golden Gate Quartet, ace
been
on
Nefiro
far
has
a tale of a pbverty-.strickcn family,
stressing
not
Romberg is wi.";c in
WEEKEND AT CONEY ISLAND' none
Eck.stein and Loui.s Jordan take over vocal group, sang its sharply shaded
of whom owned .shoes, and how
his ow „ tunes, aithough the wealth
second .session),with the intent versions of "Shadrach" and"Shoo With Dick Bell
the oldest daughter acuuircd a pair.
m woulfl eive him a oerfcct on the
of Ihein
show- to corral both white Fly Pie." Skitch Henderson's brisk 15 Mins.; Sat.-Sun,, 12:45 p.m.
It isn't that simple folk don't feel
? "n^^aJX-lna^^-^
SO- of
Genevieve Howe's line soright to.
and Nei;ro talent that's representa
IS deeply as their more articulate
prano and Reinhold Schmidt's im- tive of the New York nitery life pic- pianology was evident in "Liza," Sustain'ng
"Laura" and "St. Louis Blue.s." In W.LIB, N, Y.
brethren, but they dop't as a rule
posing baritone arc added assets, to
ture.
That all the artists are pre- all, a tasty Sabbath nightcap. Broti.
express themRomberg'.-; eondnetorial flair, with
WLIB's Coney Island air pluc. resort to words to
sented as performers- and chosen oii
the duos ot the two vocalists the best their merit as performers with no
though seaisonal, is a good stunt. selves.
A 15-minute visit with the soothpart of the program. Prograin seemed
Idea of a ISrminute visit on Saturattempt to inject racial billing is a "IT'S A RACKET"
announcers
in
topheavy
unnecessarily
With Paul Potter, narrator; Mildred days and Sundays to the World's ing southerner might, be more natulaudatory step.
ral were he to stick to lighter fare;
and narr.itor: one chap could have
Clinton,
Elliot
Sullivan,
Louis
greatest playground, to visit its myBut w:cighed strictly on entertain.something with no more motive than
Bron.
Neistal'; announcer. Bill Gordon
clone the job for three.
riad"thrills" and highlights; can be
inent value, "Night Life,'' at least on
while away the time; Without cnWriter: Gall Austrian
turned to good account, and Dick to
the initial broadcast, didn't quite
cvoaching on the grounds of the
Bell, an enterpri:iing roving reporter,
achieve, its goal of transplanting the Producer-Director: Arnold Hartley
the Hoosier wit, Faulk
BERT HOWELL
MIns.; Mon., 6:15 p.m.
doeis just that.
Handles the -roving comedian or
nite^ry atmosphere into, the home. 15
able to llhd his niche and
mike. ably, hands out some breezy should be
With orch
Somehow the true flavor 61 a Teddy Sustaining
make
an enjoyable addition to Sunchatter, and
in
15 MIns.,- Sun. 1:45 p.m.
addition has the
Wilson or a Maxine Sullivan solo WOV. N. Y.
Rose.
In collat>oration with the Belter knack of fastening onto interviewees day listening.
^'ii.slainine
doesn't emerge \iiiless brought forth
Business
Bureau,
the
N.
Y.
Y.
i
.die,
N.
WOR -Mutual,
in a slower and more leisurely fashwho 8've.
tenors ion. True, most the individual num- WO'V,. has opened a series of weekly
click,
Sinatra's
Since
At Saturday's (15) premiere.. Bell "THE SCHOOLS ARE YOURS"
shows
designed
show
to
the
up
kind
Bryant
frequently
bers
were
sock,
but
as
emcee,
covered the Steepilcchase. He wan- With Koger De Kovcn, Joan Lazer,
haven't been plugged top
of crookednes' through which dison the air or elsewhere as far as had them on and off at too fast a honest character!! try to take ad- dered over to the Ihsanitarium and
Michael Artist, Leon Janney, Delpop music is concerned, consequently clip. Or maybe the soft lights and vantage of ex-GIs or vets' families. found two friendly gals with personmar Nntzman, Luin Van Rooteni
tall drinks are necessary componality who amusingly described their
Les Damon; annoiincer, Tex Anany male voice in the higher regis- ents to capture the right
atmosphere. .A laudable objective, one wishes it passage through the floor-blower. At
toine.
ters imprcs.'ses as being slightly dif- Or it
were
carried out somewhat more
could well be that Bryant, who
the parachute jump. Bell found a Producer-Director; Frank jpapp
erent.
In the case of Bert Howell, seemed to lack individuality
smoothly.
As
it
came
through
on couple with a fresh humorous slant,
or the
IS Mins.; Sat., 4:30 p,m.
the Negro tenor who's currently part necessary spark, was a
the
preem
(17)
it
was
far
from
good
weak link in
and some charming reactions. Bell Sosteining
of the comedy team of Howell and failing
correlate the mood and radio, and the faiilt seemed to rest juggled the program pleasantly furBowser, presently at the Zanzibar, tempo. to
WEAF-NBC, N. V,
entirely with the production, the
ther by brief interviewwith an emN. Y.. he's vocally strong enough to
Through cooperation of NBC's
At times, too, the listener had the, script having in it the stuff, for much ployee on the Steeplechase rides and
stand on his own with a well-de- feeling
that CBS was doing a remote better listening.
its' history.
Roar of the motors in "University of: the Air" director.
veloped .set of pipes, smart projecUnder Arnold Hartley, station's the
pickup from a night spot. Oiie could
park and of the crowd made in Sterling Fisher, and the National
tion and sapient choice of songs.
program
director, WOV has produced
Education Assn., a new 15-minute
have wished that CBS had gone a
teresting background.
Broii.
Howell is presented in an uninter- step further and- given it all a more some outstanding dramatic shows
show of prime, significance has hit
rupted session with one orchestral full-bodied production.
which drew lots of kudos for a srnall
the air for a 13- week summer schedRose.
interlude so that he has full opporstation attempting big-league stuff WEEKLY NEWS
ule. The sho^y is so good, and its
REVIEW
tunity to project any mood he sewith limited facilities. But this time
With Harry Marble, George Bryan, theme so important,, that listeners
lects, unbroken, by announcements. "FAMOUS NAMES"
the limitations showed up.
The
who write to NBC— and a recent
Joe
King
With
Myron
Wallace, Ken Nordine. sound was cither phoney or unin
His preem session had him on a senWEAF' count showed they're, too few
Lon Saxon, Jack Fasclnaito, enegt tegrated, *ues were cither badly
timental binge, which he wisely
Producer: Ted; Church
may request it be kept on for a
-stars
saved fro)i\ being too treacley by his
given or inexpertly picked up, and 30 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
longer period.
choice of numbers. In all, he makes Writer: Lauri Sehutt
there was a -encral muddiness about Sustaining
To show what the schools thean
ProducerrDirector: Earl Bronson
Jose.
for pleasant listening.
the whole thing.
WABC-CBS,
N. Y.
to the community, ,Jhe opener went
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri,, 1:15 p.m.
Story,, clesr enough,, told about
Idea
into
behind
the CBS Weekly News
a town where one of the high
WALGREEN CO.
how a poor GI was taken for a Review is
sound inasmuch as session school teachers, who just got out of
"MATINEE AT MEADOWBBOOK" WGN, Chicago
sucker by a racketeering seller of a
offers
concise
a
the
Air Corps, is planning to go back
summary
events
of
(Schtuinitiier
& Scott)
With Ray McKlnley orch, Chris
roadside eatery.
BBB got a de- transpiring during the week in world to his
job at the end of the summer.
Walgreen Drugs, which limits Its served plug for its work.
Adamsi Teddy Norman; Art CarCars.
and national affairs, sports, religion, One of the town's successful businey, Berni Gould; Orson Welles, radio plugging to local live shows
labor and business. Layout is depart- nessmen offers him a job at more
Richmond Gale, Monica Lewis, plus a onee-a-year anniversary show "THE NORTHERNERS"
mentalized,..>an4 the- staff spielers than twice his school salary. But the
oh platters— but. solely in the 39- With Norlherni'rs' Octet'
guests; John Tillman, emcee'
(Wayne
Van
work in anonymity ,-.o that major guy insists he's going back to teach
state area in which their stores are
Producer: Wendell Adams
Nettinga, John Mae- concentration will
be on the news.
—and tells -why. The telling, done
located— has in this' stanza one of
Director: Joe Gratz
ponald, Edward Stock, Earle Wllbut
Laudable as the idea is, a half- with sensible dramatization
the best interview shows in Chicago.
Writer: Draper Lewis
kie, Lewis Wareham, Robert
W,
That's biecause the palaver is short,
60 Mins.; Sat., S p.m.
Kessler, Leslie Arnold), John Mal- hour seems too much for this type clearly, siniply did a reprise of the
with the usually overblown format
Sustaininc
low, Hal Lansing; Betty Heetcr, of show, since most of the subjects claims of dictators from Roman times
of such layouts being compressed to
WABC-CBS, N. Y.
Richard Paige, Harry S. Walsh and touched iipon have been discussed to Hitler's, showed that there is still
during the: week by hordes of news- hatred and bigotry -in the mind of
Following a wartime hiatus of permit fore-and-aft musical contribs
the Northerners orch (12)
casters and comnjentators and pro- adult Americans las well as in the
several years, "Matinee at Meadow- by crooner Lon Saxon and organist Producer-Director: Peter Cavallo
gram doesn't have enough last-min- thinking of youngsters— and made
brook" returned to the air last Jack Fascinate.
Writer: Ted Schulte
Opening and closing themes, sung 30 Mins.; Wed., 9:30
ute news to give it a fresh slant.
the point that the schools have a
month from its old. stamping grounds
p.m.
at Frahk Dailey's swing spot across by Saxon, are "The Song Is You" NORTHERN TRUST CO.
This fauH could be corrected if real job ahead.
and
"We'll
Meet
Ag;ain,"
Again,"
Scripting was punchy,
without
respec- WGN, ChlcAiro
respec
the gabbers took the trouble to put
the Hudson from Manhattan. Despite
Saxon leads off with an olio
its long, layoff, the show has lost tively.
some color into the writing, but pulling punches. Casting was excel(J. Walter Thompson)
none of its free and easy manner (they were "I Don't Know Why".
working
in
anonymity
In .its 15th year
probably lent, and direction was tight, resultand stacks up as a. merr^ melange "If I Had My Way" in stanza under Northerners octet, on the air, the doesn't provide that incentive.
ing overall in a 15-minute piece of
named after its
of jive and classical music, comeay review), and announcer Ken Nor- 56-year-old
The voices of Harry Marble, prime value frorh the viewpoints of
sponsor,
and a free ad for the Meadowbrook, dine tears oft Lauri Schutt's com- Trust Co., continues Chi's Northern George Bryan and
Joe King are okay production, and content as well,
giving the old
Cars.
Chief factor in the show's listening mercials plugging a producer from barber shop schmaltz to pops, stand- as far as delivery is concerned, but
Walgrecn's cosmetic counters, which
appeal, is the handsome setting given
ards and the classics, sandwiched by all need more colorful writing to
are
under
the
auspices
of
a
different dignified
it
by producer Wendell Adams.
savings accounts with NTC. back them up.
jose.
manufacturer
each
day
(Yardley's
"THE LAND WE UVE IN"
Evidently realizing that even though
one day, Elizabeth Ardeiii next, And the format, of using guestars to
King,
Haicl
With
Del
Samuel
Dnkc,
the Meadowbrook's reputation has
relieve any monotony accruing to
The virile male voices
Hopheide, Lambert Kalman, otheri
"WE, THE GUILTY"
been built as a jive spot, a solid Lucien LeLong next, etc.).
in rondelay after
hour of swing would be too much pitches rate mention because they're rondelay continues to pay
With Dr. Lather Woodward, Dor- Producer: Jack Sexton
off.
vividly written, being angled for
Director: Ted Westcott
to take, -Adams has bolstered the
Theme
othy
remains
Stratton,
''Out
Henry
of
the
Dusk
Mohsky,
music with comedy skits, classics daytime femme listening, and well to You." Typical show
Frances Ullman, Tom Clark; an- Writers: Bad Holiman, Lenore Allen,
was that
Charles Barnhart, Kensinger Jones,
and sundry guest stars to provide delivered by Noidlne.
nonneers, George Heifer, Roger
Interview portion of programs steged Wednesday (12), with the
appeal
for
widely- varied
others
tastes.
Northerners doing "It's Wonderful,"
Krnpp.
Basic mood remains, breezy, which originates in the Blackslone hotel's Grieg's "I
30 Mitu.; Mon., iB:30 p.m.
Love You," and "Moon- Producer: Joe Graham
Mayfair Room at luhchtime, where
UNION ELECTRIC CO.
is good.
glow
guestars Betty Heeter and
30 Mins., Wed., 10:30 p.m.
Emphasis is still placed on torrid w.k. personalities are brought to the Richard
KMOX,
St. Louis
Paige singing "Carmena Sustoining
swing and the band holding down mike for informal, adlib chatter with Waltz"
(Gardner)
and "Without a Song," re- WJZ-ABC,
the fort at the Meadowbrook carries emcee My Koh' Wallace, who knows
N. Y.
spectivcly Miss Heeter, backed by the
"The Land We Live In" is a series
Ray McKinley orch, how to keep a conversational ball octet,
the- brunt.
As^ his net's contribution toward of
singing
"Dark
bouncing.
_
Eyes,"
There
with
opulently
are plenty of big
produced shows put on
current at show caught (IS), carries
the fight against juvenile delinquensmatterings
of
names
"Minute
used,
too,
Waltz";
with
St^
Louis
what
talent that makes a
with
oh in the tradition of the top name
vaude,
cy, ABC's
service director number of pretty well rated network
combos that have preceded him at legit and nitery shows to draw from, Paige, Miss Heeter and the octet Bob Saudek public
has
Solid: from the
the spot. Arrangements, revolving besides the room registers of Loop combinin.'! in selections from' "The discussion-type evolved a half-hour items look sick.
show tabbed "We origirial idea all the way through to
around McKinley 's masterful hide- hotels catering to between-train Red Mill;" and Harry S. Walsh lead- The Guilty."
Stania is buildup for a the finished product, its swe6t-landbeating, are all top-notch.
Band celebs. Background noises of crock- ing the orch in a not-too-jazzy "Ja- national
pitch on that front to be of -liberty itheme creates a wonder
plays several numbers that McKin- ery and chatter of other diners never maican Rhumba."
started
in
September,
Giiys
were
on
the beam, as usual.
.and had At- as to whether a lot of the current
ley made famous when drumming intrude too much, ir.cidentally.
.Withal,
it
was an off-day for Miss Heeler's lyric soprano was ade- torney General Tom Clark in the talk about "midwestern isolationism"
pre-war w-ith the old Will. Bradley
tecoff session (12) highlighting the really
ccew, which should bring out what- names on show heard, Chi Times quate. Paige's tenor hit the high ones
''adds up to anything—especially in. view of the layout's public
ever nostalgia lies hidden in the columnist Irv Kupcine't being on tap right on the button. Hal Lansing importance of the subject.
impact of the show was neg- utility sponsorship.
rug-cutters. Chris Adams and Teddy to tell how he covers his beat from pinchhitting for John Mallow in the ,.
9 p.m. to 4 a.rt). and to plug his announcing spot, did right well with ligible largely due to the mishanOf high network calibre, though
Norman handled the vocals ably.
Guestar Monica I«wis did a nice Purple Heart Cruise" on Lake the plugs, which evolved around dling by the moderator. Apparently written, produced and broadcast in
job on her vocalisties and added to Michigan for wounded vets, plus a friendly, trustworthy employees and anxious to cover large area of dis- St. Loo, "Land" is a weekly halfthe fun in a short skit with comics Knights of Columbus benefit show in the fact that, while the national rate cussion; Dr .Luther Woodward, of hour show that captures in dramatic
Art Carney and Berni Gould. Pianist Chi featuring Frank Sinatra and of saving last year was $40,000,000,000 the National Committee of Hygiene form the colorful figures, events and
Richmond Gale drew heiavy applause E-Jdy Howard's orch.
Kppcinet in the U. S.. a lot of people still don't was not. so much a moderator as a early-day achievenfients which have
from the swings.ters present with would be a natural for a radio show have enough doUgh to support them- school teacher with a ruler, rapping marked the. development of the city
a .straight longhair rendition of of his own with a little voice coach- selves comfortably in their old age, the knuckles of the other partici- and the mid-Mississippi region siirHis. personality projects well so hop on your horse, gallop down pants^ every time they
Chopin's "Fantasie Impromptu." Or- ing.
opened their rounding^^it. Composer W. C. Handy,
son Welles.' spotted in the next-to- but there are .some, rough edges in to the bank, and stash it, kids, stash mouths. Result was a jumpiness and Harold Bell Wright, George Washclo.sing slot via relay from N. 'Y., did his diction that need sandpapering. it.
a lot of unfinished sentences. Title ington Carver, and, to get contempoSession closed with Saxon Comoan ad lib survey of the season's
As Evan 'The Huckster" Evans of the. show, designed to show that rary. Butch O'Hara, Harry Truman,
ing
"Prisoner of Love"' and a plug said, "that's the kick in this business
Broadway shows, getting in .several
we —the adults of America—are at etc.—rthe list of Missourians and Misnice plugs therewith for his own for Yardley's shaving soap as a gift —knocking 'em dead with a great, fault, for juvenile
delinquency, got sourians-by-adoption is long, and the
for Father's Day.
"Around the World."
powerful, rhythmic .sales idea... But lost in the hurry and bustle of this telling of their
accomplishments
Entire; proceedings were wrapped _ Schwimmer & Scott have fash
even the best idea won't work un- overzealous "moderator." Show
comes -out thrilling listening..
up in good fashion by emcee John loned a neat musichattec pack.-""" for less you repeat it again and again possibilities, if it's tightened has
Union Electric Co., by the way,
and
Tillman.
Sfol. their client.
and still agai*."
Mikt.
Mikt,
smoothened.
Cars.
(Continued on page 38)
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TELEVISION

VDEO

PETRIILO PILL TOUGH ON
Rocks Par's

Pix Anti-Tnist Decision

tele Empire
Washinffton,

As FCC

June

Jarries C. Petrillo

Carl Smith indicated that several of
the company ofOcials would be on
hand for the event biil. said none
liad bccii specifically called to testify.

tions.

Doii Faust
Director-Prodpcer:

until the

ELGIN

WBKB,
This

:

Paiilliie

Bobrov

CO.

Chicago
short
off

well-knit video
without a hitch, to

cut

everyone's surprise and pleasure.
High spot of the program is to finish
the show oh the stroke of 8 p.m.
with the iplug line, "correct time
through the courtesy, of the Elgin
Watch Co.", etc: Producer-director
Pauline Bobrov nursed the five minutes along and hit the jackpot.
Different angle used each week to
applications.
sell the sponsor's wares, usually a
Reports here indicate, however,
novel skit building up to the toneto
give
all.
ready
up
Par
is
that
gong.
Thursday's show featured
riglils to the Skiatron tube, whatskit depicting watches worn by the
ever, the outcome of the Scophony bride of 1879 and the bride of today.
Informed observers here re- While Don Faust read the commerca.se.
port that the company is siiiccre in' cial, the video aud saw portrayed
statements that its principal in- 19tlv, Century wedding with Helen
Maloiie playing the bride and Art
terest in the tube lay in possible
Seltzer acting the long-mustached
application of the technique to threesroom. Richard Shankland was the
dimensional films, rather than for dignified minister. Change of scene
television showings.
showed Kay. Westfall as. the bride
Rumor now has it that Par has an- of today and interlaced between the
were slides displaying the
other dcvcloprhent for three-dimon- two
watches the sponsor would like the
.sioiial film work that far surpasses
tlie
Scophony patent; and so is bride of today to wear.
work was better than
Camera
to
ready
back out of the picture any usual
but still, a lot to be desired,
time.' All signs, meanwhile, point to especially in maintaining
a steady
a speedy settlement of the Govern- image.
Mik£ work was good and
ment's suit, with bets still indicating credits were well presented and
easily read.
a consent decree in the offing.
Foos.
Particularly hit tly the film industry's anti-trust decislMl are the applications
video stations by "PEOPLE ARE FUNNY"
for
With
Art
LInkletter;
Herliby,
Ed
Comerford-Publix theatres for an
announcer
..
outlet in Scranton and the Tntcrstate
Producer-Director: Ronald Oxford
circuit of. Texas for 'one in Dallas,
Technical Director: Albert Protiman
Par. has a 50% interest' in both 30 Mini.; Tues. <1I), 8 p.m.
chains.
If Par is forced to' unload WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
its
interests in the circuits under
Seems as if every time video has
the 95% clause in the decision, it a hole to plug quickly and cheaply,
loses any interest in their television in goes an aud participation: show.
Great majority of these have proven
applications.
If it buys them outto be duds, but Art Linkletter's
right, it's in trouble anyway since
initial stab at video with his "Peothe FCC has limited video stations
ple Are Funny" is a blow in favor
ownership to five per applicant.
Everything stands
of the formula.
Decision of the N. Y. court does or^alls here on the ability of the
not affect bids filed by Television pivot man to keep the ball in motion at air times, and Linkletter
(Continued on page 34
'played this position without any
fumbles.
Expertly
adapting
his
stunts to the requirements of a
screen.
Linkletter
combined
a
sparkling impromptu wit with a collection of hep volunteers from among
the studio visitors for clicko comedy

Company

already hobbled
by Ih'c Sepphony anti-trust proceeding, which is temporarily preventing
it from getting action on any of ils
appeal.

is

.

,

it.<>

,

.

.

PhiDy Hearii^s

results.

Delayed; 3

At one point, the. session almost
came apart at the seams through an

Bow

Washington, June

excess of hilarity. Linkletter conned
one fellow into letting his trouser
seat be patched by a strange woman
wielding a needle blindfolded. Se-

has
been postponed indefinitely,
with three of the six bidders dropping put en masse last Friday (14).
Their withdrawal left three companies still in the running for
Philly's

remaining three video

Philco's

WPTZ,

station,

occupying

the

city's

slots.

is
already
fourth tele

London, June

Earlier In.st week all the
cants except the Inquirer,

18.

in

appli-

Stoll, Moss Empire and General
which was
go ahead, petitioned the Theatres, three large vaude-pix cirpostponement of the hear- cuits controlling about 1,500 houses,
Several of the companies, said have notified all artists appearing on
they were trying to work
out a their stages that they can't double
time-sharing arrangement on a cou- in television. Many name acts, conPle of the channels to
pare down sequently, have been forced to cancel
operating costs. 'When the FCC last out of video dates. Other producers
Thursday nixed a postponement, have taken varied stands on the
tiifcc of the
bidders— 'We.stinghousc's question.
KYW, the Seaboard Broadcasting
Prince Littler last week refused
Co. (WIBG). and
the Pennsylvania to allow Ivy Benson and her band
Broadcasting Co. (WIP), proniplly to appear in a telecast, claiming this
"
*
yaiiiscd their bids.
would con.stitute a "personal appearWcstingliouse told the FCC it was ance'' and so would be a breach- ot
exncnmcnling with video in slrato- lier contract with a suburban vaude
vision. principally,
on the up.stair.s sliow. Producer Jack Hylton and
"•eciucncics, and planned to file for a 'impresario Firth Shepherd, on the
color
transmitter
in
Pittsbuigli. other hand, have .signified they have
'he company went
on to sav it no objections to their stars douwaiilcd to have
a black-and-white bling in. television. Artists' FederaOH-ialion as well, but
preferred .to tion; meanwhile, has advised menimiM for a low-frcqucncv stiition in bcrs not to accept television dates
Boston and
pull out of the PhiUv liiitil. it .has been able :lo forniiilate

^dy
fCC

to
for

'ng.

,

.

1

I

I

I

»er;ip.

leaving to video broadcasters only
all-silent films.

Films 5 Nights
'Indicative of the way the ban wiU
hit video stations is the case of

WNBT

(NBC, N.Y.), whose six-day
broadcasting schedule is prol>ably
the most extensive in television to
date. Station has been bro'adcasting
feature films on Mondays and Fridays,
commercially-sponsored pix
on Wednesdays and Sundays, and
'

a

policy.

ATS Selections

all
the advantages incorporated in transcribed radio shows
when put on a commercial basis, acr
cording to Harry C. MilhoUand, DuMont engineer in charge of experimentation on the system. Through
use of transcriptions, tele broadcasters will be able to retain a complete record of each show.
.

Take Shellacking

Besides furnishing rural broadcasters with low-cost shows that will
help bridge the gap until a nationr
wide tele network of some kind is
established, the transcriptions are
expected to be invaluable to the

Awards handed out by the Amer-

.

looked at askance by many industry
While conceding that most
"Oscars" went to the right
persons, the execs believe that too
many of them evidenced a lack of
knowledge or a fence-sitting attitude
that the ATS, for the good of the
industry, should rectify.
Video chiefs placed the blame for
what they considered poor selections
Chiefs.
of the

larger broadcasters, who will be
original producers of the shows. Besides furnishing a permanent and
complete record, they will also pro,

vide a check which the broadcaster
can use to keep tab on the work of
his studio crew, much the same as a
football coach runs off pictures of
the preceding game for his team.
Transcriptions will also .furnish a
check to be used in case the broadcaster is ever sued by an artist for
alleged breach of contract, or if the
FCC objects to portions of a show.

films on
Thursday
the status of the lat-

fight

System, as presently set up, comprises two special monitoring tubes
and two camera units, each including one camera for sight recording
and one for sound recording. By
using two units, the broadcaster can
record indefinitely, switching from
one camera to another whenever the
film runs out.
Two units will run

Video Makeup Nears Perfection In

independently of each other, so if
one goes on the -blink mechanically,
immediately.
the
operators
can
switch over to the other.

Factor Demonstration of New Paints
By JOHN HURLEY
Hollywood, June

18.

Television makeup, at least, is here
to stay! Whatever the pros and cons
of the medium. Max Factor graphically demonstrated the trademarked
arrival of suitable puss pastes with

for

which
v/as

it

was

a revela-

of simplicity. It dispelled the
belief that video requires

common

excessive

and

grotesque

dermi-

which, in turn, necessitates
In esoverbearingly hot lighting.
sence, the new gilding was disclosed
as simple street-type wear application to facc-lips-eyelash and brows
ot a comfoitable and un-restricting
make-up that is .said to be 10 times
lighter than the lightest of filin-lype
make-up.s. and which requires no
extra touching-up, highlighting or

tion. For a clincher, the three types
were thrown together, the result
proving to be the best all-around,
both in close-ups and distance views.
The number one entry, "Indian,"
first designed for iconoscope, was
found to be still fair in distance
shots, but frightfully obvious
in
closeups.
Originally the televising
process filtered out the grotesqueness and made for a rounder if at
that time blurred view.
But then
nobody cared, so long as they could
get even a blur. Under the orthicon
it

is

impractical.

The film types of make-up were
found to create haziness in distance
views while' being fair on closeiit>s,
Factor's latest, tried last, made for
a more acceptable alUaround delineation, sans the exaggeration necessary to other.s and which came
through the obstacle ai\d airfrcc
transmission from studio to studio,

off,

pii.stes for shadow and highThe heavy types of
cITccls.
motion picture make-up later used

hued
light

were
Thi'.i

shown as the .second
was followed by a view

lailcr

day

sta^c.
ot the
device ot Facior origina-

Experimental Station
Chicago^ June

18.

In effect, the development parallels that of the transition from the
make-ups used in the days of orthochromatic film to the more sensitive

panchromatic

& Radio Corp.

were.

it

use.

'

medicine man make-up
has frightened actors for years,
employiiig garisli slashes of poly-

FarDsworth Setting Up

Experirriental station to demonstrate the economic feasibility of
television and
broadcasting in
cities of middle-metropolitan si/.e is
being built by Parnsworth TelevisFon

as

tiiat

Time Marches On
The "Indian make-up" lead

(Continucd on page 36)

with heftine.ss just as fairly obvious.

pit-luring the

wa.':
telecast, over a monitor
It
from stage to an adjoining viewing lootn. and coupled with contrasting greases, formerly used. Max
Fircstiiie, aide of Factor, narrated
with the assi.stancc of live models.
In sum. it followed the development
and prosics-s of the .special preening
found necessary as video
effect.-;
changed froni the icono.-Jcope to the
oi:lhicon tubes.

Chief problems in developing the
system arose in finding the right
type of film and from the fact that
television runs at 30 frames per second, whereas motion pictures run at
Formeiorily 24 frames per second.
was licked through cooperation with
DuPont, which helped develop a film
suitable for the process and which
DuMont has licensed to manufacture the film. Film stock, according
to Milholland, furnishes the maximum picture elements obtainable
under television's present 525-linc
standard, an equivalent ot 300 optiRegular mocal lines per frame.

.

film.
Consequently,
only one-half tlie lighting formerly
used with film make-up in televiwas necessary to illuminate sufllcicntly the demonstration made' at
Don Lee. Moreover, Factor reports
that fewer materials arc necessary.
Cheek rouge, eye shadow and lining
colors have been dispensed with.
Proper cffpct is achieved with use
ot proper shade of foundation makeup, eye make-up applied somewhat
more heavily than when film makeup was used in video, and lipstick in
shades suitable for everyday femmc

shadowing.
.set

to

vision

For Tele 'Oscars

on the composition of the awards
committee. Latter, in addition to
Dick Manville of the ATS, comprised
Robert Brown of International NeWs
nights.
While
Service, Phillip Newsem of United
ter two categories is still uncertain, Press and 'Tom O'Neil of Press Asthe feature films, under Petrillo's sociation, an affiliate of Associated
edict, will have to be pulled and Press.
ATS execs stated frankly
(Continued on page 34)
(Continued on page 36)

famous

possible for a rural broadoperate a video station

it

.

vision.
But the broadcasters still
had a 20-years' supply of oldies ican Television Society last Wednesfrom which to draw. New rilling, at day (12) for top work in video durone swoop, cuts off that supply, ing the preceding year are being

j

I

make
caster

Washington, June 18..
with only two 16rii film projectors,
Withdrawals from black-and-white has been developed by
DuMont
video hit the 75 mark last week Labs.
System, which DuMont engiwith Jam Handy Organizations, Inc., neers
have been working on for
educational and industrial film commore than two years, consists of
pany, yanking a bid for Detroit and specially built
motion
picture
The Buffalo Courier Express (WE- cameras that are used to film the
BR) also pullirig out in Buffalo, N.Y; images as they appear on the end of
the viewing tube.
Method, already proved successful
in lab tests, will throw open to tele-

AFM

drassiiig.
.

.

,

have their hats

AFM

tion

BBC television, unbeset by the
labor difficulties presently confronting American video broadcasters, is
facing a fight of its own with legit
and vaudeville producers which is
stirring up a considerable row.:

(WPIL) the Bulle-

(WPEN), and the Philadelphia

Daily. News— stiU
the ring.

believed, will
greatly increase the broadcasters'
expenses, already a sore point because so little money is coming in
presently: from sponsors.
Latest
blow at television
was disclosed by Petrillo at the
musicians' convention in St. Petersburg, Fla., last week.
Video
broadcasters had an inkling of what
was to come several weeks ago,
when the
negotiated its new
contract with the film, indtistry. At
that time Petrillo forbade any studio
from allowing any pix produced
after that date to be used on teleit's

The demonstration

'DOUBLING' TROUBLE

Only three applicants, all newspapers— 'Walter Annenberg'.s Pliiiadelphia Inquirer

move,

a

as the medium
designed.

BBC VIDEO HAVING

channel.

tin.

AFM

rescinds the riiling,
using only films made before the
advent of sound in 1926, the most
significant result will probably be
the forced use of more live sho.ws.

demonstration of his new, specially
created cosmetics over Don Lee
video outlet, W6XAO, this week for
quence had a few embarrassing mo- trade and press— and impressed all
ments but dissolved into primitive viewers with the result of his 10
and powerful laughs. Another. cou- years of experimentation. And the
dressing isn't nearly as revolutionary
(Continued on page 38)

18.

The FCC hearing on bids for television
stations
Id Philadelphiaslated to open here yesterday (17)—

ing

Add Tele Withdrawals

With; video broadcasters confined,

Such

16m Film

Long-needed method of transcribtelevision shows, which might

4-

expected

to

ThDraday, 7:56 p.m.

WATCH

show went

is

have wide and varied ramifica-

to

With Kay Westfsll, Helen Malone,
Art Selteer, Richard Sbankland,
S Mins.;

Par's plans for. a tele empire were
badly rocked by last week's deci-sion
in the anti-trust suit against the film
Par will be forced to get
1112 jors.
oiil from under at least two of its
pending video applications if- the
court Is not upset on
i'.iiiiiig of the

STARS'

Tube, Prints on Special

and his American

Federation of Musicians,

ELGIN—TIME FROM THE

Paramount counsel

billing.

DttMont Takes Images Off Viewing

(HCHER COST
Barring for television of any film
that has a musical sound track, by.

Teieyision Reviews

iiiount's far-flung tele interests slated

for top

0.0. s Holdings

18.

Fireworks may spark an FCC
)veaiing opening here Thursday (20).
with a full-dress rehearsal of Para-

Now;

Tele Transcription a Fact

EDICT CUES

27

FM

Move

for

adjust-

prez.

little
tc.st.s

alteration,

it's

have shown that

said, because
matcrial.s and

being to provide northeastern
not only with video and FM
but
improved
Fort Wayne's popula-

AM

programming
broadcasting.
tion,

incidentally,

is

130.000.

Farnsworth has already built all_^
the transmitting- equipment for the
new setup, with its transmitting and
receiving equipment currently being

Wayne area.
won't be in quantity production ot I'cccivin;; sots till AuRU,-:t,
but has produced
said,
Nichola.s
c-iiou,'4li video receivers for lield-leslfield-tested in the Fort

Company
'

ments when and if color video arrives.
But basically there will be

techniques of application will remain
identical with those- demonstrated.

Fort Wayne, Ind.
set-makers in the

in

the

Indian.-i

j

'

Factor sees necessity

puts

position also of being telccasters, the
plan, according to E. A. Nicholas,'

.sion

I

:

I

inR piirpo.scs.
.station.
Tl;cir

AM

WGL.

has al-

cady begun originating pi-ogranis
from the new "ail-purpose"" h. q.'s of
i

.

the radio center.

.
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as

couldn't

it
1933—They

said

no advertiser would ever

sponsor so large a group as the Fred Waring

organization— orc/ie5^ra, glee club,
vocalists.

and

assorted

Fred realized the value of a flexible,

versatile unit, capable

of presenting many types

of entertainment. He stuck

1933 went on

to his ideas

the air for the

and

same sponsor

said

.

.

.

NBC— its
is

every program.

— someone

sponsors— and

one of those

makes them

its stars

have a

NBC

stars.

For 27

in the

evening—^ve

crystallized
to achieve

little bit

a vocals

of everything in

and

safe because

act.

Fred turned

engagement to
stantly.

his radio

debut

WWJ in Detroit when broadcasting was not yet
made the

musical picture, *'Syncopalion."

first "all talking'*

evenings a week. For five

Early in his career Fred was offered a 52-weck
vaudeville tour.

and radio world. In 1921 he made
a year old. In 1929 he

was

1939 —They said he couldn't sustain interest

years he has been making things happen in the music

over

that

overivhelming popularity : every number

more chorals— and a

habit of making things happen in the radio world.

Fred Waring

onJNBQ Fred

a pattern

his offerings into

in

he couldn't hold his popular

Things don't just happen

happen

numbers. Starting in January of this year for th£

Ford Motor Company

that

introduced Paul Whiteirmn.

1936— They

orchestra audience by emphasizing choral

They

told

him

life

He preferred
engagement. He changed

He knew

it

down.

his

to exist from
his

show

con-

that change meant growth and that

security seldom inspired hard work.

hearsed his boys from 9

taught them

would be secure

he would never have to change

how

AM

until

to read music,

AMIRICA'S NO.

I

For years he

re-

show time. He

how

to sing.

He

NITWORK

—
WeJne«day, June 19, 1946

UAfjlJ&fY

29^

{The Story of Fred Waring)

years Fred

and

his

Gang were on

NBC for

Chesterfield Cigarettes, five evenings

one of those five years he
quarter-hour

program on

was voted

the best daytime

postscript to

program o^

a week Every

nation^s radio editors

the best

later

it

was sponsored

American Meat

the air.

and
tivo

the air

a series

by the

columnists.

A

month

days a week by the

Institute.
«

1945 —They said

NBC

couldn't

make

of an evening-caliber

program

week in the daytime.

NBC and Fred

five

a success

times a

tJie

Waring

six

months

it

it

was voted

encouraged them to compose, to think up gags,

lo

music— and the Pennsylvanians emerged a
tightly knit "gang" that was capable of putting on a
variety show ranging from the delicacy of his famous
rendition of "The Rosary" to the latest comedy hit.
Recognition of Waring's accomplishments on the
air was immediate and enduring. It came from millions

of listeners, long-time sponsors, and the

afBliated stations— which for years

. .
A Stnrici of
Ridis

wpofitiM

of

Antrica

.

as the

Fibber

arrange

NBC

have voluntarily

Show becomes

only five-days-a-week show also

in the evening. Johnson's

went ahead, presenting the Waring show five

mornings a week. After

This week the Fred Waring

1946

gone

all

summer replacement for

McGee

&

to be

heard

Wax Company presents
top-rated

Molly.

out in giving the Waring show the utmost

in local station support

and promotion.

Success stories like Fred Waring's do happen on

NBC,

in spite of the skeptics

and doubters. They

have no secret formula. They require only

initiative,

and talent— plus the superlative facilities of the
great NBC Network, the vast NBC listening audience,
and the friendly association of other great programs

ideas

heard on

NBC.

the National BroadGasting

Company

We^esday, June

1946

19,

80

Pebio

Arraigned in

Oi(ay

U

S.

Court

DX

Pickup on

The FCC has permitted

UN

Louis-Conn Test Televish

stations,

up short-

for the first time, to pick

Continued from paie

wave programs broadcast by the U.

In Test Case of Lea Bill Status
Chicago, June 18.
surrendered
with
CBS' Twilight Shuffle
wiiliout officially being served
re(14)
B summons last Friday
Four early evening CBS strips are
sponse to a criminal information being reshuffled July 1 due to seaDistrict
S.
nicd against him by U.
sonal bows- by Procter & Gamble's
Allorney j. Albert Woll for alleged Jack Smith show and Lanny Ross

James

Pctrillo

C.

m

violation of the Lea "anti-Petnllo''
Petrillo was actually served
act.
witli the summons by U. S. Deputy
Marshal Mac Fisher after most of

Horse n Buggy

Radio Technii|ue

tClerics

Aug.

Hit

Chicago, June 18.
Blast at religious groups for not
going into radio technique instructions for theological seminaries on a
bigtime basis was made here last
week by Rev. Everett Parker, direc-

5.

.

the requests
and. in addition set Sept. ? for the
Government to file a reply brief.
Sept. 9 is the reopening date for the

The court granted

fall

session of the court,

and

tor. of the joint committee of Congregational, Christian, Methodist ancl
Presbyterian Churches in the U. S.,
following annual meeting of the
American Assn. of Theological SemGist of Dr. Parker's 20inaries.

at that

time a date will be set for all argument in the case.
Since Petrillo was issued a sum-

'of a warrant for his
Woll recommended that $1,000 be set as the bond for the de- page
fendant. Padway had no objection, with

mons

Permission, however, is understood to be restricted only to the
shows emanating
Stale Dcpt's
from the United Nations Security

other sources indicate the ultimate

DX

.

Council chamber In New .York.
WSYR. Syracuse, and WELI, New
Haven, had asked for this permission,

instead

arrosl.

study, made in cooperation
Sterling Fisher, director of
NBCs "University of the Air." is
that theologians are strictly horseand-buggy in their approach to radio, as compared with other social
organizations.
Despite the fact (a little known
fact, incidentally) that there are almost as many interdenominational
programs broadcast on weekdays as
on Sundays, report pointed out that

Petrillo ishcUed out 10
crisp $100 bills and paid the court
clerk on the spot.

whereupon

Chammy
A chumiitiy atmosphere prevailed
throughout the brief session and as
Woll walked into the courtroom, he
shook hands with Padway who said,

.

Hello Al." Petrillo was rnum durthe proceedings and his only
comment was, "I am in the hands of
my attorneys now." When questioned in the hall after the heariiig
"
Padway's only comment was:
dun'i think I can make any state
nicnt now. We are here in response
We are in court
to ihc summons.
and we will stay with it until it is
disposed of."
Criminal information is the out
growth of a strike called by Petrillo
here.
Woll. son
May 28 at
ot Matthew Woll. veepee' of the
AFL. charged that, on May 28 Petrillo. "wilfully, by the use ot force,
intimidation, duress, and by the use
ot
other means, did attempt: to
coerce, compel, and constrain" the
Dro\'Cis'
Journal Publishing Co.
owners and operators of WAAF, to
asrce to hire three persons not
ing

only nine such weekday programs
are aired during the best hours, of
which eight are concentrated on.
Saturday night. On top of that, bulk
of weekday alrers are made at times
when the listening audience is predominantly female.
Reported also that only 21 seminaries are currently planning future
developments to provide radio training. With most current radio work
in
schools conducted as part of
courses in speech.
Recommendations of Fisher and
Dr. Parker were that national religious groups provide local religious
broadcasters with transcribed programs of high artistic quality that
are not readily produced live locally,

WAAF

imprisonment or a $1,000 flne, or
anyone guilty of compelling
attempting to compel broadcaster.!!
to hire more employees than
both, for

ni'

20%
th«

iii

below

that.

anticipated:

Taking that factor into consideramany tele execs have predicted
wheti television's nationwide
is established and there arc
the expected hundreds of thousands
of sets* in the nation's homes, the
day of the million-dcUar gate will be
a thing of the past. It's been pointed
tion,

By Famswordi
Wayne, June 18.
Radio Center.' designed to provide northeastern Indiiana with, television, FM, and imFt.

out that radio didn't hurt the turnstile turnover and that video would
probably not affect gate receipts too

Farnsworth

proved standard broadcasting services,

is

ncaring completion. E. A.
president of the Farns-

j

|

localities other than the country's
largest metropolitan centers.

put

on the Center's newly-built studio.i
in downtown Ft. Wayne, and the
company's AM station. WGL, has
begun originating programs, from
the

new

all-purpose quarters. Fathree services will be

cilities for all

the most complete and modthe country, said Nicholas.

among
ern in

Washington, June

I

worth Television, and -Radio Corp..
said the development is expected to
"pave (he way'" for television in

now being

& White Gamble

Black

:

Nicholas,

As a part of the Radio Center development program, WGL has asked
the FCC for an increase in power.
Company's application for an FM
broadcasting license will be heard
by the FCC here, beginning Jime
27. If granted a license,' the company plans to have an FM transmitter., built by its own laboratories,
in operation by early fall.
Experimental license for television was granted the company in
May. and Farnsworth video transmitting and receiving equipment is
currently being field-tested in this
area. Application for a commercial
license will be made at a later date,
with the aim of developing Ft.
Wayne into one of the outstanding
pioneer television broadcasting centers In the United States.

N. Y. to L. A.
Shuttle for Pix, Radio

Clarke's

18.

Transmission of the ConnLouis telecast to Washington
cable, constitiitcs
coaxial
via
one of the biggest gambles to
date for black and white video
proponents. It the show, which
will be: piped some 225 miles,
comes through clearly, it will be
a .terrific boost for the black-

and-white-now boys, since their
kind of tele will be widely advertised by the top Governmental execs, who will witness

the telecast as NBC's guests.
On the other hand, if reception is poor and if the swift action of blows swung in the ring

tion.

Three eamcras will be located 145
feet from the ringside iind the other
two at approximately 200 feo(.
Viewers arc expected to get bettor
closcups than they got at the ArmyNavy footbair telecast last Decemreceived an American
ber.
Television Society award for that as
the best sports telecast of the year.
Ben Grnucr is slated to do the
color stuff at the ringside, with. Bob
Stanton handling the actual fight announcing. Graucr will carry a"benr
mug" trnnsmilter. with a built-in
mike, which he'll lu^ around the
ringside lo interview the toi>- name
personalities; while a camera follows
him. Graucr will also interview bofore the cameras some of the brass
expected at Radio. City, before taking off for the Stadium.
iSpecial control room to handle the
five-camera pickup has bcfen built at
the Stadium. Microwave relays and
coaxial cables will carry the images
to NBC's control 'room at Radio City.
Iin<\ges will be carried by coax to
WPTZ (Philco, Philadelphiia) and
(DiiMont, Washington) and
by microwave relay to
(CE,

WNBT

W3XWT

WRGB

Schenectady).
Telecast is being sponsored by the
Gillette Safety Razor Co. througli
the Maxon agency.
Video' tab is

blurred or if the cable plays
with eight or 10 arms
landing a haymaker at once, the
cause of black and white may
siiffer a t.k.o., to the delight of
the. color tele backers.
is

tricks

NBC,

betting on

appears
the outcome.

pay

off,

its

gamble

confident

NBC

$125,000 in which
shares. However, Gillette foots the entire $100.000 bill for the radio flghtcast over
the
network.
.

to

ABC

of

Chi

FM

much

either, but television's visual
aspects, especially when tickets are
tabbed so high, cannot be discounted.
Another television factor that's
figured to cut into gate receipts is

FCC

od,

which,

when

Applicant Sez

Violates

Own Rule

By Favoring AM Outlets

Parampunt's intermediate Aim meth-

Chicago, June 18.
Highlight of the week-long FMFCC hearings in Chi last week was
the contention by John B. Moser.
attorney
for
applicant
Nathan
Swartz, that the FCC was ruling
contrary to its recent Blue Book
findings in. allowing dual broadcasting by present
stations.
Moser made his statement in withdrawing Swartz's application from
the hearings, saying that his applicant could not compete with entrenched
broadcasters
who
could duplicate their
programs
on FM with little extra cost, where-

developed, shotild

make

telecasts available to millions
on their regular theOf course, whether
fight promoters .will be willing to license fights in the future to television, if the new medium offers so

of theatre-goers
atre screens.

Buddy Clarke, singer on the Car
Milk
program
Mondays much compelilion, is another ques(NBC-10 p.m.), will commute week- tion.
Video execs predict the fight will
ly between New York and Holly
wood, in order to retain his spot on mean as much to television's progDempsey-Carpcntier
as
the
the show and also do a film chore ress
Clarke was signed ..^ast week by fight meant lo radio in the early

AM

nation

AM

20th-Fox

.

they need.

According to Woll, action followed
.<!everal days of investigation by the
FBI and other federal agencies. "The
district attorney presumes that the
act is constitutional." he continued
"and any question about the consti-

FM

Bally Only a Shill to Equalize

AM l^cifities, Charges Cro^^

.

for the court

to decide."

Estes Park. Colo:, June

18.

FM

A

hint that the buildup, for
radio' is aimed at shearing the wings
of standard broadcasters was given
here Saturday (15) by James D.
Shouse, of Cincinnati, veepee of the

TONI CREME'S 255G

FOR CBS SUN. STRIP

Crosley Corp.

.

Chicago, June 18.
"I. think,", said Shouse, "that very
Negotiations on ..format of tlie influential, forces in the industry,
quarter-hour show in the S:,10-5:-i5 who are concerned primarily with
p.m. slot on CBS; Sundays, startiii.i; equalization of facilities, see in FM
Aug. 4. are going on in St. Paul this a means whereby all broadcasters
week between manufactui'ers of Toni can be piit on a common denomiCreme Cold Wave, new sponsors of nator."
the segment, and J.. Walter "ThoinpShouse addressed the National
son execs.
Editorial Assn., many of whose mem
Tyro radio bankrpllers. .who.sc bers arc publishers of smalltown
product is designed for home per- weeklies
or
jemi-wecklies.
He
manct)t waves, -will shell out $2,=)5.0p0 pointed' out that, much of the pi:csa year for tinie alonn. and probably sure for more FM stations comes
$2,000 a week for talent, depeiiding from small communities where the
on the show they pick. Thi.< will belief . has been spread that .FM
hinge on what Toni decides lo shell would fill the air vacancy in the
present radio picture.
out talent-wise.
Client has'bccn after, the spot for
The "common denominator" thesomc time, finally getting the go- ory. Shouse declared, will not ap.

j

',

|

,

I

.1

|

|

.

fall

that,

the broadcast for Hollywood and re
turn the latter part of the week
for the following show. He'll main
tain that schedule until the iBIm
being daily, with an annual budget work is completed.
He left N. Y,
of only $300, most of which goes to yesterday (Tuesday) on the initial
rent one series of transcriptions.
trip.

WAAF

aliead sign from CBS last week after,
the web had investis'alcd Iheir product and given it 'a clopn bill ot
health.

factor

network

also that budgets for
be boosted, in view of
so many councils feel
radio time is free to them, they need
no funds for radio work, citing as
an example one council which presents nine programs a week, three

it to perform its services.
Petrillo has made the statement
that he called the
strike to
test the constitutionality of the Lea
ad. Act calls for up to one year

is

may

Chief

1

cameras, including three new Image
Orthicons, will be located at the
Two of the I.O.s will be
ringside.
equipped with the new RCA turret
lenses, used for the first time last
Friday (14) night at the Madison Sq.
Each camera has
Garden fights.
four lenses on a rotating disk! When
the cameraman turns, the disk, it
automatically shorts the video circuit and the camera goes dfl the air,
allowing another camera to .'take
over until the new lens is in posi-

1920's, when the late Maj. J. Andrew
AM
to supply the voice for
Mark Stevens' vocalizing in- the Aim, White broadcast a championship
as he and othei- applicants, new to
bout for the first time on the air.
programming "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now."
Demand for television seats for the the broadcasting biz, would have to
the fact that
To do both, Clarke will leave fight has been terrific and NBC spend large sums
of money getting
that, because N. Y. each week immediately after
execs believe that 30 or 40 people started..

needed by

tutionality of the act

figure

"slump" is the fact that there aren't
enough people willing to spend the
$100 top for an actual ringside seat
that might not be as good as that
afforded by the videocast.

3^ly Goal Set

Final touches are

aficr July 15 in which to file briefs
in support of his motion, bringing it
10

despite optimistic reports from promoter Mike Jacobs that the take
might hit. $2,500,000, reports from

stanza.

Gordon McCraie, who's been vocalizing on a 15-minute, cross'-theboard slot. at 6:30 p.m., goes into the
thp hearing had been completed. The Jack Smith time at 7:15 p.m., his
the
to
marshal
AFM proxy beat the
place being taken by singer Larry
Lanny Ross' 7 o'clock time
diaw. further emphasizing his esigcr- Carr.
ncss to prove the Lea act unconsti- will be filled by Patti Clayton. Miss
'
tutional.
Clayton's former segment, 0:15-6:30
will
Pclrillo was flanked by Joe Pad- p.m., Moiidays through Fridays,
w.iv. general counsel for the AFl.. be used by "In My Opinion."
and David Katz^ local attorney for
iho Chicago Federation of Musicians,
Saying that the defendant "would
like to withhold any plea at this
lime." Padway asked the court to
give him until July 15 to (lie his
written motion. Woll had no objection saying that "inasmuch as there
arc certain legal questions involved,
I
see no reason why the court cannot grant sufficient length o"f time."
P.idway then asked for 20 days

up

State Dept. transmitters lor rebroadcast to domestic audiences.

S.'

peal to American business!
"Sbmc
broadcasters." 'he insisted,
"hope,
through FM, to cut all broadcasters

down

lo their level."

While he did not say so, the implication of Shouse's thesis was that
it's the big fellows, iti
broadcasting who are being opposed by the

AM

proponents of FM, and that this ballyhoo for FM is hurting develop-

ment of

FM

television.

broadcasting,

he held, adds

nothing new to the broadcasting picture.. "Television,
giyen
a
fair
chance, tnay cause an appreciable
slowiiig "up of the

he

FM

movement,"

said.

CBS' Cloak

& Dagger Show

With

the Turn-sponsored AmazMrs. Daobury," successor to the
"Beulah" show, off the. Sunday
night 8 o'clock spot for good, CBS
is putting a new dramatic sustainer
into that spot beginning Sunday (23),
Show is called "Richard Lawless,"
and will be a dramatic show featuring originals by Vincent McConnor.
Stories, of a "cloak and dagger" type,
will have 17th century background.
in.if

late

Kevin

McCarthy

Cordell

will

play

and
the

Kalhryn
leads,,

John Cart will direct the music.

and

might crowd around each available
With about 2,500 sets operating
in N. Y., and another 2,500 in Washington and Philadelphia, it's believed
the 150,000 figure is a conservative
estimate. NBC has' invited top Governmental execs, including President
Truman, to watch the fight in Washington over sets especially installed
in the Hotel Statler for the occasion.
In N. Y., NBC has set up a regular press room in Radio City's largest studio so that newsmen can Ale
their stories while watching the fight
via Video.
Typewriters, teletype

Moser's statement followed the
request by Joseph Mattson, director
of the UAW-CIO Broadcasting Co.,

set.

David Sarnoff, RCA prexy, be
subpoenaed to explain RCA's policies

that

chiefly as they affect unions on volume production of
receiving

FM

sets.

.

As the
available

12 applicants for the 12
local
channels con-

FM

cluded testiinbily, it seemed certain
that three of the applicants would be
refused licenses in view of the recent FCC ruling in Washington that

one out of every five channrk
would be held open for future ap-

rhachines, etc., have been installed
and. many
topflight
sportswrlters
have indicated they expect to cover
the fight that way, rather than at
the Stadium.
NBC will also guest about 125
clients; sponsors and potential sponsors in the Radio City viewing room,
\yith 16 pre-war sets pressed into
service for the occasion.
Demand
for these invitations has been tremendous, with more than 350 rolling into the NBC publicity offices
during the last tew days.
Space
limitations, however,
have forced
NBC to keep the number down.
DuMont television has received
special permission from NBC to pipe
the fight in on a closed circuit to its
VVanamaker studios. N. Y., where
that company will also guest aboilt
200 friends and potential clients.
Viewtone Television, set manufacturers, has installed several of its
new models at the Park Central
Hotel. N. Y., which has received a
similar demand from would-be spectators.
Viewtone has' also installed

plicants.

Brown

Vs. Rukeyser In

'Battle of Conunentators'
Mutual has set a new, unusual
gabber session in "Battle Of The
Commentators," to start June 26,

Program will utilize Cecil
Brown, MBS. commentator, and Merryl S. Rukeyser.' INS and Hearst
newspapers financial editor, debating two sides of a controversial
7:30 p.m.

current topic.

One

topic will cover each 15-min-

utc program, witli .each man taking
a' prepared talk oii
a vital' issue, and taking opposite
sides, then adiibbing rest of prograni, attacking other's views.
Sub-

three minutes for

will be hot news topics— the
maritime strike, the Mufti 'escape."
with duo slu3King it out in a
free-for-all iathcr than form stylet.
Program will replace Brown's cui-

jects
etc.

'

—

a set at th« N.i Y.. Daily Mirror of- rent Mutual Wednesday
night sii.-fices for the. bencnt of sportswriters. laininff stint.
Brown continuing hi."!
Plans for the telecast Ifavo bo.cn morning
cro.'-s - the - board
CO - op
completed by the WNBiT staff. Five sponsored programs.
!

-

,
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the "lucky" 13lh— to become effective as soon as the stjition begins operation on 50,000 watts day and 10,000 watts' night. Some 2,500 rate

and will use it
community tenter. Both
•ndio and
exterior will be
the interior and
improved and
acoustics
redecorated,
portion of the building remodeled
„c>-c for $150,000

T

when materials are

use

for radio
available.

KOWH

— New

series

of

shows

"Talent Showcase" is being
over KTRH for a half-hour
for a 10-week period;
There are five contestants on each
program, winner receiving a .'avings bond and an opportunity to apand all pear in the semi-finals. Winners of
shows, forums, conventions
public meetings in Des the semifinal will appear for fir.st
of the larger
prize of a 13-weok contract to air on
Mii'.nes for 20 year.s.

each

—

I

—

Howard

Williams,
has rejoined

out

WINX

C—

of .service,
as a staff announcer.

,

WORD

production of audience-participation
programs will be a feature in the

I

sylvania stations and four others to
Cincinnati Eps K. Bauer, compbe built when FCC ok.iys construction permits.
He will leave July 1 troller of WSAI since Sept., 1944,
for Beckley, W. Va:, where Ray hall when ownership of the station passed
maintains
headquarters.
Knutti. jfrom the Crosley Corp. to the Marveteran of 22 years in radio, came shall Field organization, assumed the
here from WWTG, Palm Beach.
'added duty this week of assistant to
Robert M. Sampson, general manaIt calls for direction of sales
Omaha.— Station
it will be.. iger.

—

is
it
progrnm and
remodeling
planned to give the building a new
name, not j'fet selected.

j

'

Hartford— Upping of personnel of
Paul W.
Morency, veepee of Travelers Broadcasting Corp., and gen, mgr. of staThat
tion. Company operates station for
Travelers Insurance Co., Paul Lucas,
in new shift,, goes from production
dept. to assistant program manager.
Mikeman George Bowe takes over as
production manager, with Bernard
Mullins, head mikeman for war duration, going over to post of mauager
Fred Wade
of special programs.
takes over as manager of auditions,
coming out of program dept.

WTIC was announced by

!

;

KOAD

is

call

.the

letter

]

I

.Washington

For a
Spartanburg,
Frank R.
S.
while in uniform he worked with the
Knutli has resigned as manager of
Armed Forces Radio Service in Holhere to bceOme general
manager of Rajfiall Broadcasting vlywood and later set up a broadcast station fOr the Army on MyiCo.'s three We.st Virginia and PennI.

FM

I

WWL

i

just

in'cludint; all
Ihe entire oast portion,
rooms except, the main auditorium,
station
will be remodeled lo house
station. Spenew
a
and
,KRTN,
in the
cial large studios for use

I

j

week

KTRH.

building cojulilions permit,

When

—

titled

aired

1,

bolicved to
Shrine auditoriuni
in the counhiive the larpest ita.tie
of New York. The 4.500ti v outside
road
hou.sed
has
auditorium
si?.t

i

i

list..

Ilouslon.

will take p6.s.ses-

Cowlcs

sion .luly

—

I

cards went out to a national and a
local

BBC

Howard

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
Broaclcasling
nes Molncs— Cowles
Sliiinc Temple
Co liau bouBht the
as a

SI

won a competition in which Crosley for 15 years, before Joining
Smith,
Tiff
thousands participated and prizes the Field combo.
were givop by the World-Herald
On the sales end Bauer succeed.^
Howard K. Smith, European chief
owner of.^tiie station.
Willinm R. Christian, who re.si^^nod
ipr CBS, "tvith h.q. in London, won't
Plans are made to operate KOAD as sales manager to become territorsoon. It will be the first FM station ial rep. of Frederic W. Ziv agency let BBC tell him how to interpret
Coreinn news— r!nd, BBG won't let
in ihc stale and is being operated enin the Washington-Baltimore area:
'Mm go on the air, domestically, uhtirely
independent of
the
less he hews to its line.
Therefore,
AM 'World-Herald station.
Iluntsville, Texas
J. G. Long,
Smith and BBC underwent a temTests have already been picked
up 50 miles from town and results head of the Long Theatre Circuit porary divorcement a couple of
have shown that FM is acting up to [will purcha.'e KSAM here from W. wei.ks ago.
J. Harpoic and J. C. RothwcU
for
its billing.
It happened when BBC had sched$42,500. Application has been for- uled Smith as a foreign cpmmentawarded to the FCC for assignment tor in a discussion roundup of the
St. Loul.s
For the ninth con.sccXiof license.
upcoming Foreign Ministers' nieettive year KSD's special news events
ing in Paris. Smith said in his script
director, Frank Eschcn, is presenting
New Orleans Mike Clark; one of that the blame for the previous colpreviews of the St. Louis Municipal
before the lapse of the Paris confab was not
Opera. Every Saturday Eschen re- i.top mikemcn at
con.sor
Ru.ssia's.
BBC's
views the next week's shows and war, is a civilian again arid b.nek at entirely
Smith made a
gives thumbnail sketches of the star.<;. his old job on the staff. P. K. Ewing didn't like that.
has resigned as manager of WJBW. slight change, but would not recede
that

combination activities by Bauer,

WGL

Fort Wayne—
is polishing up
its early morning schedule with twoweekly
half-hour
remotes,
both
angled to public service. First program, preeming June 19, is lo be a
pickup from the city traffic court.
Idea behind it being thai motorists
will drive more carefully after listening to actual court cases.

I.

I

;

from his main thesis.
Smith issued a statement charging BBC with "peacetime censorship."
BBC said Smith's opinions
were "hifhiy individual."
The lift -did not affect any of
Smith's broadcasts for the CBS wires
in the U.S.A.

CHORAL CLINIC

WJE'S
Second program, airing direct
Detroit, June 18.
from one of this town's leading restaurants, will bring well-known civic
WJR (CBS) is sponsoring a Sumleaders to the mike in discussions of mer Choral Clinic to stimulate choral
public interest. Galled the "Break- sin.cing in Detroit.
Classes will be
fast Program," it starts June 28. under the direction of Don Large
Both programs will be aired at 8:30 and John McKenzie, two of Michi-

who was with

gan's, top choral instructors.

a.m.

Cincinnati— Evidence of the reacto "low pressure" radio programs, those aimed at one ear while
the listener reads, relaxes or otherwise occupies himself, is rcfiected in
a recent mail pull of WCKY's "Music
to Read By." As a test, the "Music"
announcer was instructed to "break
silence" on the 10:45 p.m. to 1 a.m.
tion

background music program, to rethat perhaps listeners would
rather have something with more

mark
talk.

During the next five days 573
from 19 states and Canada
wrote in asking for the retention of

listeners

'•Music."

— KMOX

and the St.
St. Louis
Lbuis Board of Education are conducting a Radio Workshop series in
Schoolmarms
the station's studios.
from St. Louis, St. Louis County and
members of the Radio Council of
Greater St. Louis taking in the
course, which includes Business of
Radio; Educational Radio; Public
Service; ..P.csearch;
Publicity and
News.
, Robert Burns, sports editor of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
now paired with Alex Buchan in a
15 mins. sportscast over KMOX.
.

,

C—

Spartanburg, S.
Cliff Gray,
farm editor of WSPA, will fly to
Washington June 25 to present a
basket of U. S. No. 1, Spartanburggrown Golden Jubilee peaches to
President Truman.
Gray, who planned stunt, will be

accompanied

by

Manager

Troy

Cribb, S. C. Peach Growers Assn.,
and 'Veteran Pilot Bob Turner.
Spartanburg's
peach
$7,000,000
crop recently was voted a $15,000
radio-press advertising budget, by

Growers' Assn.

FM

:

lUrrisbirg- Construction of an
by the Patriot Co. has been
authorized by the FCC. Meanwhile,
WHP, Inc., which is controlled by
the Patriot Co.'s publishing rival,
the
Harrlsburg
Telegraph,
has

'rWhi $884ij85i;cl0d?; which; pdised-pyfj-r' x^^i0ei^^^^^^&k

station

started

broadcasting

WHP-FM.

station,

on
11

daily

a
p.

between

5

Pittsburgh

—

Norjjian

'

A

Burk

COWLES STATION

packqge

of

(from

Administration
mencement exercises last week.
Burk has been attending night
school out there for several, years
his master's.

He graduated from Yale U with

into

interest
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class of 1930.

Kansas CUy—Ken Heady has returned to KCMO, ABC outlet, after
serving over two years in the armed
forces. He resumes as production director. In the European theater he
•s-erved as production director
for the
American Forces Network.
.
KCMO has issued a new rate card—

'

.

.

which she weaves commercials so pleasantly ond sMIl*

fully thajjisteners

School of Business
at
annual
com'

Life

'

'

,

womorr who should

doily progrom, The Spice in

sales dept., received his masin letters from Univ.

working on

parKcutar, pne

She's director of womefr's programs dt

degree
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and

m.
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8 times as many people
Radio Station
productions

TEXAS

listen to

the dramatic shows on
to all the stage

WWL, New Orleans, as go
New York in a year.

in

40 times as many people listen to great music
WVVL as attend all the performances of any two of
nation's finest Symphony Orchestras annually.

on
the

Twice as

WWL
ball

many people hear

the sports broadcasts on

3 hours as attend all of the nation's footBowl Games in a year's time.
in just

The Greatest SELLING Power
.«

Station

New

In

WWL

as

attend

St.

Patrick's

York annually.

the South's Greatest City

Clear Channel • CBS Affiliate
NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

50,000 Watts
REPRESENTED

6 times as many people hear the Sunday Mass on

•

Cathedral

In

* ..
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NEW YORK

CITY

mercial, for series of spot announcements. Initial disking will be for Seyferls Food Co. . .Carter Cordner, SBDG, to the Holly\yood offlco for a
.Arline Blackburn, Don MacLaughlin, and John S.tanlay
.
Wldder Brown". .. .Delnisr Nuctzman added to "The
Strange Romance of Evelyn 'Winters" while George Petrle joins"Back.
stage Wife" players. .. .Betty Garde, Anne Marie Gayer, Agnes Young,
and Craig McDonnell new quartet on "Front Page Farrell,". . . .If Bret
Morrison, narrator on CBS "Light of the World" serial, doesn't show up'
for next Monday's (24) broadcast, he'll probably have a good alibi. For
he's competing this Friday, Saturday' and Sunday In tha. Diamond
Championship ~Rode6 at Roosevelt Stadium, Union City, N, J....Hardie
Frieberg resigned as account exec with David O. Alber to open own pub
ticity offices
.Sidney Rezhick' due In from Coast this week to huddle on
his musical comedy book as well as confer with lACA. on "Show Shop
peirs," which he created.
Has another half-hour package in works...
Ed Kobak, Mutual prez, away on 10-day jaunt through the midwest'. .
Cliff Evans, head of WLIB's news dept., left for four- week Mexico holi-

-CTJuphi'of months.
new to "Young

the Production Centres

From
'.

.

\

.
,
Dan Russell. ABC production slafTer. has csigiicd lo Ireelance on the
Coast.. Sandy Strousc into "Road o( Life" ... Martinson's Coffee has
taken the "Love That Soap" spot idea, out of "The Hucksters," building a
spot announcement on the theme: "Martinson's— Love That Coffee." Twoweek, three-times-a-week campaign wa?. started for the spots Monday
on WQXR:..WHN will go all-out for famine relief Saturday (22) by
dovetailing the Hunger therhc into every show on sked from 7 a.m. to
midnight. Outside speakers during the run will include F. H. LaGuardia,
Henry Wallace, and Newbold Morris. M-G stars will guest, and special
pitches will be- voiced by Robert Q. Lewis, Ward Wilson,, Red Barber,
Connie Desmond, Bert Lee, Art Brown, and Adrieftne Ames..
i

WNEW

disk jockey Joe Franklin to do series of guest shots in the fall
for the N. Y. Assn. for the Blind. Station's staff announcer Bill Williafns

D

day Mon.

(17)

9

Continued from pag^ 2T

^

Productions for three outlets, nor
by United-Detroit Theatres
bids
Corp. or New England Theatres, all
the companies being 98-100% held
by Par. Nor .-will the decision hit
the three pending applications ol
DuMont Labs, In which Par has a
40% interest. FCC, however, wilt
take care of this in keeping down
the numiber of outlets per single
owner. DuMont already has stations
in N. Y. and" Washington.

'

Last month Par withdrew its TP
bid for si video channel in San Fran.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Anti-Trust

.

Cisco.
,

,

,

DuMont offlcials are slated to take
Ten-year men with Lux Radio theatre— Lou Silvers, music director, the stand at the FCC hearings on
.Sanford Gerard, formerly with Benton 4c
20th-Fox.
Larry Menkin, "Sandy" Barnett, ex-director now adaptei-, and Charles Forsyth, sound- Thursday to testify that, even thpugh
Bowles, now art director at Lennon & Mitchell agency
out of the Army, back at radio scripting and doing film script series on were gifted by the Thompson agency for their long service at signoff of 10th DuMont is 40% owned by Par, latter has only two vo\es on the Du.Alfred Drake signed to .<;ing and act as emcee
U. S. cities for State Dept.
anni of Hollywood originations. ,. .Fred Ziv's discer of "Philb Vance"
Mont board and falls far short of
on the summer session of the Ford Hour beginning June 30.... Oliver W,
bought by Rainier for coast airing to replace Bill (largan's "Murder Will exercising' control in tha company..
Nicoll, who developed the Blng Crosby psychological warfare show over
the OWI's ABSIE station in London— earning for Crosby Der Bingle tag Out." Shortages forced budget pruning.
.Bob Gillham around for couple Same session will wrap up testimony
tas taken over as director of program development for Cosmo records.
of weeks of J. Walter lliompson flhn and television contacting. .. .Gil not covered at the Los Angeles
He's also partner in Radio. Features of America. .. .WNEW's American
hearings.
Ralston, head of night time shows for Procter & Gamble, and Ted Sisson
Negro Theatre to switch to music format for the summer, keeping "Voice
Howard Hughes, chief owner of
of Pedlar Si Ryan tanning iip while the new Hollywood show for Camay
Is a Voice" formula by using Negro talent for non-racial subject matter.
the Hughes Tool Co., which is bidLee Brody, who had gone to the Coast when the Danny Kaye show moved takes form. :. .Henry Kastor Kahn and Bill. Chesley talking over the new ding for an L. A. outlet, will take
Dcene
show
coming
up
with
Don
Ameche.
Music
assigned
to Carl MoCt.
to Hollywood, back in N. Y
Borden's "County Fair" gimmick, trying
the stand.
Understood that FCC
•Client will make a choice of sitiiation comedy or variety format from re^
to get somebody to punch his way put of a huge paper bag, was finally
corded auditions
First to be signed for the Anacin-sponsored Bob Burns examiner Harry Plotkin demanded
exploded last week (15) when the feat was accomplished. .. .Jacqueline
that chief stockholders and princiHorner, child star of the legiter "Swaa Song," guesting at Ihe piano to- show was Shirley Ross.. ..Joe E. Brown as "Uncle Charlie" put on wax
pals in all applicant companies testify
by
Fredericks Bros, and Jack Creamer hustling the pancake east
.Terms
morrow (19) on Richard Willis' "Here's Looking at You,"
and breakdown of the Joan Davis package has been requested of the Morris at the L. A. hearings, but Hughes
Eric Severaid's "Not So Wild A Dream,*' a commentary on the times as
was out of town. He's coming east
seen by the CBS commentator, will be brought out in the fall by Knopf. agency by Ward Wheelock for Campbell soup. They're short one show
for the fall. .. .Hallmark and Freddy Martin can't see eye-to-eye on cer- to take the stand iat the Washington-^
Title is taken from a line in Norman Corwin's"On A Note of Triumph.".
hearings.
Hal Bock, who heads NBC's television setup on the Coast, in town for tain contractual provisions so greeting cards have gone out to packages
of dramatic shows
Hubbcll
Robinson
due
this
in
to
week
Also slated to testify— for the first
(?). buzz with
series of homeof flee huddles
Womrath Book Shops has bought the
Don Wilson essays the role of flip quipper with the ad lib on time in radio history, so far as Is
"Music To Read By" midnight show on WHN.. .Toni Lewis, Young & Bing
Rubicam's radio topper, back to the Coast.... Paul Lavalle, of NBCi's NBC's audience participator, "Let's Laugh and Get Acquainted''. .. .Doris known is Tommy Lee, son of Don
"Highways in Melody," makes classical concert debut at Lewisohn Sta- Rader, who whips up those billowy soap commercials for P it G's Ivory Lee and principal stockholder in the
Snow,
called
to
N,
Y,
the
to
keep
copy
coming
for
the
Eddie
Dunn
sum- Don Lee network, also In the market
dium next Saturday (22).... Jay Jostyn and wife, Ruth Hill, to do two
Don Thornburgh east to huddle with the CBS higher-ups.... for an L. A. video outlet.
weeks of summer stock next month while vacationing on Coast. .. .Alpha mer sesh
Records has signed Elsa Miranda, singer on the "Chiquita Banana'' com- William S. Paley due out in July for two months to install some of his program ideas. .. .Ayer's Wauhillau La Hay trained in to set up summer
campaigns and attend the wedding of her Hollywood aide, Jean McFarland,
to Robert Shanley, vocalist on the Electric Hour summer show.
.Eddie
Cantor rewarding Denver for Its leadership in reducing traffic fatalities by
doing his broadcast from there Wednesday (19)
Martin Block bought a
home in nearby Encino and moving in toward end of the year
Gale
Gordon replaced Donald Crisp In the title role of Mutual's "Jonathan
Triinble, Esq."
Barbara Luddy joined the Chicago influx and emoting
once more on the old home grounds. .. .Bob Redd set for another pair of
26's as director of the Frigidaire stanza : i .Illness forceS Charles Morln
to resign as sales jnanager of Columbia Patfiflc Network. Interim appointment goes to Arch Morton,
sales boss
Jack Haley let slip a cutle
last week that broke up both the cast and audience
Bill Morrow joining
Bing Crosby on his Elko, Nev„ ranch for a month of fishing and riding
the range
Dennis Day show for Colgate all wrapped up waiting for the
screen-tested by

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

,

WNEW

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

:

—

.

.

.

.

KNX

best available time.

CHICAGO

fiV

Bruce Dennis,

.

WGN

night"

—

.

.

publicity director off to the

Grand Canyon for a
,Olan Soule added to the cast of "Captain MidGeorge P. Herro, Mutual midwest press head to New York on

thiree-week vacation,

.

.

,. .Lynn Alan is new addition to the Ray Hampton family.
Father
WHBF Rock Island. .. .Charlie Lyon, vet Chi
announcer was partied Friday (7) prior to his departure for Hollywood where he will enter the freelance field.... Ward Glenn, formerly
with WKMO, Kokomo, Ind., now with the announcing staff of
WOMO
Fort Wayne. Don McNeil celebrating his 13th year as "Breakfast
Club''
m.c. with a special anniversary program Friday (21)
Kay Westfall
Chi radio thesper married to John G. Bruce Saturday (15)
Jersey City
lass Gertrude Hayes gets the credit and a $50 bond
for selecting "Junior
Junction" as the new name for ABC's "Teen Town".... Larry
Kurtze
former producer for CBS, appointed radio director for the
Kuttner ti
Kuttner ad agency. .. .Dr. Preston Bradley, skedded to join
ABC's "Hymn
of All Churches" on Sept. 16, will sail for Europe late
this month as the
guest of the Polish government to make a survey of the
food situaUon fn
that country.... John Conrad, from KTSM, El Paso,
and Ray Tenpenny
former Minneapolis announcer joining the NBC central
division announcing slafT .. .Eloise Kummer added to "Breakfast
Club" cast as Martha
Logan, the home economist.... Allen M, Elrod became
the first NBC
employee to retire under the NBC-RCA retirement plan
after 13 yearsservice with the central division maintenance
dept.
Edear KobaV

business.
is

supervfior of sports at

close hauled

NBC

Confidience

of

in a

in Detroit
(crvlce.

medium adds potency

advertisers.

its

is

Upon

thai tenet,

based.

Through

programs and promotional

a quarter of a century,

WWJ

to the sales

WWJ's

its

won

Mill STUIIN IPRESENnTIVIS

Mm vwk • iMtH** eMem • Mmu

Platter Fits Ftfrmfit

Petrillo

leadership

more than

the confidence of

•

Chicago, June 18.
'Song Road," new 15-minute platreplaced with either silent pictures ter show, sUrring songstress Nancy
Martin, has been sold to the Formflt
shows.
Co. and is scheduled to make Its
Since most of the commerciallybow over approximately 50 stations
sponsored pix are turned put by.
next week.
union technicians, all members of
Show is written and directed by
the International Alliance of "TheatEugenia Price and, in addition to
rical and Stage Employees (related
to ths
through the AFL), it's Miss Martin, features Adele Scott at
the organ. MCA packaged the deal,
conceivable also that these,

Continued from page t1

pioneering, public

policies for

has

central

message

vast audience. Faith in the station has given force to

voice

!

It

hiA

in a

made

its

WWJ a powerful selling medium

market of millions

.

.

AFM

.Jourlh latgtsl in Amrrlcaf

Avegard

is

the

pix especially

AiMciol*

FM

Siolim

WCNA

Station hardest hit will probably
(DuMont, N.Y,), which
broadcasts at least one half-hour
film program each night it's on the
air. Since DuMont has no radio affiliatipn,
is in a better position to buck Petrillo than the NBC
and CBS video outlet?. It's doubtful, however,, whether it will be able
to book any pictures from the fllm*
studios, to whom the
ruling
was directed. And, if that were possible, it's still doubtful whether DuMont, whose studio technicians are
all lATSE members, would run the
risk of having the
throw a
picket line around its studios.
Also hit by the ban are companies set up primarily to produce

WABD

WABD

fiO

XllOCYCdS

/SOOO WATT*

AFM

AMERICA'S PIONEEK BROAOCASTINO STATION— ft'rif ia Oatrm'l
Ntt/onol KtpritMollvn: JHC GlOIIGt f. HOWNGUHY COMfANY
..

OWNfD AND OPERATED

BY

THE

DETROIT NEWS

AFM

FrMCitta

• MInml

Afema 0h//
RUSS BROWN

too,

might go by the board. Majority of and MacFarland,
fight films, too, have been lensed agency.
by union cameraineh, making their
position on video precarious.
be

Sm

]

.

its

wind requlrH

steady hand at the wheel. Like
the skipper of the yawl, radio
(imt (aleimen must bt experienced. Weed .and Company's siatt
of Mventeen "old hands" daily
covert the nation's imporianf
radio centeu with the skill and
efTectiveness that come only from
long experience.

.

Mutual prexy, in town for a looksee
I.
E. Showerman,
division general manager, to New York for
management meeting

NBC

...

to the

«

for video, such as
Television. Latter, according
to prexy Ralph
B. Austrian, has
lined up an extensive program of

RKO

commercial

films,

filmed

BARITONE
CIS—riv* Years

NOW
FREE UNGING
Preu ReprMentatlves

.DUnON-UPPOLD

produc-

tions, etc., but all will now
have
to be done without musical sound
tracks. It might be possible to use
synchronized recordings, but this
system is considered n.s;g.
Paramount shorts department has

also signified

With

intention of somefilms especially for

DAVE BACAL
ORGANIST and PIANIST
Now

its

day producing
television. Other Hollywood outfits,
such as Jerry Fairbanks, Walt Disney, etc., were likewise contemplating video fllm production.
All
these plans will now have to be
cancelled, or at least postponed until the AFM changes its
mind.

FREE

LANCING

ORIGINAL

AND

MUSIC IDEAS
*i. G;

47 East pUlsloa, CNIeogo
Delaware 4249

*BUT

GOOD

10,

III.

Agency and sponsor

*!TOP

executives, in billboabd's

NETWORK

Previously,

300 Radio

Radio

IN PUBLIC SERVICE

Editors, in this year*s

billboabd

pick&imGas_

"TOP NETWORK IN PUBLIC SER^

AStnlnelltadro
CocpneNaA ol (mtric*

Eichibit, cited

nbc ai

PROMOTIONS
Poll,
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Gr^ry, plugged the subject for an entire
meeting of the UN commission.

Inside Stuff-Radio
with the CBS
Readins and WrlUng: Rudolf Flesch, formerly
talking in "The Art of
Dept. an expert on semantics, docs some plain
addressed to anyone interested
Plain Talk," published by Harpers. Book is
While some script writers
level.
In writing, particularly on a professional
the work, its cost should cerin radio might gain something by studying
de commercials, to ad-copy
tainly more than pay off to those writers who
education

people, and to administrative personnel.

BBC

has issued

its

annual report, for 1946.

Ifs the usual, unexciting

week

before, during

and

after the

mof Gold'

NBC's "Duffy's Tavern" was taken over the coals
Thomas J. Lane (D., Mass.) for what he called

Rep.

last Thur.-iday (13)

by

^Continued from page

"anti-Catholic" and

its

inserted Into the Congressional Record
an editorial from the "Pilot," of flciar organ of the Catholic Archdiocese
of Boston, which accusses the Vitalis and Minit-Rub humorists of "bad
taste in dragging the revered name of St. Patrick into the whiskey -soaked

The Massachusetts Congressman

NBC, CBS Seen Cold to 'Gold'
With Turns bringing back the "Pot
Gold" show, this time with Dick
and his orch, show will be
headed for either ABC or Mutual,

atmosphere of Duffy's salooij."
The Catholic paper also objected to Archie's recent recital on the same
program of a wake he attended Vhich the Pilot charged was described as
a "rowdy, disreputable affair." The Church organ went on to say that if
enough Catholics voiced protest against this sort of huirior, Bristol Myers
Co., the sponsor, might find it "politic" to launder up the show a bit.

of

Stabile

—

^

.

Two networks, CBS and Mutual, thought that the opening meeting of the
was
atomic energy commission of the United Nations, held last Friday (14).
something important enough to deserve airing in full. The two other
majors NBC and ABC. were too busy with other matters, like the Fred
Waring show on NBC and ABC's "Breakfast in Hollywood." Even WEAF,
lor all its $1,000,000 public service appropriation, didn't extend itself.
Among the New York indies, WNYC, WLIB. and WQXR, covered right
recorded the pro
out of 1he meeting of the atomic commission.
ceedings and played them back later.
One of the best promotion jobs for audience consideration of the importance of the atoniic commission's work was done by a WEAF ayem chatter
show, "Hi Jinx," on which Jinx Falkenburg and her husband, Tex Mc

WMCA

Ruth McKenney is resuming her "My Sister Eileen" scripting, this time
for radio, after turning down other offers to do so following the tragic auto
death of her sister, Eileen McKenney, shortly after the comedy about the
two

sisters

opened on Broadway.

Miss McKenney. had previously refused

scripting offers on "Eileen" followups because, as she put

it,

"I just can't

be funny any more about my sister." Her sudden switch came after she
watched an NBC "Eileen" audition, with Lucille Ball, several weeks. ago.
She will be one of several writers on the show, which has been put together
by Arthur Kurlan, who is now in New York to sell the package. Kurlan
heads a recently organized Hollywood packaiging outfit, of which the
Eileen" series is the first show.
Is the disk jockey necessary? Station KMPC, Hollywood,* wonders as it
looks on results of deliberate test show of the draw of personalities who
dress up platter parades. Trial to date has caused some eyebrow raising—
and some ego lowering, as far as waxponents arc concerned.
The show, a standard two-hour marathon, has upped its Hooperating
from .9 to 1.5 since the regular jockey exited and was replaced by staff

announcers.

Prograrh

commercially SRO,

-

tirely.

statement,
Perhaps of interest to soriie would be its financial
Bill Benton Of the
showing a year's expenditure of well over $40,000,000.
the Congressional committees
State Dept. might show those figures to
Encouraged by the success of two public service campaigns, one aimed at
for everything from books,
that balk at his modest requcsMor $19,000,000
'helping fund raising for cancer research and the other to get food contriradio.
and entertainment of "cultural guests" to shortwave
butions for shipment abroad, the N. Y. indie WNEW has developed a new
published by Greenbere.
been
just
has
Radio"
for
Audition
•How to
plan to build such campaigns in the future on a cycle basis, instead of for
operations, Ted Cott, who
Author is WNEW's director of programs and
day or for a week. Aim will be to pick a specific objective for public
Tome, one
City College of N. Y
also teaches radio scripting and dramatics at
service programming then devote all of the station's energies, via comhas, additionally,
and
CCNY
at
textbook
official
an
becomes
therefore,
mercial as well as sustaining shows, to the objective for an entire 13-week
announcer who lecbeen adopted as textbook by Roger Bowman, NBC
cycle.
handles his subject in
tures on radio this summer at Juilliard School. Cott
First such campaign, being developed now for early fall, will concern
and
easy-to-understand language. Since he knows what he's talking about
the general tolerance theme. A start in development of that campaign will
doubt the book should
illustrates his subject matter thoroughly, there's no
be made during the next week on the station's nightly veteran-angled
has written
be of value to those who would break into radio. Arch Oboler
strip, "Operation Homecoming," and on Frank Luther's Sunday morning
a foreword which is itself- worth reading.
Children's Corner."

melange.

25

taken the program off the air en-

humor.

anti-Irish"

That's because

CBS

won't touch the

(network had turned it
it was on some years
ago with Horace Heidt), and it's coiu

program

down when

sidered a virtual certainty that Niles
Trammell, NBC prexy, will similarly
nix it if time is sought on his web.
Program was previously on the

Red" network when
grace

because of

tones.

FCC,

and

NBC

it

its

for one,

finally

fell into bad
lottery over-

frowned on

managed

out of the picture.
Turns currently

it,

to ease

it

"Date

sponsors

With Judy" on NBC and recently
gave up the Sunday night 8 o'clock

CBS

death of Marlia

slot following

Hurt ("Beulah").

BEBOSON BESIGNS FCC POST
FCC

Washington, June 18.
Friday (14) announced

last

the resignation of Philip Bergson,
for the past year chief of the Litigation Division of the Law Dept.
Bergson will enter private practice of radio and aircraft law with
firm name of Keane, Wilner and

Bergson,

TEA-TIME AT STARK'S

where once it flutthe snappy platter, program now

is

to boot,

tered between 75-80% sold. In place of
contains a maximum of music and straight commercials, while gabbers
remain anonymous and only intro disc titles.

In his Cleveland Plain Dealer column last week, Stanley Anderson
tackled Westbrook Pegler's attack on Frank Sinatra and bobby-soxers who
love that voice. He had a Pegler-like character say that the Hearst columnist is attacking the juve femmes as a way to hit at Sinatra's anti-intolerance
drive. And Anderson did it with good humor, without getting very angry
.

about

it all,

Stnrlc ]>r}' GooiIh Company owiiu
anil o|»rriitrN tlirre depiirtment Htoren
lliitfninK urrn.
"TrnIn the

tolerant-like.

WHHO

Tlnie at

ATS Oscars
Continued from page

27

;

they'd named the three wire service
reps in order to get nationwide covBut
erage for the presentations.

the three knew enough
about television to make the proper
was considered rather
selections
doubtful by Industry chiefs.

whether

Illustrative of

ered

what were

.Stiirk'ri" u half liiiur hIiow
(3:00 to 3:30, Turiulii.v nnd TliunMliiy)
tlie
Htoro rfHtilurnnt.
nnd hiiHinrftH for MAt9-

Du Mont

consid-

undeserved awards was the
of Ruthrauff & Ryan as hav-

naming

ing contributed the "most consistent
effort in developing effective televicommercials.'.'
Agency did a

sion

Continued from page

CANTON

from

huililH ffiiodn-lll

SIM.ON una AI.MANCK hranciim
27

well.

tion picture sound track is put on
the
film
during the developing
process.

New Type Camera

New type camera developed by
Milholland and his staff licked the
second problem. Cameras take pictures ok the tube and, via an accelerated pulldown, "throw away"
six frames every second, leaving the
24 frames -that can be riin In a standard 16m projector.
Units can be
operated by a three-man crew.
Uses' for video transcriptions will
be many and varied. Since the sys-

GUtn and

an

prlieM to purtldimntH

ore cliOH«n from every depnrtmrnt In
iitore, an Idrn tliat Rlvea Kmcee
film HobertH a itrnnd diniice to tiilk
fnniouH-iiame prodiictH.
WHIIC la original In program planning.
WHIIC liim mcrcliundliliig
IdrnH. We're bringing you tlilH HerleH
of penmiialltlrH and progrnmH to nhow
ynu
people In tlila area prefer
WllUC* morning, noon nnd night.
tlie

.

WHY

*Writt forth*
Conlan Survey
CANTON.
OHIO

good job with its "Big Sister" show
over WCBW (CBS, N. Y.) last October, execs say, but it hasn't done tem
a

thing

in

television

since

Other agencies, such as

Smart advertisets who are wedded
WHB's 880 kilocycles tell us
they like out stauon because
of its domioance in day'^^kjtime audience rating. ..be"^''^
cause of our coverage of
the Greater Kansas City^

in the

;"N^to

season
for

metropolitan area plus the western part of
rural Missouri and the eastern third of Kansas... oni/ because we give whole-hearted
co-operation to
advertisers in. merchandising and exploitation. It's true that
is the station with "agency point of
view". . where every adveniser is a tlient
who must get his money's worth in results.
can sell your prodiict or service in this
booming market, and we invite your inquiry.
,

bonqnets!

WHB

WHB

.

We

For

WHB

iWiSf

•

..M7 mUlm

SUItor 13*3
....MIcMcwi OMI

Birildlfic

44S SwUl HHI St.
Scanitt BtilMiac

KEY STATION
Kotiioi City

DON DAVIS ol ony
ADAM YOUNO efflco
IIWmI 42BdSt.
LOMcra *-l*M
MUtwumrmAA*
BB Ent WnWactM St.

AvallabllltUi, 'phon*

NMrVttlllCHy, 1*
Ctiluso, 2

Sm FraadM*. 4
Lm AasM... 13
KnwM City, •

for th*

Cmporto

•

HArilMB

STATI NITWORK
CrMi Band • Wichita

KANSAS
Saltno

•

SUtim

St«tt«n

SUtien

SfaHon

A

e

c

D

E

24.7

12.5

25.8

12.2

19.8

4.3

27.4

25.5

19.8

15.3^

9.4

1.0

19.3

23.0

27.5

13.9

34.8

14.«

25.9

16.5

WHB

13.5

7Jh

0.0

then.

Walter
Thompson, Duane Jones, William
Esty, etc., have done much more,
meanwhile, to advance video commercially, they point out.
Another selection hard to figure
out was the citing of both RCA and
CBS for "experimentally demonJ.

utilizes 16m stock, which is
lightweight and fireproof, the transcriptions can be sent safely via air

express

show

is

rural stations.
sponsored, the ad

to

might distribute the

film:

If

the

agency
If it's

a

sustainer, the film could be booked
to local stations by the original producer, with local commercials to be
tagged on, or could be furnished to

With the network affiliates.
current color video controversy still
Units might also be sold to a local
raging strong in the industry, such broadcaster, who could then tranan award, according to industry scribe a network show and transmit
spokesmen, sounds as though the it locally several hours later. SysATS were unwilling to take a stand tem will also come in for spot news
on the subject. It's true, they con- coverage.
Stations could transmit
cede, that both RCA and CBS did the event, as picked up by remote
demonstrate color television, but cameras, back to the studio via
why such an award without select- shortwave, where it could be reing one or the other as having done corded from the tube onto film. By
most to advance color television?
using
negative
stock
and then
Awarding of such citations'can do polarizing it, the film cou^d be
more harm than good for television, broadcast several hours later. Such
according to the execs, who called a system would be good if the event
on the ATS to change the system by isn't important enough to merit
turning selection over to those who breaking
into
another
program
know more about video. One in- (when it could be shown via straight
dustry chief has proposed that if any remote broadcast), or to ship the
awards are to be made, the recipi- film to other stations.
ents should be selected via the sysTranscriptions will undoubtedly
tem used by the Motion Picture open up new union tangles, much
Academy of Arts and Sciences. Lat- the same as radio transcriptions have
ter appoints a nominating commit- done, but these are considered to be
tee from among its members and far In the future. With members of
then sends out ballots with the the American Federation of Musinames of the nominees to members cians not allowed at present to apof all industry guilds, such as the pear on television, DuMont" will
Screen Actors' Guild, Directors' probably not be bothered by James
Guild, Screen Writers' Guild, Amer- C. PetriUo.
Use of transcriptions,
ican Society of Cinematographers; however, will throw live video
etc.
In that way it's assured that cameramen out of work, and it's
the "Oscar" winners are selected by from this union that the first rumthose actually in. the knrfw and com- blings will probably be heard.
petent to judge.
Television talent, of course, Isn't
Fort Worth.—John Hopkins, folunionized in such a way as yet, but lowing his discharge from the Army,
"the comparatively small number of has rejoined the staff
of KFJZ. Hopworkers 'in the industry at present kins was a newscaster and anwould make such a system feasible. nouncer prior to his Induction.
strating color television."
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buy a good time

to

.

.

.

9 9

Listen to
SHREWD users of radio know that good
ABC time periods purchased now mean
valuable franchises for the competitive
years ahead.

ready nailed

Among

who have

those

down such periods are

al-

Bristol-

Myers, Libby-McNeill and Libby; Carter

Products, Curtis Publishing Company,
Quaker Oats, Dr. Pepper, Ford, U. S. Steel,
B. F. Goodrich and Gillette.

These advertisers have taken an up-todate look at the radio

field

before

making

300 United States markets through—
1.

Increased power.

2.

Better frequency.

3.

Switch to a better station.

4.

A new station

1.

in an important
market not previously covered.

is

found

standing progress that ABC has made—
and make their own decisions accordingly.

able level.

for example.

In the four years this radio network has
stood on its

own

feet,'

ABC

has registered

notable improvements in 107 of the

yoiur radio plans, take a

good look at

in

ECONOMICAL RATES make

3.

205 STATIONS - covering more

located in

the U. S.

possible nationwide coverage of imjiortant markets at low
cost per thousand isteners.
ot the 300
S. markets from within (actually lo
cated in the markets) than any other network.

major U.
4.

EXPERT PROGRAM SERVICE
when you want it.

5.

EFFECTIVE AUDIENCE

6.

GOOD

to-

available

if

and

PROMOTION

that
keeps building a bigger and bigger audience

for

Things have happened. As you recheck

major market

2.

by any other network. And advertisers
know these are the areas 'vhere the bulk

— where sales are made at the most profit-

ABC

listen to

REACHES 22,000,000 FAMILIES,
practically every

Today, more of these major markets are
covered from within* by ABC stations than

of the nation's spendable income

leading advertisers

up and

sit

commitments. They know about the out-

Take the matter of coverage,

7 REASONS

why more

ABC

advertisers.

—

WILL a nation-wide reputation for
public service features that i resent ail sides

of vital issues.

day's

ABC.

7.

* Meaning a station actually located in the market.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION - program-building
on an economical

basis.

first

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

2 0 5

RADIO STATIONS SERVING AMERICA
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Radio Reviews

I

I

Continued from
isn't prone to lessen the impact of
the democratic messages punched
home with over-commercialization,
limiting plugs to a dignified sponsoridentification lag at the post and a
short one at the finish, on show
caught, describing a new generator
being installed in the city by UEC.
Shows themselves, however, with
"Wizard of Diamond Grove, Mo:"' a
prime example, are what pay off.

And

in a strict pleasure-for-thcSubject of "Wizard"
listener sense.
is

George Washington Carver, Negro

who

scientist

died in 1943,.»Ieaving a

great source

of

inspiration

for

his

Evident was a lot of scholarly
research on the subject, yet the
stanza never missed a bet suspensewise.
Musical bridges supplied by
Seth Greiner and the KMOX orch
were tops, contributing tremendously
race.

to

the

over-all

effect,

as

|>nee 26

of seeds for vcadi-vs scndmg in
best nature verse— but it does
all

have made
guy on the air-

lop

in the planl-prunc-cul line for
the past 12 years.

I

"WE MARK THE ,NKWS"

I

With Henry Moscow; Dick Bell, anMaybe it's the deep South lingo
nouncer
or it coula be the enthusiasm he inI'rodiiccr-uTKer: Henry Moscow
jects into it. Anyway; Williams has
15 MIns.; Tues., 6:45 p.m.
the knack of making di.scussions
Suslalnlnr,
about, the various aspects of gardening sound intore.stin.i;,- even to you—
WLIB, N. Y.
Program of bchind-thc-news stuff, all who've never even considered
retailing liow a newspaper functions having a window box.
in getting, printing and spotting the
He never seems to run oiit of subnews, .should make a good subject, jects. Listeners send in lengthy deespecially wli*i handled, by a vet scriptions of a certain kind of lizard
news reporter or editor. Which that has been annoying their hollymakes WLlB's program doubly dis- hocks; they send him samples of
appointing.
foliage with suspicious-looking spots
Program, as judged by, opening and- ask what kind of spray to use,
session, is much too generararid aca- as well as .flowers found on a stroll
demic to be of mass appeal. Script through tlib woods, asking what they
was dry and. professorial like a col are and if they can be brought into
lege Iccliire on the makeup of a a formal garden; they, ask him what
newspaper
Script lacked specific kind of posies to send a shut-in who
material, human interest stuff, but can't stand flowers with a heavy frag'

—

,

was the contained instead generalities, fami-

rance, etc

—

with his slave mother,
cloak-and-dagger
with

child, together

Hits Bacic at Critics
Continued from pane 2S

waves

work of Samuel Duke as Carver and liar by now to every schoolboy. ProWilliams answers 'em all, too, and,
Lambert Kaiman and Hazel Ho- gram missed in a breezy, down-toof his 50 years' experience
pheide as his white adopted parents; earth, inside-stufT quality it read because
in the field, plus his lengthy publicscript by Ben Holzinan and Lenore like an Arthur. Krock column.
speechifying career, boasts that he
Allen; production and direction of
Henry Moscow; N. Y. Post news
Which explains
Jack Sexton and Ted Westcott, and editor, who writes and reads the pro- never uses a script.
the neighborly, off-the-cuffish tone
Del King's narration.
gram, also suffers from a too proIncidentally, he
his programs.
And of
Story covered the scientist's com- fessional, monotonous voice.
works in plugs for the local sponsor,
plete life, from his kidnapping as a some of the dialog-^as witness the
complete

CBC

tho spontaneity and "South-

c'n hospitality, siih" that

Williams the

line, ^'these stories

are the leaven in
BroH.

Joy Floral Co., cozily referring to
certain employees in the greenhouse
by name for consultations on indi-

budgetted for $1,800,000 and now anticipated only $1,692,000— a difference
of $108,000. Frlgon defended CBC's
use of public funds by citing the
work it does in comparison to BBC
and the U.S.. nets with bigger budthat our

'When one thinks

am

us

right in saying that during the

few years the remuneration

last

who

those

participate

directly

to
in

.

last year, including all domesllc and
He answered beefs that the CBC
international services, was approxi- was giving the Indies unfair commately $6,000,000, when the BBC petition by claiming that about 75%

with a much smaller country to
cover and an abundance of talent
will spend this year $36,000,000, one
has an idea of our handicap in serving the public as fully as we would
like.
Of course we have to forget
the $400,000,000 a- year business
which is radio in the United States."
.

U. S. Threat
U. S. threat to Canadian
broadcasting as far as talent wandering to greener fields is concerned,

The

was more

directly stressed

of

all

indies

from the
CBC, he

benefited

CBC
said,

financially

network operations!
handed on to them

annually $1,200,000 for time bought
by sponsors. He wanted to show,
he said, that "at least 68 private
stations connected to 6ur network
could hardly claim that we arc giving them unfair competition and
they each receive the'r share of the
business."

Frigon gave a little advance light
oh the hew Dominion Network-and
.

by Bush-

nell in his report to the commitfte.
H^ listed relative talent costs of U.S.
programs, and spoke of the lure of
money south of the. border,
Alan Young, Canada's top-flight

»*»

Follow-up Gomment|

I

some new demands from

or musicians' union. I believe

100%."

budget

vidual problcrns;

«

receiving

programs has increased from 30%

gets.

comic, he said, had gone south and
today "quite likely" was being paid
"FOREVER AFTER"
Knows his publicity, too, having 10 times the amount either CBC or
With Bill Saunders, guests
recently hit the wire services with a a Canadian advertiser could pay.
15 Mins.; Sunday, 3 p.m.
golden bronze iris that he developed
Another example he gave was the
SONOTONE
and named"DinaK Shore" in honor of
Edgar Bergen show. Talent costs
WTRY, Troy
the chirpstress, who also got her start
which amounted to $20,000 compared
Tom- Breneman's discovery of a over WLAC.
JWifce.
at Arhes in 1891.
gold mine' in the presentation of elto the CBC's most expensive plunge
From there the yarn took him to derly womdn as radio guests finds
into talent— the "Let There Be MuTuskegee University, Alabama, at local application in WTRY's newa
sic" show from Toronto— which cost
the urgent request of its president,
program featuring interviews with
Booker T. Washington, to teach
$1,425.
golden wedding anni celebrants. Pro- t
farmers robbed of their cotton crops
Bushnell defended the fact that
' ' '
a' AAA *
gram, starting as a sustainer, built
by the boll, weevil the mysteries of
the best is being done with the
large enough to warcrop rotation and to discover even- up an audience
rant a sponsor. Interviews with longEdward Everett Horlon gave fresh money available and said that "not
tually the many products that can
wed
couples (listeners are asked to proof the other night (13) of the old too thinly veiled suggestions have
be made from peanuts: paper, ink,
linoleum, shaving cream, shampoo, suggest, names) are conducted in -fact that it takes one outstanding been made that the intellectual of
washing powder, wood filler, metal their homes via a wire recorder. Bill personality to hold a variety show the CBC program division are deits
polish, and a few hundred others. Saunders, one of the station's re- together, no matter how good
termined to see to it that the public"
Recipient of a fellowship in the turned servicemen, is present ques- components may be. Horton came gets only what they, the planners
Royal Society of Arts, the Roosevelt tioner. He visited Bennington, Vt., back to the "Kraft Music HaU" fol- and producers, think the public
lowing Bing Crosby exit. When the
Medal for Distinguished Service, a the second time caught.
"Forever After" possesses a homey, hiatus stanza bowed a few weeks should hear."
1941 University of Rochester award,
"That," he said, "is nonsense and
and many others, he was finally soundly sentimental appeal definitely earlier, Horlon was on the Coast,
biiried beside Washington in 1943— suitable for mid-Sunday afternoon finishing up some film commitments. such stories have been and prob"and the earth of which he was al- airing. The audience may be some- Result on the air was something not ably will continue to be circOlated
ways so much a part reclaimed its what limited,, because broadcasts quite jelled. But Horton's return for on other reason than to underplace stress upon the even, nice, and gave the show that fillip, that unity
own."
people in
mellow rather than oh the fast, gla' and, consequently, that difference mine confidence of the
Warm,
humorous,
siispenseful
their publicly owned broadcasting
rnorous, humorous or arresting. RC'
between so-so and close to sock.
story-telling: .Those old grass-roots
gardless, this is a type of radio show
The rest of the cast was the same corporation. Certjiinly such fallacan grow awfully deep at times.
for which there is a place, in a world —Eddy Duchih, Mtlena Miller, the cious rieports will not stand the light
Mike.
sombered If not frightened by the King Cole Trio, Russ Case's orch, of honest critical examination."
atomic bomb, spectacular technolog
with Jim Ameche as announcer. But
Bushnell's entire attitude in deical developments, jarring industrial it wasn't until Horton had come
livering the report showed- a readistrife and national suspicions.
back that the show took on the pace ness on the part of the CBC to fight
Couples quizzed represent a throw
and zing one could expect from that
criticism— as far as programs
all
back to an era of greater leisure and assemblage of competept talent.
siecurity.
They have interesting Even the commercial for Miraclfe are concerned anyway— and not to
stories to tell of youthful days, court
sit back as it has don^ in the past.
Whip seemed to go over better.
ship, marriage, children and happy
Costs Up
middle-class family life. Some paral
CBS gave its air to stuff that hit
Frigon In his report also stressed
lels are drawn between "then and
now," but these are not over-pressed close to home when it went through the ever increasing cost of programs.
Pickups are not alWays perfect, with its regular Saturday, afternoonIt
AFL"
show.
"Cross-Section
(15.)
due presumably to age of interview
ees.
Saunders handles the assign put the locale of the show in its week (17) while' the regular incumment quite well, although a veteran studios on Madison avenue, where bent is on vacation.
Handling the newscast chore like
miker might extract evien greater the Saturday night historical series,
"American Portrait" was being re- the veteran that he is, Putnam gave
human interest values.
hearsed. But the rehearsal was only the news a straight-away reading,
a teeoff, for there were lots of peo- with enough authority to lend au"THE OLD DIRT DOBBEB"
in
no.
hand
ple on the air who. had
thenticity and no pontiflcation whatWith Tom Williama
"Portrait."
The occasion was used ever.
'The guy knows his stuff,
Producer: Williams
by reps of the American Federation which is perhaps one reason a couIS MIns., Mon.-Frl., 8:15 ajn.
of Musicians and the American Fed- ple of sjponsors grabbed him within
JOY FLORAL CO.
eration of Radio Artists to boost the 48 hours after his return to the New
WLAC, Nashville
stock of these two organizations.
York radio, scene.
A dirt dobber is a harmless wasp
The AFM spokesman lashed into
In addition to the 6:30 p.m. slot,
that builds mud nests. "The Old Dirt the broadcasters for supporting the Putnam also fills WOR's 11 p.m. segDobber," on the other hand, is Tom Lea anti-Petrillo bill. The AFRA ment this week. He does two Sun?
Williams, producer and star of the people pointed out that when they day newscasts, for
at 8:30 aind
daytime CBS show, "Garden Gate,
started organizing in 1937 radio ac- 10 a.m., and' over the Mutual net at
whose aim is to build interest in gar tors were getting $2 to $5 a perform- 1 p.m. He can carry the load.
M'rltcr-prodDMr-dlrcctor now
aius't
dening. Sponsored, with deal han- ance" with nothing extra for reradla director of altancr handllnir
dled direct between WLAC and the hearsal. AFRA's national executive
threo network showa, nanti Job reJack
Barry's
"Juvenile
Jury"
bankroUer, the local show doesn'
quirlnir. frreater reapoiulbUlty, ereasecretary, George Heller, promised
tlTeneM, InltlatlTe,
have the trimmtn's of the big job
to organize radio people "on many show, which preemed as an early
BERNARD HOWARD
music; a gal popping questions from stations where an announcer now afternoon stanza on WOR, N. Y., a
S3M N. KENMORE, CHICAOO 40, lU., readers about what kind of spray to gets only $30 for a 40-hour week." month ago, has seemingly built sufuse oh certain beetles; prizes in the Radio's acting-announcing and musi- ficient stature to be slotted in the
cal talent had a field day for 15 min- 8:30 to 9 p.m. segment over entire
utes, and took ample advantage of Mutual net on Saturdays.
Format remains same with SaturAnd strangely enough, so well
it.
did producer Bob Heller do the job day night's (15) session having a
jury of inoppets ranging from six
that it made for good listening.
to 11 years, who under guidance of
Barry, give opinions on problems
-"The Hachstcrs" was hit hard, and sent in by listening
audience. Disits author, Frederic Wakeman, was
cussed was whether a kid of nine
brtashed off as a writer who "as a should be allowed
to wear long
novelist is « good advertising man,
pants, gals reaction to
and
when Edwin Beaver took over John kids monopolizing homeSinatra
Mason Brown's "Of Men and Books" exclusion of parents. The phone to
answers,
stint on CBS last Saturday after- mostly
ift the
affirmative, though
noon (15).
constructive,
were productive of
Seaver, who himself is publicity many laughs.
Well-handled and
director for the Book of the Month makes for
good listening.
Club which gave "Hucksters" its big
literary splash, pulled no punches.
He said he thought more of the intrinsic value of the character Evans
in the book (rumored to be George
PROBLEM
Washington Hill) than he thought of
"Victor Norman," who is supposed
to be a portrait of the author,
"At

clashes of Unionists and bushwhackers on the Kansas-Missouri state
line after the Civil War, through the
back-breaking labors and poverty
that Carver endured to educate himself, to his appointment as professor
of botany at the University of Iowa

j

"Hardly a month passes without
artists

it would operate on- the same
i6-hour basis as. the Trans-Canada
Network. The new web has stimu-

said

lated applications for licenses to operate stations in parts of the country where dual network services did

not exist.

Television Reviews
Continued from page

27

was sent into the streets with
Ave pairs of nylons with purpose of
pie

.

'

*

•

bargaining passers-by into exchanging some article of apparel for the
Man, a shrewd looking salesmati, returned at the program's end
looking like a touring oriental bazaar loaded down with ties, shirts,
'watches, and a femnie unmentionable.
Other stunts on the program
were equally effective, and the recurring roar of studio laughter infected listeners with an irresistible
hose.

mood

of good humor.
Big assist must be credited to director Ronald Oxford's handVng of
the cameras for the programs success.
Lens was steadily focussed for
laughs, playing on the <iueer facial
expressions of the participants and
adeptly anticipating the direction of
the action.
.

'

^1

.

WOR

AGENCIES! STATIONS!

'

PROGRAMMING

Mit.t

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED BEXAIX DBVO CO.
Fridaj—CBS— U p.iii. DST

75 Stations . . . can't clear

time for network program

Evans knows where he's going;
he wants to sell more soap. Nor-

least

man has no

sense of direction. Where
is he. going, to another advertising
job?" .As a piece of ad copy, Seaver
thought, the book is swell, and he
l^ked the satirical "Love That Soap"
jingle better than he did the novel
as a whole.

•

yn

OQ

«
•
•
*
•

finished a double helping of Wheatles; then he took
and that's the last I saw of him."

George Carson Putnam, back from
off,

the wars and going strong on both
and Mutual,- took over Vandeventer's 6:30 p.m.
spot this

WOR

WOR

Rodjo-RKordlno cr«at« your ihcw with ntlwork
(olmt and producari . . . record It with iifeliica

qualit> In Hm natlon't fln«it rocordtng plant ...
dUtrlbut* glbtofllng VInyllt* prautngi of th* ihow

.

75 itatloM for MhadiHIng ot a ttmo that
con ba claarad locally ... but nof noliOMilly.

to tha

•
•

"He

Ut NBC

UUIIAT •

yaur pragrommlng proUam mamUa* fhit . . . call Hm
naoratlNBCRadlo-ltacerdlngDIvltlainrapniantatlvaloday.

H

NBC RADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
•odtoCBy.KawVork

•

Chicago

•

Warfiihgfon

•

Hollywood

•

Sohftwicitc*
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"FAITHFUL IN

MY

•cop""'

Horry

Link,

Gen.

I'ro^.

Mgr., 0««rg« Dolin, Prof. Wflf.
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Decca Teamed

Shapiro-Benisteiii,

San Antonio, June

Music, which
scores
will publish and exploit all
on
from Columbia nims. Contracts
the three-way deal were completed
Friday (14) in N. Y. Taps returned
in

Mood

a firm 'called

Hollywood

to

Viillicr

Sunday

is prc.-iident

Arrangement
wliicli actually
p;:iiy
froiii
tin-

of the

calls

.

|

.

fI'Ml

Ti-.i\'>

Anthony was dated

|

j^

firm.
'

Mood.

was an inactive coyi-

mac'if:

v.-il'i

that

as

!

the

new

between Decca and S-B.
and has IG months to run. New deal
cpisinioly includes Taps" former
plovcis. one of the most impoit;;nt

last

week

their

.

D. Savino Values

Decca su'osid.
Columbia,

empliasized. docs
its
operaa piece of the Mood

b;Vnk.

is

still

the tune.

Elman

interests lie solely in the
tion.
royKltics it will receive from >hc
scores.
sale of music contained in its

Anthony

to

His

Leave

the film
is S-B's ability to exploit
scores, a job Sun Music, with no staff
and cnly records to do the job, could

9^

As GAC

'

Sells

his prac-

announced tie'd read the
audience's mind and advised
everyone to think hard. Pluggers were .straining their craniums concentrating on you-know-

weeks behind ($9,000) in payments
when Mclntyre waltzed, but that
was only partly his reason for Scramming. It seems that wtien the band
was signed to Cosmo, a tlause in the

what.

Apparently

not

they're

very

contract cancelled the terms

however.'
good
concentraters,
Dunninger read a lot of thoughts,
but he didn't pick up a song title

'

tor the label.

These clauses became a snag in
the arrangements for the marketing
of shares in the company by E. F.
Gillespie Co., Wall street underwriters. Latter firm insisted that the.
clauses be eliminated in all artist
contracts which carried them before
the stock deal was completed. Company visualized itself holding the
bag if Hendler ever left the firm
and took the artists with him. These
included Tony Pastor, Bobby Byrne
and. Mclntyre, among others.

MPPA Terms

to $673,000).

Savino's 9% would- call for $22,'>,000 gross in order to yield him $167,Meeting in New York next. MonOOO net, based on the same payments day night (24) of members of the
as given Robbins. Loew's, of course, governing body of the Songwriters
contends that there Was a nuisa-nce Protective Assn. may finally bring
value in the Robbins deal, electing into focus the terms of the new conto buy him out, because of constant tract the SPA will sooh;^ begin to
feuding, at "almost any price:"
negotiate with music
i^ublishers,
It's assumed, that Bernie Prager through the Music Pul>lishers Proand Steve Lcvitz present Robbins tective Assn. At the meeting, John
execs, who own just under 5% each Schulman, SPA attorney, and Fred
who went west several
will Ahlert,
will also be approached,
as
Jack Bregman (Vocco'lc Conn), a weeks ago to discuss the new pact
former Robbins exec, who never with Coast SPA-ltes, will outlinesuggestions of the western contingsold out his end.
ent.
.Out -of the ideas of the east
and west f actipns probably will come
the final blueprinting, of plans for
the writers' hew deal \vlth 'pubs.
French Disker
Current agreement expires the end

Pact

Ziggy Elman's contract with Gen;

;

I

left

terms also, at their own insistence, since it was only because of
Hendler that they agreed to record

SPA Meet

Giving Idea Of

In other words, J?o is a shade more
than one-third of- Robbins' holdings,
imd Savino wants one-third of the
half-million net (with taxes paid

came

and

of Cosand repertoire division,
the company. Other important artists were signed under simi-

ever
lar

See

entitled to the same $500,000 net
as paid Jack Bobbins for his 26^r.

it

if

when Herb Hendler, head
rno's artists

in the lot.

hie's

|

!

is

.

When Mclntyre was approached on
rewriting tils contract, he refused and
immediately informed Cosmo execs
that the deal had been automoticalty
cancelled

anyhoW du6

to their fail-

ure to live up to the coin terms.
Virtually -all of the other artisU
agreed to eliminate the objection-

-

able clause.

Mclntyre has no deal With any
other company as yet. One Is said to
be In the works. His band is curretitly at
the Post Lodge, Larchmont, N. Y.

.

Added To

•

New

of this year

Seeks Distrib Rights

So far, there is no concrete Idea
of what the writers will a.sk from
publishers in the new agreement.
Tiiere have been many wild rumors
concerning advances on songs, royalty scales, revenue from mechanicals, etc.
Some of the rcpoits have
major publl.Mhcrs alread.v 6tl the defen.cive and adamantly against terms
that so far are only rumors. However, if some of the reported clauses
are included in the final draft of the
new contract, it's probable there will
be quite a squabble before the latter
will be agreeable to both sides.
While west, Ahlert also did some
work for the American Society of

To U.S. Indie Labels
Hollywood, June
All

of

the

larger

18.

pop-plattcries

-

here with exception of Victor, Columbia and Decca have been buzzed

I

Cosmo Record Sells
68,700 Shares Day
ItHitstheSlreet
Cosmo Record Co. stock hit the
market in N. Y. last Thursday (13)
on schedule and the 68,700 shares

on proposition of having their records distributed in Europe hy newly formed French firm, Comptoir InRIGHTS'
ternational DuDisque. OutAt is said
to be first waxery to get' into biz
on continent since cessation of hostilities,
and reportedly has started
Washington, June 18.
and
Authors
Composers,
SocletJ'' of
Uniform application of a "moral production in. Paris. In making pitch
Publishers.
to labels here, Du Disque states it
since establishing I'ights" clause for authors and comr is open to offers to distribute its Composers, Authors and Publishers
Previously,
Olman,
the
bought
throughout
the
Americas
was
relevant to a number of CoaSt songhad
posers
Leeds, Levy
plalters in U. S.
writers who have not given ASCAP
Wabash, Consolidated, Rels-Taylor, practically assured today- when the
Victor, Columbia and Decca were
Mayo Williams, Pan-American, and inter-American copyright .conference not asked because first two have the right to represent their interests
Am-Hus
in television.
and
the
How he fai-ed is so
catalogs
Jenkins
compromise copyright pro- deaVs with British companies and far undisclo.sed.
a'epre.sentation in. this country. Lat- passed a
latter has .subsid in England. CIDD,
posal prior to winding up its sessions
ter is the Soviet publisher.
in communicating with platteries,
Thursday (20).
^ carefully pointed out that it does
NIXES
The clause, which now must be ap- not intend to distribute in Russia J.
and, hints that it -has no designs at
proved by the individual countries)
present of doing biz in Rus.sian-ocCLUB, N. Y.
SOON' reads: "The author of any protected cupied parts of Europe.
Jimmy Dorsey probably won't rework on disposing of his copyright
Holly^vood, June 18;
turn to the 400 Club, N. Y. Dorsey
Martin and. Crystal Music by sale, grant, or in any other man-

'MORAL

NEW COPYRIGHT PAa

.

.

offered for sale were sold out before the Stock Exchange closed. tl>at
day. Sliarcs Went over the counter
at $4 per and are now worth $6.25.
E. F. Gillespie, Wall street underwriter, handled the deal.
,

.

.

COURT VOIDS BAR TO
COLONNASPFLD.DATE

Springfield, Mass., June 18.
Jerry Colonna will appear at
Riverside Park Wednesday (19) as
announced, de-spite attempt of Valley Arena In Holyoke to block the
comedian on grounds of prior contract within 21-mile radius.
Judge Joseph E. Warner today
denied the bill in equity filed on beBoth
half of Oreal Rainault of Holyoke,
wants his next^ N. Y. booking to be after an agreerneiirby'counsel!'' The
companies have prepped for publi- ner, claims the paternity of the work Phil Spitahy
His
cation tunes of same title, "Too and the right to oppose any modiflca.<
at the Hotel Pennsylvania and has arena action was a surprise as Its
Martin version is by Lou tioh or use of the same which may
Soon."
so advised his agency, (Sencral Art- ind(>or season -ended last. Sunday
Violinist, Evelyn
Alter-Eddie Dc Lange, while Crys- be prejudicial to his reputation as
(16). 'I'he comic is diie at the State
Latter Is trying to work out a
1'='*tal's is by Leo Cherne-Erwin Drake.; an author unless by his prior, c.bnAtlantic City, June 18.
theatre In Hartford Sunday (23),
F'ollowing a New York broadcast Penn deal for a date after the new
Neither Artie Schwartz, MSrtin lemporaneoiis, .or subsequent consent
chieftain, nor Murray,^ Crystal rep, he has granted or waived this ri^ht Sunday night (Winchell), Police Re- year,
_
has evinced intention of changing in accordance with the provisions of corded Victor B. Tort, of Suburban
^he 400 is the second high-salaried Robbins-Connelly Co.;
to the law of thei state in which the con- Margate, admitted (17) that he had
out
pointed
title.
Albert
married Phil Spitalny, All-Girl Or- jiob in the N. Y. area Dorse/ h^s forSchwartz that Cherne-Drake ditly tract was entered."
Turns Song Over
chestra lefader, and his violin .solo- sakcn for spots with "more
ago,
before
years
written
two
prestige"
was
Matter of easing the demands of
J. J. Robbins Sc. Sons turned oveirival
was put oh paper, but some Latin-American authors and ist, Evelyn' Kaye, at Tort's home last and less coin. He isn't going back to
their first song within a week of
Schwartz stands, pat. Neither song composers is of considerable im- Tuesday (12).
Spitalny said he was 47; Miss Kaye the Terrace Room, Newark, which their deal with Bob Wright and
h»s hit sales stalls yet, althoush jportancc to U. S. show biz, which is
save her age as 27; Both gave the he helped into existence earlier this George Forrest for "Millionaires
Ci-.vst;;l
ver.sion already has been interested
particularly, in use of n„ii. /-„.,... i u-*
/-.-,
m
.
year along with brother Tommy Don't Whistle," placing it with Bardi..l;ed, by Paul Cavanaugh Trio. for|La;in music%nd to a lesser extent
rf;LE'=l'i'.li!°*t,.?^,'\!f„^^^^^^^^
as their address. Spitalny makes his Dorsey's band.
He Wants his next ton Music Corp., which is owned by
Encore Record;:. According to copy- 'in sc'riptsj and play material
residence during the summer here date to be back at Frank Dalley's Frank Sinatra. Jack Robbins conri.ijht
law, titles may be identical
Delegates to the conference have
Meadowbi-ook, Cedar Grove, N. J., tends he's still unequipped to fully
"°'- !al^"cTCed s^ft'diwpii^^^
and it's now being worked out for publish songs 'jut will act as broker
^ich'^'.^sTllfthl^tn^!!!^""
siitn is c. se
mis mstancu
the use of Latin-Amencan music in man, WiUard Garton, were the only ^next
for a while until he sets up his iiir
October or thereabouts
-jukeboxes. Under current practice, ones to be present during the cere
ternational deal with Reg Connelly.
1
oi 'f
I
I
mony, performed at noon. Tort later
7^^^
Ross >«uuw
Shifts to
Leeds lecords played
Joe mmwuv
•rww
>w >>wv«i»
Robblns-fTonnclly, Ltd., has Just
OFF SUNBAT
the jukcs, and the .«aid he promised secrecy. Both were
been Incorporated by attorney Bern.Toe Ross, production supervisor at dele,??t'ons feel that if any profits here for the International Rotary
Frank
Dailey a.
Meadowbrook, ard L, Miller
to publish on both sides
Robbins, has shifted to Leeds Mu.sic. are' derived the authors should have convention where the orchestra ap- Cedar Grove,
N. J., chances its of the Atlantic. Reg Connelly reSome time ago Lou Levy, prez of a piece.
pearcd.
night off from Monday to Sunday turned to London last week and
Leeds, took publici.^t Arnold Shaw
xhe original proposar for 'addlwithin
24
hours
phoned the AmeriJuly 7, for July and August only.
•way from Robbins Music ako.
OBERSTEIN TO COAST
tio„al copyright protection for Latincan music publisher of deals on the
It's all diie to light summer business
Witli
Loew's buy-out of Jack American authors would Ijave forEli'ObersteIn, head of RCA-Victor
a;;enda for their N. Y.-London scti'p.
Robbins' interest, publication pn bidden U. S. companies from chang- artists and repertoire, heads Coast- Sundays.
Frank idea is to buck Max and Lnuis
standards, school edition."!, etc. have ing in any way, scripts, play mate- ward Saturday (22) for a fortnight,
Dalley last week bought Glen Dreyfus whose Chappell Music comIjcen
curtailed for at least si,\ rial, or music bought from the beHe's due to record Freddy Mar- Gray to open Jijly 23,
_., following
„ Hal panies on both sides of the pon-l
'"
months oil the theory there is suf- low-thc- border writers and com- 'tin's orchestra. Tommy Dorsey and Mclntyie, who Tcplaces" the current iiave
had little competition d'flcient otitput at hand.
posers.
other RCA artists now in that area. 'Ray McKinley July 2.
the war years.

DORSEY

MARTIN, CRYSTAL PUBS

RETURN

TO 400

CLASH OVER TOO

.
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.
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Loa

-

payable $1,000

the total to be 'measured
royalties.
Clause in the
agreement let Mclntyre out of the
deal If Cosmo ever got more than
10 days behind ini payments.
Actually, the diskery was nine
against

,

by Loew's

Strongest eral Artists Corp. has beten puradequately.
not
professional staff possible will be chased by Music Covp. of America,
rounded up foil the new company, in An unusual deal, and Elman signed
Hollywood.
and
cagd
Ch
Y..
in N.
termer with the agency last
a
In addition to the Sun catalog,
Decca owns the Clarence Williams, week. He will leave the trumNorthern and New Era publishing pet section of Dorsey's orchestra
next. October to stait his own band,
firms.
Elman signed with Creneral Artists several years ago while in the
was his intention to
Army.
It
SpragDe-Coleman
maestro upon his discharge. However, when he was released, a few
Catalog
months back, he rejoined Dorsey's
Meanwhile, Arthur MiLeYy's String organization.
chaud had begim negotiations to buy
Lou Levy last week added the his contract from GAC, having ofSprague-Coleman catalog to the long fered $10,000 for the agreement. GAC
to
purchased
finally okayed the deal ,last week
list of firms he has
strengthen his Leeds Music Co. S"m and Elman immediately signed with
MCA. which put up the coin.
he paid is undisclosed.
Sprague catalog includes a number
Since rejoining Dorsey, Elman has
compositions,
of Alec Templetoii's
been drawing $500 weekly.
including his "Bach Goes to Town"
(VerDukelsky
works by Vladimir
CresZucca,-Paul
Man?
non Dake),
IN
It also includes such
toii,
et al.
things as ''Oh, Dear, What Can the
Matter Be." Firm ha.s a 20-point
American
in
the
rating
availability

Diihninger, as

aniiually,

of $52,000

weekly,

tice,

in
the music firms.
intere.st
Savino differs with the picture company on the price. Loew"s advance.!
the book value as a standard for
negotiation, and Savino thinks that

9Cf.

ID. for Own Band

handle

N. Y,

Music Cos. at 167G

,

1

of 'Big

3'

Dorhenico Savino, niusic editor-inarranger for Robbinschief and
Feist-Miller, and Loew's, Inc. executive.? haive been holding- preliminary
discussions on the purchase of. his

Us

S-B and Decca guaranteed the studio
against
a substantial amount yearly,
What Taps and
royalty statements.
Columbia were more concerned With

last

and
Nat BrandDunninger
wynne's orch at the Blltmore,

(8)

prom

blood

loc;.l

But

tunes.

favorite

flret time they
ever did It by thought waves.
Flock of the professional men
were on hand for the opening of

week was the

inusician to arrange .the tune
for his band, the pair had sold a
pint of blood each for $25 per at n
usin.s;

last

shop here.

sion;-.!

conof the publishin? firms not
nected wilh a Hollywood studio, in
the
the deal ho originally iiiade with

not

a

Hal Mclntyre pulled his orchestra
the Cosmopolitan Record label
week after comp|leting only six
inonths of a one-year (with option)
contract, and In so doing revealed a
situation that's very unusual in the
disk business. Mclntyre's agreement
with Cosmo called for a guarantee
oft

Think-a-Plug

formerly with

Fred Waring, Johnny G»-een and
Jack Teagardcii has opened a record

;

alliai-cc

own

jji^^y

So Mclntyre Ends 52G Guarantee Deal
Songpluggers have been forced
Into many a gimmick to sell

.

that firm

of

General

of

Skiles, a trumpeter,

ai-i-ivcd,

for the
lasi \c;;u-. TIlis a'jrei'iiv-^nt wa.s

srmc purpose

I

at the school. When
the two students,' George
and Bob Ernest, walked up
fxo\i\}
to him with an orchestration of a
song they had written titled "No
Use Complaining," completely arjanged for his band. Startled by
such detailed preparation, Anthony
questioned the kids and found that
Ifi
get the dough to pay a profes-

i

owned by S-B, to take over
Sun Music, a Decca subsidiary,

students

Cosmo Pays Weakly Instead of Weekly,

grams over WOAI and has opened
his own music school here.

Motors Tech: auto school In Detroit,
did that very thing last \yeek to get
a son.i; they had written played by
R;,y Anthony's orchestra,

|

new

tor

Two

18.

recently returned from the service.
Winters, a pianist formerly with
Henry Busse. Lou Breeze and Jan
Savitt bands has a series o£ pro-

giving blood to achieve

-p„„.
j.„ccecK.

Dick

(16)..

j

gtudCS DonatC Blood
To Have Song Played

week
eiiyineered a deal in.N. Y. last
which set up r.n alliance between

^;.^."irr,^ecr°tuanann:r^

I

'

cJiu^^bkr plctufol^V^

Biz

Melvin Winters and Dude Skiles,

By Jonie Taps to Hypo Col. Pix Tunes
manJonie taps, former geneial
I"';
«gev of Sliapiro-Bernstein and

Own

Sidennan Open

,

,

.

,

.

,

.

!

.

.

«

everywiiere
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a

grjit

new

score!

Music by

OH
"

mWitA}k
TKHlWIlt
mi)
(H

k FARMER'S
VERY
LIFE IS A

SO YOUNG

MERRtllft
ffliitt

umt MIS

Music by
Lyrics

by

linen GOROOH
Music by
Lyrics

by

gUCK 60RB0H
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Brazilian Societies Gripe to

On NSG Income

ASCAP

$30,000 a year liaison as-

to

maintain

the

Society's

Metro's

forthcoming

Durante fllmusical, "This
Keeps" (nee "A Gentleman's Gien-

ASCAP

of

publishers

standard

at

.

Brooklyn," for .which purpose the
Great Schnozzola is currently in the
east. Johnny Johnston and Kalhryn
will be co-featured.
'-S$ngs arc "Little Big Shot" and
Don't They Let Me Sing a
Love Song," both specially written

Grayson

"Why

for Durante.

BARRY GRAY

By

Jimmy
Time for

South American relations (on a non- tlemnn"). It's the film after Dut
in
exclusive basis\. addressed « group rante's current "It Happened

the Society's oft'lces in N. Y. last
week and suggested that the attendclaim they are hot getting as rhuch
ees look over the catalogs of the
income as they expected to. or as
much as they drew out of previous Latin publisher affiliates, and )1 any
arrangomcnls with U. S, music saw their way clear, to take some
of the material for marketing in
groups.
Downey, this country.
Wally
At any rate,

(For Jocks and Jukes)

Benny Davis and Harry Akst got
$10,000 for two songs they authored
for

signed

RECOMMENDED RECORDS

TuneZforSckoz'sNext

of Yanqui Dollaire
ASCAP's

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers seems to be
having a little trouble with publishers afTiliated with two Brazilian perwhich
with
societies,
formance
ASCAP completed reciprocal performance rights deals last year. It
seems the South American pubs

Benny Davis/Harry Akst

(WOR-Mutual's AU-Night U.C.)
by Harry Orch) "Pickle In The Middlc"-"lsic
Randy Brook*
"Strange Love" -"Without of Capri" (Victor). "Pickle" has
Preime)
Randy rhythm. And the Four queenly
is
This
(Decca).
You"
Brooks' best yet. Maestro plays his Kings know what to do with it. Silly
opei\ horn well and the segue from lyric, but who's academic these days';
Recommended. "Isle of
full band to sax solo preceding vocal It'll sell.
handed the riff treatment
is an attention getter. Harry Preime Capri" is
sings well, with vibratto just slightly also. Opens with piano and brings
with a brass band.
attract
Kings
on the
out of hand. Rhythm will
slow dancers. Recommended. "With- Considering its heavy vocal content,
out You" adapted from the Spanish it'll be liked surprisingly as a dance
Tres Palabras" doesn't like the band disc.
as much, but Preime handles the
Frank Sinatra (vocal with Axel
rhythmic word-s better. Brooks plays Stordahl Orch) "From This Day Forexcellent trumpet on this side, too. ward"-"Something
Old Something
(vocal

.

Beat

is

good.

Recommended

for danc-

(Columbia). "From This Day"'

New"

gonna do a lot better than the pic
same name. Sung by Sinatra,
a heiirtwarming lyric with great
backing by Stordahl. Won't be a
bit ipore than average as a tune, unless sung by one of the top lads.
Proves how much a good voice, well
schooled in phrasing and showmanship, can do for ah ordinary tiinc.
"Something Old" is the
soil.
It'll
best side. Smart lyric, with wordagc
is

MOOD MUSIC

Sisters (with Bud FreeOrchestra) "Doin' What Comes
Natur'lly"-"That Wonderful Worrisome Feeling" (Majestic). Freeman
aggrcRalion sounds weak on "Annie"
or ••Doin" What Comes Nalur'lly.'^
DcMarco.s arc so busy working, vocal
tricks svith the lyric, they forget it.s
simplicity. They sing like an oul-orhand BoswoU group, with none of
the Boswell class. Not rcconimandcd.

DcMarco

A New Musk Company

man

CO. INC

Dinah Shore disk

DICK VOLHER, President
Founded Exprtssly for the Publication and Exploitation of Songs

in

is

HARRY COHN,

President

tailored for the Sinatra style. Along
about the twelfth bar he throws a
"golly, gee!" into the lyric. Thai's
murder 'em on the p.a.'s.

'•.Worri-

best.

the recommended

Feeling"'

side.

Both musicians and maids arc gonna

is

on a smoothei:, simpler kick. Good nccommended.
tempo. Will sell.
Kay Kyser (vocal by Michael

The Moou-

Song^ - 'Yoirrc The Cause Of It All"
(Columbia).' Tlii.s is the new Ky.>ier
band, and it's good. And commercial.

'•Old

with

cclcfslt:

Orch

turns

a

in

Scores Soon fo Be Released

Recommended.
Elliot Lawrence

(vocal

"Strange

by

orchestra,

new

combination

went into rehearsal last week; it'3
composed of 17 pieces, including
vibraharpist Marjorie Hyams, formerly with Woody Herman, plus
Ventura and a girl singer.

Jack

Love"-'Tll

Ventura's

Intyre.

.

Hunter)

"THRILL OF BRAZIL"

new

backed by Gene Krupa, will debut
2 at Post Lodge, Larchmont,
N. Y., following the current Hal Mc-

July

top job.

miss!

can't

Larchmont

in

Charles Vehtura!s

Fashioned Song^' opens
and is sung by Michael

who

Segue to muted
Good dance disc.
brass is good.
Watch that Douglas! Recommended..
Lucyaim Polk takes feature billing
on the reverse and skats "You're The
Cause of It AH." She's eftcctivc.

Guy

New

An Old Fashioned Ventura to Debut

bcamers) "I Love

Doiigla.s.

By Arrangement With Sun Music Co., Inc. (Decca Records)
and Columbia Pictures

it's

some

DouMlas. Lucyann Polk,

COLUMBIA PICTURES

of the

Post Lodge,' Ventura
take the new combo into the

Following

Be

With You In Apple Blossom Time"'

may

(Columbia). This is the first disc of
the most talked of new band in the
East.
Lawrence,
ot
a
protege
WCAU. Philly, has been on CBS
sustaining time for a long period.
On his initial disk try, he does
"Strange Love'^ well. Moody movenient, with accent on keyboard and
French horn, ifs musically fine. Vocal could be belter. Unfortunately it

Rp.seland

Ballroom, N. Y., about
Aug. 6. Dates were booked direct,
no agency as yet having a contract
band.
the
on

.

.

New

Hayworth's

Rita

Sensation

"DOWN TO EARTH"
in

Humphrey Begart's

"DEAD RECKONING"
One Song

in

the open five-week
at the "Astor Roof,

Lawrence. "Apple Blossom Time"

i

(with

York. This

Cavallaro opened the Roof Mon(17) evening, following Alvino

I

Sisters

Sarnmy Kaye

New

period has- been unfilled since the
beginning of the Roof's season,
mainly because Music Corp. of
America couldn't work out a band
for it. Tucker opens July IS, followed by Kaye, who closes the room
for the season.

repeats the experience of the "A"
Handled slowly, it's lovely, but
the vocal tends to flatten out harshly.
Excellent piano, and musically it's
gonna have the trade lalkin'. Great
for dancing with lowered lights and

Kinf

between

spot

C;arnnen Cavallaro. and

side.

orbs.

Fills

Astor Hotel Vacancy
Tommy Tucker's orchestra will fill

blankets disk, and doesn't give band
a chance to shine through. Hunter
will probably shape up better with
experience. Recommended for new
iastrumentation, and as introduction
to

One Song Themed and Featured Vocally

Tommy Tucker

day

Buddy Cole Rey.
!

10 Best Seflers on Coin-Machines

Rosalind Russell's and Melvyn Douglas'

"MY EMPTY HEART"

I

1.

Gypsy

2.

Prisoner of Love (11) (Mayfair).

3.

(8)

(Leeds)

Decca
Columbia

Ink Spots

(binah Shore
Perry Como.
(Ink Spots

Victor

(

.Decca

...Victor
(Perry Como
...... .Decca
( Blng Crosby.
.Victor
All Tlirough the Day (10) (Williamson). ( Perry Como. .. ..
.Columbia
Frank
Sinatra.
.
(
.Decca
jBing Crosby
Sioux City Sue (7) (Morris)
.Cosmo
7 Tony Pastor
Laughing On the Outside (8) (BMI).... Dinah Shore .... .Columbia

They

Say-

It's

Wonderful

(4) (Berlin)...

.

.

4.

. . .

.

Musical, Featuring Judy

Canova

5.

6.

.

.

.

"GHOST TOWN"
And Numerous

7. Doii't

a Baby,

Baby

(5) (Triangle).

Don't

Know Enough About You

8.

I

9.

Shoo-Fly Pie (13) (Criterion)

10.

I'm a Big Girl

Now

(8)

(1)

(Leeds)'

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO.
LOUIS BERNSTEIN, President
1270 Sixth Avenue,

New

York City

INC,

Lov« In Vain

(T. B.

Decca
Capitol

Columbia
Victor

Up
(

,.

I

Decca
Lionel Hampton
Beneke-Mlller ....... Victor
GalUard ........ Cadet

SUm

Freddy Martin

, .

Ashby De La Zodch (Manhattan)...,.
'in

.Capitol

Sammy Kay«

Cement Mixer (Mills)
Bumble Boogie (Martin)

Sole Selling Agents

Victor

Dorsey
( Pfeggy Lee
(C
(Mills Bros
Stan Kenton
( Dinah Shore

(World).,

Coming
Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop

Tommy

I

to'

Harry Cohn. President of COLUMBIA PICTURES,
and Jonie Taps, Studio Executive

Decca

{Mills Bros
..

(

.Other Sensational Columbia Pictures

Thanks

Be

^acs.

....... Victor

••Decca

..

.....

f'^^^y
(Tommy Tucker.... Columbia

••••

Haymes-Forrest ......Decca
(Margaret Whiting, ..Capjtol
(

Harms)'

.

Doin' -What

There's

Comes

Natur'lly (Berlin)......!™"'^ Shore,

D6 You Love Me (BVC),.
Do You Love Me (BUC)

.....

(Jimmy Dorsey

Good Blues Tonight (Embassy)

.CoUnnbia
Decca

Tommy Dorsey ...... .Victor
Victor
(Tommy Dorsey
:"••••• (Ella Fitzgerald.
Decca
...

.

.

.Dick

Haymes

.Decca

Wedne»d«y. June 1». 1946
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'On

Reg Connelly's "No. 1
English Song Success

i'P tiki to

(Wbtn You're
By

^7H£ HIARTBEAT

Oil yoo Mom

C4if

By Paul Misraki and Ervin Drake

Lontly)

Sung by Ginger Rogers

HENRY PRICHARD

Jfi
ERNESTO LECUONA'S

SONG"

you cuiss
in the

R.K.O. Film "Heartbeat"

Zhe Offing!

magnificent score from the Twentieth Centwry-Fox Technicolor production

CARNIVAL

IN

COSTA RICA

Wednesday, June 19, 1946
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ARA

Buys Symphony

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

Label,

week, Jme 7-13 based
Followino ore the Most Played songs of the
Peatman s Office of Research, nsing
o» the cop^ehted survey by Dr. John
mformaHon in N. Y.
the Accurate Reporting Rodio Loo a* basts of
All the Cats Join In
,
wmlnLon
All Through the Day-t"Centennial Summer
Ashby De la. Zooch
Cement Mixer
Chiquita Banana
coax Me a Little Bit

•

•

Woman"

Shine-«"St. Louis

Come Rain Come

Do You Love Me?— t"Do You Love Me?"
Full Moon and Empty Arms
Gypsy
You.......
1 Don't Know Enough About
I

Know Why

Don't

AH Over

Laughing On the Outside

It's

.

.

;?*
.

.

.

•

Lcgit Musical.

X

BMl

Hollywood, June 18.
bought out
holdings of co-founder partner SoUy
Loft in Loft-Marmor Music Go. and
contihue

operate

to

as

firm,

fice

outfit here,

for good

who

Marmor,

week

Last

and

had

closed Coast ofshifted to New

York.

Sioux City Cue...-

Morris

Dom What

Berlin

Comes..

Prisoner of Love.

Melrose

Do You Love Me?
In a Moon Mist

Shapiro

ot the Pipers.

He

charges

group tor $10,000. However,
thru.shcs withdrew at the last minute and the suit was filed.

singiiig

BVC

Getting usual visitors

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50).
grab golden 4,000 rovers.

Group

conspiracy to exclude him from the
act following his discharge from the
Army.
He claims to have orig
inatcd it.
Agreement was expected over the
weekend wiicrcbv Yocum, Lowry &
Co. Would liave bought Huddleston's
claim on a quarter interest in the

_(-WecT?~Biidiiig June 15)
Leeds
Gypsy
They Say It s Wonderful. .Berlin
All Through the Day .Williamson
C-P
I Don't Know Enough
BMI
Laughing On Oulsjde

solo venture.

rcpped

members

10 Best Sheet Sellers

Marmor has

F:ddie

,

JSoutncrii

Liceiiscd.

LOFT

OIJT

Chicago

Los Angeles

150G

Hollywood, June 18.
Johnny Huddleston, former mcni
ber of the Pied Pipers, filed two
for a total of $l.'jO.OOp
yesterday
suits
against Clark Yocum and Cluiek
Lowry for accounting, and against
Hal Hopper and June Hutton, other

u,,.mc
.Haims

Vou Are Too Beautiful

will

7^^°^..^="'"-'

Qhanivo

ir
Wiihout You

MAEMOR BUYS

Totaling

Vs. Pied Pipers

Hr>..ll^c

""Famous

.

42,700
20,775
7,200
2,925
10,673
11,573

i

Suits

D

T,

1,575
1,675
1,750
2,925
2,300
3,425

4

* AsterisJa Indicate o lupponlnff floor (h«to. JVeiD Forker has let thovf;
Lexington, an Hawaiian floor show.

John Huddleston Files

II,^

^^^\]^^^^.

.

Wonderful— •"Annie Get Your Gun

Filmuiical.

"

y capUol

••
Love You?-:"Sl.anue Love Martha

of

•

No One But You

Tlicy Say
1

„'

"
•

Prisoner of Love
Seems Like Old Times
Shoo Fly Pic
I

m.

Tt-rmq

.

Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Continuing at a hefty 3,000.
Ernie Ueckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.30-$2.50 min.).
guest-direction ot concerts in Naples, Carl Brisson's opening week down to average 2,400.
Buddy Rich (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Rich
Milan, Florence and Rome. He will
return here in late August to prep at a steady •1,500. below par.
Ted Straeler (tJmpiic Boom, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). A healthy
Santa Monica Sympli season,
llie
5.500.
which starl.s in October.
Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 850; $3-$3.50 min.).
Orriii Tucker
Dowii 10 5.800, but slill lops.

umcr

More Than You Know
Night and Day-t"Night and Day"

Should I Tell You
Sioux City Sue
Strange Love

H-..

'b^.

•

field

classical

from .Symphony disks peddled by
ARA. Baioneer leaves Hollywood
early next week on first leg of Euwhich will include
tour,
ropean

f,

SB

the

and his associates
will get a percentage cut of profits

Broadway

In
In the Moon Mist
jL.ne Is Bustin' Out

enters

wax.
Rachmilovich

.

f^n

riajtd

.

ARA

.

UoTon Votai
rut
C«T*ri
Week Oo Data

Week!

HoUl

Rachmilovlch
which acquires

George Paxton... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.60)..
masters possessed by Symphony Leighton Noble. Waldorf (550; 92)
label. In future, Rachmilovich and Joe Relchman.... Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.60)
the Santa Monica Symph, which he
This
directs, will record for ARA.

f'u
e,»

Jacques

all

Rai-ton

...

at Hotel B. O.'s

Bands

of

selling out to latter,

i^Veds

Fall In

<.!

with

tr P

I've

There's

ARA

end,

'

'

Be With You in Apple Blossom Time,
Love With You EVry Day
Got Sun In Moming-«"Annie Get Your Gun
Love In Vain— f'Centennial Summer

1 11
1

W^ljamson

MilU
Maxwell
Bom^ie
F^^lJilrd
^^^^""^^

•

with

Goes Longhair

HoUywpod, June 18.
Symphony Records
was effected over week-

Merger

(Peatman System)

RusiiMorcau (BiUmore:

900; $1-$1.50).
register returns to garner 4,2()0 tabs.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Chicaoo)
Will Bark (Aragon: 90c-$l.l5). Up to a good 12,000.
Charley Barnel (Rainbo; $1-$1.25'). Spot closed for the summer Sunday
(IC) with poor 7,000 with Barnet.
Gay Claridge (Cliez Paree; G50; $3-$3.50 min.). Danny Thomas closed

Thursday

(13).

Joe

E.

Lewis

in

Friday (14) to continue record

Benny Strong

.(.Trianon; 90c-$1.15').

Back

6,000.

Martha Raye rounding

Buddy Sliaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.).
out long stand with nifty 4,100.

to a fair 12,000 after last week's

drop.

(Los Angeles)

Frankle Carle (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wk.). Opening week oC
piano-pounder hurl a bit by the heat but still okay with 24.000.
JsD Garber, Bobby Sherwood (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 5th week). Fell
off to 12,000.
Tiny Hill (Trianon,

JONES, VICTOR SIGN

to

Sailing along -wiMi plenty ot cash

South Gate,

B.

South end ot town

1st wk.).

n.s.g.

3,600 tickets.

NEW 3-YEAR PACT
ORPH, OMAHA, BACKS

TOP HIT Of YESTEfiDAY

BAND-SHOWS AT

GRIAT POPUIAS

Spike Jones' orchestra signed a
three-year contract with RCAVictor last week. Previous contract
until November to run.

new

B.O. had

Omaha. June

j

'

19.

joncs currently playing midwest
Realization that grosses will "Ot (j^gj^.^j g,,^ one-nighters, goes into
stay in the upper levels at the Or- Canada for more one-nighlers and
pheum without hypo from stage. then into the Strand theatre. N. Y.,
early in July.
has led di.^ricl m;.i!ager Bill Miskcll of Tristates theatres to order
a band-vaudc-filin policy as far as
i

I

STAKOAiD TODAT

j

!

!

British Best Sheet Sellers
{.Week Eliding June

6.

1946)

London, June 7.
Can't Begin Tell You. Chappell
Mary Lou
F.D. & H.
Bygones Be Bygones. .Feldman
.Chappell
Root ot All Evil
Chickery Chick..
Connelly
Land Beginning Again. Feldman
Atchison Topckn
Sun
Along Navajo Trail. .. .Maurice
Sonic Rain Must Fall
Wood
.

Kenton Forced to Play
Oh What It Seems to Be... Sun
Orphcum, Tristates (Blank-ParaDream of You
Macmelodies.
mount) ace house, will get the Tex
Dates He Wanted to Drop
Beneke-Glcnn Miller orchestra for
Stan Kenton cannot get out of
a week Nov. 15. This band cleaned
up at the Chermot ballroom here certain dales he has been seeking to ELLINGTON SETTLES
recently. Other bookings for the cancel for the past six weeks. GenOrphcum stage are Spike Jones, eral Artists Corp., which handles
Lionel Hampton, Woody Herman. the band, advised Kenton last week
Hollywood. June 18.
Count Basic and Henry Busse. Ex- that the Hotel Pennsylvania. N. Y..
tra efforts being made to load up which holds a contract calling for
Duke Ellington's haggle with
with more band shows which always his opening there Sept. 2. will not Shcrrill Corwin over whether he
Neither will the E-astrelease him.
lift grosses at advanced prices.
'would
play
the
Orplicuin or Million
wood Gardens. Detroit, and Cedar
Point. Sandusky, O., each a week Dollar (healrc. lo which Corwin has
possible.

Alwoyt S«ag

MILLS

—-All

Wayi

P«palar

PROGIAM SUGGESTIONS

MARY LOU
STORMY WEATHER
.

•

WHO'S SORRY

NOW?
MILLS MUSIC. INC.
U19 Broadway

New

York If

CORWIN TERMS ROW Top Tunes for Your Books

Stan Kenton to
Jazz

MC

L.A.

Run at Embassy Aud.

Los Angeles, June 18.
Frances Kelly, operator of oddlabel pop-platlery, Fran-Tone Rec-

shifted

stand.

ON

will

on session are Charlie Shavers, ErroU Garner, Charley Parker, Howard McGhee. Tommy Todd Trio and

Kenton had asked C.'VC weeks ago has been seltled. Ellington had been
leave him only with a commit- booked into the Orpli (or the week
the
at
Paramount theatre. of July 2: he redrscd to okay a shift
November. He wants to to the Million Dollar house after
spend as much time as possible on Corwin turned the latter over to J.
the Coast with his family.
Arthur Rank, who will use it as
to

N. Y.. for

6-293*

Red Callcnder's

LOEWS
This

HENRY

STATE.

W*tk

trio.

NEW YORK

(June 13)

''RED''

ALLEN

AND

J. C.

HIGGINBOTHAM

AND

THEIR SEXTETTE

get a complete refurbuishit is closed this summer.
Job will be started immediately
after the fold of Johnny Bothwell's
orchestra,
which debuted
last
Thursday (13) for two weeks but
may stay four, depending on whether
it slays cool.
Eand-nileiy will reopen Sept. 6
with a triple-name bill headed by
Louis Jordan's Tympany Five and
Randy Brooks' orchestra aud the
Moclernaires.
Latter vocal group
will do two shows nightly at the
club
while Jordan and Brook.s'
combos work the stand. Jordan's
combo is one of the strongest dishsales arlisis available currently.
city, will

ing while

ONYX CLUB. Now York
Opening June 21 KELLY'S STABLES,

All-Time Favorite

WHERE
ARE YOU

Orph's vaudfilm policy,

ment

promote jazz concert at
Embas.sy Aud. herS 'Monday (24),
which Maestro Stan Kenton will 400 Club, N.Y.,
To
emcee. Miss Kelly last month held
similar session on UCLA campus,
Get Refurbishing
under school auspices, to promote
400 Club, New York, generally
interracial harmony.
looked upon as one of the most unLined up, among others, to sit in attractive name band rooms in th^
ords,

(he

An

Music by,

,

,

JIMMY McHUGH
Published by

Arst-run film.

ROBBINS

Ellington's objections to moving
the dale to the Million Dollar assertedly were due to his contention
the latter isn't as good a location.
On that basis, with 200 more seats
at the Million Dollar, he wanted a
rewrite of terms. His Orph pact
called for a $10,000 guarantee with
a split
over $30,000. Thai's been
changed to call for a $15,000 guarantee with a split over $38,000.

A

DRUMMER
Top-nolili, JS.'uBlun, i

Beautiful Hawaiian

SWEET

.rmri*

oroli.-

comho. riiifrlrni'r: mill, fakf; »»iith
A-1 (.oiinfrlloii. Wrilr Ihir SHS. VnrlM.v, 134 Wtsi 48111 SI.. NriT Vork.

Medley

LEILANI

Just Concluded 16 Months.

Mew

Starr Coming to Coast

York, Indef.

Hollywood, June

Herman
Exclusive Victor Recording Artists
EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP
745

Fiffh

Avp

.

New

York 22

I'L.

18.

5-5572

SOUTH SEA ISUND MAGIC

Warner

Bros,-controlled.
While here on visit of approximately two weeks, Starr also will
huddle with
film execs on music going into forllicomiiig Alms,
is

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

Starr, prez of Publishers

Holding Corp., is due here, July 18,
from New York on his annual
checkup of Coast operations of
Remick-Harms-Witmark pub firms,
subsids of the corp., which in turn

WB

«;ANTI
1619

Y..

lOY

New York It
Valondo, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

Broadway.

Tommy
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AGVA

Major Bowes, Who Made His Am Units

A

the patron

who

died at

L.

saint, bt

Bowes, for years ,000
amateur talent, year
i

72, at his

Rumson

iN.J.)

although
home,
Thursday
(13),
prominent in legit shows and a
member of the Loew-Metro board,
as the man who
parlayed tyro units into one of the
most profitable facets of showbusiness.
is

AFM

remembered

best

In

eight

years

of

operation

made

During

that

American Federation

.

in

j

I

.

of

dealing with niteries which

I

I

fuse

to

Guild Blacklists Circus

re-

Hollywood, June

AGVA.

ink contracts with

Shelvey hopes to arrange huddle

a great season' for Atlantic City.

18.

The Al Dean Circus, one-ring trick
currently upstate, last week was declared nationally "unfair" by the
Ainericah Guild 6t Variety Artists.

this

j

I

Outfit,

owned by Forrest Freeland,

charjged with firing ,the Jumping
Jacks, aero act, and refusing to pay
$150 in back salaries owed.
lis

I

of

Atlantic City, June 18.
Take it from anyone in the amu.se.
ment business hera. it's going to be

Musicians

month and will ask Pctrillo for arearnings and Goldberg arranged an rangement whereby musikevs will
Walter Chrysler,
with
interview
out of any spot livc-lalent
pil^ilk
head of the Chrysler Corp., who unibii deems "unfair.".
signed a contract giving Bowes $25,Two unions have no working
000 for a show that cost the Major
no more than' $1,500 to produce. agreement at present nationally, alSince he made the deal through though in a few local situations the
Goldberg, an employee of his. Bowes ties have been made. In many inwas relieved of paying any commis- stances of late AGVA has found that
after ordering out floorshow, a niler.v
sion on that deal.
In addition, he was given the kept on flourishing with band only.
privilege of selecting the' network Shelvey believes that by getting supeverywhere, he will
and agency. He turned the business port of
oyer to Ruthraull 4c Ryan, and chcsc have powerful lever in obtaininit
That network also allowed contract - agreemients with niteries
CBS.
him to live nent free in the CBS and in making them hew to the
Further benefit of the AG'VA line.
penthouse.
choice of CBS was derived from the
fact that he was relieved of paying

!

New LegitJiteiy, Rer Dra^

With

of the

in effort to enlist aid

trilio

the rounds.

Bowes who

Union Modifies

American Guild of Variety
lias

modified

Artists

former stance re-

its

.

garding member-talent pacting for

San Fernando

New Cafes

Lures

the

from,

vacationist,

are

opening dally. Most of them are on
the ^rightly illuminated boardwalk.

wooden

'Seaward, on" the ocean front, the
Pier,
operated by George
is
already doing business
It offers name bands,, vaudeville, fllnis, outdoor circus and scores
of minor amusements, all for one
price. Hamid's Millioti Dollar Piciis due to open early in July.

Hamid,

BowSs first came into prominence NBC commissions on his units which
Panama dates where union notified
when he ran an amateur radio show wei-e now booked exclusively by
members it would hpt okay such
at WHN in 1034 and the next year Goldberg who was on a salary and
dates. This week Matt Shelvey, nawent over to NBC! with Chase 4s bonus arrangement.
tional head of AGVA, okayed a deal
Sanborn sponsoring. It was while
Bowes paid his amateur performpermitting AGVA members to sign
appearing on NQC that Lou Gold- ers a straight scale of $50 to men
contracts for engagements, at the
berg interested the Major in putting and ,$G0 to women no matter how
Club Internationale, Panama City,
out amateur vaude units. Hitherto good the performer was. Many were
after
William
Liebow,
operator,
Hollywood. June 18.
winners on his weekly air show professional amateurs but others
Hollywood nightcrawlers are on posted $5,000 cash bond to cover
were booked by the then existing scaled the heights via Bowes' imsalaries of acts.
NBC Artists Bureau into local thea- petus. Bowes units provided the the march again. It now looks like
Liebow came to New York last
tres with Bowes getting no share in 'necessary experience. Frank Sinatra trtey may make "the San Fernando
week to confer with Shelvey on
the coin. However in the first six 'started with Bowes as a member of
Valley their home." Everywhere in possibility of lifting ban on Panama
months of unit operation, Bowes the Hoboken Four. Christina Carthe Valley eat. and nitery spots are for American acts and evidently
grossed $900,000 and paid NBC $90,(Continued on page 48)
.

shekels

Steel

Panama Ban

,

I

Loew's, Inc.

and a

daily.

AFM

i

shows, and his income

as operator of the Capitol theatre,
N. Y.. which he operated in conjunction with Messmore Kcr>dall for

New and seasonal cabarets, piers,
some legit, an ice show
hundred and one dilTerent
amusements designed to take the
restaurants,

All bars are 100 feet off the
way because of local law.

,

the Chrysler radio show, his investin legit

commissions.

14 units

$3,500 to $25,000 a Week
started with Chase 4:
Sanborn at $3,500 weekly with a
$500 increase every 90 days, soon
became dissatisfied with his air

!

1

amateur shows, he's estimated, to
have grossed moi-e than '$3,000,000,
and when unit earnings dwindled to
around $200,000 annually in 1943, he
gave it up as "not worth the bother."
The money Major Bowes arnateur
were separate and
units earned
apart from his $25,000 weekly from
ments

in

Atlantic City Looks to Boff Season

Help in Niteries

Matt Shelvey, national director of
American Guild of Variety Artists, is
seeking confab with James C. Pe-

Big Business. Dies in His 72d Year

Major Edward

Tries to Enlist

The Garden

pier,

uptown from

Ihe

win. not be used this season.
other years it housed stock. It
has been taken over by the city for
taxes; it is in such bad condition
that it may be demolished, if the
city can find the cash to tear it
down. The only other pier operating
is in mid-city, near the Steel, on the
site
of the old Steeplechase.
It
Steel,

In

(Continued on page 48)

.

1

;

:

I

convinced Shelvey of his financial
stability to cause modification.
Shelvey staled that he is experimenting with this date as an individual case, but has no intention of

springing up.

Right

"One musf eventually

start looking for

new

adjectives

to describe her justifiably."

Kahn,

-

Variety.

now

the Valley ga.vway

is

the main road running Norlhuoril,
Ventura boulevard. And it looks like
Ventura is the coming brjghliight
autobahn of southern California.
Liquor licenses are being issued
right and left along the route, because the growth in population war-

lifting

ban entirely

CORONET, PHILLY, UP

rants granting of spirit-selling permits. Little spots are being put to-

FOR SALE AT 75G

gether (nobody seems to ask questions about building or materials)
and most of these small bistros are
putting ih musical combos, a few
acts, minimums or cover charges aiid
average meals. Thus far there have
been no attempts at pretension, save
for the swank Sportsman's Lodge,
which is high-priced for food, the
main attraction. Charley JFoy, evicted
from his old stamping ground, is set
to open a new nitery. Others are
planned for fall blossoming.

—

Philadelphia, June 18.
Coronet, one of the few Philly
spots featuring name acts, is on the
block. Already three major bidders
trying to buy it.

Biggest project yet announced is
a hotel to be tabbed the White Hart
Inn near Tarzana. This place will include hotel, theiatre, dining and
dancing salon, bars, cottages sprinkled amid an orange gro.ve, plus
swimming pools. It's still a dream.
but the White Hart will be just
about the terminal point of the Ven- 1
tura fun run,, en route north and
west. This will give HoIIywoodsmen
and the visiting firemen about 10
straight miles of play spots to choose
from when the boom really starts

romping.

Rand

Posts Bond to Get
Slate Bros, for Nitery

GRACIE

BARBIE
LOEWS CAPITOL
NEW YORK

Kahn, Variety, June
Manag«iMiift

GENERAL ARTISTS' CORP.

also, for

Carraatly

cepted.

FREDDIE LAMB'S

Also dickering for the spot is Jack
Lynch, whose Walton Roof was recently closed

by the Fire Marshall,

CLUB 18

along

with the shuttering of the
a potential "firetrap." Since rebuilding of the Wal
ton will take a year or more Lynch

NEW YORK

Walton Hotel as

has been looking around for a new
location, and the Coronet is one of
the places he's eyeing. Another bidder is a man who is not now iii the
night club field and whose identity
has not been disclosed.

Sammy

F««tHrlii9
St«pt's S«Hiatienal

iaUad
I

Fall In

Love With

You Everyday
Publtihed by

STEPT MUSIC CO.

A

Nickel For a

Memory
PMbllibad by

DUBONNET MUSIC CO.
Sp«elal Motarial by

any additional talent she

MILT FRANCIS

books.
Sally Sellles

AGVA

With Vernon

Hollywood, June
Sally

Rand

18.

week

last

Lists

Jf. Taylor

Unfair for Pact Refusal

paid

comedian

Wally Vernon the one
week's salary h? was owed follo.wing recent shuttering of her Ran-

that her new nitery venture )i\ San
Francisco
would be placed on
AGVA's national "unfair", list unless. Vernon
received the salary

Hollywood, June 18.
American Guild of Variety Arlisls
declared vaude unit producer
J. F. Taylor nationally unfair, and
has notified cast of "Hollywood Insanities" that they must stalk out
."r^how or be blacklisted also,
Unit is composed of a dozen perforiners and has been touring along.
Coast sporadically, chiefly playing
Army campis. AGVA put Taylor on
its list after he refused to sign contract with union and' post cash bond
covering week's salary for all "In-

owed.

sanities" troupers.

cho, El Cerrito, Calif, nitery.
government closed site for

I

U. S.

back

Artists'

Coast regional headquarters bad
threatened Miss Rand with expul.

12.

BERT
FRO H MAN

.

American Guild of Variety

"Miss Borrie/ one must eventually start looking for new adjectives to describe her justifiably. . . . She's got class, voice—everything."

Stanley Schwartz and Bob Wasserman, co-owners, are said to be holding out for $75,000—31 price none of
the "customers" have offered as yet.
Chief bidders are Joe Kravitz and
Joe Fine, operators of Cafe Society,
sepia spot in North Philly. Two Joes
posted a deposit with the Coronet
attorney along with a bid of approximately $60,000—but Schwartz
and Wasserman have not yet ac-

Schwartz, who operates a string of
shoe repair shops, and Wasserman,
American Guild of Variety Artists owner of a coal yard, purchased the
made Sally Rand post $1,700 cash se- Coronet from the Kaliner brothers
about two years ago. Their expericurity, equivalent to a week's salence with the club has been spotty,
ary,
before permitting the Slate with alternate periods of prosperity
Brothers to leave for the Coast to and doldrums.
Lately they have
open at her new San Francisco brought big names to town, includnitery.
Slates have been booked in ing Sophie Tucker, Cab Calloway's
for. two weeks with en additional
orchestra," Gypsy Rose Lee, among
two week's option.
othei-s.
If Kravitz and Fine succeed
Matt Shelvey, head of AGVA. also in buying the Coronet they plan to
has notified the fan dancing-bistro turn it into a "Cotton Club" 'type of
operator that she'll have to post cash cafe featuring sepia entertainment.

taxes owned.

(CVRRENTLW)

at this time.

sion

from union, and

also

warned

Spnfstress Monica Bioyar i.s the
opening headliner at Casa Seville.
Floral Park, L, I., which opens for

Leon Frima heads six-piece band

:

season

Monday

(24),

I

'

due at RKO theatre, Boston, July 25.
and Loew's State, N. Y., Aug. 1 He's
brother of Louis Prima.

P*r.

Mqf.:

204 C.

JERRY ROSEN

N*w

P. SeuHi.

York

CI. 6-721

WALLY BOAG
14TH N. B. C.
TELEVISION SHOW
MuMgMitM: MARK

J.

LEDOY

VAUDEVILLB
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Roxy, Montreal, Signs
Peace Pact With AGVA

Appellate Div. Denies Chas. Yates Is
lliiiiiue,'

Cancels

AopeUate division of the N, Y.
CharHe
Bupreme court denied tWat
extraordinary"
Yates Is "unique and
recent decision ol
as was ruled In
Three-judge apthe lower court.
peUate bench panel consequently

Roxy theatre, Montreal, which had
been on the unfair list of American
Guild of Variety Artists for some
time, cemented the breach with the
mer, after three years, and went to talent union this week and was reAssociated.
stored to good standing.
Jack Katz was Yates' attorney,
House has pacted minimum basic
Richard Buell for FB.
agreement with AGVA, under Class

FB

USO

Head

Unit
Searches B. classification. This calls for scale
by
of $75-50, latter for chorus, on sixairew out the injunction obtain
St.L. in Vain for Choristers day week basis, with overtime for,
Frederick Bros, in N. Y. supreme
workSt. Louis, June 18.
additional performances.
court restraining Yates from
assessed court
George Arken, USO-Camp Show
ing elsewhere, and
manager sought in vain for two days
costs upon the agency.
Judiciary panel with one .dissent, last week, for local gals to work as
declared that Yates is "not unique chorus girls at $70 per with all-exArken's unit, played
beyond that possessed by any penses paid.
successful salesman»br employment Scott Field, 111., and Jefferson Barracks, Mo., both near St. Louis,
agent."
Consequently, court felt, that the while he hunted recruits.
When the unit left St. Louis not
injunctive penalty upon Yates was
that a new femme had been added to
too severe, although recognizing
Philadelphia, June 18.
the company.
Yates abrogated his contract by skipNightclub operators should comAssoGlaser's
Joe
FB
to
ping from
pel comedians, m.c.'s etc., to submit
ciated Booking agency. Frederick
and
decision,
the
appeal
scripts before allowing .them to go
Court Reserves
Bros, will
in
final ruling is expected to be made
on. Judge Harry S. McDevitt dethe fall.
Nazzaro Suit Vs.
clared here last week. He made this*
Yates who on May 9, 1942, signed a
statement from- the bench of Com10-year contract with FB as veepee
mon Pleas Court in sentencing Marty
Dancers
Over
Booking
of the Arm and head of the theatre
Wayne, local m.c, to a six-month
Decision
yj!as
reserved
by
Judge
department, left that office last sumjail term for "lewd entertainment" in
Ben Schreiber of New York

Smutty Nitery

.

M.C. Given 6 Mos.

Nod

On

Unemployment Insurance Problems
Money Changers Driven
From Temple by Chi Cops
Chicago, June 18.
Drive on gambling at carnivals
began in Chi l«st week, with cops
moving in on croupiers and dice
dealers lyho had set up shop in a

-

.

—

LASSIE ASKS Si/za

In

Hollywood, June

known

Lassie, celluloid's best
lie,

Hal Fisher
'Lauc|hingly Yours'
'

CarreMly

LATIN QUARTER,^ D*t.
Mr.: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

has

18.

col-

been receiving bids from

eastern vaucie for appearances this

summer

in four-a-day.

.

Owner-trainer Rudd Weatherwax
has quoted $3,500 as lowest weekly
figure he will consider. That's biggest money ever asked by dog act in
vaude history.

acquitting

the

boite-owners,

Reopening of the unemployment
compensation question as it affects
cafe performers, has been started by
the N. Y- State Unemployment Inr
surance Section of the Department

Several N. Y. bonifaces.

of Labor.

have been called for questioning by
Unemployment Section, among
them Lou Walters, operator of the
the

.

vacant lot supplied by the pastor Latin Quarter. Hearings are called
to determine If performers are Inde-"
of Our Lady of Good Counsel
pendent contractors or employees.
Church—driving the money chang- State's objective is to class all acta
ers from the temple. And in the
as employees.
face of capacity biz.

Cops found dice games, roulette
nickel, dime and quarter
machines operating under the
auspices of the church.
Reed ordered the gambling games at the
wheels,

slot

Walters went before a panel Monday. (17) and after a few questions
on the modus-operandi of his nitery
and method of tax payments, was
dismissed until a later date.

Present status of the unemploybenefit affair closed, with the ex- ment compensation question; as reception of six wheels that were pay- garding the state taxes still is to be
ing off in merchandise instead of determined.
It's said that the obcash.
ject of the present line of thought
among Dept. of Labor authorities is
to get all performers in on the benefits of state welfare laws.
To do this

GAC Asks

Arbitration

"(Continued on -page 48)

'

supreme
court on an injunction plea by Nat two nightclubs.
Owners of the two spots involved,
Nazzaro vs. Chuck and Chuckles.
Nazzaro seeks to restrain the pair told the court they had no idea what
from continuing current date at Wayne's routines were like when
they hired him. Two men Ed SomSmall's Paradise, N. Y. nitery.
Nazzaro claims that he has an mer, of the Casino, and Rudy Isexclusive booking contract with the danccr, of the Heidelberg— were acNegro act, and their booking into the quitted after being required to pay
spot through another agent, Arthur the cost of prosecution, $25 each.
Bryson, is illegal as deal was conOne of the detectives who arrested
summated without Nazzaro's knowl- Wayne repeated some of the gags
edge and consent.
the latter pulled, which Judge Mc~^Suit was aired Friday (14).
Devitt called an "affront to public
morals."

Opens Hearings on Acts'

N. Y. State

hjunction Nod

Of Hassle Over Fluff

BILLY

By Comic Lenny Kent

RAYES

General Artists Corp. will seek
arbitration of a dispute over comedian Lenny Kent's leaving that office to go with Jerry Rosen. Kent
claims the
contract to be

GAC

voided because agency's notification
that it was picking up his option for
an additional three years came just
24 hours too late. Consequently he
was.' at liberty .to select
sentation.

new

repre-

This is the second difficulty GAC
Judge McDevitt declared that they
had a responsibility to the public to has had with Kent. He recently
tried to break away from that office,
keep entertainment clean.
This is the second recent convic- but was ordered back by the Amerition on lewd shows in this town. Two can Guild of Variety Artists.
GAC claims that notification of
weeks ago, Jack High and Mickey
Diamond were slapped with a $100 contract renewal, sent out in April,
fine for indecent performances at the was made out in time, but mailing
silver Fleet Inn, and operator Guido mixup may hav6 delayed the letter
D'Antonio was handed a similar fine so that deadline was passed. Pact
for allowing that type entertainment. with Kent ended June 8.

94th Consecutive

—

•

Mgt:

MCA

ARTISTS

Americans Foremost
Interpretive

Dancer

WITH

MARINA

nnd

LEILA

OPENING
JULY 4
Bill Miller s

RIVIERA
Under Exclusive Management of

PAUL SMALL ARTISTS
WEST 52ND STREET

•

NEW YORK

LTD.

19. N. Y.

Week

AS
Masfcr of Ceremonies
Earl Carroll's Sketchbook
Earl Carroll Theatre
Hollywood

CHANDRA KALY

201

47
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Saranac Lake

INTMian

Night Club Reviews
as an environment should
Rooni, X V. alliaclion
do a certain amount ot business but
PI.AZA)

(IIOXF.L
Pniil Wiiicliell,
Pniiclio (I'ld Murk
coiiuerl.

Gomez

!i

sucli is

Be.iilnce,
I

Monte Orchs;

$1.50

nn

cown

Tlic contrail between an .attraction
and an also-ran show ii never so
forcibly demonstrated as at the Persian Room almost every time that
Hildegarde bows out. From a jam-

not the case. It's no reflection
Beatrice, latter a looker
becommg
especially
an
liley pace their professional

Gomez i

rt-i'il>iiii!

.

ballroomoiogy. Gomez is a seasoned
^^poncnt of the dance and between
cm Ihey do a solid job.
Winchcll i-s even more ^effec-

AGVA

Vs.

^.^^^1^

^

r

•

Cincy Showdown

I

Stand

—

a-!

ge;'i?a.\-.,Swma^nX J^'hiKl^;
packed turriaway room to an inte- errs in a minor detail when the dumrior where tlie band and show per- my-s piotessional "freshne.ss" borsonnel literally outnumber the cus- dcrs on the realistic as he singles
tomers is a startling contrast indeed. out a rinpsidor and makes cracks
It's something which seasonally emabout "tourist," €tc. But. m the mam,
barrasses maitre d'hotel Fred and his Winchcll docs a solid routine which
staff as well as the successor show has proved
worth in
its
and can't be explained because the
means
no
are
by
shows
ensuing
^'panchTpct' usual, dispenses dancheaters and, in some instances, have sapation ot high calibre and Monte's
All
been almost comparably strong.
allernale combo is standard.
Yet here it is again, with Paul that's needed now are customers—
Winchell and his clever ventriloquial or Hildegarde to bring 'em in. But

Maj. Bowes

By Happy Benway

Continued from pace 4C ^^SS
Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 18.
;
major oil, Robert Merrill, now of the
undergoing
Grotlc
operation at the General Hospital, Metropolitan Opera, made their, start
Boston, Mass.
here, as did Paul Winchell, Jan Bart,
Cincinnati, June 18:
Thanks to James Lee, columnist o(
Edmundson
Four Cincy nightclubs on the KenWorcester, Mass., for sendmg read- Stubby Kaye, Jimmy
SUnley tucky side of the river the Beverly
and
Backwards)
ing matter to the downtown shut-ins, (Prof.
Hills, Lookout House, Glenn RenCavl Kilgore orch into Durgan's Clements.
dezvous, and °tKe Latin Quarter—
nitery with Roy LaValle as vocalist.

Len

Professional Amateurs

^,3^^,,

asking for

Shortly after the start of

's
^^J^'':^^'^
Johnny Giimes
voltage.
teur
owner and general manager of outfit, strict

Birthday greetings are in order to
Urgene -Okun, Ivy Richie. Tootie
joseph DcNicola, Charles
cia Mealy and Betty Hoffman,,
,

Rocerites

were
the ama- must

notified
file

by

AGVA

that they

bonds of about $15,000

to

Bowes found that guaranteie their combined weekly
newcomers couldn't provide payroll for entertainment, exclusive
the needed punch and started hir- of bands.
Glenn Schmidt, operator of Glenn
ing pros, either oldtimers or acceptable newcomers, and soon most units Rendezvous, was singled out as a
and his airshbw were running on ia test case by AGVA which said that
professional basis, but the salaries the nitery acts would be pulled out
by July 1 if bond was hot posted.
remained the same.
operator for more than
Magnitude of his operation is seen Schmidt, an
to yield and has
by the fact that weekly transporta- 15 years, refuse^
business,

•

.

ex-hoofer and
now stagehand, doing nicely at the
Rogers.
Ben Schafler doing bed routine at tion tabs ran to $4,000 at its height the -backing of the other spots.
If AGVA goes through with its
ter another setback.
and he employed a dozen advance
specialty. Gomez & Beatrice with then, she. can't play a stock engageplans, the operators are threatening
Lila Lee, former stage and screen men to promote the shows.
their tiptop terps, a better-than- ment the year-round.
Abel.
to book naine bands with their own
star, flashing good clinic reports.
avcrage band, in Pancho's miisicrew.
In one year, he is said to have
another
mastered
entertainers.
Seligman
Abe
Continentals
(rewith Mark Monte's
paid an inconi'e tax of $400,000 on
Starlight RfMtf, K.
operation at the general hospital and
lief band) holding over.
earnings of Tyro Productions, Inc.,
If nothing else the airconditipned
(HOTEL WALD.ORF- ASTORIA)
Is back at the Rogers:
corporate setup of bis unit activities.
room, its svelte service and general
Frakson, Dorothy Sliay, Leighton
(Write to those who are 111.)
Noble Bond, Misclin florr's Rliiitiiba
In addition, to his airshow and
Orch; %2 cover after 10.
units, Bowes profited greatly through
legit investments.
He was a close
Tight and bright is this little show
friend of William A, Brady and
A.
Dorothy
atop the Waldorf. Frakson,
other legit producers, and is said to
Shay, plus the Leighton Noble and
Continued from page 4S
have had healthy percentages in
Mischa Borr bands, maintain inter
shows.
est all the way.
houses Stores in~ front and children's many
Frakson, the vet magico, is still amusements, etc., over the ocean.
Although his unit activity ceased
mystifying with his varied card and
For All BraaclMi of Tbaotrlcalt
Only legit this summer will be the n August, 1943, he continued, on the
smoke tricks, along with the disap
Chrysler
radio show until December,
pearing radio. And no less artfuV is musicals put on by Sam Grisman in
Files
Fun-Master
1944, when he retired because! of illhis Continental inanner of projec
the ballroom of the municipal audi
Nei. 1 Tkni 13 at $i:OS Each
tion, that strong accent, in fact, emThere will be the usual ness.
torium.
13 DMtfMrt Scripli for $13.00
phasizing rather than detracting be
burlesque at the Globe. Auditorliim
OlferlBc
(Continued on page 54)
A "MUST"
MOUNTAIN AND All
shows start on July 2 with the stock
HAPTY TIMES <r JOLLY MOMENTS
OTHM litSORT cNHnAmas
WKKK .ll'NK tVTH
Burlesque gets
"Student Prince."
DOWN TOWN TIIEATRK. UKTROIT
underway this week (21) with
Net. 14 Tfera 20 READY SOON!
BOSEX-ANOKH AB80C1ATKS
I
Bernie Ferber, of Washington, in ^^12 Continued from page 47
I$2.00 Eaeli Do«bl« ScripH)
|
Unit Review
charge instead of Jack Beck, who
iO u PrapoM Mttmeu Ordf OM IYI
state will have' to declare all perstays at the Roxy, Cleveland, an
la piwpanittoB: "nn-Hatter Book
formers to be employees rather than
other burlesque.
of Blackonli, SklU 1 BlU." alw
independent
contractors.
Auditorium also will house the
"Fan-Muter Hnmor-dor tor KmcMs."
However, cafe operators have
'Ice Capades" for 10 weeks. First
$2.00 Dtpotit ea C.O.D. Ordm
FOR ALL MATERIAL
been handling performers as indeshow is scheduled for July 3
Hotrywood, June 14.
and hat bMii
Gene Autry, Roy BertDick, Buff benefit performance for local Press perident contractors, which is conSMITH
trary to the aims of the state. Sole
toe W. 54th SIrMt
Brady, RaiT Ramsey, Georfle Mills, cliib.
for 10 ycart
New York Cttr M, N. T.
exception are chorus girls; who are
Many Nllerles
Jack Knopp, Doug Alexander, Happy
Amtriea't No. 1
Kellems, Cajs County Boys, Melody
In the nightclub field Arnold Or treated as employees inasmuch as
Band,
Wilkins
Herb
Ranch Boys,
Novelty Sports
the femmes are given explicit direcsatti, of Philadelphia, has taken over
Abe- Le/ton. At Pon-Paci/ic AudiAttraction.
the huge Gateway Casino in subur tions as to performance of routines
torium, $3.60 top.
ban Somers Point, His policy will and have been declared to be emMusicians are similarly
Gene Autry paradea ti thoroughly be name bands with floorshow. Dick ployees.
satisfying rodeo into town here to- stabile opens June 22 while Max classed as employees because of the
night (Friday) for a sUnd of 23^per- gger and Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom terms o( the Form B contract of the
ToM* TcMili CboMptoit
American Federation of Musiciani,
formances at the Pan-Paciflc Audi- ^^.g j^gp^g^ for June 28,
iow With I'SO Ciimii Shows In the
torium. It is the first time locally
In' town, Babctte's is in its 26th which is so worded that the tootlers
Pai-lfli;
lariat-whirlers and pintos have been
are declared to be hired Individually
l>r. MkI.: Ed Rllry, lUO Hrandwnr
shown indoors, but there was enough season /with the usual food, dance by the operator, although in most
James
savor of the open spaces to please, band and floor show,
cases they are hired by the band
and the show got added values for Krilow, Howard Johnson rep here
its product^in and picturesque rouhas announced that the new club leader.
Camatly
tines by virtue of being_ hoiued oyer the local Johnson restaurant
Cafe operators, in working under
where the customers Ijad better
^^ ^e called the Aquarium, after the theory that performers are indie
HIPPODROME, laltlmer*
staging
view, finer lighting
^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^-^^^^^ contractors, are following the ruling
made possible.
file, timely, very large.
COMIC-SATIRIST
Layout has been appearing spor- customers submitted names. Frank handed down by the United States
Elliott,
former Steel pier talent Treasury which declared that for
Completely Indexed.
UanaiOMiiti UXJk.
adically in eastern keys and south
chief, is booking the nitery, which withholding tax and social security
west, which fact gave it smooth pac
Bei 13*. Vartoty, 1S4 W. 4ith St.
ing. The tanbark arena here is just opens
tax purposes, performers are Inde
Saturday (22) with Will
N«w Yorh 19. N. Ya mite too small, certainly too nar- Howard,
pendent contractors.
row, to enable the cowhands to work
Other openings: Harlem, Erin and
However, since no formal ruling
Endicotfs Dude ranch way out in this respect has been made by
Naur h«adln( adrance on small but
lt'ee^!fre/trg: "Sut^'tt 'Z^ls 'S^l^om
west on the walk. Sepia revue at stats authorities, there's still the
wfll-known rlrcns.
I>«slr*ii chaniio.
okay. Autry at least rounded up a
Sallnbia for naioo band or similar
parcel of the top prize-money seek- Harlem; Irish show at Erin, and chance that performers may be ruled
ers among the waddies available in western entertainers at Dude ranch to be employees for state tax purorKanliiallon,
Will tr«T(l. Box BIB,
the fa^ west, and they supply the
All nightclubs plan big shows for poses.
Vnrlsty, IM M'rst 4e(h StrMt,
"COIOKS IN RHYTHM"
thrills expected in the bronc-bustin', shore racing season starting July 22.
Vork l>, X. Y.
Direction
(Continued on page 54)
They are also booking acts for

Whitey Mathews,
,

|

COMEDY

C. Preps

.

PATTER
Gag

I

STEVE EVANS
.

KM

N.Y. State Hearings

'.

^^^

Haneh Rodeo

PAULA

.

PAUL

I

COLEMAH CLARK

|

REGAN

'

.

FOR SALE

|

Gag

.

:

|

PRESS AGENT

WALLY OVERMAN

»w

a
the

FOR SALE OR LEASE
THE FORMER
'<BEN RILEY'S ARROWHEAD INN/'

long season, into Oct. 7, when
track closes its second meet.
Walk hotel nightclubs opened this
week include Chelsea hotel grill

[I

}t

Opt of the most outstanding proportios in Now York City
on tho Honry Hudson Parkway at 246th Street in Riverdale, 20 minntet from Times Square. Beautiful two-story
and basement, modern Spanish Architecture on IB'/}
landscaped acres. All in eicellent condition.
MAIN FLOOR:

MAIN DINING ROOM.

ANOUn,

81i40. SEATS tOO
7li60. SEATS 350

OUTDOOR TERRACE, IRREGULAR. SEXTS
INDOOR BAR. 43i30. SEATS 100
EACH ROOM HAS DANCE' FLOOR
AND BAND STAND

37S

I

ll
[l

[l

|,

I

I

I

with Pedro Albanl booked in. Jockey
club opening (14) was cancelled because of censorship trouble. It will
open in a few days. Jerry Cooper
goes into Bath and Turf club June
28. Jimmy Atwell, formerly of Senator

hotel,

Philadelphia, will assist

Irving Wolfe at 500 Club, vhich
opens June 27.
Most beachfront and some side
avenue hotels plan to offer dancing
and brief floor shows. Shelfourne has
Nonchalants In its lounge.
Boardwalk movie houses are set
to launch midnight shows weekends
and nightly as season gets underway
in July.

.

Aft*r « Months with tho

PLUS:

.

KITCHENS^PANTRY. STOCK
CHECK ROOMS. ^WAITING ROOM

LARGE

URCA

ft

Hotel Quitandlnha. Brostl
Those ExcInslTe and Amasint

ROOMS.

SECOND FLOOR:
35
62

LARGE ROOMS DIVIDED INTO APARTMENTS
DRESSING—REST—EMPLOYEES' kOOMS

Available for ImmMltalo
divide

acreage

Into

ponMsiten.

Caa

litqh-prieed' building

Ttlapheni or writ*:

DWIGHT, VOORHIS

It

44 EAST 23rd STREET.

ALGONQUIN

labplots

CARL KLEID
HELMSLEY. INC.
CITY

NEW YORK
4-1100

LaHrelle and Glymas
Ditnclnir

Humortsls nl thr noltl

LAST FRONTIER
Lat Vogat
(flUBC 2lHt-Jul>' Illd)

Chnndrt-Kaly dancers signed for
Bill Miller's Riviera, Ft.

for a July date.

Lm,

N.

J.,

JACK KALCHIIM AOY
1*50 BrMdway
HEW YORK CITY

-

'
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF JVNE

wlielhn

fall

w

Ore

&

Myrill

PIcaud

L Q

Lambert

Preston

19

Gil

.

ileroff
MKW YORK CITY Uonny
Ann Coirlo
Capitol (20)
nily.

Manon

Sylvia

Bros

Donas & Voloy
XV-tHHINGTON-

Ore

Uu.ldy Morrow
Oracle Barrla
M.-i.'.i'lloii

Capllol

State (M)
The I>amb»rt)a
Kr.ink Paris
Irving Ca»»ar

(20).

Mn)'y AlcClannn'iLn
r^urleniie

Condi Cortca

Dick
Joe

Roy Scdlcy
Flora Drake

& Ashour
Buckley

Doffcti

Iceland

Paramoimt
Paramaant

4

.

MIAMI

Evitnii

Olympla

I^rry Sloroh

Tympany

Jvi:<lan

Ttic 'Chadwlcka
Eddie Lambert
Randy Crane
The Gibsons

(t9)

Clileavo
Hllilcgara*

(10)

I.aFrancanl

TerrI

(

CHICAOO

Rosella

tindstrom
I^ne
A Ayres

JOHN

Bohby Sarcent
June Hart
Doreen' Winters
Joe KIsh Ore

;

Young & Lucky

Ore

TVIlsbn

Joey Gilbert
Lynn* Uarrelt
Ernie Hoist Bd
Raul te Eva Reyes
I'eter LInd Hayes

.

-

Dixie Roberts
Joe Candullo Oro
SacasAB Ore
Ijitia Ouartef

Hollywood, June 18.
of Variety Artists
local labor arbitration board tomorrow (Wed.) will hear charges that

Skeds Hearing

On

Swing Club Chirp Case
American Guild

Miles
'

Radio Aces
Penny Edwards
Hays

Swing Glub, hitery at which Benny
Carter's band is current, recently

.1

Don SiLxbn
withheld without cause $50 from
OlamoHd nora«slio<> Esquires
Joe B Howard
salary of Carol Abbott, chirp who
Marty Beck Ore
Lionel Kaya
Buddy HArlows Orr has been working spot
Watson Sis
L«oa A Bddla's
Paul Bershon, operator of Spot,
Frltal Scheff
Eddie Davis
Ann PennlngtoD
June St Claire
claims that Miss Abbott okayed, a
Willie Solar
The Pattys
customer who caihed two $25 checks
Jacqueline Hurley
Phyllis Arnold
Michael Edward
t Del Aires
in spot and that they bounced and
Bill Acorn
Susan Dahl
funds could not be retrieved. Miss
Emma Francla
Bob Wayne
Jimmy Allison
.Abbott denies she knowingly did so.
Art Waner Oro
Bill Moore
Maillaon Car*
Bcrshoh over weekend signed a minFour Rosebuds
Jack Kerr
imum basic agreement with AGVA
Vincent Travera Or Carl Harte
Morty Reld Oro
Patricia Bright
after union threatened to classify his
anbaaay
Sonny Kcndls Ore
nitery nationally "unfair" and agreed
Jose Curbello Ore
Meat* Carl*
Oari-y Wlnton Ore
Dick Gasparr* O
to pcist cash bond covering week's
;

.

'

.

BOSTON
Ilastsn

Tex

(20)

I

The

Willys
Eileen Barton

.LatUl

'

Dcneke
Lyon

400 Reataarant
J Bothwell Ore

Crosby Sis

Roberto
SIboney

salary;

oehlBf

E

for th«

tSOl

Nmr

Tlit OutstanHna Agency^

Low

&

HIte

SAN rRANrlNCO
(•olden Oatr (20)
Sammy Kaye Ore

Slu'l'y

John KIrby Oro

COLIIMnt'H
PaUee (24-S6)

Jack

Marshall

MyoM

Yorii

G'wlch VllUga Inn
Jan Merrill
Ann Paige

H

Warner

I

Charioteers

lii-os

-

&

Marcellu

Nlch'l's
'

Riviera

O

Mervyn Nelson

-

Harrls-Clalre-

Shannon
Uotel Ambassador

Herry Urns
Dusty Fletcher

IndepeDileiit

.

MEW YORK

CITY

Mnslc Hall (tO)
Paul Hankoi)
Bettlna Bosay
Florence Rogga
Dolores Anderson
-Edward Relehcrt'
Jo Andrews
-

'

Marlon' Burroughs

Bob Hopkins
3 Blue Jackets
CIIICAUO

.

Ben Dova

Helen Greco
Eileen

Roxy (1»
'

Hayes

Sherman & Sccki
George Prentice
Bob Johnstone
Janet Gaylortt
Apollo
(21)
Bnyd A Jlgxawn

Stat* (21-22)
Jerry Colonna Show
Rantly Brooks Ore

HOLVOKE

:r

Valley Arenn (23)
Jerry Colonnn Co

B

Butterfleld

Ore

Fay McKenzle
Tony Romano

nHtbush (21-2il)
Toy Sis
Eddio Baker

Bonnie L Williams

Fielder.

Collins

A

Harriet

The Novellon
Eddie Jack & Betty
_ Jamaica (20-21)
Toy ,Slsters
Hal

Kipling

KANSAS CITY
Totver (21)

& Daly
Neo Wong
Duke Jordan

(20-2S)

& Gibson
Sammy Moss

Rich

AKRON

„ Palaee (20-23)
Glenn Miller Oro
Tex Beneka
Crosby Sis
Whiison HroB
,

.

Tho D«nhllla
Helcno ft Howard
Proildle

Sintt
Larry -Stevens

„

Htate

(20-22)

SMello Carol
The: Bumhio Bees
Rod Rogers
Renald it Rudy
(23-26)

Danny ChanK
Bobby Rollins
The Socialites

EL

SPRINGFIELD

9

Court~S<i (20-23)
Crandall Sis

Top Kicks
n & T Greenwood
:i

Wania

Lee Davis
Nornmn Urns

WILLOW OROVE
Park

Estelle

(23 oaly)

Carol

The Bumble Bees
Kllzabnthn Canines

Rogern
Renald & Rudy

Tlod

WOONSOCIOiT
New park (23)
•

to

HID

Pineapple. Orb
Hotel Ken Tnrkei

Pennayivaali

Geo Paxlon Ore
Hotel Plerra
-Myrus
Consuolo & Arllnl
Los Panchos
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel Plau
Paul Winchcll
Gomez A Beatrice
.

-

I'ancho t^re

Mark Monte Oro

Cafe ftodeti
(DownlO'TB)
J«9h While

Citt

Unlel Hooeevell
Joe Rolelimnn Oro
Hotel St Regis

Cafe Society
(Uptown)
Pal Flowers

'

Bruco Norman
Vivian NIekolson
D'RIvoro A Bclm-le
Zanzlbai
Rochester
.

.

King Cole

3

Tan & Toe

Marie

Ellington

Maurice. Roeco
Howell & Bowser
Peo Wee Marquette
Clauds Hopkins Or<
Tod McRao Oro

Zimmerman's

Adrlonno Parker
Bola Zslga

W &

J Brown
Wayno Thompson
'

CHICAGO
Jay

Dlacklinwk
Oro

Niok

Johnson

Ainslle.

Francisco

Gcno KarOos Ors

Sarah Vaughn

C Heard Oro

Tct*

WIvel

Hotel Tart
Vincent Lopez Ore

ClUt Jackson
J

&

Hank Duncan

Peggy Norman
I'aul Sparr Ore
Theodora Brooks

Billy lllshop
Alico Mann
Jiicklo Fields

-Fete

groom

&

I'nree
1/CWlH

Charles Ryan, assistant zone manager for Warner Bros. Theatres, Chi.
Jeanne Thomas to William Mace,
Hollywood, June 16. Bride and
groom are screen players.
.

Emma

Jean Ware to Robert McClain, Memphis, June 2. Groom is assistant manager at Loew's State in

Webb

to

Clifton

Peck, Memphis, June 11. Groom
film house at Covington, Tenn.

owns

llcalrlcb Kraft
I^dmund Hall Orb

Ada Leonard Ore

Clarldfio

Ore

Coloslmo's

.

Mr. and Mrs. Nick Marcelliiia,
daughter, Glehdale, Cal., June 11.
Father is a makeup at Warners.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Huhn,
daughter, Pittsburgh, May 26. Father
owns the Grandview theatre, Pitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Oliverai,
daughter, Hollywood, June 9. Fath«;r
technical advisor in Latinis
a

American films.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul Getty, son,
Mother is
Sant.-i Monica, June 14.
Theodora Lynch, concert singer;
father is owner of Hotel Pierre, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sherlock,
daughter. Culver City, June 11.
Father is a Metro press agent.
Mr; and Mrs. Harry Silber.stcin,
daughter, Hollywood, June 10-. Child
the granddaughter of Julian Silbcrstein, dii-ector at Met/o.

daughter,

Knrlca A. Xovcllo

Console & Molba
Adorables (12)
Luclo Garcia Oro

Gay

corp.

De-lccrs -C
Mel Cole Ore
Hotel Dlsmnrck

Wnllers

Bill

Burke

UctI

Wclcomo

Martinis
.

(2)

Eddio Fens Oro
Hotel llliickHtuhe
Brisnun

CnrI

were able

see

to

images of a Jrnan and woman, who
sat in front of an electric eye in
Baird's London lab.

.

is

Mr.

Warren & Maya
Mother
Sherman Haycfl Or

.Too'E.
Kvi-lyn BriioUs
Phyllis Clairo

TImmlo RuKcrs

Seller

widow and

his

.

Surviving are

father

Mr.

and

Mrs.

New
is

Chutho Martinez,
York,
June 14.

Estelita,

flim

band leacfbr.
and Mrs. George

player;

is

daughter,

Philadelphia,

Sommer,
June 15.

'

.

Father is Philly band leader; mother
is Lee Palmer, songstress.

.

five children.

MAX KRAMER
Max Kramer, 68, builder of hotels
theatres, died June 17 in his
suite in the Edison hotel, N. Y.

and

Until recently he had operated the
hotel, which he built in 1930.
It
had since been operated by his wife,
Mrs. Maria Kramer, who bought the
Lincoln hotel, N. Y., in 1939 and
hiade a success, of its management
and later was. asked to take over

on Wew York's east side.
Survived by widow and two sons.
.

:

BARUCH TCBEMERINSKT
Baruch Tchemerinsky,

53, pioneer
Hebrew theatre, died recently
Jerusalem. Born in the Ukraine
to a Hassidic family, he grew up in
the traditions of orthodox Judaism
which he afterwards was to portray
in such plays as "Ordinary People,"
"Chains," "Short Friday," "Tuvia,

of the
in

as actor but. as producer and coach
of younger members of the Habimah

Theatre.

is

Johnny Knapp

Virginia

Vickie

Chez

February.

29.

Mr., and Mrs. Keri Higgins, daughter, Holly\yoo.d, June 11. Father is a
radio writer-producer at KFI.
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Levinger,
daughter, Chicago, June 8. Father is
Miranda sales manager for Concord Radio,

Bob Lee

Tip,

last

Thompson, Dame with a law degree but turned
Bride is British to newspaper work in South Bendi
mus'icomedy lib- Ind., and later in Chicago. In 1926
he made his stage bow in a revue
Bea Wiiner* to Mike Rich, New titled "Americana" and performed so
York, June 9. Bride is music li- well that he was handed roles oh
later
Foui- years
he
brarian at WHN; groom a disk Broadway.
moved to Hollywood where he made
jockey on WTRY, Troy, N. Y.
Marjorie Ann .Mayhall to Albert his screen debut in "Life of the
Ennis Naeve, Pittsburgh, June 6. Piarty" at Warners.
During the war Butterworth spent
Bride's the daughter of Jerry Mayhall,
musical conductor of "Ice- eight months entertaining Servicemen in the South Pacific area. On
Capades."
Mary Tilgham to Bill LeRoy, Pitts- his return he returned on Broadway
Corner;" and
"Brighten
the
burgh, June 17. Groom's a band- in
moved to Hollywood about six
leader.
Dolores Toohey to Kenny Ryan, months ago. Remains were sent to
Chicago, June 15. Groom is son of South 'Bend, his home town, for

May

actress;
rettist

that city.
Eloise Haggard

Gertrude Hlld
J'jan

ill

.Cagney Productions.

June 8 on the largest directlyr to the Bronx, N. Y., erecting apartviewed screen to date, 23 by 21 ments, office buildings and theatres.
He had also built apartment houses
inches in size.

Clarice Eileen to Fred

London,

BIRTHS

Marals

Moklhana

Chuck Poster Ore
Hotel

Ernst

EDDIE SMITH
New Y'ork

:J

he became

don.
For 13 years he was under contract to Paramount and moved off
that lot last December. His final picture was "Blood on the Sun," for

The Baird Co. arranged for the management of the Edison;
Later he extended his operations
V-Day victory parade to be shown on

.

AT

1001 Broadway,

Cabaret BiDs

James Coppa

Jimmy N'ola
-Tex Fletcher
Village Vanguard

Beckett

Mickey Sharp
Nardlne U Nadyne
Paul Walker Ore

to

RANCHO. SmHI*
Mgt.:

,

called the noctovisor. He had been
consulting adviser to Cable & Wireless, Ltd., since 1941.
Director of his own company,
Baird was engaged in research until

Theodor Sparkuhl, 52, one of
Hollywood's top cameramen, died
13 at Santa Fe HospiUl following a heart attack.
Born in Germany, Sparkuhl became a photographer in 1912 and
.worked for several years with Ernst
Lubitsch at UFA in Berlin, later
filming in studios in Paris and Lon-

June

CHARLES BUTTERWORTH
Max Reiter, San Antonio, June 14.
Charles Butterworth, 46, stage and
Groom is conductor of the San Antonio Symphony Ore; ride is veepee screen actor, died June 14 in Los
when
his
automobile The Milkman" and "The Dybbuk."
Angeles
of San Antonio Symphony Society.
Tchemerinsky joined the Habimah
.Gloria Leona McGenee to Basil crashed into a lamp post on Sunset
Hebrew Theatre in 1917, and conHeatter, Newtown, Conn., June 15. blvd. He was thrown from the car
tinued with it to his final days. He
Bride is actress; groom is son of and suffered a fractured skull.
Butterworth graduated from Notre not only made a record for himself
Gabriel Heatter, radio commentator.

B..
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Roberta Hollywood
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Doodles Weaver
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Larry Funk Oro
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'
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Michael Malay
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Dunnlnger
Ore
Ralph Font Ore
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Hul Mclnlyre Ore
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DesI Arnaz
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Dara BIrse

-
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Spike Jones
Dorese Mldgley
Kay Ballard

Rbekettes
Glee Club

Leslie Long
Russell

Bob

Kathryn Dulty Ders
Eddie Stone Oro

Margaret

Groom is a musician.
Mrs. Pauline Washer Goldsmith to

9.

Paul Vlllard
OIna Janss
Wally Blacker
Muriel Gaines
Cedrlo Wallace Trln
Loula Batahcourl O
Kaie Kretehma
Julea L.mde Ore
Blanka
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Carmen Cavallaro
N AlexandroS
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Sari Gorbl
Flasa
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Don Costello
Irene Peodora

Don Casanova

I
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Richard Hlmber
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Virginia

CITY The

'
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Ella Logan
Raye & Naldl

Nestor Chayrea
Carlos Ramlrex
Sergio Orta

demonstra-

Bair(i system in September, 1929. He
also invented an apparatus for seeing in the dark by invisible rays

Hartsdale, N. Y.,

N. Y.

Werner Korhgold, Hollywood, June

Old BomiialaD

Ore

Carlyle

HaTana-Madrid

Mrwnd (tl).
Ersklne Hawkins O

tUq.

Olga Orlova
Adrleniie Parker
Joe La Porte Ore

Gump

S
Rusa

NKW YORK

ple,

Helen

Iroatfway-ParcMieMt

Carrie Finnell
B S Fully

Tnrl Vance

Glenn Miller Oro.

Owitn

TliMtr*

•

N C Y

his. initial

MARRIAGES

Most DltcriMta«HB9 ol

A «

Baird gave

tion of television at the Royal Institution in London, January, 1926.
British
Broadcasting
Corp.
began its television service with the

Baird is credited with a successful
Mildred Birstein to Milton Donald transatlantic television demonstration in 1928. A few people, gathered
Shapiro, NeW York, June 16. Bride
in the hoiiie of Robert M, Hart
is daughter of rabbi of Actors' "Tem-

ifa«-i«4«

MtpMdMt

L. 9AIRD
John L. Baird, 58, founder of the
television system bearing his name,
home in Bexhill, Sussex,
June 14.
Described by many in
Europe as the father of television,
Bair<l was rated an outstanding inventor of present day. He produced
one of the. first practical television
apparatus for instant trahsinission of
scenes for any distance by wire and
also by the new media.

died at his
.

AG VA

Jiickle

SFARKUUL

the eve of his 72d birthday.
Details in Vaudeville section.
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Ken Walker

.Del Cnslnb
Pupl Cnnipo Oro
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Lossy & Moore
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Jan >lutrRy
Harry Soanick
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Glen Gray Ore
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Bob Johnston
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Orrin Tucker
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Carl Marx
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.
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Arnaz Oro
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O

C HiRKenbotlum
La Conca

J

T-A-D Holtman
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Hotel
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Henry Red Allen
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O Andrews Ore
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Ice

Frohmnn
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LeiKhlon Noble Ore
Dorothy Shay
Frakson
Mlschd Borr Ore

Waller John
Miriam Gninn
Mlrlain—Layella
Club IS
Jerry Dcrgen

Harvey Stono
GeorKle Tapps
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MAJOR EDWARD L. BOWES
ander, is basso of the Metopera, and
Major Edward L. Bowes, former son', Hans Heaiot, director of the
of Capitol theatre, N. Y., Utah St^te Symphony Orch, Salt
and originator of the "Amateur Lake City,
Hour" on radio, died at his suhnmer'
home at Rumson, N. J.t Jiine 13, on
THEODOR

O co-owner

Abbott
Rio Cabana

Merriell

'

\Valdnrr-4

liiilel

Lamb

Bob Coftey
Nip Nelson
Sluart Morgan (2)

.

Hotel Continental
Robert Crum
Joe Vera Ore
Hotel Sherman

mrrk.

Carnival
Milton Berle
Hop, Skip, Jump
Elly Ardelty
Stan Fisher
Marlon Colby
Ben Tost Slngera

OBITUARIES

Lovelies

Buddy Shaw Ore
Palmer House
Ted Stracter Oro

Dorothy Hlld Dcrs
Hotel Congress

Don Salvo Ore
Pancho Ore
•vlll

Quarter

l,ulla

Edgewater Ucli Merry ^lacs
Minevltch Rascals
Henry Brandon Ore Jack Carter
MlKs Ruby Dogs
The Vallels

H

burial.

STEVE FORREST
Steve Forrest, 60, veteran Pittsburgh booker, died at the Shadyside
hospital in that city June 13 following an operation.
Several blood
transfusions, matle by friends, failed
.

to

save him.
Forrest .was

Pittsburgh's oldest
talent agent, having been in business
for more than 30 years and at one

time controlling most of the booking
in the district He had the field to
himself for a long time, but lately
had concentrated on b()oking shows
for fraternal organizations.

PAUL KLEPPER

SYDNEY HOWARD

Paul Klepper, 52, manager of the
Sydney Howard, 61, British comein London June 12. He standard and foreign- department of
had appeared on the London stage Edward B. Marks Music Corp.,
N. Y., died in New York, June 11.
for more than 35 years.
Born in Rumania, Klepper enHe was born in Yorkshire, Engtered the music business in Paris as
land, and gaine(] first stage experience via concert parties, which de- a youth and worked there for leading publishers.
He came to the
veloped his comedic talents, and
Marks firm 20 years ago and establater appeared in many revues and
lished and built up the standard and
musicals in London and the provforeign department.
inces. He appeared with Fred and
Survived by widow, son, father,
Adele Astaire in London productwo brothers and a sister.
tion of "Hit the Deck" and later in!
"Funny Face," "Heads Up," 'AnyJAMES M. MORIARTY
thing Goes" and "Night Of the GarJames M. Moriarty, 50, manager bt
ter."
the Barberry Room of the Hotel
He also appeared in. a number of
Berkshire, N. Y., which has been a
British films and some years ago had
come to the U. S. to appear in the popular rendezvous of cafe society,
died in New York June 17.
""Transatl.'intic
film,
Paramount
He had previously operated sevMcrry-Go-Round." He was to have
come to the U. S. this summer for eral cafes of his own and had been
interested in several niteries, infilm assigntnent with Metro-Gbldcluding the Club Bali as well as a
wyn.
summer club at Smithtown, L. I.
Survived by widow.
Survived by a brother.
dian, died

.

HENIOT LEVY

MICHAEL J. O'TOO.LE
Heniot Levy, 66, composer, pianist
Micliael j. O'Tople, 74, public reand associate director of the American Cohservatory of Miisic, Chicago, lations rep for Gomerfprd Theatres,
Inc., and former prexy of the Motion
died in Chi June 16.
A .U. S. resident since 1905, Heniot Picture Theatre Owners of America,
was born in Warsaw, making his died June. 16 in Scranton, Pa.
Survived by widow, two sons and
debut as a pianist in Berlin in 1898
and in London in 1922. Also ap- two daughters.
peared a.s soloist with the Chi and
THOMAS L. HANLON
Minneapolis .symphony orchestras.
Thomas J. Hanlon, 65, tenor on
A number of his compositions,
among them an overture, piano con- "The Irish Hour," .show on station
certo,

string

quartet,

viola

sonata,

and three violin sonatas, have been
played by large symphony orchestras.
He won an international prize
for musical compositions in 1912 in
competition cc>ndueted by the
a
.

Prinde of Monaco.
Survived by daughter, Mrs. Mildred Kipnis, whose husband, Alex.

WCFL, Chicago, for
died in Chi June 10.
Survived

many

years,

by two daughters and

three sons.

GERTRUDE

MRS.
B. ENOS
Mrs. (Gertrude Berkeley Enos, 81,
forrner stage actress; died June 15
:

(Conlinucd on page 55)

'

WediMiBclayt

Staccato";

Roxy« N. V.

Kay DayU' turn with
her

'Transbluescency," in which
slipCopacabaim Reuue, with Desi smoky soprano ride? along with then
and
Lee Sherman & .Beatrice horn, clary, sax and bass,
omniGeorge Prentice, Julte Wil- takes a solo flight, the Dqke's
and
her;
behind
piano
Gaylora
Di-escnt
Vonet
&
son Bob Johnston
"Metronome All Out," in which
and Peter Lind Hayes: "Somewhere
reuietDcd »n Hamilton:s clary, Lawrence Browns
in the Wight" (20th),
trombone and Oscar Pettiford s bassJMny 8, '46.
-

.

Armz,

ficcklei',

Vahiety,

flddle shine.

Highlight, of course,

is

Ellington's

Clark Bros., In opener, ure a faststepping dance team building up
Erslcifle Hawkins Otch (20) with their routine Into some tough acroRay Hogan, batics that wins hefty mitting from
Woshinpton,
Latira
Chari-.
Harris;
Johnny Mitchell, Ace
patrons.
Berry the
oteers
Bros.

Dustry Fletcher,
"Janie Gets Married"
in Variety, June 6,

(5).
(2);

Capitol, Waish.

(WB) reviewed
,

,

i-^^

a>\added

as

at*,

the standard setup:
"Mood Indigo."- "Creole." "Bcgmnmg
to See the Light," "Sophisticated
"Don't Get Around Much."
Lady.
j

Carney.

^

m^les or P e^^^^^
bine to provide 48
A s"'"'"*'^ ;_Xdes
ing diversion.

which stands t*''''^"|''°."* on?';Vaco
stage.
Paul Ash's house orchestia
over.^
the pit being covered

as^add^aSJ^i.^, he^

.

g

.

!

SI alts
Whnlino & Ytiette. Johnny Dugand imper- gan. Low, Hite tc Stanley, Renee De

standout with his songs
Mcnosha Sfculnilc, Henri/
sturdy Marco,
sonations, -while Arnaz is^a
"Red" Allen & J. C. Higeinbothom
runnerup as part of a Brazilian- Orch
Ruby Zwerling House
(6),
His'
number:
production
flavor
Postman Always Rings
"The
Oreh;
strongly.
cifc'ks.
1>et^"'song
"Cuban
Twice" (JW-G).
The sequence including Arnaz.
which becomes the finale with a lot
long,
of tom-tom thumping, is a bit
Plenty of diversity and solid enthough effective.
tertainment in current bill at the
Prentice; with his Punch and Judy State.
Layout is well spotted, zips
characters,
act. including variegated
along at a nice pace that holds audiincluding- a rabbit, cat and monk,
ence attention. All this and "Postthrough
forcefully
grade
the'
makes
man Always Rings Twice" on screen
the deft manner in which he per- gives the house a chance for nice
of the turn is
.

;

'

1

-

forms.

While much

biz.

routine, it gains top attention as result of the fast manipulation., of the
characters and action.
Team of Sherman and Se(:kler
present "Rhumbd Rhapsody" that

has- certain novelty angles and is
colorful but much too long. Earlier
in the proceedings Miss Gaylprd
does an effective albeit not outstand-

ing ballet-type dance.

Wilson

Johnston

and

Whaling and Yvette. mixed team,

;

up with balancing stunt with partner

•

open

the

later in song numMixed
bers, getting over nicely.
ensemble of boys, and girls provide

show and appear

Char.

production background.

manipulating unicycle for
Johnny Duggan,
applause.
personable lad with good voice, does
okay with song stanza in foUpwup.
He is nifty on "I Feel a Song Coming
On," "Prisoner of Love," "More Than
You Know" and "Irish Lullaby."
while

good

,

Low. Hite and Stanley score
heavily with their familiar knockabout comedy, accentuated by varied
Preliminary, clowning
sizes of trio.
warms
up audience^ and their takeGuy Lombordo Orch (15), Jack offs on Andrews Sisters aiid Ink
CoTter, Lynn; Royce & Nitza, Mimi
Spots, with recording backgrounds,
RodDon
Gardner,
Walters, Keniiy
is a comedy panic that practically
ney; "She Wrote the Book," (U).
Sends them off a
stops the' show.

work make,

14.

A

Renee. De Marco provides class
sweet relief after some of the.
boilermaking bands. Guy Lombardo and artistry in her solo dancing,
and his musical talents pack "em in flanked by an unbilled singer, who
accbmps for her
at RKO Boston. It's a smooth per- baritones tune
formance throughout, with the lithe dances, ranging from waltz and
Lombardo in graceful control. Open- rnythmic to rhumba. As agile and
ing number, "Sioux City Sue." fea- graceful as ever, she's a big click
tures Kenny Gardner and Lombardo all the way.
Trio. Don Rodney vocals "The GypMenasha Skulnik also scores with
sy" with the band and Rosemarle his dialectic yarns and parodies. Puts
Lombardo, whose- pipes have plenty them in' good humor with parody,
of volume for a small gal, helps put 'Bessie the Moocher" and holds them
over "Love On a Greyhound Bus." with his follow-up funstering.
Tapster is Miml Walters, late of
Henry. "Red" Allen, flanked by
"Follow the Girls." who is. neatly J. C. Higginbotham Band, sepia outelastic. Because the aud was not in flt, blast plenty and loud in the Harjive mood. "Tales from the Vienna lem . manner.
Combo comprises
would
-Woods," keyed in a way which
three rhythm, trumpet, sax and
mystify Strauss, gets over big with trombone. They open with jam ses;
two pianos. Billy Leach and Frank sion.. segue into "'St. James InVino officiating. Quality ballroom flrmary" with Allen taking the
tripping comes from Lynn. Royce vocal. Follow with "Sunny Side of
and Nitza. who soon swing into a Street" and go all out for "Get the
tangle of comic adagio and tumbling. Mop" for sizzling finale that brings
A top. hard-working comedy act. salvos of applause.
"Coax Me a Little Bit.'! with RoseRuby Zwerling and pitcrew pro
marie and Don Rodney, is the really vide usual strong backgrounding for
big song hit, and "Frankie and John- show.
£dba.
nie." sung by Kenny Gardner, is runnerup.
Million Dollar, L. A.
Jack Carter qualifies as a riapidfire comic with plenty of patter and
Los Angeles, June 14.
antics which keeps 'em laughing. A
Ink Spots Revue, featuring Billy
Lombardo medley polishes off the Kenny, Eddie Vinson Orch (17) Peg
Dame.
show.
Leg Bates, Helen Humes, Coke &
Poke; "Crime of Century" (Rep).
.

.

-

,

Oriental, Clil

listening.

for

'

terp-line which is punctuated with
trick spins, struts and cane tossing.
Their briefie gets heavy' response
which necessitates a beg-off bit.
Newcomer Dusty Fletcher is reviewed under New Acts.
Jose.
,

Band revue's bow was in essence
a case of the Ellington's showmanship triumphing over snafued mikes,
lighting, impatience of an; audience. caused by a late curtain, caused
in tiirn by a late train, and an overpowering sequin backdrop left over
from Paul Ash's reign at the Orien-

poor

tal, circa 1928.

,

Ellington, in there' pitching froin
his stahdup job at the piano in "Blue
Skies." to open, with Jimmy Hamil
ton's clary and Bill Anderson's highsoaring trumpet soloed, to final cur.

and al*the super showman.
Marion Cox. pinchhitting for Joya

tain, is amiable, easy-going,
.

ways

.

.

because of illness, does
a smooth job on "Ghost of a Chance,"
Sherrill, out

and Cook

&

Brown, male

.

terpers,

score with fast taps^ aero, gags and
into the pit.
Wide spacing
doesn't disguise the similarity, of
their act. however, to the Stump Sc
Stumpy stint, next-to-closing, with
falls

C&B
the

suffering in

comparison with

S&S "We've Got Swing

for Sale"

layout. .All of which' merely illustrates the usual booking difficulties
in Chi at -this time of year.
Standouts are fiddler-lrumpeterJlvester
Ray Nance doing "Riff
-

.

Dusty Fletcher has banged around

minor Negro cafes and small vauders
until he's. come up with an act that's
different than most comedy turns on

the boards today, although it's built
screen.
around the ancient formula of a
Walter and Jean Bi-own. dancers drunk' characterization.
His is a
in the Latin American manner, make skillful blend of character comedy
opening,
pleasant but uhsensational
and corn is expertly presented for
go
Dancers
novelties.
with a trio
punchy laughs.
through their paces well enough,
This colored comic never :deserts
but Tack flare and spontaneity. his drunk takeoff until he softshoes
Reception is mild.
for the exit. He makes his entrance
Val Setz, in a juggling routine as by being 'violently tossed from- the
smooth as anything that, has turned wings, landing in a horizontal- posigets sock. tion and stays that way for a
up here in recent months,
£ood
i,
galleries
Setz. portion
reception from the galleries.
of the time. His act has him
I*"' with a fo?t 1^^^^ crawling on his hands and knees,
of patter, surprises with speed and which necessitates mike placement
novelty of his act..
at various portions of the stage for
Ralph SlKlcr. top-name on the bill, greater audibility.
has come a long way since he made
He has som? clever ideas, such as
his bow in -vaude: here 10 weeks his calling for an ima,ginary roomago.: He has finally accepted the mate to admit him.
He also does a
tricks of the trade-effective stage bit on a shaky ladder which should
setting, a line of fast patter, a bit of be enlarged upon as it provides tOo
well placed hocus pocus here and meagre a sampler of laugh-provokInterthere, and a few props to add
ing business.
est.
He has toned down; the scienFletcher's gab. is of, the corn type,
approach and built up the but that'is consistent with his charactific
comedy angle, adding the touch of ter conception inasmuch as sophistishowmanship he lacked, for this type cated or too smart gab isn't expected
Result is a really bofi of this type drunk. Appearance is
audience.
act.
made in a battered top hat, wellPattern .of act is about the same, worn, garb, and shoes having the
with a few hew numbers, added. lengthened toes that used to be seen
Best ickf these is a side splitter, iri on the burlesque circuits and now
which hypnotized subjects, two sail- mainly in use by circus clowns; He
ors when act was caught, are put could do more with the pedal exthrough comical situations.
tensions in his soft -shoe turn., but.
At show caught. Slater reverted terping.. aside from making allowto form once, and proceeded to lec- ances for greater shoe lengths fails,
ture the audience on manners, be- to' take advantage of. Its inherent
cause they laughed at the wrong comedy. He off s to solid response.
Added insult to injury by
time.
Jose.
returning to the manners theme
when the incident had been for- SUSAN DAHL
Cus- Dance
gotten by everybody else.
tomers forgave all, however, and 8 Mins.
went all out in final applause.
Leon & EddieU N. T.
As soon as Slater can accept the
Tall and willowy, Susan Dahi
fact that it's the customer who's always right, and not vice versa, he does an above-average tap turn,
decorated
with nice twirls. Gal has
will have one of the best acts in the
a
sweet blonde personality that
business.
Lowe.
could be used to good effect in selling her routine, but hasn't learned
Olynipia,
to get it across to the audience well
.

.

.

.

.

Miami

.

Miami, June 14.
Dolly Dawn. Boyd & LuRoy. At
DeLage & Shirley, Don Cummings,
with Arthur LdFleur, Les Rhode
House
'

Apollo, N. Y.
Mercer Ellington Orch

Carmen

(15)

Deep Riuer Boys

Clark;

(5)

Clork Bros.; Harold Nichols; Pigmeat; Jackie Mabley; "ShCrWolf of

Orch

London" (U).

(13);

"Cornered" (RKO).

Uneven layout
with

Apollo layout this week achieves
neat. balance of -music, comedy,
and terping to come through as a
solid 75 minutes of divertissement.
-Mercer Ellington's New York- debut
of his recently organized band is the
big~ marquee draw but smart book
Ing surrounded the young musicrew
with vet talent to carry the show.
Ellington is saddled with-a terrific
handicap in having to bear inevitable comparison with his sire, the
Duke. He has brought together a
group of competent musicians, furnished them with some interesting
arrangements; and fronts the band
with a pleasant, not standout personality.
Aggregation, consisting of
seven brass, four reeds, and three
rhythm, is well-trained but lacks
a

.

.

brilliancy in its soloists, and overall
rhythmic drive.
Sudden ear-splitting blasts from the brass section
could also be eliminated with good

audience

here

Opens with a

sophisticated, bluesy

number in ^low tempo, moving into
jumpy "Robin Hood.". Terp technique

is

competent and coaching on

some
week,

this

reaction

most of the way.
Dolly Dawn heads

enough.

of the tricks of the trade would
make this gal a good bet for larger
nlteries or nouse dates.
Tonim.

apathetic

PHYLLIS ARNOLD

.

bill

and turns

Sonrs

a solid session of song selling,
Standout is her version of "I'm A
Big Girl Now." Has personality and

12 MIns.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Fine selling in a tough house, plus
top fashion.
a nlcelv-toned set of blues pipe's
Don Cumrfiings serves up a weak mark Phyllis Arnold as a comer, but
assortment of rehashed gags, and she'd better stick to the torchies.
tops his turn with the women putr Jump tunes for this gal are noting on girdle panto.
Off to fair where.
hand.
Verse Intro and chorus of "My
Standard legerdemain is contrib- Guy's Come Back" are followed by
uted by Al DeLage and Shirley. "Thanks for the Buggy Ride." LatManage to garner "fair returns, with ter brings swell returns, and is put
gal disappearance in doll house, over nicely.
Advice on costume,
best bit.
makeup, and general posture are
Boyd and LuRoy snare most of called for here, but chirping style is
the laughs with their disnce satires. tailormade- for intime spots.
Terp comedy goes big with the
Tomm.
house, the duo going off to healthy

in

sells in

,

palmwhacking.
Opener is Arthur LaFleur, -work
ing on rings, with iron-Jaw spins
getting plenty salvos.

THE PETTYS
'

Poppets
15 MIns.

Les Rhode house band backs up Leon & Eddies, N. Y.
Band plays "Metronome All
Husband and wife team in from
Out'' as the opener and between acts, show neatly. Biz good when caught,
the Coast present a nice puppet rouwork on "She Wouldn't Be Moved"
Lary.
tine, but could use editing.
and "Body and Soul." Band vocalist
Act is
smooth and not limited to any parCarmen Clark sings "Route 66" in

effect.

barely audible tones.
Deep River Boys, slotted next-toclosmg, give out with some sock
harmonizing on pop and novelty
tunes that, get over so powerfully
they are called back for two encores.
Los
The quartet, a blend of individually
is boff. House has been completely
superb voices, range from soft croonrefurbished to take over Orpheum's ing to hot rhythm with perfect
conold policy, latter having gone straight trol.
They give out with "Tipping
flrst run films.
In," "Come Rain, Come Shine," "LitThis week's bill' tees off with Ed- tle Liza Jane," "That Chick's
Too
die Vinson's orch jgiving bouncy ren- Young to Fry," and
"The Gypsy."
dition of "Birth of the Blues," fol- Added appeal is their,
spirited stage
lowed up with "Juice Head Baby," antics in which they indulge with
saga of a whiskey-drinking mama good taste and moderation.
vocalled: by Vinson.: Next spot for
Unmoderate. as usual. is.Pigmeat's
band is "Cleanhead's Boogie," titled clowning through his. burlesque rouafter Vinson's smopth-shavened pate. tine. Does an impression
of a Negro
Leader also does the act introes.
evangelist exhorting his congregaInk Spots handle closing turii on tion, and warbles one tune designed
bill,
pleasing mightily with "I'd strictly for the Harlem audience.
Climb the Highest Mountain," "Don't He works with infectious vitality
Care Who Knows It," "Gypsy." and always begs oif leaving the
"Prlsoneriof Love," and "If I. Didn't crowd clamoring for more.
Care." Foursome packs a< large folJackie Mabley returns to the
lowing and knows how to keep it Apollo stage after a year's tour
satisfled. Vocal, emphasis goes to. Bil- through
the west and hits the
ly Kenny's high voice, which means habitues with the same sort of
stuff
others in group fall, more or less, retailed by Pigmeat.
Middle-aged
into backing spots. They do a well- femme, .'dressed
like
a southern
rounded chore in supporting Kenny. cracker, is rough and risible. Warbles
Peg Leg Bates is an ace dancing a deep blue version of ''Ole Man
act. The one-legger proves more ag- Mose" which could only pass in this
ile than many not handicapped. He house, and trails off Into
a long
runs through sharp rountines all de- kidding monologue on her common-,
signed to exploit his peg leg and gar- law tie-up with w.k. bandsmen.
ner audience favor. "Turn is sock.
Harold Nichols, bill's only ofay
Coke and Poke, comedy patter and act, scores heavily with some specdance team, draw plenty of chuckles tacular hoop handling.
Juggling
for antics and gags. Hfelen Humes Is routine involving 11 hoops is topped
on tor quick vocals of "Every Now off by somfe hoop-throwing that has
and Then" and "E Bob a Lee Bop,", to be seen to be believed. Hoops
with okay results.
Brog.
are made to do everything but talk,

Ink Spots are a name attraction
Chicago, June 13.'
to give the Million Dollar
Duke Ellington Orch (17) with calculated
smd-sh sendoff for its opening as
Johnny Hodges, Ray Nance, Oscar a
Angeles' top vaudfilm house. Biz

Pettiford, Harry Camey^Al Hibbler,.
Marion Cox, Kay Davis; Cook St
Brown, Stump & Stunipv; "Murder in
the Music Ho*' (Rep).

I

pleasant
Harris does a particularly outstanding, job with the vocalizing of "But
Natch" and his boogie jvorying.
Unfortunately not measuring up. to
4^le rest, of the crew is Laura Washington, a looker with a languid and
spiritless delivery, a style; which she
hasn't perfected as yet.
The surrounding bill contains
three acts that get maximum results
Toppers are the
in
this house.'
Charioteers, four voices and a pianist, with a line of selling arrangemeints of pop and novelty tunes.
Although most of: their layouts are
written with tenor leads, talents of
the others in the quartet aren't neglected and. virtually every man. gets
a chance to solo. Offerings of "One
More Dream," "Don't Need a Million Dollars" and "Ride. Red, Ride."
brought them back for an encore.
The Berry aros., down to a duo
since the war, still offer a choice

solid hit.

'

I

.

ItKO, Boston

Boston, June

,
'

tootlers whom he endeavors to put
nto tbe spotlight at every feasiWe
little
therefore
has
opportunity,
chance to show his own showy horn,
except for some brief passages, but;
Ray Hogan's trombone work. Ace
Harris' piariistics and vocals, along
with Johnny Mitchells sax and song

-

tee off with some trick and comedy
Whaling handles the. cycycling.
cling in top fashion. injecting comedy touches here and. there. Winds

Cbknedy
9 MIns.
Strand, N. T.

,

crew
large
Hawkins'
Erskine
which has previously thrown out
large doses of raw meat to the trade,
Out of My Heart," but the payees has picked up; some subtletie.s which
have improved thtf Ktneial calibre of
"PCrooner. Al Hibbler winds it all ihe crew to the extent that ofterings
up with "Little Brown Book," a are conislderabb": more colorful and
brooding "Summertime," "Fat and contain more shadings and contrast.
So-and-S6." In addition.- the maestro has picked
and "Lucky
Forty"
making it E-Day plus. And that up some gifted sidemcn with the resuit that he has a stronger band than
Mike.
means socko.
he's had in some time.
Hawkins with a surplus of expert

^

^^^

Acts

'

fled.

''

I

who played here, before
at
and not many months ago was
shows
the opposition Strand, is
Haye"^^.

,

-^Sl^^l'^

are, Desi
the Copacabana, as
the song
Arnaz, Janet Gay lord and
boi) .-o.inteam of Julie Wilsrn
Others in the lmeup now not
ston.
and
Prentice
at the Copa are George
Beatrice
and
Sherman
of Lee
at

feam
^

It's

New

DUSTY FLETCHER

Washington, June 13.
y.
Walter & Jean grown. Vol Setz,
Although all-Ncgro stage layout^
Slater; "Night in Casa bldnc(»"
accompanying "Jonio Gets Married Ralpit
Capitol come up this week with
a three act layout which paces the
Marx Brothers on the
will keep the more, adult trade satis- mood of the'

'46.

ic^uc. the
f. ^
^°Pa«D°"a ..revue,
troriiAnother Copacabana
mournful tromthe piCi designed for 'conIs like
Monie^ keyboarding. with baritone
mutings sumption by the younger set. there s
thiid to come here from
^^.^,r4e^ and
Liml oo
Proser s nitery, w'th j'e ci
g,,^^^,^ Hemphni plenty in the flesh., extravaganza that
action,

Hayes

June 19t 1946

Strand, N. Y.

.

Hippodrome, Balto

ticular size or type nitery.

Esquire puppet and gal doll are
Boltimore, June 16.
Donny Drayson, Poul Regon, The "ice-skated around the floor, with
Morcos (2), Debonaires (6) Felice Mrs, Petty taking all the honors.
Husband puts a scantily dressed doll
lulo House Orch (12); "Jlenegodes'
through a kootch dance to "Song of
(Col).'

,

.

India" for: healthy laughs, with
Unexciting, combination of mod- 'bumps and grinds to make a Minsky
estly budgeted standard acts plays blush. Finale is pair of sepia pupalong well enough and to fairish re- pets in song and dance through
"Stuff That I've Got."
Tomm.
sponse.
The Marcos, mixed twosome; Open
with hand to hand balancing and DEL AIRS (4)
good lifts, Danny Drayson follows Aero
with familiar gagging and smoothly 9 MIns.
sold tapstering.
Leon Sc Eddie's, U. Y.
Paul Regan, mimic, essays the en
Del Airs, four discharged Canatire gamut of all the familiars, and
dian sailors, are hampered in their
manages to hold the stubholders' in act by the low-ceilinged room. What
terest throughout. Closing slot is al
they have left Is not sensational but
lotted to the-Debbnaires, well-precirather neat.
sioned quinet of top hat and tails
Stunts performed are not even up
hoofers who do best with a mech- to standard
at times, but: all done
anized routine which serves to dra-w with
speed and obvious display.
nice response.
Qroup .is still a little green for this
Biz okay.
Burm.
spot.
More breaking In might
remedy, this.
Tomm.
'

Actor Turns Impressario
Seattle,

Ha\. Darby,

vaude team,

show

is

June

18.

&

of Darby
Ardell
staging a big vaude

Sick's Stadium July 4th,
with some 15 acts to be booked. He's
also putting on a similar show In

at

BOB WAYNE
Songs
7 MIns.

Leon- & Eddie's, N. Y.
This personable chap emcees show
in top fashion and intersperses a
couple of well-sung tunes.. With no
wasted gab or stale ciracks, Wayne
ties
things together very nicely,
adding pace and polish over the

Tac^ma.
Each wlU be billed as "Sons of
Pioneers," giving a pageant turn to rough spots.
Vocally, he tenors "You Belong to'
the attractions and tleiijg in with the
My Heart" and "Sorrento" in comnatal holiday. Western and circus
petent style, and exudes a general
type of acts will be used.
air of good 'feeling,
Tomm.:
-

LEGITIMATE
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Katch East for 'Mama'

Now Reads Bible on Airshow;

Welles

Old Vk Bows Off BwayinMBlaze

To Replace Homolka
Hollywood, June 18.
Kurt Katch planed eastward to

'World'

No Longer Needs Radio Hypo

"Around the World," the Orson*

musical that was thumbed
condown by most of the critics,

Welles

build

to

chances

Takings

went

last

week and

running well

of

<;eason

new

close to $33,500,

when

N.

Y.,

lor the

time eight performances were
because
given Friday being dark
Welles did not
of a radio program.
first

mention the critics in his Sunday
06) afternoon broadcast, nor was
politics. Welles
there much about
hour
devoting most of the quarter
Bible.
to reading the
What that preluded was not inactor-commendicated because the
pronto. On the
tator went off the air
pieviou.s Sunday, after letting up
proceeded to
on the critics, Welles
severely chastise the President and

Hollywood, June

Welles put

cost.

considerable money, said to have
come from Harry Cohn of Cplumbia
Pictures as an advance, which explains his crack that, he's "in hock,
mortgaged and bleeding."
Alexander Korda, who controls
story
the rights to Jules' Verne's
upon which part of the show is
based, is also said to be an investor,
and Toots Shor the restaurateur is
reported having put $35,00O in the
in

Trio plan to go

to N. Y.

end of

•'World'"

but
made an operating profit
to

wait,

Ex-GIs Tangle in Names;

Starts Off

File,

With 'Messiah'

Veterans Memorial Stage is the
Incorporated name of a group of

former GIs who aim to present repOffices have
ertory next season.
been engaged "by John Beal and
Alan Baxter, who head the new
outAt. Their general casting plan is
10 give first preference to doughfoots of the- war just ended, veterans
of the first world war coming next,
with civilian players their to be en-

gaged

it

necessary.

There was a mixup In the idenof VMS and a Harlem nongroup which incorporated
under the name of Veterans Theatre. Inc.
Because o^ the similarity
in the title of the two groups, Albany
Refused to issue a charter to the
Veterans Memorial Theatre and the
word Stage was adopted instead. The
Harlem company was nixed in its
request to Equity for permission to
use its members in VThe Black Messiah,"
a mixed-cast drama that
opened at the Triboro theatre on
tities

Equity

.

12.5th St.,

Monday

(17).

"Messiah" is described as a cooperative venture. Last spring its
sponsors, headed by Dennis O. Donohue, a colored author, solicited returning GIs to join the outfit for a $5
fee. It was then proposed to play in
a Broadway theatre through summer

by means of benefits and theatre
parties and if the show or others
tilanned got across, to present them
to the general public and players

given salaries.
^ Name of the co-author of "Messiah" is now announced as O'Donohue, collaborator being James H.

Diinmore; Understood that the play
was given for one performance in
1939 at the,, Bayes, a roof theatre
atop the 44th Street, now razed.
Play's story is said to be based on
the activities of Father Divine, colprcd revivalist.

HARLEM

EX-GI

GROUP

TRIPS UP IN 'MESSIAH'
The Veterans Theatre-teeoft production at the Trioboro, Harlem
N- Y., Monday (17) is not
a promising start for the predominantly colored group.
"The Black Messiah,"
_

OLD VIC SHOWED

BIAYLAPSUP

this

Snarled

Still

Equity

Rattles
There

approximately $2,000 of

i.i

"Polonaise" salary guarantee money
remaining in Equity's possession
that

object

the

is

three-cor-

a

of

.

Texas

in

Dallas. June 18.
"The Hasty Heart"

trical ventures in the annals of the
has been added to the Interstate stage. The Britishers not only added
Theatre Circuit's^ fall roadshow list lustre to their overseas reps, but
Theatre, Inc., a non-profit group of
theatre' enthusiasts
which scored
^ith the revival of "Pygmalion,''
accomplished an achievement in
.

for piresentation here at the Melba
in November.
Show will also be
seen at other key Interstate theatres
throughout the state.
Show cast includes John Dall
John Burke, Margaret Stuart MacDonald and Victor Chapin.

.

.

j

presenting the visitors.
,At the start there was some doubt
about the Vic venture paying its way
in so limited a date.
Richard Aidrich, socialite

There

are federal liens against
show's management amounting

the
to

around

$24,000, said to repi'esent

deducted from
One point has been

withholding

taxes

actors' salaries.
clarified and the actors will receive

credit from the Internal Revenue
dept. when filing their 1946 returns.
.

When

Kiepura' and Bannister went

into court in an attempt to get their
claims
paid
out
of
"Polonaise"
money in Equity's hands, the former
said slightly more than $2,000 was
due him, the latter claiming $395.
Some time ago Keipura mentioned a

much

higher

him.
Dramatists

amount being owed

made

has

Guild

Schmidlapp responsible for authors'
Guild refused to release

royalties.

him

from

conlractural

obligations

$14,000,

Application for the examination
before trial of Lee Shubert for the
has been
Select Theatres Corp.,
granted by Justice John E. McGeehan in the suit by Louis I«tito
executor for the estate of Harry
Kaufman. Deceased supervised production, of "Sons O' Fun" and "Laffing Room Only," in which Olsen
-

Johnson were starred,
Kaufnrian supposed to receive

and

periment

illness

kept him from

fulfilling his'

subject to pending trial but Shubert's examination
is set for. next Monday •24) at which
time his attorneys are expected to
bring records of the two attractions
into court.
Kaufman's heirs are his brother, S.
Jay Kaufman: a daughter, who is
duties.

That

to a

issue

is

Miami

dentist,

and two

Al Tralun Very Much Alive
Al, Trahan. very much alive but
erroneously reported deceased in the
Equity listings last week, enters Mt.
Sinai ho.spital this
eighth operation as

pneumonia.

week

for

aftermath

hi.s

of

Cornelius
Vanderbilt,

Seems Headache

especially when atmade to crash in the

harried,

i-i.-l

'

.

'

|

;

I
|

.

$6

-

.

played

same

were
mes-

.

after

bill

intermission on the
"Oedipus." Audi-

with

cheers after the first curtain
at the end of the show "were
such as rarely heard in an American
theatre.

ehcle

and

^

pleted.

Guild assented to extending JLhe
time, after it was contended that the
showmen could not be expected, to
absorb in two weeks the intent of
the authors' document that probably
took months to prepare. There are
close to 200 proposed changes in the
pact. League is said to have drawn
up '49 counter proposals and there
will probably be more before the
start of negotiations, which may become a battle of wits between attorneys of both sides.
It's conceded, however, that some
revisions would be favorable to
managers, though for the most part
the changes are certain of argument. Understood that in some instances only one word is deleted
from clauses,, changing the entire

,

—

.

Ihor's

18.

luring

new

Webb

starred, on

Broadway

October.

Charges

j

i

;

i

'

Fight Fix

Four Brosdway agencies face
serious consequences for alleged
overcharfiing not only for LouisConn fis'ht tickets but for standout
shows. Sbme licenses have been suspended by Ben Fielding, license
commissioner, -with clerks being
similarly affected. Agencies involved
must close today (Wed.), date of
the championship fight, having had
the usual five days grace.Federal men are checking brokers'
records in regards to the admission
taxes. Several clerks are under $500
bail for violating the N. Y. stale
75c premium law, while those agencies charged with excess prices on
theatre tickets face possible action
by the legit code authority.
After tapping the wires of the
Jacobs agency, detectives testified
that they heard $100 fight tickets
quoted as high as $175 each. One
agency was charged with asking $90
for $50 tickets. Fielding also claimed
that five tickets for "State of the
Union" were'sold for $44. the legal
rate having been $28.50 ($4.40 each,,
plus agency fee and tax), and that
four tickets for "Annie Get Your
Gun" went for $58, or $28 over the
amount chargeable under the statute
Those named are Wilfred Belts,
Martin Hirsch, William Henry and
Leonard Cohen, of the Jacobs office
ind William Trosky, who sold tickeu in a hotel lobby.
.

'

;
'

*NeW MoOIl' LlghtS

Up

Texas State Fair Season

'Em Away

in

June 18.
The State Fair of Texas will preDallas,

London

London, June

18.

•

prano Lily Pons and Maiistro Andre
Kostelanetz. Kostelanetz conducted
the Liverpool Philharmonic orchestra. Combination app.earance of the

two
;

I

I

American

arti-sis

.resulted

in

thousands being turned away. Capacity is over 7,000.
After giving four numbers. Miss

Pons was forced

tc three encores.

sent

its

fifth

season

of

open-air

when the Fgir Park Casino
opens tonight (18) with Sigmund
Romberg's "New Moon," the first of

opera

18.

•Distinguished audiencc» including
the Duchess of Kent and Noel Cowai-d, packed Albert Hall for the concert last Sunday (16) given by so-

Maurice Evans received an honorary degree of doctor of literature
from Lafayette College here last
Friday < 15), being cited .for "your

years ago.

present the au"Present Laughter," with
will

Pons-Kostelanetz Torn

Lafayette Honors Evans

scholarly interpretation of the writings of Shakespeare and your distinguished contribution to the culture of America."
Raymond Massey received .a similar degree from Lafayette several

He

Policy has been not to
show two Coward plays at the same
time but a revival of "Lives" in the
fair may get the nod- if Miss Bankhead and Cook head the cast.

who shoves off for
Gregory
Massachusetts in two weeks to appear in three strawhat plays at the
Cape- Cod Playhouse, Dennis. Mass.
It. will be Peck's first vacation from
pictures in more than two years.

'

j

'

"Lives."

Peck's Strawhat

Easton, Pa., June

i

Is

John C. Wilson; who' represents
Coward, controls the > rights to

in

is

combo

Bankhead-Cook

Scalping

On Legit and

into other summer, stock
spots in "Lives," such as Greenwich,
Conn., where it plays next week.,

Clifton

barnyard

In

booked

.

the
Peck,

(Continued on page 55)

Four Agencies on Pan

INTOROfrrO,MAYB'WAY

The

.

Weekly Nut 20G
Theatre, Inc. got approxittiately
$225,000 for its share of the six'

Toronto, June 18.
TaHulah Bankhead opened here in
Noel Coward's "Private Lives" Monday (17) at the Royal Alexandra,
Donald Cook playing oppo.-iite the
star.
It's understood that the duo
plan appearances in the revival on
Broadway next season.

N. Y. Daily

brought the visitors over, and the
American Repertory Theatre, headed by Eva Le (^allienne, Cheryl
Crawford and Margaret Webster.
Both new groups are to present
repertory as does the London troupe
and a flock of classic dramas are
due for revival next season and
thereafter. Chapman also wrote that
there is no reason why better rep
companies than Old Vic cannot' be
formed Over here.

of

j

TALLULAH-COOK-'L!VES'

News' stated that Old Vic's visit
will benefit the American stage, particularly
Theatre,
Inc.,
which

Call

\
;

•

rights to produced plays.
Changes
in clauses pertaining to other rights
that would affect their value to
managers are among the revisions
certain to be in discussion.

be entirely inaccurate. Moreover,
only "Henry IV" Parts I and II were
plays given

Hollywooi June

capacity for the balance of the date.
Previously there was difficulty in
jscllin.'; $12 tickets for the (oup opening nights and the price was halved
for seats in the rear of the orchestra.
For the last three weeks there were
standees at all times and mr.ny avid
theatregoers failed to secure tickets.
j
j

j

intent of the original provision. Side
producers
conversations
between
and Guild officers revealed, that authors were not fully cognizant of
somi: intended switches.
Part of the revisions are said to
be intricate and to involve British

Exit
Op.ening of Old Vic marked the
exit of Burton Rascoe as" critic for
the N. Y. World-Telegram, whose
editor rejected his notice on "Henry
IV," Part I. Although he is reputed
to have witnessed only a portion of
the premiere, Rascoe is said to have
opined in 'the wastcbasketed review
that if anything would kill Shakespeare in this country it would be
Old Vic. The amazing attendance at
the Century proved that opinion to
Rascoe'tf

»nd

of the gross.
Claim for the percentage has been
disputed, because Kaufman's fatal

man-

while. "That's the way five millionaires who financially aided the ex-

Guild Agreement

.

SHUBERT TO BE GRILLED
IN KAUFMAN-O&J SUIT

is

felt about it too.
V. .Whitney, Alfred G.
Joseph Verner Reed,
William S. Palev
Ju'lus '^!.'itempts were
man put up $75,000 and Theatre
Broadway producers who at first sponsors added $25,000.
exit doors.
wis
It
Bbxofflce men had a real work- were inclined to regard rather fa- agreed that the quintet would be
out throughout the six weeks en- vorably the proposed revisions of paid back before the group; and
gagement because 90% of the tickets the basic agreement drawn up by they were sent refund checks last
were sold directly, not through the Dramatists Guild, have qualified week. The gross topped $300,000. and
agencies. At times standees man- their opinions aftcfr a closer scrutiny the actual profit was estimated beaged to get three or four admissions of the long summary of changes tween $iO,000 and $15,000, which was
and bartered the pasteboards in the submitted by the authors.
divided between Theatre, Inc. and
Pact was to have expired last Sat- Old Vic, which is also
lobby, mostly for. cash. After that
a non-profit
only one standee ticket was sold to urday (l5) but has been extended outfit.
a customer, total number permitted until Aug. I, by which time it is
It was hot until: the third week of
on the hoof by the fire department hoped that negotiations between the its run that the Vic engagement' was
being 50.
Standees paid $1.80 at Guild and League of New York The- jsecure. At that time rave noticesmatinees and $2.40 at night. In sev-' atres, which represents producers ipver "dedipus" and '"The Critic" reand managers, will have been com- suited in a boxoffice rush that meant
era! instances the
tickets

was

when the show changed manage- Shakespeare's, the other
ment but Equity did, returning his being by other authors.
salary bonij after Bloomfield deJohn Chapman in the
posited fre.<:h coin, around
to protect the actors' pay.

showman who

aging director of Theatre, Inc., advised his board that even- if the
project \vent into the red, the importation of England's outstanding
acting company would be worth

New Dramatists

to control a crowd that congregated in the lobby long after the
matinee started. Front of the house,

snatched from the hands of
drew.'
sengers from the brokers who reAbout $700 is claimed by other turned allotments now .and then.
Polonaise" players,
supposed to
Playgoers were not the only ones
have been paid off- when the show out front who were affected by Old
folded in St. Louis, although Bloom- Vic, ispecially by the performance
field contend.*! the money is not due
of
"Oedipus,"
Sophocles'
Greek
them. There have been so many tragedy which Laurence Olivier
involvements in connection with the dominated. Showmen readily adshow that Equity's staff wishes the mitted they were shaken by the
'Polonaise"
headaches were over. power of the performance and conThey'd like to. liquidate their mem- ceded the excellence of the British
bers' claims, then turn the balance troupe in exhibiting a change of
over to the court and let the law- pace by immediately appearing in
yers fight it out.
the
light
comedy "The Critic,"

sisters.

5W

Deep

Patrick's

moned

married

exploits backward prejudices in its
unremitting portrait of the Negro as
a superstitious, gullible
person.
A faintly-disguised chronicle, of
father Divine's rise from obscurity,

May Return

weeks' engagement of
Old Vic repertory company which finaled at the Century,
N. Y., Saturday (15) goes into the
records as one of the unique theasix

.

punmore,

Dennis O'Donohue and James H.
is childish drama.
Play
>s
patched together cut of crude
melodramatic devices, and moreover

John

Interest on Broadway in the Old
Vic players of London pyramided
to such an extent that on Saturday
(15), the last day of the Century
engagement, a line was formed before dawn outside the theatre by
hop&fuls anxious to buy. standing
room' admissions. Police were sum-

Tolonaise' Coin,

by,

(Continued on page

The

London's

.

Harlem Groop, 1st to

Profit;

commitment.

month to seek production on Broadway next sea.son.

nered legal contest, which datec
from the time the flop show closed.
Rebecca Brownstein, Eiquity's attorney, has been conferring with
counsel for the govt, and lawyers
for Jan Kiepura arid Harry Bannister, weekly. The latter duo were
in the musical but although they
waived the Equity gurentee, claim
show. For the first two week* Welles money is due them
from Harry
and Cole Porter, who wrote the Blopmfleld. who took over "Polonscore did not receive any coin, both aise" after Horace Schmidlapp withweek
last
agreeing

.

.

Spina.

show

possible the

its

Of Glory and 15G

Broadway
Remember Mama."
Homolka is stepping out because

'Heart'
18,

Without Brandy," with lyrics by
Eddie Heyman and music by Arthur

"World" represents an investment
It can break even on
of $286,000.
if attendance
a gross of $27,000 and
is

the

Musical With Kick
Sid Silvers has finished book of
new musical comedy, "Napoleon

On Broadway it was felt
his aides.
had turned
that the actor-manager
observations.
critic in his political

remains big it
will recapture

in
stage production, "I

its

the

into

are promising.
at the Adelphi,

Homolka

Oscar

of a film,

,

tinued

succeed

musical productions.
The 1946 season will bring to the
Casino stage Lucille Manners, Allan
Frances
Jones,
John
Bro-wnlee,
Greer, Margaret Spencer, Donald
Clarke, hosemarie Brancato, Ralph
10

.

Herbert, Christina Carroll, Wilma
Spence, Walter Cassel and many
others. Lucille Manners and Arthur
Kent sing the leads in "New Moon."

Wednesday, June 19, 1946
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rules only one week. U al- If a nsw play rehearses two weeks,
lowed for rehearsals. It a producer only one week's salary applies; U
desires to rehearse a new play two three' weeks are used to rehearse,
weeks with a stock company, he the .actors are to be given one-andmay do so by paying full salaries a-half weeks pay, and if four weeks
the second week. That has been are used for rehearsal, two weeks
tried and found to run up against pay is required. Rehearsal expense

stock

Strawhats As Tryout Spots Eyed

Duchess Actors

.

Again by Budget-Minded Managers
without being under
comfjarativcly complished
recent yeari high pressure, would be a boon to
but interest in reviving that prac- authors and showmen, it is felt.
Former resort stands for tryouts,
tice is indicated on the part of
managers, who would welcome a such as Atlantic City and Asbury
system of all year round tryouts Park, arc no longer available for
geared more economically than is legit and attempts to showcase new
plays in summer stocks have not
now possible.
General idea is to see plays in been satisfactory, very few ever
necessarily proving worth while when brought
performance
without
bringing them to Broadway. More to Broadway.
Lack of proper preparation Is the
chances to better the product, by
script revisions and cast changes ac- main reason, for under the summer

There have been
few summer tryouts

|

in

;

{

.

handicaps.
regulations
are
Unless
new
worked out whereby tryouts are less
hazardous the subject is bound to
be a problem. Equity's rules, have
been little changed since the vogue
of summer tryouts and it's possible
that it managers
seek revisions,
such changes would be worked but,
Eqolly Costs
.

Four months' from

May

to

Augdst

inclusive constitute the tryout period during which time one-half of
the 'fequity minimums are applicable.
,

money

Take Coin With

applies after the fourth day,

There are a number of well
equipped summer theatres in coun

Tears

in

Eyes

tryside. spots, including
those at
Westport, Conn., Ogonquit and ShowPlayers in "The Duchess Misbehegan, Me., Saratoga, N. Y., Dennis
and
New Hope, havies," which tarried briefly
and Cambridge, Mass.,
Broadway last winter, were cordial
Pa. Most successful play first preduring
.an arbitration hearing
"Life
to
sented in a strawhatter was
With Father," Broadway's run leader, A. P. Waxman, who produced the
but that show waj regarded as a good musical, but last week they were
awarded
salary
because of the
It
first
thiqg before it opened.
show's
abrupt
closing,
the
opening
played at Skowhegan,
At least part of the company said
season there which permitted more
leeway in preparation than possible they did not want to press the claim

later on.

if
it
meant that Waxman would
have to pay them personally rather
than the backers of "Duchess," but
Equity would not permit waivers
because that would not conform to
its rules in such instances.
The award, amounting to $6,700,
represented one week's pay to some
of the "Duchess' actors and slightly
more to others. Coin to guarantee
salaries on deposit with Equity was
used up when, the show folded but
the claims are expected to be satisfled by the producer before he puts
on another planned attraction, according to Equity.
,

100 Strawhats

Now
Number

Li

summer

ot

con

stocks

may

tinues to climb '•and the total

top 100 next riionth.

money

(17),

to

As

of

Monday

guarantee salaries

was on
Waxman posted a- closing notice
deposit with Equity, where it was when the.
musical was in Philadelexpected that
Ave more stocks phia, then decided to open it
in N.
would be registered before the end at the Adelphi. Equity assented, Y.
proof the week. Upgrade of summer vided he guaranteed
nn engagement
stock activities had been anticipated of at least two
weeks, but "Duch»ss"
but not nearly as much as has de
lasted only a few days.
for actors in 91- strawhalters

.

AMERMA

veloped.

Included in recent additions are
for N. Y. neighborhoods,
Flalbush,
Brooklyn, starting
next week, to be followed by the
Windsor, Bronx, July 2.

two stocks
the

'

Provincetown, June 18.
Westport Tryout
A move to re-establish ProvinceWestport, Conn., June 18,
town as a slrawhat center gets unWestport Country Playhouse will der way this
season under the protry out a new folk-play with music,
duction aegis of Maurice F. X. Dono"The Devil Takes a Whittler," for hue and Arthur Marlowe. This
Cape
the Theatre Guild, week of July 29. town
has been more or less legit"Drcarn of Fair Women" is another less since
the hurricane of scleral
Guild tryout possibility for the sum- seasons back blew down
the old

Announcing

A

NEW

ALL-STAR COMPANY
in

mer

season.

Playhouse, managed by Lawrence
Langner, Guild co-director; his wife,
Armina Marshall, and John C. Wilson will open season July 1 with

an

Knew What They

"They

ORIGINAL

AND EXCITING

Wanted,"
June Havoc. Roddy Mcdo "Young Woodley"

starring

REPERIOIIIE

Dowall

will

July e for his first summer stock
appearance.
Jean-Pierre Aumont
will appear July 15 week, in "Defor Living," and Dame May
Whitty will play July 22 week in

sign

Designed by

"Night Must Fall,"

MASSINE
PAGE

-

v SHABElEVSKI

Filmite Zachary Scott will plso
forsake the Coast to appear at Westport Aug; 12 week In a play not yet
picked.

ROMANOFF

'

CATON

•

P'TOWN TO BE D'HAULED
AS STRAWHAT CENTER

LAZOWSXI

Derwent

In

"Drums" Preem

Woodstock, N.
Clarence Derwent,

Y-,

June

new

18.

Equity

head, will appear in "Drums of
Peace," new play by Edward Mabley

Wharf

theatre.

Donbhue, Philadelphia newspaperman, and Marlowe, formerly associated with Arthur Hopkins and John
C. Wilson, have leased the Town
Hall (836-seater) and tee off the season June 24 with tilenda Farrell in
"Brief Moment." In addition to. the

summer

circuit

bookings

(Edward

Everett Horton, Dame May Whitly,
Town Hall outfit will also have
own company for "in-betweeners."
Cast is comprised of Philip
Tonge,
Laurence
Elaine
Hugo,.
Stritch and Patty Pope as the prinetc.)
its

cipals.

Edward

R.

Mitchell

Is

scenic de-

signer.

Bow After Six

'Colony' to

Years With

Few Changes

Raleigh, N.

The

C, June

18.

"The Lost Colony"
and Leonard Mins when play is
preemed at Woodstock Playhouse for the season which opens on June
July 9. Play, dealing with occupa- 30 will be substantially the same as
tion of Germany, will be directed by it was for the highly successful
1041
run,
the
last year in which the
Mary Morris.
Playhouse opens seasqn tonight (18) drama was produced, playwright
with Luther Adler in Molnar's "The Paul Green advises.
Writing from the coast, where he
Play's the Thing."
is working on films for Metro, the
'Lost Colony* author said the only
Elltch BcsDines with 'Mermaids'
changes for the sixth season of the
Denver, June 18.
George Somnes will be back for play were intended solely to smooth
out
the dialog in places.
the 11th year as producer and diGreen is expected to arrive In
rector of Elitch Gardens when it
opens for 10 weeks June 23 with Manteo within the next few days to
remain
"The Mermaids Singing." His Wife,
until after the opening.
Helen Bonflls, vet member of the
company will also be in the cast.
Marianne Stewart, recently on on Lake Geneva, open their 13th
Broadway in "Swan Song," will be season Thursday (20) with "Blithe
the leading Jady.
Charles Parsons Spirit." The Belfry theatre is an
is stage director; Albert
Stephens, old reconverted Mormon church and
assistant, and Joseph De Luca,: scenic draws widely frbm
Wisconsin vacaartist.
tioners.
Hezekiah - Diefenthaeler
and Harold Gregory will direct, and
More Wlic. Barnyards
Allen Beck of Pasadena, Calif;, will
Milwaukee, June 18.
be the leading actor.
In addition to the professional
The Port Players, an Equity
Port Players, who have opened group with players
of Broadway ex-,
their eighth summer season at near- perience, have
already opened their
by Oconomowoc, two other local eighth season.
summer troupes are preparing campaigns.
Waynesvllle to Do 5 Plays
The recently organized Footlight
Waynesville, N. C, June 18.
Players will
script of

'

for

AMERICA AND AMERICANS EVERYWHERE

.

w>f/>

the brilliani concert

duo-pianhh

TADEUSZ SADLOWSKI

anc/

PAUL BERLIN

•

Now

Booking

its

First Transcontinental

Tour^l946'47

FOR AVAILABLE DATES, WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE

CRA ARTISTS, LTD^

30 Rockefeller Plaza,

ANOTHEK EXCLUSIVE

CR'A

New York 20, N.Y.COlumbus 5-3580
AT T R A C T I O N

weekends

be in operation for eight

(Saturday-Sunday-Mon-

day)

at Delavan, Wis., using
the
600-seat assembly hall of the' state
school for the deaf. Delavan
is 50
miles from Milwaukee.
Frederick
.

Barnes
Brandt

is

the

producer and Jerry

director.
Their company
will consist of professionals
and university playcis.
The season will
is

.

open July 6 with "There's Always
J.uliel."

^The

•

Belfry Players

Bay, Wis., near the

of

Williams

Illinois state line

WaynesviUe Summer Players will
do a season of Ave plays at the higli
school auditorium here; starting July
16, under direction of Maurice Geoffrey, director of the Tampa Little
Theatre.
First summer theatre in we.5tern
North Carolina since before the war
is being sponsored by local chamber
of commerce. W. Lawrence Benson
and Louise Gagnon, from radio, and
June Cole, Otto Johnson and CJrace

Shiner,
Equityitcs,
signed for season.

are

already

LECITOIATB
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BS

'Roberta,' 441/26 Encore,

hade, Stoff-Legit

B'way on Even Keel With Some Long

'Oklahoma* 38G in L.A.
Los Angeles, June

18.

.

Summer flood tide of cash, plus
WllUam Hawkins had a byllned story in Saturday's (1!) N. Y. Worldtop
are responsible for
Telewam about Herbert and Dorothy Fields, brother and sister book the attractions
continuing prosperity of local
Your Gun," Broadway's current top musical. Duo
iuriters of "Annie Get
Central Park" made that show's story his- legits. "Roberta" snagged a mighty
said their research for "Up In
$44,500 for Its third week at the
same does not apply to "Annie," which is based Philharmonic,
lorlcally accurate but the
"Oklahoma" repeated
with the Buffalo Bill wild west show, $38,000 for SRO sixth week
at the
on Annie Oakley's sharpshootlng
.

themselves as the stepchlldten of musical comedy, beaiie Fields' refer to
of critics and others to pick on the books of such
cause of the propensity

improved however to $6,500.
"The Glass Menagerie," Playhouse
(63d week) (CD-865; $4.20). Dropped
to around $10,000, the stop limit;
slated to move to Royale June 29
when Laurette Taylor is due back in'
tions;
'

.

cast.

"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
(115th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Was
underestimated; $12,000 gross is okay

31^G

for three-person cast show.
Is another runner slated into new season,
"This, Too, Shall Pass," Beiasco
(7th week) (C-1,077; $4.20). Tolerance play attracting some attention

In Boston Exit

•

Understood there are five white stagehands in the Harlem branch of
number one, the N. Y. deckhands union. "They were ijsed on Broadfor fill-ins until Canada Lee. recently protested that no colored men
were employed with backrstage crews downtown.
Reported that after the protest, those members of the Harlem branch,

local

(1,500;
$7,000.

$4.20).

Steady

weak

but

"Are You With It?" Shubert (32d
week) (1,382; $4.80). Some revision

-

"Hasty

mer

new low for long-run, colored-cast drama.
".\nnie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(5th week) (M-1,427; $6.60).. Honey
of a hit is getting all house will hold
to limit of standees; $45,300.

Cambridge Sum-

Heart,"

Fair $2,500.

(540; $2.20).

known

as locial Ia,

were

let out,

'Moon' I2V2G, Toronto

week) (M-1,434;

Toronto, June 18.
With an initial gross of $15,000 on
first week, hold-over Of Ernest
Rawley's
revival
"The New
of
Moon" grossed a satisfactory $12,500
on second stanza, with Royal Alexandra (1,525) scaled at a light $2.50

Pitt

Battle For

Goes For Al Fresco

Operetta; 'Marietta'

40G

Pittsburgh, June

Ballet BO.

18.

Early returns indicate that sum-

mer opera is a click at Pitt Stadium,'
where opening attraction, "Naughty
Sol Hurok acquired a ballet com- Marietta," driew more than .30,000
pany over the weekend, and the customers and grossed almost $40,t
stage

is

now

set

for

a

.

battle

for

next season in the U. S.
There will be four classical ballet
next
season,
companies -touring
three of them, of major calibre,
while several other specialized dance
troupes, of considerable rep and
drawing power, will add to the
ballet b.o.:

transdontinental footrace.
Hurpk, who flew to Paris Saturday
(15), signed the Col. De Basil Original Ballet Russe under his management before he left. This fills a bad
dent in Hurok's roster left by tlie
recent severance of relations with
Ballet Theatre, and saves him Die
trouble of building ia new ballet
company, as he had started to do,
with Alicia Markova
and Anton
Dolin as his nucleus.
It diso marks an interesting reunion in the dance field, since the
Original Ballet Riissc is an offshoot
of the Ballet Russe troupe, which
Hurok imported to America in 1933
(Continued on page 55)

W

Sock 12iG Cues

Summer Sked

K.C.

This

000.

the-stars

is the first year for underventure here.
It's being
Max Koenigsberg, for-

directed by

merly with the St. Loiiis Muny, and
Kaufmann's department store made
it possible with an outright gift of
$50,000 and a guarantee to underwrite all losses.
From looks of things now, however, project should break even,
which would make it clear sailing
next year on account of heavy initial
outlay this season for equipment.
Scenic effects ty Leo Kerz have attracted -much comment.

'Cyrano' 14y2G In

Philly Finale

Kansa^ City, June 18.
Booking of majbr legits and muForrest is dark for two weeks with
sicals here, right through the sum- some attention being paid to the parmer months, will henceforth be a tial cooling system during this hirbgular policy 6f Antonello & Nixon atus. House reopeps Monday, July 1,
Presentations following the three- with "Follow the Girls." Gertrude
day socko biz of "Merry Wives o£ Niesen is being given a healthy adWindsor" in the Music Hall last vertising build-up.
.

wrek.

Theatre Guild production,
starring
Charles Coburn, played
June 10-12 (matinee Wednesday)
under the A&N banner to ring up a
-

512.500

gross

down from

with,

prices

Truman

scaled

$3.66.

'Obsession." with Basil Rathbonc
and Eugenie Leontovich, revives for
lour showings July 25-27.

TGng' 34G, Turtle' 14G,

—

.

"Anna

(17-29);

"Blackouts of 1946"

Hollywood (17-29).
"Bloomer Girl"

L

A"

C vi
i

— El

—

is

OK

Laura

up. for

18G

dark because
Chicago, June

18,

week when takings ap- Good first week of $16,000.
$41,500; still among, top
"State of the UoIod," Blackstone
(8th week) (1,360; $4.20), Capacity
"Dear Ruth," Miller (79th week). take with terrific $27,000.
(C-940: $4.20). Tickets on sale into
"Up Id Central Fark," Shubert
July; laugh show making a little
(8th
week)
(2,163;
Top$4.80).
money bu'. grosses down around $9,- grosser in town
but down a bit to
000 level.
,
$40,000.
"Deep Are the Roots," Fulton (37th
proximated

grossers.

(24-29)

"Come On Up"—Met,

Seattle (17-

22); Cass, Det.

(28-29).
"Goose for the Gander" Colonial,
Bost. (17-22).
"Laura"— Harris, Chi. (17-22).

—

week) (D-968;
profit

Del.

(17-29).

"Merry

Wives

elle.

Windsor"

of

—

Geary. L. A, (17-29).
"Obsession"— Curran, Frisco (1725); May fair, Portland (27-28); Met.,

"Oklahoma!"

—

Biltmore,

L.

A.

(17-29).

Making some

$3.60).

and expected

for

stick

to

Union"—Blackstonc,

in Central
Chi. (17-22).

—

Park"

Shubert.

"Voice of the Tartic"— Aud., San
Jose (17); Aud., Oakland (18-22);
Aud., San Diego (24-27); Aud., Long
Beach (28); Lobero, Santa Barbara
(29).

opens. Thursday (20).
"Life With Father," Bijou

Louis.

in

June

^ .......

week) (C-614;

$3.60).

11
18.

tomer.s.

It bettered
the- previous
hich of 83,904 hung up in 1941 by

"New

son: .$8,000 approximated.

will remain open for this
around $24,000 quoted.
(168lh
"Oklahoma!", St. James
week) (M-1, 509; $4.80). They will
wager on a five-year engagement on

attended

overflow

the

mob

closing

(16).

Th^

estimated

gross

was

$6.5.000.
'-

,

remarkaWe attendance, always around $30,000, which IS virtual

J

_
o li
Maid Sweet ^14G, .Balto
.

,

Baltimore, June

j

basis of

18.

....

..^aid In the Ozarks" f
played
the
.j
..
first of three scheduled weeks at the
Maryland, which recently switched
into, legit from pix on' a four-wall
rental
deal,
and came through
became the theatrical event of the Playhouse, Fitchburg, Mass. (24-28).
mightily with $14,000. Listing a $3
when President Truman
season
"Late George Apley "--Berkshire longer: mixed-cast drama picked up top. but two-for-oneing
liberally,
broke wartime policy and appeared Playhouse, -Stockbridge, Mass. (24- over $10,000; bost gross to date.,
hillbilly opus is clicking,in spite of
Wednesday (12) night's per- 28>.
at
"Sone of Norway," Broadway practically no assistance from the
formance.
Plans
$4.80)..
(0-1.
weuk)
900;
(95th
Hunterdon
Eileen"
Sister
newspapers and mostly on word-of"My
White House party of Capital big- Hill.s Playhouse, Clinton, N. J. (18- for Chicago have been held in abey- mouth.
and
occupied three boxes,
gies
ance for some time; doing fair buslNine shows listed this week with
221.
ncss considering long run; $25,000.
shared the spotlight with the c-..<;t
two on Sunday, usually dark for
"Over 21"— Music Hall, Clinton,
throughout show. Secret Service
"Stale of the Union," Hudson (31sl iftPit in these narts.
N. J. (17-22)!
lifted ban on firearms enforced in
week) CD-I, 057; $4.30). Another of
Greenwich.
.Lives"
"I'rivate
perlormances given before Chid
the oast season'!; smashes that seems
Executives during war. so no stage Greenwich, Conn. (24-28).
destined to play another year or
"Soldier's Wife"— Litchfield, Litch-. more; over $24,500.
revamping was necessary.
props
(11th
Effect of Pres. Truman's presence field. Conn. (17-22).
"St. Louis Woman," Beck
Tickets on
week) (M-1,214; $6).
SINCE 1830
was wow, and gave .show plenty
County,
".SpiinRtime for Henry"—
sale for at least another month; col6t mention in next day's papers.
Suftern, n: Y. (17-22).
Play, Brokers and
ored musical started very well, then
Grosses were carbon copy of first
Barn,
"The Royal FamlIy"-^Red
Authors' Representatives
cased off; $21,000 Indicated.
week, hitting sturdy $27,000. again. We.stboro, Mass. (17-22).
"Swan Sone," Booth (5th week)
25 Went 49<h Street, Mew York
Advance ,on "Voice of Turtle,"
"What a Life"— New Casino, New- (Cb-712; $4.20). Used extra space
811 Went Itb Street, Lo* An«clca
which opened last night (17) makes,
port, R. I. (24-29).
ads last week but attendance has
four-week run.

—

—

'

capacity

"On Whitman Avenue," Cort

I

I

(6th
week) (D-1,064; $3.60). Expected to
olay through July and may stay

I

.

In Frisco

Bowouts

San Francisco, June

18.

Va,e;sbond King," second in
Civic Light Opera seric,<!. cbn'V"^
eiudcd
its capacity three- week run
at the Curran,
Saturday (15). Last
week s gross was $34,000. "Obsesstarring Basil Rathbohe and

„

Leontovich, opened Sunday

„
tin)

for a 10-day run.
-Merry Wives of Windsor," the
yii atre
Guild's third Frisco prostarring Charles Coburn,
,v
« V.ncd at the Geary; Monday il7)

i<.

lowing John van Druten's "Voice
the

Turtle," which closed its
I'
"iree-month
run Saturday
(15).
iTirtle grossed a neat
$14,000.
,

of

per-

formance of "Desert Song"; Sunday

during July and August, but box-

office
click:

"Everybody Is Wonderful"— Bucks
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.

An

Orleans.'.'

11,300

Mistress Mine," Empire (20th
Week) (CD-1,082; $4.80). Will lay

"O

off

.

week when Sigmund Romberg's
"The Desert Song" drew 105,700 cus-

(341st

Management

plans continuance through next sea-

Hall,

(17-22).
Washington, June 18.
Guild Playhouse,
"Junior Miss"
Second and final stanza of Olsen
Conn. (24-28).
and Johnson's "Laffing Room Only'' Stamford,
Lake Whalom
"Kiss and Tell"

St.

I

—

Town

65G,St Loo;

Record Attendance

previous months; S14.000.
Frank Mnndcl's musical comedy,
"Harvey," 48th Street (85th week) "Mary." last presented in the MuniAgencies selling as cipal Theatre
r(C-925: $4.20).
A.^.sn.'s alfresco playfor long
tickets ipr
'many
many iicKcis
'""B runner as last hou.se in Forest Park, is h^ck again
y""^ ?^\^„'lnn""*
^
^
and opone'i a sevcn-nlght
stand
la.st
r,
.
around $19,300.
night (Monday) before a sweltering
"I Remember Mama," Music Box mob of 10,000. The gross was apCast
(98th week) (CD-079; $4.20).
uroximately $4,000. Two new faces,
will take vacation before going on Ray ..lacquemot and Lconore Rac,
lour early in autumn; rated around together with Evelyn Wyckoff,
a fave
$12,000: finales next week.
of former seasons, won the payees
"IceUme,* Center (R- 2,994; $2.40). with their warbling.
New skating revue presented by
A new attendance record for an
Sonja Henie and Arthur M; Wirtzj
11-night stand for season opening
similar type of shows has fiourished
nroductions
was established last
in this Radio City house for years;

SUMMER STOCK

—

'Desert Song'

fine

"Blithe Spirit"— Cragsmoor, Cragsmoor. N. Y. (24-29).
"Blithe Spirit"
Theatre-ih-theDale. New Milford, Conn. (22-28).

Moment"

a

'

.

"SUte of the
Chi. (17-29).

"Up

.

lime: $11,000 estimated again.
"Dream Girl," Coronet (27th week)
(CD-1,037: $4.80). Also figured to be
nioking money for house as well as
show, though under the lii,<;h mark of

"Meet the Wife"— Shubert-Lafay-

—

27G

when house

crease last

Capitan.

Philharmonic,

Provihcetown, Mass.. (24-28).
Play"Chlckeu Every Sunday"
hou.se, Worcester, Mass. (17-22).

lifts Protocol

For 0&J;D.C. Gross

s

into

.

"Brief

The

performancie making

Friday

$4.80).

Usual summer slump setting In
here, with number of houses remaining open dwindling to four. Howard
Lindsav-Russel Crouse "State of the
top.
shows with summer chances depends Union" continuing its capacity pace
Meanwhile, a $6,300 advance, un- ent on weather; around $21,000; fair with terrific Uke of $27,000. Mike
Todd's "Up In Central Park" still reusual for summer theatre here, for musical.
where customers usually queue up
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (20th mains town's top-grosser but slipped
for last-minute buying, was. in the week) (C-993; $4.80). Selling tickete a bit to $40,000.
till in a couple of days for the ap"Anna Lucasta," going into Its
far in advance for one of the biggest
pearance
(current)
of
Tallulah profit earners in years; over $21,000. 39th
week, dropped to $10,500.
Bankhead with Donald Cook in "Pri"Call Me Mister," National (9th "Laura" rounded out its first week
vate Lives."
,.
week) (R-1,142; $6). Sock musical with a good $18,000 and heavy adsuccess also in great demand at the vance predicts a healthy Chi run.
agencies and due for cleanup; $30,500.
Estimates for Last Week
Current Road Shows
"Carousel," Majestic (61st week)
"Anna LncasU," Civic (38th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Spurted two wiseks (900; $3.60). Another slip to $10,500.
'Period Cowering June 17-29)
of the in"Laura,"
Harris
Chi ago and maintained most
(1,000;
$3.60).
Lneasta"
c,

Seattle (29).

Philadelphia, June 18.
With three houses definitely closed
for the summer and a fourth dark
(or two weeks, Philly's legit score
is a plain and simple zero. Jose Ferrer's revival of "Cyrano de Bergcrac" got an okay $14,500 in its 2nd
and final week at the Forrest and
there were .some rumors of its being
held for a third stanza but management decided against it..

With Sunday

$6).

night

of Orson Welles' radio program, takings, went to nearly $33,500 for eight
times; nearly $6,000 Saturday night.
"Billion Dollar Baby," Alvin (26th
week) (M-1,331; $6). One of the

its

(R-i;i60;

summer and

?ark' 406. Chi;

operating expenses keeps this
musical going; dipped to $17,500.
"Around the World," Adelphi (3d
of

.

way

set through

REVIVALS

$10,500;

of the

Looks

"Show Boat," Ziegfeld T23d week)
(M-li628; $6). Costs plenty ta operate this musical, but big grosses have
netted operating profit right along;
$43,000 estimated.
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (34th
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). In its eighth
month and management aiming for
a year's mark. If not longer; got
$30,500; real coin for this one.

.

Turtle," Plymouth
(1,200; $3). Excellent $17,000 in 25th
and final week, against $14,000 week
before.
"Goose tor the Gander," Colonial

"Voice

asth week)

.

,

.

period.

hurst

new season; understood to be In
excellent
financial
shape;
rated
around $22,500; real eoin for small
cast revue.

is.

"Father" was guaranteed the Bijou through, the past season but "Turtle"
played under the usual sharing contract. Option to move "Turtle" into
the Bijou stymied "Father" plans until the new arrangements were made.
While the deals are for an indefinite period, both shows can terminate
the new contracts upon two weeks'- notice.

somewhat improved,

"Three to Make Ready," Broad-

"Goose

for City.

although

but

grosses have been low; $5,000.

holding her own lights Thursday (20) with. "Icetime,"
two more weeks. new skating revue.
Oscar Serlin, producer of "Life With Father," and Alfred de Liagre, Jr.,
Estimates for Last Week
sponsor of "The Voice of the Turtle," entered, into deals with the City Cambridge Summer Theatre opened
Keys: C (.Comedy), D (Drama),
with "Hasty Heart."
Investing Co. whereby the two shows will remain indefinitely at the
CD (.Comedy -Drama), R (Revue),
Estimates lor Last Week *
Expectation of the producers
Bijou and Morosco theatres respectively.
"Bloomer Girl," Shubert (1,590; M (Musica^) O (.Operetta)
play well into, if not through the season of
is that both attractions W'H
Fine
$4.85).
$31,500 in sixth and
"Anna Lucasta," Mansfield (94th
1946-47 and they are guaranteeing the theatres, operated by Louis Lolito final week, and averaged $34,500 over Week) (D-1,041:
$3.60). Dropped to
for the Gander"
at Colonial for

Surprise

hot yet climbed to proinising propor«

'

in

B^

Exit; lliforld' 33^/26

Biltmore.

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946"
took another $17,000 for the 207th
For a majority of Broadway atweek at El Capitan. Encore of $10,- tractions business last week was virAuthors said that "Annie" was literally tailored lor Ethel Merman,
in a Merman show until she gets on 000 was chalked up by. "Tobacco tually oh a par with that of the preshow's star. "Nothing ever happens
will happen in a Merman show until she' Road" at the Mayan for the fourth vious one, but there were some destage" they say; "nothing ever
week.'
clines among several long run attracto jiist eight minutes before her entrance." "Annie"
nets on. We cut this
tions. Principal weakness come on
was tightened out of town and the authors would still like to take out Ave
Tliursday, drop iii takings then more
figure out where."
than countering increases earlier in
niiniites "but„nobody can
the week
Some shows are on a
wcek-to-week basis and a heat wave
Estate of Conrad Cantzen, legit actor who died last year and bequeathed
may force them to shutter but as yet
•* fortune to Equity to purchase shoes lor actors, is being contested. While
there is no crop of closings as the
for footwear are ever made by
there are appeals for aid, few requests
summer edges toward the Fourth of
members and Equity was within its rights in turning over the bequest to
July, usually the low gross peripd of
Cantzen was believed to have had
the Actors Fund for administration.
the year.
brother and sister in New Orleans recently filed a claim.
jio near kin but a
bid Vic Repertory Co. closed like
Boston, June 18.
Deceased actor was born in that city.
Two thriving plays, "Bloomer the $mash attraction it promised to
Cantzen appeared in many shows but was never prominent. That he
Girl" and "Voice of the Turtle," went be, the London troupe getting $54,200
piled up wealth was'' a surprisei but a few intimates were aware that he
out with a bang last Saturday (15) in the final and sixth week, an extra
matinee
for professionals upping the
dealt in New Jersey realty and was also alert on stock market securities. due to other engagements,
although
Manufacturers Trust Co. and Equity have been summoned to appear in the popular demand held high. Shubert take. "Around the World" continues
Chancellor's Court, Jersey City, next week when the relatives will press houses will stay dark pending reno- to show teal box office and agency
strength. Center at Radio City revations. Gloria Swanson
their claim.
iitlractlonSi

'Bloomer

Wow

Runners Panting; Vies 54G

.
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Piece deals with the engineering de-

velopment for the largest dam In
the world of Its kind to span the
Yangtze .Rlyer in China.
Suit by Florida Governor Millard

Literati

L.
to Jeremiah C. Ingersoll, son of lalo
Brooklyn borough prcz, Raymond V.
and Frnzier McCann,
Insersoll,
grandson of late F. W. Woolworth,
and new co-owi\era felt maj; stories
more "positive and
be
should
punchy," with editorial iwcsctifation.
Tliree-way tug ended In walkout of

Fleasanlly Surprised
Percy Hoskins, special feat lire
writer of the London Express, in the
U. S. the past two months, returns
tomorrow (Thurs.) on the Queen
Mary directly after the Louis-Conn
Brltlih

fight.
Hoskins came over in company of Jack Harding, personal rep

for

who

editorial trio.

the Marquess of Queensbury
too has been filing special maback to a chain of British

Xee OBlld'i Book
Guild, Warner Bros, studio
radio scrlpter, etc.. hivs.
brought out "You Bet Your Life."'
(Marcel Rodd; $2), a, breezy assort-

terial

Leo

pai>ers.

ptiblicUt,

Quite a few London newspaiierare currently, surveying the
American scene and cabliii^ stuff

men

eambllng and kmclred staback TaVly.^Most 'or t'he'reactions! ^'I"'
*'st'". having to do with lo e. sports,
pleasantly surprising, if naive,

are
show bi. home,
from the U. S. viewpoint The rer ^"•"'"e, business,
health, education, etc. It s punctuatflex from the wives, in particular,
cd with coiitemporanoqus names
indicates- that gangster pix and the
mak^s
for bright re.'Klinc. Bob
and
like have given foveiiiners a curious
Hope aid the foreword.
viewpoint on America.
Ho.«kins, for example, seems surAuthors' Guild Battle Looms
prised that crime isn't as rampant
A light in the Authors'' Guild (one
in
ipve
as
his native country, where
thcyVe more likely lo'.:tearruSs and "i" the four branches of the Authorsportieres out or your home, whereas League, the other three bcins tlic
Screen Writers,. Radio Writers and
in the U. S. he finds that b1acket;crIng and crime is link-^d more with Dramatists GuiTds) is looming' as
!

]
'

.

,

;

'

i

,

-

a pleasant tolerance of gambling cloment. in fact, J. Edgar Hoover, aftcigiving Hoskii).<: a Washington closeup of the FBI, wrote the Londoii

newspaperman
mending hiin

a fan letter conifor his genial put-

look.

Courteous

taxidrivers, salesgirls,
like seem particularly surprising, after an apparent pre-conditioning, to expect the worst. Mrs.
Harding likes to tell of the two cop-

and the

pers (2c.) she tipped a cabbie and
got an elaborate thankyou in seeming sympathy with her lack of understanding of U. S. ourreiicy.
It's

Happened Before

John Wilstach recalls a remarkable coincidence that happened in
the early 1930s similar to the "I
Hate
Blondes"-Eric Ambler

affair.

Writer

sold to Collier's a circus seiies,
"The
Main Guy," In public library some-

time later he picked up "Hold Yere
Hosses" by the now late Bob Slier\vood,
supposedly an ex-Barnum
clown.
When he opened opus he
saw on a page lines and .paragraphs
that astounded him,
In checking
they were exactly from the Colliei-V
serial. Ditto on other pages
of book.
Through a lawyer WlUtacli tool:
matter up with book publisher Macinlllan.
Sherwood, at first, claimed
that he and .Wilstach had both
gone
to the same source material,
but
former s use of precise and exact
word and sentence structure proved
unexplainable.
Firm offered case
settlement, out of court, and
Wilstach; one of those muggs
who could
always use extra money, accepted
offer, pocketed the
cash and there
was no publicity on case.
Macmillan, on own accord,
turned plates
over to Sherwood, whose
royalties
"1 part, paid settlement.
This is the
first that the incident
has been refated;

In Tbls

•

Corner: Parker

'

....
of claims of part, of the
membership that the present
is inept and dictatorial.
Coinplninants, consisting of about 73

'csult

Guild's

manas^cmcnt

spearheaded

by

group

succcs.'iion

His

first

routine is
tlirough
highly

Champion

stunts

of

arid

Night Chib Reviews

ini-

Continued from pace 48

;

Anderson

presented the
of the University
with more than 100

Drama Workshop
of

California

N.

'

of plays: and pictures in
which she has appeared.
three-man stafY which
Betty MacDonald, author of "The
over
the weekend after policy
Egg
and
I," .in Hollywood to discuss
conflicts
with publishers. Resignations,
which film production plans on lior yam
had been in wind for some time in- with William Goetz and Leo Spitz,
volved Durbin Lee Horner, editorial of International Pictures.
director, and former editor of
Leo .T. Margolin, ex-N. Y. Times,
Yank s
London edition: Harry Sions. editor PM. etc;, and latterly news editor
and _former editor of Yank's
.luiiiks AieniWilli ,Mii»jir,
SHAEF, nas
has aumorcci
Medi of »PWB with
authored
terrancan edition, and David
Gold- 'Paper Bullets," story of combat
ing, m.e.rond former editor
of Medi- prop:iganda, for'Froben Press.
terranean St'is and Stripes;
Dumon Runyon's review of his
Leverett Gle;:.son, original pub- own "Short Takes," anthology
of
lisher, was reported a while
back Runyoniana, just published by Whitalarmed at the general magazine in- tlesey, rates with
some of the wridustry slump and high cost of ini- ter's best
tongue-in-cheek writings.
tial issiies of the new mag, and
Eertita
enHarding's
novel,
VThc
deavoring to change polic.v of Salute Golden Fleece."
will be republi.shed
to a more spicy, popular level, add- In a new
edition by Bobbs-Meirill
ing gags, cheesecake, etc.. tq which to coincide
with the release of the
editorial staff objected. Editors also Charles
H. Rogers film. "Queen ol
were reported objecting to type of Hearts." adapted from
the book.
'ads scheduled for the mag, as being
Vun Buren W. De Vrics, producer

largely of mail-order type.
New
factor was Introduced when Glctson
recently sold interest In magazine

punch.

putting, his steed

meetings, group
Starlight Rwof,
Y.
claims officers were uncooperatlvei
cause he plays it for comedy values.
even to refusing to meet with. them.
Miss Shay, with her hillbilly songs,
Stated too, that prez LaFarge wired as the focal part of her act, Ls probthem to discontinue use of the ably the highest-priced hillbilly the
"Committee for Action" name. Com- Waldorf has ever had, and she's
mittee also .claims that no meml>cr really come into her own. With a
can ever see the books (finances) of svelte chassis and gowning that belie
the organization, or see the minutes the type of tunes she does, Miss Shay
can sell not only those Ozark comedy
of meetings held by the 30 elected
numbers but other.s in the more pop
council members unless latter votes Idiom as well. She continues to manipermission. Committee meets next fest an increasln)! polish that rates
Wednesday (26) to explain its stand her for any variety medium, and
there should be a spot for her as a
to the membership.
singing comedienne in muslcomedy.
Noble's band, with the suave and
CHATTEB
personable leader also conducting
Sanuicl
Grafton,
Y.
Post the show neatly, i.s plenty danceable
columnist, in Hollywood as a guest also, as is Mlscha Borr's
Latin out-

scripts

of "Voice ,of Business" over ABC
network, has an article in this
month's issue of "American Forests."

"Till

The End

By Frank

Scully

of Time,"

.

plenty

tiated a petition among membership
for a constitutional amendment to

Judith

^

{

Group claims present off icers have
made no moves in direction of these

When

i

Rodeo

etc.

heeded reforms.

u^

Review

.

permit quarterly

«

li

SCULLY'S SGRAPBOOK

I^ost Wagers, Nev., June IB.
which sounds like the fulfillment of the averlibelous statements in a story discus- age exhibitor's dream, is based on Niven BUsch's "They Dream of Home,"
sing his remarks on the lynch death and the guy who switched titles should be sent to his room— If he can find
of a Negro being held: for rape..
one. "Till The End of Time" is based oh a song by Buddy Kaye and Ted
Mossman, It says here. Actually it's based on ChOptn's -'Polohalse.'*
By now we must be so far off base that even old Hans Wagner could
score the putout. But the picture, as a picture, is the first I've seen which
opens with a fighting marine's discharge and shows what happens to him
Unit
he gets into the more freniled fight called "peace." Who said it's
when
Contioued from page U
wonderful? Judged by this picture, It's awful.
Guy Madison plays the handsome marine hero and Dorothy McGuire
l««n« AHtry
real hero of the bofleroo is Robert
and plays Katherinei Hepburn. But the
steer-throwing
calf -lassoing,
Mltchum. The last time I saw him he was killed as ah infantry captain
buU-rlding events.
Far more colorful than normally in the"Story.bf G. I. Joe." -That was near Monte Casslno in Italy. Now
marinies by way of GuadalcaniiL
in
the
encountered in rodeos here avf the he returns home as a corporal
Either way, Mltchum makes a. very
flash numbers, such as six couples Well, it was? a very confusing war.
doing a mounted square-dance, in plausible discharged veteran.
radium-lit co.itumcs in semi-darkThe Vctas of Sin
ness, and later repeating the quadWell, he made it and, what's more, he made "Till The End of Time" a
rille on foot. Ray Ramsey is a standout with his trick Roman riding atop great picture. His character called for a marine who was a gambling
brace of milk-white steed.s, ai-.d an- buckeroo in private life and who planned to take his unearned increment
other siout scorer is the acro-horse- and buy himself a raiich somewhere between Los Angeles and Wyoming.
bnck routine of Ray Berwick' and Stinkii
ting Creek, Now Mexico, I believe he called It. But he stopped off at
Buff Brady. Tlicsi; lads have been Las Vegas;
Vega Nevada (there's one also in New MexicoJ and lost all his takebulking, large In the lineups of top
home pay in the town's legalized clipperies.
rodeos acre's country for years.
Back in Los Angeles and broke, hie telephoned hl.<! buddy Madison and
Trick riding by mixed sextet, chiefly
Texan.<;. also is eyc-fllliiig.
explained it this way:"I stoi)pcd off at Vegas and, boy, did they foul me
Autry's
two appearances pack up. But. good!"

Action to "vitalize Guild activities" setting of Old West.
Quartet of clowns,'- George Mills.
and procure "a more democratic" Jack Kniipp,
Doixsi /Alexander and
procedure.
Hapoy Keliums. wander arouiid inCommittee wants to un.scat Chris- jectiii.g humor throughout; makes an
topher LaFarge. president; Luise Cipecially nice touch for the kids.
Sillcox. exec-sec'y and Rex S'.oiit, Cass County Boys, oatuncrs from
council member and former prcz, Autry's airshow. are augmented by
who represent incumbent powers. It Melody Ranch Boys, in renditions of
prairie plaints. Herb Wilkins' band,
wants quarterly, meetings of mema big outfit,, pla.vs the show and well.
bership to discuss its problems, in- Abe Lefton. who has
a piece of the
stead of present annual nicetin.sfs: a rodeo, along' with ^tar and Walter
minimum basic contract with pub- E. Smith, local businessman, does the
lishers similar to that between the announcing and his patter is perDramatists Giiild and Broadway fectly pitched for this sort of fare.
Opening night found auditorium
producer.";; regional, chapters similar
about haU-flUcd, with approximately
to Radio Writers Guild branches in
3.000 on hand. However, the drum;s
Chicago, N. Y. and Los Angeles; an are beating
and publicity and wordunderstanding with magazines on o'-mouth are certain to speed the
minimum prices on articles; the do- spin of the wickets before the laying away with proxy, voting, etc., out Is many more performances old.

.

vets

mag

Collier's

Ira

J.
Gleason, former trade
spoken sport scribes who have
dared news
ed at ABC, N. Y., signed for
to voice disapproval of
the fight
documentary book on American
fame's Jacobean workings
Iiorse racing with Duell, Sloan 8e
Parker delved into the manner
in
which some of the matches and flijht Pearce.
Barry
cards are arranged, using
(WOR)
Gray's
"Call
the term
through the Night" goes to press
aromatic freely in one instance.
June 25 via Reader's Pres.<;. Disk
jockey switched title from "So You
Salute's Editors Walk
Jerry Westerfleld. ex-a.sst.
Want, to Be hi Radio."
director

monthly edited by former Yauik aiid
Stars and Stripes staffers, to
replace
resigned

against

charging libel has been disinissed
by Federal Judge A. V. Long. Caldwell was asking $500,000 for allegedly

Wol- trained trick-s that rang down roiind
fert, Howard Fast, Stefan Heym and after round of ovations. In .seconoNancy Davids, recently formed half of show, star sings, flanked by
themselves into a Committee for almost eiitirc cast and production
writers,

Dan Parkers current story in
of Walter Wanger.
Look mag on Mike Jacobs'
flglit
Kenneth McCaleb, formerly Sunmachinations has the Madison
So day .N.Y. Mirror magazine
moguls lawyers poring over
editor,
libel
switched to Newark as feature ed on
P'^e- Parker the Star-Ledger.
Ili
VJ.""«
joined the thin ranks of
m6re outRalph

of public relations for American
Machine and Foundry, was named acting editor of Salute, new

Caldwell

Wednesday, Jane 19, 1946
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His gambling losses brought back headaches which were not: helped by'
he had received at Government expense to keep his loveable
and highly intelligent brains from showing. Buddy Madison asked him
where he was.
He was telephoning from a dive in Slcid. Rbw. "Come, on down," he
urged. "It's very exclusive. You have to open the door to get in."'
When Madison rejoined Mitch he found him drowning his headache in
something Ray MiUnnd must have not poured down the drain. Between
hoisting them, he was playing a pinball machine. Behind him was a Negro
soldier and Mitch asked the guy to run up his score while he made a
call.
When he returned the Negro had hit the jackpot, which, entitled
Mitch to another game, (jrandly he gave it to the Negro who. had effected
the coup. You could see from this that, in or out of service, infantry or
marines, they were very decent and democratic fellows,
a silver plate

.

.

A

Slap.<ile

for

Maxle

But at this point three fiigitives from a Na7,i. salute horned in to the
conversation and began selling Mitch and Madison (does this Interest anybody?) a membership in a veteran's organization.
'"Tills one's exclusive;" explained one of the pitchmen.
"No jews, Catholics- or Niggers," added another.
The black boy In the background took ^hls big.
I

took

it

big myself.

Mitch said Maxle Klein wouldn't like that.
"Who's Maxle Klein?" the first spieler wanted to know.
"Buddy of ours," said Mitch. "We buried him on the Canal."
The spieler doubted If Maxie with that name could have made 11 anyway. There was an exchange of looks be;tween the ex-marines.
Then fists began swinging and bottles flying. It was a typical Hollywood
fight, well routined, but for once it meant something.
A couple of guys
who had fought to rid the world of this racial superiority and stinking hate
were fighting it again, not this time below Monte Casslno or in the jungles
of the South Pacific but right In the City of Fallen Angels, on Western
Avenue, and it took restraint to keep me in my scat and hot throw a crutch
at th.e peddlers of hate on the screen.
I am glad to say that Mitch, Madison, et al, including the Negro private,
won, but not without Mitch getthig that silver-plated skull of his opened
again. My head still hurts from seeing the pop. bottle smack as lovable a
character as the postwar screen has seen. But. I'm glad to see he was not
flghting to kill this horrible thing abroad while complacently viewing its
growth at home.
:

Now, this is what I mean by entertainment that means something. It
all the gimmicks that any picture must have to be a commercial pictufe but the wienie was something more precious than stolen jools and
the fight was not over a girl but an idea— a vital, deep, decent 100% American idea that- all men are created equal and are endowed by the Cteator
with certain inalienable rights and those rights are not based on any color
or creed or any such alien nonsense.
had

Per Wont Uke This
Well, who made this picture? RKO. Dore Schary was the producer.
director was Eddie Dmytryk. Dmytryk? Oh, brother! An Ukranian
commissar, or Pegler can't read.
But is he? Well, not by my book. The last time I saw Eddie Dmytr.vk
C'h«as Par««, i hi
he was a cameraman. We were both guests of Hank Fine and Don Baxter
at March Field. Baxter was ia pilot in the regular Army and Fine was in
Chicago, June 14.
Joe E. Lewis, toith Atistin Mack, reserve. Hank was telling us how he had taken part in the rounding up
Console Ic Melba. Bvlyn Brooks, of some of these silver shirts around San Diego.
A kid offered to sell
Phyllis
Cloire,
Line
(10)
tuith him a pair of field glasses near the Del Mar
track. Hank bought them and
Vlwlan Porker oiid BiUy Laxorence,
Gay Claridge OrcU (12) with Phyllis asked if the kid could get a pair for his pal. The kid said he could get all
Gale, Lucio Garcia Orcli (5); $3- Hank wanted. Hank saw they were U. S. Navy issue.
It turned out the kid had got them from a fence.
$3.50 minimum.
They were part of a
steady loot going out of the Navy Yard at San Diego.
'
With Joe Everglades Lewis, money
The guns, however, went exclusively to the Silver Shirts. The rest of
isn't
everything, as has been re- the stuff wa?
5pld to the peasantry.
With
that
lead,
G2 and the FBI
corded. He just' happens to like it
finally got Pelley and his Sliver Shirts.
best.
Too, nitery entertaining isn't
Hank: explained that the Army had already figured that the attack on
his real business; it's jast an adjunct to his main source of liveli- America would come from the Mikado, Hitler and Benito. This was in
hood, and if the latter has resolved 1938, remember., They had already figured that the Russians would line
itself
lately
into
following
the up with us on the final payoff.
horses that follow the horses, who
Dmytryk took this all in. He didn't say much. We spent the night on
are the customers that knock them- the
Held. In those days there was plenty of room. There weren't enough
selves out over his always socko
pilots around to make up a football team. That came later.
line of gags and songs to complain'/
We
drove back to town together the next day. Dmytryk didn't say much
Heading a pretty good show, in
which the easy-flowing Consolp Sc then either.
But boy, with ''Hitler's Children" and now with "Till Tlie End Of Time"
Melba ballroom' duo shine, Lewis
continues to dot his line of mer- he has said plenty since.
chandi.se with references to nags,
"schmoos" and whatnot, in which it's
"Only
Schmoo Who Ever and two-step to "Zing."
Selling
a foregone conclusion not all of the and
The Chez-goers items include Melba's nifty pair of
payees arc vitally interested, but, Signed a Tout."
hep or not, they laugh, and the wouldn't let him go. Austin Mack's
gams, the pair's fine timing, and
ratings stay up there. - His recent piano accomps are, as always, nifty.
their apparent complete relaxation
marriage al.so comes in for some
Tapstress Phyllis Clalrs handles throughout
some difficult lifts.
clinical probings that aren't always
herself well' ih struts to "Cherokee," Choice of music is good, too.
in good taste, and there are comblaints that he doesn't do enough of cleatings sans .music, and a pert
Olive Bernard-designed curtain"Daiktown SU-uttcrs* Ball," topped raiser, "Dlxlana," complete with a
his old standbys.
slide-taps.
Evelyn Brooks show boat backdrop, is a fancy parWithal, the beefs at the bcsses are with
could have a better layout than— cel, but the line's midway offering,
still there, together with a routine
embracing the sad plight of the con- and betfer arrangements of— "Zing," with Vivian Parker and Billy Lawfused McKeester family, I.e., "Daisies "I'm In Love with a Married Man." rence soloed for some Balliiese neckWon't^ Tell," plus' "Much Obliged, "Had a Little Talk with the Lord " twlstings to an "On the Town
"Ave Maria" detour, "No- score, goes 'way back for its inspirMr.; Webster," "Don't Know an Atom with
from a Stetson," "Please, Mr. Tru- body's Sweetheart," and "Coax Me." ation.
man, Please Piny Piano for Me, but
Consolo Sc Melba set off sparks
Gay Claridge's orch, with Phyllis
Don't Hit the Clinkers," "They'll with waltz to
"Estrallita"-"Tzlgue. Gale and Claridge handling vocals,
Haunt You
with
Commerciais," ner." "Turkey In the Straw" .hick
and Luclo Garciu's rhumboutfH are
"Never Let Failure Go to My Head," item, tango, kick-ups
to "Vienna Su," up
Mike.

The

KalHU

fit.

.

'

.

.

;

to par.

CHATTER

WeJuegJay, June 19, 1946
Europe during -war
Film Row won't be. ready for occukeep his writing hand in,
pancy before first of the year.
Arthur Schwartz, arriving in-N.Y.
Mary Frances Ackerinan in town
Walter Coy replaced by Roger en route to Atlantic City to drumGeorge Abbotts tomorrow (Thursday) for two-week
Sid Hanis, of
Clark
in
"Laura."
ticker trouble.
casting chore on forthcoming legit
beat summer run of "Ice-Ci.pade,>-.-'
staff having
Katz
and
the
Sam
missus
back
in
of the musical, "Park Avenue," which he
Dick Rauh and his actress-wife,
Brett Warren to head School
the home bailiwick for a visit.
session.
is
at
scored,
staying
theatrical
atHelen
Wayne Rauh, and their son to
New Theatre's summer
Mandrake due in for a magic show Beach Haven, N. J,, for a month.
Lemperfs pri- torney Howard Reiriheimer's apart- at the Opera House Sun<}tiy (23).
Jed Harris in Dr. operation.
ment on Park avenue ("just to get
ear
Vivian Blaine opens at the Chicago
vate hospital lor
into the mood").
in
tlieatre for a three-week date startShown^an Harry Firomkes holing
Westport
ing June 28.
Lpiidon, Qpnn., for the sumat New
By Humphrey Doulens
Gus Var: and, Columbia Pix talking
San Francisco
MotThe Bill Nesbitts (Ann Grcenway)
over a deal for a biographical film
'"r^;.nree Wood of the William
at Greens Farms;
an abbreviated
unveiled
fit Schenck.
of
Van
By
Ted
Friend
agency
vis
Jack Hunt, formerly Oriental the- .'Jim Moore of Chattanooga visitJohn W, Coyne new local office
clippered to manager for M.G.
atre manager, now, running the Ri- ing his sister Grace Moore,
-*'j"ai'inctte McDonald
for concert teDavid Hughes, son of Elizabeth
Fritz Goodwin, head of Time and alto for Jack B'argc.r.
Lon^n Sunday (16)
Pans.
Imogcne Coca, Larry Storch and Lennox, back from the Pacific,
Life office, off to New York,
fiials there and
*
a few weeks to
Bpb Shaw, who author.s "Mr. D.A."
Martha O'driscoU and G r e g Gil maison into the Palmer House's
Phil Silvers in for
radio series a summer resident.
who is ill, meanwhile Bautzer here froni Hollywood.
Empire Room July 11.
visit mother
etc.
Harry
Ackerman, -radi« exec of
shows,
Circuit
take;
for
a
week
at
Gray
purchased Variety'
Ritz' Brothers'
,
catching up on
columnist, Theatre, Davis, from Mike Luft.
the Chicago theatre starling Aug. 2 Young Sc Rubicam, another newSince Billy Rose turned
from
comer.
Frisco Theater Critics Council or- reported set at $15,000.
hc-s-Kctting press, releaser
town.
Christie
MacDonald. yesteryear
ganized, with Wood Soanes elected
Bei-t and Chuck Jacobson; Rio Cavirtually every p.a. in
much prexy..
bana ops, made a bid for the Holly- star of "Sweethearts" and "The
Lou Clavton has dropped too
Spring Maid," has bought a place
Theatre Arts Colony, local little wood Trocadero $85,000 worth.
M flii-ht and is under medical obserhospitalized.
theatre group planning new theatre
Mae 'West, originally skedded for here.
vntron, although not
F*ercy "Podink" Stone, now on
the Selwyi June 24 with:"Ring Twice
Matt Allen back to Hollywood^ to biiilding.
of Ken
Civic officials to attend private Tonight," now inked in for July 7.
Westport Herald, will edit So. Norcoltbiate fifth anniversary
Big weekend for Chi, with the walk Sentinel just bought by Charles
Miinays "Blackouts" at El Capitan. screening of M-G"s "Boys Ranch''
Edgewater Beachwalk opening and L. Stillman. vice-prez of Time.
John J. Garrity, of Shubcrt staff, June 27.
(of
Benny
Learn
Rubin
into the Music Box. Joe E. Lewis back at the Chez Paree.
Charlotte
Gus
Schirmer will play Sunday,
wife.
his
and
for vacation, Red Nichols inked for July 20, and
Mrs; Spc-ncer Tracy visited with night concerts at his GrcenWiii'h
radio), off to Hollywood
friends tnroute to Jacksonville, HI., Playhbusfl. first bill (30) being piano
Eddie Jackson planed back from Anson Weeks Sept. 20.
John Toilini. former assistant man- to address the school for the deaf team of Braggiotli and Chaitkin.
Quebec with Jimmy Durante and
time ager at the Orphem, now manager there.
Zachary Scott, who played small
Jack Roth, it being their first
of Rafael Theatre. Sah Rafdel.
Paltner House manager Joe Binns parts in last sea.son of Country PlayCharles Hart to make first local awarded Legion of Merit for .services hou.se. (1941), returns as. lead this
Harry Benson managing the Lewf
in
more than decade with the Army Air Transport Com- .season in "Animal Kingdom" and
series- for the appearance
j>^ohn Stadium concert
when
he
appears as guest conductor mand.
being
Vincent
•Thie
Petrified Porest."
Jimmy
year,
third
of Standard Hour Juni: 23.
Frank Sinatra, here for a Knights
Walter Campbell has switched
of Columbus clambake, was givert a
liom the Coronet (' Dreaiti Girl' )
gold deputy sheriff's badge by Sheriff
boxofflce to the Bijou ("Life With
Mike Mulcahy.
GIs
Old Vic
Father") as house manager.
Paul Robeson added to the list of
Continued from pace. SI
Jack L. Warner Jr. Coastward.
entertainers liried up for the annual
Continued from pace SI
Friday (21) on business he won't
American Music Festival at White
uncertainly
tacks
play
between
the
connectit's
say
than
to
other
reveal
weeks gross, altr.nction. getting 75% Sox ballpark July 12..
and
ridicule.
ed with pix. Points to television.
Ernie Heck.scher in French Lick attitudes of faith
N Y. ."i^h St. Theatre Co., new of the takings, The average weekly with a rerurrence of war-caught ma- Career of the religious leader is
group of young ,ex-GI actors, plan cost of operation was $20,000, for a laria and due back to front the May- traced from his start' as a: smallsumriicr repertory season- at Nordtoni total around $120,000.. It cost $36,000 fair Room crew soon.
town deacon, through his manipulaConn., under directioh of Theodore to bring the players over and send
Henry King opened at the Aragon tion to world-famp by a shady N. Y.
.
Koniisaijevsky.
them back by plane. .Salaries and Sunday 116), following Will Back, numbers racketeer, to a comicNoel Gordon, legit actor, appoint- living expenses of the company and George Olsen: tails Benny Strong
pathetii: fade-out as a. despised and
ed last week as assistant to Zelnia averaged about $B.506 weekly;' stage- into the Trianon July 2.
talent
eastern
Warner's'
Brookov,
Larry Douglas, in froni N. Y. for broken man.
hands were paid around $4,000 per
Music score, writtien by Frederick
scout. Bob Lewin resigned from the
Wayne King
week, and musicians got $1,500, plus a croonstint with the arpund for a Johnson, consists of a. succession of
post for a newspaper job.
casting
summer show,
Sam EcUinan. Jr., Metro inanaging $3,000 during rehearsals.
spirituals, chanted in praise of the
nitcry spot between airers.
Preliminary
approxiexpenses
director in England, slated to return
Harry and Yvonne Richman doing play's Father- Sublime. Monte Normated slightly over $90,000, includ- Michigan avenue while waiting for ris, as the Messiah, works hard and
to London tomorrow (Thursday) after a two-moiith combined vacation ing insurance from Lloyd's of Lon- the Siipcr Chief to take 'em to the
sincerely and is by far the tiest perand businp.<s trip to the U. S.
don to protect the date. Among, the Coast and that Florentine Gardens former on the stage.
William
Henny Youngman got up a novel unusual expenses was a trip to Lon- date.
...
...
is ungraph of his apartment with "locaMetro exchange busy entertaining Houseman, as the gangster,
don, Theatre, Inc., paying for a girl
tion" charges to see the Louis-Conn
convincing. Rest of the cast, playing
Winnipeg,
Mrs. Evclvn Nelson of
Livinc room marked SRO reporter on Life magazine to go to mother of 13 kids, chosen as the as the congregation; display a coltelecast.
London, thus tilting the publicity
and a spot in the kitchen 75c.
in heed of a "Vacation lective vitality and make a ILslenmost
mother
Radio Harr|is. writer of the "Broad- outlay to around $10,000.
Cost of
iCo-playwright DunMarriage," to plug pic.
able chorus.
way Runaround" coliimn for Daily bringing the settings to N. Y. and from
more directed.
the
Constellationing
to
Variety,
shipping the, productions back cost
Coast Friday (21) where she'll do a
were
around' $16,000.
Settings
month of "Hollywood Runaround."
Washington
brought and r.etiirned aboard the
Insider.s talking more about Geprgc
By Florence S. Lowe
Frazier's cracks at Billy Rose in' the Queen Mary which carried some of
Ballet B.O.
July True mag article on restaura- the Vic people back, most others goOlscn and Johnson talking elabContinued from-paee &3
ing back by Constellation plane Sun- orate plans for arena shows next
. teur Toot.-; Shor. than the closeup on
'ithc No. 1 exponent, of the "crumb- day (16)..
season.
to start the present-day craze for
bum."
Incidental Expenses
Sid Zins, of Columbia pix, and
Die Basil was director of the
Nanette Fabray. "Bloomer Girl"
Although the plays presented w.ere' Bill 3rookcr, of Par, in town on ballet.
st.ir, to Los Angeles with show for
combined unit then. Hurok also
revivals, there were royalties to the pix promotion stints.
1940
opening at Philharmonic Monday
Five Sidney Lust theatres in near- managed the De Basil group in
estate of W. B. Yeats whMe version
(24), where she'll be playing before
food
for a short season. The group since
by Maryland held successful
home folks for the first time in her. of "Oedipus" was used, as well as matinees lor UNRRA last Friday then has been performing mainly
on the music played during the
career.
It
America.
,'
in Central and South
.
The Irvin.R Berlins can't move into Shakespearean play.s. "Henry IV" (14)..
Local theatre people trying to just finished a run in Cuba and has
their new 17 Bcekman place town Parts I and II. That item amoiinted
garner top Broadway and. Holly wood
engagement in' Rio dei
house, just purchased, until Navy to $3,000.
Incidental expenses in- talent for annual outdoor Fourth of started an
sumSecretary Jame-s V. ForrestaL iSnds
Janeiro, where it may stay all
cluded truckage, which cost $2,500, July celebration here.
another home, which' may not be unAlterations in Wardman Park Ho- mer.
and rental of electrical apparatus,
til late full.
When Hurok split with Ballet
tel, to the tune of $15,000. to make
Metro planning sequel to "Week- around $4,000, while $8,000 went to room for NBC's video equipment Theatre recently, he subsequently
end at the Waldorf" and the .Waldorf- the crew during the rehearsal pe- were green lighted by CPA past
announced he was building a new
Astoria's Ted Saucier, technical ad- riod.
week.
troupe, the Russian Ballet Co., with
viser for the flrst film, is now on the
While no definite plans are reJohn J. Payette, Warner zone Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin as
Coast huddling with Joe Pasternak, ported, it is expected that Old Vic manager, held two meetings of local
arid Andre EglevMetro producer.
will come back to Broadway next
and managers last week to hy- the lead dancers,
SPG and SOEG uniting in spon- year and may become an annual execs
George
po company's celebration of anni- sky, Rosella Hightower and
sorship June 28 of show and dance
Skibine as featured members. Group
versary of sound.
at the City Center Casino, first of a feature.
"Laffing Room Only" bustled out ordered some new ballets, and acseries, labeled "Cinemantics of 1946."
week
all ovier town's papers last
quired six more frdrh the late Ballet
SPG will crown "Girl We'd Most
of
gang
by
with theft of stage props
International, the Marquis dc CueLike to Publicize."
iuve hoodlums, a nearrcurtain- fire vas (Rockefeller) sponsored troupe
Orson Welles was originally InterObituaries
in eatery next door to. theatre, and.
ested in filming "The Hucksters" unthat lost $1,000,000 in a short season
on the brighter side, the presidential
Continued from page iS
der Jed Harris' aegis but, while the
in N. Y. a year ago.
appearance at the National.
latter was in London, author FrederNow Hurok will combine his inhome of her son, Busby BerMrs. Elaine Ewine Meservcy. D. C.
ic Wokeman sold it to Metro.
Book at the
rep for J. Walter Thompson agency complete Russian Ballet Co. with the
keley, film director.
IS dedicated to Harris.
and formerly with OWI Radio Divi- Original Ballet Russe, with Miss
Damon Runyan has been divorced
.
sion, elected president of Women's Markova and Dolin as stars. Hurok's
by his wife, the former Patrice Del
GEORGE A, TORNOW
Washington.
Advertising Club ef
Grande, in Key West, Fla., on
European trip, which will take three
George A. Tornow, 57, manager of
Station
grounds of desertion. Decree noted the Park theatre in La Grange, 111., Succeeds Riith Crane of
another prima balWMAL. Hazel Markel of Station weeks, is to seekcompany,
that- a
financial
settlement
was died:June U al his home there.
as well as
WTOP the new recording secretary. lerina for thesingers
reached out o£ court.
for his general
to look over
Jock Lawrence, v.p. and public
roster.
Georre Lancaster, 53; motion, picrelations director for the J, Arthur
ballet
of
Despite the plethora
Hank organization in this country, ture cameraman, died June 10 in
Pittsbursh
troupes, managers all believe they
planed; for London to confer on Dub Hollywood; following 8: heart attack
and for forthcoming Rank pix. While on the Paramount lot while working.
By Hal Cohen
will ride the cre.st of the wave next
away, Jerry Dale is in charge.
Prior to moving, into, the studio LanHolbrooke directing ensem- season, with enough loo.se money
Bill
Special anti-gambling unit set up caster covered the Orient for the bles for siimmcr opera.
around to patronize them all. The
under Frank C. Hals by Mayor Paramount newsrccl.
Mike Shapiros celebrated their 1947-48 season, managers feel, will
O Dwyer has been broken up under
29th wedding anni last week.
be the payoff.
pressure of newspaper charges of
Leo Issacs, Col. salesman, back on
Universal
Drcllliir.
55.
.Toseph
Lined up for next season arc four
Sraft and clashes between the spemajor
undergoing
after
again
cameraman in Philadel- the job
classical ballet troupes—Ballet Theacial .<;quad and regular police foVces. newsreel
surgery;
Maurice Zolotow to Fire Island phia, died Saturday Il5) in Atlantic
Johnny Harris back from the tre', Ballet Russe de Monte Corlo,
lOr the summer to complete his biog City.
He was secretary ot the Coast with hiS; son, John. Jr.. for the Hurok's Original Ballet Russe (he
on Billy Rose's Broadway," and his Philadelphia
Pholograpliers summer.
Press
m.iy still change the name), and
first novel. "The
Cpl. George Ball will be out of Ballet for America; the last-named
Great Balsamo"— Assn.
believed also to be the flrst book on
Marines soon and back oh 20lh book- a new group. In addition, Hurok will
a magico— both for
Random House
.
Edward M. Peters; 52, chief of the ing staff.
tour the Trudi Schoop company, a
to
returned
publication.
has
Mecrcy Braaf
Paramount studio air tondilioning
return to
Metro booking department after six comic ballet group in its
.. Si(l Alexander, who has been splitjmg his time between Columbia Pix, department, died Jiine 9 at liis homa weeks in hcspilal.
America after several seasons,
irom which he recently resigned as in Hollywood after a heart al-tack.
Charles Wagner is bringing back
Terry Turner in town introducing
aa mana?er. and Selzniek's Vanguard He had been with the studio for 14 RKO's new exoloiteer in this terri,- l.the Jooss Ballet, which specializes
*iinis. where he heads eastern
torv. Jack Tucker.
ad- years.
in modern, political works, for the
vertising ,-nd publicity, finally wound
Canitol Records openin.e it.s own
Hiirok is tour-,
Harold first time in six years.
with,
branch
"P at Col Friday (14) and is now
'Father, 82, of Dorothy Dal ton Pittsburgh
ing the Martha Graham company, a
concentiatin-' on Selzniek's "Duel in
Hammerstein, former film star and Crowcll in charge.
thp Sun" rnmpiign;
modern dance groups and the Carat
records
all
bi-oke
Page"
"Front
Haminerstein, died in
One VAi;ir.TY mugg-who got .stage- wife of Arthur
Playhouse with 38 oerformanccs and melita Maracci ensemble, a gypsy
(Chicago June 11.
11.000 p.Tid admissions.
group. There will be other splinter
""'""'^ Clary, who recently
took over compdv lead formerly
Jon Walton back with Brother dance groups, like Ro.iario and AnMother, 72, of John McCormic, of :Harry Walton's foursome at Mercur tonio, a possible one headed by
plavcd bv Dave Burns in "Billion
title department,
art
Mii'ic Bar after a sick f.pell,
DQllar.B;iby" fAlvih), As Army scr-: Universal's
\
gcant, Gary covered GI.
New RKO exchange building oh Leonide Ma.ssine,- etc.
USO and died June 8 in Hollywood.
legit activities in

Broadway

Hollywood

to

Van Johnson is. himting a house.
Frank Morgan bought a new
-

.

.

yacht.

Fefe Ferri became an American
Citizen.

;

I

Ross Hunter
pneumonia.

Leslie Forrest doing Well after
maioi' surgery.
Cameron Mitchell's wife hospitalized, for surgery.
1

.

.

.

,

.

—

'

.

,

.

;

Harlem

'

it.

Jiine Allyson returned to \\/ork
after four days out with intestinal
'

flu

for
business
execs.

Herman
Millakowsky
returned
tour of Broadway playgandering.
Sol Lesser endowed an annual
scholarship in dramatics at the College of the Pacific,
Herbert J. Yates returned to his
Republic 'desk after a tour of regional sales confabs.
Rita Haywortb has called off planned trip to Brazil this summer. Too
manv travel difficulties.
William Keighley awarded the
Medal of Merit for his photographic
services during the war..
Jose Noriega, Mexican producer,
returned to the Churubusco studio
aiter three weeks in Hollywood.
Joe Sullivan, Metro contractee, to
St. Louis to warble for the Municir
pal Opera in "The Merry Widow."

John Peacock, former commander
in the Navy, inked by William Cagney as an. illustrator on "The Stray

.

Lamb."
Robert

Monte Hale's

Illness halted 'work
on 'The Last Frontier" at Republic.
Lesley Selander laid up with a

leg injury.
Sol Lesser going to New York
July 2 to host
salesmen at that
niuht's performance of "Apnie Get

RKO

Your Gun."
George Cukor, director of Metro's
"Sacred and Profane," was forced
off the job by illness, with Victor
Saville pinch-hitting.

'

Sain and Bella Spewack .scripting
an untitled original to star Rosa-

—

.

,

,

:

•

i

.

,

'

In England, arrived for
huddles with' N. Peter

Rath von.

,

,

managing director

S. Wolff,

business

:

'

RKO

for

'

.

flu.

from, a

.

'

RKO

with

to work:in
"Cloak and -Dagger," after a week

of

•

.

hiiddles

Gary Cooper w£nt back

-

.

;

New York

Paul HoUister in from

.

;

to

J'oseph Hazen in from New York
for huddles with Hal B. Walli.s.
Raoul Walsh filed suit for $7,200
against his landlord. on a rental deal.
George Jessel. to Seattle to speak
at the convention of state. governors.
Li;Ling_Ai, Chinese fcmme film
producer, in town on a lecture lour.
William Demarest to Alaska to
hook a salmon without a can around

.

:

motoring

-

'

•

,

Allcne Roberts, film starlet, graduated from high school.
Nick Castle returned from his
En.senada fishing expedition.
Betty Hutlori and husband returned from an eastern tour.
Paul Lukas planning a tour, of
Japan and the South Pacific.
A. B; Hilton reelected prexy of
the Paramount Studio Club.
Tony Martin entertaining his parents from San Francisco.
Meme Boyd sailed on the Matsonia for a Hawaiian vacation.
Arthur Liibin to Yosemite Valley
to ogle locations for "Yosemite."
Capt. Harold Autcn in from England to represent J. Arthur Rank.
Russell Hayden tossed a party for
his mother on her 60th birthday.

.

.

Haven

Mexico City;
Susan i'eters recovering from
minor surgery.
Ben Lyons celisbra ted their 16th
'.
wedding anniversary.

.

'

.

De

.\Bobert

.

:

from

recuperating

.

-

.

.

.

,

business,

,

.

Constance Bennett in from- New
York.
Robert Taylor to Wichita, Kas., on

lind

Produc-

Russell at (Columbia.

tion slated for

November.

Delmar Daves, director ot the Sol
Lesser production, "No Trespassing."
was ordered off the set by doctor's
orders, ailing with a high fever,
Robert Vogel, chairman of the
Motion Picture Association's international committee, entertained '25
Mexican

government

officials

.

at

Universal.
.

Irwin Shaw, In Hollywood to
script "Arch of Triumph" for Enterprise, was awarded a ciash prize
of $1,000 by the American Academy
of Arts and Letters.
.

Bucks County, Pa.
By Sol Jacobson
Martha Hodge, in over weekend.
Jack Kirkland back, from Coast to
Springtown home.
'

week-

Lucille Wall, radio actress,

New

ending in

Hope.

Towpath Inn
.

shiiltering

because of food shortage.
Eleanor Pollock, Philly

woman's

New

editor,

Sundays
Record

new homeowner

Hope.

;

Kitty Carlisle weekend guest
Moss Hart. Max Gordon ditto

in
.

ot
at

George S. Kaufman's.
Frank Lcyendencker. About Town
editor,

in

Sat.

(15)

for

looksee at

Playhouse and environs.
John Koenig vacationing here for
three weeks prior to- heading for
new San Francisco dept. store de-'
signing job.

Audrey Walker
(15) to rejoin,

flew to L. A. Sat.

husband Don Walker,

currently arranging Sigmund

berg

r.ldio

program.

Rom-

Wcdnesdayt June 19,
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26,
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RADIO NAMES GASPING FOR AIR
U

Show

S.

Biz Bitterly Opposes

Pan-^American Copyright Provisos
Widely varied show
lei

estsai-e lining

up for

busiiies.<;
a.

in-t

knockdown

the proposed Panagreement
copyright
week in Washington
document comes before

against

light

American
adopted

when

last

that

Senate for treaty ratificaOpposition to the revamping

the U. S.
tion.

law stems from all
amusement branches that custombuy material and music to
it in a different medium.
Agreement which copyright lawyers
of international

.

arily

present

claim present

new hazards

film, radio,' music
fields was drafted

to

Special
In

Boom All Its Own

New Lush Film

Field

"Home- movies," which have been
more or less the neglected side of
into the 16m
field, have been having a quiet little
boom all of their own. It's been a
surprise to outfits which rent the
film, since new projectors, of course,
haven't been available. Trade figures
il rcsult.s from the fact that people
the past

year's rush

who have equipment have had more
coin

to spend
libraries.

on building up film

Distribs
o£
the
narrow-gauge
product for home showing have a
universal motto: "The cornier the
better." They don't know why but
(Continued on page 02)

MEASURES HIS B.O.
ON GOSPEL STANDARD
Chicago, June 25.
There's a film producer in Chicago

who

doesn't gauge the success of his
pictures by the amount of coin that
rolls into the boxofficc.
He regards

HillbiUy Fission
sponsors first realized that the bigPeriodic attempts to "sentimental- time, personalities of show business
bomb continue, and were the key salesmen in moving
with ghoulish results. A hillbilly their products off the shelves have
group on WOV, New York, recently
stars been relegrated to the
perpetrated a new low in bad taste so many
"At Liberty" column.
with lyrics to this effect:
Here, for example, Is'^a partial
I believe that the b'omb that stnick
"availabilities"
for the new
list
of
Hiroshima
Was the Ansuier lo Otir Mother'$ fall broadcasting seasop:

P' l'ph- to

righteous lives since then.
like his other pix, It's never
m:»!e him any dmiyh.
AltiiouKh lii.'; tr.-m- Scriptures Vis«ali?.ed Institute,
a nonprofit cor-

But.

Rudy ValleCwho was dropped by
& Gamble;^I)inah Shore, who

Prayers.

Procter

FILMS TERRIHC

was dropped by General Foods;, Cass
Daley, dropped by Fitch; Phil "Spitalny and his all-girl orch, dropped
by General Electric; Hijdegarde,
whose "Penguin Room" Closes its
doors; "Information Please.'^/aropped

HYPOTOB.O.OF

LONGHAIRS
Opera

is

now

lo pix as the
ist's

taking second place

springboard |or an art-

concert draw, according to con-

Where appearances
with the Metropolitan Opera Assn.
once meant potent b.o. for an artist
on concert tour, Hollywood has
taken over that distinction today. A
good r.olc in a film causes an artist's
cert, rnahagers,

concert fee and grosses to soar.
Prime examples cited today are
Lauritz Melchior and Jose Iturbi.
Melchior. well past his singing prime
at 55, although still the Mel's .leading Wagnerian tenor, had been going
along at an even keel, getting $800
lo $1,000 a pertormance at the Met,
and varied sums for concert appearances. Since his film appearance for
Metro. Melchior's concert fees have
doubled.

by Socony. And, although Joan Davis may stay on next season for Swan
Soap (Lever Bros.), it's likely that
if someone else ptit in a bid for he^r
services the Levers would drop her
because of the fai shortage. Fiorcllo
H. LaGuardia, dropped by Liberty
mag, is also up for sale, although he
rides through the remainder of the
year sustaining at $1,000 per broad-

ABC

cast under his
contract.
Tipoff that the bankrollers of

mercial

radio

have

decided

comthat

(Continued On page 47)

SIGNS FOR PLATTERS
Hollywood, June 25.
Baltimore St Ohio Railroad Choir,
100 male voicc.<:, has been pactcd
Waxery
platters
by ARA.
for
sl'iortly will send east reps to disk
first sides by group at its Baltimore

,

headciuartcrs.
Glee club has existed 32 years
and presently is directed by British-

Lou Goldberg, longtime manager Alexander Korda

U.S.-British Pix

Ijere

Major Bowes' amateur

London, June

25.

New

American
nounced

move these script fu'rtors that definitely limit the appeal of even the
lop British films. U. S. dL^tUbs assured the British that thi.s two-way
deal would be advantagcoWs to both
sides and would be fully observed.
Chief J. Arthur Rank reps in Hollywood are slated to return here
next week, not only with the accord
but also with the signatures of about
six top Hollywood names to ftuarantcc faoxofflce draw to future British
prodiicl in U, S. In fact, they claim

poration—isn't making any coin, it's
aoubled iu business since 1939, when
to have more American stars than
" was started, according to its prez, born Stanley Chappie, former symph they can absorb in 1947.
General feeling in London Is that
^. O. Baptista. SVI has another dis- stick-swisher.
Last year the choir
iinction. he
pointed out: it's the took top honors in Associated Glee hopes for' the Anglo-American' pic(Continued on page 65)
ture accord never were brighter.
Clubs of America annual contest.

from Eng.

Abner Goldstone, attorney and.
'

SHARP WEEDING

DE HAY-HAY
PRODUCERS

.

,

House

Down—But on Herself;
Gets

than the edges.

Accord Seen Set

E S.

units, has land Saturday
(29) accompanied by
been given the exclusive rights by Marcel Achard. Achard
is author of
sole "Apres
de ma Blonde," hit legiter in
executor, for a film biog of the ty- Paris
currently. He 4nd Korda Will
coon of tyros,
discuss plans with qtl American .proMajor Bowes, who died a fortnight ducer for a Broadway: stage
produC"
ago, is reported having left almost
tion of the comedy.
$5,000,000, the bulk of which goes to
No confirmation could be obtained
the Catholic Church.
from Korda'S' Nfew -York office, but
possibility was seen that the- British picture exec was aiding in obtaining the Broadway production a»
a prelude to turning out a film version of "Blonde" in either London or
Paris, in both of \vhicb he has picturemaking units;'' 'If Korda can
solve the compUcetloiis that such a
scheme would iiesult in under the
Dramatists' Guild basic
greemcnl
for film buys of Broadway legiters,
il might go a long way to, pre-selling the' foreign-made picture to
exhibitors
and
their
With a score of summer stocks in American
operation the strawhat season is on patrons.
-Idea, as far as can be determined,
and while it means that many actors
Ls
an entirely new one. Korda has
will be occupied from six to eight(Continued on page 30)
scheduled weeks, it's already anticipated that there will be a flock oC
Figured
headaches in the slicks.

of

Chi Critic Brings

.

BALTO-OHIO RR CHOIR

Major Bowes Film Bio;

Pix in

New angle in" pre-selling of foreign films in the. liJnited Stales by
staging them on Broadway ..first, as
legits, is iseen in the arrival of Sir

that of the 90-odd stock outfits,
around 30% are in the hands ot
managerial fledgings. some not having been closer to show business

accord hetween British and
distrios, likely to be anofficially later, has been
The case of Ilurbi. however, is' reached, which may avert one o£
phenomenal'. The 50-yoar-old Span- those minor wars over playing time.
British
ish pianist's b.o. gro.sscs and fees Under so-called pact the
have skyrocketed since his film ap- promise to limit playing time of their
pearances, so that today, according films in Britiiin to 25'i and to
lo concert managers, Iturbi has out- further aim their product for the
In rclurn, the
stripped in pull even Ignace Pad- American market.
erewski, the greatest pianistic draw U. S. distribs would push British
pruduct in America.
of all times. Boom times, of i
British reps claim that by .stretchhave liclped, they say, but Ituroi nas
far outdistanced in boxofficc take ing their bookings of native product
every pianist in the field; including they could keep American pictures
Vladimir Horowitz, Rudolph Serkin out of British market up to 50%
and Artur Rubinstein.
of playing time. Allowed more time
Ilurbi, in between film a.ssign- on American screen.s .or their "A"
ments, went off on a brief lhn>e- product, they would gladly retreat to
(Cpntinued on page 62)
207,, of their own product at home.
On the Britishers' promise lo re-

«s his

most successful production an
Uem called "The Man Who Forgot
God," completed in November, 1943,
and credits it with directing 1,000

Forep

radio

ize" the atomic

the

Home 16in Fix Enjoying

of B'way Legit Ist May

Help Pre-Sell

ByyER'SSTRl
Perhaps at no time since

.

.

Han

'

and publishing

at the InterAnicrican Conference of Experts on
"Co'pyright after a two-week session
winch -closed Kiid;iy (21).
Sliow business, lawyers end orgahi'.aipii r!-ps are cold to a number
of
haiifjLS which would become eflectivc with ratification, including
addition of "author's moral rights"
laws; nixing of compulsory licensing for Latins in the U. S.; drastic
statutory penalties for innocent infringers; lifting of coin-operated machine exemption from royalties so
far as the Latinos are concerned;
and finally, making it lllcgnl to use
<
(Continued oh page C2)

Korda s

4

Notices to

Move

Chicago. June

25.

Known that some who were disPeople who hate drama critics
charged from the Army within' the will enjoy the jp\i^t of Claudia Caspast year have no real legit experi- sidy. aisle-sitter for the Chi Tribune,
ence, their interest being whetted by and her husbaDd.'BlU Crawforc}, who
theatricals while they were in uni- have
been served four eviction
form.
Casualties among that con- notices during the past few months

Equity's
tingent would be natural.
by the operators '-of the Imperial
preparing for an active sumHouse, new Chi bistro, but- who
mer, realizing that it will likely be won't move.
They won't because
kink.s..
out
straighten
to
upon
ihoy can't, housinig shortages here
Money is on hand to pay salaries if being the same as elsewhere.
need be and provide return transWhen the nitery recently look
portation, the coin deposit by slrawover the building: in which the
hatlers being a requiremenl.
(Continued on page 60)
Equity will not police the "course."
which extends from Virginia to
staff is

,

called

-

Maine, depending on deputies which
it appoinls to report possible infracBefore the war
tion of the rules.
an Equity man was assigned to tour
the summer stocks but not enough
violations were turned up lo make
il

CUE TO SPENDING NIX
An

aftermath of the Louis-Conn
(19) is the increasing feeling
that the national, spending spree is
over. The public, it's felt, won't shell
out lob heavily for qucslionable
values and, as far as anwsements are
concerned, it can afford to wait un^
til Ihc prices arc right.

n.'Jil

worth while.

WIFE OF DE VALERA

TURNS PLAYWRIGHT
Dublin, Juno 25.
Sincad de 'Valera. wife of Prime
F.amon de 'Valera, has comnew musical play in Irish.
Titled "Ailleacht agus .an Belthidheach" ("Beauty and the Beast"),
intended for production in
is
it
.schools and has just been published
by M. H, Gill & Sons, Dublin.
She has written' several other
plays for children (she wsis once a
teacher), but this is her first mu.sical
and carries songs with airs drawn
Mini.slcr
pleted a

.

from old

LOUIS-CONN WALTZ

Irish melodies.

Two
week,

events in New York, last
this
feeling.
strengthened

was the Mike Jaicobs promotion
which the anticipated $3,000,000
gate dwindled by one-third of ex-

First
in

pectations. The $100 scats ju.st prior
tn the fight went for $30. closer
.

normal value than the nick asked
for by Jacobs.
Many figure that a
year ago, with spending at its peak,
Jacobs might have sold out, however.
The other object lesson is expected
to cause a bit of cogitation among
nitery ops. La Conga, N.Y„ suffered
(Continued on page 60)
to

We«liic«day,

MISCELLANY

To

State Dept's. Info Budget Goes

The Berle*ing Point
By Milton Berle

JointCommittee; Includes Radio, Pix

summer

Well, the
Wi-.sliiiiHlon,

'Die

Asm.
his
/or

June

Senaie voted Friday to give

culuii-:il

Sports Shorts
[

A iarsi! majority of Sports
writers .-elected Joe Louis to de-

program. Program includes

'
'

Ihe limb picking

'

"The committee was- advised by
the Department that, in order to stay
wKhin the funds allowed by the
House, it would be necessary to
eliminate the shortwave broadcasting operation in its entirety, 'the'
shortwave radio is one way, and
Ijo.vsiblv
ihe only way. by which
rtcc'.uiiie information concerning the
Uniied Stales may be gotten to the
peoples of the woild.

by

knockout".

'

|

a 10 foot aisle, so the first row
for paying customers was figured to have been 40 feet from

.

i

the Tin.c.
j

Pittsburgh
plunger, is said to have bet
on Louis;, but most
$100,000
olher of Conn's townsmen "took
a bath" wagering on him. Three
cancelled
officers
c.\ - .\rmy
planes they had chartered to
They ofbring fans to town.

Art

course,

j

nooncy,

the

.

!

.

programs."

A proviso is added limiting the
funds appropriated for the DX. program so that none, shall be used ''to
purchase more than 75% of the effective daily broadcasting time frorh
any person or corporation holding
an international shortwave broadcasting license without the consent
of such licensee."

fered"

worth of
$4,3dO
for ?3,300 on the

tig>it

.

day of
the: scrap" to brokers but 'no
takers. Dan- Parker (N. Y; Mir-

ticket's

ror), the first charter member
of sporl.s writers who minced no

words

in

panning Mike Jacobs

his taeticsj in fight promostarting long before- the
tion,
for

Louis-Conn

was

thing

cooked

up.

Bob Hope Buys a

Ushers at the Stadium openly
peddled seats in the sta'n'da
among the $5 standees who were
admitted for another $S each.

Sixth

Interest in Cleve. Indsuis,

Hopes

It'll

Around

Feed Scripters

script writer for his coming,
radio year—^art interest in a major
league ball club.

comps

,

calliiig

the $25 tax-

for

never were
"cashed in" although some were
exchanged tor good mezzanine
and-service-chargie

Hope was one of eight to shell out
a reported $1,750,<K>0 to purchase the
Cleveland Indians. It is said Hope's
check covered one-sixth of the cost.
A native of Cleveland, Hope disclosed "I am thrilled to be in on
buying a. club in my hometown,
It'U. give me something to talk about

seats.

There

were

103

telegraph,

wires hooked up in the working
press section. Western Union reporting
that
words
1,312,000
were filed, carrying stories of
the fight, while 42,000 words
went overseas by cable.
A 72-pagc slick souvenir booklet
gotten out ' by Harry M.
Stevens, edited by Nat Fleishcr
of Bing, sold at the Stadium for
a buck.
Half the booklet contained
national
advertising,
while prominent sports writers
wrote the text.

j

on the

radio."
Some talk that Bing Crosby also
had put in a few. shekels has not
been aflirmed.

.

With new owners, headed by Bill
Veeck. Jr., formerly of Milwaukee
Brewers; Han-y Grabiner, ex-White
Sox; Robert Coldstein, International
Picture."!,
there appears excellent

summer

4

Show

Bizites

"BLACKOUTS OF 19W'

:

Hangnail Deieriptlons
.Charlie McCarthy: Lumber Oiic Bov....
Super-Hooper.
Fibber McGee tt Molly: Wajt Wacks....W. C. Fields: "Don't Drink To
Me Only With "Thine Eyes."
Observadoh Dep(.
Just learned that Peter Lorre once worked as a tailor in Leeds, but they
had to Are him... ..he insisted on making the alterations in the custbiners,
By .JACK PULASKI
A certain quizmaster's wife is demanding one night out a week. .with
Until Joe Louis knocked out Billy
Conn in the eighth round at the no questions asked.
Don't^know why they make such .a fuss over these child stars coining
Yankee Stadium, N. Y., last Wednesday (19) night, it was undoubted- (housands in their teens. Why-, I know- a lliree-ycar-old who's made over
ly the tamest world's heavyweight $300,000: ASSAULT!
.he is now writing epitaph.s on
Solly Violinsky has a new sideline
championship scrap ever witnessed.
Yet there was an air of expectancy speculation, (For acts that die at the Rpxy,)
When the disliked male half of a dan(:e tc-im. walked into Lindy'.< tlie
among the subnormal-sized crowd,
before Lo.uis' fists exploded lethaliy other night, Julie Oshins niftled, "Ah! The heel without the toe."
Eavesdropped at the Iceland:
in the handsome Celtic map of the
"Smorgasbord is the most popular Swedish dish."
Pittsburgh contender.
It doesn't look a bit like Ihgrid Bergman!"
''i don't believe it.
The fans figured, it might happen
at any mornent. After seeing the
Bert Frohman swears he saw a sign on a picture theatre that adverchamp oiitbdx Conn almost all the tised its current attraction as follows: "He Met Her In Brooklyn".
With
way, they knew the latter couldn't English Titles.
cop. Louis outjabbed Conn for six
Went Ashing the other day. Caught a Ash so big, I got up in the middle
of the first seven rounds, latter gel- of the night and called myself a liar.
ting credit for one round (referee
Berlcd Ergs
gave him two), and that by a narrow
Gary Cooper just turned down the lead in "The Life of Sidney Greenstreet."
He said he couldn't stomach that type of role;
Vaudevilliah to agent: "Why don't you catch me tonite? I'm breaking
Conn 'Went That-a-Way' in in new ad lib."
Did George Wood have his nose bobbed because he's, being transferred to
For seven rounds the Louisthe Hollywood office of the William Morris Agency?
Conn Tight was more like a hosi;
Know a playboy who's saving up to buy a night club. .. .so he can be a
opry than a heavyweight scrap.
columnist.
Rin^iders kept bobbing up and
Overhead at El Morocco:.
down as if to warn Louis that
That writer was never heard from again!"
''he went that-a-way."
Louis was The Lone Ranger
"You mean he was lost at sea'?"
"No, he was hired by a major stiidio."
and, brother^ you know he got
his man. But up to the eighth
Nicky Blair presented me with a new Eversharp pen that writes under
rpund, the third man in the ring
water. .. .does anybody know where 1 ca.n buy a cheap diving .suit'?
Overheard outside a legit: "Him an actor? Why, he'd have to give at:
could have b^en either Silver
or Evelyn and her violin.
inspired performance to be mediocre!"
My brother (the one who carries a Pogo stick for table-hopping) is a
great lover of books .. .the kind they make at the Jamaica Racetrack.
margin.' By the end of the fourth
it was evident
lhat Conn couldn't
win on points even if the fight went

Bob Hope:

.

—

.

.

'

'

':

'

;

.

-

Bogeaus and Meredith Mull Nips
Jazz Pic on Eddie Condon

the IS-round limit. Yet, it wasn't
the fiasco that some other title
events turned out to be, such as the
one between Louis and Max Bacr,
who was counted out on one knee

team
of
Benedict
Bogeaus and Burgess Meredith. Tentatively titled as "The Life of Eddie
Condon," Aim's lead will be played
by Jimmy Stewart with screenplay
by noveli-st John O'Hara.
Meredith met Condon a few years
back when former was due to play
Bi.v Bicderbecke in Vinton Freedproduction

the fourth.

Conn resented the comment that
he was afraid of Louis, but the fact
remains he backed around the ring
contimiousi'y. It's likely that lingering in the back of his dome was the
memory of being knocked cold by
the Negro battler the first time they
(Continued on page 47)

Ball

Lucille

projected legit production of
•'Young Man With a Horn." Play
never was put on because of script
trouble but may yet be filmed.
ley's

Strawliats, N.Y. Legit

Y.

where her husband, Desi

Arnaz

is playing at the Copacabana
(nitery), the actress is in no hurry
rush back to the Coast for another picture.

.

troupe's stay here for

Jed

the latter showed at Public Auditorium, hundreds were turned away.
Wiote iadio critic Stan Anderson

Ball

ii]i;ht.

features.

They

just

wound

rioucnient
straighten

to Jiip

masochi.sm. may help rtcdu(Contlnued on page 5.'5)

H'wood and Vine News

Press:

WTAM

summer.

oft a 10-year
Charles K. Feldman and will open his own agency
LUXURY LINEBS BESDVING
next .week, with headquarters in
Luxui-y liner shows and. bands reBeverly Hills.
sume on (rans-Atlantic crossing
Former New York and Los An- with the n-iaiden voyage of the
landed.
Ificles attorney, Blum handled pack- Queen Elizabeth from England Sept.
Smger-actress is due back In age deals for the Famous Artists 19 to America.
Dublm July 13 for the sixth and last Corp. He U not taking any of the
Jack. Hylton, British bandleadere()nccrt of her .series. The tour has Famous Ai tists clients into
his new ptfeduccr. will be among those muk
been arranged by Harold Fielding, organizalioii.
ing
trip.

wood

Ribbon a

Maybe

Maybe

Blam

Godfrey
.Metio

for

Hollywood. Juno 'X'^.
Tearle wa.s hxuncu bv
the role of

i

|

i

FrjitiUi;ii

D.

Tunes

Sq.

early in August, putting that cro.s.sroads on a par in one respect with
Square.

Times

Maizlish,

KFWB

maniiger,

acquired the exclusive rights (o tber'
neon ribbon, 99 feet long, with Jet-i
ters 35 inches tall, to be bctweenj
second and third floors of Taft buikU
ing on southeast corner of cko.s.'jh
roads starting on Hollywood Blvd.

atom bomb pijlure.
side and running di wu Viin'.
"The Beginning or tho Ktid,"
Twelve-hour nev.'Miip v. ill run
Tearle is a brotlirr of th» late
spot news and prorr.-mi w.ua' frnn'
Conway Tearle, a n.iiiM- American KFWB from H
a.m. to 11 p.-n. daily
but a veteran of tl
flrlf ish stage.
Starts August 6.
Rociscvcll in the

.

,

FDR

la

Hollywood, June 25.
Trans-Lux is runniiig a news ribbon to bow at Hollywood and Vine

H.irry

Tearle >yill Play

partnership with

the

The

"Such an act is not
the sponsor is wrong.
the advertising agency is
wrong. Station
is not wroni,'.
because it wisely refused to handle
(he distribution of tickets.
Guilt
lies with the people who allowed
an
over-prinling of tickets."
oi;

!

this

shearing the endings olT of Holly-

,

during the
"House Parly"
and "People Are Funny." But when

to

RKO

Order Happy Endings
The Japs are getting happy endoh their American pictures—
and liking them, or else. Before the
war. U. S. distribs were bowing to
the Nipponese taste for heavy drama,
suffering and the unhappy finale by
ings

them up al a point where the action
was all snarled up, before the dthad the difficuMics all
themselves out and the
boy marry the girl.
But now things are different, acPeople Aren't So Funny
cording to Charles Mayer, rep of the
Cleveland, June 25.
Once again the people who listen Motion Picture Export As.socialion
in
Japan.
With pictures being
lopk it in the rough when a visiting
shown under the aegis of General
radio program passed out too many
MacArlhur's military
government
tickcUs.
This time it was "'People
the Japs are getting their U. S. prodAre Funiiy."
uct with original happy ending. Mac
Art Linkletter ct al., were royally
Arthur hopes that refusal to accede
treated by Ihe citizenry

May Do

With four films either released or
in the cans awaiting a release date.
Lucille Ball is currently receiving
bids from legit and strawhait producers for work this year. Current-,
ly in .N.

Now Sbp-Happy
U.S. Films' New

From

story of modern jazz has been
set as the next venture of the indie

Harris has approached Miss
with offers to appear in his
Broadway production of "Loco" and
Woocly Herman, and Frank A. Orit's understood that she's been talkban, Jr., c.'c-CI, who owns the Saing
long-distance
with her film
voy thcalre in Hooversyille, Pa.
basses, seeking their approval of her
Orban was the Republican nominee legit debut this fall.
She's also confrom Somerset county
sidering offers from .summer stock
operSfeft, as well as a co-starring
role with Henry Fonda and Barbara
Bel Gcddes in "Time to Kill," which
Feldman,
Split
Anatolc Litvak will turn out for.

i

.

.

.

former, parliier in the old Willows
when that roadhbuse was introducing such bands as Artie Shaw and

Ralph Blum called

.

:^

in

25.

.

.

.

Run

Hollywood, June

.

,

GETS SENATE APPROVAL

.

;

Into Louis Fight

TAXATION

AiriDort,
Ireland,
on
June
17.
Learning during the Atlantic flight
that it was the film warbler's 39lh
birthday, the 'plane's skipper, Captain (jrace, laclioed Shannon. Cheis
put on a hustle act and presented
Mi.ss MacDonaid with an iced anniversary cake
when the plane

Gil Lannbs.

just

Public Conn-ed

Sliow biz is going to be well-reppurchase of the Cleveland Indians pre.scntecl in the Pennsylvania
legis on a one-night tour of 30 dates in
islature next fall if the general
key cities which is expected to pro- election in .November follows
the
duce a $500,000 gross, believed to be recent line of ihe primaries.
No
(Continued on page 50)
les* than four men with theatrical
backgrounds were nominated for
places in the slate Assembly.
Jerry GolT, one-time musical coniANTI^J)OUBLE
edy singer and cafe entertainer
whase last Broadway appearance
was in "Manhattan Mary", with Ed
Wynn, won the nod in.Bever county,
Washington, June 25.
British -American supplementary Vaughn, club owner and booking
protocol exempting actors from dou- agent, was named on .the GOP
ble taxation and giving them the ticket in Northside district, Vaughn's
same rights, as other business; and al"io an ex-pro football player, "hav
professional people, wais con Armed ing served a couple of seasons with
by the Senate last Wednesday (19). the local National League Steelers.
Protocol is a supplement to the
Other two who will battle it out
anti-double taxation treaty between in November are J.
R. Montgomery,

Dublin, June 20.
Jcancltc MacDonaid, on her way
to London to open her first concert
tour in Britain, had a 45-minute
birthday party during a routine
stopover by her plane at Shannon

•

WU

I

EOQAR BERGEN.

For Pa. Legislature

Surprise MacDonaid Fete

.

.

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

on Blackouts'
"ConKra,! Illations
birtlKlay Ken.' .Keep 'em laughing.
t''ivc good year.H (le.servc8 a,nother,"

for

the t\vo nations.

-

.

of his

KEN MDRRAY'S
El

;

$500,000 One-Nigblers G.-oss

'

>
stock lead in "Harvey."
Way
The Great
Things are s«'tough for a certain smalltime agent he's been locked out
phone booth twice,
The Tavern'On-The-Oreen doesn't have ceiling prices. .. .no roof.
Sinatra is training his new litter of pups to play with pencils
when
they grow up he wants them to be autograph hounds.
W. C. Fields says the only way he knows another year has pa.<;.scd-is
when he sees a new Miss Rheingold.
There's No Truth to (he Rumvr
That there's a tablet in the fourth ix)w of. every legit theatre that says
'George- Jean Nathan Slept Here". .That Myron Cohen is the summer re.That Jerry Bergen has been signed by Holly,
placement for HildegardeThat his agent doesn't count sheepwood to do all short subjects
•

210tliT^EEK!

'

Indians' home games
will now:be broadcast. Cleveland is
only ball club not airing jgames.
po.ssibilities

Bob Hope, while negotiating

complimentary

swelled the cro>vd,
for inaccurate esti-

mates ot the total number -of
fans in the ball park. Flock of

new

.

5,000

admissions
accounting

Cleveland, .June 25.

Bob Hope has bought himself a

Oakie says he

.

Joe Val, Lester

working press, chairs at the.
Stadium for the heavyweight
title event in back of which was

.

suqiess of Ihc proijram. of
holds
l;U'.
is probl« nvilic;'!
out -a hope which .shoiiM be riviiuiid
The comrnittee is concp:>'.ed
of.
about the type of information to be
disseminated,
and expresses the
liope lhat the Department will use
every possible means to screen Ihe

a

JacI:

.

.

Conn "maybe

Scott. Willard MuUih and Lester
Bromberg of Ihc same sheet
went for Louis.
were seven rows of
'i'hcie

•

.

-i,

in
(Tirnes)i

.

;

The

Bill.v

Jimmy Dawsoiv

]

"

.

Conn and

N. Y.
.Jimmy
Cannon tPostl, and Burris JehcoriJourniil American)
kiii.<!
rectly predicted the contender
would be knocked, out in the
Joe Williams
rpund.
eighth
(World-Telegram) went out on
feat

.

use of radio and pix. House had
previously cut this request to ?10,000.000 and the mailer now gOcs to'
House-Senate conference
joint
a,
comriiiUec for final determination.
III its report" on the State Departmpnt'5 budfjel. ihc Senate Appropri-^
ations Committee wrote:

theatres arc operating again.

worked in one stock company that revived so many old Bhow.^ they called
But stagiilgrplays In |he eountry i«
themselves the Pulmotor flayers
the tfipming aiW the moo-ih*
such a healthy -life— "you've got the sun
.When I playe4 in summer stock we had a lot ot t^3uhl^ vitii
the night".
(he GPA— they said the hens were laying eggs at 35c. a Avr.ef,.
-.ve
Peter Lind Hayes was in the sairto
were charging '$i:S0 a seat
:,j.>.<i
with me; What a .versatile artist! Ha was the only -performer wi:. -.niid
.You'd be surprised a, inc
milk a cow and the audience at the same tlitie.
number of Hollywood players who want to appear In summer stock this
Warner Bros, la having troub>e-with "Bugs Buony!'—he warts the
-year,

25:

Sec. ot Stale William Benton
full $10,284,000 budget rcqu«e*
ihc ovcMeas. information and

Jane 26« 1946
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.

.
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WIKADE RULES

DROPS

BIG 5

Harry Brandt Setdes ZOtb-Fox
Discrepancies' daini
theatre*
Han-y Brandt. New York
and booking combine
folVad wuTpay 20th.Fox $2.37.000

^-imiit operator

last week of
lowing arbitration
in receipts
charges ot "discrepancies"
percentage picdue the distrlb on
Curiously, Spyros Skouros.
tures.
prexy. sat as arbiter In the
20th's

own company,

case involving his
the request of Brandt.
Cliargc against the
by
die was the largest

New York

at
In-

far in the

major
campaign recently started by

theatremen to

agailnst

dLitributors

the shore of

get what they claim is
b 0 receipts contractually
deals. It has
oil percentage

due them

been said
"miscalculated" to
that indies have
the sums owed
the time of $20,000,000
actions are
distribs. Number of court

now pending.

probably getting a
kick thes« days over the billing
and spotting that the Jinx Falkenburg film. "Talk About a
Lady." is .getting this week as
the lower-half of Loew's doubleheaders, in which it's paired
with "Postman Rings Twice."
For "Postman's" the picture
that took a terrific beating from
Tex McCrary on the Falkenburg-McCrary Mr. & Mrs. morning show on WEAF, N. Y., when
pic was first showcased at the
ia

Capitol on Broadway.

Twenlicth-Fox prez cut by $»0,000
made by Tom Connors,
.

chief,

distribution

Par-WBPoolIn

that

Brandt owed a total of $287,000. Inwere
volved, according to Connors,
some 50 pictures bought over a pethe
riod ot two years lor, about 83 of
105 houses that Brandt either operates himself or buys for in the New
York area. As a result of the dispute,
Coimors had refused to sell to Brandt
since last October.

PluDyOnWayOut

A

Hand and John

Augustus

cision

.

•

Divorcement By
Schines Ordered

were so tremendous that these

Hayworth, Bogart Pix
Columbia which held a sales conin Chicago last week but
no announcement of plans,
has set aside three pictures out of
a 1946-47 program of 44 lor sale
singly but otherwise will proceed
deals un-fc' in the past on seasonal

made

"

forced to alter policy as result
of the anti-trust decision.

less

Three specials for sale separately
are "Jolson Story," "Down to Karth"

•

(RiU Hay worth) and "Dead Reckon(Humphrey Bogart-ElizabetH

posed of.
There are various cases also where
Par partnership unit.s have an interest in outside theatres which also
will have to be given consideration.
One such/exainple is an interest held
by Paramount-Richards (old Saenger
circuit) in a Loew house in New Or-

Though withholding official announcement of Its coming season's

tors:

en block (except for
the three singletons) wilh the understanding- that deals are contingent upon the final outcome of the
Appeals mny
anti-trust decision.
give Col an opportunity to finisli
now
out
1946-47 season as
the

ately to

pictures separately
aud others in blocks of live.
This
was finally ruled out, however.
selling sonic

Trumbull,

Former Hays

TO REEASE VIA UA
story

Aide,

Departs

MPA

Walter Trumbull, former assistant
Hays, leaves the Motion PlCr

ture Association at the.

He was Hays'

end of
aide

for

this

12

Trumbull said Monday (24)
the parting was "one of those Hollywood .divorces."
A former newspaperman, he has ho immediate
Plans for the future .^asidc from vacationing at his Connecticut home.'Trumbull's duties have been limited since Hays departed from the
MPA with the coming of Eric Johnston as prexy last Sept. 15,
Hays
years.

Hal Horneproducing unit,

Productions.

Deutsch

reportedly- will ink a releasing pact
Poswith United Artists shortly.
sible deal with International, which

Home to the Coast a month
ago. was rejected on the grounds
of the Spitz-Goetz outfit's billing

took

75 Schine circuit theatres was, in efby Federal
ordered today
fect,
Judge. John Knight when the court
threw out two defense motions
which would have stalled early operation of the divestiture decree.
The Schine applications had sought,
first, a stay of all proceedings pending determination of an appeal now
on file with the Supreme Court and,
second, a hearing on Schine's current methods of operation.

getting $100,000 a year for five
from the Association, however,
and has opened a large suite of o(Radio City, N. Y. His only
duties with the
are to provide

years'

through United World.
While on the Coast, however,
Horhe partially completed arrangeWith
ments for studio facilities.
the space situation casing up. an^
nounccnient will be made shortly of
the
which
at
studio
the indie rental
be
will
novel
Taylor Caldwell
filmed.

Horne has returned
remaining on the Coast.

east,

Litvak Back

Deutsch

From French

flees in

MPA

silyice

if

and when

it

is

asked—

which has been infrequent since his
aeparture^and he has been active in
politics and. philanthropies since that
time.

Sears

0.0.;Ent. and

RKO Plans

Anatolc Litvak returned Friday
from three weeks in France
and England where he wrapped up
film rights to "Coup de Grace."
French novel which he'll produce
Producer also arfor Enterprise.
rangQd for British release of "Snakepit," which he'll produce for either
(21)

and Raftery Baclv
To H.O. This, Next Wk. RKO

.

.^'-"ad
Sears, United Artists'
,
vribution chief,
currently on
coast talking
's

dis-

the
deals with producers,
expected back in New York the

end of this week.
Edward C, Raftery, UA prez, who
"fs married in
Los. Angeles last
vZT'^^y «2). is due in New ,York
L" was '"'<ie early next week,
ocars
among those who attend'

M

Haftery's wedding.

Johnston Out to

B O. 201

Foreign

b

Up

European Trip

Hollywood, June 25.
vorcement into effect, (^laim was
Increase of foreign film revenues made by Hays, that the defendant
up to 50% from present 30% will be had revamped his policy to conform
sought by Eric Johnston when he with anti-trust laws. No written
travels to Europe in the late summer opinion accompanied the rulings.
in an effort to h.vpo ^-entals abroad
and" to work out fair agreements with
nations now excluding or restricting
Rooney Pacts Lorre
U. S. films, he revealed here. Johnston planed, to his home in Spqkane
Hollywood, June 25.
over the weekend after two- week
Peter Lorre last night (24) sigltfd
stay here confabbing with studio a three-way ticket "with Mickey
heads and company presidents.
Rooney, Inc., to star, produce and diPicture Assn. proxy will- go to rect an indie film. Property is not
his Washington oltice after complet-. .selected as yet nor is release set.
private

ing

business

in

home

his

'

tions.

;

Actually, of course,' the slide in
film grosses is by no means severe
enough to be really, a planned and

concerted "boycott," any more .than
the fall In retail sales could be so
labeled.
However, there has no
doubt been a drop in receipts in both
fields since about April.
As far as
films are concerne(], it hns been
deepec and came sooner than could
norinally be anticipated as the usual
hot weather doldrums. Despite the
drop,
however, business is still
greater than it was at the same time
,.

.

last year.

parallels the
boycott in
it
is
an expression of protest by
patrons against tlie high admission
tap being charged by many houses
for inferior films. One distrib topper explained it this week thus:
$6 tor $2 Shirts Don't Sell
"The public has plenty of money
to. spend and will gladly spend it for
top
product.
However, they've
caught on to. the fact that exhibitors
(Continued on page 55)
.

'

.

or Enterprise.
Litvak said he may do some location shooting oil "Coup" in France
but the majority of the picture
would be shot on the Coast. He's
trying to sign a French star for the
feihme lead and interviewed four
top actresses in France^ but is still
indeflnilc *s to

which

to use.
Producer left for the Coast Tuesday (25) after hu(ldling with
h.o, chiefs.

RKO

Par Reported Planning

A General IStPay Boost
Paramount is reported giving consideration to a general increase for
its rank-and-file employees.
Figure
mentioned is 15% Through the war
years, of course, any raises the com-,
pany might have desired to give
were subject to the limitations of
the so-called Little Steel formula.

A voluntary increase such as now
reported would be without regard to
negotiations for a new contract by
the Screen, Office & Professional
Employees Guild. CIO, which is asking a .straight $10 boost. Ot course,
not all rank-and-file employees in
Par are members of SOPEG, while
various others, in supervisory posts,
are not eligible.

Outfit is headed by Mickey Rooney
and Sam'Stiefcl.

town.

Trads Mark Roelstorcd

rOUNDED BT 3IME SILVERMAN
robllxlinl tVMliI) bj VABIF.TT, Inc.
Sid Sllverrnan, P.rcBldcnt
Weal 4Cth St., New Tbrk 19, N. T.

National Boxoffiee Survey

—

Summer Competition Hurts

1!;4

Biz 'Sisters,' 'Heartbeat/ 'Cluny/ 'Gilda,' 'Anna' Pace Field

relea.se

IS

.

Plea for a stay was made by Judge
Willard McKay, defense attorney,
who asked that the plan of divorcement and reorganization be held up
until final ^ord on the Government
anti-trust suit against Schine be
handed down -by the Supreme Court.
Second plea, presented three weeks
ago by. Arthur Garfield Hays as special counsel, asked, the privilege of
introducing testimony as to Schine's
present operations before putting di.

Home

and Deutsch feared
the SP label would be too greatly
submerged under the plan put forward by which the initial pic, "This
Side of Innocence,'' would be made
under Internallonal's banner for
demands.

to Will

week.

HORNE-DEUTSCH SET

Armand

Company had given consideration
1o

leans.
trolled

sell

planned.

by

Distribution execs, searching for a
Buffalo, June 25.
reason for the slide, have a feeling it
Immediate divorcement of some
retail
that

.

program, Col will go ahead immedi-

Scott).

seen by some

is

'

Par-Richards itself is con50% by Par and 50^;- by E. V.
Richards, president of the circuit and
a member of the Par board of direc-

ing,"

receipts during the

the the public against films! They
view it as a facet of the general
consumer boycott whi^h Is just beginning to be felt in the retail sales
field as a. protest by the public
against high prices, low quality merchandise and black market ppera-

•

.

.

vention

claim
broke a
a

"Kid from Brooklyn's" preem

First pooling arrangcilnont to be companies were not prepared to
dissolved since the decision in the make any compromise without proequity action against the majors, one longed study. The Little Three will
involving Paramount and Warners meet with Wright, in the near future
in Philadelphia, wll^ probably be to discuss its further moves.
Effectuation of decree provisions
ended by Sept. 1 or earlier. Involved
are four Par theatres, the Tower, won the majors a delay until Oct. 7
Nixon, Roosevelt and Frankfort, before they are required to file a
proposed counter-decree. The fedwinch under the- pool are under
eral judges, however, directed the
operation.
Others on the agenda for early ac- defendants to subrnit their version of
tion which involve Par are pools in the decree to the Government by
Hammond, Ind., with WB; in Buf- Sept. 15 to give the latter time to
falo with Loew's, and in San Fran- raise objections on the Oct. 7 date.
Further understanding wa.s reached
cisco with Fox We.st Coast. Par has
a number of pooling arrangements that Big Five attorneys and the Dept.
that are more or les.s in a jiartner- or Justice would huddle dm'ing the
(Continued on page 23)
.ship class and will have to be dis-

b.o,

distribution execs as a "boycott'

picture

at the Woods theatre, Chicago,
got $39,368 for the week. "Bells
of St. Mary's" garnered $39,642 at the sanje house, with the.
resuU the Samuel Goldwyn office absolutely refused to claim
any kind of record on "kfd"
despite the fact "Bells" debuted on Christmas Day and a
case could have been made out.

WB

Story/

Singly; 'Jolson

A

record.

Bright and special asst. aitto.rney
general Robert L. Wright. The five
majors in their bargain with the
court and Government will immediately drop all minimum admission
price provisions in their sales contracts. Additionally, the companies
have consented to terminate formula
deals and master contracts by Sept.
1
and to promptly dissolve pooling
agreenrients and franchise deals between the Big Five.
The Little Three refused to ride
along with the Ave other majors on
the deah The court was told by both
Louis Frohllch, Columbia attorney,
and George Raftery, attprney lor
Universal and United Artists, that
the problems pi-esented by the de-

Decline in

past few months

Ripley

Here's a new record:
has opened without
being made that it

;

CoL Selling 3 of 44

^

enforcement

of certain
major provisions of the anti-trust
suit decision was agreed to by the
Big Five yesterday (2S) in a huddle
behind closed 'doors with Federal

Judges

Vogue Of

/Buyer s Strike Spreading to Pix

POOLS. PIICIS
Prompt

'

the claim

company's

Fw $237,000

Retribution?
Metro

Biz Suspects Present

B.O..

"Cluny," which is doing
better than recently, is getting its

Picture theatres generally felt the

theatres.

accelerated seasonal trend this week.

coin from 13 theatres.
Of the new entries. "Smoky"
(20th) looks the best, hilling a smash
$39,000 in Denver for new records
in all three houses where it preemed.
It also
doing record business in

SUBSCniPTION
ForetKn

Annual. T. .. .$10
Single Copies

$11

...ti Cents

Vol. 163

No.

3

.

Despite

this,

unusually, strong pic-

managed

tures

surmount the hot

to

to the outdoors.
Y.twas hurt by the Louis-Conn
last Wednesday but the RKO
short on the same fight is helping
biz at several houses along Broadr
way and at nearly every spot
where being shown.
was fairly cvehly divided
Biz
after the velvet went to the first
four big leaders which in the current session are "Two Sisters From
Boston" (M-G), 'rtcartbeal" (RICO).
"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "Gilda"

weather and trek
N.

fight

(Col>.

Added

to

thi.s

I

houses.
12th
I

of

Siam"

only

playing

in

(20lh),
vast

the

N. Y. Music Hall. It will hit a ter$140,000 on the initial week,
unusually sensational for this timt

of year.

Besides these

five,

"Hearts Grow-

"Without Reservation?" (RKO), "Green Year.s" (MG), "Janie Gels Married" (WB). "Do

Up"

(Par).

are.

doing sizable biz

cither via numerous playdales or On
the strength of deluxcrs played in
i)Ig city spots. "Hearts' shapes-up as

a

likely

newcomer, being

in

three

.
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Ba.^comb"

and

'Hoodlum

Saint," two Metro pictures that went
out .some lime ago. got additional
bookings in the p.nst week, former

I

I

being solid in MinncTpolis, good in
Pittsburgh, stout on Detroit second
stanza and sturdy in San Franci.sco.
"Saint" is doing well in Frisco and
Scatllc. "Night in Ca.^ablanca" (UA)
is

pacing Providence and Is fine in
film having pickrd
up

Louisville,

You Love Me" (20th). "One More nit'cly recently. Paramount has two
Tomorrow" (WB) and "Dark "Eride" .films out. "'Well Groomtd
Corner" (20th;

Chatter
Film Reviews
Foreign

did capacity.

.

rific

ing

in
still doing S9.000
a small- Boston hou.se
film just finished
first

S-i

I

should be

list

II

week

I

"Anna, and King
although

i'.s

oihcr western cities playing this
week. "Henry V" <UA), currently
in three cities, sliapcs to do terrific
in L. A., Boston and .N. Y.
.f 39,000
on roadshow engagements In three

INDEX
Bill?

Bride" setting the pace currently
while "Bride Wore Boots" is a close
second.
iConip/(>(e

Pnpcs 14-15;

Film Boxolfice Rtports.
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PICTUBES

Despite

Hyman's Dual N.Y. Meets

Mayer s Edict, Survey of M-G

Lou Hyman,

Come

Indicates

Louis B. Mayei> recent
down
edict 10 his producers to cut
on production costs, siu vey of

Peak Budgets

Dospite

TT

.

¥

'D^.n.n.x

Randy Scott, H, J. tSrOWn
Form New Indie Outfit

revenls
Metro's forthcoming features
spend
the company will probably
more on next seasojvs product than
General feeling among the
before.

Hollywood, June 25.
Randolph Scott and Harry Joe
that Brown organized a new indie film
M-G producers, it's reported, is costs
Corp.,
Producers-Actors
company,
any attempts by them to slice,
releasing outlet.
would only hurt the quality of their with Columbiia as a
First picture will be "Twin SoJnV
several
breros," to be. filmed in Cinecolor',
""in laying dbwa his order
out that with Brown producing and Scott
liionths ago, Mayer pointed
would starring. Alan LeMay will do the
the present lush boxoflice
At script, based on an old story by
probably, not last indefinitely.
posthe
to
Zalie Grey.
that time, he also pointed
producers
sible danger of U. S.

Warpers' faith In th* future of talking pictures, 20 years ago, was
equalled only by AI Jolsoh's faith in the Warners, it is revealed in a bit
of financial history that has' just come to light in the process of r(
search for' Ihe 20th inniversary of .sound.
As the. first big star of the talki-it; films. Jolson not onl^ accurrKilat.'.,
common stoc'rL--h;:\ !i.:., ,(i-i;ppted some of it in pi,
quite » block of
payment for. his work in Warner pici'ives, according to l(!i;cnd—t
he also acquired a substantial an>oiiiit of tiic' company's bonui.
Firm in his faith that the Wariic;< 'w.^iid m;.iki' good, Jolson jf.;
to these securities right through the depression oi (liv .'no.s. vviii
Warner bonds dropped. from 100 to 9. He still heiU tiiem \ :. -i i,
climbed back to par--the company having reached the flnaiK,,.
tion where It could. redeem ?ts bonds at face value.
Btit when the redemption, notices went out, Jolson seemed to havideveloped an afTection for those Warner bonds and waa reluctant ii.
part with them. It took some persuasion to convince him that alt the.^e

WB

-,

•

.

:

3G Ad Budget On

:

.

.

'Henry'inN^Y.Cues

'

.

,

'

Wanger ignores Breen s RuOng On

,

.

UWP

combinations.
Studio has maintained a hush-hu.sh
attitude on how all this ties in with
Mayer's statement. It's pointed out
however, that he's sllU top man on
the Metro lot and the top budgeters
evidently have his sanction. 'Whether
he'll persist in his effo*ts to cut-pro
(luctioh costs on'these isn't known.
'

top pix which lack»broad b.o. drawing power would be available tor
the new unit's distribution. Among
those are a half-dozen which
has already nixed because that com
pany felt these pix sans names' or
popular-type story would not click
<-ia conventional distribution and ex

UWP

the excellent w.-of-m. on
as refutation.
Decision of

UA

to

Republic's 7 in July

Heaviest Sked in Years
Hollywood, June-

25.

.

Republic's filming program for
July js the: heaviest monthly schedule in. several years, consisting of
seven starters, four of them within
five days.
•

'Beginning July. 6 with "The MagRogue," the lineup includes
.Mong the Mohawk Trail." 'Calendar
"Homesteaders of .Paradise
Girl."
Valley," "Heldoratlp," "Slippy McGee" and Gene Autrys secorid starnificent

rer,

since

untitled,

sjill

(ro)h

llie

WB

Army.

return'

his

'
.

.

to Start 31

Pix in Next 6 Mos.

use only the

Hollywood, June 25.
two papers brought squawks from
two other sheets, Paul Lazarus, Jr
Production slate of 31 films, callcompany's pub-ad head admitted,
ing for expenditures of $40,000,000,
but he said there was no mention of
for
"revenge" and on indication of any has been set by Warner Bros;
such action in publicity or reviews, final six months of 1946. Heaviest
UA is handling "Henry" as a legiter, schedule in history of studio will
with its two-a-day re.served seat
showings, and currently using only
occasional small space to promote

PRC DOUBLING COSTS
PIX NEXT YEAR
OF

.

have

Thinks

Bookings Of

six fiims constantly in front, of

lenses for last half of the year.

Company

is keeping a staff of eight
producers with shoulders to
wheel. Jerry Wald gets mightiest
load— .<ix films. Other producers

lop

.

who will get little Ve,<t arc Henry
Blanke, five films; William Jacobs,
three;
Furthman,
Jules
three:
.Charles Hoffman, three; Alex Gott.

lieb,

live;

.

Buckncr,

Robert

Owen Crump,

H

Wider

Breakdown

two;

four.

properties

of

ievoals

13 are novels, 10 are originals and
rest are stage hits or short story
adaplalioiis. Five of features will be

musicals or .semi-musicals.

Must

'

L. Seidelman, PRC's newly tagged
foreign manager, who will direct
worldwide, distribution
of
PRC
pro<luct plus E-L. films in the west-

ern hemisphere. E-L product is distributed in the eastern hemisphere
by the jf. Arthur Rank organization
under an existing pact.
PRC, according to Seidelman.:
plans to pick up its franchise in

NELSON EDDY SIGNED

TO TERMER BY REP.
Hollywood, June 25.
Repiiblic inked Nelson Eddy to a
term contract starting with an ori?
ginal
operetta by Rudolf Friml
Yarn deals with a Russian colony
which settled in California in the
pioneer days; about 140 years ago.
Allan Dwan will produce the pic
ture with Elizabeth Mcehan doing

America within a short time.
Cornpany will continue to operate
on the Eiiropean continent through the screenplay.
franchise-holders for the time being,
Although under contract to Metro,
Seidelrhan said. Practically all deals Ilona Massey
has sighed two-picture
will be made on a percenta^'e basis
deal with Republic to appear opeven when closed through ageiils posite Eddy ill
Latin.

"Will

than

rather

Tomorrow

on fiat, rentals, he Ever Come." Her ticket
With Metro
Seidelman will head for allows her to make outside commitEngland in about wo months to .<;et ments.
up a general release system for

and American markets.

Increase in playing time of British
on British screens has not
hurt the market for American pix,
said,
but has served to
boost the overall boxofficie grosses.
films

Eckman

Similarly, ah extended mai-kct for
British films in the U. S. will help

both

markets.

Eckman was named

•

months

on

been

a

combined

busmess-

U.S.,

CODE TIEUP SEEN
annual sales convention has

set for Atlantic City Aug'. 7-9;
in Chicago

liszt Biog 1st For

Begionals will follow
and Los'Angeles,

Henreid's as

E-L BUYS REAL ESTATE
Hollywood. June

25.

Eagle-Lion J^sughl a hunk of land
across the' street from its studio as

an indication of future exp^fii.sion/.
New ground will be used us a site
for a crafts and technical building.

Hollywood, June 25.
Cooperation between the HollyIndie wood film code and that, ol Great

Hollywood, June 25.
"Life of Franz Liszt" will be Paul
Henreid's initial stint as producer,

Britain

i.s

indicated

by

the projected

.

star under"in<lic setup.
Actor will start work upon completion of his current role in Warners' "Deception."
He is dickering
for Ida Lupino to play femme lead.

trip

of

Joseph

I.

Brccn, vcopcc of

the Motion Picture Assn. and pro•

duction code administrator.

Breen goes

to

England on the

;
.

'

:

.

By going ahead with

the

-'In'

.

pointed m
of
course,
Breen's inability to call a halt : i 'A<
"type" pictures unless the pro; \ii\i i
chooses to agree, since the WiiiW ,
script in no way violated the speciilr
points laid down in the Prodiiclion
Code. Should the
head con-jj.'
tinuc to find a lack of cooperaiioDii^
on the "good of the industry" score,;

Wanger;

'

'

PCA

he might go before stiidio chiefs andH;
ask for a formal or informal agree-i
ment to his plan.
Breen's aim is to avoid' a curs*
lhat has plagued Hollywood since

:

'

>

the industry's birth. Th.nt'.'i the fael
that as soon as oiie suecc!«ful picture is made oh a particular tlieme, j
lendency is for a flock of other studios to cash in by turning out other
j
This ifj
flicks on the same theme.

,

:

be noted on topical?yarns following a major news event
to

;

Farmers Ha?e Cake,

And Get Paid
Farmers

in

for

Al Cohen

It

Hollywood, June 25.
San Joaquin 'Valley

are not kicking about wheat prices
this .^y ear. probably for the first time
in history.
Reason is that they are
getting paid for the use of their
farrris
in
the Paramount: picture,
"The Big Haircut."
Meanwhile, they retain their harvested- wheat, in addition to reimbursement for the use of their land
and equipment, and their technical
advisory capacity.

A.

Barbara Bel Geddcs

Hollywood, June 25.
Eagle-Lion signed Albert J. Cohen
(24) to produce top properfor the company. His initial
film will be "Mattewan." story ol
ties

New
He

•

.limmy Durante
Charles Einfeld
Arnold Grant'

L.

A. to N. Y.

Foster Blake
Phil Bloom
Benedict Bogeaus
Buster Crabbe

Ned bepinet
Charles K. Feldman
Fred F. Finklehoffe
Joe Hazen
Jean Herrick

.

Thomas W. Howard
Lou Hyman
Charles Korven

<

-

'Vdrk's hospital for the insane.
starts work Tuesday (25) an"!

get the picture under way
about 90 days.

will

.

Lou Clayton

Jes.sc L.

Jack Kerness
Aiiatone Litvak

Lasky

Milton Lewis
.

Sain Marx
Marilyn- Maxwell
Phil Regan
Louis Schonceit

Perry Lieber
Richard Long
Paul Lukas
Richard Mealand

Joe Schoenfeld
Vic Shapiro

Verne Meyers

Dave Siegel

Joe- Nadel

Harry D, ISquires
Martha Stcbbins

Donald Nelson
Mike Nidbrf

.

to E-L

Monday

N. Y. to L. A.
Pam Blumenthal

N. Y. to
in-

Arthur Rank, chief of
the British Film Producers Assn.
vitation of J.

versal recently with Susan H.iyas the prime dipso.
W'ni.iitr
refused to be persuaded to al.;.::<i'.'.
or shelve the story "for the goix*
the industry."

ward

particularly

Barry Gray
Moss Harti

BRITfSH FILM

:

"Smash Up," about femme alrtii-.oi-.ism, went before the cameras :it I'lii-

ol

vacation trip, during which he huddled with Metro execs both at the
h.o. and oh the Coast. ;

PRC.

PRC

member

the board of Loew's International
before returning to England.. He
had been in this country for two

stated.

1

a

.

;

"Henry'

hibition methods.
mail order sales.
Prestige unit will aim for deals
On ordinary pre-opcning ad cam
paralleling that made, by United
paign, newspapers get about $15,000
Artists for "Henry" at the N. Y. City
to $20,000, with the rest of the coin
Center theatre in which the house gciing to radio, outdoor and transit
was rented on a flat, pay rnent plus a copy. Although the average total is
ITS
small percentage of the gross. Terms
some campaigns have
PRC Pictures will release from 24 call for the distrib to .pay for the $25-30,000.
gone as high as f200,000 for Broadto 26 films in the 1946-47 season at theatre- personnel and. advertising
way proems.
double advance in cost per picture Unlike "Hcnt-y," the unit will not
over the current year, Harry
play its films two-a-day. Idea in the
Thomas, company prexy .-laid last main is to handle deals along lines
week. Substantial number of the pix of foreign language films in which Metro's Eckihan
will be made through deals with small houses are rented for as long
producers,- Thomas
added, a playing time as the traffic will
indie
U.S.
while the balance would be Icnscd bear.
by PRC either on the home lot or in
Rank ofTicials figure a minimum of
BriL Pix
Help All
outside studio space which the com- 60 theatres in the U. S. could be lined
Echoing other American industry
pany "has been assured." Bryan up for any one of its prestigj films.
reps who are stationed abroad, Sam
Foy, production head of Easle-Lion That plus playing time which could
Eckman.
Jr., managing director of
which is co-owned along with PRC in many instances run into months is
by Pathe Industries, will work with figured to make the idea a profitable Metro, Ltd., of England, declared
before returning to England last
PRC in arranging indie deals for one.
week that the widest po.ssibic disthat company, Thomas disclosed.
tribution' of; British filrhs in this
Dual role as exec for two compacountry would benefit both British
nies has also been assigned to Sam

Picturtj

Waltei: Wanger's determination to
another story of an alcoholic
has brought tO' a quick showdown
Joe Breen's intention; announco]
just a few weeks ago, of outlawing
"cycles" of pictures: Wanger is. go-O
ing ahead with shooting of bis.c'oun.'j
terpart to "The Lost Weekend" de-' j
industry
considierable
spite
sym- ]
pathy for the Production Code Ad-ls
ministrator's plan to avoid repeti.;'
tiveness in subject matter wilhiD^i!
time.
periods
short
of
%
Distribution execs in New Vorlc,..J
who face the task of selling thtj.;!
"cycle" product, are more enthusias-^*
tic than studio toppers for the Breeno
scheme of avoiding duplication, nl-f
though the feeling is general on bclh!
coasts that the move is necessary to;
avoid criticism of the indu.stry andj;
It was because of the widesprc.id"';i
favor expressed since Breen marie ,H
kccp .public interest high.
s
known his anti-cycle' inlei
„i
Wanger's move came as soi,.?,vi.;,' {
Producer's sc-iw.''!
Of a surprise.
film

,

.

Akoholic

'Cycles'; Anotlier

fix Unit for as.

rights to the bestseller; bie earmarked for prestige distribuand E-L under the
"Jenny Was a Lady," Jan Clayton's tion. While
first starrer, plus a hypoed slate of existing, deal have first choice on all
top productions featuring Metro's Rank product, ofTicials of the British
highest-salaried stars in expensive company estimate that about a dozen

v,a.s

of a

million dollars.

Ranii's Trestige

film

.

bonds were being called in arid cancelled.
.One batch of these certificate?, >yhlch a Warner representative
authorized to pick up at Jolson's bank, totaled nearly a quarter

Advertising and publicity chiefs
profor indie producers, as well as for
losing the British market, it the
major companies, fotind reason for
posed loan to England was not negothan
more
surprise this week in sucpleasant
Americans gross
tiated.
with
cessful opening of"Henry V" at the
$87,000,000 annually in Britain,
Loan
City Center, N. Y., minus an adverthe lion's share going to Metro.
as
looks
but
tising campaign. Pre-bpening camis still in the works
paighs in New 'York have been
though it will go through Congress.
upward the past few
spiralling
Metro producers originally betheir
pare
best
years, and\ adheads arc hoping the
lieved -they could
picture
"prestige
time
of
a
Creation
.running
down
"Henry" preem may set an example
cosU by cutting
Arthur
the
J.
unit
by
however,
program"
pix,
Recient
that will reverse the trend.
of features.
'Average budget for debuting a big
have shown' no appreciable decline Rank organization for' distribution of
No. 1 step by film in a Broadway house is $25,000
in screen time and the forthcoming films in the U. S. is
distributioTi
the
maneuver
be
just
will
Rank
to
that
films
to $30,000. United Artists, distribs of
slate includes
pix
32
approximately
the
the
also
of
here
Reported
"Henry," spent less than $3,000.
as long or longer.
byi
Used only, two newspapers, the
M-G piro^ucers have been following left in his hands after choice of 18Picpast custom of as many retakes as Eagle-Lion and United World
Times and Herald Tribune, with
one
through
seek
quality
will
Rank
'top
tures.
achieve
the
necessary to
very small space, and one radio stadistribr
another
to
form
or
Releasing
airhing.
they're
toward which'
tion, WQXR.
all, of his season's
include
if
not
releases
most,
ute
Metro
future
Ad rrien are particularly pleased
S.,
irt»the
U.
50
films
Technicolor,
some
of
in
product
musicals
three big
about the "Henry'' success because
all apparently top budgeters. These it is understood.
they feel the necessity of tilting
last week,
announced
Mexunit,
in
New
"Holiday
"Fiesta,"
include
budgets has been unduly pressed by
by Lawrence J. advertising agencies. Latter have
ico" and "Till the Clouds Roll By." will be headed
Technicolor budget also includes the McGinley, formerly Universal's. In- taken the viewpoint, which they sell
"Yearling,": which is slated to cost dianapolis branch manager. As ten- to producers,' it is said, that a cam^
plenty before it's in the cans, accord' tatively set up, McGinley will have pirign of $25,000 or' more, is necesno sales force under him but will sary to give prestige to a picture
ing to advance flack -inotices.
Forthcoming roster also includes personally make direct deals with Added prestige results in more pubsuch high-bracketed productions as theatres in towns of more than 150,- licity and better word-of-mouth
•The Beginning or the End," .story 000 population for extended runs on which is necessary for a succes.iful
of the atom bomb's development; selected Rank pix.
opening, agency men claim. Film
Films similar to "Henry V." aimed connpany ad chiefs point to the
"Green Dolphin Street," on which
Metro has already laid out plenty for specialized audience appeal, will terrific quantities of publicity and
for

i

Jolsons Faith in WB's Sound

distribution chief for

Sol Lesser, arrived In New York this
for huddles with United Artists
and RKO, both of' which distribute
Lesser product, and with Seymour
Poe, the producers eastern rep.
Hyman will also attend the RKO
New York next week
convention in i^iew
conveiuion
^before returning to the Coast,

week

Fix to

:

•

Dolores

LONDON

(boot)

Cynda Glenn
Robert £. Sherwood

..

Moran

Bill Pierce

Irving Pichel

Jack Schwartz
Marie Louise van Slyke
Hal Wallis

i"
.

)

.
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DECREE JUMPS THEATRE VALUES
See Paramount Eyeing Buy-Out

Of Most of

Its

MEANTIME

Theatre Partnership!

Older to preserve its theatre
if not
empire, there, is a possibiUty,
Paramount will
the intention, that
all or most all of tlie
try to buy out
the
throughout
units
nartnership
In

less than
country in which it owns
provided Governa 95% interest,

ment approval is obtained. Speech
Balaban, president of
of Barney
Par before the annual stockholders
meeting last week, presupposed the
of outside theatre
purchase,
possible
interests.

„

,

.

,

After explaining that Pars consolidated cash amounted to $26,013,Balaban
805 as of Dec. 29 last,
referred to the U. S. anti-trust decision in a general way, adding that
of
effect
ultimate
the
from
"aside

upon

our

business,
the
there is no doubt in ihy mind that
cash will be needed to effect the adour
bring
to
necessary
.juslment
method of operations into conform-

decision

.

hdie Exh'bs Prefer Govt. Forget

U.S.

Tannenbiiuin Will Join
moved
Wanger as Partner to the

In

.

Outlines. Trust Decision

td present its formal decree
Federal court for Judicial
action In the New York equity suit
a determination^; on the part
David Tannenbaum, of the law
of the Dept, of Justice to press for a
firm of Schwartz and Tannenbaum,
moves in Sept, 1 as a partner in final windup of the court battle
without long delays. The swift acWalter Wanger Enterprises.
Tannenbaum will function with tion caught industry legalites by surWanger in the same capacity as prise as they huddled preparatory to
asking the DJ for a conference to
Joseph Hazen has with Hal Wallis^
work out details of the move which
covering detaiLs of contracts, prothe Government already had made.
duction, releases and other probMeanwhile, with the decision less,
lems of the film business.
than
two weeks old, first notable efTannebaum handled the Loew's
Einfeld (Enterprise) negotiations but fect was a climb in the asking price
of theatres available for purchase.
.that means another attorney for Ent.
Hike in sale prices for theatre
realty was reported by ofncials of
United World Pictures out to pick up
25,

Free Screen Seen

requirements."
ance with
The further statement that '.'conceivably the scope of the action required directly under the decree, or
as an offset to otherwise damaging
effects, could compel us to l>orrow
its

Insured by Code

keyed

Effects

terpretation

and how

A Indie

Burdens Under Decision
selling

and buying

ejitra

various fields of opSo-called "paper work"
will be increased 10-fold, it is estimated, requiring much larger, staffs
in hpmcofAce contract and playdate'
departments, in branch offices of
jobs, in

eralion.s.

1

MPA

vertising or revoking

Code Adininistiaiion

distributors
and
among circuits
where, in addition to other help,
larger booking divisions will become
imperative.

Production

the..

seal

.

ParV188

Can. and Other

.

Buyers, most of whom do not attend trade screenings, would probably have to add assistants, even to
travel long distances to exchange
points in order to see pictures, siiice

under

last

hibitor

may

week's decision an excontract for a film in

advance but has the right to reject
Iter seeing it tradeshown. Thus, the
importance of taking a slant at the
assumes new significance.
is also true of
deals made after
a film has been
tradeshown since the
"latter of adjustment after playoff
raises another
pictures

This
.

question.

It is doubted
in distributor cirbookers in excnangcs will be necessary
though it
's
quite probable the number of

Houses Outside Decree
Even if an appeal of the U. S.
anti-trust decision against the riiajbr
producer-distributors should result
in complete divorcement, as desired
by

Government.

the

would
field

Paramount

remain in the exhibition
an appreciable extent.

still

to

Though owning G8%
Players-Canadian,

it

of Famous
controls 188

theatres above the border which, tpgqther with a half-dozen houses in
Cuba, are. of course, immune to any
U. S. decree. FP-C theatres, representing best, operations in Canada,

extend all the way. across the Dominion frorh Vancouver to Halifax.

cles that
additional

J. J.

Nn "'j'"
«o
added

Canadian.
Par announced recently that, it
planned to expand in various foreign fields through the construction

'

OIVCQ,

^^'^^
increased.
shipping problem is in-

legal

Fitzgibbons

.

•f theatres.

is

verbiage,

president of FP-

HOWARD HOYT

DICK DORSO'S AGENCY
Howard Hoyt, until recently head
of Metro's eastern play deparlmcht,
yesterday (Tuesday) joined Century
Artists,

Ltd.,

New

YoVk

talent

agency. Hoyt will be in charge of.
all of the outfit's Broadway activities.

Among
Hoyt
Ethel

Century

clients

whom

Judy Holliday,
Jerome Robbins,

will handle are

Mcrnian.

Arthur Laurents, Julie Styne and
Sammy Cahn.. Agency is headed by
Dick Dorso, a1 Levy and Marty Melcher.

Before joining Metro, Hoyt was
with the A. Si S. Lyons agency.

they tallied profits at the

"Why doesn't the Government
forget the whole thing and let us go
back to buyiiig an entire season's.
program at once.
were making

We

money and were
was the sentiment

satisfied."

a

That

of the
indies, who, over long periods of
operations, have arrived at tacit unof

lot

_

derstandings with the major circuits
(Continued on page SI

Chi Loop Theatre

Prepares to Attack
Clearance System

runs.
Terming the case "an extension of
the
Government's contempt case
against; Balaban
Katz in 1938,
which Concerned only the Loop,"
Seymour Simon, attorney for Jovan,
said
that his position is that the
Hollywood, June 25.
Hollywood Loop clearances of the first-run
Lyons,
Arthur
S.
houses and of the partly B&K-owned
agent, formed a new indie film(in
conjunction
with Jones, Linick 8c
making outfits, Producing Artists,
combination of producers, Schaefer) McVickers, a second-run
Inc.,
a
Loop house like the Monroe, is dedirectors, actors and writers. Joseph
signed
to
restrain
subsequent runs in
Justman will -function as viceprcsiNew company Chi's downtown area.
dent and treasurer.
Simon said he will maintain that,
financed by Eastern and California
because
McVickers'
position in relabankers, will make its pictures in a
tion to first runs is unreasonable,
studio on Cahucnga blvd., currently
he'll ask that it be moved Up. Latter
in construction and expected to be
theatre
week after close
plays
fourth
ready early in August.
of the first-runs. It won't go through
Slate of four to six high-budget
arbitration, so indications are anfeatures is being readied for the
other
suit
will
be
filed.
Lyons and Just194ff-47 program.
Prior to entering the Navy four
man have ;!onc to New York to

ARTHUR LYONS FORMS

&

INDIE PROD. OUTFIT

.

declares
a study

JOINS

when

of the year.

:

a distribution setup.

Metro Psychic on

Its

years ago, Simon was an attorney in
tjic
motion picture section of the
anti-trust division, D. C, and assisted
in prosecution of the B&K case here.
Crescent case In Nashville, Schihe
case in Buffalo, and Par case in N. Y.

Single Pic Selling?

added :Rcp

has not started selling on its 194C-47
season nor has it as yet formulated
a sales policy to cover the 58 pictures scheduled, being 32 features
and 26 westerns;

.

thing

Chicago, June 25.
court's findings made for them by
Going a step further than the
Jesse L. Stern, CIEA chairman, and
Jackson Park suit, which attacked
George Gold, of Allied.
the Chicago subsequent-run system,
Stern and Gold agreed that the
house opprdblem of clearance, which was the Monroe theatre. Loop
erated by James Jovan, is preparing
left in an ambiguous state by the
to go after the Loop clearance, syscoijrt's decision, was the principal
keeps
him
point in need of amplification and tem, which, Jovan claims,
in an undesirable spot, i. e., seventh
clarification for the benefit of inweek after the close of Loop first(Continued on page 59)'

of the ruling.

Grainger

were

of their time

end

annual convention of New Jersey
Allied and units of Eastern Regional
Allied. Theatre ops decided on the
plan following interpretations of the

with the policies enforced
upon the Big Eight is a possibility
but highly doubtful since the only
apparent advantage might be higher
rental terms through open bidding.
None of the smaller companies have

Meantime,

.

would carve a big chunk out
and wouldn't mean a

fllni

fall in line

involved

in Decision

themselves

highly cynical of the decree's having
any serious effect at all on their operations. Their major worry was that
the provision for auctioning of each

.

.

from the Rep's attorneys are making
-

tilni.

comment among

'

any theatres.
James R. Grainger, v.p. over dis- work out
tribution for Republic, who notes
by Hushes was to prevent
tliat tlie anti-trust decision is rather
from inteifcring with the ad-

asked

at all.

Conclaved In a. combined meet 61
eastern regional Allied Exhibitors'
Association and New Jersey Allied,
theatre ops from some 24 states, in

Exhibs Ask

Say

—

MPA

decision will affect

Atlantic City, June 25.
Indie theatre operators, represented by national Allied and the
Conference of Independent Exhibitors' Associations, will seek to be
heard on the final tailoring of the
decree in the industry; anti-trust suit.
Precise plan as to whether they will
put their ideas before the U. S. district court in New
York, which
handed down the equity decision two
weeks ago, or work through the Department of Justice will be determined by exhib attorneys.
Move to be heard in the framing
of the decree was initiated here last
Friday (21 ) at a session of indie exhibs held in connectiph with the 27th

'

The burden of

SIMPP

la.n night for

members on how

DENIAL

oiic picture at A time for each Ihcn.tye individually, if placed into practice, will create many hundreds of

New York

sales policies.

HUGHES TO APPEAL

More Taper Work/ Other

of anti-trust decision
will affect independent

men gathered in convention liere last
week. Had the Federal statutory
court which ruled in the equity suit
two weeks ago ordered complete
divorcement, many' of the indies

would undoubtedly have licked their
chops. Qut the principal .effect they
prexy, left saw of the decree was the prospect
huddles they'd have to bid lOr each individual
with sales representatives of Society picture. And that didn't please' them
for

Them

notice is died of the injunction denial, bid will be niade for the appeal.
Meantime. VTuslies made it clear
that he would not comply with sugprexy Eric Johnston
.sjeslibn of
that ho .submit advertising on "The
Oiilliiw" to the A.s.sii.'s Advertising
Injunclibiv
Adiniiiistralion.
Code

it

Donald Nelson,

How

'

(24)

Atlantic City, June 25.
..Boon to Indie exhibs that Government attorneys foresaw in their long
anti-trust battle against the majors
looked like no favor at all to theatre-

producers.

showcases; in 'tight situations.
substantial increase In evaluation
followed close on the decision, it was
said, as exhibs saw bolstered chances
to better their lot by grabbing off
improved product in a wideopen
market. Removal of industry regulations on clearance and run also
played its part in pushing values upwards- a^ exhibs' opportunity shaped
up of bidding their way to a more
favorable position.

.

25.

yesterday.

with attorneys for members of So
ciety of Independent Motion Picture
Producers to give outline of his in-

.

,

on the Indies

Hollywood, June

Loyd Wright met

.

Hollywood, June 25.
Film industry rallied around its
self-regulation system, and. found it
(Continued on page 62)
good, at' a' dinner meeting hosted, by
Louis B. Mayer and attended by 100
motion picture execs and producers.
With theatres already at inflated
Conclusion reached in the speeches
Anti-Trnst Verdict,
and the symposium which followed values along with all other realty,
was
that the Production Administra- climb, in asking price was generally
World-Wide Plans
tion Code was the industry's best regarded as backing previous pre-,
guarantee of a free screen, that reg- dictions that the court decree, if
Talked at Par Meet ulation within the iindustry was bet- sustained on appeal, would gun a
Potential influence of the recent ter than any form of outside censor- tremendous expansion" in theatre
construction. iEk)ual standing of new
anti-trust decision on production and ship.
Principal speakers at the unpre- houses with those once treated as
sale.s; together with possible form of
the resulting decree, were dikusscd cedented meeting called to examine old customers so far as product buys,
aspects of the self-censorship clearance and run are concerned,
last week at Paramounfs first 1946 all
(Continued on page 11)
ser\u-annual meeting in Hollywood. problem were Eric Johnston, Motion
In addition to studio expansion, Picture Assn. prexy; Joseph I. Breen,
Parites also discussed world-wide MPA veepee and Production Code'
administrator;
Donald
Nelson,
presiproducincluding
American
plans,
Producers Outside
tion in regard to foreign sales possi- dent of Society of Independent Mo'^
tion Picture Producers; I. E. Chadbilities, and current and future prodThe 'Big 8' Ponder
Independent Motion .Picture
uct. Tentative plans for erection of wick,
Mayer..
Producers
piexy,
and
were
subin
England
studio
by
Par
a
Decree Affects
Closed session was told by Johnmitted by David E. Rose, managing
director for Britain. Y. Frank Free- ston:
Position of non-major cpmpanies
man, v.p. over studio operations, is '"1 believe the people look upon such as Republic^ Monogram, PRC
returning to London shortly in con- the motion picture as something de- and. others of lesser note is- one of
nection with building of a plant signed not only for; entertainment wide open conjecture in face of the
possessed of tremendous decision in the U. S. anti-trust case
b.ut
as
tWcre.
Meantime, Par is planning studio power to educate for good or bad: barring the sale of. more than one
expansion on the Coast as soon as It's trite, but it's true. The motion picture at a time.,
postwar building restrictions are re- picture Ls the most powerful instruMany questions are posed. Among
(Continued on page 28)
laxed.
these are can it be a crime for Uni'
Barney Balaban, president of Par,
versal, for example, to market picwho headed the eastern contingent
tures, in blocks but not a crime for
^to Hollywood, returned to New York
outside producer-distributors such
yesterday (Tuesday), while others,
as Rep to 'do' so? Will the Governincluding Adolph Zukor, Charles
ment proceed against all other orINJUNCTION
Reagan, Leonard H. Goldenson and
ganizations so as to bring about uniDenial by U. S. district court of
Russell Holman, got in ahead. Curtis
formity once appeals have been deMitchell, publicity-advertising dircc- injunction against the Motion Picture cided, is anotliert Also,
how about
Assn. asked by Ho\yard Hughes will
tor, Is not due until today (Wednesreissue distributors- such as Astor and
be appealed. Office of the producer's
day).
Film Classics?
altorney, Charles G. Poletti, said
That non-major cpmpaines will
Monday (24) that as soon as formal
'

Better

By HEBB GOLDEN

which the Government

.

Hollywood, June

LKed Old System

Decree;

NIXES STIllLi
Speed

Call it a coincidence; but Metro
apparently anticipated the anlirtrust
decision in the method used in .selling its 16th block during May and
Company in most instances
June.
sold each picture to each theatre individually, thereby following the decision, which calls for the selling of
each picture singly on a competitive

:

j

Justice

Dept Asks Sen.

To

Stall

His Fihn

Bill

.

Washington, June

25.

.

Despite failure of the New York
to provide
divorcement in
the Big Five case, the Dep't of
Justice
has asked Senator William
bidding basis.
Langcr
not
(R..
N.
D.)
to introduce
Company also has two pictures in
his omnibus pix bill.
Langer anits 17th block that it's: selling separately.
Reason advanced for this, nounced some weeks ago he was
shaping
up
a
bill
which
would prohowever, is that the pix are supervide
divorcement
exhibition
from
of
productions which merit individual
Two films are "Green distribution. No block .booking, no
contracts.
blind
selling,
etc.,
measure was tu
Years"-and "Easy to Wed;" latter in
similar
be
Neely
tb the old
bill..
Tethnicoloi*.
Attorney General Clark recently
conferred with both Langcr and
U'S USUAL 50c
Rep. Neeiy to urge them not to rock
Univer.sal' maintained its annual the boat at this time. DJ feels that
$2 dividend on its common Inst week it can best get what it wants by
by" declaring the usual 50c quarterly carrying the New York decision up
to
the Supreme Court, whereas
divvy.
payable July 31 to slock- legislation would start an entirely
It is
new line of litigation.
Ivoldeis of record July 15,

DIWY

.

couirt

,

)

,
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PICTVRES

UWs Worldwide Distrib of 8 Rank
Absorbing M. E-L
Fix May Result
in

United World Pictures will handle t"
the world-wide dislribulioh of a
minimum of eight J. Arthur Rank

MPTOA'S

,

pictures in a deal which'

may

result

Special Session

to Review Trust Decision

Propmen Oust 8 Members
Hollywood, June

Us Upped Budgets for Its

2,5.

strike,

Propmen's Local 44 were expelled
from the union for refusal to cross

In

the picket lilies during the walkout.
Decision will be appealed by the
eight men, Irvih HenUchel, Eugene
Mailes, Jesse Sapp, Robert Ames,
Geqrge Stoica. Leo Lamb, Carl Gidlund and Ray Lora.

of

On

May Do Picture
Boxing's Queenst>erry

Biography of the Marque.ss of
Queensberry, patron of boxing, may
be among the productioris of new
firm formed by Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.
Johnv Harding, of London, aide
to the present Marquess, has beeil
discussing the property with the

ss

Special

of first-runs

in'

nearb> big'cities are

chumps, Al Sindlinger, director of
Audience Research Institute, told
New ierffey Allied Exhibs' conven-

He declared that
theatre.operators in towns of 10,00050,000 population, who break their
necks to get films before their bigtime neighbors, were sacrificing a
tremendous portion of their potential patronage.

tion here last week.

ARI surveys fhow, he

said,

that

penetration" in a small
as low as 20% of the
population when a picture opened
there -firEl while, after it played a
nearby big city, it sometimes got at
high as 70%. Inasmuch as b.o. varies
in direct proportion to "penetration,"
difference in potential take is obForeign Sales Reps
vious. Sindlinger admitted that some
customers were naturally lost by goAlso Attending
ipg into the city to see the picture
'first,
that number was many
15th Annual Con?, in N.Y. times but
compensated for, by the addiBecause many foreign sales reps, tional people who knew of the film,
incfuding a contingent from Latin- he said.

"audience

.

town was often

Practice
eliminates possibility^ ot
cancellations which the company is
out to avoid.

RKO's

America, will attend the 15th annual sales convention of RKO in
N. \., July 1-3, company will use
the grand ballroom at Waldorf -Ashotel

toria

for

There were

its

sales

Alec Moss Joms Hughes

As Head of Pub-Ad DepL

meetings.

Howard Hughes ProducNew York next Monday (1)

Joining

five regionals held last

year because of wartime restrictions. tions in
Foreign reps plus expanded sales as publicity-advertising-exploitation
of
RKO will require the director, Alec Moss will also serve

setup

room

larger

N. Peter

at the hotel.

Rathvon, RKO prexy, is coming on
from the Coast for the convention,

i

e^^'ecutive assistant to

Harry Gold,

general sales manager.

An

Capra-Wyler-Briskin-Stevens produ-

ace publicity-advertising man
responsible for many, of Paramount's
outstanding exploitation campaigns
including "Lost Weekend," Moss
stepped out of Par Friday (28)
national
as
exploitation
director.
He joined Par on sales
promotion in February, 1934. Pre
viously. Moss was in publicily-ad

cing organization. He already
N. Y. looking at plays, etc.

vertising for
Bros.

Ned

with

E.

Depinet, RKO executhe session to

veepee calling

tive

order.

Among

the independent producers,
release through RKO, to attend
be Samuel Briskin, veepee of
Liberty Films, Inc.
This is the

who
will

.

is

in

Production setup of the company
be stressed at the convention,
with prcxy Rathvon, how is in
charge of all production, to tell of
expansion at RKO's ranch in San
'Ferricndo valley, about 15 miles
will

from

the

Hollywood

Among improvements
now

home studio.
at thie ranch,

used by the company for nu-

merous

spectacular

pictures,
are
miles of street sets and permanent
sets placed ori concrete foundations.

Elaborate water sets, some of which
already have been used on"Spanish

Main" and "Sinbad the

Sailor,"
also are. included on this addition to
the Coast studio setup.

Despite building material shortages in the past year, the modernization program at the Coast studio
has gone forward in the last year,
the convention will be told;
This
includes a makeup department lab
with modern cutting rooms, etc.
.

RkO's

field staff of

flackmen, man-

aged by Terry Turner, will attend
the company's sales meet. Top officials of RKO Pathe, newsreel and
shorts, imit, will' also make an appearance.
Included 'among these
will
be Friederic Ullman, prexy;
Waltoq Ament, veepee; Jay Bonafleld, v.p. in charge of production;

and

J.

Le'Vien, a.«l,

news

editor.

Columbia and Warner

No

successor to Mqss at Par has
chosen pending return from
the Coast today
'Wednesday) of
Gurli.s
Mitchell, pUblicity-advertis
ing director.

been

Named Tech Super On
AH Selznick Pictures
Hollywood, June 25.
.lames Stewart fnot the actor) was
appointed technical supervisor on all
productions to be made by Vanguard
Films and Selznick-International.

G oetz

Selling

For

nick organization eight months ago
as sound director, Now he will have
authority over sound, music, laboratory and special, effects.

Fonda, Stewart in 'Miracle'
Hollywood, June 25.
Henry Fonda and James Stewart
Benedict BogeausBurgcss Meredith production, "A
Mii'acle Can Happen," to be screenplayed by Norman Reilly Haine and
John O'Hara.
Film will be released in 1947 by
United Artists as a two-and-a-half
hour roadshow.
,'

M-G Shorts in AD Keys
.

.

its

'

International
product
part ownership of United
not

U

Some 250 U sales reps on the first
day of the convention heard talks by
J^ Cheeyer Cowdih, t>oard chairman;
Nate J, Blumberg, prexy; William A.
Scully, sales chief and veepee; and
Joseph H. Seidelman, foreign dept.
Addresses by ..division sales
head.
heads highlighted yesterday's (25)
confabs.
Product and sales policy
announcement Is set for today (26)'
while a talk by Einfeld tops tomorprogram.
row's
Cowdin kcynoted bis addre.ss with,
plugs for both the indu.vtry and the
tConllnued on page 28)
.

.

'

guardian

mated

.

to be

Hart's age

actor's estate, esti-

more than
is

Booker's duties will include buttonholing all exhibs who visit the
exchange for sales- promotion gabs
on M-G's 5€ .short.s. Main aim w-ill
be to pad out playing time on the
brief ies with special concentration
on theatres operating on a single
feature policy.
With the company

$1,000,000,

v,ari6usly figured to
to 75 to

have been anywhere from
83.:

.'.
_

,.

In his prime Hart would rather
have bitten the dust himself than
ditch his gat for a guitar, like the
latter-day swooners of the saddlei.
At his peak be was paid $1,000 a day.
As an independent producer. Hart
made 27 picture.s for th« Famou^!
Players-Lasky Corp. at a total cost
of $4,50Q<000; and he received, a profit
of nearly 1<>0% jsn his investment.
Hart also achieved a considerable
reputation in legit for his parts in
"Ben-Hut," "The, Virginian" and
other plays, including several Shake,
spearian drama!!. He made his show
biz debut at' the People's theatre,
N. Y., on Jan. 21, 1889, in "Auster-

rule against selling a number of its
big pix as part ot a dual-bill,
booker's job \ytll be to cash in on
thesi situations by filling the hole

.

litz"

with Daniel Bandmann.

.

of shorts has' acted as a brake.
Should the plan go over, it is reliably learned, M-G production of
shorts will be guhned.
Company
recently turned down, an alternative
proposal to sell shorts as a package
deal for special kids' shows.
Costs on -shorts have zoomed to
ah aveirage of $50,000 per subject.
Rentals, on the other hand, have
shown no substantial increase in the
past few years.

Sub-

"The Merchant ofVcnicP." ''Othello."
and other classical pieces with R. D.
McLean and Marie Prescott. Afterwards,, he toured with Ada Rehan,
playing Shakespeare in "When Bess
Was Queen," and for some time
Dlaye'd' opposite Mme. Modjeska
"Camille," "Th'e New Magdalen,"
(Continued on page 61

m Dave

Own

^'rmadean Walters, actress, 20th.
Seymour Felix, dance dir., 20th,
Barbara Brown, actress, Warners.
Joey Ray, actor. Paramount.
William Kocnigi writer. S. Lesser.
Mavis Murray, actress, Pararnoiint.
Michael O'Shfeo. actor, Columbia,
Fred S. Meyer, renewed, 2nthrFox.
E. A.

Ellington, writer. Par.

b Piblic Domain
Hollywood, June

2.1.

Lloyd's $1,000,000 damage suit for
alleged copyright infringement on
the claim that Uoyd. made that mistake with his film "The Freshman".
Lloyd charges U with lifting material from "The Freshman" in producing itis own "Her Lucky Night".

U contends that public exhibitinn.s
prior to copyright made film available as source, material for anyone
who chose to take advantage of the
situation. Uoyd, according to the defendant, employed the preview device to nwJce changes in his' comic
gags before- general release. Plaintiff's
contract, at- that time vith
Pathe called for the delivery- of six
pix in. New York for copyright applications which the defendant maintains were made after the preview.^.

high-budget feature a year. Siegal tailed .the practice in an affidHvit
will continue to release through supporting U's argument. Pre.sent
custom of film companies is to affix
United Artists.
Siegal is currently considering a notice that an application for a
two stories as the basis for his first copyright Is pending, lawyers say.
This step avoids possibility of pix
iiidie .production to be released in
1947. First is a historical romance falling into the public domain, acauthored by Louise Muhlbach on cording to the legalites.
In reserving deci.sion. Judge WeinEmpress Josephine which is being
adapted by 'Larry Mint-.;. Second berger said he would rule on the
property .is an original by Ken question next Monday <l).
.

,

1

Murray

titled

"And

the

Band

Played On" which Siegal is skedding
as a vehicle for Jack Oakie, Marie
Wilson and Murray.
A former Cleveland

R. Sokplove. story- editor. Par,
writer, Par,

It

Elmer Pearson, currently connected with Bray Laboratoric.";, but
by Siegal, call for at the time of the previewj: veepee
permanent organization structure and general manager for Pathe,
with a production agenda of one which distribjjted Lloyd's pix de-

Chairman of the new committee is
Byron Price, veepee of MPA, Announcement is that "the handling of

Stanley Garvey, writer. Par.
Tom Conway, actor, Eagle-Lion.
J. Grcenhaigh, rcn"d, Pine-Thomas.
Betty Hill, actre.s!!, RKO.

Pit

Question ot whether an advertised
theatre preview, open to the public,
of an uncopyrighted picture puts the
film in the pubUc domain was posed

a

entire, responsibility for studio labor
relations,
was appointed by Eric
Johnston, president of the Motion
Picture Assn. with the idea of bringing about complete unity between
film groups on the eastern and western coasts.

Hollywood, June 25.
Diana Lynn, renewed, Pararhounf.
Mona Barrie, reii'd, Pine-Thomas.

That Uojd Preyiewed

prints, as outlined

Hollywood. June 25.
Ten-mf.n committee, charged with

Studio Contracts

Pic Unit

Dave W. Siegal, co-producer with
Charles R. Rogers of "Angel on My
Shoulder," is stepping out as an indie, film producer after release of
the above feature next fall. Blue-

SET UP BY JOHNSTON

Izbor relations will continue to
be the responsibility of the labor
committee."

Siegal Another

Planning

10-MAN LABOR GROUP

all

U'sNoyel Defense: Pic

with shorts.
yesterday to F^eral Judge Jacob
Understood that M-G officials are Weinberger for answer. Novel legal
anxious to step up production of puzzler was raised on an application
briefies but that doldrum in sales of
Harold
Universal to dismiss

sequently,
he appeared In "The
Gladiator," "Antony and Cleopatra,"

Frank Cleaver,

will co-star in the

the

indie unit<!.
also has a stake in .Spit'/.-

s

'

World pictures, but these arc

In the first move by a major company to beat the red-Ink of rising
costs for shorts to stationary sales,
William F. Rodgers, Metro head,
has ordered the assignment of a top
yet to attain an equal b.o. calibre.
booker in each of the company's 31
At the bedside was Hart's son, exchanges to the full-time Job of
William. Jrl, who last week appoint- pushing short subjects' sales. Plan,
of
co-guardian
the
courts
as
.ed by
already initiated .in Philadelphia
the actor together with G, H. Frost, and Boston, is; aimed at sparking
an old frieiid of the family. They bookings past the current point in
had brought charges that the actor which M-G just about breaks even.
was being improperly treated and Newly inaugurated system, if sucwas incapable of managing bis own cessful, will alsA'be applied to newsaffairs.
Frost was appointed sole reel bookings, it is imderstood.
of the

RKO

Stew.nrt. who worked for
for 15 year!!, moved into the Selz-

from

releases.

How

.

1946-47 selling

five

and Mark Hellinger

Company

Rodgers Orders

through

,.

Atlantic City, June 25.
Smalltown exhibs who gloat whea
they're able to date pictures ahead

its

Loew-'Einfeld Enterprise unit, at its
four-day ptional sales meet which
openiHl Monday (24) at the Waldorf-

ball,

Bill

.

for U. S. distribution by it,
while CFD and E-L would divide
the balance,
Meanwhile UWP's overall U. S.
sales, policy under William Heineman, sales head, began taking shape.
Company which plans to' hit the theatres with its first film around
Christmas week currently favors the
use ot a sliding scale percentage
rental policy in mp£t situations, it
Question nJsed by
was learned.
the aifti-trust decision whether sliding scale rentals are feasible if auction, block selling is enforced is under study by company legalites.
All UWP pix will be tradeshovvn
to exhibs before contracts are inked.

Including

season,

through United. World Pictures. 52-pic program. Company will proFairbanks firm will make pictures duce 28 Alms on Its own while two
apiece will be lensed by tjie Walter
both in Hollywood and London.
Wanger,' Bruce Manning-Jack Skir-

,

marked

biterprise

of 39 pictures for

Astoria hotel (N. Y.). Slash in number of planned pix from la.st season's
52 indicated a long step forward in
U's aim to break into the Big Five
actor.
Initial schedule for the new category.
Hiked 'cost- per picture
company calls for three 'films during also keys a move by U to pull out of
the first year,' with Fairbanks ap- heavy production of Bs and "into th'e
pearing In two.
AO bracketed field.
Fairbanks' ouflt will be a unit of
Boost in budget Is $8,000,000 over
infernalional Pictures, which is tied
'451-46 outlay Of $22,000,000 for its
in with the J. Arthiir Rank interests

Wm.4 Hart Dies

•

From

Plus 5

iDoug, Jr.,

British

the

\%A1,

Universal will announce a lineup

Motion Picture Theater Owners of
board will mull
Eagle-Lion company by UWP: Eight America executive
pix which UWP will definitely dis- problems cropping from the antiIribule overseas are those which the trust suit decision at a special meet
company will cull from Hank's prod-' in New York today (26). A special
Plan which rush confab was called last week by
uct for U. S. release.
will launch UWP into distribution Fred C. Wchrenberg, MPTOA prez,
both in the United Kingdom and to .-iel a policy on the decree which
elsewhere calls for the formation of is headed for court action in the
British and Canadian subsidiaries of near future.
To millions' of boys of a past genthe company.
EITccis of the decree and course ol
Understood that should E-L be ab- action will be argued out. Board is eration, William S. Hart represented
sorbed by UWP, Rank's product expected to mull whcither the thea- the epitome of what they imagined
would be divided between the lat- tre group can legally intervene in they themselves would like to have
been when they reached manhood.
ter company and General Film Disthe action to present, its own protributors, currently Rank's chief re- posals. Naming of a committee to Hart, who died Monday (24) in a
E-L, at
Los Angeles hospital after a long
leasing unit for EAgland.
confer with major companies on lor
present, distributes some of Rank's cal checkers and checking methods illness, represented to them the supix in England ai;d most of it in is likefly during the meet, it. was re- preme symbol of law and order. He
was the stern-vlsaged hero of countother parts of the globe exclusive of ported.
less numbers of silent westerns.
the U, S. Merger move, if effected,'
would be put int£ operation in lat(
It was always a question, through
October or early November.
the silent pix era, as lowho enjoyed
Three-way split -of Rank product in
Smalltown Exhibs
the greatest, popularity among the
Britain and elsewhere outside the
western stars. Hart or 'Tom Mix, who
U. S. Ls reported to be the- alternapreceded Hart in death by a few
Benefit Via 'Andience
tive under consideration. Should abyears. Both made fortunes from the
sorption plan (be :dropped, UWP
Penetration' Told by ARI silents and probably no western actwould handle the eight films earors, including the present crop, have
absorption

the

in

34 Fihns

of last year's long
members of
eight

As an aftermath
studio

Siegal's

flyer

attorney.
showbusine.ss
through
accidental
into

U. and Enterprise Execs

Back West After Cony.

came about
Windup of Univer.sal's n.-itional
meeting with Ken Murray five years sales meet in New 'York tomorrow
ago. With a joint investment of $12,- (Thursday) will signal return of U
000, the pair launched
the Coa.<!t studio execs and others here to atlegit
revue,
"BlackouU."
which tend the tour-day confabs. Charles
started its fifth year Monday (24) Einfeld, prez of Enterprise Producwith a total gross to date exceedine tions and A, Pam Blume'nthal, Enterprise veepee and financial consult$2,000,000.
ant, take Oil for the Coast via Constellation following Einfeld's con'MEWS' TOPS NAMED
vention address Thursday.
Hollywood, June 25.
John Joseph; national head of pubTop roles in "Brittania Mews" at
licity-advertising, and Edward Muhl,
20th-Fox go to Gene Tierney and
st'jdio
Friday
Rex Harrison. Picture will be based (28). legal chief, head west
Nate Blumberg, company
on a Book-of-the-Month Club novel
prexy, will stay here another week
authored by Mai'gcry Sharp.
before leaving for Hollywood. CMIT
Harrison recently completed his Work, studio
head, compelled to
fir.st American
picture. "Antin and stand by because of AFL jurisdicthe King of Siam:" William Perl- tional strife on the Coast, did nut
bcrg will produce "Brittania."
rnake the trip cast.
-

.

\
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TO MAKE THE

"IT IS IMPOSSIBLE

TOO LOUD OR TOO LAUDATORY!"
—
Boxoffice

to every moviegoer... It should be

44 Will appeal

made

— Showmen

s

a *must'."

Trade Review

]

*

66

A

thing of power and beauty ... deftly filmed by Wallis

ideal

producer

66 A grown-up

for this

. . .

splendid attraction."—

job of picture making-.

.

.

merit

Its

of

high grosses

.

A

the

is

^

undeniable."
P, Daily

notable example of bringing a

stage play to the screen."— D^z/'/^

66 The most honest and

. .

Reporter

-M,
66 Assured

.

-

'

Variety

fearless picture that

Hollywood has yet

I
'

dared to present

.

.

.

Presented with the freshness of today's

headlines ... Should play to

full

houses in the top theatres

of the country J'— Independent

66 Leaves

little

to be desired .... Superbly

produced by Wallis."

— Film Daily

.^

1
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9

10
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PICTURES
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W««lnesil»y,

Miniature Reyiews

11

New N. ¥. City Theatre Code, Due This

"Her AdVenturoDs Nlfht" (U).
Well-handled light comedy for
the duals.
role in British films. She wins
-idveniiirons Night stellar.
Urunt sympathy in this part, acquitting herMulshnll
0'

iii^r

ri-kii-ii

1

Ciiiivif*.'

also

ijroiiy

Walker,

llflfii

The

self well.

KCHiiMP!;

viiiiluiiloii.

liKiai
,.r-

a

.is

Anton Marek

Lt.

first

'

for

starrer,

role

"A Boy, A

and

A Dor"

(FC). Minor quickie piece

May Be Model

Fall,

strict-

ly for the kid trade.

Albert

"Beware

OilKJ"hi> llnwlliii'iiTiv NViiinri: cillloi-. iMliM>l:i ,
Tl p,':uiilr/i, i:inc«l Mllli'l-.
"uiinliiB
June i«.
V
N
III

ll.MHli-<

Girl,

PUy"

of

I

of major corhpanie.";,
several company heads,
have been in huddles with N, Y; City

Hypo

1-.;

Metro Atom Pic

.

License
Comthissioner
Benjamin
Fielding in the past few weeks on
the new city theatre code currently
being drafted. Confabs were engineered to Iron out a number of pu-

•

Ready

July 20

SA?';

$150 More

.

\

•

.

l

dJr

ill

r:iriH.

SO .MIN.S.

llnir,

lliiiinliii:

Thcspic burden in the film alter-

and

Walker

Miss

between

nale<

This supposedly authentic story' of
with the French maquis under

along with the moppet. This
nice work division is made possible
by some flashback sequences which
gives the older folks a chance to be
by themselves. Chief support is by
Fuz/.y Kniaht with a few comedy
touches, wlille other assignmcntis are
bandied with varied degrees of capability by Charles Judels and Tom
Jose.
Powers.

O

life

Keefe',

A Boy, A

German, OA-cuoalion looks like a
quickie and oftcrs little for American audiences. Locally it rates only
nabe houses, with best chances in
spots where the maquis were active.
.

of \V. R, Ki'.inlc priiShtiryii
lltiiiiei-,
M^rri'ii. H-iii-y D.iveniMiri. l.,lonel s.lHiiiipr,
8cr«cn|iliiy.
Kline.
liy
Mi-il'dl
him:li-il
I'link. Iivliiic l'"lr»niiin fioni oiIkM.iiii.'ii'>>
!»'

i.riiiNilil

OniiKii'a.

Kilwiinl

liml

'ill

^

*;riniii)«.

jiiiw
•Mr. Sioiie

KimiiM

Mi.<.

Mr.

Hownrit JohtiHiin
Jolin Vi>»|i(r
.Niint-y .livtins

H:iiiillli»i
Iliiiiiilton;

Mr.<.

This 1.5 a synthetic little quickie,
for adolescents, otherwise nothing
but a dual llUer. Production values
are glaringly' of the basement bargain variety with story, script and
dncclion equally shoddy. Performances don't offer much of a lift,
cither, while the (ihotography bathes
the whole affair in one dark shadow.
'
Syrupy yarn centers around a stray
pooch and its adoption by two tots.
Being wartime, the kids volunteer
the dog for Ihe army's canine branch,
wheri> aflcr a dilTicuU time in trainin(!.
the pooch practically siriglcfooted wins the war against the Nips.
The batll scenes are processed out
.r some
«
of
old newsreel clips and some
inept studio shots. Decibel rating of
the sound track is. deafening with
every rifle report sounding like an
atomic explosion.

r;iri».

li:ineil

r'lirlsli;in

JtuitiiiiiK

liine.

]*hlllp|ie.

.M;^-eno.

.le:lil

m-rcer^phiy

tin

of
li>v

l*'enlller;*:

Cfnml

S\lvle:

liy

D(i.<ilolev>iky*ii

reviewed
M1N.S.

.\l.1l:is;

10.1

interest

in

the

performance. She is well supported by Lucicii Cpedel as a realisline

tic flour merchant, and Gerard Philippe in the title role. Nathalie Nattier is the jiylous girl, but Margue-

rite Moreno's excellent thesping has
not been properly exploited for comMaxi.
edy relief.

Beware
.

.

.

Bl»r«

release

was

the basis of initial predictions

of a building

boom.

Incident which occurred
i

|

l.llll

12;
l-'ilin.

I'aliiiei-.

Klvey.

,u,v,i

•

.

Itulph

J;"ionel i-ranz

Halwni li'
"=['""'"" Hercneit.

»"'

week

illustrated the legaliles' surprise

the swiftness of

Timiniin

..John Kolew

Ward

.... .Dnvld
l'"'"' DawBon

Government

SANITATION CHECKUP

ON 500 NYC. THEATRES

|

by use of a shadowed image.
Hal Wallis,' who turned over his

hot

,

DJ on procedure
the

decree.

for submission

to the a-bomb story via a
merger with. Metro on the picture,

rights

of

Marx

He

said.

all along the line,
denied, however, that

Jerome Beatty, who had been working on Wallis" script, would get
credit for the Metro picture. Bob
Considine

Marx

!

!)Hlin.

Kiliin,......,

,.

.

.

.

.

.

.OeolTrey Parker
.....Peler folea

did

the

original

story,

WB BECOMES 7TH MAJOR

In an accompanying letter addressed to the court, Wright asked
the judges to set Jan. I, 1947, as the
deadline for the majors to adjust

has

appeal,

is

sought.

To avoid
Government

ttie

pitfalls

TO JOIN CONFIDENTIAL
Warner

Bros...

maintained

system,'

which
its

for

years

own checking

becomes the seventh major

to swing over to Confidential Reports, Inc., non-profit organization
formed last year by five major com-

panies
basis.

^'"^

r?-^''^/
ot

calr

'

on

an

equal' participation
After, the start iOth-Fox

came in.
There now remains only one

Mrt
self

unfolded in form of flash-

r,'^'}*'
ill

To

Both Columbia and Universal will
sugprobably turn down the
gestion that the majors consent to
a ne\y arbitration system to hear
disputes arising from the decree im
jiosed distribution methods, it de
velopcd at the confabs ot industry
legalities. Neither Col. or U are part
ot the current arbitration .setup
w'hich the Big Five agreed to in
signing the consent decree.
<;oiirt's

lieutenant citing his own
soldier who finds him

luandary. At times it
hall,
"'T''^''
,i>e.<:<)mes ponderousi but
iho whole
?
on the
it is actlbnful,
Kekesfala. the
Dara v,«'i,'u^^'"^
baroness, is played by Li Hi
PalfJ^r'^
''aimer,
now m Hollywood, her first

.

.

'

Maybe

Know

PMo

Whm

Vance Will

Due

Credit's
said company was led
Running controversy between the
by reader surveys that
(-0% more men and Screen Writers' Guild and news100% more women read comics than paper critics over what the Guild
the banner story on page one of the claims is failure of the newspaper

into the field
showed that

Research also reaverage paper.
vealed that 78% of all women and
82% of all men read comics regularly,

as

under

19.

well

95%

as

of

all

kids

reviewers
credit
course)

knows

what credit should
in a film's final entity.

whom
Pix-Radio Techniqae

For PAC's Yote-Getting
Washington, June
Instruction

in

the role of

2.S.

fllmii.

four-day school

action

techniques

tional

Citizens'

Committee

opens

In.

the

critic

SWG

current

would have

monthly,

to sit in

on

"a

stoiry

Na-

could he be anywhere near sure he
was. on^ firm ground."

political

in

which

the

Political
the
at

to

"In order to write a minutely fair
piece of criticism, from the "standpoint of this credit business," says
the Trib's 'Hollywood correspondent

Action
Willard

be an important feature

will

of the

of

who

go

conferences and watch every step of
the picture's evolution,
including
front-office huddles; and not even
then without ' the aid of numerous
and strategically-placed dictaphones

radio and music in getting out the
vote

to
give credit where
due (to the writers, of
brings forth a query this

Is

week from Thornton Delehanty.
the N. Y. Herald Tribune, as to

dis-

it alone, Metro, which,
Warners, has done its own
checking through' the years.

like

inspection

RKO

tributor to go

which the

.

'.s

haoir**/^

'

Sure

England, this has pos^' esP«='a"y in view

Number of violations in first week's
of some 80' houses ran
high. License Dept. disclosed.
No
court action against violators is. conHeavy play on comic section ad- templated by- Fielding without first
vertising is planned by RKO during calling the exhib on the carpet and
the coming year. Success of campaign issuing a preliminary warning to
on "Spanish Main" is sending
compl:( with sanitary regulations.
into the comics on "Badman's Ter- All houses are in for an o.o., it was
ritory."
"Sinbad the Sailor" and stated.
whatever other product lends itself
to this type advertising, according
Bamberger

assistant attorney general
Robert L. Wright" to ask for a meeting, Wright told Caskey it would not
be necessary "becau.se the decree
was already in the mail,"

their sales policy to the new systerh.
While a slay on appieal would likely
slow down the adjustment period,
the Government indicated that it
would seek to break legal speed records by asking for a priority position
on the Supreme Court calendar. Immediate restraint of theatre expansion by the defendants, regardless of

taken under the applicable ordnance
in the past 30 years.

RKO Wni SEU ITS PK
MOYE YIA COMIC ADS

and the screenplay was to Leon BL-inberger,. sales promotion
by
Commander Frank chief.

special

.

iragic suicide
of the baroness.

months.

said,

scripted

When Caskey phoned Wead.

in
the Menjou, Britton Set
experienced
Schine case, the D J presented its
Star in 2 for Col.
.Krederkk Wcndhauaen decree without preliminary arguHollywood, June 25.
ments. Defendants on their part unColumbia signed Adolphe Menjou
Gripping story of a crippled barder court procedure now have 10
and Barbara Britton to star in two
?"fs? who falls In love with goodJooking lieutenant only to learn that days in wliich to attack the pro- films.
submit their own
'=*'?3'»nt attentions are purely posed decree or
Menjou draws the top role in "Mr.
DJ, apparently, is
sympathetic. Rumored engagement version of it.
District Attorney." and Miss BritOf couple which is
strenuously de- seeking to hurdje a delay of many
nied by the lieutenant
when Uxed months which followed the Schine ton in "The Return of Monte. Ci'isto."
oy his .army
comrades results in case ruling.
.

rln J; Y?'".'!"'"<^un\
terdlnand

fire

",

on has cooperated

action,

i„ a windup of a series of lawyer
huddles, John F. Caskey, attorney
repping 20th -Fox, was named to
.,
.
r
-.u .u
^'ead a committee to confer with the
.

I

';"

fiuiii

la.st

I

Cedric
Jrnrdwiike.
Albert Llaveh. DIreclert by
i^'reenplay by W. T*. l.lpHby Siefan Zwelij; dlnloKiie
uy MiMlielh Harnn. -MarguTrKe Sieen: loniei:i. Derick
Wlllliimii.
At LelcSBler Snuaie
lliemre. London, nunning lime. 105 MINS.
F»mnn(, de Kekeafalvn.
.Mill Puliner
Luni. Anion M»rek.
Albert I.leven
uoilor Albert fonrtor.,.. 00110 Hardwi.ke
Mira Condor..
Oladys 'Cooper
lI'ina^Domiiiiskv.
.Linden Triivern
Baron ilg KekeHralvn
Wrnefli TheHli^er
... ^Enirya Jnnen
J"!"- •'""I Molnar. ..
NIvnk...
Gerard ivempi
lierarii
Kemiilnskl
ilJ.
awjor
Sanijiil- Rnllnkay
»''

(ninb

cover

.

probably not be selected until just
before the picture winds up. Marx
said.. He added, however, that FDR
would be depicted via closeup and

Theatre Values
Contlnutd from page i g

—

•! Pity

London, June
of Two CUlea

In the

was learned.

.

ised

The two youngsters, Jerry Hunter
and Shaiyn MofTelt, have natural- appeal but too often are pushed into
that altcctcd precocity supposed lo
pjss for cutcness. Grit-voiced Lionel
Slander walks through his part as
an Army sergeant without too much
effort as does Harry Davenport in
role of the boy's grandfather.

ha«le-I.liin

Seven.main 'subjects'
code when in

will, be treated
final form, it
Body of rules will
precautions, health standards, methods of advertising, superThe machines in fancy colors vision of personnel, sanitary condidepicted in. the film, giving them a
description
its rather than the conventional black tions and fire precautions in projecblow-by-blow
of
progress.
Those living people de- are a postwar development: They tion booths, children's admissions,
picted in the film who are in the vi- got more attention than practically and special children's programs.
cinity of the studio have been in- any. other gadget at the theatre
Regulations on projection t>ooths
vited onto the sound stages to watch equipment show staged in connec- are initiated, at least in part, by reproduction and be introduced to the tion with the Allied convention here quest of the projectionists' union.
last week. Jack Lindsley, of Sim- Code will codify existing 'fire preactors who portray them.
No question of censorship is in- plex, which is offering the machines caution and health strictures and
in six shades, had a swift explana- embody them for easy, reference.
volved ip the. picture, Marx said.
tion of why his outfit was putting Easing of current restrictions oh
Arrriy i^ furnishing utmost cooperathem out in colors:
children's attendance at theatres will
tion and has provided much invalu"Because we discpvered that ex- be put in operation to encourage
able and hitherto top secret info, as
well as B-29s'ahd other equipment hibitors would pay $150 extra for special programs for the moppets.
necessary to provide authenticity. them that way."
/-.
Dressing up of the machines was
Marx expressed confidence that
many of the top scientists who had the only postwar development to be
worked on the arbomb's development seen. Basic, mechanism invented
would see the picture before its re- years ago ^yas so close to perfeciion
lease date and declared that he no amount of research has been able
would try to incorporate into the to improve it much. Number of miDrive to check on sanitary cohdifilm any further suggestions they nor gadgets developed over the years tions in the approximately 500 the
have been added as acces:!ories to
made.
give some of the older models a atres in the metropolitan area has
Time lag between the end ot the
Rube Goldberg effect. New postwar been launched by the N. Y. City
shooting schedule and the film's remodels are incorporating these gim- Health Dept. Move wais lijitiated last
lease will be given over to dubbing,
cracks into the basis design, but week on request of
Incense Comediting, etc. Marx said he's experithat's the only change. Prices ot the
.j.
encing plenty of trouble with sound
machines run around $3,000. The five ""issioner Benjamin Fielding who
effects for the film, which will have
major companies iri'-rthe field have wte<l under a citj?' ordnance which
to be Ironed out.
suffered same delays as auto inanu- gives him the ri^bt to tag the Health
Cast has been completed, with the ftcturers and' other industries, with
Dept. for the job. Campaign Jo clean
exception of the actor to portray result that delivery isn't being promup the theatres .is the first to be
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Latter will
for three

.
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release
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i^iiiix
r'tipili-l.
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novel, set in the period of Russia before the Soviets, makes it good reading but the screen adaptation boils
down to a long, and sombre stox-y.
Its American potentialities will lean
lo arty spols. 'Technically the picture
Edis way above the local average.
wigc Feuillere, in the role o£ the
well-meaning bad woman, gives a

".m.

.Mini-

Kip
Hill!

III

Kline:
Murguerilt-

ailiilUCil :l>y

editor.

Nliilier,

novel:

nronlflyn Pnriiiuounl, final,
Itininlne lline, 51 MINS,
....lerry llunier
.Slinryn Muff el i
Hurry Davenlinrt
..k
.Lionel Sl;iniler

Al
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AUK.*
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lleor^ex

and A Dog

«arl,

(KHKNCII).

"I.'ldlol"
.S;irliu-

points

The code, claimed to be the fi^rst
comprehensive system of regulations
lor theatres in aiiy U. S. city, will
embody all provisos now scattered
in the city ordinance statiitc books,
it was said.
Move is also on foot,
it is understood, for it^ adoption by
a numl>er of other cities which have
quizzed the comish on its provisions.

Your

New

cdntfoversial

tehtially

cluding proposed regulations on advertising methods. Adoption of the
new code, probably in the fall, with
the consent of liU branches of the
industry, is predicted by dept. officials as a result' of the successful
windup to the talks.

•

ll

officials

including

,

'.*
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Keys

for Other

Top

(Eagle).

Lievan: He turns in a sensitive perHardwicke, Lilli Palmer. Gladys
formance.
Yeira-EDen's 20th
Cooper, in British pic possible
Cedric
Hardwicke and Gliulys
',1
U. S. bet.
Hollywood, June 25.
Cooper^ who were brought over from
MINS
M
tillf*.
DPiiiils O'Ki'ei'
Twentieth-Fox added $100,000 to
Hollywood to portray Doctor Albert
Kill.
Hilcii Wiilki'r
its
budget oh "Carni-val in Costa
...TuHi Vowri'H Condor and his wife Klara, prove efRica," for an extra musical number
Fuz/.y Kniulit fective; Latter, who poirtrays a blind
Juilflc
Chn'rlcs
woman, i.s very good. Emotional
featuring
Vera-EUen, dancer on
jyi.p
HCilti'H
.Sl-IPllJ.scene between her and the lieutenant
.liiiii'
l.oanotit from Sarnuel Goldwyn.
Bcnnli- Hiiiil'-u
H.ini
is one of highlights of the picture.
.SMIT...... MllliUl
'Youngster will be borrowed again
npUy Cuiiii<8i»n SiippOi'tiiig cast, with few exceptions,
for a .top role in "Christmas' in
>li.-."
is well eho.'^en,
with Gerard KemHavana," written especially for her
shapes pinski; as Mi/yor Jan Nivak, rating
Her Adventurous Night"
on the Fox lot.
blend of special mention.
as :i \\-;-ll-constructed
III)
for the dualer.s.
Screenplay, adapted by W. P. LipsShooting on "Beginning Or the
action and humor,
been di- comb from Stcpban Zweig's best
Miirlesllv budseted item has
End," Metro -feature on the developnice light touch to take seller of same title, is expertly done,
f^." fd wiih a
bbiiib,
ment of the atom
is expected
'Has
ProjectioD
xjf the standard
while Derek Williams' lensing is
the com '"'I "t n^ost
to be wrapped up about July 20th,
situations. commendable.
Rege.
and somclimcs implausible
with the film slated for release in
Beckett,
Machine Got
If
SlDiy crnli;r.s about Scotty
the early fall, according to produ14-year-old son
a hvoer-imauinative
Walker.
cer Sam Marx. In N. \.. over the
of D i)nis O Kec-re and Helen
So, It Costs
Foreign Films
proweekend fqr huddles with the h.o.
"vlio.si-.ilighl.viiTlo improbability
the
for
Atlantic
City,
Jujie
25..
shenanigans
Marx left for Chicago yestierday
( Uii lifceli/ /or ATifllo- U S. Hlorket)
vide the kry
"I live with my projection ma^
Having been found with a pis(Tue.s.) morning and is due back, on
film
in school, he inchines more than I do with my wife.tol in iiis po-ssession
the Coast Friday (28).
I.n I.llMTle" (FRKNCII).
Eelnlr
pnnveiiN a ;:lory incriminating the
they
pretty?"
That
Why
shouldn't
be
re)i';i^i' of ,MiMroi)iifla J-'ilniH prtiilucProducer has been commuting
the peda- JoijinHl
ioai which not only lands
iiiin: (lli>-rii'ii by Jeir Muhhi*; fentureii Uny-'
was one exhib's explanation last
but jugs his parents as iiiiinil JliissitM-e.*!. .liMii ]>:i'rr-:»nie. Jeiinne regularly between his. studio .and
lidi! in jail,
week of why he jilunked down an
He ijets them all out of the .Miihet, t'li:>rli>.s .Mmiliii, .S:inta-Uelll, Jenn Washington to maintaiii as«lose liaiwt^l
proCljuliir.
extra
for
something
in
pent.
$150
new
.I»ieri-e
HlDRel: SUiry by
scrape by solving a 15-ycar-old mur- IN.Mre |.„r.'..*i ;iii,l I'lerre <'nrr,^l: revlewcU son as possible with the Government
jectors— pastel-painted jobs.
mystery.
brass, scientists and Army officers
l>y

i.-'il

,

As to the familiar comment ot
anent the Work of certain directors, such .as "the Lubitsch (or
Hitchcoctc) touch," Delei)anty suggests that "the critic, if he is caniiy,
In
film critic, and Perry will stick to generalizations."
McManus,
Miller, founder of the labor-minded some cases,'> it's easy to tell who p^t^
in what, he says, but in certain cotti-"Stage for Action."
bos of writer and director, Us just
Another Rinty Pic
Instructions on political use of the
impossible,
airways will feature discussions on
Hollywood, June 25.
"I am sure," Delehanty adds, "ona
Rin Tin Tin III, direct descendant how to get. time .on the air and
in could Arid instances where an elecof the original Rin, will star in most effective uses or radio time
Allen
Sayr trician or a sound man or a ward"they Made Me a Killer," to be political campaigns.
robe mistress or the star's valet Jias
produced by George J. Schaefer in lor. radio director for the CIO's
Automobile Workers: Bob made a definite and .enviable conaissbciation with William Stephens, United
tribution to the effect, verbal, or
Heller, N. Y. CBS man; and Low
starting in July.
direct
the visual, for which someone else got
GurreiUly Schaefer is in New York Frank of PAC .will
the recognition,"
sessions.
outlet
release
negotiate
a
lo
hotel here Wednesday

(26).

Film session will be held Thursday (27) -with following panel of

-

men

critics

the role of instructors:
Pare Lorentz, Tom Brandon. John T.
pic

in

PM

.
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On July 25th New York wiLLSiETWi^T
y/THE N0.1 MUSICAL OFOUR DAY IS

CaryGranTand Alexis
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LA. Spotty But 'Groomed Bride' Nice
4IG,2Spots.Diary'3IG,4;'Janie'
35G, 'Hofiday' 26G, Both in
Los Angules, June

*

25.

spotty here with the
lotnl outlook not too bright despite
some individual theatres: coming
Bi/.

is

M

3,

Ups 'Holiday/

Estimates for This

Broadway Grosses

"VfelX
style.
okay
in
is sighting an excellent $47,000 in two houses. "Diary
of a Ghambermaid" looks good $37,000 or a bit belter in four spots.

Groomed Bride"

" Century

Estimated Total Gross
..$651,000
This Week
(Based on 17 theotres)
Total Gross Same Week
.. .,..$574,500
Last Tear

"Janie Gets Married" looks slow
while
theatres
three
in
$35,000
'•Walls
and
Holiday",
••Perilous
Comes Tumbling Down" shapes foe a
dull $26,000 for three spots. The addition of Louis-Conn fight shot to

(Based, on 15

at

'Green Years' Big

.

(FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—
"Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G)

St. Loilis, June 25.
solo, "The Green-

Years''
easily spread-eagling the local
field for a sock- session at Loew's.
•'Blue Dahlia" and "Hot Cargo" is
next best at the bigger Fox. Heat
spell has broken and customers are
flocking back to picture houses..
Estimates for This Week

Loew's :(Loew) (3,172;
"Green Years" (M-G). Sock

(3d wk). Finals at $4,000. Last week;
nifty $5,700.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumenfeld-G&S) (824; 65-$l)— "Diary of

Last week, "Gllda" (Col)
big $17,500.

$30,000.

(2d wk),

(Schanberger)

Keith's

'

Louis-Coim Short Lifts

here.

Four SUr (UA-WC) (900; 50-85)—
"Cluny Brown" (20th). Strong $6,COO.
Last week, "Somewhere in
Night" ,(20th) and"EfIingham's Raid"
(20th) (m.o.), fair $3,800.

Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$l )—'"Perilous Holiday" (Col) and "Walls Come
Fair $6,000.
Liust week, "Renegades" (Col) and
"Talk About Lady^' (Col) (2d wk),
(Col).

$2,800.

Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) 1056;
50-$l)— '•Diary Chambermaid" (UA).
Good $8,000 or near. Last week,
"Outlaw" (UA) (llth wk), went out
with neat $3,100.
Ilcllywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Janle Gets Married'' (WB). Thin
Last week, "No time Comedy" (WB) and "City Conquest"
$11,000.

(WB)

okc $11,200.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (475; 65-85)—"Diary Chambermaid'; (UA). Nice $6,000,. Last week,
"Outlaw" (UA) (llth wk), forte
(reissues),

$2,700.

Loew's SUte (Loew-WC) (2,404;
50-$l)^"Clunv Brown" (20th) (2d
wk). Fair $1,5,500. Last week, way
slow $22,700.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
B0-$1)— "Tivo Sisters" (M-G) (3d
wk). Closes at $14,000. Last week,
oke $19,400.
cIT at
°

Milllcn Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 5585) "Strange Impcr.sonation" (Rcb)
with Slim Gaillard Trio, Red' Nich>ols' Five Pennies, Milton Oe Lugg,

—

(Rep) with Ink Spots, Eddie Vinson
orch on stage, bpffola $44,700.
Orpheura (D'tbwn-WC) (2,210; 55-

—"Badman's

(RKO)

Territory"

(2d wk). Good $17,000. Last week,
fancy $25,000.
Pantagcs (Pan) (2.812; 50-$!)—
"Without Reservations" (RKO) (2d
wk) and Louis-Conn fight short.
Hefty $22,000. Last week, with 'IMan
Who Dared" (Col) supporting, goo<l
$23,500.

Faramonnt (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)—
"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
"Hot Cargo" (Par). Strong $30,000.
Last wcek,"0. S. S." (Par) (2d wk).
fair $16,800.

,

.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,451; 50-$l)— "Well Groomed Bride"
(Par). Big $17,000 or over. Last
week, "0. S. S." (Par) (2d wk). okay
$11,000.

RKO

(2d

(RKO)

Hlllstr^ei

80)— "Without

$23,000.

Last

"Mun Who Dared"
good

(2,890;

Reservations"

wk) and Louis-Conn

Bright

50-

(RKO)

fight short:

week,

with

(Col) supporting,

60)— VLovcr Come Back"

(FWC)

(1,370;

20-

(2,460;

(U).

More Tomorrow"

(WB).

Last week, second of "Bride

$16,000.

Wore BooU"

(Par), fair $9,200.

(Loew's-UA)

Valencia

,

20-

(1,860;

$4,000

after a good $5,300

on pre-

vious round.

L'yille

Too Hot

'Heartbeat:
Product
is

i?

$50,000,

Leads Hub

Boston, June 25..
Mildish weather and new fare is
keeping biz at good levels. "Green
Years" is going hefty at State and

"Her, Kind of
passable in two theatres.
Estimates tor This

Woman"

Orpheuiri.

is

Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)^
'Dark Corners" (20th) plus LouisConn short, with John Kirby orch,
Eileen Barton, others, on stage. Good
Last week, "She Wrote
$34,000.
Book" (U), with Guy Lombardo orch,
others, on stage, $36,000.
(M-P) (1,200; $2.40)—
Esqalre
Henry V" (UA) (12th wk). Steady
$9,000. Last week, big $9,.50O.
,<

,

Albeit

Approaches" (Indie). Acceptable $8,000. Last week. "Blue Dahliii" (Par)
and Return of Rusty" (Col), $10,000.
Majestic (Brand-Mage) (1,500; 4080)— "Yoimg Widow" (UA). Okay
$8,000. La.st week, big $11,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Lovev Come Back" (U) and "Madonna of Sevei). Moons" (U). Good
$25,000. Ln.st week, "Night in Paradisc" (U) and •'Dressed to Kill" (U),
•

Oke $13,000

Louisville, June 25.
solid but hot weather

making a dent at some houses

this
session.
"Gilda," at Loew's
Next in the
State, is the leader.
wicket line is "Heartbeat" at Rialto.
Three-day vaude at the National,
'

,

Friday, Saturday, Sunday (21-22-23)
was hefty, due to slick stage lineup headed by Donald O'Coniior.

$24 000
40-80)
—"Do You Love Me?" (20th) and
"Mysterious Intvlider" (Col) (2d wk).

MetropoIlUn (M-P)

(3,407;

vaude

at

bill,

You

Okay

$7,500.

Me"

Seattle;

44-70)—

(1,263;

(20th)

(m.o.).

Last week, ."Postman

Adams (Balaban) (2,863; 60-85)'"Gilda" (Col) (m.o.) and "Deadline
Murder" (20th). Stout $14,000.
week, "Somewhere in Night"
(20th) and "Yank in London", (20th),

for

Ln.st

fair $15,000.

—

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (4,049; 60-85)
"So Goes My Love" (U) and

Good
of
Horrors"
(U).
Last week, "Gilda" (Col) and
"Night Editor" (Col) (3d wk); okay
'House

.

$22,000.

$18,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,683 6595)— "Madonna of Seven Moons" (U)
;

'

'

'

routine

40-55)— "Walk in Sun" (20th) and
Okay
"Up Goes Maisie" (M-G).
$2,300 in 3 days. Last week. "Sailor

stage, $19,000.

.

,

plus

(2;>

Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Love Me" (20th) (m.o.), $5,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40) "H6r Kind of Man" (WB) and "West—"Bad Bascomb" (M-G) and -^okyo ern Approaches" (Indie). Fair $14,Rose" (Par). Average $1,700. Last 000. Last week, "Blue Dahlia (Par)
week, "Rainbow Over Texas" (Rep) and "Return of Ru.sty" (Col), $13,000.
Slate (Loew) (3.200; 35-80)— "Green
and "Tars and Spars" (Col), $1,800.

—

(UA)

PalmsrState (United Detroit)

Solid $16,000. Last week, sock $25,000.
United Artists (United Detroit)
(1,841; 00-85)— "Two Sisters Bo,ston"
(M-G)- and "Letter For Evic" (M-G)
(2d wk). Strong $17,000. L;ist week,
great $22,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (1,858,-

with Charlie Barnet orch, Steve
Evans, Mack and Desmond, others
on stage. Solid $26,000. Last week,
'•Cat Qreeps" (U) with John Calvert
magic show. Three ;AcromuniacE,
Roy Davies. Grace McDonald on

Show

smash $30,500.
Colombia (Loew)
"Do
Love

lofty $16,000.

60-85)— "Bad Bascomb" (M-G)
and "Gay Blades" (Rep) (2d wk).

976;

Neat $20,000. Last week, $28,000.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)-^
(4th Ave.-Loew's) (40-60) "Green Years" (M-G). Fancy $32,000.
—"Night Casablanca" (UA) and Last -iveek, "Night in Cnsablanca*'
"Mysterious Intruder" (Col) (m.o.). (UA) and "Mysterious Intruder"
Lively $4,500. Last week, "Do You (Col); $24,000.

Brown

Loew's Stetc (Loew's) (3,300; 40- Years" (M-G). Lasty $18,000. Last
Strong $17,000. week, "Night in Casablanch" (UA)
(Col).
'Heartbeat' to 21G,D.C.
and "My.sterioiis Intruder" (Col),
,t,ast week, "Night in Casablanca''
Washington, June 25,
(UA) and "Mysterious Intruder"' $14,00(j.
Translux (TransUix) (900; 30-74)
Business continues solid, in down- (Col), $18,000.
Conquest" (U) and "She
town spots this week despite )iot
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100: —"Strange
weather and outdoor competish over 40-60)—
Wolf of London" (U). 'Fair $4,000.
"No Time for Comedy" La.st week, "Gla.ss Alibi" (Rep) and
weekend. "Heartbeat" is doing near
(reissue). Fairish $6,000. L.ast
sensational trade as is "Two Sisters (WB)
"Ghosts on Loose" (Mono), $5,000.
"One More Tomorrow" (WB)
From Boston." Former is being week,
Treraonl (Brand-Mage) (1.500; 4080)— "Young Widow" (UA) (2d wk).
helped by Louis-Conn fight short (2d wk). oke $5,000.
National (Staadard) (2,400; 40-60) Fine $12,000. Last week, tall $14,000.
while "Sisters" is being .backed up
by an unusually strong vaudeville —"Detour" (PRC) and. vaude headed
by Donald O'Connor, split with'
bill.
"Paroled From Big House" (Indie)
Estimates for This Week
Aids
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— and' "I Demand Payment" (Indie). Song Contest
"Heartbeat" (RKO) plus Louis-Conn Bulk of coin came on week-end
stage bill. Forte $7,000. Last week,
fight short.
Terrific $21,000, un.
'Casabbnca,' Fancy 18G;
usually high for this fairly small "Hit the Hay" (Col) and vaude, split
spot.
Last w*ek, "Night in Para- with "Samurai" (Indie) and "Ecstasy
in Wilderness" (Indie), $8,000.
'Tomorrow' Sturdy 15G
dise" (U), so-so $15,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)— "Gilda"
RUIto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40Providence. June 25.
(Col), 4 days, and "Bride Wore 60)
"Heartbeat"
(RKO).
Trim
Return of the Marx Brothers via
Boots" (Par), 3 days. Nice $19,500. $13,000. Last week, "Scarlet Street' "Night in Casablanca" at Loew's
Last week, "Gilda"
(Col),
great (U), $14,000.
State is giving that house a nice
$22,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; play to top the town. Also' in the
MetropoIlUn (WB) (1;503; 44-70) 40-60)—."Sunbonnet Sue" (Mono)
and hefty class are Majestic's "One More
"One More Tomorrow" (WB). "Strange Mr. Gregory" (Mono). Neat
Tomorrow" and RKO Albee's second
Okay $8,000. Last week, "City for $6,000. Last week, "Badman's
Terri- week of "Heartbeat" with the fight
Conquest" (WB) (reissue), ditto
tory" (RKO) (2d wk), fancy $5,000. j^hort as an ^dded attraction. SeaCapitol (Loew) (3,434; 44-80)—
soniably warm weekend hurt some.
"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) with
Estimates for This Week
vaude. Soaring to a. smash $40,000,
Albee
(RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
or near. Last week, "Night in Casa- 'Sisters' Sturdy
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline
$16,000,
blanca"

—

"

Wife" (M-G) and "Masquer,
Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 40-80)—"Her Takes
in Mexico" (Par), good $3,000 in
Kind of Man" (WB) and "Western ade
3 days.

Torrid $17,000;

'Gilda'

—

•Game

.

Opens

Fairish

Michigan (United Detroit) U.034;
"Heai-tbeat"
(HKO) and
of Death" (RKO).
Lusty
$30.000i Last week, '•Postman Rings
Twice". (M-G) and "Gay Cavalier"
(Mono) (2d wk), strong $22^000.
Broadway-Capliol (United Detroit)
(3.000; 60-85)— "Bedlam
(RKO) and
"Deadline at Dawn" (RKO). Stout
$17,000. La.st week, "Young Widow"
(UA) and "Don't Gamble" (Mono),
00-85)

'Tomorrow' 13G
Seattle,

June

25.

Dawn"

(RKO)

('2d

wk)

Louis-Conn fight short. Nice
000.
Last week, without fight
great $18,000:

Cooler weather is helping trade
around' thi.s session. "One More

plus

$14,film,

Louis-Conn Fight Pix

Up 'Forward'
In Pitt;

to Big

'Bascomb'

16G

20iG

Pittsburgh, June 25.

Lots of interest here in LouisConn- fight short despite the panning
given the bout itself, and it's booming "From This Day Forward" at
Warner to best showing in town.
'"Somewhere In the Night" got away
.

to a surprisingly good .start at Harris and should pull that hou.se out
of the rot. "Bad Bascomb" at Penn

and "Heartbeat" at Stanley are running
about
neck-and<-neck.
but
neither

arc

much out

of

ordinary

class.

Ealimatcs for This

Week

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)— "In
Old Sacramento" (Hep).
Not so
strong

for

this

slaying

spot,

open

summer for first time in years.
be lucky to hit $6,000. Last
week,
"Diary
Chambermaid"
of
(UA), $10,000.
Harris (Harris)
(2,200; 40-70)—
"Somewhere
In
Night"
(20th).
Strong getaway should insure $13,000
at least, much better than spot has
been doing of late. Last week,
"Night In Paradise" (U), $10,300.,
all

Will

'

Pertn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—

"Bad Bascomb" (M-G); Good $20.Last week, second of "Kitty
(Par) (2d wk), excellent $1.5,000.

'

500.

BIti

(WB)

(800;

40-70)

—

"Her

Carlton (Fay-l«ew) (1,400; 44-65) Kind of Man"
(WB) (m.o.). Here
—"Dark Corner" (20th) and "The
44-70)— Tomorrow" and "Two Sisters From- Runaround" (U). Nice $6,000. Last from Stanley and won't do anV better than it did there. Looks only $2."Blue Dahlia" (Par) 2d wk). Smart Boston" appear
top newcomers. But week. "Walk in Sun" (20th) and 800.
Last week, "Postman Rings
$15,000.
Last week, big $22,000,
"Gilda," on second stanza at the "Avalanche" (PRC) (2d run), good
Twice" (M-G), bang-up $5,000 on
"En- $4,000.
ous Holiday" (Col) and"Wairs Come small Liberty, still is great.
moveover.
Fay'i (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "God's
Tumbling Down" (Col). Okay $7,000 chanted Forest" is big enough for a
Senator (Hanis) (1,750; 40-70)—
second week at the Palomar.
Country" (Rep) and. vaude on stage.
or close. Last week, "Renegades"
im.o.).
Stout $7,000.
Last week, "Devil "Night In Paradise" (U)
(Col) and "Talk About Lady" (Cdl)
Estimates for Jbla Week
Just
fair
at $3,000.
Last week,
Bat's Daughter" (PRC) and vaude
(2d wk), slow $3,800.
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)— on stage, good $6,000.
"Rcneeades" (Col) (m.o.), $3,300.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; .50- "Kitty" (Par) (m.o.). Good
$6,500.
Majestic
Stanley
)—
(Fay)
44-65)—
(WB)
40-70)—
(2,200:
(3,800;
"Perilous Holiday" (Col) and Last week, "Do 'You Love Mie"
$1
"One More Torhorrow" (WB) and "Heartbeat" (RKO). Crix no like,
"Walls Tumbling Down" (Coll. Av- (20th) (3d wk), fairish $4,800.
"Inside Job" ,(U);
Sturdy $1.5,000. .•'O considering name power, not very
erage $13,000 or near. Last week,
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,340; 45-80)
"Renegades" (Col) and "Talk About —"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and "Last Last week. "So Goes My Love" (U) good $18,500 is likely. Last week,
and "Rendezvous 24" (20th), peppy "Her Kind of Man" (WB), $17,000.
Lady" (Col) (2d wk). fair $7j500.
Chance" (M-G).
Modest $10,500. $13,000.
Warner,
(WB) (2.000; 40-70)—
Upto\«^n (FWC)
(1,719;
50-$l)— Last week,
"Heartbeat"
(RKO),
State
(Loew)
44-65)— •'This Day Forward" (RKO). andT
(3,200;
"Cluny Brown" (2«th) (2d wk). Good $11,600 in 8 days.
"Night in Casablanca'! (UA) and Louis-Conn fight short. There's
still
$7,500. Last week, fancy $12,900.
Liberty (J & vH). (1,650; 45-80)— "Man Who Dared"
(Col).
Healthy a lot of interest here in fight beVoguie (FWC) (885; 50-85)— "Bad- "Gilda" (Cpl) i:2d wk). Great $12,$18,000 with special Singing Contest cau.se of Billy
Conn's local
It's
man's Territory" (RKO) (2d wk). 000. Last week, grand $14,700.
show Monday night helping. Last credited with much of sockorep.
Brisk ?5,000. Last week, sturdy $7,$16,000,
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)— week,
••Diary
of
Chambermaid" Last week, "Tarzan Leopard Woman"
300.
"Heartbeat"
(RKO)
(m.o.)
and (UA) and "Devil's Mask" (Col),
(RKO), .good $10,000.
Wllshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)— "Blonde AJibi" (U).
Okay $5,500. steady $16,000.
"Two Sisters" (M-G) (3d wk). Good Last week, "Zicgfeld Follies" (M-G)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
$8,000. Last week, neat $11,400.
(4th wk), okay $5,400 in 8 'days.
—"Bride Wore Boots" (Par) and
Radio Quizzcr in ShortH
Wlltern
(WB) (2,300; ,50-$!)—
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)— "Made -Me a Killer"
(Par). Opened
"Janie Gets Married" (WB). Slow "Tarzan Leopard Woman" (RKO) Monday
"Juvenile Jury," moppet quiz show
(26).
Last week.
and "Yank in London" (20th). Mod- Holiday" (Col) and "Talk "Perilous recently preemed on the Mutual
$9,500. Last week, "No Time Coma
cd.y"
(WB). and ''City Conquest" .erate $7,000 in 8 days. Last week, Lady" iCoI). .so-so $9,.')00. InAbout
ahead, radio, network, has been signed by
(WB) (reissues), okay $10,700.
(Continued on page 2C)
"Kitty" (Par) t3d wk), good $9,500. Universal for 12 shorts a year.
$10,000.

all

.

.

,

$24,600.

Rite

Estimates for- This Week.

'&een Years,' Hot

60)— "Gilda"

and Swing Wing on stage. Oke $20,- Rings Twice" (M-G), solid
000. Last week, "Crime of Century"
Palace (Loew)
(2,370;

$10

.

which is being helped to a solid .scission by Charlie Barnel's band.
Best of holdovers pre "Bad Bascomb" and "Two Sisters From Boston," at the Palms-State and United
Artists respectively.

(Col)

today (Tucs.) after rough week for
Madonna of Seven Moons" (U) at
In ahead, "Well Groomed
$8,500.
Bride" (Par) l2d wk), nice $8,700.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
Cluny Brown" (20th). Nice $15,000.
La.st week, third of "Somewhere in
Night" (20th), $8,800.
Stenley (WiB) (3,280; 25-74)— "One

solid $13,000.

.

.

H
f

(2.240;

;

Ambassadonr (F&M) (3,000; 44-65)
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; 50$1)— "Specter of Rose" cRep) (2d —"Well Groomed Bride" (Par) and
wk). Stout $9,000. Last week, socko "Strange Conquest" (U). Good $17,500.
Last week, "Cluny Brown"
$11,300.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50- (20th) and "One Way to Love"
$1)— "Cluny Brown" (20tti) C2d wk). (Col). $15,000.
Sturdy $14,000. Last week, great $18,Fox (F&M) (5,000; 44-65)— "Blue
Dahlia" (Par) and "Hot Cargo"
600.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— (Par). Nice $20,000. Last week,
"Janie Gets Married" (WB). Dull "Janie Gets Married" (WB) and
$14,500. Last week, "No Time For "Junior Prom" (Mono), ditto.
Comedy" (WB) and "City Conquest"
Missouri (F&M) (3.500; 44-65)—
(.WB) (reissues), clay $15,300.
"Tomorrow Is Forever" (RKO) and
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- "Perilous Holiday" (Col). Fine $11,feld) (872; 55-$l)— "Diary Chamber- 000. Last week, "Night in Paradise"
maid" (UA). Nifty $17,000. Last (U) and "House- of Horrors" (U),
week, "Outlaw" (UA) (llth wk), $10,500.
clo.sed record stay at fine $13,500.
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
EgyptUn (FWC) (1,538; 50-$!)— "Night Editor" (Col) and "Come Out
"Two Sisters" (M^G) (3d wk). Closes Fighting" (Mono).
Only $4,000.
at $8,500. Last week, okay $11,500:
La.st week, "Sons of Arizona" (Rep)
El Hey (FWC) (861: 50-$l)— "Bad- and "Glass Alibi" (Rep). $5,000.
man's Territory" (RKO) (2d wk).
Neat $4,500. Last week, smooth $6,200 fbr opener for first run policy

weak

(Rappaport)
Holiday"

"Perilous

60)— "Postman Rings Twice" tM-G)
44,85)— (2d wk) (m.o.).
Holding well at

Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 44-65)—
Smooth $.6,- "Gilda" (Col). Neat $8,000. Last
Chambermaid"
of
000. Last week, "Outlaw" (UA) (llth week, "Diary
wk), finished record run at neat (UA) and "Just Before Dawn" (Col),

\

Total Gross Sam* Week
....,$2,700,000
Last Year
(Based on 23 cities, 185 tlieatres)

vaude and Louis-Conn short.
Fight pix and stage layout boo.sting

Chambermaid" lUA).

Tumbling Down"

tres, chiejly first runs, t'lcludinp

jlus

.

Running

is

Toadshow

Belmont

/

new entries is holding up- fairly well. Toppers include
"Heartbeat," lusty at the Michigan;
So Goes My Love," good ;it the big
"Madonna of Seven Moon.s,''

Fox, iind

NY.)

$8,900.

Hippodrome

—

principal

.

(UA), mild

Moons'-Bamet 25G
Detroit, Juno 25.
The number of holdovers is the
drawback here thi.s wiek-.

City Grosses

Estimated 'Total Gross
$3,008,200
This Week
(Bn.sed on 22 cities, 189 t/rcn-

20^

(3,000;

'7

but trade for the

.

20-70)

'Heartbeat' Lusty 30G,

$14,200.

scale over at the Laurel theatre, is,
now in second week after, capacity
first session at $13,000,'
Estimates for ThU Week

$2,100.

Key

60)— "Two Sisters From Boston"
(M-G). Drawing sock $19,000. Last
week "^Breakfast in Hollywood"

Last week.
to strong $17,000.
Renegades" (Col) and vaude, fair

.

playing

iLoew's-UA)

Perb;

lUy Love 22G.

Week

this

"Without Reservations" is keeping
that picture up to solid $45,000 on
second ses-sion for two locations.
•'Clunjf Brown" appears okay $43,000 in four spots on second stanza.
Third and final frame- of "Two Sisters From Boston" will hit $34,500 m
four theatres. "Badman's Territory"
continues sturdy with $26,500 likely
on Second week in three spots.
V."

thcotrcs)

Det.
17G

Tall

Baltimore, June 25.
Biz continues ofl here with best
action reported tor "Two Sisters
Fi-om Boston," at Loew's Century,
heading for a sock session. Bolstered
by addition of Louis-Conn light
.short. "Perilous Holiday" and vaude
will boost Hippodrome to a strong
week. Some action also is reported
for "Cluny Brown" at the New.

sliU

through

"Henry

Balto Dull; Fight Fihn

50-$l)— "Pcril-

,.

picrrriiE

Wednesda;, Jnne 26, 1946

Competition Hits Omaha
Biz; 'Tomorrow' $11,000

Huge

Hildegarde Boosts 'Hearts' to

Tomorrow' Big 256, Jones

75G, Chi;

Ups 'Holiday,' Fast 55G; 'Guny' 24G
Chicago, June
Solid

with

by

"Ouv

Up"

with

topped

entries

new

six

25.

currently,

week here

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates, as

Hearts Were Growing
Room" onHildegardc-s "Penguin
The
$75,000.
stage at sensational
thingare
otherneW ones that look big
Apollo, $24,000;
"Cluhy Brown," at
Corner," at Garrick, $15,000;

The

Spike Jones
Perilous Holiday," with
Orienlal, $55,000;
band on stage, at

prices,

?^Biil^'thc'

"Runaround"

and

$25,000;

news

biggest

From Brooklyn,"

in its

amusement

tax.

at

"Kid

that

is

-

parenthetic
admission
however, as indicated, in-

clude the U.S.

al Roose-One More Tomoi'row,"

velt,

;

figures are net income.:

Dark

'

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when plSying
percentage, hence the estimat.pd

second frame,

K. C. Slows

Down

'Henry Capacity 31G, 'Book' Only lOG,

Estimates for This Week
Early vacation trade, plus closing
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 10-65)— of some schools for the summer, is
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline providing a partial offset against hot
at Dawn" (RKO) plus Louis-Conn weather and other adverse boxoffioc
fight short (RKO).
Nice $8,000, and factors. While some houses are domay hold. Last week, "Gilda" (Col) ing exceptionally well, on the whole
and "Game of Death" (RKO) (2d business is very spotty; Louis-Conn
wk), fine $6,800.
fight last Wednesday night (19) hurt
rar»monnt (Tristates) (3,000; 16- considerably but pictures ot the bout,
65)-.c"One More Tomorrow" (WB). playing at the. Palace, Victoria and
Very good $11,000. Last week. "Two Rialto. are getting some extra coin.
Sisters Boston" (M-G). $12,000.
Heading the list of new entries is

husky

(Par),

and

$12,000.

over hopes.

"Diary of a Chambermaid" which is
heading for^ a strong $30,000 at the

'GUda' Brisk at^l9,500;

'

,

.

iis

fancy $46,000.

tB&K)

tiirrlck

65-95)-

(900;

"Dark Corner" (20th). Good $15,000.
Last week. "Shock"^ (20th). mere
$11,000.

(RKO)

r.rand

65-95)-^

(1.150;

"Runaround" (U) and "Adventurous
NiRht" (U). Okay $9,500. Last week,
"Man in Grey" (U) and "Journey
Together" (Indie), $8,000.
Oriental Essaness (3,240; 65-95)—
"Perilous Holiday" (Col) with Spike
Jones orch on sUge. Strong $55,000.
Last week, "Murder in Music, .Hall"
(Rci)) with Duke Ellington orch on
stage, disappointing $4QJ)00.
(RKO) (2;500; 65-95)—
Palace
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline
Sturdy
at Dawn" (RKO) (2d wk).
$23,000. Last week, not bad $27,000.
Roo.seveH (B«tK) (1,500; 65-95)—
(,WB).
Tomorrow"
More
"One
Last week, "VirFlashv $2.5,000.
ginian" (Par) (3d wk). $16,000.
Stale-Lake (BSeK) (2,700; 65-95)—
Sterling
"Kittv"
(Par) (3d wk).
$27,000. Last week, great $31,000.
(1,700;
United
Artists
(B&K)
65-95)
"Gilda" (Col) (3d wk).
Sma.ih $27,000. Last week, terrific
(

—

2,043. 700; 45-65)—
(20th ). XiOoks .okay
$16,000 in 8 days. Last week, "Somewhere in Night" (20th). mild $11,500.

Midwest) (820,
"Cluny Brown"

Woods

(Essane-ss)

(1,200;

•

$7,500.

Mpls. Tilts Prices But

OK;
Us

'Sisters'

the

is

being

High 19G

Minneapolis, June 25^
week of advanced
public's reaction

first'

and tho
watched

scales here

June

Philadelphia.

Weekend heat wave

is

14G
25.
biz'

hurting

this .week.
Opening of Robin Hood
Dell last night (Mon.) also cut into

Holdover of "Blue Dahlia"
will catch top bl2.
Openings of
Hearts Were Growing Up" and
Renegades" are faring fairly well.

in

Grey"

also Esquire, fair $13,000.

Esqnirc

"Smoky"
(Mono),

day-date

with

Denver,

"Two

to 5 p.m. and from 60c to 70c, Ihere^
after to closing.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (P'ar) (900; 30-44)— "Murder
My Business" (PRC) and "Caravan
Trail" (PRC). In for 5 days, okay
Last week. "Rendezvous"
$2,000.
(20th) and "Glass Alibi" (Rep) split
with "Passkey to Danger' (Rep)

»14,000

or

Last week, "This

ovei;.

Day Forward"
Bwond week.

(RKO),

^ArcadU <Sablosky)

$9,000

(700;

for

40-85)—

"Kitty" (Par) (2d run). Good $7,500.
w^^J^' "Her Kind of Man"
•WB), yanked after 4 days of sec-

ond run with only $3,000.

Boyd (WB)

(2,350; 40-85)— "Spiral
(RKO) (3d wk). Bright
Last wceki One $22,000.
Eaile (WB) (2,760; 40-85)— "Post
•jan Rings Twice" (M-G) (3d wU).
^eal^$20,000. Second sesh was good

Staircise"

$18,000.

^FoN (20lh) (2,250; 40-85)— "Cliuiy
Brown' (2()th) (2d wk). Slumping
oadlv to $16,500 after hefty $28,000
lor bow-Ill.

40-85)— "Rebecca"
Great $11,000. Last
„'?'^'<^« Wore. BooU"
(Par),
only $7,000 for second
run.
Kellh'.T (Goldman)
(2,200; 40-S5)—
,,J'"'lon

(1,00b;

(UA) (reissue).

,

Pinocchio"

-w.
last
,

•

(RKO)

(reissue)

(2d

^'J'"^' $9,000 after boflf $13,000

week.
Maitbanin

$2,750

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600: 35-74)—
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Game »f
Death'" (RKO). Sturdy $17,500. Last
week, "Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) and
"Last Chance" (M-G). fair $14,000.
Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200: 35-74)—
"Walls Came Tumbling Down" (Col)
and "Joe Palooka, Champ" (Mono).
Fair $8,000. Last week. "Diary of

Chambermaid" (UA) and "Romance
of

Most

umn

brilliant In the

is

(4,387;

40-851—

week"

Stanley

(WB)

Rcnccades"
$11

onr°

(2,950;,

40-85)—

Faif

$23,000^

(Col).

?WB)

40-85)-tt^!?'.''?".
o!^«a^'ast
in
Hollywood" (UA).
tn» *u- "^y.PluRe'ne and bally P"'!-

iLi^

'

Wpr

C1.457;

with only so-so $9,000.
Holiday" (Col ).

$8"3b."^^''"**"*

Night" (20th) and Copacabana Revue, second being $74,000, first $85,-

West" (PRC), day-date with Web-

ber, fine $11,000.

b6ing for no moire than $22,000. Last
week. "Postman Rings Twice" (M-C)
(2d run), with Menasha Skulnik and
Renee de Marcoi heading vaude layrung up an excellent $32,500.

out,

Strand

(WB)

75-$1.20)—

(2.756;

Janie Gets Married" (WB) and Erskin^ Hawkins orch (2d \vk). Dip-

While

stage.

week was
Goes one more week.
VIctorU (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
"Badman's Territory" (RKO) (4th
wk) and fight films, PicUires of.
Louis-Conn battle p u s h n g this
first

i

week's gross- to fine $18,000, beating
previous session's $16,000.

Winter Garden (UA)

(1.312;

60-

$».50)"She Wrote the Book" (U).
Less, than $10,000 in view, poor, and
goes only two more days with "DeaaOf Night" (U) opening Friday (M).
Final six (Jays on holdover of 'The
:

From

(U)

was

under

also

the

current

A

dull $22,000 or thereabouts looks

about

all.

Ace

18G, Indpls.

(3d)

round will probably hit that same
figure.

Second-run State takes a slide this
week with 'The Virginian" and, on
stage, Ann Corio and Irving Caesar.

Rousing

"Gikia'

last week fell under
at $98,000. albeit ex-

expectations
tremely good,

is

Indianapolis, June 25.
Film biz at deluxe spots generally
improved over last week, but still

not what

it shoiild be because of hot
weather and outdoor competition.
"Gilda" at Loew's looks -top grosser,
with holdover likely. ''Do' Vou Love
Me" at Indiana .is clo'Se second. "So
.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.30(»; 7q-$l.401

—"Kid
(10th

From
wk).

Brooklyn"
(RKO)
Holding up well at

Last week was $29,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820; 60-$1.10)—
Sisters From Boston" (M-G).
with Ritz Bros., Gracie Barrie and
orch

"Two

Buddy Morrow

on stage

(3d

wk). Pace, unchanged, remains, very
strong at. $98,000. same as garnered
last week.
City Center (1,617; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Englishmadtf. here on twice-daily run, is
capacity, first week through Sunday
night (23) having hit $31,000. Set for
7 weeks more.
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700: 60-$l. 25)
—"Hoodlum Saint" (M-G) opens
here today after very slim week of
$12,000 with "Lover Come Back"
(U). In ahead, "Night in Pai-adise"
(U). got only $16,000. slow, on its
second, week.
,
Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 80-$1.20)—
"Diary
of
Chambermaid" (UA).
Opened well here and should get
$30,000, strong. Last week, ninth for

"Make

Mine

,

Mu.sic"

(RKO)

My

Love" at Circle while not
Goes
up to expectations is still nice.
Estimates for This

Week

Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800< 40-60)
— "So
Goes My Love" (U) and

"Blonde Alibi" (U). Nice $12,000.
Last week, "Bride Wore Boots"
(Par) and "Madonna's Secret" (Rep),
.

$14,000, to top

town.

IndUna (Katz-DoUe) (3.300; .40-CO)
—"Do You Love Me" (20th). PIgmp
$17,500. Last week,
(Par), fine $13,500.

."Blue

Dahlia"

Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
"Gilda" (Col). Hetty $18,000. Last
week, "Night in Casablanca" (UA)
and "Mysterious Intruder'' (Col),
$11,000.

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
Blue Dahlia" (Par). Nice $6J)00 on
movcover. Last week, "No 'Time For
Comedy" (WB) and "City For Conquest" (WB) (rcLssue), oke $0,500.

hit

$17,000. good.

'LOVE ME' HEFTY 19G

(Col). $2,100 in

Radio City. Still suiUble at $5,000. (20th) (m.o-:). nice $5,500.
Webber
(Fox)
35-74)—
(7.50:
Last week. "Do You Love Me"
"Smoky" (20th) and "Junior Pronn"
(20th) (2d wk), fairly good $5,000.
"Dick (Mono), day-date with Denver. Es(44-50)
(Par)
Gopher
quire. Great $6,000, and staying over.
Tracy" (RKO). Only tepid $3,800. Last week. "Diary of Chamberinaid''
Trouble"
for
Last week. "Born
tU.A)
and
"Romance of West"
(WB) (reissue), $3,500.
(PRC), fine $4,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,100: 50-70)— "Bride

—

•

(Par) (3d wk). BowLast week,
ing out at light $4,000.
satisfactory $5,000.

Wore Boots"

'Journey' Mild 12G,

Monti

—ninth round

On

ended last night (Tues.)
registered good $2().000. inches bihind eight week's $26,200.
.

Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$1.20V—
"Without Re.'ie'rvations'' (RKO) (3d
wk). With aid of fight pict(u-es holding to satl.sfactory $24,000. Last
wa.< .$27,000. Remains furthei'

week

Paramount (Par) (3.864;. 70-$1.20)
"Searching Wind" (Par), with

f
Andy

Russell.

Alan

IN BUFF.; 'CORNER'
Buffalo.

June

IIG
25.

"Do You Love Me." "Bride Wore
Boots" and "Dark Corner" aie leading the boxoflice parade this week
in the order named. "Love Mc" is
far in front with a big total.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)' 0.500: 40r70)—
"Bride Wore Boots"
(Par)
and
..

"filondie's Lucky Day" (Col). Rosy
$16,000. Last week. "Cluny Brown"
(20th) and "Rendezvous 24 CiOth),
okay $13,500.
"

Cariiey. Pied
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000: 40-70)
Pipers and Raymond Seotl orfli in
Montreal, June 25.
person, open.s hci-c today (Wed), —^"Do You Love Me" (20thV, Big
Hot weather ruined Ihe usual big. Concluding (3d) frame for "Bride $19,000, La.<;t week. "One More Towefkcnd trade. "Scntiniental Jour- Wore Boots" (Par). Glen Gray orch morrow" (WB) (2d wk). strong $11.-.
and Louis -Jordan's Tympany Five ODO.
ney" \ooks top.-;.
feature conied.v is well liked. .MiUI
was $55,000. okay profit. Previou.^
Estinmtcs for This Wrek
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Park
.^S.OOO. Last week. •'Badinan's TerPalace (CT) (2.700: 35-62)— "This week was $60,000. As a unique pitch Corner"
and
(20th)
"Allotment
ritory' (RKO), big $13,000.
(RKOi. Only $10,000. for the incoming show, during the Wives" (Mono).
Bullish
$11,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000: 50-70)— Day Forward"
Veil"
La.'t week "Seventh
(U). S12,- past three weeks house has had a Last week. "Well Groomed Bride"
"Two Sisters Boston" (M-G). Looks 000.
"taking trailer." with Mildred Robin (Par) and"Hot Cargo" (Par) (m.o.),
like areat $19,000. Last week. "V/oll
.15-62 )— "Sen- and Laura Mae Carpenter. Who have stout $9,000.
Capitol
(CT)
(2.700:
Groomed Bride" (Par), good $1.5.000. timental Journey" (20lh). Fairish been on stage and ladio. doing a
40-70)—
50-70)—
Teck
(Shiea)
(1.400;
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600:
Last week. "Sailor Takes spiel ofTstage over the public ad- "Clunv Brown" (20th) and "Rendez"Man in Grey" (U). Lack of co.-^t $12,000.
dress system.
vous 24" (20th) (m.q.V. Fair $6,000
names no drawback. Good $8,000 Wife" (M-G). $12,500. 35-67)—
RadJ^o City Music Hall (Rocketel"AdLoew's (CT) (2.800;
or near. Last week. Po-stman Rings
Last week. "Perilous Holiin view.
"Anna and Twice" (M-G) (m.o.), $5,500.
venture" (M-G). Off to $8,000 after lei-s) (5.945: 70-$1.25)
day" (Col). $3,800.
Kinj; of.Siarn
i20tli) and .slagoshow.
opener.
Stale (Par) (2.300; 50-70)— "Bad big $14,200
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
A
ciant
at
the'
b.o..
all
indications
4.-)-d3)—
rrihcess
(CT)
(2.300:
Bascomb" (M-G). Solid $15,000 or
"Slvc Wrote Book" (U) and "Dressed
"Little Giant" (U) and "Rendezvous pointing to SI40.000. colo.ssal. Last
near.
Last week, "Dark Corner"
to Kill" (U). Nice $9,500. Last week,
24
(U). So-ao $6,000. La.st wiok. week, fourth for "To Eacii His. Own" "Night
(•20th). $11,200.
in Paradise"' (U) and "Blonde
Par), struck a very fine $115,000.
(RKO)
Woman"
Leopard
"Tarzan
50-55^—
Uptown (Par) (1.100:
RIailo (Mayer) (594: 35-85)— "The Alibi" (U), toi'rid $13,000.
"Saratoga Trunk" (WB). First nabe and "Mysterious Intruder'' (Col). Spider" (2dth) and flghl pictures.
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000:
week, $6,500 second week.
La.^l
showing.
Big $5,000.
"Joe Palooka. Champ"
Imperial (CT) (1.850; 2J-45)— "Im- Very good $9,000 sighted, but no 40-70)
"Kitty" (Par). $4,000.
(Mono) and "God's Country'' (Inholdover. Last week, "Inside Job
World (Par-Stefles) (350; 50-90)— itation of Life" (U) and "East Side (U). fair $7,800.
die).
Okay $10,000 or betler. Last
'•Dark Corner" (20th) (m.o.). Good i leaven" (U) (reissues^ plus ConnRivcli (UA-Par) (2.092: 80-$1.25)— week, "Wife Monte Crislo'! (PRC)
Modest $5..500. La.st
$2,500 anticipated. Last week. One fjouis .short.
and
Havana" (PRC), lofty
wk).
"Club
(20th)
t4th
Brown"
"Cluny
and
More Tomorrow' (WB) (2d wk). week. "Walk in Sun" (20th)
Slipping to $20,000 or less, not t;o $13,000.
dlonde Alibi (U), $C.3O0.
,

50-70)—
Lover Come Back" (U) and I-oiii.-=Conn fight short. Heavyweight bailie lilm not much ot a magnet, but

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,fl00:

-

.

—

'

"

'

—

.

.

'

'

$2,000.

'

.

mild, while
no better at $40,000.

ping to about $35,000,

•

'

satisfstctory

holdover col-

Capitol's "Tvk'O Sisters

Boston," with Ritz Bros., Gracie
Barrie and Buddy Morrow band on

V

(WB)

tf-'u^-Dnhlia" (Par) (2d wk). Husky
°^ bangiip $39,000
last

and "Devil's Mask"

represent

ligiires

Koxy (20th) (5,866; 90-$1.20)—
"Smoky" (20th), with Donald O'Connor and others on stage opens today
(Wed.) after, two substantially prof-,
liable weeks with "Somewhere in

grossed $31,000.

Gotham (Brandt) (900: 80-$1.50)—
RIalto (Fox) (878: 35-74) — "One
(5lh
wk).
Very
More Tomorrow" (WB) and "Dark "O.S.S." (Par)
Alibi" (Mono), after week at Den- steady, looking $19,000. stout this
8 days.
week
(4th), while Ihird was $22,000.
ver.
Esquire,
Webber.
Aladdin.
50-70)—
ModEstimafres for This. Week
(1.600:
(Par)
Century
Holds further.
Aldlne (WB)i (1,300; 40-85)— "Our "Well Groomed Bride" (Par) (m.o.). est $3,500. Last week. "Do You Love
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 80-$1.10)
Hearts Growing Up" (Par).
Nice Here after good initial canto at .Me" (20th) and "Rendezvous 24"
'Stolen Life" (WB) (9th wk).

profits.

these
profit.

"Henry V," which is playing the.- City
Center at $2.40' top.
Picture has Runaround"
been capacity for the 1,617 seats $10,000.
used, others being roped off. and on
first week ended Sunday night (23

•

35-74)—
(742;
and "Junior Prom"

(Fox)
(20th)

Strong
Webber.
Big $6,000,
Last week,
Sis"Cluny Brown" (20th) and "PhanBascomb" tom
Thief (Col), also Denver, fair

closely.

evidencing
powerful boxoflice pull, is expected
to help overcome any resistance to
higher prices. Ante in "A" houses
is being upped from 45c to 50c up

"Man

:

$28,000.

Denver
(Fox)
35-74)—
(2.525:
(20th) and; "Jimior Prom"
(Mono), day-date with Esquire,
Webber. Recojd $27,000. and holding.
Last week, "Cluny Brown"
(20th) and "Phantom Thief" (Col),

"Smoky"

and

OK

Denver

.

line-up of pictures, with
ters from Beaton," "Bad

Hearts'

unusual departure In Broadfirst-run field Is the. twice-daily
engagement of the English-made,

65)— "Her Kind of Man" (WB). three, doing colossal l>iz. Film also
Last is doing record trade at many of 100
Moderate $12,000 or near.
(WB). spots i>ooked in. western states.
Jones"
"Cinderella
week,
ditto.
Hearbeat" also is strong.
Eiltmates for This Week
Orphenm (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
AladdlB (Fox)
35-74)^
(1.400;
"Heartbeat" (RKO) (2d wk) with
Louis and Conn fight short. Good "Cluny Brown" (20th) and "PhanLast week. tom Thief (Col), after week at
holdover at $10,000,
"Heartbeat" (RKO) and "Deadline Denver. Esquire. Good $4,000. Last
week,
"One
More Tomorrow" (WB)
at Dawn" (RKO). nice $14,500.
and "Dark Alibi" (Mono) (m.o.), fine
Tower (Fox-JofTee) (2,100; 39-60) $4,500.
-r"Just Before Dawn" (Col) and
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
"Mysterious Intruder" (Col) with
'Well Groomed Bride" (Par). Okay
stage bill. So-so $9,000. Last week.
"Talk About Laidy" (Col) and "Gay $12,000 or near. Holds. Last week.
"Blue Dahlia" (Par) (3d wk), only
(Rep) with vaude. same.

65-95)—

Heat Bops PhiDy;

An

way

$39,000,

$31,000.

"Kid From Brooklyn" (RKO) .(2d
wk). Record-breaking $38,000. Last
week, ditto and over hope.i.

'Smoky' Record

.

-

Midland (Loew's) (3.500; 45-65)."Gilda" (Col). Bright $19,500. Last
week, "Night in Casablanca" (UA)
Denver. June 25!
and "Notorious Lone Wolf" (Col),
World preem of "Smoky" in three
trim $15,000.
theatres here is the bjg news of
Newman (Paramount) (1.900: 45- week. It will hit nevij. records at all

Blades"

last week was $25,000.
However, with the nut way down,

good, while

400.
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000: 16-65)
and the King of Siani" at the
State (Loew's) (3.450; 43-Sl.lO)—
—"Her Kind of Man" (WB) and "Anna
Music H^n. Initial week will land "The Virginian" (Par) (2d run),
"Blondie's Lucky Day" (Col). Rouaround $140,000, sensational for any with Ann Corio and Irving Caesar
tine $10,000.
Last week. ''Do You time of year.
Other arrivals are in person. Slow, going here, outlook
Love Me" (20th) and "Made Me a straight-fllmers.
Best by; far is

\

on stage. Thunderous $75,000. Last
with
(Mono)
"Suspense"
week,
Belita, Jack Owens on stage (2d wk).

12G

'Diary' Strong 30G, 'Lover Dull

'

Killer"

Albeit

IS

'Anna' Colossal 140G in Spotty N. Y.;

Omaha,. June 25.
Terrific opposition such as community sings, baseball tournaments
and the Bob Hope show arc slashing
biz, but not heavily, "Heartbeat" is
drawing nicely at the Brandeis with
Louis-ffonn fight short helping. "Her
Kind of Man is just so-so at the
Orpheum. "One More Tomorrow"
looks solid at the Paramount.

OmaIi»' (Tristates) (2,000: 16^05)—
Globe. Both the Criterion and Win"Do You Love Me" (20th) and ter Garden also
in with new
"Made Me a Killer" (Par) (m.o.). shows during the^ came
past week. At the
Satisfactory
$8,300.
Last
week. former "Lover Come Back" washed
PaUce, $23,000,
"Bride Wore Boots'' (Par) (m.o.) itself lip last night (Tues.) after a
arc •heartbeat" at
'KmdofManVFair
12G
Stateand "Danny Boy" (PRC) (1st run), seven-day take
second week, and "Kitty." at
only
of
$12,000. thin.
Kansas City, June 25.
$7,000.
Lake $27,000; and "Gllda," at United
Same is true of s"Sne
the
SUte (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)— Book" which finished its Wrote
$27,000, both third sessions.
Biz is moderate on theatre row
Arlis'l.-i,
first week
excepting for the Midland where "Come and Get It" (FC) and "Be- last night (Tues.) at the Winter
Estimates for Tlito Week
and
money,
getting
top
loved Enemy" (FC) (reissues). Trim Garden at less than
"Gllda" is
(B&K) (1.200; 65-95)— cinch
$10,000, worst
Apollo
Brown,"
"Cluny
holdover?
$3,000.
Last
week,
"Tangier"
(U
yet here, and goes only two more
"Cluny Brown" (20th). Very fine playing eight days at the EJsquire- and
"Shadow Heturns" (Mono). days. Bandbox Rialto.. playing "The
"Saratoga
week,.
Last
$24 0Ci).
Uptown-Fairway to bring these $2,600.
Spider," will get $9,000 or over, very
Trniik' (WB) (Uth week in Loop),. houses back to a Thursday opening
good, but won't hold. Willie Kurtz,
tlO 000.
showing some strength.
next week,
manager, figures the fight pictures
CUIcago (B&K) (3,900: 65-95)—
Estimalei for This Week
responsible for between $1,000 and
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) with
$1,500 of this amount.
Esquire. Uptown, Fairway (Fox
Hildegarde. PaUsy KeUy, Jan Murray
records at the Woods,
is breaking all
its recwith $38,000 on tap to e<jual
okay
ord first session. Also doing

grosses

^
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Metro's Imports to Get

Out

Filipino Pix Producers Grind

Demand

Films to Meet Heavy Native
11;

Metro International

foreien pictures

has been importing and releasing ai
legular M-G features have been developed by the Metro ad-publicily
dei^artments,. calling for the pix to
get localized attention through spe.

Philippine picture induslry, ncyer
a threat to Hollywood, is now producing pictures with obsolete, sec-

ond-hand equipment, outdated surplus army film stocks and casts who
have been mainly busy in- the last

Nudity in Film Not So
Bad, Mex. Censors Rule

'

City,

I'j

going on
Assn, claims a yictoiy over the ceii- long series of huddles still
between Howard Dietz, veepce over
cors.
It induced them to reverse
?t\ithe nixing, of the Mexican film' adyerti.sing, .Howt\rd StrickUng,
dio publicity chief, and 'iVil.liam R,
"To. Love Is To Live".
FeVgiisijnj..^ exploitation ditector.
A!>.-.'6ciation convinced the censors,
Sweeping chainges jn film sales
their
.objection
to
the
picture
thatmethods calleyi for by the anti-trust
bccau.ic a high spot was a naked
decision will. probably ipake. such.
Xcmmc was all wrong, and that the p\oi\ a prime requisite fot the fornudity is not dirt l^ut art. Pi.cturv*
eign pix to do any. business outside
only,
the
If current,
for ndulls
at
the keys.
Reports from the held
Cine Palacic here,
importations
the
have
indicated
boanga.'" brought praise from Ameristack up as rnost other foreign filmscan crix and real revenue from
okay for the big cities that hay(i
Anti-Brit
Drive
Horts
American audience.
their regular contingents .of 'arty
patrons but n.s.g. in other sitliaiiohs;.
They arc hopeful this market. may
All Far East Pix Biz,
If the anti-trust decisigh goes iht<i
amount to more in coming years.
Meanwhile most shooting today is
effect, each picture will be RUf on
the auction block, to be sold to the
done ctpnomicaily outdoors against
cphsider^d.
bidder.
It's
a background, of twisted concrete'
Normal operation of film business highest
and steel and piles of rubble. Avier- in the Near East is becoming more doubtful, therefore, that suburbanite
agc shooting linie is three months and more difficult as- grosses de- exhibs will bid foe the. foreign picand the average cost per lilm is cline because of unrest and national- tures, unless they can be assured
$25,000.
istic
feeling,
according to Georg the films will do. good business. Plan
Present pictures, produced with Geprgoussky, RKO. Near East dis- was devised long Ijefore the aintir
sound tracks in Tagalog; most widely trict manager, in New York for trust decision was handed down but
spoken dialect on Luzon, nearly al- confabs with Phil Reisman and to it's reportedly because of: this that
ways depict the suffering of the attend the sales convention. Anti- Metro is instituting Its new exploitaFilipino people during the Japanese British sentiment, especially high in tion plan.
occupation.
These productions find Esyptp is directed against all white.<;^
causing' theatres to. close an average
a ready-made audience here.
Fihn
In the is months since the city of two days every ^eek.
was liberated, nine movie companies
London, June 19.
While these, difficulties have hurt
started production, one more than American film operations, they have
Jcanette MacDonaM received thre«
before the war. One new company made British, operations next to im- picture offers on her arrival here,
British Lion Film's 4,000,000 shares,
was formed by the widow of Mianuel possible. Elaborate^ plans ot J. Arissue has been oversubscribed 10
Quezon, pre-war president, of the

four years with self-survival. Their
current p'rotluctlons. n.onc candidates
for an dscar, are meeting with real
response from film-hungry Filipinos,
and the producers arc saving their
modest profits for, more elaborate
films when the industry hits Its
Local producers had a taste
stride.
export market in
o,f the lucrative
the U. S. just before the war when
three Taglog pictures, notably "Zam-

...

.

,

ezRKO'sGeorgoossky

.

.

'

,

.

,

Rmiaronnd

London

Rank have gone glimmering

thur.

Mrs.
Quezon's first
Philippines.
film boasted a number of Manila
society women in the cast.

The primary problem
ers

of producto find houses to project their

is

The

films.

first-fun

houses in

Ma-

money showing two
and three-year old American films,
nila are cbinin'g

to Georgoussky, who said
that construction on Rank's projected new theatre In Cairo has
been indefinitely postponed. British
film magnate's contracts with variout Egyptian exhibs have been can-

according

celled.

Additional competition is felt from
all of them- new as fap as the Fili- native producers, who are springing
pinos are concerned. Result is that up on all sides to take advantage of
spending. Since native
local film people release product to increased
films are in Arabic, they have a
make-shift houses.
strong draw. Of 174 houses in Egypt,
108 are playing Arabic pictures.
Concerning these local pictures,
'BIZ
USUAL,'
Georgoussky said that by our standards they are absolutely junk. In
addition, these producers, have lifted
VISITING
the

Hollywood, June 25,
of the world

r'e.st

Egypt.

Two

storiei
is

notable cases are

'-'Ran-

warming up to battle with Holly- dom Harvest" and
"AH That Money
wood in film production, Switzer- Can Buy."
going along as usual without
any postwar hypo, according to four
Swiss newspapermen, 'touring the
studios under the auspices of U. S,

land

is

State Department;

"Our production will be limited to
a few good pictiu-es per year,'' said
Jean Seitz, editor of the Gazette
de Lausanne. His sentiments were
echoed by Dr. Eugen Dietschi, Dr.
Carl Doka and Dr. Hugo Kramer.

Bergman Breaks Own
Records in B.A. and Mex.
"Spellbound" (UA) has broken
house records in both major engagements it has played to date in Latin
Anierica-r^and in each case the Ingrid Bergman starrer cracked marks
previously set by pictures in which
she appeared. At the Opera theatre,
Buenos Aires, "Saratoga 'Trunk"
held the record and at the Alameda,
Mexico City, "Bells pf St. Mary's"

was the prior top

grosser.

"Spellbound," in the
month from its opening. May 23, to
li.st Saturday (22), garnered 330,000
In

B.

po.<;os

A.

($81,840).

In

Mexico

City, in

West End home .which he has just'
vacated to go to. Hollywood for 20thFox.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Montgomery
returning to N. 'V. July on steamship
Droppingholm. Will arrive July 19,
and expect to stay three months.
Ronald- Howard, son ot. Leslie
Howard, was offered longterm con-

have

SCRIBE

SEZ

While

times.
Sarah ChurchUl runibred likely to
sail for Hollywood shortly with a
film contract.
Arthur Silverstone's son, Paul, is
expected here end of June and will
stay for the summer.
Ben Lyon- is asking $60,000 for his

by J. Arthur Rank but turned
it down, preferring to freelance.
Another costume role for Margaret Lock wood, adapted from novel
from American films, which '.'Jassy," but she is tq have a change
no copyright protection in from "wicked" characters thL"; time.

AS

iWISS

He

said that receipts on Arabic
pictures are so big that a single one
of them will top the gross of a. year's
product for oiie American company
in this territory.

Danish Color Cartoon
Scores

in'

Copenhagen

Copenhagen, June
Reputedly

the

8.

full-length
color cartoon film in Europe and the
costliest picture ever made in Scandinavia, "The Tinderbox," from Hans
Anderson's famous fairy tales, had
its first showing in largest theatre
here, the Palladium. It was finished
six months ago at the Palladium
first

tract

Ortus Films is bidding for film
rights to T. E. Lawrence's "Seven
Pillars of Wisdom."
Intend to film
part in book, which covers the Arab
revolt.

Murray Silverstone expected here
end- of June. Bringing his wife and
daughter and Otto Bolle, who comes
over to. replace Francis Harley as
head of 20th-Fox.
Ted Heath and band, which is a
feature in Wesley Ruggles' filfnusistarring Sid Field, titled "London Town,' is likely to niake personal in film's opening on Broad-

cal,.

way.
Assoc.

British

this

.

here

some

although

year

J. Arthur Rank has given
longtermer to 17-year-old Patsy Scantlebury, former Plymouth phone operator, after playing bit in "The Way
We Live," which is being made by

studios.
The new company, Dansk
Farve of Tegnefilm, mostly financed
by Danish manufacturers, worked on
Production

the film for three years, with the
color prints processed in France.
Production looks like a big draw

Picture

Corp.'s
will be 25%,
against '20% last year, with profits
having jumped from $1,977,852 to
$2,601,156, which is record for company since its inception.

dividend

Facilities,

Rank

subsidi-

ary.

Revival of "Jane Eyre" and "Jesse
James." both 20th -Fox revivals, forcom- mer in Gaumont-Brilish theatres

critics

plained that it was too little typically Danish.
But this featiire was
made for the international -market
because cost of production cannot be
covered
from
Danish
playdatcs
alone.
Film has been sold to Swe.

den and France' and

later will be
an English-speaking ver-

into

sion.

If

Boyer Given

leaving the organiza-'
In honor, of India-Burma Victory
No definite plans contingent now in London, Gaumo'nlbiit he likely will go. into a private British
is
sL-i^ing special film
at
enterprise.
Palace.
UUmann, who recently. Gaumont
Hammersmith
June
16.
Film iselected is dubbed
vi.«ited America, has been connected
with the company 18 years, and version of Alexander Korda's oldie.
"Thief of Bagdad," which has been
managed their Joinvilie studios, dubbed into
Hindustani.
hear Paris, just befora the \Var.
-Filippe Del Giudioe, head of Two
Par. now has only three theatres CiUes Films, now in
U. S.. i.s dickerin
France and one In Belgium. ing, tor liigrid Bergman to coine to
Company rail 11 theatres before the London to play lead in "Preciou."war. No succes.sor has been named,' Bane." Mary Webb's bc.«t .seller,
which
he
ha.'!
acquired
for film to
with Rene Lebreton, Paris manager
who had already subbed for. UU- co-^t $4,000,000, with Stewart Gran
to Dlay male lead. If unable to
mann while he was lii the army, ger
get Miss Bergman. Del Gludiee wlft
temporarily in charge.
try to Secure Dorothy McGuire.

the

coin

return

sen

Sydney, June 11.
R. J. .F. Boyer, chairman of the
Broadcasting
Australian
Commission, was given 3-year pact extension' by the federal government.
Boyer, who was with U. S. Forces
here during the war. is keen to
boost the calibre of radio shows, despite heavy opposition from the 100

commercial stations operating- Down
Under, T-he ABC is non-commercial.

.

here,

lion this

Films Eq^e In

WorldMkLOpens;10% Malaya Quot<
Washington, June

25.

Strong British drive for empire
preference in English-made films
disclosed hgre last week. Stale
Department revealed that the miliParis, June 11.
tary authorities in Malaya had deTo enhance interest in the' many creed a minimum 10% quota of Britprovincial' companies giving -non-'
ish pix miist be shown in Malayan
musical shows, a competition has
theatres.
This includes Singapore,
been arranged for them to come ta major exhibition center
in the F.->r
Paris and perform at the Theatre de
East;
The action .was based upoi\
Rochefort. ; Competition, under govan order from the British Colonial
ernment auspices, will be run in
Office in London which, in turn, got
June- and July, with all expenses
the word from- the British Board of
paid and a cash prize awarded the
.«
Trade.
winning conipany.
Unusual feature of the Malayan
Idea is to promote decentralizing
order was a provision directing exthe show business. Currently, there
hibitors to cancel contracts made
is no provincial stage, with the only
with distributors on films not deexception of the Theatre des Celes-.
livered within six months of the
tins in Lydhs, where non-Inusical
This prodate of such .'contracts.
plays are shown regularly.

French Provincial

To Compete

Gois.

in.

Paris was
'

•

Quits Par

vision

was made

retroactive to last

September, so that cancellations start
at once.

Big Itak) Production

UpbeatWith Many New
Units

Starting

Fdms

Rome, June

'

12.

Striving hard to take advantage
of restrictions imposed on U. S. importations, the Italian film industry
is turning out pictures as if they
were griddle calces. Hardly a day

new

goes by without a
started,

film being
off the

and another coming

assembly

Is. that so
many
U. S. Alms have been booked in Malaya that Uie British had to provide the cancellation clause to make!
room for the new 10% quota. Thei'e
"were no such restrictions in the British colonies before the war. 'However, Australia and New Zealand
did h9ve quotas on American films
but let these lapse during the war
because of' Inability -of England to
send its product to the two commonwealths. These quotas probably
will be restored soon. Other crown

Best guess here

line.

colonies also

may

get something like

Result is that there -are few good the 10% order since London can dicones now rea^y for showing.
tate directly to them.
"Mpntecassino," produced by PasWhen flr?t word of the new Britisii
tor Film, is a tale of love and par- plan reached the
State Department,
tisan fighting centering about the it asked pxir Embassy in
London to
now destroyed Abbey during the check. The word received last week
German occupation.
*'Un Giorno from the Embassy was to the etfect
Nella Vila" C"A Day in Life"), pro- that the British .want
to preserve a
duced and directed by Alessandro place in the world market for their
Blasetti, also deals with an episode expanding film industry.
in the German occupation.
Some
patroits.fihd refuge in a nunnery.
After a long siege the nunnery is
taken by storm, all the nuns raped Paris Authors Given
and murdered by the Nazis. Slightly
melodramatic, this shapes as a good
Break Over Publishers
.

Amedo

Stars

film.

Nazzari,

Elisa

Paris,

Cegani .and Arnoldo Foa.

June

11.

The Societe des Gens de Leltres,
equivalent of Writers Guild, headed
by Mrs. Camille Marbo, has been
agUating for legislation to prevent
fini.shed
shooting "Richlamo
alia
book publishers from getting authors,
vita" ("Call To Life") with Vera
to sign contra(:ts when they are
Cai-mi, Claudio Gora
and Lauro young and inexperienced.
These later
Ga/.'.to1o.
often are deemed unfair. The govAl.so completed is Orbis Film's "II
ernment is now working on a standTcstii-ftone"
('"The Witness"), with
ard contract that woiild bar publishRoldano Lupi, Marjna Berti, Ern- ers
from compeUing a writer to bind
esto Almirante and Sandro Ruffiiii.
himself tj the piiblisher for future
Preem in Rome of "II Marito works,
and also permit the writer to
Povero" ("The Penniless Husband"), regain
rights on his work after a
produced by Di Pinto Film, holds certain
period. At -present, the piibpromise. This comedy by novelist lisher's
rights
extend over th«
Cesare Zavattini and actor-producer writer's
life plus 50 years.
Vittorio De Sica has a cast of stage
Publishers are also likely to lose
stars— Vivi Gi6i, Leonardo Cortese,
on picture rights, which in some
CamiUo

In Sicily, the I'ony's-Cochlea Film,
partly owned by Italo-American
cameraman Tony Fenguelly, has

'

.

is

monlh.

Paris,

-

June 18.
Par the-

of

cel. Hellman's
titled "Meet

new

pic for 20th-Fox,

Me at Dawn," which
wUl be directed by Thornton Free-

land, with shooting to start July
Denham Film studios.

1,

at

.

!

rases

they

mean much more than what
make from the books. They

usually get 50%.

Swedish Producer Made
20th-Fox Stockholm Rep

.

UUmann
atres

Brit.

Arthur Rank, ha.i been loaned to tation, of Gabriele D'Annunzio's
tragedy^ "Giovanni Epis
co-star with William Eythe in Mar- famous

.

Aussie Radio Cornish

big

tales.

Andre UUmann. head

By

is

enough, the company plan.-; another
color cartoon based on other Ander-

Drive to Give

'

made

3-Yr. Pact

;

(London ) and Associated British
Picture Corp.'s theatres in provinces
latter on ABPC circuit, are reported doine capacity biz.
Pilotto,
Clelia
MaUnia,
Besides doing a personal for. the
opening of her picture "The Strange Paolo Stoppa and Mario Pisu.
Aldo Fabrizi, the priest of "Open
Love of Martha Ivers," at the Carlis working hard on two. films
ton. Lizabclh Scott will make sev- Cil.v,
eral personals in the provinces after here. One, produced by Lux Film,
which she is off to Ireland to take is "Mio Figlio Protessore"
("My
look at Irish Players at the Abbey Son, the Professor");
the other,
theatre. Dublin.
made for Romana Film, is an adapHazel Court, under contract to J.
and

the 10 days .<farting with the June
13 debut, film got 285,000 pesos
Heavy pre-opening pub.$58,710).
ad campaign staged by producer
David p. Selznick's forces is credited
wjth part ot the big take.
Film preemed yesterday (Tue.sday)
in Santiago, Chile, and opens July 4
in Rio and July 8 in Havana.
•

'

-

.

.

.

Quota

British

Chances of suspension ot the Quota Act in Great Britain, when the
present statute ends in about two years, depend largely on .What is
done by the U. S. Congress on the loan requested by Great Britain. Because without this loan, deemed necessary for England's present-day
economy, it's widely known in foreign film quarters of N. Y. that the
British government -almost automatically would Continue the quota to
"
maituain dollar balances in Britain.
The quota on distributors forces American companies 'to 'niake a
'certain number of features in England on d basi3 of one Modest budget
picture for every., three distributed -.in that country.
Reported herethat thg British be'lie've such investment of coin in English studios and
for labor wo'iild go far in hclplhjg dollar balances should the loan fail
.
to be okayed, ..'
':

Plan,
cial sales and exploitation.
expected to be announced in detail
June 25,
Is an outgrowth of the
.Mexican Motibii Picture Producers about July

Mexico

B«MM

Harlln't VUtt, Tr*telaw

Bt:

Loan Cues

U. S.

Special Local Bally
Plans for special treatment of the

Manila, June

LONUON OnTCK

•TAlilETt'S-

INTERNATIONAL

18

cope."

Other
are

"Pian

films
delle

nearly

finished

Stelle"

("SUrry

Stockholm, June

9;-

S'ven G; Nygren, ace producer and
the man who discovered Viveca
LIndfors, Sweden's latest loan lo

Hollywood, has been appointed chief
"Inquietudine"
("Un
of 20lh-Fox office here. Miss Lind-.
rest"),
"Felicita'
Perduta" ("Lost
Happiness ") and "L'Eterna Fiamma' fors is under Warner Bros, com
He is co-owner of the Sue jIi
("The Eternal Flame").

Prairie").

.

.-i.

Lux Co.

•

-

.

LEVY'S PLAT LOOKS OK
London. June

25.

SCHUSE&T ASS'K CONCERTS

"Clutlerbuck," Benn tVvy's. fir.st
Vienna, June 18.
play since the war, which opened at
Followng an old tradition, the
the New Theatre, Hull, Yorkshire. Vienna
Schubert Assn. has resumed
June 24; looks good for pictures giving public concerts
in the courteither In U. S. or this country,
yard of the composers' birthhouse.
stars Constance Gummings, and is _ Prof.
Viktor Kehldorfer. said that
flippant but witty love story. Show many less-known
compositions of
opened to capacity and tours six Franz Schubert will be played.
weeks before coming here, wi"th First conceirts were
attended by
Wyndhams theatre a possibility.
many U. S. officers and soldiers."

NTBRNATIONAI.

Blum

%s He Woldd Have Sac^^

CurreDt London Shows
London, June

French Pic hdustry for UJS. Pact
Paris, June 25.
The film agreement recently sigwas
natured by France and the U. S.
here last week
defended
vigorously
special ienby l«on Blum. France's
along
pact
the
negotiated
voy, who
Blum
with a loan from the U. S.
appeared before a group of French
technicians
Dlcture producers and
been
had
it
if
that
tnd told them
necessary he would have sacrificed
Industry in
the whole French film
He
agreement.
order to obtain an
explained that he felt attacks made
upon the pact were because of failadvantages.
ure 'to understand its
.

S. made a real concession
renouncing the 1936 trade agree-

The U.
in

ment, Blum stated, and by agreemg
four weeks
to allow France to keep
out of 13 exclusively for French
Blum explained that he had
films.
originally hoped to get a seven-

arrangement for French

weeks-iii-13

films when he sUrted negotiations
but that after long talks he felt that
France did well in comparison to a
17% /guarantee that Italy obtained.

Blum protested strongly against
the argument that French producers
would be held to a 30% quota as
compared with a flood of American
He said competition outside
films.
this 30% reserved to France would
be open to all countries and distributors, pointing put that there
wasn't a single word, in the accord
preventing a French film exhibitor
from showing 100% French product
he wants to. Blum claimed that
what is most needed is for the
French producers to turn out pictures that the public. wants to see.
if

pact, Blum added,
in the re-equip-

The Washington
would

also

.

assist

of the French film Industry,
e promised that the French government also would take all possible
measures to help.

Sent

New Ukases on U. S. Dlslrlbs
American distributor local worries
will not end with the film quota
pact. This was evidenced at a press

confab held by Michel Ferre-Cprmeray, top French picture official,
who attempted to vindicate Blum's
action.

Recent

impending

and

Pommer's Monich Post
Hollywood, June
Eric

;

of

UFA

In Berlin,
quarters will be. in

Now

of block-booking
<tatcd

Prohibition

1.

long in advance.

Relieving

2,

some
3.

French

picture.s

of

of their taxes,

Building a nationalized circuit

which would
pictures.

the

book mostly French
This chain would include

theatres

sold

to

the

Germans

under occupation. There are about
80 in the chain. Newsreels are considered as outside the regular program, and come in ^or no quota provisions. This means that yearly contracts can still be signed for the Fox
Movietone newsreel,

"Gang Show," StoU.
"Grand National Night," Apollo.
"Green Langhtcr," Comedy,
"Guinea Pig," Criterion,
"Hasty Heart," Aldwych,
"Here Ceme the Boys," Seville..
"High Tlm«," Palladium.
"Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Edinbargh," Playhouse.
"Make It a Date," Duchess,
"Merrlc England," Princes.
"Night and Muiiie," Coliseum.
.

His new headMunich.

Argentine

"No Medals," Vaudeville.
"N« Beom at Inn," Winter Garden.
."Perehaace to Dream," Hipp.
"Portrait In BUck," PlccadUly.
"Private Lives," Fortune.
"Sed Boscs for Me," Wyndhams./
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.

Sees Fix Quota
Buenos Aires, June liB.
Extreme nationalist sector in Argentina's film Industry is pressuring
the government for a quota system
on the importaMon of foreign pictures.
Not content with the pro-'
tectionist decree which created preferential percentages and enforced
exhibition of Argentine films in all
theatres, the extremists are urging that the number of imports be
limited to "A" pix. This would curb
the entry of "B" pix which they
claim are of poor cultural quality.
There's also talk of regulations
give
press
to
force
the
to

"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Kingmaker," St. James.,
"Under the Connter," Phoenix.
"While Sun Shines," Globe.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"WInslow Bay," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.,

collect after

July

1,

when the aarce-

into force.

It Is currentlj'

huddling with Harold L. Smith. Motion Picture Ass'n of America rep.
and the American Embassy.

Paris, June 25.
Paramount is the first U. S. picture company to announce
it will
participate in the International Film
*estival
to
be held at Cannes
startmg Sept. 20.
Thus far films

irom America, Great Britain, Hussja,
Canada,
Argentina,
Poland,
Mexico. Czechoslovakia, Denmark.
Switzerland and Sweden have pic-

tures entered In the event.

Purpose of the festival, first to be
neld in seven years.
Is to encourage
the development
of motion pictures
ana create a spirit of
closer collaboration among
film-producing nations.

marthalvers'

Strong 12G, 'Spellbound' Sock 28CI
5th Wk., 2 Spots; Heartbeat' 206, 2d
*
Metro's 3d French'lbde
•

LoAdon, June 25.
West End picture theatre lines,
which have prevailed in the last
few weeks are not so numerous

Metro is readying its third French* now because the number of visitors
here for Victory Week are not
picture for distribution In
around; nevertheless, biz Is very
English - speaking countries, with
healthy,
superimposed titles going on the first
"Strange Love of Martha Ivers" is
releases.
It is "Anges du Peches"
a click at the Carlton. Outstanding
("Angelis
of
Sin"),, which,
Uke is "Spellbound," now in fifth weelE
"Stormy Waters" was produced in day-date at Tivoli and London PaFrance before the Nazis took over.
vilion. .K has broken records in
Tivoli run is for six
In the meantime, "Waters," the both spots.
Jean Gabin-Mlchele Morgan starrer, weeks, nearly a record in itself,
with run at the London Pavilion
in its second week at the SSth St.
keeplng,on indefinitely.
Playhouse, N. Y., is being dubbed
Longest run picture in West End
Into English for regular first-run
Is "Caesar and Cleopatra," now in
playdates in the U. S.
its 27th week at the Marble Arch,
and expected to stay till middle

made

.

:

Knocked from the start by
crix, film has done terrific biz at the
Marble Arch <the renamed Regal),
July,

Brit.

Loan SeeD

.

As Aussie He^

Army

'

-

.

''

—

—

MEX. PRODUCERS ASSN.

RKO

WOULD CLEAN HOUSE

already has moved back in
their former quarters in the National
City Bank building on the Champs
Elysees. United Artists arc close by
the Road Point and Warners long

Mexico City, June 25.
Plan to drop some 10 of its 50
members has beeh started by the ago found suitable offices on the
Paramount never
Mexican Motion Picture Producers Pare Monceau.
Assn. This drastic action is aimed moved out of their own Boulevard
theatre building, but much of their
at members who have harrhed the
office
space
still
is
used by the
various
by
industry
Mexican film
particularly French 'controle economique.'
procedures,
unethical
exhibitors
Before making his trip to the U. S.
from
coin
collecting
South
and
in
CentralJuly,
HJirold L. Smith is getting
abroad, mostly in
America, and failing to deliver. Re- his Motion Picture Assn. of America
ported that some producers slated office out of its temporary Claridge
for the skids got money from trust- location and back in the N. Y. Herfar
ald-Tribune
Mexico
as
building.
ing exhibitors outside
back as 1943 and have not yet ful.

filled

their promise to ship pictures.
producers either will be

Guilty

FaUs To
Boost Colored Newsreels

British Short

'

Arthur Rank's "yictory Parade,
Any use American distribs make a two-reelcr in Teclinicolor, comof the francs, above this amount,- piled from newsreel footage of rewhich are not converted in dollars cent V-E Day celebration in London
shown in New York last week
will be subject to restrictions.
In was
order to preclude any chance of their and was a tipolT on the possible
getting in on any phase of th^ local U.S. acceptance of U. S. newsreels
colored.
similarly
industry, they will be barred from
Short was turned out by Castlcusing their franc balances either to
buy studios, production facilities or ton-Knight for Eagle-Lion release.
was shown on same'
While
subject
theatres. Also strict regulations will
be enacted on local co-Ilnancing
program with "Henry V" at City
of
Center theatre last week, being in
productions.
?t will not be
week.
the
single
for

PAR HRST U S. HRM
TO ENTER CANNES FETE

Easier, bat

.

ODEON SUBSID SEEKS
FOR RANK

dropped from the a.ssociation or susKeep U. S. Out of French Biz
pended for long periods of time.' DisThe Ministry for Finance is cur- missal or suspension bars producers
$18,000,000
rently interested in the future confrom working in Mexico since all
London, June 25.
version in dollars up to 3,000,000 of
studios will be closed to them.
With money plentiful, as evithe francs American distribs will
denced by the heavy oversubscrip-

ment goes

West End

with early weekly take averaging
around $24,000. It is now nearer
$16,000,' still real money.
The Tatler, Gaumont-British smallseater, which used to specialize in
Soviet films, because of the success
scored by "Bells of St. Mary's"
iSydney.^June 18.
(after its 12 weeks at' the Carlton),
Film indastry toppers' aver that has decided to switch the policy to
okaying of that U. S. loan to Great second West End run qf pre-release
UjS. Distribs Returning
Britain will open Aussie keys to films.
Picture has nearly doubled
American imports, including 16.m house's take.
To Old Paris Offices;
equipment and other technical gear.
West End biz was helped probably
In legit and vaude^revue circles, by the inclusion of the Victory
on
to
comments
more
space
Theatres Shutter show exectutives are hoping for a Parade short at most houses,
local pictures, with less publicity
quick loan okay so they can
Paris, June 18.
(Grosses at 14 t* Pound)
for Hollywood product, Since ArBecause of th^ small number of set plans in operation for imCarlton (Paramount) (1st wk)—
gentina renewed friiendly relations
Army troops now in Paris, the portation of top stars and shows. "Strange Love of Martha Ivers" (Par)
commentators
also
Russia,
the
with
Olympia, boulevard vaude house, is It's agreed that the Aussies are hun- Clicking from start, with P. A. of
to
green
light
given
the
been
have
closing and will be ireturned. to ci- gry for overseas talent presently, Lizabeth Scott helping.
liOoks set
boost Russian films.
vilian management. This ends Army with radio likewise, keen to import for run, with first week strong at
Prom the point of view of enter- live shows here.
$12,000.
talent and concert players.
tainment the Russian pictures can't
Empire (Metro)— "Quiet WeekFreezing of coin for last six' years end"
Though the Marignan is still used
(Pathe). Only here one week
compete with such U.S. films as
for talent has irked those in the biz, with rather poor response at $16,"Spellbound" and "Spiral Staircase." as a troop film theatre, the upper
plus the high rate set- on dollars. 000 below, average for
this big
Both show what the Argentine pub- floors of the building, are being vacated to permit 20th-Fox and Uni- This has made importation of talent house. Being replaced by "Easy to
lic likes.
goods impossible.
Wed" (M-G).
The Nationalists are squawking versal to take over their former and
Gaumont (G-B)
"Dark Corner"
They are
Film producers, long stymied by
particularly against/ the invasion of Champs Elysecs offices.
(20th) (3d wk).
Healthy $12,000 or
Mexican pictures, which are com- now in temporary cramped quarters. the lack of modern technical equip- over per week. This is final week,
peting favorably with the Argentine Columbia, currently sharing a build- ment (impoi-tation nixed from U. S., with "Do You Love Me" (20th) reing with Universal, is waiting for on account of dollar problem), see placing.
films throughout South America.
the French government olTice to that loan, okay bringing a full flow
Leicester
Sqnare (GFD)
"Beclear out of their former building of badly needisd equipment.
ware Of Pity" (Eagle-Lion). Nice
^
$15,000, with crix giving it praise.
near the Arch of Triumph.

ukases

and possibly getting pictures

25.

director

and former film exec in Europe, was
commissioned by the State Department to function as supervisor for
the film industry in Germany.
Before the war Pommer was head

provide:

.

Pommer, Hollywood

25,

"Arsenlo * Old Lace," Strand,
"Better Late," Garrick.
"Can Can," Adelphl.
"Exerdse Bowler," Scala,
"Flrty-FIHy," Strand.
"FlB* Feathers," Wales.
"First Gentleman," Savoy,
"Follow the Olrb," Majesty's,
"Frieda," Westminster,
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tion of British Lion Films' recent
issue by 10 times the amount asked,
Odeon is expected to have no trouble raising money in issue they plan
shortly.

Odeon Properties, subsidiary of
Odeon theatres, rsoon intend to go
to

the

public

with

its

.

DANCE BANDS
GRAB YAUDE SINGERS

IRISH

Dublin, June 11.
competition now keen bedance bands, bids are
being made to get local variety stars
for personal appearances with the
top
O'Reilly,
Douglas
bands.
trumpet man of the Theatre Royal
and the Capitol has quote theatre
work iq run his own orchestra. He
gets star billin? at Dublin's newest
dance spot. Four Provinces House.
Singers Sean Mooney and Maureen
Flanagan, both doing vocals on con-

With
tween

Irish

Capitol's Anna
other vocalists

McDonagh

doing special dates
with dance bands currently.

European Aimy Shows

To

Start

Admish Fees

,

eral house records, with average
well
above $16,000. .This week
dropped to $14,000, still plenty good.

In for Indefinite run.
Marble Arch Pavilion (GB)—
"Dark Corner" (20th) (3d wk). Daydate with Gaumont. Fine $7,000. "Do
You Love Me" (20th) is next in.
New Gallery (G-B)—"From This
Day Forward" (RKO) (3d wk).
Proving popular and doing big
.<

evening trade.
Looks average of
weekly.
Staying another
week, after which "Make Mine
Music" (RKO) replaces.
Odeon Leicester Square (Odeon)
"Heartbeat"
(RKO) (2d wk).
Opened to good $22,000, but this
week looks around $20,000. House
tract at the Capitol's cine-variety, usually plays only three weeks, but
are billed for special cabaret ap- this one will stay four because ''I
See A Dark Stranger" (GFD) not
pearances at the same spot.
ready.
Sean Mobney also does special yo:
Odeon Marble Arch (Odeon)
Peggy Dell's orchestra, "Caesar and Cleopatra"
cals
for
(Eagleworking on special engagements Lion) (27th wk). Although insiders
around Dublin; Dell also runs femme say this is not drawing so well now,
singing act due for English vauders it still u doing clo.se to $16,000. Picture has gone as high as $24,000 on
shortly.
Crooner Frankie Blowers and the early weeks. Expects to slay till
middle July.
are two

$14,000,000

worth of 3V4% debenture stock plus
about $4,000,000 of 4^4% preference
shares.
Issue will be sponsored by
Phillip Hill and partners."
Understood that the money is re-

London Pavilion (UA)— "Spellbound" (UA) (Sth wk). Has set sev-

$8,030

PUia (Par)— "Bedelia" (GFD)

'

(2d

wk). Good $16,000 but this week is
nearer $14,000. Staying third week,
with "O.S.S." (Par) replacing.
TaUer (G-B)— "Bells of St. Mary's"
(RKO) (1st wk). Despite its big 12
weeks at the Carlton, this has not
yet exhausted its West End popularity, with take biggest ever experienced at this house. Will easily hit

Frankfurt June 25.
new pay-as-you-go $7,000, which v/arrants long holdover.
TlvoH (G-B)— "Spellbound" (UA)
policy, admissions will be charged to
(Sth wk): Best biz this house has
quired to finance recently-formed military personnel at regular picture done in years, with average well
Rank private company, Overseas theatres in the Eui'opcan theatre be- above. $14,000 per week, unheard
Cinematograph Theatres, with $G.- ginning on July 1. No charge is of here. Staying sixth week, with
000,000 capital to take over Do- contemplated for admission to show- "Make Mine Music" (RKO) replacing.
minion and other cinema invest- ings of 16m films.
distributed in the U. S;
Warners (W-B)— "San Antonio"
In the past, rentals of 35m films
This
by the Rank group.
While this particular subject lent ments
(WB) (ist wk). Only about fair at
comprises 107 theatres in Canada, and operational costs of the theatres $12,000 or over.. Holding a second
itself to color, newsreel officials in
116 in New Zealand, and one being totaled about $1,000,000 a year in stanza, with "(Miety George" (Pathe)
news
numerous
that
agree
N. Y.
erected in Caiio. Capital shares in the ET. Exijcnsc was borne by the replacing.
color..
in
when
jell
dpne
events fail to
company will be held in equal Central Welfare Fund into which
Newsreel theatre operators were new
proportions by Gaumont-British Pic- profits of the Army Exchange Servplainly skeptical that tinted newiHowever, film
ture Corp. and Odeon Properties, ice arc channeled.
reels would enhance the boxoffice
Art Jarratt Honored
distributors uppcd charges on 35m
subsidiary of Odeon Theatres.
even, .vlighlly.
London, June 18.
Another important theatre com- films since the war's end, necessiRank short was well produced but
admission charges by the
Commander "Arthur William Jarpany
to shortly launch an issue, sub- tating
to
narration
lacked 'the newsworthy
ject to Treasury sanction, is Granada Army.
ratt, R.N.V.R. has received a Knightstandards.
measure iip to American
Theatres, which is asking for $4,000,in
King's
Birthday Honors
U.
S.
hood
the
Also it wa.s hot edited 'o fit the
preference shares, to be
000. via
LONG MEX, STRIKE ENDED
market', being strictly from the Britfor his services as deputy chairman
iised for refinancing and developMexico City, June 25..
ish Empire viewpoint on verbiage.
and film indu.slry liaison officer to
purposes.
ment
Diaz
Leon,
Condcsa
and
dc
Cincs
Highlights of subject include masslocal second run cinemas are doing the Royal Naval Film Corp.
ing of Scottish bagpipes and drums,
business aaain with the ending of
TATHEB' fOE STOCKHOLM
Another award was that of Vicwith fireworks concluding the celean. eight-month strike, longest of its
Stockholm. June 9.
bration.
American troop participatoria (jrder (4th class) to Frank
here.
kind
here
Dramatic
theatre
'The Royal
tion in the procession appears to be
Hill,
secretary to Kinematograph
pay
for
a
Help
stood
out
50%
"Life
with
season
half a company, shown only momen- opens it.<! 1946 fall
Renters' Society,
They settled for 20%.
hike.
With Father," long-nm N. Y. hit
tarily.
In line with a

.

'

.

.

.
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1

Darryl

Zanuck

F.

presents

Rex

Xtene

Lin^a

HMSONDMNELl
AMNA AND THti
DUNNE

K8NGOF
LEE

J

COBB

-

GALE SONDERCAARD
TITO REN ALDO

DENNIS HOEY

'

•

•

MIKHAIL RASUMNY

RICHARD LYON
Produced by

Directed by

JOHN CROMWELL LOUIS D LIGHTON
•

Screen Play by Talbot Jennings and Sally Benson

•

Based

Upon

the Biography

by Margaret Landon

mi

The wondrous Best' Seller

•

•
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"ANNA AND THE KING
OF SIAM"

IS

SETTING

ALL-TIME HIGH FOR

ANY

20th

CENTURY- FOX

PICTURE EVER TO PLAY

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL!

7/

Century 'Fox, The Biggest Figure in Best- Sellers!

—

!
'

W*dncfl<I«y,

PICTURES
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British Code

MANAGERS GUILD WOULD Hudson

on Uim Pix (Never

Competing With 35m) Favored in U S.

Hollywood. June 25.
AFFILIATE WITH lATSE Remy L. Hudson checked Into his
as prexy of Eddie Albert
The Motion Picture theatre Oper- new job
designed to produce
Managers & A.'ssistant Man- Productions,
commercial and educaliohal films.
agers Guild, which recently won a

Eddie Albert continues as chairRKO covering 41
board, with John E.
'York and adjacent man of the
approached the lATSE Fletcher as executive veepee and
Robert J. Meade in charge of profor affiliation. Matter will be taken
duction.
up at the forthcoming \K convention
in Chicago July 22, but if the lA
votes to take in the managerial guild
be necessary to amend the
it may
constitution since at present it any
lA member becomes a manager he
eligible to mernbership.
longer
no
is
Ht)iVlf,ever, lA has long been inter-

Niven Goes Clerical

ciety

Hollywood, June 25..
Third film role for David Niven

both in this country and throughout the world, according to industry

ince his return from England will
be the bishop in"The Bishop's Wife,"
to be produced, by Samuel Goldwyn
with Gary Grant and Teresa Wright

chiefs.

co-slars.

s

WB Sets 3d Sales

lor the code,
Niven goes to work when he
theatre manba.-ically similar to the policy fol- washes up his currefit chore in :'The ests in organizing
agers.
lowed by Loew's International since Magnificent Doll."
could become
that company instituted its foreign
The
formulathe
IBm program, include
an important link In the lA chain
lion of a general trade policy that
since its ambitions are nationwide.
16m theatrical distribution be conOn the other hand, if taken into the
35m
served
by;
fined to areas not
lA, the managerial guild would have
films, with a recommendation to disa terrific organizing advantage since
tribs to give preference to estaball operators and stagehands in the
IBrii
lished exhibitors- in signing
theatres are LA.-

Recommendations

MPTOM&AMG

Popcorn Bnsiness

WB

Extended by

contracts.

also advises existing exhibs
With reports of tremendous candyto peg their claims for 16m ex- popcorn grosses pouring in from all
hibition in areas not serviced by. over the country, Warners is cur35m installations and to admit 16m rently seeking to boost its concession
-exhibs and distribs into the two sales via an intensive survey of each

Code

so as to "discourage departure from accepted standards of
commercial integrity accepted in
the cinema trade." Adoption of a
similar policy in this country, therefore, might throw open the Motion
Picture Assn. of America and various exhib organizations to the socalled 16m jackrabbits, thereby assuring that these outsiders would
follow general trade practices. Such
a step, it's thought, would preclude
-any unfair competition by the jacksocieties

:

Warner house. Survey will be made
by Leonard Schlesinger, prexy of the
recently-created Warner Bros. Service Corp.

Schlesinger denied reports that
plsinned to open its own candy
factory and to cancel its. contract
with the American Best Candy Co.,
which has serviced Warners houses
exec declared that
in the past.

WB

WB

company Had

just extended its
ABC to carry through
Deal varies with
each individual house, with the 40%
Rumors of the establishment of an cut usually given by ABC to its pusInter-industry organization among torhers not always holding for
his

conti-act'

with

December, IMS.

rabbits.

WB

those majors dealing in. 16m entertainment pix overseas have been
heard on both sidies of the Atlantic
and it's believed the code might

theatres.

tour,

0.0.

iSchlesinger will

WB

WB

WB

.

'

solution for the distribs is to use
.only one form of picture in each
area.

aOUDY JUNE HYPOS
ALL A.C THEATRES

Recommendations also provide
solution for another current deep-set-

Atlantic City, Jun^ 25.
This Is one city where rainy wea
problem in the American indu^ry
allowing a civic organization or ther does not bring a frown to the
some other group to rent an old. 16m face of the theatre manager. In fact,
he welcomes the clouds.
film to run in with a series of docuThe vacfLtionist, here for sunshine
mentaries,
British point out that
most customers will fladly go to and the beach, fliids that when the
see 'such a program, especially when rain and clouds come the theatres,
piers and other places of amusement
it's offered free, and tlius kill the
35m trade. Even the practice of not along the walk gain. AH theatres,
releasing a picture on 16m stock following three weeks of almost
until it's exhausted its 35m run will continually bad. weather in. June,
not solve the problem and American showed their business above normaL
With the close of the New Jersey
distribs would do well to prohibit
this practice, according to the in- Allied theatre owners convention at
the. Chelsea (21) other conventions
dustry chiefs.
are due. Warners' sales meet will be
British' code also invites an in
held here Aug. 5-7.
PRC plans its
quiry into the existing libraries of
sales convention at the Ambassador

say.

Whiteman

to Play
In Dorsey Bros. Pic
-

Hollywood, June

25.

Paul Whiteman will re-enact reallife role of giving the bandlcading
brothers
their
first
big
breaks, in film based on their lives.

Aug.

RKO

Grabs Cuban
Mexico

RKO
young

has

signed

Cuban

She was inked

horse, Trigger, for a combined action
and cartoon feature, "PecOs
Bill," based on early western folklore.

Piclure will be
colbr next year.

War With

Indies in Mpk.

South

Minneapolis, June 25.
price -war
between
Cily independent neighborhood and suburban exhibitors on
the one hand; and the large circuils

Admission

Twin

operating the loop first-run hou.ses.
Paramount and RKO, on the other,
threatens here because the independents are disgruntled over (he
amount of the chains' current admission boost and failure to tilt
.

In a

move

to

expedite business be-

tween the h.o. and field sales force
and between their branches and exexhibs, Warner Bros,
third sales division to

July

15,

is

.ndding

a

its setup on
according to announcement

by Ben Kalmenson,

y.p. and gen.
o.f the company.
Normaii Ayers will head the new
to be known as the southern

sales

manager

unit,

.

childi-en's

prices.

Independent group,. which brought
pre.ssure on Paramount and RKO to
advance scales, feels that circuits
haven.'t gone far enough. In "A"
houses downtown, big chains went
from 44 to 5pc up to 5 p.m. and.
from 60 to 70c thereafter, Indies

were -urging 60 or 65c for matinees

and 7Sc for nights in the downtown
by Jules tjapidus "A" houses and they wanted an up-

division, )-educing the territory cur-

controlled

and Roy Haines,

of the eastern aiid
western division respectively. Ayers
is being upped to his new post from
Eastern district manager and will

ping of children's prices to 20 or 2.'>c.
Circuits left the kiddies' scale un-

changed,
Indies charge that Paramount is
be succeeded in. the latter, spot by trying to for^ the neighborhood
Lefkowitz, who rejoins Warner's houses to go to 50c, downtown
staff next Monday <1) alter four matinee prices, in place of 40c, »s
had been generally contemplated.
First Phantooi AluDinus years with UA.
;
In the realignment, Lapidus' east- At 50c, it's declared, the uptown
New Haven, June 25.
ern division will include N. Y. City, spots would be less able to comYale University and the city of Albany, N^w Haven, Boston, Buffalo, pe.te with the loop first-runs than at
New Haven became nose-conscious Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, In- Resent. They'll not go along with
today when Jimmy Durante split a dianapolis and the dominion of the circuits to any. such extent, the
seven-hour stay between marching Canada where Haskell Masters con- independent leaders declare.
It's pointed out that the big cirin the Eli commencement parade tinues as district manager.
their prices
with the reunioning class of 1913
Haines* western division will take cuits have only raised
and attending a spe'ciar shindig at ia Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, 15% while independent neighborthe Seven Gables Tbw,'ie House in Minneapolis, Omaha,. Dcb Moines, hood houses that took the lead

The 'Nose' Wins Numerals

'

,

.

biz.

show Kansas City, St. Louis, Denver, Salt jumped their aealCB 15%.
Situation Is complicated by
Lake City, Los Angeles, San Fran.

in

ttchni-

the

.

college

cisco, Seattle,

to recall 'The Proboscis" as a member of the class of '13,
but that didn't stop the voliible
James from taking part in the class

couldn't

seem

MOVIEmiE
FREE PHONE

,

MPA EARMARKS

FOR UNDERPRIVILEGED

the edification of members of the
press and radio assembled from New

England

states,

and also local

dig-

nitaries.

Affair started out as a plug for
Sisters From Boston," but it

"Two

ended up as ballyhoo for "One Guy
From Broadway." Event was sponsored by Loew-New England theatres under division manager Harry
F, Shaw, with Lou Brown lairing the
publicity groundwork.
•

Dinehart

Widow Wins

Legit, Film Scripts
Hollywood, June 25.
Mozelle
Britton
Dinehart was
awarded rights to several stage plays
and film scripts owned by her ]a(e
husband, Alan Dinehart,
Dinehart's son by a former marriage had previously waived his
willed right to a one-third shiare of
the estate.

ternal organization of members of
the N. Y. distribution and exhibition
Held, has earmarked $10,000 for the
purpose of sending a limited number of underprivileged children to
summer camps for two-week periods
The Paramount and Roxy have al- this summer. The camps to which
ready signed up for the service, plus they will be sent are under the suof
Community Service
the Brooklyn Paramount and Fox. pervision
Deals are in process of completion Society of N. Y.
In spite of the lateness of the date,
with the Brandt, Randforce and
has prevailed upon Community
Rugoff & Becker circuits but nothing is. stirring so far with the Loew Service Society to accept 30 chiland
chains though information dren between the ages of six months
on their shows is being given anyone and seven years, accompanied by
who makes inquires. Movietlme has their mothers, and 10 boys and 10
girls between the ages of seven and
25 trunk lines.

operating at a loss so far as a result
Movietlme, which advertises Its
service in the daily newspapers, giving its phone number, gives all details on the theatres inquired about.

MPA

RKO

14 year.s.

Jewish

Fad

Nears Goal

David A. Levy, N. Y. branch manager for Universal, is chairman of
the MPA welfare committee.

Hollywood, June 25.
Walter Wanger, chairman of the

Motion Picture Division of the Morris Agents Olivier,
United Jewish Welfare Fund, anVivien Leigh in U. S.
nounced that
of its (1,000,000
Hollywood, June 25.
quota had been collected to date.
Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh
The remainder, Wanger stated,
appointed the William Morris «gency
will be collected in the next week.
as their exclusive representative in

M%

.

htl

to Hatch

the United States.
Understood the new setup is arMIKE CDLLEirS pSA
ranging for the two British stars
Pitt^urgh, June 25.
Mike 3, Cullen_ former manager to act in a major film production in
based on a novel by Betty
Hollywood, starting in February..
MacDorfald. Film will be company's of Peon theatre here and now dithird for United World release, fol- vision nbaiager for Loew's in Clevelowing
"Bella
Donna."
recently land,, has been given the army's
to
Distinguished Service Award for his
completed.
Hollywood, June 25.
Leonard Goldstein is executive work as head of film division with
Hedy Lamarr starrer, "Dishonored
producer, with Chester Erskine and special service in the ETO, It was
Fred Finklehoffe collaborating on Cullen who set up a GI circuit in Lady," went back into- production
France and Germany following ser- after a 14-day hiatus, due to the
the script.
vice in both North Africa and Italy. star's illness.
Hunt Stromberg production has
Cullen, who was commissioned a
Get Trl^tates Arbitration
captain in 1943, came out of the ser- been in work for four weeks and is
Dallas; Ju.ne 25:
vice a major.
expected to wind up next month..

Hollywood, Jime 25.
Next production on the Internaprogram will be "Tlie Egg

tional

and

I,''

.

Hollywood, June 25.
Janis Paige and
Robert Hutlon will top the cast in
(he forthcoming Warners picture
"The Wallflower."
Alex. Gottlieb production will be
directed by David Butler.
Wynriari,

Hedy Back

.

The
Berke

Steer "Code"

the

fact that the Independent exhibitor
and Portland.
group has been trying to xompnl
Southern division under Ayers,
distributors to cUmiiiatie the one
will cover Philadelphia, Washington,'
clearance which the ParaNew Orleans, week's
Charlotte, Atlanta,
mount ncighborlMod houses have
Memphis, Dallas, and Oklahoma
over indepcBdcnt theatres in the
ceremonies. Anyway, he ended up City.
same
price
run. By going to SOc in
as an honorary member of the class.
five Minneapolis and two St. Paul
He attended the Yale-Harvard
however.
nefghborhood
houses,
baseball classie and the collegiate
Paramount
apparently has put an
VIA
BUnJ)S
highlight of the day occurred when
obstacle in the independents' course
Durante was introduced to Prexy
toward equality, the trade points
SERVICE out. If the public can see the firstSeymour of Yale. This meeting of
"The Nose" and 'The Brain" was a
Although it has less than 100 thea- runs downtown at SOc in the afterbig step in forwarding good educa- tres i^der contract, Movietlme, re- noons, why should, it wait six weeks
tional-theatrical relations, or some
cently established phone-service or- for them in the neighborhood housei;,
thing.
ganization in Brooklyn to provide the independents are asking.
Peak of the program from show data on current film shows, is servbiz angle came when Durante was icing rnost all other theatres in the
feted at the Towne House, a floor of Metropolitan New York area in orlOG
which was decorated as Club Du der to build up public support. N.Y.
with
editions
rante,
special
of Julius Pollinger, formerly with NaVaiiiety as table pieces. Jimmy and tional Screen Service, who's presihis confreres wrecked the **jemt" for dent of Movietlme, states that he is
Motion Picture Associates, fra-

around

Old-timers

Work

.

arbitration case of TrirStates
-

Theatres

against Paramount
has
RKO Pacts Steiner
CRUMP DRAWS 'VALLEY'
been set here for next Friday (28).
Hollywood, June 25.
Hollywood, June 25.
William Berke draws director The circuit is asking for a 45-day
seek film
RKO handed Ralph Steiner a pro- Warners assigned' Owen Crump to
chore."! on "Code of the^West," with •availability
for its Casa Linday ducer contract and
assigned him to produce "Thunder Valley," a tale of
Jim Warren

to play in one or
more pictures in Enslisl; a:id Sp:u;-ish on .the
lot in Hollywood.

RKO

made

'WALLFLOWER' STARS SET
J.nne

who came
to

Div. for

rently

charter.

'

June 25.
Marion Inclan,

here a fortnight, ago

MPTOM&AMG

Hollywood, June 25.
Walt Disney went out of his usual
route to tiorrow Roy Rogers and bis

City,

actress,

worit.

Femme

7-9.

Ksiey Borrows Rogers

Dorsey

Charles R. Rogers inked maestro
for film and he will head Coastwards
at -end of July.

If an affiliation with the lA 'cannot be obtained, the
will probably apply for a direct AFL

celebration of his 30 years in

..

In. his

look for ways to sell the sugary stuff
on a larger scale. Plans call for the
installation of a stand with an attendant to replace the automatic
machines in many theatres and the

provide a good basis for such an
organization.
It's pointed out that
the majors, both in this country
and abroad, who decide to permit setting up of popcorn machines
chief
any 16in films whatsoever to play wherever they can be used,
pointed but that popcorn doesn't sell
in the same area with their 3Sm
at ail in houses- patronized mostly,
product, would be cutting their own
women
and
by
that his survey would
throats.
take this factor in consideration.
Simple Economics
Schlesinger will also install soft,
Two British societies pointed out drink dispensers as soon as Cocathat the use of both' type Alms in Cola returns to the market in suffithe same area would work like cient quantity and when, a suitable
Gresham's Law in. economics, which dispenser is developed. Any sales in
states that the worst form of cur
bouses will stop at that, though,
rehcy in circulation regulates the he said.
is in the picture busivalue of the whole currency and ness, he stressed, and doesnt plan to
hence -drives all other forms of lose sight of that fact in boosting its
money out of circulation. Thus, candy sales.
while the best solution is to use
only one form of currency, best

16m entertainment Alms, to make
certain that none of them rent pictures that might hurt the 3Sm industry.
This factor, too, should be
studied by c^stribs in this country
and abroad, the industry spokesmen

Price

At Yale, for Class of '13's Sam

.

.

RKO in B.O.

with

theatres, has

Cinematic

June 26, 1946

New

Greater

by the Kinematbgraph Renters' Soand the
distrlbs).
(British
Exhibitors' Assn., might
well be the basis tor -a similar code
among American distribs and exhibs,

Par.

-

ating

contract
for 16m enlerlaiiimenl pic-t
iidopled recenlly in London

Code
lines,

Prexies Albert Co.

to

Hollywood, June

in the star spot, at

25.

RKO.

Filming starts on Ibcntibn at Lone
Pine July 5, with- Herman Schlom
producer.

a.*)

theatre here.
The case again.st Metro, filed at
same time by Tri-States, has
not been set to 'date.
the

the Sid Rogell unit.

Before moving injo his new post/
Steiner was production assistant to
Clarence Brown.

pioneering in the wild west.
Picture will be based -on a yarn by

James Webb, who
screenplay.

is

working on the

.
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The Voice That Chased Vaudeville
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Joe

Stewart to Mich. Allied

^

Allied Theatres of Michigan has
slotted Jack Stewairt, former sales
rep of Universal in Detroit, as general manager succeeding Fred E.

New

Studio Strike

Too

WB

Near

RKO

'Exchanges'

Mgr.

Now

Misnomer

.

'

.

:

'

.

,

Looms As CSU

Backs Up Machinists Ultimatum

.

Laurie, Jr.
Pennell.
Job calls for combined
<
duties of public relations and perscientists and research men, backed by a sonal contact.
Just 20 years ago a group of
showmen with vision, dropped an early version,
Stewart started his film career in
small group o£ courageous
business.
Some
called
this
show
bomb
into
the
"talkies,"
1915 when he joined the old Triangle
of the atom bomb
Precarions
16ni
some the "squawkies," otherp .the "balkies." Warner Bros, called it Vita- Corp; He later served as European
showed the first feature sound' pic at the old rep for First National, changed to
phone. On Aug, 6, 1926,
East, Reports
In
Warner theatre in New York. The name of the picture was "Don Juan," Warner? in Cleveland and then
with
a
fully
Barrympre,
synchronized
John
and
recorded
switched to U. in Detroit.
starring the late
musical score played by the N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra.
oil Return
The show opened with some shorts. Will Hzys, then czar of Hollywood,
RKO's 16m plans for. the Near
spoke from the screen. The rest of the shorts comprised singers and inEast will probably be pigeon-holed
strumentalists, like Giovanni Martinelll, Marion Talley, Anna Case, Efrem
of .re^
result
indefinitely
as
a
Zhnbalist, Harol'd Bauer and.JJischa Elmah.. Shortly thereafter this typie of
ports of district manager' Georg
aim chased the sllents and vaudeville. A few doubters claimed it was just
when Al Jolson came out in "The Jazz Singer,"
New
currently
in
a freak entertainment but
Geprgoussky,
There was a mad scr&mlile
also for Warners, -that was the coiivincer.
York for huddles with fpireign head
among producers, picture and vaudeville actors to retool with the new
Georgoussky neld
Designation ot selling and dis- Phil Reisman,
technique.
sua
immediate
for
the
little
hope
tributing
points
throughout this,
To realize what "the voice" did to vaudeville, here is a picture of vaude- country and Canada as
in
exchanges is cess of a narrow-gauge venture
There were some.2j000rodd
ville in 1926 just before Vitaphone was heard.
by way of going Into the discard as any of the Near Eastern territories
vaude houses In the U. S., 28 of these playing straight- vaudeville, 18 in the a trade. term. With other
Palestine.' His repprt is exexcept
compaThe others were combo
east and the other 10 on the Orpheum circuit.
nies more and more veering away pected to serve, as a warning to
vaudfilmcrs. Keith had seven cut weeks out of the 18. There -were 6,500
other firms with similar plans.
f i:om use of the word "exchange,"
acts that found more work than they could use, and the strictly vaude spots Paramount
Reasons given were somewhat
has taken the 100% iniplayed an average of 220 acts weekly. There were 100 pic houses playing" tiative by eliminating
similar to those .advanced by Metro,
its' usage comVaudeville was crying for comedy acts, and
acts around New York.
pletely in favor of referring to the for difficulties in the Philippines,
Marcus Loew and Alex Pantagcs tried to corner the markets The film various exchanges as
unit thi-pugh
branch
offices. Anyone riding a mobile
competition was pressing hard, and straight vaude was on its way out.
Syria,
hinterlands of .Egypt,
It is contended within Par that the
Vaude interests were merged and became the Kcith-Albec-Orpheum cir- identifying the various distributing Iraq. Iran, Ethiopia, or other Near
They grabbed the FBO and Patljc picture companies and formed. points throughout the country and Eastern countries would have to
cuit.
RKO-Radio Pictures. Williarh Fox had already, gotten into pic production Canada as exchanges is to some ex- sleep with one eye open to protect
After E. F. Albee retired; the tent,
in a big way, so had Loew with M-G-M.
a misnomer and certainly, so himself from robbery or murder, a
company went through violent upheavals. Banking syndicates wrung it far as the;public is concerned, causes' common occurrence for unconvoyed
dry, the shell became an unimportant afliliate of the electric combine, confusion.
travellers in these territories.
It's, added that the more
which sneaked into show biz via their control of patents on radio and correct thing, anS, more in keeping
In addition^ there- would be no
talkers.
with the stature of the picture in- way in which native audiericeis to
Keith- Albee were barring acts that played in cabarets, but rescinded the dustry, is to refer to the exchanges the outdoor fiickers could be forced
order when they couldn't get acts or hoadliiiers. Loew had 44 theatres as branch offices, which they are in to pay.
Any demand for money
Eva Tanguay played the Palact every seiTse of the term.
cither under construction bi: alteration.
froin a crowd which could wander
on Broadway after playing nearby Loew"s State earlier in the season.. She
Offices in the various keys through in and out of the picture area at will
played Loew's at 50c top and the Palace at S3 top. She broke all records which film is locally sold and physi- would be met' with; nothing but
at the Slate and did great at the Palace. Joe E. Brown (now starring in cally
distributed
were originally laughs. Finally, Georgoussky said
"Harvey" on the .Coast) was doing an act with Marion Sunshine at the named exchanges because pictures that' there are no a'ccommodations
The Original Four Mortons— Saiji, Kitty, Clara and were exchanged among exhibitors in whatsoever for i6mers travelling
Riverside theatre.
Paul were rounitcd. Ben Beniie. was refused a labor permit itor his band the various branches, all film being through the Near East.
Drinking
On July 14 Frank Fciy (now starring in the Broadway "Har- rented to the various theatres rather water is contaminated and food is
in England.
vey") was celebrating his eighth week at the Palace.' Fred Allen came than sold.
miserable.
back to vaudo, after four years, for plenty of coin. Mme. SchumannHeink celebrated her SOth year as a professional singer.
act, the pic playing for 10c While the act was appearing in a $1.50 theatre.
Of course the talkies created a lot of gags. A producer asked Torn Mix,
Corbctt III Vatide
for instance, if he could talk. "Well," said Tom.'Tve been askin' for whisJames J. Corbelt was doing an act with Bobby Barry, Bob' Burns (Ba- key from bartenders all over the world for 50 years, and I've been getting
,
zooka Bob) was. working blackface with Claude West in an act called whiskey every time!"
.
Ot course, there was the classic: "Pictures first moved, now they talk,
"Shut Yo' Mouf." Bert Lahr worked with his wife, Mercedes; Marty May

^
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Hollywood, June

25.

Few new incidents in painters and
carpenters battle to support International Association of Machinists
rights .to do studio machine work
were recorded yesterday (Monday).
Approximately 1,000 carpenters and
painters are off studio sets, having
been dismissed for refusing to work/
on Technicolor productions. Produc*
tion has either been slowed or completely halted on a. number of films
and few new pictures will be able to
start until, settlement of the jurisdictional controversy Is made.
.

Support of machinists will be continued by Conference of Studio
Unions, even if it means closing of
every studio in Hollywood. According' to word passed .to more than
3,000 studio workers by CSU leaders,
at a mass meeting in the Hollywood
Legion Stadium Sunday night (23).
While no strike action was taken,
Herbert K. Sorrell,. CSU prexy, told
workers that "If the studios want a
strike we know how. If we have to
strike we will pick up where we Jet
off last year at Warners, and you
know we were moving on
next
'

.

MGM

at that time." Sorrell said this,

will be the proving

week

ground for what-

be taken and announced a second mass meeting to
be held at the same place next Sunir
day .(30). There also is a possibility
that a special mass meeting will be
called for the middle of the week,
he said.
Negotiations were completed yesterday (24) between Conference of
Studip Unipns and I. E. Chadwick ot
Association nf Independent Motion
Picture jProduccrs oh a new contract
covering 10 of the 11 CSU crafts.
Indie offer on wages, working conditions and other phases is understood to be considerably better than'
anything presented yet by majp-.companies. Proposed contract will bit
submitted to Conference membership
ever action

for

is

appro^val.

to

No

opposition

is

ex-

pected. Only machinists are not included in pact, due to fact none are
next 'thing you know they'll srnell."
And an old actor's complaint; "To think that acting should ever come to used by AIMPP members.
CSU also is in the midst of conrefer
the
to
stage as"the speakies."
I just heard a moving picture star
this.
They asked Joe Frisco how he did on his first Vitaphone. The stuttering tract negotiations with Society ot
comic retorted: "The Wai'ner Bros, had to' send a trailer of me taking two Independent Motion Picture Producers
and has reported that' prelimi-bPws."
The vaude actor didn't believe the talkies would 'last, shown by one of the nary offers are considerable improposialj made, by
first gags pulled about them:.."Lend me $5 until this 'Vitaphone fad dies provement on
major
companies.
out."
.

toured with Mazic Wallace, Ken Murray was the m.c. with a Harry Carroll
vaudeville revue, Burns and Allen were doing an act called "Lamb Chops,"
by the late and talented Al Boasbcrg. Bill (Bojangles) Robinson was using
his magic feet in vaiide, so was Harlan Dixon. Sophie Tucker was (and
still is) a great headliner, Mclntyre
Heath wes-c playing the Loew circuit,
Bert Lytell played in "The Valiant" skit, Belle Baker was topping bills,
Charlotte Greenwood was knockih' em dead, Willie and Eugene Howard
were together, so were Smith and Dale (and still are), Georgie Jcssel had
turned legit, Ted Lewis was around with his "Is Everybody Happy'.',"
Bert Wheeler was still eating his sandwich, Pat Rooney and Marion Bent,
Dunnlnger, Keno and Green, Jack Norworth and Emma Adelphi, Blossom
Seeley and Benny Fields, were around playing bookings, as were Healey
and (^ross, Moraii 'and Maick, Irene Franklin, William Morris and his talented family including Chester, Edgar Bergen, performing "The Operation" oh Charlie; Doc Rockwell,, sitting in. a rocking chair delivering his
monolog; Hugh Herbert, in a sketch; Jack Benny, singling and lin.c.ing on
the OrpheUm circuit; Phil Baker, Jimmy Savo and Joan Frahza, Qlsen and
Johnson, Bert Melrose, Santley and Sawyer, Van and Schenck, Julius
Tannen, Roger Imhof and Corinne, Lillian Shaw, Joe Frisco, Joe, Cook,
Ben Blue, Bob Hope (playing "Smallies") and Aileen Stanley.
The rest of the show biz pic of 1926 B. V. (Before Vitaphone) showed
Texas Guinan making a monthly $30,000 profit from her bistro, Kate Smith
was playing the Earle theatre, Washington, and was in great demand for
pic houseis; Jimmy Cagney (Cagncy and Vernon) was playing a sing, talk
and hoofing act called "Broadway Romeo" atop the American Roof, and
Varietv sed ".They got over neatly." Charles K. Harris was at the Hippodrome (vaude), with a pianist, male quartet, and Francis Kane singing his
old ballads, "After the Ball," "Hello, Central, Give Me Heaven" and "Break
the News To Mother." Song slides of the old days illustrated songs were
coming back strong. Earl Carroll gave his famous wine-bath party. Maudp
Adams wrote her biog in the third person. Didn't u^e an "I" in the whole
book, and maybe lost a chance of becoming a columnist. Ruth Etting was
appearing at the Palace, Chicago. She was a pop cabaret artist. Was a big
hit using pop numbers and no special arrangements.
Florence Courtney
(the first Mrs. Georgie Jessel) took a full course in Christian Science.
The Shuberts opened the Casino de Paris atop the Century Roof, N. Y.
Jimmy Hanley played the piano for Eddie JJowling for a few weeks. Will
Mahoney paid for his own paper and billing, and plastered it all over town
when he played the Hippodrome for Keith, thus making himself a headliner from then on. Raquel Meller did
a $27,000 week, including a $10,000
opening night.

&

.

.

.

There were plenty of Chinese Joints on Broadway with big bands and
snows: Moulin Rouge, with the Paul Specht band and vaude; Chin's, in
the Hotel Clarldge, with Elmer GroSso band and floor show; Palais Royale
(now Latin Quarter) with big floor show, and Irwin's band. Times Garden
*8th street and Broadway and Young's on 49th street and Broadway
(old Churchill's), both with revues and bands.
Remember—all this with
chop suey! The opposlsh was calling it the Yellow Peril.

Bugs Baer Quits Shovr
Crane Wilbur was playing In a show called "Bride Of the Lamb," the
tag line of the show
being "God forgive me!" Bert Errol (female imper^"^'o''). in the audience, yelled "He maiy forgive you but I never will!"

.

•

Norman Kaiser became Norman Kerry. Jim Jeffries was touring the
Vantages circuit with Jom Sharkey. Bugs Baer was with "No Foolin' " at
''^
show after two weeks, was ill at ease and welcomed
tU^
the
withdrawal). Will Rogers was getting $2,000 daily on a concert tour
with the Zurlnsky Quartet. .Irving Berlin
married Ellin Mackay. Refrig^^^^^^^ 0" a big scale in theatres.
The Albee, Brooklyn, had*o?nn"
*»5,000 rug in the lobby but no cooling system, The cooling system killed
tne age-old traidition
of the show business 40- week sea.son.
Julian Mitchell, who directed and
produced over 100 musicals and staged
i|* out
ot 19 "Ziegfeld Fpllies;" and who originally was a dancer in one of
ine early ','Follics,"
died at 72. Roshanara, famous Oriental dancer, passed
"^'^ Lincoln J. Carter, the producer of big spectacles,
Th'-'
^
the picture of show business when Warners came in with their
tallri
" "'"8 ^^'l*
P"'- They made a Ibt ot shorts, using vaude acts. They would
^'"ude actor somntimcs three time.s as much as he made in a week.
tnr
^ay's work.
Lots of actors grabbed this easy dou.(!h— but found
emselves canceled later when they were playing opposition to their own
.

.

,

,

'

.

Those Ad Libs!
And the time an actor said: "The Vitaphone and the Movietone are fakes
Set Anita ionise
and I can prove it." How? "They got Coplidge talking and loud."
Hollywood, June 25.
Anbther comment,was: "With .these talkies soon you'll hear an actor who
Columbia inked Anita Louise to
will boast that his voice toured the. country 'with John Barrymore."
replace
Leslie Brooks as femnie lead
A vaude actor, asked why he looked so sad, said, "I don't feet so good." in the forthcoming
production, "The
"Why?" "Just two things— a toothache and talking pictures."
Gloved Hand."
I believe it was Bugs Baer who said, "Even the deaf can enjoy the
Miss Brooks was shitted to a role
talkies, perhaps even more so."
in "My Empty Heart," with Rosa"The start of the picture is bad. Ych, and the Voice is still to come,"
lind RusselKand Melvyn Douglas.
was an Arthur. Caesar crack.
•

Some

other

nifties:

"So you're giving up acting?" "YeSj I'm going in the movies."
"Three reasons I got out of vaudeville scotch, rye and the talkies."
tell about the vaiide actor who came on hard times and got a job
washing dishes. "Okay," he said to his employer, "no long-term contract

—

They,

just until the talkies get through."

SOPEG

Approaches

PRC

Claiming a majority of the employees of PRC's homeoffice in New
York, Screen Office 8c ProfessiPnal
Employees Guild, CIO, has written
Harry H. Thomas, PRC president,
that the guild has been designate as
sole collective bargaining agent for
its whitecollar help.
SOPEG requested an appointment

They kidded movie (silent) actors with cracks like these:
"They'll have to hire a ventriloquist to speak her line's."
"Some ot those silent actors have to have doubles tor words with more
than three syllables."
Another one, asked by his director it he could talk, said, "I can talk,
alright, but at times' I don't know what to do with my^ hands." "Why don't
to discuss negotiations.
yoii try washing them?," was the director's reply.
A gag that comes to mind has more truth to it than fun. It Is about an
old actor applying for a job in the talkies. " Are you an actor?" asked the
"Have you had any
casting director. The thesp replied affirmatively.
Triade
experience, acting "without audiences?" The old aetor drew hiniselt up
proudly and said, "Acting without audtences is what brought, me here."
Continaed. from pase 3
When a vaude actor pointed to his feet and said, "See these carpet slippers, well I've been looking for work for months, and when I started out summer in an effort to come to
those slippers were 'hipb.oots." The Palace Theatre building was called terms on a final decree. On Oct. 7^
the "dandruff building." Agents would stick their heads out the windows under current arria^gements, an informal confab with the court is
and shake their heads "no" to the acts on the sidewalk.
At first the vaude and even the picture people tried to laugh It off. But skeduled with an open hearing later
you couldn't laugh off a hit. "The Palace began feeling the new opposition. should 'it prove necessary.
The Big Five's consent to enforceSpecs stopped handling tickets. The Palace cut salaries ot all employees.
Retrenchment set in, cleaning woman, doormen, porters were dismissed. ment ot certain provisions ot the deThey sold blocks of tickets to lodges at reduced prices. The talkies killed cision prior to a Supreme Court ruling raises a strong doiibt as to
off 80% of the traveling comoanies.: In May, 1926, almost five months
before the' talkies, Variet.y got .Hep to the general trend and moved its pic- whether these defendants will appeal
the minimum price, pooling, frantures dep't to the front of. the paper which wag formerly held by vaude.
chise, master contract and formula

—

Rules

.

Policy Switches

The Bushwick, Brooklyn, went from a two-a-day to a grind with a 50c
admish, The 81st.St. theatre, N. .Y.,,the first vaude and pic two-a-day policy
in the east, with reserved seats, turned into three-a day.. Managers in vaude
houses all over the country added "afterpieces" to bolster opposition to big
film bills. Acts were kicking about appearing in "afterpieces'?* tor no extra
doiigh. They would run about 30 minutes and save the circuit the price ot
two acts.
The talkies besides being something new brought first-class music to small
towns that had never heard anything more than piano arid drums or a very
bad five-piece local band. The industry overcame all the bugs like the film
going off the sound track and the talk being way ahead of the actors; It
was fun. as when we yelled and stamped our feet when the old silent film
would break or the operator would run it tipside down.
Although making some of the old vaudeville headliners into brcadliners,
it also opened up many, opportunities for man^ol them in a field that made
them even more popular than in vaudeville, giving 'em more leeway tor
their laleiils.

.

deal points ot the statutory court's
opinion. Understood, tbat the Little
Three felt that there was a danger
of waiver of right to appeal,, should
immediate enforcement be permitted.
Determination by the Big Five to
offer compliance, with these points
was reached at a meet held yester-r
day morning (25) which was unattended by lawyers for Columbia,

U

and UAi Joseph M. Proskauer,
Warner Bros, attorney, acted as
spokesman tor the Big Five at the^
.

court huddle. He preceded his offer
by declaring that. the majors would
act in good faith but that they needed time to work, out the problems
presented by the decision.

•
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THE GREEN YEARS

AGAIH M-G-M IS
RIGHT ON THE BUTTON
Every Opening Rings The

Bell!

CINCINNATI

ATLANTA

RICHMOND
ST.

LOUIS

HOUSTON
WASHINGTON
BOSTON
Confirming

all

predictions during

its

record-breaking 7 weeks at Music Hall

"The Green Years

Wonderful Motion

is

a

Picture!"
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theatres ar« gulng HamrickEvergreen Theatre* and others over

Bookers Club om
an
occasion of iiiduoting Brandt as
honorary member of the organiia-

dance of

tian

New York

Picture Grosses

„
Fred Danz, after a year In Navy,
Continued from page 14
at his old post with Sterling
*'At the same time honor was paid back
Alec Theatres, as assistant to his father,
including
bookers,
several
on
served
Danz
Young
Arnswalder. former president or John Danz.
Metro, the USS Palawan In Japanese and
club and bow a salesman for
"Breakfast in Hollywood" (UA) and
is prexy
Danz
John
waters.
Chinese
wrist
who was presented with a
"Cat Creeps" (U). $8,200.
Hichter, head booker of Sterling.
Orphcum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
headquarter watch. Eddie
Archie
chief, last week. He will
St. Louis.
at N. Y. Metro exchange;
"One More Tomorrow" (WB) and
in close assoMany III. Chances
at the studio and work
Berlsh, occupying same post with
"Strange Conquest" (U). Solid $13,Two brothers. Walter and .Jack dfttion with Perry Lleber. studio Warner Bros, and Danny Ponticelle,
St. Louis..
000. Last week, "Night in Paradise''
as
given pen and
pubUcity director. He will serve
were
Co., headed by (U) and "She-Wolf of London" (U),
for
WB,
Amusement
booker
Perry
?30,000
own
GIs have opened their
co-ordinator for independent produce pencil sets,
Tony Matreci, purchased Capitol and $13,600.
built with
through
flicker house that they
ing companies that release
the Court theatres in Pinckneyville,
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350: 45-80)
their own hands.
, .
HKO and also as liaison between
Averted
111., from Malcolm R. Reid,
—"Enchanted Forest" tPRC) and
They drew their own plans for the various producer publicity staffs and CanadUa Theatre Strike
Winnipeg.
manpower
Pasquale Magnanl, discharged from "Freddie Steps Out" (Mono) (2d
house and then faced the
homeoffice.
which armed services, made manager of wk). Big $5,000 after swell $7,800
and the
of strikes
A strike of projectioniststheatres
shortage, threats
Carroll,
.111.
laid
the Carroll, Mt.
would have shut down 19
^ last week,
other IbsUcles. However, they
Ttaompsoii Joins Dtoney
.
owned by
walls
Nim Cozney aiid Ralph Teach
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
with in Manitoba province
the foundation and built the
T. R. Thompson has tied up
has been averted for head committee that raised $20,000 "Two Sisters Boston" (M-G) and
Every thme went
of the building.
of Walt thif&fe circuits,
be
businea men,
Then the sales supervisory sUflNew
York the lime being. It still has to by among Sterling, 111., house for the "Passkey to Danger" (Rep). Sock
o.k. until the roof was reached.
Disney Productions at the
Threatened
- desettled.
for a new picture
Last week, "Kitty" (Par)
definitely
$16,000.
was
the railroad strike prevented
of aces. Last post of Thompson
Local 299 of the lA, the strike has town
(2d wk), nice $10,600.
livery of steel beams, etc.
United
for
manager
going
that of district
William and Don Hope building a
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
The brothers scoured the country- Artists In the midwest terntory. been delayed while talks areFamous
on between the union and
new 400-seater in Sesser, 111., which —"Night in Paradise" (U) and "Sheside and obUined the needed joisU.
stint, he was an RKO
that
to
Prior
theatre.
been
was
now is without a picture
Players. Thus far. there have
Wolf of London" (U) (m.o.). Good
When delivery of draperies own
branch manager.
Milton D. "Bud" Lewis, discharged $6,000.
no negotiations between the projecLast week, "Hearts' Growstopped the brothers made their
tionists and Western Theatres, Ltd.. from Army now city manager in ing Up" (Par) and "Rendezvous 24"
drapes by hand. Everything was in
St. Paul Manacers BeTallgned
Publix-Great (20th) (3d wk), $4,600.
and Allied Amiusements, Ltd.. the Danville, 111., for
readiness when the 360 seats were
St. Paul.
manager of the
involved.
was
chains
He
.other
two
States.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 25delivered and the grand opening >yjs
of
Jimmy Eshelman. managei;
Fischer in Danville when he went 50)— "Walk
in
Sun" (20th) and
Walter is the only one with
held.
scheduled
here,
theatre
He formerly Paramount Rochester, N. ,Y., to beinto -service.
"(Serlie's Garter"
(UA) (3d run).
theatre experience:
N. C. Manager Breaks Ler
to leave for
Kalafat Brothers, owner -of a oir
Nice $5,000, Last week, "Because of
Raleigh, N. C.
worked for Fanchon & Marco in St. come
new city manager of alj Paraare con- Him" (U) and "Spiral Staircase"
Louis.
Harris Fant, manager of Alamance cuit in small Illinois towns,
mount houses there. John P. Reed,
in
800-seater
new
a
received a frac- structing
(RKO) (3d run), $4,400.
former manager of Riviera, takes theatre, Burlington,
111.
Lansing,
ankle,
dislocated
Fabian's VpsUte Drlve-In
over at the Par. Michael Guttmann tiired leg and a
Albany.
he fell from a ladder
goes to Riviera from the Uptown in recently when
Blatt Bros. Into N. Y.
Fabian-Hellman interests opened Minneapolis.
Tommy Martin, just while checking the air-conditioning
Fight Films, Kaye Tilt
their new Mohawk Drive-in on the returned from the scry ice, takes the system in the back of the theatre.
Pittsburgh.
.
House
Afbany-Schenectady Road.
Uptown.
Blatt Brothers clircuit, operating

MuHaney

Bras. Build Illinois House

clearance.

,

S

^

SEATTLE

Themselves; Theatre, Xchange Briefs

•

.

.

H-E

has 900-'car capacity.

Trial Set tor Oct.

,

,

Seattle.
Brandt Lauds Bookers' Work
Le Roy Johnson, general manager
High tribute to bookers for the
Doc Howe's RKO Spot.
theatre
Herberg
Jenson-von
film industry of
Howe was appointed to a posi- role they play in the
Harry Brandt, head of group, is busy on depositions to be
tion in the management cabinet of was paid by
in FedOct.
1
for
trial,
set
used
in
in
the
theatres
RKO's ad-publicity department by Brandt circuit of 130(24)
Bagdad and Veneeral court here.
at a dinner
S Barret McCormick, ad-publicity east, Monday night
-

-

Milt

out of Pittsburgh, acquired Carlson
theatre at Mary ville, N. Y. This is
the first out-of-state house to come
under the Blatt banner.
Charles A. Anderson, who heads
the Alpine circuit of 17 theatres, is
visiting his father in Scotland.
Ben Stahl resigned from A. and S.
Steinberg staff after more, than, 10
years with local theatre supply

'Bamboo' to 37G, Frisco
San Francisco, June

.

company.

Bob

ex-sergeant, now
theatres at South

Hornick,

two

managing
Fork, Pa.

'

25.

Biz shapes a little' better here despite many holdovers.
Best bet is
"Bamboo Blonde" which is being
helped to fancy session by the LouisConn fight, short and Sammy Kiiye's

•

Cpl. Harold Berkebile, out of servnamed manager of the Strand

ice,

band on

stage.

Brown"

"Cluny

is

okay.

Week

Estimates tor This

60-95)—
Gate
(1,844;
"Bamboo
Blonde"
(RKOJ
plus
vaude headed by Sammy Kiiyc prch
and Louis-Conn fight films boosting
this to fancy $37,000.
Last week.
"Bedlam" (RKO) plus vaude headed
by Henry Busse orch. mild $26,500.
Fox (FWC) (2,651; 55-85)— "Post'man Rings Twice" (M-G) (2d wk).
Sturdy $25,000.
Last week, big

Golden

Johnstown.
Closed since April 8, the two F. E.
suburban
in
theatres
McGillick
Coraopolis are preparing to reopen.
After row with CIO union help, McGillick notified all employees by
registered mail that they were ho $37,000.
longer on the payroll.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,050; 55-85)-^
With new employees ready to "Cluny Brown" (20th). Okay $27,000,
step in, the CIO union workers, now Last week. "Dark Corner" (20th)
dismissed, are claiming a lockout and "Her Kind of Man" (WB) (2d

in

wk)

situation.

Wolverlon to Indpls. Spot
Indianapolis.
Change in personnel at local KatzDoUe houses, announced by Ken
Collins, city manager, brings Walter Wolvertoh in from Akron as

manager
of
George Pappas;

Circle,

who

(5 days), fair $12,500.

Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
'Hoodlum Saint" (M-G).
Trim
$23,000.
Last week, "Bad Bascomb"
(M-G) (3d wk), fairly good $11,500
in 5 days.
St.

Francis

"Dark

(FWC)

Corner"

55-85)—
and "Her

(1,400;

(20th)

succeeding Kind of Man" (WB) (m.o.). Good
has not re- $8,000. Last week, "One More To-

turned here after a trip to Europe
as winner in Victory Loan contest.

morrow" (WB)

Sol
Jules
Goldman
isuccecds
Greentierg as booker at Warners.

Bascomb" (M=G)

State

(FWC)

(m.o.), $8,000.
(2,133;

55-85)— "Bad

(m.o.).

Stout $10.-

000. Last week, "Bride Wore Bool.s"
Greenberg to Film Classics.
(Par) (m.o.), only $6,500 in 5 days.
George Landis, Laddie Hancock
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (1.207; 55and Frank Warren, of 20th-Fox,
back on job after trip to Europe as 85)— "Night in Paradise" (U) (2d
wk).
Modest $9,0OO.
Last week,
company's sales contest winners.

$9,200.

on OrlenUI. Chi
Chicago.
on behalf of creditors
and bondholders of the 32 West
Randolph Street Corp., Avhich has a
controlling interest in the Loop's
Oriental theatre, was filed Wedncs
day (19) in U. S. district court to
declare the offices of president, secretary, treasurer and board of direcPetition

File

A -'petition

P/'ey/mof your Mtv REmmG

system

tors

vacant.

officers,

new Bound recording syelem
many ways to make it far more
to your needs. The first

Here's a completely

TECHNICAUY SPEAKING

— improved

in

and adaptable

versatile

and

Western Electric in dependability and

versatile:

of a

new

line of postwar equipment,

quality of
y

lighter in weight ind more, comptct
than loy other companble ajitem.

2

Oil

^

Modulator can be moved

damped

filter practically eliminatiea

flutter.

record on either edge of

its

film.

called the

Tbe change from one

35mm

or

16mm

size to the other

can

film.

4| Magnetically acal^ light valve.

Readily adapuble for either SO or 60
cycle eynchronpus operation.

tools.

Designed on

the ''building block" principle, the system can

added

to or altered; to

at-

Operates from 1260 or 1440 RPM inteiw
lock motor ayetems by (imply changing
a act of geara.

I

'Groomed Bride' Hotsy

$18,000 Cincy Leader
An

trustee be appointed to take charge
of the corporations' aHairs in the
interim.

the

Oriental is operated by Essaness
Theatres, which controls 25% of the

level

theatre's stock.

Wanger'a 'Canyon' Junket
newspaper-Hollywood star

Initial

Cincinnati. June 25.
extra helping of new bills, plus

added sock of the Louis-Cfonn
fight short at two Houses, has the
at a high summer
this stanza.
"Well Groomed
Bride" is topping the fresh entries
with a sock Albee figure. Next best
is "Suspense.". Horror dualer, "Cat

downtown houses

Creeps'^ and "She-Wolf of London"
is

stout.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 44-70 )-^"WeU
date of "Canyon Pas.sage." It will Groomed Bride" (Par). Socko $18.be held at Portland, Ore., with scribes 000. Last week, "Young Widow"
and screen stars flown to the Oregon (UA), good $14,000.
city for two-day unveiling of film.
Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 44-70)—
Oregon's Governor SncU will be bffi-. "Two Sisters From Boston" (M-G)
cial host.
(4lh wk). All right $5,500. trailing,
Wanger and his wife, Joan Ben fine $8,000 third stanza.
nett, will be the first of the Holly
Grand (RKO) (1.430; 44-70)— "If I
wood celebs to go to Portland;
Had My Way" (U) and "Shadow of

be

meet changing conditions.

Rochester Nabe Brings $75,000
Rochester. N. "V.
theatre. 750-seal riabe, has
been sold for $75,000.
W. Russell
More sold it to Murray Briskin of
New York. Briskin operates a chain
including theatres in Syracuse, Groton and Waterloo.
Al Kopp was

Murray

.

^

boosted total to great $22,000 or
near. Last week, okay $17,000, with
film in two other houses,

which would select its own
and that a temporary

unket since the war ended will be
July 13 by Universal and
Walter Wanger for preem on that

Type 300 Recording System —
and can be used as a main channel or for standby
It's

by

ArllsU (Blumenfeld) ,(!,55-85)— "Outlaw" (UA) (4th
Only downtown spot where
running this stanza, which

is

staged

be made readily with simple

J

typically

in the high

recording.

or portable service, with either
laterally to

16mm

it is

filed

wk).
this

torney Lewis F. Goldberg, also asks
that a new board of directors be
elected,

Some of the new features which
make this equipment more efficient

Petition,

United
207;

Present production schedules should

make

equipment available within a few months.

this

Doubt" (U) (reissues). SweU $9,000.
Last week, "Runaround" (U), fairish $5,500.

Keith's (United) (1,500; 44-70)—
"Hearts Growing Up" (Par) (m.o.).
Satisfactory $4;500. Last week, "Badman's Territory": (RKO) (m.o.), okay
$5,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 44-70)— "Cat
Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf of London" (U) with Louis-Conn fight pics.
Holsy $7,500. Last week, "Dres.std
to Kill" (U) and "LAter for Evie"
Rappapori Buys Balio. Hoiise
(M-G), slow $3,800.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 44-70)— "SusBaltimore.
Izzy Rappaport, operator of the pense" Mono) plus Louis-Conn fight
indie combo Hippodiome here, has short.
Sturdy $14,000; Last week,
taken over the surescater Little "Hearts Growing Up" (Par), pleasing
theatre located on the fringe of the $12,000.
downtown shopping center.
Shubert (RKO) (2,100; 44-70)—
Previou.<;ly
operated
"Young
by Hicks
Widow" (UA) (m.o.). Modchain, this 400-seat house formerly erate $4,500. Last week, "Heartbeat'
was an arty theatre.
(RKO) (m.o.), $4,P00.

transferred

from

Bri.skin's

Slate,

Waterloo, to manage the Murray.

\^yj.s
its

first

all

the

members of the Universal family meet

post-war convention,

we

for

warmth qf a

again feel the

friendly reunion.

AH

of us realize the responsibilities that confront

convention will bring into focus
for

what we consider to be a
Universal has

hope

grown

to continue our

new

projects

Out

and new plans

brilliant future.

considerably in the

growth

us.

last

ten years.

in a healthy friendly

We

manner.

You're going to hear a lot about our pictures in the next

few months. In the meantime, we have ready

for

you

lots

of

fine entertainment.

Soon you

will have for

your theatres

"BLACK ANGEL,"

"CANYON

PASSAGE," "TIME

Walter Wanger's Technicolor

OF THEIR

LIVES" and Mark Hellingers

"THE KILLERS."

Wedneflday, June 26, 1946

PICTURES

18

Second Thog Gets Pen

Cmemas To

10,000

Help Celebrate

Amu

Sound's 20th

Warner

on

campaign

Advance

Bros. 20th Anniversary celebration
of tiilking pictures, which will be
•

held during week of Aug. 6, is steadily gaining impetus with more than.
3,000 theatres already signed up as
particijpants in the event. With' circuit operators and indie exhibs coming into the fold daily, estimates are
that about 10,000 houses will be in-

volved, by time the climactic week
Participating: houses
rolls around.
ere running salutes in their newspaper ads and installing lobby displays hailing the inauguration of
sound.
Harry M. Kalmine, general mannger of the Warner Circuit, has been
holding another special meeting of
zone managers and h.o. execs on
Tuesday and today (Wednesday*) to
discuss plans for gala preems In'aU
key spots of "Night and Day," Warners': special -release for the occasion'.

discussed were arrangements
for testimonials to local sound pioneers among theatre men in each
locality vvhere the celebration is to

Also

take place.
Official recognition of the event,
mean^vhile, has been accorded in two
states thus far with.Gov. Maurice J.
T«l»in of Massachusetts and Gov.
Frank j. Lausche of Ohio both setting aside Aug. 6 as "20th Anniversary of Sound in Motion Pictures

Day."

Continued from paie 5

ever designed by
Safecracking Job meht of education
man. To our vast family audience,
St. Louis, June 25.
the neighborhood picture house fills
James (Red) .Cooper last week, as definite a place as the neighborwas convicted by a jury in Circuit hood library... Undef the code of the
Judge David J. Murphy's court on a motion picture industry .there is
charge of looting a safe containing ample leeway for honest and realis$5,500 from the Norside theatre last tic portrayal of American life."
Sept. 3. and was handed an eightJohnston emphasized that "any
year jolt in the state big house.
kind of censorship is dangerous to
Harvey Miller previously was senthe freedom of the screen."
tcnced to five years on the same
,'X»ets of Good Taste'
charge.
Nelso'n'^Ointed out that, while the
An alert doorman at the Missouri
week public is not willing to accept
last
in • midtown,
theatre,
nabbed a man who attempted to 'PoUyanns^ stuff," motion pictures
must represent the best of the nasteal a "Dollars for Famine Relief"
receptacle from the theatre lobby ^ tion's tenets of good taste."
and turned him over to cops. The
X:hadwick said the Indies felt "we
receptacle contained $41.44 and was have been treated as a younger
one of 25,000 distributed throughout brother in our relations with the
the city.
Code Administration— the treatment
The prisoner, held on n charge of we have received from PCA has
suspected larceny, gave his name as been eminently ifair. It is the best
Lee Manion.
insurance the industry has against
outside censorship."
Montreal Mrr. Steals SG
Outlining ;the industry's current
Montreal, June 25.
needs, Breen stated:
Raymond Seguin, manager of
There should be more family picmainstem Strand theatre (United
tures, or pictures suitable for general
Amus.. chain; has admitted theft of
audiences. Too many of our pictures,
o\/6r $5,000 in cash during the past
at the present.' time, deal with the
deferred.
Sentence
was
days.
11
more mature themes that are diCourt was told that Seguin liftied
rected at adult audiences. .1 am not
the coin from the theatre in small
suggesting that we should entertain
amounts which he used for gambling
any plans for the production of picpurposes.
tures that are suitable only for
children. Any such plan would not
Kidnapped In Holdap
only run the risk of considerable
Denton, Texas, June 25
•

•

Tome

Hollywood, June 25.
Eafle bought film rights to
the Carl Zuckmayer novel.
"The
Master of Life and Death," and will
film it under a new title, "De

,

.

Book' yias originally published

Sweden

in 1937.
Screenplay
charge of llarold Goldman.

New

in

in

is

Laurels in radio were presented to Tom Slater, MMtual, for his coverage
of the radar contact with the moon story; Raymond Gram Swing, ABC,
for his series on the atomic bomb, and Max Jordan, NBC,, for his. exclusive
oh the Jap surrender.

Opinion expres.sed by Bosley C»bwther, N.

'Y,

Times' /Hm

critic,

that

documentary producers shouldn't expect "too close an alliance or even
understanding" with Hollywood, only confirms what they already know,
according to

many

fact-film producers.

Speaking last Wednesday (19) at a meeting of the N. 'Y. Film Council,
Crowther, who's chairman of the film division of the Independent Citizens'
Committee, said that. Hollywood producers generally have a "strange
apathy and frightening cynicism as regards this type" of film. Pointing
out that Hollywood was doing very well "according to its own lights and
those of the stockholders of the companies," Crowther told the documentarians that "any possible contemplation on your part of production alliances or even use of Hollywood facilities for production would be unfor.

tunate."

With theatre auditorium.s and other spots used by the Red Cross in and
abput hospitals being shuttered in large niinnbers in the next few mbnth.s,
the Red Cross expects to have a surplus of 35-40 sound projector units.
Because their purchase represents coin spent by contributors to that organization, it is anxious to dispose of this surplus projection equipment at
the highest possible figure. Two film theatres set up at Camp Upton by
the R. C. are closing this month. The screen shows were put on largely
for convalescent veterans in these various hospitals.
A total, of 168 installations of 35m equipment had been made by' the Red
Cross during the war, and around 40% of these must be disposed of with.financial disaster, but it would deny in the next few months. -R. C. also has some 16m equipment.
Edward
the screen much that is finest in the Doyle, national director of Red Cross hospital, motion picture service, in
literature of the world."
Washington, is in charge of this surplus.
Off-the-fioor comments from. Industry figures agreed ^ that films
should continue to worli within the
The 'Tax Executives Institute.. Inc., which together with various other
framework of the Code. Walter large corporations includes five film companies and two theatre circuits,
Wanger brought up his difficulties expects to have a total of 18 different chapters in key cities by the. end of
with censorship groups in New York this year. It is now operating with only four chapters, in New York, Bosand Atlanta. He said that when ton, Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
was completed
"ScSrlet
Street"
The Institute, whose national chairman is Harry J. Wright, head of the
neither he nor his director, actors or tax department at Paramount, was set up for exchange of information and
writers believed the* film would be ideas among tax men in industry, with meetings held once monthly. Dues
Wanger are $25 annually. Wright is a founder and one of the Ave incorporators.
considered objectionable.
also pointed. out that the moral atti- In addition to Par. companies belonging to the Institute are RKO, 20lhtudes of the American people are Fox, Loew's, Walt Disney Productions, Maine & New Hampshire Theatres
constantly
changing;
that even Co. and Detroit Theatre Enterprises.
women's magazines are now using a
type of story they would have instantly rejected 10 years ago.
,An area-wide educational program on food conservation, highlighting
hungry Europe's plight, has been launched this week. under the auspices
of the Famine Emergency Committee in cooperation with the Skoiuas circuit.
Community rallies in 18 metropolitan N, Y. theatres, free to the
public,' are being staged during this period, first of which was put- on at
the Jamaica theatre on Tuesday (25).
Continued from page 6 ;
;
Program includes an original play dramatizing the importance of the
company. Stability of the filrri busi- famine emergency enacted by members of the American Theatre Wing plus
ness despite its aura of Hollywood four film short.s. "Seeds of Destiny," a War Department feature; "Our
glamour was remarkable, Cowdin Children"; "UNRRA's Report to the U.S.A."; and March of Time's "Po.itsaid, pointing out that it is one of the
War Farmer."
last to feel depression and among the
first to snap bacic "like a rubber
With the forthcoining relea.se of Metro's "Three Wise Fools." Eddie
band." As one uf '.he lai'j^cst cash
Buzzell chalks up his 50th picture as director. Buz'zell left Broadway fj>r
businesses in the world, films grcss
Hollywood in 1931 to make .shorts for Harry Cohn and, after achieving mild
domestically $1,500,000,000 and its
with Columbia,- he ankted (hat studio to sign with Metro in 1937.
success
world revenues are over
Buzzclt stands a good chance of having two of his pictures on Broadway
$2,200,000,000, he averred.
to help him celebrate his golden jubilee.
"Easy to Wed"
U in the past 10 years, Cowdin said, .simultaneously
is slated for' an early run at the Capitol «nd "Fools" might hit Broadway
had upped its domestic accounts
.

James Railey, assistant manager
for Interstate 'Theatres Circuit here,

was kidnapped

last^

Thursday

(20)

The bandit, released Railey 17
miles from here, from where Railey
hitchhiked back home.

.

'

S. P.

lusibn."

Because virtually all the top news stories of the year were pooled and
newsreels had little opportunity to show individual Initiative In covering
them, National Headliners Club did a switch last week in liasis. of its annual award for best work by the reels. Instead of giving a prize for coverage, it delivered its kudos for the best cutting and editing job.
Winner on that basis was Pathe for its presentation of the walkout by
Andrei Gromyko, Russian rep, from the United Nations Security Council
meeting in the Bronx, N. Y., last March. Execs of the others newsreels
participated in selection 'of Pathe for the honors. Walton Ament, Pathe
editor, accepted the award at a Headliners' luncheon here Saturday (22).

•

and taken for an auto ride by a
guy who held up the theatre office
and escaped with $691.19.

Eagle Buys Swede

Inside Stnff-Pktures

Free Screen

St Louis Theatre

In

.

Named

Richards

E. V.

New

Orleans, June 25
E. V. Richards, Jr.. president of
Paramount-Richards Theatres, Inc.
has been named state president of
the Navy League of the United
.

States;

York Theafres

U Convention

A WARNER IROS. HIT
"JANIE GETS MARRIED"

BETTE DAVIS
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Hit
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Chorii* RUOGUS
Cnrtia Bernhardt
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HOLLYWOOD

TIm krry Broi. •'The CbarlotMrt
B'way at 47tli Sf. STRAND

irwny at

ContlnaoaM

5]fit

Slmt

CH.tKI.ES HOYKR-

JENMFKK JONES
In

ERNST

I.UIIITSTH'S
I

GLUNY BROWN
l.'0(li

I

I

Cenlury-Fox

R
I

n'uay

I

VOL

9M A.M.

.said.

Board

I

chairmcin

disclosed

time.

Conn's home town

in

him was Apparently

strictly flslic.

before Conn's second unsuccessful quest for the heavyweight crown
against Joe Louisi Barry theatre in Pittsburgh decided to reissue "Pittsburgh Kid," feature-length picture Conn made for Republic five years ago.
It gave that house one of its poorest weeks in a long time.

eign business increased comparably,

he

same

Intere.st of Billy

Week

I
'

I

I>oor« npcii

St.

ti

at the

from 7,500 in 1936 to over 12,000 at
Weekly billings increased
present.
300% in that span while inventories
jumped over 300":; he added. For,

I

that

Manpower

Manpower

A-ne B.AXTKK

frta .M»C.^IURK.4V

HVRT IVKS

IN I'KKSON

SMOKY

r f

Tliilrf'..

I

Tochnlcolor
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A 2nih Ocnr\iry-Fox Picture
Plui on Stage-DONAID O'CONNOR
3 SWIFTS-Extral-BUSTER SHAVER CO.
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IVnion
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-
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CRONIN'S

The GREEN

'Rochester'

YEARS'
CHAS. COBURN
[bEVEHLY TYLER
TOM DRAKE

OTHER

IG

ACTS!

-

SIDNEY

SEARCHING WIND"

RAYMOND scon
r.4R.I.>IOi;NT,

A.

(

rVicTOBM

ARNKV

will of course play the

RANDOLPH

SCOH

ANNRICIURDS\

MtiUiirc

IGEORGE'fiiUy'lUYES

Blumberg

.'!tre.';sed

the

delphia, and
the Mitchell

circuit.

owns the Roxy parking lot, next to the' Roxy ihcalre. N.Y.,
Camera Co., Los Angeles, the L. A. theatre in' downtown Los

Angcle.s.

human

equation as the essential

in building
up. a film business. "A busine.>;s that
changes every day, a business that, i-s
subject to the public whim and
in
which
the final analysis is baseii

upon

ideas,

.i-..n',e

Willi

by the company, it was said.
plans for en mn.sse air Iransot a large stall" ot h.o. ieps
openings. This would be
Mf a program of a "roving h.o.
-iilhcr than a field force.

!).irl;ilion

to i<ry city

must be nurtured with

i>::.

human point ot view," he said.
"Nq succe.ss
complete unless those

a

SIMUEL NLOWYN

Loew

Despite frequent report.' that William Fox is in a piccarioiis financial
position, scanning of his current holdings reveal.s that the erstwhile fil/n
magnate holds a one-thiid interest in the Bankers' Security Co. of Phila-

the past ten- years.

BADMAN'STEmORY

ORC.

Tlmcn

Loew's publicity department has been sending out books from which
M-G-M films have been adapted. Last week Erne.st Emcriing deviated
from the norm of distributing to critics "Centenni.-il Summer." the Alfred
E. Idell tome, which is the basis of a 20lh-Fox (not a Metro) picture. Film

pinch in the sales force
would be met by a 10-year plan for
training student bookers and salesmen, William A. Scully, vecpce and
general sales manager, told the conventioneer.':. U would begin developing new talent immediately, he said,
with an eye to the future. Company
would continue its policy of promotions (rpm the ranks in which some
65 employees had been advanced in

!

';itl

gabbeis

20lhUps Fisher
Hollywood. JuMi^ 25.
In a revision of 20th-Fox music deAlfred Fisher, forincily

partment,

a.ssistant to

Al Newman, exec

niu.-i-

during coii.'-se of cal director, has been uppcd to opwho have contributed lb it •1. lU'y were E. T. Gomersall, as.<t. erational head of department.
are applauded for their e'Torts,"
iic; ;i:
ales manager; A. .1. O'Kccfe,
Newman remains in top spot.
U."s share of the foreign buJine.is
..csiciii .sales manager: Fred Meyer.s,
largest
is the
in the indu.stry. Scidel- I'.r !"ni. ..'ales
CLAUDEHE COLDERT
managei'; and F. J..
PACTS
man claimed. Afi'iliation with. Rank ;Mif;iir!liv manager for the south
JOHN WA'-'NE
Hollywood, June 2.'i.
and accjuisition of Enterprise films aiirt ('ill .ida.
Gomoi'sall outlined
"Without Reservations
Paramount handed "Val Lewluii a
spelled an even greater boost of the iPl.iii.'- f'l:- releasing the balance of
with DON DcFORE
contract
as
'producer,
with July 1 as
company's' worldwide
profits,
^< a.'-i'n's
he thc
product
including
.tn HK»' Radio I'Iclurr
said.
This coupled with renewal of l"ElacK
A. gel,"
Mark Hellingcr's checking-in lime.
Lewton recently chucked his probusiness in liberated countries meant i"The K.I', ys," and Walter Waoger's
ducer
job
at
RKO.
solid returns to U in' the coming i"Cunyori r:i5sage."
year, according to Seidelman.
Soii'ioii V. ound up with awarding
CANOVA'S 'GHOST'
Largest advertising budget in U".s .of chiTk^- fiM the recent sales drive
JACOBS
'LOVE'
Holly.wo, ,1. .luno 25.
history, for the coming season was by.SculIy. -Manager's award went to
Hollywood, June 25.
Judy Canova's next sim ror, "Ohost announced by both John
Joseph, top Meyers, the district manager's to
"Loye and Learn," a romantic
Town," a lale of the Ci<l:loini!i hills, pub-ad director,
and Maurice Berg- C. J. FcUhnsn of Los Angeles, with comedy, was turned over to William
will be directed by Del Lord.
man, eastern'ehieftain, in second day Dave Miller, Cleveland, and Pete Jacobs on the Warners lot.
.Columbia rolKs the picl^irt-. July.S, convention talks.' New stress on Rosian, Cincitinsti, on the receiving
Frederick de Cordova will direct
with Ted Richmond pro<iiiciiV(|.
day-and-dale exploitation would be end of iei:ond and third prizes.
from a screenplay by Francis Swann,
i.'

people
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COIC PARADE HURT BY
—

:

ABCs New
Despite
The

ABC

Thompsoa Gleason
OP A

for

He

tomorrow's Hope."

ABC

net in the next
on one
couple of month's. Starring
.The other
will be Henry Morgan,
comic brand
will be built around a
*
new to radio. Hay Wencil.

(26),

10:30

book,

"Tomorrow Without

p.m.,

discuss hi.s
Fear."

Mutual is substituting Ilka Chase
and her new book, "I Love Miss

be given top listening time, playoriginating
ing back to back, Morgan
Wencil on the
i« New York and
Coast. Top orchestras, and supporting casts, will be built for each, and
each will be given full leeway to develop his own talents, choose his 'own
writers, and work up his own format.

Tilli

will

In Client Detour

dropped $100,000 on theise two: programs. The Morgan and Wencil packThis is cancellation month with a
ages will cost $2,000 a week apiece
Up until a
and will be given at least 26 weeks vengeance at ABC.
each to, make good. If they build a month ago, the network was pretty
good Hooperating at the end of that' much immune from the sponsorship
and
then
they
period, they'll be kept on for another retrenchments
started. During the past week Wild26 weeks.
root served notice that it was canWencil and Morgan worked tocelling out of its Friday liight slot
gether while both were in the Army,
and moving over to CBS in the fall.
but Samish said he didn't know about
This came in the wake of reports
that fact until after he had already
out of Chicago that Allis-Chalmers
decided to put Wencil on. Latter will
won't be back next season as bankwork before an audience from his roller
of the 60-minute Boston SymHollywood' origination, Morgan, howprogram,

—

'

.

Roxy

theatre

on Broadway. Radio talent execs,
who have seen, him work, are of the
opinion that he's a real potential for
radio; that his character vignettes
have the same sock ingredients as
those that spiraled Red SkeltOn' into
the Hooper Hit Parade, (Both CBS
and Young & Rublcam are currently trying to line up deals for Hayes).

Who, Me?

Sez:

Trammell,

Niles

CBS

for Thurs. Nite; Jolt to
CBS

NBC

Potentially promising air comics
have been driven oft the air, it's
charged, because of poor script material, their radio careers nipped in
the bud because' of production shortTalent execs call- it
sightedness.
"cheating in the wrong places," because of a desire to cut down on expenses. They point to the fact that
as often as not the budget allotments
for a comedy show are made, "and
after the money is allotted, they sud;
denly remember they're going to

N. Y: nitery. Into the

Show

:

Grabs Pabst-Cantor

NBC

commercial

gets

programming

terrific

ai

next season, losing the Friday
night :Pabst-Eddie Cantor program,"
scheduled for a September- getawa.v,
vrith the program instead /moving,
jolt

prexy,

made a study to determine just how much inroad on
has just

pro-

into the

gramming exodus has made on
The results have
cued plenty of smiling among
the web fexecs. Here's what they

on NBC.

found;

banner and swings the Pabst show
over from CBS to NBC

billings

the

his network.

On

the basis of contracts being
for next fall, ° all
is sold out with
the exception of three of the
Fred Waring half-hours, all the
morning time is sold out; Sun-

wrapped up

day aftern6on (network time)

is

completely sold, with, the exception of the 5 to 6 symphony hour
which .has been frozen by the
web; two hours of Saturday
daytime is isold, only a half.

hour under last year.
And, in contirast to

last seaseven, theire are eight
sponsors taking a summer, hiatus.

son's

Thursday night 10:30 time
That keeps Cantor on the
he's appeared for a. num-

same web

ber of years under, the Bristpl-Myers

-

evening time

In

addition

move which

the

to

.

keeps Cantor on NBC, Bristol-Myers
has revised its programming sched-

whereby Alan Young
from ABC to NBC. in -the

ule

NBC

the deal that

over

shifts
fall'.

Here's

wrapped

qisietly

with deal concluded yesterday

up.

(Tues):

When Cantor

switches froni

camp

Bi-istol-Myers

the

to Piabst as re-

placement for Danny Kaye (B-M is
relensing the. comedian from hij
.

contract this fall instead of 'waiting

But Hayes himself, even at the
gateway mark in his entrance into
the bigtime, has already' soured on
radio. Spotted on the Beatrice Kay
show, which preemed only a few
weeks ago on Mutual, he did a quick
scram after a few broadcasts. The
way the show was set up, he
ernerged 'as "just another guy" crashing radio, with no attempt, it's
claimed, to pattern the material and
format to accentuate the Hayes comedy technique.
Reports of an impending wholesale
Lahr and Eerie
phony
and the pending
shakeup at Ruthrauft & Ryan agency
switch of the Ford Sunday liight
There are many in the trade who circulated
the
trade
yesterday
show to Sunday afternoon, NBC.
similarly contend that, given proper
Previously this month the Prince treatment in the script division, Bert (Tues.). Agency sent out a brief reMatchabelli show checked off and Lahr and Milton Berle,
among lease, merely stating that itaymond
William H. Wise Co., the mail order others, could easily withstand the F. Sullivan, veepee and account exec,
book Arm, announced it was drop- competition of thb bigtime in the ra- had resigned, effective immediately,
ping sponsorship of the Galen Drake dio comedy field. It's their opinion
show. And Serutan dropped spon- that Lahr's "Seven Up Show'" for but reports were that the R&R sitsorship of the Don Gardner commen- Fresh Up on Mutual (sponsor has uation was much more acute than the
(It's going to pick up the tab
tary.
cancelled off for the summer and is handout indicated, with talk of sevfor Gabriel Heatter on Mutual). In reported not coming back in the
dropped fall) was, because of script handi- erail of the top brass ready to walk.
General Food
addition.
Efforts to elicit comment from the
sponsorship of "Hop Harrigan."
caps, no fair indication as to the poStill in doubt is the status of the.
tentialities of the comedian as one agency yesterday were unavailing,
U. S. Steel sponsorhip of the Thea- of the new air finds.
with word sent back that everytre Guild Sunday night series next
Berle, who has already had a few body's been in conference all day.
fall, and return ot the Philco "Hall
bad starts in radio under commercial
of Fame" program.
auspices, goes to bat again next
:

ever, may decide to- work without an
audience which would be an Innovation in comedy shows.

GEOBGE BOSEN

;

:

wmm
By

need writers."
Cited as one illustration is the. case
of Peter Lind Hayes, who has been
doubling
from the -Copacabana,

Bean."

ABC Stfll Feels

ABC's search for new comedy talent, Samish said, was responsible for
its backing of the Jimmy Gleason
and Bill Thompson shows, neither
of which panned out. The network

'

to

,

The-Morgan and the Wencil shows

.

head,

Yesterday President Truman
requested Bowles to make no
public- statements or appearances .while the sensitive subject
of OPA; changes, reported out o£
committee, was before Congress.

Two new comedy shows are ready
bow over the

OPA

Bowles,

was due to appear on Mutual's
"Author Meets Critics" tonight

means Bob Hope,
to

[

Fiasco

Bowls Bowles

Chester

veepee
lOOG in what Adrian Samish,
programming, calls "the
in charge of

:

NBC Coup

which has already

net,

SCRIPTS

—

•

I

lOOG Comedy Splurge

looking for new
spent about $100,000
another
comedians, is. going to sink

search

—

29

Sullivan

Bowout

—

Cues Talk of GenT

R&R Plank-Walk

'

until

Cantor-Pabst

the

*47)

Sept.,

program moves

into

the

Thursday

night period currently held by Proc-

Gamble. P&G, which had Rudy.

ter Sc

'Vallee in the slot last season, igives

up the time, with the show succecdr'
ing Vallee (Don
into

stead,

the

Ameche)
10

going, in-

Sunday

o'clock

time being vacated by General
Electric ("Hour of Charm"). Originally, a deal was being maneuvered
for Ralph Edwards' "Truth or Cpnnight'

sequences" tp get into the Sunday
perioij,. but "T or C" will stay put

on Saturda.y night
All of
which leaves

Cantor's

'

'Sanctum-Top'
In Coiners'

Swap

The swap season's under way.
Bromo Seltzer, which is dropping
the Jackie Coogan "Forever Ernest"
Monday night show on CBS, has
bought "Inner Sanctum" to replace
it. Mystery
airer goes Into the Monday slot on July 29. It's a $5,000

.

.

week on CBS with his new sustainer, in which the network claims it

package,

has a format that will bring out his
show,
right qualities as a radio personality.
Parks Johnson's "'Vox Pop," was purCited as still another example is
chased recently by Lipton Tea. LipDanny Thomas, who is believed by
ton gave up "Inner Sanctum"
to buy
many in the trade to be a natural
the Pai'ks Johnson package.
for radio, given the right material
to work with.
Thomas had a fling
Mutual has just picked up a nice on the coast-to-coBSt air cQmedy
circuit last year, when he put in a
Wildrool's
slice of business, which also marks
season on the Fannie Brice Sundaythe entrante into radio for the first
night CBS show for General Foods.
Web, Night,
time of the American Transit Assn.
But he was yanked from the show
Outfit, comprising 350 transit organseason at the insistence of
this
lo Wholesale Changes izations with an annual gross income Young & Rubicam, agency on the
exceeding a billion dollars, is laying
Wildroot is not only changing
GF account, which felt that the
it on the line to the extent of $500,000
•hows, but is switching
networks as (time and talent) for an MBS cOast- Brice-Thomas integration just didn't
Hair tonic outat Is dropping
On click.
me Woody Herman program next to-coast show titled "Spotlight
But the impression is that, spotted
which debuts Friday
America,"
month on ABC, and is buying the
properly, Thomas can't miss.
night, July 19, in the 10-10:30 penew Dashiel Hammett
show, "Ad-

Bromo

Seltzer's last season's

Transit Ass'n In

500G

MBS Show

.

New Broom:

Program

ventures of Sam Spade."
Late in September, the

riod.

CBS in Scrap Now
For Ford Musical
CBS

is

pitching

musical

Over

the

right in there with

for

the 60-minute
currently on

show
weekend CBS

ABC.

sales chiefs

Sunday afternoon

rently shopping around for a

show

segment

Young.
Deal

whereby Gardner for a
$200,000 asking price would have relinquished his hold on the Wednesday night
time to permit Joan
Davis to move in for B-M has faded;
it looks now like Miss
Davis will
stay another semester for Swan

NBC

.

Soap Monday night on CBS.

Loye That Show; Buy
It

Low; Want

r e crying to th«
to
lake 'em good,''
they aren't interested in these
of retrenchment: when they

package boys

to Ford, seems to be having
some trouble in clearing all the
stations.

scale

Dropped but A.&C.

AU

NBC

Take

Up

Good,

The agencies

Strongest point in CBS' favor, it
appears, is that NBC, which has offered the 4 to 5 Sunday afternoon

segment

It

But Will Pay No Dough

-

fall.

new

put into .the Friday night
being vacated by

to

ABC

strip next

.

May

And
Alan

Ford

Everyone on A.&C.

the show out of the Frlnight slot and has purchased the
« p.m. Sunday time
on CBS. Which
means that "Spade"
will be stacked
up against the
Edgar Bergen opposition of
NBC.

niche.

huddled with Kenyon Be Eckhardt
agency execs, offering to clear the
2 to 3

NBC

into the latter time goes the

8:30 Friday night

young show, with Bristol-Myers cur-

NBC

Show will dramatize news highlights of the week, with George
There's hp decision as yet. but
Carson Putnani as narrator, and with
from all indications it would apspot news reports from Mutiial newspear that NBC has the edge and will
room. Herb Rice, of Mutual staff,
iron out its clearance difficulties.
with
be director-producer,
will
Larry Stevens as his asst. Harry
Salter wiH be music director. Writers
Sunday time has been relinquished are Palmer Thompson and Paul
Complete revamp of the Abbott Around the Kilocycles
CBS putting in a Milton.
and Costelld show has been decreed
summer ime susteincr
Owen Sc Chappell is the agency. for next fall. Everyone goes but the
week
this
Oyer,
It's WeUes
^''3), 'Richard
Lawless."
comedy team, and even the format
will shear oft to situation comedy.
With
Mercury
Fir.=t announced replacement Is fJat
It'
Roadshow
PRIME PAYS--SOMETIMES
Because of the NBC policy on
Wolff for Don Bernard as producer.
WplfT, one of radio's super sales- cross-plugs, it looks like the Orson
At Least
As '47 Audience Hypo men, has long had a yen to produce Welles guest shot on the Bill Stern
Pubs Hope So, Pricing
raokaje For Badio •( |3,5«»
Biow agency, which handles the and his last directorial effort was 10 show this Friday (28) night will
Eversharp "Take It or Leave II" years ago as control man of the Mary come in for some careful scrutiny.
Co., book publishers;
Pickford show for Ice Industries.
Welles is all over the coast-toar??-'*^"''
show, is mulling means to give the
Bernard asked to be relieved so he coast kilocycles this week (only web
^
package based
Sonn
program an audience hypo next sea- can devote more time to his Re- missing is Mutual), since he has the
K^^l,"''"*'^ Crime Club editions.
hearsal Records business, which he Pabst "Mercury Thiealre" stanza on
distribution gimmick, son.
ha?JL>^"'''
nas
360,000 subscribers
for four whoCBS as well as his own Sunday
There's a possibility that the Phil recently organized.
New writing staff is being lined up afternoon commentary on ABC.
bonv «'' ,T°"*''- Reprints in the 25c Baker-emcecd quiz program might
calculated at more
and the myuic section also gets a rc- Welles isn't averse to throwing
than inll
'"an
be road-showed, with the broadcasts
10,000,000.
facing. Comics feel that a new. deal away the script to sneakjifl credit's
emanating from large auditoriucns- -ail around is In order and the show for his o*"»b contflbs, all ot
P'''<:e of the Doublcday radii^^^'"?
ome 'hervpusncss
via William E. Buck- and theatres throughout the cpun- starts practically from scratch in the which >
lev f'.^**'''
IS $3,500.
autumn
arouni'
try.
bankroUer

^ yanking
flay

Wednesday night at 9 spot open
Ed Gardner's "Duffy's Tavern,"
which moves over from its present

for

biit

days

.

.

them too high.

Take, for instance, the new Roger
White package, tabbed "Jane Froman Time," scripted' by Alan Jay
Lerner, with an expanded Ray Block
orchestra. It's created Ipts of agency
talk, all in the show's favor, with
particular reference to the manner
which Miss Froman's talk is in-

in

tegrated into the musical bridges.

But there arc no takers. Show is
being peddled for $8,500 and, despite
the feeling around the agencies tliat
it's the type of show that would hypo summer programming,' they say
clients aren't talking that kind of
money today for an untested property.

.

,

.

Feldman Quits

ABC

Post
ABC*

Arthur Feldman, head of

London news bureau, has

resigned.

No

pei°manent successor has beea
named, but Jack Hooley has been
in the London spot the last couple
of
months, since Feldman came

home

for a vacation.

Feldman was reportedly pTanninf
to'go into local station operation.

—
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Dunton Defends CBC

Network Radio to Sound Tocsin for UN

Policies,

Sees

Can. Progranuning Superior to U.

InSept;NBCLeadsWayWitij6Siiows

Montreal, June

By SAUL CARSON

NBG

center-piece,
radio— which until how
has been criticized for neglecting
th? United Nations since, the world
h.q. came to N. Y.— is really going
to tackle the objective of world or-

With
network

the

as

,

.

Soup

KWkW

Boston, June

here— but now

Five shows tied in one manner or
another to the United Nations are
on NBC now. But the big doings
arc planned to start early, in September, when the General Assembly
of the United Nations opens in N. Y.
Every sponsor on NBC has been
asked to tie in with the project,
when United Nations Week will be

iiamenlary radio committee

25.

slio-s set

League pennant.

Anyway, Kenyon

•

well she sang at her work— and
is now chirping for the sliition.
Gal now has a regular Saturday
night (5:30 to 5:45) singing spot
and doubles into other duties.

KLZ'i Kilocycle ControlUr

HARVEY WEHRMAN

Vets to Get Radio

.

AM

Eckhardt,

FM

linnsiultlera;
holds one of best operaiioiuil records in the Industry. •
b'oth

and

•.

KLZ, DENVER.

Refresher Courses
Hollywood, June

LA.AreaHikii^

obliMations of publi(: .service as laid
down in the Radio Act.

As far as the airing of pulilical
ews is concerned, Dunton was
placed in a ticklish position, since
one of the favorite charge.'; against
CBC is that the government-sponsored corporotlon itself i.s a prop,
aganda jnaehinc for tlie Liberal party
(which

25.

Refresher courses to assist the returning GI and former' professional
radio artist under the GI Bill are
being worked out between the Veterans Administration and American
Federation of Radio Artists here.
Schooling would be gratis and open
to males and females qualifying under the Bill and who can prove
U. S.
One feature of the week's 6b- former professional standing as
scrvaince will be a musical event actors, announcers, singers or sound
culminating with a world-wide con- effects persons.
Washington, June 25.
Details remain to be worked out
test among the 51 United Nations
Final session of FCC's clear-chanfor an official "United Nations An- between AFRA and Vets Ad, but nel probe gets under way here July
them." The world's leading com- tentative plans call for individual 1, with introduction of new engiposers will submit their composi' coaching, lectures and seminars, and neering standards to govern operar
it's
Latter,
training.
tions to their own countries which, workshop
tion—not only of the clears— but all
in turn, will forward the music to hoped, may be obtained through co- stations regardless of power or locaoperation of local stations.
N. Y. for the final auditions.
.

FCC Clears Decks

For Early Decision

On Clear Channels

Indies'

the

each year to indies, on how Ihc priv.ite op's were carrying out their
,

rest of Mutual \yeb continues in
regular 5:15 slot.

year as KLZ'.s
chapei-onlne

Serving his lltli
Engineer; now

Chief

&

agency for the sponsor, Kellogg
Co., agreed to move program
series back 15 minutes oh all
Yankee network stations so that
bail fans could hear more of the
Sox games. New time for Yankee
net (only) Is' 5:30 p;m,. while

in

House of Commons Thursday (20)
incl Davidson Dunton, CBC chair,
man, admitted under questioning
from government opposition jjroups
that, under the Canadian Radio Act,
CIBC would have the right to force a
latlon' which seemed to be unfairly
discriminating against any party.
Matter came lip when Dunton was
extent the CBC
a.sked to what
hcckeii, befoi'c renewing licenses

"Superman," in addition to a
few hundred thousand New England fans, also thinks the Boston
Red Sox will win the. .American

Shorty
a record of her own.
after joining station manager,
Bill Beaton, learned she could
also write, so she became a
copywriter. She liked that so

ganization in a big way.

Commercial
3-9.
Sept.
observed,
shows, each within its own fbrniat,
will be tied to the UN theme. On
their own shows, and through sustainers, the special UN programs
will be trailerized over the NBC
for a wfeek before Sept. 3. Special
advertising and promotion, in newspapers and national mags as well as
through local spots on affiUates, will
be used to ballyhoo the big doings.
Backing the NBC project will be
the American Assn. for the United
Nations, .'plus 90 other national organizations; and the National Education Assn., tying in 1,760 educational publications throughout the

to Notes

Hollywood, June. 2.').
Craig Wilkins (fcmnic) was
hired as disk librarian at station

S.
25.

The question of political freedom
over the air came up before the par-

Superman's Smart Too

Wattage

Hollywood, June 25.
Now Indisputably "arrived" and
second commercially only to New
York, Los Angeles end southern
California area generally may soon
take a similar position power-wise.
There are at present two recently
okayed power hikes among indies,
there are three others pending, and
three more stations are mulling
wattage
Combined
applications.
eventually will put L. A. into class

is

in

power) and

that

the

CBC

is itself guilty of discriminating
against opposition groups. Recent nix
to Ontario's Premier Drew, who
heads a Conservative regime, against
doing certain broadcasts, is cited as

'

an example.
Dunton brought up the recent FCC
slan,i at U. S. stations by claiming
that the quality of service by Cana.
dian Indies had few of the excesses

which had been condemned

in

the

He claimed that one
was the CBC curb oii
commercialism.
Dunton adn-iltted
that CBC should keep rnore of an
A rating among nation's Heys,
eye on the quality of service delivKFAC has been okayed for hike ered by indies. TTiere's no general
from 1,000 to 5,000 and will utilize CBC monitoring system, but the stations arc allowed to operate on an
it by Sept. 1. KFVD has also been
tion.
approved for duplicate' climb and 'honor system," he said, with spot
"The new atandards represent a
should be operating with. It by cheeks being made from time to lime,
year's preparation by joint govern'
ALL-VET STAFFED,
Indies generally conformed to regKLAC
is on application for
15.
July
ment-industry comrnittees and will,
KMPC ulations, he stltted.
here, to be climb from 1,000 to 5,000,
AUG. I according to obsei-vers
and is now on 10,000,
all-important factor in upcoming seeks 50,000
Seek Live Shows
to scale up to
wants
and
Hartfor<l. June 25.
Commission decision on clear-chan^
Dunton defended the CBC drive
5,000 from its 1,000. Those seeing
Believed to be the only veteran nel; operation.

Plans under way now envisage
the possibility of roping off Rockefeller plaza, in front of the building housing NBC, for the entire day
when the General Assembly opens.
One-minute and two-minute spots
featuring every NBC star would be
played on the air and over loud- staffed radio station, in the country,
speakers facing the plaza all day.
gets under way in nearby
rally New Britain, Aug. 1.
Station will
In the evening; a special
•would be held on the plaza skating operate on &40 kilocycles and 1,000
A' basic
rink, and other rallies would be held watts, sunrise to sunset.
throughout the week in Times sq. staff of
persons has already been
All the events would be broadcast appointed, with Walter M. Windsor
,

U. S. survey.
reason for this

WKNB BOWS

UN

WKNB

U

by NBC.

as station manager.

All this public display of interest
in the United Nations would be, ac'
cording to the plans drawn by
Sterling Fisher, asst. public service
counselor for the network, the mere
preliminaries for an international
broadcasting conference to be held
in N. Yi either in the late fall or
early winter. Every UiiUed Nation
will be asked to send delegates to
that conference, including not only
the brass hats of their radio setups
program directors and
also
. but
other working personnel.

At this conference, NBC will proa plan for an International
pool of UN radio shows. Working on
a threeryear plan, NBC will ask
each member of the UN to help in
the creation of a pool of between
750 and 900 scripts, aU of them dealing with life in the various countries listed among the United Nations. The sho\ys will deal with the
history of each nation, its home life,
music, science, contributions toward
world organization, and general cultural affairs.

j>ose

The pitch on this group of shows,
includeid in the three-year plan, will
will ask the leading
be that
writers In each nation to do the
scripts depicting that nation's life.
These shows will' then be offeredthrough the international script pool
will do the
to all the nations.

Wlndsoir managed the Arrny station at Ahwaz, Iran, and Is one of
five of staff who saw service overwith Armed Forces Radio
seas
Maximilllan A. Swoboda,
Service.
chief engineer, saw service with
OWI. David Scott is set as program
director;
he was formerly with
.

.

KWKW

Clear channel broadcasters are
also expected to get in a final jab at
the U. S. Census Bureau's survey of
present radio coverage, which came
rural
conclusion
that
up
with
listeners tune in to regionals as frequently as they do the blgtime outlets.
The clears'- spokesmen, are
expected to cite engineering contours
to show that audiences could not,,
engineering-wise, even hear the regionals they are reported to have

likelihood of jiunps in the foreseeable future include KGER, which

would- go to 10,000 from'

present

its

and

excessive transcription

lise'

,

.

O.. and WJLS.
W. Va., where he served
ing of wee-watters on th^ clear ing a kilocycle change.
program director.
and News editor Is Phil channels.
Additionally, there are applica
Cross.
He was hews editor-sports
The revamped procedure provides tions before FCC for stations in
director for 18 stations of APRS that:
nearby Santa Ana (Orange County
Network in Japan and Korea. Other
1. The Commission will withhold Broadcasting
Co.),
Santa Monica
staff members are:
Richard Mack action now on all applications for (Bay City Radio Corp.). San Fer
and Gabriel Longfelder, transmitter stations Involving use of 1-A chan- nando. Valley Broadcasting .Corp.,
engineers; William H. Ray, comp- nels where the proposed outlet is and San Bernardino. ((.Western Em
troller;
Hal Graves and Douglas more than 750 miles from the dom- pire Broadcasters). KPRO. River
Way, mikemen; Virginia Murphy, inant c]|ar station using a non-di- side, Cal., plans hopping (o 10,000
continuity and traffic; Jac A. Cush- rectional antenna or where the out- frorri its present, 1,0()0.
man, public relations; Tom Orp- let is outside c<^taih engineering

WCOL, Columbus.

against

by claiming that CBC Is trying to
encourage live broadcasting. He also

KXLA

and KIEV which revealed that the tndle op would be:
hopefully await breakdown of the held responsible for any libelous or
obscene matter that was aired. It
clear channels.
was not a matter of censorship, he
KRKD and KFOX would like claimed,
but mieraly that certain
to think in the same vein but any
standards must be maintained.
such move would necessitate moving
Ill previous testimony before the
locations, and possibly altering band
places. KFWB aiid KGFJ, remaining committee, Dunton had said (hat
NBC's freedom of the press iand freedom
two indies,-; are content,
of the air are not the same thing.
affiliate, KFI, remains at ."iO.OOO, local
preferred.
"Anyone who has the money can
top bracket, along with CBS' KNX.
Meanwhile, FC^C readied its decks Mutual-Don Lee's 6,000-walter, KHJ, start a newspaper or publication,"
for an early decision on the clears
but the air was the property of a
is also set. ABC would like to hike
expected by fall— and last Friday Its KECA from 5,000 but is also -nation's citizens, and
its uses were
(21) set forth a new plan to licens- complicated by the move necessitat- subject to what
would be of gi-eatest
5,000,

,

!

•

Beckley,
as

.

Sports

.

wood, local

sales.
contours with a directional. In line
Station Is owned by New Britain with this policy, 14 applications were
Broadcasting Co., with Julian Gross, shelved pending outcome of the
Hartford advertising man, president. clear channel probe.

Godfrey's Talent Scouts'

2. FCC win act now on applications to use 1-A charihels vvhere the
proposed station is within 750 miles
of the dominant station using a di

benefit to the niajority of the! citlzens. The CBC, he felt, was the' body
designated to decide what was and

what was not of greatest use

to

'

Ca-

nadians.

Dunlon's claim is that the CBC ia
ying to produce radio shows for
Canadians, by Canadians, the whole
shooting match being mixed up with
a little outside late {V. S. programs).
He said' that, considering the regional
I l

and dual-Uinguage problem, CBC is
doing a good job with what's available.

WUBShakeup
WLIB, the New York Post-owned
Indie in N. Y., underwent a major
shakeup la.<;t week,, the fiirst since
Jackson Leighter became president

Musical

60%

he gave, were
is niade up

statistics,

these: Total

of

musical time

semi-longhair,

15%

classical,

and 25% dance, old time and band
music.

Robert M, Scholle, vice-president
in July 2 CBS Bow dectional antenna, or it is outside in charge of sales, and Edgar H
NBC
With Bessie Mack, the late Major the range of interference with
Twamley, general manager, both
Bowes" talent scout, in the job of directional
resigned.
Scholle's place was left
OFF' IN
auditions supervisor, a new show,
temporarily vacant, and Leighter
titled
"Arthur
Godfrey's. Talent
was believed to be shopping for a
AIR FITCH
Scouts," bows on the CBS net Tueshigh-priced successor with whom to
NBC
BLANC
TO
The
U.
S.
day,
Army
July 2, fining the 9 p.m.
fiU the spot and hypo the .station's
Is going to sound
job by itself, however, regardless
bid for big-league business among ofT a network recruitment pitch, beof how many nations do or do not formerly held by "Inner Sanctum."
ginning July 4, when it goes into the
FOR COLGATE the New York indies,
Net officials had high hopes for
accept scripts from the pool.
Thursday night 8:30 CBS slot »i
copping a sponsor with the show,
Hollywood, June 25.:
Louis JacitobSQn, for seven years
Among NBC execs who are work- auditioned only a week ago..
summer
Forreplacement for "FBI in
"The Mel Blanc Show," situation with WGN, Chicago, and for a lime
ing on the UN plans, with Fisher are mat will be to
Peace and War" with a show called
put on. would-be
Harry Kbpf, veepec in charge of talent, but emphasis will be on prO' conitdy piece starring Hollywood's program director on that siatlbn "Sound Oflt With Mark
Warnow."
most versatile radio actor, has been was brought In this week as station
sales, who is contacting the spon- fessionals
who've failed to gain bought by Sherman & Marquette for mnnagei-^not general
CBS will contribute the time for
manager, as
sors of the commercial shows; Wil- wide, recognition rather than
on one of its clients; possibly Colgate. Twamley was.
(he show, and. the Army will pay for
liam Burke Miller, asst^ manager of amateurs, although latter too will
Program was conceived and recorded
the talent
N. W. Ayer agency,
WEAF (N. Y.) Carl Cannon and be used.
by Joe Rlnes,
which is handling the show for the
William E; Webb, who are lining up
Godfrey will emcee, and Hank
Sam Fuller, radio head of the CUDAHY BUYS 'NICK CABTEIl Army, giving up its commission and,
regional and local afTiliate coop- Sylvern's orchestra, in
its
first
Cudahy Packing Co. has bought additionally, paying for. the promoeration; Dwlght Herrick, who is lin- nighttime net assignment, will do agency, is here to ^et the production In order and hire the help,
•Nick Carter" for full Mutual net- lion of the show. Ayer's have hired
ing up a series of recorded broad- the music.
Irving Man.sticld will
work ot 300 stations, oii 52-week playwright-radio scirlpter Arlhnr
casts to be used on the net's affili- piroduce and direct.
schedule starting Sept. 15. Sunday Miller to head up the ballyhoo tor
ates; Everett C. Parker, contacting

Show

MD

ARMY TO
NEW RECRUT

MEL

HAVE

.

OWN SHOW

.

.

'

;

churches throughout the U, S. for
their cooperation in the project, and
Jfane Tlflfany Wagner, who serves as
the network's chairman of a special
committee to cooperate with international

information

services..

sleuth scries, 6:30-7 p.m.,

Story," "Our Foreign Policy" and
••'Home Around the World."
sixth show to add to this group
the fall.
is scheduled to start In
Some of the leading writer.' ji-. ihe
country ore expec!- ' ip cii'trrbute
he "defscripts to tb'
•

A

NBC summer shows that are Died
to the United Nations objective are
"Concert of Nations," "Tales of the inite planv
Pacific der wr
"The
Service,"
Foreign

'

'

\in-.

wa.s

for- "Soiind Off."

Linldetter Vice Kyser
merly sponsored by A<:me White
Hollywood, June 25.
Lead, and went on su.staining sev
Art Lihklptler will fill in four of ri -,; .lOMlhs ago when lack of prod
seven weeks vacated by Kay Kyscr iiui jjijstd former sponsor to bow

when

latter takes a surprher hiatus,

(.•lit.

'

-

J\

Opener of the program,
Playhouse

No.

3,

53d

al
street

CBS:
and

Broadway, N. Y., will be given a
Broadway premiere flavor, with
Army Signal Corps searchlights
lighting up the scene, uniformed
MP's in formation on the cnlire.
block, and the house itself dressed

probably starting July 31,
Proj/ram,' which originates in N.Y..
Linkleiter has other commitments, .wUi niark first time for Cudahy
preventing him from t.Tking up more Mill I'al fold. Grant Advertising is
th'' : (Vency.
than a month of .summer stand.
jiike a recruitment center.
'

—

—

.

'

.
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FM (FORWARD MARCH) IN REVERSE
Crosley-WINS Deal StiD on Coals

As FCC Views Sale-Pact With Holes
-

Washington, June

25.

"The

FCC in April proposed to reject
by reason ol the $400,000
news-time clause and failure of
Croklcy to give specific assurances
in

its

horse.

Proviso

FM

Meanwhile, the broadcasters themarc readying an attack on
FCC on this same count, charging,

which

selves

a live race

that the hew plan to hold oft for at
least a year assignment of every
band will f lather delay .the
fifth

sponsor

that

is

all

other expenses.

winner, just

sits

FM

Prize-

new

back and col-

lects the purseis.

the

'

Ingle Gets Radio
Slot For

.

worth of equipment.
Another clause in the contract calling on Hearst's Mirror to provide
"local news cooperation" to WINS
sparked a heated serjcs of questions
from the FCC bench. Both Shouse
and Ciosley counsel. Bill Dempsey,
denied pointed
the "local

might

be'

FCC

suggestions that

news cooperation" clause
one -way of writing

o(T the

Dempsey told
$400,000 credit item.
the FCC that wjiile the Mirror would
continue to! buy news slots on! WINS,
Ifwould be strictly "on a cash basis"
going rates. Shouse explained' the
"local news cooperation" was merely
a
"gentlemen's agreement" under
which the Mirroir would "lend a
helping, hand" to WINS in reporting
New York City elections and other
at

special events.

One, Clean Copy

FCC members' Durr and Denny
termed the new contract" nebulous
and vague," and Durr insi.sted that
"the commission ought to
know
'exactly what is involved in this operation" before okaying the deal.
Members unanimously lined up behind a suggestion of Conunissioner
Ray Wakefield calling on the parties
to come back with "one clean, copy
ot the new contract" rather than

Repubs

Washington. June

25.'

These were the developments this
week:
Senator Glen Taylor (D.,^ Ida.),
radio-minded member of the Seriate
Small Business. Committee, called
on Attorney General Tom Clark to

Director of Radio for the Republi- so freeze out FM set manufacture.
In a letter to the Attorney General,
Carroll Reece, chairman of
'Taylor claimed "the facts, give rise
the National. Committee, revealed to a widely-held belief that there has
here Monday (24),
been concerted action" ;by set manuMeanwhile, word from the Dems facturers and entrenched standard
"withhold
headquarters is that announcement broadcast interests to
made momentarily "of a from the public a new invention
will be
campaign radio man with odds (FM) which will vastly improve the
that the choice will fall oh Bryson quality of radio broadcasting and
Rash, Director of Special Events for reception and which will make posRash, sible a voider diversity in ownership
here.
affiliate
a Missourian, has covered all of ajid control of radio."
Truman's junkets since taking ofSelling Dates Sets
fice and is known to have blessing
Taylor called on the Justice Dept.
of White House for the post.
to investigate whether any trade

—

.

WMAL

ABC—

.

.

has been in radio, newspaper and public relations fields for
Before going
the pkst 20 years.
with National he had several tours
of duty with the government, in
1942. as member of the Treasury
Ingle

association,

AM

broadcasters or° the

themselves have conspired to delay FM with the aim of

set'

makers

AM

Dept's,War Bond promotion staff
and for 17 months with the War

reselling 20.000,000 "out-dated"
ceivers in 1946.
Taylor's' charge followed hot on
the heels of a Bureau ot the Census
announcement that no
sets were

Manpower Commission.

turned

FM

out during February and
served with American Red Cross March, although total set output was
overseas during the war in the 90% of average 1941 levels.
British Isles. France and

.GABRIEL'S

Ingle

al50

FCC members

Germany.

BACK AND

SERUTAN'S GOT HIM
of

01 line."

now

carried

on WINS, Shouse testified.
The company also plans to set up a listener
panel

oit

l.spo

to

2.000

NBC

say

staffers

.

by Columbia and
Sherwood, Mott and. Ralph Brunton, present owners of KQW.
The. net argued it needed another
0. and o. station in order to operate
comfortably in the black and t6 finance bigger and better network

sale-fileid jointly

as far

that,

radio.

got;

an

earful from

'Variety'

ExHs Barry Gray

With Barry Gray going on a brief
vacation, 'Vabietv is going oft the
air as co-sponsor of WOR's all-night
disk jockey's "Varieties." This paper
has been one of Gray's sponsors for

famiUes- a

little

more than a

*** *****
carried on for
Platter chatterer's
Wr,^~to
w""
check audience reaclions his native Hollywood
J
w
the new program format.
home in years,

yti]
flyii
ying

thlt
is til

trip',

to

fltsr A ait
'i

attributed to applicants' unwillingness to put out several thousands
of dollars to go througJi hearings
where the competition Is heavy.
Within the week, the Midwe.^t
network. Inc.,, withdrew bids for
outlets in Peoria, and Ft. Wayne.
Five bidders have dropped out ol
is

FM

CBS

shows.

sustaining

the

told

FCC

that if net revenues continue
their present downward slide back'

normal 1941 levels, the net would
have to operate, at a "substantial
to

KYW Broadens

•

loss"!

The

parties

the

to

rapped the Commission

Radio Workshop

sale
al.so
for its fail-

ure to introduce evidence in support of its finding that purchase of

the station by CBS would result in
"undue cbncentration of control" of
radio facilities.
The FCC pointed
out that approval of the sale would
by have given the web its eighth

Philadelphia, June 23.

KYW

The

annual

.

workshop,

started four years ago to brief public
school.' teachers

on

education

has increased

radio,
this

its

wholly-owned

scope and

year will include teachers

AM

'

,

CBS

outlet.

countered that it holds only 45%
non-voting interest in WAPI, Birr

froiii

suburban

minghaiin, which falls far short of
control. At' the same time, web reminds FCC that the Levy Bros.,
The workshop classes will start
holders of 20,000 CBS shares, arc
Thursday (27) and will continue unloading WCAU, Philadelphia, to
through the month of July with Dave Stern's Philadelphia Record.
The web also cracks at another
courses in script writing, production,
FCC finding to the effect that none
acting aiid "evaluation and utilizaof the other major nets has more
tion
of programs" for classroom
than five o. and o.. stations.
The
work. Teachers, will also receive in-'

and

parochial

private,

schools in this area.

slruction in

methods of setting up

"workshops"

in their schools.

fact is,
actually

.

has. also organized a workshop course for high school students
under the supervision of- William C.
(Col. Bill) Gallaher, station educational director.

Scheduled to lecture
ers'

NBC

at the teach-

B'casts; 'No

ing industry," the net last

1

outfit

has been

Maddy

making

NBC

later

went

Gillette

to

and, after a run-in with the
sales dept. over a time switch, moved
over lb ABC. It recently cancelled
off the latter web.

r!
to

Luce

(Life.
to

latch on

pan

out.

So it looks headed for a sustainYork hearing and Dorothy ing series oh CBS. unles.'i other comThackrey, New. York Post publisher, mercial nibblc.< pop up. It's months
oH. anyhow.
(Continued on page 40)
'

July

9

"Queen For a Day" and John J.
Anthony, to make way for broad-,
cast, which will run from 1:15 p.m.

spon-.

round-the-globc toiir. is pfl'. It was
tossed back and forth, between Luce
and his agoncy. Young •& Rabicitm.
but; according to the aschcy. it Just
didn't

MBS

Hs

Time,

sorship of the Norman Corwin series
that wiir emerge from hi.-; current

the New:

All-Star

Mutual will carry the All-Star
baseball game Tues.> July 9. sponsored by Gillette, in first such game
held sitice the war. Maxon is the
agency. Mutual is cancelling several
spon.sorcd daytime prograni.s. such

Luce Loses Corwin
The Henry

Buys

Ballcast on

CBS

Fortune) deal

said NBC advised him they
place on their summer
for the camp broadca.st.

Interlochen.

That's where the show
when Matchabelli took the
It

no

which was an NBC feature for 12
years till banned in 1942 by an edict
frorn the AFM chieftain, brought on
because the kid musicians were
amateurs playing in a pro league.
Camp head, however, is still insisting that because the Lea act is constitutional, till proved ^otherwise, the
web has no right to steer clear of

for Sunday time.
well sold out, but the
(station time) availability

plunge into radio.

noti-

(30).

schedule

shapes up.
started

week

fied Maddy they'll be unable to join
with him in the celebration of the
camp's 19th season, starting Sunday

It looks like Prince Matchabelli's
Stradivari show may be heading
right back where it started, in the
12:30 to 1 Sunday afternoon slot, on
NBC, after its three-web ride which
also included CBS and ABC over
the past couple ot years.

pretty

.

Federation of Musicians, to
asking that broadcasts ot the
National Music Camp of Interlochen,
Mich., be resumed this year, on the
basis that the Lea act has "broken
Petrillo's control over the broadcastican.

NBC

have

Perfume

Time on Sked'

Chicago; June 25.
Despite a plea from Dr. Joseph E.
Maddy, ousted member of the Amer-

ORIGINAL NBC SPOT

12:30 to

Maddy Plea

To Resome Interlochen

MATCHABELLI MULLS

It's

Rejects

I

workshop are the following:

Dr. Frankhn P. Dunham, chief of
the radio division of the U. S. Board
of Education; Mrs. Doris Corwith.
assistant to the manager of the NBC
public service department; Mrs. Gertrude S. Broderick. assistant radio
specialist. U. S. Office of Education;
K. B. Sweatt, radio director, Mas.sachusetts Dept. of Education; and the
following station education direc-

overtures to

Columbia claims, that NBC
owns six outlets and the

seven stockholders of Mutual bc"
tween them control an aggregate of
is standard broadcast stations.

RYW

James Shouse. Crosley -veepec in
charge of broadcasting, who testified
here last Thursday (20) that he feels
"FM. may never be coinpetitive to
AM except in a few limited areas."
Shouse predicted a long, docky road
ahead for independent FM operation, tors: R. W. White, KDKA, Pittsand told the FCC he believed other burgh; George Slade, WBZA, Boston;
He Ben Huddleson, WOWO, Fort Wayne;
broadcasters shared his views.
took a heavy quizzing from FCC Robert McDougall, WAAT, Newark.
members, particularly Commissioners
Charles R. Denny and E. K. Jett.

.

participating, programis

.

.

can's,

.

10 to 12 of 'WLW's best liveshows win be used immeto replace transcribed and

.

—

medium,

AM

Prom

,

as they know, this is first time
in radio history for an ad agency
to sell itself through its fave

Serutan is taking over sponsorship
Gabriel Heatter's Friday night
spot on Mutual, completing crossthe-board sponsorship of the gabber's
Considerable fire centered on the 15 minute 9 p.m. airer. Deal was set
application of "the local news coop- through Roy S. Durstine agency.
eration" clause if Hearst decided to Heatter's
summer schedule now who suggested that as a licensee of
get another New 'York
outlet or reads Mondays, for Kreml (Sem- a powerful 56kw clear channel outprosecutes his FM application there. ler); Tuesdays and Thursdays, For- let he hadn't been willing to expose
Shouse admitted "this would cer- han's; Wednesdays, Barbasol; Fri- himself "to the advantages of FM
operation." FCC members are also
tainly complicate matters," adding,
days, Serutan.
interested to know why Crosley
"it's
a gamble we arc willing to
Reported that after Friday slot wa.s which is trying to buy the Hearst
take^"
sold, another sponsor wanted to buy station. WINS, in New York— hadn't
Shouse also took a heavy goinggabber for remaining two nights yet filed for an FM outlet there.
over on his proposed programming the
ot the week, insisting on two ses- Shouie said he didn't believe FM
of WINS.
Answering FCC's earlier
sions. Heatter, however, nixed idea, would become a competitive factor in
objections, the Crosley official for
and wanting the two the New York market for five years
the first time committed himself on being tired
mid-program
the amount of time that would be nights oft. His Serutan
or so. He ako told the commission
incidentally, will plug a
sold on WINS: 88 2/3% ot the time commercial,
that although Crosley has an FM
laxative.
the first year; 75%, the second full food product, not the
bid in for Clblumbus O.. where the
Serutan will now have tsvo pro- company has no AM outlet, he
year of operation; and 80% the third.
The 80-20 ratio on commercial-vs- grams on Mutual, in Heatter and Vic doubts whether it will ever be profsustaihing time would then be main- Lindlahr. Earlier this season the ac- itaWe.
count sponsored' three program.s
tained.
The fact that the fii-.-it 5,000 sols
To do this, and still come out with Richard Maxwell, Alexander's Medi- turned out since V-J day are withthe $1,280,000 iii net time, sales he ation Board, and Lindlahr— on lim- out FM bands, he added, will also
had testified earlier that WINS ited spots throughout net. Maxwell delay FM for an additional period.
would earn at the end of a five-year and Mediation fizzled, although at ho Crosley. he said, is not maiuifacperiod, Shouse admitted would mean loss ot revenue to the network be- turing any FM receivers at all this
doubling the present WINS rate- cause more stations picked up Lind- year.
card. But since the station is uppihg lahr. Latter is now on fairly full net
Meanwhile, some concern is exIts power
pressed by FCC spokemen over the
from 10k w, to 50k w, he for Mutual.
told, the FCC, a 100% hike in rates
speedup in FM withdrawal.<! in the
oyer a flve-year period is "not out
past month, though the bulk of thorn

talent
aiately

New radio switch— an ad
agency buying a show for itself
as
client appears
here with
launching of a new 15-minute
program,
Old
And
"Radio.
New," over WRC.. NBC local
outlet'.
Ad agent Robert J.
Enders bought the Tuesday 10:30
p.m. spot, using show, to appeal
ta prospective clients through
comparison of old and new approaches to ad problems.

among

anti-trust
Edward T.. Ingle, former NBC investigate as possible
the
manufacturers' deviolation
program promotion man in New cision to devote 90% 'of their 1946
York City, will take over slot as production to old style AM sets and

trying to sell the FCC on amendments to the original version.

.

25.

vice within a few years time.

probability"
Icy vccpce, that "in all

.

Washington. June

25.

Steadily rising: costs of network
operation over the past five years
and a new slackening off of advertising, take were cited by CBS last
Friday (21) as reasons why FCC
should reverse a proposed decision
and okay the sale of KQW.- San
Francisco, to the web.
The FCC
nixed the sale in a 4-to-2 split vote
in a. proposed frnding May 28.
Occasion for the statement was a
request for oral argument on the
Commission's proposal to deny the

1S%?

Gets the

Spearhead of the attack from FM
quarters hits at an alleged conspiracy
set manufacturers to .restrict
set prodiictibn with the aim ot
reselling to the public the new ser-

interest."

,

service.

FM

Admission by James Shouse. Crosturn out
his company would not
such equipment except for its own
use, led to a barrage of questions
from FCC members as to just what
was being paid to Hearst and why.
A suggestion from FCC member,
ClilTord J. Durr that maybe Cros]ey was how paying just $1,700,000
for Ihc .<itiilibn instead of the original
with the
$2,100,000. was answered
statement that Hearst was willing to
tnkc the risk in getting his $400,000

.

-

:

pror

other

the

giveaway

has for

and

the sale

WINS

there's

pays for the hay, transportStion

the next ten years;

would program

FM

Washington, June

Who

.25.

turers against pushing
is being
shown in FCC and other Washington
qiftirters, despite the fact that the
commission has already okayed 450
and llO final
conditional grants
stations.
permits for new

New

membership

giram, also being peddled,

to

that if
."public

the

an audience participation

radio. It has a

Then

the parties
give Hearst, a $400,000
transcredit on FM and" television
Cioslcy
mitleis— "if, as and whe|i"
commercial
decides to go in for the
manufnclure of this equipment within

is

Mounting concern over an alleged
"resistance movement" among standard broadcasters and set: manufac-

pin described as "showing a man
in the. palm of a womain's^hand."

"substitute "

.1

Sex Club"

quiz going the rounds ot

York

Wednesday
A.s

Simart.er

title of

of
still up in the air
ncJil 10 years— is
here last
followinfi oral argument
and Thursday (19. 20).

Washington, June,

Programming

'Live'

elimination
worth
Hearst's Daily Mirror $400,000
news time on the station over the

agreed

MAJOilTAGIOR

<

approve
whethei> or not FCC will
contract fbt the sale
an amended
York station, WINS,
ot Hearst's new.
Radio Corp.—despite
to the Ciosley
giving
clause
a
of

CBS Worried About The Future

LUCK Of SETS

to conclusion.
j

1

I

Mutual carried the g.nme before
war. It also carries the World
Series, putting it on l.n.^t year, and
having it this and next fall, with
option on a fourth year (1948).
the

Mutual will also broadcast allstar football game from Chicago
Aug. 23 for .?ixtli consecutive year.
Wil-son Sporting Goods Co. is the
sponsor.
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Take a million dollars worth of music and
ent. Etch

them

into Vinylite with brilliant clarity

tal-

and

depth. Add the smartest job of programming yet seen.
Result: the

new

Capitol Transcription Service/

Ready

now for radio station directors who know the sponsor
appeal of big-name

artists

and

top-hit tunes.

Big

Names

Like These Raise Your Listener Level

Every Capitol name is an audience-builder. And every listener can find
top bands
western stars
variety
programs to enjoy. Singers .
groups— all under exclusive contract to Capitol. Even the smaller stations can headline the biggest stars.
.

BIG

.

.

.

.

.

.

NAME BANDS

2000 Selections

-

•

Stan Kenton
Afvi'no

Rey

...

50 More Each Month

Tlie basic library of the Capilol Transcription Service
contains more than 2,000 selections. Every month Capitol guarantees you a minimum of jO additional numbers.
(As an extra bonus, production schedules indicate not 50

but 70 new monthly
Skffch Henderson
Enric Madriguera

Jan Gather
Duka Ellington
Cddie leMor
Gen9 Krupa
BIG

.

releases

.

.

and

at

no cost

increase.)

Yourlibrary comes in tliis liandsome metal sliding-drawer
cabinet designed to simplify selection.

NAME VARIETY

King Cole Trio
Buddy Cole's Four of a Kind • frank DeVol
Oef Porter and his Sweet Potato Tooters
Juan
Danny Kuaana
Paul Weston
Dick Shannon's Aleutian Five
Rolando
•

•

•

•

•

BIG NAME SINGERS
June Christy • Hal Derwin
King Sisters • Peggy lee

•

Dinning Sisters

•

Carolyn Grey

NAME WESTERN

BIG
KarlAHarty
Oak
Shug fisher • Wally Fowler • Jack Guthrie
Ridge Quartette • Tex RItter • Merle Travis • Wesley Tultle
Uncle Henry's Original Kentocky Mountaineers
•

•

Capitol Simplifies

Your Programming

.

.

.

Lilte

This

From

sign^on to sign-ofF, production brighteners refresh
every Capitol program format. Oi^en and close each show

with a brilliantly arranged musical theme. Perk up your
audience with a few remarks by the featured artist. And
background your commercials with distinctive musical
interludes.

Shows That Sell Sponsors
different program formats— 30 hours of programmed enterweek—you can build a show to please any listener, any
Each dated format in your conveniently-bound Capitol format
service suggests each transcription by title number, and times every
phase of the period. Perfect programming aids, flexibly prepared to favor
that extra zip and zest that caii come only from your own program staff.

With 22

tainment each
sponsor.

16 quarter-hour

shows

•

3 half-hour shows

•

3 one-fiour shows

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

RANSCRIPIiONS

—

"

-
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HOUSE

"MAXWELL

THE FKED WARING SHOW

COFFEE WAYNE KING ORCHESTBA

"SIVER THEATRE"

With Fred Wariner and His PennsylWith Nancy Evans, Larry Dourlai; With Virginia Bruce, Elliot Lewis,
TIME"
vanlans; BUI Blvens, announcer
Franklin Kinf, amcee; Bob Cun
Adrian Harden,
With Ben Ga^e, KInr SIsirrs, MereHerb Vigran,
Writer: Jay Johnson
nlOKhani, annonnoer,
Jerome Sheldon, Bcmloe Barrett,
dith Wlllson and orch
I'roducer: Tom Bennett
Producer-Director; Henry Hull, Jr
Robert Earle; Oonrad Nagel, emecc;
Producer: A! Kaye
:I0 Mills.; Tues.,.9:30 jji.m.
writer; Jim Carbartt
Harry Bartell, announcer; Jack
Writer: Keith Fowler
JOHNSON'S WAX
30 Mini.; Fri., 9:30 p.m.
30 Minii.; Thurs,, 8:39 p.m.
Meakih, mnsic
WKAF-NBC, N. T.
UNITED REXALL DRUGS
GENERAL FOODS
Writer: True Boardman
iNefdham, Louis & Brorby)
ABC-CBS, Ni Y.
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.
Producer-Director: Ted Bliss(Be toil & Bou'les)
(JV, W. Aver)
30 Mins., Snn., 6 p.m;
Fred Waring and his PcmisylWayne King's orchestra, summer INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
vanians have been absent from the
This summer prograrh is pleasant
iiisjhttimc radio scene since Owens- because it doesn't aim too higli, and replacement for the Jlnimy Durante WABC-CBS, N. Y.
(Young & Rubicam)
Illinois cancelled its $lG,OO0-\vCckly satisfies on its level. Variety show show, is a cool half hour of music in
"Silver Theatre" dished itself a
show on ABC and that scorns like has good talent, showing to good pur- a quiet, nostalgic key. Program will
a long, Jong tiine ago.
Since then pose. Ben Gage perhaps carries too undoubtedly be bypassed- by the toiireenful of good listening when it
the WarinR crew has been livening much on his shoulders as combina- jump and jive set but should garner pi-eemed last Sunday ^23). as the
more
summer replacement, for "Ozzic 8c
U|) the morning hours with the cross- tion
emcee, baritone soloist, an- appeal among -dialers with a
tUe-b.oard NBC program at 11-. Last nouncer and commercials-handler. sedate taste. King's mellow sax and Harriet." True Boardman wrote, for
Tuesday ni.nht (18) Waring moved But he's an engaging, inforriiail em- the dominant string section in his the opener, a piece of good, clean
into the 9:30 slot for Johnson's Wax cee, and he. tries hard. His voice is a 17-plece band set the rnood. and vo- and at the same time fairly sophis
a.s Ihc summer replacement for Fibticated coniedy. Ted Bliss gave the
rich baritone, of creamy, brooding calists. Nancy Evans and Larry Doug,
bnr McGcc S: Molly.
And again quality, with nice intonation and las -fallow through on pop tunes in show true casting, Virginia Bruce
Warini; and his aggregation dcmon- onunciatibn.: Sometimes his intros the sweeter vain. Variety, doesn't doing a particularly neat job as the
stralod that they're pretty nuich in are, a little too cute and overlong. On spico this airer, although a straight femme lead.
a rlas-s by thomselvos.
The show is Thursday's (20) program, his' drawl- 30 inihutc dose of syncopated
Story, tabbed "Romance, Inc.." was
not only tops as hiatus-limc fare ing monolog on N. Y.. local manners. schmaltz is not too long to complain about an; ex-WAC major who's try
land Fibber linio'U probably remain *tc.. was only mildly ahiusing. Kld- about. In fact, it's relaxing.
Ing to salve her romantic frustration
miisl" time through the siihiiiier). dl:>a Of .song titles wa.s old stufT but
In bciween gab, also done up in by being a professional matchmaker
bill
Soptcmbcr-through-Mav there still funny. Gage, however, made up poetic style, is wisely restrained to a In the end. an ex-sgt., back at his
.sn
much ai bund that can "compete for it all with 'his singing, as
minimtim, cnabluig King to regale ni.c. ,job on the locsal rag, gets t"
with the Waring ensemble for show- "Without a Song,
his fans with a total of 10 numljers. gal. 'But the story summary cai
manship and for just a good, solid
Kancy
appealed with her Indicate the good, adult writing or
The King Sister.s, a sprightly song warblingEvans
musical semester.
of "Bliie Skies" and "The Ihe scn.sible, balanced acting which
team, add good support in snappy
But Waring a.s a comedian is soms- rhythms (they handled niecly such Gypsy." and Larry. Douglas crooned made the half -hour worth listening
over
"You Arc Too- Beautiful" and 10 even in the midst of the summer's
thing else again.
He's re-adaptcd itcn-is as "Hundred to Che" and "Isle
"Always"
in the usual manner. King,
his morning show techniques into
hottest picnic.
.of Capri"). And -Meredith Willson's
^t^un '
u--"i:—
sticking to the old favorites, varied
the nighttime
stanza, which means orchestra, a finished crew with
Conrad Nagcl, as last, year, is again
style.
the waltz-time formula for which he working as emcee, but wasn't much
U'vc excellent supoort in accompani?L w?t'^P^'K^'V°V'*,'''*"^?''
of music 'Z":
that mcnts and on their own. "Manhattan is famous by mixing in a few with more than a glorllicd announcer on
w,ri l^
^"'^ 8'<^« '^•"Hsc'^nade," for instance, was swell- a mild fox-trot tempo. Overall imthe tee-off' trip, and Harry Bartell
r^n ^ich
nn?'!""
pression, though, was strictly threecan
di.sh ^Mf
out. not
to, mention such
did sterling jyslice to the silver
Bron

"RICHARD LAWLESS"
With KeviE McCarthy, Kathleen
Cordell,
Nell Fttifewid,
Boynes, John Gart orch

-

Writer: Vinoent McConnor
Director: John Mosman
Prodncer: Robert J. Landry
30 MIns., Sun,, 8 p.m.
Snslainlnt
WABC-CBS, N. Y.

W

II

.

.

'

'

i

]

,

:

—

,

I

cic«ant
"

I

inoividual

sock

instrumental-vocal

conlnbs as those made by Jimmy
Atkins. Joan Wheatley, Jane Wilson,
Walter Scheft, Stuart Churchill—
and there were only enough to w-het
the
appetite— the overaccentuated
sab stuff is both irrelevant and

quarter time.

"WE ARE MANY PEOPLE"
("And
„..„ Then There
».„.^ Was One")
,

.

Mark Jordan, Dick

15 Mins.; Sat., 4 p. ni..(Paciflc)

What makes

Waring show

this

COUNCIL FOB CIVIC UNITY OF
SAN FRANCISCO

so

KGO-ABC, San Francisco
Winding up 13 weeks of straight
radio, drama "with something to say."
Council for. Civic Unity and KGO
The announce that extraordinair mail•production" built around Mozart's pull and
favorable comments cue
Magic Flute" overture— which high- bigger plans for hew fall
series. Sclighted the first program— in which ries
departed from usual documena couple of Tin Pan Alley
lugs lift tary, direct preachment "love thy
the melody for a "Magic of
Love" brother"unity airers, and used ^ripts
pop, tune, was strictly of boff
qual- which could stand alone as good enity.
After
kicking
around the tertainment eveii without the incsoriginal melody in symph style,
the sage. Windup, "And Then There Was
Waring outfit then threw the book
at One," for example, dealt: with John
the audience; the pirated tune
got a Smith, a "good- old-fashioned Ameriride from everybody, and
by the can who went around telling people
time It segued back to Carnegie
if ya don't like it here whyncha go
Hall
tempo the air was filled with swell
back where ya came from, huh'?"
niusic.
By doing so, John finally depopulatOtherwise,. Waring leaned heavily ed the entire North American conshowmanship that Waring

.

has!

.

'

down to tinent, except for himself, his wife,
And Gertrude, and one Indian!
Lois Moran
ex-HoUywood and
Broadway star, brought sock versa-

even

stuff,

the Johnson Wax commercials.
they were clever.
T,rol'^'^''^"l'^*,°">'
Tuesday
night slot is

tility

in good,

hands.
RosCi

and a magnificent range

X"

Filipino

guerrilla leader,

physician— with equal

With Herbert MarshaU, Gloria
BlonWendell

nouncer

Nlles,'

a

wise

and au-

from both
and radio

civic unity
stations on
availability of series resulted In
preparations to wax the 13 dramas
fornational distribution. Radio Central (Fairmount hotel, San
Franeisto) is handling the platters.
Aired scripts were automatically
entered into Harold Boyd Memorial

committees

Mills;

skills

thority.

Inquiries

Fellz

to the

series, playing a schooteacher, a social worker, an ordinary housewife
a.

MAN CALLED

"THE

•

relax-that

an-

Writer: Milton Merlin

3;MK^r?o'=p^r

pf:psodent
weaf-nbc, n.

y.
(Foole, Cojic

With George-William Smith, Bill
Marian
Lane,
Packham, Clem
Read, Dr. Robert Worth Frank
Kansas City
Producer: Ed Skotch
This is a quarterrhour of listening
Director: George-William Smith
that ranks with, anything that radio
Writer: Paul Benzaquin
Pro
offers here in the afternoon.
MIns.; Thurs., '7:30-8 p.m.
gram alms to furnish sprightly vo 30
Sustaining
cals. as many songs as possible in the
WCFL-ABC, Chicago
time allotted; and it fairly well hits
If- this new program was confined
the inark, a pleasant escape from the
to the English classroom it would'
.soap-, operas which jam the afternoon
have gone over with a bang, but
nets.
Bunn's voice is in the range of the piped to a national audience it falls
short of being a show with heavy
to|>' pop song singers, his quality is
public appeal. Brooklyn, the South,
fine, and its' a good bet that he's
headed for bigger, things. A strap midwest, arid other sections of the
coiinti-y are going right ahead with
ping feller on the Van Johnsoii for
their Own peculiar verbal Ameri•mat. he has the looks for stage and
picture work, and has a background cana, radio lessons or not.
Format calls for a panel of three
including' stage erncee work and a
guest
experts who face the mike
vocal sustainer over NBC which
with six words they have completed
originated at WOW, Omaha.
research on before the show. Armed
Trtood of this show is kept strictly
Informal. It's well in keeping with with the correct pronunciation^ one
the personable singing.
Bob Jcnes guest spells a word for ond of the
backgrounds at the piano and comes others who must give what he thinks
's the acceptable pronunciation.
Dr.
in for his own solo turn once during
each show. When caught, the piano Robert Worth Frank, of the McCorwas coming through the mix, too mick Theological Seminary here, is
loudly on the vocals. Harry Grove the referee who passes on the correctness
of
the
guest's
efforts.
AirAll
three
lads
handles announcing.
are recently out of the Army,- and ing caught featured Bill Packham,
radio comic, 'Marion Read, editor of
work together neatly,
Program Notes, and Clem Lane, city
Quin.
editor of the Chicago'Daily News as
Professor George-William
"NORTHWEST NEWS PARADE" guesters.
Smith
was the moderator.
With PanI Wann Rath Swanson,
Program isn't all business howCorlnne Holt, Chris O'Brleb, Delwin Dosenbnry, Frank BoHer, ever, with Packham and Clem Lane,
for his Oxie O'Rourke charDean Almqolst, Ed VIehman, Hal- famed
acter sketches in the News, adding
sey Hall, Ramona Gerhard
welcome laughs to the otherwise
Writer: Ralph Andriat
serious show.
Miss Read handled
Director: Bob Sutton
her part in the show well and the
Producer: Sig Mickelson
egulars.
Smith- aiuj
F'rank,
are
25 Mins.: Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
strong in keeping this package on
Sustaining
an
even
keel.
Foos
Minneapolis
15 MIns..: Mon.-Fri„ 4:15 p.in.

.

.

.

.

& Bclding)
Award Contest, with three best of WCCO,
for the summer -series picked by entire Council nlem
The news as it affects Minneapolisu^?"^
Herbert
Marshall and Leon BeUscd bership at ''play-back dinner."
St. Paul and environs is at the root
are back as Pepsodenfs.
fill-ins wi?h
Dramas wiere aimed at "increa.sine of this weekly 25-minute dramatized
llieir summer
perennial. "Man Called understanding
show, which might be subtitled. "The
among
the
many
X and now there's no doubt
peo March of Time Through
the Eyes of
"he pie living ip San Francisco— the
hitiis

A

season

is

in full

swing

cos

inopolitan city."

"There

Ted

theme, but they're few

>«t

."P*""^--

air-v?"
X

week (18),
^iccK
"'S
sounded
a .story previously
told,

like

many "ANN MARSTEBS' CELEBRITY

no doubt b^
NOTEBOOK"
same scripter among others
It With Ann Marslers, Joe
was done with the
competence of a
Harry Burgc, announcer
the

^'''^'^

tTP'trf,?"
RilJiin""^''
^ itrv (Tuban
r
sultry

Jdcif

tSok

the

some

tale..

dame and doing

EVANS FUR

the

Cars

variety.

Already flooded with interview
shows, Chi shouldn't have any trou-

'""'sh, Curl Kupfer;
v^i
""L
Nelson
Olmstead. narrator;

Dave

ble

30 Mlnsi; Thurs., 8 p.m
Sustaining:
WEAF-NBC, N. Y.

getting

Format

,

Producer-director: Herbert Laleau
Writer: Max Ehrilch
Music: Joseph Gallicchio

Summer reolacemcnt

Herald-American

pix editor, steps into her first radio
spot and comes up with a neat program oi the gossip column-guest star

However

"OLMSTEAD PLAYHOUSE'^
Garroway, announcer

Lewisi

CO.

WGN-Chicago
Ann Marsters,

John.stone's direction held
the

yews tightly
tichtlv throughout
lhro..Bh«„i
nag itself was tired.

tlic

E.

Writer: Ann Marsters
Prodocer-Dircctor: Glenn Ransom
15 MIns.; Mon.-Frl., 6-6:15 p.m.

of

Gloria

"8*^*
there, at par
i""'""P«'S' east as a

liVhVl V''

calls

used, to
for.

this

one,

too.

Miss Marsters to

give with the lowdown on what's
xy hat with the people who
"count"
and to trade some fast repartee Svllh

annountcr Harry Burge who doubles

has enouoh

dramatic quality to do as a filler
Format of dramatizing w.k. or iinu.-Jual short stories, though
not new
I* not shopworn..
Showf judged, bv

Thur-sday's (20) .sample, isn't
particularly distinguished, but' action
and
suffice for a half-hours enlevtainmcnt. Especially for the ad-

as Miss Marsters' "Man Friday
iWiss Marsters, wisely keeps the
gossip .to a minimum, wasting no

time
getting down to the main interest: of
the program— tlie guest star
Pi-ogi-am heard featured Joe
Lewis who hypoed the. show to

F,

a

and funny 15 minutes.
Miss Marsters has a nice radio
voice but had trouble handling the
script. Hesitations were noticeable
olescents.
slowing down the pace of the show
Thursday
.seauehce dramatized in spots. More
Georges Sui dcz's "Not In the Ritual " the experience time on the air with
of trading verbal
a story of valor, jealousy,
confliit punches
with
the' wits
should
and loyalty in the French Foreign straighten
her out.
Legion. Tale of the two LcgibnHarry Burge, who does the internaires who fought their own battle view
work for WGN, knows what
within the unit ii pretty familiar, this chatter
business is all about and
melodramatic stuff, but it wa.< in- plays a large part
in keeping the
terestingly done. Nelson Olmstcad's show moving.
fast

drama

'.s

narration

was

had

.

punch.

serious, so that

pense
sound

Production

drama had

and aftpeal. Engineer
effects staffers deserve a

tor their contribution.

sus-

Commercials ai-e loo long and misplaced— one following the opening
.

and

bow

Bron,

plug a minute after the show started
into the program ju.fl aa
was getting under, way. Foos.

— bi-eakini/
It

IT7"

KCMO.

Writer-Producer; Carol Levene

putstanding is the fact that it's so
jampackcd with topnotch talent that
a half-hour with the Pcnnsylvanians
can leave you rather breathless yet
unsatiatcd.
And what a knack for

HOW DO YOU PRONOUNCE

Sustaining

Ellers,

(

Cnrs.

bankroller.

With Bob Jones, Harry Grove

,

With: Lois Moran,

i

necessary.

.

'SONGS BY JIMMY BUNN"

i'y-

,

.

mlnute

}Follow-up Commenti

«»>><>« !««>

whom CBS

something that

trying to

is

will have to
For what the

.it

itself.

web has achieved
nothing more than

in

"L,awless"
the old cops

is

'n'

r o b b e r s -hero-and-the-heel :.s a g a
which, garbed in the florid verbiage
of Charlie The Two's era, takes itself far too seriously.
'

It's the kind of flowery prose that
only succeeded in getting in the way

whatever excitcinoiU"Lawless"
had to offer, and the feeling was 'in-

of

escapable that a lot Of uncomfortable
actors were taking punishment trying .to resurrect a dead— at least for
radio language.

There were a

fevir

interesting

mo-

ments, when, for .instance, CBS, lavmore attention productionwise on the program that it really
deserved, showed how sound effects
can really help achieve realism and
otTset lack of a visual medium. The
.suggestion of horses galloping
ishing

.

through deep forests, of footsteps
along endless corridors and castle
stairs made for a sound man's holi-

.

day;
Aiid
John GaVt's musical
bridges wore deftnilely an asset.
But the "Let's Pretend" moppet
show, stripped of th^ florid pretensions of "Lawless," has been doing
this Kind of stuff on- a much better
a n d lel's-not-take-ourselves-too-seioiisly level.
Rose:

-

l

'CHILDREN'S CORNER"
With Frank Luther, Lois Volkman
25 Mins.; Sun., 9:35 a.m.
Snstalnlnr
WNEW, N. Y.
Frank Luther, director of children's programs for WNEW. N! Y.,'

preemed his show May 12. As heard
Sunday (23) It looks like a winner
for this type. Although aimed for
moppet listener;, elders also will get
a bang out of some of its content.
Luther, who has made numerous
recordings of children's programs foe
both e.t.-'s and commercial purposes,
has embodied plenty in this stanza
to keep the kiddies happy, includiiig
story and songs, and with both aimed
as kindergarten lessons in tolerance.
Songs are the nursery rhyme media

but pack a message advocating a
"love thy neighbor" attitude to be
adopted by. the .-young listeners for
their

little

friends,

creed or color.

It all

regardless

makes

of
for good

and also gains its purpo.se
and other prejudices.
Luther handled the gab and songs

In neat fashion, aided by 10-year-old
Lois Volkman, who chimccJ in on
song stanzas occasionally and provided nice juve touch.
At finis,
Luther made a pitch for funds for
Riverdale Community Center, which
provides summer vacations for unEdba.
derprivileged kids.

"CASE HISTORY"
With Eleanoar Stuart, Eileen Ciiiford,
Ginette Letondal, Mac Shub, Rupert Caplan
Producer-Director: Rupert Caplan
Serlpl:

Music:

Mao Shoub
AlUn Melver

30 Mins., Snn. (16), 6:M-S:3«

CBC-CBM

p.

m.

Trans-Canada

.There's not much that can be said
about Uiis airer except that it was
an intensely' human drama, packed

with emotioii that should

fulfill

its

purpose— boosting the collection of
clothing for the needy in Europe and
A^ia.

now

that's

.

•

iSik:

is

figure out for

Part of a Canadian caatpaign
being conducted, the show
ific a sales pitch for his sponsor's
turned out to be everything that was
products it's a. pity they can't be' expected, except for one- point: that
bought.
Just as it's a shame tho v^as the angle of approach. Instead
show s new sunimer .format. Stair- of the all-too-often slipshod writing
way to the Stars, can't continue, of this type of production, Shoub
especially ^ter Henny Youngman wisely picked one "Case History.'
and Harry Babbitt did so fine a show kept to his theme, developed it Intelwith Paur Whitemaa Sunday eve- ligently, and left the audience with
ning. .. .Orson Welles urged a
buy- the feeling that something has to be
er's strike the week of July if
the done, and it was their duty to doit.
The "Around the
True, the script played heavily on
^^^,,.1" u^L"^^'
'"'e ^'^^ a persuasive the emotional strings, but what of it?
^
J
mike delivery. And wotta trailer After
all,
the Qnal analysis still
for sportswriter Jimmy (N. Y.
Post) shows that people are sparked to acCannon,
tion mostly when they're emotion-

cavalcade blowing up the
great things the railroads have done
for the U. S. Story of Jim Hill, the
Great Northern's "Empire Builder,"
was sugar-coated, as were yarns
aboul the Rock Island, Milwaukee,
Northern Pacific, Burlington, North
Western. Soo Line and others in the
chain that unites the midwest with
the rest of the country.
Paul Wann's narration hypoed the
history stuff, complete with 1850
Jimmy Durante, apparently enjoy-rchaisms, and present-day inter- ing his stint at making with the
quiz
views (dramatized) with train trav- answers on "Information Please"
a
elers
by WCCO news reporters, couple weeks ba(ac, wandered into
punched home the fact that "the the CBS theatre, N. Y., Sunday (23)
sound of a distant train whistle is. a night to appear as a "surprise"
vitally important part of the Ameri- guestar on 'Take It
or Leave It"—
can way of life." Director Bob Sut- and promptly proceeded
to break up
ton's montage effects, with the large the show.
cast showing plenty of versatility To
Appearanc* of The Schnozz evivaried roles, were excellent,
aeiitiy digi't come as a complete
.

trigue. J iist

kid

listening

.

Devastating
effects'
a
railroad
strike would have on the nation and
the northwest in particular were
also handled in a donc-to-a-turn 20-

ling, romantic-backgrounded picaresque stuff. In an effort to fill the
void, the network on Sunday (23)
brought forth a hew half-hour dramatic scries,
"Richard Lawless"
which is intended, to depict the "ricii
gusty, turbulent" 17th Century pe-'
riod, of Charles the Second.
Perhaps, on the basis of what was
heard, it's just as well radio hasn't
too carefully explored the formula
of velvet gauntlet, chivalry and in-

to curb racial

Minneapolitan." Not that there's
anything insular in the viewpoint
Frank Sinatra isn't going to send
outside of a certain National Assn.
Maurice Evans or Gregory Peck
of Manufacturers' leaning scriptwise,
scurrying into crooner's ranks as a
especially in the handling of news
•esult of his appearance on ABC's
re labor vs. the railroads, etc. It's
merely a case, in other words, of Hour of Mystery" Sunday (23).
propping his usual radio iole for .a
sti-essing
the "Northwest" in the
title.
Show, incidentally, recently dramatic one. that of an all-knowing
won first place in news interpreta- country sleuth on the trail of murder
tion for regional stations at Ohio and mayhem, the Voice gave a not
very convincing or exciting portrayal
Institute.
Civic .pride (north country va- for a first-class whodunit program.
riety) is evidenced throughout, from His dull, flat voice didn't help either
Ci'poner wasn't helped by a routine
ihe opening few minutes, which are
devoted, to sports items ably pitched script and matter-of-fact dialog, or
by Halsey Hall, WCCO's sports di- the angle of making the sleuth frail
rector, to signoff. These being vaca- and anemic to play up the by-now
tion days, sports news in the show stale gag. The gags about his health
heard last week was hinged on base- or his bobbysox following, though
ball (upcoming events, scores of the they went over.big with his stacked
last tew days, etc.), plus plugs for studio audience, only made for weak
fishing, swimming and
loafing in humni- nn the ether. Sinatra had betMinnesota and South Dakota resorts ter stick to "Night and Day."
ineliiding the Badlands, Black Hills
Philco's Glenn Riggs does so terand Mt. Rushmore mcmoriar vicina

-

CBS dug into its files and appirehtly found that, unlike the films
radio for some reason or other has
in the past bypassed the swashbuck-

'

—

'

(Continued on page 42)

-

.

ally

involved,

and since action

is

what is heeded now, Shoub's heavy
emotional stress, perhaps inexciisable
in regular radio writing, is perfectly
justlflable in this case.
ing job.

A

g.ood writ-

Of course, with Rupert Caplan at
the helm, the actoi's were suf flciently
curbed not to run away with themselves.

Added

All the thesplng was sock.
was added by a

Interest

piped-in message
general.

from th«-gov«mor
.f^

Laza.

'

.

.
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NOW

ALL SHOWBIZ EYES VIDEO
Horse

V Buggy Commercials
whether

ori

"Top

,

fight telecast last Wednesday (19)
night. Success of the telecast was regarded as proof that video has finally hit the big time.
Groundwork for the influx of
other branches of showbiz into
video was laid by reps of legit,
films, music, the press arid talent
agencies at a special meeting held
immediately after the light at the
.

'

office.

With those

ing

the fight last Wednesday (19)
when reps of the International

night,

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
demanded they be permitted to man
the NBC tele" cameras. Only the
smooth talking of John F. Royal,
NBC exec veepiee over television,
could assuage the IBEW' reps and
allow the telecast to go on per
8ch,edule,

Interesting angle of
lay in the fact that

IBEW men

involved

dispute
most of the
the

were

CBS

crewmeii, who walked out on a rehearsal at the CBS studios to get
Stadium on time. Instead of

to the

approaching NBC first with their
demands, they went to promoter
Mike Jacobs and demanded 20 ringside tickets. Jacobs, thinking this
was. only a ruse to get into the fight
and not wanting to start any trou-

immediately complied.
the ringside,
however,, the
IBEW men immediately put their

ble,

Viewtpne Television demonstrated that it "might have the
answer- to apartment house prob-.
leins at the fight telecast last

them that William Green, prexy
of the American Federation of Labor and, as such, their boss, was
watching the fight via television
to

Wednesday

(19) night.

Company

attached Ave sets to
one antenna and seven to. another and reportedly got good
reception ifi both instances. Over
500 lookers crowded around the

a

>.

After arguing for about half-anhour. Royal finally convinced the
to forget about the whole
thing for the time being. Union reps
kept alter the ABC technicians until
lingtime for the big event, but
couldn't do anything there because
radio used only battery power and
throwing the light switches wouldn't
have affected the broadcast.

:

Royal said that Jacobs would have
been willing to pay for a standby
crew but that he nixed the idea.
Union didn't press that point.

That Royal Hotfoot
NBC

and white and what it would
have been if the images had
been transmitted ill color, CBS
hasn'l
('.emonstrnted
any live
^
k'l..
vrt. Royal said, so how
ii'i ;t'.:yi
ing be compared to it.
;

'

"Oi.ly

involved in the
icliviist," he added, "was
the biush in CBS' cheeks."
n.il t

color

5,000 sets

York-Philadel-

heavyweight championship

es-

saw
first

fight

'

Jr.,

led the discussion.

shows or the entire cast in
thtee-flve minute tele shows, sponsored either by the producers themselves or by. outside advertisers.
System, according to Morris, would
provide a way for legit to got into
television
on the ground floor,
whereby the producers could gauge
immediately the potential money re-

BATTLING ONWARD
the
tremendous boost
Despite
given
low frequency black and
white television by NBC's highlysuccessful telecast of the fight last
Wednesday night (19), CBS expects
to continue pressing for the establishment of ultra-high frequency
color video standards on a commercial basis.
'Basic interest that color gives to
television is still required, just as
as before," according to

much now

Adrian Murphy, CBS exec veepee
(Continued on page 46)

,

fused to

disclo.<;e

what

the terms, but with
is today, it's be-

it

tion

an

ATS award two weeks

ago:

Gabber utilizes a reit.
laxed, intimate-type spiel that just
fills the bill for vkleo and points up
the high -spots of Bob McKee's wcIIt

fine job uf

rounded

script.

Conn's

ipye, or the bruised condition
of his face, but there was no mis-,
taking Louis' rapier-like left and
Conn's bobbing bead as the chaimp's
fists connected.
You felt you were
at least in the $50 seat.s, which made
it a great buy, anyway you looked

it
You avoided the. crowds,
craning necks of patrons up front
and the inconveniences that general-,
ly go with being one of a crowd of
more than 45,000.
Of the five cameras .used, three
were extremely sensitive Image
Orthicons employed from right fleld,
145 feet away. They caught the boxers in the closeups and helped
make tho imaecs clear to the extent
where even the slightly, bald pates'
of both 'Louis and C^nn were visible. The other two cameras were
used to catch the crowd scenes, and
if
theriis
are some skeptics who
would Roint up the poor longdistance shots of the ringside, they
must be discounted. NBC showe4
the bad with the good in this flghtT";
but didn't have to; the bad wasn!t
of sufficient importance to destroy
at

.

-

:

.

'

Best feature of -the show, insofar as
the addition of something beneficial
any illusion of the fight Itself.
to television is concerned, is the topdrawer way the three commercials
Bob Stanton's Sock Job
were handled. Opening and closing
Bob Stanton did a good job in
spots u.sc simple but salegmanlike
announcing the fight for tele, and
turns..
Middle plug is prob- if
credit' cards.
sometimes
he or Grauer and the
Tele Debuts
ably the best yet devised for video,
Morris announced that his concert utilizing a pantomimic actor who camera crossed each other up, Stanton's good humor was successful in
division also planned a quick entry goes through the motions as Boulton
bypassing the minor incident. Standeftly
into
commercial
the
integrates
embryonic
video
putting
its
into
by
ton kept his. atinouncing to a- minStal.
artists on
tele screens
in shows his script.
imum, failinit to intrude on the
similar to the "Metropolitan Audiviewer's interest. The test lay in the
"WRITE ME A LOVE SCENE"
fact that watching the fight required
tions of the Air," formerly brpadWith Wynne GibMn, Peter Van little announcing. It was all clear
cast over the NBC; net. Agency is
Zerneck, Ruth Jane HarveOr enough
to distinguish hooks from
or
currently shopping lor a sponsor
Woody .r. Parker; Fran Malls, an- jabs.
Conn's hitherto unrevealed
nouncer
a musical foundation to bankroll the
ballet talents were particularly easy
show. Sherwin-Williams Paint last Director-producer: Harvey Marlowe to follow, though possibly it was
8:30
p.m.
Thursday
Mins.;
(20);
30
more difficidt for Louis; that is, at
sponsored the "Auditions" broadSWEETHEART SOAP
least until the eighth round.
casts.
WABD-Dumont, N. Y.
Morris,
to
Ben Grauer did the "color" reaccording
System,
(Duane Jones)
Sweetheart Soap is bankrolling porting, by way of a big "beermug"
(Continued on page 44)
mobile
radio transmitter which he
solid
video entertainmeot in this
four half-hour dramat lugged around interviewing celebs
series
of
one-act play left at the ringside before the main
Initial
shows.
A^ couple of times Grauer
nothing to be desired in this way of event.
performance, and overall and the camera wer« a little awry
script,
production. A domestic love story, on their signals, as far as camera
with moments of tenderness and, and voice tieiips were concerned,
but this was hardly conspicuous. The
(Continued on page 46)
lens just wasn't sharp enough to
pick him up on time. Stanton, for
sending a deaf man to cover the
mstance. had to gab away at one
opera," the RCA chief said.
spot
while
the
cameras soughf
Overheard in the Radio City
Grauer, who becanie lost in the
viewing room when Conn was demcrowd.
onstrating his ballet steps during
NBC in New York ^et aside Its
the early rounds: "Too bad Paul
largest studio, 8H, for 19 sets which
were viewed by more than 800
Belanger isn't directing this show."
guests.
The network also added a
Belanger is ace dance director for
couple of touches to the scene with
CBS television .
Credit CharIf you've gone televlslon-minded,
a "working press" section in which
lotte Stern, NBC television's pro- as the result of the Louis-Conn
each set was "roped oft" to simulate
motion chief, and the entire NBC fight, there are a few factors to be an actual ringside. And there was
for
the showmanship evi- reckonei) with when the "new" a sign, "Betting Prohibited."
staff,
denced in the Radio City studio,' in- medium reaches its more practical
Gillette: was the sponsor, at a cost
cluding the simulated boxing rings aspects. In most cases, it's for the of $125,000
[with NBC reported
sharing part of it]. Those commerset up before each set, the "Betting better.
The Broadway grifters and drift- cials, showing products of the comProhibited" signs on the walls, the
distribution of actual fight pro- ers, the type who inevitably wind up pany, were totally lacking in showmanship.
And
how did that Waiat the ringside of every big fight and
gi'ams, etc.
tham watch plug get in?
Proof that the telecast did evoke annoy the legitimate payees, will be
By
an intimate response from viewers: eliminated. Not actually, of course, Conn and large, as.far as the Louisaffair was concerned, televiwhen Conn slipped in the" second but tiilevision lookers, at least, will sion-emerged the winner.
round and Louis .<:tepped back to be able to avoid them.
wait until his opponent regained his ^ And no more heckling by some
feet, a spontaneous cheer went up recalcitrant fan with a penchant for
.

.

.

Anyway, Video's Here

to Stay

.

on

Sidelights

NBC's

telecast

of

fiasco arc still pouring
practically
in, with the fight iUelf
erased from the dailies' sporte pages
in
innkeeper
Enterprising

Conn-Louis

terrific.

Another tavern owner on Long

Island rented a set for the night, installing an 8-^o6t concave mirror to
magnify the images. Charging 50c.
admission, he attracted more than
200 lookers,

plu.-!

Whether he had
license

is

their beer thirsU.
a theatre-owjier's

Only
.
another matter
telecast revealed is
moppett daughter of
.

.

of the
Marilyn Eiges,

victim
Sid

Eiges,

NBC

publicity

chief.

20 video sets lo Washington for the occasion, had to requisition every available set in N. Y.
for iU Radio City guests, and Eiges"

NBC, sending

Ballet for Video

Gets Conn

.

Hypo

.

'

.

from the Radio City guests at the shouting, "Throw that bum out"
This always has, had an annoying
Moppet Brown Bomber's sportsmanship.
Problem of linking Schenectady effect on his neishbors. But the
was reportedly plenty burned up
the tele chain that carried the heckler can toss invectives and give
that they "took my television set to
fight pictures was solved by NBC vent to his displeasure as much as
away."
engineers through the expedient of he likes when watching a fight via
Near-Si(hled Bevlewer
video, unless he's a guest at some
Only newspaper reviewer who installing a special transmitter at one's house. Hi.s host may not like
panned the lcleca.st was the N. Y. Chatham, N. Y, Since the Sche- that sort of thing, of course, arid
Times man. Revealing that Ray- nectady station and NBC's N. Y. will then throw him out.
mond McCaw, 'Times' night city edi- outlet are both on Ch.mnel 4, enif you're a Giant fan, .you just
gineers believed originally that the
tor, had. sent him a congratulatory
incoming impulses would iiiterfer^c can't go tos.'iing pop bottles at Du-

Royal Road

;

of the first to go.

'

NBC's, television veepee John
whose Louis-Conn "Black
White Victory" is still the talk

Royal,
St

of the video trade, is looking
lor \new fields to conquer.

.

.

letter after witnessing the fight on a
in the Times Bldg., an RCA
exec charged the reyiewei' with being near-sighted .'and claimed hc"d
evidently brought along the wrong

set

pair of glasses that night.

'

Same

as

to

be televised; And what the Denipsey-Carpentier fight did for radio
25 years aso as the first scrap to be
broadcast, the Louis-Conn waltz did

television

Attending the huddle were Albert lieved that CBS isn't getting much
DeCourville, producer representing of a profit rakpolY.
Regardless of the price, however,
the Shuberts; Chester Weil of the
and the Y.& R. production
King Features Syndicate; film producer Sam Briskin; reps of RCA- staff have come up with a top sponFormat follow.?
sored news show.
Victor and Musicraft; and 20 memthat initiated ea;-ly' in video's develbers of the Morris ho., Hollywood opmental process by WCBW; the
staff and concert division. William same formula that won. for the sta-

rent,

CBS COLOR STILL

was one

John F. Royal,
television veepee, refused to attempt
a comparison of the fight telecast as it was carried in black

New

for the

ii.se

.

ported

IBEW men

Following the load of other topcoin advertisers in siewing iip cream
television time now while the stitching is good. Gulf has purchased the

less

lethal wal-

There were more than
in

,

the Morris office will try to
better than the feature-type newsinduce legit producers to get into casts employed by other video broadimmediately on a com- casters.
mercial basis. Under a plan outGulf assigned Milo Boulton, emcee
lined
by Morris, the producers of "We, the People," radio show, to
would spot the stairs of their cur- handle the narration, and he does a

If the system proves feasible
in all cases and can be equipped
with an individual station selector for each tenant, it could conceivably do. away with the necessity for each set-owner to
have his own antepna.

own

phia- Washingtori hookup, arid
timates arc that up to 150,000
the contest via tele. It was the

.

N. Y.
(Yottno & Rubtcam)

television

execs.
rassed

said.

GULF OIL CO
WCBW-CBS,

result,

group of top government ...
a tele set for the
"Green will be very embar- Brooklyn rented
night for $75 and then proceeded
if we have to announce that
his patrons
the fight can't be televisied because to clean up by charging
reof trouble with you men," Royal $1 for each short beer. Business
with

Director: Henry Cassirer
Writer: Bob McKee
15 Mins.; Thursday, 8:15 p. m.

Group concluded that tele would With use of slides, charts and films,
benefit, rather than harm legit by the station is able to m-esent up-tohypoing interest in the stage. As a' the-minute spot news in a highly interesting and animated fashion, much

engineers

considerably
its

Practically all the thrills one
could have had at the Stadium were
prevalent at the television ringside.'

sion's future success.

Morris,

At

demands to Burke Crotty, NBC producer, who in turn called Royal.
Lights had already gone on at 8:15,
in time for the first prelim. Royal,
refusing to allow the union men
to touch the cameras, pointed out

lop.

Edwards, guest

WCBW

ViewtoQe's Stunt

12 sets.

Since IBEW also demanded that
they be allowed to handle the ABC
net's radiocast of the fight, television chiefs see the latest move
as a° step towards ultimately taking
.over the entire radio industry. NBC's
cameramen are all members of the
Broadcasters,
of
National
Assn.
Electricians and Technicians, an inunion.
IBEW, which
dependent
handles the power plant at Yankee
Stadium, N. Y., scene of the fight,
threatened to pull all the power for
the video cameras unless their de-.
mands were met.

With M'lo Boulton, newscaster; Doug

8:15 to 8:30 p. m. slot on WCBW on a
52-weck contract. Both the CBS sale.s for television.
Young & Rubicani
staff and the
Of course, there were such things
agency, which handled the deal, re- missing as the claret running from

attending centering their discussion

which

required
time to establish

evision

oh what

tele could, do for them and
what they could do ifor video, the
meeting presages much for televi-

Way

Billy
Conn at New York's
Yankee Stadium last week, but tel-

stop

"CBS-GULF NEWS"

.

Morris

took Joe Louis eight rounds to

It

Television Reviews

showbiz riamcs, heretofore re-

garding television skeptically as still
a novel toy, are expected to hop on
the video bandwagon, following the

Louis-Conn Telecast Almost Snafued

Jurisdictional union battle,

Title Fight

NAT KAHN

By

By BOB STAHL

William

has already thrown sieveral monkey
wrenches into the television picture,
almost stopped NBC from telecast-

Conn

In Joe Louis-Billy
,

.

By IBEW. But Royal Smooths

Emerges the Winner

Television

.lEGIT

NBC

pulled a fast one during the fight telein a Waitham time signal
the. show" was decried by
the Gillette account. Gilto the main bout, accords
ing to the Maxon chiefs, and included nothing that would preclude
NBC from using other commercials elsewhere in the telecast.
Despite the statement, however, rumors are rampant that NBC
threw in the Waitham plug as contrast to the Gillette commercials,
Most tele execs couldn't flgura
latter the subject of much panning.
why Gillette, spending so much money to sponsor the show, started to
pinch pennies when it came to producing the plugs by relying on stills
,
instead of motion pictures.
It's reported also that John F. Royal, NBC television veepee, saved
Royal
viewers from getting a surfeit of the Gillette commercials.
reportedly had an advance screening of the plugs, and; recpgnizing their
drawbacks, spent most- of Wednesday afternoon trying to convince
Gillette execs to limit them to as few as possible. Gillette, it's understood, wanted to run the commercials in between each round.

Speculation

by throwing
cast last Wedneeday (19) night
niter Gillette had' paid $125,000 to sponsor
execs of the Maxon ad agency, handlers of
lette's contract gave it exclusive rights only

35

with Schnectady's transmi.'-sion.
Following the dull quality of the
the rumpu."; .••lirrcd up by
Rep. O'Toole, Mike Jacobs icinarked
(Continued on page 46)
fight 'and

in television, unless you can
HfTord a new screen every time you
gel soie at the Dodgers' manager.
Iriiagine watching a televised ball-

vochcr

tContinucd on page 46)

•

Royal
ular

now wants

Broadway

to do a reglegit productioii;

from the theatre. Obviwon't a be a musical, in

direct

ously

it

view of the Petrillo ban.
It'.s

jii.st

a question of getting

What with
clearances.
new Image Orthicon cameras.
Royal considers it, from, a reception standpoint, a cinch.
proper
the

"

.

.

We<lneflday,

June 26, 1946
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...

KNOCKOUT
"a revolution as sweeping as sound pictures
"From

Louis-Conn

battle the easy

almost overshadowed by the

.

new medium.

the standpoint of viewing sports, last niglit

marked a revolution
.

way— turned out. Louis' victory was

<

"Wonderful

,

Here's how

television

won

all

as siveeping as

stuff, this television."

sound pictures

-WASHINGTON POST

eight rounds."

-PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

".
".

"every detail could be followed
"The

.

.

.

a hundred dollar seat."

.

When

the camera focused ...

battle

you were there

in a

hundred dollar

.

.

"During the preliminaries, most of the guests

.

.

.

seemed somewhat awed by the occasion. There was
a feeling of

actual

seat."

-THE BILLBOARD

action was clear and every detail'of the fight

couhl be folloived

on the

.

"What hath God wrought"

But when the main bout went on,

in the room.

all

seemed

to

"... a better seat than the front row.''
"With RCA's new imagie-orthicon camera,
only recently and used almost for the

first

installed

time for

the heavyweight championship fight, television

forget they were watching a screen."

-PHILADELPHIA RECORD

brings you a picture almost as sharp, although much
smaller, than a newsreel. But, unlike a newsreel,

you can

"television's rooters

. . .

optimism justified."

row.
"i

.

.

sit

three feet

if

you

It

was

as if

you were

ring level

new medium what
1920 had done
night, their

work was

fight

would do

like.

sitting in

television's rooters predicted that its success

in handling the Louis-Conn

.

.

."

-N.

Y.

an armchair

at

HERALD TRIBUNE

for the

the Dempsey-Carpenlier bout in

for radio.

Based on what we saw last

optimism was

justified.

"action like that on a movie screen."

The camera

excellent and the close-up telecast of the

"The images were
and

clear.

action in the ring was sharply defined, better than

we have ever seen .The r ngside pictures were tops"

The

in black-and-white, of course,

fight action

appeared like that on a

movie screen."

i

. .

— N.

Y.

-N. Y. UP RADIO CORRESPONDENT

NEWS

"the fight .

"wonderful

away

"Television gives you a better seat than the front

. .

came

in clearly

.

. .

stuff, this television/'
'

".

.

.

run.

Television ... looked good for a thousand-year

Many

of Washington's highest dignitaries-^

some who couldn't
Stadium

scrap,

get

away

for the actual

Yankee

and some who preferred to see the

The fight picked up by five cameras in the stadium

came

in clearly

sitting in

and

it

seemed

as

though you were

an elevated chair about three or four rows

away. Those

at the fight

may have been disappoint*

ed but not those via television."

—UNITED PRESS

WfJlneatUyy June 26,

1946
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NBC's exclusive telecast of the
fight hit the press:

title

'Idevision history

was made/'
made

"Television history was

"everyone there was sold"
"I saw the I.ouis-Conn exercises

last night.

last

.

.

.

.

.

.

evoked words of praise far
utmost comfort, as

a guest of

beyond anything yet heard regarding the almost
at their

night from

all

company and

the best angles, in distinguished
the presentation

NBC WRC

and

demonstration of network television

RCA
the

at

limitless possibilities of video.

Statler Hotel. ... In fact,

"The

NBC-WNBT

transmission of the fight

ami

any of you who have been

withholding decision on television as an entertain-

various highly entertaining pre-fight incidents in

ment investment, pending word of

the Stadium audience that created an atmosphere as

tion,

me

closely akiii to the real thing as could possibly be

desired, was magnificently achieved by the use of the

RCA image-orthicon tube in three cameras. Viewers
were able, thru the bout

:

may

get in line at

demonstra*

or one of the 600-odd assorted Congressmen,

Cabinet members and other top Government
officials.

Everyone there

to catch every motion, every

scowl or grihiace, with as

this

your nearest dealers, behind

ivtts sold.''

-WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS

much ease as that provided

by good quality motion picture photography."

-RADIO DAILY, NEW YORK

"... a booster for television"
*'Speaking of the fight,

must admit

^'doubters

kayoed by fight telecast"

"Billy

Conn wasn't

Yankee Stadium

we

the only fellow knocked out at

last

Wednesday

night.

many

who doubted

ready for the

public

"B-W

.

.

television

The

its

greatest impetus

from the laboratory

a

reception was practically

Every blow, every move about the ring was

followed."

it

televised

.

.

.

and
.

.

,

seat,

and saw Louis-Conn

a lot better

."
.

.

-SCHENECTADY UNION-STAR

NBC's Louis-Conn telecast was seen through facHities of

since the visual art sprang

score of yearis ago.

we saw

us a booster for television

of those

.

video had been given

perfect.

is

made

attended Louis-Nova several years ago, ringside

There was a

clean left to the jaw scored against
that

it

WNBT (NBC) New York
WPTZ (Philco) Philadelphia
WRGB (General Electric) Schenectady
W3XWT (DuMont) Washington

-BROADCASTIISG

television
L BROADCA STIN6 COMPANY
SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

N AT 10 N A
A

-

.

RADIO
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the Production Centres
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the web's n.ickcry, has been elected to a three-year term on the national
Dr. Strickland is also on
council of tiie American Guild of Organists
the music faculty at Hunter College, .. .ABC's Jack Pacey made a speedy
recovery from his illness, hut WNEW's Will. 'Volen is on the sick list now
Dr, Ernest Dichter, CBS consulting psychologist on programs, has comBarnes St Noble will
•P.'iychology of Everyday Living."
pleted a book
.Bclty Wragge, regular In NBC's "Pepper Young's Fampublish in fall.
(2I>
ily," subbed for Milzi Green on WOR's "Passport To Romance," Fri,
night; in singing-acting stint. Miss Green was ill all week with laryngitis,
missing her "Biliion Dollar Baby ' legit chores as welL .Bruce Stauderman, young cavalry officer, who broke the ice when the Columbia Workshop bought hus "Thiinks For the Memories!" has sold "The Simple Songs"
Ed and Polly East summering at Westchester Country Club
to Mutual
at Rye while readying their new home oii Quaker Hill at Pawling.,.'.
.Kevin
Earle E. Simms. Jr., in town from University of Texas- radio,
McCarthy hradii\.!; fur Coast by car, taking summer on' from radio acting
chores,
.Mr, and -Mrs. Elwood Hoffman vacationing in Maine,-. . .BBC s
StepKen Fry tossed a small cocktaiil party tor British stage-radio 'rnimic
.Joyce Grenfell, who retmns to London July 9. .. .Ailing^ father' took. Barbara, Soothe, radio scrivener, to Texas last week.
Robert N. King, diroclor of researth at BBD&O, elected pre?, of Market
tub-thuniper CharJes Oppenheim, an expectant
Research Council. ..
father: in two week.';. .. .Osmond Molarsky, writer on "The Schools Are
Yours"' series on WEAF Salurdays, planning to do.some documentary tilm
Jack Parker,
Films, for Treasury dept. use
Educajional
Nal'l
writing for
ABC war correspondent, spending summer at Michigan home working on
held aiu\ual start picnic at its transformat of new book on radio.
enContent,
broadcast
(22)....
Sat.
Ed
J.,
Carteret,
N.
milter, hdqtrs.,
gineer, leaving July ti (o start own biz a.s acoustical consultant and studio
.Je.ss Barnes, Mutual y.p. in charge ot sales, oii biz
design specialist.
ed:
radio
Chi
Daily
Newa
Adele
Hoskins,
week.
Boston
last
hunt in
Larry Woltcrs, Chi Tribune radio ed, and George Herro, MBS midwest
.Jack Lloyd appears on "Hour
publicity chief,. gandering N.'Y. last week.
.

IN

NEW YORK

CITY

.

.

.

Biiiu Ciosby-Gcncral Motprs deal set for pact ing today iWod.) via Foole,
"& BL-ldiiiR and all four webs will got a orack at the bidding. If NBC
or CBS want him they'll have to break down the tabu on transcribed
shows, bill as fa as which web gets him. it's a wide-open alTair. .. .Barry
Gray. WOR-Miitual s all-night ciiKco. Coiistellationed to ihc Coast yesterday iTiic.sdayi for a week's vacation. Russ Dunbar will sub on the disk
jotkpy's sliow, with Gray slated to resume broadcasting next Wednesday
Norman Baraseh commuting by plane between New York
(3) niorr.in,!;
and Chicago to fulfill writing commilmcnls for Herb Shrincr,. and Hilde-

Conc

I-

garde.

Soprano was
iVlarie Rogndahl signed to five-year NBC starT contract.
1945 Ccn. Electric 'imdiscovcrod voice of America'" and sang on "Hour of
"
this season. .. .Mulual's "Korn's-A-Krackin"
goes on road for 10 weeks startmg Saliuday i29), touring through Missouri.
Kansas. Oklahoma and Arkansas ... Fioiello LaGuardia will appear on
Sat.'s t29l "Land of the Lo.st" program iMBS. 11:30 a.m.) to make the
awards in aircr's recent food saving contest. Isabel Manning Hcwson has
written special show for the day. titled "Ten Gallon Hat." Newsreels will
cover. Mrs. Hewson, incidentally, is in receipt of telegram frorn Herbert
Hoover, congratulating her kid's cllibs on the food-saving campaign....
Addison Smith, not seeing eye to eye with Dave Elma'n, has resigned as
director of "Hobby Lobby".
Mary Kenny has joined Ford Bond Radio
Productions as head of the script desk. .. Jack Lloyd to be featured on
"Hour of Mystery" Sunday (30) with Brian Aherne and Wendy Barrie. ..
Howard Keegan, NBC producer, takes over direction of "Home Around
the World" starting Saturday (29> .. .Charles Harrell, ABC staffer, has
completed revision of three-act legiter, "Arrival At Six," a comedy-drama
about an expatriate.

Charm" and otkcr programs

.

.

.

.

Dr. Harold A. Strickland, music editor for

ABC

and the only Ph.D. on

.

.

.

.

.

WQR

.

.

WOR

.

WOR

.

.

.

.

.

of Mystery" program June 30, supporting Brian Aherne and Wendy Barrie,
Jo Lyons, casting director
and two weeks later Constellations to Coast
and. radio writer at BBD&O, recuperating from leg. injury at Harknes.^
Pavilion, .. .Olga Druce- looking for scripters tor her "House ot Mystery"
show due l>ack in the fall oh Mutual. .. .Frank Cooper office studying Max
Schulberg's best seller, "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," as poaaible situation.

UOPWA

Organizes

WMCA;

Sez CBS Election In Bag'
While
word
was
still
bcine
awaited this week from the National
Labor Relations Board regarding a
final decision in the white
collarites"
union election held week before
last
at CBS, officers of the United Ot-^

and Protessional Workers
of
America
(CIO)
announced they
have organized collarites at thi.
rice

N, Y, indie.

WMCA,

According to UOPWA execs, more
than half of the 55 office, clerical
a'lid 'ptablicity personnel liave
signed
up,/ organizing a chapter of the
Radto'VGuild,
Helen Lee. of the
station's' flackery,
is
chairman of
chapter.

the

Negotiations

for

a

are to be begun just as
as the chapter has formulated

contr<ict
sooii

demands, the union people said.
As for the decision at CBS— where

its

the

UOPWA

got

3'27

voles, which

is

between tour and nine short of the
majority needed for recognition as
bargaining

wore
They

agent

insistent

— union

"it's

in

leaders
the bag."

said they had assurances from
11 of the 23 challenged votes, not
yet tabulated fay the NLRB. that the

had voted

11

UOPWA.

^

comedy

vehicle for Jackie Kclk.

MEX RADIO CHIEF

DIES

Mexico City, June 18.
Mexico has lost one of its leaders
the advancement of commercial
radio. Gen. Ramon Cortes Gonzales,
in.

Rinehart!

general of the telecommunications dept. of the Ministry of

director

HOLLYWOOD ...

IN

Walter Johnson, radio head of A 5: S Lyons agency, has been made
general manager of the firm but will continue with his radio dulie.s. He
was onetime Coast director for MCA, .George Zachary got in to ready
the Ford Summer Hour which he produces, ., .Jerrold Brandt is rounding
up oldtimcrs in radio for.his pictiu'c, "Magic in the Aid." He plans. to spot
them in a cavalcade of oldies.., .!( the Phil Harris-Alice Faye deal Tor
Fitch (as replacement for Cass Daley) goes through they can thank Jack
Benny. He made a personal pitch tor his malapropish maestro even to the
point of promising to make a few guest calls. ., .Emily Vetter, one of the
town's better script gals, has left the Moore-Durante show after three
years. She was also production aide to Phil Cohan. .. .Frank DeVol took
the baton from Alfred Newman on the Frigldaire show. the. latter departing when 20th-Fo}C- pulled out of the setup
Pepsodent and Bob Hope
don't feel too good'-about the spotting opposite Pepso's "Man Called X" ot
Walgreen's transcribed colossal with Hope as emcee. And on "X's" first
Hooper night. .. .Jim McFadden ot McKee & Albright around but ju.st to
look in on things. .. .Dick Compton red as a beet after a Mexican vacation.
His frau hooked a 230-pound tarpon but he just Osh'cd and Oshed.
,

"%A# AXEMAN'S BOOK
**

entertainment

it

a

lulu; in

tomt

of

packs a

terrific wallop
a top spot en
the Womrath rioting parade. Too, it's loaded
with dynamite, hueing to close te'the mccey
characters who operate behind the commer"
cial programming MOne that it's already
started talk of a cycle of reprisal threats right
down the line which, though they may or
may not be true, won't hurt the book's sock
it

that will probably land

when

pay-off

And

it

the final b.o. returns are in.
it's
the most provocative

certainly,

date

to

on

od

the

agency

— ^at'itii

business."

66 Quite

THE

• book, quite a book!
HUCKis, in fact, a story that should be read
literate adult wha has ever suffered
through a radio 'commerdial announcement.'

ruler of air affairs here.

He

.

died after an operation on a
in a local hospital (17),

broken leg
aged 52.

i

Jack Meakin drew the music assignment ot Silver Theatre, long held by
.. .Jean Holloway and Hal Kantor, just to show their versascripted both the variety and comedy formats of the Don Ameche
auditions, from which Procter ic Gamble will make a choice (tor Drene)
.'. .Jack Johnstone takes
over production of the Frigidaire show while Bob
Redd is on sabbatical. ,Tom Harrington got off on a plane but loo late to
use his ringside ducat to the Louis-Conn shindy. Mebbe he's glad now in
view ot the post mortems
Ed Gardner's writing staff tor next season
comprises Larry. Marks, Vin Bogart, Sid Dorfman and Al Johansen....
Sccipter Howard Harris on the mend after a hospital knifing
Bill Pennell doing a co;ninentary, film chit chat turn on KLAC.
.KECA's Jack
(J'Mara pulled a guessing slunt on the Hooperating tor the
station on
the 'Louis-Conn fight. It soared to 70.1, topping the national figure. Lowest
guess was one and highest^? of the 532 guessers. Five winners. Including
John Hurley of Daily Varietv, came within three points of the winning

Felix Mills.
tility,

.

.

.

,

treatment

Communications and Public Works,

.

ABC

figure.

STERS

by every
.

.

.

.

done

The only

who could have
Evan Llewelyn Evans and his

other novelist

Justice to

soap business

is

Charles Dickens."— /V. K. Titati

.

.

.

Russ Brown, now freelancing after five years with CBS. added to the
cast of "Hymns of All Churches". .. .Geraldme Kay to Wanamassa,. N. J.,
for a six-week vacation. ... New daughter added to the Harry Sukman

WBBM

Father is concert pianist in Chi Radio.... Don Kelley,
publicity director, vacationing at Land O' Lakes, Wis
Howard H, Hudson, formerly with H. W. Kastor ad agency,, appointed editor ot the Radio

household.

Book Review

66 The

American listening public has waited many
a weary year for a book that would spoof the
inanity, the shallowness, the crass commercialism of radio as it deserved to be spoofed.

THE

Here it is.
HUCKSTERS has been made
June selection by the Book-of-thc-Month
Club. Seldom has there been a happier. choice."
its

— PhilMdelphia Inquirer

66 Frederic

Wakeman's scorching satire on the
radio advertising business is hard hitting and

sardonic.

CHICAGO

IN

THE HUCKSTERS

is

full

of the

Idnd of satire that smokes. Wakeman does the
•ame high-geared job of writing that marked

Shoto Leave. The story is Witty, realistic
and very, very adult."—CA/ca^o Daily Newt

Market Guide.

WBBM

.George Watson,
staff announcer, off for three
weeks' fishing in Minnesota and Canada
Earl A. Miller, WTMJ Milwaukee, upped from engineering to sUtion's sales staff
Gerald A, Vernon
appointed ABC central division account exec. .. .Annual summer outing of
the

NBC

..

central

Country Club July

division

athletic

association skedded for the

Medinah

25.

Ed Prentice, m.c. of the General Mills hour, decided not to move to
California when the package shifts to the Coast in the fall
Don McLaughlin, Arline Blackburn and John Stanley, added to the cast of NBC's
"Young Widder Brown", ,. :Bill Wilson, Jr., with ABC's central division
sales promotion department, upped to local spot salesman
tor
and
ABC
Jack Odell, WCFL special events and news man, promoted to
station production director
Frank McGivern, veteran Chi announcer,
rejoined the WCFL announcing staff after being discharged from the Army!

WENR

Dr.
Waldo Sttpheas, widely
travvM a«tlMr, laetarer aad

foraier

his

145

Stations Lined

Up

Standard Will Platter
Fresh Rah-Rahei^

In

Frencii, U.S. Exchange
Hollywood, June 25,
Tighter liaison between French
Library of uniquely treated college
and American radio, with exchange tunes is being
built by Standard
prpgrsmming arranged on a firm
Radio. Transcription firm has hired
basis, was reported this week by
Robert Lange. director of North Tommy. Paluso, musical director for
American service tor Badiodiffusion MBC here, to handle special treatFrancaise.
ment or rah-rah which will emerge
Just back from a swing around as combination
of pop concert and
the country, I^nge said that 145
miKtary band styles, with temiliar
stations in 41 states and the District
of Columbia have agreed to enter oompah-oompah avoided.
the exchange-programming arrangeStandard starts off with puttering
ment with the French radio organi- of 50 for initial order, following

baod of Celambia Uatver-

Ity departnwar of lataraarioaol
Low, Is beglanlag his fifth year om
'

WMr

with his popalar cominMi-

tary on Hie slgalficanca of carreat

world avants.

.

A new novo/ by
fRiDERIC

WAKMAN

•oek>ef-th«-Menth Club cheic* for Jwn*
Scrasn r>fh«*

H MGM

730,000 capias

In print

$2.50 at all bookstoret

zation.

In

each

addition,

of

the

canvass of radio station preferences.

major networks has agreed to ex- Letters with return postcards were
change programs with RadiodifTu- mailed to 460 subscribers.
sion -when important events warrant.

The
the

local

145

weekly.

exchange

stations

programs

will

be

on

carried

Idea

is

tresh

to,

Music

is'

keep material light and
escape seasonal specials.
being designed to lit for

to

civic events and general sports, not
just football tinne, etc. Numbers will

Lange sails for France today
(Wednesday) on the He de France, be kept to maximum ot one minute
from Bo.ston, to arrange the French and, except for such tunes as "Boolaend of the exchaiHje programming. Boola," vocals will be excluded.

BUILDS SH0W3
WITH

—

tHE SENSE OF sat"

qr«^negday. June 26,

S9

1946

CREATED FOR THE COAST ...by

the Idea

Network

THE DEFENSE
NEVER RESTS
,a

For

clear case

years radios master detectives have pursued a

motley collection of criminals.
... the kind that bags a great
miscreants. Yet,

many

that gives the

.

The Defense Never

hand

the story of

is

Mark Ryan,

.

.

.

a dangerous fight -one that often attracts

swiftly

and

Ryan

with the cards stacked against him.

more bullets

dian praise. In spite of the odds, keen-witted

moves

than

underdog a chance every week

In his fight for equal justice,

idealistic attorney.

It's

listeners

Restsl

The Defense Never Rests

plays a lone

been good hunting

one chance. So, here's a thrill-packed

at least

program
.

It's

many more

a fan has wished the quarry could

be given

.

of

strikes

Mark Ryan

hard ... to provide 30 minutes

of adventure that keeps listeners on the edge of their
chairs.

Making program material

exciting

ance at Columbia Pacific. Our

is

staff is

standard performconstantly develop-

ing new, strikingly different Ideas that insure greater
Pacific Coast listenership.

Ideas are

skillfully

Built into programs, these

produced by Columbia staffmen, and

projected over CPN's faultless

facilities.

The Defense Never Rests may be
to reach the rich

A DIVISION OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Fraficiico 5
Columbia Square, Lot Angeles 28 • Palace Hotel. Sat,
CBS
keptesented by Radio Sales, the SPOT Broadcasting Dtvisiofi of

just the

show yOu need

West Coast market. Or, we can design

another show specifically for you. In either case,
or Radio Sales.

call us,

Wednesday, June 26, 1946

RADIO

40

produced and sold by NBC with co-op. sponsors on 60 stations. Show is
due for repeat this fall. Carlin, formerly mgr. of NBC transcription dept.,
the "Policeis now a program supervisor at Phillips Lord, in charge of
woman" show.

Inside Stuff-Radio
Hollywood aic being added to In concoiled elTott ot
scripts to nbsoagencies, networks, pioduicrs and sponsors to cut roles in
Orders are out for stories that contain a minimum of
lutc niinimiiiTis.
buyers are actinR as editors, eliminating all but
talent
and
charactcry,
means that
or
any
illusions
cITecls,
sound
with
subbing
roles
and
essential
Adoi's woes

in

The CIO gave radio

NBC

to

NAB

etc.

A

Success of WOR's "The Answer Man" ha.'J cued a book and fllm .strip oo
the question-and-answcrs program, which Bruce Chapman produccis and
runs. Book, "Here's the Answer,", and containing 384 pages of Q. and A.
from the program, has been published by Miles-Eminett, with Dodd-Mcad

series of 30-minute platters

iii

foreign languages,- each explaining the

background and purpose ot Norman Corwin's "One World" trip around
the world as the winner of the Wendell Willkie Memorial award, has been
prepared by the Common Council for American Unity for broadcast by the
State Dept. shortwave .transmitters.
Council is one of the three organizations sponsoring the Corwin trip,
the others being CBS and Freedom House.
Each platter is being beamed by the State Dept.'s DX-ers to the country
currently being visited by Corwin and his companion, Lee Bland,

distributing. Chapman edited it.
Film shorts are now in production ba.scd on the program, with same title
as radio show, being made by General Film Productions for release through
United Artists. Eight films, each a onc-icclcr, will be made a year. First
one i.s due in September. Program, the only oiie in N. Y. heard twice a

Chi Air Mobbing
Chicago, June

station, at 12:45

Los Angeles newspapermen are reportedly demonstrating increased antagonism towards radio. Usual publisher apathy and.locitlly fahniiliar editorial
brushofT'has now spread among the working newshounds who make no

Rit,

'

!

The condition was particularly noticeefTort to conceal their ill feeling.
elections when radioites and scribes were thrown
radio programs are exploding into other <nclds on basis able during recent
together.
of success as air shows. Where others blossom out as books, or rtlms.
"Happy the Humbug," fantasy kid program transcription series, has expanded other ways. Crown Records has made aii album for Augu.st release, with Happy Felton as narrator, music by. Jerry Sears (until recently
Sustainers
music director at WMCA. N. Y.) and script and lyrics by Steve Carlin,
owner-producer-writer, of the airer. General Music is to publish the songs.
In Retrench
The Playette Corp., toy manufacturers, is underwriting a novelty co. to
Chicago, June 25.
Hollywood, June 25.
produce "Happy The Humtiug" toys and games. Grosset i Dunlap took
Receding expenditures for prooption on a 60,000-word novel based on program which Carlin just comProbably taking its cue from New
p.leted.
And the N. Y. City Park dept. is doing program as a marionette jgramming, rampant in agency-'net- York's now w.k, and imique WQXR,
show in various parks, playgrounds and museums.
among
loalso
on
tap
work deals, is
station KGFJ here last week took its
Show, which started last Nov.. is a 21-weck, Christmas-to-Easter series
cal stations, as evidenced by ^VGN Arst major step to assume classical

More and more

WGN

KGFJ LETS HAIR .GROW;

Axes Top

H'WOOD BOWL DEAL SET

Program

I

"Human Adventure"
Chicago Story" recently.

and

dropping

Switch from run-of-mine
being effected via an
with the Hollywood
doLibtedly be with stations in similar Bovvl Assn. to plug Bowl programs
circumstances throughout the coun- with previews of musicalcs In exfor
guest interviews and
try, retrenchments aren't so much change
due to cuts in advertising outlays, as other tieups.
New connection and other plans
on the nets, as they are to the fact are designed to lift the station from
that stations will be saving thcm- coffee-pot
indie
status
and add
.selves a lot of dQugh that they can "tone." Idea has long simmered iti.
earmark for television and FM pro- pert noggin of manager, Thelma

i

In the case of

"4k

gramming

WGN,

as

distinction.

pla tiering

will lin-

it

is

arrangement

Kirschner, and was further stimulat-

—

not to mention equiped by recent trip cast.
And, on top of those two,
Deal with Bowl starts July 5 with
Tribune station has facsimile the airing of two hours of recorded
("printing" of newspapers via the "Carmen" as a prelude to Bowl's
opening with same production on
airwaves) lo think about.

ment.

'

|

the

j

j

Station figures to save itself $4,000
a week alone in dropping the two

Axe isn't expected to
on any of their remaining local

suslainers.
fall

shows, and

pointed out that the
retrenchments are only temporary,
with more outpourings of coin programming-wise planned for the fall.
it's

FM
;

100-wattcr-all-nighler.
Transition will he gradual but Intention is to further it with dressier
commercials, more delicate sponsor
acceptance, cliiiiinalion of standard
objectionablcs, i.e:. racing results,

Reverse

In

n:om pi;e

('(inll:mi:(l

July 9. Thereafter, KGFJ will precede each Bowl show with a recorded version cf the same program,
hypoed where possible with stationappearances of guest soloists, conductors, plus Bowl management personalities, et al. Eddie Albright, station's production manager; is personally handling big event for the

31

yanked her applications for FM outlets
in
San Francisco and L. A. etc., and otherwise approximate class
Warner Brothers also pulled out of operation dream that WXQR made
.

A.

L.

At the same time, the FM execuboard of the NAB.^ meeting
today in New York, was expected
rap the FCC foj- its channel
to
reservation plan on the ground that
it
would further delay FM and
speed up the withdrawals.

*»//>

profitable after years of striving to
create its own niche.

programming. As a result,
any name of any consequence is
tapped the minute It hits town by a
dozen of the Interviewers or their
In their

agents.

Up

now, film exchange

to

Within

the

FM-AM

be bothered

to

aren't

because of

more pressing engagements.
However, with the advent of Ann
Marsters. Aim critic for the HeraldAmerican,

WGN

an

as

the

(that's

interviewer

Tribune

on

station,

Miss
incidentally,
and
MaVsters
works for Hearst), situation is expected to change, inasmuch as the
reluctant
to turn
picture people are

down sonveone whofe reviews have
such a wide circulation. And, by the
same token, if they re-pave the way
via Miss Marsters, they'll have- to do
it

for the others.

Pointed out by one exchange pa.
that they're not averse to the publicity accruing to the airers, or the
extra work they're, put to re-arranging schedules lo .nt in with the
shows. It's just that most of them
are last-minute deals, with a weak
script; or none at all, as a result, so
that the stars show up very poorly

over the
It's

air.

different

appearing

shows

when

the

names

vaude, nitery or

in

are
legit

of
course,
because
scripts can then be prepared in adhere,

vance, with a reasonable degree ot
certainly that the person they're
written for will show up— providing
it's not too early in the morning.

•But even so, it's pointed out, .some
stars find themselves on every local
interview ishow in town before a

week is up. Bclita, at the Chicago
Theatre for the past two weeks, was
one who made a couple of them, and
then had to get on all the rest so
that
hurt.

nobody's,

feelings

would

\>c

McNamara

in KFI Bowout
Hollywood, Juno 25.
McNamara, KFI program di-

Doii

has

rector,

resigned

his

,

post

and

Ailg. 1.
He
outlet for seven

leaves station

around

was with Coast

NBC

years.

McNamara is understood lo be interested in television, hence his reason for' resigning to take post' wilh
video outfit. Charles B. Brown is
taking over director spot.

FCC,

Cfiief STATION-your guide

Divorce

Commissioner

Clillord J. Durr has placed before
fellow members foi- the second time
a
recommendation calling for divorcement of jointly-owned
.stations
in
the same community
within three to five years.
Durr
believes the best way to hypo
is

in

the happy hunting ground !

AM-FM

V,..'-'

FM

know

broadcaster."!

let

coast

along

with

Ihey

AM

their.

cannot
opera-

and merely duplicate that service over FM.
tion

Announcement of some cut-off
date, he believes, will also take care
of the problem created by
new-

FM

whom

comers, bulk of
have immediately put in bids for daytime
stations, once their
grants are
in their pockets.
With so few
sets in prospect, Durr sees no rea-

AM

FM

FM

son why FM newcomers should not
be given corresponding
stations
in order to realize a profit on the
divorcement is ordered at some fu-«
lure date; he forsees the possibility
that the FM nev/comers, with
stations, might line up with already
entrenched standard broadcasters in
their reluctance to push FM.

AM

AM

Other

WAnS

to
•

.

610

K.C.

FCC members

be lukewarm to the

sal as too drastic a
But. in view of

swinging the
*»pr»t*i>Uj HatioDollv

flack-

have been' so overloaded with
requests for stars stopping over between trains lo appear on the shows
that they've clamped down, advising
the radio guys that the Irayclcra
eries

tive

Durr Asks

$.000

25.

murder in Chicago for cciebs
these days, with almost every station in town having one interview
sl)ow, and in some cases two, spoiled
It's

'

and 7:15 p.m. (one sponsored by Raymond, Colserved by Borden) is owned by Albert Mitchell of Chicago.
Progiam is heard on WOR, N.Y!: WON, Chicago; WKSD, St. Louis, and the
Yankee network.
day on a
gate and

all

giving CIO a weekly sastaining program;
to ABC giving time, six months out ot the year; to the NAB relenting on
its policy of no.t selling time for controversial programs, that the
code was no longer inlerpreted to mean that labor couldn't be sold time,

He pointed

and CIO.

Film Celebs Get

places— a meeting
Thurs. (20). Leu De-

at— of

of the Nat'l Assn. ot Public Relations Counsel la.st
Caux, CIO publicity director, addres.sing the meeting, discussed CIO's theory of public relations and ways of achieving publicity through press,
In discussing radio. DeCaux indicated there had been a
niags, radio, etc.
vast improvement the last few years in public relations between radio

Rewrites arc called for when rule-slicing api'cars. possible.
The recent use of a single human sound on one show that represented a
The
cash outlay of $52 almost caused one auditor-editor lo have apoplexy.
seasonal
situation is parlicularly tough on thesps who sec this summer's
.slump as the worst in some time. Fewer replacements than usual and subs
ever-swellthat aren't script types and to their plight— and then thcre'.s the
ing rolls of American Federation of Radio Actors, now hitting 3,200.
cuts the nut.

,
'

a nice pat on the back,

CEO.

4t Crtdll Fr«d*rlc

P.

HOlLINOBEtY CO.

WokcmanV "At Hwhtan"

move

are known
Durr propoat this

tiriie.

Durr's success in
majority arouna

WJW,

Cleveland'^ ChlliEF Stotlan, guide you
.
wharo pros-

happy hunting ground

WJW

.

..

local

programs are planned

paKiciilaif'/

to reach and sell—the Cleveland r-gives more dialers per doll(
more potential buyers . . . than <?n
ern Ohio station!

lerket.

WJW

Worth-

FCC

way

FM

of thinking on
channel reservations, and growing commission concern at delays in getting
going, speculation is that a rule
calling .for divestment of
stallions may be in the cards within the
to his

Let

in this

pects abound!

FM

AM

1

next year or two.

.

0

I

f

r

.

K

s,

r0

CO'

:

—
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GULEfTE GIVES

ABC

HOOPER EVER HONED

THE SHARPEST

. .

67.2
A T>/^'s broadcast
-tJ^JJv-«<

fight, sponsored by the
Razor Company, drew the highest

of the Louis-Conn

Gillette Safety

Hooperating of any program on any single network in radio history!
According to the figures, 71.6% of the nation's radio sets were in
use at the time of the fight

and ABC's share of

the listening audi-

ence was 93.87o!

That means,

figured very cpnsei-vatively, 45,000,000 people

tened to the broadcast over their

Proof again that

it's

that build audiences .

. .

ABC

lis-

stations.

programs that draw the crowds. .programs
,

programs that make a

listener

out of a radio

owner. Proof again that on ABC, with a good program, your available

audience
if

is

perched on listening stools in millions of radio homes, and

you whistle the right tune

they'll

come a-running.

They're there; you can reach them; you can count them.

can

ABC

sell

You

them.

American Broadcasting Company
A N KT WORK OF 207 RADro STATIONS

SERVING AMERIGA

Wednesday, June 26, 1946
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$SG,000 outlay lor talent alone, plus
the availability of plenty of time to
pilch "em. Maybe Walgrecn's is. trying to blaze a trail. Von Zell makes
the major pitches, of 9our.sc. and gets
a valiant assist from Rod O'Connor.
Writers, cast, producer Jack Scott,
They give it IhCir. and director Ted MacMurray deserve
"Atlanta. Ga."
usual spark.
a sweeping bow for a punchy, laughMtfce.
Hal Gerard is the drug clerk who (lUed show.
keeps Hope's mitts out of the c.ish
register, and Dennis Day is the soda
jerk giving a nice account of him- "PHILO VANCE"
self with. "AH Through the Day" be- Wllh Jackson Beck, Joan Alexander,
tween parlaits; "Rochester" tries to
George Petrle, Humplirey Davis,
sell Hope some war surplus material
Bill Qulnn, Berry Kroeget, Jaek
for the hostelry that Benny passed
Manning, John Griggs, B.yun Raeup at an auction, and Hope sends
burn, Jack Amerhein, Henry Sylhini oft "with a worried look in his
vern
Birdscye." iNeedless to say, there
Director: Jeanne Harrison
arc plenty of plugs for Birdscye,

Follow-up Commient

Transcription Reviews
"WALGREEN'S
SABY SHOW"

ANIUVER-

45TII

With Bob Hope, Frank Morgan, AnSimms,
Ginny
drews
Sisters,
"Rochester," Eddy Diichln, Dennis
Day, Vera Vague, Harry Von Zcll,
Rod O'Connor, Hal Gerard, Ray
Noble's orch
Producer: B. J. Scott
Director: Ted MacMurray
Writers: Mannie Manhelih and Charley Isaacs
60 Mlns.
.

WALGREEN DBVG STORES
(Scliuiinnncr

&

Scott)

Hiatus seasons mean nothing to the
Walgreen Co., who, a week after Bob
Hope's summer slenofl as Pepso'deht's
top salesman, is spotting him on stations in 39-statc area on platters,
complete with studio audience, that
sat in on the disking session.
In an hour-long show, too— and
surrounded by a number of other top
radio comics, mrt to mention Ray
Noble's orch and singers like Ginny
Simms, Deiniis Day and the Andrews
Sisters. It's been tough clearing that
much time in a number of instances,
but most of. the stations signed will
deliver this week, which is .the 45th
anniversary of the founding .of the
drug chain in a 2x4 store on Chicago's south side.
Second edition of the show (last
year's wa5 nowhere nearly as good,
incidentally) should be a precursor
of a long line of them, if it's true that
laughs produce sales. It's that good.
Show might be termed a writer^s
dream of what could be done with
Hope in situation comedy— if writers
could work out a gimmick like Jack
Benny's stinginess for the gagstcr.
That, in effect, is just what scripters
Manny Manheim and Charley Isaacs
have done, but it's too imitative of
the Benny format to stick. At any
rate, it's a good try.
Following a short pitch for Walgreen's as "America's favorite drugstore," Harry Von Zell sets the scene,
introducing Hope as. the pai-simoni-.
ous operator of Hope's Grs\nd Hotel,
.

'

Pepsodent, "Two Sisters From Boston" and other products with which
the guestars are associated.)
Vera Vague and her sock timing
brighten that sector devoted to her
arrival, as a wealthy dame, in search
of a husband and assigned to a broom
closet so that if she wants to go for a
ride she'll liave the equipment handy.
Frank. Morgan, contribbing a wonderful takeoff on Kenny Delmar's
"Sen. Claghorn," is the Kentucky colonel who makes a deal to split Miss
Vagiie's dc-ugh with Hope, if a match,
can be arranged," so that Hope can
pay off his performers. Von ZoU,
with a dirty laugh that Hope says
makes him sound like a "poor man's
Inner Sanctum," gets wind of the
plot and ti'ies to break it up. His
machinations give Hope a headache
that he can't cure because his own
clerk won't sell him one aspirin, insisting on being paid for a whole

"high in the Irium-covered Sierras,"
and its nitery, "Club 45." "(Theme,

by the Noble aggregaition: "There's
a Small Hotel.")
Hope doesn't pay his Malentf Instead, he makes them think he's doing them a favor by letting them
bathe in the life-giving waters of his
mountain mineral baths.' Too tight to
pay a cou'irert ("I can't aRord 'Ihe
cover chafge I charge") he' stands
outside the door of the club and -listens to the Andrews- trio singing

Writer j.'.Kenny Lyons

Doo."

Co-Op
(Frederic W. Ziv)Ziv Co, is on the summer-replacement -via-mystery-shows bandwagon,
In fact, "Pliilo Vance" was gn
too.
the ether live last summer, subbingfor Bob Burns, and this, is the first
time it's been available to local or
regional sponsors.

loses.
latter
conscience, but the
Finally /it turns out that Miss Vague
is a phony: no dough, no diam.onds,

accident fractures his right arm and
is taken to the hospital for repairs.
When they remove him from the
lio mink
just a yen for pien.
ambulance he's dead, with a knife
Following a reprise of the An- sticking oiit of his side. It wjsn't
drews Sisters, in "Sonny Boy." with' there when they picked him up.
Hope supplying the "What's my Also in the accident with him were
namq?" recitative, the talent takes his wife and two business partners.
over the joint. Show drags a little They and the ambulance attendants
toward the end, but picks up for a are the only suspects.

—

which each member

Vance, tonily played by Jackson
Beck, solves it somewhat in (the
"Spellbound"
manner,
meaning
there's a maniac depressive in the
crowd.
There's a love angle, too,
Plugs— only four of 'em— are short,
which is remarkable in view of the between Vance and his secretary.
Joan Alexander is the amanuensis,
and she and Beck handle it lightly
and politely, a la "Mr. and Mrs.
North."
George Petrie and Humphrey Davis, as District Atty. Markhani and Sergeant Heath, respectively. show up well, and so does the
rest of the cast.
Kenny Lyons' scripts are literate
and punchy. Jeanne Harrison's direction builds for suspense, aided
and abetted by Henry Sylvern's organ cadenzas, and the closing commercial is protected, despite solution
of the crime beforehand, by withholding the explanation re motives,
etc., till the end.
Mike.
finish in

of the cast sings a verse of "Thanks
for the Memory," specially tailored
to the individual personalities.

:

WIPO
15

proud

to receive

"SONGS BT GEORGE BTRON"
With George Byron, Jeff Alexander
Orch (7); annooncer, Dan Sey-

9th JinnuflL RADIO PRomoTion

Continued from page

30 Mlns,

It's a commonplace now that any
kind of a mystery show (well, almost any kind) will get a rating.
Withal, large segments of the moneybaggers have been standolTish, being
queasy about, airers that cause blood
to drip out of the, loudspeakers because of possible repercussions from
Parent-Teacher and similar pressure
groups who don't want their youiig
to grow up with ghoulish ideas.
Ziv outfit, however, has" carefully
package
considered that angle, apparently,
Hope tries to pay off Eddy Duchin with their salesmen now able to
the
in
for his "Easy to Love" with a barrel point
out that nowhere
of Irium, because the musician's pi- "Vance" layout is there .ia werewolf
ano ke:'s are yellow. Ginny Simms, or an incident where a man's soul
with a torchy "Body and Soul," and is transplanted into- the body of a
Instead, folNoble's orch. with a stringy, swingy hyena, or vice versa.
"China Boy," are also objects of his lowing the S. S. Van Dine la-de-da
miserliness Morgan, in courting Miss format, crimes are solved by "civilVague, kisses her hand and tries to ized" deductions.
bite the rock out of her riiig. She
First show, "Eagle Murder Case,"
squeezes him and flattens his Grucn is a cleverly worked out item in
curvex, Hope has a duet with her which one of the guys in an auto

smash

;

surprise because he made, constant
references to his script. As usual;
however, it was his timing and raucous ad libs that put him across. Uncpnslrained to competing with the
intellectuals on "Information," Durante had the floor all to himself,
bantering the gags back and forth
with emcee Phil Baker in top fa.shBaker handed Durante the
ion.
toughest quiz category and The
Sclinozz got all the way up to the $4
question before coming a-cropper.
He then capped the works with his
inimical rendition of "Inka-Dinka-

motir
Writer: Douglas McMnllen
Frodncer-Dlrector: Si Flits
15 Mlns.

Un"Exploring
tbe
Mutual's
tackled television last SunJiight (23) in its. stride toward
material.
scientiflc
of
elucidation
And it did an excellent job. Paul
Milton's light-veined (but evidently
scripting,
scientiflcally)
authentic

known"
day

Sherman Dryer's production and direction, backed by a sock score done
by Ardon Cornwell (conducted by

Don Bryan), cbmbined

to

tell

the
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thon stunt the McCrarys did with Ed

and Pegeen Fitzgerald last week the
take off on Fred Allen, Portland
(Pittsburgh)

Hoffa,

et

ol.

really

proved a corking radio audition for
Bill Orr whose protean impressions
oh Allen (excellent), Stewart. Fonda
Hepburn, Boy er, et al. should catapult that film-legit player to radio

and nitery attention.
Orr is the
husband of Joy Page, daughter of
Mrs. Jack L. Warner, and came out

WB

of the service into a
studio productipn berth but quit it because he
wanted tP learn trouping the h;ird
way, i.e. Broadway legit, strawhats,
He' came east recently for just
etc.
that purpose. Veteran Ann Thomas
was fine foil as Miss HofTa, plus
others, and the McCrarys projected
this audition effectively against a
background utilizing highsehoolgiil
Myra Simon, who aspires to the theatre;
For the topper the Fitzgeralds
came on breathlessly, having jiist
done their own stunt ever ABC.

McCrary, ex-m.e. pf the American
Merciiry, put in an unusual pitch fpr

radio listener something about the the lead article in the current Amermeaning of video and its work meth- ican Mercucy Ph racial and religious
ods. The ca.st, with heaviest chores intolerance on the U. S. campuses.
carried by Ken Williams and Henry
Norwell, was uniformly good.
At the end. J. R. Poppele, presi-

dent of the Television Broadcasters

Black

made a fine pitch for the new
Only hitch in the. entire proceedings
for which; undoubtedly,
the net and not the producer is at

& White Withdrawals

Assn..
art.

—

Now Approach 80 Mark

,

Washington, June 25.
Withdrawals from black-and-white

—

fault was failure to mention "rival"
networks, omitting CBS' name when
color came up and forgetting that
it was NBC that put on the LouisConn fight last week. Don Lee (Mutal affiliate) was the only broadcast-

er mcntioiied.

Don McNeill celebrated .(21) his
13th anni as emcee of '^Breakfast
Club'' over ABC, with a typically inand good-humored hour's
broadcast, in which he interviewed
visuals from a bed. This innovation,
which meant more to the pnlookcr:i
than to the outside listeners, had McNeill attired in blue-^striped pajamas
and a yellow robe, according to a
formal

•

video climbed toward ^he 80 rhark
week, with three more companies pulling out bids for Ipw-frcquency pperntipn.
The Lancaster
Broadcasting Co.. and WGAL, Inc.
both withdrew in Lancaster, Pa,
while. AFLCO. Inc., dropped it.s ap-

this

plicaiion for a St. Louis,

Mp.

bl.nt'k-

and-whito oullet. Also rumored in
this categpry is Cpmerfprd Publix
Theatres Corp. of Scrantpn, Pa.-ra
'

SOCi

Parampunt

-

pwncd

company.

Cpincrford has npt yet withdrawn its
bid, but is rcpprted readying a request fpr dismissal.

report by singer Jack Owens. The
At the same time, the Cemmi.^.sion
cmcce, who had a cold, did not seem
to be the slightest erribarrassed. but okayed a permit for Carter Publicasome ol the interviewees were. Two tions^ Inc. in Ft. Worth. Tcxa.";.
Company
women made comments that sounded
was authorized to use the
-slightly "off" for radio, although they No. 5 video slot.
undoubtedly had no intention of ofFrom
Milwaukee,
tlic
Wise,
fending good taste.
A remark by an Englishman, near Jpurnal Cp. (WTMJ) filed applicathe. finale, that he had. enjoyed the tipn fpr a high-frequency experiWalter
Dainm,.
program "immensely"— although it mental statipn.
was quite different from any on the licensee of the WTMJ, recently
air in that country
aptly described withdrew a bid fpr cpmmercial pp«
the broadcast.
eiatipn. preferring instead to experiment with.cplpr pn the "upstairs"
Rene Canlzares, Havana sport- bands.
caster, here to do the Louis-Conn
flght for Cuba, did a stint with Red
Barber over WHN, broadcasting the
Faye
Dodgers game Sunday. Canizares, Lydift Grey Wants Elliott
Lydia Grey Tissues wants to,
who is also Variety's versatile mugg
in the Cuban capital, proved himself sppnspr the Faye and ElliPtt Rppsea facile and glib sportcaster in any vclt breakfast transcriptipn
prolanguage but, en Espagnol, the in- grams over seven cities, with their
termingling of "beisbol," "honrun,"
agency. Blow Co., now trying to
"foul," "el pitcher," etc., made for a
clear the time. Cities involved are
particularly appealing jargon.
N. Y., Chicago, Boston, Cleveland,
Tex McCrary and Jinx Falken- Detroit, Philadelphia and Pittsburg's NBC satire on "Breakfast burgh.
With the Fred Aliens" (Monday
Platter series are already spld to
morning) turned out to be one pf
Ave Cpast markets, as well as 23
those tiptop a.m. frolics which might
be -construed too good to waste on statipns in Canada, by prpducers
the listen-while-shaving customers. Kermit-Raympnd Cp. First prpgram
An expert followup on that mara- will bow July 15.

—

&

GVLF SPRAT
222 Stations

EXHIBIT flnD COmPETITIOn

Seems

(Young & Rubicam)
that most e.t. programmers

won't put bad shows on a
This year's Gulf Spray disk
IS
a quarter-hour jampacked with
entertainment, even to the usually
abliorred singing commercials.
Cut jn New York by NBC, the insecticide company's e.t.'s are top
musical programming and should
give pause to some of radio's bigbudget live producers. Designed for
seasonal summer auds who are
troubled
with
bugs,
"Songs by
George Byron" will run under the
GS aegis for 16 weeks, droppihg*
late in the fall.
just

platter.

for

its

promotion of

ow

^or

t^at&tori jpiurina

^ KCMO

is

up to something!

Tenor Byron makes his radio bow
this series,
and the ex-announcer looks to have a future in
He is helped no end. by
good mountings In Jeff Alexander's
orch,
which features jazz artist
Johnny Guarnieri at the piano and
Jules Schachter at first violin. Group
with

crooning.

(PERSOIIflL RPPEflRRRCES)

consists

of the

88'er,

four

violins,

and an electric guitar.
Especially astute is the choice of
tunes, designed.to please all types
of

cello,

Further Propt of
Service to

WCPO's
its

tUstinguished
Advertisers

listeners, with emphasis on
show
music. Songs are introed by roundabout chatter, with talk' on memory
segueing into "I'll Remember April."
Others on disk under review were
_^A11 the Things You Are,"
"Don't
JO", Ever Let Me Go," "Steamboat
^"5" a sock arrangement of
Molly Malone."
Byron's work is
.

KPUSINID

Tlw CIlclMttI I

UlCPO

BRANHAM

CiNCINNAirS Ht\n SIAIION

GO.

THE

top calibre.

Platters have two commercials,
plus opening and closing singing ads
tune of "Skip to My Lou." One
weak point is occasional talkiness,

to

which should be hold

to a

minimum.
Tonnn.

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Basic ABC f e r M I D - A M C H I C A
NATIONAl lliPRISINTATIVI...JOHH |. PIARSON CO.

RAmo
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Esqoire Readies Disker

CBS Insists on DC

As Male Fashion Plate
Chicago, June

FM Con»deration
Washington, June

25.

"Ksquire
ter-hour
featuring

FriCBS called on the FCC last
give immediate conday (21) to
ot its newlyeideralion to a grant

Fashion

Parade," quar-

show on
by

variety

25.

platters

Oscar

interviews

Schoeffler, fashion editor of Esquire

mag, with male fashion plates and
others not so fashionable, is being

FM

and

tised in the publicatioii,
told the
considered for

CBS

wants to be

last

-

—

along with WWDC.
plan
Mid-Coastel Broadcasting Co.
Chesapeake Broadcasting Co.

away
the

it

available
the
under the layopen

still

channel

FCC

be an editorial
in the

there'll

with spreads

tiein;

been once rejected as

FM

for guest appearances.

No

writer

has been set for the

licensees.

working on some

Audition

deals.

Commission spokesmen, however,

disk has already been inked by 22
indicated that the net's application stations, will teeofi nationally around
would already be put on Ice and Sept. 1, with, they hope, such nobby
that no decision will be made on pace-setters
as
Adolphe Menjou,

Washington's remainchannels this year.

disposition of

ing

FM

DFS IN SNAFU

Top Air Shows Record 15-Minute

Hollywood, June 25.
ijimmy Roosevelt debuts as a news
Ciiffo
commentator
over
indie
station
Washington, June 25.
mercials are special messages for
KLAC, July 1, broadcasting five
Thirteen of radio's top radio pro- vets and their families about medinights weekly from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.
grams have recorded special 15cal care, education, farm, home and
Dickers are in progress between staminute editions of their regular
tion management and three pros- formats for a new "Here's to Veter-, business loans, G.I. insurance, and

'Heres To Vet' Series;

Release

,

.

pective spon.sdrs,

program

.

will

go

and it's likely the ans" transcribed scries
network shortly lease without charge
tions

after bowing.

Whalen, Basil
Toots Shor, and the like.

Grover

Rathbone,

on or about July

Deal is said to be on with ABC
take the show, originating it from
the indie instead ot its own KECA.
to

Five

Smith Exits Philjy
Station to Join

j

15.

AFRS

Philadelphia, June

25.

Smith, WPEN program director, resigned last week to join
the Armed Forces Radio Service in

Tom

Los Angeles as a civilian AVriter.
During the war Smith held the rank
of major and was in charge of
WXLI, the AFRS station on Guam.'
New WPEN program director will
be Jbhh McClay, moved up from
continuity manager. Roy Merideth,
formerly of WPTZ, Philco tele outlet, is now production nrianager.

Federal

is

I

New

York,

Philadelphia,

Richmond, Atlanta, Dalla<;, St. Louis.
Columbus,
Chicago,
Minneapolis,
Denver, San Francisco and Seattle.
So that all percs will have a chance
to use the records, VA Radio chief
Joe Brechner has arranged for them
to be 'bicycled" between stations in
the sanie community;
The programs feature radio's top
talent and include special cuts of
"Great Moments in Music"; "Highways in Melody"; Hildegarde; Hit
Parade; Danny Kaye; Kay Kyser;
Saturday Night Serenade; Frank
Sinatra; Kate Smith; Stairway to the
Stars; Supper Club; Waltz Time and
Fred Waring.
Substituted foi; the usual com-

Brechner

I

,

!

j
'

and

regional

VA

I

.

I

I

!

Detroit

—Charles

;gram head of

WJR

Burke, pro(CBS), has been

G.

elevated to the sales manager post
after four years in various executive
positions with the station.

OVER

recently aniKiunced

25.

is

it

going to incorporate its radio dept
as a separate entity from the business side of the agency, with Mix

Dancer at the production helm. Chi
radio production outAt, which has
been operating under the same

name

for

D-F-S

the

past six years, told
to lay oil— "or

week

last

else."

Both sides are anxious to avoid
litigation, with agency heads and the
by
Chicago company, beaded
Gcorgcnc O'DonnclI, skedded to %o
into a what-to-do-about-it huddle
this week.
Agency, meanwhile, whkh admits
corporations only
Investigated
It
(Chi's FP isn't Incorporated), and
failed to look for duplications of
the name in yearbooks listing production outfits, is off^ing to buy the
have
name, but FP reps here
snapped back that they aren't interested in $100.

On
Cany Fight

KFI Gets Bnishoff
Plea to

Hollywood, June

25.

It was no dice when NBC-af filiated
.KFI here attempted 'to muscle into

Conn-Louis go with an offer to
ABC's KECA to share carrying of
event. Latter turned a chilly shoulder to KFI which sought to add

the

it.<:

50,000 watts to KECA's 5,000 "in the
public interest."

4

CHICAI60

KFI offered to cancel out NBC's
Kay Kyser commercial, which would
have meant having to rebate to the
network to say nothing of the family
it would have generated.
Re-

discord

lations 'tween net and affiliate are
hardly rosy now and would -have
been further .strained. KFI appar-

ently thought it all worth it in view
of its heavy push in public service
things,

strongly
hearing here.

stressed

al

Some institutioiiB, businefis finns, newspapers and radio stations have become so integral a part of the
public consciousness that they are accepted above all others as outstanding.

This

video

A

Frank

'

Samuels, acting western
head in absence of v-p, Don Searlc,
nixed the deal, telling Earle C. Anthony, KFL owner, who made personal pitch, that request came "loo
late."

Pitch

was made

at 4 p.m. ot

fracas day.

NYU

is

the reward for years of unfailing service to the community.

recent survey recorded such public reaction in Chicago

.

.

.

1622 personal interviews (848

744 women) were made at 33 Chicago and 3 suburban locations asking for the names of five
was named more frequently than any
Chicago Jiotels, department stores and radio stations.

men

.

.

.

WGN

other radio station.

In answer to the question "Which do you consider to be Chicago's outstanding radio station?",

Coorse Mobbed

New York

University's

Summer

Radio Workshop has been closed out
enrollment for over two weeks,

to

an unprecedented condition. Over
130 applicants were on file when the
allotted 60 places were
declared
filled by the NYU officials,
Paul McGhee and Warren Bower.
Robert j. Landry, Director of CBS
Program Writing Division, is director of the

Workshop for the fourth
After an absence, Enrle
McGill has returned to the faculty
to lecture on
radio direction, Other
teachers for 1946 include Burton
Paul, of Univ. of
Minnesota radio
department;
Leon Goldstein, of

summer.

WMCA, N. Y., Wallace House. Roy
i^dbeater and Palmer Thompson.

WGN was voted
WGN has long

first

by a substantial majority of both men and women.

been a Chicago favorite.

On

audience plus the established station preference.

WGN

radio

jand forwarded to Washington where
they will be handled on a "fir.-it
come, first served" basist' After
broadcast by stations, the transcriptions will be turned over to yet ho."pita Is for use on public address
systems.

name "Feature Productions," under
it

VA

men prepared the entire package in
a matter of three or four weets.
Other cards wiM be furnished to
stations by
regional radio men

Danccr-Fitzgerald-Sample agency
runnirtg into trouble over the

which

stars

sets of the tranThe scries formal is ine worK of
scribed series will be distributed on
Charles E, Dillon, Assistant Director
request to stations through Veterans
;of Radio Service for VA, who with
Administration's regional offices in

RADIO DEPT. TITLE
Chicago, June

The

benefits.

themselves deliver most of the vet
messages.

hundred

Boston,

Tom

other

slated for reradio sta-

to

;

monthly about those skedded

show, believed to be the first of its
of kind, and guest angle 'kinks, haven't
The net argued that a grant
to any
been ironed out yet, but Byron
iU application in preference
bidders would
of the other three
Bonnheim,
radio director of Esquire,
provide a superior fourth-network
The and Al Fishbiirn, production head
service to FM listeners here.
already for S&S, were in N. Y. last week
other three companies have

and

43

I

sta- prepped by Schwimmer & Scott. It'll
bid for a Washington
The net filed afUr the Com- be offered for sponsorship by Eslion.
eight appli- quire to men's clothing stores around
mission had already let
line after hear- the country who sell items advercants in under the
filed

JIMMY ROOSEVET BOWS
AS NEWS COMMENTATOR

the advertiser gets the normal program
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CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
Denver—KLZ
new program "I

here

a
at

is

Am

peak time, Tuesdays

broadcasting landed the 11 p.m. nightly news spot

an Alcoholic" on
at 7 p.m., as

a public service, in cooperation with

the Denver chapter ol Alcoholics
Real-life stories are
Anonymous.

dramatized, with their actual characters taking part, anonymously, in
effort to encourage other alcoholics
to reform. Program is meeting good
response.

Raleleb— F. O. Carver,

Jr.

has re-

as director of public relations for the North Carolina Highway Commission to Ro with the new
department of WSJS, Winston-Sa-

signed

WCAE

for

Old Shay Ale.

Spon-

sor also bankrolls Prince's six-timcsweckly sports show oh another station, WJAS. His new slot was formerly held down by John Trent for
Graystone Wines, but Trent left
couple, of months ago to open up
Boston district for Fletcher Wiley
organization.
Prince recently wound up a morning news stint on
for Harris
Amuse. Co. That show was on -iOweeks, fading May 1. He's a busyguy in radio, also doing the announcing on Kenny Baker disc show on
,

KQV

with his wife in a trailer camp here. Saturday a.m. and participation proWith ceremonious doings, Wheaton gram.
Contract Is one of the longest for
was feasted here at a luncheon given
by Col. Harry C. Wilder, prexy of any newscaster signed by any InWSYR. The winner gels a plane trip dividual station in the country and
to London as his prize, leaving here will round out 13 years of Adams
association with WCCO. In addition,
July 4.
Adams is a columnist for the MinGarfield Stewart felicitated

,

—

—

,

,

.

WONS

Six Years." "Questions Children Do
Cleveland, Cleveland Symphony,
and Don't Ask," "Those Teen-Age with George Szell conductor, will be
Years," "Puppy Love," "What Is broadcast again next year with
Love?," "Looking Ahead To Mar- and Mutual carrying for 13 weeks
riage,"
"Avoiding
Pitfalls"
and under sponsorship of city's Sequi"Whose Job Is It?" Consultants on cehtennial bankrool.
series will be Dr. W. Linwood Chase,
of Mass. Society of Social Hygiene,
Syrafeuse
WSYR'S essay contest
and Dr.- Augustus S. Rose, psychiain connection with its "New Horitrist.
zon" show, pitched at better understanding of U. S. Allies, has been
Pittsburgh.
Bob Prince, one of won by Charles F. Wheaton, an exthe town's leading, sportscasters, has GI who, homeless, has been living

WHK

Louis

St.

first

area,

FM
with

station in
the call

letters WIL-FM, started operation
(21) on a regular program
Station is owned by the
schedule.
Missouri Broadcasting Corp., headed
by C. W. Benson and his brother L.
A. Benson^ pioneers in the local

Friday

radio

field.

Detroll— WJR (CBS), *hich calls
the Goodwill Station, more
than lived up to its name during the
recent emergency caused when a
tornado struck the Detroit and
itself

:

Windsor,

.

(5nt.

district.

WJR

dis-

Atlantic City— ABC web carried
National
Hcadliner awards frorn
here Saturday (22). Raymond Swing,
.

.

.

WJR

for unsolicited assistance
emergency. WJR's transmitter was barely out of the path
of the tornado, which took 17 lives
and did property damage estimated
in the millions.
cited
in time of

BaUlmore—WFBR

is

Joining with

the News-Journal Co., publishers of
two Wilmington dailies, to offer _a

the winners of a fishing
contest to be held June 26 in Chesapeake and Delaware Bays. Angling
competition between the two bays
is being resumed this year for the
first time since the war interrupted
the annual event in 1941.

trophy

j

to

\
is

•

.

of

know-how.
Weil announced
was especially

that King Pea,
interested inthfe-

tures

animated cartoon with which WNBT
(NBC, N. Y.) signs off each night,
as a possible prelude to the use of
the syndicate's comic strips on video.
Syndicate has received offers in th^
past from various fele broadcasters
for rights to its comics, but has heretofore nixed the Idea. Sign-off cartoon, according to Weil, showed the

Philadelphia t-

The

Philadelphia

branch of the National Maritime
Union last week presented a resolution signed by its 600, members
commending W(5aU for its "impartial presentation" of the recentlythreatened maritime strike, .Union's
resolution followed an offer by the

NMU and the AmeriMerchant Marine Institute of

whether the studios Vould allow its
contract stars to make video appearances.
Morris agency has already entered television, by booking many of
its
acts to
various broadcasters.
Agency also handled the deal between DuMont, in which it has a
part interest, and the Zenith Sporting Club for the televising of boxing
matches from Ebbets Field (Brook;

lyn)

station to the

can

free time to discuss the issues of the
dispute. The institute turned down
the offer while the union took the
air on June 13 (o tell its story.

summer.

this

Seattle,— Johnny Forrest's. "Rhyming Times"

came back on

KOMO

here over
spot Sunday (23).

for

the air
half-hour

a

Forrest now
shows a week here, on three
tions—KOL, KIRO and KOMO.
19

has
sta-

Kansas City -r- William S. Ewing
has joined the .New York offices of
Minneapolis
News commentator Arthur B. Church Productions,
according
to announcement made by
Cedric Adams has signed a new conMr. Church here last wcelt. Ewing
tract with WCCO, CBS Twin City

—

will handle all tested features.of the
a Church productions in the Eastern
time zone, with special concentration on "The Texas Rangers" library
which is being pushed now. Ewing
has been with UP in New York as

He

outlet, to expire in'. July, 1950.
airs twice daily besides presenting

feature salesman. He was
discharged from the Army last year.
Church is president of Midland
Broadcasting Co.. which operates
special

KMBO; CBS

affiliate

here.

Kainsas City— Lenny Gale and his
wife, Doris Carr, have co-authored
a comedy idea for a half hour radio

show which has been optioned by
NBC. Built ai-ound Gale's vocal dexterity, idea calls for a band, featured
singers and supporting comedy players. Just before coming here for a
club date at El Casbah, Gale turned
out a quartet of trans'fcriptions for

NBC. which
show for

is

the

tions

Chi

is

were

reportedly

fall

Iviindlcd

eyeing
airl'ng.
Negotiathrough the NBC

office.

Philadelphia— One Philly sponsor
trying something new in program-

placing.

Because the South Jersey seashore resort is the most popular
vacation area for Philadelphians the
Abbotts Dairies are having one of
ils
Philly kid shows pumped to
WFPG, Atlantic City. Show is "Teen
Age Time." broadcast weekly over
WFIL. Idea is to keep regular moppet listeners informed as to the program's activities while tliey are vacationing.

M|t.:

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED RKXAI,r< DRDfi CO.
t'rlilny—CIIS— 10 p.m. VST

DAVE BACAL

>

ORGANIST and PIANIST
Now

ABC's 67.2 Chant
Hooperwise,
there
wasn't
a
prouder bunch of radioites in the
country than ABC execs who practically
carried
their
Louis-Conn
broadcast
Hooperafings on their
sleeves, last week chanting 67.2 with

^^10llB P,M.rNEW YORKERS WHO LIKE OLD TIME
MUSIC StWING THEIR DIALS TO WOV ...

religious fervor. For that 67.2 rating, the fight radiocast got
was the
biggest ever recorded for a broadcast by a' single network.

The
METROPOLrrAN.

the krgetl, moM mctln mai hlghh
conccatraled nKtrapalllM renin- 'lo the worM. Yet, New
Yorken mic nM neccuarilr «>|ihlMkalc* In ibelr tkohx at nule
•nd enlrrUlnmenl.^-An eaunple li "Prnlrie StjS?' villi Roulle
Allen. Hm't pn-tppnlloff, enlerlalolng, recorded ibow IhM
•old JlKir to New York'i ytu radio ndlenee. And lluaa do tdUmm
Job for yan . . . Moadtj Ihroagh Friday at lOiIS p.m.

ral

.

.

.

hu

RALPH

H.

J9HH t

WErL Cmrol

Mii<»9«.

PCAISOKI CO. Nai

l

Dtp.

a

concert artist who hasn't quite made
the big time to stage an expensive
debut in Carnegie Hall or some
similar place. Besides introducing
the. artist to. the public in this way
system will also give the performer^
some potentially valuable television

whose atomic bomb series won him
plaque for best domestic news broadstrips might have a definite place on
casting, accepted the award in a'
television.
broadcast from Washington. Award
JReps of. the recording companies
ceremony w^is carried coasl-to-coast
believed that, once, the American
from the resort and' Washington.
Federation of Musicians rescinded
its
television
ban,
video would
Albntic City— National Headliners
greatly hypo platter sales. Just as
Club program originated here with
WlPCi working resort end from its the appearance of sU'ing bands and
longhair artists in motion pictures
stalion on Steel Pier. Put on air at
their record grosses, their
7:15
under "Correspondents uppcd
p.m;
Around the World." Warren B. appearance on television will also
boost the sales.
Francis, Washington correspondent
Briskin said that television tvould
of the Los Angele."! Times, was toastgreatly increase the scope of motion
master and handed the awards to
pictures,
but refused to predict
the winner.'!.

patched- its remote crew and truck
the scene in Canada. With all
power off in Windsor, the truck went
Some 200 newspapermen here as
into service providing emergency
lights at hospitals and other critical city's guesLs for frolic, annual affair,
nut on with local Press Club frontspots.
Mayor Arthur Reaiime of Windsor ing.
to

—

—

Louis— The

St.

WCAU

—

party in the station's studios.

the

Albany, N. Y.— Cdr. Thomas B.
Kiely. in charce of Navy public
relations for uiJstatc New York, and
Philadelphia
Joey Kearns, who known among radio and motion pictieups
arhouse band in 1941 ture peopSe through
led the
prior to entering the service, returns ranged during the past 58 months,
to the same chore June 30 replacing has received a letter of commendaElliot Lawrence who takes his band tion from Secretary of NaVji James
to
the Pennsylvania Hotel, New V. Forrestal. Kiely, one-time manYork.
Kearns' band will feature aging editor of The Cohoes Ameristring arrangements and will con- can, is described in the citation as an
"able administrator," and is comsist of most of the men he had in
pre-Pearl Harbor days.
Vocalist mended for expanding the public relations
program of
the'
Third
will be Nancy Nylund.
Naval district from the Albany office.
In the conduct of the area
Boston.
CBS local outlet WEEI public relations program, Kiely has
will inaugurate a new, bold venture arranged thousands
-f
broadcasts
In public service July 1 with "Sex over stations from Poughkeepsie to
Guidance For Today's Youth," a Buffalo, and has broadcast hiipself
series of nine programs in the reg- many
tirhes.
ular "Let's "Talk About Children"
program of the Greater Boston ComHartford.—First author to have a
munity Fund. Believed to be first
play produced over the Carattempt by radio to treat the subject second
rington Playhouse (Mutual) is Ralph
of sex on a large scale, programs
Klein, continuity head of
will show need for accurate inforKlein's
"Mind Over
play
mation and guidance on part of here.
Murder" is scheduled for air proparents.
11.'
Topics to be, discussed are: "Giving duction on Thursday, July
Your Baby a Good Start," '"The First

WCPO's

Biz

Continued from pate

.

Columbus
FCC has authorized
ninth anniversary of news service
WCOL, Columbus, to operate an FM
by proclaiming June 19 WCPO Day. station in Columbus, with 20,600
Mortimer J. Walters, general man-, waits power and 92.1 kilocycle wave
ager of the local Mutual atfiliale, band. This will be the second FM
being
honored all children in Greater Cin- station in Columbias, the other
ninth WELD, an affiliate of WBNS, which
ciiinati who' celebrated their
has been in operation for several
.birthday on the same date with a years.

WCAE.

lem.

Mayor James neapolis Star-Journal.

Cincy's

Cincinnati,

Show

All

would preclude the necessity

late President

Roosevelt beat

the 67.2 Hooperating several times.
But in each instance, that happened
in time of great crisis—like the Four
Freedoms speech, the post-Pearl

Harbor address etc.— and always
over all four major nets combined.

ABC

res.earchers

estimated,

fur-

thermore, that the fightcast reached

an audience of

45,000,000 listeners.

FREE LANCING
ORIGINAL
47 East

MUSIC IDEAS

DtvtfloB,

Chleage

10,

III-

belowor* 4249

STATION
VIVE

I,

AND PROGRAH

U.S.-CANADA
A I'BANC'K! The

rccordluB of the French
nmv avullahle for i-ndlo.
Hint

whh

niovli)^;.

in'(tf;rAin

(-iin

MGRS.^
oriclnnl

l.lbni-mioii

A
hi?

ihrlirmK
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l->iiuirM
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voicoB of KiHOnhowPi-. Br«(lle.v Hinl
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WHOM ta Gi?e USA Primer WRVA LEASES LYRIC

Longhairs Rise

For

Would-Be

InBA

Ratings

special nine-week series of
showsl to help would-be
American citizens to learn about the

U.S.A. will be given this

summer by

Richmond, June

WRVA
1,300-seat

Buenos Aires, June 18.
the Cowles station in N. Y., WHOM. mond,
getting Both shows will be bi-lingual, one studio
Longhair talent has been
the

Argentina's pres- English-Polish,

the orchids in
season, and Usteners seem
ent radio
developed a much keener
to have
in the art
interest than heretofore
the ancient
the cultivators of

all

of

masters.

other

English-

Italian.

largest

theatre

WRVA

will also

operate the theatre, bringing in legit

The date
j

take-over
I

1

4

Nationalization Seen

Buenos Aires, June 11.
keep good entertainment on the
Peron presidential air, which will provide him with a
in Buenos Aires,
June large enough audience whenever he
has some special message to put
of the

(anniversary

of

the

revolution,

other theatrical centres.

which put the military clique into
power in 1943) meant a dead loss to
• The station takes over the theatre
in
the fall, renaming the house Argentina's major networks.
"WRVA Theatre." Modernizing and
Official broadcasts took up almost
renovating will begin in September the whole of the 17-hour broadcastfor a bigtime premiere opening. The ing day and one station had to yank
station leased the theatre with an off several important openings for
eye to its use in television. It will that day, postponing them to the follease
stage
sets
until
practice lowing
week,
when official en;

direction of the station's program
director, Charles Baltin, witli the
help of a specialist in adult education, Mrs. Yetta Boldt. Mario Capelloni will do the Italian portions,

Palermo
Radio El Mundo, with
has while Edward Witanowski will do
brewery doing the bankrolling,
The Polish show will
the Polish.
the majority
been responsible for
open July 6, and the Italian the next
going on the
Ulent
concert
the
of
day, each at 2:30 p.m.
the station has
although
and
nir

players for
been presenting concert
has never before
it
years,
II
for the
noticed such keen interest

the

Monopolize Argentine

No Radio

Nets;

has signed a lease for the
Lyric theatre in Rich-

for

in the south,

B casts

25.

drama and musicals from N. Y. and

Both shows will be run under the

Peron

LEGltER IN RICHMOND

Citizens

Two

half-hour

,

for

Jack

color television
Stone,

director, will

WRVA

49

established.
is
special events
theatre.

thusiasm

for

airing

broadcasts

calmed down somewhat.

manage the

over.

Meanwhile, on June 1, the new
radio regulations, drafted jointly by
the Radio Control Board and the
Broadcasters' Association, came into
force.
From here on the networks
will be on their mettle, since more
than a certain percentage of infractions will mean drastic penalties.
One of the more recent government measures has hit laxative
blurbs, which will be allowed on the
air only at specific times, viz: at no
possible meal-timesi

From the pace at which the president has been hi-jacking time on the
'Hollywood Round Table," weekly
have made
national network since taking over,
cultural stints as listeners
The success of half-hour forum show discussing Texas Labor
it seems obvious that he intends to
evident this year.
to Re- film affairs of interest to the genmusical pix like "A Song
Station as 'Mouthpiece' continue using radio in the PresidenCoasters Elect
tial saddle, just as he did when he
member" and "Rhapsody In Blue eral public, will bow on the N. Y. CDallas, June 25.
new owned indie WNYC, July 2, with
was on the make. Reports current
may have .some tie-in with the
Resident Board
City College of New York assoA delegation from here left for here have it that he attributes his
development.
ciated in the venture.
CCNY will the Texas Federation of Labor con- election win to his use of radio. Most
k
Hollywood, June 25.
n
r
e
H
Borowsky,
y
Alexander
Le- be represented on the panel by the vention to be held in Houston with observers held the view that his
Frank Sinatra, Carlton KaDell,
Szeryng, Josef Schuster and the
their public relations head of its school of a resolution asking that a radio sta- abuse of radio might have lost him
ner Quartet have completed
Boardman, Knox Manning,
business, Joseph Carlton Beale.
tion be established somewhere in the a fair election, but howeifier it may True
but
Aires,
Buenos
skeds and left
On the opener, which will discuss state as a mouthpiece for Texas be, commercial broadcasters find John Brown, Ed Ludes and Norman
Andres Segovia, Marisa Regules and
labor.
some comfort in this insistence on Field have been elected to resident
Claudio Arrau are still slated to the subject of "Who Should Control
According to the group leader. radio, and feel that the Colonel (just national board positions in Ameriwind up their concert performances, Movie Censorship?," panel members
Munother
on
than Beale will be Arthur Wallace C. Reilly, it is not the pur- upped to General by a servile mili- can Federation uf Radio Artists.
each
with two radio recitals
cropped
Garfield
Hay.s,
Mary
Alpose
"to
into
competition
with
has
Voss
and
go
tary staff)
has no intention of
Regular officer elections for local
do An unusual situash
He AFRA office will be held during last
up in regard to Marisa Regules, ton Cook, with Helen Oursler as the big radio stations, but to act as nationalizing the air-waves.
a mouthpiece for labor."
needs commercial broadcasters to week of September.
Argentine pianist, who has spent moderator.
and
S.
the last nine years in the U.
laurels.
gathered herself plenty of

WWYC'S FILM FORUM

Wants Own

AFRA

Men

arc

Sponsors
the

anxious

so

pianistic

young

get
their

to

whir, for

programs, that they have been trying
and
to buy her away from Palermo,
one agency suggested a deal whereby Palermo could share sponsorship
honors with another important rep-

Argentine

of

resentative

industry.

—

%

1

•

-

•>

12 YEARS OF

NEWS

LEADERSHIP!

On

The Yankee Network New$ Service changed

Needless to say, Palermo nixed the
offer.

For the Regules concerts at the
Colon Opera, demand for seats was
so great as to induce the managc^ment to place 200 additional chairs

on stage for each concert.

P&G CARBONS LUX
DRAMAS FOR CAMAY
Hollywood, June 25.
Lux-type show has Ijeen bought by
.

& Gamble

Procter

Ing In the

for Camay start'
Picture properties

fall.

and talent of the big independent
producers will be made available for
the show, and' according to Gil
Ralston, night time radio manager

P &

of

G, the slate

is

flUed for 44

weeks. Likely that Hedda Hopper
•/WlU act as emcee, with her biz
manager, Dema Harshbarger, booking the talent and stories.
Deal was (Irst initiated with Society of Independent Producers but
when David O. Sclznick balked at
the tieup, deals

were made with

P&G

dividual producers.
shopping aroiMKl for time.

KWK Gets New Money

instill

For

500G FM-Tele Expansion
St.

Louis,

A. "substantial interest"

Mutual

local

to

two

St.

June

25.

in

KWK,

its

FM,

Louisans to obtain addi"meet developments

television

prodiiclion."

and facsimile

For the

first

re-

time since

was founded by Thomas
Patrick Convey in 1927, ynder the
name of Thomas Patrick, Inc., the
ownership has become divided. Upon

the station

was bequeathed

his

now

.son,

Robert,

organization,

prez

of

to

the

and a daughter, Mrs.
;

next month.

'Two more sec-

tions will be added
after to bring the

shortly there-

FM

station to full
power. The transmitter will be atop
the Boatmen's Bank Bldg. in downtown St. Louis. The tower, antenna
pole and building will reach a combined hight of 574 feet to make
it the tallest structure in St. Louis.

The purchasers of the' "substantial
are Arnold G. Stifel, inbroker, and Anthony A.
Buford,
attorney
for
AnheuserBusch, Inc. They will become directors while Convey will continue as
prexy.
interest"

vestment

1

the most complete local, national and
news coverage. The present arrangement Is
In style of news presentation only.
This new routine, we believe, will be more than ever in
the public interest and will enhance Yankee leadership
and acceptance as New Eng,land's most complete radio
news service.

international

FM

early

—

therefore a change

James W. O'Hare.
KWK's expansion program, which
is expected to cost more than $500,000, will start with a. 50,000-watt
station which will be on the air

—

facilities "Tor giving

Convey's death in 1934 the ownership of the station

that date, each edition
I

tional capital to

of

15,

8:00 A. M.. :00 P. M.,
went on the air, on the dot, with
6:00 P. M., 1:00 P. M.
the latest, up to air-time headline news.
Since 1934 The Yankee Network News Service has operated the largest Independent radio news service in
New England. Over the years it has constantly enlarged its

has been sold

outlet,

June

format.

On

Yankee Network

News Service
On tA^ CU/i'

For comp/efe sfory and availMliti«%
of the news in New Englmd
Ask Your Petry Man

—

—

Just Dull Period

DuMont Quizzed on

Indication

tliat

tlie

FCC

25.

will

re-

quire Paramount to shave down its
holdings in the Allen B. DuMont
Lobs or force junking of DuMont's
plans for a five-state tele network

commission
hearing here yesterday (Monday)
on bids for Los Angeles video out-

looms as the result

ol a

lets.

.

FCC examiner Harry Plotkin repeatedly asked Dr. DuMont whether
the reshuffle in the company's corporate structure last December did
rot represent a transfer o( 'control,
which should have been submitted
"^0 the FCC for approval.
Dr. DuMont insisted his control of the "A"
stock andc- the election of president
and vice president had always, kept
management in his hands. He argued ttiat the Decemt>er move had
nothing to do with FCC's concern
over multiple ownership in tele, but
simply pared down Par's participa-

Pic-Video Divorce

—

owned by

—

Denial
television

by

Paul

chief,

Par
company

Raibourn,

that

his

had any connection with an

applica

Principal fire at the hearing centered on Dr. DuMont's testimony,
which brought out that Par's holdings
in
PuMont include 560,000
shares, or lOO^i. of the "B" stock,
and 42,000 shares of "A" stock. DuMont prexy said he, owns most of
the company's "A" stock himself.
He declared he had entered into no
agreenients with Par on the use of
that company's film on his video
stations. No agreement exists, either
orally or in writing; to give Par first
call

on

DuMont-produced

I

equipment, he added.

Conn to the canVas.
Don Dunphy and Corum, over

—

network exclusively,

s

NBC

game, or fight, and then suddenly
hearing outside your window, or in
the hall of your apartment house,
the cry: "Peajiuts, popcorn, soda."
video You look out, and there's a vendor,
with scorecards and programs, too.
And. think, too, of how often your
wife or mother will get sore at you
for littering the Ijving-room carpet
with peanut shells. Vacuum-cleaner
salesmen will be wearing silk shirts

the Conn-Louis fiasco. The crowd
as strong in emphasizing its
delight in the reception from New
York via coaxial cable as it was in

was

denouncing the weak
Hosts

prexy
Frank

fluent,

Wynne Gibson
ratinff a special nod for a standout
thespmg job.
Yarn of a romance-jaded playwright who solves his second-act
trouble via his wife's flirtation with
an amorous adolescent was staged

on a single large, setting ingenuously
laid out. Camera work followed the
action fluidly, although there were
some unnecessary camera switch
overs and a few shots from an

close hau.led
to the

wind requires

a steady hand at the wheel. Like
the skipper of the yaui, radio
time salesmen must be experienced. Weed and Company's staR
of seventeen "old hands" daily
covers the nation's important
radio centers with the skill and
elTcctivcness that come only from
long experience.

lABIO STATIta lipiESENUTIVES
Nn Tvk •IntN • CMcift •

Mm

[

Dttratt

•

SM FnKim •

NtOnitii

oblique angle which distorted the
perspective and destroyed the three
dimensional illusion.
Single major drawback to the
program (but something easily cor
rected) was the placement of the
commercial right smack into the
middle of the play's action. The two
minute long plug\was, in itself, a
clever production piece
using :
group of Conover models in a fash
ion parade for beaucoup eye appeal
But intervening where it did, the
commercial severely damaged the
show's continuity.
This is a transfer of one of radio'
worst features into the new medium
where the flaw becomes triply jnag
nified.
Video drama, unlike radio
absorbs the consciousness as com
pletely as the motion picture screen
with its two-ply attacK against eye
and ear. Interruptions shatter the
absorption, unnerve the beholder,
and, once past, demand a wasteful
re-grpuping of the senses.
If sponsors must have their pound
of flesh in form of plugs for their
own sakes, they should learn to slice
it from that part of the program
body where it hurts least.

Sets,

using a special optical sys-

tem developed in collaboration with
Bausch A Lomb and a high-frequency, high-voltage power supply

fight.

party were
Sarnoff; NBC

plans immedi-

RCA

uhit, will sell for $1,000-$2,500.

v.p.

Mullen; Frank M. Russell,

NBC 'Washington

vice president; and

Carleton D. Smith, general manager

and smoking dollar

witty,

the

at

David
E.

UST

images clearly.

ate commercial manufacture, of its
.system for home receivers, and -will
concentrate 75% of its production
facilities on this model.

RCA

Television Reviews

Performances were
and credible, with

1,200 viewers who responded to the
200 invitations sent out by the company. UST used a screen 21 x 16
inches and reported that viewers
sitting 200 feet back could see the

Upwards of 700 persons— members
of Congress, Cabinet officials. White
House aides, FCC Commissioners,
bureau chiefs, a Supreme Court
Justice, Army and Navy bras-s, reps
of newsreels, press and local radio
and
turned out as guests of
for the de luxe video story of

Ballet For Video

'

United States Television, set manufacturing organization, also used
the fight to demonstrate its projection tele method to the more than

try,

wasn't there;

jam.

Results of the show, which reportedly furnished clear images at a
distance of 500 feet from the screen,
conceivably make possible full-sized
immediately.
tele
theatre
RCA
chiefs declared, however, that its
engineers haven't done any work
on the system since "jefore the war
and, since it's still i experimental
stages, have made no plans to commercialize it.

D. C.'s Fitvorable BeMtionii

handled the radio description.
There was nothing either could
do to hypo a fight that just

Continued from page 35

traffic

radio show
"Instead of

Wa.shinKton, June 25.
Black and white television got a
boost here last Wednesday
night (19) where it will do the most
good among toppers in Government who will be able to sing its
praises from end to end of the coun-

sent

high humor, the play was put over
by the small cast up to the hilt.

ABC.
night:

investigating Jacobs, OToole should
paid
investigate the suckers who
$l0O for a ringside seat."

film's

Continued from page IS

his
(20)

Wednesday

foot screen outside their Princeton
labs, the engineers quickly attracted
a crowd of more than 3,000 spectators, and state troopers were required to break up the resultant

Consensus of the fight Inself was
perhaps best expressed by Henry

Thursday

last

system they demonstrated

back lii 1941 at the New York theatre on Broadway. Hanging a 22 x 16

received a great impetus."

terrific

0

to

prexy, follow"Television tonight

show:

the

Morgan on

minutes, overall, including the

ABC

B.

wire

NBC

Niles Trammell,

ing

AUen

in a congratulatory

DuMont

telecast

night- to bring out the projec-

tion tele

the fight meant to video was per-

haps best e:(pressed by Dr.

engineers took advantage of

fight

(19)

.

.

.

slow-motion of the blows that

the

Bow During Fight
RCA
the

have all his major fights televised
Consensus of what
from now on

The running time was

shown.
'l9

state circuit of Texas, hammered at
the fact that Par's control of the
B" stock in the chain fell far short
of a controlling interest. Interstate
has filed for a station in Dallas.

"
||

fight seemed to
spite the potential cut Into his gate
receipts, Jacobs reportedly plans to

narration, including the weighin and the actual scrap.,' Each
round was cut considerably, the
highlights being all that were

Testimony of both Raibourn and
John Moroni, counsel fair the Inter-

theatres
company halfPar, and so under FCC
scrutiny was withdrawing its application for a video station in Scranton, Pa.

Publix

Bin Corum handled the

—

ConClnaed from page ))

from the
be television. De-

.

slated to appear
on behalf of his bid for an L. A. station, lohg-distanced the FCC for a
completes tests
until
he
reprieve,
with the Army on his Coa.st aircraft
project. Plotkin said the FCC would
consider requests of both Hughes
and Tommy Lee, owner of the Don
Lee network, for a hearing in L. A.
Lee,
or San Francisco on July 8.
also slated to appear, excused himself on the plea of illness.

FCC

,^^2

The crowd excitement in the
fourth round, when Louis staggered Conn for the first time,
arid again in the eighth, when
the challenger took the full
count, was distinctly audible in
television, though perhaps not
with the deafening quality that
reached the pix sound track or
the radio.

Howard Hughes,

Comerford

that

Blanche together

held a 50% block of WSMB. New
Orleans. He pointed out that this
market for tele

hearing:

Announcement

Actually, the fight was so
tame that crowd roars were at
an absolute minimum, and this is
borne out by the closeup films.

station is not in the
operations.

to reflect more accurately its beneficial holdings.

Other developments at the

and Maison

Par

I

that the only beneficiary

RKO

tion of the M8).>!on Blanche Co. for,
FCC had
a New Orleans outlet.
earlier listed the bid as a Par afr
filiate, but Raibourn cxplainefl that

DuMont

tion in

plaints that viewing the LouisConn fight by television was
strongly lacking in the human
Films of the fight
quality.
(Pathe Newsreel, distributed by
for the Madison Square
Garden Corp.) Indicate that to
be a matter of conjecture.

Gadgets Galore

Video To stay

There have been some com-

Par's Holdings,

FCC May Force
Washington, June

.
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cigars.
Ballet impresarios like S. Hurok
will become more interested in television as a medium for their art,
especially if they watched Conn
against Louis.
The Hollywood stars who invari-

ably show up at these events now
must never forget their toupees. And
you'll probably find the Westmore
brothers aroimd daubing at these
stars every time the tele camera

of
WHC,
here.

The

the

entire

Hotel
evening, with
etred through
to handle the

Statler

NBC-owncd

outlet

banquet floor of the
was taken for the

0

21 transmitters scat
eight dining rooms
crowd, and the big
Presidential banquet hall given, over
to elaborate buffet tables and cocktail bars.

Reception was generally good and,
the opinion of those who had
not seen black and white television
swings into focus.
Those natty boxers who are just since before the war, was at least
better than the old pictures,
too too handsome they will always 50%

—

keep their profiles to the cameras,
That is, until their profiles arc to
the canvas.
All this because promoter Mike
Jacobs Conn-ed the public into shell
Ing out almost $2,000,000 at $100
Television, at least, will mean
the end of the $100 top; that is, if it
ever got started.
top.

in

despite the fact that the show was
moved over 225 miles of wire from
N. Y.

TO YA'

'HIRES

RCA-NBC used eight 22 x 11 inch
postwar projection model sets and
13 prewar model, diect view, 8 x 11
inch screen sets. Generally speak

MR

ItlNEWID
24 YIAR
HIRIS SUNDAY PARTY
AlC, COAST-TOXOAST

ing reception was' sharper on the
small sets although there was very
little fogging or flicker in any of
the screens.

—

C B S Color
Continued from page

33

Afe0ia &h!!

—

NBC Yanks Daytime

over television.^ "Color is an ex
tremely important factor in tele
vision's future progress and there's
no change in our thinking on the
subject."

Declaring that he was extremely
interested to sec how well the

RCA

Image

Orthicon

performed

during

the fight telecast. Murphy revealed
that CBS is purchasing an I.O. for

present black and white broad
casts and was already experimenting with an I.O. for its color transits

Tele

NBC
all

television has decided to pull
daytime shows off the air for an

CLAN SOULE
SAM RYDIR

ing that the dearth of video re
ceivers currently on the market does
not make the added expense of day

_•_

PrMi R*pr*Malatlv«(

the welj's N. Y. outlet, had been
broadcasting were sustainers and

hence proved too

MAN U

"FIRST-NIGHTER"

WNBT,

that

YIAR

llth

LKADINe

time programming worthwhile.

Two daytime shows

In

"BACHELOR'S CHILDREN"

indefinite period,- reportedly believ

DUTTON-LIPPOLD

costly.

mis.sions.

IN

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKET

CBS

technicians, under the supervision ot color expert Dr. Peter
Goldmark, arc currently whipping a
live color canicra into shape. Cam-

CINEMART

era, same one used by the net to demonstrate low frequency color back in

fers

will probably be demonstrated to the public sometime late
this summer.
Net has also finished
another color film, which will be
demonstrated Cither earlier in the

TIME

you-

1940-41.

at your convenienea

summer or shown concurrently with
the live demonstration.
CBS plans also to demonstrate its
trichromatic video in Philadelphia.

)ni of tha lirgett stwiios iR

New York

"

plutt

recordings.

Baltimore and Washington sometinric
this year.
Color images will be

CoMpliti disc ind film rtcording
facilities

transmitted to those cities via coaxial
cable,
which has already been
proved sati.sfaclory for the carrying
of
ultra-high
frequency pictures.
Receiver will probably be fed directly off the cable, with the web
inviting as many witnesses as can
crowd around the set.

Color will also be demonstrated
at .the CBS studios in Chicago as
soon as the necessary .equipment can
be procured and installed there.
Other key cities will get the color
demonstrations, in line with CBS'
plans to take its system on the road.

Mility studio .ind otf-ttK-air
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CBC

Conn-ed

Public

in

Louis Hglit

Trouble Again,

in

„et

in

ron'n's

1941.
tactics,

That
and

could
if

he

explain

wasn t

at
he sure did show that he
respected the wallop toted .by
boxer.
the great colored
stood in his corner smiling
afraid
least

Conn

a

jcNv.

seconds aftpr being counted

he

yet it is doubtful whether
off the canvas becould have gotten
out. When they
fore 'being counted
of the
touched mitts at the start

out,

would top
failing to

Montreal, June
$2,009,000, but it was less,
approach that of the'sec-

ond Ttifiney-Dempsey fight in Chicago, which was attended, by 104,000
fans

who

paid $2,658,6^0 at prices

charged for Loiiis
and (Hdnn. F'aid admissions totaled
{5,266 although it had been claimed
that 60,000 were in. the house. Gross
was $1,925,562.. but that included 25%

'less

than

half

federal and state tax;' the net was
$1,614,000. For radio and television
right's Jacobs collected $225,000, givthe end to some ing the fighters $50,000 of that sum.
eighth it portended
.Louis
radio
was supposed to get $625,196
one
including
rincsiders,
but around 80% is deductible for
had^dbne
commentator, but they
once or twice before income tax, so the amount of his
the same thing
take-home
money was figured to be
that
the adage
that Result followed
will always lick a slightly over $125,000, but allowance
a good big man
for training expenses may increase
good little man. However, it always
that
amount.
Conn's bit was supeffectiv£
how
just
was a question
champ was any- posed to be $312,958, tax reducing
the ex-lightheavy
that figure considerably.
how.

Abandonment by CBC

new

build

given to

Interest in the flght was steamed
writers. That kind of
up by sport-s
ballyhoo inspired much difference of
opinion and proved that training
indiciations arc inaccurate. Fact that
neither man had fought in professional competition for four years was
a vital factor, more so it seems in
Conn's case, for Louis was certainly
in fine form, picking blows off in

mid-air. The
right sock but

mean

fight

night.

was

It

7

to

1

if

The

land, 100,125 square feet,

CBC

in

March,

gratis

ABCs New

Info

Boreao

On What Time's Open

former essayed one
it landed loo high to

Chicago, June

25.

anything. One expert who
the training camps' called
couple of old men".

New dept. to keep agencies and
bankroUers informed of all ABC
programs available for sale arid to
act as liaison between the net's program and sales offices was set up
here last week. With Anthony J.
Koelker in charge. It'll be called the
the likes of which were unprecedented. The promoter claimed "the program-sales dept., according to Ed
public made the price." When the Borroff, veepee in charge of the
top for the battle of the Century central division, and
is considered a
Note, as N. Y. Mirror Coluinnist
Dan Parker called it, was first hypo to ABC's expansion policy.
Koelker was publicity manager for
broached, checks for tickets at that
price were received by Jacobs, and the Blue's central division up to
that's how it apparently came to be
October, 1943, when he joined the
official.
Ui S. Naval Reserve, serving as comThe event could be tabbed the
ducked

the fighters "a

There probably never will be another $100 fight. There was such a
rumpus over the ticket top that
Mike Jacobs, the contest's promoter,
came in for a pasting in the dailies

.

battle of miscalculations, that going
for thie size of the crowd and the
total gate.

munications

officer

England,

in

France and the Caribbean.
Jacobs claimed the gross turned to ABC June 1.

He

re-

when

came

project

come through with

its

end of the

de^J by building a park around project

for ether control

battle

right that

pact was signed

is-

as

complex as

a laby-

rinth in a fog.

WTHT

When war started,
was postponed. CBC is re-

ported to have stated in Jan., 1945,
it was still intending to build.
Few weeks ago, CBC cancelled project, because, it .claimed, city had not

its frequency to 910 kilocycles. This
move is being made to stall a license application of a group headed
by Larry Edwardson, one time commercial manager of WNBC (aow
WONS). Edwardson heads a group
operating as Central Connecticut
Broadcasting Co. seeking to operate
a station in nearby New Britain on

25.

and
markets is on in this New England
area. Four outfits are engaged in a

1939.

that

edged

engaged in a double
on one side has the

is.

fight that

station

trying to

protect

its

910 kilocycles and 5,000 .watts.

power

With the granting to the Edwardson group of a station license of that
power and kaycees, the Central
Conn. Broadcasting Co. would give
a more intensive and greater coverage than is now attained by WTHT,
Latter outfit is now an ABC affiliate,
and Edwardson outfit is understood
to be angling for ABC tie, if and
when it secures a license. The Edwardson group has taken a terrific

and frequency, and on other hand
applying for increase in power and
change of frequency.
At Springfield, WMAS is opposing
|.a move by Harold Thomas, owner of
WATR, Waterbury, from moving to
the Ma.ssachusctts city with upping
of power and change of traqsmitler
.site there. Thomas is said to have a
contract already signed with Mutual,
making his station an Outlet for that
net there. Currently the net has no
outlet in the Springfield area, and is
intensely
interested; in having
a
mouthpiece in that terrain. Thomas
can get the increa.se in power. However, his big headache is getting the
transmitter moved. He is currently
operating at Waterbury on 1,000
watts and 1320-Kc, and seeks 5,000
watts. This past week the FCC gave
him a hearing on the matter, with
WMAS protesting on the grounds
'

I

j

site.

Radio

against

the fight went the limit.

The

seven years ago.
to

England Markets Via Air

Hartford, June

beef

contract

a

New

Of

land

sloughed the

signing,

after

on

city, raised a

CBC

25.

of plans to

headquarters

by the

circles.

project

Betting odds were 14 to 5, in favor
of Louis but went to 3¥j to 1 on

Conn winning by a kayo, but he was
favored 8 to 5 to win the decision

it

civic

ih

,

SporU Writers 'Stcamup'

Four Outfits Battle for Control

Won't Take Land Cuffo

Continued (lom pace 2

Names

•Continued from page

1

wartime prices for air shows were
out of line, and are now only interested in moderately - budgeted
programs, is reflected in the list of
availabilities on the radio market.
Advertising agencies have; been
in vain to peddle to clients,

trying

in the $8,000-$10,000 and $15,000 bracket, but to no avail, regardless of the trackages' merits.

shows

,

For one thing the average bankroller,

the

in

wake

of the current

economic-production

snafu.s,

wants

know just where he stands in regards to -price ceilings, etc. That
there will be a resurgence in the
fall, when business and industry in
general will know better what the
outlook will be, appears to be the
general conclusion, but the fact remains that the era of iskyhigh programniing is believed to be at an
end.
to

In contrast to a couple of seasons
back, when inflationary prices for
air shows were the rule and you
couldn't lay your hands on anything
that promised even a moderate rating, the list of big names on the
"For Sale" block now continues to

mount.

burn at the filing by WTHT for a
change in frequency and upping of
power. WTHT is understood to have
made a preliminary filing on June
whereas the Edwardson group
14,
filed in Jan.,

1946.

Schenectady, June 25.
that it is now serving to "fullest
has AI Zink,
iA new setup at
public interest."
WMAS, in the meantime has recently discharged from the' Army
asked FCC for permission to up its Quaitcrmsster Corps, in charge bf
power from 250 watts to 5,000.
science programs and moderator of

WGY

General Electri Co.'s Science Forum.**

And Fiichburg
Myers Bros.-R. E. Aronhelm, operaiors of WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.,
want to locate a second radio station
at Waterbury on 1240Kc and 250
watts (same frequency as WTHT),
and have already been granted a
conditional license by FCC. However,
has temporarily stymied that setup by contesting to FCC
on grounds that the new outlet
would Interfere with station operation via air interference.

Emerson Markham; who directed
and science broadcasting
GE, is now manager of WGY.
assignment,
combined with
those as manager of WGFM: and
WRGB, gives him no time for airing,
Zink was a special events announcer before the war. Audrey
G.

agricultural
for

This

WTHT

WTHT,

on the other hand, has applied to FCC for permission to up
its power to 5,000 watts and change

Connor, Markhan\'s assistant on the
science end, has resigned.

cees

''Farm Forum."

"MNCHON

FINNEGAN"
MOVES TO C.B.S.
THURSDAYS...
6:30

"tARSON"- da

'Phone Again FinncganT

STUART ERWIN
Produced
/Agency:

P.S.T.

K

SMITH"

Switchboard Operator

ferfume tots? Yoh, Sur.
Smorgotberd No. 5.'

Music:

FRAN

yenitor

o»"f/NNfGAN" - Mgr.

FEJ^R

in

LOU KOSLOFF...

I

N

of VVelcome Arhij Apti.

HoMy wood by FRANK FERRIN

SHAW-LE VALLY

INC., Chicago

Scripf by

.

.

.

for

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.

Directed by

HQBART DONOVAN

ASHMEADE SCOTT HARRY STEWART

AG EN CY

•

6 0 4 7

'

Bob Childs continues in charge of
farm programming. He em"Farm Paper of the Air" and

GE-WGY

FLORENCE LAKE

"PHONE AGAIN

•

Science

Shows, Childs Stays On

ROAD-TESTED FOR THIRTEEN WEEKS
N. B.C. SATURDAY AFTERNOONS

E.D.S.T.

WGY

Zink Takes

I

ON

10:30
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Stoky to Preem Scott
Sea-Chanty Overture

RECOMMENDED RECORDS
(For Jocks and Jukes)

concert overture by, Tom
a
Scott, ballad singer and composer, at
Hollywood Bowl July 21, titled
•'Hornpipe and Chanty,"

new

Bj BARRX GRAY
(WOR-MittuaVs All-Night M.C.)

.

Piece,

of

12-minutc length,

dancciiblc. Rhythm iS written at Nantucket,
Tony Martin (vocal with Al Sack comes hiHhly
Shaw plays more, and bet- ijcnfaring. themes.
Oich "Without Ybu"-"I Don Know good, aiid
disc for the coocenWhy" ^Mol•cury); M.iitin's rcluin ter. It's a good
period in. the iration is on the bcal. Arrangement

and

Moss.,

was
lias

t

I

lone
evidences be still padts a
wallop in the fcmme appeal departIn excellent voice on this
ment.

to wax,
Service,

biside Orchestras-Music

Hollywood, June 25.
Leopold Stokowski will premiere

afloi-

a

calls for plaudit too.

Kallcn (vocal with Sonny
Burke" Orch) "Should I Tell You I
Lovo" You?"-"Just the Other Day"
This is the .former
(Musicrafl).
Harry James chirpcr on her wax
debut as a single. Miss Kallen, now
doing an airshow^ from Hollywood,
sings well. "Should I Tell You," the
newest Cole Porter time on BroadKIttv

disc, and accompanied smoothly by
Al Sack's men, the only faltering

point is the still qiaestionablc quality
of the disc by this comparatively
new firm. It's better, but. still not

Over all it's a good plnlter,
and should do plenty of business, at
{he counters. v"I Don't Know Why,"
brought back to life as a pic theme,
He's
Ills the Martin vocal style well.
backed by a femme proup <«on this
side, and although they don'l. hinder

good.

from the Orson Welles'
is
"Around the World." and by far the
way,

best of score. Miss Kallen does right
Fine
well by it in her rendition.
tromboniufi dresses it even more,
iaecommended; She has a plaintive

Oti the final chorus
lilfle.
he conies back' with tricks that .<;ew
Both sides recomit up tor returns!
mended.
Sklnnay Ehois (vocal with orch)
"The Iggidy Sonfi"-"Rcmembe.r Me"

they help

,

her song-salesmanship
quality
in
that bids well for this and any future discs. "Just the Other Day" is
a former station break commercial,
adapted \o pop music by the team

(Signature). Thc"lB«idy" side is in
the "Mairzy Doiits" idiom. It opens
and .various other
gargles
with
soundies that segue to a nonsensical
vocal about "Iggidy" really standing
Ennis
for the three little wordS;
sounds like. a pre-war Ted Fio Rito
A
grbup, and that's out of date.
muted horn really takes you back
to that "little grass shack." Not recommended. The band goes legit Oh
the other side. Ennis revives "ReoX his Kemp time
It
it's an improvement.
ciistpipers an Ennis they
imderstand and appreciate. Recom-

member Me."
fame, and
gives, the

mended

RccOinmendcd.

for this side.

Evans-Croom-Johnson (CroomJohhson is one fella, just writes like
two). It's rhythmic, by Gallo, and
Miss Kallen does right by the beat.
Promotion, coupled with these sides,
of

will

make

for

sales.'

Charlie Splvak (vocal by Jimhiy
Saunders) "Flat Fcet"-"You Arc Too
(Victor).
"Flat -Feet,"
which has -got it,' will jjive the hepIt's more rhythm
sters tired feet;
than Spivflk Aas. evidenced in many
a date. Miasicianly it's ample proof
that the 'group has tightened considCleanly
erably since heard last.

Beautiful"

played

it's

very good Splvak.

"You Are Too

ommended.

Rec-

New Owners Foot

Flock of top Hollywood songwriters last week sent following wire to
exec council of Songwriters Protective Assn. in N. Y.: "We the undersigned request you appoint L, Wolfe •Gilbert west Coast representative ot
Songwriters Protective Assn. His knowledge, experience and wilUngnes.s
throughout the years to serv? the great majority of our. rhembcrs make
him desirable. We cannot impress upon you. how badly we aire in need
of local representation.'! Among the signators of wire were Harry Ruby,
Herb Magidson, Jimmy McHugh, Harry Tobias, Charlie Newman, Walter
Kent, Al Von Tilzer, M, K. Jerome, Sammy. Fain, Bernie Grossman, gen
Oakland, Irving Bibo, Harolct Adomson, Sam Coslbw, Bert Kalmarj Harry
Owens, Leon Rene, Bob McGimsey, Harry Revel, Sammy Lcrner and
Arthur Lang, Gilbert la.st month rejoined SPA at request of council after
quitting two years ago following .series- of intra-organizational argument;
at that time he was veepee and Coast rep of SPA, but ever since Holly,
wood has gone unrepresented.

.

.

4^Star, (dlt

Debts

Jack Bobbins explains his desire ten sevei? with the firm bearing his name,
which was the piarent of the Metro-Robbins control of Feist, Miller, etc,,
as focusing principally around 'the fact he was the titular head of an enterHollywood, June 25.
prise
without having the powers to exercise his authority. As board chairCliff McDonald and Don Pierce,
who last month acquired Four Star man and executive veepee, and also as- ah ASCAP director, representing
and Gilt Edge Ilecords from Richard the three firms, Bobbins found (1) he couldn't v6te on anything without an
A. Nelson, last week declared they OK from Loew's, Inc., and/or its legal battery; and (2) the film company
are assuming all liabilities incurred had issued $500-Ei-week employment contracts with out his OK. Harry Link^
by diskeries during Nelson regime. was renewed at that figure as prof, head of Feist, and Abe Olmen got a new
A reported $45,000 is owed general deal as g.m. of The Big Three, plus unlimited expenses. Bobbins himself
was drawing $500 weekly also, plus $250 a week expenses. Robbins, of
creditors, and new owners will pay
off and deduct from amount paid course, had a 26% equity in the three music firms.
Nelson. McDonald and Pierce have
|le,had turned down a $l,000-a-Week employment contract because of
waxeries
of
possession
certain restrictions, and preferred to work sans contract until exiting the
had physical
for nearly 'a month, but no money
company he founded.
to
due
direction,
in
moved
any
has
period required to' straighten, out
Despite fact that Eli Qberstein, Victor veepee, announced nearly month
books.
ago that he' had signed Slim Gaillard, pacting actually is not yet definite
One important matter which has and still awaits approval by American Federation of Musicians' exec counbeen adjusted satisfactorily is claim cil in N. Y, Gaillard several months ,ago signed with 4 Star Records'
leveled against the two labels by without knowledge of Williarn Morris agency^ his handler, and cut four
Harry Fox, trustee of Music Pub- sides for label. Later, when a Victor deal loomed as possibility, Morris
lishers Protective Assn. Tyhen sale office sought to snap the 4 Star paper on grounds singer signed sans;agency
by Nelson first was announced. Fox knowledge or representation, and also that' contract was not quite proper
declared he would hot recognize it AFM form. The pitch made to Los Angeles' Musicians' Local 47 won
due to the fact the companies owed Morris' argument nod ot approval, but final answer will come from AFM
music pubs royalties for pongs prexy James C. Petrillo. Victor aa well as 4 Star", meanwhile, arc redisked; figure mentioned initially fraining from waxing Gaillard.
was $15,000,' and it is ianderstood Fox
notified new owners they would not
Two most populor composers in the country during 1945 were Frederic
be licensed for. further recording
Chopin and Richard Rodgers. according to the 1B45 Encyclopedia Britannica
until sum was paid in full. Local
Sigmund Spaeth, author of the book's report on music,
Ralston, MPPA rep Book of the 'Year,

Beauti-.

Jane Froman (with Jerry Gray ful" has. the sweet horn to trademark
Orch) "I Got Lost in His Arms"- its opening; and a lot of. fine control
"Millionaires' Don't Whistle" (Majes- by Spivak. The' maestro gives way
"I Got Losl" is one of the to
tic).
Jimmy Saunders who weeps
sweeter tunes from the score of copiously through' his 32.
It's not
"Annie." It isn't handled that way bad, but it just doesn't help. Recby Miss Froman, who uses a stage ommended instrumentally.
Jerry
delivery, and oversells it,
Freddy Martin (vocal by Stuart
•Gray band is reproduced poorly Wade, Glenn Hughes, The Martin
Dinah Shore's
here by Majestic.
Men) "Dingbat the Singing Cat"version of this tune is 'bc.<it. Miss
"Happy Journey" (Victor). "DingFroman is a much better event in

attorney Jerry
on Coast, over weekend stated that
recheck of past sales, reveals
a
amount owed pubs is nearer $7,000
and that deal has been made where

by new owners will pay

'eff.

.

"Till the End Of Time" as the year's outstanding hit with sales of
over a million copies claimed as well as 2,000,000. recordings. The song,
deri'ved 'f rom Chopin's "Polonaise in A-flat," made the Hit Parade for 19
consecutive weeks. Naming "Sitate Fair" (20th) as the best filmusical of.
1945, Spaeth: reported that the Rodgers-Hammcrsteln team set a new record when three of its songs, "It Might As Well Be Spring," "That's For
Me" and "If I Loved You," appeared simultanconsuly on the Hit Parade,

named

ABE OLMAN FILLS
ROBBINS ASCAP SLOT

Sameness ot large number of western-song records can be adduced probably to fact that same musicians bulk together to turn them, out; Ndme
western singers are pretty pally and when one of them has a disking 4ate
formally on Coast, the' others who reside there pop up Uke a succession, .of Jacksbat" is a lot of society tempo by elected in Jack Robbins' place on out-of-the-box, and scrape and strum the background music for the fea"Millionaires" rates much
person.
Martin, and the lyrics concerned the ASCAP board, as expected, with tured singer, plus providing choral work. Arhong the ^contingent reciproDefinitely "club" matethe same,
with the night life of an alley char- the letter's resignation from the cating on recordings are Spade Coolcy, Columbia Records; Boy Bogcrs
rial, and won't be appreciated by
acter.
Not good. Not commercial, Robbins-Feist-Miller music compa- Victor; Johnny Bond, Columbia; Tex Bitter, Capitol; Jimmy W^akeljr, Decca;
the disc buyers. Not recommended.
Not recommended. "Happy' Journey" nies.
Deuce Spriggens, Mercury; 'Wesley Tuttle, Capitol; Cliff Stonchcad, BelBenny Goodman (vocal by Art
A lullaby, Meanwhile, under an economy Tone. Others, who are not wax soloists, but who squ'ate in with tlieiir,
is smooth Martin music.
Lund) "On the Alamo"-'Rattle and Stuart Wade sings you awake. Very
HoU" (Columbia). BG takes you to listenable, and in the best Martin policy instituted by Olman, general instriuncnts only, include Tiny Hunt, Al Buckley, George Bamby.
Texas again, "Alamo" has the usual tradition, with stress on the sax de manager of the' three firms, DomenPop-platter circles are mystified by fact Johnny Mercer, prcz of Capitol
ico Saviitb resigns this week as edigreat rhythm, and this time an 'Art
partment, and a "little fellow" lyric
tor-in-chief and will probably align Records, is tied to the waxery as recording artist until Oct. 1 only, 'When
Lund, a youthful
Lund vocal.
that is pleasant, Martin Men meld
with Bobbins' new music interests. his three-year singiiig pact expired on April 1 he would commit himself
Utahan,' just out of service, has been
well for- second choruis. RecommendSavino has been associated, with the for that period and no longer: angle has aroused rumors he plans shift of
stopping theati-e shows in person. A
ed for this sandman side.
latter 24 years in the development his talents elsewhere, come autumn. Mercer, who gets royalty of l%c per
big, blond "type, h6's been getting
many curtain calls, but unfortunateof American educational and mo- platter, has shorter term tie to Capitol than any other of. its names. Stan
Kenton is bound until December, 1947; 'iCing Cole Trio, November, '1046;
tion pidture musicly his particular swoon doesri't comfe
through, on wax, altKough completeOlman's position Is that there Is Alvino Rey, December, 1047; Paul Weston, December, 1947; Peggy Lee,
ly adequate and pleasant to hear.
a Bufflicient backlog of standard mu^ December, 1948; Pied Pipers, February, 1947; Tex Hitter, November, 1946;
Andy Russell, March. 1949; Jo Stafl:ord, October, 1947; Margaret Whiling,
(Collectively "Alamo" is a good disc,
sic and none will be published for six
and recommended for airshots as
months. Besides, Dr. Hugo Frcy has December, 1948; Dinning Sisters, May, 1950.
debut for the new BG crew mem
long officiated as music editor for
Hollywood music men plan to rent California Country club (Rollingber.
"Rattle," however, is more in
The Big 3.
Hills) for an as yet unselecled day in Aiigust for their annual golf tourney!
Replete with
the Goodman kick.
Savino stresses that while his 9% Bite is being
clarinet licks and tiptop work by
pul on all orchestra leaders, name singers and publishers for
Hollywood, June 25.
holdings in Bobbins Music Corp.
gift cash or prizes. Top will'beK$l,500 for winner of IB.-hole stroll. Dinner
Mel Powell. And rhythm! ExcelCapitol Records is quietly prep
parent of the other affiliates—might will
lent as a dance disc!
Recommend ping ^ntry into classical category
be held in evening. Dave Bcrnic, of Santly-Joy's Hollywood office,
of be worth $175,000 under, the same
and-Arlie Schwartz, ol Martin Music, head committee in charge of arrangeed!
dlsks^ For some time waxery has figures as paid J.dck Robbins, he ments.
Belly Button (vocal with Joe
been eyeing field with ever-widen- (Savino) is holding out for a higher
Same thing is going on in N. Y. This year's tee touine.y will be held at
Lilley orch and The Four Hits)
paid
as
Rob b i n s, he Riverdale
ing orbs and will make its splash figures
cour.se, near Closlcr, N. J.
Last year's was won by Harry Link.
"'Wherever There's Me There's You'
into sphere as soon as number of tempts to buy him out.' Having paid
"My Fickle Eye" (Victor). Miss Hut- vocal and. instrumental performers (500,000 net to Robbins for his 26%
Elevating a lot of eyebrows in the record biz is the rapidly widening
ton lends her bombastics to the new.
share,' Metro is expected to bid for
can be contracted.
knowledge
thai Johnny Mercer, prexy of Capitol Records, has coinmillcd
"Wher
est Sunny Skylar verbiage.
remaining
the
outstanding
23% self to own firm as a recording
symph
orch
of
established
A
name
artist for period of biit six months, as of
ever" is revived June-Moon, but
since it always owned 51% control.
April 1. Into indirectly is revealed by the prospectus issued by Capitol'
Miss Hutton puts life into it. Purely and rep is what Capitol chiefly is
seeking now but has been unable to
recently. The standard'hilching of a performer by a plattery is for period
a case of a stylist star doing more
of one year.
Mercer has been a top seller for diskcry since it budded,,
for a tune than the tunc does for tab one it believes sufficiently famed
Commercial
Scale
and
which
already,
not
is
tied
to
an^nd
is
one of major stockholders, to boot.
her.
The disc will sell because it's
Betty Hutton. for she always gives other diskcry. Under consideration
Hike Asked by Local
Aragon ballroom at Ocean Park, Calif., will try a new stunt tor a
the customers their money's worth. is idea of bunching together own
terpalace when Denny Beckner opens fortnight stand there June 21, ForHolly woodi June 25.
The Four Hits gre a rhythmically symph arid .collaring a name conductor
to
.shape
up
the
group.
merly
a band leader, fieckner recently broke up his combo and turiied
New pay scales for ihusiciahs
adequate group, and they listen well,
even though they have little to work
working on transcontinetal commer- nitery comedian. He will take act into Aragon to entertain from podium
while bands are swilclViiig. and also in between dance sets. Offering a
Recommended. ''My Fickle
with.
cials originating here have been
routine
of gags and noyelly songs, Beckner will be tested by Aragon and
Eye" opens on a "Arthur Murray Studio Musikers Union
proposed by Local 47. Though ex- if idea proves punchy tij
the Hoofing ciLstomcrs the comic will be held over
Taught Me Dancing'' kick, that is,
isting pSct does not expire until
for a stretch or a similar act brought in as regular policy.
the slow opener,; and then a'punchy
next January, union has informed
Levy
to
Slashed
Miss Hutton breaks it up.
chorus.
webs that raise is sought as of Sept.
Hollywood, June 25.
Frank Sinatra is not disposing ot his interest in Buddy Rich'.s band even
Again, this would rale a minus with^
15. Figures asked have not been disthough
Ta.v
on
salaries
of
film
Lou
Hutton
style.
Recommendstudio
Mindling
inuout the
has taken over management of the orchestra. It
closed.
had been rumored Mindling was endeavoring to set up financial backing
ed for sale. Joe Lilley band keeps sicians,
levied
by
International
Present scale calls for $50 per for the band and bu.v' out Sinatra's holdings.
the rhythm, right for terpsichore.
He claims that's not so, that
Board of American Federation of hour per
man, $30 per half-hour, Sinatra will get his cash back as the band progresses.
Artie Shaw (vocal by MeV Torme)
Musicians, shortly will be reduced and $12 for repeat broadcasts. Local
Sinatra
tossed
close to $30,000 into' Rich's orchestra to gel it going, but
•Along With T«e"-"I Got jtho Sun in
This from 2 to 1%, This info was wired 47 has indicated that it 'wage, tilt is several months ago halted the flow of his cash.
^the Morning" (Musicroft).
forthcoming,
not
even
greater
indoublet by Shaw and Torme is to Musicians' Local 47 by James C.
creases w\l\ be asked when coritract
Dispute over who owns an.d originated the Song-of-the-Month Club idea
pegged "record of the morith" by Petrillo.
does expire. Network officials here has been settled amicably. Original reports stated
Song Hits Mag. It says so right
that Robert Lissaucr
Tax long, has been, a bone of con- will pass the buck, to American organized Songs-ot-the-Morith Cliib tor the purpose of selling three songhere on the disc's billing. "Along
Assn.
of
Ad
Agencies
in
New
York,
sheets
a month to subscribers for $1. Lissauer's company is actually Song
Their
With Me" is nice; Shaw has used tention among studioites.
fiddles to good advantage preceding total income levy hits 3 'A %, while since actually nets are only go-be- Previews Club; the Songs-of-lhe-Month Club is another outfit working on
tweens.
Agencies
foot
the bills, a slightly different basis and is headed by N. R. Real.
vocal, Torme sounds as though he's. musikers in other fields pay but
Inside the mike singing and that's 1%%. In future fllmers will be re- Uibught nets do the hiring. Present
Personnel of pianist. Elliot Lawrence's orchestra, opening at Hotel PennPetrlUo's pact between webs and union has
loo close. He breathes on your neck, duced to 2',4% overall.
sylvania, N. Y., Jnly 1. Trumpets; Johnny Dee, Alec Fila, Walt Stewart;
Shaw clarinet is only evident in one wire reads; "In view of the Con- been in effect five years.
trombone: Frank Rodowitz. Willie Dennis; sax: Ernie Gatanaccl, Andy Pino,
opening passage,' and not brilliantly! vention's action in eliminating the
Not recommended. In any month, 1% theatre tax, the executive board
Joe Boss, assistant to. production Jerry Feld, Mike Giamo. Loii Giamo; Max Spector, drums; Joe Menncta,
reduced the' national sound supervisor Steve Lcvitz at Robbins, piano; oboe and English horn, Charles Morris; vocalists are Jack Hunter
-I Got the Sun" has also "got has
and Rosalind Patlon.
rhythm." With the Mcl Tones it be- track tax from 2 to
shifted to Leeds Music.
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Suit to Nullify 1942-44

Id N.y.

AFM Electioiis

Dropped at

Youngstown,

O.,

June

Loews

Debusisy Music Leads
Sheet Sales in Dublin

New Pub

Co. Formed By
Harold Spina-Mac Green

The
ment

Debussy has just pushed Chopin

has

out of top- place in sales of disks and
sheet music in Dublin.

ruling is the latest developIn the jukebox "war" that
been waged here for several

months by the G.

Music

I.

Co.,

Circuit's
^

stalled.

Dublin, June 12-

ASCAP Attempt To

Boost Tax in

.

temporary injunction asked by the
company to prevent picketing of
Disk, places where its jukeboxes are in-

of
rederation ol Musicians, elecUons
discontinued last
1943 and 1944 was
court
week in New Vdrk supreme
between
huddle
prt^rial
a
following
officials
attorneys for the incumbent
of the op;
and contesting members
jwslng Unity tick«t.

Rebuffs

Hollywood; June-25.
Harold. Spina, songwriter, has
joined. vet music rep Mac Green in
formation of new publishing firm
which last' wisek was incorporated
as Splna-Greeh Music Co.
.

a
a

.

"

Pleisig

sidiaries

the

For Royalties

numbersTTClassical

or
films

poser, last

swing—In-,

ot

of

vision

three

balloting

Autors de Espana,

be

will

conducted

ASCAP

rt

J.

As GAC

Songluts Idea

ceived $53,538 royalties fronit the
Spanish group which they failed to
turn over despite Lecuona's repeated
claims for the coin less the standof ard 15% ASCAP coUection fee.

of
transcrptlpns

sibility

Corp.'s N. V. office July 1 to serve
as trouble-shooter and liaison, it's
reliably
reported.
Feinberg was
previously reported going to
to
head the theatre department, but

i-ecords, etc.

GAC

On

St. Louis, June 25.
$14,801 paid as

recover

Cooley Band, Striking

Second Tune

direction.

district court.

against

The petition, directed
Revenue Collector

Finncgan, set forth

FeinbergVs entrance into

the

GAC will
AFM

.

AFM

25.

Tom

McDonnell

Credit for latrine'
^'

Editor, Variety:

Split

came

last

.

,

30.

local.

biscuitto subwill' pressure stations

.

crew, "Cowboy Caravan," under the
leadership of Tex Williams. Nine
men have served notice on Cooley
that they are quitting band on June

exec to go to that .agency. Milton
Krasny, GAC vcepee, was at -one
time president of the Cleveland

«ome Of them name bonds, which
appeared in the. nitery between
1943; and January, 1945.

•April,

Year

band of
seams

at the

for the second, time within a year,
and the original members of the
crew who remained after the first:
fracas are organizing their own

mark the second important

taxes were paid under protest for
the personnel of 13 musical groups,

dissension-ridden

Spade Cooley has burst

foiind a suitable position.

Internal

James P.

in

Hollywood, June'
The.

Chase Club, located In Hotel piration ot his present .term at the
was filed last week by the. end of tlie year. He's declared he
management in the. kical U, S. would leave his post earlier if he

the
Chase,
hotel

Gives

'

June 19, 1046.
Please pardon me while I put
thumbs to the typewriter in an
tempt to keep the records straight'
scribers, BMI
in the matter of credit due Tom Mc.
to regiilarly schedule tune-in pror Donnell, for the parody Of ''Begin
grams, Indies would handle tran- the Begulne," called "When I Begin
scriptions while nets will be asked to Clean the Latrine."
to lend a national, push on live proIn the June 1, 1946, issue of The
grams.
New Yorker the following was
Radio, Industry Is expected to Stated, "One of (Harold) Rome's Fort
solidly push, since BMI is radio- Hamilton shows, 'Stars and Gripes'
financed. Common notion is that (it. later toured the country and the
broadcasters .will be helping selves Pacific), contained a 'Begin the
parody ,by him called
actually by assisting BMI in build- Beguine'
ing more songhits and hence a 'When I-Begin to Clean the Latrine'."
stronger library
ultimately
with
In fact, this parody was written by
which to vie against the- American Tom McDonnell for an original reSociety of Composers, Authors & vue called "We're Ready," book and
Publishers.
lyrics by McDonnell and Ralph Nelr
-son
<"Angels Weep," "Mail Call,"
Wind Is Ninety" and "The Big
Wheel").
Music" by Hcrbie Pine
MRS. LIONEL
("Madam V/iW- Drop Her Shawl")
and Ralph Kessler ("Annie Get'
DISK
LEE Your Gun" pit orch).
Hollywood. June 25.
''We're Ready'' was reviewed Jan.
Gladys Hampton, wife of band- 21, 1942, in Variety: "There are a
leader, Lionel Hampton and prc/C of couple of nifty soldier tunes with
Hamp-Tone Records, 'has planed to lyrics by Ralph Nelson and Tom McN. Y. to conclude deal with Negro Donnell, who was a production man
legit actor Candda Lee, who will for 'Young
& Rubicam, working oh
make dramatic album for the wax- such shows as 'Hobby Lobby' and

Dissension Again Hits

was denied by both Feinberg
and the agency, although it was admitted that talks were held in that
this

Taxes

Ezra Stone Sounds Off

making songhils via
and .live ether pro-

"Who, Not You?" If
makera oblige and release

and social security taxes
Feinberg has announced he will
members of bands that appeared not seek union reelection at the ex-

in

.

Transcription firijns are being buttonholed to take -the initial test-

tune,

withholding
for

:

grams only, rather than probing
other avenues of approach such as

Attorney also claimed ihat the
SGAE gave him &n accounting and
agreed that the money wais due him.

;

to

'

1940.

Broadcast MusiCi Inc.,- shortly will
launch special transcription campaign of all-radio test of song popularization. Ideargerm is to pulse pos-

for
re-

Liaison

William Feinberg, secretary
Local 802, American Federation of
Musicians, will join General Artists

hon-

Lewis, attorney
claims that ASCAP

:

Suit

He

'

BMI Looks To

affiliate,

.Norman

Lecuona,

SL Louis Nitery Sues

Witlilioldiog,SS

was

'

,

estly.

Revenne Bureau

,

in that direction.

'

suit in N. Y.

for $45,508 which the writer claims
is due hiin for royalties as of Jan'
uary, 1945.

prominent citizens
conduct of

Althovigh the cpmpronot specify
mise agreement did
whether the contested elections were
valid, both sides claimed victories.
Rosenberg declace-d that court rerthe ticket while
vindicated
sult
spokesmen for the Unity slate said
that the result assures that all future
the voting.

filed

'

establish, the

who would

week

supreme court against Deems Taylor,'
as president of the American Society
of Composeris, Aiithors arid Publishers, and the Sociedad General de

theatre.

,

(Paramount-Famous)

move

firsi

was named assistant to gen. mgr.
John G. Paine.'
ASCAP currently! draws 10c a seat
frc^ inbst theatres on an annual
basis. It wai this charge to the theatrie industry, which the radio industry considered low in comparison to -what it was. paying and y/hat
AsCAP wanted, which helped precipitate the ASCAP-radio fight in

'

tr'oduced 'through

•

ASCAP has long coiisidered boosting' its revenue from film theatres.
Bringing Murray in from Paramount
Pictures, where he coritrolled that
company's music publishing sub-

Lecuona Sues

Reaction is greater through these
With the compromise huddle, it means than through sadio introducwas agreed that all future elections tions.
be conducted by HBA' under super-

'

the. tax.

,

HBA investigator, who was not
authorized, to conduct the voting.

-

Loew

held

George Abrarhs,

Theatres

Dick Murray, who was brough|
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers last
Jan. 1, pirincipally to work on Increasing the Society's income from
film houses,' has been rebuffed by
Loew's in his attempt to raise- the
into the

theatre seat tax.
Murray recently
talked with Charles C. Moskowitz,
executive, relative to boosting

newcomer to the field, against
group headed by Bernard
Change is probably due to per- local group of jukebox ov/ners and
charged the elections were
formiahces of "La Mer'* at recent their employees.
under fraudulent conditions. symphony concert, of"Clair, de
Two-year contract which Spina
and
head;
AFM
James C. PetrillOi
Lune" in film "Music for Millions,"
had to clef for Chappell' expired
802 president,
Jack Rosenberg, Local
Debussy's "Images" as background
June 5, while Green' bowed Out as
were named ddfendants.
mtisic for Michael MacLiaminoir's
Coast
rep of Paull-Pioneer Music
elecFleisig's group charged thai
Tecbrd-busting play, "I'll Met By
and dissolved his. own Warwick
held in accordance Moonlight' and extracts from "La
tions were riot
Music. Co. to start rieW venture. First
by the Mer' as incidental rhusic to producwith a resolution adopted
song
to be released by combo, which
the balunion in 1942, which ordered
tion of Mary Haley Bell's 'Duet for
will seek ASCAP membership, will
auspices of the Two Hands'
loting held undei:
at Gate Theatre.
be "You Were Somebody Else's
Honest Ballot Assn. InsteaB, it was
Sweetheart," written by Spina,
Sales of sheet music and disks in'
supervised py.
Ernesto Lecuona, Cuban
comalleged, voting was
Dublin
react
quickly
popular
to
at that time chief

A

49

25.

Charging that the Youngstown
O. I, Music Co.' "did hot come into
coivt with, clean hands," Judge
J. M, C. Lyon last week denied

Talb

Plre-Trial

American

Suit to niUlUy Local 802,

Denies Jukebox Firm
Injunction in Ohio

week when Cooley

HAMPTON
CANADA

moved to fire Williams, an original
member of outfit and featured performer, after :argument over coin.
The other orchmen, already peeyed
after last month's head-on run-in
IN
between Cooley and Deuce SprigBaltimore, June 25.
gens, which resulted in ouster of
Pop concerts, phiying to big'audi- latter from Santa Monica ballroom,
ences in Bo.ston and' New York, joined Williams in the mass cxodus:
move to Baltimore bejtinning next
Only four newcomers to his crew
nue Bureau and had not received, Sunday (30) when a GO-picce sym- now remain with Cooley, who now cry.
'We, the People.' Best of the;, seriorchestra
inauguiates the is attempting to reorganize with
"so much as a notice of disallow- phony
emWhile east'Mrs. Hampton also will ous tunes is the martial 'All Out
beer-and-Bach custom in Carlin's phsais on brass rather than the erstance.".
prowl for other talent to pact for America,' while the comedy is headPark. Baltimore Pops Concert has while strings. Cooley charges that
the plattery, which features only ed by 'When I Begin to Clean the
been incorporated by prominrtit men refused to play a benefit. Last colored performer's.
Latrine' sung to the tunc of 'Begin
Baltimore citizens and will have month he was dragged before the
the Beguine.' It's done by Nelson."
Robert Paul lula as permanent con- trial board of Musicians' Local 47
McDonnell recalls that it was Alan
ductor.
on charges of "solicitation" of a felLEE
Manson (also stationed at Camp Uplula is executive .seci-etary ot the low musician's job when he anjl
ton in 1942, and now one of the feaHollywood, June 25.
department of municipal music in 'Walt/ Newcomb,. operator of Santa
pccca Records has made a dc.nl
tured players in Harold Rome's "Call
Monica danccry,^napped the lease
Baltimore.
with an indie pressing plant here,
Me Mister") who gave him the idea
of Bobbie Bennett, who had booked
Hollywood, June 25.
Lee Record Co.
for thfe parody while the two of
Long annoyed at
Cooley in as the alternate band with
Joe 'Venuti, who recently dis- them were on Latrine Duty in the
own inability to spur production
the then-current Spriggens. Within
banded band here after ^land at Opry House.
out of own Coast plant, waxcry
Slack Slack in Alimony,
a month after entering the spot,
Casino
eyeing
Europe
Gardens,
is
hopes to obtain, upwards of 500,000
How the sonjj traveled to Fort
Cooley had the job alone.
and hopes to be the bellwether of
disks a month.
Last winter Dccca
Royalties Garnished
None of Coolcy's original mem- the bibwboys who probably will in- Hamilton to become the hit number
opened enlarged plant here, but all
Harold
Rome's
"Stars
and
bers now is with his crew. Six vade the continent vvith j.'m-'n'- of
Ghie.igo.-.June 25.
sorts of mechanical kinks since have
sprang away with Spriggens last jive combos, just as they .swooped Gripes," first pre.sented on July 14,
B.nck
alimony
to
tunc
the
of
$1,010
stymied production flow, and twice
1943, and then to soldier shows and
after latter had a spat with
in
upon Europe after the first USO Units iall over the world, can.
Dave Kapp has flipped in from N. Y. was awarded Freddie Slack'.' former year,
spouse, Sue. it Avas revealed in Chi Cooley, and formed own crew.
to attempt to
War.
World
.triascr an increase in
easily be explained. The book, mula.*;!
week. Coin came from Chi ofoutput.
Hot fiddler plans to go abroad .«ic, lyrics and orchestrations of
The Lee outfit, owned by Lee fices of Robbins Music and Miller
about Sept. 1, providing he can .se-^ "We're Ready" were published by
Bcrgstrom. in past ha? been pross- Music Corps, in. the form of a' .slice Raeburn Helps
cure State. Dept. Okay, grouping the Second Service Command in
ofl
royalties
which
on
Slack's
songs,
mg job-lot for small odd-labels
together an orch in each, country June, 1942, and distributed to all
are published by the two firniS;
headquartered .. hereabout.';,
but
at
Nitery visited and riding it for what it is po.sts, camps and stations within the
Under tcrm.s ot divorce, i.ssued
henceforth
worth.
Sole traveler, to accomp commai^d. At Fort Hamilton, "We're
will
concentrate
on
Hollywood, June 25.
meeting Dccca demands. Last month in July. 1945. Slack was to pay his
'Venuti will be his wife, who also Ready" was never done in a comHollywood
Morocco,
nitery,
rewife
and oi.«hl-ycar-61d daughter,
another pop.piatlcry, ARA, found
will chirp for his varied combos.
plete fashion, but material, was selis own plant
lected from it and used by various'
could not keep apace Patty Sul. 27% of his carninss. or sumes name-band policy on Thur.s.
a
guar;intecd
minimum
Mies, so deal
of $00 a i27)
performers there in their regular,
when Boyd Raeburn orch
was made for half
..productive
soldier shows, and the parody of
capacity
of
Olympic week. When Slack didn't eouglv up. moves into spot for an indef stand. Victor Sends Heeber
Mrs.
her
Sl.ack
tlirough
attorney.
nccorfl Go., pressing
"Beguine" was then incorporated in
plant flhancially
his big 21-picce
Leader
taking
is
Glenn.
SiiperioiCourt
Shohce,
aslu'd
controlled by Jeftcrson-Travis
Corp.,
Coast
N. Y. Stars aftd Gripes."
Judge
John
Sbarbnro
Powell
L.
to
issue
an
spot,
and
Ginnie
crew into
Which owns iilusicraft.
Guild and
In view of the fact that so many
_
Hollywood, June 25.
order Karnisliing SlacU'.s; royaliics will rejoin outfit as chirper. Miss
namp-Tone laboLs.
Victor Records will further muscle people all over the world have enfrom the music companies. Amount Powell has been thrushing with
local forces with arrival here of joyed the number I think it only fair
is accrued from Jan. 14. 154C.
Hflrry James since last February.
ENESGO'S U.S. DATE
Walt Heeber from plattery's N. Y. that credit for, it be given where
Raeburn is talking a rep deal with headquarters on Mon. (30), to join credit is due.
Georges Encsco, Romanian violinEzra Sloue.
Divorces Boyd Racbnrn
both^Gcneral Arli.sts Corp. nnd Mu- Hollywood staff and work under Art
'Si-composcr who hadn't been heard
Divorce from oi ch loader Boyd
America. He. cut away Hush. Coa.st. chief. Heeber has been
irom during the
war but w.i.s dis- Raobuni, on hi oimkI.'; of desertion, sic Corp. of
BUYS OUT INDPLS, AGCT,
from William Morris agency .several with recorder seven years, ICss war.^overcd to have been
living safely at was >,'ranled Lon aine Racburn in
months ago after long period. of mu- lime service in Army.
Indianapolis, June 25.
GhicaKO Friday i21) bv Superior
or the first
tual di.ssali.>:faction. Since, his bookBill Powell has bought out the
time in eight ycar.s when ^ Court Judge Edwin A. Rob.son. RobComing along wih Heeber will be
in.Ks have been handled by personal
ne appeal..,
Ferguson Bros, agency, with which
as .soloist with the Balli- .son gave Mrs. Racbui'n cu.slody of
Ober.stein, Victor yccpec. who
F,li
manager.
he was formerly connected, for a reSymphony
William.
Bovd
will spend about 10 days on one of
the
couple's
child.
Orchestra
under
f
ported $10,000.
"eginald Stewart,
his periodic visits. While here, Oberat N. Y.'.s Car- 5. and awarded her .$300 monthly
"'ele Hall Feb:
New outfit, booking orchestras,
Inc., char- .stein will supervi.;e' flock of waxing
Publlcaiiorts,
Piibllx
support for hcr.sclf and the child.
5. next.
''''"^ '""''^
Racburns were rii.Ti'ricd in Mem- tcred to conduct a' music publishins dates, leading off with Betty Hut- cocktail units and other mtjsical
the
"""'"'c symphonic groiip in phis. Dec. .21, 193'), and separated bu.sitiess in New York. Capital stock ton, Betty Jane Rhodes and Freddy acts, will be known as the William
N, Y
G.
Powell- agency.
Martin's
orch.
value.
shares,
par
no
is
90
J
March
1845.
'

The petition recites tha.t- the hotel
had- contracts with various bandleaders, and the hotel contends the
musicians themselves were not employees of the hotel but of the leade>-s, and that the hotel therefore was
not liable for their withholding, and
social security taxes.
The petition
further charges that the hotel had
filed a claim with the Internal Reve-
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BEER-BACH CONCERTS

TO OPEN
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.
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.
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COAST PLAnERY
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EUROPE INVASION
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.
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H'wood

To

From

I

;
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]
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:

.
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.
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1

2,
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British Best Sheet Sellers

NBC, CBS, ABC, Mutual Plugs

.

(Peatman System)

...

All

•

•

•

•

•

Louis

•

•

JJ^"'"'"""
•

n

f^,

Do You Love Me?— -C'Do You
Gun .......BerUn
Doin' What Comes NaturUv-'"'Ai>nie Get Your
Full Moon and Empty Arms
-^gg^""
*
..
..
:.
Gypsy
„ „
I Don't Know Enough About You..,
^J:
I

Don't

I've
I

Know Why..,

Got Sun

In

Morning-«"Annic Get Your Gun

d Be Lost Without You. ...
Love In Vain— v"Centcnnial Summer'

_

.....

.

•

•

^"

•

No One But
It's

You:.,.
^Wonderful-' 'Annie Get Your Gun

We'll Gather Lilacs ...........

v

^

;
•

•

'

p

j^i,,
j

t a
°- Harms
'

^^^^^^

'I'

.

::::santly-Joy

SB'

v'"

•

nl.-iin

•

Where Did You Learn To Love. ...
Who Do You Love I Hope..
You Are Too Beautiful..........'.'
You Won't Be Satisfied

•

•

^

•
•

'g-

f'"

,

•

....Bernn

.

t

Filmttsicol.

Legit Musical,

t

'

'

BMJ

Mutual

•

•

Licensed.

10 Best Sheet

TOP HIT OF YCSnROAY

.

•

;

.

Sellers

(Wee^: Ending June 22)
.....Leeds
Gypsy
They Say It's Wonderful. .Berlin
What Comes Natur'Uy. .Berliri

GREAT fOFUlAR
STANDAKD TOOJ(Y

.

Sioux City Cue.
Prisoner of Love.
.

.

.

.....

.

.Morris

Melrose

'
McKinley's book is supplied by
Eddie Sauticr. who did a lot of things
Sautiei's stulV
for Bcntiy Goodman.
is unusual, achieving tone-colors and
tricks that bend even a tin ear in
the band's direction. But while all
this is going on, what happens to the
They all
kids oh the dancefloor?
seem to develop two left feet. And
His stuff just
Sautter's the culprit.

And at
wasn't built for terping.
Meadowbrook, where hundreds of
kids hit the hardwood for hours on
end, that's not cricket. Nor will it be
Of course,
for any other daiicery.
the bad terp tempi are not constantly
When
sent out from the' stand.
McKinley drops into a pop or standard calling for an everyday f.t. pace,
everything falls into its proper place
Then the
arid no toes are stubbed.
band really hits a b.o. pace. Musically, it's a strong combo, a well rehearsed grouping of foiir trumpets,
four
sax,
five
three .trombones,
rhythm.

Do You Love Me? ......... :BVC
C-P
I Don't Know Enough..
BMI
Laughing On Outside.
All Through the Day .Williamson
....Shapiro
In a Moon Mist

McKinley

alternating
at

SLAPS IRELAND

FOR NO 'INTT ORCH

—

;

this

question to

CHUCK FOSTER ORCH

hosts

N. Y.
Here's another example of a com
paralivcly small combo that makes
with as much music as any of the
Foster outfit scored
large combos.
a big Hit at the Terrace Room a year
ago and has been broiight back for
'

,

coifniry which had produced, such
phllosophcis and playwrights should
have such a gap iu its cultural 'life.
Only first-rank orcjieslra in the
10-week stay, with options. Becountry is the Radio Eireann sym- a
iwceii times, the outfit returned to
by
conducted
phony
orchestra,
the Coast, where it (Irst won its
Michael Bowles, but this is not up spurs, played a solid 2C weeks at the
to international standard and has Chicago Blackhawk and wrapped up
never played outside the country, the tour with a series of onealthough Bowles has filled several niphter.s.
Band's music is well-tailored to
invitation engagements as conductor
the room, with its steady clientele
with the BBC in London.
of both jivcslers and oldsters. Originally following the Lombardo-GarMllzi Green has been signed for ber school of dreamy balladecring,
the Capitol theatre. N. Y., starting Foster had added some pyrotechnics
I
'

»0[

i

'

July 4 or

11.

to "his repertoire in the
jive.

Combo

FOR SALE
$10,000
Minimum Aecepfablt Bid

WORLD'S LARGEST COLLECTION
OF RECORDINGS FEATURING THE
VOICE OF

BINGCROSBY
Ov*r 3,000 htmt, intluding prntingt from all portt of th* world, noh-conv>
morclol, radio broodcaili, govornnMni drwf and many porranal and oxcjmiv*
tranuripKoni.
Evory cemmtrciol rocord ovtr mado, footuring tht CBOSBT

Ninety penont MINT cendilien,, in tp«cially cenitruct*d cobimtt with initant
Mloction foalur*.
In<lud« compU.1* card indox hUtory el CROSBY records
contplale (talittical record ever compiled..

and meet

WRITE

CHURCH STREET STATION
N«w York I, N. Y.

Don't

Know Enough AbouVYou

Laughing On the Outside
'

Doin'

9.

What Comes

(9)

|

p^^^ |°^'^j^j| V"'

{

?5 SJ^.

,

•

(BMI)

Love

In

In

(Ixt.B. Harms).

Vain

.Decca
.Victor

Columbia
.

.

.Decca

.

.

.Cosmo

,

.Capitol
... .Decca.

..

*
'

M^^is^Bros*

"
.

Dinah Shore

...

Columbia
'

Natur'lly (1) (Berlin)

^Immy^Dorsey

'

(Columbia
Decca
.

i< Haymes-Forre.st
-

•••

•

•

-

.

.

.

.Capitol

.

.

Decca

.

Tonimy Dorscy

|

Decca

.

Margaret Whiting.
Mills Bros.

Don't Be a Baby. Baby t6) (Tri angle)

Decca

-

.Victor

• .

/.V.;

'!

.Victor

.

. .

..
,

.,

"

(2) (C)

(

10.

Victor

Coming Up
Do You Love Me (BVC )..,..

Hey Ba-Ba-Re-Bop
Cement Mixer

Dick Haymcs.

f

Guy

.

\

.

1

1

...... ..

Bumble Boogie (Martin)....

.

.

(Embassy)

.

.

| vaughn Monroe..
Freddy Martin
.

i

Torrimy Tucker..

|

Erti

.

.

.

. .

.

.

......

.

.

TitzgcrakT

.

Decca

.Victor

.

.

Victor

Decca
Columbia

.

"
.

.

.'.

.

Tonijght

.

.

.

Loiinbardo.

Merry Macs.

Ashby De La Zpoch (Manhattan)

Good Blues

—

.

.

(

•
~
\
J „
,o
Bus (Robbms)
Love On Greyhound.

There's

i

Decca
Lionel Hampton
...
Decca
Beneke-Millcr
Victor
Slim Gaillard
Cadet
Frankie Carle.
Columbia
Margaret Whiting. ^.Capitol

(

(Leeds)

(Mills)

One More Tomorrow (Remick).

.

.

.

.

.Victor

.

.Decca

.

Korda's Plan
Contlmiied from pa(e
a financial interest in'

current

m us

World," but

it

i

ca

1

,

1

Orson Welles'
"Around the

believed that that

is

investment was more in the form of
an advance to Welles to ti^ him up
production of a film under
for
Korda's banner in England. Except
for the fact that Korda will probably
put lip a good deal of the backing
for Achard's play» there would be

no similarity between the
and the one with Welles.

latter deal

Korda's Schedule

Achard_ will be in the United
week or 10. days. Korda
coming, in addition to the legit
venture, to set plans for the. film he

States only a

will produce in Hollywood this fall;
pending completion of improvements
on his studios in Britain. Tentative
schedule calls for him to remain in
New York about two weeks prior to
He exproceeding to Hollywood.
pects to return to England before
actually starting production on the

Coast.

Laudy Lawrence,
United States

n

c

week from

Continned from page

two-step

1

is

this

Bob Hope Buys

abandoned
its

BOURNE

chief of foreign,

returning to the
a tour
of Latin. America to meet the producer in New York. Lawrence and
his wife plan to leave for Paris,
July 6.

sales for Korda.

of solid

Ijeat in favor of a solid swing rhythm
that elicits good returns on both the
Latter are
ballads and jive stuff.
never too fast, however, maintaining

2

FLY

—

BANDS
Play mer*
dat«s with lets •ffort
LET US

FLY

YOU THERE!

;

14 tb 21
a record for tour of comparablie dur-

PASSENGER

LUXURY AIRLINERS

ation.

In 13 towns, Hope has chalked up
a steady jurnp beat that provides
a gross cjtceeding $238,177 with r.pgood dansapation throughout.
Foster crew, with its four brass, proximately 150,000 passing through
four reed and three rhythm, still the wickets. High-mark of the tour
highlights its modern arrangements was hit in St. Paul where he racked
of the oldies but also rings in a up $39,000 in one night at the St.
goodly .share of the newer numbers, Paul Auditotium.
plus enough Latin tunes for the
Other takes include $26,735 in
rhumbii
addicts.
Good - looking
maestro doubles on the clarinet and Dallas, Qmaha, $21,000; Spokane,
tenor .sax; as well as handling the $17,601:
Tacoma. $13,988; Seattle,
vocals in 'a nice scat fashion on such $15,000: Portland. $12,375; Oakland,

novelties as "Cement Mixer." Crew $14,800; San Francisco, $16,978; Denis
well animated, with its group ver.
$11,280: Tulsa, $15,800; Oklachoralistics adding a good touch of
homa City, $15,350; Ft. Worth, $11,showmanship to tne repertoire.
Tommy Ryan and Betty Clarke, a 630. and Houstoli, $14,720.
pair cf nice-looking kids, put across
Hope's troupe consists of Olga
the pop ballads in clicko .fashion. San" Juan, SIcinnay Ennis orch, five
Band proves its verisatility by back- Paramount starlets (Bea Allen. Valing up the room's ice show for a
tough but well-handled 45 minutes mere Barman, Virginia Duffy, Mavis
Murray, Laura Corbcille) Jim and
of straight playing.
Sunny Raye, a gal with a syrupy Mildred Mulcay, Nillson Sisters,
voice, nils in the interludes between Jack Pepper, Eddie Rio along with
dance set.i with a nice selection of stage manager and writer.
tunes.
She'd go over much better,
however, with a babv, spot or some
kind of lighting. As it is. shc'.s practically sitting, in the dark, makmg it
tough for the spc'ctators to locate
her.
Stat.

AIR CHARTER
337 Eqtl S7th

St.,

AGENCY

N. T.

Wl 2-1100

COMPOSER

popular melocon*
ntction profosiienal lyrieisf able to do manuscript
work. Partnorshiji basis roquirod. Evtnings only. b«*
causo of ethor work. Ref•roneos roquirod. Commercial organixations engaged
in supplying lyrics for music positively net considered. Reply Boi A297. Variety, 154 West 46th St.,
New Y«rk 19. N. Y.

dies, voforon, dotiros

AVAIUBLE SOON

May bo leon ay appointment' in New Yerk'Cily, All oHert lubiecl to atccptdnco of uHer. Principals only wiH be granted interview. Cash termi. Strict
confidence >/ill be maintained.

26,

way

has thus

the "hotel mu.sic" with

BOX

(11)

With Tonimy Ryan, Betty Clarke
Terrace Room, Hotel New Yorker

and guests ^t a 'Welcome to Ireland'
party.
Told them blimtly that, he
was surprised and gi-ieved that a

ON

.

,

is

International. Celebrity Concert sea-

rapped

Decca
Columbia

,

,

:

himself plays drums,
at the usual setup and
a set of diflterently toried tymThey add the spice
pani skins.
and color to. Sautter's unusual stulT,
but seem like a selling point for
stage work only. McKinley himself
is a nice-looking guy who must have
trouble breathing. He has his nose
PIANIST
It's evident
in the air all the time.
even on the bandstand. The outfit
isn't that good; neither is its b.o.
reputation yet.
Dublin, June 20.
Norman
Teddy
and
Adams
Chris
Why hasn't Ireland an orchestra handle vocals. Miss Norman is fair at
Pianist rhythm stuff and Norman js in the
standard?
European
of
Wood
Benno Moiseiwitch, here to open an same category.
ison,

I

•

•

|

leased a (lock of maestro."!. But, unfortunately, it seems to be a little out
of step with the dancing public.

,

PnoitM

"

'

v ••••-'

-

^

'

•

^

.

'iVjiip'

•

,

(is)

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
Ray McKinley's new orchcsna,
which opened here a fortnight ago
following a run at the Commodore
hotel. New York, where it debuted,
is one of the niost interesting combos
to come along since Uncle Sam re-

Rouuins

'

'

;

Surrender

They Say

,

BM

"

•

All

Sioux City Sue (8) iMorris)...:

8.

Adams, Teddy Norman

Willi Ghrls

.

"^'J'"

•^iVHarms

• ^Laughing On Ihe OuUide...
Love On a Greyhound Bus-v'-No Leave, No Love
More Than You Know
One More Tomorrow.
•Prisoner of Love
Seems Like Old Times
Shoo Fly Pie
.;
Should I Tell You I Love Yoir.'-f'Around the World'
'•• ••
Sioux City Sue
There's

RAY Mckinley obch

•

•

•

In

Through the Dav <n) (Williamson)

4.

5.

7.

Band Reviews

•;,„:,:„

.

.

,

BSng Crosby'.'.'.'.'.V
Perry Como.
j^j^ Spots

(

Prisoner of Love (12) (Mayfair). ......

3.

6.

•

•
.

j Dinah Shore,
{Perry Coino

.

H

nvr
Love Mc?". ................ -^vi•

Ink Spots

j

..............

.

.

.

•

Woman

;

(Leeds)

(91

.

Down River Cinephonic
Chickery Chick. ..... .Connelly
Let Bygones Be. ..... .Fcldman
Oh What It Seemed to Be. .Sun
Fcldman
Land Of Beginning
.Wood
Rain Must Fall
-Sun
Atchison Topeka
Grand Night Singing. .Chappell

'ZSa-iu

•

•

•

Gypsy

1.

,

•

Come Rain Come Shine— •"St.

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

'40)

20,

Cruisin'

Wi Uamson

-

.(Week Ending June

London June 21.
.....F.D.K.
Mary Lou
Can t Begin Tell You. .ChappcU
Money Root of All Evil.Chappcll
Bless You for Being Angel :Gay

xoeeU. June 14-20 bused
FollouJiJig are the Most Played songs of the.
Research, using
CM Die copi/rigl.ted survey by Dr. John Peatman's Olfice ol
information jii N. Y.
the Accurate Reiiorfiuo Rndio Log as basis oj

Through the Day— f'Centcnnial Summer".
....
Along With Me
Ashby De La Zooch
Cement Mixer
Coax Me a Little Bit

.

,
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50

V'.. ,

ADVERTISIHG MANAGER

DIETZ'S DITTY
HoUywood. June

Howard

25.

Dietz has written his iirxt
in collabora-

song in several years
tion

'M'ith.

Sammy

Fain.

Titled "The Dicky-Bird's News."
going into a Joe Pasternak productioo as yet untitled.
it's

L

Top Music and Entertainment Experience
WRITE DEPt. V. c/e LEEDS CLOTHES SHOP
1M WIST 4«TH STREET, NIW YORK

.

.

.

ORCHESTHAS-JIflJSIC

Wednesday^ June 26, 1946

Bands

Hotel B.O.'s

at

Week*

PLiMd
Hotel
21
75c-$1.50 )
Tohnny Pineapple* LexlHlton (300;
New Worker (400; $1-$1.50) , .. .. .... 12
Jerry Wald'. T..
Paxton, ..Pennsylvania- (500; $1-$1.50). ....... 5
u.nri

reorce

2

T>i-htoiv Noble.. Waldorf (550; $2).... ..............
Roosevelt (400; $1-$1.50).
Joe" Rcichman....
Carmen Cavallaro Astor (850; $1-$1.50)

6
1

On Union

CoT«n

fatal

1,C25
1,625
1,750
2,725
2,375
5,325

44,325
22,400
8,970
5,650
13,035
5,325

to

shotv,

salaries.

Unfair List

of Variety Artists this weelt, with
performers and agents notified they
cannot do business with the nitery
while AGVA ban is on.

New

Yorker has ice

Break came when nitery refused
renew basic agreement and post
covering
performers'
bond

Chicago

ow

fair 5,000.

Ted Straeter (Empire Room, Palmer House; 590; $3-$3.50 min.). Down to
5400 but still a good take.
'orrin Tucker (Boulevard' Room, Stevens hotel; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Slight
slip to 5,700.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50).

Still

collecting the hefty

around

4,000 tabs.
Slimmer trade' of
Bus; Morcan (Biltmore; 900; $l-$li{0)..

the.

concert

Business hiked up to smash 4,300

covers.

has

business

strides since (and
to) the war, with signs pointing
to the boom to continue, its capacity
has in no way been reached, according to Marks Levine, v.p. of
National Concert & Artists Corp.

America has developed an
mense musical activity, Levine

Los Angeles

Minneapolis, June 25.
to adopt for future use. In all probTheir performance in the Bob ability the contract will not reach
Hope touring show has won Jim final form until next month. Len
and Mildred Mulcay a Sonora con- Zissu, SCA attotney, is
presently in
tract to make an album of harmonica
N. Y. working it up.

says.

While

Concert Biz

Hollywood, June 25.
Screen Composers'
the throes of prepping

of.

Mulcays to Record
Assn. are in
contract form which the celluHarmonica Album new
loid cleffers hope to get film studios

due

On

^

Alvino ney (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 950; $l.S0-$2.50 min.). Buddy
Bich closed Thursday (20), Rey opened Friday (2i) to finish week with a

Members

made tremendous

,

Gander

Contract for Studios

records. They go to New York to do
the platter stint directly after the
Hope show closes early next month.
The, Mulcays taught Hope the
harmonica, and the comedian joins
the pair in several numbers in the
show. He will do a bit of harmonica
playing in his next film musical, he

Brandon (Marine Rooip, Edgewater Beach "hotel; 900; $3-$3.50
Outdoor Beach Walk opened Saturday (15) to up take to 10,000.
)
Sherman Hayes (Walnut Room,-. Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Leveling oH to a steady 3,000.
Ernie Heckscher (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Climbing to 2,600 after two wobbly weeks.
Ileiiry

niin

New

Screen Composers Assn. Preps

Cloud Room, Portland, Ore., was
Past
Coven
Week On Diite declared unfair by American Guild

cash
Asterisks Indicate a supporting floor show.
Lexington, an Hawaiian. /loor sliou),
•
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Cloud Room, Portland,

Indie Exhlbs

Nothing definite

is

known

as

present pact form, but it is pretty
well established that screen scorers
are seeking greater control over
their creative compositions than at
present. One consideration definitely known to be sought is reversion
of scores to writers in event the music pub subsids of fllmeries do not
want to print pop versions for pub-

im-

lic sale.
Also, most SCA-ers would
Continued from page S
like a clause precluding studios from
with which they are in competition. using a work more
than once, and
Business being as gQod>a5 it is today, then only in
film foi: which it was
most of them don't care to upset the tuned. Complaint is that frequently
have symphony orchestras, for in- applecart.
bits from a score from an old pic
The
buying
in
blocks
five.
stance; more of them don't even
of
In- are inserted in a new release, a
have concert halls. America's musi- stituted under the original consent short, or occasionally in a trailer.
cal life is unplanned, lacking con- decree of 1940, is seen by many of The scorers think they should recerted efforts on the part of local the exhibs to have reacted more ceive extra coin for such usage.
advantage
the
to
the
of
distribs
than
organizations, and lacking governAt present SCA has enlisted 102
ment aid. When these come, as they the theatremen. They -think it has members, just about all the actively
are bound to, says Levine, America given the releasing companies op- working scorers in Hollywood. Orwill really have^ a musical life, portunity to slip in additional high ganization is .joined voluntarily
and
percentage
pictures
without
providplanned, purposeful' and plenty prohas not yet sought Guild status, nor
'
ing the cpmpensaUng relief to the made' overtures for
ductive.
affiliation with
At present, says the director of theatre operator of a chance at any other craft union.
product
other
than
that
of
comNCAC's concert division, the picture
is
disappointing.
Atlanta, with a panies with which they regularly do
population of 450,000, has no sym- business. Latter objective was the
orchestra.
No Italian, (3er- theory behind the Government suit. Alwoy* Smi« All Ways Poyatar
,

says,

without the. nucleus of a musical
life, such as existed in European
cities before the war. Too few cities

,

Location Jobs, Not in Hoteb

^

(Chicago)
Rounding out a so-so.
Bishop (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.).
engagement with a jump to 3,500.
Gay Clarldce (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Joe E Lewis' second
week to a capacity 8,000.
Henry Klnf (Aragon; 80c-$1.15). Will Back closed Sunday (16), King
opened Monday (17) to finish week at a hefty 18,000.
Baddy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3-$3.50 min.). A keen 4,300.
Benny Strong (Trianon;. 90c-f 1:15). Steady 12,000.
Billy

:

I

'

.

-

—

phony

(Los Anoeles)

MILU niOGRAM SUGftKHONS
All that the blocks-of-five setup
man or French city of that size beRepeated opening fore the war was without one. Port- resulted in, the exhibs say, was a
land, Ore., with 400,000 people, has bit more trouble in operating a
lah Garber, Bobby Sherwood (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 6th wk.). .Final no symphony; it had one, but it theatre. And all they see in the
frame dropped down to 11,0(K) admlshes.
folded, for lack of financial support. single-picture buying is still more
Tiny Hill (Trianon, B, South Gate, 2nd wk.). Really taking a beating Richmond, Va., with 240,000 people, time-consuming detail without comwith poor 2,960.
•
has no symphony; Jacksonville, with pensating advantage.
Eddy Oliver, Eddie Heywood (Trocadero, N, Hollywood 8th&3rd wks.).
200,000 population, has none.
Exhibs who had had bitter exStanding pat with 3,000 tabs.
I
Jacksonville doesn't even have a periences in competing with niajor
regular concert hall, says Levine. circuita expressed little faith that
Neither has Albany, the capital of the ability to buy a picture away
N. Y., with a population of 130,000. from the competition at auction
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
Concert artists who visit a city are would help much. They foresaw
only a stimulus, Levine adds; what majors bidding as high as 75% for
1*1«BrM*»«v
NmrYwktf
Orrin Tucker orch get for six-week stand at Palladium, Hollywood, determines a musical life- is local film after film, and taking losses on
opening Oct. 9 at reported $4,000 per. stanza.... Henry Busse band opens participation.
What the country them, just to keep them away from
week at Rainbow Rendezvous, Salt Lake, July 29. .. .King Guion crew set needs are: (a) more local music indies. With the majors having more
tor three weeks at Rainbow Rendezvous, Salt Lake City, starting July 8
groups like symphonic ensembles; coin, they can hold out longer, was
Sterling Young's new band into Salt-Air, Salt Lake, July 1-10.
Henry (b) more concert halls, and (c) the bitter comment, and eventually
King into same spot, July 13-14. .. .Louis Prima will one-nite through opera schools and training centers. force the indie out of business. Such
Tap-aetcb, 22,
l oi. 4 fon ercb.Pacific Northwest, Aug. 1-23
Bob Crosby will one-nite June 29 at Long Levine thinks it a crime that in a dog-eat-dog habits of the major comeoMb*, tip«riMK«: timi, Mw;
Beach (Calif.) municipal
Bob Wills western band dated for Pacific country of 140,000,000 there is only panies, however, have long since died
woata A-l coMwcriM. Writ* loi
Square ballroom, San Diego, July 5-7.
one real opera house, the Metropoli- and most of the indies \yere willing
nj. VarMy, IM Wtit 44Hi St.,
Baron Elliott band has gone into Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh, for a tan;
to concede that no drastic competiNew Yarh.
week before shifting to O'Henry Ballroom in Chicago for two-month run.
On the other hand, Levine sees en- tion of that' nature was likely.
Elaine Weston, band singer who has been out of action since her marriage couraging signs.
A city, like San
a year ago, is coming back as vocalist for the Joe Schonbeck outfit in Francisco has its own musical life.
Pittsburgh.... Cary Grannla trio out of Chicago spotted' in the Hollywood It has a civic center; an art commisShbw Bar, Pittsburgh, replacing the Al DiLernia trio... .Al Nobel, sion; a symphony orchestra, and an
KQV vocalist formerly with Hal Mclntyre; Patti Jean Baldridge, ex-Al opera company and a season. There
Kavelin singer, and Steve Manning doing the vocals on four sides Dom is a city tax for these artistic enterTrimarkie 4 at Hotel Roosevelt in Pittsburgh is cutting for the Variety prises. Opera artists are now borlabel
Beverly Bennett claimed singing 40 songs a night, or thereabouts, rowed from the Met, but in time the
Beautiful Hawaiian
was too much for her, so she quit the Marty Gregor band at Terrace city will have its own.
Hoom in Pittsburgh. Gregor said she was exaggerating but accepted her
Other cities have musical lives;
resignation anyway. .. .Tommy Carlyn's ba;id into West View, Pittsburgh, N. Y. as a music distributing center
for a couple of weeks.
has a musical life. It has no civic
Gene Krupa's combo, currently getting lensed in RKO's "Beat the Band," center though, says Levine; exslipped out of Hollywood during last weekend layoff for a one-niter in
Mayor LaGuardia had the right
Sacramento. .. .Lionel Hampton swelling his lineup of California bookings idea with the City Center, but noby getting inked for week at vaudfllm Lincoln, Los Angeles, Oct. 1
body developed It. It's just another
Hildegarde, set for fortnight at Mark Hopkins, San Francisco; starting
booking house today.
July 30, is taking own leader, Arthur Ravel, from New York for the nitery
Levine sees the day coming, pernand...._Stan Keller's eight-piece combo out of Astor hotel, N. Y., after
haps 50 years from now, when govtwo years and set for two months at Antlers hotel, Colorado Springs, starternment subsidy will provide a
ing July 12....Emil Coleman inked
into new California Cabana Club, musical life as it now aids educaSanta Monica, from July 3 to Sept. 29
Dick Jurgens set for weekend tion. There will be a Dept. of Fine
of Aug. 9-10-11 at
Aragon ballroom. Ocean Park, Calif., where crew will Arts, subsidizing musical activity as
ugment Lawrence Welk. Following weekend, Jurgens wiU play Pacific now museums, galleries and libraries
Square, San Diego. .. .Emery Deutsch, ex-batoheer now prezzing Emery
are aided. The cost won't run over
0" Coast opening Hollywood office
Mary Morgan new chirp five to ten millions a year; a pit•*t"^
With
Harry James' combo, replacing Ginnie Powell, who cut away from tance where government expendicrew when it came east this week.
tures are concerned.
FranUe Carl* (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 2nd wk.).

MARY LOU

week's biz for 24,000 customers.

STORMY WEATHER
CAN'T GIVE

.

YOU

ANYTHING BUT LOVE

.

On

the Upbeat

DRUMMER

.

.

.

—

A

Medley

.

SWEET

LEILANI

TO YOU SWEETHEART ALOHA

.

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC

UlY ANN CABOL QUITS FBIHA
Lily Ann
Carol, vocalist for
«>uis Prima, has left the orchestra
w go on her own as a single.
She's being submitted
by Jerry
•

flosen for

vauders at

$1,000.

Top Tunes for Your Books
An A\X'7xTA€ Favorite

DIGGA
DIGGA
DO
Music by.,

.

JIMMY McHUGH

to

what clauses will be incorporated
which will radically differ from

''

'Xittle Richard

Publithod by

MILLS

v

'
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Melancholy Baby' Causes
Two Sad Sacks in Chi Cafe

Mich. Food and Drink Shortages
Scuttling Detroit Nitery Business
June

Detroit,

Wlial

the

the disliicl

in

niterics

Grounds
surrounding Detroit
racetrack had looked forward to beFair

windfall

a

ing

the
to
comparable
crowds of last season

|

tremendous

provmg

is

a

dud.

Into Sepia

L

A.

Hollywood, June 25.
Local offtce of American Guild of
Variety Artists has instilulcd ram-

because patronagec is lacknilci ies solidly
but with the state's diminishing paign 16 iincup Ncgro
whisky supply and the drought in in this area. Propulsion is' directed
beer along with meat shortage the against three of the toppers, and
niteries are unable to supply the
union figures' after these arc brought
demand.
Florinc
in line, others will sheep in.
It is common to see many of the
Hollywood AGVAn has nospot's on the fringe of the track Bale
shuttered long before midnight in tified Club Alabam, Ringside Club
order to save food and liquor for and Gayetv Inn that unless they pen
It is almost
the next day's crowd.
bonds covering
post cash
pacts,
impossible to get. a steak after Week's salary for floorehow enter9 p. m., and beer at that hour is tainers they will be deemed naIt isn't

memory.

Police questioned four men in connection with the fracas but they
were released after none could be

'

Move
here,

is

and

Miss Raye and CondoS
admitted being at the club but said
they saw no disorder in spite of the
fact that

one of the

George
was taken

vicliins,

Hickey'of Alberton, N. Y.,
to a local hospiUl with both eyes
blackened and one sivoUen slnil, two
teeth knocked out. face beaten and
with lacerations of the scalp.

Carson to Play

AGVA"s opening wedge
.

Bale
Local

Miss

dickering

is

K.C. Date Cuff 0

767. Negro
to agree to

with Musicians'
union of windjammers,
jerk out orchs -from spots
spurn AGVA overtures.

Action

New

Al Fresco Arena

which
.

Along with the short stipplies, the
nitery owners got a stiff jolt when
Kim Sigler was nominated for
Expose
Michigan governor on the Republi- Joaii Edwards'
can ticket. Sigler rose from an obBackfires on Hubby's
(Scure country lawyer to the top
spot within a year when he launched
a torrid crusade against gambling
Alimony to 1st Wife
and sent 41 persons to the peniJoan Edwards' piece for a national
tentiary,
among whom were slot
mag on how she makes three times
machine owners and distributors.
as much as her husband, Juliuis

to

Xansas

City,

June

Omaha, June

10,000 seal auditorium, a race track,

major Iowa-Nebraska bridge, a
and horse show and other
building' a big outdoor
is
,

things,

arena at

its

enormous plant

the

in

west end.

.

acls'

working

reasonable

a

salary

to

in

England

portion

of

foreign countries

is

expected to give impetus to Aiiierican bookings of acts abroad.
Letter from a British treasury
spokesrnan was recently received by
the Entertainment 'Protection Assn.,
British talent agency organization,which declared that "acts should
make application through his bank
in this country. (England) for re-"
mittahee home of such part of his
salary as he wished to send. These
transfers are subject to Treasury
control under the Defense (Finance)
egulations of 1939, but in practice
you will And. that the Bank of Eng.
land will normally allow transfers

to furnish a. place for big
Bob Hope
entertainment,
show was the la.st this suihmer in
Four more shows
the Coliseum.
will be given in the new outdoor
arena, Charles Magnahte the ac- of a reasonable proportion of an
cordionist: Donald Dixon with Lornn artist's salary, that is to say an
Byron and Lawrence Stevens; Danny amount ecjual to his total salary less
O'Neill with Earle Wilde at the the normal and unavoidable expiano, and one more to be named.
penses which he will h»ve incurred

Idea

is

"

summer

25.

of the most unu.'ual agree
mcnte in show business,
Carson is giving his services for
the week to Joftee. in keeping with
a promise he made after leaving the

is "one.

,

Then
go west in 1936.
Carson had completed a year and a

Tower

a

cattle

Manager Barney Jofltee. at the
theatre under what probaHsly

Tower

26.

Ak-Sar-Bcn, which already has

to

•

here."

Agencies

Ky; May-December Couple

Jqck Carson will play a home
coming vaude date the week of June
28 for

Omaba

Planned for

the British treasury in

l>y

remit

their

identified.

tionally "unfair.".

Nitery ops and bar owners recently held a protest demonstration
against the beer supply, cut when
20.000 jammed the huge Olympia
Arena to shout defiance at the Government order.

Bookings Abroad

S.

pencilling

song was "too sad."

ing,

just a

Seen Aid to U.

'

•

Night Spots in

business

terrific

in

I

AGVA Moves

a fight at the Rio Cabana, local
nitery, in the early morning hoins
Friday (21). Fight started when the
ex-GIs requested a singer to warble
Meluncholy Baby lo lite objection
of one of the assailants who said the
in

'

ft.

Brit Treasury Action Freeing Pays

Chicago, June 25,
With comedienne Martha Raye and
hubby Nick Condos as bystanders,
two arniy veterans were beaten up

Won't Hit N. Y. for lOG,

here

"

construe

that

by

normal expenses, aside from living
and transportation, is meant an

amount

to lake care of British taxes.

Museum

Dates Bobby Gilbert returned last week
rom a USO-Camp Shows tour which
Louisville, June 25,
embraced six theatres of operations.
Bright lights are no lure toi Mrs.
Delbert Sprouse, 19, Gladys, Ky'.,
who spoke for herself and her 18Reported that
year-old husband.
Billy Rose, and Hubert's Museum in
New York both made offers to the

Nix Nitery^

.

mated couple. The ofters
Tbwer stage strangely
pulled a neat backfire, half "as emcee of the
turned down were for $400 to appear
shows under Jo(Iee'.s management,
and
Schachter's former wife, reading the and had attained a following as two weeks, made by Rose,
story,' immediately filed action to
a bid of $150 a week for four weeks
singer.
comedian
and
by the museum.
boost her alimony receipts to six
Feeling that Carson had about,
Lord knowis, we need the money
times their present status.
reached his peak in this area. Joffec
said Mrs. Sprouse, "btit
Mrs. Dorothy Schachter. first wife urged him to try Hollywood. Car- bad enough,"
everything. I wouldn't
of the concert, violinist, declared it son lit out for Hollywood when money isn't
Couldn't
was common knowledge that Miss Joffee agreed to go along, and the ga to New York for $10,000.
sUnd the devilment of that place for
much as $3,000
earns
spent four

Schachter,

RAYES

BILLY

Edwards

as

weekly. Consequently, she said, her
former mate must be making about
$1,000 and should pay her and her
two children at least $250 weekly
instead of the $40 she's now getting.

Judge John E. McGeehan in N.
supreme court set a hearing

95th Consecutive

Week

July

MCA

AITISTS

I

I

.

Conforti Gets

Oby

For

agreed upon while JofTee was va
icationihg in the southwest recently.
Services which Carson is giving
ihc theatre can be conservatively
figured somewhere in the neigh
'

New

—Hollywood—
Mgt:

I

I

6.

AS
Masl«r of Ctromonits
Eori Carrell's Sk*tchbeeh
Earl Carroll ThMtr*

Y

months together..
two
weeks."
Carson rhade a screen lest for 20th- two
The Sprouses were married after
Fox, studied some dramatics with
obtain a marriage
to
tries
Ben Bard before finally angling bits two
license. Spouse was first refused be
in pictures for RKO and Warners.
have his parent's
When Joffee, returned to K. C. cause he did not time he lacked the
Second
Carson promised, "If I make good consent.
of money, and had
and become a nam'e Til come back required amount
Gladys, Ky and bor
and play a week for you at the to return to
prospective bride.
Tower."
The June 28 date was row it from his

25Gm Nitery

Pittsburgh, June 25,

Tony Conforti, co-owner with
Marcus Heiman of -Nixon Theatre
and who operates the
restaurant and nitery downstairs,

building

has finally gotten the green light
from Civilian Production Administration for building swank new
cocktail lounge off the playhouse's
lobby.
.

Spot, to be known as the .Nixon
Room, will cost around $25,000 and
Conforti hopes to have it ready by
the time the new theatrical season
opens.

Cbas. Trenet to Play

Canuck Concert Dates

.

Montreal, June 25.
price from theatres has been around
Charles Trenet, French singer re
12 G.
He recently played a Broad cently at Bill Miller's Embassy^
way date at the Strand. N. Y.
N. Y., set to do two one-nighters at
Following the vaude week Carson Forum here coming Friday- and
returns to the Warner lot to begin Saturday eves (28-29).
work in "Calamity Jane" in which
Forum seats about 14,000 but Arhe will be co-starred with Ann mand Vincent & Lucien Meloche,
Sheridan.
sponsoring the event, aren't worried
about filling since Trenet is a big

borhood of

$5,000.

Car.sonls

asking

French-speaking Montreal
(70% population is French).
It's reported thatTrenet is getting

draw

UNION UPS CHORUS PAY

TO {65 FOR USO SHOWS

WALLY OVERMAN
"CMOU

IN

KHYTHW

JACK KALCHIIM A«r

He'll
$7,500 for the dates.
also appear in other Quebec centres.

.

ductions to $65 weekly, $10 over
Suter's N. J. Inn
previous $55 scale. Tilt, according
George Suter, former managing
to Matt Shelvey. head of AGVA,
director- of the Savoy-Plaza Hotel,
may obviate, former difficulty USOpreems his new roadhouse. the
N.
been having in signing girls
Beau Rivage, at Spring Lake, N. J., CS has
for foreign jaunts, despite room and
today (Wednesday). Hildegarde and
being thrown in on such dates
Ed Fitzgerald are. among his backers. board
in addition to salary.
Inn is an exact replica, down to the
Shelvey will confer with USO-CS
window blinds, of the original Beau
officials later this week on the matRavage in Lausanne, Switzerland,
ter and plans to. invoke the new
George Mabardi, Hazel Forbes,
scale after the confabs.
Messir arc

'Blackout*' Fifth

Hollywood, June
fifth

other investors.

following its 2,167th performance.
Show has set an all time record
run for .this type of production,
grossing approximately $750,000 an-

NEW YORK
Featuring

Sammy

alkid
I

Love Willi
Yon Evoryday

Fall In

Pablltbcd by

STEPT MUSIC CO.

A

PaMlshad by

DUBONNET MUSIC CO.

nually.

Wharve You

SaranacLake

Gel to Lose

By Happy Benway

•ut Your Hoart?

CHAS.

rd Be Lost
PiAllslitd

Love Doesn't
Grow on Trees
PrtHibMl by

Til*

trained

S«ltb<Dmi9laM Fomom Bfht-Poay Hitch
ShetUndii aad cutom-mads equlpmeat. totetber with
In A-1 randUhm. Prir* $(I,(M complrla.
Fonlcn
'

CAiOLANNE PARM
Far fartUcr Mrtlcalan, writ* er
Bclawarr, OM*. Phune

RPP a
fall

Nvffelh. Vo.
ac«>t,

D.

Na.

t.

De Marcos'

S.A. Bid

SpMlal MsMrial by

MILT FRANCIS

Rogers, hospitalized after suffering
a stroke.

Marcos, who open at Giro's,
Lillian Mansfield, former Zelgteld
Hollywood, July 3, for four weeks, chorister who cured here two years
win get $2,500 weekly.
ago. back, at Rogers for 'seasonal
Following date at that spot .they checkup,
may go on a South Anierican tour.
(Write to those wb» are 111.)

De

,

.

HARMAN MUSIC CO.

Bridge Cafe to be hear her
daughter who is curing at the Will
the

Pertcrtly

by

ADVANCE MUSIC CO.

room

waii<>" f* aliouii In oat,

MUSIC

Without You

York.

only figurative since
is
Local niteries, Swiss Chalet, Durwill remain open, but under
Inn, Brown Bear
the policy of inn's Continental Bar gan's Lake Colby
and the Raybrook Birches, all doing
.since bar's being closed for complete
good biz. All. have orchs and modest
remodeling job.
Billy
Catizone's
foursome will move over to the budget floorshows.
Gertude Shapiro, who took over
Terrace from the Continental.

PabH«b«d by
K. HARRIS

PUB. CO.

~

can Iw Mwii nt

e

Nickel For

Memory

Summer

Folding

Stapt's Santotional

.

Saranac Lake, N. Y., June 25.
Helen Carlson, who is doing nicely
Terrace Room, Pitt,
at the Rogers, visited by sister, Adele
Carlson, last week.
Lillian Bergson was handed a 10
Folding for
day furlough and left for the Big
Pittsburgh. June 25.
Town last week.
William Penn
Hotel's
Terrace
Kathleen Bernard, wife ot the
Room, ^yhich dropped floor shows
few weeks ago, but has continued late Mike Bernard, pianist, is taking
like a veteran.
with dinner dancing nightly, will to the cure
Josephine Tans Valderama given
fold for the summer at end of this
all-clear papers and left for her New
month.

FOR SALE

CLUB 18

25.

year tonight with a special

show and party planned, backstage

Tony Mele and Martin

CITY

Year

Ken Murray's "Blackouts" sUrts
its

.

NEW YOIK

in

flat

American Guild of Variety Artists
upping basic wage scale of choristers with USO-Camp Shows pro-

Debuts

Haaafcinentt M,CJL

CurrMitly

FREDDIE LAMB'S

'

.

is

COMIC-SATIRIST

BERT
FRO H MAN

Mgt.: JERRY ROSEN
204 C. P. SoHth. Naw York
CI. 4-7216
Par.

'

VAUDEVILLE
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W«<IneB<lay,

No

West Indies Bid Big Coin

British

Biz Like

.Los Angeles,

McEHwain,

Bill

53

It!

June 25.
booker
of

Heavy

Florida Bistro Ops/ Hotels in

vaudfiUners Million Dollar and
Lincoln,

For U. S. Talent; Tax Rules Revised
made

Atlempts are being

and other points
Indies. Stephen
cert booker, left

in

the British West
Jamaican con-

Hill,

eight-year-young
Coleen Alpaugh, reputed by her
«agent to do a rope-twirlirig turn
In which 5he cracks a 50-foot
leash and shares honors in act
with seven-foot living snake.
Latest

Agent Loses 1st Round

& Chuckles Suit

Chuck

In

supreme court last week
The N.
denied a plea for injunction by Nat
Nazzaro, N. Y. agent; against Chuck
no
Although
artists..
Chuckles,
Negro comedy act on
and
and classical
yet, the ground that the performers are
contracts have been signed as
not "unique" and they are not headnegotiations started will be con-

N

is

Y. last yi-eek after

tinued by

Dave Sternberg,

inN. Y.
Attempts
started after
to

permit

book

to.

BWI

U.

Hill's

rep

talent

S.

authorities agreed

incoming

headliners

to

take all earned monies oiit of the
various islands.
Hill figures that he can afTord to
pay up to $8,000 weekly CU. S.),

WCTU

Head Brands Bars

In Hotels Fire Hazards
Chicago, June

25.

Move

up American pop
an attempt to line

liners.

Competish for Sparse Summer Biz

to attribute to summer silly season the assortment of strange
acts being offered him.

to geft'

play
American acts and bands to
Jamaica, Trinidad
concert dates in

wondering whether

is

to ban bars
and niteries
in III. was urged upon
state legislatures Saturday (22) by
D.
Leigh
Mrs.
Colvin, prexy of the

from hotels

AGVA, Rodeoites

who

claims a contract
Nazzaro,
with the performers, declared that
the duo went to work in Small's
Paradise, a Harlem, N. Y., cafe, without his knowledge and consent on a
through
another
agent,
booking

Wrangle Over
Jurisdiction

Arthur Bryson. He sought to restrain the act from working out curHollywood, June 25.
rent their engagement.
A jurisdictional row which flared
However, the court ruled that aside
which would include cost of transAmerican Guild of
the fact that act is not "unique" between the
from
portation. However, talent agencies
Variety Artists and the Rodeo Coware
not
headliners,
validity
of
and
are asking $12,000 weekly guarantee
boys Association when Gene Autry's
the original contract is in question
'for top bands plys travel coin. Hill
"Flying A" Ranch show opened here
one
of
the
members
of
inasmuch
as
feels that admission prices and diflast week will' have to be decided
the team has been replaced,, and
ferences in rate of exchange will not
eventually by the national chieftains
terms of. the original pact maiy now
permit that kind of outlay for a
of the unions. That much was asnot be bindihg iipoii present team.
headliner.
sured after, long meeting between
his.opinJudge
Ben
Schreiber,
in
Only, commitment so far is Rex
local reps, which ended in a Mexideclared
that
more
equitable
ion,
the
Stewart band, set. to go after hts
can standoff.
decision
the
procedure
would
be
on
current datie at the Aquarium, N. Y.
claimed jurisdiction over
trial
ininstead
of
issue
by
a
court
Since Stewart hasn't, the labor perthe trick riders and acrobats who
junction. Judge also suggested that
mit yet, no contract has been signed.
do their stunting off horses, oh
Nazzaro's contract with the defend- grounds it's circus work and as such
ants may be based on a trade name^ falls into its province. Cowboy's
If so, judge suggested that Nazzaro
union refused to recognize cTaiiii
Roddy McDowall Tops
could stop them from using present and after long and humid session
label.
of bickering, both sides agreed to
Vande Unit With
lob hot potato into collective laps of
Matt Shelvey, countrywide director
Roddy McDowall, juve film player,
of AGVA, and Earl Lindsel, exec
will head a vaude unU. He's being
secretary of RCA, who headquarters
paii:ed with Jerry Wald's band with
in Fort Wortl^,
surrounding talent still to be set.
AGVA, however, prevailed sucDates lined up so far include Circessfully upon Autry to join and
cle,
Indianapolis, July 25; Palace
also Abe Lefton, ringmaster. Too,
theatres, Akron and Canton, Aug.
the live-talent imion satisfied itIS and 23.
self that the clowns in show and
Pittsburgh, June 2.').
several other dismounted entertajnSeventeen niteries in Pittsburgh
ers already were enrolled under 'its
and adjacent area, which several
banner.
weeks ago chose to operate sans
floorshows rather than accede to the
demands of American Guild of Variety Artists, have capitulated and Hildegarde's Record
made peace with the talent union.
All have signed minimum basic
agreements, posted, bonds and have
restored floorshow entertainment.
Date
Chi
Spots involved are El Cabatia,
Chicago, June 25.
Club Casino, Nile. Court of Fun,
Chicago is the scene of another
Nixon Cafe. Liberty Cafe, Redd's
Cafe, Romah hotel, Villa Madrid, one of those fabulous salary mop-ups
Blue Ridge Cafe, Tomm's Club, Pad- this week, with Hildegarde heading
dock Club, Don Melz' Casino, Al- for the top take ever chalked up by
len's Cafe, all Pitt."!burgh; Dew Drop. a femme performer for a week's
Inn, McKeesport. Pa.; Windsor Cafe, work. Booked on a percentage deal
Etna, Pa.; Riveria CUib, Aspinwall, by the Chicago Theatre, she's got a
guarantee of $17,500, plus a 50-50
Pa.; Onyx Club. McKeesport, Pa.
AGVA-franchised agents previous- split with Balaban & Katz of grosses
"IJtuKlilnily Vaura"
And, with the Chicago
ly apprised of unfair listing of these over $57,000.
NOW
LOOKOUT HOUSE. Covtngrea, Ky. spots were .?iven the. green light to heading for a sock $75,000, she'll get
resume bookings.
Tlimik Voii Knipk Hnil T<id.\' NrnnrH
half of the $18,000 overage, which
^
l»lr.: WII.I.I.A.M MOHHIS AiiKNTY
spells $26,500 for the week.
Mrn Vnrk - Chlrnica - llolljnowl
Manager Anna Sosenko sets half,

AGVA

Wald

17 Pitt Niteries

PactedbyAGVA

WOO Take On
Vaude

Hal Fisher
.

National Women's Christian Temperance: Union. Saying that spots
Were fire hazards, Mrs. Colvin
pointed out that fires in the LaSalle
hotel here and in the Canfleld hotel,
Dubuquei la., which caused the
death of a total of 80 people, "admittedly started in or near niteries
or cocktail lounges where liquor

was kept

Piec,

WALLY BO AG
CMrrraHy

GLENN RENDEZVOUS
Ncwpart, Kaatachy

Atlantic

City,

has

.switched

ago.

booking agents for the two spots.
From here, the "Penguin Room"
Hamid, who originally intended to show goes to N. Y. for a broadcast,
end competition by putting the buy- then . to the Downtown Theatre,
ing

talent

for.

the

piers

the

into

Detroit, for a

week

starting July 11,

hands of one booker, has shifted the and then to the Peacock Room of the
rights so that Arthur Fi.shcr. who Mark Hopkins hotel, San Francisco,
last year booked the Million Dollar for
four weeks starting July 30.
Pier will gather show.s for the Steel That'll be Hildcgarde's first west
Pier while Hal Sands, takes over the coast nitery date.
There's also a
Million Dollar Pier.
deal cooking between MC.^ and A.
The Eddie Sherman office, which J. Balaban for another vaudc date
until now booked the Steel Pier, is in
the fall, following the Frisco
now out of the picture. Sherman, stint, at the Roxy, N. Y.
wa.' in by virtue of having repre.

MoMgemaRt:

MARK

J.

LEDDY

'

sented Frank Elliott. Atlantic City
rep of Frank Cravatt. former pier
owner, who last year sold out to
Hamid and Abe Elli.s. concession-

'GAY'90'S' UNIT, SANS

HOWARD, SET FOR ROAD

aire.

Joe E. Howard's "Gay Nineties
Revue" unit, sans Joe Howard, i";
being set for road lour by Lou Goldberg. It will carry ca.st of oliltimtT
talent, which had been selected and
Borscht circuit, long addicted to rehearsed by Howard, who derive!"
u.<ie of his name.
all the modern con.venience,<!. f^eis a a cut of profits for

SEAPLANE SERVICE

STEVE EVANS
OflTerlne

...

HAPPY TIMES
nn.,». .W'IKK
"°^«..2.2"^''

a,

JOLLY MOMENTS

.UINK iftni

TIIEATRK. ItKTIIOIT
HOS£y-.i>(ib-K ASS0CI.4Xlilj

K Now S|>ecialittng)
^^•n

Wm

Re/rcfhmcnt
Strviee for

ifO RIVE-IN THEATRES^

TO BORSCHT BELT

remaining in N. Y. and
Howard
week— seaplane service.
Indie line, Monarch Airway.":, is in- continuing his currrnt stint at Billy
augurating a route which take.s off Rose's Diamond Horseshoe. Later
from 23d street and the East River, this summer he may go to the Coast
N. Y., and covers the Calskill and as technical adviser on his biographical film. "I Wonder Who's
Adirondack resort lakes.
Flight to Saratoga Lake will take Kissing Her Now?", which George
80 minutes and cost $35 round trip. Jcssel will jjroduce for 20th-Fox.
Other stops include Lake George i,90
Peter LInd Hayes will remain at
minutes, $37.50); Schroon Lake flOO
the Copacabana, N. Y., until Sept. 24
1 10
minutes, $39.60); Lake Placid
minutes, $45), and Raquetle Luke and will be. succeeded by Joe E.
Lewis.
(120 minutes, $47).

hew one

i.s

this

-

!

1

I

\

was

fair

biz,

began

sponsoring

rhumba contests with prizes riinning
as high as $300 a session.
Result
was that hotel dance instructors received buildups far beyond what
they rated, via newspaper ads and
'

publicity.

in quantities."

Hotel ops, noting the presence of
Colvin further said that
liquor is inflammable, and "fed the so niany of their guests, and the
flames whether or not they were rhumba instructors themselves, seestarted by matches carelessly tossed ing a few getting the build-up deby irresponsible drinkers or by cided to run contests at their hotels.

nearby shprt circuits.
"Both flres started after midnight
when drunkenness is at its height,"
Mrs. Colviif continued, adding that in
the long run losses stistained from
such flre hazards are greater than
'.

Rvult is most hotels have Latin-s..
American orchs, and feature contests
with giveaways from cash to merEffect on

chandise.

been marked.

nitery biz has
•

What gripes the FSCA is that
"the proflts. hotel
keepers derive' hotel liquor licenses do not permit
from cocktail lounges and niteries them to stay open beyond midnight.
When
these hotels requested city
on their premises."
council to allow them to stay, open
an extra hour, due to daylight savin.g time, the bistro ops went to town
on their Jjeef. Most of the hptel.s,
they claim, have been running far
beyond legal closing hour anyway.
Also, they point out, the license, allows hotels only stringed or canned
music. Niteries pay $2,000, have to
soundproof their rooms, are conflned
Ballroom in the Willard hotel, to certain zoned sections, must serve
Washington, has been leased to food and are otherwise closely superHarry Anger and Paul Young, who vised. They insist that the hotel ops
will turn it into a nitery.
Spot, lo- be' forced to pay the same fees- and
cated on an upper floor of the hos- follow the same rulings if they want
telry, is slated to open early Sep- to cater to the outside public.
Intember with a seating capacity of sistence by hotel ops thai they're
around 800 and'will use name talent. not looking for proflts, but .seek only
Anger, who formerly produced the to provide entertainment for their
stageshows at the Earle theatre, guests brought the answer that the
Washington, is now in the agency
(Continued on page 56)

New

Nitery In

WiHard Hotel D.C.

.

biz with

Matty

Rosen', in

New

stein,

COimEDY
PATTER

Chi hotelman, who purchased

some months ago, was originally expected to award the spot's
operation to Ralph Berger, operator
of the Latin Quarter, Chicago.

the hotel

.

.

York.

Youn.g, who will soon be discharged
from the Marines, operates the Roumanian Inn in that town. Jules Ep-

For All

IroMlm

of

Tfce oti fcolt

At one time, Lou Walters, boniface

Fun-Master Gag Files

of the Latin Quarter, N. Y., and Joe
Moss, of the 400 club. New York,
were after the spot.

Vaudates for Stripper

Los Angeles, June 25.
Betty Rowland, featured stripper
current at Burbank, burlesk barn,
has been offered six weeks of combo
of course, and out of the $26,500 they
George Hamid Shifts
vaude and nitery dates in Pacific
pay the Music Corp. of America- Northwest key towns by Bert Levey
which includes agency.
booked
package,
Bookers of MillionPatsy Kelly, Jan Murray, Harry SosDancer, who is pacted to prance
nik and tapstress Eleanor Teeman.
Dollar, Steel Pier, A.C. Frank Sinatra, meanwhile, retains at Burbank until end of August, is
agreeable to making her debut in
George Hamid. operator of the the all-time record with, the $41,000 vaude, and is asking $650 a week.
Million Dollar Pier and the Steel he drew from B&K a few weeks
'

cent weeks.

Prior to train strike and growth of
polio scare, th'ere'd been enough biz
to go around.
However, nitery ops
oh the beach, in efforts to hypo what

Mrs.

'

*

Miami, June 25.
Showdown battle Is waging between hotel operators who run dance
rooms in their hostelries and Florida
Supper Club Assn., comprising-nitery
ops, with biz on both sides sagging,
badly, due to recent polio epidemic
and sparsity of tourist trade in re-

Nof. I Thm 13 at $1.05 Eacb
13 DIfferNt Scripts for $13.00

A "UUSt" ton MOUNTAIN AND AU
OTHW «$0«T eNTCKTAINaS
Hot. 14 Tlira 20 READY SOON!
($2.00 Eocb—OoabU Scrlpti)
(O b Propold A.*v€mto Ordor ON LY)
In

pr«pi>ratlan;

"mu-Manter 'Book

niavkauU, Skit* « Illtn," lalim
"Fan-MB4t«r.Ilumor-dor for Emc*^."

iir

$2.00

Dopoiit oa C.O.D.
FOR ALL MATERIAL

Order*

PAULA SMITH
iO» W. Mth StrMt
New Vark CItr It, N.
-

T.

-
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Line's Eddie Noll-produced "Hats"
IV. J.
Logav, Richard and "Mocha-Jav.ai Jive" . numbers,
with' special music by Madelene
Dahiman, arc a pleasure to behold,
vyilh Elleri Terry clicking in the
There's no production pretense at
solo spot and Don Bradfleld singthe Riviera that used to be Ben Marden's— and is now Bill Millcr'ii— but Ing. Cce Davidson and Rio Rhumba
there is no particular need lor it. A band musicontribs please.
Mike.
couple of name.s lor straight enterliiinment, and a pair of bands for the
dancing that's all actually neces!>'. ¥.
sary to keep this Jersey r6adhou.->e
Seryio
Orln's
"RumtKinlela
in
eliciting as it has since its recent reHiifaiw"
u'tf/i
Mnriiia,Cniielina,
openiuK after it has been closed sev- Tropicann
Boys, Line, Pastora Ruiz;
eral years.
Carlos Varela It
The current bill has Baye aiid Carlos Raviirei:
Cnraliiio Orcyi; $1.50 iiiinimum.
u'ith
ballroom
their
class
Naldi
dancing, and Ella Logan with her
slill-nifty rhythm warbling. For the
Angel Lopez, the Havana-Madrid
customer hoofing there are the Rich- boniface, lias' made an obvious atard Himbcr and Noro Morales bands. tempt at .something different for his
Rach in his own niche satisHcs, Latin nitery on Broadway, and while
though the show's routining could the results aren't alw'ays what might
slcMid improvement.
be hoped, for, there is no questioning
Himber handles the introductions, the imagination and thought that has
and the chubby maestro needs a gone into this production. It's lively
lesson in diction. The voice is audi- Cuban setup of native song and
ble but what comes out is not. And dance, teaturihg Sergio Orta,. who
he should learn to briniE! on an act has both staged and is prominently
better. Also, one guesses that Him- featured.
He'.><
a lal boy with ah
ber at this time is between his fre- iiigraliating^ personality, if somewhat
quent diets. The juaestro looks much lacking in a fundamental sense of
better with less of that poundage. American humor.
Hi.s band, however, is still great for
The show'.s headliner, of course, is
the pop dancing, and Morales' Latin
outHt remains among the best for Garlo.s Ramirez, who is not pa'rt of
.ll\e Orta production but singles with
the- rhumba-samba stufT.
4
Raye and Naldi should have a his operatic baritone^ He's a goodsockier opening than the slow num- looking South American,. being under
ber they dO; but soon they're into contract to Metro, with which he's
their best^stuff and go oH begging. been featured in ihusicals. He does

Ilivi4>ra,
Riiye

and good-looking pianist

Vori

H Nnldi.

Diosa Costello, Ray Eberle, Lynn
Pupi C«nipo Orch. .112),
Del Cainpo Orch (15>; $Z min.

£lt<i

Orcli,
Morales
Hiriiljer's
Noro
Rfiiitnbn ISaiid; $3.50 tiiiiiiiMuiii.

I

—

Hnvana-Madrid,

.

'

•

.

'

Mary Raye

still

knows how

to choo.sc

Latin tunes, and there's no questioning the type With whom he's a
particular fave.
Strictly
for
the
femmes. Ramirez needs a better
command of English, however, if he's

her gowns, and, as always, they're
on a floor.
Miss Logan, who's been away
from the commercial, marts the past
couple of years, entertaining the going to attempt jokes.
servicerhen almost exclusively, has'
Canelina is a Cuban singer, Malost none of her flair for being more rina a dancer and Pastora Ruiz a
than just a singer. She's whamming Hamenco hoofer; all of whom, along
'em with the rhythmics, with-'which with Orta. are featured in the highly
she's become so closely identined. rhythmic Havana production layout.
When she essays a sentirhental balKniiii.
lad, however. Miss Logan is not in
her prime, especially in a: large,
noisy spot such as thiSi where hand4 arcades. X. Y.
wringing stuff is tough to get over.
(HOTEL BILTMORE)
What Miss Logan has to rely on.
Ounninger, Nat Brandwynne Or.ch,
and audiences who know her want
nothing else, are rock-'em tunes Ralph Font Rhumba Band; cover, $1
such as "take Me Out to the- Ball- weekdays, $1.50 Saturdays.
game." "My Bonnie," "Loch I.0mond." and the like.. An Irish mawhich debuted
Biltmore
Roof,
drigal that Miss Logan does for her
more than 30 years ago, has been
final encore is plaintive and good.
redecorated and reverts to an old
She had to beg off.
label this season.
It's
once again
Incidentally, that opening of the
show, wherein Himber introes a The Cascades,' a tag which derives
from a watei-fall, almost the width
calyp.so singer, should be eliminated,
of the room, trilling down over a
if it hasn't been already. Start off a
glass bulkhead back of the bandhigh-priced bill like this' with an unOther new decorative feastand.
known calypiso singer? That isn't tures,
including much greenery and
good routining, and while: the boy light
wall tints, add to' the effect "of
isn't bad, it would 'be best to incoolness that Joe Huston, who declude him somewhere, If at all, in
signed' the layout, was obviously enone of the danceband interludes.
deavoring to achieve. Big windows
Of course, the reason for bringing and high ceilings
also give the genhim on is obvious, since imtnediatelv erally
airy
qualities
which— with
after come Rayb and Naldi. and it
the
spacious
dance floor should
wouldn't do to bring them on cold make
the spot attractive to those
to 6pen the show.
Kahn;
whose summer pleasure is the lox
trot,
waltz and rhumba.
Certain
lack of intimacy which is a corollary
Ri* f'abaaa, C9il
to this type decoration is more than
Chtcagio, June 21.
compensated for by the effect of the
Harvey Stone, with Buddy Arnold; 100% natural air-conditioning.
George Tapps, Irene Brooks, Don
Compromise to those patrons who
Brad/ield. Line (7) uiifh Ellen Tcrrv, want ,a show with
their terpsichore
Gee Davidson Orch (9) Rio Rhiinibii is the appearance of Dunninger, w.k.
Band (S> ; $3.50 minimum.
"mentalist," in a session of about ah
hour each midnight. He does just
Harvey Stone and his laiigh-a- the single performance. Turn, of
second layout heads new show here. course,, is standard by this time,
He's making his Chi debut here, and Dunninger having been in the vaude
from the loolts of things at the and club date department for years.
opener he'll be coming back often. Radio recently has lifted him to a
Same goes, with only a tri'e less new prominence, but this is his
And it is enenthusiasm, for rhirpstress Irene initial nitery date.
Brooks. And tapster George Tapps tirely successful from an audience
viewpoint. How it effects the till is
is a standard Rio. Cabana come-on,
of course. Rest of it is h. o. stuti, something else again, since during
the entire act the waiters serve
but potent.
Whether
Stone's sadsackish routine. "I Got neither food nor drink.
Here As Quick As I Could" wraps Dunninger's presence in this type
'em up. There's a feeling, when he spot IS worth carving an hour out of
saunters out in a khaki blouse, that the nightly bar biz, plus his weekly
here's another guy who's gonna cash take, is another question.
in on his GI experiences, but Stone
Without a doubt, Dunninger's act
soon convinces he's not looking for IS show business's greatest mystifler
anybody's sympathy with his rapid- .since Houdini.
His mind-reading
fire delivery of a truly socUo line routine gets around
every known
of gags.
gimmick of the usual turn in this
Also does some gambling bits, category and leaves the audience
makes snide remarks ibout the Rio puzzled and pleased. In addition, it
bos.ses, as well as the high prices IS well-paced and adequately
varied
at the Chez Paree, and sings of the to avoid the tedium that very easily
love lives of rabbits in a- "One-zy could attach itself to such a routine.
Two-zy" parody, of the atomic future
On the other hand, Dunninger is
in "Karvel, the Mental Marvel," and
just a little too sure of himself, a
.

a good-looking couple

'

.

.

'

—

,

.

,

of his marital affairs in "I

Hope

to

Die. That's What Happened to Me."
Writer-accompanist Buddy Arnold
wins a nod, at Stone's behest, and

deservingly, and Stone, who sings
surprisingly well, gets <jfr solidly
ensconced as far as Chicago Is conA great act.

cerned.

little too patronizing and a little
too
unctuous. Despite the fact that he
wins the respect of his audience, he

never wins

how much
act.
tion,

its affection.

sincerity

Dunninger's
is such as

phonine.ss.

mode

No matter

underlies the
of presenta-

to give an air of
It becomes Incumbent
to adopt an altitude of

Tapps was overboard, but by reupon him
quest, at the opener, knocking him-'
just a bit more humility for vis-a
out in an octet of fiery tapvising close lip nitery audience,
mixmastered with u pas dc
the dancers, Biltmore
or two, plus entrechats, glis- u
sades,
arabesques,
fouettes,
and has Nat Brandy Wynne and his orch,
whalnot.
Guy Works hard. Does which has specialized in providing
"Whi.speririg,"
couple of tangos, tunes^ for this type room.
With
samba, old-fashioned' taps to "Ida," Brandwynne himself at the piano
"Me and the Drums" sans music, and Jan Martel vocalizing, it's a
and sepia impreshes- in "Basin pleasing combo for the patrons'
•Street" and "St. Louis Blues." Begs footwork.
Brandwynne is spelled
by the rhumba music of Ralph Font
off.
Vociferously blonde, low-cut, and and his six-man aggregation.
An
mellow-toned.
Miss
Brooks im- arranger for some of the top bands
presses, most favorablv, both as to of this type in the business. Font
singitjg prowess and jihysical equip- adequately fills the bill;
ment, with a "Smile" olio ("When
With sufflcient promotional effort.
Yoii'i e
Smiling" - "Smiles" - "Smile, Cascades should stack up as one of
D.i:ii Yon"), "Latin's Gone Manhat- the
better attractors of summer
tflii," "I'crsonaUty" and "Coax Me."
I'adeHerb.
self

stints,

chat

She

which are often delivered with a distractingly heavy hand.
But when

large

a

pop$

song-catalog' of

(HOTEL SHERMAN)

Cfci

Chicapo, Jtipe 21
Alvliio Rev Orch (20), toiih
Air"
liners (5), Louise Kiiip, Jo
Atiiiei
Ryart, Chucfc Peterson, Rocky
Coluccio; Carl Marx; $1.50-$2,50
mini'
Ilium.
i

This room which has already esr
tablished itself as a top Latin tcrpery
by virtue of two slrotig rhumbai
band.s. is making a bid for a more diverse trade' with addition of Ray
Etxirle (New Acts), former Glenn
Miller vocalist, who is playing his
lirst assighmehl since his. recent discharge from the service and his 'first
cafe date.
Ebcric, <i1though nervous in his
first nitery start, impresses as being
able to lick this once he gels a few

easing the digital pressure, she man
ages to got some feeling into, her

numbers.
The Joe Shaw

band with iShaw
That cut in expenditures recently
lot of rhusic
Group has t admitted by Paiilher Room op'Ernie
good dance beat which makes for Byfleld is apparent in the currentfloor.
continual activity on the
swing soiree, with no acU, ouiside"
Jose.
of Carl Marx' clowning with Ihc
customers, oh tap. The Alvino
Rey
the piano, makes a
for a fivo-piece outfit.
()t

.

.

.Vqaarliim. A. C.

more performances under

his belt.
v..vOthcrwise. spark of the shp'w is
Di'bsa Costello. a holdover from previous display, whose rhumba writhihgs and Latiii vocalistics rate and
get important applause fi'om the
spot's habituecs. Other, performer on
the bill is Lynn Shirley (New Acts),
formerly of Olsen' and,Shirle.y.

'

itself,

so

short

it's

Band

.

Willie Howard, alway.s a fave with
The dance department is ably taken Atlantic City audiences, heads the
Campo, who does the show at the new nitery on the
showbacking and cmcceing, also a boardwalk.
Howard, supported by Ai Kelly,
dance bit with Miss Costello. However, the podium occupant, Louis Del puts on half hour Jliow'of.fast enCampo, impres.scs as becoming an im- tertainment well; received by an au-<
portant factor in Latin music circles. dience of which jammed the spot
tor
all three shows.
He's the former singer with Xavier
Howard as the French teacher, his
Cugat who's now in business for himself.
His 15-piece band with Del imitations of Jessel, Jolsoh, Crosby,
his sketches with Kelly, are
Campo continually on jong chores, etc.,
all solid and garner plenty applause.
has neat arrangements with a great
Show opens with Evelyn Farney
deal of sparkle and a. dance beat
in tap routine. Patsy Garrett clicks
strong enough to snare the patronage
in her song stanza while Andy Arout' of their .seats.
.
Jose.
•

'.

cari contrihs neat stint of: accordion

numbers:

4{>ua Her, f 'hi

Show

is

nicely

that

is
a hooishow
while the layout

takes off— and

what

is

a take-

porvsiderlftg

fingering.

from

without
biz.

Whereupon Jimmy Joyce

the

"She's

Airliners

Guy

hands

quintet

sine.s

That Way" smoothly but
niueh knowledge of stage
acts

will

like

creep

he's

a.'iaid

his
strangle

up and

him.

Quintet— four guys and
salute local yokel Jack
his song, "Cynthia's in

a

Owens

galwith

Love." and

Anne. Ryan takes over with
'Come Rain, Come Shine." Which

Jo

doesn't

give

her

.

much chance

.>Jh6w any special
Eddie that type of song.

paced by

in

satisfying.

the impact of that
6 trumpet -4 trombone brass section
—with "Bumble Boogie," iii which
Rey, who's gonna be known as Old
Stone Face if he doesn't loosen up
a little, does some unusual guitar
off,

no min.

care of by Pupi

-.however,

outfit,

Atlantic City, June 22.

with Al Kelly,
Willie Houjord
Arcari,- Palsy Garrett. Evelyn
Forney, E^ddie Wliite Orch; lio cover,

Andy

,

Latin

Panther n»oin,

occa-

has

Lui.s'

.

Th^

who

sipnallv gives out with a vocal.

Shirley;,.

.

leaning

to

towards

White, emcee, w^ho also holds own
Trumpeter Chuck Peterson vocals
Chicoflfo, Jttne 25.
The Merry Macs, Borrah JWine- spot as comic songster ^ and: story "Sleepy Time Down South." but
p'tcli',-!
Hnrmonico Rascals, Jack teller,, as well as batoning his orch.
pudgy guy doesn't cash in on his
Spot has elevated dance floor with personality as much
Carter. Ted & Flo Vailett, Line (8),
as he niiyht
White's
orch
dishing out dansa'pa- either. Gang are
Buddy Shato Orch (10>; $3-$3.50
more in the groove
tion that keeps it crowded between
mt7i.
with "Hobo, You Can't Ride

*

'

shows.

Walk-.

Out

to lure the' Chi summer tourist
Ralph Bcrger brought in two
top acts to head his new revue and
hits the jackpot with a socko show.
Clean, youthful, and elaboratly probiz,.

duced, the
nitery's

show

last

Martha Raye

marine Room, fhl
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Chtcapo, June
Cnrl

a contract to the

is

Orch

effort which featured
in a popular but crude

15.

This
Train," in which Peterson' proves to
them with his slick truippcting that
he: has every reason to ride it.
It's
a

good eomedy number.
High novelty spot of the layout

when Rey

conies

plays

"My

Buddy''

and "Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean"
on his trick guitar, hooked up to a
mike backstage with the vocalists.
Dane, Crowd could have stood a lot more

Brisson,
Erhie
Heclctcfier
(10); $1.50-$2.50 min.

stag party stint.
The perennially romantic
Merry Macs and Borrah Mine- Carl
Brisson, wowed 'em again at
vitch's Rascals share top-billing and
this postage stamp. nitery with literalthough both do fancy jobs they are
everyone in the audience a
somewhat overshadowed by new- ally
Brisson fan from way back.
Most
comer Jack Carter, who takes the of
the paying customers weren't
aud by storm. Carter, fresh from looking
for new material as happens
the army, is terrific. Ifoung, fast on
in most cases; all they wanted were
the draw, and with an engaging dethe old favorites that make the
livery, he is easily one of the top
Dane a "must" at least once a year
comedians to emerge in the last year
From the moment he hits the floor at the Blackslone.
When caught, Brisson was. pulling
until he leaves two encores later
Carter was In complete charge of all the stops put of the organ as far
everyone in the place. Most of his as Danish tunes are concerned for
his lifelong friend Lt. Gen. William
.stuff IS just fast chatter— gags,
poking fun at the enti. etc.— interspersed Knutson. ex-boss of General Motors,
who was the gue.sl of honor.
with a few clever imitations and
Only entertainer oh the bill as
songs.
Old standby, imitation of
opening fanfare of Moviestone News usual. Brisson who is beginning to
use lighting almost as effectively as
in which he is on and off the
floor, Hildegarde
opened with "What a
in the air. swimming, rowing,
play- Beautiful Night" followed
(request)
ing bas&ball, tennis, etc.. is terrif
re- by
'Song of Norway," "Strange
ceiving thunderous salvos.
Bad spot in the oroduction was Music," "I'm Thinking of My Darling,"
"Perfume
Song,"
"Music
having the Merry Macs follow
Car- Maestro.''
ter a?ter he had left the aud
lighting
Brisson demonstrates hLs showfor their breath. Until the
payees manship midway in the
show by
realized that they were listening
to weaving a tale of the
Macs first song their romantic past, Valiant Danes,
S?'',?
ending by inComing" was lost troducing Knutson,
the legendary
in the shuffle. And quickly
warmed figure of General Motors,
up and were responsive
who
"Just wowed the house by singing
Came from Chi" and "Mr.toBeebe
a Dan"
ish ditty himself followed
a
takeoff on Broadway's
by Birisfashion son's five tunes in the
same tongue.
P'.ate columnist.
Quartet come back
Other songs were "South of the
with Pass the Biscuits Mirandy "
Border." "If You Ever Go to ire^'^^^ pantominists' In
Don't Care If I Never Go
the
business,
diminutive Johnny Ja'id."
to Bed.
"Last Time I
Puleo captures the Customers
from bowing off flnally with Saw Paris''
he start and leads the
"Bells of St
RascaU Mary."
'"^^
'"'^
enjoyable rouf ni'"*o ^
Singer uses a traveling mike as
usual, top hat and tails and even
around by his cohorts but
has
alw'avi the debs getting
that romantic look
comes out on top. Forgetting
clown- Definitely a "sock''
ing for a moment the
performer.
b^ys turn
.

.

of this.

Louise king gives out with some
sweet haru chords occasionally, and
gives an impcrsoiia-'
tion of a tired tavern SB'er, which

Rocky Coluccio

tickles large sectors of the aud.
Whole company joins for a lively
closer, ''Tumbling Tumbleweeds."
'
.

Mi/ce.

.

.

.

.

'

RomIob

Mayfiiilr.

Boston, June 19.
Eleanor:
French,
& Aldo;
t8), Don Rico
Quartet; $3 min.

Pnul
Gray,
Richards- Adair,

Sinclair

harry Green Orch

Rhumba

A smooth-spoken gent with the
high dome, beady eyes and snooty
manner of a Harvard professor here
gives Boston something original in
patter on Jiis first visit.
He's Paul
Gray, a sort of streamlined Dwight
Fiske. with leering aside.s, some talent as a mimic, something of a voice
which injects a humorous "Little Sir
Echo" between stanzas of "Indian
Love Song." and many anecdotes.
.

Scores soldly.
E-Ieanor French waxes torchy but
doesn't overdo it with her opener,
"There'll Be Some Changes Made

Today." Follows with "Embraceable
You," "My Dream Man," "Saloon"
and "Natcherly" for plenty salvos.
Richards-Adair act turns the dance
floor into a circus with animal tamer
act, the animals
being four girl
dancers made up as ocelots or something. Man cracks a mean whip and

makes the wVole thiog quite realistic.
Hunt
Sinclair and Alda present some
fi"<^ rendition of
"
Warsaw^'A*"
tricky adagio stuff and inevitably
Concerto "
go Latin as rhumJsaists. Alternating
Vailett. amaze with
,J^'^:,^.^\°
heir difficult baton' twirling
oichs
Roof,
Monl^l tans. give adequate tunes for jive
doing
the seeming Impossible
(MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL)
Du7nc.
to the aca. melody of college
Montreal, June 19.
.
J
'
okay in two Sel1^
M "Th?L°'
routines, one to tunes Buddy Clarfce Orch
Rox,
f'lil
f
^n,"^*!''"^*
(14).
loitd
Dee
from Irving Berlin's
Get Sounders; Erni Ardi Quintet; $150
Chicago, June 21.
Your Gun, the other "Annie
a
Lionel Hampton Orch (22). Red
butterfly mm.
""^'"^^ ."-^y are
Grnnoer & Curley Hnmner, Mndedressed
In'^^^JI
that&'?.n"°"r ^^S"'*'^ costume! Vic Hyde, the guy with many fiiie Green; $1.20 cover.
middy Shaw's orch carrying on horns, IS back at the Roof iii as
corny an act as he's ever offered
Lionel Hampton opened this Randoes nLat job' but the
deliberate
corn carries dolph street boite's new top-baiid
o ba^JinrTi.*"^.''""
of
backing the show and providing
enough. sock showmanship, to regis- policy Friday (21) and was a solid
dance music.
*^Foos.
ter him big.
Lad has an easy-going success. Hampton, a titanic -worker,
home boy" appearance that sets is the whole show, with members of
ron«ln(tnfal Caff^. 2V. \, we with the crowd, and his ad libs the orch doubling in solo stints.
makes the crowd like him from the
Orch. featuring five, saxes, five
(HOTEL ST. MORITKI
Ray Heatherton, Gloria L(iughlir>, start. Hyde tees off with a couple trthnpets.. four trombones, and two.
,or horns, segues into playing
Joel S/iaiu Orch (5) no mi7i.
three bas.ses is as smooth a musical combiand four of them, and finales with
a nation as can be found. Band is
trombone, .and piano combo played equally at home playing music for
Since the recent opening of this together.
not new stuff, by any dancing as it is in its torrid jam
summer operation by the hotel, room means, butIt's
he's got the type of per- sessions.
seems to have become a refuge for sonality
^
that sells it.
Opening number is "Airmail Speex-bandleaders who have forsaken
McCabe, songstress, cial" with tenor sax men Ariielt
the baton in favor of being a single r3^*
registers nicely alright, but
there's a Cobbs and 17-year old Johnny GrifSecond straight former batoneer to
and showman- fin in the spot. Songstress Madeline
hit here (first was Ben Cutler) is
chin itLPT?,?^!''y
Ray ship
that she'll have to acquire be- Green follows with "Shoo
Fly Pie"'
Heatherton, who formerly podiumed
;or« going to bigger, and better and "It Had to Be You."
at the Biltmore and other swank things.
Songs also pitched too high
Red Granger and Curley Hammer,
spots before going into the Marine since she
was continually forcing In orch staiidins, are the sole floor act.
Corps. Heatherton is more fully dis- the upper
register at show caught and do a clever comedy dance roucussed under New Acls.
Singing of the Irish "Cockels and tine. Both
expert tapsters, they Join
Otherwise the room makes for Mussels
in
fast,
^Imost bounce with Hampton in a dance routine
pleasant and comparatively inexpen- tempo didn't add
anything to her that brings sock applause. Throughsive entertainment, catering chiefly stmt.
out act Hampton is cutting up on
to hotel residents. Atmosphere is reBuddy Clarke's orch Is okay lor the. drums.
laxing and altogether a good buy for show-playing and
dansapaUon, with
Maestro then taken over on the
the coin involved.
E-nii Ardi five doing soothing relief
vibraharp and sets the boite jumping
Rest of the eiitertaininent is enr work. Dee Saunders clicks
as band with "Flying Home" apd "Hartip's
trusted to Gloria Laugh tin, a tallish vocalist.
•
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Latla Qaaitcr

Nlo Cabana

Merry Macs

MInevlteh. Raaosls

Variety Bills
WEEK OF JUNE

Jack Carter

The Vallets

L Q

Lamb

Gil

NiBMfal* Id eraaMtfra wUb Mil*
•b««lMr fan

Bob Coffey

Mow

«

apMln* tef

liidleato

wtUX waek.

Abbott

-

V0IIK,CIT¥ Ed & Terry WIlBer
June' Lorrulne
Val Sci:£
Hochester

Ilros

Morrow Or

Budtly

Capitol

Gay

Ktdte (21)

(«T>

Paramoimt

Bob Johnelon
Joey Gilbert

Bnymiiml Scott
Andy Kui-Bell

MIchlitnii («7)
5;pike JoiteH ]3d

Raul

VlUlnins
(nicAti«>
Chlcaro («7)

'Ooreae .MldKcly

VIvInn Ululno
Ixiwc Hlle ti St'nl'y

Alleen

^t

jK)«-ery

lliio

Regul («0)
I.oula

Coles

Bllm

Olymiiln (26)

KoUll

AtkliiH
Swcctii

Ltine

Knye

Lionel.
Frllnl

SLs

Acnrn

Bill

Emnm

-.

Dnny

OlK.l

A'Inson Ore

Carlos nnnilrP'/,
HcrKlo Orlu Unit

Joe

Jo.se

Rel<l

Oro

KmhtiMHy
Curbcllo Ore
Wintoii Ore

400 HeNiuumnt

Ink

.

Kcndls. Oro

3lbnte Ciirlo.

J .Uotliwell Ore
lUivnnn-r.tittlnd

<iu<«
.Spots

I'^dillo

.

Ore
Cure

(2B)

SAX FRANOlSrO
<;nlili'll

Bottona;):

Dob .Wayne
Art- Wancr
.^ludlaun

Dick Gaaparra O
Roberto
Silmnoy
Old nomiiainii

Morty

Gloria Gilbert

J^ahl

.Su.san

Lcsiiu IJros
.Marccila &. NIch'I's

Oilora

Ailrionno l*arkPr
I.a Porte Ore.

1926-1946
Beoliliiq

Mosr Dlicrlmlnotlnq of
Independent Theatre Owner*
•
1 501
Brendway-Paramoant BIdg.
New Yorli
BRyont 9-63520-4
'

A G

N C

E

Y

"The Outstanding Agencv"

-Danny O'Ndil,
<'arier &.M6i*eland
Stixlo Dowell Ore

,
I
I

Peg
coke
Ulii

I..eg
/i

-Hates

Vtr;;lniu

PnUo

McGruw

OuULlIno Ore
Varola .Ore
Hotel AmbuHHfidor
Louis Defancourt O
Julcn Lands Oro
Hotel AHtnr
Carmen Cavullaro
Mntel Ilt'lniunt

Jaities

(.'arloH

Warner

Klla

^

.Valdl

nichard )rini)ier O
HuHH Uretrlinm
Ulanka
Musi

I

Ko nieen

N AlexandrofT

l^trunil

CITV

KW

O

Ki'Hkhio llawhliifl

Tho
Kerry"

Charloieera

Uros
.

,

Wendy

Knrle CiH)
Cooly AViUliLnm
liill

Duuty Flieloher

noci'O

BlNiinp

Knihryn DulTy Dcr^
Ei'dls Stone Ore

nL-blnHiin

.\)iiuiU-0'

Cofllello

DuudlcH Weaver.

riiirAi>Bi.riiiA

,

Evelyn

Emir

Ualpk

Vlllace tlaro
Billy Kelly

Uul

Kont

Ore

Commmliire

.Mclntyrc Ore
Hotel' Dixie

T^arry Fnnk
liou Seller

Ore

CITY

Muslo Hall (i1)
Paul Haakon

Urirulill
Mills Bros

Jordan

(47)

Danny J>rnyson
Ni'Isun Sis
Itay Imng Ore

»t

I'arvls

Hotel E*ll»oD
Dlue Barron Oro
Essex no use
Pancho' Ore
Hntel l.rxlnp(on

.

and Baptista's ultimate ambition
to have them in every language.

.

,

Oldest Bartender

And how's about James Patrick
McCann as rightful claimant to. a

^

Vlllaire

Continued from page 3

own.
Miss Diamond had been in charge

AGVA

of ;agent control at
national
headquarters in New York prior to
being upped to head Coast branch of
.

AGVA

AGVA

by JVIatt Shelvey,

's national director. When she. resigned
latter post she was succeeded by
Florine Bale, who formerly had been
in charge of Hollywood office.
Already haying agent franchises
from Screen Actors Guild and
American Pederation of Radio Artists, she has been okayed for AGVA'
franchise upon application.
Miss
Diamond is reported shopping for
.

.

offite space' in

Hollywood.

Las Vegas Tooters-A.GVA
Set Up Reciprocal Deal
Holly wood, June'

25.

AGVA and Musicians Union Local
3C9, of Las Vegas, over the weekend inked first agreement ever iet
between these two organizations.
Effective Sept 1, both musikers
and talent -will woric on six;day
week basis and tunesters agree to.
ankle any spot put on AGVA unfair
list for refusing to sign pact with
union and post cash" bond covering
week's salary for floorshow talent.'

Spot Changes Hands

Pitt

Pittsburgh, June 25.
Syndicate
which operates the
Hollywood Show Bar, town's biggest
cocktail
lounge, has just bought
another place, K's Bar and Grill, a
few doors away from their own
spot.

title

Slap-Happy
;

,

or $1.20 might be okay for a
"Spellbound"
pr
"Bells
of
St.
Mary's,'" there's no reason for main85c.

VnnKDurd

R I> Bi;nnolt
Blcanoi' Bowers

To Start Own Agency
Tess Diamond, who recently resigned as head of the Hollywood
branch of American Guild of Variety Artists, remains on the Coast
to enter talent agency biz on her

p'atron.s

are making no distinction in the
quality of films for which they're
setting these heavy admissions. 'While

t Stone
Patsy Lane
JIminy Nola
Tex rretoher

noi

Tess Diamond Likely

-

active

'Buyers' Strikes'

Garlands
Alicia Wallacs
Paffo Morton

hasn't seen any. It wouldn't be so
bad if they didn*^ offer you so many
things which yelp for butter.

New place Is a different type and
smaller operation, however, and will
as the oldest living
not interfere with their Hollywood.
To
regular
bartender?
of the men's bar in the
Waldorf he is Mac, to his pals he is
Jimrhy, but few of them know he'll
(iips
be celebrating his 80th birthday on
Continued from .page 2
July 28 next It is a basic principle
of the McCann code to duck publiccate the people along democratic
ity.
It is on record he put his foot
world's

Knight
Oro

shorter supply than everything else,
and everywhere there is plenty margarine to help oiit Maybe there's

"marge" to be had here, biit in two
weeks this newly returned gink

A

One of his latest musical color
animations (they're under the direction of Severt Andrewson) is "A
Note of Praise," which he describes

rem

tloff-

Dinty Moore's (where with a 5c.
schdoiier or beeir you got a free
lunch of as much cornb.eef and cabbage' as you could get outside of)?
guy could go. on forever.
The only spot in these U. S. (or
are there others?) where the English
custom of driving on the "wrong''
side of the road is followed— the big
garage in Rockefeller Center where
you head in and. out to the left

Morales Oro
Vcmallles

Hotel nilfmors
DunnlhKcr

HQberlrv Kollywood

XKW YORK

Oub

fStorlc

N Ilrandwynno Ore
H<:tel

Independent

Irene Feodora
Dara Dlrs«
KtirKvaeff

Holland House? a

man House? Brown's Chop House? A

as "little animated notes, journeyed
up to Heaven and back again to tell
us how the songs we sing here are
regarded in Heaven."

Gorbl

-Sari

MIscha Uzdanoft

Don

NKW YORK

A

sidin'e's?

his project has been exhibited
state, besides Australia,
Zealand, Hawaii, Alaska, Iceland and Sweden. Sound tracks of
four are in Spanish, one is in Swed-

every

in

New

is

J.offaii

Raye

and missionaries,

and

ish,

RlvJem

.

-

—
—

Iho

for

-

—

Potiys

Sonny

Four Rosebuds
Vincent Travers Or

BOSTON

Leon A Eddie's
Davis
June St Claire.
F.ddio

Carl llorlo
Patricia Bright

Allison

Moore-

Dill

Buddy Harlowe Orc

Jack Kerr'

Francis

Jimmy

'

rhyllls Arnold
4 Del Aires

tvillle Solar
Jacqueline Hurley
Michael Edward

riiirk
IJroA

Ksqutrcs
Marty Dock' Ore

Tlio

.SclieiT

exile,

D Toupa & Lucky

—

,

Ann PonnlngtoD
'

XrmBtrong

&
i

Edwards
Hays
Don Saxon

3

& Eva

Wateon

.MIAMI

l*«ls & Vnn
lloolo
l-'arroll *
B P * M frjme

Clark nrolhcrs

Radio Aces.
P.enny

.

Mcl>nnuld
Carylo

Npint-y

Jackie Miles

Reyes
1'ctcr Llnd Hayes
UlunioiKl liorwsUor
Joe B Howa.rd

llorallo TJInlkuih
Itiiy ilnllnrd
Helen Urt-ro

Alan Cnrnoy
Jiiik

OanrtM

Ijitin

.

'

Lynne Barrett
Krnle Hoist Bd

DKTHOIT

I'IpcrB

Pled

.

Y.

By Hayden Talbot.

.

.

Wllaon

Julie

Clarehce Miiee

U<1

La Conga
Dfosa Coctello
Ray Eberle
Luis Del Canipo
Pupl Cumpo Oro

'

CITT
>EW YORK- (36)

O

vickl ZImmer
J C. Hlggenboltoiii

Andrews Oro
CopucubaD*
DesI Arnaz Ore

,0

ruranitiunt

Rellys BUbles
Henry Red Allen

'

Revue

;P0»

Icetawi

-Revue

lee

18

Jerry Bergen
Dert Froliman.
Jayne. Manners
Floria VestoR
Candl Cortez
Roy Scdlcy
Flora Draka

WABHINliTON

I-Bvelle

Miriam

Cliili

Kitty Murra

The MaxtlloK

Oracle Barrle

MIseha Borr Oro

Walter John
Miriam Gwinn
Miriam La Veil*

As a London Returner Sees N.

Ken Walker
Dohby Sargent
June Hart
Doreen Winters
Joe Klsh Ore

Measures His B.O,

.

FraksoU'

Den Toat SIngtn

SEW

Stuart Moriran (2)
Merriall

Theodora Brooks
Hotel Talt
Vincent Lopez On
Hotel WaldorfLeighton Noble Ore
Dorothy Shay

-

A born New Yorker, after 14 years
notices
the rnuch darker
blue of the cops' uniforms with the
five-year service rings on the sleeve
of almost the same shade.. In the old
days they were of strikingly contrasting shades.
You could spot a
Continued from page 1
veteran cop a block away. Now you
only filmmaker In the country that have to look hard to. see them at all.
Almost every joint you go into
makes animated shorts on strictly
charges you a different price for the
religious subjects.
Portraying the Bible's moral lesr same shot of rye. The range seems
sons in modern terms on 16m films to be from 48c. in the Grand Central
Station oyster bar to -756. at Dinty
is SVI's aim— in other words, spreadIncidentally the Moore
ing the Gospel through motion pic- Moore's.
tures. So far, they've made 55 films, masticationary appears to be. the
20 ol thera from animated drawings, only place where drink prices tion't
run to odd cents. After a not espewhich run from 10 to 45 minutes.
Baptista is a 50-year-old Vene- cially hectic evening this newly rezuelan who got' into the religious turned New Yorker discovered he'd
nim biz' via being an exporter of piled up 63 coppers part of the
16m sound projectors to Latin change handed over various bars.
However, there didn't
America.
Billy Rose's advertorials. As joyseem to be much 16m in Spanish ously naive and novel as a 'Will
available so in 1939 he opened his Rogers broadcast. But he sure had
own lab here main Jiurpose being his tongue in his cheek when he set
(0 process Spanish films in order to out that list of the 10 loveliest lovemove his projectors, off the, shelves. lies of another day— and offered a
A year later he met a coiiple of prize to any oldtimer who could
amateur filmmakers who ^offered to draw up a better one. It's easy to
make a reiligious film for him. Titled see Diamond Jim Brady scratching
"The Singing Heart," it proved to the lot— excepting only Lillian Rushim, Baptista says, that the Gospel sell and entering nine other fillies
could be successfully preached via much easier to look at than the
celluloid. This type of film Was only Rose starters.
a. sideline at first, but later it took
Speaking of niteries brings to a sorup most oil his lime,' and finally he
dumped the projectors and formed rowing mind the disappearance of the
joy joints of yesteryear. Whatever rethe non-profit religiotis institute in
sponse his ancient beauties competiMay, 1942.
SSm distribs would jump off the tion evokes, cian you imagine how
Wrigley Building rather than permit many old geezers would leap at the
what Baptista does: rental of films chance of naming their 10 pet guzon the installment plan. His custo- zling taverns now as dead, as the
mers with nary a deadbcat among proverbial dodo?' Where today is
them are mostly ministers, chap- there a Jack's? A 42d Street Country Club? A Cadillat? George Conlains, evangelists
Nip Nelson

t

-

CaralTal
Milton Beria
Hop, Skip, Jump
Elly Ardelty
Stan Flaher
Marlon Colby

mi»

Lovellea

Buddy Shaw Oro
Palmer Hoom
Ted straeter Oro

26

Harvey Stone
GeorKle Tapps
Rio Rumba Oro
The Lovelies (10)
Cee Davidson Ore
Vine Oarrtcat
Jessie Rosella

down hard when

lines.

'Waldorf staff
Americans are foUciwing, howiJolorea Anderson
weekly wanted to write a blurb ever, according to Mayer, another
IIAHTFOHIt
Don Fry
Edward Relchert
taining this same scale for a so-so
Stiite (SN-30)
about him. It's also a fact he said Nip custom of long standing in JapJo Andrews
Gav 90s Revue
picture that follows them into the
Ben Dova
nix to a' newspaper syndicate's offer anese theatre, whether the acting Is
INDIANAPOLIS
house. It's no different from a merRockettes
Circle (27)
of 10 grand for his reminiscences af- on stage or screen.
Glee Club
That is the pracGlenn Miller Ore
chant asking $6 for a shirt that's
Roxy (te)
ter 64 years of work as a thiirst
Beneke
'I'ex
tice of having a commentator exworth that much and the sanee $(i slaker.
Donald O'C^onnor
Crosby Sis
But if you catch him when plain what is going on. Known as
Patsy O'Connor
PLAYING
Whitsnn Bros
for another that's worth only $2.
3 Swifts
trade's slack, and he likes the looks
t-ri'Y
KANSAS
a
"benshee,"
he
is
heard but not
"As Lincoln so well put it you can't
Buster Shaver Co
Tower («H)
of you, he may tell you about. his seen in American pix. In the interJamaica
(!7-30)
Ijirtdio & Co
fool all of the people all of the time.
Tripp & Fall
FLUSHING MEADOWS. N. Y.
years with Tom Sharkey in that
J Carson Show
And that's what many exhibitors are gent's 14th street saloon, or the vals between lines spoken by the acMary Clnnahan
riiii.ADKi.riu.A
.^IkI.: EOniK SMITH
Shea ft Raye
tors
English,
in
the
"benshee" exCiirmnn (27)
trying to do.
We're beginning to halcyon days following when he
Bob Gentry
1301 llrouilway. New \ork
A & M Havel
plains the action in Japanese. This
see the results now with patrons
Henry 2
Howard Nichols
moved uptown to take charge of the re-recording on American sound(S7-28)
I'aul & Patricia
shopping for pictures instead of just
Larry Marvin
bar in the newly opened Holland tracks is being done in Jap labs opyvonnc Moray
taking them as they come, without
Johnny Dove
ROCKt'OHn
House.
A native New Yorker,
L Brun A Campbell
Valuer (2H)
which they were doing McCann is ready to give you an erating under the military govern>rarais Se Mlr.mila a murmur
Momi Kal
AKHON
Casey Jones
ment.
Hank Duncan 'i'riv six months ago."
Tapu Kau«
Palat^e (ZT-3())
Slielby Jean Davis
argurnent if you suggest he won't be
WIvel
Tnlima
Koreans get a different version of
Count Baale Ore
Blue-Eyed Kid
Distribution chief for a top indie,
Rob Lea
Mail*
Son St' Sonny
setting 'em up in 1966. Mention re- the "benshee," since 40 years of Jap
Smiling Ed
Gertrude Hiid
.Mokihana
declaring he had also noted the "boyRalph Brown
A Jack tc Tesle
tirement and his hand instinctively rule has made them hostile to that
Jean. Ainslie
J Pineapple Ore
Moke & Doke
SPRINCFIKLII
cott" trend, expressed fear about it
Hotel New Viirkei Francisco
reaches for the non-existent mallet language. So their pix will be seen
_ Steel Pier (M)
Court N<| (27-30)
Druco Norman
Chuck Foster Ore
because he felt makers of high- under the bar. But if you're an old-Roy Benson
Bob Coffey
with the original English dialog, but
Hold reiiiis.vlvniili Vivian NIckulson
< Evans
Tlie Marcos
D'Rlvcro * Bclm'le budget product would be the worst timer yourself and can get him
Goo Pftjtton Oro
Renald & Rudy
with a 10-minute prolog, preceding
Joey Bishop
ZaQtlliHr
sufferers.
His idea was that by started, his tales of Big Shots of
Hotel rlerre
Kelene k Howard
Allen ^ Drake
the main title, explaining the action
Cab CnUoway On.'
Bue Ryan
.Myrus
charging excessive admissions for another day are rich, rare and racy-.
Van' Charles
I'earl Hallpy
Consuclo & Artinl
..BALTIMORE
Rlgolettn .Bros
(M.ftrlolfiM-.t
low quality films, exhibs were hurt- The one way to inake him stop short, and identifying the characters in the
Hippodrome (30)
Los Pahclios
Aiinee'
Korean
language.
.''Is
I'cieis
Jack Gwynha Show
Stanley Melba Ore
ing (he picture business in general, and give you a steely eye, is to ask
WASHINGTON
Miller Bros
nilly Gilbert
Hotel riHza
About 1,000. theatres are operating
Hnwiird (2H>
with Vt\6 result that top production him if he's going to take the day off
Alan l>lxon
Prltchard & Lord
Randy Brooks Ore Paul AVlncliell
in Japan now, compared with 1,850
.Marduetle
State («:-28)
Gomez fi Ucalrlce fee WeeHopkins
budgets— and accompanying quality on July 28.
Deep River Boys
On
Clauds
Elisa Jayne
before
the
War, Mayer stated. With
Ore
I'ancho
Stumpy
Stump &
would be forced down.
Zlmmermnn^s
Bobby Van*
Mark Monio Ore
As you know, Vincent Lopez fan- about 60. Hollywood productions to
A & n RIchardH
Duke NflrniHn
Gene Kurdbs Ore
Habit of key. city houses juggling cies himself as an astrologer, havHotel Hoase«ell
WILLOW «;ROVE
.Crandall Sis
be shown this year, approximately
VV & J Brown
Joo Roichmon Oro
Park (30 only)
admission', prices according to the ing authored
(30-3)
Wnyne Thompson
a book on the subject 3.000,000 yen ($200,000) are accumuHotel St. Ilrills
Eilsha Jayne
Bill Harris
Adricnne Parker
length of the line at the boxofllce and coihposed a musical horoscope
crandnll Sis
Pepuy Norman
lating monthly to the credit of the
t Jyhi Sis
Sola Zsica
Duke Norman
Paul Sparr Ore
likewise came in for excoriation for folks born under each of the 12
Bozo Snyder Co
MPEA, rep for the eight major U. S.
Jacka
Kathleen Bvnie 3
from the indie distrib exec. This signs of the zodiak. Not so many producers.
(one to fill)
CHICAGO
Mayer, who recently left
CAMDKN
WOONSOCKKT
habit, a Broadv/ay favorite which, know he's
Towers (2t)-3«)
doctor who takes his the U. S. and is slated, to arrive in
a
New
Park (:<V)
Ore
Fens
Eddie
Soi'lalltea
lllHcklinwk
when queues are longest sometimes own medicine.
Arilo k Kay
Right now he's Tokyo this week, is aiming to push
Ted Martin
Hotel niurkb(bne
Del CoiM'inoy OreJ H: B Knyden
pushes admish levies up to $1.80, studying the heavens and the por- up
Kdlson
Loniss
Dotlie JJodson
Carl lirisson
American
fllrliards Adair
representation' on Jap
Doria 'Windsor 3
.Inhnny slroni;
K Jleclisclier Ore' he termed a. plain case of black mar- tents of the planets in order to make screens. Before
.li'iin
MllliT
the war Hollywood
CIIICACiO
Hudson & SlHil'.'is
H edKewiiter Ucli
Jimmy Jnmei-Kon
Chez I'aree
Henry lirandon. (^rc keteering and deserving of any boy- up his mind whether to light out for product accounted for only 16% of
XaaK's ICiephaiil
cott—tacit or otherwise— the public Rio or London when he ends his Jap fllnri
Joe E. Lewis
rentals.
.\IlsM Uuby i>(iKs
Kvelyn Uroolis
instituted,
long engagement at the Hotel Taft.
Pix exhibited in Japan must have
Phyllis Claire
.MyrdI &. I"l<niid
roni, Sifvts lOdtly
t'on.soio &, Mi'Iba
It you tell him to' stop trying to kid the okay of both the SUte and War
Cabaret BiDs
Ooroiliy Hiid Uns
Adorables (13)
Vienna Gets Soviet Kultury
you he'll convince you he» takes it Departments. Now showing or soon
Lucio Garcia- Oro
Hotel runeress
Gay Claridi;o Oro
I>on..Salvii Ore
with grim seriousness.
to be seen are "Keys of the KingVienna, jane 4.
Colbalino's
Panrho fJriV
"Park
Finally the sock in the eye every dom," "Remember the Day," "Casasimilar
to
a
CITY
Something
.\da Leonard Oro
Hotel CoMllnenlul
Jay .Seller
Ttnberl (.'rum
Kultury," for which the Russians Yank, newly returned, from "starv- blanca," "Corn Is Green," "Orce
Aqaarlam
Sarah VatiRho
\'lrBinia Wnllcrs
Joe Vera Ore
Charlie Bnrnet Ore Cllrf JarkHun
The micro- Upon a Time," "Here Comes Mr,
infi" Europe, must get
iire foniou."!, was opened here on the
Johnny
Knapp
Ilex Stewart Oro
Hotel Slicrmnn
Pete JohnHon
l>o-lf>ers 6
grounds of the former Burg Garten scopic slab of butter they slip yotj Jordan," "Going My Way," "The
Dliie Anget
Pari Marx
J C }fearU Oro
.\lcl Colo Ore
«obort Maxwell
Lashing.s Uninvited,"
llcy Ore
in hotels and restaurants.
.\ vino
"Lost
Angel,"
on Itingstrasse.
"Our
Hotel Itlsmurek
Cnffl Society
l-Ijla Larkin 3Hotel Stevens
Warren & Maya
Open air dancing, outdoor con- of milk and cream and cheese— but Vines Have Tender Grapes," "Abe
:fadle Mnyehoff
(Ulitowii)
Sherman ll.iycs Or Aricoti Llndsironi
James Co)ipB
certs with local and Russian artLsts, next to no butter. To the newcomer r.incoln in Illinois," "Tall in the Sadf*nt KIow#»rn
.leff Lane;
Bnrira & Novcllo
r«fe Bodflty
ciipsey
Ayres
In England dle." "His Butler's Sister" and 'The
mil nurko
featured. Viennese are showing it doesn't make sense.
arc
(DowntowB)
llcKtrlco Krnft
The Shyroiion
Dell Welcome
and on the Continent butler is in no Gold Rush."
Josh Whiu
quite a bit of interest
Kdmund Hall Oro
.Martinis (2)
Orrlu Tucker Ore
Bettlna Rosny
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moilt

N. V.

AliiHie Hall,

"Bniidbo.r Rei>«e," produced hy
Husscll Markert,. sellings by Bruno
Maine, costuXics hy Willa Van. exccxiled by H. Royoc, xoMh corps dc
Rockettes (36). Glee
136)
bnllet
Orcdcslra u»ider_ dijce
(-24).
Cliil)
Hnnkoii,
tioii 0/ Clinrlcs PTei)i»i. Paul
Rosdy. Dolores Andcrjjbn,
Belliiin
Jo Andreu'S. Boii
Reic/icrl;
Edward

Down- -Aiiim

niid the

King

o/

Siam"

l

:

I

Radio City Music Hall has a ncal.
restful opus which provides a tasly
session designed for adult consumption

with-

minor concessions

to

Ihe.rcfore cul out atlcr

Stall',

fii-st

Ami

.

the

juvc trade. Latter, within the week,
will be a necessary summer function
inasmuch as schools \vill be letting

"Blue Skies."
Liitn-

M.ero/T,

Corlo, Beiinw
Prank Paris Piippcls. irrQaesar, Si/lt'i'o Mnnoii. Dciias &
Voley, R\iby Ziccrlino's House Qrcli;
"Die Virginian" (Part.

1719

plays

The.

sniootliiy.

Lambertis.

team

leeolT

of equilibrists.
with a fast routine of hand-to-hand
balancing with the gal as understander until the getaway slunt

mixed

.

Acts

RAY EBERLE

Miami, June 21.
Eddie Loinliert, Terry LaFranconI,
•

.

Rnndy

Graiie,

Tlie Gibsons
OtcIi 113);

C/ioduiicks (Z),
(2), Lcs Rliode Hotise
Tlie

.Diverting-

combo

of acts here this

fol' a well balanced ofthe regulars.

week niakes
toririg for.

Song!!
13 Mlns.

Lb Cone>i N.. Yv
Ray E'berle comes back from the
war to make his flrsl.nilery appearat La. Cbnga with a pre-estab-

'

-Groomed ance

"Tlie' Well

Bride" CPar),

where man on balanced board atop
cylinder does aclditional balancing
of partner for plciity applause.
Frank Paris clicks iis iiiiial with
his sb^k puppet act. Best of dolls is

New

'

Olympia. Miami

Loew's Slate reverts to regulation
vaude bill, sans the u.^ual band attraction for current week, and it

.

,

,

and Hildy singhig
Winrts it up, but of
course, Svith "Darling, Jc 'Vous Aime
Beaueoup," and the audience gave
plenty of evideiiec of feeling the
IVIike.
same" way about her.
U);

retrieving

K. V.

beriis (2),

-

I

'4(5.

and

"'^Bahd also. docs "CUnk, Clink, Another Drink." with Dick Morgan and
Red Ingle on vocals, lalter iilso slandout in "Chloiv" Other .vocalists
who show up well are blonde, slithery Helen Greco, Avith "Ba-Ba-LC'
Ba"- and "Got the Sun. in the Morn
,np," Mickcv Kalz in "MaBie. .Rock
ingic in the Ink Spots' uiiprosli,
You .Always Hurt the One. Aou
Love/' and Aileen Carlylq in "Glowworm." dished up with P. Morns
commercials.
^.
Dr. Horatio Q. Budbalh .also has
his innings with bird calls, barks, cat
fights "Old MacDonald" duet with his
Hoating-body
the
dizzy
and
dummv.
magi stint that goes with. "The
Sheik." assisted by Morgan and liigle.
Jones .gets with the drums on dccasibn. and Rock wins a. hearty nod
for his solid takcolTs on dilTcrent
Ifs^ a fast,
of trumpeting.
.styles

,

June.')
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Pacemakers are the Gibsons',
blade-throwers who had 'em gasping

lished rep as:, vocalist with Harry'
James' brch which has been kept
Warm- by rccording.s he made while
still with the band:
Consequently
he should have no trbable selling
his wares once he gets .acclimated
to niteries.'.

Eberle, oh opening night,- was expooch' and skating gal.
tremely nervous— and .for good reaIrving Caesar, pop song, lyricist, with their tricks. Standout spot in
It was, of course, his. first \
too.
Layout is
making his annual appearance here, which the male half tosses knives, at sbh,
appearance since the. war and his
lines with smart production which
reprises a medley of past song hits his partner while she spins on a tarr
first date in a nitery.
He had a
ranging from "Swanee" to "Tea for getKracefully shifts into several moods.
Mike.
funny show,
difficult time warming up,
.starling out with the classical motif
Two" and then "Umbriago, -which
Randy Crane emcees as well as the, time he got tfo his third biit by
number,
with the corps de. ballet paced 'by
he wrote for Jimmy Durante. 'Jerry, working in own spot. Turns in heat he mastered, himself and
was selling
Apollo, !V. Y.
Paul Haakon and Bettina Rosay. This
Marks, who collabbcd with Caesar job Of introing but could use some with what approximated his
pre-war
pair displays a showmanly and smart
series- of safety songs tor kids, new material for his impreshes. Nice
ti-iili. 'on
(16>
assurance.
Ti»i« Bradshoti' Orfli
acconip. For windup, looking lad with an easy .personality,
routine capably performed and which
Cats '» Jiimmev.v. Har- handles pianO'
His
baritone
BeKoii;
is still potent enough
Veya
ballet
of
employs a large variety
they reprise "Always Hold Motl-cr's he essays the standard radio and
to wrap up the famine section of the
old Boiyd. Pipuicat, Kdiuard Sisters;
steps lo put the audience in a giving
Hand" an(l "Remember Your Nanie lilm names. Best bit is the Cagney .audience, especially since he picks
Pliantoiii Tliic/" (Colt.
song
safety
from
mood. The ballet femmes cavorting "The
Address,',
laJkebfl,and
nuriibers With a pashy tinge.
He
to Wolf-Ferrari's Intermezzo .'rom
folio. Garner neat returns.
Latin-American balladeer Terry could have made a' more sapient
"Jewels of the Madonna" (jresent a
.Benny MeroR takes over and LaFranconi projects plenty Of charm song-sclcction it the beginning of
Parlay of Tiny Bradshaw's prch
He along with lusty versions of tjie pops. his -turn, inasmuch as opener,
fine opener which fticely utilizes the :ind the Cats "n Jaini\iers trio: puts a scores witli his comedy stanza.
"They
vaslness of this stage.
heavy beat on the type of music that pulls out all the slops, giving them Tenoring gets over niccly» with a Say Il'!4 WonderfijI." and follow-up,
Tlie Glee Club gives the eustomerji sends this' house.. Sufficient variety a mixture of gags, capsule impreshos Mexican medley the standout.
"Temptation;" wpuld do better it
a chance to gef into a nostalgic mood is furnished by a pair of tcrping acts of JblsoB arid Ted Lewis and windThe Chadwicks coritrib class terp- rendered deeper into his session.
with renditions of a series of oldies. and Pigmeat's antics. Biz was solid ing up with juggling Of balls and Ining. Spins and lifts are smooth, with But once the: mood is established
Edward RcicHert and Dolores Ander- despite- the' sultry weather.
dian clubs. Packs plenty iiito 10-minof the routines in breathtaking with; "MOre Than You Know" Snd
some
this
son front capibly. Latter voicei nv
way.
musicrew.<;;
the
ute stint and holds them all
One Qt the better
Smartly outfitted pair had ciicores of "Ea.sy fo Love" and
Class.
the contralto registers doesn't have orch is topped by the rich personality
Ann Cbrio. former burlcy peeler,
"Night and Day,'' he's hitting, with
the smoothness of the usual run of of Bradshaw. ; He dances, sings,; film star and hcadliner of bill, con- them air the wjiy.
all stops out oh the applause.
Jor.c:
Eddie Lambert cOiTvcs back with
singer,: but her .tone'' gives: thq- muggs, and riffs a great piano. De-- tribs
mildly diverting stanza.
a
chorals nice" balance. However. 'lower livers a long patter -on hi.s 25 years Niftily gowned, .she introduclories the same tired roiitine he's been do- r.YNN SHIRLEY
register of her: Voice makes her in- in showbusiness which, though corny with "1 Have Tfl Be Good." a tipoff ing for years. Still using the over- Dance
capable of being heard when the en- in spots; is socked over for plenty that 'she's under wraps here as far sized blonde chirpev for hi.s foil. 6 M'ns;
Jo
Anout..
amount
laughs..'
fair
Of
Garners
tire male chorus blasts
of laughs. Orch plays with a driv- as the "take it off", biz is -con
La Coiica; N. Y.
Les Rhode and his musickcrs. back
drews does a brief tap. turn of corn ing! steaming tempo with a brassy cerned, seguing into another special,
Lynii Shirley (ex-Olseii and Shirsteps to fit- the mood.
Combo of seven brass,, four "You've Got To Be Good in Holly- shOw In top fashion. Biz good, when ley, a tbrmerly. promising. tcrp team),
finish.
Liiry.
The concession to minors comes reeds, and four on rhythm contains wood." She then atfempls moditled caught.
is how a singlfe, .still terps as though
with Ben Dova's familiar drunk act some standout sidemen. particularly strip to "I'm the Poor -Man's Dot
she were part' of a duo, -Numbers
with antics atop a lamp-post. Good the alto sax -player, who arc' given a Lamour" peeling-, to a shawl-like
aire the. type done in twosomes, and
Capliol,
for plenty of laughs here.
are reminiscent of those done in
chance to show oft their stulT. Band sarong when given tlie nix from
Wasiiington, June 20.
Windup, as usual, is by the. Rock- plays "Jim," "Bradshaw Bounce/' backstage. And that's all.
miisicnls some years back.
ettes with sprightly precision work "Hey Bob-arre-bop.": which BradMnry McClanoiian, joe Do.sli, iJicfc
She's a
personable gal and a
Sylvia Manon, Denas. and 'Voley
to "St. Louis Blues." a punchy piece shaw vocals, and a, jam finale.
Vo- close with sarrie nifty adagio, where
AsIionT;"Ta'o capable dancer, but: routines need
Buck/cy. Lncieniie
danced with the standard precision calist 'Veya Belton gives out with a in the duo of guys tos.s the diminu- listers /rb7H Boston" (Af-G).
revision' to fill nitery. needs.
Miss
by the longest line of cheescake. in strong, bluesy set of pipes on "Lucky live dancer around like a ragdbll. All
Shirley,
shows her potentialities
Jose.
the world;
"Blue."
and
when
good
she
SO-and-So."
does some nice: tricks, but
artistically done, with plenty of
Best balanced show seen at the
Cats 'n'- Jammers, in the closing posturing and rieat lifts and twirls Capitol in some time has audiences these interludes are all too sparse.
spot, combine some hot. zingy rhythm to get nice salvos,
Ballp
beating the palms plenty this week, She's further handicapped by being
work 011 guitar, bass, and piano with
Ruby Zweirling's pitcrew provides with Dick Buckley and Joe' Dosh the opening act on the layout. She
BoUimore, June 23.
doesn't show the speed necessary for
some superb crooning by the key- usual good backgrounding for acts,
sharing top. honbrs,
Jose.
Tlje DmihiUs (3), Lnrrt/ Steuen."!, board mail. Latter vocals "Falling for
Edbd.
Dosh. D. C. boy who made, good this, end of the bill.Hcteiie & Houiard, Freddie Stritt, You." "Jockey Blues" and "I Cover
on the radio "Hit Parade'' show,
o(T.
Felice lula House Orch .(12j; "Peril- the Waterfront." and has to beg
comes home to wow the femmes a RAY IIEATIIERTON
Clii«;a{<o,
with
smooth,
and
intricate
Style' is
ous Holidau" (Col).
line of crooning that evokes squeals Son^s
10
lilins.
Chicago, June. 21.
some expert harmony support from
from the bobby-soxers. He tees olT
Hildegarde, Patsy KeUy, Jan Mnr- with "Cute Little Culey;" and bowls llolel St. Morltz, N. Y.
Nice'ly balanced layout is paced by the guitar and bass players.
Ra.v Ilealhertnii, receiUly "ul of
Pigmeat puts on another of his ray. Eleonor Tec-nian, Harry- Sosnik them over with "They Say Its' Wout
Freddie Stritt with well-tried gags
and. opens in sprightly style with the burlesque blackouts -containing the iind Chicogo Theatre Orcli (20t, wit/i derful" and"I Surrender. Dear," the Marines and prior lo that a siilgCunhilb. trio of lads who hoof well. usual deep indigo
„ stuff. Goes over in Salvalore- Gioe; "Our Jluaris Were Encore is a nice iiicd|ey of "Crying in:r biindleader. iinpres.scs as-beiiigMix in some aoro and solo stuff to rousinir fashion with the crowd but.: croujing Up" (Par).
on the Inside.""Shoolly Pie" and capable of getting along as a ..single
again.
good effect and for getaway. Stritt the;material. it has to be said
'Prisoner of Love" and scorcis ef- with a warmly projected baiy.
Heathc'rloii's
numbers have vatakes the deuce on his own with is in low taste.
,
Minus the intime atmosphere of fectively.
riety..
opening with "Without a
Harold Boyd and g.roup are on .v
some magic arid comedy abetted by
Buckley's brisk line of comedy fol
^.yppej. clubs. Hildegarde is playnumerous small props. Slices it off ofay act on bill, opening spot wiin
her first vaude date in Seven lows. He ha.s a "
group of throe inen Penny in My Pocket" nwd .setting
en'Ti"
..
..
.
of the cob in big chunks but plca.?es some fancy Jigsaw dancing and
years. The layout is a sumptuous and a woman come up from the aud- 'V/^^='<;'f ^'ll'^'ifi'V ^^"'Ih "They Sa.v It's
Screwball ter
Doiic;;al
stubholdeiis.
cdy horseplay.
^ ^'i^lopo, with the chantoo.soy and her
icMuc and pantomime while he sits "'^"^'Vn
„?.''
"''''cie or When.
Jo.yr.
Helene and Howard are a youth- routine rates high in . chuckles,
'Kucst sUrs." Palsy .K<!lly and Jan behind them and speaks the parts in
_.
ful pair who open with legit ball- ward Sisters in next torclosing flash ^.I,,,.
ja^n,i,,
-c,,,
f.\mos 'iV Andy interlude. Stunt
Toomolo"v and go into the usual some speed tapping n standard rou,„ tf,c boites,- Hildy is the eeiitcr ?ood
low comedy packed with
niccly^cosknockabout with some potent lifts lines. Girls are lookers
If
g^^^^
and spiiis that ring the belU Close turned, and work in lively fashion to pjiyggj ^^,3,,^ ij. o„
,,^,„^
Liiciehne and Ashour do a neat
Avith an exaggerated jitterbug rou- garner strong milling from the cus
theatre stage, howeve'r, where the comedy apache dance in which the
Continued from p.ii;c 51
tine tor solid applause. Youngsters tomers;
old rule of "don't-give-'nm-too-much" ijirl reverses the usual routine by;
show considerable promise.
applies, she's on.stage 90"Ji of the
^^^'^'^
« -bOrSClvl. bplt"
Larry Stevens closes; a rather
-.'»nH'Mi'.^°,nf
Thn=M'-"M
lime', femcecing. as she does oh her dumnij'. The
act is fast
and pleasant. „
Dallas
^ajoslic,
'•<'""^,«'.'=<'l^^
tough assignment for a vocalist, but
airshow, and caught in the middle
Opener
is
Mary McClimahan.
Dallas, June 2i:
he comes through in gbod style.
FSCA reps clniiii that with the
of the crossfire between Mi.s.s Kelly drummer and xylophonist. She is inNicely equipbed with voice and
Frankie Masters Orch (13) u-itli ind Murray, who are out there troduccd via loud-speaker and rides present trend, soon there'll be a
salesmanship he gives out with nifty Pliylis Mi/les,. Forrest Ldne; Marty, throughout, too, sealed at ringside on in a small car with radiator is coiiLlnuous round of nightly cnlerarrangements of "Aren't You Glad Pal, Kay' & Jo; Benny Ross & Mai-ine tables in the "Penguin Room." Total a xylophone and most of body made laininent
olTercd by hotels tO:altract
You're You." "Laughing on the Out- Stone; Billy Wells & 4 Fo«s; Carlelon impression ejmerging, therefore, is
.,..1.1
r-..
up a. 5.'5-ininute sparkling revue for 1^.^
Already. Ihey point out, some
side." "Blue Skies" and "In The
Emmy's Mad Wags; "She Wrote the that the three of them are battling it
Lou'e
big beachfront hotels offer game
Mood For Love" all groovey and au- Book"' (U).
out for top billing.
nights, swim and water show nights,
dience pleasers.
The stage apron is converted into
Biz good.
Biirm.
bingo, champagne hours, live shows,
llosion
again a bistro with a slew of tables, and
Circuit
scores
interstate
square dances and other gimmicks
Boslon. June 21
with Francie Masters orch heading ushers escort customers picked as
in addilion lo the rhumba. contests
OrioDtal, ilhl
Joliii Kirby Orch (G), Larry Flint
up a 55-minule sparkling revue on they enter the theatre to sit there.
on one side. Murray's
i\eat balance of comedy, music and Miss Kelly's
iOrcli (12). Eileen Barton, Tlic Willys. staged by the dance instructors.
Chicago, June 20.
,,xuu-jj
.1on the other, hidden among the other l^.^.^.j, Hiie & Stanley; "Dark Corner"
Hotels Kl^hl Back
Spike Jones and City Slickers terping. Layout zips along at a nice nightclub patron.s.
The usual fan- ,20111)
It's certain hole! ops wiU f'gbt any
(12), with Mickey Kotz, Red Ingle, pace that holds audience.
fare
follows
the
as
curtain goes up
Band is compo.sed of five sax.
efl'orts of the FSCA to stymie presDick Morgan. Helen Greco. Dr.
on the opulent setting.
,u
-.i
u
Most hotels depend on
Horatio Q. Birdboth, Dorese Midgely, three trumpets, two trombones and
.Sinoolh swing .music with harmo- ent .setup.
Harry
Sosnik,
loading
the
Chi„,'
bit
too
rhythm.
The
brass
is
a
red
George Rock. Candy Hall. Nancy threethe „h
cago's augmented band cives wiHv "'e-'*"T'P''oviscd tluou.ghout session bar biz to keep them out of
McDonald. Kuy Ballad. -Aileen Car- blary in spots but does okay -from thi "walking music" of the Raleigh.^^"k by .John j,, the "olT" season. However, many
."1'?
De Filla's "Ritual Fire
S?."}'""'""-''*
its opener
lyle; ''Perilous Holiday" (Col).
of the hotclmen who run class operaDance" to the current zany "Hcy-Ba- Kool shows as the star flits from
^'l''^,'"'; '."'''"""l^'^J^^V ^'l^'^^'.^and
Ba-Rc-Bob.".
Helter-skelter it all appears, what
miner,
Masters.
Forrest
Vocalists
are
with garbage cans, dishpan.s, wash- Lane and Phillis Mylcs. Lane remmer
boards, six-shooters and a patchwork cently out Of the service. ... _
a ncal
Ihe.'ie
backdrop, but there's plenty of evir,] looking chap and puts aci o.^s his one
dence.
in
the
lOaded-with-talenl .soiig-"Pri.s6ner of Love" in fine style
stage and minus: her own piano l,;;^:':;. ^ 'r:;:!^„:^ti^„r^'r^"
\
.^'l"'-''"'
jT, foi
?S
the hole
^"""^
package hat Spike Jones is unwrap- antl a pleasing voice. Miss Mylcs. ii accomp. Her delivery is -solid, .itam''X,s nrr4hr Tui-r'"
the hope of making a
ping on the Oriental's stage current- regular with the band sell hcr.self ped with all tho.se slriclly-fioin- ii^X'^'t^^ ''a,^^^^^
ly. of the kind of showmanship that with "Good
before .returning the
Blues Tonight" and thc-Coiitinent-via-Milwaukee trade- ?^;S«?'^?S,,^''i,v-Sf!ss'corner
^
^f^f /j^^
knows how to keep things from slow- "Gypsv." Maily, Kay. Pat.and 'jo, marks.
der apparent impression that every- j "'"'''l lojj'c owners^ anil "^^^^
ing down during an hpur-iongscs- fare a' quailct of lovelies who arc
Then .she discovers Miss Kelly. body"Tnow'Avords'T^^^^
They fear thi'VwiU return to
''"^ ^^''tbl^vhos out after a inan. mauling her
find properties cheapened oper.itions.
,j
*'"u'
M«
M;.n
J li"^^'".^ '"•
Haipist Nancy
McDonald,
poised
Masters in "Take Me Out To, The sailor lablematc and going into the
Eileen Barton on other hand of- inste.nri of Hip rl iss snot- Ihev leased
aloft and knitting nonchalantly until I.Ball Game."
matter of whether §osnik is the guy fors pfi^nty oHohrh a d zip
s, mmp,.
foi siimmci.
it's her turn midway to get in a few
Carlton Emmy and his clever ca- for her or hot. The laughs in this .'ccn^ipr Mfxcf'" w^^
Some bistro ops have been imhot licks on "Holiday for Strings." nines keeps 'em laughing. Emmy bit arc plentiful. From here On in. i,ei,m r ,nn v her "P^^
cues the hollzapoppin' theme of the shows fine showmanship and pa- i.it's Hildy singing "Penny in Your yi,d>coihc Rain Come Shine'' to "'"^.
"^^^
P'''"^^'
layout: which is.topped by Kay Ba|- tience in putting his charges through -Pocket"; Eleanor Teeman. slamming over big though
'''"'"^'^^'^^"'''^'''turcd, lo olTsct loss
"latlct was stylized
weird way with "I've Got various .si unt routines.
lad's
home some dizzy twirllabs lo "Had |.,„oi-e like a lament than a baUad
of the early biz. Club 22, is a ca.sc
nhythm.".'^My Heart Sings" and "My
Bcniiy Ross and Maxine Stone of- to Be You" and "Who": Murray
The Willys are a Ivij'h-class iii"- in point. A loiier until rcccntlvi th.e.
Man, nee "My .Apartment." Come- fcr comedy with Ross' fast chatter searching, for the correct notes of gling team of three girls and l.vo spot's been cashing in by reinaining
dieniie i.>ia showstopper. being an ex- conlraslod smartly by Miss Stone's "It s Been a Long. Long -Time." with men
.who cnntrib faiicv slu IT 'open, until the wee hours wilh a
" timing, a natural clown, and .slow and
'
pert at
easy comebacks, making the sidemen dismis.scd completely
Lowe.' Hite and policy of catering to the" 'rhumbapossessed of a hi^sky set of .pipes.
Ihcr a perfect foil. Stone shows some and^ Mi.s.s Kelly accompanying him Stanley, curiously assorted in .size,
-rfd:-..
Paddonk eUib which has
The Slickers blaspheme "(ihloe," singing ability also.
on the skins.
draw plenty, lauglis wilh comedy
,
)
foaturmg a late show policy foi
"Oclii Chorriia." "Old Black Magic."
There's also— and this is slill "in antics.
Billy Wolls and the Four Fays
Dame,
"Love. Your Magic Spell is Every- score and- grab plenty applause. chronological order a lively So.snik
the nite owls,, has also been doing a
where." "The Sheik," "Glowworm," Wells does a bit: bf clowning- with interpolation of "Tico Tico"; Hildy VA'PHTC evTC o at vt a>7A
steady biisiriess.
'Understood that.!>ilS>
Al
J^LA^A,
». Y. j^jj,^,^ Nathanson, new owner, w ill
^
etc., as Is their wont, but. prove they .some eccentric dancing thrown in singing I'lt's Wonderful"; Hildy and
can play it straight, too, in backing while the three Fay girls and their pianist Salvatore Gioc collabing on
William Morris agency has birokeiv drop shows and alsO feature a
tapstress -Dbrese Midgely in a rousing brother turn in, some nifty acrobat- 'a nostalgic piano duet on ."Swariee," into the Plaza
.hotel, N. Y., with rhumba
bai,id.
.Riptide club, reflamenco routine and -cleats to "J ics. One of their best bits- is the box- "Strutters' Ball" and "Alabamy booking
of Rosario and Aittonio. set cently sold to Dbn -Richards, local
May Be Wrong," bassist Candy Hall ing bout dance.
Bound"; Hildy and Miss Kell.v tangfor July 10 and the De Marcos to orch leader, -will rcspen in July with
{n"Lady Be Gpod," and trumpeter
Masters emcees and keeps sliov ling over Who's gonna snng Murray
a late show policy featuring swingGeorge Rock in the original vocals of moving at a fast pace.'
as a boyfriend, (they knocked the start sometin}e in September.
Hotel books mainly through Music music.
"I
Wanna Get Married," which
Capacity house-at supper show,
mike over at the first show, all three
Si)ot will be renamed faprove^ loo rough for the manageAndy.
of them almost landing in the pit Corp; ot America,
mous door.
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A-Bombs

Hep AGMA Contract Speeds BaHet

Abingdon, Va., June 25.
The Barter Theatre will give
a

Theatre to Six-Week London Season
Depnrture of 55 members of*Queen Mary
Ballet Theatre On the
for London
a six-weeic

Thursday

last

ROBESON

.(20). for

IN

for Admission?

"Blithe Spirit"
Tenn., home of the

Ridge,

TOP 200G

FOR CONCERT SEASON

prices

The FBI okayed

all
:

Mrs. Rosenberg In

ATAM, Producer
Contract Changes
and the Association of Theatrical
Agents and Managers settle at Jeast.
two proposed revisions of the basic
agreement between the two factions.
Mrs. Rosenberg was suggested .by
the union and the showmen signified
their acceptance to A'TAM last week,
rather than submit a candidate of:
.

Fight Scalping

their

Company included Andre EglevNora Kaye, Hugh Laing, Alicia

Case

Alonso, John. Krlza, Lucia Chase
and
co-director)
and
(ballerina
other dancers;, choreographers An-

One
cies

MdD

last

eral

Draws Blank

Soon afterwards the policeman,
with a fellow offlcer, returned and

union was angling for
on foreign performers,
to

Equity's

~

rule

actors.
One manager reportedly set tone of meeting
With a speech pointing out that (a)
the time, for such discus.sions wasn't
ripe; (b) only a small percentage of
foreign performers visit U. S. each
season; (c) they are a stimulus, as

limiting foreign

1935, and (d) any
action would start retaliatory
iti

we wanted

if

U.

S.

tered just as the thief

AGMA

eign artists for a while.

Arthur Schwartz is guesting at atHoward Reinheimer's Park
avenue apartment "just to set into

torney

mood"

of the "Park Avenue"
musical he's composing for Max
Gordon production. He returns lo
Hollywood July 6. Will be on the
Coast three more weeks polishing
the, score with lyricist
Ira Gershwin
and co-librottisl Nunnally Johnson.

legit

among

the

"City"

is

now

figured to represent

cost of ovier $350,000.
Other major
musicals that f()lded out of town
were
"Spring
in
Brazil"
and
"Shootin' Star," neither of which is
expected to reach the boards again.

of clauses to be argued out.
After tabulating 49 indicated objections, they have revised their
answer, and the number of points
at issue now totals.25, with a chance
thiat
some on. that list will be

skipped; If so, agreement on a new
five-year pact may be signatured

were instanced when the original
pact was entered into...
Indicated that the authors are not
in the mood for combat, and that
goes for most of the- producers.
Guild people appear to be sut-prised
that the managers have questioned
as many sought for revisions as they
did in their counter proposals or
answer. Authors feel that they have
done well by. the showmen in the
changes. Some producers concede
that to be so, while others feel differently about the proposalis, mostly
managerial restrictions in connection with musical shows.
Guild's 56rPage Tome
Guild arrived at the proposals In
56-page document upon recomof several committees,
with the result that members of one
committee were not fully cognizant
of changes suggested by the others,
if at. all. An instance is a proposal
a

mendation

that performances in foreign languages be permitted in N. Y. during

the Broadway showings. Managers
pointed oiit that such a provision
would be confusing to the original
presentations, and the clause will
probably be stricken out.
In some show circles the Guild
is regarded as a' closed. shop. Despite
the fact that any new dramatist
may join. In reality all authors (and
compo.sers of musicals) must be-

come

associate Guildites.
of the regulations are irkr

Some
some

tc

showmen. That producers

of experience are required to heed
rules that permit newcomer authors
virtually to dictate to the presented
has burned many a manager, especially during the rehearsal period.

Some new dramatists have t:iken
advantage of the rules, others roly-.
ing upon the managerial know-how
that bas come with experience.
Guild contends that few of. its
members tak^ advantage of the
regulations

and that when

differ-

ences do arise, arbitration is provided for. Still it's argued that because the producer provides the
capital to put on the show, he
should not be hampered by restrictions, the Guild answer being .that,
too many managers took advantage
Possibility
of authors heretofore.

.

will feature Peter
Hayes, currently at the Copaca-

Paramount may have a

financial stake in the legitcr.

(Kay Carrington,

will guest-around
With eastern friends while
the tunesrnith is west.
Yurfca,

2.

Managers have made some progthemselves by rediicing the

ress

PAR BUYS 'WINSLOW;
NEWRAniGANLEGITHlT
London, June

25.

John Byram, head of Paramount'a
play dept., has acquired the rights
lo
Terence Rattlgan's
"Winslow
Boy," current hit running at the
Par will produce on Broadway in a.ssociation with John Wilson and then film it.
Byram and his wife are planing to
the U. S., June 27. They had been
here about three weeks.

Lyric.

Variety, in the issue of

"

Gordon musical

BUnche

Leiague, that of Sept.

number

Summer

I

tion.

Tryout

New MUford, Conn., June 25.
.^°|f"che Yurka to star in "Aunt
new play by .Bill Noble and
l>eoree Savage, at Theatre-in-theDale here July 3-7.

Profit

and

1

said:

"The

thenric

of

this

May

29,

play

is

.

While east Schwartz is commuting
to; George
S.
Kaufman's Bucks
county farm for. eastern collabora-

actress)

was

'

SCHWARTZ COMMUTING
ON TARK AVE/ POLISH

Sch^ya^tz

Pay 60G

To 'Bloomer' on Coast

Consensus was that AGMA
would drop any moves against for-

City"

Sydney, June 25.
Agreement has been reached be- 'Central Park'
tween Oscar Hammerstein 2d and.
Australian Actors; Equity covering
H'wood Bowl
:Los Angeles, June 25.
Guarantee of $60,000 in net profits cast plans for (Richard) RodgersPlans call for Mike Todd. jumping
on "Bloomer Gii l" is being laid on Hammerstein shows to be presented "Up In. Central Park" from Chicago
the line by the Los .Angeles and San here early next year under the Wil- to the Coast for a summer stay at
Francisco Light Opera Assns. for liaiiison-Tait banner.
Show.s are the Hollywood Bowl but that is deeight weeks of playing time by the "Oklahoma!","Carmen Jones" and pendent on business at the Chi
John C. Wilson production.
Shubert. Attendance has been ex"Carousel."
Troupe arrived here yesterday
cellent
although grosses have
leaving
for
Hammerstein, before
(Mon.) on a .special train from Bostapered somewhat in the past few
London, told Equity he was deslrou.s
ton and will play four weeks at the
weeks.
timos.
Agreement
before of harmony at all
auditorium
Philharmonic
If
"Park"
continues to flourish
for "Oklahoma!" calls for 10 Amerishifting to San Francisco for four
can. players, 13 Aussics, and an Aus- in .Chi during summer, Todd, who is
weeks at the CuVran theatre.
E. J> Tail in N. Y.. will seek another attracsie chorus and ballet.
tion
for
the
Bowl.
Bill Doll, his
leaves, for the U. S. in August to
Elliott's 'Accidentally'
complete further production plans on pro.ss agent, is in Hollywood and
will handle the "Park" Bowl date,
Set for Fall Production Au-ssic legit rebirth:
tentaUvcly set for Augu.st after
Fir.st new mu.''ical seen here in a
James S. Elliott has acquired rights
which the show will play other
long span gets underway, in Melto "Accidentally Yours," new comCoast dales before starting castedy by Pauline Williams, for fall bourne this week. It's Ivor Novello'.s ward.
production, and is dickering with "The Dancing Years." Feature is the
Shubcrt is figured the only dcFrank Morgan to play the lead. Borovansky Ballet. Leonline Sagun .lirKblc Loop theatre for "Song of
Script wa^; tested last April at Play- (lew in from London to produce the Norway'
which has been wailinp;
wrights theatre in Seattle. AT Rosen ;how for Williamson-Tait,
for the Fpol.
Grosses for thc opwill be gen. mgr. and have a finanpii'lta have meant about an even
cial interest. Herbert J. Freezer will
break ni the. Broadway, N. Y., the
Barryrhore Seen
guarantee, finances under his seven- Ethel
run now approaching the two year
year agreement with Elliott to back
In 'Pride's Way' fot Fall mark.
all his shows.
"Pride's Way," onetime Literary
Elliott, whose la.st Broadway production was "Too Hot For Maneu- Guild selection by Robert Malloy, is
Kilroy Comes Back
being dramatized for fall production
vers," will direct "Kiss and Tell" for
St. Loui.s. June 25.
Bennington (Vt.) Drama Festival by Mitchell Grayson and Irwin
Kilroy will finally come into being
week of July 8, and "Rope," for Lewis, with possibility that Ethel
here with the casting of the musical,
Guild Playhouse, Stamford, week of Barrymorc may be starred.
Play i? being handled for the "Kilroy Is Back," Joe Reynolds
Aug. 5.
Grayson-Lewis combo by William producing for Veterans Theatrical
Skuinik Set for N. T.
Morris o/Tice and for Malloy by Productions.
The all ex-GI .screwball show will
Menasha Skuinik, Yiddish legit Maxwell Aley. Grayson, w.k. radio
and radio comedian, will star' and director, will direct the play and also resurrect Clenri, the mythical
famed GI
of
the
direct at the Second Aveiiue theatre, may end up doing his own produc- counterpart
Gulliver,
ing as well.
N. Y, next season.

Civics

policy.

Mrs.

Aussie Equity Deck

For Three Musicals

AGMA

oana, N. Y.

'•Windy

Hammerstein Clears

a get-

moves,
to go

artists

Bow on B'way

.

away.

negotiations any move by
would now have, especially since the
State Dept. is mulling overseas tours
for U. S. artists as part of goodwill

ex-legit

made

Still

May

'

-

Another manager pointed out what
an adverse effect on current peace

Lmd

his

.

abroad.

the

demanding

back, for the tickets, also the

McBridc's agency and managed to
get away with $1,000 in cash. Joe
Pylc,. in charge of that department,
was temporarily out of the office,
but an elderly runner present was
hit on the head with a gun butt.
Joe McNamee, also of McBride's, en-

witness Kirsteh Flagstad lifting the
Metropolitan Opera from the dol-

drums

shield,

choosing.

have been reached by Aug.

thereby eliminate the possibility of
retarding production for 1946-47.
plans are steadily build-'
mg although only one has registered
a.Broadway premiere date with the

New show

without prolonged negotiations,' such

IVIndy City

.

C note, which was marked. Everin
was arrested and held under $500
Bail. When the matter came up in
special sessions thC; case was dismissed, the asst. district attorne^y assenting that it was not illegal to accept a gratuity. After making the
refund the agency people wondered
where the officer got the money
used w.hen he got the tickets.
Tuesday (25) morning a lone gunman invaded the second floor of

however, as expressed
by several managers, was that

similar

his

flashed

money

Feeling,

perhaps

Louis-Conn

gratuity.

mands.

artists'

of

premium each, the legal rate, total
amount being $1,210.80. The cop insisted on giving Newman's clerk,
Benny Everin, $100 as a tip or

Opera, ballet and concert man-,
agers were called in to a closed
meeting last Wed. (19) in V. Y. by
Guild' of Musical
the American
Artists to discuss question sf bookings of foreign artists In the U. iS;
Meeting was simply "exploratory"
and making no definite stand or de-

restrictions

the matter

was tlirowh out of court
week for lack of evidencie. Sevweeks before the bout a plain-

clothesman ordered 12 tickets at $100
each at Newman's agency and received same, paying the broker 90c,

Status of Foreign

Artists

police complaint against agen-

in

fight tickets

AGMA-Mgrs. Meeting To

the

Nixed

'

,

tony Tudor, Jerome R6bbins and
Michael Kidd, and conductor Max
Goberman. Repertoire: will include
20 ballets.

later

Is

own

Broadway producers and authors,
respectively members of the League
of New York Theatres and the
Dramatists' Guild, have started negotiations with the objective of ironing put differences over the new
basic agreement.
It is hoped that, agreement will

as

She has been well known in labor spring trydut casualtiies but it may
and political circles since the late' prove an exception if Philip
Yordan,
Firanklin D. Roosevelt, was govwho wrote the book, has his way
ernor of N. Y. and after he entered
about it.
The high cost musical
Mrs. Rosenberg
the White House.
rhay still be seen on Broadway next
has been on labor relations boards season.
and for a time headed the N. Y.
Show was presented by Richard
slate unemployment insurance bur^
Kollmar and after some differences
eau.
with Yordan, the author offered the
League of New York Theatres, young producer $70,000 for his inrepresenting the showmen, has adterest in "City."
Kollmar is said
vised ATAM that only the League's to have
refused at the time, but
detnand for a new blood provision may change his mind. Those with
and the union's demand for increased the show are still enthusiastic about
salaries are subject' to mediation
it, especially about the book, which
consideration.
All other points are was revised before "City" opened in
to be adjusted by negotiation,
(Chicago.
A'TAM wants considerably higher
Yordan came on from the Coast
pay. starting with the new season, to Chi and was present when the
the League insisting that th^ union show was forced to close at the
provide for the admission' of new .Gftat Northern following the Lamembers, especially company mana- Salle hotel fire, city authorities
New thumbing dbwn the theatre. Yorgers and road press agents.
blood has been (he subject of sharp dan summoned the company and
differences within the union and saw to it that full salaries were
one proposal was voted down some paid, although Equity had ruled
weeks ago.
that the management was not reOther ATAM proposals Include sponsible for half a week's pay afcompany managers, going on the ter the fire dept. shuttered the
payroll from the first day of re- house.
hearsal,
and that vacations be
Also on his own the author told
granted every 35 weeks during an the actors to forget the lOU's given
engagement.
League is scheduled by them to the company manager
for a summer of negotiations, what for advances on salaries.
He also
with the Dramatists Guild pact to be offered to send any or all hands
revised, also settlenient of demands back to N. Y. by plane, about half,
by jnihor theatre employee unions. of them flying, from Chi.
Because of unusual expenditures

England.
sky,

the rounds of rhanagers' offices
the past year or so, has been
acquired by Arthur Hopkins for fall
Script was considered
production.
by other producers, but becaiusc of
casting problems, no contract was
entered into with Orin Jannings,
who authored it.
Cast calls for five jazz musicians
who can act, and Hopkins has engaged Leonard Fletcher to seek
actors who can play cornet, clarinet
and piano in the prescribed manner.
After being ihacUve for several
.<>,easons, .Hopkins clicked with "The
Magnificent Yankee" last season.
,

Anna Rosenberg is expected to be
when Broadway showmen

mediator

transpor"representa-

tion" (in other words, a guarantee)
that' performers would be able to
take their money (salaries) out of

'TRUMPET' NEXT FALL
"Hear That Trunipet," a play that

made

all

made

also

it

tation:

HOPKINS TO SOUND

players

for

fixed

took care of

It

range.

^

Little Theatre.

Ij^fore the trip.

Aura of Goodwill

Ironing Out in

atom bomb,

Saturday (29). Company, headed by producer Bob Pprterfleld,
perform at invitation of
"Operation Manhattan" officials
and be sponsored by Oak Ridge
will

.

with

Kinks In Producer-Author Contract

performance of Ncel Coward's
at Oak

season at the Royal
at latOoera House, Covent Garden
brought about some
ter's invitation,
Paul Robeson recently finished a
in contract bechanges
interesting
Guild season of 85 concerts, .running from
American
and
company
tween
to insure dancers Sept. 27 last to June
grossing
4,
of Musical Artists,
union.
in the
$200,000, a top record for him. Tour
comBasic agreement between
expired was also unusual in that it included
pany and AGMA, which
nb dates in: the South because of
15.
Sept.
to
June 30, was extended
anti-Jim
Crow stand.
Robeson's
deposit of two
But AGMA required
leglter,
tours
in
the
instead Previous
weeks' pay in this country,
"Othello," were believed to have
custormary one week salary. helped the gross.
minimums
ballet
*^Where corps de
is
Another
tour
for
next
season
the
(considered
are $52 in N. Y.
set, with 70 dates already booked,
home stay) and $62 when on tour,
Robeson's return to legit.
AGMA arranged a minirnum of delaying
concertize
b^en
his
custom
It
has
to
comthough
$62 for the trijj, even
two years, then try. legit two years,
pany would be performing in Lonand singer-actor will try stage
don all the time, on grounds that the
again if a suitable vehicle arises.
it.
cost of living warranted
has had concert offers from
He
guaranteed
Ballet Theatre also
Africa,
South
South
and Australia,
each company member room
America and Europe, but doesn't
board in Lohdon "at minimum cost,"
plan
leaving the country for a while.
within a small

57

Ji'dith,"

I

I,.,

nmtlhing Broadway misht tall for
ton of bricks, for Alexander
Woollcott celebrated it in one of his
most famous esSays
play will ho
doubt have a run, and is first-class
like a

.

.

.

material for filming."

GFs

'Claudia' in

Denmark

Copenhagen, June

11.

The soldier show, "Claudia," presented here last month, wa.s well received. The production is not only
the first GI show to play in this
country, but is also the only American production ever pre.sented herej
"Claudia" was' shown in the Danish capital at the invitation of the
government. Many members of the
Danish

nobility

and

,

prominent

statesmen attended the preem.

.
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•Voice' of the Toast

Midwest Hayloft Season Looms As

With

Best in Years; Ex-Gls Swell Ranks
Chicago, June 25.
theatre groups
.

.

Outlook
in the

summer

£01-

midwest

in 1946 is the best in

Yank,

years due to the return ot thespers

from the service and the flow of
well-heeled vacationist to Wis. and
Stymied during
resort towns.
111.
the war by the lack of talent and
payees, many of the local stock
under full
getting,
groups are just,
steam again after four, so-so. seasons;

Brit;

AdaptaHoils

Do So Well

in

Paris

.

Paris, Jiine 11.

world currently

suf-.

.

righteous but non-understanding

Company

will retain.

^

.
,

Behrman indicated that he was hardly on cordial terms with the other
playwrights and the fact that they turned down his "Dunnigan's Daughter," produced by the 'Theatre Guild last season, may have been the- factor
Of the original quintette only Maxwell Anderson,
in his withdrawal.
Elmer Rice and Robert E.' Sherwood- rornain,' Sidney Howard bcin^ dc-^
:

assistant stage manit for an
agfer^:,., of
the nearby Morosco
theatre.
The procedure has
been going on for more than two
years. Toast is a prop for the
"Voice of the Turtle."

American and English adaptations
are doing so well on the stage- here,
and producers are- so much inclined
to consider tliem as safer bets than
arc
that tlic crix
scripts,
local
voicing patriotic protests in the name

of five companies in this
area revealed that 60% of the male
members of the oasts are yets, with
mgny of the female members former
USO entcrfniners or with active war
records.

Check

.

of French art.
"No, No. Nanette"

ceased.

The American Repertory Co. is also on a corporate -basis, stock having-,
been sold by a downtown brokerage on the strength of names heading the
outfit, principally Eva Le Gallienne, Margaret Webster and Cheryl Craw•

ford.

.

field of backing groups is the Herd Corp., which piroposes
claim" In one or a series of legiters. James Merrill Herd heads
the outfit. He was with Metro on the Coast, also in Chicago and New York.
At present there's a $20,000 limit per show.

Ncwest .in the

is

doing

to "stake a

ca-

New Lake Zurich Playhouse at pacity business at the Mogador.
Lake Zurich, 111., opens its season "Little- Town" is packing the Gra-

Leventhal s

New

with Rose Franken's mont. "P^g o' My Henrt" at the
"Claudia," following with seven dif- Porte St. Martin and "10 Little
flereht weekly productions, closing Niggers" at the Antoine are both big
with an Original "Driftwood" by draws. Jacques Hebertot is doing so
Maurice Tei Dunn. Of li men in the well at the Hebeirtot theatre with "Of
company,' 90% have been, in service Mice and Men" that he does not plan
Jules Leventhal, starting his usual
and two of the women were with anything before October when he N. Y. summer subway wheel yesterUSO, one overseas. Bella D. Itkin, of will produce a comedy by Jean day (Tues.) by presenting Benny
Chi's Goodman theatre, is the com- Coctcau as yet untitled; Jean Marais Baker in "Good Night, LE(dies" at
pany director.
the Flatbush, in Flatbush, also has
and Edwige Feuillere will co-star.
Another ex-GI takes over producLeon Volierra is still running his finger in another circuit pie.
tion reins at the Belfry Players of
Showman is arranging shows fqr
"Arsenic and Old Lacc'J at the
Williams Bay, Wis., which opened
HartMarigriy and the "Rebecca'" adapta- foin- houses this season. Grand,
Thursday (20) with Noel Coward's
Erlanger, Buffalo; Shubcrttion at the Theatre de Paris. "Night ford;
"Blithe Spirit'" This is the company's
Hall,
of January 16" continues strong at Lafayettc, Detroit, and Town
13th season. The ActorsiCompany at
Toledo, with likelihood of the cirHenri Varna's Apollo.
Friday

Stiiif-4egit

N. Behrman, one of the five, authors who formed the Playwrights
eight years ago, resigned, but it was stated that he would continue to have a financial interest in the corporation. When the Playwrights
organized there were two types of stock issued, described .as producers
shares and management $hRres. While both types, share equally in profits,
the. management stock was issued, on a' cash basis, $100,000 capital being
raised through a coterie of investors Including Howard S. Cullman, Marie
Harriman, Alicia Patterson Guggenheim, 'William S. Paley and Dorothy
Backer 'Thackrey,^ Behrman also bought some of those shares which he
S.

.

customers "madder than ever.
When the toast gets a nice,'
charcoal black, one of the guys'
removes it and carefully wraps,

They Dim New Efforts

.

the!

fering its worst bread .famine in
years, customers at a 45th street,
N. Y., drugstore nightly get indignant when they sec one of
deliberately
countermen
the
burning two pieces of toast.
Shouts from the patrons, as the
smoke swirls up through the
store, bring no reaction from
the sbdajerks— which makes the

.

(28)

Summer Wheel

.

.

.

Riverside, 111., starts things rolling
July 4, offering.Rose Franken's "Another Language." Other, productions
for the summer include "Excursion,"
"Murder in a Nunnery," and "The
'
Insect Comedy."
Jsrry Brandt, formerly of the faculty of the Univ. of Wisconsin, is in
charge of the American Theatre
Assn's group at Delavan, Wis.. John
Van Druten's "There's Always Ju-

cuit

DUBLIN GATE THEATRE
SET TO TOUR EGYPT

.

.

Dublin, June

17.

Negotiations have been opened for
the Dublin Gate Theatre Co., diEdwards and
Hilton
by
ected
MacLiammoir, to niakc a
Michael
liet" has been announced as their
first effort of the season.
Stanley tour to Egypt in the near future.
Schirmer, recently with the St. Louis Before the war the group toured
Civic Theatre, will design the settings through London to the Balkans and
Near East, but has not been outside
for the company.
For Chicagoans who are stuck in Ireland for seven years.
MacLiammoir has been turning
the city for the summer; the enterprising Chi. Negro Art. Theatre is down London offers for his new
preparing its summer production, play. "Ill Met By Moonlight." as the
"Stevedore," by George Sklar and company is waiting to secure a LonPaul Peters. Eight white male actors don theatre to do the play itself. Edare included in the cast.
wards, and MacLiammoir left for
Paris this week; their company re'Claghorn' Goes Legit
mains here with Mary Hayley Bell's
Westpprt, Conn., June 25.
'Duet for Two Hands."
Kenny "Senator Claghorn" Del.

mar makes

his

first

summer

stock
as co-

appearance week of July 1
star with Juno Havoc in the Sidney

Howard play, "They Knew. What
They Wanted.'' fievival opens the
Westport Country Playhouse season.

spreading.

Grand

week

this

has Freddie Bartholomew in "Pur-

Make Coast Bow
Before Trying Chi Run

'Mary' to

"Mary Had a Little." Al Rosen
production, preems in San Diego,

Despite the Playhouse's fivie-year July 9, for a tryout prior to its openFrancisco
financial success of the 1946 ing at the Curran, San
Comedy is set for five
season is already practically as- July 15.
weeks in S. F. before starting to
sured by heavy .advance subscrip
tion for. first six weeks of the sea- work its way east to Chicago, where,
will try for a run, similar to
it
"son.
Rosen's previous Chi hit, "Good
Night Ladies."
Theodora Bender's Group
Play was written by Muriel C.
Pompton Lakes, N. J., June 25.
Pompttfn Lakes Summer Theatre Herman, Arthur Herzog -and Rosen,
opens July 1 in the Pompton Lakes It is being backed by Edmund Lowe,
High School featuring the Ben Koe who is starring in it; Martin Hersh,
Players under production supervi- prez' of Ideal Factoring Corp., N. Y,
financing
outfit,
and Jack
sion of Theodora Bender, w.k in film
Schwartz, pic producer.
Broadway
production
layoff,

suit of Happiness";. Shubert-Lafaycttc has Mary Boland in "Meet the

Wife" and Ei'.langer has Jane Cowl
Toledo's Town Hall
in "Candida;"
will open July 1 with "Candida."

Although Al Dow is operating
Hartford house for A. & B. Dow
and Domcnic Fcrrone, lessees, Leventhal is reported having an interest in the other three houses,with Frank McCoy.
,

for the -N. Y; subway circuit.
Leventhal will follow "Ladies" at

As

Flatbush with "Late Goerije
Apley" July 2, moving "Ladies" to
Windsor, Bronx, that date.
the

REP GROUP PLANNED FOR

ALBANY BY PRR SCION
Albany, Jiine 25^
The Atterbury Playhouse, Inc.
has been chartered to produce dra
matic and musical productions in Al
bany. Malcolm Atterbury, whp with
his wife, Ellen Hardjes, and CSertrude White are directors of the company, will open a season of repertoire at the Capitol, old-time legit
theatre, next fall.
Atterbury, son of a former presi
dent of the Pennsylvania R.R. and
operator of the Tamarack Playhouse
now remodeling the Capitol
is
Capacity is being reduced to 600, the
'

acoustics improved and the theatre
redecorated.
Atterbury plans- to premiere the
venture, with a resident company
and some guest performers, in November. He has sold out the house
to special groups for five Monday
nights and hopes to dispose of the
legit.
First
remaining Monday evenings in the
"Kiss and Tell," July 1. Hugh Rensame manner. Performances for the
nie directing.
phine Lambert as Princess Margaret public will be given Tuesday through
and Hobert Field as 'Prince Karl are Saturday. Each show will run two
Shirley Booth's Berkshire Preem
otheir leads. Performances will run weeks.
Stockbridge, Mass., June 25.
from Tiiesday to Sunday night.
Shirley Booth will star in the
Principal cast will be changed
Atterbury's Strawhat
Berkshire Playhouse's one new pro
weekly with each new show. "The
Lake Pleasant, N. H., June 25.
diiction of its 10-week season, when Merry Widow" is due to start July 9.
The Tamarecli Playhouse will redirector William Miles presents "Off
sume, after a war hiatus, with
the Air," comedy by Knowles En
Strawhat Gets Mollere
This is
"Blithe Spirit" on July 5.
Noroton Heights, Conn., June 25.
trikin and Howard Breslln, week of
mountain spot
the Adirondack
Norotdn Playhoiise, -with, a new where Malcolm Atterbury, son of
Aug. 19.
Entrikin, radio script writer, is troupe of actors calling themselves the late W. W. Atterbury, president
currently producer of the Lionel the N. Y. 54th Street Theatre .Com- of the Pennsylvania B. R,, built a
Barrymore program, "Mayor 6t the pany, opens July 2 with "George theatre and clicked with a- summer
Town," Breslin is also a scripter as Simple," a farce after Moliere, fol- stock company beifore Pearl Harbor.
lowed by a new version of Goidoni's Theatre divided the week between
well as a short-story writer.
comedy, "Tlie Mistress of the Inn." legit and films.
Both plays are directed by TheoFerrer's Three Summer Shots;
Jose Ferrer will dp three straw- dore Komisarjevsky, director of the
Spanish
Memorial
Theatre,
hat appearances, before resuming Shakespeare
toiir in revival of the legiter "Cy- Siratford-on-Avon, .England.
Montreal 'Barber*

When Brock Pemberton was honored with a degree at the Univ. of
last, week he was intrpdiiced by Roy Roberts, Kansas City Star m.e.,
who said that the showman had produced sucli pluys as "Arsenic and Old'
Lace," then rather abruptly sat down. Roberts realized he had pulled a
boner and wliispecied an explanation to Pemberton. He happened to be
thinking of Russcl ("Buck") Crouse, who \vas formerly on the Star's staff
and who produced "Arsenic" with Howard Lindsay! ITie editor was on
the committee last year that awarded the Pulitzer prize to "Harvey," Pemberton's top success.
Reported that this year's Pulitzer priie winner, "State of the Union,"
won the award after three ballots. Pulitzei: judging has always. been a
secret, but it's understood that "Born Yesterday" came close to winning
the prize. "Union" is another bellringcr for Lindsay and Crouse.
Kansas

Before the Old Vic repertory company went back to London following a
six-week triumphant etigagemcnt at the Century, N. Y., it stocked up with
food packages, buying edibles i.iot obtainable in England. Vic actors who
planed backi sent.the foodstuffs by ship. Their craving for fruit juices was

marked among all the visitors.
Laurence Olivier and Vivian Lcijjh, who delayed their return one day to
be present at the first N. Y^ showing of the film, "Henry V,". escaped injury, as did other passengers, when, a Constellation plane bound for England was forced down in Connecticut. All hands wore taken to'Hartford,
continuing the flight in another ship dispatched from LaGiinrdia Field.
Vic was paid $4,000 per program for two CBS broadcasts. Coin was prorated among the 32 players who canie from London, although only 12 were
used in each radio program.
There are differences between Jo Mielziner, designer Of "The Glass
Menagerie" setting, aiid the show management, on contractual grounds. A
second setting was built for a proposed "MehSgeric" road sho\y which did
not eventuate. Scenery was not completed, at the time but recently had
been made serviceable and it is proposed to use that setting at the Royalc,
N. Y., next week, show moving there from the Playhouse after Saturday
(29) night's performance.
If that is done, a double take-out and tiake-in crew will be required.
Union calls for 21 men to strike the setting, but (or some reason an equal
nurnbcr of stagehands will be' required to install it if the roadshow scenery
is used at the Royalc.
.

"Around the World" .is an eight-car show, but when the musical arrived
in N. Yi from Philadelphia, one car was left in the yards and only released
a couple of weeks after opening at the Adelphi. It contained scenic effects
that are not used because some interludes were tightened or clipped entirely, also excess electrical equipment.
Treadmill used in the performance was built in sections which required one car and half of another
when in transit, 12 stagehands operating the device during performances.
Orson Welles, who produced"Wbrld," is expected to remain in the show
indefinitely. The gross improved further last' week and while attendance
is n»t capacity, present pace nets' a fairly good operating profit.
,

"Show Bpat" is drawing at least 150 tourist-agency inspired visitors at
each performance, and should average that many vacationists through summer. This patronage is guaranteed through deals with tourist agencies
throughout the country, tickets for the' show, being in combination with
admissions to other events and attractions within the metropolis. .
Arrangements were made by a special representative for the show who
visited agency heads at many points.
Tourist deals were hot reported
made for any other current attraction.
'

Similarity of names accounts for an error in Equity's listing of Al Trahan
obituaries of the 1945-46 season. The deceased intended was
Albert Trahern, onetime stage manager who died last January, but was not
a member of Equity.
Trahan, who entered Mt. Sinai hospital for surgery last week, joined
Equity when in an Earl Carroll attraction but has not been a member

among the

since 1938.

Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., reopening Monday (1) with Gertrude
Lawrence in "Pygmalicin," will be celebrating the Fourth of July next
Thursday on foiir counts. Playhouse that day, in addition to the holiday,
win be celebrating its 20th anni. Miss Lawrence's birthday, and the sixth
anni of her wedding to the theatre's producer, Richard Aldrlch.

,

New

'

Warbler

For

rano de Bergerac" in mid-August,
D. C.'s Wholesale HaylofU
Actor-producer will play lead in
Washington, June 25.
•The Play's the Thing" at Long
Third strawrhatter in the D. C.
Beach Crest theatre, L. I., July 2
'Richard III" at Royal Alexandra area opens here July 1 with a twoToronto, July 22, and "The Green week run of "Enchanted April." It
is the. Jarvis Repertory Theatre, in
Goddess" at same theatre July 29.
suburban Bethesda, Md., to the
;

A.

C.'s

Musicals

northwest of Washington.

Season

Atlantic City, June 25

Sam
cal

H. Grismah's

comedy season

summer musi-

gets

underway

at

Company

is under the production and direction of William Jarvis who also
opeirates the little theatre at D. C.'s

when Wardman Park

Hotel.
Season is
Aug. 31.
company is made up of refrom little theatre groups,
ography by Donn Arden, and orches- plus nine ex-servicemen and women
who appeared in Army and- Navy
tra conducted by Robert Zeller.
Agnes Cassidy as Kathie, Jose(Continued on page 59)

Auditorium here Tuesday.

(2)

"Student Prince" opens, with Everett Marshall in lead. Staging is- di-rected by Robert Jarvis; chore-

.

slated to go to

Jarvis

cruits

Montreal; June 25.

Carmen Torres, young Spanish
coloratura, will make her N. American debut in femme lead of Rosina
in
'The Barber of Seville," at
Mohlhsoh stadium^ McGill Univ.,
here, Jiily 4. Production will be, in
costume but without stage settings.
Metropolitan Opera stars Ezio Pinza,

Moves to Shore
BANKHEAD'S UVES^
To Debut A.C. Legiter
CUES CANADA TOUR
Atlantic City,' June 25.

'Ozarks'

The Chelsea theatre will open as
the only legit in a beachfront hotel
(The Chelsea) Saturday (29) bringing "Maid in the Ozarks" from Baltimore here.
Following film trend
here, it will also put on a midnight
shov/ Saturday nights.

Toronto, June 25*
here with

;^

Taliuliah

Bankhead,

Donald Cook in the Ernest Rawley
revival of Noel Coward's "Private
Lives," broke all summer theatre
records in the 39-year history of the

Other local legit this isummer is Royal Alexandra with a complete
with "The Student Prince" sel}-out for the' week, grossing $17,opening Jfuly 2 In Auditorium ball- .200, with the l,525-5eater scaled at a
room.
light $2.50 top.
Advance sale was
with whole week seeing
$6,300,
hundreds of turnaways at every
performance.
toast Legit Co.
Because of this business, Rawley
will send the production on a quick
Salyatore Baccaloni, Robert Mcrfil'l
Los Angeles, June 25.
.Canadian tour after the fortnights
and Bruno Landi will play other
Bearstate Productions, new legit engagement of "Lives" at Greenleads.
outfit headed by Henry Van Dyke, wich, Conn. Troupe will do a one-,
Miss Torres, first Spanish soprano will stage six plays a year. In this night performance at the Capitol,
to .appear in U. S. in many years, sector, starting with "Feeling Like Ottawa, July 8, when the Gov. Gen.
of Canada will
be present; five
has sung In Barcelona and Paris, a Million."
and also appeared in films!
Her
Cast for the opener is topped by nights at His Majesty's, Montreal,
July
most popular French -pic, hot re- Sam Adams, Geraldine Hall, War- starting July 9; and week of
15 at the Royal, Toronto, for return
^^.-rf^ vet in U. S., is "Solita de ren Mills, Bertha Carlisle and Bill
Robert
engagement.
Director
js
Cordoue."
Free.
Hencierson.
,

stock,

.

,

New

-

.

a

'

,
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'Obsession' 20G, Frisco;

Conllnncd troin page S8
the

during

overseas

nroductions

One of these is Delin Rudd,
war
ex-WAC, who was reputed to be the

and Jack.Lavery. "Slvow-Off" will
June 27.
Tuttle and Mae Hoch.stein will

start season,

member of thet play leads, with Hubbard directing.
most pholographed
corps while in Europe.
The other two area summer Iheathe Olney in Maryland, and
Carrent
Vres
in Virginia, are
the Cross Roadsweek of opera- fPeriod Coueritifl June 2i-July-6).
no\y in their second
"Aniw Lucasla"
Civic,
Chi.

Road Shows

'

tions.

•

(24-6).

—
— El Capitaii,
— Philharmonic,

"Blackantu of 1»46"

'

Spa In 'Sprlnftime'
Saratoga Springs, June

25.

Hollywood (24-8).
"Bloomer Girl"

The Spa Playhouse opens under L. A.

managements of Jewell Stevens
with "Springtime for Henry" toTen- week season will
night (25).
include a neW play, presented prior

(24-6).

"Ceme On Up"— Cass.

the

B way

'Windsor' Grosses 22G

Strawhat Gleanings

Det. f28-6).

San Francisco, June 25,
"Obsession," with Basil Rathbone
and Eugenic Leontovich, opened
Sunday (16) at the Curran to only

lukewarm reviews, but grossed
000.

New

play

Some Musicals on Doubtful

.

Conn fight saw business somewhat
off last Wednesday (19) evening but

Chi Grosses Up;

the top shows were unaffected.
"Icetime" opened at Radio. City's

favorable press, there being a few
dissenters.. "Mr. Winkle's Holiday;"
a combination stage and water show
in the opien air, started Saturday

—

its

feet out for a

.

Grand theatre opened with

a reg-

ular stock policy. Will rotate weekly.
First three weeks of operation have
already been lined up. Show playing
this week is "Pursuit to Happiness,"
with Freddie Bartholomew. House
plan$ a six-day policy, with Wednes-

Sears

is

(900; $3.60).

ramento

000; $3.60). Terrific $19,000.

"Veke

hotise manager.'

(9-6).

af (he Turtle"— Nat

l,

Wash.

(1-6).

"ABfci

street"—County,

Suffern,

N. Y. (25-30).

"AbIbbd CracHR"— P

1

a

y h o us

e,

Ogunquit, Me.. (1-6).

At Canton, a prewar strawhat, the
"BUthe Spirit"—Cragsmoor, CragsShow Shop Is being operated again moor, N. Y. (24-29).
by Mr, and Mrs. Stan Cobleigh. This
"Blithe Spirit"— Surry, Surry, Me.
the first time that company is operating Equity.' Coblelghs had operated for a couple t)f seasons under
tent in West Hartford, across the
Is

'

line.

week)

(2nd

'

dy.

"This, Taa,

Shall

Pass,"

Belasco.

Closed

last Saturday i22) after playweeks to tepid takings.
"Three to Make Ready," Broad-

ing ei^ht

hurst (16th week)

(R-l,ieO; $4.80).

figures intimate reveue
will play well into next .season; faring well at around $21,500.

•'•is

faded.

Estimates for Last

Week

"Show

Beat,"

Ziegfeld

(24th

'Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drnmo), week) iM-I, 628; $6). Expected to
CD (Comedv-Drama), R (Revue), play well into
next .season; someM (Musital), O (Operel(a).
what under winter and sprihe levels

"ABDa Laeatta," MahsAeld (95th
week) (D-1,041; $3.60): Down around
$10,000; planrted for summer holdover
with the Chicago
routed to the road.

company

being

"AbbIc Gel Taor Gub," Imperial

(1,-

"Are Taa With It?" Shubert (1,"Slate af the Ualon," Blackstone 382; $4.80). Final and 34th week: was
(9th week) (1,360; $4.20).
Steady doubtful of sticking aud dipped to

capacity at $27,500.
$16,000.
"Dp la CcBlral Park," Shubert
"AroBBd th« Warld," Adelphl (4th
(10th
week) (2,163; $4.80). TopWith theatre
grosser in town with healthy $42,- week) (M-1,434; $6).
now equipped with cooling system,
000.
new musical has fine chance o' staying iiito next season; strong except
'.or midweek matinee;. $34,500 esti;

%sy' Opens to 4G,Sl L;

mated.
"BllliaB ballar Baby," Alvin (27th
week) (M-1,331: $6). Has been tapering for some time and is on weekto-week basis; rated around $20,000.
"Boni Testerday," Lyceum (21st
week) (C-993; $4.80). Max Gordon's
biggest click (he owns most of it)
sells out all performances and tops

Rain wots Prior IMary'

(24-29).

St Louis, June 25.
"Gaadbyc AfalB"—Chapel Play,
"Gypsy Love," set to Franz Lehar
Conn. (29-5).
music, last presented in the Munici"Hapa far tha Beat"- Mountain pal Theatre Assn.'s al fresco playPark Casino, Holyoke, Mass. (24-29). house in Forest Park in 1927, began
"JvBlar MU»"—Guild Playhouse, a seven-night run last night (Monhotisc, Guilford,

but rated Over $42,500; excellent at
weekends.
::The Red Mill," 46th Street (35th
week) (M-1,319; $4.80). One of the
most successful mi'sicer revivals ia
steady; takings $29,500 quoted!

wk)

(M-1.427; $6.60 ). Musical,
which hit the Broadway buU'.seye, is
destined to run all iiext season or
longer; $45,000 plus.
(6th

to a fair $11,500.

"Laara," Harris

.

8UMMEB STOCK

Fred

Saturday matinees.

day and

Up

Aud., Pasadena (1); Aud., Fresno
(3); Aud.. Stockton (4); Aud., Sac-

•

Remember Mama" winds Management

up this week and so does "Are You
With It"; "This, Too, Shall Pass"

—

'

"I

(22).

—

.

nearby Canton, got
10-week season.

have again approximated $6,500,
which approximated an even break.
"The Glass MeBaceric," Playhouse
(64th week) (CD-86S; $4 20). Around
$9,500; move's to Royale next Monday (1) when Laurette Taylor returns to cast, and should pick up:
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco (il6th week) (C-9.19; $3.60).
Quoted around $11,500; which earned
some profit for three-person come-

Center theatre and drew a generally

?ark*42G, Topper

"Meet (he Wife"— Shubert-Lafaypremiere.
to the Broadway
ette, Det (24-29).
Mary Shephard, one of the PlayChicago, Jun^ 25.
"Merry Wives of Windsor"
house principals, confirmed .same Geary, L. A. (24-6).
Cool weatKer during most" of the
in an interview over WTRY, Troy
"Obicssion"
Curran. Frisco (24- week sent Chi legit boxoffice takes
to near-capacity.
Mike Todd's "Up
(21). She and Ferdie Hoffman, who
25); Mayfair, Portland (27-28); Met., in
Centdaf Park" still heading the
played the male lead and directed Seattle (29-6).
list with $42,000 after slipping to
"Springtime;" were giiests on Mary
"Oklahbmar
Billmore, L. A. $40,000 previous week. "State of the
Elizabeth Gaynors afternoon pro- (24-6).
Union" doing capacity biz with'
gram for women.
"PariaH af Happlneti"— Shubert- terrific $27,500. "Anna Luca.<tta" up
to $11,000 aft4;r a one-week drop.
Lafayette, Det. (1-6).
"Laura" did a hefty $18,000 and
Hartford Takcii Doabl* Stack
"State of the Union"— Blackstone,
should jump way up next week
Hartford, June 23.
Chi. (24-6).
when Friday and Saturday jjerFirst postwar summer stock in the.
"Up In Ccotrai Park" — Shubert, formances
v/ill have
a $4.20 top.
Hartford area got underway Mon- Chi. (24-6).
Play also adding a Sunday night
"Valec af the Tarlle"— Aud.. San show.
day (24) at the Grand theatre hete.
another acting Diego (24-27); Aud.. Long Beach
Estimates fw Last Week
Today (Tuesday)
company. Canton Show Shop at I2t>; Lobero, Santa Barbara (29);
"Abba Lacasta," Civic (39th week)
.

Up 32y2G

Icetime' 22G in 4; 'Mister

~

Teller."

"Merry Wives ^5f Windsor," at the
This is the time of the year when
Geary, opened Monday (17) to allover raves, with particular emphasis actors take a salary cut to prolong
on Charles Coburn's performance. the engagements of not a few attracShow grossed $22,000. It's here for tions on the list. As expected, attendance tapered last week and will
four-week run.
continue to do for the. next three
weeks, an upturn not being expected
until around July 15.
The Louis-

"Follow the Girls"— Forrest, Phila.
(24-6).

List;

$20,-

here for only a

is

10-day run, to be followed July 1.
by the Civic Light Opera's "Fortune

(1-6).

-Ijiura"— Harris, Chi.

Easing in Seasonal Dip With

.

Nclchbarhoa4
Nlfbt Ladles,"

"Gaod

Flatbush,

Brooklyn; opened Tuesday (25).
"Mr. Wtekle's BaBday." Aquarctta, Flushing Meadows; combination
stage and water musical in open air
on site of WorM's Fair; opened Saturday at $3.40 top.

'OKLAHONATSSGINUL;

/BUCKODTS'MSTHYR.
Los Angeles, June 25.
Only three houses were lit for the
seven days last week, but the
was still in pretty good shape
at
spols open.
"Oklahoma" refull

coin

peated $38,000 for the .seventh stanza
the
Biltmore.
Ken Murray's
"Blackouts of 184*"' wound up its
fourth year with $17,000 in the till
for the 209th frame "Tobacco Road"
took a nick at the Mayan to comeup with $6,000 (or the fifth stretch.
"Bloomer Girl" bowed into the
Philharmonic last night (24) for
four weeks. "Lady Godiva's Horse."
which got a rapping from the press,
took over at the Husart Wednesday
at

• with
rrhe Philadelphia Story."
Don Richardson- to be resident di-

Cooling breezes brought out $21,000.
"Call Me HbUr," National (10th
an opening night mob of 10,000 that
laid approximately $4,000 on the week) (B-1,142; $6). Many parties
line. A newcomer,' Biriita Ramoska, arranged which heightens demand
soprano, shared top honot-s in the for tickets; no parties last week when
ver. (24-29).
gross of )^2,600 was registered.
best
warbling stint with Mack Harrell,
"Mtoa LbIb Beti"
"CaraucI," Majestic (62d week)
Playhouse, Met baritone.
Woodstock. N. Y. (29-30).
Rain on two nights forced delay (M-l,6«7; $«). Figures to run well (19). "All W«men Are——" lighted
^Oar TawB"— Playhouse, Worces- of presentations of "Mary" and into next season, and if house were up the Belasco, Thursday (20) and

rertor.

ter,

MaH. Strawhat Eat
Boylston, Mafs., June 25.
Boylsioh Summer Theatre, under
management of Alan Gray Holmes,
will

Mass.

open 'season at this
mountain spot July

central

day).

Stamford. Conn. (24-29).

"Kh«

and

lell"— Bucks
Hope. Pa.

New

Playhouse,

"MarauMa

County

(24-29).

8lBf Inr"— Elitch, Den-

—

Mass. 124-29).
ir— Cape, Cape May, N.

clipped

b.O;

activity

for

the

not so large would be selling out

piece

which wound up its one-week en- completely. B.o. big as it is; $40,000
J.
gagement Sunday (23). The piece estimated.
"Dear Hath,". Miller (80th week)
drew
Happlncu"—Grand, mated 65,000 payees, with gross esti- (C-940; $4.20). Tickets on sale
at $4,000.
Hartford (24-29).
through July; down around $8,500,

drew

-

faint praise.

"Over

C«(blaB Ta

(24-29).

Mca»Mi

Past

Harrisburg, June

"ParaaH

'25.

Charles F. Coghlan, director of
the
Gretna
Playhouse
strawhat
troupe, currently engaged in a 10week season at nearby Mt. Gretna,
will be director of the Memphis
Civic Theatre, Memphis, Tenn, during the coming fall and winter
season.
Goghlan recently resigned
as director of the Harrisburg

Com-

munity Theatre.
Coghlans post as director of the
Harrisburg group will be filled by
Richard North Gage, of Youngstown.
O., who has been
director of the
Youngstown Playhou.se.

of

—

"Py«a»«lloB"
Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass.. (1-6).
"The Philadelphia Story"— Music

,

H.

I.

a Life"— Casino,
(24-29).

"Deep Arc the Baoto," Fulton (38th
week) (D-968: $3.60). Varies somewhat but still turning a profit for
show and house: $10,500.
"Dream GlrK" Coronet (28th week)

Cooked

Id Boston; Folds to

"The PhlUdclphIa Story"— Bolton
Landing, Bolton Landing, N. Y. (24-

"What

7G

Boston, June 25.
"Goose for the Gander," with
Newport, Gloria Swanson, folded Sat. (22)

(CD-7.037: $4.80). Eased off again
last week when takings approximated
S13.000, but an operating profit at

.

three feeble weeks. Average
weekly take was $7,000. "Ten Little
Indians,"
at
Cambridge Summer
Theatre, picked up biz for $3,000
after

that level indicated.
"Harvey," 48th Street (86th week)
(C-925; $4.20). Turned 'em awiiv last
week even on fieht nijiht iWed.).
proving strength of draw; over $9,000

-

D

Indies

Ask Say

CoBtlBaed from pace

total.

Boston

Summer

Cambridge

5

Theatre,

management,

under

weekly.
"I Keracmbc.' Mama," Music Box
(CD-979; $4.80). Final and 89th
week; scored great run and .should
repeat on the road in the fall: $12,COO: Kurt Katch replaced Cscar Homolka.
"leetlme," Center (1st week) (R-

opened

auspiciously Mon. (24) with Dame
Stern said the court's findings May Whitty in "Night Must Fall."
Cape Ann Players opened strawhat
contained many points favorable to
in Bass Rocks Theatre Mon. (24)
the exhibs, but didn't go far enough with "Arms and
Man," for benefit of
in a number of cases.
Bedford Veterans' HospiUl. Alan
Interpreters saw a greater cleav- Gray Holmes opens Boyl.ston Sumage growing up between indie and mer Theatre in Boylston, July 8.
affiliated operations an a result of
the decision. "They pointed out that
dies.

LVIIIe'i Jair t OpcBiBf
Louisville, June 2,V
Iroquois Amphitheatre will

reopen

Tuesday, July

2, after a season shutwartime transportaUon
Repertoire will include
Girl Crazy," Sally,"
"Rosalie," and
?abes in Toyland."
Season will
open wilh Sigmund
|lomberg'.s "New
Moon
with Waller Cassell and

down due

to

dilflcuHies.

'

-

Manta

Farell

heading

Technical staff
^arsons, musical
ri.rif
^lark

director; Theodore
director; Edward

"^"^
Lilley,

cast.

includes Wiiliam

dialog director:

^rpoks, stage manager.

"r

w managing

"ayne, scenic

Rudy

Denis Du-

director,

and Rollo

artist.

U

Deertreei
Tee O0
Harrison, Me.. June

.

25.

l^^^u'^'''''"' w.ll open here
Shining Hour."
"^J""
Roberli directing, and
"Post Road"
ilw 7cj,.T„

w

J

k

win J^'**^"

w

l?r^i
sical

•

"'

p^'^fM

New York"

ri,^."n^
^ude
Paula

will fol-

P^««"t ^ mu-

program.

company

will In-

Stevens. Donald Peters.

Helen Patterson, Sandra
and
Mdy Grove. Enrica ClayHolman
Dillon will
nandle mu.sicals direction,
with Me-

nu

Bomhaid

as conductor.

Plttsford

_

Debut

Rochester, N. Y., June 25.

Plttsford

Summer

Theatre
is
first time, under
direction of John Tutllo.
Lloyd Hubo<ird, Wilford
Scott,; William Andia
opening here lor

2.994;

chanism

of the industry's meformerly in favor of affil-

Turtle'li^WD.C,

iated circuits, now were changed to
favor the indies and they insisted it
is more important than ever that
together
the
independents .<:taiid

La

Weak

a share of that patron? ee; $8,500.
"O MlHtreas Mtiie," Empire (2Ut
week) (CD-1,082: $4.80). Will lay off
after this week: resumes end of Auau.st; standout comedy around $24,000.

"Oklahoma!", St. James (169th
week) (M-1,S09: $4.80i. Rarely is a
boxoffice line absent for this one of
greatest musical successes on record;
apnroximately $30,000.
"On Whitman Avenue." Cort (7th
Cut-rate
$3.60).
week)
(D-1,064:
tickets zoomed attendance and number of two-for-ones reduced: tolerance drama improvement a surpri-se;
eased a bit: $9,500.
Norway." Broadway
"SoBf; of

Brisk seat sale is announced for
Rathbone in "Ob.session." opyear Basil
ening June 29 for a week. "Merry
Newark; Wives of Windsor." with Chiirlp.'^
Wilbur Cdburn, opens July 15 for a week,
Piimiin:
Ralph
Wilkin.s.
Snapcr. South River: John Marwan. with "Voice of Turtle'' (ollowihg
Ml. Ephraim, and SicCiinli.
July 22, lor two weeks.

.

estimated around $2.S.00O.
Union." Hudson
"State of the
(32d .wcek) (CD-I.0.')7: S4.80i. Tickets
iust as

much

in

demand now

the run; again
plav grosser; over
in

ihe

as e;irly
lop straight

S24..')(!0.

Woman." Beck (I2th
fM-1.214: $8): Some downof .ojjcrating nut and
Ihoush
breaking oven,
dinbed to $19,000 last wi-ek.
"St.

,

Gold.

0-1. 900: $4.8(1). Doreen
(96th week)
Wil.son has replaced Irra Pctina who
is
on vacation: 'ong-run operetta

New Hope, Pa.,*June 25.
Bucks. County Playhouse in ils
two full weeks did bonanza biz,
grossing about $5,500. plenty o.k. for
476-seat*r which has been dark for
first

four seasons.

Producer

Theron

optimistic he

is

season through

Bamberger

so

planning to extend

September

if

bills

stars can be found.
Bamberger
searching fot a new play. Next
week (1) and 'week after will star
Sidney Blackmer in "You Touched

and
is

Me" and "Chicken Every Sunday,"
both new to Philly- area.
First two bills, "Blithe Spirit" and
"Jason,"
proved s.r.o. last three
nights of week and mid-week matinee, other performances three-quarters capacity.
Complete s.r.o. indicated for Helen Hayes and Mary
MacArthur in preeni of "Alice-Sit-

By-the-Fire" (15).

But
Usher in Summer

Philly Slate Blank,
'Girls' to

Philadelphia, June 35.

PhiUdelphia legiters were all dark
last week, in some .ways a tough
break as the weather was cool and
almo.st fall-like until the week-end.
Activity is renewed next Monday
(1) when "Follow the Girl.s" relights the Forrest for what is distinctly

advertised as a limited en-

gagement but which may span two
months and bring house up to regular fall opening.

First

show

of the

1946-47 sea.son

announced is "Voice of the
which bows in at the Locust
Monday, Sept. 2 (Labor Day) for an
extended stay. Van Druten comedy
with oncinal cast was a .sen.sation
here at Walnut during try-out three

officially

Turtle,"

seasons ago.

1

;

Plainfield, sergeant-al-arms.
Directors elected for one

were Louis

midweek:

week) (C-614; $3.60). When visitors
strcEm to town the run leader gets

:

terms

la.st

est,

To Open 4-Week Stand

Washington, June 25.
Unusuially heavy advance sale indicatt;s that "Voice of the Turtle,"
against houses controlled by the ma- now in its second week at the Najors.
tional here, is due for an unusually
Thealremen. in closed session from successful four-week stand unless
which all but indie e.shibs were bar- the wavie of hot weather continues.
red, also went into the problem of Heat will slash the National box16m competition. They were advised office since the theatre is not airby Allied leaders that wherever pos- conditioned.
First week's take bettered $25,000,
sible they ought to head off narrowwhich is more than good for the
gauge competition by going into the
house on a $3.60 top attraction. Play
nield themselves in anjy' likely areas
reviews in
is cashing in on smash
in, their territories.
all the locar dailies, plus, considerElection of officers Thursday (20) able,
word-of-mouth
advertising
resulted in naming o( Edward Lach- around town.
maii, of Boonlon. N. J., as. president
to succeed
Harry H. Lowenslcioi
West's 'Come On'
Newark. Lowenstein rt fused to be
Simon
a candidate for reelection.
18G (2 Weeks), Seattle
Myers. Moorestown. N. J., and Sam
Seattle. June 25.
Franic,
Hammonton. N. J., were
Mae West in .second week of
named v.p.s; David Snapcr. New "Come On Up." at the Metropolitan,
Brunswick, N. J,, treasurer; Morris grossed light $7,.i00. making it weakFogelson, Dehville. N. J., as.<;islant ish $18,000 for the two weeks.- 1,500Siccardi, seater scaled from $3.75.
treasurer,
Joseph
and

Opened

$2.40).

skatinc revues have kept this Radio
City house lighted for years and
looks like another run for this newmostly strong press: over $22,00U
in first four times.
"Life With Father," Bijou (342d

.

some aspects

Boff5i€(2Wks.)Start

but evidently bettering even break.

Gloria's 'Goose'

Hall, dlinton. N. J. (24-29).

29).

Bocks Playhouse Off To

Louis

week)
i

ward revision

may

be

"Swan Song," Booth

iHV'h

week)

(CD-712: $4.20). Takinfci claimed to

'Maid' Snags lOG,

Bake

Baltimore, June

"Maid

25.

Ozarks" completed a
at the Maryland here
with a reported $10,000 for nine
shows. In on a four-wall rental deal
lor three weeks, opus has been selling .strong and two-for-oncing liber.second

in the

week

ally.

Hou.se. just
pix, will, go

changed over from
dark for balance of
p'iins an-

summer, with no future
nounced.

.

Vedneaday, June 26, 1946

LBGITIMATB

60

an act and a

Mr. Winkle's Holiday

Henlp ana Arthur M, WIrlV. pi-nlurT
uf -ukiillnf; mvuft In iw'o parts- (1.'4

Scnija
tluii

In' t-\vo

.

*«n(>!i).

Sinb'Ol

jiroitiii'tlon

<'u9tuin«!i

l>y

(.'dilhrrlnc

Miilefloirt:

by Wllllnin )l. Btiikc.
Rliielt mill llllly LIvlnK-

(llrectloii
li>-

1.011

xionr: sanK.t by Jamoa I.KdPfldil anil James
Kartiii: neltlriRS by Rilwunl Glllicrt; llRlitJiiR by 'KuK«n» Bmun; akntr dlrfrllfin by
Mtfv Juilfrla: coniliu'tor, Pavlil MoniloKa.
Ononcil at Center, X, Y;. Jurte 20. 'Ja; I-.40

Murphy

Klllott

White.

proiluclloii of "Anuarott.i*'

water

Jr.;

liiilleia

.Maiv

dliiloi:.

FeoliiroO nre: FrcdOIe Trenlcler.,Joan Hyl-

|prMiliii.''er.-

John Moses.

Kliishlni;

^^Cll<^llW!•

iimphUhOiitie,

.\.

-v..

June

^nfi. Kitiiiilt iJIcleia, The Hrulso. The rt.iliHiilH. Cir.ire and Slaele. Frll^. DIell. 1>.iul
Castle. Chiire Dalton, Jack "Ileece. James
C'aeui'. Patrick KazdA, Jap Mariln. DoiiLie

BrlaliU. Shirley Welwr. Rlchart
lyn and. Jimmy Kenny.

Kluahlm,',

lop."

'ill:

L'J,

lyrli'»,

HdIhK:

Oiiimed at

MiiHiK-lalo

Cast: Irene Carroll. Iloberl Cosden. Roily

Dorolhy Johnmin. June

rii'kurl. Jarl; lllaho.

ti'i>.

Staged by At
by Klihiird IbilHuper-

nctH and 6iKht HccnoM.

(Janlcla: musical
vl.ilon,
Lehman Kni;cl; mualc and
Herbert Klni!«l<fy; netllni;!). Kmll

lon;

KurlnK. I''. Steven rorncll. Mack Triplets.
Ilelene Whitney. Ted Cappy, Terry I.:i.sky.
Fayne and hoster.^ U'lne and Cornell; 'J4
diini loB I'horiiii. J4 awlmmlni; chorus'.
inale awlnmilnK chnrus. 1- divcrp.
•

Crato Eve-

New York

Chicago showmen again present
the skating diversion at the Rockefeller's Center theatre. They've been
.doing plenty well for the past five
ycafs and- now coinc up with "Icetime," a rink revue with flocks of
beautiful costumes. Sonja H^nic and
Aft Wirtz are the presenters, with

City taxpayers will get
financial relief because of the
Murphy operation of the
Elliott

some

municipally-owned Flushing MeadBilly Rose
during, the World's Fair parlayed,
water spectacles into a sizable for-

ows amiJhitheatrc where
tune.

.

.

sions so successfully.

,.

Joan Hyldo^t, a little blonde of the
Henie type, is the femme topper,
coming, fromi the Hotel New Yorker
'ce floor show. She scores best near
he close in "The Dream' Waltz."
partnering with Fritz Dietl who is
not on stilts this time.
Miss Hyldoft scores again with
"Loveable You," which has the standbut new tune, warbled by Jay Martin from one of the boxes used by a
mixed quartet of singers: She hais
her own style of spinning and does
thai trick with exceptional speed.
Helga and Inge Brandt are given
more to do than heretofore and are
excellent skaters, scoring with a mirror Illusion number. Florence and
Robert Ballard arc standouts with
adagio in "Garden of Versailles," one
of the major production numbers.
Jack Reese does what seems impossible on skates by accomplishing a
complete somersault. He was with
earlier. Henie-Wirtz skating shows
here before going into uniform, but
did no somersaulting before.
James Caesar, in a barrel^jumping
specialty,
features
"Cossack
Lore," tlussian production number.
Something, of a novelty are Evelyn
and James Kenny, with the girl do
ing toe work in ballet shoes, not
skates. She was formerly in the bal
let at Radio City Music Hall. Buster
Grace and. Charlie Slagle are a duo
on stilts. Another novelty is a duel
.

on

skates.

set.

a

come

London, June

It

,

was transferred

firom the Arts

Theatre club;

hettl

bm

dnlrobl* ip«w«,

sulrabi* for ttek*» o^Mcy. Apply
MMOfitr, Hehtl VIcrerIa, 7th Avtnat and 5lt» StrwI.

LAR&E SELECTION OF

WARDROBE TRUNKS
Bended Moving
40-09 B'way

Al Yoik^ l>if»i-M Ci'HfK UoynoMa: foiiiuros
IVlor Cup,. Rulli Hi>mi(n. [)lro( tod by Hob
Roy: aruin^TM by nirhitrd JiK'lt.son:
by Dorothy IMiilllpH.
Opened nl

liy

J>u

nownx

}lrl:iyio,

J,oh An(trU-»,

lorry Wnlker.
WiiUcr

MIriu

&

Storage

Atteria. L.

RA. 8.6015

I.

.

Siufii'l

.

.

.

lift.

.I'hilip

•

'M>;

top.

%:\

<!ooi

Cury Jones

Vivian

,

Chrlw Uliickioii
Kvo Sluuri

Don

Juiie

.John
e*

\Vi>sli>n

f'arli.*r

Uuth nninnn
.

.

. . .

.

..(ieorkin C'a Inc
.Louise Currl^'

Wininm
.

Molly.

V.i\f\\

Ignore Klliotl
Rlilon Westloy.

'

.......

MK'Unel AVIlfv
Dr. WIcvon CnilK..

.

Peter C"o

.

P.lrlhiio

...Siinitt
.KiHlinily

I>)-^.Hili*i

:

. .

.

,

.

Ihiwlrcy

c:iyn
Johii Sn-cel

.I'.ltl'lrlii

Mui'l'ltf'.

Obsession
Santa Barbara, June
Hotnpr

14.

pi'odurtlon, <h ntuot'lutlon
nnd llow.lld YiiuilK. ciC
thrco-ncl play (one act) by Loiila VprncuH.
tidnpted. from tiio Krcnch by Jnne .HIiuod.
C*iiii-iii)

ltU!l..:i>;r l.l'W'la

to find love in the street. Which is
not difficult; with the street being
Piccadilly.
She finds herself a man who happens to be an American interested In

what goes on

...

.

»

is

convincing

,is

the

their eyes.

In spite of good performances, the
play is not popular with either public
or critics. Biit it has some film pos-

maid.
Miss Kohn, the author, also wrote

I/Annonee Valie a Marie

.

'

Iiiire.

sibilities.

'

"Pillar

made

to
into

picture,

(REVIVAL)

Warners

which

Post,"",

the

Post."

"Pillow to
Rege.

Paris,
IjAuIh Jniivet. prodiirllon
b.v

IS'lghi
London, June 1-3,

H. M. Tmim-nl. Md..

Alri: H:ie H-nd I::. P.
<'liri preHem;illtiu uf new play In llivpR hi-Ih
by Diiixij by li nd t 'ainpb<^ll <!hrlHtlf. Directed
b.v ClHud tlui aoy:
Al AiKillu lliealve.
Leslie B.inkfl
Cei-Hid l'o.n*M. ...

HnUs

t7uule;i.

.Morion.
riilllp

.

.

.-.

.

Kiiiriiiii...

.loyre

1*eni-u!4t..

Iluii:^

Dhi-IIdi:

I>lnl(li>

Mormlone Bntldeley

.......

. . . .

;

.

.

.

. .

i

. .

. .

CidllOM

.rliarlPH Cnivei*
Krederli'k I'.loyil

.UlBn Edw:ivdO!t
.Vrehlbnid Ilully
Bndiloley

llt.rnllonp

lii^peeior AyllitK.

.

Sergeant Ulbtion.

.

.

.

..rfinipln-ll

(*onellri

.Vliicoiil

Huliinin

.

Not a whodunit, but more of a

-

Good

Both Eutenie Leontovlcb and Basil
Rathbone do what any performer
would try to do for the play, although their respective accents Sometimes are hard to Understand. How- hit.
After 10 years' rhisery with a dipever, coupled with Reginald Densomaniac wife, a husband, thinks he;
ham's fine direction, they turn in
killi'sd her in a struggle whcii she
professional performances' with the has
hand
Denham has attacked him with a paper knifei^
iTiaterial
at
at
worked especially hard trying to She had returned unexpectedly
night from the race course. Believ(ireate the idea of movement in the
ing
nobody
knowj of her return, he
talky dialog.
lakes her body aiid leaves it in her
Stewart Chaney's sCt of a Paris car in Liverpool. It is presumed she
apartment is lavish and in good taste, was murdered for her winnings.
albeit reminiscent of "Voice of. the
All sorts of clues crop up as the
Turtle?" minu<! the kitclwn. The pro- police try to break the husband's
ducers expended themselves, but this statement that she never returned to
Huts.
play isn't the thing
their home. They are convinced she
did, but can't, prove it. In reality the
wounds were superficial and heart
°

.

.

was

the cause of death.
Staunch support to the husband's
story. Is given by tlic old butler who,
Continued from page
unknown 1o his master, is the only
an empty house because of a typo- one who kiiew the real facts.
Outsvitting the police oh every bit
graphical error in ils ads.
Paid
of evidence arouses the audience's
sijace, Inslead of coming out with the sympathy,
and the long suffering man
ad\/erli.sed $1.50 dinner, erroneously
linally gels away with it.
placed the figure at "from $4.50 up."
Of the fiawless cast, Leslie Banks
Despite the fact llial U was an open- has the be.st role he has had for
ing night,, habiluees stayed away years, weaving skillfully in and out
for the dinner se.ssion, but filled of the tissue of lies and awkward
Hermlbne Bnddcley has
to capacity for the supper show, situations.
when the supposed $4.50 nick was the double job of enacting -Iwo characters—the drunken, vicious wife,
and subsequently, the bouncing goodHowever, despite the fact that de- natured sister. She handles both with
creased prices might mean a lift in realism.
Ch'arles Groves grabbed laureU
overall grosses, such procedure isn't
deemed practical now. Price con- with his portrayal of the loyal- servtrol bill due to be passed by July ant who tells his story, and slicks to
it.^ Oiga Edwaides gives a charm1 would curtail the effectiveness of
ing portrait of the girl who loves the
OP A. and increase prices in every suspected
man. and for whose sake
commodity. Consequently price re- he has risked so
much.
ductions may. not be forthcoming for
Production is smooth after a profailure

I'aiil C'lauilel.

Jttiivet

4«raDd IS'ailoBal

.

.

some

.

lime.

•

vinclal toMr.

.Kvelyn Ulypham

the tag of

"I

Give Yoii My Husband," is still little
theatre, no matter how big the house
it.plays in. LightweJght show, has little commercial possibility, Plot concerns .a married woman who has
been playing around with a jewel
thief.. She dies from slow poisoning
in the latter's apartment after deserting a theatre party composed of her
husband and friends. Naturally, all
the
suspects;
assemble
at
the
smoothie's swank spot and it takes
.

.

frustrated woman, who finds haven
in this' American. At times her lines
arc hardly aiudible even in this small
theatre. A sparkling bit is supplied
by Joslin Parlane as Henrietta, the

Locale
could be ch?nged a.s well as title,
only reason for which is that eyenls
happen' in the vicinity and night of
Slar.s'
popularity
enthe great race.
hance play's chalices. Should be a

Louis-Conn Waltz

because Napoleon has turned traitor
to the revolution since crowned emperor. His wife. Amelie, heroine
of
the company. Is .upset because' her
son is missing. Violctte, the mistress
of a friend of Napoleon, arrives to
tell them that their son has denounced Napoleon and was executed
Desroscs hears that an order for his
arrest has also been issued. When he
tells his wife the liews, she 6oes mad..
The next scene js in the cellar or
'Violette's house.
Dcsroses and the
other actors' are concealed there.
Arhelie is- upstairs being cxarhihcd'
by a nerve specialist. Expert tells
Desroiies that her case is incurable
Amelie keeps repeating her fixed de-*
cisioh to attract Napoleon by her
charms and then kill him. The troupe
learns that the police have discovered their hiding place. The actors
adopt disguises, Dcsroses making up
like. Napoleon. He' confesses to Julie
that he is preparing to' sacrifice himself to cure bis wife.
Greatest fault of the third act' is
that it is too short, making it the
weakest of the play. Dcsroses. disguised as Napoleon., enters the cham-'
ber of his mad wife. He makes love
to her, and she is pleased with the
success of her plan. She draws ("Napoleon" to her and uses the dagger.
Amelie is happy for she thinks she
has killed Napoleon. Then, the door
to the room' is broken open by soldiers in pursuit of Desroscs. They
are horrified by the sight, thinking
Napoleon has been, slain. The com.

,

Sonia DresdeJ

.three acts of telling gripping
murder mystery!
offstage most of the. screen, material is indicated.

time.

Paris of Napoleon, the stage of a the
atre is shown with the star Dcsroses'
idol of the citjy, extremely Indignatit

psycho-analysis. Gradually he builds
tier up into, a glamtirous woman,
with the rcsuit that the husband falls
in love with her. Bi.it she falls for
.the American, and filially leaves her
husband, who says he is brokenhearted.
Best performance is turned, in -by
John Sweet, ex-GI, who has appisared here in^ several plays for the
American Army, and also played the
milkman role in Jed Harris" recent manding officer immediately arrests
"Our Town." Sweet- looks set for Amelie who is charged with the iniirbigger things here,, and may hit der, Then Julie explains the situation. The soldiers can hardly believe
Broadway.

-
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rniljr Rpynoblf*

,

"All Women Are^— ." which was
showcased here some months back in
under
r'little theatre,
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This play -was taken by Louis. .Tonvet on his 1942-45 South American
tour, and the revival' Is interrupting
for a limited number of performances the current run of the smash,
"Folic de Chaillbt." This is in keeping with the policy 'of most theatres
of crowding as many different offerings as possible here into June and
July.
It introduces South American backgrounding since Jquvel u.ses the Analiory sets, tlie Carcano costumes, and
the Massarani incidental music. Instead of the original Maria Sclber
tunes, all brought back from South
America,
"The mediaeval play., including the
Catholic title, is one of ClaiidePs verbose efforts to bring symbolism to

the story of the jcialous girl who
steals the prospective husband of her
saintly sister. The enthiisiaslic reception is due mainly to Joiivefs ex-

emplary production, which oozes
showmanship from every facet. Jouvel is magnificent as the old man.
His daughter is impressively done by
Monique Mclinand. Wanda, as the

jealous sister, gives an equally good
perXonnaiicc. Of the supporting cast,
special credit goes to Suzanne Coiirtnl as the aged mother and Jean DelMaxi.
•
main as the architect.

Chi Critic
Continued from page
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when amused through

vided during the intermission

'Exercise Bowler' Gets

llimf

liy

ItiMli

'

Plays Out of

pi'OHf'nlnlluii nt

l.ciiil

Hi'ta

.
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All

•

k do

formers don't have much chance to
"Green Laughter." play authored
ability.
Craig Reynolds
appears to. the best advantage bat by the Americaii writer, Rose Simon
even he has to struggle; others In the Kohn, has not yet been done in
America. Play was tried out at an
9,ast are 4ost.' Bob Du Roy's direction
'nmbt have helped the play if he out-of-town spot .over a year ago.
had speeded the pace, biit he didn't, Locale of play, switched from Fifth
thereby adding to the numbing over- Avenue to. Piccadilly, deals with marriage of woman past her youth with
all effect, u
man who is an art- yalucr. With a
Second act set of a modernistic small cast, this has ei chance for a
bachelor apartment is on. a par with fair run.
summer stock sets, :although not badStory shows he niarried her priDorothy Phillips' marily because she owned several
ly
conceived.
gowns are striking and tastefully famous paintings. When he learns
done, and arc tlie. one standout.
these paintings belong to her uncle,
Hills.
he turns on her and by continually
harping on her homeliness forces her

.

by Lou

Good London Reception

Jii,
tlirt'**

show any

.

from former Sonja Henie
"Hollywood Ice Revue.";." but Bill
Bui'kc so cleverly disguised the duds
that tlicy seem fresh out of Brooks
and Eaves studios.
/bee.

"Exercise Bowler,", which opened
June 19, was splend-

up some, but the solution is a
let-down.
Dialog being what Jt Is, the perspeeds,

Idea of possible .profits on the curr
rent operation is glimpsed by the fact .Sttira HasII linthbone mid KuKCnle. Leuntothat with a $2.40 top, house is geared vli-h. Stniro-(l by Kcglnnid .Dcnh.iin: RPtlInc
to gross $62,000 weekly, while oper- and Hehllil.? by Stowiirl t*hn.npy: Kown« by
Aflrliin. Oppiif'd At Ibe llrdiorn. SnnlU' liiirating nut runs around $18,000. It burn, Cal.. Juut 1». '4(1; W.UU lop.
therefore takes ho genius to figure
out that a few good weeks will put
mounting,
magnificent
Despite
the entire operation of the: summer
In
"Obsession" looms as an unlikely
on the right side of the ledger.
case of bad weather,' Murphy won't contender either for critical or boxsustain any loss becausis of the fact office honors. The production might
come off the nut handsomely in-, the
that he's covered by insurance.
Last year, with a less pretentious one-night stands, but as a long-rundisplay, Murphy made a. few quid, ner in the major (iities it doesn't
and this year he's set to exceed last appear to be a winner. The reason
for the customers turning out at all
season's take;
will be on the. strength of the RathThis time Murphy is set with a bone name at the boxpffice— nothing
book show, "Mr. Winkle's Holiday," else.
based on the Rip Van Winkle legend,
Originally produced in Paris in
which -will probably force many fond
parents to take the kiddies there in 1927 under the title of "Monsieur
an effort to add to.their general lore, Lamberthier," the play has undergone a. switch to the tag of "JealHowever, the bulky book, partic- ousy" and hit. the boards here in the
ularly in the opening iact, and long late 20's
as a vehicle for Fay Bainter
stretches of tired dialog, get in the and John Halliday> Albert Basserway of the genuinely- entertaining man played it in Berlin. Jeanne
moments afforded by the comedy div- Eagcls, Frcdric, March and Walter
ing exhibits and some skilled vaude Huston did if in V film b.v the title of
acts.
Original score' by Herbert "Jealousy"' in 1929. All this bespeaks
Kingsley is a perfunctory and un- a nifty history.
distinguished job.
But "Obsession*" now has value
Tlie water sequences have been Ingeniously staged by Richard Bolton only as a museum-piece, showing
with June Earing and F. Steven Cor. wherein lie the roots of "The 'Voice
Two Mrs.
nell pacing the aqua ballets. There of the Turtle" .,atid "The
show, howare no startlirigly .new ideas in these: Carrolls," The Verneuil
the entertainment
sessions, but there's sufficient nov- ever, lias none of
two plays. It
elty here to maintain interest. The values of the latter
character
and
the
humor
comedy diving sessions offer stand- lacks the
ard marine gagiing which are never- depth of the newer shows. It also
gets pretty monotonous with two
.thelc.ss productive of yaks.
Punchiest- moment of all is pro' people trying to keep the audience

mostly

at the Scala,
idly received.

especially lengthy

is

.

Willi

.

Costumes were

aV:t

London, June

and almost kills the show before the by Jitfiu-y
At
faithless wife gels hers. After the doii.
lethal dose takes effect. "Women" HeiirlPt'ia
I'livi'inKloii.

,

novelty and primary appeal to the

-

Eiscle and Billy Livingston. and

First

are.

is seen as getting a terrific .return because of its

pair of unbilled swimmers bur
water races.
on ice, is easily the best of the com- Icsques
In the singing roles, Robert Cos
edy contributors. He was switched
Irene Carroll can't rise
from next-to-closing to a similar spot den and
above mediocre songs and gab to enbefore ipterniission, the Bruises with
hance the proceedings. Roily Pickert,
their charwornen burlesque taking
small roles, gets a
the late spot. That turn was broken in St variety of
chance
at puckish characterizations
lip by. the war, but In reforming
while Jack Riano does a. likeable job
only three arc in actionr the fourth
dressed in a dogskin to portray Rip's
member of the British comedy team constant companion.
being in other numbers. The lads
Among the vaude acts. Lane and
with the mops and buckets are
Monet Stott, GeofTe Stevens and Sid Clare do their familiar terp turn in
which they fight for the .coimic secSpalding. Miniature Paul Castle is
tion; Fayne and Foster aid with a
In most numbers.
bellringing act, and the Mack Trip"When the Minstrels Come to
hit it off well with their songs.
Town" has some of the leads in burnt lets
Amplification system here wasn't
cork and there are memories of.Eddie
Leonard from the singers. Claire in top shape opening night and in
Dalton graces that interlude as Lil- addition performers had to' fight the
almost constant drone of overhead
lian Russell. Most of the production
numbers are glided to classic music, planes since amphitheatre is near La
the Nutcracker" suite being used Guardia field.
But despite deficiencies of the profor an ensemble waltz. There is an
"Old King Cole" number, accomoanl- duction which far overshadow its
there's
every
economic
ment. being sung by Richard Craig,- virtues,
chance that the venture will get
Denise Biiault and Shirley Weber.
Jose
along handsomely.
designed

Freddie Trenkler, speediest clown

lireen I..au|{hler

ground and to establish just how
frightfully smart all the characters

though sub-standard,

younger

Plays Abroad

What makes the Al York play so
deadly is the excess amount of verbiage tossed off to build up plot back-

,

•

Murphy is now staging; what he
calls an "Aquaretta,'' a two-act land
and water show, with the city, in on
the operation on a guarantee and
newcomers, percentage bcsis. Show: itself, al-

Bill Biirke head of production. New
rink reviie should niakc a run of it.

There are novelties,
reunited teams and prodiiction numbers one after another, the performance being one of continuous; motion.
Sometimes the ensemble numbers
seem a bit too long but the first show
ran smoothly. There was only one
fall and the routine is being tightened up by Catherine Littlcficid, who
has staged other Center ice diver-

who

out

find

committed the murder.

Plays on Broadway
leetlne

half, to

The Kin|ier«r

CENSORS TABOO HEIDEIBERG

.

'Vienna,

June

18.

The operetta "I Lost My Heart in
Heidelberg" by Fritz Loehher has
reappeared under a new title "I
Lost My Heart in 'Weiner Wald"
("In
Vienna Forests").
Several
weeks ago tlie censorship office decided that no one is to Ipse the
heart to a German town and certainly not a university town.
Production
was
discontinued.
Nothing was changed, except the title
and now everything is. okay.

A

,

Budapest. June

4.

ne\v plyy In lhr.ee' H('-(h by l.'ef-eiu- M«lSlar.i .Marlii 'Mcii'y iind lalvuii Hulnlo.
the VIk llienlre. Kndiipe.^l.

Crawfoi'ds

live,

'

they removed the

coUple's door and boarded up the
space, so that they had to enter
their third-floor apartment via the.,
nitery— meaning through', the bar
bar 'and dining room; That, accordto Miss Cassidy. was just to
embarrass Iterself and husband into
scramming out of the building,
which the ops want all to themselves.

ing

Latter have petitioned the OPA a
couple of times, with no luck, going
extreme in their last plea of
saying that "with all our v4iluable
properly, we can't risk the danger
of loss. occasioned by the Giawfoids,
their servants and guests passing
to the

iiiir.

through our" club.".
Pair got back from a two-week
Beto're the fiist World War. "The vacation in N. Y. last week, where
Guardsman," the Molnar comedy, they fled, Miss Cassidy told VAiunTir.
scored a worldwide hit. The same' to "get away from tht showers of
general subject now has been trans- plaster
with Which those decor.nlors
ferred by the author to the era of
are ruining everything we own,
Napoleon: He has added a little unlinperlal.
derground touch, filled It up with arriving after 3 a.m. Tlie
pogags, but on the whole it"s not was closed.- Crawford called the
The cops got managernJcrry
strong enough to exlciid over three lice.
'*'
Poeggel.
acts.
Poeggcl let them
Al

-

.

The opening

act

is

okay.

In the

5 a.m.

.

:

LITERATI

Wednesday, June 26, 1946
production

Literati

is

Increase

was

at Night,!'

Phllily publishers are contempiatof dally papers
ina raising the price

best

most general since

is

when many, sheets

late

raised prices

Paper
former 26th-Fox

Dave

Haider's

Dave Badcr,
trade press contact at the h.o., has
acquired complete control of the 16
Millimeter Reporter, trade publica-

first

:

and 16m

Viking.

rates.

,

.

'

.

'

,

:

"A Solo
in Tom-Toms"
by Gene Fowler;
"Burma Surgeon Returns" by Dr.

cian."

Gordon

Fischer Publishing Corp..
by A. A, Wyn several
months ago, has been changed to
A, A. Wyn, Inc; After three final
titles in August, the L. B. Fischer
imprint, will be discontinued. All

"Impresario" by S. Hurok;

Seagrave; "Arch of

"Tri-

Wyn
•

L.

.

Supplants All

B.

umph" by Erich Maria Remarque; purchased
.

and

others^

makeup before, now has a less sensational approach,
Where the Mirror put it out be.

.

.

promotion and publicity on former
Fischer, books, as well as on old and
new. publications of Current Books,
Inc., will henceforth be handled by

Wyn,

Inc.

.

'

'

'

,

'

:

:

.

.

-

named

the Negro Digest Co.,

its

ed-

itor and general rnanager^ John H.
Johnson and Charles A. Beckett.
'

Alleged libel, according to the suit,
which, was filed in the name of Joe
Louis Barrow, centers in an article

"How Joe Lost $2,000,000" in
May issue. Yarn stated that the

titled

the

is now. in debt for $200,000 or
more, in spite of the fact that he has
earned $2,000,000 in the last 12 years.

fall
Tome includes Works of
Damon Runyon, Paul Gallico, Saki,

the U. S., is not writing for the
Katharine Brush, Dan Parker, Corey Performer, British theatrical publiFord, Philip Wylie, John Lardncr cation, as erratumed.
and- William Saroyan.
Columnist Louis Sobol and magaStanley is co-author of "There's zine author Ernest Lehman have
Laughter in the Air," treatise on collaborated on an original screen
radio humpr.
story, "Need for Each Other."

fighter

"The

minds of American

soldiers

today are being poisoned in Germany, and they 'Will spread the poi-.
son when they return to the United
States, Leo J. Margolin, New York
newspaperman,, says in "Paper Bullets," first published by Froben Press.
"The dirty work has already begun, with the fawning over our occupation troops," writes the author.
"Many of our soldiers are already
remarking on the "clean, neat welldressed, well-fed appearance of the

Germans, so different from the dirty
French,
Italian,
and
Czechs
Belgians."
"The entire German population
from the age ot three up has been
trained in propaKanda," avers the
author. "The Germans are already
actively driving wedges among the
four occupying armie:;, and the com-

monest remark

in

Germany today

is

'Germany's

greatest

salvation

will

be a war
Russia."

between

America

and

Margolin foimerly was a reporter
for the Brooklyn Daily Times, the
New York Times, The New York
Herald Tribune and PM. He is now
associate director of Public Infbr
mation for UNRRA.
.

mond

,

.

NAPA

Convention

'

'

Burton

ducks publicity. W. Paul
Cook,
up in Vermont, running
Driftwind Press, sometimes gets out
a mag, Ghost, running to "SO p. 10x12
size. OfTshoot is Fantasy Amateur
Press Assn., fans of wierd and fan-

hobby

''

'

.

legislation.

;

.'

;

I'd like to believe that. Laurence Olivier listened over the transom, stole
the idea and cleaned up on it 15 years later, but I'm afraid it would not
'convince a packed jury recruited exclusively ifrom the Scully Circiis. For
after having viewed Olivier as producer, director and star of- "Henry V," I'd
have to. admit that Henry !s switch from playboy to warrior-king was as
riothing compared to Olivier's transformation from 1930 to the present,
Quelle fire and force an atom, bomb in royal raiment! Had England been
ruled by Laurence the Magnifique in our time the crum-bums of Munich
and Milan never would have climbed high enough to hang..
All This and Geniiu Too.
Continued from page f SS
Critics have not ceased to marvel that Olivier could produce such a
"Much Add About Nothing" and magnificent pictijre under wartime conditions abroad. That he was helped
by a Ministry Of Information which saw the production as a morale-builder
"Macbeth."
chiefly because the English defeated a vastly larger foreign force is nice
Hart appeared at the Garriek, news for those of us who believe that entertainment should carry its share
N. Y., in "Measure for Measure" aiid of propaganda. Biit. nobody expected thait downright genius (and in Tech>
"Mistress Betty," and in 1897 toured nicolor, yet!) .wquld come out of the package deal,
Just what this strictly A picture will do to Hollywood it is too early to
The
in "Under the Polar SUr."
fdlIo^ying year he returned to the fore.see. The llieatre Guild asked $12 a ticket at its premiere in a littlei
People's theatre, playing the dual house called the Laurel in a district hardly distinguishable from Bro\YnS'

—

Wm.

S. Hart

.

played Patrick Henry in "Hearts
Courageous" at the Broadway, N. Y.
In 1914, he started his career in
Piim.s, beginning with $75 a week and
ending as one of the highest paid
His first picture
was "The Bargain," followed by
"The Disciple." Among other films

stars of all

times.

in which was starred were "The Toll
Gate." "Square Deal Sanderson,"
"Wagon Trucks." "Sand," "White
Oak." "The Apostle of Vengeance"
Koenig publishes and "Singer Jim McKee." Insepa'^
"The Reader and Collector."
rable linked with Hart in these films
Adria Locke Langlcy, author of was
the name of his famous pinto
"A Lion Is in the Streets," awarded pony. Paint.
a gold medal by the Commonwealth
As an indie; Hart had his own
Club of California for writing the

tastic fiction. H. C.

,

.

.

Hollywood. His last pic'Tumbleweeds," produced in

studio in
ture,

1926, involved him in litigation with
United Artists, which he charged
with not giving adequate exploita'

tion to the film.. In 1940, after a
14-y'car legal battle, the New York
court of appeals awarded the William S. liart Co. $278,210. He and
his sister; Mary E, Hart, had originally asked for $500,000.
-

.

.

Hart more recently had turned to
writing, authoring several books for
boys

and

an

autobiography,

"My

and West." In 1941, he
came.to New York for an eye 'bpcraLife

East

.

were
Canadian Paper's Boost Prices

Ten Ontario ncw.spapers boosted

tion and donated several of his old.
films to. the Museum; of Modern Art
Film Library. In 1943, he provided
in hi.s will for the conversion of his
$300,000 Newall estate of 300 acres,
located 40 tBilcs from Los Angeles,
into a community museum.. Two
years later, he contributed $100,000
'.o
ihc Coimectieut Humane Society
for the protection ot animal life as
a memorial to his sister, Mary, .who
nt her death in 1943 willed an estate
of S699.831 to him.

Survived by William S, Hart, Jr.
recently, bringing to 22 the
'Adventures of Ellery Queen" and number of Canadian .sheets to in« He had been divorced from Winifred
"Mr. and Mrs. North" tied as the crease price within the past month. Westover, mother of Young Hart.
Westover had maintained an
Miss
best radio whodunits.
Reasons for price boost are given
Julius Fast, author of "Watchful as rise in newsprint and general almost-con.stant vigil at his bedside.
price

'

.

ville.

.

,

be a Anger on it the first night. Daily Variety said the
gave it the monocle because the dough was going to an
.American .theatre project— a legit house to' be built on the grounds of the
and
they didn't see why they should be nicked 12 bucks
Hollywood Bowl—
tor that. That might have b^n the reason, but it also happened that the
premiere look place on a Friday night and the Hollywood elite habitually
on Friday nights.
fights
goes 10 the Legion
didn't draw the creme de la fromage.
Either way, "Henry
Saw Doug Fairbanks. Gene Markey, Eddie Robinson; Myrna Loy, Burton
and
Gracie
Fields
Holmes,
a few others, but the house was not packed with
ermine ss it should have been, and the croakers were sure that judging
from this toi-mal freeze it would fare no better than Thalberg's all-fated
Juliet." But I believe that, as cold as it opened^
and
of
"Romeo
production
it will build and if between United Artists and the Thcatri! Guild it gets
a fraction of tlVc cxploitation of "The Outlaw" it will pay plenty in pelf as
well as in prestige, before it goes back to two-dimensional 14th century
where it came from.

There seemed to
BritL<:h contingent

'

National Amateur Press Associaconvention in Newark, July 4:
Crane, Jap
correspondent
N. Y, Times, runs an amateur mag,
as do other well known names. Odd
tion

,

director,

'

:

.

and Edward Dmytryk,

22.

proved it could be done. He has cured me of chronic sceptic poisoning
and how he did jt^was by acting his way put of things like "Rebecca,"
"Pride and Prejudicie" and other Bronte borscht, the withering titles of
which happily elude me.
tn fact Olivier's rejuvenation goes; back to 1930.. In, that year I caught
hini in "Private Lives" in London Where he was juving to the jiving of
Noel.Coward and Gertrude.Lawrence. He walked through the junior partnership, his heart obviously not In it. At the tinie!I privately fated him as
handsome a corpse as show.-biz possessed outside of Westminster Abbey. It
was Shakespeare who whispered to 'me, "He is not dead but sleeping."
After the show I ran into a picture producer'in the theatre's, back alley
and; we began punching the bag about the state of the' world generally. It
was pretty low at the time. Wall Street's laid egg was beginning to smell
up London by then, and the nimble of sound from Hollywood was making
matters even worse for old time showmen.
The producer was working on a device to stop the thunder oUt Hollywood's Poverty Row;by fair means or.fool. He thought perhaps the Board
of Trade could do it ^ith a stronger quota law. I suggested' to him to drop
his defensive campaign and swing to cotinter-piinching.
"How?" he wanted to ;knoW. "Hollywood has all the money and will
siphon every bit of talent away from us. They have already stopped the
Gcrmaii drive in its tracks. We're next."
; "Not if you draw on ypur reserves," I said.
"Your best' guy js dead, but he's still your best," I said.He took another stage wait,, so I let him have it.
"Yeah," I said, "Shakespeare.".
"
P.S.
He Got Knlghied
Tliat really broke him down. He went' into a hysterical laugh that in
London either gets a guy clinked or knighted.
"Well, everybody has heard of the guy," I continued, "He really wrote
Pageantry;
tor pictures.. Scenes all dver the place. , Color.
Battles.
Miirder. Love. But it they won't take his plays, they might take him.
You know, 'The Loves of Shakespeare,' or "The Sins of Shakespeare,' that
sort of thing. He once wrote 'Love is my sin,' and there's s.tiU boxoflice in
both love and sin. In fact, he went the whole 'route— froin rags to bitches.
Clerhence Dane dramatized some of his life. So did Frank Harris. So
did Shaw. Really, he's the guy to front for your product.. His prestige
can get you into a world market.". I looked' .up and down the medieval
alley.. "You won't even have to build sets," I said, "to do it."
I talked so plausibly that in th'e.end he said he would offer Frank Harris
£200 for a play Harris owned, called "Shakespeare and His Love." He
got turned down and it so soured him he returned to entertainment' by

Marshall's "Duchess Hotspur."
Prentice-Hall,
publishers
the
of.
refused to reveal, the sales
price but said that it was more than
Scope had ever paid for a book condensation and equalled prices paid
by Readers' Digest.
"Hotspur" being on the order of
"Forever Amber," which is considered a far cry from the usual. ma-, part in "The Man With the Iron
terial published in Scope, it's beMask." In 1899', he played Romeo to
lieved the mag is aiming more for
Julia Arthur's Juliet and the same
the popular class trade;
year started his two-year role as
Messala in "Ben-Hur." In 1903, he
noviel,

"best novel of 1945."
Mrs. Hosklns' Scoop
When the Transatlantic Clipper
Prolific Metro Flack
carrying
Lawrence
and
Olivier
Bill Ornsteih, Metro trade press
Vivien Leigh back to England made
an emergency crash landing in a contact, has hit the jackpot this
small
airport
near
Willimantic, month, with articles in tour, mags.
Conn., among the passengers was Features Include a fiction pieCe in
Mrs. Jean Hoskins, wife of Percy Judy's mag and article's in Writers'
Hoskins, London Daily Express fea- Journal,. Swing Mag and Music Bvisiture \yriter, who followed her back ne.s.s.:
brhstein has another fiction piece
to London on the Queen Mary. Being a newspaperman's wife, she due in fall issue of Prairie Schooner,
cabled an on-the-scene dispatch back published by the Univ. of Nebraska.
to the London dally in between
Staver's, 7,000 Jifss.
changing planes, the rest of the
Edwin Seavcr received more than
fli.Kht bciiig consummated uneventfully.
7,000 .miinuseripts for his "Cross Section -1946" by May 1, closing date
for his this year's collection of new
Whodunit 'Edgars' Awarded
"Murder My Swfect," RKO film writing; almost, double last year's
based on a Raymond Chandler who- mss., and; accounts for the delay in
dunit, has been named top mystery naming the rmal entries for the book.
film ot the year by the Mystery Annouhccmcnl of the 30 or 40 scripts
Writers of America, Inc., in the for publication will be made early
group's first annual Edgar Allan Poe fn July;' book publislicci by Simon &
Awards of Merit. Dick Powell, star, Schuster.
also cited, as well os Chandler and
Adrian Scott, who did the screenplay..

'

"Henry V" you are asked to believe that a regal rugcutter, called by
his.ovitn father "an ape Of idleness," once crowned king, CQuld swing from
tooling to fighting and clean up a continent even when handicapped by silic
tights and armor plate and outnumbered in battle 10 to 1.
In history or play-acting, I have never, believed it imtil Laurence Olivier
In

—

Scope. Shags "Onchesf"
In; a move to bolster its circula-.
tion. Readers' Scope, digest published by Leverett Glcason, has purchased condensation rights to Rosa.

Says Tanks. In Germany "Poisoned"

*** "

.

fore, king. Features Syndicate is
- CHATTEB
merging' it at that, time with now doing it. Latter has brought
Herb Crooker, Metro publiciiy diFilmweek, another trade in Leo Hofeller, N. Y. Daily News rector, has a short story titled
picture editor, before the war, and
publication.
"Week-End
Sailors" in the July Pic.
with Yank during the war, as editor,
Fenrime mags, as with radio, exand he has hired, several other Yank
Joe Lools' Soes Nccro Mag
periencing decline in advertising
revenue from foodstuff manufacA $100,000 liber suit against Ebony staffers to assist him.
tur'fers.
mag, Negro* picture monthly pubSports AnthdloKy Due
lished in Chicago,, was filed iii cir"The Lite and Times of Senator
Dave Stanley is currently reading
cuit court, that city, by Joe. Loiiis,
galleys on an anthology he's edited, Claghorn," authored by Kenny Delwho retained his heavyweight title "A Treasury
mar,
to be published in the fall by
of Sports Humor," to
against Billy Conn in Yankee StaVanguard.
Charge be released by Lantern Press in the
dium, N.Y., last :week;
English actor Vic .Perry, now in
fall,

Factual

*

Kcsherie Crossing, June

.

Omnibook's. Nose for Toppers
Ralsoii's .'MorUclan'
Editors of Omhibook disclose the
Republic. Pictures, screenscripter
success
formula for book digest
mags' .as an ability to scent best- Milton Raiso.n has brought oiit ansellers ahead of publication dates other whodunit,; "The Gay Mortiand to obtain abridgement rights cian," via Murray &'Gee, Hollywood
while the works are in gallej^-form. publishers, on top of his recent "No^
Among the book-leaders which body Loves a Dead. Man." Denis
Omnibook picked- for abridgement Archer, Ltd., has just signed for the
ahead' of publication dates were English publication rights to "Morti-

pix.

Ann, Mass., this week to ^eiid the
•summer completing a book on documentary and factual ninis. He'll resume publication of his mag in the

Scully

.

Bader N. T. Mirror's Sonday Mag Hypo
N. Yi Mirror Sunday magazine has
founded the mag several weeks ago
done a policy revamp, including a
but later sold his interest, to Martin
wide switch in material and format
Greenwald Associates.
Badcr is slated to head for Cape Mag, which had a razzle-dazzle
tion for factual

By Frank

cited as writer of the

.

drivers
the stride of dielivery truck
with
three weeks ago which ended
unv increases f6r the drivers. These;
crafts
other
raises
to
incienses pljis
recent
in
shops
In the newspaper
contract^ have brought payrolls on
dailies to a nisw high.
The throe major dailies—Inquirer,
Record and Bulletin— which Ayere
hit by the strike will stick together
The
in' the proposed price increase.
city's lone tabloid, the Daily News,
has remained at two cents.

SCULLY'S SGRAPBOOK

to 'fight rising living costs,
'30s

Hike Price?

in

from tw'q to three cents.. Of 73 Camystery
novel
and nadian dailies, 30 are in 5c class, 17
Anthony Boycher, of the San Fran- selling for 4c; 25 at 3c, one at 2.c.
editions
Chronicle,
for
top
Sunday
cisco
mystery
and
5c
Five cent rate is general from Fort
from 3c to
costs criticism. Awards, known 'as. "Ed- William to the Pacific Coast.
rrom 12 to 15c to meet higher
Talk of the gars," are copies of a special edition
Sonnie of the sheets are, taking up
ot labor and materials.
since
ever
Portable
of
"The
Poe,"
published
persisted
by increased tests by boosting, delivery
price hike has

PhlUy

P»P«ri to

61

They claim that

cost.

made necessary

order to
give carriers and newsies a chance
rise

.

V

First Call For Subtitles
ot the cockney humor, which is as low as' comedy can go, was
lost on the audience and should have been lost on the cutting
Henry Fielding's 18th Century crack that "Shakespeare
is already good enough tot people of taste, but must be altered to. the
palates of those whd haye none." In reply I could say that between those
cockney warriors and the French was an impossible barrier because the
French could; .<'Pf ak very little English and the cdckneys couldn't speak
any. But Olivier was at all times understandable and believable.
What Broadway does fdr the picture is more important than' what Hollywood didn't do tor it, and in any case any dough this side of Southampton
All
is velvet because the picture has already miide its cost in England.'
that a Scullyw^g could add is that, thanks to the Irish who supplied
,nll .the soldiers in this version of the Battle of Agincourt, England, has
bagged its finest picture.
Curioui^ly, around the corner from the Laurel, an Italian import was
'.
packing them in at '.he Esquire. That was "Open City."
I was on my way to catch it one night when friends prevailiid on me
We reached the proper projection ropm at
to .see "Cluhy Brown" in.stead.
20th-Fdx. In tact, we were early for a novelty. I got to talking outside
the, door with a jurisdictional disputant in a labor war between two oppos•
ing groups of press agents.'
Soon I heard an argument going on in the foyer. It .seems the girls bad,
already gone in and a guy planning to go in with me had been blocked at
the door because our credentials were not in order.- A press agent doubling ,ns ticket-taker was not only not going to let him in, he was not going

Much

completely

room

floor, despite

.

to let

mc

in cither!

'

"Cod For Harry, England and St. George"
all over the world as founder of the Gate Crashers International,
eyewitnesses looked on this .scene with relish. .They could already hear
the war cry, "God for Scully, Ireland arid iSfc' Patrick!" or "Up T'P.!."
which is a shorter translation. But I reversed, my field and decided that
the .slighle.si resistance to my entry would find me on the side of the defenders of the door.. I gladly walked away and like the. Pied Piper I found
myscit being followed by .some who. hud already earned their portal-toI urged them to return, but they were burning with indignaporl.Tl pay.
tion at this affront to a Variety mugg.
"It has
"It's an outrage!", shouted 'Virginia Tomlinsoii of King Features.
(Continued on page 62)
.

Known

all

.

'

.
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usssnffFf
that 6f Edmond Rostand's 'VAIglon"
(The Eagle) are too simple and universal for copyright protection.

OBITUARIES
WILUAM

S.

HAKT

at Springfield after a

illness..
Wmiam S. Hart, sUent screen star, brief brother
of the later Broadway
June
died In a 1*3 Angeles hospital,
betting commissioner John T. "Jack"
a long Illness.
the editor was a familiar
Doyle,
Details in Pictures section.
figure in New York, where he spent
a month each fall, catching all the
ASHLEY

A

24, after

MINNIE

shows and

fights.

Mrs. Beatrice Wlnthrop Ashley
For most of his nearly half cenChanler, 62, who before her martury in newspaper work, he covered
riage to the late William Astor
virtually every vaudeville act that
Chanler in 1903, had been a muslplayed
western Mass., and his "Pepcomedy star as Minnie Ashley, died
per Box" column was regularly deat Portland, Me., June 19.
timers in the legit and
She had appeared under manage- voted to old
His interest in theafields.
ment of the late Daniel Frohman In vaude
dated from three years with the
such musical successes of that era as tres
News,. N, Y.
Dramatic
"San Toy," "The Country Girl" and old
"The Geisha," among others.
GEOROT N. VASSILIEV
After her marriage she and her
Vassiliev,
Nikolaevich
Qieorgy
husband lived in Paris where she
turned her talents to writing, and noted Soviet film producer, died In
Daughter* Mgscow, June 20.
"Cleopatra's
authored
death
His productions included "Chaamong other works. At her
biogpaev,'' 'The Defense of Tsaritsyn"
she had almost completed a
raphy of Queen Isabella of Portugal, and "The Front." He received the
mother of Charles the Bold of Bur- Stalin award twice and also held
gundy. She had been active in re- the Order of Lenin.
wars,
Vassiliey's production of "Fortress
lief work during both world
primarily French and Greek relief, on ,the Volga" was shown at the
Stanley, N. Y.,- December, 1942. The
Survived by two sons.
film portrayed Stalin and Voroshilov
as having prevented the Germans
GEORGE ROTSKT
George Rotsky, w.k, film pioneer and White Russians from reaching
in Tsaritsyn (now Stalingrad) in 1918,
In Canada, died Thursday (20)
the
for
Russia
saving
Montreal hospital. He was 53. Rot- thereby
sky started as exhibitor while still Soviets.
a youth, operating his m-st theatre
He inaugurated
NEIL KENVOK
in Petrolllai Ont.
NeiUKenyon, 73, Scottish, characand operated a chain of tlieatres for
the. Allan interests, first major the- ter comedian, died in London, June
He next
He had appeared .'in vaudeville
atre circuit in Canada.
moved in with General Films, and and legit shows in London and
provinces- during his long stage calater Mutual Films.
In 1920 he supervised construc- reer before retiring some 20 years
He had also appeared in the
tion of the Allan theatre (now the ago.
Palace) for the Allans and remained
S.
Among isongs he popularized in
as manager when Famous Players
took over in 1924. In 1936 he joined London music halls were "The CadConsolidated theatres (a Fainous die." "The Billposter;" "The Poet of
Players affiliate) as gen. man., a post Diinrobin" and others.
he held till his death. In 1926 he was
.

vive.

many

Ronald Green, - 54, gen.
Palace, Plyniouth,
died there June 2.
Prior to his managerial
he bad a brief career as

Inman

Herbert
Wright,

Wain

(Bert)

former associate

70,

with and

had

appeared

with

l,atin countries,

it is

said, the

mere writing and publishing of a
work gives it copyright protection
without the filing of any copies.
Mistaken use of such material, if the
agreement goes through, would subject the users to prosecution under
U. S. laws, which graht'severe penalties ranging from $250 to $5,0(X) for
each ofTensel These penalties are
currently based on stringent copyright formalities which put the user
on notice, lawyers declare.
Jukebox operators are strongly
opj)osed to a provision of the new
draft which subjects them to royalty payments on miusic written
south of the border. Jukes current
ly are exempt from royalty obligations to domestic composers as coin,

manager
England,
activities

an actor
Gracie

A. Edison in sound-film ex- Fields in the late Archie Pitt's pro
periments, died in Toronto, June 20 duction of "Lido Follies" soine years
Born in that city, he toured for ago.
many years with Ward and Yokes

companies

and

was

PAUL BANKER

C. Whitney's
Paul Banker, 55, whose extensive
Broadway production of "Isle of business interests included holdings
Spice" in 1907 when he married the in Mecca,' d, and Rialto Nabes, Day
prima donna, Wilhelmina Newmann ton, died from heart attack MonThe 'two went into vaudeville in day <24) at his Dayton home.
Was a past chief barker of Variety
1915, touring the U. S. and Canada.

leading

man

in

In

1929,

Wainwright and
to

his wife

Toronto to build

managed

He

at the time of his death
made a small fortune in

also
local real estate:

Survived by widow and a

sister,

JAMES

A.

Films Hypo
Continued from page

of the South last winter,
and in eight recitals grossed over
$100,000.
In Niew Orleans he drew
$15,192; in San Antonio, $14,642; in
Charleston,
W. Va., $11,664; in
Wichita Falls. Tex., $11,240.
His
grosses used to be a third of that.
Where his fees once ran from $750
to $1,500, he's now playing on per-

TERRY

centage, and walking off with anywhere from $4,000 to $6,000 an appearance.

83

known

in fair show-blE, died in

June

La

Iturbl's Jackpot
Iturbi's

19.

Survived by widow, two sons and
60,

PASS LENOIR

ex'

~

•go.

Survived by a brother.

GEORGE M. DOYLE
George M, Doyle, 67, editor of
The Springfield (Mass.) DaUy News
and former drama reporter, died

Mrs.

Grot,

Cecilia

60,

anonymously in "A Song to Remember" (Col.)— putting him into top
brackets In music b.o, draw. Check
was the largest single amount ever
paid an artist for six months' royals

other concert artisk have recently completed film assignments,
and the music world is speculating
on how much their concert draw
will be helped. Met tenor Charles-.
Kullman has an Important actingsinging role in Universal's "Fandango," bib of Rimsky-Korsakov
,

1

field.

.film

Cartoons

which

is

certs, incidentally. Is

preem

angling for the

in Kidlman's
Haven,
with

New

A

big novelty seller currently is
horseHandicap,"
a
money can actu-

"Broadway

-

be bet. It comes in six reels,
each about two minutes long, and
each with a race on it in which a
different nag wins/ The reels are
unmarked, so that (theoretically)
even the operator doesn't know,
'Which one he's piitting on the maally

chine.

Provided with the film are betting pads and stage money. Whole
works, with sound, sells for $27.50. It
was originally made about nint
years ago as an idea to combat bingo,
but flopped.

MARRIAGES
Edith Fellows to Freddie Fields,
York, June 25. Bride is former
groom is with the
Abner J. Greshler agency and is
brotlier of Shep Fields, bandleader.
Constance Bennett to Col. Theron

New

child film star;

'

March

Coulter,

Calif.,

June

Bride is screen star.
Margaret 'Helen Hall to Joseph
New York, June 14. Groom
is co-owner of the Coq Rouge, N. Y.,
22.

may

It

nitery.

Marie Anne Szuch
non, Hollywood, June

buy out some partnerships, namely
those of the late Joseph H. Cooper
and Arthur Lucas, who were veteran Par partners. Some of the Par
co-owners of theatre chains had
hoped for complete divorcement so
that the way would be more clearly
open for them to take over Par's
Interest
in
their
strings.
Under
complete divorcement it was naturally, assumed Par would give its
partners first choice on a buyout.

Glenn Ver-

to

19.

Groom

is

a film actor.

Barbara

not be so easy for Par to

Hale

to

Bill

Willlam.s,

Bride and
Rockton. III.. June 22.
groom are RKO contract players.

Rae Thetford to Edward Rattery,
Hollywood, June 22. Groom Is prcs-.
ident of United Artists.
LIbbie Block to Pat Duggan, San
Francisco, June 22. Bride is novelist and .author, of "Wild Calender,"
recently purchased by Enterprise as
Ginger Rogers starrer; groom is
veepee of Samuel Goldwyn Productions.

Naomi Heileman to Al Wickes.
Groom's i
June 19.
dance band musician.
Ruth Hartz to Michael Smutko,

Pittsburgh,-

Home 16m

Pix

Continued from page

1

the hokier the material they have to
offer, the faster it sells. It's not a
matter of geography, either, since
New York is one of the best markets for the fodder.

Pittsburgh, June
20th exchange.

24.

Bride's

with

BIRTHS

'

Mr.

and

daughter.

Mrs. Frank Sherlock,
Culver Clity, June 19.

home

town.
appropriate

rather tlian renting it at about
As one dealer put it: "I can't
stand looking at the stuff even once.

film,
$1.

is
assistant to Spyros P. Skouras,
20th-Fox president.

Mr. £|nd Mrs. Ivan Moffat, daughSo I can't 'see why anyone would ter, Hollywood, June 12. Father is
Eugene List has a role in want to own It and look -at It over
an associate producer al Liberty
Andrew Stone's production, "Bache- and over again.".
Films.
lor's Daughters." Result of this apSome of the pi:oduct that is sold
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Palmer,
pearance, may not be conclusive,
for permanent home ownership is daughter,
17.
-Hollywood,
June
since the young pianist already has
specially' made or edited, but most Father' is a radio announcer.
had a tremendous buildup through
of it consists of old shorts. Highly
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Lcvoy,
his performance at the Potsdam Conpopular is stuff from the lot of the daughter,
19'
June
Hollywood,
ference. His 1946^7 cbncert season
now defunct Educational Pictures, Father is veepee of Andrew Stone
was all sold out back in March, and
such aa one-reelcrs, featuring Gus Productions.
bookings are already being set for
Van, Bert Lahr, Ethel Waters, Willie
Mr.
daughand
Mrs, Allah Trench,
the 1947-48 season.
Howard. Jefferson Machamer and ter, Pittsburgh, June 21. Father's
Pros and Cons
on the
staff.
The type of part Kullman and List Neila Goodelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stcincr,
Soundlei Shorts
have in their pix will influence
daughter,
Official Films, one of the outfits
Los Angeles, June 24.
their concert draw, say music managers, who aver tKat unless, an aHlst in the field, has don* particularly Mother Is Hollywood corre'spondent
has a good part, or does very weu in well with home rights to the threes for PM; father is RKO producer.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray. Morrisey,
a pic, his concert draw is unaffected. minute bits made by Soundles for
They point, for instance, to "Going showing in film julceboxes. Virtu- daughter, June 22, N. Y. Mother is
My Way," bingest film draw In 1943 ally every well-known vaude per- daughter of Paul Morton of the
It had Met contralto Rise Stevens in former has appeared la the reels, Four Mortons.
.

.

Titles
legalites say they will
fight the title stricture because it
leaves too much in doubt as to when

Industry

WWSW

"internationally fa

mous" and thereby exposes produc
ing and publishing companies to un'
-

:

Field,

Barbieri,

hoopla).
Pianist

fa;

certain legal dangers. They point out
that a work, written in Spanish,
might be widely known in Latin
America and hardly at all in the
S. Moreover, they will argue before the Senate that such titles as

and

What mystifies the men in the biz Father is a Metro publicist.
even more is why anyone pays them
Mr., and Mrs. Lem Jones, son,
(Kullman's manager, Columbia Con- $17.50 a reel; or more, to buy the
June 22, N. Y., their third child. He

mous.

a tag becomes

iu
for

second

,

analysis to decalculations and
termine value of the partnership
units in which Par does not have
as much as 95%.

starring Brian Donlevy and Jean
Pierre Aumont, due for fall release.

—

internationally

They go

are

racing pic on which

.

a

title

best-seUers

consistent

the

home

sports third.: Most'of the sports reels
are acquired from major companies, with latter's identifying trade*
mark removed and the title changed.

Tibbett, in his

Paramount has less than 95% interest in 993 theatres. The appiroxlmate. value of the interests held by
Par partners in inttstimable. Noted
that it would take many months of

Two

U S. Show Biz
Continued from page

Lawrence

to finance the changes" is
taken to inore strongly suggest that
Par, in view of its cash reserves,
has in mind the purchase of partnerships.

ties.

Anton Grot, art director at Warners,
died June 17 in Glendale, Cal,

-

now from

check from RCA-Vlctor for six
months' sales of records— most of it
from an album of pieces he played

of

wife

annual income

concerts is $200,000, and his film pay
about $100,000 a picture. Recently
he received a $118,029.69 royalty

daughter.

week
last
died
JAMES L. SMITH
hibitor
^j^ader,
in Minneapolis. He v'as in the van
James L. Smith, 51, former man
of the. various indie exhibitor fights aging director of the Congress hotel
for industry reforms, and mainly and general manager of the LaSalle
through his efforts the fir.<;t theatre hotel in Chi, died June 21, in Akron,
divorcement law was enacted in Ohio.
North Dakota, The measure later
Surviving is his widow, Elizabeth,
was repealed.
Steffes served several terms as ha
Mrs. Mabel Hyde, 63, newspaper
tional Allied States prez and for editor and mother of Frank McFad
Northwest
Al den. Universal publicist, died June
many years headed
lied States. At time of death he 20 in Compton, Ce\., following
downtown
MinneapoU:
short illness.
owned two
theatres, the Alvin (leased to the
Samuel Malzllsb, 46, member of
Paramount circuit) and the World
moyebver
house Warners staff and brother of Harry
first-run
and
chain,
an
Maizlish, gen. manager, of KFWB,
booked by the Paramount
he also had other theatre interests, died June 18 at his home in Holly
wood,
following a heart attack.
survive.
Hiis widow and a brother
Pass Lenoir, 72. retired stage and
screen actor, died after a heart attack in Hollywood, June 12. Funeral
services were arranged by. the Motion Picture Relief Fui;'!.
Lenoir entered show b'z as a featured gymnast with Al G. Fields
Minstfels, with wliich he toured for
several years and later witli circuses.
He later diverted into the legit field,
matriculating via stock companies
and later appeared in legit roadshows. He had also appeared in two
He
of William Saroyan's plays.
later went to Hollywood, to work
In pix until retirement several years

1

week tour

of the LaPorte County,
Ind., fair since 1912 and. nationally

"AL" STEFFES

particular.-

money

C

secretary

Porte,

WILLIAM

William A. ("Al") Steffes,
long prominent as an indie

A.

artists who have been made by films.
Both Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson
Eddy had their concert values greatly enhanced through pix, Eddy in

are
the

$37.50.

Par's Buy-Out

Survived by widow and two sons

James A. ("Uncle Jim") Terry,

but the pic didn't do the job for her,
they say, that Iturbl's films have
done fot him.
Concert managers point to other

.

Club, Dayton tent.

the

Hal's.

but the singer was so far over- and Official gets $7.50 apiece for
shadowed by Bing Crosby and Barry them. Tops In tMpularity of its
Fitzgerald, that apparently it's had whole stock is a Soundles 100-foot
no effect on her concert piill. Her reel featuring Yvonne De Carlo.
draw hasn't been hurt, of course,
Two-reel musicals, en the whole,

.

B.

Oxford theatre, indie film house
which wainwright still owned and

with Prince

prime, was a little less fortunate,
machines. The rumbas, they say, because he wasn't so photosambas and tangos will probably genic. Nino Martini didn't have the
fade as jukebox material if the pro- roles. -Grace Moore, when she was
viso becomes law.
in films, had no appreciable help
Record companies and radio sta from her first seven films, but with
tions are sour on the idea of per- the eighth, "One Night of Love,"
mitting Latins to give exclusive re- she clicked to be a great concert hall
cording rights to their music to draw. Eddy hit the jackpot with his
one waxer. U. S. citizens would still first film.
be compelled to permit all bompa
Lily Pons wasn't succes.sful In
nies to make records of their com- films, but she's gone on to even
positions on payment of the statu
greater draw in the concert field
tory 2c royalty. Broader tights to through basic artistry. She's the exthe Latinos is regarded as unfair ception, managers admit.
by U. S, composers, and equally opposed by radio as setting a bad ^)recedent which might later hamstring
easy accessabillty of different interr
pretations of a musical piece.
Continued from paie S

.

returned

i

it,

operated

Thomas

musicomedy

U

Thus' the Italians practically control Laurel at this writing.
What hasn't been stressed about "Open City," but should, is that it
shows that when the lion and the lamb are really up against the Nazi
terror they will light and die together. It. Is the first picture I have seen
which shows a Communist and a Catholic going their separate ways to
eternity with love for one another. May their valiant souls rest in peace

.

RONALD GREEN
of the

HERBERT WAINWRIGHT

Scrapbook

Gontlnne* from page

law

infringement suit^j for innocent use
material copyrighted under Informal South American laws. In

.

the first to exhibit talkies in
Wife, Hilda, and two brothers sur-

tlie

of

.

Canada

;

happened to mc around here, too. Why only this afternoon I telephoned
about my tickets and was told not to bother but to come along anyway and
of the state in which the contract
those tlckete oyer by special messenI said 'Oh, no you don't! You send
is signed Is also in 'for a tussle. It Is
ger or I won't come." So they sent them by special messenger." She
compromise
said. Proviso, though a
waved them in the faces of the space-grabbers.
potential
in
measure, is still tangled
By then four of us were in the Scully volture and heading for home.
legalites
amusement
technicalities,
We stopped to telephone.
say, because many Latin-American
"Call the Esquire," I said, "and see If that 'Open City' Is atill running.
states have no Ibaw under which a
That's where I wanted to go in the first place— remember?"
waiver contract could be Inked.
and the Scully ..caravan would
It was still showing, we were Informed,
argument
the
Question still remains,
be welcome in the only seats available^the best. Thus fortified, we entered
repregoes, whether an organization
the Esijuire. The charter member of Gate Crashers Local No. 5 was back
senting the author could do so, and on his throne, right next to Prince Hal of Merrle England.
such
as
this-'S^ijay
snafu outfits
As for the picture, you know it too weir for retelling. But that the
ASCAP.
Italians could make it In the last two years is a higher: tribute to them,
Infringements
than "Henry V" is to the British, though, come to think of It, there was a
Amusement field reps are also fine Italian ha«d behind "Henry V" too. That was Fillppo del Gludice, who
hopped up over possibility of costly manages Two Cities, the producers of VHe»ry V." He was at the premiere.

walveir in accordance with

Friday (21)

Scully's

"Author's moral rights" law which
it taboo to change a work on
author's
without the
adaptation

makes

.
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y^ln^Mlav, June 26,, 1946
by Cain Park's open-air strawhat-

Broadway

'

'

honoring Ave employees
C. branch who reached
silver anniversary with the
.

63

.

Hollywood

.

their
William Saal in from New York.
Cab Calloway is expected here outfit.
George Lait. joined Columbia's
The Alfred Drake-John Munday
Charles Cochran on sick list again, modernization of Goldoni's "The flacV.ery. '.
and ordered to rest by his doctor,
Liar," skedded for Broadway next
Jack Schwartz in from Broadway
Harry' Welchman, wife and daugh- season, first .saw light of day in a business.
ter off -to Switzerland for vacation-.
showcase production of-JD. C.'s f^med
Sid Rogell to" Mexico City on RKO
June Clyde expected here, middle Catholic 'U. drama course.
biismess.
July and may do a play in the West
W. P. jN. Edwards just arrived
^Anne Jeffreys hoisted to star ratEnd,
here to replace Harold Butler as ing at RKO.

Harvey .M. Brenner, operator of
back to the Co4st Giro's, Miami Beach, 'vacationing
'Marilyn Maxwell
in the east.
here.
-i^rweek's vacation
ng.twocomElmer Wiener folded his coiicei-t
cwec for Action ready"Triple Damone^actei;.
booking office to try his luck in New
pa?ieffo? iis
York.
/.^
the l^a^n.
George Duffy's hand deserting
*^Phn Began west t'o. dp of, Slgtna
"Sweetheart
Terrac.e Room for the Statler in
Mbfiogram^s

shortly on goodwill tour.

'

-.

last week
in the D.

LondoD

ter.

.

.

'

'

•

;

,

'

.

V^ashinf^on.

Beverley Hichols' house in Hamp- head' of the British Information
Ben Blue in town after a rest in
is up for sale, with vender
Services here. Edwards was former- Palm Springs.
asking $40,000.
ly ditector of the :overseas division
Maxie Rosenbloom readying a tour
Doris Walcrs gcttinfe over dppen-'
of Coast towns.
CDn§tellatloned;-*re8t
Play
Kouse. dectomy operation -in the Royal Nor- of the British. Board of Trade..
Trederic McCohheil. of
"°vic Shapiro
Elliott Nugent to San Francisco
business- guest-directing "Drunkard" revival
on
east
weeks
thern hospital.
after two
to check locations..
at Valleevue- straw-hatter.
offer
considering
William MoUison.
Hillary Brooke to.. Colorad o
Week
Frdnk Hayhesi ex - bandmastei\' to produce .an opere.tta at Oskqr's
^"rtleSi v Peck -diie east next
Springs on vacation.
Cape loined' Gebirge StSrney's' crew at' theatre. Stockholm.
,
i" Bunrtner stock at
Fib Br'owne, tal6ht agent, hosp'talto apl^ar
Phil Regan inked- into. the; Mayfair
Bronze Room as first violinist.Within a few hours of delivery,.
ized with, heart trouble.
Cod, Mass:
Helena Pickatd; wife of Sir Cedric Roo'tn Sept.' 13.
suffering^ with
Elweil;
music
critic
of
Kelly,
Herbert
Joe Youngerman celebrated his
J:
William
Mack Miller in beating the drums
.treatment at Lenox 'Plain Dealer, awarded honorary de- Hardwickei, hsid her new car stolen.- for the Bob Hope show.'
20th -year at' Paramount.
jirtMitis. under
Carol Coombs, the actress, is ofgrees by-Western Reserve Univer-.
'Pauletie Goodard in from -England
/
'-Papa"
Bouehe
gottig
fuU-hlast
at
.
Hill -hospital.
fering her little island- in the Baham/
to start work at Paramount.
broker, and sity.
the suburban .Villa Venice.
Lou Schoriceit, ticket
for sale,, with first offej of $12,000
-Dennis Morgan and Jack Carson to.
Benny Rubin, out of army,., bought as
Lillian, off to Coast tot s«
Abe Lynian visiting his birthplace
"his wife,
accepted.
San Franciss'j for USO shows.
Imperial Film Exchange from Max
weeks' vacation.
Serge Lifar, after being refused here betwe'en trains, JI. Y.-bdund.
Le's Frederick out of the Navy and
O'BHen re- Jacobs. Rubin was formerly branch ptfrmit to come over to stage the
Dick Drake, Vine 'Gardens comic,
Gene Buck and Pat
back to his thesp job at RKO.
and y;p. of Catho- manager for PRC.
MOnte Carlo Ballet ht Cam- will do a string of vaiide dates in the
New
elected president
Tony.
Gaudio celebrating his 42d
Charles Raymond, Loew's division
bridge theatre, finally received per- Ea.st this faU,
'i=
Al°£pK"j,%ff and families re- manager, recovered from long ill- mit.
Allan Jones in to audition a new anniversary as a cameraman.
,
.,
Adele
Mara in town after two
vaness
and
due
on
job
after
the
Hudback
radio
show
with
.Gil
L.-imb and Ray.
.uSnual'teid^'up
"Red Roses for Me" makes its
week.', of nil e'ry work in Cuba.
cation
at
Cod.
Cape
Siijatra's
orch.
move when it changes oyer
,
<on today tWed.).
Irene i>o)i \\-uu a (|ivori;e decree
On his first home-town ballroom fourth
Niiptial-bbund Barbara Hale 'and
Myerberg back home
from New theatre to Wyndham's,
Michael
Ray Anthony's orch drew Jiine 24, replacing I'The Years Be- Bill Williams lunched the film orix from N. C. S(>h. ihcalce inanagei.
in Presbyterian date
weeks
three
after
DiMiiii i;ynii and l:oiry Wil.^on ;mcrowd of 1,600 at $1.50 top,^ a June tween."
at the Congress.
ho.sp for checkups.
ncur>v(i-! their rii;-;i>;''iiiorit to •.vcdrecord for Lloyd .Meyer's Aragoii.
Lconore Rae,' Chi singer, signed
British ActorsV Equity clamouring
Barney Klawans was hospitolized
Fcrde Grofe aw:,r^cd a Doctor of
William Donnelly from Boston'
but is back On
competitive organization - to be by St. Louis Muni Opera for three Music decree by. Illinois Wesle-^'an;
with an eye infection
made assistant manager at Palace,' for
setup to the BBC. Claims that BBC's weeks this suinmer.
Linn
Unkefer to.Rockford. HI., for
Replacing
John
Flynn,
upped
reto
WinSam Gcrson; gen. manager for the the Barbara
"^yfrl-U'drn^kenting "Mr.
monopoly is the cause of cheap fees
Hale-Bill Williains wedShuberts here, celebrated his: 40th ding. ....
nl the Aquarette, for- lief manager for local RKO houses. for artists.
4.'
kle's Holiday."
/
Jasmine Bligh, who was with tele- wedding anni last week.
mer World's Fairgrounds.
Mrs. Harold J. Peary awarded a
Arlenc Sundquist,"Miss- Plastics of divolce from' 'The Great GilderBoris Aronson to design sets and
vision till outbreak of war. and re'46": and former College Inn Model,
costumes for Nat Karson's musical,
cently returned to the BBC when
sleeve.''
Australia
tele was resumed, is miring July 9 off to Metro and contract."The Sweet Bye and Bye.'
Virginia O'Qrlen studying Spanish
Faye Emerson here with hubby and Portuguese for a tour Of South
Lew Bricc became the papa of a
due to ill health.
By Erie Gorrlck
the kid looks
Will Fyffe, recovered, from his leg Elliott Roosevelt for his speech be- America.
girl last month. Says
Here Mclhtyre, Universal topper
ac- fore Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith.
like Fahnic, .'ans her schnoz.
Charles Einfeld and David Loew
back from U;S.' was given industry operation, opened his newly
Fannie. Hurst in to speak to the moved into new office quarters at
quired Russack's hotel, SL Andrew's,
Paul DiiUzell received greetings luncheon in Brisbane.
octhe
on
showmen
Scottish Nat'l. Federation- of Women's Clubs Enterprise.
from prominent
Whitehall Productions' "Youth at with a gold key and due
week.
on "Polities and the Sleeping Beaucasion of his 70th birthday last
Cobino Wright, Sr., cheeked: in.
the Helm" at Minerva, Sydney. ceremonial, June 1.
Nicholas Bros, midtiight cocktail Local cast is headed by-Ron Randell.
Jack Hylton has booked Ray .Veh-i ty.":
from N. Y. to aXiiK work in 'The.
"Ice-Capades" owner John Harris Razor's Edge."
parly backstage at the Bock where
Dr; Edgar Bainlon. long in. charge tura and orch for a icouple of band
Milton Bren ;noved his Capital
they are featured in "St. Louis Wom- of the Sydney Conservatorium, is recitals at Adelphi theatre June -30. and skater Doniia' Atwood doing the
an.".
,
returning, to London.- No successor This will be- first foreign band- im- town 'twixt 'Siiper Chief and Cen- Productions offices into new quarters
tury,
Billy Rose reported preparing to named as yet.
portation since the war.
on Sunset Strip.
Jim Gaui; chief electrician for
Jack Mankey- to Galveston, to open
Opera season at the Cambridge
do a syndicated column, gimmick
Independent Theatre is presenting
it
will
do
being that the showman
'Invisible Circus;" a satire o'n com- theatre by the New -London 'Opera, Warner Bros, theatres, named Graiid a'branch office for Bev- Barnett, inwithout pay.
company started with "La .Boheme" Knight of the Fort Dearborn council, die press agent.
„
^.
high- mercial radio by Sumner Lbcke- June
Cleopatra,"
"Caesar and
Michael Kady painting four large
with Lester Ferguson, K. of C.
12,
Ellio^tt.
Play might have U.S. piosPar exchange hosted the Women's posters in oil for Walter Wanger's
budget J. Arthur Rank spectacle, sibilitics.
American tenor,, scoring big hit.
pieems in N. Y. at the Winter Gar
Arturo Toscanini returning to. Clubs coiivehtion with a screening of "Canyon Passage."
CharlesMunro will back Eric PorEdgar Barrier flew in from N. Y.
'Searching Wind" at the Eighth
den. Aug. 15.
ter, yoiing film pi-oducer, in his next London, and will conduct the La
where he had been working in "The
Robert E. Sherwood and wife pic, as yet untitled. Poirter'a first bid, Scala Orchestra of "Milan, which has Street theatre.
Martha Raye gifted with DeVry Magnificent Yankee."
sailed to England last week, where "Son is Born," will be given local never played here, for one concert
Leslie Oliver, Technicolor's LonJuly 3 at Royal Opera House, Covent 16m camera and projector by Ralph
the' playivright will work on his book
bookings by- GUT;
Berger after her long run at the don manager, in town for huddles at
on the late Harry Hopkins,
Will Mahoney is drawing terrific Garden.
Arrowprexy
of
the
the home laboratory.
relented
.over
Grant,
finally
Censor
Quarter:
Latin
Arnold
biz in vaude at Tivoli. Sydney, after
Richard Thorpe returned to Metro
Orch. leader Josef Cherniav-sky and
head Productions (Mervyn LeRoy
boff Melbourne run.. With Mahoney use of the word "abortion" in the
"Pick-Up Girl," now being organist Bill Bennett have composed after hackground shooting in Michiheading for the Coast over the week- are Evie Hayes, Gardner & Kane, plav
end to spend the summer there.
John Marvin; Irving & Girdwood, shown orivately, and it may move a musical score based on the life Of gan for"This Time. for Keeps." the
Jeriia Reissar in Hollywood for
Herbert Kenwith to direct gUest Alec Kellaway, Lynne Golding.
into West End if a theatre becomes P. T. Barnum.
Phil flrsttime after 10 years as European
performances of Dame May Whitty
manager
Lawyer-personal
Claude Carter; director of Film- available.
Sir Seymour Hicks and his wife Davis off to Hollywood to make r-epresentative for David O. rSelzIn "Night Must Fall" with various craft Laboratories, Sydney, is on a
strawhal companies this summer.
looksee trip to London and U.S. Car- back in Londori after five years in pitches' for filming of a script of his, nick.
Zoltan Korda tossed a parly for
the
with
there
in
Brown,
B.
went
out
Major William
"Marriage Guaranteed."
ter will -make special survey of the South Africa.. He.
of 'The
Morris agency In Beverly Hills, out 16m setup abroad, plus the latest 1941; resigned his post as controller
National Allied prez Jack Kirsch cast and crew on completion
Life of Francis M?of the service and planed for the strides in color and processing de- of ENSA. and stayed as lecturer for bypassed the Atlantic City conven- Short Happy
comber."
Coast to return to the Morris office, velopments..
the British Council.
tion to attend fiineral of William
Francis A. Bateman to Denver and
Paul Tausig travel agency, freITMA, BBC's ace feature, will be Alvin Steffes in Minneapolis.
Charles B. Newbery, Republic's
regional
Salt Lake City to attend
quently used as a forvirarding address foreign rep, left Melbourne for Bom- replaced by feature starring Fred
Joe Lavandicr, night city ed of
Guild Proby acts abroad, trying to.lbcate sev- bay after an Aussie .stay of six Emney, Claude Hulbert and Enid City News Bureau, will be toasted conferences for Screen
duction.s.
eral performers for whom it has months. He will work his \yay back Trevor (Mrs. Claude Hulbert) early at a party in his. honor. for 42 years
Milt Howe appointed publicity cor
mail.'
Kavahagh. who scripted of newspapeV service with the outfit
to N; Y. Ray Rowe is home office in July. Ted
ordinator between RKO studio and
Dr.Herbert Graf,. stage director for rep for Republic here. Product is ITMA, is preparing script for new Sat. (29).
homeoffice, with headquarters iii
the Metropolitan Opera, engaged by
Jimmy "Professor Backwards" Edr the
distributed by British Empi>-e Films. feature.
.
Metro to stage opernttc sequences for
Winston Churchill and 23 MPs mond.son, resting up in Jacksonville Hollywood.
Dave Martin, topper of Tivoli
Paramount pulled a party for lour
to following his 19-week stint for NBC
"This Time for Keeps" (Lauritz Melvaude loop, anticipates being able represent the opposition parties
members of its 25-vear club. Jack
decision, to renew and prior to his Baker hotel, Dallas,
chior).
to import new acts from U. S. and the Government's
I. G. White, E. G. Hurley and
Curry
Arnold Kirkcby, operator ol the Britain this year via the air route. the BBC's charter when it eJipires. opening July 15.
Roder.
Chet
Sherry - Netherlands and Warwick Martin hopes government will exit claiming that renewal should ;be inSigned for Ravinia Park concerts
Horace Heidt denies buying a local
hotels. N. Y., has purchased the War
Committee of here this summer are Jarmila Novotcoin takeaway ban shortly. Sandy vestigated by Select
Claims he has his hands. full
Wick hotel, Philiadelphia, for a re Powell, British comic, is the first big House of Commons and House of na, Jacques Gordon Quartet, Al- hotel.
with two hostelries he now runs in
ported $4,000,000..
Lords.
beneri Trio, Leon Flcisher, Nathan Las Vegas and Palm Springs.
booking.
Jack (and) Benny rummage stand
"La Boheme" charity show at the Milstein and George Szell.
Jackson Wagner returned from
on the 6th avenue corner of Variety
Cambridge theatre, in aid of ReBob Hope ill with his unit for a Mexico Cit.v where he worked" on
street makes for a curious billing,
uirncd Prisoners of War Fund, held Coliseum stand. Ca.st includes. Skin- English and Spanish /scripts for the
especially .IS Messrs. Jack St Benny
on June 12, which was attended by nay Ennis and ork. Olga San Juan, John Steinbeck yarn, "Pearl of La
Bucks Coonty, Pa.
have the "and" written very faintly.
Princess Elizabeth, realized SIO.OOO. Eddie Rio. Mildred and Jim Mulcahy,
Paz."
By Sol Jacobson
Clarence Dcrwcnt. Sawyer Folk.
Show was given jointly by new Lon- Jack Peeper, the Nilsson Sisters.
George Frccdlcy, Einil Friedlander.
don Opera co. and new Monte Carlo
Paul McQralb and Liilu Mae Hub
Mel Cooper and orch move into
John Golden, Billy Rose and Marga- hard weokcnd guests of Theron biillct CO.
the Mayfair Room in August; Arthur
ret. Webster
W. Macqueen-Pope joined O.-swald Lec Simpkins same time to the Latin
elected to board of Bainbergcis.
Dublin
American National
and
Theatre
Sam naphaclson. spoii.^c and Sioll in directorship of a new com- Quarter. DeMarlos headline -the
Academy.
By Maxwell Sweeney
daughter in last week to gander rc- pany, Contributory Plays, Lid. Their Black.stonc hotel's dine-winery startWlien Benny Mcroff drove in from litled "Ja.son."
to be adoplfilion
first presentation
Baritone Michael O'Higgins heading July 12
boat.
Philadelphia the nijtht of the ConnLyn Alha, Playhouse p.a.. flew bv Jonquil Antony, of Jane Austen's
singers signed for the ing for N. Y. and U. S. tour by
European
Louis fight, prior to his Thursday home to Kan<as City Wed. il9), to "Sense and Sensibility," to be diLawrence Kent, Gaumont-British
starling Sept. 30,
Marie Lohr Chi ORcra season,
opening at the State, he had to doze be at bedside of ailing brother.
rected by John Wyse.
has been visiting
include Carla Ca.stellani, Ferrucio Film Corp. exec,
in his. car, being unable to get into
head cast.
S. I. Newhoiisc, owner of Jersey will
^
Tagliavini. Gino Bechi, lUlo Tajo, in Belfast.
reany hotel.
Bloomsbury,
is
DunHouse;
Cinema,
Dickens'
Magnet
of
dailies,
Directors
and Long Island chain of
Miehcau, Svet Swanholm.
W. C. Ament. managing news ed commuting weekends to Harburton. opening June 22. House has been Janino
dalk, fined S20 by local court for.
Enro Mascherini.
of Pathe Newsreel. John LeVein,
closed since war, with most of Dickfailing to reinstate returned service
home.
news editor, and Al Butterfleld, spe- N. J., Nicholson and Charlie Robin r ens' relics having been transferred
vet in his job.
Ken
cial feature writer, received "best
country. Opening ceremony
The Mall Players have a new setson collabing at Raven Rock on com- into .the
new.'sreel" award from the Headlinplace same time as conference
San Francisco
up—^a Ho.spitals Entertainment Unit
edy
based On Helen Hokiiison's New Ir.kes
which
crs Club in Atlantic City.
of the Dickens Fellowship at
—to take variety and plays to in- .
club dames.
Dick Spier to LA oh biz.
of
grandson
Dickens,
..Army has awarded its Bronze Yorker
Heni-yvCharle<!,
mates of Dublin hospitals.
Mary MacArlhur hu.>:tling props novelist, will be elected pi'cxy.
Bea Mathews, wife of Frisco colMedal to National Theatres' George
hunting frish scripts and
Still
tor Playhouse until she debuts wiih
umnist Herb Caen, off to N. Y. for .•itories by Irish authors for film proP..Skoura."! for his work as a civilian
mother. Helen Hayes. July 15 iii
a two months' visit;
with The Ornce of Strategic Services
Two. Cities Films has
"Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire;'
Ray Lewis, actor on "Repieat Pci- ductions.
from April to December. 1944, War
"Uncle Silas" by Sheridan
bought
Hollywood
Brodkin .signed as new PlayWashington
RKO,
Herb
formance" at
I^epnrtment Ivns anhouncod.
Le Faiui.Ralph Alswanc
designer.
house
bound. Show to go with him.
National Negro Congress is setting
By Florence S. Lowe
Actres.^ Karcen ("Betty") Allen and
feature writer for
for Broadway chore.
Speogle,
out
checked
Paul
up. a Cultural Division
to work in
15-minule radio script-writer, husband Allen
Edwiiid .'V. Willitord. veepce of Chronicle,
for
filled in for week.
signed
art fields, helping employment of John Koeiiig
("Pip") Andrews, holidaying here,
Ocncial Aniline and Film Corp.. N. weekly radio 5piel over KQW.
Kareen,
Negroes, offering info on Negroes,
planing to N. Y. shortly.
Y.. is latc.'^t member of local Variety,
Vivian- Vance and husband PhiV
and ferreting out prejudicial maleresume her stage
icnt.
Ober to their New Mexico ranch.. N. -Y.-born, is to
iial on Negroes in
career.
Atlantic Ci^
exchange
plays, pix, radio
Monogram
Tgrtle
Safer.
of
^
Jack
foUdwihg end of "Voice
programs and books,
jilid band; here to: fill
Rabin
Oscar
staff,
off
sales
and
his
here.mimager'
run here.
By Joe Walker
. _„
of an outside
all-day outing today
to Chicago for the company s conBob Goerner, vet KQW-CBS an- first Irish booking
iWed) at T.,..;(;shorc Country Club.
Cootie William.s here for concert vention.
since 1939, doing big
nouncer, and Roberta James, singer dance orchestra
IreWestp.iv. (..!>. with more than 800 and dancing tor colored Elks in ConClaude Collins, ex-WAC newsreel at Fairmount Hotel's Cirque Room; biz at Theatre Royal. While in
(21).
ballroc^i
'>;ii,it)y(,.;:
special
land they will do several
,: |jt,.teci to attend, ac- vention halj
coordinator, in and but of town these married June 15.
•'I'liii!;
spots.
Jules Pfeffer here to prepare for
w.
Kdd!.- Hyman. theatre
chore as coordinator
Mark Hopkins' Peacock Court, bookings for leading daiice
Ozarks" in davs on liis new
Tenor John Feeney. on vacation
•'•.i,:iiian of thie Par Pep opening of "Maid of the
for the video pool covering the atom sold out for opening night within
U'li.y
the CheLsea Saturday (29).
has been booked for
. (.•oinmiltee.
five (Jays, following announcement from N. Y.,
,
Metropolitan bomb tests.
Tucker,
Richard
at Theatre Royal
appearance
Dublin
engageofficial
in
two-week
MPA
Hildegarde's
Palfrcyman.
of
David
Opera -tenor lieie June 22 foi- conin August. He will also sing at Galcharge of Trade Relations dept., who ment starting Augst 20.
to N. Y..^In.
cert at Chel.-:ea with Julius SchulMark Dunnigan, retiring chairman way before returning his
just checked in last week, will trek
series for
man, violini.st.
Cle?e)and
,
rIndiana Theatre Owners' of Frisco chapter of NABET, guest September to resume
Dick Oliv'er. press agent for Sam out to the.
,
of honor at dinner given by fellow NBC.
week.
By Glenn C. Pollen
Grisman. beating drums for "Student convention thi."!Jr., homeward bound engineers. To be succeeded by John
Comedian Mike Nolan, ho.^pitalFred Niblo.
"i.'JSins back at Continental
reappearhis
Prince" start in Ballroom of Audi-,
year,
made
for
ized
a
Ca^c^^'
after 10 days here pow-wowing with McCorinell, ABC engineer.
in "Lord
torium, July 2.
stage
Dublin
on
ance
manager
Cb.nleston,
William W.
director Fiorello LaGuardia
Omar Ranney. Press drama critic,
get-together
Sam Gumperlz back in town allcr UNRRA
annual
Show,"
Mayor's
of
author
building,
the
KPO-NBC
In
official.':.:
of
PcnninK book on zoology.
(Writers,?
wintering at Saia-sota. Fla.. to lake ;ind government
hand-book on theatre air-condition- to raise funds for
general manager of work.<: i.s a 20th short on hunger.
Artistis'. Musicians', As,<m)—
PI w "? Adelman, ojivner Lenny's up duties as
v-iuo.
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and thank you

— A.

J.

I

BALABAN, IRVING

LESSER,

SAM RAUCH; PAUL ASH, FRANK VENTRE, and
Theatre -we think you're swell, too!

AND

HIS GREATEST

the

GAE

mt

FOSTER, ALBERT KNORR,

of the

gang

at the Roxy

ORCHESTRA

m

featuring

— The

Ail-American Rhythm Section & JAMES RUSHING

>

JO JONES

•

Opening at the AQUARIUM RESTAURANT,

New

•

BOB BAILEY

York, July 25th

•

ANN MOORE

^

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT OF COAST.TO<COAST CONCERT TOUR
IXCIUSIVI

MANAOIMINT

Rood Monogir

—
MILTON EBBINS

-

MURRAY BLOOM

^•r(»na1 MaiMigtmtnl

fr«n

30 ROCKUIUER HAZA,

NIW YORK

JIM McCarthy
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